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P K E F A C E.

THE numerous documents relating to the administration of the government of India by the East-India

Company which have been printed, and the still more voluminous correspondence which remains in

manuscript, have, from the earliest to the most recent dates, been thickly studded with terms adopted from

*he vernacular languages of the country, and commonly inserted without any explanation of their purport.

Various reasons may be assigned for a practice which, to say the least of it, is attended with considerable

perplexity to those who have not studied the languages of India at all, and is not free from embarrassment

even to many by whom those languages have been in part only, or imperfectly acquired. In many cases, no

doubt, it might be difficult or impossible to discover exact equivalents for the native words in English, and the

use of the original term most expressively conveys its meaning to those to whom the occasion of its employment
is familiar, although they be not Oriental scholars : Ryot and Ryotwar, for instance, suggest more precise

and positive notions in connexion with the subject of the land revenue in the south of India, than would

IKJ conveyed by cultivator, or peasant, or agriculturist, or by an agreement for rent or revenue with the

individual members of the agricultural classes : in this and similar instances the employment of the original

native term is recommended by the advantages of conciseness and precision.

In the far greater number of cases, however, the practice cannot be vindicated by an equally cogent plea,

and must be ascribed to other considerations. It may sometimes, perhaps, be assigned to a pedantic affectation

of conversancy with the native languages, but it may more frequently be attributed to indolence to a

reluctance to take the trouble of ascertaining the proper sense of the word, and of seeking for a suitable

equivalent, even where such an equivalent is at hand, and where the original term denotes nothing peculiar

<>r technical. It is scarcely necessary, for example, to introduce the word Midde in its native dress, when it

signifies only
" an Upper-storied house;" and " Widow "

is quite as much to the purpose as Avira, especially when

the latter is barbarously transmuted to Obeera. It is very obvious, however, that whatever may be the familiarity

acquired in some instances with the spoken language of the Courts of Justice and Revenue, that familiarity

is restricted to a few of the dialects, and that a critical acquaintance, even with those that are understood, is

far from common. This is very evident when, as is sometimes the case, an attempt has been made by officers

of unquestioned efficiency in other respects, to analyse etymologically the terms they employ, particularly in

regard to the languages of the south of India. Thus it is said by a functionary of more than ordinary merit,

and one who was specially selected for his knowledge of the languages, that the last syllable of Dessaye is

a Canarese term for "
mother," when it is nothing more than the abridgment of adhi,"over one who is

placed in authority over a district." The same functionary explains Desmukh, literally the head or chief

(mukhya) of a country (des), as meaning
" ten blows," confounding evidently the Sanscrit des,

" a country,"

with the Hindi das,
"

ten," and mukha,
"

face," with the Hindustani muth,
" a fist" East-India Selections,

iv. 798. In fact, the whole linguistic stock of the major portion of the Civil Service was for many years a

little Hindustani and less Persian ; and it is only recently that attempts have been made to extend the range

of attainment, and place it upon a sound and comprehensive basis.

Whatever the acquirements, however, of those with whom Indian official documents originate, it is

undeniable that many of those to whom they are addressed, or for whose information they are designed,

members of the Court of Proprietors, of the Court of Directors, of the Board of Controul, the Houses of
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Parliament, the British public, pretend to no acquaintance with the languages of India, and to them an

interpretation of the native words which come before them is indispensable. A few may have become almost

naturalized by repetition, but by far the greater number remain unintelligible. Even of the meaning of those

however which have been longest and most extensively current, precise ideas are not always entertained ; and

it may be doubted if there are many persons, of those who have not been in India, or who have no knowledge
of Hindustani, who possess a ready and correct conception of the purport of such frequently recurring terms,

as Adalat and Zamindar.

But besides the great proportion of those who may feel it their duty to consult the records of the Indian

governments for information, without pretending to any conversancy with the Indian languages, many even

of those who have been educated for the service of the Company will be occasionally perplexed by the

appearance of native terms with which they are unacquainted. The Company's servants at the different

Presidencies are not expected to be proficients in the languages spoken in the territories of other Presidencies

than their own, and yet they must find it of material benefit to be able to consult their records ; while even

in their own branch of the service, they will not unfrequently be crossed by unusual designations. Tin-

Persian or Hindustani scholar will not, therefore, always be competent to appreciate the value of the Sanskrit

and Arabic vocables which constitute the language of Hindu and Mohammadan law. Those languages will

but imperfectly prepare the Bengal civilian for Hindi, Bengali, and Panjabi : they will be of equally little

avail in the peninsula for the interpretation of terms pertaining to Tamil, Telugu, Karnata, and Malayalim ;

and they will but lamely help the Bombay servant over the intricacies of Marathi and Guzerathi, to say

nothing of Sindhi and Marwuri. Even with the scale of acquirements extended as far as may be- reasonably

expected, the great variety of the prevailing -forms of speech in India renders it impossible, perhaps, that even

all those which would be of service may be so mastered, that words derived from them will always convey
the meanings they bear independently of such explanation as is to be looked for from a Glossary or a

Lexicon.

Supposing, indeed, that a much more comprehensive and critical acquaintance with the languages of

India existed than that which usually prevails, such knowledge will still not be always sufficient to enable its

possessor to recognise a native word, however familiar to him in its original characters, in the unusual and

often preposterous form in which it appears when represented by the English alphabet. Of course, English
documents cannot admit Oriental letters ; and Indian words, when transferred from their native garb to an

English dress, are often so strangely disguised, that it is always difficult, sometimes impossible, to identify

them. The causes of their transfiguration are easily understood : they may have been written down by the

European functionary from native enunciation, agreeably to his conception of the sound, without advertence

to the original characters, the only guides entitled to reliance : the ear is far from accurate, particularly the

English ear, which is unaccustomed to a definite system of pronunciation in its own alphabet, especially as

regards the vowel sounds. The consequences are, an entire misrepresentation of the original spelling, and a

total want of consistency, the very same word being written in every possible variety of orthography.
Another source of error is the employment of a native amanuensis, who knows a little English, to write the

word, and in all likelihood, he will diverge still farther from accuracy than his European superior. The
term thus incorrectly and blunderingly set down has to be transcribed repeatedly by native copyists for

transmission to higher authority, and eventually, perhaps, to England ; and every time that it is re-written

there is a renewed probability of error. In this state it comes home, and is here re-copied by English clerks,

who are, of course, unable to correct the most palpable mistakes, and are fully qualified to commit more. In

the last place, it has to be transferred to the press, the correction of which is entrusted to incompetent
revision, and by which fresh blunders are copiously grafted on the already abundant crop. Many printed

documents, of the first importance as to their subjects, and upon which very great expense has been incurred

by the Company, have been rendered almost useless by the innumerable inaccuracies which disfigure almost

every page. The collection, for example, known as Selections from the Judicial and Revenue Records, in four

Mo volumes, containing many most important and valuable documents, is all but spoiled by the perpetual
recurrence of such errors as Lokar and Sokar for Lohar; Sale for Lai; Derk and Desk for Derh ; Pottar
for Pot-d&r , Swinjammy for Sarinjami; Kadarnaibh for Kaduramlam. Such as these admit of correction :

others are more puzzling, but may be corrected conjecturally : Bazar-heetick, is no doubt intended for

Bazar-baithak ; Mohcuddum Quaz appears from the context to be designed for Mukaddam-karz ;
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and Ooleim kaley and Muddum kaley are intended for Uttama kali and Madhyama kali. Others, again,
baffle conjecture. It passes my ingenuity to propose probable substitutes for Barhee Mutputti, Herymut
desa, or Quaeem seodi jumma. The Selections are not singular in this respect, and strange perversions find

their way into official reports, even when printed in India, where competent revision is more plentiful than it

should be in this country. In the reports of the judicial proceedings in the Zila Courts we have Jummee,
and even Jemmy for Janmi,

" one who holds a birthright ;" and Halfan,
"
by or upon oath," is metamorphosed

to Hul Fun. Documents emanating from the highest authority are not exempt from such disfigurement.
In the Instructions to the Settlement Officers from the Governor of the North-west Provinces we have

Dhurkast for Durkhast ; and La the Decisions of the Sadr Adalat we find Tun-khaw for Tankhwdh, and

Joonmoohoostee for Junum-moohoortee, "the hour of nativity." Now, whether these be blunders of

transcription or typography, they are calculated to perplex even Oriental scholars, and are grave blemishes in

documents emanating from authority, and intended to communicate information on which implicit reliance

may be placed.

The deficiencies in this respect, of the published and unpublished documents relating to India, as well as the

want of a more comprehensive key to the numerous native terms employed than any previously compiled, having
been brought to the attention of the Court of Directors in August 1842, it was resolved to adopt measures for

forming a Glossary of words in current use in various parts of India, relating to the administration of public

business in every department, the want of which had long been found a source of much inconvenience. Under
an impression that this could not be effected without the co-operation of the Company's servants locally

employed in all parts of India, instructions were given to the Supreme Government of India to call upon the

functionaries at the several Presidencies for their assistance. In order to serve as a guide for their proceedings,

a rough Glossary, alphabetically arranged, was compiled in the India-House, taken chiefly from a list of

words collected by the late Mr. Warden during his residence at Bombay, and from sundry printed collections ;

and a sufficient number of printed copies were transmitted to India for distribution to the several officers. In

this Glossary the words were inserted purposely as they were met with, without any attempt to correct them, or to

reduce their spelling to a uniform system ; as, in the absence of the native characters, any attempt to represent

the words in those of Europe might only have multiplied the obvious inaccuracies of the original collection :

their correction was left to the Indian authorities, by whom the proper native orthography could be most

readily ascertained, and they were instructed to return the lists in an accurate form, and accompanied by the

native characters of the district in which the words were current. The authorities were also directed to add

to the collection the many words that were known to be wanting, and to subjoin full, careful, and accurate

explanations of their meaning. The copies were printed in such a shape as to admit of the insertion of the

requisite additions and emendations, and several hundreds were sent out from time to time, with an expectation

expressed that they would be returned in six months from the time of their distribution. The final

arrangement of the whole work was to be committed to the compiler of the present publication.

After a much more protracted interval than that of six months, the rough Glossaries found their way
back from Bengal and partially from Madras : from Bombay none returned. The latter default was not

much to be regretted, for however judicious the design, its execution at the other Presidencies proved almost

an entire failure. Many of the lists came back blank ; of several the leaves had not been cut; in the far

greater number, a mere pretence of doing something was displayed by the insertion of a few terms neither

novel nor important ; a few afforded some serviceable materials, especially when, as was frequently the case,

the task had been transferred to the subordinate officers, Munsiffs, Amins, Sadr-amins, and Deputy-collectors,

the uncovenanted servants of the Company. Some of these did furnish lists of native terms, of a useful

description, written in both the English and native characters. Several of the native officers, however,

misapprehended the object of the collection, and admitted a copious infusion of words which had no peculiarly

official significations. More than one, indeed, in Upper India, turned to Shakespear's Hindustani Dictionary, and

deliberately covered the blank pages ofthe Glossary with words taken at random from the Lexicon. The practice

was too glaringly obvious to be doubted ; but it was confessed to me by one of the perpetrators, Mir Shahamat

Ali, whom I taxed with it when in England. He was an individual eminently qualified to have responded

to the intentions of the Court as an efficient public officer, a scholar, and a man of ability ; but so little interest

was felt in India in the subject, such was the unwillingness to devote any time or trouble to the task, that

even he evaded its performance. The same feelings pervaded the service in Bengal. At Madras, matters
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were not much better. The returns were collected by the Persian and Telugu translator to the Government,
Mr. C. P. Brown, and embodied in one compilation. The character which he gives of those returns shews

that they were equally meagre and insufficient as those of Bengal. He has since printed them, enlarged with

additions of his own, under the denomination of&Zillah Dictionary, the utility of which is somewhat impaired by
the erroneous explanations derived from the documents with which he had been furnished. From his aggregate
collection in manuscript, some useful terms, however, have been obtained, although their accuracy has been

rendered occasionally questionable by the observations of the Board of Revenue on the printed form which was

not received in time to be made much use of. From Madras, also, came two serviceable lists supplied by the

Residents at Mysore and Hyderabad, Generals Cubbon and Fraser. From Bombay, as already observed, not a

single list has been returned. The fate which has attended a measure so judiciously conceived, and so well

calculated to have brought together a large body of valuable information of the most authentic character, is

far from creditable to the public zeal and philological proficiency of the East-India Company's Civil Service.

One honourable exception must, however, be acknowledged.
"
Observing with regret that the call for

information had not been responded to, except to a very limited extent, by any of the officers under the

control of the Board of Revenue of the North-western Provinces," of which he was then a member, the late

Sir Henry Elliot whose early death has deprived the Bengal Civil Service of a most zealous and accomplished
Oriental scholar, and an enlightened and efficient public officer undertook to supply the deficiency, and to

put together the information he had collected respecting the tribes, the customs, and the fiscal and agricultural

terms current in Upper India. The collection was printed under the modest designation of a Supplement to

the Glossary, and contains a number of local terms of the most useful and authentic description, arranged

alphabetically according to the order of the English alphabet, but accompanied by the native characters, both

Arabic and Sanksrit, and expressed according to the modified system of spelling devised by Dr. Gilchrist, as

well as that of Sir William Jones. The greater portion of the contents of this collection are embodied in the

present, but some, especially the articles relating to the different Hindu clans and tribes, have been

necessarily abbreviated or omitted, as assuming a higher character than that of the mere items of a Glossary,

being,on fact, memoirs subservient to the History of India. The north-west provinces of Hindustan limit the

extent of the compilation of course to Hindi and Urdu terms, and unfortunately, also, the compilation stops

with the letter J. As far, however, as the Supplement goes, it is a contribution to the compilation contemplated

by the Court, of which the value and merit cannot be too highly estimated.

The first returns of the blank Glossaries from India having proved that little aid was to be expected from

that quarter, it became necessary to look round for other sources of information ; and in the first instance, at

least, to make use of such as were in print. Of this class were Gladwin's Dictionary of Mohammadan Law
and Revenue Terms, Rousseau's Vocabulary of Persian Words in common use in India, and the Indian

Vocabulary of Lieutenant Robertson. For the south of India there were the technical terms attached to Morris's

Telugu Selections, Brown's Gentoo Vocabulary, and Robertson's Glossary in Tamil and English of words used

chiefly in the business of the Courts. There were also, for general reference, the Indices of the Regulations,
whether attached to them separately, or as collectively formed by Dale, Fenwick, and Small, the Glossary
of the Fifth Report, and, above all, the Dictionaries of all the principal languages, in which a great number

of technical terms are necessarily comprised, although the explanations are not always as full and particular

as could be wished. The most comprehensive of them in this respect are Major Molesworth's Marathi Dictionary,
Reeves's Karnata Dictionary, and Mohammad Kasim's Dictionary of Guzarathi. The Bengali Dictionaries of

Carey and Houghton are singularly defective in technical and colloquial words. Steele's Summary of the law

and custom of Hindu castes in the Presidency ofBombay affords a mass of very valuable information respecting

the west of India, although sadly disfigured by an uncouth and unsystematic representation of the original words.

These were, in the first instance, available : manuscript materials were at first less abundant, and the only
collections in the India House were a Glossary of Marathi terms of some extent and authenticity, compiled
for the use of the Bombay Government, and a collection of Malayalim words compiled by the late Mr. Graeme.

The stock of manuscript materials was, however, speedily and importantly augmented.
A collection of Indian technical terms had been for some time in progress, made by my friend Richard

Clarke, Esq., whose connexion with the Privy Council in the matter of Indian appeals had impressed him

with the necessity of a general compilation of this description, and whose high position when in India as a

judicial servant of the Madras Government, and whose attainments as a Tamil scholar, fully qualified him to
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supply the want. He had accordingly been diligently engaged in the collection and arrangement of materials

for such a work, and had accumulated a large quantity of the most useful words selected from the Regulations,
from the Reports of the Committees of Parliament at different dates, from the Selections from the Records,
from the early Reports of cases decided in the Sadr Adalat of Calcutta, from Harington's Analysis of the

Regulations, Ellis's Mirasi Tenures, Malcolm's Central India, Buchanan's Travels and Eastern India, and

various other standard authorities. He had also formed lists of Mohammadan law terms, extracted from the

Hidaya, Macnaghten's Mohammadan Law, and Baillie's Digest, and of Hindu law terms from Colebrooke's

Digest and Law of Inheritance, Macnaghten's Hindu Law, and my Sanskrit Dictionary. There were also

MS. collections of words in the languages of the south of India, accompanied, in some instances, by the native

characters. These materials had been classed and arranged alphabetically, and constituted an aggregate of about

six or seven thousand terms. They were written according to the system of Sir William Jones, but not

accompanied by the native characters. The whole of these materials were most liberally placed at my disposal

by Mr. Clarke, when he learned that I was occupied in a similar task ; and the greater portion of them, all those

which came within the plan of the present compilation, have been incorporated with it, after verifying them by
reference to the authorities whence theywere taken, and supplying, wherever practicable, the original native letters.

Copious as were the materials furnished by these different sources, it was very soon evident that the supply

was far from exhausted, and that a great number of words employed in official documents still remained to be

collected and explained. Public documents respecting the judicial and revenue and other departments of the

administration of India have of late years been communicated to the public through the press with a liberality

which, although no doubt in many respects of great public utility, might perhaps be now curtailed with

advantage, as the voluminous extent of the publications may appal some who would wish to consult them,

and deter them from availing themselves of the information. Thus we have in print Monthly Reports of Cases

decided in the Sadr Courts of Appeal at Calcutta, Agra, Madras, and Bombay ; Monthly Reports of the

Cases decided in the Zila and subordinate Courts of Bengal, the North-west Provinces, and Madras, which have

come latterly to average about 500 pages each, or 6000 pages per annum, or, altogether, 1 8,000 octavo pages

annually. Besides these, the Settlement Reports of the Revenue Officers of the North-west Provinces have been

printed, and, at all the Presidencies, Extracts from the Records for many years past have been published, or

are in course of publication. All these documents abound more or less with native terms, which, if not in all

instances strictly technical, are treated as officially current, and are therefore in need of interpretation. All these

have been gone over for several years past, from 1 846 to ] 853, and such words as were not previously included

have been added to the compilation.

Still, these, however ample, are not the only authorities which it has been thought advisable to refer to.

Various other public documents are in print, calculated to supply additional materials, such as the Circular

Orders of the Sadr Dhvani Adalat ; Instructions to Settlement Officers emanating from the Government of

the North-west Provinces ; the particulars of the Settlement Misl, or Collection of Official Forms ; and other

similar Documents. Others, originating with private intelligence, have been also found of service, such as

Smyth's Bengal Zamindari Accounts ; the clever Tract in Urdu and Hindi, termed Khet-karm, or Field

Business ; the amusing and instructive " Revelations of an Orderly ;" and a host of contributions to the

Asiatic Researches, the Transactions of the Bombay Literary Society, the Transactions and Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, and the Journals of the Asiatic Society and Agricultural Society of Bengal, of the

Literary Society of Madras, and of the Branch Asiatic Society of Bombay. The great extent of these several

authorities renders it impossible to have bestowed upon them more than a cursory examination, and there are,

no doubt, still abundant materials to be gathered from them ; but they have been consulted with more or less

care, and from these and other works incidentally referred to, the collection has been carried far beyond the

limit which was anticipated when the task was undertaken. The Index of the Glossary exhibits an aggregate

of more than 26,000 words ; and although many of them are mere varieties of spelling, yet the far greater

proportion are leading terms, in their correct orthography, agreeably to the system which has been followed in

representing Indian words by the letters of the Roman alphabet.

The only trustworthy representation of an Indian word is its native costume : it can never be thoroughly

nationalised in any other : but as it has to take a place in English documents, and is addressed to those to whom

it would otherwise be illegible, it is the especial object of the present compilation to give it as faithful an

equivalent as the difference in the values of letters and the peculiarities of national enunciation will permit,
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attaching to it at the same time, as a check upon the copy, the original delineation of the word in the letters of

its own alphabet, wherever verifiable, for the use of those who are qualified to make the comparison. To be

able to appreciate, however, the intention of the copy, and to make use of it with advantage, it is necessary
that the principles upon which it has been developed should be properly understood.

The extreme and contradictory variety which prevails in the spelling of Oriental words has been often

made the subject of remark, and not unfrequently of censure. The latter may not be always undeserved
; yet

those who condemn are not always qualified to judge, and they often exhibit in themselves a most

perverse determination not to be set right. Above a century ago the most unexceptionable authorities

established by their example how Mohammed should be spelled, or nearly so, but to so little purpose
that it still is most common to write it Mahommed, and even Mahomet is still far from unfrequent. As

long as this disregard of exactitude is so universal it little imports what animadversions may be passed upon
the want of it by incompetent judges ; but those who should know better, those who are acquainted with the

original languages, are inexcusable when they write the native words without reference to their proper form,

and without any consistent or systematic mode of expressing them, each individual writing it as he hears, or

thinks he hears it articulated, and without paying any attention to its original alphabetical structure. It is

undoubtedly true that many of those who are in the habit of hearing and uttering native words in the course

of official duty are unfamiliar with their written forms, and will not take the trouble to acquire a knowledge
of their alphabet. Even, however, when acquainted with the characters, they will not be at the pains
of acquiring a systematic plan of representing them, but write them according to the fancy of the moment,
and with a total indifference to consistency which produces the most needless and incompatible misrepre-
sentations of one and the same word, to an extent that would scarcely be thought possible if it were not

substantiated by daily experience, even in the most ordinary and simple words. It would, for instance, be

thought impossible to represent Lakhiraj (from la,
"
without," and khiraj,

"
tax,") by any other letters, and

the disciples of the two chief propounders of schemes of Oriental orthography, Sir William Jones and Dr.

Gilchrist, would unhesitatingly concur in the representation ; yet notwithstanding the concurrence of the two

systems, and the simplicity of the original word, we meet with Lakhiraj under the monstrous disguises of

Lakerage, Lackeradge, Lackirnz, Lackeragp, Laqueernuz, and Leeakeerazee. It is high time that such

monstrosities should no longer be perpetrated or tolerated, and that the only remedy of which it admits should

be applied the authoritative enforcement of a uniform system for the representation of the original letters by
those of the English alphabet. For this purpose a system must be devised, and then it must be learned. The

cause of the confusion is, chiefly, neglect of the latter. We have systems, good enough in their respective ways,
but few or none will take the trouble to study and apply them.

The representation of Oriental words by Roman characters has not now for the first time to be considered :

the question was most ably discussed nearly seventy years ago by Sir William Jones, and was placed upon its

right footing in his Memoir, which judiciously prefaces the Researches of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and

commences the first volume, printed in 1788. There are but two principles involved in the adaptation

of one alphabet to another: 1. an analogous classification of the letters themselves, according to their

original arrangement ; or, 2. the representation of their sounds in equivalents of similar enunciation ; in

other words, the one principle is analogy, the other, pronunciation. Sir William Jones adopts the former as

the more simple, universal, consistent, and scientific, and as exempt from the anomalies and contradictions

which the English alphabet presents, in which, as he ingeniously pointed out, every vowel and a diphthong

may be used to articulate one and the same sound, as in the sentence " a mother bird flutters over her

young," in which every vowel of the alphabet and the combination ou has the sound of u in but. He also

instances, in the quotation from Maleherbe, the absurd results that would follow an attempt to transcribe the

original French passage according to even its French pronunciation, an absurdity which we commonly,

though not invariably, avoid in ordinary life by writing foreign names, not according to their pronunciation,

but their original spelling. No one would think of writing Paris "
Paree," Rousseau " Roosso ;" nor, except in a

conundrum, Toulon and Toulouse, "Too long" and "Too loose :" and it would be a sorry jest that should convert

Grisi into "Greasy." We do not, therefore, follow sound alone in the Anglicising of European foreign

words ; and the principle is, if possible, still less applicable to the languages of the East.

Not very long, however, after the system of Sir William Jones had been adopted by the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, the principle of pronunciation was taken up by Dr. Gilchrist, with relation especially to the
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Hindustani language as written in the Arabic and Persian alphabet ; and with great ingenuity he devised a

scheme for expressing the letters of one alphabet by the other, according to their prevailing sounds. This

plan he advocated with an earnestness which savoured something of extravagance ; but his scheme, as finally

developed as his Hindee-Roman Orthoepical Ultimatum, was, with one or two exceptions, exceedingly well

adapted to its object, that of expressing with uniformity and consistency the Oriental characters in English

letters, in such a manner that English readers, unacquainted with the former, would be enabled to articulate

the words with a very near approach to their correct pronunciation. Here, then, is all that is wanted two

ingenious systems, one based on analogy, one on pronunciation ; and it is only requisite that a person

proposing to write Oriental words in Roman letters should make himself familiar with one or the other. It

has been more congenial, however, to the natural indolence and self-sufficiency of writers on Indian subjects

to study neither, but to blunder on without any previous preparation, to put down words at random, and

mystify the public with all sorts of incongruous creations.

Although fully adequate to the determination of the principles on which the mutual adjustment of the

Oriental and Roman alphabets ought to be grounded, yet some of the details ofthe two systemshave been thought
to admit of improvement, and different modifications of both have been from time to time proposed. The system
of Sir William Jones was scrupulously adhered to by Mr. Colebrooke, and prevails in the Asiatic Researches,

and in the Journals of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and of the Royal Asiatic Society; it was used, somewhat

modified, by Sir Charles Wilkins, in his edition of Richardson's Persian Dictionary, and in Shakespear's

Hindustani Dictionary ; nearly unaltered in Rottler's Tamil, Campbell's Telugu, and Bailey's Malayalam
Dictionaries ; and, in a mixed form, in Reeves's Karnata Dictionary. Major Molesworth, in his Marathi

Dictionary, follows generally Dr. Gilchrist's system. The public authorities in Bengal also usually observe a

modification of Gilchrist's spelling, when they follow any system at all ; but there is little uniformity in this

respect In 1834, a vigorous effort was made in Bengal to establish what was termed the Romanizing system,

or the substitution of the Roman letters for the characters of the country, in all printed books, and the

project is still in operation to a limited extent Competent scholars from different Missions, Dr. Duff,

and Messrs. Pearce, Yates, and Thomas ; and distinguished Members of the Company's Service, Mr. H. T.

Prinsep, the late Mr. J. Prinsep, Mr. John Tytler, and Mr., now Sir Charles Trevelyan, took part in the

discussion, and their several communications were collected and printed at Serampore. The different modes

of writing the Oriental words in Roman letters were then fully and fairly considered, and a system nearly

identical with that of Sir William Jones was adopted. Again, in 1845, an intelligent and ingenious

treatise on the mode of writing Oriental words, having especial reference to the present Glossary, by Mr.

Crow, Deputy Collector, was published in Calcutta, who was wrong only in supposing that the crude

spelling of the Draft Glossary was final. Still more recently, the subject has been taken up by the

Missionaries of England and America, and some eminent German Oriental scholars and philologers ; and

several conferences were held, under the auspices of Chevalier Bunsen, for the purpose of fixing a standard in

Roman characters for the expression of foreign forms of speech, whether possessed of alphabets or without

them. Proposals for a Missionary alphabet founded on these discussions, have been published by my friend

Maximilian Muller, Professor of Modern Languages in the University of Oxford. There is no lack, therefore,

of careful and competent investigation of the subject ; and although uniformity of practice has not been, and

probably will not be, the result, yet an approximation has been made to it, and the principle of analogy,

where alphabets exist, is recognised as preferable to that of pronunciation. Where the language is unwritten,

sound must be more or less the guide ; but with such forms of speech we have no concern, all the languages of

the civilised races of India being provided with alphabets.

In the following pages the principle of analogy has been preferred, and the system of Sir William

Jones has been pursued, with some modifications of detail, which will be particularised
in the remarks on the

table of equivalents, which will presently be given. Their object will be rendered more obvious by prefacing a

few general rules for the conversion of one set of characters into another, and the observations which they

suggest The rules are in general harmony with those acknowledged as the basis of the Missionary

alphabet The observations have also reference to the propositions for its development.

I. The same letter should be invariably used to represent the same letter or the same sound: if a be

chosen as the representative of the short vowel, it should never be allowed to alternate with e or u, o or ?.

II. The same letter should never be used to express two different letters or sounds.
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On this account I object to the proposal to represent both k and ch by k, although etymologically there may
be an affinity between them, as pointed out half a century ago by Dr. Gilchrist, in his recognition ofthe identity

of kirk and church. Etymology, however, is admitted to be a somewhat unsafe guide ; and I would restrict

k to its guttural duties, on the same principle as, inconsistent with this rule, I conceive it objectionable to givea
double office to y, although it has such a duality in English, as in gin and ynn. It is proposed, indeed, to

distinguish both the k and the y by printing them in italics when palatals, but the distinction is insufficient,

as it is one of form, not of value, and is both uncouth and likely to be overlooked. My friend M tiller's "Gagatai

/ifingis khan "
will be much more consistently and correctly written "

Jagatai Chingis khan," i. e. ch and

k each having but one power.

III. Simple letters should, as far as possible, be used for simple letters.

On this ground, objections may be taken to the use of ch ; but although written as two letters, it has in

English the power of but one: and although the nations of the Continent express it by combinations of a rather

uncouth appearance, yet, as symbols have to be devised for sounds which are foreign to an individual

alphabet, there is no good reason why one should not borrow of another. Ch, as a novelty, is not more novel

than k as ch ; and the one has an existence, which the other has not. On this, and on the use of aspirates as

simple letters, we shall have further occasion to animadvert.

It is sufficiently obvious, that if an alphabet of twenty-four letters is to express one of fifty or more, some

contrivance must be had recourse to, to extend the elasticity of the former. If the sounds are wholly and

radically strange, new symbols must be invented ; but if, as is most usual, they are only qualifications of

sounds, of which, in the unmodified form, symbols exist, the latter may be adapted to these expressions

conformably to the following:

IV. Diacritical signs, lines, accents, or dots, are to be attached to the Roman letters, in order to enable

them to represent modifications of the symbols or sounds which they themselves express.

The choice of these diacritical or distinguishing marks is matter of taste, or, more correctly speaking, of

convenience. Sir William Jones objected to the ordinary modes of characterising long and shortvowels as properly

belonging to prosodial distinctions ; and as the use of accents was familiar to some of the European languages, he

preferred their employment, and distinguished the long vowels by the acute accent in the middle of words, and

by the grave accent in the last syllable : he also characterised the cerebral consonants by the accent. Dr.

Gilchrist's representation of the vowels proceeded on a different plan altogether, and he expressed them by

special equivalents. In his earliest scheme he distinguished peculiar consonants by small circles above them, as

i, d, &c. ; but in his final alphabet he substituted dots underneath t, d, s, z, z, and the like. Mr. Shakespear,

in his Hindustani Dictionary, uses both, lines above or below, and dots underneath, as a, t, kh, s, s, &c. ; and

Mr. Crow proposes, in various instances, a line, or a line and dot, below the letter, as a, i, k, k. It seems

inexpedient, however, to diversify the diacritical marks beyond the distinction of vowels and consonants, and

the acute accent may be reserved for the long vowel, and dots underneath for the peculiar consonants : the

latter have the advantage of being typographically more convenient, of being unobtrusive to the eye, and of

being easily multiplied with any number of modifications of the original sound, as will be hereafter shewn.

V. The vowels are to have the powers which they enjoy in most languages except English, and especially

in Italian ; and, as in Latin, quantity is not to be represented by a difference in the letter, the long and short

vowel being held to be one and the same letter, the former being distinguished by the acute accent in

whatever part of the word it may occur, as a, a, i, i, u, u.

It is in tliis respect that Dr. Gilchrist's system differs radically from that of Sir William Jones, and

violates the rule with which we set out, as well as the preceding, in representing one vowel, varying only in

the accident of quantity, by two or more, as the short a by u, the long by a, the short i by i, the long

by ee, the short M by a new character, which he proposed to be w, and the long it by oo. There is no doubt

that these equivalents represent to an English eye and ear the sounds of the original vowels more readily than

the unaccented a or the accented i and u ; but they do not represent the original letters, and destroy all

alphabetical identity. A vowel is the same letter, whether it be long or short, and in most languages, except
our own, is so written. To represent the long vowel by one symbol and the short by another is to create a

distinction where none exists, and to disjoin words which are closely connected. To change the short a to u,

and leave a to represent the long, divides words which are essentially identical, and places one at the head

and the other at the tail of a dictionary. Dabee, for instance, and dubea, are radically the same word : the
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latter occurs in Sir Henry Elliot's Supplement at an interval of forty pages from the former ; in the present

compilation, as Ddbi and Dabia, they come as they should do together. However accommodating, therefore,

to national peculiarities, the Gilchrist vowel system will never be universally adopted ; and accordingly it

does not form an element in any of the schemes proposed for the Missionary alphabet. We shall have

further occasion to advert to this part of the subject.

VI. Consonants of the same elementary sound, modified only by pronunciation, but expressed by different

symbols, are to be expressed by one and the same symbol, distinguishing it as the equivalent of the original

sign by dots underneath the letter, multiplying them according to the multiplied variety of the original

sounds.

The multiplied modifications of sounds may be expressed by separate signs in the same alphabet, or they

may occur in different alphabets with their respective representations. Thus we have five or six nasals in the

Hindu alphabets, and five modifications of z in the Semitic alphabets, each of which it is necessary to

represent separately, both with regard to the appropriation of the word to the language to which it belongs, and

to discriminate between words of very different significations, although very nearly similar forms. Thus, in

Arabic, kul means "
all ;" in Karnata, kul is a payer ofgovernment revenue: they are not the same word, how-

ever, even in form : the final / ofthe Karnata word being peculiar to its alphabet in figure, and slightly, perhaps,
in pronunciation : it is therefore distinguished from the ordinary I which the same alphabet also possesses by a

dot underneath. Put, in Hindi, is
" a leaf;" Pat, in Marathi, is

" a plank :" the difference is in the t, which,

in the latter, is the cerebral, in the former, the dental letter: the cerebral then is to be distinguished by the

dot. Tar, Persian, is "a wire ;" Tar, Hindi,
" a palm-tree :" the hard r indicated by the dot marks an

essential difference. In the mouth of a native there is no doubt a different enunication of these apparently
identical words, but the distinction is not easily caught by the European ear ; and as the general
articulation is the same, it does not require to be represented by any other than a modified symbol. In

proportion as these varieties increase, the diacritical dots may be multiplied to any required extent without

becoming obtrusive or uncouth, as would be the case with accents ; n, for instance, is typographically less

offensive than n. In some cases the marks may be dispensed with, as in that of the nasals, the value of which

is commonly determined by the following letter, and n before k or g would be necessarily the guttural nasal,

and n before ch and.;' the palatal letter ; and, except for the sake of systematic consistency, would not need

to be distinguished as n, 11. It has been proposed in the scheme for the Missionary alphabet to represent

peculiar consonantal symbols by italics, or the cerebrals of the Nagari alphabet for instance, t, d, by t, d ; but,

besides that the presence of an oblique italic letter amongst the upright broad-faced Roman letters were

offensive to the eye, the contrivaiice would be able to represent only a single modification. It could not, in

the case of t be extended to the Arabic to Qe), and it could not be possible to repeat an italic z three times over to

represent the Semitic letter 20 (k), although that may be easily typographed as s. The argument in favour of

the italic letter is, that all founts are already provided with them, and not with dotted letters : the latter can,

however, be provided with equal facih'ty, if required.

VII. The aspirates of the original letters must be represented in European alphabets by a double

letter, or the proper equivalents with the addition of h, as kh, gh, &c., considering the composite as representing

a single sound.

We have here some slight difficulty as regards the English alphabet in the forms and powers of ch, t/i,

sh : these, to be consistent, should be treated as aspirates, which they are not ; and they therefore constitute

exceptions to the rule, that a single consonant with h added is to be regarded as a single aspirated letter. In

order to avoid the dilemma, Sir William Jones proposed to distinguish the aspirates by an apostrophe,

separating the aspiration above, as in aswatfha ; Dr. Gilchrist, by a comma below, as b,h, k,h, &c. ; but these

distinctions are inconvenient and scarcely necessary. There can be no misconception as to ch and sh,

which in English and in Russian, as well as in the Indian alphabets, are simple sounds. Th with the sound

of theta is not of frequent occurrence, and, if it be thought expedient, may be distinguished by a diacritical

mark as a line underneath it, th, or even the Greek letter might be borrowed, as it would harmonise well

enough with the Latin characters. So, if it be considered indispensable that a single symbol should be always

employed for a single unaspirated sound, the Russian ch (H) and sh (m) might be pressed into the service.

VII. When it is necessary, as it is in the monosyllabic languages, and in some of those of barbarous

nations, to express intonations, these may be designated by conventional marks or figures placed above or

d
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below the letters, as has been proposed in the Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. IV. No. 2, by
the Hon. C.W. Bradley, late Consul at Ainoy ; but we have no concern with these at present in the languages
of the people subject to the government of British India.

In conformity to the tenor of the rules thus laid down, I have adopted for the representation of the

Oriental words that occur in the subsequent pages the system of equivalents described in tho following Table, in

which it will be observed that the characters of the English alphabet have been enabled to represent letters, in

nine alphabets of thirteen Indian languages, without the introduction of a single new character. I may not be

found invariably to have adhered to the scheme as it appears in the Table, partly from my not having definitively

determined all the equivalents when the compilation was commenced, partly from occasional inattention or

"forgetfulness, and partly for special considerations strongly recommending a departure from uniformity.

These deviations are, however, only occasional, and the Table may be accepted as embodying the plan which

I have conclusively adopted, and which I think will be found to provide for the representation of all the

alphabetical- symbols hitherto known in India. The progress of events may bring other alphabets within the

range of similar representation, and to them the principles of the scheme will admit, it may be expected, of

its adaptation.

ENGLISH.
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ENGLISH.
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REMARKS.
A a represents the short A of the Indian alphabets ; it is found in English plentifully as an initial, as in

"
adore, amend, above." It occurs also as a medial in " woman," and as initial and final in "America," in all which

it has the dull sound of the common English u in "bud, but." It is the equivalent proposed by Sir William

Jones, although he allows its alternating with E, a licence incompatible with our Rule I. The A has had the

concurrence of Sir Charles Trevelyan, of the Calcutta Missionaries, Mr. Shakespear, Mr. Crow, and has

been most usually adopted in the Transactions and Journals of the several Asiatic Societies. The proposed

Missionary alphabet suggests for the short vowel oe, e, or o
;
but these are not necessary, and would be

inconsistent with Rule I. The same objection applies to Dr. Gilchrist's representation of a short, by u,

however more congenial that may be to the practice of our own language, and although the a as repre-

senting the short vowel, constitutes a stumbling block in the way of English articulation, which, it must be

admitted, it is almost impossible to overcome. It is very difficult, almost impossible, to induce an English
reader to pronounce Man as Mun, Pan as Pun, Sab, Sub, Thag, Thug, and the like

; but the difficulty may be

surmounted with a little perseverance, and the spelling must be adhered to if consistency is to be observed. In

conformity, however, to the prevailing prejudice, I have frequently inserted, in leading Hindustani words

especially, the Gilchrist reading, as in Man, Mun, Thai, Thul, as parallel with the more correct form. Since,

in the Index the letter U, either as an initial or medial, occurs twice over, the words that first come being
identical with those having an initial or medial A, those that succeed having the proper vowel or Italian U,

they are separated by a short line, thus, Bhuda, Bhudahur, equivalent to Bhada, Bhadahar, and the like,

precede and are distinct from Bhu, Bhuband , and Bubool, Buboor, precede and are distinct from Bu, Bud,

Bubu, and the like. Leading words commencing with Uns A, or as the vowel proper, are also separately classed.

The short A of the other Indian alphabets is pronounced commonly in Bengali as O, but it is not so

written, the Bengali being essentially the same as the Nagari alphabet, and the value thus given to the vowel

is merely provincial, and, in some degree, a vulgarism. I have not, therefore, altered the spelling, as the

object of all the above equivalents is not the sound but the symbol, the letter as it stands in its own alphabet,
and not as it may happen to be enunciated.

A a is our letter in "
far, car," expanded sometimes, in the pronunciation of Arabic and Persian words into

a broader sound, as in
"
ball, fall, water." It is admitted by all the systems as representing the long vowel. In

the table it is distinguished, after Sir William Jones, by the acute accent Dr. Gilchrist uses it unaccented,

as he does not need to distinguish it from the short A ; Mr. Shakespear marks it by the prosodial mark, a

line above the letter ; Mr. Crow would designate it by a similar line underneath ; but there does not seem to

be any reasonable objection to the accent.

The Arabic letter c has always constituted a difficulty, owing not only to its peculiar articulation, but to

its combining with the different vowel-sounds of a, i and u. Hence Meninski proposed to retain it unaltered, in

which he has been followed by Richardson, Sir Charles Wilkins, and Mr. Johnson, and, in an abbreviated form,

by Mr. Shakespear. SirWilliam Jones adopted this modification in his Grammar, but proposed in his Memoir to

distinguish it by a circumflex, as a, i, u, which plan has been here adopted ; the appearance of the character itself

in the midst of English letters being anomalous, and, to persons not acquainted with the Arabic alphabet,

unintelligible, as for Duilat, Ducdt, or for Ahd, c.ahd, for Rab&, Rabc., for Khilat, Khilat : Sir Charles

Trevelyan agrees with Dr. Gilchrist in expressing it by a dot under the vowels . Mr. Crow would employ
two dots ; but as the letter is a peculiar one, it is perhaps best distinguished by a peculiar diacritical mark
of its own. Its representation by 'h in the proposed Missionary alphabet would be wholly inadequate to

its verification, as in Amlah, tlm, t)mr, and the like.

The diphthong Ai occurs in the word " aisle." For Au we have only, in English, the representative sound of

OM, as in "
hour," but the compound is a + u, not o + u ; and the above therefore follows Sir William

Jones's plan, which is generally concurred in. Dr. Gilchrist proposed to express them by ue and uo, but few

even of his disciples have followed him. Mr. Elliot generally writes them ei and ou, as in Beis for Bais,
Gour for Gaur.

B is uniformly rendered, as in "
beat, bad." The aspirate Eh, as Gilchrist observes, may be represented in

" abhor" dropping the initial ; but it may be doubted if we have any exact equivalents in English for these
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aspirated letters other than by the addition of the h, which, with the unaspirated letter, is to be regarded, as it

is in the Oriental alphabets, a simple sound.

The scantiness of the Tamil alphabet, comprising but eighteen consonants, has compelled the

assignment of multiplied powers to certain of the letters, to enable them to express the Sanskrit words with

which the language is copiously infused : hence the equivalent of B u is also that of Bh, and is more

especially the representative of P and Ph : the differences of value depend, in this case and in the analogous
instances ofK and T, upon the position of the letter. As an initial, the u represents P, and so it does when
double in the middle of the word ; but when single as a medial it represents either B or Bh. Thus, Mahdbharata

is written in Tamil letters Makaparata, but it is pronounced by native scholars correctly according to its

Nagari valuation. Some difficulty occasionally occurs with regard to the reduplication of these letters as

medials. According to Beschi, the reduplication has only the effect of preserving for the letter its proper

sound, as pagaippan is nothing more than pagaipun. Rhenius, however, says that both are to be pronounced

hard, as in iruppu, not as Beschi would make it, merely irupu. The preservation or rejection of the duplicate

can only be determined by practice, the only essential point being the retainment of what may be considered

the especial value of P, K, and T, as a medial when repeated.

C, except in the combination Ch, does not occur in the above scheme. Sir William Jones employed it

to represent the K of the Nagari alphabet, retaining the K for the harsher Arabic guttural ; but in that case

we employ two letters to represent but one, for the Arabic is only a modification of the guttural, not a distinct

power. C, in English also, is an inconsistent letter, having, in fact, no power of its own but that ofK before

a and o, and of S before e and i: its use is therefore apt to mislead. It took me some time to read Sir

William Jones's Cocila, not as Kosila, but Kokila, as it should be : so in a word in common use, Circar, we
have one letter for two sounds, and two sounds for one letter, a breach of all system. C is therefore

altogether discarded, except in the form of Ch, which, although written with two letters, is as much a simple
sound in English as it is in Sanskrit Mr. Crow proposes to represent it by C, but all other English orientalists

retain the combination. The sound is peculiar in some degree to English and Russian, although the Italians

have it in ce and do ; and its representation as tch or tsch in French and German is no doubt somewhat

uncouth. For this reason, as well as to distinguish it from the guttural c/i, as in macht, nicht, the German
orientalists have latterly represented it by K with an asterisk, as K', and in the proposed Missionary alphabet

the italic K is suggested. To this I have already objected, as employing one letter to represent two different

letters, and therefore a violation of an important principle. There seems no reason for the non-adoption of

the English form : in either case the equivalent is conventional : K' or K, with the sound of Ch, is quite as much

an innovation as would be the graft of Ch itself on the German alphabet The power it possesses must be

explained and agreed upon in either case equally, and its being confounded with the guttural ch might be

obviated by a diacritical point or ch. If, however, a single symbol that could not be mistaken for any thing

else were thought indispensable, it would be preferable to borrow the Russian M. For English uses, however, it

will be far the most convenient to preserve the combination. The aspirate of Ch or Chh is to be considered as

a single sound.

Here, again, we have a case of the assignment of more than one power to one symbol in the Tamil

alphabet, and Ch can only be expressed by & , which has to do duty also for /, for S, and for Sh. It has the

power of Ch when double, as a medial following certain letters or
/_,

or when single following t, as in

kaniyatchi. In Telugu, Ch before certain vowels has the sound of Ts, as / has that of Dz, but these are

dialectical peculiarities, and do not alter the identity of the letter.

D and Dh, as dentals, require no comment: they are the same in all systems. But we have

another D and Dh which are cerebrals, and are pronounced harder than the dentals, the d especially often

becoming in pronunciation like a rough r, as ghoda is pronounced yhora. The letters, however, are the same.

We have only to deal with modifications of sound, and these may be distinguished in all the consonants by a

dot or dots underneath. Sir William Jones distinguished them by accents ; but besides the advantage of con-

fining the accent to the vowels, the form of the d renders an accent over it, as 'd, typographically inconvenient.

Dr. Gilchrist's final use of the dot, concurred in by Mr. Shakespear and Sir C. Trevelyan, has been adopted.

The representation of D in the English alphabet by the same letter in the Oriental alphabets has one

exception, and we have nothing for it in Tamil, as observed above, but T, which has the power of T, Th, D,
or Dh, according to its position : it is T as an initial, or as a medial when double ; it is Th or D when medial

and single.
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E has the power of the vowel in French or Italian rather than in English, but we have it in the word
" there." In Sanskrit, it is always a long vowel, but in some of the languages of the south of India a more

prolonged sound is sometimes given to it, and different symbols are employed for it. Sir William Jones and

Dr. Gilchrist both represent it by one symbol, E: the former accents it, as in Veda ; but I have thought it

better to retain the accent for the more prolonged sound. The proposed Missionary alphabet suggests the

italic E for the long letter.

F occurs with the same power in the Semitic alphabets. In the Indian dialects it has no representative,

but the aspirated P or Ph takes its place, as Faisala, Phaisala.

G is the English letter in "
go, gun," Gh in " ghost." In the two leading systems Gh is written

(fli
and g,h,

but Mr. Shakespear and
'

Sir Charles Trevelyan are satisfied with gh. The harsh Arabic guttural is a mere

modification of the same sound, and is therefore indicated by Gh. Jones and Gilchrist rendered it simply by

yk. Shakespear underlines it qh.

For reasons already urged the inconsistency of representing two different symbols by one, although in

this case sanctioned by the practice of our own alphabet I must object to the use of G with the power of J, as

in
"
gin, general," as adopted by the German orientalists in the form of G', or as in the proposed Missionary

alphabet in that of the italic letter G.

H occurs in various modifications in the Oriental alphabets, but they are mere modifications of the simple

breathing, and may therefore be easily discriminated by dots : the two that are derived from the Arabic

alphabet are not very nicely distinguished in Indian pronunciation. One may be something harsher than the

other, and so far agrees with the strong Sanskrit aspirate, whilst the softer breathing of the Nagari alphabet,

the Visarga, or sign of the nominative case, may be regarded as peculiar. Sir William Jones distinguishes the

harsher forms by an accent, as AKmed. Gilchrist and Shakespear distinguish it by a dot underneath it. I

have transferred the dot to the softer Arabic aspirate, as otherwise it would have been applied to two letters

instead of one, which would be typographically less convenient I am afraid, however, I have not always
observed or rightly applied the diacritical mark, having for some time hesitated as to its preferable

application. The representation of the unmodified flatus by an apostrophe, in the proposed Missionary alphabet,
as vehement for "vehement," is too uncongenial to European habits to be readily concurred in.

I short is as familiar to English as to the Continental languages, as in "
kin, king." / long is less

familiar, but we have it in "
police, pique, ravine." The accent is according to Sir William Jones. Gilchrist,

as observed above, represents it by ee, which is objectionable on principle.

/in English, as in "just, join," corresponds exactly with the same letter in the Oriental alphabets. Foreign

alphabets have it not, and, as has been observed, German writers propose to render it by G' or by the italic G ;

but this has been already objected to, as using one letter to represent two sounds ; and, as of Ch, it may be

said there seems no good reason why so convenient a symbol should not be borrowed from the English

alphabet The objection as relates to German is its present power in that language of Y ; but as G' for J is

equally strange to that alphabet, there is no ground for preferring one conventional sign to another, especially
when the one is a fact as regards English, the other a fiction as regards both English and German. The

aspirate Jh will follow the general analogy.
K is generally employed with its simple guttural power, as in "keep, king." The strong choking guttural

of the Arabic alphabet is only a modified sound, which may be expressed by a dot underneath, as K. Sir William

Jones, as above stated, reserved theK for the Arabic letter, and employed C for the simpler guttural. Gilchrist

employed for the former, Q, without its usual qualification Qu, as in Qazi, in which he is followed by Sir

C. Trevelyan. Shakespear marks it, as here proposed, by a dot underneath, which seems the simplest and
most consistent mode of distinguishing it. To the use of K' or the italicK as the representative of Ch, I have

already objected. The aspirate Kh is analogous to the preceding aspirates, and is to be regarded as a simple
sound. There is also a minor aspiration as a final in Hindustani, arising from the omission of the following
short vowel in the original, as Bhvkh for Bhukha. This may be distinguished by a dot under the h, as h Bhukh;
but it is not perhaps material. Mr. Shakespear distinguishes it by a double dotunder the h, as kh.

L, as in "
Lord," needs no remark ; but there are two other modifications of this semivowel which require

to be distinguished. One of them, the L of the Vedas, is used in Marathi, and in several of the languages
of the south, being a rather harsher sound : this I have denoted as L. The other is peculiar to Tamil.
Beschi says it is an L "

quod crassiori sono reflexa omnino ad interiorem palati partem lingua pronunciatur.
Anderson calls it a cerebral r when medial, a cerebral I when final. Rhenius directs it to be pronounced
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as Ir ; but the late Mr. Ellis represented it by eh, and he is followed by Mr. Clarke. As, however,

there is sufficient authority for its being a modification of L, I have preferred adhering to that letter,

marking it by two dots, as I. The enunciation is singularly obscure, and cannot be precisely represented

by any written characters.

M, as in "
mouth, mother," is the same labial in the Oriental languages as in English. In Hindustani it

is often represented before a labial by n, as in Bambu, sometimes written Banbu.

N offers a greater variety of symbols. There are four in the Nagari alphabet, all which exist in English,

although not distinguished by separate letters, the distinction not being in the letter itself so much as in the

influence exercised upon it by the letter that follows it, as a guttural, palatal, cerebral, or dental, as in the

words "
sink, change, ant, end," as I have shewn in my Sanskrit Grammar, p. 5. Hence it is, perhaps,

scarcely necessary to provide the symbols severally with diacritical points, but they are added for the sake

of consistency, as n, n, n, n. There is another n which is peculiar to the Tamil alphabet, although little

different from the dental nasal in sound : this I have marked as n. Again, in Hindustani, and still more in

Guzerathi and Marathi, there is a nasal, usually a final, though sometimes a medial, which is scarcely sounded,

although it gives, a sort of nasality to a preceding vowel, like the in the French bon, soins: this it is proposed

to denote by a small circle below the letter . These marks, however, have not been very rigorously retained

in the following pages.

0, like E, is in Sanskrit always long, but in the southern dialects there is a still more prolated quantity

of it, which has been therefore marked by the accent Perhaps it were more correct to treat the former

letter as a short e or short o; but they are scarcely as short as our e and o in
" bed "

or "gone." They hold

more of a middle place, and are as often as not of Sanskrit derivation.

P requires no remark : it is the English letter in "
parent, pair." Ph is to be treated as a simple aspirate,

as in "
up-hill," not as an F, although, as there is no equivalent for it in the Indian languages, Ph is always

used for such Arabic words as begin with F, as Fakir, Phakir The use of the Tamil P (u) to

represent ph as well as I and bh has already been pointed out.

Q is discarded from our system. Its employment for the Arabic K, as proposed by Dr. Gilchrist, has

been noticed.

R offers various modifications. The usual semivowel has the sound of the letter in our "round, ruin."

We have next a rougher r, and its aspirate rh, which, in Hindustani, alternate with the cerebral letters d, dh.

Gilchrist, considering it as a nominal deviation from d, did not think it necessary to assign it a separate

symbol ; but Mr. Shakespear discriminates it as here done, by a dot underneath. The alphabets of the south,

Telugu, Karmita, and Tamil, have a second and harsher r, which is similarly distinguished as r. As, however,

it is not, like the Hindustani letter, an alternation of d; and as it offers some peculiar changes, it would have

been better to have given it its peculiar mark, and written it with two dots, or r. In that case the third

r of the Malavalam alphabet should be distinguished by three dots, not by two, as has been done in the

following pages. The r of the Tamil and the r of the Malayalam are also, in some respects, identical, as,

when doubled, they have the power of a double tt , thus Arri becomes Atti, in which form it appears in

the Glossary, this being one of the cases in which a departure from systematic uniformity could scarcely be

avoided.

In connexion with 72 we have further to provide for the vowel-sounds of Sanskrit ri and ri, modified in

the southern dialects as ru and ru. A dot under the r, as proposed by Dr. Gilchrist, is a sufficient

distinction, ri, ri, ru, ru.

The modifications of the sibilant, as occurring in the same, or in different alphabets, require diacritical

designations. The simple sibilant of the European and Indian alphabets, whether of Arabic or Sanskrit

origin, is expressed by S, as in "
sun, sound." The palatal S of the Nagari alphabet has no exact equivalent

in English, but may be indicated by s, as by Shakespear : it is the s of Sir William Jones. In the dialects

it is commonly pronounced, in words of Sanskrit origin, as sh somewhat softened, and it is so represented

by Molesworth, Stevenson, Reeve, and others. The main objection to this is its being confounded with the

more genuine representation of sh in the Sanskrit cerebral, and in our "
shore, shun ;" and it is not exactly sh,

although a thickened sound of the s. However, in conformity to a practice so general, I have given, in

many instances of leading words, both forms, as s and sh. The Arabic alphabet has another form of *,

that called sad or swdd, which, in India at least, is a simple sibilant, although among the Arabs it may have

a modified sound; by Erpenius it is called Dad, and by De Sacy, Shad, making it a dental, but this is
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not observed in India : to distinguish it from the Persian sin and Sanskrit s and s, two dots are subjoined,

as *. A third modification of S, agreeably to Indian pronunciation, occurs in what is more properly

the English lisping sound of th, as "
thin, then ;" so that thulth becomes in India undistinguishable

from suls. In order to denote the difference it is written in the scheme with three dots below, as s. In

the Niskh alphabet it is termed thai muthalatha, or the trebly doted th, the dots being above, as i^>.

The sh of the Nagari alphabet finds aji exact representation in the English sh, which is not to be considered

as an aspirate. It is a continental difficulty; but there seems no great reason why it should not be

borrowed from the English alphabet, unless the Russian form be preferred, which has the advantage of being

a single symbol.

T, the simple dental, has the same power in both families of languages as in English
"
tune, time." It

occurs also as the cerebral letter in the English
"

ten, trumpet," and the Italian tutto. Its representation of d

in Tamil has been explained above. In some of the dialects of the west and south, the dental Tis pronounced
almost like the English th in " thin ;" but this is provincial, and the alphabetical character is merely T. Th and

Th, dental or cerebral, are to be regarded as simple aspirates, and never as the English Th in " think." If ever

necessary to represent this sound, it might be done by placing the dot under h, as Th, or by the use of the

Greek Theta. The Arabic to (L) has, in that language, its peculiar articulation, but it is still only a modified

T, and in India no difference is made. It is sufficient to distinguish it by a double dot as T, as is done by
Mr. Shakespear.

Although, as a principle, the representation of pronunciation is not attempted in the present scheme, yet
occasional departure from the rule is not always to be avoided, as has been instanced in the case of the double

r of the Tamil and Malayalam becoming double tt. So, in the latter language, the cerebral t, although

correctly written, is with a singular perversity, so constantly pronounced as a cerebral d, and that in words

of constant recurrence, that to have adhered to the proper form would have tended to produce greater

perplexity than a breach of the rule
;
thus kurli, and its derivatives kudian, &c., are properly written kuti,

and nud is written nat ; but they would not be recognisable under the correct spelling, and in these cases

d has been substituted for t.

The vowels U and U have the Italian sounds proposed by Sir William Jones, and concurred in by Sir

Charles Trevelyan, Mr. Shakespear, and the majority of authorities : we have the sounds as well as symbols in
"

full" and "rule." Shakespear marks the long vowel by the prosodial mark u ; Mr. Crow by the same under the

letter u. Dr. Gilchrist adopts oo for the long u, and suggested a new combination, m, for the short. His

disciples, however, have abandoned this form, and are content to write both the vowels in the same manner,
as in the English words,

"
foot, fool." The proposed Missionary alphabet distinguishes the long vowel by the

italic letter u

V has the same sound in Sanskrit as in English ; but in Bengali and Uriya it is always changed to B, in

symbol as well as in sound ; as buri for vdri, barsha for varsha. The same change is not unfrequent in Hindi,
as baras for varsha, sambat for samvat, whilst, in Guzarathi, if we may trust the Dictionary, there is a curious

propensity to reverse this arrangement, and write v for b, as vighu for bighd, vimo for blmd. In all the

dialects, also, there is a perpetual tendency to approximate the sound of v to that of w, or to substitute the

latter altogether. Even in Tamil, in which the pure pronunciation of v is preserved according to

Anderson and Rhenius, the change is not uncommon, and vdram is most frequently written wdram.

According to Mirza Ibrahim, the wau of Persian should be pronounced van, yet in Hindustani words derived

from Arabic and Persian it is quite as often w as v, as wakil, vakil, wazir, vazir. In Marathi, according to

Stevenson, we have both sounds, but for the same letter, ^, the one exactly w, the other more like v, especially
when before i, i, and e, and combined with ri or r. In Malayalam, Spring says it is v, and only w in

composition, as Swarga. Peel and Bailey make it w ; but the fact is that which is intimated by Mr. Clarkson,
in his Guzarathi Grammar, the uneducated approximate the sound to w, the educated to v. The use ofw for

v is, in fact, a sort of Indian Cockneyism, but as it is very prevalent, I have admitted the w to be the

representative in various words of the Sanskrit v. As a final letter, v in the dialects often assumes the power
of u, as in Guz. pav is pronounced pan.

It has been sometimes the practice to represent the Sanskrit ksh by the letter x, and there is no great

objection to the equivalent ; but ksh is an acknowedged compound of k and sh, and its representation,

therefore, by a single letter would be unsystematic, neither is it necessary ; and I have therefore, in the

Glossary, always retained the compound form.
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The semivowel finds unequivocal representatives in both classes of alphabets, as in "
yoke, young." In

Bengali, when uncompounded, its power is that of j, a curious contrast to the German, which gives toj the

power of y. The proposed Missionary alphabet retains y.

It is quite a characteristic distinction between the Sanskritic and Semitic dialects of India, that the former

are utterly destitute of the symbol and the sound of Z, whilst in the latter we have no fewer than five

modifications. In the original Arabic these letters have individual powers, but with the exception of zh,

the sound which were best represented by the French
_;'

in "jour," no difference of pronunciation is

made in India. As it is, nevertheless, necessary to preserve the distinctions of the form, for the sake of

identifying the Roman with the Arabic orthography, this is effected by the same method that is followed

in the case of other multiplied modifications by the number of dots, and the several symbols occur, as z, z, z,z ;

zh requires no mark, but it is to be regarded as representing a single letter.

By these simple arrangements, then, which do not pretend to the merit of originality, but are derived from

the practice of those Orientalists who have devoted the most careful consideration to the subject, the

various characters of nine alphabets current in India, amounting to sixty-four, have been, without any

difficulty, represented by the twenty-four letters of the English or Roman alphabet It is no part of the

present inquiry to extend the application of the scheme more widely, but the principle could no doubt

admit of its extension to all the modifications of those sounds which the similar conformation of the organs
of speech in all the races of man establishes in all spoken and written languages. There may be occasional

novelties, but the greater portion of articulate sounds must be the same in all languages, and their modifications

do not change their identity. The Tamil / or Ir is still an /, and the Arabic kdf is a k ; and they may,
therefore be expressed by those letters, indicating their modified enunciation and use by diacritical signs. Of

course, for the purpose of expressing such signs, special characters must be added to the types now employed
in English alone ; but the use once established, there would be no more difficulty in furnishing the Roman

type intended for printing any foreign tongue, than the're is now in equipping a fount with itah'c letters

and the marks of punctuation.

This supposes a systematic plan for the representation of foreign tongues and Roman letters, but

without insisting upon a very rigorous observance of the laws of such a system, it is obvious that it

is very possible to introduce a scheme of equivalents which will advantageously displace the arbitrary,

unphilosophical, and conflicting modes of writing Oriental terms, by which most publications regarding British

India have hitherto been disfigured.

Any representation of the words of a language by other than its own characters will, however, be

more or less unsatisfactory, and will fail to inspire implicit reliance, unless checked by a comparison
with the original letters. I have therefore endeavoured to ascertain the original forms of the words in

their respective characters, and place them in contiguity with their English representatives. As the

Oriental characters are not given in the official documents, their verification has been effected only by
a laborious search through Dictionaries and original authorities. In a very few cases I have been unable

to verify the original spelling, and in that case, if the authority was questionable, have omitted the word :

when, however, there was reason to believe it genuine, I have inserted the term with a mark of

interrogation, as " Mao-Mawasa (?) H." In some cases, the doubt has extended to the language, as in the

case of "
Hari, Haria," where the interrogation takes the place of the initial representing the language. In

the case of the slang of the Thags, the words are taken from Colonel Sleeman's Vocabularies, which

do not contain the native characters, and rest entirely upon his authority, the English spelling which, in

his lists, follows the system of Dr. Gilchrist, having been adapted to that used in the Glossary. The

names of the servile tribes, as given in the various public reports on the subject, are also unaccompanied

by native characters ; and, in general, sad havoc has been made with their orthography. In some cases

they have been traced to their originals, and the names of others have been verified, by which, also, a

source of much misapprehension, occasioned by looseness of language, has been corrected ; as where it is

said, in the Bengal Reports, that the slaves are termed kaits, kumars, chasas, kaibartts, and the like.

They are no such thing : these are the names of castes who, for the greater part, are free and independent,

but who furnish domestic or prandial slaves, their children being sometimes sold to slavery, or they

become bond slaves themselves. There are, no doubt, slaves of these castes, but not by virtue of the caste,

which is not necessarily servile.
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The original alphabets amount to nine, the Arabic or Niskh character being applicable to Arabic,

Persian, and Hindustani, and the Devanagari to Sanskrit, Hindi, and Marathi ; the others have

their respective individual alphabets. The preparation of so many unusual characters has been a matter

of much cost, time, and trouble ; but it is due to Mr. Watts, the printer of the Glossary, to acknowledge
the invariable readiness with which he has supplied the requisite founts, constituting, with other Oriental

types in his possession, a richness of Oriental typography which no other press in this country can boast,

and wliich is rivalled only by the Imperial Press of Vienna.

Composition in such diversified and uncommon characters has unavoidably led to some inaccuracies, to

the correction of which I have not been myself always sufficiently attentive. My friend, Professor Johnson,

has supplied me with some errata, chiefly in Arabic and Persian, and it is probable that other Oriental scholars

will discover more. In Tamil I have had the benefit, for the most part, of the revision of Mr. Clarke. But

when all the circumstances are considered, the comparative infrequency of Oriental printing in this country,

and the impossibility of obtaining qualified assistance in the correction of the press, it will not be thought,

perhaps, that the errors are very serious, or exceed a limit that might reasonably be expected.

Some mistakes will, no doubt, be observable, which may be ascribed to an imperfect knowledge of the

several languages from which the tenns are taken, amounting to thirteen Sanskrit, Hindi, Bengali, Uriya,

Marathi, Guzarathi, Tamil, Telugu, Karnata, Malayalam, Arabic, Persian, and Hindustani, besides a few

from other dialects. Of course I do not pretend to be conversant with all these tongues. Of some of them

I may have acquired more or less knowledge, but of the greater number I have little more than the letters

and the most elementary rudiments, sufficient to enable me to consult a grammar and a dictionary. The

interpretation of the terms collected, however, it must be remembered, does not usually rest upon my
responsibility. Their application, and, in some instances, their explanation also, lies with the authors of the

documents whence they have been extracted ; and there is evidence that the words are not always consistently

used or accurately defined. In general, however, the sense of the words may be made out from the context,

and their use is not so much characterised by the want of correctness as by insufficiency of detail and

absence of precision. Errors of explanation, however, do occur, as in one report, where Be-ddnistayi is

explained
"
knowingly," when it implies exactly the reverse : it is possibly, however, a typographical error for

ba-dunistagi, which would have the meaning of " with knowledge." Difference of interpretation, however,

may occur, without any mistakes being committed, as the word possibly bears a different sense in different

places. Ahar, for instance, usually implies a small pond, but in some places it means a continuous

embankment. Chatwar is explained in one place
" the land between the houses of a village and its arable

land," and in another,
" the homestead or ground adjacent to a house." Perhaps this is rather want of

exactitude than a different meaning. In a recent document, Foras is explained
" waste land adjacent to

cultivated land, and granted td the cultivators of the latter at a quit rent:" this is not wrong; but a

subsequently printed report on the Foras lands of Bombay shews that it is not sufficiently comprehensive, the

Foras lands forming an extensive part of the Island of Bombay reclaimed from the sea, which the inhabitants

were encouraged to bring into cultivation by a low rate of rent These are imperfections wliich the multiplication

of authentic documents will gradually amend.

Even variations of spelling are not always to be regarded as originating in error : they may be local,

arising from dialectic peculiarities, and the inability of one alphabet to express the letters of another. Jamin

for Zamin, Jam'tnddr, or even Jamlddr, for Zamind&r, are not wrong: they are the necessary forms which the

Arabic words must take in the Hindi, Bengali, and other Hindu characters, &c. ; Taiilluka necessarily becomes

Taluk in its Hindu version ; and Mdphi and Manila represent what are originally Mwlafi andMuuumlat.

In the arrangement of the contents of the Glossary I have thought it advisable to bring compound and

derivative forms under their general parent, as likely to give a more definite notion of their purport. This

classification has recommended the occasional introduction of words that may be regarded as not at all technical.

Ab,
"
water," for example, is an ordinary Dictionary term, but I have inserted it at the head of its compounds,

such as Abddr, Abi, Abistunl, which have a special or technical application, the force of which will be better

appreciated when the meaning of Ab is referred to. I have, however, been chary of this extension, and many
such general words will not be met with.

As a consequence of arranging compounds and derivatives under their respective primitives and radicals,

a strictly alphabetical order has been departed from, and this has imposed the necessity of adding an
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Alphabetical Index. Such an
,
addition was also indispensable, for another reason, constituting the main

usefulness of the compilation. The forms under which native words occur in public documents are much
more frequently wrong than right corrupt and blundering misrepresentations of the original. Yet it is of

them especially that the uninitiated reader requires to know the signification ; and in order to provide him
with this assistance, whatever corruptions have been met with have been inserted. There are probably still

more to be found, for it is impossible to affix limits to carelessness and ignorance ; but most of those which

are most frequent have been, it is believed, included. In order to avoid repetition, as well as to shew what

the words ought to be, the corruptions are grouped round the correct form; as, Kabuliyat, corruptly

Cabooleat, Kabooleat, Cubalyt, Quobooleut, Coobooleal, Kubooleeat, Kaboolet, Cuboolyat ; and the reader

meeting with either of these has to turn to Kabuliyat only, for its signification ; but of course, without a

previous knowledge of the correct form, he will be unable to recur to it, and the Glossary would be an

instrument of which he could only imperfectly avail himself. This difficulty is obviated by the Index, which

is invariably alphabetical, and in which, it is hoped, will be found whatever term may be desiderated,

whether correct or corrupt. The references to page and column will not be attended with any material

embarrassment : that which is made to the line of each column may be less readily effected from the omission

of the figures which should have been inserted at least in fives or tens in the margin ; but the advantage of

such addition did not occur to me until far advanced in the work ; a little practice, however, will soon

render this reference also sufficiently easy, especially as every column contains the same number of lines, or

forty-five. The preparation of this Index, the work of my own hand alone, has been attended with some

labour and still greater delay, and has retarded the publication. It is, however, at last completed, and will,

it is hoped, be found of use to the servants of the Company, and to all who, in England or in India, may
wish to understand the objects and implements of the civil administration of the latter country.

Although these preliminary observations have perhaps rather exceeded the limits of an Introduction, it

will probably be expected that some account should be given of the several languages from which the words

of the following compilation are derived, especially for the benefit of those by whom the diversity of tongues
that prevails in the territories of British India may be imperfectly appreciated. This unacquaintance with

the polyglot nature of the current speech of India is not confined to individuals who have had no opportunity of

personal observation, but may sometimes be evinced by those from whom more accurate information might be

anticipated. A distinguished public character, for instance, a member of the late Committee of the Commons
for the affairs of India, and long known to be conversant with its interests, observed to me, when I had

occasion to mention Malayalam, that it was a language he had never heard of before ; yet it is an ancient and

cultivated form of speech current through an extensive and well-known tract of country, and the vernacular

language of numerous suitors in several of the Judicial Courts and Revenue Collectorates under the Madras

Presidency.

The languages of British India resolve themselves into two classes, although in somewhat unequal

proportions ; the speech that has grown up from an admixture of the original languages of the Mohammadan

conquerors with those of the Hindus, Urdu or Hindustani, constituting one class, the other being formed of

the different dialects of the Hindus. The former may be considered as perhaps more than equal in extent

to any single form of the latter, but it is loosely spread, and at considerable intervals, over the surface. It is

concentrated only at the still subsisting Mohammadan courts, as Delhi, Lucknow, Hyderabad. It is

elsewhere restricted, in a great measure, to the Mohammadans, by whom, in many parts of India, especially

in Bengal, it is greatly corrupted. It is very commonly in use among the native officers of our courts,

especially in communication with their European superiors ; and it is extensively, although not always

accurately, understood by the commercial and trading classes. It is understood, after a fashion, by the

Sipahis of the Gangetic provinces, but the agricultural population are little, or not at all, acquainted with it,

even in Upper India. In the South it is, of course, wholly unknown to them, and is very little understood

by the other classes. When the College of Fort William was first organised, liberal encouragement was

held out to native Hindustani scholars to become instructors, and many of the early teachers were men ofhigh

literary distinction among their countrymen. Several of them, under the guidance of Dr. Gilchrist, composed
useful books, which were printed, and are still in use. Well-known Grammars and Dictionaries have also been

compiled by differentEuropean scholars, and ample materials, therefore, are provided for facilitating the acquire-

ment of the language. The Bengal civilian is required to master it as one condition of his employment in the
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Lower Provinces ;
for although Bengali be the language of the people in most of the districts, yet, besides the

use of the Hindustani in the Sadr Courts and in Calcutta, it prevails, in greater or lesser approximation to

Hindi in the Zilas of Bahar, Purnea, Tirhut, Saran, Bhagalpur, and Shahabad, and is therefore indispensable

even in the Presidency of Bengal.

Under the Mohammadan Government the language of judicial and revenue proceedings was Persian,

borrowing lavishly from Arabic, in which the principal legal authorities are written ; and until witliin a

comparatively recent period, the English Courts followed the example of their Mohammadan predecessors,

and all the proceedings were recorded in Persian. Although this is no longer the case, yet the employment
of that language, and of terms derived through it from Arabic for centuries, could not fail to influence the

spoken languages of the country ; and Hindustani comprises a large proportion, perhaps a tlurd, of Arabic

and Persian words. They are not wanting in Hindi ;
and even the purer Hindu dialects of the South,

Tamil and Telugu, are copiously interlarded with technical terms borrowed from this source, and more or less

modified to suit the vernacular pronunciation.

As, besides the extensive use of official terms of Persian and Arabic origin, the latter is the language of the

authorities of Mohammadan law, it has of course been necessary to comprehend it as well as Persian in a

vocabulary of the judicial and fiscal nomenclature of India, as far as it owes its origin to them. A full and

authentic description of the principal authorities on Mohammadan law, accessible in India by Mohammadans

and Europeans, is to be found in the Introduction to Morley's Analytical Digest.

Although the Sanskrit has not supplied the administration of India with technicalities to the same extent

as Arabic, yet, being the language of the laws of the Hindus, it furnishes, in its unadulterated form, a copious

vocabulary of words relating to caste, to contracts, to inheritance, to marriage, and to a variety of the

incidents of Hindu life ; and it still more abundantly pervades the different Indian dialects, supplying them

with the ordinary designations of trades and occupations, the terms of agriculture, the names of plants and

animals, the affinities of relationship, and an infinity of words connected with the social circumstances of the

people in all parts of India which come within the scope of the present compilation. Combined with Arabic,

therefore, it forms the great groundwork of the official language of law, of revenue, and of manners

and customs throughout British India. The absence of a competent knowledge of it is painfully displayed

in most of the official documents, although the works of Colebrooke, Ellis, Sutherland, and Macnaghten,
besides sufficient elementary works, render a conversancy with its technology at least of comparatively easy
attainment. A like copious and learned account of Sanskrit authorities on Hindu law as that of the

authorities of Mohammadan law is given in the same valuable work.

As the most direct offset from Sanskrit, we may begin, amongst the vernacular tongues, with the Hindi,

although the term is rather indefinite, being scarcely applicable to any single modification ofthe language spoken

by the thirty millions of the Hindus of Hindustan. Each province may be said to have its own form of Hindi ;

and in Bahar, Bhojpur, Benares, Bindraban, Delhi, various shades of it are known under the appellations of

Magadhi, the dialect of Magadha or South Behar ; Maithili, that of North Bahar or Purnea and Tirhut ;

Bhojpuri, that of Bhojpur ; Purbi, Eastern, Braj Bhakha, or the speech of Braj, and others.

There is, however, a sufficient concordance to render any one form of comparatively easy acquirement
to one who, in addition to a competent knowledge of Hindustani, possesses a stock of Sanskrit vocables ; for

the grammar of Hindi is, in the main, the same as that of Hindustani, whilst nine-tenths of its words are

Sanskrit There is, however, a great want of the necessary helps to its acquirement. The peculiarities of

the Hindi dialects have never been investigated, and we have a grammar of only one of them, the Braj,

which is somewhat meagre. There is nothing that deserves the name of a Dictionary. The books usually

read, the Baital Pachisi and Sinhasan Battisi, are little else than Hindustani disguised in Nagari letters ; and

the Preinsagar is the only work that is an authority of any value. There is, however, a Hindi Literature

of some extent, from which serviceable extracts might be made, particularly from the Ramayana of Tulsi

Das, and the Mahabharata of Gokulnath, both of which have been printed, although little known in Europe.
From these and other available sources, and from personal investigation, it would be very possible to analyse

the specialties of each provincial dialect of Hindi, and thus render an important service to the philology of

Gangetic India.

The next immediate offset from the Sanskrit is the language of those provinces of the Bengal Presidency

in which Bengali is current. The Presidency, as already observed, includes districts to which that language
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is foreign, and in those in which it prevails, there are, no doubt, important local modifications. The Bengali of

Midnapur is probably somewhat different from that of Chittagong ; I say probably, for, if possible, we know

less of the dialects of Bengali than of Hindi. Little was known of the language when the College of Fort

William was founded. According to my late friend, Ram Komol Sen, in the Introduction to his English

and Bengali Dictionary, there were no adequate means of knowing much about it from the almost total

absence of any literature. With the College came into existence the books at present in use : they were

necessarily the work of Pandits, and they were consequently little else than Sanskrit compositions with a

Bengali grammatical structure. Of late years, elementary as well as other works have rapidly multiplied ;

and a list compiled by the Rev. Mr. Long shews a series of fifteen hundred publications in Bengali from

the presses of Calcutta alone. It is doubtful, however, if sufficient use is made of this opportunity of selection,

and the publications in question are liable, for the most part, to the original defect : they are not the

language of the people. This character applies especially to the best dictionaries yet published, those of

Dr. Carey and Professor Haughton, both learned and laborious works, but works in which one may look in

vain for a large proportion, perhaps the largest, of the spoken Bengali. Here, again, is an ample field for

investigation, the successful exploring of which would be not only of philological but administrative

benefit. A real knowledge of the speech of another thirty millions of people should not be an object of

indifference to their rulers ; nor should the materials for its acquirement be suffered to remain imperfect,

even if no loftier aim were entertained than that proficiency in Bengali, which is required as a condition of

public employment from the junior civilian.

Conterminous with Bengali on the south-west is the province of Cuttak, in which the Uriya language,

or that of Orisa, is current. It is framed from the Sanskrit stem, and of near affinity to Bengali ;
but it has its

own alphabet, grammar, and vocabulary. We have a useful grammar and dictionary of Uriya by
Mr. Sutton, but the latter is scarcely sufficiently comprehensive. Of the languages of the barbarous tribes

inhabiting the hills and forests of the western portion of the district, the Khonds and Gonds, very little is yet

known : the population of the province is estimated at four millions and a half.

Of the direct descendants of Sanskrit, which are current in Central and Western India, Bundelkhand,

Malwa, and the Rajput States, nothing is known beyond their general connection with the Hindi family :

no attempt has ever been made, except in the Serampur translations of the Scriptures, to obtain any conversancy

with them, or convey a knowledge of them to others; yet it is evident, from the quotations made by the

late Colonel Tod from the great record of Rajputana, the Prithi Rai Raisa, that the dialects have national

peculiarities,
which must be acquired before a free intercourse can be maintained with the people. The same

may be said of Panjabi, of which, at present, little or nothing is known, except as to its being one of the great

Sanskrit family. Since, however, the province has been "
annexed," we may hope to become acquainted

with its speech, and elementary works are beginning to make their appearance, although on a limited and

inadequate scale. A well-digested and comprehensive dictionary should be set about without delay,

especially as in the Sikh books there are copious materials for such a compilation, not forgetting, however, as

has been too often the case, the spoken language of the people.

Proceeding westward and to the south, we come to two important languages, which are those of the

Courts and Collectorates of the Presidency of Bombay Guzarathi and Marathi, both members of the

Sanskrit stock. Little has yet been done for the first of these, and for many years we had nothing to apply

to but the very elementary work of Drummond, the Rudiments of Guzerathi and Marathi, published in

1808. In 1829 a more copious grammar, by Mr. Forbes, of the Civil Service, was lithographed at Bombay,
and a second edition was printed in 1845 : since then other useful grammars have been published. We have

also a dictionary by Mirza Mohammad Kasim, which, although of limited extent, is very serviceable as far

as it goes. The population of the country is somewhat uncertain, but it is estimated at about three millions.

The Zila Courts in which the language is chiefly required are those of Ahmadabad, Baroch, and Surat.

The language of the Marathas is still more important, as spoken by a still more numerous body of

people, and more diligently cultivated both by natives and Europeans. It has a copious literature of its

own, and this has been enriched by translations from English works of literature and science, as Duff's

History and De Morgan's Algebra. The Missionaries have also published a great number of tracts and

translations. We have several useful grammars and the very best dictionaries of any native tongue in

Molesworth's Marathi and English Dictionary, an improved edition of which is hi progress, and Molesworth

9
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and Candy's Dictionary, English and Marathi. In these works we have what is so much missed in

other similar compilations the language of the people as well as the language of the books. Still, however,

something has to be effected, particularly with respect to the dialects of the Marathi. That spoken in the

Konkan, for instance, differs so much from that which is current on the east of the Ghats, that the

Serampur Missionaries translated the New Testament into it as if it had been a distinct form of speech,

which brought upon them the scarcely deserved severity of the late Colonel Vans Kennedy's criticism.

Very possibly there are other modifications of which a knowledge would be of service. The population

by whom, in one or other form, Marathi is spoken, is rated at about eight millions. The Zila Courts

in which it is principally current are Ahmadnagar, Ratnagiri, Khandesh, Puna, Konkan, and Sholapur.

At Dharwar it is mixed with Karnata. Formerly, a knowledge of either Marathi or Guzerdthi was

required as a condition of public service by the Bombay Government, but either was made secondary to

proficiency in Hindustani ; and as it was the practice to attach the young civilian to the Court of a Judge
or Collector before his proficiency had been tested, it commonly happened that no test was ever applied,

especially with regard to a second language, and the latter was left to independent and voluntary exertion :

of course the acquirement was rare. Very recently, however, more stringent measures have been announced,

and the Bombay civilian is expected to qualify, in either Marathi or Guzerdthi, in nine months at furthest,

under penalty ofremoval from the service : the term allowed is something of the shortest.

The Presidency of Madras embraces a greater variety of distinct divisions and of languages than that

of Bombay ; and here we also lose that direct descent of the native languages from the Sanskrit which is so

unmistakeably evident in the Hindu languages of Central and Northern India. Modern philology traces

those of the South of India to the Ugrian, Tatar, or Mongolian stock, difficult as it is to comprehend how

or when the population of the Dakhin immigrated from the steppes of Central Asia. Whatever the

origin, however, of these languages, they are dependent upon Sanskrit, in a greater or less degree, for their

literature, and for the language of their religion, their institutions, and their government. Although they are

all nearly connected, yet there are obviously two main divisions, one comprehending Telugu and Karndta,

the other Tamil and Malayalam ; and we shall proceed to offer a few notices of them in that order, derived

especially from the remarks of the late Mr. Ellis, the most accomplished oriental scholar that has done credit

to the civil service of Madras.

The Telugu, as stated in Mr. Ellis's memoir, forming part of the Introduction to Campbell's Telugu

Grammar, is the vernacular language of the Hindus on the coast of Coromandel, extending from the Dutch

settlement of Pulicat on the south,just above Madras, northwards through the Northern Sarkdrs to Chikakol,

and spreading westwards from the coast to the frontiers of Maisur on the south, and on the north through

part of Berar and the territories of the Nizam ; meeting on the north with Uriya, on the west with Marathi

and Karnata, and on the south with Tamil. It is consequently the language of the Zila Courts and

Collectorates of Belari, Gantur, Nellur, Rajamahendri, Chikakol, Kadapa and Masulipatam, as well as

the non-regulation districts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam, and is current, according to estimate, amongst nine

millions of people. There are good practical grammars of the language by Messrs. Campbell and Brown, of

the Madras Civil Service ; and to the former we owe a dictionary, Telugu and English, of which the only-

defect is its want of comprehensiveness. Reversed dictionaries of English and Telugu have been published

by Messrs Morris and Brown, and the same gentlemen have supplied very useful selections for study. There

is a considerable body of literature in Telugu, principally consisting of translations from Sanskrit, which

enters extensively into the body of the language. A knowledge of Telugu is required of the civil servant of

Madras before he is capable of public employment.
The Karnata, or, less accurately, the Canarese language, has an alphabet scarcely differing from that in

which Telugu is written, and the radicals of the two languages are essentially the same : a large proportion of

the words are also the same, whether indigenous or Sanskrit, modified by slight variations of inflexion and

peculiarities of pronunciation. There is a literature partly original, but, in a still greater degree, translated

from Sanskrit ; but no Karnata works had been printed until lately, when encouragement has been given to

the publication of lithographed copies of some popular compositions. We have, however, long had a

serviceable grammar and dictionary of Karnata, the former by Mr. M'Kerrell, a Madras civilian, published

in 1820, and the latter, both Karnata and English, and English and Karnata, in four volumes quarto, by
Mr. Reeves, of the London Missionary Society. The former follows Captain Wilks in his description of the
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limits through which the language is in use from Bedar, north-west of Haidarabad, passing by Adoni and

through Nandidrug to the Eastern Ghats, the course of which it follows until it passes by Koimbatur, and,

running to the north-west, ascends to the sources of the Krishna, whence it returns to Bedar. It is used

also, but with other dialects, on the sea coast in the interval between the Principality of Kurg and the

Portuguese territory of Goa, to which tract the designation of Canara is, with questionable propriety,

restricted. The Zila Courts where it is chiefly employed are those of Honawar, Mangalur, and Dharwar ;

but it is in use generally throughout Maisur. The population of whom it is the vernacular are estimated at

about two millions. Encouragement is held out, in the shape of pecuniary rewards to the junior civilians

of the Madras Presidency, to acquire some knowledge of Karnata in addition to those languages which are

indispensable, or Tamil and Telugu.
The Tamil language is one of those of which a knowledge is highly essential in the provinces subject to

the Presidency of Madras, and it is accordingly one of the two of which the study is now imperative on the

Madras civilian. It is the language of the country termed, in Sanskrit, Dravira, comprising the provinces of

the Coromandel coast, from a short distance north of Madras to Cape Komorin, and extending inland to the

limits of the Karnata language. It comprises, therefore, the Presidency Courts, and those of Arcot, Salem,

Koimbatur, Kumbhakonam, Trichinapalli, Madura, Tinivelli, and is spoken, it has been estimated, by five

millions of people. There are two dialects, or, perhaps, rather styles of it Shen and Kodun, or high and

low Tamil in both of which there is a copious literature, Tamil having been highly cultivated at as early a

date as the ninth century, when a college, established at Madura for its especial encouragement, was in a

flourishing condition. Ample means for the acquirement of its structure exists, as the Missionaries of both

the Roman and Protestant Churches have long ago contributed ably to its illustration. Beschi's grammar of

the common dialect was published in 1728, and that of the higher Tamil has been translated by Mr. Babington.

A grammar of the current language, by Ziegenbalg, was printed in 1716. The originals of these were in

Latin, but more recently an excellent grammar has been published by Rhenius, in English. We have also

an English Grammar by Mr. Anderson. We are indebted to the Missionaries also for Tamil dictionaries,

but the first published is printed in an uncouth type and on bad paper, and is now scarce. A much more

comprehensive dictionary, Tamil and English, was undertaken by the late Dr. Rottler, and has been printed

in four parts. Unfortunately it was left by the compiler unfinished, and it has been printed in a defective

state, long lists of Tamil words being inserted without any English interpretation. The portions which are

translated form much the larger share, and the manner in which what has been done is effected enhances the

regret that some competent scholars should not have been employed to render the work entire. The language

is difficult of acquirement, but with these helps it is to be mastered. It is no doubt, in its origin, independent

of Sanskrit, but, to judge from the dictionary, admits of Sanskrit insertions as freely as any other of the

southern dialects. It is also peculiar in its dealings with Sanskrit words, so that, without a previous

knowledge of the latter, it is scarcely possible to recognise them in their Tamil form. It has, as shewn

above, a scanty alphabet It has no aspirates, and abhors compounds ; and therefore substitutes unaspirated

letters for the former, and resolves the latter into syllables ; Bharata, therefore, becomes Parada, and

Grdmam, Riramam ; for S'iva-prakasa we have Siven-pirikasan, and for Tattwam, Tattuvan. It is

evident that Tamil scholars who are not Sanskrit scholars also must be continually embarrassed by these

equivocal expressions.

Radically related to Tamil, but employing a different alphabet modelled on the Devanagari, and differing

very frequently in its grammatical structure, is the Malayalam or .Malayalma language, which is spoken

along the southern portion of the Malabar coast from Quilon to Cape Kumari. North of Quilon, as far as to

Goa, the Tuluva, which is a distinct dialect, although of the same derivation as the Malayalam, is the

provincial form of speech, though much intermixed with other dialects, especially Karnata ; and, according

to Mr. Ellis, the Koduga or Kurg language is a modification of Tuluva. The Kurg Raja, however, when

in England, wrote in the Karnata character, and declared that to be his native tongue. Besides the relation

of the order of the alphabet, the Malayalam abounds, more perhaps than either of the other dialects of the

south, in Sanskrit derivations, in a proportion exceeding a half, equal perhaps to three-fifths of the whole

under the two heads which Mr. Ellis specifies as common to the dialects of Southern India, Tat-samam, pure

Sanskrit words, or Tad-bhavam, derived from Sanskrit. The Desya, or native words of the country, may
also be divided into Tamil Tatsamam, or pure Tamil, and Tamil Tadbhavam, derivatives from Tamil.
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There are several serviceable grammars of the language. One was published by Mr. Drummond, ofthe Bombay
Medical Service, soon after the province was subject to British authority, or in 1799; but this is

now superseded by the grammars of Mr. Spring, of the Madras Civil Service, and the Rev. Mr. Peet, of the

Church Mission Society. There are also good dictionaries, Malayalam and English, and English and

Malayalam, by the Rev. Mr. Bailey, of the same Society. There is a dearth of printed books, but

something has been lately done to provide students with the means of study. Malayalam is the language of

the Zila Court of Kalikat, or Calicut, and it mixes with Karnata in the Courts of Honawar and Mangalur.
It is spoken by about two millions and a half of people, inclusive of North and South Canara.

These are the principal languages of British India, but there are others which are of growing importance,

although not yet forming objects of official requisition. In the north, the Bhot dialects, which spread

through the Himalaya districts, are of Tibetan origin, and terms from the latter find their way into the

language of administration. The grammar and dictionary of Csoma Ko'rosi are the only means of becoming
conversant with the language ; and no English scholar has yet trodden in his steps, although Petersburgh and

Paris can boast of cultivators of Tibetan. The Panjabi, of course, becomes of primary importance ; and our

intercourse with our neighbours, the Affghans, renders Pushtu a valuable acquisition ; but nothing has yet

been effected towards facilitating the acquirement of the latter beyond the very circumscribed grammar
and vocabularies of Lieutenant Leech, or of the former, except the similar publications of the same intelligent

officer, and a grammar, vocabulary, and dialogues, by Captain Sterling. On the west, a knowledge of

the language of Sindh has become essential ; and here, also, the means are yet limited, although they begin to

be supplied in a grammar and short dictionary by Captain Stack. Of the dialects of the Hill tribes on the

fust, from Asam to Arakan, all that is yet known is from the comparative vocabularies ofthe Rev. Mr. Brown

and of Mr. Hodgson, the object of which is rather comparative than practical. When we get to Arakan we

come upon the Burma language, a knowledge of which, since the annexation of the provinces along the coast

from Arakan to Tenaserim, is indispensable to the government of an extensive tract of country and a

numerous population. There are grammars of the language, sufficient to enable the European to acquire it,

by the late Missionaries Judson and Hough, and by Captain Latter. There is also a good English and

Burma dictionary, by Mr. Lane ; but a comprehensive Burma and English dictionary is still a desideratum.

There is a want, also, of printed books, which might easily be multiplied from the copious stores of Burma

literature, both historical and Buddhist.

To give liberal encouragement to the preparation and publication of these and similar works in all

the languages current in the wide provinces and among the many millions of people subject to its authority

is the positive duty and the obvious interest of the Government of British India. Much has, no

doubt, been accomplished ; but it may be questioned if the encouragement that has been given has

been always judiciously bestowed. The efforts of individuals must always be desultory, and will

often be ineffective. There wants a systematic course of proceeding, and the selection of competent

agents ; and it might be worth while to adopt official arrangements for ascertaining what has been done, and

what remains to be done, towards providing the civil and military servants of the Company with ample and

adequate means of acquiring a command of all the languages through which they may have to minister

to the necessities and claims of the different races amongst whom the course of service may call them. In

the meanwhile the following pages will, it is hoped, contribute to facilitate then' acquirement of the qualifi-

cations which are indispensably necessary for the due performance of their important functions knowledge
of the languages, and knowledge of the people, of India.

II. II. WILSON.

LONDON, January 1855.
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GLOSSARY.

AB

AB, H. ( |-rjl, contracted from the A. jl Abii} A father.

Abdi, H. (i_jU) Patrimonial, descending from paternal

ancestors (land, property).

AB, H. (P. v_>T, S. ^TT.) Water.

Abddr, H. (iljol ) A servant whose office it is to prepare

water for. domestic use, or for drinking.

Abddr khdna, H.
(it;l-^;ljo! ) The room where such water

is kept in suitable earthen vessels.

Ab-])dshi, H. (^bj I ) Irrigating fields, watering fields
;

lit. water-sprinkling.

Ab-rawdn, H. (^yl) Running water ; metaphor. Fine

muslin.

Abi, H.
(<_.(! , lit. Relating to water, watered). In the north-

west provinces it is applied to land watered from ponds,

tanks, lakes, or water-courses, in distinction to that which

is watered from wells ; as the supply from the former

is liable to fail in the hot season, Ab-i land is assessed at a
|

lower rate ; in some cases at less than a half of that watered

from wells.

Abistdni, H.
(^j'JLuj!) Land artificially irrigated.

Ab-hhez, H.
(jJ^

I ) A soil impregnated with water, moist or

wet soil.

ABKAR, H. (;&T) A manufacturer or retailer of spirituous

liquors ; lit. a maker of (strong) waters.

ABKAHI, also written ABKAREE, ABKARY, ABKARRY,

AUBKAURY, H. &c.
(,_j;ljT),

or in Telugu, ABUKARI,

(e3tX)ST
T>
6) Revenue derived from duties levied on the

manufacture and sale of inebriating liquors, as tan or

toddy, pachn-ai, arrack, &c., and on intoxicating drugs,

whether in substance, infusion, or extract, as opium,

bhang, chiras, &c. It is levied on certain licenced dis-

tilleries, or in fees for licences granted by the collector to

retailers. In some parts of the south of India the Abkdri

included duties on eating-shops, gaming-houses, itinerant

tumblers, jugglers, and the like. [In the Report of the

House of Commons, 1832, p. 95, it is said to comprehend

duties on pepper and betel ; but this is a mis-statement,

1

AB

as no such duties are levied; although, in Mysore, the

areka-nut was sometimes included in the Abkari farm.]

The principal Regulations in Bengal for the Abkari duties

are xxvii. 1793, x. 1813, xiii. 1816, and vii. 1824

Abkdri Ddrogha, H.
(iCjjta^rj&T)

The head native officer

appointed to superintend distilleries, spirit-shops, and the like.

Abkdri Mahal, H. ( Jl=r (_J&J\ ) The department or office

of Abkdri, the excise.

ABAB, Mar. (wfR1

, from A. Abn'db, q.v.) A particular item

in revenue accounts : the grain falling to the share of the

Government after deducting the portions of the several sharers.

ABAD, H. (P. *>b I ). The word is very generally adopted ;

as Hindi and Mar. (^n^), Beng. (^TW*f), Telugu

(O20~C
OJ), Populous, cultivated, as a village or tract of

country; the reverse of Wirdn, (^j/j)) waste, deserted.

A village or tract which is designated in revenue phrase

as Abdd is one from which revenue may be levied : in

military topography it denotes a place where supplies may

be expected. It occurs also, though less commonly, as

Abdddn (Jtiljl ). Abdd karna means, to introduce or

extend cultivation or population, to settle, to people ;

whence may arise a claim to property through descent from

the Abdd-kdr, the originator or founder. As the second
r

member of a compound Abdd often denotes a city, as

Akbar-dbdd, the city of Akbar, or Agra, which he made

his capital ; Aurang-dbdd, the city of Aurang-zeb ;

Murshid-dbdd, the city of Murshid Kuli Khan, Gover-

nor of Bengal, by whom it was enlarged and embellished ;

Slidhjahdn-dbdd, the city of Shdhjahdn, or Delhi ; with

many others of Mohammedan origin and improvement.

From the attributives Abdd and Abdddn come the sub-

stantives Abddi, Abdddni, Populousness, cultivation : in

Bengali the meanings have been transposed, Abdd

signifying cultivation, populousness ,
and Abddi

cultivated, peopled.

Abdd-beshi, H. (.-IJJ 3\j\
, from P. beski

^j^-w,
Excess).

First assessment of newly-settled or cultivated land.

B
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ABARATAM, Tarn. (ajUrjrr^Lo, from S. Aparadha

Fault, offence, in which sense it also occurs in most dia-

lects). Fine, amercement, forfeiture.

ABD, UBD, H. (A. J^c, plur. Abid J>.-^) A slave, two

descriptions of whom are alone recognised in Mohamme-

dan law infidels made captives in war, and their descen-

dants. In practice much greater latitude is allowed,

although not strictly legal ;
and a title to slaves may be

acquired by purchase, donation, or inheritance. The term

enters largely into the formation of Mohammedan proper

names, as Abd-ullah, slave of God; Abd-ali, slave of Ali;

Abd-ul-muUh, the slave of the Lord (God). It is also

frequently prefixed in affectation of humility to the official

signatures of native officers, whether Hindus or Moham-

medans ; and in law papers it is sometimes prefixed to

the name of each subscribing witness.

ABDA, Ben. (^Tttft, S. ^T^, a year). The period during

which a party who reclaims waste land is allowed to hold

it rent-free. The rent remitted. The land so held. [The

term in this sense is confined to Eastern Bengal and Chit-

tagong.]

AHUHUT, UBDHOOT, H. (S. Avadkuta WTWK) A religious

mendicant of the Hindus, one who professes to have "shaken

off" the infirmities of humanity. In Hindustan the Abdhut

is generally of the Vaishnava sect. In the south it is

said he is usually a Sairu mendicant.

ABEDAK, Beng. (S. ^l kl if* dci'daltu) A complainant or

suitor, a petitioner.

Abedan, Beng. (S. ~l lt< *T0 A petition, a plaint, an affidavit.

Abedan patra, or Abedan lipi, (S. ^!c<*i?5! f3i
,
or fsffa )

A written plaint or petition, a representation in writing.

ABHAR, UBHUH, Mar. (WTt) The collections from a vil-

lage in the Maratha country. Kacha Abhur, The gross

collections, without any deduction.

ABHAYA, UBHUYU, Mar. (S. WR, from ^ neg., and VJ,

fear), An assurance of safety or immunity.

Abhayadindima, Mar. (S. ^rvnrfrfe*0 A proclamation by

beat of drum (dindima) of general security to all who

submit in the case of a captured town or conquered country.

Abhaya patra, S. &c. (^Wtprgf) A written document in

assurance of safety, a safe conduct.

ABHICHAH, H. (S. ^rfa^TT:) Employment of charms or

spells for the destruction of an enemy.

ABHIPATTI, UBHIPUTTEE, Mar. (ilfaMg'l) Any extra cess

or assessment [under the Peshwa's Government.]

2

ABHIR, UBHEER, H. &c.
(jJ&\ ,

S. "Srrftr: , also, with the initial

long ABHIRA ^Tt^tJ) A shepherd, a cowherd. Accord-

ing to Menu (B. x. 15) the Abhira is of mixed origin,

the offspring of a Brahman father, and a mother of the

Ambashtha, or medical caste ; but the Abliinix were a

people, a pastoral tribe, settled, about the beginning of the

Christian era, on or near the lower course of the Indus,

on a tract known to classical geographers, as the Abiria

of Ptolemy, lying north of the Sahyadri mountain, and of

Syrastrene. The Abhirs of Sauraxlitra are mentioned

in the Mahabhdrata. From their pastoral habits the

name came to be generally applied to the cowherds of

Hindustan. In the spoken dialects of upper India the

word is corrupted to Ahir, Uheer, q. v. In Bengali and

Marathi it is unchanged, occurring as Abliir.

ABHIJOO, Beng. (^lFMd*t, S. Abhiyoija nfoifrr.) Plaint,

complaint, beginning of a suit.

Abhijofji, Beng. (^lP>5tl
/

fit, S. 'sfinfrft) A plaintiff; a

complainant.

Abhijog-patra, Beng. (^rf^5Sft^f3l, S. ^ifaiffrHTW) A

petition, or writing of complaint.

Aitm ruAYAKA-SRADDHA, S. (^T^M^^Ji>4)ld ) Offering to de-

ceased progenitors, or to the manes collectively, on some

prosperous event, as the birth of a son, or the like.

ABHYUPETYA SUSHUSHA, S. OawjMd$l^m) Contracted service,

a title of Hindu law, treating of disputes between master

and servant.

ABIK-UBEEK, H. (A. ^'JoD
A runaway slave, in Moham-

medan law.

ABIH-UBEER, H. (from A.^JJkc, Saffron), A powder of a

red or yellow colour, composed of various vegetable

and mineral ingredients, as turmeric, safllower, saffron, red

or yellow orpiment, talc, ground to a fine powder, and used

by the natives to throw over one another and stain their

faces and clothes with at the vernal festival of the Holi, as

typical of the buds and blossoms of the season of spring.

ABWAB, H. (A.
>\y>\, plur. of bdb i-j-jb, a door, a section,

a chapter, a title,) Heads or subjects of taxation, or the

taxes which were imposed under the Mohammedan Go-

vernments in addition to the regular assessment on the

land. Miscellaneous cesses, imposts, and charges, levied

by Zemindars and public officers. These cesses were

either abolished or consolidated with the land revenue, and

are no longer payable to the British Government ; but such

as existed before the perpetual settlement, and were not spe-
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cially abrogated or not consolidated, are still claimed some-

times by the Zemindars, (Reg. viii. 1793, xxx. 1803, v. 1812).

They were variously designated, as, 1. after the princes

by whom they were ordered, as Abrvdb Kdsirn All Klidn,

taxes of Kdsim (Cossim) All, Nawab of Bengal ; or,

2. 'from the pretext on which they were raised, as Abrvdb-

Faujddri, taxes on the Zemindars, in commutation of fees

which had been payable to the office of Faujdar, or

chief military and police magistrate, and Abrvdb Thdna-

ddri, fees exacted by Shujd Khan from retailers of spiri-

tuous liquors and other articles in bazars attached to

police or military stations, and payable to the Kotrvdl;

Abicdb Kltainsi (from khantga, five, for several), diffe-

rent taxes levied by the Governor of Dacca when the

Dimdni was granted to the Company, on pretence of pre-

senting the proceeds to the Emperor in acknowledgment

of the grant (Fifth Hep. find Gloss.) ; also Abwdb meh-

mdni, a cess levied on the inhabitants of a village to defray

the expenses of the Zemindar on his paying it an occa-

sional visit ; Abmdb rdhddri, rates charged on the peo-

ple of a town or district for the repair of the public roads
;

Abmdb Pdtaki, a cess apparently peculiar to Orissa, lite-

rally,

"
taxes on the wicked or fallen," applying the term

to eight inferior or degraded castes or occupations, namely,

Tdntix, weavers, Tdmbiilis, venders of betel and pan,

Guriyas, confectioners, or makers of sweetmeats with Our

or molasses, Sonars, goldsmiths, and Kaiwartts, Kibdrnfx

and Goku.t, different tribes of fishermen.

AcHALix-UcHULiT, H. (S. *)< PC* ri: lit. What has not moved,

or is immoveable), Real or landed property.

AcHANDRAROAM,Tam. (^jS'lT^crrrcriEbll),
from the S.Wf

d, as long as, ^5 chandra, the moon, and ^TJjf arka, the

sun, i.e. as long as the sun and moon endure). In Tan-

jore and Kanara, any village, of which the lands are per-

manently apportioned among the hereditary proprietors.

The term, slightly modified according to dialect, appears

to be in common currency in the south of the Peninsula

to denote perpetuity.

ACHAMANA, S. (VMNMH) Rinsing the mouth, sipping a little

water and ejecting it before and after meals, and before

and after various ceremonies, one of the permanent and

daily practices of the Hindus.

Achaman'tya, S. (^rpwfta) Water fit for sipping, also

for offering it to an idol.

ACHAIJ, H. &c., (,\af\, S. SHNKt Achdra, whence it is intro-
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duced into all the dialects, sometimes slightly modified). In-

stitute, established and essential observance, as daily ablutions

and personal purification, daily worship, tonsure, investiture,

marriage, obsequial rites, or Srdddhas. Performance of

appropriate duties in different stages of life, &c. It is

also used in composition with terms limiting its applica-

tion, as Kuldchdr, family usage ; Dexdchdr, custom of

the country ; Matdchdr, practice of any particular sect ;

Nitydchdr, invariable observance
; Suddhdchdr, ceremo-

nial purity ; Viiddhdchdr, old established custom.

ACHARJ, AcHARI, AcHARYA, H. &C.
(~yU-l, WMlO. from

the S. Achdrya ^i-^i<4: ) A religious teacher ; properly,

the Brahman who instructs the religious student of the

two next castes the Kshatriya and the Vaisya as well

as the Brahman, in the Vedas. In modern use it is ap-

plied to any religious instructor, or to any Brahman or

religious mendicant professing to be qualified to give spiri-

tual instruction. In the south of India it especially denotes

the head of a religious society the Mahant of Hindustan,

or the Panda, or head Priest of a temple. Among the

Marathas it was given to Brahmans employed by respect-

able families as cooks. In the Tamil provinces it is

assumed by carpenters and other artisans.

ACHCHAKA, Karn. (**fj) Assessment, taxes. One who

pays taxes.

Achchavadi, or Achchuadi, Karn. (W^O^O) Assess-

ment, tax.

Achchavaliga, Karn. ( es|j^
>VA ) One who pays taxes.

ACHCHADI, Mai. (<
fo^sl) Printing, stamping.

Achchadikdran, Mai. ( 05*3 ^jsld&ororrb) A printer, a coiner.

ACHCHALAYATARU, Karn. (Wa^raO&S&D) police omcerSj

peons.

ACHCHHAN, Mai.
(cS*o^nrt>,

Tarn. S1\&&<X ) A father;

used also as a title of respect, and in Malabar applied

especially to the males of the royal family who have no

office nor official rank in the state.

ACHCHARAM, Mai. (ctS^)^jO(Oo) Earnest-money, money ad-

vanced.

ACHCHU, Karn. (^If3
), Aclicha, Mai. (cS^^j) A mould,

a type, a form for casting or taking impressions, a print-

ing-press, the pivot of a hand-mill.

Achchvgdr, or Achchuli, Karn. (eaJv^S 69^0^) A

printer, a cotton-printer, a pressman.

ACHCHUKATTU, corruptly ACHKAT and ATCHKUTT, Tarn.

ACHUKATTU, Tel.
(e3OGs|Lx>)

Land
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divided into beds to admit and retain the water let in for

irrigation. Lands prepared for the cultivation of rice.

ACHU-KAVALI, Tel. (e3oo~3~o$0). In the south of India,

grants of revenue and perquisites in grain, formerly re-

ceived by the Poligar for protecting the crops, and engaging

to make good any depredations on the lands under pro-

tection.

ACHE, Tel. ("w ) The principal harvest, the heavy crop (used

in Vizagapatam).

ACHIDAIYAN, Tarn.
(aj,<#l<5o"5S>LU6f5T)

A barber.

ACHITA, Kara. (***, Mai. (OS'S) .cull rmo) A weight of ten

khandakas, or bharas (each being ten tulams) ; a cart-load.

ACHHRA, Ben. (Tt^Ti) The straw of paddy.

Ap, AD, Mar. &c. (^Tf , ^TT3), in Hindustan pronounced, and

usually written, with the hard r, as Ar or Ar
(^i_JI) 1-

(It also occurs in other dialects, modified by the substitu-

tion of the soft d for the hard d, or by duplication of one

or other, of which examples will be given.) A syllable

used as a prefix, implying obstructing, screening, barring ;

also inferiority, irregularity, or deviation.

Ad-aUiuhm. Uriya. Disobedience of orders, resistance of

process.

Ad-yaon, Mar. (VHI4J||iyD A small or inferior village.

Adgir, Hindi (W5*ffr) A strip of sward encompassing a field.

Ad-jdt, Mar. (W5TTiT) People of tile inferior or mixed

castes.

Ad-mdrg, Mar. (iHliHirT) A bye-way, a cross-road ; also

cross or internal traffic, and duty levied on such-traffic. (This

occurs, incorrectly written, Udh marrva and Urdh margli).

Admuth, Mar. (VM'jUlS) Sowing seed carefully on hilly or

broken ground (so as to close the hand or fist (rnuth)

readily.)

Ad nav, Mar. (^TTJTT^) Family or sur-name.

Ad sattd, Mar. (^Tdtlgl) Estimate, rough calculation. See

Adasatta and Arsatha.

Adman, Mar. (iDlimu) The space between the top and

foot of a hill, the slope.

ADWEPANI, Mar. tajcfMNUl) Water of irrigation derived

from tanks, &c. ; artificial water, not rain-water.

Ap, Mar. (^TTS) A well without steps.

ADA, H. (A. bl) Fulfilment of an agreement, performance

of a contract, payment of a debt. This is sometimes con-

founded, but incorrectly, with Ahda, q. v.

Add-bandi, or bundee, H. ((_jAJu bl) Fixing a term for the

payment of a debt or the performance of a contract.

AD

Add harnd, H.
(Ij^i bl) To pay a debt, to make an agree-

ment.

Add hona, H.
(liyb bl) To be settled, paid or fulfilled, as

a debt or contract.

Add-i-mdlguzdri, H. (^jpCJU bl) Payment of revenue.

ADA, Mar. (WJT) Gain, profit, fund, stock, income.

ApAGU-Upuooo, Tarn. (a|l_@), Tel. (es&Xo) A pawn,

a pledge.

ADA, or ADAI MANAM, Tarn. (.Sl|L_U>rT6TJrLo 1|<5C}1_

LofTOCTLo) A mortgage, a simple mortgage, in which the

mortgager retains possession of the property pledged, pay-

ing interest on the loan.

Adaiyolai, Tarn. (aj(3cOL_(SLUrr990) The palm-leaves on

which a mortgage, deed, or lease, or other engagement,

is written.

ADAVU, also ADARVU, Karn.(e>&3>-<^0 A pledge;

a mortgage, a simple mortgage, in which the mortgager

retains the property, paying interest on the loan.

Adavu chitu, Adavu-sdthanay or Adavu-patra, Karn.

(escSt^J&r^cX), &c.) A mortgage-deed, or bond.

.l</tiru-litti;l\nrn. (^&^ S 6O) \ mortgagee, one who holds

a pledge or mortgage.

ADAHARI, Hindi (^n^TT^) A bullock not broken in for work.

ADAKAM, Tarn. (=^l_SSLo) An enclosure.

ADANI, Karn. (C9GTc>C9) Unrewarded or compulsory labour.

Ailitnijana, Kara. (&75~3><?3ttro) An unpaid labourer, a

slave, a serf.

ADANGAL, Tarn. (^l_rLl<5>^)), Mai. (cS^seeifsb) An esti-

mate, an appraisement, a valuation ; the whole contents, or

whole quantity of any thing ; a contract
; examining the

cultivation of village lands.

ADAR-UDUR, or ADARA-UDURU, Hindi (^T3T) A ditch,

and the mound of earth thrown up from it, forming the

boundary of a field.

ADASATTA-UDUSUTTA, Tel. (WO'iJfej ) Estimate, com-
cO

putation, an account by estimate. (The d being pronounced

and written r, the word occurs more usually in Hindu-

stan as Arsath, q.v.)

ApAT-UplJT, Mar. (SMjri) Mercantile correspondence, agency,

brokerage ; charge or fee for commission or brokerage.

This word also occurs in other dialects differently spelled,

as Adhat (Odd), or the hard d, dh being pronounced

like r, Arat, Arhat, or Uyiiut ; or, again, with the soft i

and the aspiration transposed, as ArtM, or Urthee.

Adatyd, Vdutyd, or Udutiya ; also, very corruptly, Adtit-
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teeyo, Mar. (WCTTt) A mercantile correspondent, a broker,

an agent; also Arhatiya and Arthiya.

ADAT, or ARAT, Beng. (^nl*0 A warehouse, a store occu-

pied by a wholesale dealer, or a monopolist; a place

from which all must purchase what they want.

Adat ddr, Beng. (from P.^lj,
who has). A store-keeper,

a monopolist.

ADATTA, S. fa, neg. &c. ^T. given, ungiven). In Hindu

law, illegal, or void and resumable donation.

ADAVI, or Apivi-KOTTUTA, Tel. ( &5C3<o!>
c^CJ,

g ^rjf%,

Atavi, a forest). Clearing away jungle, and bringing

the land into cultivation.

ADAVA, or ADAVI-PALKI, Mar. (^Ht^T, 'i<0, athwart, and

^CTcSelft). The privilege of being carried in a palankin

sideways ;
that is, with the poles across the road, or at a

right angle with it, a distinction enjoyed by the head of the

Brahmans of Sriru/ayiri, the spiritual descendants of

Sankara Achdrya ; latterly also claimed by the head of

the Linr/ayits, and the subject of litigation in the Com-

pany's Courts of the Bombay Presidency.

ADAYA, Tel. Karn. (C3Q(x>3 J from the S. ^I^Hi:) Gain, profit,

receipt.

Addya vichJia, Kara. ( e3(33COo)i$J) profit and loss, re-

ceipt and disbursement
; [the last term is possibly from the

S. Vyaya 1HI, expenditure.]

ADDA, Uppu, Kara. (^9) A half; but in this sense more

correctly arddha, q. v. In composition it also implies

hindrance, obstruction, going transversely, diverging, &c.,

corresponding in these respects to the Marathi Ad and

Hindi Ar, but doubling the cerebral d.

Addadandioe, Kara. (e5QQO&~Aj A palankin carried*" <3

transversely. See Adavd-pdlki.

Adda kdlure, Karn. ( e5t|~5~c)f
j3 ) A subordinate

channel, -one cut from a main water-course for irri-

gation.

A(lda kasibi, hasibe, hasabu, kasibi, or hambu, Kara.

^
cl

> ^3^, &c-) A trade, a profession not

hereditary, an employment to which the person was not

born or bred.
G)

Adda kattu, or katte, Kara. (^g^-P"" H) A dam for the

purpose of confining water.

Adda mdrga, Kara.
(e3g^XT3>AE~~)

A cross or bye

road.

Adda mdtu, Kara. (esg^TSOJ) Evasive answer, prevari-

cation.
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Adda-ndma, Karn. (esrJcJiO) A family or surname.

A stone put across the

The woof or cross threads.

A transverse furrow in

Addandlige, Karn.

mouth of a well.

Addani, Karn.

Addasdlu, Karn.

ploughing.

Adda-sunka, Kara. ( &5OSJOS ) Duty on sheep collected from

those only who sell them, not from the ryots.

Adde, Karn.
(^gj) A bambu across the shoulder, by which

two burthens are carried.

Addekkalu, Karn. (^g|^) A new comer, a settler in a

village.

ADDA, Tel. ($) Half; more properly Ardha (, from
CJ (...)

ADDA, Tel. ( es^)
A measure equal to two Mdnikas.

ADDAVU-DOSILI, Tel. (0<)o <O<9) An allowance of grain
CO

made to the village barber.
jt*f

ADDA, Dekhini, H. (W I ,

*TI|T).
This differs from the Te-

lugu and Karn. Adda, Adda, as above, in beginning and

ending with a long, in place of a short vowel. It is some-

times written with a short initial and final, as Adda, or

Uddu, Mar. (^fX but never with a dental d; the word

occurs, with some modifications of meaning, in Tel., Mar.,

Uriya, and perhaps other dialects. A stand, a station or

place where porters, bearers, or labourers attend to be hired ;

a place where people assemble, a stall, a booth, a shop,

a post or dawk station or office
;

a company or asso-

ciation of persons engaged in the same business ; any

business constantly going on, especially on a large scale
;

the place where it is transacted, or any place where people

congregate, whether for business or idleness
;

a salt-heap

(in Ganjam) ;
the perch of a bird-cage.

Addd-ddr, H. (i^ l3 1 ) A palankin bearer, or dawk-runner
;

a postman, a courier; a shop or stall-keeper.

ADDANA, Karn. ( C5Cj3 ) A measure equal to about half-a-pint.

ADDE, Tel. ( Q) Hire, rent.

Appi, Beng. C^Ttfj) A title or cognomen given to persons

who are, or whose ancestors were, money weighers and

changers.

ADDIKA, or ADDIGA ;
also ADDAKADAR and ADDAKA-

DAVA,Karn.(^,
es&^

, e>:$Z3c>&, from the S.Adhyah-

sha Wm5f;, an overseer). A village officer, whose duty

it is to keep the cultivators to their work, and to prevent the

clandestine removal of any part of the common crop.

ADDISEYUTA, Tel. (esG^O&xjkj) A contract, by which a

C
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cultivator pledges the whole or a portion of his crop to

a banker as security for money borrowed.

ADEYA, UDEYU, S. (^ neg., and <**}, to be given), What may

not be legally alienated or given away.

ADH, ADH!, ADHI, or ADHEE, H. (*i>l , IftJl ,
(j*Jl , from

the S. arddha ^f; , half, or a part), A half. (The word

occurs in most dialects, modified according to their pecu-

liarities of enunciation, as in the Adda of Tel. and Karn.,

as above. It is also used extensively in composition, with

the initial most usually made short, as,

Adh-batai, or butaee, H. (^^ Xj|) Division of produce

in equal shares.

Adhela, Udhela, H. ( lUftjl ) Half a pice, or copper coin so

called.

Adheli, Udhelee, H. (
(
Jaol) Half a silver rupee, or eight

anas. A half share. In Sagar, a measure of corn, half a

chautiya. (InGarwhal) a small fractional measure of land.

Adlteliya, H. (bJuaJl) Proprietor of a half share.

Adhidr, H.
(^Ufcjl).

A man who spends half his time in

one village, half in another, cultivating lands in both, is

said Adkidr-harna, or, in llohilkhand, Adh-bdr.

Adhidri, H. (^bJto!) A half share.

Adhia, H. (Lwbjl) Division of produce between two parties

in equal proportions ; one furnishing the land and seed,

and the other the labour. The payment of half the annual

assessment by the cultivators to the person who is respon-

sible to the Government for the revenue at the vernal and

autumnal harvests.

Adh-kachcha, H. (1=^ Sjl) A soil lying between the land

named Pahara and the Tarai in the district of Saharanpur.

Adh-kari, or hurec, H. ("iNMoliCl) An instalment of eight

anas in the rupee, or half the Government revenue,

(from the S. kara "Wf.t tux).

Addhak, Uddhuk, H. (^ffSFR) A half, a part: less in use

than Adhd.

ADHAK, ADHUK, or ARHAK, H. (S. Wld4'.) A measure of

capacity, used as a dry measure ; a vessel 18 inches in

depth, containing 4 prasthas, the 16th part of a hhdri.

In the Dekhin nearly 71b. lloz. avoirdupois. In Mysore

the Adah, or Adhak is a measure of grain, equal to 71b.

avoirdupois, or a measure of capacity, containing about

750 cubic inches : also called a Markdl.

ADHARAM, Mai. (cS^euoiOo, s. "srrart) A prop, or support;

that on which any thing lit. or fig. rests; also a canal,

a dyke ; a document, a voucher or title -deed, by which

G
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a right to property is established. Karn. (e3(?c)6o) A.

canal, or water-course for irrigation. It is used in Karnita

in composition, to denote various modes of irrigation, as,

Amej-ddharam, (from P. Amez, mixing) Irrigation from

more than one source, or from tanks, wells, water-courses,

&c. The land so irrigated.

Dhdvi, or Bhdvddi ddhdram, Tel. Karn. (^> <=>>, S. Bdpi,

or vdpi, a well) Irrigation from wells. The land so

watered.

Nala, or Ndla ddhdram, (from S. TR?t ndla, a pipe).

Irrigation from natural water-courses, or nalas. The fields

so watered.

Tatdhddhdram, Tel. (from the S. taduga rti|J|) A pond,

a tank ; irrigation from a tank or pond, or the fields so

supplied.

ADHARSHAN, Beng. (S.
Tsrto%0 Conviction of a criminal.

ADHI, or UDHI, less- correctly, UDHEE; also corruptly, AD,

ADH, ADI, AUDI, H. (S. ^tfv) Over, above, in place, office,

or possession. It is used chiefly in composition.

Adhikdr, H. &c. (S. 4)fvi4Rt) Office, duty ; superinten-

dence, government ; right, rightful claim or property.

Adhihdr-patra, or patrika, Beng. ('srftrStsr'fiS) A power

of attorney, a letter of credit.

Adhikdri, corruptly, Adhhdr, Adhdri, Adihari, Audicarei
',

hence also the Adigar of Ceylon, II. &c. (S. *jftjMO) One

who holds a superior office or authority ; a superintendant,

a ruler, a governor; as,

Grdmddhihdri, The headman of a village.

Desddhikdri, The head of a district or province ; abbre-

viated in the south of India to Dcsdi, corruptly Di-i/xm-i; or

Desaye : also one who claims a right ; as, Uttarddhihtir'i ,

Subsequent claimant, i.e. Successor, heir, especially as ap-

plicable to landed property : it may also denote one who,

although a member of a village community, occupies his

land in his own right, or in severally. See Arudikdrai.

Adhikarma, H. (S. 'SrfVcRwi) Superintendence, supervision,

government.

Adhikarma-krit, H. (S. ^lft|h*A<*r( ) A supervisor, a supe-

rior, a governor.

Adhipati, or Udhijmtee, corruptly Adhiput, H. (S. ^rftpTfTf:)

A superintendant, a headman. It is used like Adhihdri in

composition, as Grdmddhipati, Head of a village ; Dea-

ddhipati, Head of a district.

Adhirdj, or Udhiraj, H. (S. ^lfv<l*(!) A paramount prince

or sovereign, but also commonly used as a title to persons of
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inferior pretensions, although of consequence. It is some-

times abbreviated to Dhirqj, as Mahdrdj, Dhirdj, Jay

Sink, the great king, the supreme Jay Sinh.

Adhi-vinnd, S. C^rfVlfcNl) In Hindu law, a superseded wife,

one who has been succeeded by other wives.

Adhi-vedanika, S. (^rfv^ftni?) In Hindu law, Dowry or

settlement given to a first wife on her supercession by a

second marriage.

Adhyagni, S. ("SajfiTT) Property given to the wife at the

time of marriage, or over the (nuptial) fire. One of the

items of Stri-dhan, or female property, in Hindu law.

AdhydvdhaniJta, S. (^nflT^T?ftrl?) An item of woman's

property ; property that has descended to her lineally.

ADHIK, or UDHIK, H. (S. wftrat:) More, any thing in addition

or excess. It occurs in most of the dialects, singly or

in composition.

Adhika-vdram, Tarn. (5ljsli5&6LjrrrjLQ) In South India, a

division of the crop in which a larger share is assigned

to Brahmans or other privileged persons.

ADHI, S. (wrftn) A pledge, or deposit, which may be of

two kinds Gopya, to be preserved entire and perfect, or

Bhogya, to be used or enjoyed ; also Bandhaha, q. v.

Adhi bhoaa, S. (^rrfwtr) Use of a thing pledged, either

as the equivalent of a partial or entire remission of interest.

AoHORiA, or UDHOHEEA, Thug. A person who has separated

from a party, and has thereby escaped their fate of being

waylaid and murdered.

Am, or ADHI, Beng. (^tHs*, ojlH*) A measure of ca-

pacity, equal, in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, to two

maunds.

ADI, corruptly ADDY, Tarn. (.l|Up A foot
;

also a measure

of length, a short foot= 10 . 46 inches : 57,600 square adis

are equal to a kdni, q.v.

Adikol, Tarn. (5i|lij.<5(S<srT^)) A measuring rod.

ADI CHERI, Tarn. (Smq.&<c&lf\) Near the town; a village

near a town, a suburb ; that part of the village in which

the hereditary proprietors reside.

AUIDADI, (In Chingleput) Breach of the peace.

ADIKASU, Karn. (es>~3~sX>) A daily tax levied on shops,

especially in regimental bazars, varying from one to four

has, or cash.

ADIKI, ADIKE, Kara. (e&i, esfci) Betel or Areka-nut.

Adike-gonikdr, Karn. A tax on the hire of the Gonikars,

a low caste of Hindus employed to gather the areka-nut

from the gardens of the Ryots in Mysore.
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Aflike-kriydvdsi, Karn. A tax on betel-nut tree groves in

Mysore.

ADIMA, UDIMA, Mai. (dS^slQ) ; Adimai, Tarn. (a^<555Ln);

Adime, Tel. (C5& ^>
) Slavery, bondage in general. A bond-

man, a slave. In Tarn., especially a predial slave attached

hereditarily to the land, and only transferable with it. In

Malabar it also implies the feudal dependency of a Nair upon

some chief whom he selects for his protector or patron.

Adimaichittu, Tarn. (^l^-<5roLQ<&-<^L_) Bill of sale for

a slave.

Adima, or Udima janm, Mai. (2SO2, S. 'SpT, birth, birth-

right). Mortgage of land for a sum inferior to its value

by a superior to a person of a low caste ; hence some-

times applied to a grant of land by a superior to an in-

ferior, either rent-free, or at a quit-rent : the land, in either

case, reverting to the granter on failure of heirs of the grantee.

[This is evidently the same as the Adoni-janm of the Glos-

sary, Fifth Report. See R. p. 801.]

Adima-janm kdr, or Adima-janm-kolunavan, Mai. (6)<&>94

OOO_ia6) The person who holds an Adima grant.

Adima-janm panam, Mai. (a_l<ST>o, price). Price or fee

paid for receiving land by Adima tenure.

Adimapani, Mai. ( 05*3 s)(2o_i err)!) The duty of a slave,

servitude.

Adima-paramba, Mai. (o_loOOJ, a garden), A plantation

or garden held by an Adima grant.

Adimuydvan, Mai. (CS^QsloiCEJOnJOO) Immunities granted

to slaves by their masters, as land, gardens, &c.

ADIMAN, corruptly,^Lrfe/maww, Mar.(^3Tf^'n*T, from the S.^Hlf^,

first, and mft, respect). The first rights or privileges enjoyed

by a village officer ;
certain claims or rights of precedence, &c.

AoiNAM, Tarn, (S.
jg},<E^<5OTLo)

Government. Property.

Adinattuhudaiyavan, or Adinahartan, Tarn. ( .a^^CCTS

S|c5@CtDI_U_l6L!OTT ^,^C3Cr<5USSOT) A proprietor,

an owner, a landlord, an heir or inheritor.

ADI - PATTADENELLU, Tarn. (^l^-UUUl-G^G^Qie^j)
Waste or sweepings at the foot (adi) or bottom of a stack

of straw; a band of straw tied round a stack of grain to

prevent the clandestine removal of any part of it.

Adippukkuli, Tarn. ( =HL9-LJl_|S<3n_6\51) Wages for thrash-

ing corn.

Adittumutaldnatu, Tarn.
(^Uj.^Sl(LpiS6C)rTOT'Sj) Quan-

tity
of grain thrashed.

ADIRASU, Karn. (es>G c/Kx>) Remains of a heap of corn;

gleanings.
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Api SUDRA, Tarn.
(SXIl^-^SJ^lcrrTCOT)

A man of a low

caste
;

one of a caste inferior to (adi), even the Siidra.

ADITI, or ADITIYA, H. (VHfifiT) A mercantile correspondent

or agent ;
but the word is a corruption of Adat, Arhat,

or Arhatiya, q. v.

ADITYA, H. (S. ^rrf^TT.) The sun.

Aditya-vdr, or Aditya-bdr, abridged to A-it-rvar, or more

commonly, Etrvar (H.^I^Jul) Sunday.

Apiy^N, plur. ADIYAR, Mai. (flS*oslCQ/>nr6) A slave, a serf,

a vassal ; a man of low caste in Malabar, who lives under

the protection of a Raja or religious establishment Tarn.

( ajLqJJJ nCDT ) A man-servant; Adiydl, Tarn. (l|Uj.-

LUrrsfr) a woman-servant.

ADL, UDL, H. &c. (A. J>\c) Justice, equity. Equality, equi-

poise. The word occurs in most dialects, with slight

modifications, and in some places denotes an official seal

or stamp for documents, parcels, &c. ; also, in Orissa and

the northern Cirkars, a wooden stamp for blocks of salt.

Adl-ddr, H.
(^L> Jj>c) A sealer ; an officer whose duty it

is to apply seals or stamps.

Addala-vddu, Tel. ( C5C|CT
T>QO ) An officer who stamps

blocks of salt; also a manufacturer of salt, or hired

labourer employed in the manufacture.

Addil, H. (A. Jt>lc) A just or upright person; one in

whom trust may be placed.
/I

Addil al Rahn, A. (
( .f>)' Jw*X In Mohammadan law,

a third party, to whose keeping a pledge or security given

by a borrower to a lender is entrusted.

ADALAT, UDALUT, corruptly, ADAWLUT, H. (A. c^J'<Xc)

Court of justice ; justice, equity. Under the Mohammedan

Government the Addlats, or Courts of Justice, were four :

1. Nizdmat Addlat, (ciJlAc e^volliJ) The Supreme Court

of Criminal Justice, nominally presided over by the Ndzim,

or Viceroy of the province. This was subdivided into the

Roz-addlat, or Court held on a Sunday by the Ndzim

for the trial of capital offenders, and the Addlat ul Adli-

i/at (from ^Lc), The High Court, in which affrays, quarrels,

and cases regarding personal property were tried : this was

usually presided over by the Nizam's deputy, or Ddrogha.
A

2. Dirvani Addlat (oilAc (J'^J) The Civil Court of the

Diwan, the chief officer in charge of the revenue of the

principality.

3. Faujddri Addlat (e>Jlj>c ^lAa^y) The Court of the

Faujdar, or chief of the magistracy and police of a district ;

the Subordinate, or District Criminal Court.
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4. Addlat ul Kdzi
(^IflJl e^JUc) The Court of the Kdzi,

the chief judge of a town or district in civil causes and

questions regarding the Mohammedan religion. Under him

the Muhtasib held a Court for the adjudication of offences

against morals as drunkenness, gambling, &c. Under the

British Government these Courts were continued, with some

modifications, until 1793, when the judicial and revenue

departments were separated, and Zila and Provincial Courts

were established, subordinate to one Supreme Addlat at the

Presidency, distinguished as the SADR, or SUDDEH ADA-

LAT (A. c^J'jj; ji^e ) High Court of Justice, or Court of

Final Decision, subdivided into,

Sadr-Dirvdni Addlat, or, corruptly, Sndder Dervanny

Adawlut, High Court of Civil Jurisdiction.

Sadr Nizdmat, or Faujddri Addlat, High Court of Cri-

minal Justice. Beng. Reg. iii. ix. xii. xiii. 1793, ii. 1795,

ii. 1801, viii. 1803, v. 1809, &c.

Addlat Akbar, H. (A.^J^I, greatest), A superior Court of

Justice ; a Court of Appeal.

Addlat Axghar, H. (A.^e!, smallest), An inferior, or

subordinate Court of Justice.

ADM, UDM, H. (A. ,J>c) Cessation, discontinuance. In Urdu

it is chiefly used to form technical compounds ; as,

Adm-i-jaiddd, H. (P. liljjU-, a grant), Loss or forfeiture

of a grant ;
loss of subsistence.

Adm-nishdn, H. (P. ^jLiJ, sign or trace), Unclaimed or

untraceable property, &c.

Adm-i-sabut, P. (A. <-^-J, confirmation), Wanting proof,

defective in evidence.

Adrn-ir-tandehi, H., Remissness or neglect in pursuing a

cause, suffering it to go by default, (lit. want of bodily

exertion ; or P. tan, and S. deh, both meaning body).

ADMARJAI, Hindi (^HMI^) A term used in leases, signi-

fying failure from drought.

ADONI-JANM, Mai. Lands held by individuals of low caste

and artisans under grants from persons of rank and property.

See Adima-janm, for which it is no doubt an error.

Apu, Tarn. (Sij,), ATA, Mai. (CS^s) A sheep, a goat.

Attukdran, Mai.
((S^)^<fi>9(0nf&)

A shepherd, a goatherd.

Attuhkidai, Tain.
(ajjl_(S<Ebl(3fnL_)

A field, cote, or place

where goats or sheep are penned, for the sake of their

manure.

Attumari-Mli (?) Tarn. The hire paid to the owner of a

flock of sheep or goats for their detention in a field for

the purpose of manuring it.
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Attu-vari, Tarn, (sucfl, tax), A tax on sheep or goats.

ADUKKUVATA, Mai. (CS*oSoe6in_jrff)) Any right retained by

the original proprietor from the purchaser or mortgagee.

AUUTTI, Tarn. (a|^^l), Usury.

ADYA-SRADDHA, S. (^nfiCHI^) The first israddha, or obse-

quial ceremony after a person's decease.

AENTHA, Thug. Silver money.

AFAT, AFUT, vernacularly, APHAT, H. (A. e^il, xNlihri ,

S.
Hdllli^) Misfortune, calamity.

Afat dsmdni, H. (P. ^U-* I
, heaven), Misfortune from hea-

ven, as bad seasons, storm, drought, &c.

Afat farmdni, or suUdni, H. (A. jjUjJ
- ,jlkL. ) Misfortune

from the tyranny or exactions of the Government or its

officers.

AFIM, UFEEM, or UPHEEM, H. (A. ,jjl , WUffa); also AFIUN,

(A. j-j^w') Opium.

AFSHANI-KAGHAZ, H. (P.J& jjliJl) Paper studded or

spangled with gold-leaf, used in writing to persons of dis-

tinction.

AFTABA, H. (P. UUiT) A ewer.

AFTAB-GI'R, H. (P. a/tab- 1 jUi I, the sun, and girj&, what

receives), A large flat semicircular parasol.

Aftdb-giri, H. The servant who carries the parasol.

AFTABI, H. (from the P. <__>Usl, the sun), A large flat cir-

cular or semicircular parasol carried by the side of the

person or palankin shaded by it. Under the Mogul Go-

vernment it was one of the insignia of high rank, and

could be carried only by special permission or grant of the

Emperor.

APHTADA, for AFTADA, Hindi (^tMiril^l, from P. Jt>liil,

fallen), Lands of which possession has been transferred to

another
; also, neglected land, or that which has fallen

out of cultivation.
A A

A FIT, UFOO, A.
(ytc, lit. pardon), Balance or residue of

an estate. Exemption from, or remission of surplus

charge.

AFZUN, AFZOON, H. (P.
<.jjjsl)

Increase ; increased revenue.

Addition (in account) ; an account in which a certain

number of items are added together, and their totals

are then progressively added, until the final sum is

obtained.

AGAIRA, corruptly, AUGAYRA, H.
(t,JjS\,

from S. agra^Rt,

and H. dye^ I , before, at first), The first sheaves of the

crop presented to the Zemindar.

AGAIYA, UGAIYA, H. (Ijsl, from dg, from S. wfiij, Fire,
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abridged to WTT) A disease affecting rice, in which the

plant seems burnt up.

AGAM, Tarn. (a|S>La) The earth. Grain.

Agamudaiydn, Tarn. (a|<5(Lp<3cOI_LLJrTOT) A landholder ;

also, the name of a caste.

Agavllai, Tarn. (<!|<H>6lJ13a}) Market-price of grain.

AGAMA, S. (WTO!) A work on sacred science; a scripture.

In law, a voucher, a document, a title ; also, descent of

property.

AGAMI, Beng. (S. ^WlBd, Future, what is to come ; whence

Agdm, an advance of payment ; also used in deeds and

leases, to indicate all future possible privileges or profits.

AGAN, UGU*, or AG, H. ( LL/I S. Agni ^rfnr., fire), Fire, or

its personified divinity.

Aganhotri, more correctly, Agnihotri, H. (S. -f[j1tiO A
Brahman who maintains a perpetual fire in his house.

See Agni-hotri.

AGAH, AGUH, H.
(^Sl , probably from S. ^Uch{, a mine), A

salt-pit.

Agari, Aguree, H. (<_/') A manufacturer of salt.

AGAR, Mar. (wPlO A plantation of fruit-trees, especially of

betel-nut and cocoa-nut trees. A place on the sea-shore

having salt-pits.

Agar-gaon, Mar. (SHNK'IN) A village having plantations

or orchards attached.

AGAHAM, Tarn. (.ajcEbrJLa) A corruption of Agrahdram, q.v.

AGARI, AGAREE, H. ((_; I, from the S. agra ^sni, before),

Money, &c., paid in advance. There are various dia-

lectical modifications of the same, as, Agdi or Agaee,

Aguri or Agooree, Agdu, Agdvu, &c., all derived from

Agra, meaning, Before, either in place or time, through
s

the vernacular form Age.

AGARI (?). Said to be the name of a low caste of Hindus

in Cuttack : according to one authority, bullock-drivers ;

to another, domestic slaves.

AGARI'YA, AGUREEYA, Thug. Descendants of the original

Thugs, who, after being expelled from Delhi, settled for

a time at Agra.

AGARWAL, UGURWAL, or AGARWALA, H. 01^1) An im

portant sub-division of the mercantile caste, comprising

many of the wealthiest traders and bankers in Hindustan.

According to Mr. Elliot they derive their name from

Agroha in Hariana, whence they originally migrated to

other provinces after the capture of that place by Shahdb-

ad-Din Gori. Common tradition refers their name and

D
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origin to Agra. The Agarmal is one of the Gachhas,

or families of the Jains ; and most of its members profess

the Jain religion.

AGASA or AGASI, Uousu, UGUSEE ; also AGUSA, Kara.

( oXctf, eXbctf ) A washerman.

Agasara-terige, Kara. (S*"A t a tax)i A tax on washermen-

AcASI, UGASEE, H.
(j-wiot)

A turban, in which sense it is

also used by the Thugs ; but they apply the term like-

wise to the cry of the kite. If heard between the first

watch of the night and day-break it is unlucky ; in the

day it is immaterial.

AGASI- (probably for Ah&si, skiey)-BiRAR, Thug, (but used

in the Dekhin), Thunder.

AGASTWAR, H. (j\^J,\) A small clan of Rajputs in Haveli-

Benares.

AGAU, H.
(jtfl), Agavu, Tel. (^, from S. TO) An ad-

vance of money. In the northern Circars the same as

Takdvi, or money-advance to the cultivators
;

also collec-

tion of revenue before it is due.

AGAYADI, UGUYUDEE, Kara. (eXo&&) Small spots of

land on which rice is sown for transplanting, and which

the ryots claim free of rent.

AGDA, or AGRA, H. ( I5>ff) An ear of com or rice which has

been blighted and contains no grain.

AGHAM, Mar. (?). In the Dekhin, an extra assessment

imposed upon the hereditary proprietors of a village to

cover charges for unusual expenses or default of any of

the community. E. I. Set. iv. 54L

AGHAN, UGHUN, corruptly, Auotm, H.
(j.^1 , S. HUgimu)

One of the months of the luni-solar year the eighth, cor-

responding with November December.

AGHANI, UGHUNEE, H. dj^\ ) Produce of that portion of

the Kharif, or cold weather crop, which is gathered in

the month Aghan. It is also applied to the harvest of

the cold season.

Aghani-fasl, Ughunee-fusl, H. (J^i ,J^\ ; also, vernacu-

larly, but
incorrectly, in Hindi, Aghani-phasil

The cold-weather harvest, reaped in Nov. Dec.

AGHAT, UGHAT, corruptly, AGHAUT, H. (ej^,
from S. a. ^, neg., and yhdta ^R, struck), Land held in

perpetuity, and inalienable.

AOHORA, H. Mar. (S. Wtftu, dreadful), A name of SIVA.

A religious mendicant, of an order of which the practices

are most filthy and disgusting, the food being ordure and

carrion, and, it is said, human flesh
; but much of this is
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imposture, the object of which is to excite the wonder of

the beholders, and make them believe in the utter indif-

ference of the Aghora to worldly enjoyments.

Aghora-pantha, or marga, H. Mar. (S. ifa, JTP!, a road),

The path or practices of the Aghoras.

Aghora-pantki, H. Mar. One following the Aghora path.

Aghora-pramdnam, S. (HHUU, authority), A peculiarly

solemn form of oath used in the south of India, wherein the

person to be sworn, after fasting and bathing, sits down,

decorated with flowers, in a temple ; and having made his

asseveration in front of the idol, puts out a lamp burning

before it, and wishes he may be similarly extinguished if

he has uttered an untruth.

AON I, UONI, S. (<flf'i:, written also, but incorrectly, Ugnee,

and abbreviated in several dialects to Ag cL/l) Fire.

Either the element, or domestic or sacred fire, or the

element personified as the god of fire, to whom oblations

of clarified butter are offered at most domestic rites.

Agni-astra, S. Fire-arms, a weapon of fire ; a fabulous

weapon so called ; a rocket.

Agni-brahmnna, S. A Brahman who officiates as priest

at the burning of dead bodies.

Agni-dagdha, S. Ben. A Hindu, who having died with-

out issue, is burnt at once, without the previous cere-

mony of having fire put into the mouth of the corpse.

Agni-ddha, S. The ceremony of burning a dead body ;

lit. burning with fire.

Agni-dik, S. The south-east quarter, of which Agni is

the regent.

Agni-hotra, S. Performance of daily or occasional wor-

ship with fire lighted from a perpetual fire preserved in

the dwellings of a particular class of Brahmans.

Agni-hotri, S. A Brahman who maintains a perpetual

household fire.

Agni-homa, S. Performance of worship with fire ; offering

oblations to fire. The ceremony is denominated also

simply, Homa.

Agni-kriyd, S. Any ceremony with fire, but especially

the burning of the dead.

Agni parikshd, S. (from m?fai|T, trial), Ordeal by fire, as

formerly practised by walking through it, or as subse-

quently practised, dipping the hand into boiling oil, &c.

Agni pratishtkd, S. Consecration of fire ; fire lighted from

the perpetual fire for any particular ceremony, as that

of marriage.
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Agni-sanskdra, S. The sacrament of fire

; the burning of

the dead body as an essential rite of the Hindu religion.

The completion of any essential rite by worship with fire.

Agni-shoma, or Agnishomiya-ydga, S. A ceremony per-

formed at the new moon, when oblations of milk are

offered to Indra through fire.

Agnishtoma, S. A sacrifice, in which the juice of the

Soma or asclepias is offered in oblation.

Agni-sutra, S., lit. A thread of fire, but in Mysore applied

to a girdle of sacrificial grass placed round the waist of

a young Brahman when he is invested with the sacred

string of his caste.

AGOT, Mar. (^nft?) The period shortly before or after the

setting in of the rainy season.

AGOR, UGOR, or AGORYA, H. (^jy' jf\) A man appointed

to watch the crops (used chiefly in the Benares district).

A division of the crop.

AGOR-BATAI, UGOR-BUTAEE, corruptly, AGORE-BETAY, H.

( (_& jf I ) Division of the crop immediately after reaping

between the cultivator and the Government, the latter

taking half the produce in kind. A division of the crop

in predetermined proportions between landlord and tenant
;

lit. a watching and sharing, each party keeping a watch

over the fields, that none of the crop may be fraudulently

made away with. Reg. ii. 1795.

AGORA, UGORA, H. (^/') Daily hire.

AGOUKD, UGOUNB, H. (
&>fl ) The top of the sugar-cane

cut up for seed, in distinction to Bel-kd-bij, in which the

cane itself is cut into five or six pieces. In some parts

of the north-west provinces the different portions of the

cane have different names. Pat implies the leaves ofthe top ;

Ag, Agao, Agmtra, Agin, or Gaundi, are applied to the

cane a few inches below the top ; Kdncha, Gulla, Paln-a,

or Phungi, about a foot lower, and is the part generally used

for seed. The rest of the plant is termed Gande, Gunda,

or Gunna (perhaps for the S. Khahda T$1\). Elliot.

AGOUR, H.
(jjjl,

from II. Age J>\,
S. agra ^TCT) An advance

of rent paid by the cultivator to the Zemindars in the months

of Jeth and Ashdrh (Oude).

AGRADANA, Ben. (^T2|Tffa) A Brahman of an inferior order,

who conducts funeral obsequies, or Sraddhas, for hire ;

also called Malidpdtra, Malidbrdhmana, Great Brahman,

ironically.

AGRAHARAM,UGRUHARUM, or, with the inflective sign, AGRA-

HARAMAH, AoRAHARAMU
',

also abbreviated as AGA-
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RAM, AGRARAM, and corruptly, AGRAGHRAH ; also, but

superfluously, AGRAHARAVADAI. Tel., Karn., Tarn., Mar.

(S. SHy^KJ, from agra ^TQ, first, and tiara ^TC, what re-

ceives), A village, or a part of one, occupied by Brahmans,

and held either rent-free under special grants, or at a re-

duced rate of assessment. The precise nature of the tenure

is usually denoted by a term prefixed, as Sarvdgrahdram,

free from all (sarva) tax
; Bil-makt agrahdram, a village

at a stipulated (A. LLtJW rent; and Kattubadi agra-

haram, a village held at a rent which fluctuates with the

produce (from the Tel. Kattubadi, a favourable or quit

rent). The same is termed, in Karnata Jodi-agrahdra

Agrahdravddai, Tarn. (<l|&S3l IT<5&nTJSUIT0551 ), Agra-

hdra vddike, Karn. (e,5oS&3~3ai ) One of the former

divisions of the villages in the Dravira countries ; those

exempt from revenue, usually occupied by Brahmans, but

sometimes by other classes.

Agrahdrika, Ugruharika, Tel. Karn. (W vX,c5oaa$') A Brah-

man inhabiting an Agrahara village. In Bengal, a Brah-

man who conducts Sraddhas, or obsequial ceremonies.

AGULA, Uriya (2|S1R. ) In the northern Circars, a dam to divert

the course of a stream, and turn it over the fields for irrigation.

AGTJRI, Beng. (^Tt*tSt) Alow caste
; mostly cultivators.

AGWA, H.
(Ijsl)

A village servant, who acts as a guide to

travellers.

AGWAR, H. (jU>D The portion of corn set apart for the vil-

lage servants (from Age, first ; the first part to be taken

from the heap). In the eastern provinces it implies the

perquisite of the ploughmen in kind.

AGWASI, H. (^^Jyl) The body of the plough-share.

AGY!, H. &c. (Uil ,
from the S. Ajnd ^nsTt) An order, an

edict, award, decree.

Agyd-patra, H. A written order, a warrant or commission.

an edict.

Abdgya, Uriya (for S. ^ra, against, and ^T$n) Disregard

of orders ;
resistance to process.

AHAD, UHUD, H. (A. iX^c) An agreement, an engagement, a

compact.

Ahad-ddr, H. One who makes an agreement ;
an officer

of the Mogul Government who, for a per-centage on the

collection, engaged for the revenue of a district.

Ahad-ndma, H. A written engagement.

AHADIS, H. (A. LS^Ol*-}, plur. of L^>J>-) Traditions; espe-

cially the traditionally transmitted sayings and doings of
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Mohammed, as constituting the basis of the Sunnat, or

traditional law.

AHAK, AHUK, H. (P. t^Jjb I ) Quick-lime ; an abwab, or cess

upon lime.

AHAL, Hindi (l^<$) Freshness of soil.

AHAN, AHUN, H. (P. ,^1)
Iron.

Ahani-holimi, Tel. (from Ahan, iron, and Tel. kolimi

S^SOJ, a forge), A tax on blacksmiths.

AHAR, Anun, or AHARA, AHURU, or AHARI, AHUREE,

H.
(t^j&i tj&>

I
>
from S. ddhdra ^TTOTT) A small pond ;

a

reservoir for collecting water for irrigation ;
a drain or

ditch for the same purpose ; a trough for watering cattle.

AHAR, AHUH, H. (jtA) A salt-pit.

AHAR, AHUR, H. (y&1) The name of a tribe or caste ex-

tensively spread through Rohilkhand and other districts in

the north-west provinces, following pastoral occupations,
'

and claiming to be descended from the Yadu-nace of

Rajaputz, but not so recognised by other castes. The tracts

they occupy are known collectively as the Ahdrdt.

AnAVANfYA, S. (VH^tHl'li:) The consecrated fire taken from

the household fire for the purpose of receiving oblations.

AHDAH, UHDUH, or more correctly, OHDUH, q.v. H. (A. xj^c)

An office, whether civil or military.

Ahdah-ddr, H.
(P.^lj,

who has), An officer, a functionary,

whether military or civil.

AHERA, Mar. (W^) Presents made to a person by his rela-

tions on occasion of a marriage in his family.

AHERIYA, H.
(\>jjJt>\)

A sportsman, a fowler.

AHEVA, Mar. (<N^, from S. a *f, not, and vidhavd ftjljin,

widow), A woman whose husband is living.

Aheva-navami, Mar. The ninth of the dark fortnight of

Bhadra (Aug. Sept.), when offerings are made to the

manes of women who have died before their husbands.

AHIR, UHEEH, H.
(jJ&>\,

from the S. ABHIB, q.v.), A caste

of Hindus following the occupation of shepherds; originally

a pastoral tribe in the west of India, but now spread univer-

sally, and especially numerous in the north-west provinces,

where they are distinguished as three races, acknowledging

no other connection than the name of AMr. These are

of the Nand-bansa (race), Jad or Yadu-bansa, and Gwal

(Go-redid, cowherd) bansa. The first are most nume-
j

rous in the Central Doab ; the second in the Upper Doab,

and on the west of the Jumna ; and the last in the Lower

Doab and the province of Benares. The two first are

numerously sub-divided, bearing distinctive appellations,
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taken usually from the place where they reside. Some

of the Jad-bansis have been converted to Mohammedanism,

and are known as Hangars in common with some other

tribes. Tribes of Ahirs are numerous also in Rajputana

and the Punjab. In the Delhi territory the Ahirs eat,

drink, and smoke with Jats and Giijars, and in some cases

with Rajputs. The several sub-divisions intermarry,

avoiding only the four families nearest in affinity ; and

where they are much intermixed, as in the Delhi district,

with Giijars and Jats, they conform to their usage of the

marriage of the widow of an elder brother by the next in

seniority.

AHITA, UHEETU, H. (<UJAI) A person appointed to watch

the grain when it is ripe, and see that none is carried

away before the demands on it are liquidated.

AHITAGNI, S. (^Hlf:g
1

tnf'T;) A Brahman householder who

maintains a perpetual family-fire.

AHKAM, H. (A. J-1, plur. of *-) Orders, commands.

Ahkdm-ndma, corruptly, Aham-nama, or Altdm ndma, II.

Written orders ; the title given, in the Karnatie, to the

assessment of the land-revenue made under Tipu.

Ahhdmi-zaminddr, H. A Zamindar appointed by the ruling-

power.

AHL, UHL, H. (A. (Jjbl) People belonging to either person,

place, or practice ; family dependants ; the women and

children of the head of a family. It is commonly used

in composition, as,

Ahl-ul-Ijtihdd, A.
(tilyls-HI (Ja!) In Mohammedan law,

People capable of legal investigation ; qualified jurists.

Altl-i-lidr, H. (jo (Jib") People of business; officers ofa court.

Altl-i-kalam, H. (Jj (Jjb!) Civil officers; people of the

pen. This is also used in Mysore, as Karn. (CSSoB&UO),

Ahli-kitab, H. (A.L-jlj^, a book), People of the Book Mo-

hammedans, Jews, and Christians.

Akl-i-m&dsh, H. (A. |^U*>) Possessor of a means of subsis-

tence ; holder of a rent-free tenure.

Altl-ul-maxdrif, A. (from i_9,La) In Mohammedan law, A

proprietor ; one who has the right of appropriation, or

disbursing.

Ahl-i-nasrat, A. (from X^flj) In Mohammedan law, Coadju-

tors, colleagues; persons fit or able to assist or restrain their

associates, and who are therefore amenable to punishment if

they suffer or aid them to commit any offence.

Ahl-i-simnat,A. (from OX*,) The followers of the traditional,

aswellasthe written law. TheSunnis,asopposedtotheShi-as.
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AHLA, H. (iW) Inundation, overflow.

AHMAKANA, H. (&UU-I, from the A.
J}**-],

a fool, lit.

foolishly), A fine paid by a collector or farmer of the re-

venue on account of deficiency or default.

AHMED-MAHMUD, H. (A. liyks*, iX*s>J, lit. the praised, but

used as proper names), A term applied in the Courts to

two persons who have combined to defraud a third.

AHMEDI, H. (A. (^jj^a-l) A gold coin of Tipu Sultan,

equal to 5 pagodas, MARSDEN. MIII. MIV. It is also ap-

plicable to the coins of Ahmed Shah of Delhi.

AHNIKA, S. ('STf^oS, from VH^H ,
a day, diurnal), The daily

observances of the Hindus ;
a diary, a journal.

AHORATHA, S. (VigkHO A day and night, from sunrise to

sunrise.

AHSHAM, corruptly, ASHAM, (H. J,i-l, A. plur. of *As>-)

Karn. (es5b^taO) ) HASHAM, or HASHAM, Mar. (^fJH,

^5IW), Attendants, followers, retinue. In the Dekhin and

Carnatic, A kind of irregular troops or militia, employed

chiefly as garrisons, and as an armed police.

Alisham, or llaxhdm-daftar, H. Mar.
(P.^JIj'J, an office) \

The muster-roll or return of the local militia, and their

expense.

Ahshdm, or Hashdm daftarddr, H. Mar. (P.^b) An officer

in the Maratha state who made out the annual accounts

of the expenses and dues of the irregular troops from the

rough accounts.

Hasham, or Hashdm-farnavis, Mar. (ifcim"l$() An officer

who made out the muster and pay-rolls of the irregular

troops ; also Afishdm or Hashdm-navis.

Ahshdm, or Hashdm-jdifjir, H. Mar.
(^jjols-) Assignments

of revenue for the support of the irregular troops.

Ahshdm, or Ifashdm-sibandi, or Ahshdm, or Hashdm Si-

pdhi, H. Mar. (fifl^sg^, f^nrr?^) Local militia, or irregu-

lar troops, employed in garrisons, or as an armed police,

in the Maratha countries.

AIIWAL, H. (A., plur. of Jl-) Circumstances, condition,

events ; a report or record of the particulars of an affair,

or of the condition of a thing or person.

AHYA AL-MAWAT (A. cu^Jl U-l , lit. revival of the dead),

Cultivation of waste lands.

AL AHYAI BAD AL-MAWAT, Mar.
(trjl^!!

^*> ,_yUrs-! J!)

Surviving heirs after others' death (Mohammedam law).

A-IGALU, or AYIGALU, Karn. (CXX}Xeo) The box in which

the portable emblem of the Lingaits is carried hung round

the neck.
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A-IDENE, Karn. (GC^OQrO) Ears of corn selected for seed.

First crop.

AILA, or ILA, A. (1)1) A vow; but in Mohammedan law,

especially a vow to abstain from carnal knowledge of a wife

for four months, the fulfilment of which is equivalent to a

divorce.

A-IL, A-EEL, Ben. (^1^*0 A bank or mound of earth forming

a division between fields, a boundary mark, an embankment.

AIMA, less correctly, AYMA, H. (A. 3Uol) Land granted by

the Mogul Government, either rent-free or subject to a

small quit-rent, to learned and religious persons of the

Mohammedan faith, or for religious and charitable uses

in relation to Mohammedanism. Such tenures were

recognised by the British Government as hereditary and

transferable. Beng. Regulations before 1793, p. 24. Reg.

viii. 1793, &c.

Aima-bdz-ydft, H. (P. L^sUjb) Lapsed Aima grants, or

such grants subsequently assessed. .

Aima-bdzi-zamin, H. (A.
j-^-cf ^^^ Land held rent-free,

or at a quit-rent, under an Aima grant.

Aima-ddr, H.
(P.^!i> ,

who has), Holder of land granted for

religious or charitable uses, or to religious or learned Mo-

hammedans.

Aima-mauzd, H. (A. r^y*)
A village given as a charitable

endowment to learned or religious persons.

AIN, A. (the Arabic letter c). The official counter-mark

of the Vazir upon a royal mandate for an assignment of

revenue under the Mohammedan Governments.

A-IN, AEEN, AYIN, AYEEN, q.v. H. (P. ^1) Laws, statutes,

rules, regulations ;
the laws enacted by secular authority

in distinction to those of the Koran or sacred tradition.

Am-ddn, H. (P. ^jlj) Literally, One who knows the law,

but applied especially to one who, by his knowledge of Go-

vernment regulations, takes advantage of those who are

unfamiliar with them.

Ain-rvartan, or murtun, (?) (S. TlN) A special allowance

in some parts of the south of India to the Zemindar from

the resources of the village.

Aln-i-sharkat, H. (A. d^o/*>) Terms or rules of partnership.

AIN, A. (
(ij^) Property actually existing, specific sum or

value, the most precious or substantial part of property.

As adopted in Maratha finance, Ain ($0, incorrectly

written sometimes Ayen, implies either the original

fixed or standard assessment of the revenue or the lands

bearing such assessment It occurs also in various com-

E
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binations in the revenue language of the Maratha provinces

and some other parts of India, chiefly in the South, in the

sense of actual, original, or originally fixed or standard.

Ainbabati, Mar. (gfWNril) The original Sdbati, or

portion, of the fourth of the Maratha tribute set apart for

the prince.

Ainberij, Tarn. (ajLLKjbrCL-irfgg ) Actual or standard

assessment

Aindasta, Mar. dH^jf) The regular cess upon fields, &c.,

as opposed to any incidental or extra charge.

Ainjamd, corruptly, Ayen-jumma, H. (from the A. am ^J& ,

special, and jamd **?-> collection) Mar. (HHl) Tarn.

(a|U_loT5TggLQrT) The regular or standard collections or

revenue, fixed exclusive of extra cesses, the same as the

Asal jamd of Bengal.

Ainjamdbandi, Mar. (P. 4,?^) The settlement or account

of the assessment upon any given tract.

Ainjinna.1, Mar. ({HHiltH, from the A.
\j~io-) The produce

of the soil as assessed in kind, not in money.

Ainkamdvisjamd, Mar. (<H4iHNl$MHT) The original

articles of the extra revenue not included in the land

revenue ; cesses or fees of some standing.

Ain-mohdsd, Mar. (*?HHl<*mi, from the A. muha&iar, ,-aiU,

diminished, or multhassas, ^0*0**, appropriated ?) The

original amount of assignment of lands, or of a portion of the

Government claim of the fourth of the revenue, to the Maratha

Sirdars, on condition of their keeping up troops, &c., for the

service of the State ; also the fixed share of the Government

in the property of a village, and the revenue derived from

it, or the village originally paying part revenue to the State.

Aindti, corruptly Ayanatee and Einatee, Mar. (Jhrrift) The

original standard assessment of the revenue.

Ain-mulki, Mar. (A. CJ1, a kingdom) The original land

revenue.

Ain-sibandi, Mar. (f$|=}^1) The original establishment of

militia.

Ain-taram, Tarn. (A. ^^c, original, and T. taram SIJLa,

kind, species), The original classification of lands in the

Madras provinces at the time of the survey, according to

their kinds or qualities ; also the assessment thus fixed,

exclusive of sums imposed on account of subsequent im-

provement.

Ain-tankhd Dekh. (P. xlyku) The original and fixed assign-

ment of the revenue of lands
; a particular settlement of

the revenue in the Dekhin. See Tank/id.
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AINAT (A. iufi), Delivery of goods on credit at an enhanced

price, instead of a loan of money at interest.

AISH-MAHAL, H. (from A.
(_/AC, pleasure, and (Jar*, a

chamber), The inner or female apartments of the house

of a person of wealth or rank.

AIVAJU, Tel .Kar. ( SD^S^ , corruption of the A. \jcf , iwaz),

Substitute, equivalent ; one thing substituted for another.

Money.

Aivaj-dkaram, Tel. (?) Gross product.

AIWARA, H.
(&>'j?0

A cow-shed in the middle of a jungle.

AIYAN, Tam. (ggLLJOTr) A father, also more reverentially

Aiyangar, and, in the South of India, a title added to the

names of Brahmans, especially those of the Xrii-iilx/thava

or Rdmdnujiya order.

AJA, Uju, or ADJA, UDJU, Tel. ( ^>& ) Amount, total, whole,

the gross produce of the land, including the shares of the

Government and of the Ryots.

AJA, Mar. tend The line drawn over the items of a

paper of accounts ; also of the columns and several lines

across it.

AJALU, Tuluva, but current in Karnata, (?). Hereditary fees

and perquisites of the village officers and servants.

AJAMAN, Tel. (corruption of S. yajamdna, H'*WW.) House-

holder, manager, master : it properly means the house-

holder at whose expense, and on whose behalf, a religious

ceremony is performed.

AJAN, Hindi (^ISpO The length of a field.

AJARA, UJARU, more correctly IJAKA, q. v. A farm, aeon-

tract.

AJATA-PUTRA, S. (from ^nrnr, unborn, and HH, a son), A
man to whom no son has been born, (and who has,

therefore, power to adopt one).

AJAURI, UJOUREE, H.
(c.?/j^) Advances, particularly to

agricultural labourers. East Oude. Agraurhi is the term

used in some other places. Elliot.

AJAUJLI, UJOULEE, H. (^fr^ Perquisite of the lower

castes from the threshing floor : Henares. It is derived

from the S. Anjali, the two hands joined, being as much

as may be so taken away. Elliot.

AJIL, A. ((J--i) Procrastination in law. Suffering such

an interval to elapse as does not preclude complaint.

AJINA, S. &c. OaftfTf) The hide of an antelope or tiger used

as a seat by the religious student, also in the South of

India at weddings.

AJIR, UJEER, H. (A. (^f-l) A hired servant or labourer,
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a bondsman, a bond-slave, one who has entered into an

engagement for a stipulated sum to serve another for a

specific term, or until he repay the sum advanced ; also,

a hirer : a lessee.

Ajir muxhtarik, A. ( <^JyLi~cj> \ ) A common hireling,

one whose services are not confined to a single employer.

Ajir wdhid, A. ( iXx-[j jl^ ^ A hireling who takes service

with one master only for a given term.

AJNA, in some dialects but corruptly, Atjyd, q. v. H. Ben.

(S. ^n$(T) Order, command, decree, award. In Tarn, it

is transmuted in writing to AltMnai (.a^StEflSssr).

Ajnd patra, H. Ben. (S. IT? ,
a leaf), A written order or

decree.

AJNAGDI, Hindi (ViH'l<(l) Taken at a fixed money rate.

AJR, UJH, H. (A.^-l) Hire, wages.

AJURA, UJOORA, Mar. (W3TT, from the A. ^1) Hire,

wages, especially to one employed by the job. In com-

mercial transactions the fee or per-centage charged on a

dishonoured bill, for the cxpence of returning it to the

drawer when residing at a distance.

Ajurd dar, Mar. (P. j\i))
A hired labourer.

Ajurd ddri, Mar. (P. i^*) Hire, wages, pay by the job.

AJYA, S. (Vilitj) Butter that has been clarified by boiling,

more commonly called Ghee, and peculiarly fit for oblations

at sacrifices with fire : it is also drank at meals.

Ajya bhdga, or Ajya-bhdm, S. The portion of a cere-

mony when the oblation of butter is presented.

AK, H. (CJ1, from the S. ^T%) Gigantic swallow-wort. A

sprout of sugar-cane.

AKA, Ben. (^(M) A sack, a bag, a furnace.

AKABATI-TOKRI, Uriya. A basket for heaving salt over-

board from salt-sloops.

ARAL, H. (S. a ^ neg., Itdla, WR$'., time), Famine, drought,

any unseasonable occurrence.

AhdUvrishti, Hindi (S.
^fi?, rain), Untimely or unseasonable

AKALA, A. (irfU'l) Cancelling or revocation of sale.

AKALI, S. (WoRT^t) A class of armed devotees among the

Sikhs, worshippers of Him who is without time, eternal."

AKAN, AKUN, H. (^1) Grass and weeds collected from a

ploughed field.

AKAR, less correctly, AKUR, Mar. (S. fllcjrc lit. form, shape),

The assessed rent or revenue of a village or district.

Estimate in general.

Ahdr band, or bund, Mar. (iHloMMS;) A statement pre-
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pared at the time of the annual settlement, shewing the

highest amount of revenue derivable from a village, the

quantity of land paying rent, or rent free, the sum assessed,

and land cultivated during preceding years ; the balances

due, and instalments by which they are to be discharged ;

the sums payable to the village officers, and the shares in

which the assessment is to be distributed among the oc-

cupants of the lands.

Ahdr patra or pairah. Mar. (S. TT3T, a leaf), Account of

rules of assessment, and amount of revenue kept by the

Kulharni.

AKAHMAHI, Mar. (^tcm,*njfl, from ^?TO, eleven, and HTtf,

a month) Employment, &c., in which only eleven months'

pay is received for twelve months' service.

AKA RAN, H. &c. (S. ^ neg., and cRTOJJ. cause), Causeless,

groundless.

Altdrana-vydjya, Karn. (e3~SDO35J^)J^) An idle or

groundless suit

AKARAYA, Hindi OaoKI4l) Ground not properly cleaned

for receiving the seed.

AKAS, H. (from the S. ^TcliTSr.) Ether, the fifth element of

the Hindus ; but, in common use, atmosphere, sky.

Akds-birt, H. (S. SHI*I!}I^P3:)
One who has no ostensible

means of subsistence : lit. one whose subsistence is the air.

Akds-dia, H. (from S. HMty^<K) A lamp or lanthorn

raised on a pole, a signal or watch light, a light raised

at the Diwali festival.

Altds-muhhi, H. (S. WKT$l and JTO, the face), A devotee

of the Saiva order, who keeps his face turned up to the

sky, so that sometimes he cannot, without difficulty, restore

his head to its natural position.

AKASALlGA,or AausALIGA, Karn.

A goldsmith.

AKBARI-RAI, or AKBAR-AR-RAI, A. i_f or

Strong presumptive evidence ; sufficient to convict.

AKD, UKD, H. (A. JJu:) A knot, a tie ; an agreement, a

compact, a contract of marriage.

Akddna, H. (<O^JJb) Marriage fee paid to the Kazi.

Akd-hitdbat, A. (A. c^-J&O A contract of Kitabat or con-

ditional ransom granted by a master to his slave.

Akd-ndma, H. (P. <ul), writing) A written contract, a

marriage settlement.

AKHA, H. (l^T) A pair of grain bags used as a pannier.

Althen, Mar. (^Tt?t) One of the pair of grain or water

bags forming a horse or bullock load.
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AKHA, Ben. ('3TW) A sack or bag ;
a furnace. See Alia.

AKHADA, UKHADA, or AKHADA, AKHUDA, pronounced also,

AKHARA, H. &c. OcUsHSli ^flWil) A place where people

are assembled either temporarily or permanently ; a wrest-

ling ground, a place for bodily exercises and games, a stand

or place of resort for low people and hired labourers. The

residence of a society of religious mendicants, a monastery.

In Bengal it also means a band of singers.

AKHARWAR. A division of the Kurmi tribe (?).

AKHARJAT, corruption of IKHRAJAT, q. v. Expenses.

AKHAT, Hindi (^Hsfrf) A portion of the crop per each plough

paid to the village artisans, or the smith, carpenter, &c.

North-West Provinces.

AKHBAH, H. (A. plur. ofy^-) News, intelligence, a news-

paper ; especially the written intelligence of the proceed-

ings of Native Courts and Princes circulated to other

Courts and Princes by their appointed agents a regular

practice under the Native administration.

Akhbdr-namn, A. (P. ir>:'.y)
A news-writer, an appointed

communicator of intelligence our own '

correspondent.

AKHIH, H. (A. -i-l) AKHEH, Mar. ('WEIR) Final, last, end.

In the Dekhin, the last assessment, the rate at which the

revenue was last fixed.

Akh'iri, A. (|_^-I) Last, final.

Ahhiri-himb-kharch, H. (A. _^i- i_>La>.) Adjustment of

the cultivators at the end of the year, shewing the amount

of revenue assessed, paid, and in arrears, with the items

of deduction for expenses.

Akhir-jamA tumdri,H. (i^lj^^o ^- ) Improved revenue from

that fixed originally ; applied especially to the revenues of

Bengal, Behar, Orissa, Allahabad, &c., in the time of

Mohammed Shah, as contrasted with those fixed in the time

of Akbar.

Akhiri-jamd-n-dsil-bdki, H. (A. J'U <^c\*) Final settlement

of the accounts of a Zemindari, or a village, crediting

profits and receipts ; debiting all disbursements and pay-

ments of revenue, and adjusting the balance.

AkMr-i-nikds, H. (^^J, S. firi'sum) Final settlement of

an account, final adjustment of demand for revenue to be

levied on a village or an estate ; annual account of col-

lections duly balanced, furnished by an assistant collector

or subordinate revenue officer. Nikds implies, properly,

the settlement of an account or payment of rent by the

cultivating Ryots to the Zemindar.

Ahhir-patraka, H. (S. ^IcR) In the Dekhin, account of the
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last preceding assessment kept by the village accountant.

Akhir-i-sdl, H. (P. JLu) The end of the 'revenue' year.

Aklier-sdlpatli, Mar. (^ri373n^q0) The last instalment and

final settlement of the revenue at the end of the official year.

AKHTU, UKHTEEJ, H.
(^{Jffti

from S. ashta "Wf, in the

North-West pronounced akhtd,an<l doxa ^l, ten, eighteen),

The 18th of the month Bai.mhh (April May), on which it

is customary for the cultivators to settle their accounts for

the expenses of the liabi, or spring crop, and repayment

of advances. It is proper on this day also to begin the

manufacture of agricultural implements, to feed Brahmans,

and to eat a small quantity of the new grain. A plough

is also slightly passed over the fallow fields for good luck,

but it is forbidden to sow seed on this day, except under

particular circumstances.

Akhtij ha b/iao, H. (yy) The rate or price of corn prevail-

ing on the day of Alilitlj, at which rate the cultivator agrees

to repay, in kind, the amount of any money advanced,

together with the interest.

AKHU, Uriya (S. ^Bp Sugar-cane.

AKHUN, or AKHUND, H. (P. ^^-1 AJj-T) A Mohammedan

teacher or schoolmaster. In the Mohammedan villages

of the South he is one of the village officers, and is paid

by fees or perquisites by the community.

AAKILA, A. (<sli'lc, from did, Jjic, having for one sense, re-

straint
; but applied especially to the fine for bloodshed

; as,

a restraint upon the commission of violence), In Moham-

medan law, an individual connected with one who, whether

intentionally or unintentionally, perpetrates homicide, and

who is held jointly responsible for the fine to be paid by

the perpetrator.

AKKADI, UKKUDEE, Karn.
(^|f&) Pulse, or leguminous

plants with a bivalve pericarp, having the seeds fixed to

one only of the sutures.

Akkadi-pairu, Karn. (e>|&~>^&)) Sowing different kinds

of pulse at the fit season.

AKKAR, A.
(^lic)

Real property.

AKKASARI, UKKUSUREE, Tel. (olrSO) Neighbouring,

contiguous.

Akkasari gramamu, Tel. (jffi'w&X/) A neighbouring

village.

AKKI, Karn. (^g) Rice deprived of its husk before boiling.

AKKUSAI, UKKOOSAEE, Tel. (es&J^ox)) comm ;ssion on

goods, brokerage.

AKLIF, UKLIF, H. (A. i_ai!) A Mohammedan, who, from
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adequate cause, has omitted circumcision, but is not thereby

disqualified from giving evidence.

AKOR, UKOH, H.
(jfl)

A bribe. Used also in the North-

West Provinces to signify the coaxing of a cow or she-

buffalo which has lost its calf, and inducing it to eat.

Akor, or Kor, as sometimes pronounced, also denotes

the food which a labourer eats at intervals of work in

the open field. Elliot.

Akori, H. One who takes a bribe.

AKR, A. (jte) In Mohammedan law, a marriage portion

or dower ;
also one to be settled on the female slave,

termed Mukatiba, with whom the owner has cohabited; also,

price paid for the violation of a maiden.

AKRA, H. (1^1) A grass or vetch which grows in fields

under the spring crop, twining round the young corn and

checking its growth (Vicia saliva). It is also termed

Ankri d.sj}), and is used as fodder.

AKRIBA, A. (plur. of C_-oy ) Kinsmen; relations within

the degrees recognised by law.

AKSAT, UKSAT, H. (A. plur. of iaJi , kisf), Instalments of

the annual revenue.

AKSHATA, read in some dialects, Achchata, Mar. &c. (from

S. Ahfhata, ^nipT, unbroken) Grains of rice, coloured with

saffron or vermilion, placed on the forehead of an idol, or

on those of the bride and bridegroom at their marriage ;

also presented to persons invited to a feast, who place

them on their foreheads if they accept the invitation. The

sectarial mark worn by Hindus on the forehead, or the

pigment with which it is made.

AKSHAYA, S. &c. ( ^ntpl, imperishable) The sixtieth year of

the cycle of sixty years.

Akshaya-pdtra, Tel. (S. W8T>J, unwasting, and Trra, a

vessel) A charitable allowance to Brahmans from the

gross crop. A beggar's dish or platter.

Akshaya tritiyd, S. ( Wtyil, imperishable, and TTJThn, third)

The third lunation of the light half of Vaisakha April,

May when offerings are made to the manes, also to

Krishna. It is the supposed anniversary of the creation.

AJtshaya lalitd, S. OST5R, and ^f^sm, agreeable (day)

The 7th of Bhadra (August, September), when a festival

is celebrated by women in honour of Siva and Durga.

AK.TAA, corruptly, ATKA, and more correctly, IKTAA, H.

(A. cUai'l) An assignment of land for the maintenance

of a body of troops, a jagir.

AKTA, also, AKTI, corruptly, AKHTY, OCKHTAY, Mar.
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from the A, katd,
jlas,

cut off, separated; whence also

Mar. Makta and Makti, &c.) Land held at a fixed rate,

which is lower than it is capable of paying : it is of two

descriptions, Makti gatkul mirdssi, land belonging to the

village community, let for a specified term for a fixed

sum, less than the probable demand^ of the Government ;

and Khand-mukti mirdsi, land similarly let, but in per-

petuity, and held in absolute property by the occupant :

(such are the explanations given by the collector of Poona,

Rev. Selections, 4, 543, but Akti and Makti are

clearly only the epithets of Mirasi, hereditary property,

implying, set apart, let on lease, either for a term or

for ever.)

AKU, Tel. (&>) A leaf, the betel leaf; the young rice plant

ready for transplanting.

Aim-Ma, Tel. (eSbSo) A betel plantation or garden.

AKUBAT, UKOOBUT, H. (A. e^JjJic, from c^ouir, behind,

subsequent), Punishment, torture.

AL, corruptly, AUL, H. (Jl) A plant (Morinda citrifolia),

from the roots of which a red dye is prepared. The best

kind in the North-West Provinces comes from Bundel-
/t

khand. In the same Provinces Al sometimes denotes a

Pana, or division of a village.

Al kdri,H. (S. efclO, who makes) A class of Rajput cultivators

in Nagpur, from their especial cultivation of the Al tree.

AL, or AAL, H. (A. Jlc) Boundary of a field.

AL, Tarn. (s^ch),
AL or ALA, Mai. (C^5)6o, (S^)^), ALU,

Kara. (W?^3 ), A man, a person, an individual, an adult,

or one equal to take care of himself, a servant, a labourer,

a messenger, a slave (perhaps from the A. J I
, progeny,

dependants).

Alkuli, Mai. ((S^iio^g.fill) Wages of a labourer.

Alotti, Tarn.
(.ajjGsnTTlL!}-)

An overseer, one who super-

intends and urges on labourers.

Alpattam, Mai. ( OS*5)6oa_)0O) Hire or rent of a slave

lent out to another person.

Alvsunka, Karn. (C3<J>r\X>Os) A tax levied on cultivators

in Mysore, who employ labourers or slaves, at so much

per head.

ALA, H. (Ill) Wet, moist, as land saturated with water,

especially rain-water : the word occurs in the dialects

as Al, Ahal, Ali, and Ail.

AL-ABD, H. (A. Jl, the, iXAc, slave) Form of countersig-

nature by a subordinate clerk or officer, lit. the slave or

servant.
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ALAG, ULUG, corruptly, ALAGA, ULUQA, or ALGA, ULGU,

H. (cL^l, from the S. a W, neg., and lagna <$rs%, con-

nected ; disjoined, unconnected) Separate, several, detached :

the word, modified, occurs in most dialects.

Alagd-dsdmilu, Tel. (A.
j*!*-

I ) Loose folks, wanderers,

vagrants, temporary occupants, persons not reckoned among

the inhabitants of a village.

Alagd bltumi, Tel. (S. *|fa)
Waste land, land set apart for

pasture.

Alagd pullari, Tel. (.&)-^) Grazing tax or fine levied

on stray cattle.

ALAKH NAMI, H. (from S. alahsln/a, WtftH, the indefinable

God ; and ndma, a name), A mendicant of the Saiva

sect

ALAKKIRA-KOL, Tarn.
(5l|5fT<B(E&ljT)G<an'ai)

A measuring

rod or pole. See Alavu.

Alakkiravan, Tarn. (a|err<S<Elrj6VJ<5CT) A measurer.

Alavan, Tarn. (.Sl|6fT61J(53T) A measurer, a guager.

Alakkugai, Tarn. (a|6TT<5g)<50D<E:&) Measurement

ALALHISABU, TeL Kara. (e>e>yaj-sr
DtX)

j
from the Ar.

I'ti-hisdbu, (l >leg%i
, according to the account) Pay given

before hand, money paid in advance or on account

AL-AMANji,Tam. (aj,efr-^LDQ<#l, fmmAl, a labourer, and

amanji, compulsory service) Compulsory service which the

villagers in the Dravira provinces were formerly compelled

to render to Government officers or persons travelling

on public duty.

ALAM, H. (Jx ) A banner; the banner of Hasan and Hosuin

carried in procession at the Muharram.

AI.AM, ULUM, Tarn. (ajSTTLQ) A salt pan, a place where salt

is made.

Alavan, Tarn. (51|fffT6LIOTr) A salt maker.

Alattunilam, Tarn. (a|6TTf|.Sijnl60LQ also, in some lists,

Alava-nilam, or Alava-podal) Land impregnated with salt,

and therefore unfit for cultivation.

ALAM, Hindi (^c*H) Sticks set up for creeping plants to grow

upon.

ALANDADEY ? A class of slaves in the Tamil countries.

Chingleput.

ALATA, or ALATI-GARA, Kara. (8, 65^, a measure,

and ~A~3O, from S. WTC, who makes) A person employed

in Mysore to measure corn or land, sometimes included

among the village officers.

ALAM AT, H. (A. u>JL) Lit. A sign. It is usually written

before the signature of a female. It is also used to signify
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a discoverable trace or vestige of a robbery or murder on

the spot where committed.

Aldmat-i-dastkhat, H. (P. lakL-J) A mark in place of

signature ; usually the mark of one unable to write.

ALASANDI, Kara. (ese/>oQ) A species of pulse (Dolichos

catjang).

ALAVI, Kara. (Y ~) A lease or agreement given to the Ryot

in writing ; one stipulating a progressive assessment : also

termed Alavi Gent.

Alavi-sair, Kara. (A. .jLu) Sea-customs. Extra revenue

let on lease or in farm.

ALAVU, or ALAVAI, Tarn. (51|5rT6L|, 5H5fTOC56Ll) Measure,

measurement, especially of grain. Portion of produce set

apart as payment for the measurement of the crop.

Alavu-kdran, Tarn. (<&|6TT61_|<5&<5ITCrdOT) A measurer,

the village officer who measures the threshed grain and

regulates the proportionate distribution of water for irri-

gation.

Alavu-paima'tsh, Tarn, (from Alavu and P. paimaiih, measure-

ment), Survey or measurement of fields, especially the name

of a particular survey and valuation of the lands in Malabar,

made for the purpose of assessing the revenue in 1807-8.

Alavogulu, Tarn. (?) An account specifying the measure-

ment of each field in a farm or hamlet.

ALAWA, H. &c. (P. 8p!l, ^S'RT) A fire-place; applied in

Hindustan especially to a hole in front of the shed where the

paraphernalia of the Muharram are deposited, and in which

a fire is lighted every evening during the festival.

ALCHALIKU, (?) The mouldering away of the banks between

the corn fields.

ALDHOLA, Kara. (e3!tf3eO A field in one's own possession.

ALE, Kara, (^v), ALAI, Tarn.
(S^dati)

A press for extracting

the juice from the sugar-cane ; a sugar-mill ; the juice of

the cane ; also a forge.

Aleyuni, Kara. (eSe5"X3Co>) A hole for receiving the juice

of the cane.

Ale hoge, Kara. (?) A tax on sugar-mills in Mysore.

Alemanisunha, Karn. (OODOcS^XxXDS) A duty levied on

sugar works.

ALEKAL, more correctly, ANAIKAL, q. v. Tarn. Stone embank-

ment of a reservoir.

ALI, ALEE, H. (.Jl) A land measure of four Bisis. Nine

Alls go to one Jula. Germhal.

ALIDAVA, or ALDAVA, or AJ.IDODEYA, Kara.

A ruler, a master, a king.
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ALIYA, H. (L*il) A branch of the Turkia subdivision of the

travelling grain dealers, called Banjaras.

ALIYA, Karn. (O^OXJ) A son-in-law.

Aliya santdna, Karn. (S. WTT, offspring) Succession or

descent by the female line in Malabar.

ALI-GOL, H. (
Jyljic.,

from the A. AH,
(
Jic, lofty, excellent,

and the S. gola, *fft$, a ball, a troop), Irregular foot in

the Maratha service, without discipline or regular arms.

According to some they are so named from charging in

a dense mass, or Gol, and invoking ALI, the son-in-law

of Mohammed, being chiefly Mohammedans.

ALKAB, ULKAB, H. (A. plur. of V._~aJ, a title) Titles, honours,

part of a form of address to persons of high rank
; as to

the Governor-General, who is commonly styled Nawab

Mali-alkab Bahadur, the noble, the Nawab, of lofty titles.

ALLU, ULLOO, Guz. ( ? ). In Kattiwar a kind of ordeal incases

of disputed boundaries in which the claimant walks over

the contested limits with a raw hide or a cloth on his

shoulders, previously dedicated to one of the fearful forms

of Durga, from whose vengeance he will receive some

calamity if his claim is unjust.

ALLU, ULLOO, Tarn.
(ajeiT(6TT)) A handful of grain given

to the village servant by whom a quantity has been

measured ; or a small quantity of any article sold in the

bazar taken as a cess or tax.

Alledukiravan,Ta.m.(SHsnQ6n<S>S>^\rr)eu(^) The mea-

surer who is paid by a handful from each quantity measured.

ALMA, Karn. () A king, a ruler.

ALMAOA, Karn. (C3<5fiSDA) A servant.

ALMAHA, or ALMARI, H. (t^UH, Port Ulmaria) A cabinet,

a wardrobe, a cupboard, a chest of drawers.

Almara-konent, TeL(?) A well with steps down one side.

ALO, H.
(j!1

) A portion of unripe com. Province of Benares.

ALTA, H. (US1) Balls of cotton impregnated with lac dye ;

hence also the dye itself.

ALTAMGHA or ALTAMGHA, ALTUMOHA or ULTUMOHA, H.

(from the Turkish dl JI, red, and tamghd IjUj, a stamp

or impression ; Bianchi, Diet Turc-francais) A royal

grant under the seal of some of the former native princes

of Hindustan, and recognised by the British Government

as conferring a title to rent-free land in perpetuity, heredi-

tary and transferable. Although probably originally bear-

ing a red or purple stamp, the colour of the imperial seal

or signature became in Indian practice indifferent Elliot.

ALU, H. &c. (S.
j!

I , ^TTtg)
An esculent root, a kind of arum,
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and applied to any similar root, as to the potato, also called

Bilaiti-alu, and the yam, called Phul-a'lu.

ALUKU, Tel. (eseofo) Sowing seed in ground prepared

for its reception.

ALUGU, Tel. (raeuXb) A channel, a sluice to carry off

the overflowing water of a reservoir or tank.

ALUTE, corruptly, ULOOTAY, ALLOOTIE, ALLOOTY, ALOWTAY,

Mar. (xj^ifr, plur. of
^T^rfT, possibly a mere alliterative

term derived from Salute, q. v. as JJalute-alute) The

collective designation of the persons whom it is customary

in some of the provinces of the Dekhin, to retain as vil-

lage servants, in addition to the Salute, or regular village

servants, such as superannuated members of the Balute, or

their widows, religious mendicants, and the helpless and

lazy in general. Besides these, twelve classes of the

Alut^, as well as of the Balute, are specified, viz. 1. The

Janyam, or priest of the Lingayits, who is employed to

blow the conch shell in the temples; 2. The Koli, or

water-carrier, who supplies travellers and government

functionaries travelling on public duty with drinking-water,

also the cultivators with water to wash their threshing

floors, and the village at large with water on public

festivals ; 3. The Bhdt, or village bard, who chants

hymns in the temples, and is employed when children are

betrothed to ascertain that there are no physical impedi-

ments to the marriage ;
4. The Rdmusi, or village watch-

man, by caste and practice a thief. In different parts of

the South-West of India his place is taken by the Bhil or

the Koli, both wild and lawless tribes, residing chiefly in the

thickets of the Satpura hills, but taking service in the plains ;

5. The Mali, Bdyhbdn, or gardener, who grows flowers to

decorate the temples with, and prepares nosegays to present

to Government officers or men of rank passing through the

village ; 6. The Taral or Yeskar, who is considered the

same as the Mher, except that the latter is usually ranked

among the Balute receiving only a different scale of

compensation. All the Mhers in the village take the

office of Taral for a year in rotation, and, besides the

fixed allowance of land or grain, each receives annually

a pair of shoes and a blanket. The Taral is to be always

resident and at the call of the Patil, and is especially

assigned to attendance on strangers, whom he furnishes

with local information, and for whom he procures the

necessary supplies ; 7. The Gondhali, beater of a double

kettle-drum ; 8. The Daurl Gosain, who beats a sort of
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small drum ; 9. The Garsi, (?) or piper ;
10. The Sempi,

Darji, Su'ti, or Sui, the village tailor; 11. The Tell,

or oil presser and vender ;
12. The Tdmbuli, or preparer

of the Pan, or betel-leaf, &c. Few of these hold land,

but are mostly paid by an allowance of grain. There

are some varieties in their specification; as, for instance,

in Duff's History of the Marathas the twelve Alutas are

called, 1. The Sonar, goldsmith ; 2. The Jangam ; 3. The

tailor; 4. The water-carrier; 5. The TarId ; 6. The

Mali ;
7. The drummer ; 8. The piper ; 9. The Rdmwi

or Bhil ;
10. The Taili ;

11. The Tdmbuli, and 12. The

Oondali. But the whole number of twelve are rarely

found in any village establishment. On the other hand,

there are occasional additions to the list, as, Bdjantrix,

musicians and comedians ; Kaldvantins, dancing girls ;

a Vaidya, or village physician ;
a Ghota-hhor, a diver,

one who plunges into the water to recover lost articles ;

and a Gdrpagdri, a village conjuror and fortune teller.

AJ.VAR, Tam. (pi. a^o-jr-rcr) ALVAHU, Tel. (pi w$3&>),

Rulers, persons of authority, the collective title of twelve

reputed saints of the Southern Vaishnavas, who are said to

have each written a portion of the Drdvida Prabandlia,

or Tamil Veda, chiefly designed for Sudras and women.

Rama'nuja, the founder of the Sri Vaishnava sect, which is

one of the three great sects of the Peninsula, is sometimes

considered the same as Yembiru-manaru, the last of the

Alvar.

AAM, or AM, corruptly, AUM, H. (A. J*) The general

people, the commonalty, as opposed to the Khds, the nobility,

or the select.

Diman-i-Aam, H. The public hall of audience, that to

which all persons may be admitted ;
in distinction to the

Diwan-i-khas, the hall of the select, the privy council.

AMAD, AMUD, H. (from the P. dmdan ^liml ,
to come),

Income, revenue.

Amad-o-raft, H. (from the P. yjiVcl,
and

\.j*j,
to go,

literally, coming and going), Income and expenditure.

Imports and exports. (In Guzerat) Town duties: also applied

to Safe-conduct, permission to come and go without harm.

Amad-o-raft bhanddri, H. Surety for safe conduct ;

guarantee for coming and going with impunity.

Amad- or Amda-rvdla, H. A merchant who purchases im-

ported goods wholesale for retail to petty dealers.

AM-I-WALAD, or, more correctly, UM-AL-WALAD, A. (from J,

a mother, and rcalad
tVJj, offspring) A female slave who
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has borne a son to her master, and is therefore, by the law,

to be emancipated at his death.

AMAL, UMUL, H., used in most dialects, with the import

sometimes slightly modified, (A. (J^, wi<js) -Business,

affairs, an office, collection of revenue, administration of

justice, management of any land or business on behalf of

another, deputation, authority, government. In Maratha

finance an item or head of collection, the share or por-

tion of the revenue after the expenses and extra charges

have been defrayed. In the Tamil countries commonly,

Confiscation, seizure.

Amal-ddr, H. &c.
(^1jl*c)

A manager, an agent, a

governor of a district, a collector of revenue. An officer

appointed to collect the revenue of an estate which has

been attached by Government. In the South it is applied

especially to the native revenue collector acting under the

authority of the European collector. Any person holding

a post or office. The title is also given to the native head

of the police in a district, usually also the head revenue

officer, whose duties are defined by Bombay Regulations,

xii. of 1827, and iv. of 1830, and Act xx. of 1835. Under

the Maratha Government, Amaldars or Aumildars were of

three kinds ;
those holding the office of collector on a lease

from the Government ; those who were appointed by the

Sarsubahdars ; and Bankers or Sahukars, who, having

advanced money to the Government or its revenue officers,

were appointed to collect the revenue of a district until

they had paid themselves.

Amal-ddri, H. &c. ( ,_^JkL
) Management, administration,

collection of revenue. The office of Amalddr. Possession,

occupancy.

Amal-dastak, Umul-dustuk, H. (liJjLjJiAc) Deed of

conveyance ; any document giving possession of property.

Warrant or authority to collect the rents of an estate
;

a

written order from the proper authority to enable the

purchaser of an estate at a public sale to obtain possession

of it.

Amalfarmdwh, Mar. (P. ^jU^i, order) An item in the

deductions from the net revenue, fees paid to revenue

officers (?)

Amal-ffuzdr, H.
(^l^J^c)

A collector of revenue.

Amal-nama, H. (P. .toUL^) Authority to manage or

administer property, an order for possession, a warrant

from a competent public functionary to an individual,

authorising his taking possession and management of
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landed or other property, an order from a Zemindar to his

cultivators to give possession to a renter.

Amal-patta, H. (<&Ji4>c) A deed appointing an agent or

manager, a warrant authorising a person to collect the

rents of an estate.

Amal-sanad, H. ( iXLu (J**c ) A deed or warrant empower-

ing a person to collect rents or manage an estate.

AMALI, AMLI, UMULEE, or UMLEE, H. C^jUc) Payment

of the revenue by a division of the crop or in kind ; applied

also to a village where the revenue is paid in kind : any

thing related to, or connected with, managements, collec-

tions, and the like. The title of the revenue year in

Bengal and Orissa, the same as Fasli, q. v.

AMAL-I-JINS, H. (from H. i_^el amal, intoxication, and A.

jins (wJL*-, sort, kind) Intoxicating liquors or drugs.

Among the Marathas the revenue levied upon their sale,

the same as Abltari.

AMAL, AMUL, Hindi (^TRcJ, perhaps an error for AAMJL)

Being in charge or possession of.

AM A it, UMUN, also, AMAN> UMAN, H. (A. ^1, yjU) Safety,

security, protection : protection granted to an infidel

during the first year of his residence in a Mohammedan

country.

Amdnat, Umanvt, II. (ij^oW, from aman
..j-o') occuring,

slightly modified, in most dialects, or sometimes corrupted,

as in Tel. to Andmat or Andmatu, (tSfJ ^^), as well

as Amanatu 5<Jj~~rO30. Deposit, charge, any thing held

in trust, money deposited in court. Among the Marathas,

profit derived from deposits and temporary sequestration

of estates.

Amdnat dfffar, H.
(R^ii'ii, office) An office under the

Mohammedan Government for deposits, or for a register of

trusts. The superintendant was invested sometimes with

judicial powers in civil suits. Reg. xxii. 1795, preamble.

Amdnat ddr, H.
(P.^'t) , who has) The holder of a deposit

or charge, a trustee, a guardian.

Amdndt-ddri, H. (P. (jrj '3, having) Guardianship, agency,

trust

Amdnat-jari, H. (A. uf/J-, proceeding) (In the South of

India) Assignments of revenue resumed or held temporarily

in charge of a Government officer.

Amanat-mahdl, H. (P. Jl=r*) An estate.

Amdnat-ndma, H. (P. ili ) A deed of trust or deposit, a

document conveying any thing in trust

Amdnat-nashta,'Kani.( r33-) A tax on ground first cultivated
tU
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for the Piper Betel, and afterwards for rice, in which the

difference of the revenue from dry and wet lands is charged

to the Ryots.

AMANI, UMANEE, corruptly, UMAUNEE, AUMANY, AMAUNY,

H. (^jLel) Held in trust or deposit; applied especially

to the collection of the revenue direct from the cultivators

by the officers of Government upon the removal or sus-

pension of an intermediate claimant or Zemindar, the same

as the khds collection : it is also applied to Ryotwari

settlements, or settlements with each cultivator individually,

where no renter or proprietor has been acknowledged ; also

to lands in the possession of the collector's officers for

arrears of revenue, or which, on any other account, are not

held by individual tenants.

Amdni-lazi-bdb, H. ( ita^y^o ) Miscellaneous heads of

receipt or revenue held in trust or deposit, or collected

direct by the officers of government.

Amdni-tdldo, H.
(_jUUjU) Karn. Amdnikere, (e3SST2>3-

"so) jn Mysore, an unrented tank or reservoir of

water, not belonging exclusively to any one village, but

subservient to the watering of the lands of several, under

the superintendence of the officers of the Government.

AMAN, AMUN, Hindi, Ben. (WWT, ^Tfal) Rice grown on

low wet grounds, the rice that, is sown in July and August,

and reaped in December, winter rice.

Amaniya, H. Ben. (^nJrfaTl) Land on which the winter

crop of rice is sown.

AMANJi.orAMlNJl, Tam.
(ajLa(5Tj<^l , SljLdl(5Tj<#l) Compul-

sory service without payment ; the gratuitous employment

of the villagers in the' transport of baggage, &c., for public

officers ;
also the general levy of men inhabiting irrigable

villages for the purpose of clearing out the channels or

tanks, and for repairing breaches or constructing dams.

AMANTA GApu.Tel. (&&rO&~K*&J) A pedlar, a hawker.

AMARAM, Tam. (L|LorjLO, lit. command of a thousand

foot.) A grant of revenue by the Prince or a Poligar,

on condition of service generally, military or police ; such

grants were resumable when the Amarakdr, or grantee,

failed to perform the stipulated service.

AMAHI, UMAREE, H. (A. L^Uc) A canopied seat on an

elephant.

AMATYA, Mar. (S. ^HIW, a minister), One of the eight

principal officers of the Maratha state.

AMAVALUJINDAGI, Karn. (e3o3"3eu*OiSXj the latter

word is a corruption of the P. zindar/i, life) In Mysore,

o
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the property of a person dying without heirs and escheating

therefore to the Government.

Amavdludana, Kara. ( &&><>J deuo.-o ) Cattle without

owners, claimable by the Government.

AMAVASI, UMAVUSEE, H. (^y^t*),
from the S. SSWNtfl or

^WT^TWT) Day of conjunction, day of new moon, when it

rises invisible. The term is current throughout India,

sometimes slightly modified, as, Amavdsi, Amdsi, Ama-

vase, Amamdsi, and, as corruptly spelled, Amaubasee,

Amauvasy, Amarvux, &c.
' ' T T '

AMD, or AM, H. (^__<ol or ,l
, from S. Amra or Amra W.,

WRn) A mango, the mango-tree ; occurring in most

dialects, sometimes slightly modified, as, Amb, Ambd, or

AmM.

Ambd, or Ambi-ddhale, Mar. ('ffTT, isHft %^t$) A branch

of a mango-tree ; an extra cess paid in commutation of

presents of mangoes formerly required. Rev. Sel. iv. (552.

Ambardi, or Amrdi, Mar. (^TT^, ^HIHI^) A grove of

mango-trees, or any garden. Revenue derived from gardens

and groves. Rev. Sel. i. 093, and iv. Ki7.

Ambardi-yuttiyt!, Karn. (.fojoT* , assessment) Rent or

revenue from mango groves or orchards.

Ambd or Ambi-talta, Mar. (4HIJ<4il) Revenue from a tax

on mango groves.

AMBADI-KOVILAKAM, Mai. (?) The chief palace, the residence

of the eldest and principal wife of the Samuri or Zamorin.

AMBALAM, Tam. (SLJLDLJ60LQ) A place where public affairs

are discussed. (Mai. CS^OQjeJO) In Malabar, a temple

of the first class.

Ambala-kdrati, or Ambalagdr, Tarrf. (S^LQLJ60<5<5>rTrj<5OT )

The patel, or head of a village, particularly of villages in-

habited by Siidras. The person who presides in the meet-

ing-house of a village. An officer who publishes the

decrees of an assembly. R. Sel. ii. 530.

Ambala-mdnyam, Tam. (t|LQLJSDLQrr(3CflLLJLQ) A por-

tion of land held free of revenue by the headman of a

village, as a perquisite of office.

Ambala-pati, Mai. (from CXJSl
, a step) In Malabar the

hereditary dignity of an elevated seat or step in a temple,

giving to the person who enjoys it the right of directing

the ceremonies : the dignity commonly devolves on the

headman of a village, but it is saleable.

Ambala-vdsi, Tam. Mai. (5l|lliUSD6lJrT(#l) A caste in

Travancore who are makers of garlands: they are attendants

in temples, and rank between Brahmans and Nairs.
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AMBAR, H. &c.
(P.^bol , S. <M4lO A store, a heap, a granary,

a heap of any thing.

Ambdram, Tel. Karn. Tam. (OO"EPtfx>, c^iLumTUii

from the P.^Uil) Aheap, a pile, a stack of corn ; grain

on the threshing floor ; Government share of the crop.

Ambarahkadai, Tam. ( <!|LCiLJrTrT<5&<E5cTOI_) A store, a

granary, a place where any thing is stored.

Ambdra kltdna or -kltane, Karn. (15~6^5?, P. <jjli-) A

magazine of grain, a granary.

Ambara-rdft'i., Karn. ( "O~93 f
s. TTS^t , a heap) The Govern-

ment share of the crop collected in a heap.

Ambdr-sdri ,
Mar. ( 'iSH I <,?HT^ ) A tax on houses, except

those of Brahman village-officers. Rev. Sel. iv. l(i(i.

Attambdr, Karn.
(e>^o3T)6)

The whole heap, or the

shares of the Government and cultivator before the crop

is divided.

AMBAHI, also AMARI, H. (A. ^.U*) A canopied seat on

on elephant. A litter borne by a camel. (P. ^UJl ) A

granary.

Ambdri patti, Mar. (^^TTfr 1ft) A tax on the cultivation

of hemp or making of rope from it.

AMHASHTIIA, vernacularly, AMBASHTH, S. &c. (^H^IT.) A
man of a mixed tribe, the offspring of a Brahman father

and a Vaisya mother , by occupation a physician.

AMBATTAN, Tam. Mai. (L|LQLJI I_(3OT) A barber, the barber

of the village.

AMBUVACHI, S. (iHUHI-41) Four days in Asharh (June

July), the 10th to the 13th, inclusive of the dark half of

the month, or moon's wane, when the earth is regarded as

unclean, and agriculture is prohibited.

Ambuvdchi pradd, S. (W^, what gives) The first of the

four days.

Ambuvdchi iydga, S. (HTPT, leaving) The last of the four

days.

AMD, UMD, A. (iV^x) Wilful; as, Katal-amd, Wilful murder.

Shabih-dmd, Apparently wilful, i. e. manslaughter.

AMDANI, AMDUNEE, corruptly, AUMDANY, or AMDAUNY.

still more so, AMDENNY, and AMDEHNY, H. (P. (jiXel, lit.

a coming, from
,j
Jx I , to come) Income, receipts : as a Go-

vernment term, receipt of revenue or customs.

Amddni, Mar. (^Wc(M"l, vernacular for the preceding) Pro-

ducts of the earth, articles of merchandize generally arriving

at market in their fit season, also that particular season.

Profits, perquisites ; sway, rule.

AMETHIYA, H. (UJixJ) A tribe of Chouhan Rajputs, origi-
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nally from Ametki, in Oude, some of whom are settled in

Gorakhpur.

AMEZ ADHARAM, H.,but current in the Dekhin, (from P.J.*^!,

mixing, and S. adhara ^TTMTt, support, receptacle) Land

having mixed resources, i. e. being irrigated both naturally

and artificially ;
also with bhumi, land, Amez-ddhdr bhumi.

AMIL, or AAMIL, corruptly, AUMIL, H., but used in most

dialects, sometimes slightly modified, and frequently con-

founded with AMAL, (A. J^cLft, n. of agency, from dmal

<J>*e, he performed a task, he transacted an affair) An

officer of Government in the financial department, especially

a collector of revenue on the part of the Government, or

of the farmer of the revenue, also himself a farmer of, or

contractor for, the revenue under the native system, and

invested with supreme authority, both civil and military,

in the districts which he farmed, as is still the case in

several native states, especially Oude and Hyderabad. In

the early settlement of Benares by the Government of

Bengal the Amil was intrusted with the joint power of

Hakim or magistrate, and Tehsildar or collector, and was

responsibtt for the realization of a fixed amount of revenue, I

being precluded from levying any excess on the Govern-
'

ment demand. Reg. ii. 1705.

Amil-ddr, H.
(j't) (J-v) A collector of, or contractor for,

the revenue: (used as synonymous with Amil, but no doubt
A

an inaccuracy for Amal-ddr, q. v.)

Amil-ddri, corruptly, Aumil-darrei, H. (^lololc) The

district or estate for the revenue of which the Amil was

responsible : (probably an error for Amal-ddri.)

Amil-daul, H. ( J^O (J^elc) The estimated amount of revenue

to be realized by the native collector or contractor.

Amil-ndma, Aumil-namah, H. (<vliLelc) A written order

or warrant to an Amil, a commission to take possession

of land in the name of the Government ; preferably,

Amal-ndma.

Amill, Aumily, H. ( Julc) The harvest year, more cor-

rectly, Amali ; also the same as Fasli.

AMLA, UMLA, corruptly, OMLAH, H. (A. <d*c , plur. of AAMIL,

l>lc) The collective head native officers of a judicial or

revenue court under the European judge or collector.
*

Amla-i-ahshdm, H. The collective officers of the irregular

militia under the native Government. In Bengal a jagir

was assigned for their support.
,f

Amla-i-narvdrd, H. Under the Mohammedan Governments

the collective officers of the fleet of boats maintained for
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the defence of the sea-coast ; the assignments of revenue for

their maintenance and that of the flotilla.

AMIN, UMEEN, corruptly, AUMIN, AUMEEN, H., but occur-

ring, slightly modified sometimes, in most of the dialects,

(A.
^J-ol , from J.J*! , to trust, Hindi, wftrf) A confidential

agent, a trustee, a commissioner ; applied in Upper India

especially to a native officer of Government, employed either

in the revenue department to take charge of an estate and

collect the revenues on account of Government, or to in-

vestigate and report their amount
;

or in the judicial de-

partment, as a judge and arbitrator in civil causes. In

the Presidency of Bengal, in particular, two classes of native

judicial functionaries are now so named, or the Sadar

Amin ^jLKj>*e, empowered to try causes to the extent of

1000 rupees, and the Sadar Amin Adli
(.^J\ n^'^^X

or Principal Sadar Amin, to whom lies an appeal from

the decisions of the Amin, and who decides suits to an

unlimited amount Beng. Reg. iv. xlv. 1793; vii. 1822;

xxiii. 1814; iv. 1827 ; v. 1831
; Act ix. 1844.

Amin-daftar,H. (^JiiJ^jX-J ) An office in which the accounts

of the Amms were audited ; the recorded or registered accounts.

Amin-patel, Guz. Superintendant over the village Patels

of a district, appointed to adjust boundary disputes, and

furnish local information for the assessment of the revenue

to the collector. This officer has come, in some instances,

to supersede the Desai, or former chief district officer : in

some places the office is hereditary.

AMIR, corruptly EMIR, H. (A.^xi, from 1, to command)

A nobleman, a Mohammedan of high rank.

Amrd, orUmrd, corruptly, Omrah, H. (A. I^J ,plur. of^Xcl)

The nobles of a native Mohammedan court collectively.

Amir-ul-Umrd, H. A. Chief of the nobles, a title conferred

by the sovereign at his pleasure, sometimes designating

the Commander-in-Chief.

Jayir-i-Amir-ul-Umrd, H. Assignment of lands or their

revenue to the Commander-in-Chief for his personal remu-

neration.

Amir-al-Mumanin, H. A. (jjxLt^JL^ol) Prince of the

faithful, a title of the Khalifs especially, but often assumed

by Mohammedan princes.

AMJI, Dekh.
(^ysT*!) Compulsory service. (See Amanj'i).

AMR-BA-YAD, A.
(Jo<io^e!)

In Mohammedan law, a form of

divorce. If a man say to his wife, Your business is in

your own hands "
(Amruki-ba-yadiki), and the woman

assents, an irreversible divorce takes place. Hed*
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AMISHAM,AMESHAM, or AMUSHAM (?) Tarn.

The produce of a piece of land, the crop. An estimate

especially of the value or yield of a standing crop.

Adangal-dmhlMm,or Amisham ddppu, Tarn. (l_ITLJl_j , an

account) Estimate of the produce of a piece of land for a

whole year.

AMLAK, A. (plur ot'LLXLc) Landed possessions, real property.

AMMA, (Tel.&c. e>
^^, S. Amba ^TWTT) In all the languages

of Southern India except Tuluva, Mother, and affixed, as a

respectful term of address to females in general, to their

names ; as, Sitamma, Vangamma. It forms, also, a

designation of various popular gbddesses unknown to the

general system ; as, Mariyamma, and Agathammd, tutelary

goddesses of Madras. The latter is usually called Ydyatha,

and both are, no doubt, adopted from the Roman Catholics,

being, in fact, the Virgin Mar;/, and Sta Agutlia, although

now especially worshipped by shopkeepers and Pareyar.

In Tuluva the word means father.

AMMAT, (&*\) One of the ten kinds of wounds compensated

by fine, a wound of the head not penetrating the dura-mater.

AM HI, or UMREE, H. (from A_^>c, life) A grant or the like

for life, interest for life.

AM KIT, corruptly, AMREETA, H. &c. (S. Amrita W^rf , from

a ^T neg. and mrita, dead) Ambrosia, nectar, the beverage

of immortality ; applied in common use to various items.

Amril-maluU, H. (A. Jlsr) A term used in Mysore to

designate a public establishment for rearing cattle for

military uses.

Amrit-manodhri, erroneously, Amrit-mandhara, and Amrit-

mandhi, Uriya (e|?J)9G$>|^)
Funds for the support of

the temple of Jagannatha, allowance to the Brahmans to

provide sweetmeats for the idol Jaganndth, which, after

presentation to him, are distributed among all who are

present.

AMUMAT, A. (ci^vtyj, from J, a mother) In Mohammedan

law, the condition of being a mother, maternity.

AMWAL, H. (A. plur. ofmdl JU) Property, goods, chattels,

personal property.

Amtvdl-rabmi, A. Property that may be lent at a usurious

interest

ANA, H. (til, S. WRT, B. 'STfal , Mar. ^(TOT or ^np) The six-

teenth part of a rupee, commonly, but incorrectly, written

Annas, it is used either singly or in its multiples to denote

proportional fractions of any article ; thus, one ana of any

thing of land or chattels is one-sixteenth ; four anas, a
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quarter ; eight anas a half, &c. In central Hindustan it

is applied also to land measure. One ana of land is equal

to sixteen rusis, and sixteen anas to one kanchu. It also

expresses the divisions of village lands, the minor portions

of each share being subdivided into anas or sixteenths
; thus,

one share and eight anas is equivalent to
1-g-,

&c. In

Western India it is also applied to land measure, one

ana being the sixteenth part of a gonta, or 7.5C25 square

yards; or it denotes one link of a measuring chain con-

taining sixteen links.

And-hara or hunt, corruptly, Annah-khureh, H. (from S.

liura, RT, tux) A fee of one ana on each rupee of revenue

levied by the headmen in Asam to cover local charges.

Ana patt'i, Mar. An extra cess at the rate of one Ana on

each rupee of the assessment, or a like charge per plough

or per head, &c.

ANAD BANJAR or BUNJUH, corruptly, ANOB HUNGER, H.

(jSf(J
iiUI) Land that has been waste from time imme-

morial (from S. anddi 'anif^, without beginning, and

H. banjar, waste land).

Anddi bltiimi, H., used in Mysore. Land transferred by

mortgage (from S.
1

Wrrf^> and >rf>l, land.)

Anddi-bidu, Tel. Tarn. (&rt~"&>&l, ^COTrr^Lj) A

piece of ground that has never been cultivated ; also

similar terms as, Anddi harambu, Anddi tarisu.

ANAJ, H. (-Jol, WTT3T) Grain, commonly, but incorrectly,

pronounced NAJ.

ANAKALABHRITA, (S. *MI<*lcl>TTT:) One of the fifteen kinds

of slaves in Hindu law, a man who has become a slave

voluntarily, for the sake of sustenance at a season of famine.

ANAN, incorrectly, AIKAN, A. (^Uc) Traffic in partnership,

in Mohammedan law.

AXAKAN, Mai. (CS'OffnotftRsfc) A low or inferior person.

ANANDA, Karn., &c. (& *TR^:, felicity) The 48th year of

the cycle of sixty years which will fall in the year 1854.

ANANTA, S. &c. (^Tl'in) Without end, eternal. A cord with

fourteen knots in it, which the Hindus tie round the arm at

the festival of Ananta-c/taturdaxi.

Ananta-chaturdasi, S. The fourteenth of Bhadra (August,

September), when a festival is held in honour of
'

the

eternal
'
Vishnu.

ANANTARAVAN, less correctly, ANANDRAVAN, Mai. (cS'Soo-

O^KDOJOfb, from S. SHcl-di., without an interval) An

heir, the heir apparent or next of kin. the heir of the acting

head of the family.
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Anantaravan-natu-kdnam, Anandravannadu, &c. (from

OO, middle, and <ftO<mOo, fee).

Anantarasthdnam, Mai. (orUDOOOo, S. 3?lTf, place) Suc-

cession, right of inheritance.

ANANYASRITA, (S. (^P^ not, anya ^Pil, another, and asrlta

miftild, dependent) Independent, not supported by or

dependent on another. In Hindu law, unencumbered

property.

ANASANA, S. (^ neg., ^T$pf, eating) Fasting. In law,

fasting of a creditor or of a Brahman employed by him

to enforce payment of a debt, the debtor incurring the

guilt of Brahmanicide if the person should die of inanition.

ANATHA, S. (^1 neg. and ?TTO, a master) Having no pro-

tector or owner. An orphan.

Andthi-banjar, S. and H. Waste, or rather unclaimed land.

Uncultivated land without an owner. See Anddi-banjar.

ANAVANTU POLAM, Tel. Land of which the ownership is

disputed.

ANAVRUSHTI, Kara. Tel. (S. an 'SP^neg.
and dvrisliti

<ai<|fv:,

rain) Drought ;
want of rain.

ANAYA, (S. ^rPW) The ceremony of tying on the girdle of

Munja grass preparatory to investiture with the sacrificial

string. The rite of investiture.

ANAYAN, Mai. (CS*3)POOCDJnr&) A cowherd, a shepherd.

ANBHANTA, UNBHUNTA, (?) Undivided, applied to lands.

Garhrval.

ANCHA, ANCHU, Tel. (e5Ow) ( ANCHE, Kara. (e3O3?) ;

ANCHAL, Mai. (cS^eraumfc) Tarn. (^(Q&Gb) Public

conveyance, post, posting, a post-stage, a relay of

palankin bearers or post-runners.

Anchalpura, Mai. ((S^eiTQjraka-irt)) A post-office.

Anche-Jiacheri, Karn. (escafoasQ) The post-office.

Anche-mane, Kara. (C3O&j-5iOro5) A station for post-

runners.

ANCHANA, UNCHUNA, or, ANTSANA, UNTSUNA, corruptly,

ANCHINA, ANCHINNA, ANCHUMNA, ANCHUMMA, Tel.

(esoooS" , from S. dnsana ^PT, dividing, apportion-

ing) An estimate or appraisement of the probable amount

and value of the crops on a field
; salt in a pile ; hay in

a stack, and the like. Grant derives it from two Persian

adverbs, an, there is, chandn, so much ! App. v. Rep. 642.

Niluvu-anchand, Tel. (^ ej-^) Estimate of the produce

of a field before the crop is cut.

Kuppa-anchand, Tel. (J*y2}) Estimate of the produce of a

field after the crop is gathered, but before it is measured.
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Anchand-ddr or-ddrudu,Tel. An officer employed to survey

the standing crops and estimate their probable value; an

estimator, an appraiser.

Anchand-jdbitd, Tel. (aT^SSw ) Estimate of each Ryot's

share of the value of the crop. An account of the

estimated crop kept by the village accountant.

ANDAI, Tarn. (a|,<3OTT6TOl_)
Master of a family, owner of

slaves.

ANpADi, Mai. ((6*o6'i~>gosl) A shop, a market-place, a

bazaar.

Andddivdnibham, Mai. (CS^)6^SOsln_lOsrr>lSo) Mer-

chandise, goods, wares, articles for sale.

ANDANA, Mar. (w^'H) Presents made by the bride's father

to the bridegroom after the celebration of the marriage.

ANDAnu (?). A Mobed, or officiating priest of the Parsis.

ANoAz, H. (P. j'jJl)
Estimate, valuation, guess.

Anddz-patti, Mar. Estimate of the value of a growing

crop.

ANDHA-DARBAHU, Karn. (WO7?3a&5~3>&>, from S. andha

^Py, blind, and P. darbdrjj/d, a court) A public

office notoriously ill conducted, a bad government.

ANDHf, ANDHEE, H. (,<aiX)l, from S. ^PT, blind, dark)

A hurricane, a tempest ;
a darkening of the day.

ANDHHA, or, ANDHRA, S. (^PSt, VHIHlO The country now

known as Telingana. Andhra more properly denotes a

native of that country, also a caste of Brahmans in Mysore,

or a Brahman of Telingana, who is known by the name

of Andhra Brahman in most parts of India. The name

was known to the ancients, and Pliny speaks of the Rex

Andrarum as a powerful Indian prince.

ANDI, Tarn. ( jgLCTOrU}-)
Kara. (esoCS) A religious men-

dicant of the Saiva sect in the South.

ANDI, Karn. (e3o>) Bail, bond, security.

ANDA, Mai. (CS^e*"^,) ANDU, Tarn.
(jgJjSCnr)

A year.

ANE, Kara. (O[3)ANAi, Tarn. (.gjjSdBOT)
An oath, an adjuration,

a protestation, a citation on the part of Government
; also

Karn. Anebhashe, or Anebase (from S. bhdshd, speech).

ANE, Karn. (es3) An elephant (differing from the pre-

ceding in the
'

n,' which, in the first word, is the cerebral,

in the second, the dental letter).

ANE, corruptly, ANI, and ANAY, Kara. (E5), ANAI, Tarn.

(l|Sbor), ANA, Mai. ((S^ffro) A dam, a dyke, a bank,

a bridge. Kallane, Kara. ( O^EJ) A dam or embank-

ment of stone.

ANEKATTU, ANEKATTE, corruptly, ANICUT, Kara.

H
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A dam, a dyke, an embankment, a channel to direct

water into different streams for purposes of irrigation.

Anaihdl, Tarn. (<l|$5oT<5&3n'&) An embankment of stone.

AUanai, Tain. ( SLI&soSsoT) A dam or bridge of stone.

ANEKAGOTRA, S. (^fifapfta) One who is a member of

more than one Gotra or family.

ANEYAR, Hindi (<Mlf)i4K) The time of agricultural labour

in the hot weather, from sunrise till noon.

A NO, H. (LL>U from S. ^f, a particle of assent) Demand

on each head of cattle for right of pasture by the pro-

prietor of the ground. Mode of computing a tax on cattle

in Hariana, two bullocks making one Ang.

ANGA, UNGU, S. (^jp) The body, or a part of it; a limb,

a member. Whence, figuratively, a branch of literature,

a supplemental portion of the Vedas, &c.

Aiigani/daa, S. Touching different parts of the body as

a religious exercise.

Angaprdyaxchitta, S. Expiation of personal impurity,

especially the expiatory offering made by the next of kin

of a person recently deceased, at the first Sraddha after

his death.

AxoAi or ANGARKHA, H. (l&l, l^G!) A long tunic, a coat

worn both by Hindus and Mohammedans : the former tie

it on the left, the latter on the right breast.

ANGA, UNGU, Tel. (OoX) A stride or pace of about three

feet

AngaUla, Tel. (WOA"5"
c

e;) Measurement by paces.

ANOADI, Kara. ( esoXft ), ANGADI, Tam.
(ajr&jorTi^.) A

stall or shop in a market where provisions are sold.

A betel stall. A tax on shops or stalls, a village in

which there is a market.

Angadihdr or gar, &c. Karn. (e9OA&o3o) A shopkeeper.

Angddikaran, Tam. (51|r&jrTl^_c5<5brTCr<S3r) A vender of

provisions.

Angadi-pa.fihe, or pasitje, Karn. (oJ<OO, oJoJA) A fee

or cess upon booths or stalls.

Angddi-patti,orpattadai, Tam.(ULll^., LJlllCrol )A tax

upon moveable shops or stalls.

ANGADIA, orANGAHiYA, Guz. (
a*U3l'il:uU) A person em-

ployed in the West of India to carry money and jewels,

which he conceals in his garments.

ANGAN, H.
(j^fil,

from S. Wjpr.) A court-yard, an in-

closed area within or without the house ;
also pronounced

Angna.

ANGAUNGA, ANGOUNGA, H. (Ifi jjol) Perquisites of grain
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from the threshing-floor distributed to the Brahman,

Purohit, Guru, grazier, and god of the village.

ANGAUHIA, H.
(b^jjjl)

A ploughman. In some places, as

Benares, the practice of allowing the use of the plough

as part of the wages of labour.

ANGDENA, (?) A tax formerly levied by the Portuguese atBom-

bay on fishermen and their boats, and on other occupations.

ANGIRASA, S. &c. (\suf#<.) The sixth year of the cycle. A

Gotra or family of Brahmans : both are derived from the

name of the ancient Rishi or Sage ANGIRAS.

ANGJHAP, Thug, (from H. or S. Ang, body, and H. chlii-

pana, to hide) Temporary burial of their victims until

a convenient opportunity of effectually concealing them is

found (used in the Dekhin).

ANGUS, (corruption of English An invalided soldier, or

lands granted to him under Ben. Reg. xliii. 1793; i. 1804.

ANGUI.A, vernacularly, ANGUL, S. &c. (from WjfijS,
a finger)

A linear measure ; eight barleycorns make an Angula,

and twelve Angulas a span ; a finger's breadth.

ANGULI-TORANA, S. (from anguli, a finger, and torana, an

ornamental archway) Three semicircular lines drawn

across the forehead, made with sandal or ashes of burnt

cow-dung, denoting a worshipper of Siva ; more commonly

termed Tripundra.

AM; \VARA, H. (from S. ^[Jf, a limb, a part) The proprietor

of a small share of a village in the Benares district, where

it also implies mutual help in tillage.

ANGWATA, Mar. ( i'NI<il) The share of the actual cultivator

in the produce of a field divided between him and the

landlord and the owner of the bullocks for ploughing.

ANHAR, Thug. Any metallic utensil for eating, drinking,

or cooking.

AN i, Karn. (CSC)) The comb or reed of a loom, or a

weaver's lam, or the threads of the woof wound in the

form of the figure 8.

ANI, Tam. (j,njl) The month of June.

ANITYA-DATTA, S. (flfafl, not for ever, and <^, given)

Temporarily given, as a son adopted for a term
; also

Anitya dattaka, and Anitya dattrima.

ANIYA-UTTA, or UTTHA, Mai. (?) Daily meals given to Brah-

mans at the temples in Malabar.

ANIYAM, Tam. (^npLULa) A day.

ANIYITKTA, S. (^J neg. and fa^i, appointed) Not duly

appointed. In Hindu law, a Brahman who attends a

court without having been appointed a member of it.
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ANJAL, UNJUL, or ANJALI, UNJULEE, H. (J-sM

from S. ^T3ff<:?: <
l 'le two hands placed together and carried

to the forehead as a reverential mode of salutation) A

respectful mode of salutation. As much grain as can

be held by the two hands put together. A handful of

corn given from the threshing-floor ; the same as An-

rjaunga, q. v.

ANJAL, Tel. (corruption of AXCHAL, q. v.) The post, the mail.

ANJAMAN, UNJUMUN, (P.
^.j^ssrl)

An assembly. Among

the Parsis, a constituted council or assembly to which all

questions regarding- their peculiar customs are referred.

ANJAN, UNJUN, H. (
(js:\) A grass which grows in the

North-West Provinces abundantly, and is used as fodder.

Commonly, the word (from the S. WVH) denotes a col-

lyrium, or any application, whether solid or fluid, to the

eyes, to give them strength and brilliancy.

ANJANA, UNJANA, H. (Uscl) An inferior sort of rice.

AXJE, Karn. (C3O23) Clean or dressed cotton ready for

spinning.

ANK, or ANK, corruptly, AUK, H. &c. (liJjl, from the S.

anka WST.'a mark, a cypher) A mark, a number, an

arithmetical figure, a share. Figures on coins, &c.,

shewing the date of a Raja's accession. In Karnata, Anka

or Anke is also applied in compounds to the tables or

statements of relative measures ; as, Khandugadanke, dry

measure ; Vnriilii'nlii-anlu', money accounts; Manuvisa-

o,nke, troy and avoirdupois measure, &c. In Cuttack,

an era commencing with the accession of each Raja,

and, counting by the year of his Raj, all deeds com-

mence with the year of the Anh in which they were

executed.

Ankana, S. ('WoR'H) Marking, making a number or cypher,

especially branding or cauterising the limbs with the

symbols or names of a divinity.

Ank-banili, or hiim/i'i; H. (P. (_jiXXJ, binding) An adjust-

ment of the rents to be paid by the individual collector

through the person held liable for the realisation of the

Government demand.

A nk-dar, corruptly, Aukdar, (P.^'i>,
who has) The holder

of a share in village lands. The person who is responsible

for a portion of the revenue.

Ank-kar, H. (S. J6,
who makes) An assayer, a stamper, a

money changer.

AVKAM, Mai. (S. CS^)863o) In Malabar, A duel, a single

combat : these were formerly frequent among the Nairs,
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and were a source of revenue to the Raja, each combatant

paying for the privilege of fighting. The combat was

sometimes fought by hired champions.

ANKHEN-WALA, H. (from jfit, from S. ^iftf, the eye) A
term used in Mysore to denote a class of police employed

by Hyder All ; a spy, an inspector.

ANKHAU, H. (jl^Cl, from S. Sjfoj, the eye) Valuation by

the eye of growing crops.
^

ANKARO, Guz. (
a
M,l%$l), A bill an account Discount.

See Ant.

ANKURA, Thug. A thousand ; the word in S. (sHd-u) sig-

nifies a shoot, a sprout, a bud or blossom ; also, some-

times, water.'

Ankurarpana, S. (
1

?I^!j) Offering of water, a preliminary

offering of water at the beginning of a ceremony.

ANNA, S. (w^) Food, boiled rice.

Anna-kuta ydtrd, S. (The festival (ydtrd) of the mountain

(kuta) of boiled rice). A festival of the Hindus in the

month of November, when they make a pile of rice as a

type of the hill Govarddhana in Vraj, near Mathura,

observed especially by cowherds.

Anna-prdsana, vernacularly, Annprdtsan, S. &c. (VHdHI^H)

Putting a little food into the mouth of an infant between

five and eight months old, accompanied with a religious

ceremony.

Anna-vyavdhara, S. (H^lt, law) Law or custom relating

to food, that is, to the practice of eating together or not, as

followed by different castes.

ANOLA, commonly pronounced Aoiild, H.
(<Jyl,

from the S.

<m<$;) The myrobalan tree, which is worshipped by agri-

culturists in the West of India on the llth of Phalgun

(Feb., March) : libations are poured at the root of the

tree, a yellow or red thread is tied round the trunk, and

prayers and songs are recited in honour of the plant

ANS, or ANSA, pronounced ANGSHA, or UNGSHU, also writ-

ten AMSHA, H. &c. (^1, from the S. ^0 A part, a

share, a portion.

Ansdnsa, S. (^tT^t) A subdivision, a share of a share.

Ananm, S. (q^l) Having no share; excluded from a share,

as of inheritance, on account of some physical or legal defect.

Ansapatra, S. (^m) A deed setting forth the shares or

portions of a property. A deed of partition between the

members of a Hindu family.

Amahara, S. (tH^I^O A co-parcener, a co-heir ; one who

takes a share of an estate or property.
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Ansrvansa, H. (<W>!jJl) A measure of land in Hindustan,

twenty of which are equal to one Pilwansa.

ANSAHI, H. (A. <_J\MI\) A tribe of Sheikhs in the North-

west Provinces who pretend to be descended from the

original Ansdr, or auxiliaries of Mohammed, who adopted

his faith at Medina. They appear to have come into

India from Herat at the time of Firoz Shah.

ANSU-TORE, Thug, (from the H, yuJ\ ansu, a tear) Any

shower of rain that falls before the usual rainy season :

it is regarded as of evil omen, and if it occur during the

first day or night of an expedition the party must return

and start again.

ANT, Guz. (^tU) Credit, transfer. In Guzerat it

implies a fictitious currency or book-credit, in which

bills of exchange and dealings in articles of trade

may be paid at the option of the holder, varying ac-

cording to the exchange of the day and the value of

the coin in which the amount is computed. The diffe-

rence on cashing a bill in Ant is termed Ankara, discount.

ANTAH-PATA, Mar. (S. ^JSSTC, between, and tf! ,
a cloth) A

screen of silk or cloth held up between the bride and

bridegroom, or between the student who is to receive the

sacred cord and the spiritual teacher, until the proper

moment arrives for the parties to see each other.

ANTAH-PURA, S. (^5T:, inner, and Tit,, city) The inner

or female apartments.

ANTARBED, UNTURBED, H.
dJjjytil,

from S. \HtU, between,

and ^fjj, an altar, or ground raised to serve for one) The

old name of the lower portion of the Doab, from Etawa

to Allahabad : it was sometimes applied to the Doab

throughout.

ANTAHAPAR or -PARA, UNTURPUR or -PURU, B. (S. <!PaT,

an interval, and TR, after) Applied, in the Upper Pro-

vinces of Bengal, to lands allowed to lie fallow for one

year. E. I. Records, iii. 173.

ANTASSTHA, less correctly, ANTASTA, or ANTASTHI, Mar.

(S. ^5It^i:, what is or stays within, secret, hidden)

Secret expenditure. Sums expended in presents or bribes

to official persons. An item in the Darbar kharch, or

Court-charges of the Peshwa.

Antasstha-ki-yddi, Mar. (P. lib, memory) Account of

secret service expenditure.

ANTEvAsi, very corruptly, ANTYBASHY, and ANTWASI, H.

(S. ^T^Tftnr) A disciple, a pupil residing with his

teacher.
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ANTU, UNTOO, Tel. Kara. (esoaO) Total amount, aggre-

gate (from the S. anta, end, final sum).

ANTYESHTI, S. (^nirft?) The final sacrifice or funeral obsequies.

ANUA,or ANWA, H.
(ly\) The place where the men stand who

throw up water from a lower to a higher level. See Dauri-

ANUBHAVAM, Mai. ((S'oemrasnJo, from S. ^R, after, ac-

cording to, and H^, being) Enjoyment : a grant of

hereditary land in Malabar, either rent-free or at a pepper-

corn-rent, in reward of service
;

also a present of betel,

or a cocoa-nut, from the proprietor at the time of

executing a deed of transfer of a garden or plantation to

the person to whom the transfer is made, as symbolical of

the character of the land made over ; also Anubhogam.

ANUBHOOAM, Mai. (C r
D6t~e61f50C/)o, S ^Rifoi) Enjoy-

ment
;

usufruct ; a grant of land, &c. ; the same as

Anubhavam, as above.

ANUGAMAN, UNOOQUMUN, H. (
l^j>\, from the S.

1

^, after,

and IJT5|, going) The burning of a widow after hearing

of the death of an absent husband ; also Anu-maranam,

subsequently-dying.

ANUKSHETRA, corrupted vernacularly to ANUCHHATII, or

ANOOCHUTTHEE, or ANNAKSHATTHA, or, in Uriya, to

ANRACHUTTUH, S. (Ann W!|, according to, kshetra T%1,

a sacred shrine or place of pilgrimage) A charitable

allowance made to the native servants of certain temples

in Orissa, by the Marathas, and continued by the British

Government. Ben. Reg. xii. 1815, sec. 30.

ANULOMAJA, S. (from WT, according to, loma, <jta, the

hair of the body, and ja H , born, bom with the hair or

grain, i. e. in due order) The offspring of two persons of

different classes, of whom the father is of the superior

class in the regular succession, as of a Brahman father

and Kshatriya mother. If the woman were of the Brah-

man and the man of the Kshitriya class, the order is

inverted, and the progeny is termed Pratilomaja, born

against the hair. .

ANUPATAK, or ANOOPATUK, H. (S. ^HMIrt<*) A heinous

offence short of a capital crime.

ANUMATIPATRA, S. (from anumati, ^R^fiT, assent, and

patra m, a leaf) A deed expressive of assent or con-

currence; especially a deed executed by a husband about

to die, authorising his widow to adopt a son.

ANUPU'RVAJA, S. ('SITf, after, Tft, before, ja, born) Off-

spring born of parents in the regular sequence of the

castes. See Anulomaja.
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ANWADHEYA, or -DHEYIKA, S. (^PT, after, ?ninT, to be

received) A class of woman's property (in law) ; what

has been given to her by her husband or relations after

marriage.

ANWASARYA-SRADDHA, S. (^MI^I^'MId) Funeral obsequies

in honour of deceased ancestors performed monthly on the

day of new moon.

ANWAHITA, S. (i!Ml(Vii), also ANWADHI, S. (from
^T*J, after,

and 'Sift, a pledge) A pledge or deposit placed with a

third party.

AN WAN, Mar. fafarij) The first field of rice, that in which

the plants have grown from seed.

Anwanu, Mar. ( 'HhTCr) Transplanted, as rice plants, from

the first field.

ANWASHTA KA, S. OBHSoht) Funeral obsequies performed on the

ninth day of the months Pausli, Mdgh, Phdlgun, and Asrvin.

ANYAGOTRA, S. (from anya ^raj, other, and gotra ffa,

family) Of a different lineage.

ANYAKUDI, Tarn. (ajOTfJoflUJe&gjlq-, from S. anya, other,

and kudi, house ; corruptly, ANICOODY, Gl. 5th Rep.)

A cultivator or other person who is an inhabitant of a

different village from that in which he labours or trades.

ANYAPURVA, S. faai and TTJJ, before) A woman who has

been previously married.

ANYAYAM, S., but used in the dialects fa neg., ^ITO, judicial

inquiry) Injustice. A complaint of injustice. ; a plaint

in a civil suit

AODI, or AOODI, H. (,_^!) A tribe of Jats in the divisions

of Soneput and Paniput

AODIYA, H. (probably for Ayodhia, or native of Ayodh or

Oude) A thief of a tribe of thieves inhabiting villages

in the Cawnpore and Fattehpur districts. They make

remote excursions at particular seasons, in different dis-

guises, and sometimes plunder on a large scale.

AOOAHI, H. (
(_sali,l) Collection of rent or revenue from a

village.

AoKAx, H.
((y&jl)

Straw and grain heaped up (Benares).

AOKHAL, AOKHUL, H. (J^jl) Land reclaimed from waste

and brought under cultivation.

AoiANiA, H.
(<OJ)ljl)

A tribe of Jats residing in the Paniput

district. Although Hindus, they claim the appellation of

Malik or King conferred upon them, they affirm, by some

ancient prince, to denote their sovereignty over other Jdt

tribes.

AOLI, AOLEE, H. (^jl) Mode of estimating the produce of
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a larger extent of land by the ascertained produce of a

smaller quantity.

AONT, H. (?) Accommodation bills (the term is used in Central

India, and is probably the Ant of Guzerat, q. v.

AORI, or AWAHI, H.
(t_?;jD

Bank of a pond or rivulet to

the water's edge ;
a piece of dry land left uncultivated.

AOSAT, or AOSUT, H. (no doubt a corruption for Arsat, q. v.)

An average.

ApA, or ApA, Mar. (^HH, VJUMT) A term of respectful address

to a senior ; also of affection to a son or junior. It is

often affixed to a proper name ; as, Govind-pant-dpd.

See also APPA.

APAPATRITA, also APAYATRITA, S. (WWlfoiTC, or WTTT-

fsTiT:) One who has lost caste, and with whom his kindred

will not eat and drink : he is thereby incapacitated from

inheritance (from Apa, particle implying severance, off,

from, and pdtra, a dish, or i/dtrd, intercourse).

APAHADHA, APAHADHI, Karn. APARADHAMU, Tel. It occurs

in most dialects (S. ^RtHJ) Fault, offence. The punish-

ment of offence, fine, penalty. This latter meaning is

peculiar to the South of India.

Aparddha kshame, Karn. (from S. Tipn) Pardoning an

offence, remitting a fine.

APARALU, Tel. (eS^eo) jyj k;nds Of pulse or g^ in

pods, also APAHAJINSULU.

APAVIDDHA PUTRA, S. (^nrfag
1

, rejected, and T3, a son)

A son deserted by his parents and adopted by strangers.

One of the kinds of affiliation formerly permitted by the

Hindu law.

APHAHIA, H. (^jl) A subdivision of the Ahir or cowherd

tribe.

AriL, Beng. ('^Ttf'tef) The English word Appeal. So

also Apilant, (^Ttf'W^) Appellant.

APPA, UPPTJ, Tel. Karn. (&^) A father, a term com-

monly added to proper names as a mark of respect ; as,

Ranga-appa, or Ranrjappa. The word in Mar. is APA,

or ApA, q. v. : it also occurs in Tel. as APPAYA, and in

Tamil, APPAN. In Tuluva, APPA, means mother.

APPANAM, UPPANUM, Tel. (e>^r\$5x>) Tax, tribute.

Rent revenue. Rack-rent Any taxed lands, especially

lands highly assessed, which are required to be held by

cultivators who, as an equivalent, hold other lands on

favourable terms, or rent-free. Usufruct

APPASAM, Tel. (In the northern Circars) A cut or channel for

water.
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APRATIBANDHA, S. (^t neg., and TrfiWK, obstruction) Un-

disputed inheritance.

ApTA-PUNJAif, Mar. (wnr^'TO, from S. dpta, fit, and punja,

a heap) Presents made at the Dasahara festival to the

Patel or head of a village.

APTA-KAKAKKU, Tarn, (ajusrrse&fionrsg)) A weekly

account (from P. HaftaK).

APTI, Mar. (^mft, from S. apat, calamity) Distress from

failure of the harvest, from either excess or deficiency of

rain.

APUTRA, S. (^ neg., and TO, a son) A man who has no

son, who has never had, or who has lost an only son,

and may therefore adopt one.

AR, H.
(jl,

the final being the hard d or r) Stop, hindrance,

whence, fig., a mound or bank forming the boundary of a

field ; a well : also an abbreviation of Ardra, the bank

of a river. In composition it denotes also inferiority or

deviation, being the same, essentially, as the Maratha

particle Ad, or Ad (*nf, ^TR), q. v.

Ar-gir, H. A strip of sward encompassing a field.

AR, II.
(jl)

A ladle used in the sugar factories (Oudh) : it

more usually signifies a sharp spike, a goad.

ARA, H.
(yl) A saw, a large saw, a shoemaker's knife. ART,

(i^fjl)
a small saw.

ARA, Mai. (QSfyO) A river.

Arrukdl, Mai. (cS'SjOCidSjOrtst)) A channel from a river.

ARA, (?) A ford or ferry. Gl. 5th Rep.

ARA, (with a soft 7-) Total, aggregate.

ARABA, H. (P. &\j})
A cart.

ARAD, H.
(J^l) Flour-meal.

ARADHYA, S. (^THIUT., venerable) In the South of India the

term is applied especially to a Brahman who professes

the Jangama worship of Siva, but is not acknowleged

by other members of the sect, from his retaining the dis-

tinction of caste. Among the Marathas, a tutelary divinity. I

AHAGU, Karn., ARAKKU, Tel. (^jp, from the S. laksha,
\

^5f ) The resin of the nest of the Lac insect
; Shel-lac.

ARAK, URUK, H. (A. ^je.) Spirit, juice, essence.

ARAKU, or ARUKI, Tarn. (aj(7<S.@, =H(nj<5<El)
A fer-

mented liquor from the juice of the palm : Tdri, or

Arrack, which is probably derived from the Tamil, which

again may be a dialectical modification of the Arabic

ARAK, as above.

ARAKA, Tel. (o) A plough, with oxen and implements

of husbandry complete.
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Arakala-jdbitd, Tel. Per. An account shewing the number

of ploughs belonging to each Ryot (northern Circars).

Arakattaraka, Tel. A plough with a pair of bullocks.

ARAKAL-PALISHA, Mai. (from ara, half, kdl, quarter, and

palisha, interest) Interest at 1^; per cent., or one-eighth of

the highest legal rate in Malabar, or 10 per cent, per annum.

ARALE, Kara, (etff ) Cotton.

AHALU, Earn. (wTTcXjG) Haifa day's labour.

Ardlukuli, Karn. (eO-a^J&To)?)) Half a day's hire.

ARAMAISHI PARAMAISHI, Karn. (esS^XTSaxroli, &51

oJ~9CXXr~<x}
> dialective derivatives from the P. aram and

firman) Gratuitous assistance given by the Government

to a respectable person in the cultivation of rent-free lands.

Mysore.

ARAMANE, Karn. (OOO3co) A royal palace. Government.

Aramane sambala, Karn. Dependant upon Government,

in Government pay.

Aramaneyavaru, Karn. (oOt\jo!x>^XX>) The officers of

Government, or the Government collectively.

ARAMBA, or ARAMBHA, ARUMBU, ARUMBHU, Karn.

(e>#o5, etfoeS, 3. *TCW, beginning, undertaking)

Agriculture, farming, cultivating land.

Kdd-dramba, Karn. (Dc)~<3~c>>o>) i>ry cultivation.

Nir-dramba, Karn. ()CO~c)#o>) Wet cultivation.

Aramba-gdr, Karn. (estfoeS-TTStf, from S. kura gnt,

who makes) A farmer, a cultivator.

Arambada-sdmdnu, Karn. (e3So>&F3B,o3-3,-&) im _

plements of husbandry.

Aramvathd, Mar. (<IKM<!l) A rice field after clearing,

ready for the next year's crop.

ARA, or ARAI-NIR, Tarn. (a|<3cT5Ur^cr) Water for irriga-

tion which may be drawn freely from the public reservoir

during a certain period of the year.

ARA-PALISHA, Mai. Half interest, or 5 per cent in Malabar
;

also interest that absorbs half the rent of mortgaged lands.

ARAPALH, Tarn. (?) A crop entirely blighted and withered

before the time of reaping.

ARAR, URAR, or ADAD, UIJAD, H.
(j'H',

or ^JSIS) Outhouses

for cattle. Harvest floor for the blossoms of the Mahwa.

ARARA, or ADADA, URARU, or UDADU, H.
(jljfl,

^HiCi) The

steep bank of a pond or river.

ARARI', or ADADI, or URAREE, or UDADEE, H.
(<_?;H''>

or

wsisl) The old established measure of a field to which

the occupant appeals, in preference to actual measure-

ment.
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ARANYA, S. (^JTOPf) A forest.

Aranya-sdbhd, S. A court for a community of hermits ;

a forest-court.

Aranya-shashthi, S. A Hindu festival on the 6th (shashthi)

of Jyeshth (May, June), observed by women in the hope

of obtaining handsome children : part of the ceremonial

is walking in a wood.

ARASA, or ARASU, URUSU, URUSOO, corruptly URSOO, Karn.

(es&Cx)), ARACHAN, Mai. (CS^ro^Jot). ARASU, or

ARASAN, Tarn. (SHU<5t, =i| [JcEPOT , from S. Rdjd, or, as

pronounced sometimes in the Southern dialects, Rdtstt)

A king, a ruler; so, ARASI, or ARASATI, Karn., A queen ;

also, governing, ruling ; also, privileges allowed for watch-

ing.

Arasukdran, Tarn. ( a|rT<a<E6OfTrJ<3OT) A person holding

certain privileges for performing police duty.

ARASU, Tarn. The Pipal, or sacred fig-tree.

Arasdni, or Aramni-stambha, Tarn. A branch of the

Pipal tree placed in the middle, under the canopy erected

for a marriage, as a type of Vishnu, round which all

the parties walk, worshipping and performing ceremonies.

ARASINAGE-INAM, Karn. (from Karn. Arasina, turmeric, and

A. Indm, grant of land) Land granted in dower, or as

pin-money ; literally, for turmeric, which enters largely

into the materials of a Hindu lady's toilet in the South

of India,- being applied to stain her forehead, finger-nails,

soles of her feet, &c.

ARATI, or ARTI, H. ( -J;
I

, vi i ,n1 , occurring in most dialects,

from the S. SHKlf^oj, nocturnal ceremony) Waving lights

circularly in front of an idol or object of worship, part of

the usual evening ceremonial. In the South of India it is

performed in honour of individuals at marriages and

festivals.

ARAITUKI, Tarn. (Sl^amrj&,&!&><&, A Madras phrase) The

pillory, lit. half-hanging.

ARAVA. ARAVI, or ARAVU, Tel. Kara. People and language

of Dravira, or the country from the North of Madras to

Cape Comorin, along the Coromandel Coast.

ARAVAR, Karn. (esOoO oO) In Canara, a mortgage in which

the mortgagee retains possession of the property, in lieu of

interest, until the debt is paid ; also called Udravdr and

lldddravdr, from the S. lid, the earth.

Avadhi-aravdr, Karn. (from S. avadhi, limit) Usufruct,

as before, with a stipulation that the mortgagee shall not

be dispossessed before a given term.
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ARA-VARI, Tarn, (from ajaosrj arai, half) Half revenue,

applied to a village or lands assessed at half the usual rate.

ARAZI, UHAZEE, H. (A. from the plur. of
(jaf.,

or \j&p,

lands) Applied especially to detached portions of land

which are either rent-free or have been recovered from the

retrocession of rivers.

ARBAB, H. (A. i-jlfjl, plur. ofuj;) Masters, lords, possessors.

Arbdb-ul-mdl, H. Officers of the treasury. Extra allow-

ance to the officers of account. Gl. 5th Rep.

Arbdb-i-shara, H. A. (fj) Law officers.

ARDAL, Thug. A person who has separated from his party,

and has, in consequence, escaped the fate of his companions.

ARDAWA, H.
(gyjjl) Ground meal, coarse flour; ground

pulse. The term more commonly denotes a mixture of

the meal of chick-pea and barley, which is given to the

horses of Europeans, or barley parched and ground, and

similarly employed.

ARDDHA, S. &c. fari?, a moiety) Half, or a part in general.

Arddha-khil, Ben. (^J^ff^f) Land only partially in cul-

tivation (from S. arddha, part, and khil, B. fallow land).

Ardhal, or Ardhola, Mar. (from S. Rf, half) A half share,

either of the produce of land or profits of trade.

Ardheli, or Ardheliya, Mar. (S. wf , a half) In the

Konkan, a temporary cultivator, one who undertakes the

cultivation of the land for a share, generally a half, of

the produce.

Ardda-mdniyam, Tarn.
(.ajCTS^LQrrflOflLLJLA)

Land partly

or half rent-free, being assessed at half the usual rate
;

also

a grant of the Government share of the rent to one who

does not enjoy the share of the hereditary proprietor.

Arddha-siri, Beng. (from TT5T, ploughing) Cultivating the

land on condition of receiving half the crop.

Arddhdya, Karn. ( C5^c)f~CXX5 ) An incomplete heap of

corn.

Artole, or Arthole, Karn. (&o-f~V) A. weight of half

a rupee.

ARE, Karn. The Karnataka name of a Maratha.

ARFA, A. (&i,c) The eve of a festival on which preliminary

religious rites are practised, especially on the days pre-

ceding the two great Mohammedan festivals, the Shab-i-

Bardt, and the Bakr-id.

ARGH, ARGHA, or ARGHYA, H. (/, from the S. ^rih) A

respectful offering, chiefly of fruit and flowers, or water,

or milk and honey, to an idol, a Brahman, any venerable

person, or a bridegroom at the marriage ceremony. A
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libation of water between the threshold and the spot where

the first bundle of corn is deposited after it is brought

home from the threshing-floor ; or, the ceremony of placing

on the threshold, at seed time, cowdung, dried and formed

into a cup, filling it with seed, and pouring water upon

it : both these ceremonies are intended to secure prosperity.

Argha, or Arghya, also signifies the boat-shaped earthen

or metallic vessel in which the offering or libation is

presented.

ARHAR, Hindi, &c. (VC.^1, S. Wlli'ihl) A kind of pulse very

generally cultivated throughout India (Cytisus cajan).

AHHAT, URHUT, or ARHUT, H. (^TT^^Wg'ff , W?rf) Agency,

brokerage, commission.

Arhatiya, H. An agent, a broker, a correspondent. See

Arthiya.

ARHAT, URHUT, H. (e^>fc^) A revolving wheel for raising

water when the water is near the surface, or from a river ;

also Jtahat, and Rahdt.

ARHWAL, H.
(Jybj')

A day labourer. Benares.

AHI, Tarn. (ajcFl, S. ?ft and ^ftif, green) A bunch or

bundle, a bundle of corn, a cornstack, a heap of grain

before the straw is separated from it, a handful ; also

raw rice.

Ar-iddla, or Aridaran, Tam.

Stubble.

Aridaluku, or Ariyedupv, Tam.

GlULJl_|) A handful of corn, or as much as can be held

by both hands put together, as the perquisite or fee of

certain village servants.

Ariddla-billi, Tam. An estimate of the produce of a field

from the appearance of the stubble.

Aritihttu, Tam. (ajl^lssu) A sheaf of corn.

AHINA-PATTI, or PATTE, Karn. (e38)Sj>3 ? fr0m dru

a plough) An account of the number of ploughs belonging

to each cultivator in a village.

AHINDI, H. (P. xjjj, lit. a bringer) An agent, a broker.

ARINI KATTU, Tel. (e"8<S&X)) )ams ;n a sai t pan .&
Vizagapatam.

ARISH, A. (
[J*jZ ) Damages, fine for injury done to person

or property, particularly for bloodshed not causing loss

of life. Mohammedan Law.

ARISI, Tam. (qrfl<#1) Any kind of grain, but especially

rice freed from chaff.

ARI'YAT, H. (A. e^Jjlc) Loan of any thing which is itself

to be returned. Land or orchards of which the owner
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allows others to have the use, under certain stipulations.

Mohammedan Law.

ARIYAT, H. fercrfanO Land recently recovered from jungle.

ARJANNA, H. A tribe of Kunbis, or cultivators, in Western

India.

ARjA, H. (S. SHIUJI, fern of SH1U), respectable, venerable) A

female mendicant, so termed in central Hindustan.

ARJU, or ARDZU, URDZOO, or URJOO, Tel. (&^i cor-

ruption of P. Jj') Price, value.

Arju-bdjdri dhdrd, Tel. Price-current, or market price.

ARJU, URJOO, Tel. ( g^ corruption of A. (jof , breadth)

The measurement of a heap of grain from the bottom to

the top, as opposed to Tula, a measurement of the cir-

cumference.

AROLA, Hindi (^BIlTl^s) A sweet grass growing in short tufts,

the seeds of which, when ripe, are often used as food by

the poorer classes.

AHOI.AT, (?) In the Dekhin, land held at a quit-rent by

the Mchr, who acts as the village watchman and messenger,

in compensation of his services.

AHOPANAM, Mai. (S. OS^ewoOo-jevoo) An accusation, a

false charge.

AHRU, URROO, Tel. (^^ ) Sore on a bullock's neck, made

by the yoke of the plough.

AHSAL, URSAL, or more correctly, IRSAI., H. (A. Jl^l) Send-

ing, mission, despatch, especially of treasure or of revenue-

collections to the treasury.

Arz-i-Irsdl, H. Invoice. Particulars of the despatch of

treasure.

AHSATH, URSUTH, H.
(/Xi'y!)

A monthly account of receipts

and disbursements.

ARSATTA, or ADSATTA, URSUTTA, or UDSUTTA, also, cor-

ruptly, ARSOTTA, and ATOSATTA, possibly also a modifi-

cation of the preceding, or ARSUTH, H. Mar., but it occurs

in other dialects also ( Uuj
:

!
, '-SitljJl) Estimate, guess, a

rough calculation
;

a monthly treasury account of receipts

and disbursements made up from the daily entries.

Arsattd navin, H. Per. The clerk or accountant who keeps

the monthly account.

ARSHA, S. (wHh , from ^ffa, an inspired sage) One of the

modes of marriage according to Hindu law : the gift

of a girl, by her father, on receiving one or two pairs of

oxen from the bridegroom. Scriptural, any thing for

which a Rishi is an authority.

ARTHA, S. (^n?0 Object, purpose, meaning, wealth.
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ARTHI, H. (S. ^rfzfH, one who has an object, &c.) A suppliant,

a plaintiff, a prosecutor, a petitioner.

Arthydvedana, S. The complaint of a plaintiff taken ver-
j

bally by the officers of a Court before the filing of the

written plaint recorded by them in writing.

Vidydrthi, or Bidydrthl, S. Ben. (from vidyd, knowledge,

and arthl, who seeks for) A student, a pupil, a school-

boy or collegian.

ARTHI, ARTHIYA, URTHEE, URTHIYA, H. (
l_^p)^> Ij-f^')

A

broker, a commissioner, an agent, a salesman, a com-

mercial correspondent, one who conducts business on com-

mission for a principal at a distance ;
a banker who

grants and accepts bills on other bankers or correspondents.
'

See also Adat, Arhat, Adatya, and Arhatiya, as spelled

'

with the hard d "3, or hard r
J,

and with a soft or hard

t, IT or 7, also with or without the aspirate.

ARU, or ARUKARU, Kara. (&>, es&>O"35j) A plough

with oxen and implements of husbandry complete.

Aru bhatta, Kara. A tax on grain at so much per plough,

afterwards commuted to a fixed money rate.

Arugidgdval, Kara. A tax on the Ryots for leave to cut

timber from the jungle, for the fabric of their ploughs.

Aru-kdnike, Karn. A tax on ploughs.

ARU, Tarn.
Cgj,,pj) AHA, Mai. (CS'QiO) A river, a rivulet, a

watercourse. See Attukal.

ARUDI-KAHAI, Tarn. (<l|
;QpJ^l&<5<3CDI3',

from aruthi, or

arudi, fixed or final, and karat, boundary) One of the three

kinds of tenures under which land is held in the Tamil pro-

vinces ; that in which the distribution is final or absolute,

that is to say, the occupant holds a defined portion of

the village lands, of which he has the entire disposal,

and may let or sell them : his other rights and privileges,

which he holds in common with the other proprietors,

are transferable along with his share of the land. This

is corrupted to Ard-karry, and Audi-caret, in the Fifth

Report, and as the Adhikdri, of the more recent returns.

It is also called Pdla-bhogam, q. v. Selections from the

Records, i. 904, 905.

Arudi-kraya, corruptly, Urdi, or Urdee-krayum, Tarn.

(SJ^pJf^ld&eflCnjJLQ,
S. 'aw, sale) A final or permanent

sale ; sale of a share held under the Arudi-karai tenure.

Arudi pangu, Tarn. (ai^^lLJI IITi_(g))
Final settlement

or allotment. What is given in. full of all demands

ARTJOU, Tarn. (XjrpJ@) A raised platform or terrace

covered over and forming a veranda or porch on the
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outside of a native house
;

also termed a Pial, a screen

to shade persons of respectability from the sun.

ARULU, or ARLU, Karn. (e>SjU, eewe~) Mud, clay,

or miry soil.

ARUMBU, Tarn.
(SL|^JLQI_]) Scarcity, dearth.

ARUPPU, Tarn. (aj^LJL-O Cutting, harvest, cutting the

crop, the act of reaping.

Aruppu-chitt/u, Tarn. (=H
<^JLJl_|<EF'<^Ll) An order or

permission to cut the standing crop.

Aruppu-kdlam, Tarn. (5H^JLJL_|<5iESrTSDLQ) Season of

harvest.

Aruppu-kuli, Tarn.
(a|^JLJI_l(Eb@6iSl) Wages of reaping.

ARUWA, Uriya. (8|Q2j|) Rice cleaned from unboiled paddy.

ARUVARI, Tarn, (aj^jsurfl)
A tax paid at fixed times.

ARUZ, UROOZ, A. ((^v^) In Mohammedan law, Personal

property, exclusive of money, goods and chattels.

ARVELA, Karn.(?5~'F~ej ) A caste of Smartha Brahmans

in Mysore.

ARWADIYA-GHARENIYA, Guz. In Guzerat, Lands mortgaged

by the village authorities for a definite period.

ARWAN, ARWUN, H.
(j.y^')

The first cuttings of the harvest,

not taken to the threshing-floor, but brought home to be eaten

by the family and presented to the household gods and to

Brahmans. The corn is taken out of the ear and eaten with

milk and sugar : the term is chiefly current in Rohilkhand

and the Upper Doab. The more usual and intelligible term is

Narcdn, from the S. nava, new, and anna, rice or

food.

AHWAR, Karn. (?) A kind of mortgage, in Mysore, in which

the land is made over to the lender until the produce

has discharged the debt.

! ARZ, UHZ, H. (P. jj\) Price, value. Arz-i-bazar, Current

or market rate.

ARZ, URZ, H. (A. ^0 Land, earth, landed property.

ARZ, URZ, vernacularly ARJ, URJ, ARJI, URJEE, H. &c. (A.

(jof- , 4IM, ^f) Petition, representation. In Moham-

medan law, personal property except money. See Aruz.

Arzi, Ur?ee, H. &c. (^Cjt, ^?*ff, ^^j) A petition, an

address, a memorial, a respectful statement or representa-

tion, whether oral or written.

Arz-begi, H. (T. tfXio, a lord) An officer who, under the

Mogul Government, was appointed to receive and present

petitions, &c.

Arzi-ddrvd, H. (A.
t_$y:t})

A petition of complaint, the

plaint, the first pleading in a suit.

K
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Arz-ddsht, H. (P. tS-^tb, what contains) A written peti-

tion or memorial.
A

Arz-i-marammat, H. (from A. marammat, O^Of* , repair-

ing) A petition to amend or amplify a preceding petition

or complaint.

Arz-i-mujibdt, H. (from A. mujibdt C-jUo-yo , reasons) A

representation of reasons or pleas, a petition of appeal

setting forth the grounds of it

Arz-i-multarrar, H. (from muharrarjjit , established) A

petition or memorial representing the circumstances of a

case, a representation to the royal authority of the pro-

ceedings taken in respect of a grant of revenue or a

Zemindari. Har. Anal. iii. 407.

Ardychi, Tain.
(.g))

CrrriU<!5'<#l, perhaps from A Arz) An

officer under the magistrates, head of the police, a sheriff.

ARZAL, II. (A. J^K for Jj^, plur. of Jj;, vile) Low castes

located on the estates of Zemindars, in some parts of

Hindustan, as tenants at will, partly paying rent and partly

rendering personal services, considered, in some measure, as

adscripti glebae, and not entitled to remove off the lands

except by the landlord's pleasure ; dependent also upon him

for support in unfavourable seasons.

AnzAMiNi, or ApzlMiNi, H. (from ar, ad, H. M.
<3l,j^,

WT, or ^STJ, q. v., implying protection or screening, and

zdmini, A.
J_/-cU , security) Counter security. Surety

for a surety, mutual surety or responsibility.

ARZI'Z, UHZEEZ, A.
(j>.jj,

lit. tin) Base or light money.

ASA, H. (A. Lac) A staff, a stick, a long stick or mace,

usually coated with a thin plate of silver, carried by a

personal attendant as a mark of rank.
A

Asd-barddr, H. A staff or mace bearer.

ASAB, A. (L_^ai) Incidental or indirect heir. Residuary-

heir (in Mohammedan law).

Axubat, Asoobut, A. Inheritance in the male line from

incidental contingencies.

A.SADHARANA, S. (from ^, neg., and 4IIIII4.4U, common,

special, individual) In Hindu law applied to property

held by one person without the participation of another,

as opposed to co-heirship or co-parcenary.

ASAGA, Kara. (K>=OA) The washerman of the village, one

of the village servants.

ASAGOTRA, S. (from 'B , neg., and H'fH, of kin) In Hindu

law, A kinsman by the female line only, one not of the

same lineage or descent.

ASAL, USUL, corruptly, ASIL, ASOOL, ASSIL, AZIL, ArsiL,
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AWSIL, H., but occurring in all the dialects, sometimes

slightly modified, as Tel. ASULU, and the like (A.

Root, origin, foundation. Principal, capital, original

property or estate, also the original of a document. As

a revenue term it is applied especially to the original or

established rate of assessment without any extra cess.

In Mohammedan law, a principle or ground of decision.

Ayil-beriz, H. In the Northern Circars and the Carnatic,

the standard or original assessment of the land revenue^

without any extra cess. Also Ami-jama.

Ax{il-c/iittn, Tarn. (SH&60&L- ) The original or first

copy of a bond.

Asal dastdwez, H. An original document or record, in con-

tradistinction to a copy.

Asal-jamd, H. (A. *
, total) The original rent or revrnue

charged upon the lands of an estate, or village, or district,

without any Abrvdb or extra cesses ; also the amount

taken as the basis of a revenue settlement

Asalwiukaddama, H. The original suit, in distinction to

one appealed.

Ami-tan, H. (from Pers. tan ^ , a person) A party plead-

ing his own cause, the principal party in a suit.

Asdlatan, H. (A. ci^JLe' ) In person, personally (appearing or

pleading), in antithesis to Wak'dlatan, pleading by a Vakil.

These are both adverbs from the substantives Asdlat and

Wakdlat, with the Arabic syllable an added.

Asal-tumar-jamu, H. The original rent-roll of the assessment

of the land revenue in the Mogul provinces according to

the register of Raja TODAR MAL, in the reign of AKBAR.

Also the same as subsequently modified.

ASLI, USLEE, or ASALI, USULEE, H. (formed from asal, de-

nominative) Primary, original, applied to a registered village

under the Mohammedan system, in opposition to the

Dakhili one subsequently occupied. In the directions to

Settlement officers in the N. W. provinces, 1844, par. 45,

the application of these terms was modified, and thence-

forward those Mauzas only which were numbered in the

Settlement lists were to be called Asali, while Dakhili

was to be confined to such smaller mauzas as might be

afterwards formed.

Asli-gaon, H. A principal or original village, one from

which others have branched out, that on which the revenue

was originally assessed.

Asli-maiizd, H. An original village. See the preceding.

Asli-zamin, H. Original land, that forming part of the
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originally assessed estate, exclusive of subsequent additions,

as from alluvial deposits, &c.

Ami, Useel, H. A female servant among Mohammedans

who is a free woman, and therefore superior to the Laundl,

or purchased slave. It is sometimes, but incorrectly,

applied to any female slave.

ASAMI, corruptly, ASSAMEE, ASSAMIE, ASSAUMY, H. &c.

(A.
^^cUwl, vmi*TI, plur. of ism, a name, sometimes

derived from isdm Jjl , a criminal) A cultivator, a

tenant, a renter, a non-proprietary cultivator ; also a

dependant ;
also a debtor, a culprit, a criminal, a defendant

in a suit Mr. Elliot (Supplement to the Glossary) con-

jectures, with every appearance of probability, that Asdmi

has come to signify
'

an individual,' from the heading of

the register in which the appellations of the villagers, &c.

were recorded, as, Asdm,
'

names,' each item then

becoming an Asdm-i, or one of the names, or an individual

person. The term is adopted in most of the dialects.

Asdmi-ch'happer band, H. A resident cultivator, one who

occupies his own ch'happer band, or thatched cottage ;

one who holds at a fixed rent.

Asdmi-jdi-bdki kdyaj, Ben. A record kept by a Zamindar
I

in which the names of the tenants, and the balances due
]

by them, are registered.

Asdmi maurusi, H. An hereditary cultivator, one who,

although not a proprietor, cannot be dispossessed as long

as he pays a stipulated rent.

Asdmi-paikdsht, H. A man who cultivates land in a

village without any hereditary right, a tenant at will.

Asdmi-shikami, H. One who cultivates the land of another

person and pays him a fixed rent : a sub-tenant ; one
j

who labours for his support (shikam, lit. belly).

Asdmi-ivdr, H. Individually, personally, according to name
;

applied to a revenue settlement with each individual

cultivator, the same as Ryot-war.

Asdmirvdr-gutta, Tel. (from gutta ('"
v-)el ) rent) The rent

or revenue to be levied from each cultivator. A Ryot-

war settlement

Asdmmdr-hisdb, H., -hissebu, Tel. (from P. kisdb, an ac-

count), An account, kept in the Madras provinces, shewing

the particulars of each Ryot's produce, assessment, pay-

ments and balance as it stands at the end of the year.

Asdmiivdri, Tel. Individually, according to name. A

settlement or assessment made on each.

Asdmimdr or -rvdri mdkta, H. Mar. Tel. (from the A.
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mukata
gail*,

divided) The rent or revenue payable by

each individual cultivator. An account shewing the distri-

bution.

Asdmiwdr or -rvdri mufrid, (from A. miifrid iXLc, single)

In the northern Circars, an account shewing the amount of

each cultivator's produce, both by estimate and measurement.

ASAPINDA, S. (from ^T, neg. and Tjfoljs) One not connected

by offerings of the funeral cake to the same ancestors ; a

distant kinsman.

ASAPUTRA, S. (from W, neg., *J, with, and XR, a son) In

Hindu law, A son adopted from a different family, not

descended from a common ancestor.

ASARH, ASADH, more correctly, ASHADH, H.
(aj-LJ,

from S.

WTT!?:), also vernacularly, AKHAR, Mar. &c. (^n^T?)

The fourth month of the Hindu solar year (June July),

considered the first of the rainy season, and beginning of

the rice cultivation.

Asdrki, Asdrhee, H.
(jJ&J'UJ)

The harvest of Asarh, but

differently applied to the harvest that springs from plough-

ing or from sowing in that month. In the former case

it denotes the spring harvest, and is so used in the North-

west. In the Benares district and Eastern Oude it is

applied to the latter, and then imports the autumnal harvest.

AsARi, H. (?) In the northern Circars, Lands of which the

revenues are paid in kind, also lands which are not dependent

on the rains, but may be irrigated from a tank or river.

ASARA, or ASRA, H. (1^1, from S. WBPIJ) A place of pro-

tection, a shelter, a home, a sanctuary.

ASAHA-SISTU, Tel. Fixed, unfluctuating amount

ASARI, Mai. ((S^SjC/aOfOl) A carpenter.

AsAgi H. (A. i^j'j!) Property, wealth, effects.

Axdx ul bait, H. Household furniture.

ASACH, ASAUCHA, H. Ben.
(-.ya\,

from the S. ^ffa:)

Social or legal uncleanness, as from the death of a relation

or the like.

ASBAB, H. (A. plur. of (^^%-j*>) Goods, effects, materials,

implements, &c.

ASEDHA, S. (^n%n:) Legal arrest, restraint; which may

be of four kinds, Kdldsedlia, confinement for a time, by

the end of which the affair must be settled ; Karmdsedha,

restraint from any particular act, restriction from religious

rites ; Pravdsdsedha, prohibition of removal, a writ of

'

ne exeat ;' Sthdndsedha, confinement in any given place.

ASHHAD, H. (A. plur. of shahid) Witnesses, eyewitnesses.

In Mohammedan law.
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ASHAR, USHUR, A. (from X^c, ten) A tenth, tithe. In Mo-

hammedan law, the tithe assessed on lands occupied by

Mohammedans, or which have been divided among-st a

victorious army from the possessions of infidels.

Ashari, H. Subject to tithe.

Ashir, A. An officer appointed to collect the tithes.

A A A

Ashara, also Adshura, or Ushoura, H. (A. fjiut , s^ytle)
The

first ten days of the month Moharram, which, by the

Shias, are dedicated to the commemoration of the death

of All and his sons.

Ashur-khdna, H. A building in which the bier, the ban-

ners, and isignia used at the ceremonies of the Moharram

are set up.

ASHRABAT, A. (plur. of k_
jl^i, drink) Drinks, but in law

applied especially to wines or spirituous liquors produced

from the fermentation of grapes, raisins, or dates, the

drinking of which is prohibited.

AS-HAH, A.
(jl^el, plur. ofjf^i)

Relations by marriage

within the degree in which marriage is prohibited.

ASHHAF, corruptly, ASHROF, H. (A. u_jl^l, plur. of _
ft^i,

noble) Noblemen, persons of rank. In Behar and other

provinces of Hindustan, the designation is assumed by the

more respectable classes of both Mohammedans and Hindus,

most of whom rent and cultivate lands, although they

consider themselves soldiers and gentlemen and as de-

graded by personal labour, to which, nevertheless, they

are frequently reduced, performing all kinds of agricul-

tural work except driving the plough. In some places

they hold their lands under more favourable terms than

other cultivators :

"
the Government Revenue (in Aligerh),

when settled by a division of the crop, was one-third from

Zemindars, one-fourth from Ashrofs, and one-half from

ordinary cultivators." App. Revenue Report.

ASHRAFI, USHRUFEE. corruptly, USHUHFEE, H. (from the

A. <_
&>j , noble) A gold coin ;

a mohur, rated at six-

teen rupees silver.

ASHTA, S. (^n^) Eight.

Ashta bhdga mdnyam, S. An estate, in the south of India,

held on favourable terms, paying only an eighth of a

share of the produce as revenue.

Ashta-bhoyam, S. Enjoyment of the whole, or the eight

products of an estate
;
or the land cultivated, Siddhi ; the

produce ofsuch land, Sddhya; uncultivable or rocky land

and its products, as minerals, &c., Pdshdna
; property de-

posited on the land, Nihshepa, : treasure-trove, Nidhi ;
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waters and their produce, Jaldmritam ;
actual privileges,

/

Akshini ; prospective rights and privileges, Agdmi.

Ashtakd, S. Eighth ;
the 8th day of the moon in certain

months, when progenitors are to be worshipped.

Ashtami, S. The eighth day of the lunar fortnight.

Ashta-pradhdna, S. The eight chief ministers of the

Maratha principality. See Duff. i. 230, '265.

ASICHA, USEKCHA, H. (UcuJ, from S. ^T, neg., and f^,
to sprinkle) Unwatered, unirrigated, as land.

ASIN, corruptly, AssiN, more correctly, ASWIN, H. (lO"*",

from S. yNlflMl asn'int, the constellation in which the

moon is full) The seventh month of the Hindu luni-solar

year (Septembei October).

Aflffe, or, in the crude form, Asi*, S. (^n^ffaj) A blessing.

As'ir-lxiil. H., but used in most dialects (from dsir and bad,

or vdda, speech) The benedictive address of a Brahman

or religious teacher.

ASIYA, H. (P. U-'l) A mill, a water-mill.

ASIYANA, H. (<uUJ) A whetstone.

ASMANI-FARMANI, H. (P. jjUoJ , heaven, and
^.J^^> com-

mand) A term used formerly in deeds and leases, providing

for any incidents or injuries arising from calamitous

seasons or unjust exactions of the Government, which, if

affecting the Zemindar, the Ryots engaged to make good.

In Garwhal, estimated fines and forfeitures, as part of the

ASNAN, H. (^liuJ, corruption of S. stidnu ^T?t) Bathing,

ablution.

ASON, H. (y^l) The current year.

ASOKASHTAMI, S. (from Asoka ^tyhfR'., the tree so called,

Jonesia asoea, and ajthtami, eighth) The eighth of the

light fortnight of Chaitra (April May), when a festival

in honour of Vishnu is observed, part of the ceremonial

of which consists in drinking water with the buds of the

Asoka in it.

ASR, USR, H. (A.^ac) The afternoon.

Asr-namdz, The afternoon prayer of the Mohammedans,

to be repeated at any time from half-past four until sunset.

ASH, plur. A*AR, A. (y!, iljl) Signs, marks, traditions; the

traditional law of the Mohammedans based on the sayings

and doings of Mohammed.

ASRAMA, S. (^rPSnrO A condition or order of life of which

four should be passed through in succession by Hindus of

the three superior castes, viz. that of the Brahmachdri,

or religious student ;
of the Grihastha, or householder ;
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of the Vdnaprastha, or hermit ; and Bhikshuka, or

Sanyasi, religious mendicant. Also a hermitage, the

abode of persons leading a religious or contemplative life.

A name borne in addition to their own proper name by

one of the orders of Dandi Gosains.

ASRITA, S. ('errPsTin lit., protected, supported) A dependant.

A Brahman maintained by an opulent householder.

AST, H. (e^-J, S. "3ren) Setting of the sun. Place of sun-

set. West.

ASTACHAL, H. (S. ?rer and ^1^5:, a mountain) The moun-

tains of the west, behind which the sun is supposed

to set.

AsTHAL,UsTHUL, H. &c., (J^iJ, from S. W(, place) Place

of residence or abiding, especially the kind of free mo-

nastery in which communities of religious mendicants

reside together under a Mahant, a chief or abbot.

ASTHAN, USTHAN, inaccurately, ASTAN, H. &c., (^UiLJ,

from S. miff, a place) Abode, place of abiding, a hall

ofaudience, a king's court or palace. The residence of a

Mohammedan fakir. The shrine of a Mohammedan saint.

Asthanaltaran, Tarn. (,21L6nJGjrT<5OT<SrTI'JOT) A speaker in

court, a pleader, an advocate

ASTHI-SINCHANA, S. from asthl ^ffiw, a bone, and sinchana

f^l^H, sprinkling) The ceremony of sprinkling the re-

maining bones of a corpse that has been burnt, a few

days afterwards.

ASTI, Tel. (5^, from the S. wfttT, what is), ASTI or

ASTE, or ASTIPASTI, Karn. (>,, &~&B, CS^^^D,
also Tarn.

(gjjSnJfjl, a^erU^UrrsnJ^l) Real or per-

sonal goods, riches. Estate. Property, possessions. That

which is of, or belongs to, an individual.

Astihdr or -gar, Karn. (&3) nO"5o') > Astikdran, Tarn.

(.a^erO^lanrrjcnr)
A rich man, a man of property.

Astigevadeya, Karn. (es^, A$So&) The proprietor of

an estate.

Asti-viparam, or -vivaram, Tarn.
(.gjjSnJ^laJlLJrjlL)

An account or detailed statement of assets.

ASUR, USOOR, H. &c., (JM\,
from the S. ^m*:) An evil spirit,

a demon, an enemy of the gods.
/ r

Asura, or Asuri, S. Demoniacal, applied especially to one

form of marriage formerly recognised by Hindu law
;

that in which the bridegroom gives as much wealth as

he can afford to the bride, her parents, and relations.

ASWADHYAYA, S. (^1 neg., and WimTO, sacred study)

Days or seasons on which it is prohibited to read the
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Vedas. A Brahman who has not gone through his

study of the Vedas.

ASWAMEDHA, S. (^PEf, a horse, and medha, sacrifice) The

actual or typical sacrifice of a horse. If performed a

hundred times, the sacrificer obtains the rank of Indra,

or king of Swarga.

ASWAMI-BABAT, H. (from S. asrvdmi -tfy ifHH, and bd-

bat C^ob, account) A term used in Kattiwar to sig-

nify extra and unauthorized charges levied by the revenue

officers for their own emolument not the demand of the

Srvdmi, the lord, or Government.

Asrcdmi-b'ikri, or -vikri, H. (S. ^T neg., *<n>ft, a master,

and vikraya f<4 rfiMt , sale) Sale without ownership, one

form of illegal sale.

ASWANSI', H.
(^juJl^J ) A land measure, one twelfth of a

Kachwansi.

ASWAPATI, S. (WB, a horse, and ilfir, lord) A title borne

by some of the ancient Rajas of the South of India.

ASWARI, Karn. An extra levy on a village.

ASWATTHA, S. current in most dialects, (^"JrVJ*.) The Pip-

al-tree Ficus religiosa.

Asrvatthodydpana, or A-pratishthd, (S. Aswattha and

Udydpana, setting up; or pratishthd, consecrating) The

setting up of an Aswattha-tree, or a branch of it, as a

part of various religious ceremonies.

ATA, corruptly, OTTA, H. (Ul) Flour, meal.

AT!, A.
(j^l, lit., giving) In law, an appointed allowance

or gratuity to soldiers and ministers of law or religion.

ATA, or ATARI, H. (U), tjtj&,
from S. SHgl^l) An upper-

roomed house, an upper story.

ATA-GORRU, Tel. (ef>b/T
D

||p) A kind of rake used in

husbandry.

ATAI, Uriya, A cattle pound.
A

...I..

ATAK, or ATAKAT, A. (^JfUc, <xsilc) Manumission of slaves

in Mohammedan law.

Atik, A. (^JJub) Emancipated, manumitted (a slave).

AT^L, H. (Jlil) A stack, a rick, a heap, or pile of any-

thing.

ATAMANAM, Mai. (CS^saOfDo) A pledge, a mortgage,

a security.

ATARPAX, UTURPAL, H. (
J'o^jl)

Land which has been for-

merly cultivated, but has been subsequently abandoned

(more correctly, Antar-pdl, from S. antar, an interval,

and pdla, cherishing. The word is current in the cen-

tral and lower Doab. Elliot.

L
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ATATAYI, S. (^nirniq}) In Hindu law, one guilty of a

heinous offence.

ATCHI, Tarn.
(aj,ll<#l)

A heritage, inheritance. It is

most usually compounded as Kdniydtchi, q. v. A domain or

lordship obtained by inheritance. A right, a privilege.

Arasdlchi, Royalty. See Araga.

ATHAL, (?) Land farmed or rented (perhaps for Asthat).

Gl. 5th Rep.

ATHAVANI orATHAVANE,also ATHTHAVANE, or, with the un-

aspirated t doubled, ATTAVANE, or ATTAVANI, q. v. Kara .,

(es5ft) )
e>o O^ ejejSS) Revenue. An armed mes-

senger or peon employed in revenue affairs.

Atftavani-kacheri, Kara. (O3J5) Office for revenue ac-

counts. A Collector's kacheri.

AtlMvanuildkhe, Kara.

partment.

Athavaneyalekhklia, Kara

account.

ATHMAS, H. ( (jwli^J I , from &1 , the vernacular form of S.

W ashta, eight, and tndsa, a month) Lands constantly

ploughed for eight months for sugar-cane ; or, from

Ashdrh to Mdgh, both inclusive.

ATHMANA, H. (Uu^T, from S. SS^n) The west, in oppo-

sition to Agmand, the east. ATHAYE (wra) is used in

the same sense, but more commonly to signify

'

evening.'

ATH-PAHARI, ATH-PUHUREE, H. (cJ/yJ &D One who is

always on duty (lit, an eight-watch man), applied espe-

cially to a servant employed to collect rents
; or, in

Bengal, to one who is set to watch the crop, and acts

as a messenger for the rest of the villagers.

ATHWARA, corruptly, Athvydra, H.
(l^Lyil, from^j, eight)

A money-lender who advances money on condition that

the borrower shall pay by weekly instalments a larger

sum than he receives. A cultivator who, for the use of

agricultural implements on his own account for eight

days, works the rest of the month for the benefit of the

lender.

ATI, Hindi (SNIl) A sheaf, a handful of stalks of any kind

corn given to the reapers for cutting a bojha, or load,

usually about one-sixteenth.

ATIPATAK, H. (from S. ^rfif, implying much, exceeding,

and Hindi, crime) Heinous or capital offence.

ATIT, UTEET, H. (from the S. *nrhr, passed away, by

whom worldly interests are discarded) A religious men-

dicant of the Hindus, usually a Vaishnava.
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ATITH, ATITHI, H. but used in most dialects, (S.

A guest, any stranger entitled to hospitality.

Atithi-pujd, S. (tTiff, worship) Hospitality, reverence of

guests.

Atithyam, S. (wfirsai) Hospitality.

ATASH-BEHRAM, Pers. (from Atash (jt^\ , fire) A chief

temple of the Parsis, the sacred fire in which is said to

be composed of 1001 kinds. Six such temples exist in

India.

Atash-kada, or -khdna, P. (5iX, <bU>-) A fire-temple.

ATIVASA, S. (wfrHUT,) The fast observed on the day

preceding a Srdddha, or obsequial ceremony.

ATKAO, H. (j\) Arrest. Sequestration.

I, H. (^tel) A caste of silk weavers in the Dekhin.

, S. (^TTWr) The soul, the self. PARAMATMA, The

Supreme Soul God.

Atma-bandhv, S. (wWTVt) A person's own or cognate

kinsman.

Atmaja, S. (<l|rWi:) A son.

Atmaghdtah, Ben. (from S. 3Hi*JVIri: ,
a self-destroyer) One

who commits suicide.

Atmavikrayi, S.(vsilrWfajMn) Onewho sells himselfas a slave.

ATH, Urn, or, more correctly, ITR, corruptly Ottar and Otto,

A.
^lac) Fragrance, perfume, essence, especially of roses.

Atr-ddn, H. (P. ^b, holding) An ornamental box or phial

containing essence of roses.

Atdr, H. (A. J\3C-
) A perfumer, a maker of perfumes and

essences, a druggist, a chemist.

ATRAF, UTRAF, H. (A. <f\Ja\, plur. of i-J^s) Limits,

boundaries.

Atrdfi-rawana, H. (P. &>\)j)
A pass for the transit of

goods beyond the limits of the custom-stations.

ATTATCHI, Tarn. (aj4QrTll<#l) Proof, evidence, attestation.

ATTA-TARISU, Tarn. (?) Land which has laid waste for a

long time.

ATTAVANAI, Tarn. (^lll_61J<3OTT) An index, a register.

A cash-book, a statement in figures ; also an accountant

or writer. When prefixed to any official designation, it

implies that the person is duly registered as holding the

office. In Mysore, Revenue, &c. See ATHAVANI.

ATTAVANAI-KANAKAN, Tarn. (Sl|lll_6uSflBnT<3<5OTBTS-

3COT ) An accountant, a book-keeper, a registrar.

ATTIPER, Mai. ((S^)l6io_lO) Freehold property. (Atti is

here a various and apparently less accurate reading of

Otti, q. v.).
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ATTIPERROLA, pronounced ATTIPETTOLA Mai.

6>o_l6K>OOj) Title deeds of freehold property. See

the last.

ATTU, Tarn. (a|3^j, from A. Jo-) A boundary a limit.

ATTU, Karn. A shelf, a platform in corn-fields on

which persons are stationed to watch the crop.

ATTU-KAL, Tarn, (^^^jssrrd), from
Jgj,^.

a river, and

kdl, a channel, the double nj pronounced as tf) A rivulet.

A channel for conducting water from a river for the pur-

pose of irrigation.

Attukdl-eri, Tarn. (CTCfl, a tank) A pond or tank filled

from a river by a water-course.

Attu-pdchal,oT-pdyachal,T&m. (Q) rr)rf))LJLJniU&&6C>)

In S. India, River irrigation, lands watered from a river.

Aftu-veppa, Mai. ((S*B)OCi6)OJo_l) New land left by the

retiring of a river, or gained from the sea. Plantations

by the sea-shore.

ATUKD BADI, or -ABADI, Tel. (?) Giving waste or unoccupied

land to a cultivator at a low rate of assessment on con-

dition of his bringing it into cultivation.

ATTUPU, Tarn. ( =HllLJL_| ) Boiled salt. Earth-salt.

AUKAS, A. (plur. of Wahax yA>})
In Mohammedan law,

any number of cattle intermediate between two numbers

which are liable to Zakat, and on which additional payment

is not levied
; thus, the numbers from 40 to 60 are

Aukds, being charged as 40, from 50 to 60 as 50, and

so on.

Aut, or AOL, A. (JyO Increase. In Mohammedan law,

The distribution of a fractional proportion of inherited

property more than the amount of the legal shares of the

respective heirs : thus, if a woman deceased have left a

husband and two sisters, the first is entitled by law to a
3 2

half or -gths of her wealth, and the two last to -jths

each ; making, therefore, -jths, or one more than the

whole. In such case the denominator of the fraction is

made equal to that of all the shares, or to seven, and the
Q

numerator remains unaltered, forming the fractions ~,no 3

y, 7",
or giving to the husband yths, and to the sisters

yths each.

AULAD, H. (A.
lilljl , plur. of

JJ^ ) Children, progeny, de-

scendants.

AULAI, Thug. A person who is a Thug, as opposed to one

who is not.

AULIA, A. (plur. of ^j) In law, The nearest of kin, and

therefore entitled to demand the fine of blood, or com-
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mutation for murder. In ordinary use, holy men, reputed

prophets.

AURASA, S., but adopted in most dialects, (^sfa^TC) Uterine,

as a son by a wife. A maternal brother, or son of the

same mother.

AURANG, AURUNG, H. (tiftyl) A place where any article

of trade is manufactured and collected for wholesale dis-

posal or export. During the Company's commerce, it

was applied to the factories for piece goods, &c.

Aiis, more correctly Asu, corruptly, OUSE, Beng. (^MlH, or

<3Tt"l) Rice ripening early, being sown in Chaitra or

Vaisakh (February, March), and ripening in Sravana or

Bhadra (August, September), growing rapidly through

the rainy season. The same word Asu occurs in other

dialects, as in Mai. Asu, (oyO)C/d) ) Rice ripening in the

rainy season ; being from the S. Asu, (^T^j)
Quick, quickly.

AUT, AOOT, Mar. (^TCfiT, from S. Wpl, a weapon) An

implement, a tool, especially one used in agriculture, as a

plough. As much land as may be ploughed by a pair

of bullocks, usually considered equal to 80 bighas.

Aiit-bandi, Aoot-bundee, corruptly, Out-bundee, Mar.

Assessment of revenue calculated at a fixed

rate per plough. Engagement to pay a fixed charge for

the use of a plough and pair of bulloeks.

Aut-patti, Aoot-puttee, Mar. (OT9RTOt) The tax on

ploughs ;
also any extra cess, whether authorised or

unauthorised, upon each owner of a plough.

AVADHI, S. (^reftt:) Limit, term, period.

Avadhi-aravdr, Karn. (esS^UO) In Kanara, A kind of

mortgage, in which the land is held for a term in lieu of

interest. See Aravdr.

Avadi-kraya, or Avadirana-kraye, Tarn, (from S. ^Rfv,

and JfR> sale) In Southern India, a conditional sale, to

become absolute if the purchase-money be not repaid

within a stipulated
time.

AVADHUTA, S. (^T^jf*., liberated) A religious mendicant

in the South of India, of the Saiva and Sakta sects, one

who is exempt from ceremonial observances and worldly

restraints. See Abdhut. Among the Saktas there are two

classes of such devotees.

Vyaktdvadhuta, (from S. vyakta, manifested) One who

openly professes religious emancipation.

Guptdvadhuta, (from S. gupta, hidden) One who throws

off the usual restrictions of caste, &c., unavowedly and

in private.
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AVAKASAM, Mai. (5anJo&>OC/ao, from S. VSNdil^i, oppor-

tunity) Right, title, privilege. Inheritance.

Avakdsam-muri, Mai. 0?)O\ a written agreement) A deed

of partition, a deed declaring the several rights and privi-

leges of persons having a joint interest in property.

Avakdsi, Mai. ((6*oaJcftOO3l) An heir, a rightful owner.

AVALAKKI, Kara. (^^S) Rice bruised or flattened by

beating the paddy after being scaled in the husk, some-

times eaten without being boiled.

AVANEJANA, S. (^T^jR) Washing, ablution. A ceremony

prior to offering the funeral cake, pouring water in

which white flowers and sandal paste are immersed upon

the bed of kusa grass placed to receive the cake.

AVATARA, S. (MMKK:, a descent) The descent or incarna-

tion of a deity, his appearance or birth upon earth for

some important purpose. The principal Avatars of

Vishnu are ten : 1. the Matsya, or fish ; 2. Kurma, or

tortoise ; 3. Varuha, boar ; 4. Nrisinha, or man-lion
;

5. Vdmana, dwarf ; 6. Parasurdma ; 7. RamacJiandra,

or Rama ; 8. Balarama ; 9. Buddha ; and 10. yet

to come, Kalki. Krishna is usually considered not

as a mere avatdr, but as Vishnu himself. A number of

other descents or incarnations, both of Vishnu and Siva,

are specified by modern sectaries.

AVATI, or Aim, Mahr. ('H^Tt) A goldsmith's stamp. The

officer of a town who has charge of the standard mea-

sures, and measures all the grain that is brought to market.

AviBHAjYA, S. (^ neg., f^TTsT, to be divided) Indivisible,

as property.

AVIBHAKTA, S. 'H neg., f^M*, divided, partitioned) Undi-

vided, as property held in common, or as joint property.

One who is unseparated from his family, a co-parcener.

AviRA, S. (^1 neg., and ^fa, vir, a man) A childless

widow, a woman who has neither husband nor son.

AVRO or AVARO, Guz. (^IH^l) In Surat, One of the

account-books kept by merchants a waste book.

AwA, H.
(Ijl)

A potter's kiln or furnace.

AWAI, H. (t^)') A pick-axe

AWAR, H. (tiJjl, ^'Rofi) Insurance. In Western India,

Respondentia, an advance of money to a merchant upon the

goods or merchandise in a ship before sailing, under the

condition that if the voyage be profitable the loan is to

be repaid with an extra rate of interest or per centage.

Awaft-vydju, or -bidju, H. (from 'srj'iT, principal) A trans-

action in which a person who has made a respondentia
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advance enters into an engagement with some third

person, who, for a bonus or stipulated interest, insures

him against loss.

AwAn, Mar. (S. -WMK) A fence, &c., enclosing a yard

round a house.

AwAt, Hind. (S. <S^T<5) An enclosed space formed by a

cluster of Ryots' houses.

AWAN, or, more correctly, ANWAN, q. v., the nasal being

blended with the vowel, Mar. (^jfa7!l) The first field of rice,

that in which it has been raised from seed.

Anwami, Mar.
(wfalj)

The part of the field into which the

young shoots of rice are transplanted from the Annan.

Transplanted, applied to the young rice-stalks from the

first growth.

Awangilli, H. (?) A mode of torture, compelling a man

to stand with each foot upon an inverted earthen vessel,

the shape and position of which endanger his falling ;
a

Chaprasi stands by to flog him if he loses footing.

AWARDAH-NAVIS, H. (from P. aroardah x^T, what is

brought, and navit
\j~>j ,

a writer) A writer or registrar

of accounts as delivered, applied to a class of accountants

in the ceded districts.

AwARijA, UWARIJU, or AWARIJA, UWURIJU, corruptly,

AWERJA, H. &c. (P.
*fy'j'j

W^lfO!, supposed to be de-

rived from A ivdrd Uy , scattered, and occurring in Persian

also, as Abdr, Abdra, and Award) A diary, a day-book, a

ledger, a rough note-book, an abstract account of re-

ceipts and disbursements. The word occurs in most

dialects, somewhat modified occasionally in spelling and

in meaning, as in Cuttack, it denotes a revenue account,

specifying, first, the unproductive lands of a village, and

then those paying revenue, field by field, arranged under

the names of the occupants, with a specification in sepa-

rate columns of the number of each field in the Bhau-

riya or field-book, the quantity of land and kind of

cultivation ; the total rent by each occupant being also

summed up. Mar. AWARJA, corruptly, AwuzzA, (wqt*n )

A particular and distinct head of account abstracted from

the day-book, or a separate account of each cultivator's

land revenue and charges upon it. Tel. AwARjA, ( ^^^T")
A distribution of items of account under appropriate

heads. Posting an account

Awdrijd-jamfi kharch, H. An account of receipts and

disbursements.

AwAsi,UwAsEE, H.(V ,
S. ^SHW)) Unripe corn cut from
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time to time, and brought home to be eaten without being

threshed. Benares. See DADRI.

AWASTA, corruptly, AVESTA, Pehlevi. Literally,
'

word ;' but

used by the Parsis to denote a mystical prayer or incan-

tation. Wilson, Religion of the Parsis, pp. 14. 167.

AWASTHI, H. One of the subdivisions of the Kanauj

Brahmans.

AWKHAH, Thug. Dakhini. Any person maimed or deprived

of the use of his limbs.

AYA, S. (WR:) Income, profit.

AYA, or AYAM, Karn. Tarn. (e3O& , ajjLUUl.S. ^fTO, in-

come, profit) Toll, tax, tribute, custom, measurement. In

the Dakhin, the portion of the crop formerly paid to the

hereditary village officers and servants.

Ayandya or Ayandmya, Tarn. (?) Fees in kind paid to the

village officer : perhaps an error for Ayasdya, q. v.

Ayakdr, orAyagdr, Karn. (eo&ODS, e3O&~7T3^) A vil-

lage servant or officer, one entitled to the Aya, or pro-

portion of the crop, for his services to the community.

(Plur. Ayaydrru, or Ayengandlu, also written, but either

locally or incorrectly, Ayengade, Ayengadlu, and Ayen-

gandea.) The officers and servants of a village, the whole

establishment, the Salute of the Maratha countries, q. v.

Ayakattv, or Ayukuttoo, corruptly, Ayacut, Karn. Tarn.

(e30&&X>( ayjDSSll) Regulation, settlement.

Measurement of lands, determining the boundaries of a

village. An account of the total land belonging to a vil-

lage, including houses, wells, &c., and particulars of its

distribution and condition, to be kept by the village

accountant,

Ayaketta, Mai. (CS*3)OD6)oe>) Register of assessed land.

Land prepared for cultivation. (In Malabar) the same also
* /

as Ayahattii, q. v.

Ayakrit, (?) (probably an error for Ayakattv., or Ayacut)

Total cultivable land. Gl. 5th Rep.

Ayakallu, (?) Mar. Rent on Government lands in cultivation.

Ayatdya, also Ayasdmya, Karn. (tScfol^cJoSb, esoSb.

^JcloJg) The share of the crop paid to village servants.

AyapdsaU, Karn. (e3O&^>o) Fees in kind paid

to the village servants.

Ayati, or Ayoti, (?) Karn. An officer in towns in the

Dakhin, whose duty it is to examine, adjust, and mark

the weights and measures, charging a fee for so doing.

Ayatturai, Tarn.
(fl^UJffia&rr)) A custom-house, a place

where tolls and taxes are collected.
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Ayavydya, H. S. (Hm'*nm) Income and expenditure,

receipts and disbursements, profit and loss.

AYA, or AYYA, (from S. ^n^, respectable) A common ad-

junct in the south of India to the names of Brahmans

or spiritual guides, especially to the religious teachers of

the Lingayits.

AYAN, Tarn. Mai.
(.gjjLLJCOT)

A shepherd.

Ayarpddi, Tarn. (SLLLJITLJITUj.) A village of shepherds.

AYAX, Tarn.
(,gLUU<S3T)

A general term for the revenue col-

lected on six kinds of produce. See Am.

AYAN-I-MAZMUN, A. (^yt^a* c/^) Things lent or pledged,

to be restored, when redeemed, in the same condition as

when deposited.

AYIN, or AYEEN, H., but current in most dialects, See Ain,

Rule, statute, ordinance.

AYATNIRGAT, Mar. (from H. dyd 1>I
, what has come, and

S. nirgata fffnTK , what is gone out) Customs levied on im-

ports and exports.

AZAD, H. (P.
i)|;l

) Free, liberated. A Mohammedan de-

votee who shaves his beard and eyelashes, and takes a vow

of continence, but considers himself exempt from the

usual observances of religion.

AZAN, H. (A. ijjWl)
The cry or summons to prayer.

AZHI, or AZHIVA, also written ARI, Mai. (?) Expense, the

expense of improving and cultivating land.

Azhi-kuzhi-kdnam,Ta.m.(SQ) LpS LpsarTcTJOTlL) A kind

of mortgage, in Malabar, in which the proprietor transfers

the lands to the mortgagee on condition of his bringing

them into cultivation or improving them, engaging to

reimburse him all expenses incurred for that purpose

when the mortgage is redeemed.

AZHIYA-PADAM, ALIYA-PADAM, Mai. Tam. (from dzham or

dlam, depth, KoApadam, place, j^SuJULJcJLO,
<SBip1<2J-

o-lOSo) Land in a low situation, capable of irrigation,

and especially favourable for rice cultivation.

AZMAISH, H. (P. ,jjU;'l, literally, trial, examination)

Estimate of the crop while standing made by the subor-

dinate revenue officer. Re-measurement or repetition of

survey. Among the Marathas, an anticipatory state-

ment or estimate of the receipts, expenses, and nett balance

of a district made up at the beginning of the revenue year.

Azmaish gomashta, H. A revenue officer, one who com-

putes the crop. A native surveyor, a measurer. Also

Azmmsh mutasaddi.

AZUBAG, (?) Abstract of an account (Ganjam). MSS.

M
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BAB, corruptly, BAUB, H. (A. M^X BABU, Tel. Karn.

(EytJJ) A section, a chapter, a title, a head of accounts.

A tax, a cess. See ABWAB.

Bdb-rvdr, H. (j^ty Arranged, classified, as fields or

items of account ; whence Bdb-wdri, classification.

Bdb-ydft, H. (P. Ui~>> > found) Classified, entered under

its proper head.

BABA H. (Turkish, bb) A father, but addressed as a term

of kindness to young; as well as to old persons.

BABAT, BABUT, corruptly, BAUBUT, H. ( but used in most

dialects, (A. LS^V ) Account, statement. Head of an

account. Article or item of an account. Matter, business

affair
; also adverbially in some places, as in Pura-

niya, to signify, from the account of, or by the relinquish-

ment of.

Bdbatdn, (P. plur. of Ci-ob) Sundries, miscellaneous items

of an account

Bdbat-wdr, H. (Jj C^ol>) According to entry, agreeably

to the particulars of any account or statement.

Bdbat-wdri, H.
(i_fj>) ^^h, <4l1iHKl) Any thing which

is registered or entered in a general statement or account,

as lands belonging to a village not actually cultivated,

but entered in the village accounts, or as land held by a

tenant at a registered rate. In Puraniya the term is

applied to lands which have fallen into the renter's hands

when taken up by another Ryot, and held at rates fixed

by the renter.

Babat-wdri jama, H. (A. **=>-) The revenue of an estate

according to a registered amount.

Bdbat-wdri zamin, H. (P.
^^x*;')

Lands registered in the

statements of a village or Zamindari. In Puraniya this

and the preceding are also applied to two columns in

the general account shewing the quantity of land which

had been relinquished, retaken, and the rent derived from

them.

Bdbat-ydft, H. (P. e^Jb , what has found entry) The par-

ticular items of any charge, applied especially to a state-

ment of fees and perquisites under the government of the

Nawab of Bengal. The fees and perquisites so registered.

Bdbati, corruptly, Babti, Babtee, or Baubtee, Mar. (^p?ift,

that which is according to the bdbat, or account) The

shares of the public revenue, especially those arising from

the Chauth, which were appropriated to the chief ofli-
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cers of the Maratha State. H. (<job) Any cess or item

of revenue, particularly when imposed in addition to

the ordinary revenue.

BABBALIYA, BABBULIYA, Beng. A hanger-on about

courts of law, ready to give false testimony, or to bring

false and malicious charges against a person for hire.

BABU, BABOO, Beng.,&c. (3t|\ S.wra) A title ofrespect attached

to a name, as "Mr.," or
"

Esq." In Bengal it has lost

something of its respectability, and is commonly given

to natives who manage the pecuniary concerns of the En-

glish, and to native clerks who write English. In Go-

rakhpur, it is applied to any man of family or influence.

In Benares it was formerly assigned to younger brothers

or near relatives of a Raja. In Beng. Reg. viii. of 1795

Baboos are defined
"
persons of the blood and family of

the Raja of Benares." Bdbu, in Karn. (20 d&X>) ;s a syno-

nym of father."

BABUL, BUBOOL, also BABUR, BUBOOH, H.
(JjJu) The

name of a tree (Acacia arabica), the wood of which is

much used in making agricultural implements ;
the bark

is employed in tanning leather, and, in the north-west,

in the manufacture of a spirituous liquor.

BACH, BUCH, H. (
g, , ^^) An inferior tribe of Rajputs in

the district of Jonpur.

BACH-GOTI, BUCH-GOTEE, H. (^jy^, 4H'flrfl) A tribe of

Rajputs, said to be a branch of the great family ofChau-

hans, chiefly settled on the borders of Jonpur, Gorakhpur,

and Oudh.

BACH'H, BAACH, BATCH, and, corruptly, BUCH, H. (^-(>,

^TT5> lit., selection, from S. "<dAl, wish, desire) The

proportionate rate or division either of lands or liabilities

attached to them. The apportionment of a village or

estate, or of the produce in separate portions among asso-

ciated or coparceny occupants, especially in the case of

mixed Pattidari tenures: where partis held in common,

and part in severally, the Government rent and village

expenses are paid from the land held in common, and

any overplus is distributed, or any deficit made good, by

a bdch'h, or rate levied on the several holdings. The rate

is sometimes levied according to the number of ploughs

employed by the cultivators. In some parts of India the

term implies, a share of the village lands, which consists,

in general, of as much as may be ploughed with one plough.

Bdch'h-bardr, H.
(j]ji "^J-V^ -A- tenure, common in Bun-

delhhand, in which the shares of the revenue payable by
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the joint proprietors of a village are liable to occasional

re-adjustment and alteration ; also, Bhcj-bardr, q. v.

Bad-bdch'h, Bud-bach'h, H. (P. Jo bad) A fraudulent di-

vision or apportionment of the assessment.

Bach'hontd, -Bc/t
J

Aon?a,H.(UJj$s?,S. ^ratfel) Distribution

of an aggregate sum among several individuals (Upper

Doab).

BACHHAL, BACHHUL, H. (<J>$-b, 1I<4(#) A tribe of Raj-

puts who claim a descent from the Lunar race, formerly

Zamindars of Farida and Shah-jehan-pur, now settled in

Aligerh, and in different parts of Badaon, Mathura, and

Shah-jehan-pur.

BACHRA, (^lt>i) Land formerly cultivated, but now neg-

lected.

BAD, H. (P. t>b) Remission of revenue on account of defi-

cient crops. (North-West provinces. Mr. Elliot derives the

term from the P. Bad, which, in theJ3urhdn-i-kdrt, has,

for one meaning, Nd-bud
(ityli),

not existing).

BAD, corruptly, BUDH, Mar. (Tt^) Deducted. Excluded from

a number, a list, or collection.

BADA, Kara. (&&) A ridge.

Gaddebada, Karn. (XO&3Q) A ridge between rice-beds.

BADAGALEYAVARU, Kara. (>&Xe?o&3&>, from &&X,

north) Brahmans, followers of Vishnu, wearing a mark of

three perpendicular lines. (Mysore).

BADAGE, (?) A tribe of slaves in Kurg.

BADAGI, or BADIGA, Karn. (Oo^, 20&A) A. carpenter. A
man who supplies travellers with water.

BADAHAND, H. P. (3d pers. plur. imp. of the Persian verb

dddan, to give; JofcJJ, lit, let them give) A superscrip-

tion of assent by the Emperor on a petition for an assign-

ment of revenue.

BADAL, BUDUL, or BUDL, H. (A. Jjy, |(J<$), Tel. Karn.

BADALU, BADULU, ( &&VJ,&&)V3) Exchange, substi-

stution,equivalentChange ofmoney. Pledge,loan. Rejoinder.

Badald, or Badali, or Badld, Badli, or Budla, Budlee,

H., and in other dialects, (jJjo, =)^(J1I, ^stf) A substi-

tute, a person or thing taken in representation or ex-

change of some other person or thing.

Badal-muahdliara, less correctly, Budul-mooskara, H.

(A.
JSjftliiMi) Stipend given in money or kind to public

or private servants.

BADAR-NAWISI, H.
(PyJo, lit, to the door, j*jjjS

, writing)

Writing off items of an account which are objectionable or

excessive. Audit of an account.
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Hindi faT^TC) A large house-granary raised on piles.

Puraniya.

BADAvA-HRiTA, S. 0$T3<JT, lit, a mare, a female slave, 1T,

taken) One of the fifteen kinds of slaves. In Hindu law,

A man who becomes a slave that he may marry a female

slave in the family.

BADAVA-POLAMU, Tel. (?y&3s3*e>x)) LoW) swampy

ground, a bog, a marsh.

BADDI, Kara. (u ,
S.

^fg) Interest of money.

Baddigantu, Kara. (^g^XoUj) Interest and principal.

Mdrbaddi, Kara.
(*XJ~3eos^g) Compound interest

BADEGACHI, Tarn. (?) A low caste in Travancore, but supe-

rior to the Pariahs.

BADH, H. (fTV) A lesser division of an estate. A plain, a

desert.

BADHA, S. favO Killing, slaughter ; also, striking, wounding.

In law, Corporal punishment, which may be of three

kinds : 1. Tdrana, Beating, caning, flogging; 2. Chhed-

dana, Cutting, mutilation ; 3. Mdrana, Putting to

death : the second is abolished by the British Government.

Bad/tak, Budhuh, corruptly, Badhik, Budducli, Buddich,

H. (CAfcJo, ^T5K, from the S. *M) A killer, a mur-

derer. A robber of a particular tribe associated with

Thugs, and, like them, murdering those they rob, resid-

ing chiefly on the borders of Oudh, but carrying on

their depredations usually at a distance.

Badhya, S. (TO) One who ought to be punished or put

to death ; fit for, or deserving death.

BADHAWA, Hindi (^vm) Presents to a woman after lying in.

BADHIA, BUDHIA, H. (UftJj) A disease affecting Jaroar,

Bdjrd, Indian corn, and sugar-cane, which prevents the

head from shooting.

BADHYA, Karn. (STclQg) Relationship. An obligatory

duty. A right or claim of possessson.

Bddhyanu, Bddhyasta, Kara. (2Jc)$S^, STe^g^,) An

heir.

BADI, more correctly, VADI, S., but adopted in most dialects,

fanft from Bdda or Vdda, a dispute, a discourse) A plain-

tiff, a complainant, a suitor. An advocate, one who states

a plaint, whether for himself or another.

Prattbddt, or Prativddi, S. &c. (irfsiTI^) Defendant, re-

spondent. Opponent or replicant

BADI-CHOR, H. (^ys-^jU) A determined thief

BADI, BUDEE, H. (t^Jo, S. ^t) The dark fortnight, that

of the moon's wane from full to new moon.
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BADIOA, Tel. ("SP^X), BADIQE, Kara. (S5~3f7?) Rent,

hire, quit-rent, or a low rent on lands granted in Inam.

BADIOE, or BADIGI, Karn. (Sr9Q"A) A carpenter.

BADI-KATTU, TeL (UOspJ) Ascertainment, measurement.

Badi-vdradi, Tel. (UQO-#Q) Classification of land as

of first, second, or third class, &c. Collections of contri-

butions for extra expenses of the village rated on each

Kdti of the village lands.

BADIYA, or BARIYA BHtjsr, Hindi (ffi'J|| >J0 A rich and

fat soil. Puranlya.

BAD-MAASH.BUD-MAASH, H. (P. bad Jo
, bad, and A.

^_*<t,

means of living) A disreputable person, one following

evil courses.

BAD-NAMI, BUD-NAMI, H. (,*Ujo, from Jj, bad, and ,U,

ndm, a name) Disrepute, ignominy ; but in Tel., corrupted

to BadAdmi, it implies, also, responsibility.

BADNI, BUDNEE, H. (^jJo) A contract by which a bor-

rower gives a bond at high interest, in satisfaction of

which he assigns his crops at a rate below the market

value (from UiJj, badnd, to wager, to agree).

BADRAKA, or BADRIKA, BUDRAKA, BUDRIKA, H., also oc-

curring in other dialects, and read BADAHAKA, and BA-

DARKE, also, corruptly, BADRUCKA, (A. A;Jo) A guide,

a guard, an escort. Safe conduct Also a charge for con-

voy formerly levied on merchandise at the rate of 1 per

cent., as the expense of keeping the highways and rivers

safe from robbers.

Badrakd-hisdb, H. (A. t jL**-, an account) An account

sent with a guard of goods or treasure under its charge.

An invoice ; also, transit duty.

BAnsnAH, H. (P. *liib ) A king, a sovereign.

Bddshdhi, Badshahee, H. (P. ^liiib, royal, from *li>b,

king) As applied to tenures, it denotes land, &c. held

under a royal grant, or, in the language of the Regu-

lations, a Badshahee grant extended to all grants made

by the ruling authority for the time being, and compre-

hended royal grants properly so termed, grants by the

Subahdar of Oudh, and by the British Government. Ben.

Reg. xiii., 1795.

Bddshdhi Sanad, corruptly, Sunnud, H. (A. JoU, a grant)

A royal grant, a written document conveying lands or

titles from the ruling power.

BAnu, Tel. (S3
T>
&>) Fees in grain paid to the village ser-

vants before the division of the crop.

BA-FARZANDAN, or -FURZUNDAN, less correctly, BA-FAH-
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ZAND, vernacularly, BA-FARJAND, H. (from the P. b,

with, &>jj, offspring, in the plur. 'with children') A
term inserted in a grant which is made to the grantee

and his posterity ; also, BA-AUtAD
(i)!J}l b), having the

same meaning. It has been ruled that both apply to

heirs and descendants generally, although, in strictness,

they denote only the children of the grantee, or his heirs,

in a direct line of descent.

BAFT, H. (P. vj^Jb, from ^b, to weave) Weaving, web.

B&fta, H. (P. ib) Woven. A kind of cotton cloth,

Bdf, H. (P. t_jb) Weaver, woven, used chiefly in compo-

sition ; as, Zar-bdf, (from jj , gold) Gold-tissue, cloth

of gold. A gold lace or brocade weaver.

BAa, Beng. Uriya, Mar. (Tt^l, TPT) A garden ;
more correctly,

BAoH, q. v., but in the dialects noted, and perhaps in

others, both in this word and its derivatives the unaspi-

rated Sanscrit g is substituted for the Arabic final.

BAOALYA, corruptly, BAGLAH, Mar. (<WMl) An assistant, a

mate ; sometimes applied to the Chaiir/hala of a village.

BAoANDEN, or BAoHi, Tarn. (?) The caste of Palankin-

bearers. Tinnevetty.

BAoAR, BAOUR, H.
(jib)

A hedge of thorns or twigs

(Malwa).

BAGAR, BUOAR, H. (^Uo) Pasture-ground (Bundelkhand).

BAoAn, Mar. (vm) Swinging from a pole with iron hooks

fastened to the back. See Charhh.

BAOARI, BUOUHEE, H. (1^?$) A species of rice cultivated

chiefly in the province of Benares.

BAOARIA, Thug. A class of Thugs who reside chiefly in

the Gwalior country.

BAoDi, or BnAoDi, (?) A low and servile caste of Hindus

following unclean and out-of-door avocations. Bengal

and Cuttack.

BAoH, dialectically, BAa, corruptly, BAUGH, H. (P. cb, plur.

BAonAT TPT, ^T*l) A garden, an orchard, a plantation.

Bdghdyat,Bag&yat, Bagait, Bdgdyati, corrwpl\y,Baf/ah.at,

Baugayut, Baughayhlr, H. (P. e^l^b ,
from the plur. of

Bdgh or Bdghat) Mar. (*lTT^f), Karn. (&> A c>0&)

Land which, being well supplied with water, and adapted

to the cultivation of various useful and edible vegetable sub-

stances, is appropriated to their growth, or to that of betel,

hemp, sugar-cane, plantains, saffron, ginger, pepper, to-

bacco, onions, garlic, chilis, and other vegetables ; also

to that of fruit-trees, and the areka, cocoa-nut, and other

palms. It is assessed at a higher rate than arable lands,
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according to the value of the produce. In Birbhum the

term was formerly applied also to garden lands held free

of revenue. Parl. Papers, 1813, p. 293.

Baghdyati, Bdghaiti, or Bagaiti, corruptly, Baggaite,

&c., H. ((Jo Wj)> Mar. (MI'M^ffr) Fit for, or relating to,

garden cultivation (land, &c.). Having much garden ground

(a town or village). Raised on garden ground (fruit, &c.).

Assessed or levied on gardens (revenue, tax).

Bdgdyat-kacheri, Karn. (o&j-?8 ?
fr0m H.

i^r^Ti
an office)

;

Department or office in Mysore for the superintendence

of the revenue levied on garden cultivation in the time

of the Mohammedan Government.

An extra cess

of Bagar, between the south-west borders of Hariana

and the Setlej. They seem to have been originally Raj-

puts, but are now looked upon as a branch of the Jdts.

The term is also applied to other tribes, and there is one

tribe of Bdgri Brahmans. Bdgar is also the name of

a tract on the south-west of Malwa ; and Bdgri denotes

a native of the province. Bdgris are also described as

Hindus of the lowest caste, robbers by profession, who

came from the west of India, and settled in considerable

numbers in the eastern parts of Malwa. Malcolm, Cen-

tral India. Tod considers them as one of the aboriginal

Bdgdyat-jdsli-birdd, Karn. (85"e)&n

charged on garden cultivation in Mysore.

Bdghicha, Bdgicha, Bageechu, H. &c., (teOcb) A garden,

a little garden.

Bdgbagichd, Mar. fal'IM'fNl) Gardens ; comprehensively,

orchards, plantations, cocoa-nut or areka groves, &c.

Bdghbdn, Bdghrvdn, or Bagman, H. &c.
(jjUc'j , II'I4M)

A gardener, one who cultivates garden produce ; also, in

the west of India, a vender of vegetables, fruits, and flowers.

Bagh-kdri, H. (P. (_f;o) Garden cultivation, the busi-

ness of a gardener.

BAGH, H. 0^1), S. mr.) A tiger.

Bdglt-mdri-iiiAdm, H. (from S. TTC3&, killing, and A. *Uj!,

a gift) A grant of land made to one who kills tigers.

BAGHEL, BUGHEL, H. ( tjjjfj) A branch of the Sisodhiya

Rajputs of Guzarat, who migrated to the East, and gave

their name to Bagkel-hhand, or Retva, the Raja of which

is a Baghel. Subdivisions of the tribe, under different

denominations, are extensively spread through the Com-

pany's provinces of Bundelkhand, Allahabad, Benares,

Gorakhpur, Kanpiir, and Farakbabad.

BAGHI, BUGHEE, H. (A.
^jjo) Tyranny, oppression. Insur-

j

rection, rebellion, turbulence, infraction of the laws.

Bdglii, H. (A.
^ji'-J, plur. Baghut CU>Uj, or, with a

Pers. plur., Bdghidn ^jUi^O An insurgent, a robber, a

rebel, one who disobeys the Imam, or civil and religious

head of the State.

Baghdivat, H. (A. dJjlij) Insurrection, rebellion, oppo-

sition to, and defection from, the rightful Imam. Violence,

plunder, breach of law.

BAGINI, Karn. (Q'ArO) A species of palm from which Tdri

is extracted.

BAURI, II.
(i_^Vj) Name of a tribe inhabiting the district
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BAGSARIA, BUGSUREA, H. (by*) Name of a small clan

of Rajputs in the Moradabad district ; also of a branch of

Kanauj Brahmans.

BAHA, H. (la>U, S. ^T?,TRT?) A water-course, usually an

artificial one ;
but in the Delhi district applied to a

natural one also.

BAHA, BUHA, H. (P. lyj) Price, cost, value.

Bahd-i-khilut, H. (A. c^*Ls-, a dress of honour) A cess

or tax added at so much per cent, to the ordinary

revenue to defray the cost of complimentary dresses or

robes of honour granted by the Mohammedan rulers or

governors to persons whom they thought proper so to

distinguish.

Bahd-i-kdghaz, II. (ic , paper)Price or expense ofoffice paper.

BAHACHINA, Uriya, (QIQ|Q>) A fee or cess levied by

a Zamindar on his tenants on occasion of a marriage.

BA-HAL, BU-HAL, H. (Jl^. , from the P. ba to, according

to, and A. hal Jls- , condition) Re-instated, re-established,

restored to, or replaced in, a former condition, restored to

a situation or appointment. (It occurs in different dia-

lects, as in Tel, Bahalu (uKj^eu), &c .

Ba-hdli-sanad, H. (tVJLw ^^ ) A grant restoring to a per-

son possessions or privileges of which he had been de-

prived, or confirming him in their enjoyment.

BAHAN, BAHTJN, H. (^b, ^TI?T, from bdhnd, to plough)

Fallow land, land ready for sowing. Ploughing (Hariana).

Land that has been ploughed and left unsown (.Khet-

karm).

BAHANGI, corruptly, BANGY, H.
(_5 \?, MlNft) A pole

with slings at either end supporting portable boxes or

baskets for baggage, carried over one shoulder.

Bahangi-barddr, H.
(P.^lJ^j,

who bears) A bangy, or

baggage-bearer or porter.
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BAHAR, Mar. (*?TS) Ground liable to be overflowed. The

tide. A salt marsh or meadow.

SAHARA. BAHURA, H. (/>lj)
A man who stands by the

mouth of a well to turn over the bucket when drawn up.

Dehli.

BAHAH, or BAHIR-BHUM, or -BHOOM, H. (from S. bahir

^fjTT;, out, and wfo, land) Lands lying beyond the

village boundaries.

JBdhar-, or Bahir-mhi, corruptly, Barreasee, H. (from S.

baltir cfig{, out, and ^TKt, who abides) A Hindu of

low caste and dirty avocations who is not permitted to

dwell in a village or town.

BAHERiA, H. (bfJ^j) A clan of Rajputs in Jonpur andChunar.

BAHI, BUHEE, H. &c., (,_5^, ^?ft) An account-book, a

journal, a diary, a ledger.

Bahe-hhasra, H. (P. ]/**$ ^jyj)
A day-book.

Bahi-khdtd, II. (Ul^ .^u)
A day-book kept by merchants.

Baht-mahdjan, II. (S. H^MH) A merchant's or banker's

book.

Bahi-patrvdri, H. (^lyu) Register kept by the village

accountant.
'

BAHIN, Mar. (^Nf, S. Tfnft) A sister. A female cousin.

BAHIH, BUHEER, H. (^yj) A camp-follower of any kind.

The baggage and incumbrances of an army : (not to be

confounded with Bhtr, H.jJ^>, a crowd).

BAHIHANQA-KAGADA, Karn. (eo6otfoXo~3X<5, from the S.

bahir *rf?t and anga WT, body, and A. kdghaz j>c,

paper) A public advertisement, a public edict or procla-

mation.

BAHIR CHALAN, Beng. (^tf^lT EW^) An open pass or

despatch. A summons issued by the Police Darogah to

witnesses to attend the Court in a criminal case.

BAHIYAR, H.
(;lj^J,

from the S.
^fig^, out) Lands at a

distance from the village. (Bhagalpur).

BAHLIM, BUHLEEM, H.
(f&tf)

A tribe of Mohammedans

in the neighbourhood of Dasna and Meerut : they as-

sume the name of Sheikh, but have no right to it. The

name is also applied to some divisions of the Rohilkhand

Banjaras. In the Thug jargon the name denotes one of

their seven original clans or gangs, scarcely any of whom

are to be found north of the Nerbudda.

BAHONDA, or BAHAUNDA, Hindi, (^tTT,rtr%l) Land given

rent free to the village watchman, or Chaukidar.

BAHORA, BUHORA, H.
Qjyfi, ^ftn) A shopkeeper, or

monied man in a village who makes advances to, or on
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account of, the cultivators. The word is a vernacular cor-

ruption of the S. Byabahdra, or Vyavakara, business, or

it may be a corruption of Bohra, q. v.

BAHOHO, Bunono, H.
(jjy^)

The sloping pathway for bul-

locks drawing water from a well, especially that by which

they return to the well. (Central Doab, from baharnd, to

return, probably from the S. bhrama, to turn round).

BAHRA, Thug. Four travellers or victims in the hands of

the gang.

BAHURUPIA, BUHROOPEEA, H.
(Ujjj^j,

from S. ba/tu T?,

many, and rtipa 1H, form) A mime, an actor, a person

assuming Mirious characters and disguises.

BAHU, S. (^) Much, many. Large, great.

Bahudaka, S. A mendicant who lives in a strange town,

and begs his food from house to house. One class of the

fourth order, or Bhikshu (from bahu, many, and udaha,

water, drinking water from various sources).

Bahuilhi'ini/u, S. &c., (from Bahu, much, and dhdnyti VP*J,

com) The 12th year of the cycle, supposed to be parti-

cularly fertile.

Bahvputra, or -putraha, S. (from ^?, many, and V^',, u

son) A man who has many sons.

BAHU, BUHOO, II.
(^y?,

from S. 7[) A wife, especially a

son's wife.

BAHU, H. and other dialects, (S. TT?) The arm
;

also a

measure of two cubits.

Bdhu-band, Mar. (?) Association or joint interest in the

property of a village, or the persons so associated, usually

kinsmen of the Pa til.

Bdhuband-mirdsi, Mar. (?) Occupancy of land in copar-

cenership, especially by members of the same family.

BAHULA, (S. of India) The dark fortnight. S., Much, many.

Bahulapddya, Karn. (eogbo^^Sg) The first lunar day of

the fortnight.

BAI, BAEE, corruptly, BYE, BHYE, Mar. fal^) A lady, a

mistress, a respectful adjunct to the name or address of a

woman in general. II. Beng., (^^ , 3ll>) A dancing

girl, a prostitute.

BAIA, commonly, BAI, BYE, BAYA, BEEA, or BUYA, A.

(j-Jj)
Sale.

Ba& for Bai-bdt, Uriya, (Q4QIO) Foreclosure of a

mortgage.

Bai III rvafd, H. (A. Is^ib j-JJ , lit., sale with faith) In

Mohammedan law, Conditional sale, sale depending for

its completion on the consent of the seller. Also the
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nominal sale of an article, in lieu of a debt, to be re-

turned when the debt is paid, or upon condition that the

debt shall be paid by a given term, in default of which,

the article becomes definitely the property of the pur-

chaser. A contract of pawn or of usufruct.

Bai Ml rcafaddr, H. (P. j\<5 , who has) A person having

the use of an article conditionally sold to him in acquit-

tance of a debt.

Bai Id kaldmi, A. (lit, sale without (Id, S) words (/Jo),

Absolute sale.

Baimidddi, H. (A. ^yjUx* ^w ) Conditional or eventualsale.

Bai muJtd-yi, also Ba'i mukdyaza, A. (*, and <S-OIA,

balancing accounts, or ILa)]^>, proposing an exchange)

Sale or exchange of one article for another, sale of goods

for goods, barter. Sale or transfer of property by a hus-

band in liquidation of dower due to the wife.

Bai ndma, H. A. (P. <tli
, a document) A deed of sale.

Bai pattd, H. &c., (Uj, lease) A lease or sub-lease ob-

tained by purchase.

Bai sultdni, H. (A. ^UaL-) Sale of lands or other property

by order of Government.

Bai taljih, H. (A. ^=^) A fictitious or temporary sale.

Bdid, Bdyd, or Bdyl, Bayee, H. (A. A) A seller.

Bai ddr, H. A.
(^'i> *#) A purchaser, a possessor by

purchase.

BAIANA, or BAYANA, corruptly. BAINA, or BYNA, H. (A.

UUjj) BAYANA, Mar. ^TITOl) Earnest money.

BAI, BAEE, Thug. A frequented road.

BAIALI, BYALI, Mar. (?) An indefinite land measure, |th

of a hvn,

BAID, BAIDYA, corruptly, BAYD, H. Beng. (from S. t?r:)

A physician, a man of the medical caste.

BAIGAH, BYGAR, H. (jljo) A name of the Kharrear tribe.

BAIHAHIA, Thug. A scout, a spy (used by the river Thugs).

BAIKHAT, H. (e^Lw) Sale. (East Oudh and Benares: it

may perhaps be derived from the H. bihna, to sell,

rather than from the A. bai j_ j).

BAIKUNTH, corruptly, BYKONT, BYKONTAH, H. (S. t^RTjs:)

The heaven of Vishnu. Pits in which, in the time of Jaf-

fa- Khan, revenue defaulters were confined until they

paid the demands against them.

BAIL, or BEYL, Thug. A spot chosen for burying those who

have been strangled.

BAILHA, Thug. The person who selects the spot where the

murder is to be committed.
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Bailhai, Thug. The office of selecting the spot where the

crime is to be perpetrated

BAIL, BYL, H. Beng. Mar. (J# , $35, S. *r%^f:) A bullock.

Bail-begdri, Mar. (^Jc^'llO) Bullocks impressed for pub-

lic service, or a tax in commutation.

Bail-dam, Mar. (%^J^w) A duty or tax formerly levied

on the sale of bullocks.
<3

BAILU, Kara. (&)W) A plain, an open field, especially

such a field as is best fitted for rice cultivation, lying

low, and having abundance of water. The first sort of

rice-land, producing in general two crops of rice and one

of dry grain or vegetables, or sometimes even three crops

of rice in the year. It also means waste, uncultivated.

Bailusime, Karn. (<2>)&U0?5j) Open or champaign

country, in opposition to hilly.

Bailuhammdr, Kara. (S^,eoos5j^^) A class of

blacksmiths who work in the open air. Mysore.

BAIMATRA, or BAIMATREYA, Beng. (S.t^Tfa,
<

2<ml4V|) A

brother by a different mother (also Bai- or Vai-mdtura).

BAIN, Beng. 0*^T, S. *Tfilft) A sister.

Bainjhi, Beng. (<J^nfV) A sister's daughter.

Bainpo, Beng. fa^Ztl) A sister's son.

BAINSI,BYNSEE, H. (
(_5wX)j) A subdivision of the Gujar tribe.

BAINDI, H. (L^^ , ^^) Throwing up water from a pond

or reservoir with a basket for irrigation.

BAIPITRA, Beng. (^rf'te, S. ^fiH:) A brother by a different

father.

BAIHAGI, BYHAGEE, corruptly, BAIRAGGIE, BYRAGHEE, H.

butoccuring in most dialects, (^\^>, S. Vairdgi ttnffr,

lit., one devoid of passion) A Hindu religious mendicant,

mostcorrectly, one attached to the worship of Vishnu, but the

term is indiscriminately applied to different classes of

vagrants professing a religious life.

BA is, corruptly, BICE, BYSE, or BiiYCE,H. &c., C^w, S. fNf,

S. Vaisya ^!fm) The Hindu of the third order, whose

especial duties are agriculture and trade.

BAIS, BEIS, H. (^M, ifa) A numerous tribe of Rajputs

found in Oudh, in which they give name to the dis-

trict. They are also numerous in the Company's terri-

tories in the north-west provinces of Baiswdra. Their

traditions are very remarkable. They refer their origin

to Munji-Paithan in the Dakhin, and assert that the

360 clans into which they are said to be subdivided are

the descendants of Sdlivdhana, king of that city A. D. 78,

giving name to the Sdka era, by as many of his
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wives. They are included amongst the thirty-six royal

races, and may intermarry with Chouh&ns, Kachmdhas,

and other eminent Rajput tribes. The branch of them named

Tilak-Chandra (i.e. having the moon for their 'tilaka,'

or frontal mark), residing at Dundia-khcra, and their

nearest of kin, hold themselves superior to the other di-

visions, and profess to give their daughters to none but

the very purest races. There is reason to suspect that, in

the Oudh territory at least, they practice female infanticide.

BAISAK, BYSUK, H. (CA*uw) A spot in a Jangal where

cattle are sent to graze (Dehli). The term is also ap-

plied to old and worn out animals.

, BYSAKH, corruptly, BESAK, and BEISAK, H. &c.,

ju, S. thpmO The first month of the luni-solar

year of the Hindus (April, May).

BAISHNAV, BYSHNAV, H. &c., in Beng. and Uriya pro-

nounced BOISHNOB, (ykikXj, &<<, S. cau/maea %mi3R ,

from Vishnu faHHi) Any Hindu professing the preferential

worship of Vishnu, of whom there are many sects. The

term is commonly applied to vagrant mendicants bearing

the marks and insignia of Vishnu, and repeating hymns

in honour of his Avatdrg, especially Udma and Krishna.

Ba'ishnavottar, or Boishnolottar, most corruptly, Basto-

mittur,ll. &c., (Jy/lJj, t|3t<l;js) Lands granted rent-

free to the worshippers of Vishnu, epecially of the men-

dicant orders.

BAIT, BYT, corruptly, BEIT, BIET, H. (A. U^Jj) A resi-

dence in general, a place of abode, a house or office. In

Mohammedan law, the simplest kind of residence, or any

roofed chamber surrounded by walls, and having an en-

trance or door.

BAIT-UL-MAL, H. (A, C^Jj, place or office, JU Jl al-mdl,

the treasure or revenue) The public treasury or exche-

quer, into which payments on various accounts are made,

and, according to the sources whence they are derived,

applicable to the support of different classes of persons.

The principal sources are, 1. Duties on merchandise

which, after paying the officers employed in the collection,

should be applied to the support of the poor and desti-

tute ; 2. The fifth of the spoil taken in war, and the pro-

duce of mines and of treasure trove, to be applied to the

support of orphans, paupers, and travellers ; 3. The amount

of the tax and tribute levied from unbelievers, from which

the salaries of magistrates, the pay of teachers, students,

and soldiers, and the expense of public works are to be
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defrayed ; and 4. Property escheated, or for which there

is no owner, and also the fines for manslaughter and

murder, which is to be expended on the maintenance of

the sick, the poor, and foundling children. The Sultan

may take from the Bait-ul-mdl the necessary expenses of

the State, but not for his personal use. 'The Bait-ul-mdl is

not the property of the ruling power, but that of all Mo-

hammedans, for whose benefit it should be administered."

The term is sometimes erroneously confounded with Be-

tan-mdl, q. v., and rendered an escheat, or the escheat

and place of deposit are confounded. One or other has

misled the Marathas, as the term occurs in Mr. Elphin-

stone's Report, Bait-ul-mdl, Escheats. Sel. iv. 166.

BAiTH, H. &c., (*&b) Value of the Government share of the

produce of land.

BAITHAK, BYTHUK, H. (v^AjXjj, S. %7lO A place where

people sit together, a solemn assembly, the customary

public seat of a religious mendicant.

BAITHAPAGAB, Mar. (sfommt) Pay without exaction of

service.

BAITHAROJGAR, Mar. (J4lCt17TTC, from baitha, sitting,

abiding, and the vernacular form of the Pers. rozgdr

iliUi, service) Service or occupation that does not re-

quire departure from home.

BAIYA, BYA, H. (Uj) A person appointed in bazars to

measure grain. (Lower Doab and Bundelkhand).

Baiyd'i, H. (i_5^) The perquisite of the Baiya, or fee for

measuring grain.

BAIZ, H. (A. ijatj)
A sort of cypher or monogram formerly

affixed to a written paper in place of a signature by

Mohammedan functionaries and persons of rank.

Baizana, H. OfcLaw) Fee to a magistrate or public officer

for affixing his cypher to a deed or document.

BAj, H. (P. .b) Tax, toll, tribute.

Bdjgir, H. (P. jj^a-(i)
A tax-gatherer, a collector of tri-

bute or revenue.

BAJANI, Thug. A gun.

BAJANTAHI, BAJUNTUREE, also BAJA-WALA, H. (from bdjd

U>-b, a musical instrument, S. vudya ^T?f) A musician,

a village musician.

Bdjantari-mahdl, H. (J'-^" <_f/"^lj) A tax under the

Mohammedan Government imposed upon all professional

singers, dancers, and musicians.

BAjAR,Beng. Mar. (WT5TK) Tel. Kara. BADZARTJ,

A market (vernacular corruption of the Pers. bdzdr).
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BAJE, Mar. Beng. Uriya, fam), Tel. Kara., BAjA, or BAJI,

(20'-83~
D
? STsS) Some, several, miscellaneous vernacular)

corruption of Bazi, q. v.

Bdje-drdji, Uriya, (Q|Gq|Q|\> An estate or Taluk,

the lands belonging to which are scattered over a num-

ber of villages.

Bdje lab, or bdbu, Karn. (P (SwSO o>O) Miscellaneous

items. Revenue derived from various small farms and

licences in Mysore, but allowable in all Mohammedan States

(vernacular for bazi abn-db).

Bdje fast, Uriya, (QIGPEP9R.) Miscellaneous and extra

crops, as sugar-cane, tobacco, wheat, &c.

Bdje hharch, Mar. Ben. (^T% ^t), TeL Bdjd Jtkarchv,

( '(J ^SS^SOtJOF") Extra expenses, miscellaneous charges,

such as are not included in the regular account. Miscel-

laneous expenses incurred by a village. See Bdzi-kharch.

BAJHA, H. (l^c
1

.
, ^5j) Marshy soil.

BAJHAHAT, H. (ei^l^sO Adjustment of accounts.

BAJHWAT, BUJHWUT, II. (tL>sr.) Stalk without ear. (East

BAJIII, Thug. A term implying that the road is clear of

danger, and that the victims may be murdered.

BAJIDAR, BUJEEDAR, H. (j\&>^-) An agricultural servant

who is paid with grain, not money. (Rohilkhand).

BAJNAMA, Hindi, (n*ifH*n) A deed of surrender by a Ryot

for lands which he gives up to a farmer of the revenue,

acknowledging what he has done. Puran'iya.

BAJPAI, H. (^U^-lj, corruption of S. vdjapeyi ^NqtlD A

branch of the Kanauj Brahmans.

BAJRA, BAJRI, or BAJRA, H. &c., (s/j-U or
(jifib, )lHl) A

grain much cultivated throughout India, a species of Panic

or millet (Panicum spicatum). Bdjri properly denotes a

smaller kind which ripens earlier. It is also applied to

the stalk of either sort used as fodder.

BAJHA, BUJRA, II. &c., (,*., S. ^U) The thunderbolt

Bajrdfjhdt, II. S. (lit, struck by a thunderbolt) Any sud-

den calamity, especially if considered a judgment.

BAJRA, H.
(]^f- , Beng. <*tfli) A large boat used in travelling,

round bottomed, and without keel.

BAJU, BAJOO, Karn. (S73&J-
1

) An open file of retainers pre-

ceding a man of rank.

BAK, II. (CJU, from S. ^TS, a speech) An estimate of the

crop without measuring the field.

BAKAL, Karn. (ET3OW) A low caste oflabourers from Kanara.

BAKAND, II. (jaiu) Proportion of two-fifths of the crop
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which is sometimes paid by cultivators to Zemindars as

rent.

BAKAR, BUKAR, H. (j&J ) Value of a crop fixed by the appraiser.

BAKAHA, BUKARA, H. (K&j) Intelligence by word of mouth.

BAKH, BuKH.Thug. The word used by the Thugs in calling to

each other to assemble after having been dispersed by

accident or design.

BAKHA,BUKHA,H. (l^j) Grass kept for pasturage (Rohilkhand) .

BAKHAL, BUKHUL, Mar. fa^oB) An open or clear space

in a town or village, one not built on or cultivated.

BAKHAL, BUKHUL, Mar. (^gf^) Low ground. A bottom,

a hollow.

BAKHAB, BAKHAHI, BUKHAH.BUKHAHEE, H.
(J^_,

A granary, a store-house.

BAKHAR, BAKHAR,BUKHUR, BAKHUH, also BAKHAL,

u/'j.lJ^lj, S. TH3T, ^i<;5) A house, an inclosure,

dwellings within an inclosure. In Dehli, a cattle shed.

In Bundelkhand and Malwa, a sort of cattle hoe, a rough

sort of plough usually employed instead of the ordinary

plough for first breaking up the black soil of those

provinces.

BAKHAR, BUKHUR, Mar. (TOi:) A history, a narrative,

memoirs, &c.

BAKHARI, Hindi, fal^Tfr) A round granary of grass, reeds.

and mud, raised on piles. Puraniya.

BAKHEDA, Karn. (^^(TB) Loss by bad debts.

Bakhediyavanu, Kara. (205;>So&3r&) A bankrupt, an

insolvent.

BAKHRA, H. (P. 1/sO A share, a portion.

Bakhri, H. d..^-) A sharer.

BAKHSH, BUKHSH, H. (^J^-,
from the Pers. baktishiden

^Ju^iir., to give, to forgive) One who gives, a donor.

Gift, donation. Pay. Pardon, forgiveness ; used also in

the composition of names, as Khoda-baltlish, Gift of God

a proper name.

Bahhsh ndma, H. (<JuU ^^sr.)
A deed of gift.

Bakshayimpu, Tel. (?) Pardon, forgiveness. (Ganjam).

Bahhshi, Bukhshee, corruptly, Buxy, Buxey, H. (
LS
^sr.)

A paymaster, an officer whose especial duty it was also

to keep an account of all disbursements connected with

military tenures, as those of Mansabdars and Jagirdars.

Paymaster of the forces. Under the Mogul system, fre-

quently one with the Commander-in Chief.

&
Balishi, Karn. (^O<J.) A superior magistrate. A superin-

tendant of revenue officers. Mysore,

o
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Bakhshidt, H. (cuU^sC1

.) A pargana in the Jonpur

Sirkar mentioned in Beng. Reg. ii. 1795. The term ap-

pears to have been originally restricted to villages

assigned to provide funds for the Bahhshi, the paymaster

or commandant of the province. It is now merged in

later subdivisions.

Bakhshian-i-AAzem, corruptly, Bahhsian Azam,H. (A. and

Pers., lit., the most eminent (.Jacl) of commanders) A

title given to four Bakhshis in immediate attendance

on the Emperor. Assignment of a Jagir for the mainte-

nance of the commanders of the forces in Bengal.

Bakhshish, H. (P. ^jkO Gift, donation, reward. For-

giveness. In the Dahhin the term was applied under the

Mardtha Government to land, especially garden land, held

rent and tax free during the pleasure of the Government,

although rarely resumed during the life-time of the occupant.

Bakhshish ndma, H. P. A deed of gift.

BAKI, BAQEE, corruptly, BAKY, H. (A. ^(j,
from lib, what

is perpetuated or remains; plur. Pers. dAwU, Hindi,

Tl<*1) Remaining, continual. Subs., Remainder, balance,

arrears, especially of revenue, in which sense the term is

current in most parts of India. Also balance of an

account.

Bakdia, H. (blw , A. plur. of <Uaj bakiya, B. 4frt>Ui)

Balance of revenue arrears. In Bengal, a tax levied

before the permanent settlement to make up for defi-

ciencies in the revenue payments.

Bahdia-tauji, corruptly, tomjee, H. (<JUs>-yL(liu) Account of

arrears of revenue for any given period past

Bakdia-bdki, H. (^b ljlJ, S. tnt*TT *TW\) Arrear on

arrear, the arrears of the revenue of the preceding as

well as of the current year.

Bdhi-ddr, H. (P. j\3 , who has) A revenue defaulter, one

who is in arrears.

Bdki-jdl, H. (P. (_$lj-, a place) An account shewing a

deficit or balance of revenue.

Bdki-jamd, H. (A. *-*-) Statement of revenue after de-

ducting the balances of former years.

Bdki-kaifiyat, corruptly, Baity keffyet, H. (A. P. jJb
e^~JA*) Statement or account of outstanding balances.

Statement of surplus or improvement in any branch of

the revenue. As formerly applied to the accounts of the

salt lands of Bengal, the profit on the salt sales.

Bdki khmdh, H. (from
sl^s*-,

who requires) A landlord,

or the Government in that capacity.
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Bdki lekha, Kara. (E3~s8S
>

SO
i
from A.

^Jlj,
and S.

lekha, writing) Written statement of arrears.

Baki mdlrjuzdri, H. (P. jjf/iJU) Arrears of re-

venue.

Bdki patrak sanrvdt, Mar. (?) An annual account of the

balance due from each cultivator.

Bdki-zamin, or -jamln, H. (P. ^x*;) The balance of the

land revenue after deducting any deficit from the pre-

ceding year.

BAKIRU or BAKILU, BUKIROO, -LOO, TeL (&&) A state-

ment, return, or report.

BAKKAL, II. (A. Jlw, Mar. TOT^S) A grocer, a chandler,

a grain merchant. A cloth dealer. A shopkeeper in ge-

neral. In Mar. it is more usually Bakdlbdni (TOT<$*ll4Ul).

BAKOLI, BUKOLEE, H. (.J^o) A small caterpillar destruc-

tive of rice crops.

BAKOT, BUKOTE, Thug. The strangler, the person whose

office it is to throw the noose or turban round the neck

of the victim.

BAKK-ID, BUQR-EED, H. (A. AXC jii) A festival observed

by the Mohammedans on the 10th of the month Zulhaja

the feast of the ox in commemoration of the offering

of Ishma.il (according to Mohammedan tradition) by

Abraham. Sheep, oxen, and camels are sacrificed on this

occasion. It is also termed the Id az-zoha.

BAKUL-ASWARI, Kara. (?) A tax levied upon each house

in a village for the expense of peons sent to expedite the

collection of the revenue by the Government of Mysore,

consolidated by Tipu with the general collections.

BALA, and BALAKA, S. &c., falc?5, ^Tc5!r) A child. In law,

a minor, who is distinguished as, 1. Kumdra, a boy

under five years of age ; 2. Sisu, under eight ; 3. fo-

ganda, a boy from the 5th to the end of the 0th year ;

or, where the next distinction is omitted, till the 16th year ;

4. Kuora, a boy from the 10th to the Ifith year: to the

end of it is apparently the most correct limit, but some

make it the commencement. (Each of these terms is used

also in the general sense of a child, a boy, a youth).

After the close of his minority the youth is termed Vyu-

vahdri, or Jdta, or prdpta-vyavahdra, one by whom

affairs (vyavahdra) may be conducted. Some authorities

maintain that these epithets do not apply to him, and that

he is not to be trusted with the management of his own

interests till the end of his 20th year, although minority

expires at the close of the 16th. The British Govern-
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ment has extended the completion of minority to the end

of the 18th year. Beng. Reg. xxvi. 1793.

Balahatyd, S. (?WT, killing) Infanticide. (Or with Bald,

fern, of Bdla), Female infanticide.

Balgopdl, Mar. (^io5'iVlio6) A collective term for all the

people of a place as uniting in a petition to some great

man, &c. Lit., boy-cowherd, in which sense Bdlago-

pdla, S. vern. Bdlgopal, is universally current as a name

of the juvenile Krishna.

Bdlparwesi, or -parwarashi, Mar. falcfciH^ft, -*.<n.$ft,

from P. ir-j)!
3 1 cherishing) A pension granted by the Go-

vernment to the family of a soldier or servant who has

died in its service.

BdJsantosh, Mar. (MldbMiTlM) A particular class of beg-

gars, or an individual of it. They generally ask for clothes,

crying out Bdlsantosh," child-satisfaction.

BALA, H. Otlj, '<[!< I ) A grub that eats young plants of

wheat or barley when about six inches high.

BALA, S. Ol^S) Strength, force.

Baldt-kdra, vernacularly, Baldtkdr, S. &c., (;Oj, from

^mT, by force, and flJTR, doing) Violence, oppression.

Any act of violence, as robbery, rape, &c. In Karnata

and Malabar, Detention of the person of a debtor, and

infliction by the creditor of personal punishment to com-

pel payment.

Baldthar-nebar, Uriya, (CftQjQ, taking) Exaction, ex-

tortion.

Baladagti, or -dustee, corruptly, Baladusty, H, (^^JLuiXb)

Unauthorised or oppressive exactions.

Balbhotj, H. (d/j4jJij) Taking forcible possession of

another's right.

BAL, H. ( Jb) An ear of corn.

BALAD, or BALD, BULUD, BULD, H. &c., (jJu, from S.

^c?falr) A drove of cattle.

Baldana, H. (AJljJa) A tax on laden oxen.

Bal-dev, H. (^.^, ic?^^) A cow-herd.

Baldiyd, H. (bjJj) A herdsman, a drover.

Baldihal, H. (^lajJj) Compensation for pasture ground,

also termed Bardaihi to the eastward.

BALADUR, (?) Averting an omen, waving a lamp to avert

a spell or unlucky omen.

BALAQASHTI, also, in some dialects, BALAGASTI, and, incor-

Irectly,

BHALAGASHTI, H.
(^jXi^llj,

from Bald, above,

and gashti, walking about) A superintendent of watch-

men, an inspector of police. A watchman, a patrol.

"
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BALAGYE-JATI, Kara. (^5o'7?ga3~o)) The right-hand castes.

BALAHAB, BULAHUH, also, BALADHAR, incorrectly BILA-

HUR, H.
(yt>5b, Nc^l^O A low-caste servant, a village

guide or messenger, a village watchman, inferior to the

ordinary Chaukidar : he is also employed as a sweeper.

BALAHI, H. (
(
J&Jb) A man of low caste a ChamAr, or

worker in hides and leather, sometimes employed to

measure land.

BALAI, corruptly, BALLAE, and BULLAEE, H. (t^b, from

Pers. ^Ib, above (?) ) Any extra cess or tax, especially

such as were formerly levied by the Peshwa and Gaek-

war at Cambay and Surat, of undetermined amount and

varying application. Payment of revenue in kind, or a

village where it is so paid.

BALAIYAPHT, ,Mar. faTeJSl^HTCfiT, from P. C^U) Fees, per-

quisites.

BALAJI, or BALAJIVADU, Tel. (&v&, 25e;83;T>

&>) A
%

caste, or individual of it, engaged in trade, a dealer, a

shopkeeper, a merchant ;
sometimes occupied in agri-

culture, and usually of the Lingamite sect.

BALAM, Beng. (TfrTfa) An excellent sort of rice grown in

Bengal, especially about Bdhharganj.

BALAND, H. (jJJb) Name of a tribe who were expelled by

the Uliundels from the southern parts of Mirzapu'r, and

settled at Manwai, where they formed a Raj in subor-

dination to the Raja of Rewa.

BALASU, Kara. (>?*X>) Husbandry.

Balasiga, Kara, (^y'^'v A husbandman, a cultivator.

BALAT, BALANT, or BALAT, BALANT, Mar. (^T^, Hoii,

'ncJVif, sftoSfe) A false charge, a calumnious accusation.

BALAWA, Mar. (?) Tax on travellers in Kandesh to defray

the expense of keeping up guards in dangerous places.

BALBAND, BALBUND, Mar. (<f!<$<('<) The alphabetical cha-

racter peculiar to the Maratha language.

BALBODH, Mar. (^T^TtV) The Devanagari alphabet, also

in common use among the Marathas.

BALEGAR, Kara. (0y A do) A maker of the Bale, or glass

rings worn by women on the fore-arm.

BALESAR, H. (<I^4H) A sub-division of the Gujar tribe.

BALI, BALf, BALEE, Beng. (Ttfa, Tt^t) Sand (also, in this

and other dialects, Bdlu, q. v.).

BALI, BULEE, S., but adopted in most dialects, faf<y) Any

offering to an idol, flowers and other articles for worship.

Presentation of food to all created beings, that is, small

quantities of grain, &c., thrown up into the air for that
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purpose. Animals offered in sacrifices, or the sacrifice of

animals, as goats, &c., to Durga ;
more correctly, Bali-dan.

Bali-akki, Karn. (from ^g , rice) Rice placed on a stone

outside of a temple in Kanara, having been previously

offered to the idol. Eating it by women separates them

from their caste and families, and converts them into

courtesans, not necessarily servants of the temple, but

connected with it by occasional offerings.

Bali-dan, Mar. Beng. &c., (4|fc$<M, tfsnfll, S. Bali,

and ^Ti ddnam, gift) Presentation of an offering

to a deity. When presented by the worshippers of Vishnu

to any of his forms, the Bali usually consists of rice,

milk, curds, fruits, and flowers ; when offered to the

terrific forms of Siva, and more especially of Durgd, it

consists of living victims, as sheep, goats, buffaloes, and the

like, the heads of which, after decapitation in presence

of the idol, are given to the priests, the carcases are

carried away and eaten by low castes. Presentation of

grain and the like to all creatures.

Balikallu, Karn. (^5ep) A large stone slab outside of

a temple on which rice offered to the idol is placed.

Bali-hul, or -hool, Karn. (?) The rice so placed. See

Bali-akhi.

BALICHATA, Tel. (?) An allowance of grain made to the

persons who are employed to measure the crop.

BALIJEVARU, or BALJEVAHU, Tel. (&Q~-J^&>&~Jr&>)
A numerous tribe of Sudra* in Telingana (probably the

same as the Balajivadu, q. v.).

BALIGH, BALIGHA, H. (A.
jJU,

fern. <SiSb) Adult, mature. Of

years of legal maturity.

Bulvgh, H. (A. c^j) Maturity. Legal maturity, being

of age.

BALISHT, H. ((.i^iJlj) A span from the tip of the thumb

to that of the little finger both extended.

BALIVALI, Karn. (^V^V) A wife's dowry.

BALKA, H. (from S. ^T(JR, a boy) A young follower of a

religious Hindu mendicant.

BALKAT, BULKUT, H. 6JL*ij) Rent taken in advance.

(Lower Doab, Bundelkhand, and Benares) Cutting of ears

of corn without regularly reaping (from Bui, an ear of

corn, and kdtna, to cut).

Balkati, H. (jJiOj) A tax formerly levied on the com-

mencement of reaping.

BALLA, BULLA, Karn. (>Jp A measure of capacity, con-

taining 48 double handfuls, or two Sers. A large land
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measure in Coimbatore, equal to 3 . 83 acres. Beng.

A weight of two Ratis.

BALLABA, Beng. (^H7) A cook. A cowherd.

BALLALA, or VALLALA, Karn. (^, or 3^) The
5 5

title of an officer under the Government of Bidnur who

engaged to collect and pay the revenue of a village or

district for certain fees or perquisites, and exercised the

civil and criminal jurisdiction. He had no power to alter

the assessment, or to interfere with the proprietary rights

of the villagers. In many respects he corresponded to

the Zamindar of Hindustan.

Balldyi, or Balldi, (?) (In central India) The village

servant who is employed to preserve the village boundaries,

also wood-cutter to the village.

BALHAKH, H. (?)
.
A person put in charge of property under

distraint for arrears of revenue.

BALRAKHA, H.
(li-^llj) Wages of persons employed to

watch ripe crops at night (from bdl, an ear of corn, and

rahknd, to protect

BALSUNDAR, BULSOONDUR, H.
(^jJLJj) A kind of soil,

clay much mixed with sand.

BALU, BALOO, H. &c., (jSlj, YTcg,
from the S.

TTcgcKT)
Sand.

Bdlua, H.
(IjJb, m^-fll) Sandy.

Bdliibnrtl, linhin-biiril, II. (from P. (j^, to bear, to take

away) also, vernacularly, Bdlu-burd (^T55=IT<l), Arable land

destroyed by a deposit of sand from inundation. An item

of remission of revenue on this account.

Bdlu-char, or chur, H. &c., (from Bdlu and Char ^^-, a

shoal, a bank) Land covered by a deposit of sand. A

sand-bank formed by a deposit of sand from the waters

of a river. The name of a village near Murshidabad,

perhaps originally so formed from the river ; whence

Bdluchari, a kind of silk manufactured at Bdlu-char.

BALUCH, corruptly, BULOOTCH, or BULOTCH, (?) A bundle

of corn, to which, in the northern Sirkars, the village arti-

ficers are entitled. A portion of corn paid at harvest-

time as a moiety of their wages to the village peons by

the peasantry. (Although repeated in the Glossary from the

Fifth Report, and found there p. 681, the word is most

probably a typographical error for Bulooteh, corrupt

reading of Balute, or Buloote, q. v.).

BALUTA BULOOTA, Mar. (^gUT) or, as the persons so

named are usually spoken of collectively, plur., BALUTE,

BULOOTE fac?^), r > with BAHA, twelve, prefixed, BARA-
Q

BALUTE (^TO^cSK), The twelve BALUTAS, from their
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being twelve in number, or, according to some, from the

amount set apart for them being divided into twelve

parts. The word is also spelled BALOTE, BALUTYA, and

BALOTYA,and is corruptly written in a variety of forms, as,

BULOOTEE, BALOOTEE, BULLOOTEH, BALLUTAY, BULLO-

TEE, BULOWTEH, BALOWTAY, &c. A village officer or ser-

vant. The popular enumeration is twelve, but the whole

number, by including three who may be regarded as the

heads of the village, and the twelve inferior classes, or

Alute, q. v., extends to twenty-seven. The actual number,

however, varies in different parts of India, as do the re-

spective appellations : there is less variety, although

some, in the duties. According to Molesrvorth (Mar.

Diet), the twelve Balutas of the Maratha villages in

which the system is preserved most entire, are, 1. The

Pdtil (iTTtcS), or Head-man ; 2. Kulkarni (4<jS<*i.JJj1),

Accountant ;
3. Chaudhari (^farD, Head of the trades ;

4. Potaddr (^TI^R), Assayer, money-changer, and sil-

versmith ;
5. Des-pdndyd (<^im<li|l), District account-

ant ; 6. Nhdwi (^nt) Barber ; 7. Parit, (nOu),

Washerman ;
8. Gurav (*TT^), Attendant on a temple ;

9. Sutdr (WK), Carpenter ; 10. Kumbhdr OWR), Pot-

ter ; 11. Vesahar (5*1*0, Gate-keeper, usually &Mahdr

by caste ; and, 12. Josi (fl$fl), Astrologer. Most enumera-

tors, however, exclude the principal officers or administrators

of the village affairs. Thus, Grant Duff specifies the

village officers ;
the Pdtil, the Kulkarni, and Chaugala,

assistant or deputy of the Pdtil, as distinct from the Bo-

ra. Balute, and Bard Alute. For the latter, see the

word Alute. The twelve village servants he terms, 1. The

Carpenter ; 2. Blacksmith ; 3. Shoemaker ; 4. Malidr, or

watchman ; 5. Mdng, worker in leather ; 6. Potter
;

7. Barber ; 8. Washerman ; 9. Gurav or Sudra, atten-

dant on a temple ; 10. The astrologer ; 11. The Bhdt,

or bard ; and, 12. The Mauldna or Mulla, or Moham-

medan priest.
In some places the Balute are fourteen,

divided into three classes, severally denominated the Tho-

rald-khds (ifKcSWUO. Elder or principal division ;

Madhald-hhds (TO<$K<<U^) The middle ; and Dhdkatd-

klids (V||<*4KIUO Younger or inferior ; the first com-

prising the Carpenter, Blacksmith, Shoemaker, and Mahdr ;

the second, The Washerman, Potter, Barber, and Mdng ;

and the third, The Goldsmith, Mauldna, Gurav, Josi,

Waterman, and the Rdmusi or Bhil. In the Kanara

countries these village servants and officers are termed
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Ayakdrru, or Ayagdrru, or Ayangdndlu

WC&nrc)^ t and eofooTTSCxl-)), q. v
., and are enu-

merated by Reeve as, 1. The Gauda, head-man ; 2. Sd-

nabhoga (^Tc^SV^X), accountant ; 3. Joisa (8&S? C&D>),

astrologer ; 4. Pattdri(^3 fi")-y corn-measurer, or money-

changer ; 5. Kammdranu (OOoJTSO'-vX;), blacksmith;

6. Badiga (&Q>X\ carpenter ; 7. Kumbhdra (CWOSTStf),

potter; 8. NaUa (5O3d&0^), barber ; 9. Agasa (&$),

washerman; 10. Bdrika (H3~36o) ;
Onewho affixes the public

seal to public papers ; 11. Talamdra (8y tO 5o) 5 watch-

man ; l2.Niraganti or Kolavdrd(Z>&Xo^P/Q$^r3$\

waterman; 13. Konikdrachakra (O'SOtTcJoa?^), be-

tel-nut gatherers. In the Telugu villages we have the

1. Pedda kdpu ("oOOIT ^ ); head-man; 2. Karanam

(&fc>x>) (
accountant ; 3. Vadla-vadu (3 <S <*?~&J), car-

penter; 4.Kammari<$^>), smith ; 5. Kummarifa"^),

potter ; 6. Chdkdli, (tT^oS ) ;
washerman ; 7. Mangali

0600 X9) jbarber;8. Madiga-vddu(&><$X*J~&3'),\ Chan-

ddla, and Vetti-vddu C<3& &~&J ), a sweeper. In Gu-

zerat, the Desdi and Majmaddr, properly district officers,

sometimes exercise the functions of Pdtel ;
at other times,

the Pdtel is the head-man of the village, under whom are

the Taldti, accountant ; Sutdr, carpenter ; Lohdr, iron-

smith ; Kumbhdr, potter ; Darji or Sui, tailor ; Dhobi,

washerman ; Hajdm, barber; Moclii, shoemaker ; Khdlpd,

leather-dresser ; Bhangi, sweeper ;Dher, watchman; Kosia,

water-drawer ; Sonar, goldsmith ; Bhdt or Bhdrat, bard ;

besides the Ahhun, Mohammedan teacher ; Baid, Hindu

doctor; Josi, astrologer; Gosains, Fakirs, &c. In the Dehli

district they are known collectively as the Kamin (
(j^tS),

the inferiors of the village, and are, the Lohdr, smith
;

Barha'i, carpenter ; Kumhdr, potter ; Dhobi, washerman ;

Ndl, barber ; Kahdr, bearer ; Sagga, water-carrier ;

Darzi, tailor ; Dom, musician ; Dhuniya, cotton-stuffer ;

Chipi, cloth-stamper ; Rangrezi, dyer ; Brahman
; Ba-

lahar, or Dhanuh, messenger ; Khdhrob, sweeper ; Dau-

rdha, guide, intelligencer ;
and Chamdr, shoemaker.

In Bengal, and those parts of Hindustan where the village

organization has been greatly disturbed by the long period

of Mohammedan rule, the establishment of village officers

and servants is less complete, but the head-man and ac-

countant are almost universally retained, and more or

fewer of the rest are to be found. In most instances the

offices are hereditary, are capable of being mortgaged or

sold, and are paid by recognised fees and perquisites, by
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allotments of corn at the time of harvest or sometimes,

by small portions of land held rent-free, or at a low quit-

rent. The following is a further specification of their

synonymes and functions :

1. Mar. Pdtil, Guz. Pdtel, H. A. Mitkaddam, Ka-

dim, H. Chaudhari, Jtfahto, Makdjan, Thdkur, Jeth-

rdyat, Ben. Mandal, S. Grdmddhipati, Pradhdn, Tarn.

Grdmdttan, Ambalagdr, Ijamdn (S. Yajamdnd), Md-

niya hdran, Monigar, Pravarttika, Karn. Gauda, Mai.

Ndttdr, Ndttdri-kdre, Tel. Naidv, Ndyadv, Pedda-

kdpv, Pedda-kdr or Pedda Iteddi, Reddi-vddu. (These,

and the synonymous appellations of the other village ser-

vants, are not always exclusively applied to them, and many

are so applicable only in virtue of their general purport ;

as, S. Pradhdna, vern. Padlidn, the principal ;
A. Mu-

kaddam, one who precedes or takes the lead, or Kadim,

elder, senior ; Tarn. Ijdmdn, lit., the institutor of an act of

worship ;
and Tel. Pedda-kdpu, the old or chief man, &c.).

The head-man, the Pdtil (Mar.), or Pdtel, (of other

dialects), has the general controul of the affairs of

the village, usually assisted by a sort of village council

of the most respectable of the community, but not exclu-

sively, as any discussions that may occur are mostly held

in an open space in the village, where all have access,

and do not hesitate to give their opinions. With their

concurrence, the head-man superintends the cultivation,

apportions the assessment, collects the revenue, either in

money or kind, and pays it to the Government district-

collector, regulates the village expenses, distributes the

quotas for defraying them, and collects the money and

pays the charges. He examines and checks the accounts.

In some places, especially in the south, he has charge of

the police, and is entrusted with limited magisterial

powers. Madras Reg. xi. 1816, Bomb. Reg. xii. 1827,

sec. vi. xlix. And as village Munsiffs, the heads of vil-

lages are also entrusted with powers to decide civil

causes of small value. Madras Reg. iv. 1816. The Pd-

tel also usually settles petty disputes in the village

either by his own authority or through the agency of

a Panchayat, or court of arbitration. He is the chief

organ of Government in its dealings with the village. In

some places the office is hereditary ; in others the head-

man is appointed by the Zamindar, or contractor for the

revenue ; in others he is elected by the villages. In some

villages, especially those held by coparcenary tenure, their
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affairs are usually managed by several of the principal

inhabitants, not by one head-man ;
and even where such

a functionary is recognised, there are sometimes more

than one individual regarded in the same light, in which

case the eldest, or more respectable of the number, takes

the lead in transacting public business. Such a head-man

is distinguished among the Marathas by the Hindustani

or Arabic term Muhaddim : his fellows retain the national

term of Pdtil. Where the office is hereditary, as it com-

monly is among the Marathas, its fees, perquisites, and

privileges may be pledged for a loan, or may be sold.

The office of Pdtil is regarded as extremely respectable,

and Hindus of the highest rank have not disdained the

title. Daulat Rao Sindhia particularly affected the title

of Pdtil, and in some villages of the Dakhin exercised

the office by deputy, and claimed the perquisites and

rights ; and Bhairi Sal, the first noble of the Court of

Jaypur, boasted of the title of hereditary Pdtil of the

principality. In Maratha villages the Pdtil is commonly

assisted by a deputy, the Chauyhald (^mcJT). who, on his

part, or in his absence, conducts the affairs of the community.

He is not known elsewhere by any specific designation.

Mar. Kulkarni, Bhm, II. A. Kanun-fjo, II. Patn-dn,

S. Grdma-harana, or Ktiyastha, Tarn. Kanakapilli, B.

Kayeth, Moharir, Karn. Sanabhorja, Tel. Karanam or

Karnam, Guz. Tahiti, Itifjal, Mai. Menava, Menon. The

accountant's business is to keep accurate accounts of the

lands of the village, their extent, quality, produce, and pro-

prietary distribution, whether held singly or in common,

of changes of possession or property of the lands, of the

village expenses, and assessment and payment of the re-

venue. He acts as clerk and notary, and often as the

scribe, or letter-writer and accountant of the villagers.

The village servants, properly so called, are,

l.S. Sutradhdra or Varddhahi, Mar. Guz. H. Svtdr,

H. Barhdi, Karn. Badige, Tel. Vardhalti, Vadla-viidit.

The carpenter and wheelwright, who makes and repairs all

the wood-work and agricultural implements of the villagers.

2. S. Lohalidra, H. Mar. Guz. Beng. Lohdr, Karn.

Kammdr (S. Karmalidra), Tarn. Karumdri, Tel. Kam-

mari, blacksmith or ironsmith, who makes and repairs all

iron-work for the village.

3. S. Charmahdra, H. Beng. Chamdr, Mar. Chdm-

Idr, Tam. Chakkili or Shakkili, Tel. Cltcppulu-kutta-

vddii, H. Beng. Guz. Mochi, Guz. Klidlpd. A man of
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low caste, who works in hides and leather, and makes

the leather bags for drawing water, and any other leather

article for public use. He makes shoes, whips, thongs,

&c., for the villagers, but for hire when for individual use. He

also dresses and tansskins, and sometimes skinsdead animals.

4. Mar. Mahdr or Mhdr, Dher, Ballayi, Mhau,

&c. These are local names current in the Maratha and

Guzerat provinces for particular tribes of outcasts, members

of which are usually found in the villages. The Mahar is

the guardian of the village boundaries and land-marks, and

is the public servant of the head-man. He summons the

villagers to public meetings, carries the collected revenue

to the Government office, and acts as public letter-carrier

and messenger. He cuts wood and grass, and serves as

scout, guide, baggage-porter, and general attendant on

travellers. He assists the head-man in his police duties,

and traces and apprehends thieves. He officiates also, some-

times, as watchman, especially of the crops, and is the

sweeper of the roads through the village. Some of these

functions are wholly or in part discharged by other ser-

vants, as the Many and Yeshar. The office of village

Mahar is generally held by one or more families
;

so

that, although there is nominally one officer, the duties

are commonly performed by several individuals. The

functions of the J\Iahdr, are, in part at least, also dis-

charged in different places by other low tribes or castes,

especially those of protecting the village boundaries, and

acting as guides, messengers, and watchmen, who are

frequently Bhilt, Kalis, or Rdmusis. The persons em-

ployed to protect the roads and boundaries are also termed

Rakh-ii'dlti* and Varttaniyat, whilst the village watch-

man is designated by a variety of terms in different parts

of India, as II. Mar. Beng. Chauhidar, Kolrvar, Uriya.

Chohid, II. Dofdd, Dkanuk, Goret, Hdri, &c., Tel. Pa-

yih, Pdxbdn, Tarn. Kdvali or Kdval-hdran, Tel. Kara.

Talari, Karn. Taldivdra, also Mar. Jagla.

5. Mar. Sfdnfj, Tel. Bdriliudu, Mddiga-vddv, Vetti-

vddu, Tarn. Vettiy&n, H. Bhangi, Khakrob, Mehtar,

Halal-hhor, Karn. Toti. A man of very low caste who

is the scavenger and sweeper of the village. He is also

employed as skinner, and as executioner, and occasionally

as a watchman.

6. H. Dhobi, Mar. Parit, Karn. Aydsi, Tel. Chdkali

or Chdkala-rddv, Tarn. Vannun (6L.'<5OT
1

'(i5ro)o%T).
The

washerman, who washes the clothes of the villagers.
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7. S. Kumbhakdra, H. Kumhdr, Mar. Kumbhdr,

Tel. Kummdri, Karn. Kumbhdra, Tarn. Kuyavan. The

potter, who makes pots and tiles for the village, and has

sometimes to supply travellers with water.

8. S. Ndpita, H. Nal, Mar. Nhdwi, Karn. Nd'ida,

Tel. Mangali (S. Mangala), Tarn. Ambattan, Guz. Ndrvi,

also from the A. Hajdm, which is also used in other

dialects, as Hin. and Beng. The barber, who has to shave

the inhabitants, more especially their heads : he also bleeds,

and acts as surgeon. His wife is the general midwife.

He is occasionally called upon to carry a torch before

travellers at night.

9. S. Jyotishi, H., and in most dialects, Joshi or Jo*i.

The village astronomer, who prepares the almanack, an-

nounces lucky and unlucky days, and the days appropriated

to public festivals, and casts nativities. The name applies

to the office, which is filled most commonly by a Brah-

man, who in that character conducts the village cere-

monies and religious observances, and is known by the

terms Bhat or Shut, Parsdt, Purohit, and others.

10. S. Swarnakdra, whence the Sonar of most of the.

dialects, also H. Mar. Beng. Potaddr or Potddr, Karn.

Paltdri, and H., from the A., Sardf, vulgarly, Shroff.

Goldsmith, silversmith, assayer, and money-changer,

weigher of coin and bullion. He declares the value of

coins tendered in payment of the revenue, and makes the

silver ornaments worn by the villagers.

11. Mar., from S., Guru, Gurav, or Pujdri, A Su-

dra whose especial duty it is to clean the village temple

and deck the idol. He acts also as a servant to the more

respectable villagers, and attends their wives when they

go out. He has also to assist in the carriage of travellers'

baggage, and sometimes acts as trumpeter.

12. Mar. (S.) Bhat, A bard, or genealogist, who

keeps a record of family descents, and arranges marriages.

He composes and recites poems or songs on particular festive

occasions. He is sometimes reckoned one of the Alute, q. v.

13. H. Mar., from A., Mauldna, Mulla, Akhund,

The Mohammedan priest who conducts the ceremonies of

the Mohammedans of the village, and acts as school-

master. In some places he has degenerated into the

butcher, killing animals for such of the villagers as

eat meat. Where there are no Mohammedans, the place

of the Mnlla is filled up by the Koli, or waterman, who

supplies water to the villagers and travellers, but who is
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more usually enumerated amongst the Alute. In Kar-

nata, the waterman, Niraganti or Kolavdru, has charge of

the supplies of water for irrigation, superintending its

distribution, and preventing waste. The Karnata establish-

ment, also, includes officers not recognised elsewhere ; as

the Alatigdra or Pattari, Corn-measurer, who apportions

the shares of Government and the cultivators where the

revenue is paid in kind ; and the Addika or Addiga, who

superintends the cultivation, q. v. : also the Konihdra-

chakra, who gathers betel-nuts for the villagers from the

public plantations. For the other classes of village ser-

vants, see Alute and Ndru-hdru.

BALUTEN, BALOTEN, BULOOTEN, BULOTEN, Mar. (T^H,

^<$\~A, the final n is scarcely sounded), also read BALU-

TEH, BALOTEH. The portion of the crop assigned to the

village servants for their maintenance, also their fees, per-

quisites, or other rights.

Balute-ddr, Mar.
(j<grt<lO

A village officer or servant

receiving a share of the crop, &c.

Balute-patti, corruptly, Bullootij-puticc, Mar. (lciHMg"))A

cess or tax upon the shares or claims of village servants.

BALUTTAHAM,Karn.(20 d^^OO) Land in Kanara with which

temples were endowed, but remaining in the hands of the

original proprietors. They were not at first included in

the assessment, being considered religious property ; but

subsequently they were assessed, such share of the produce

as the temples had formerly received being continued to

them. Land claimed as the special endowment of an

officer of the temple.

BAM, BUM, H. (.+}, ^R) An exclamation of salutation in

passing, interchanged especially with Saiva mendicants

carrying the water of sacred rivers to a distance, who

call out as they go along to those they meet, Sam-bam

Mahddeo, and receive the same words in reply.

BAM, or BAM, H. (*J, *U) A measure of three cubits and

a-half. A measuring-rod.

BAMAL, H. (JLo, from \J, with, and JU, property) Found

in the possession of the thief (stolen property).

BAMB, BUMB, (?) A revenue defaulter, one who owes a ba-

lance to the State.

BAHBETivii Beng. (<ic^n*i1,
from Bombardier (?) ) A

pirate, a river pirate or robber.

BAMBHA, BAMBHEE, H.
(^j^ijb),

An ant-hill.

BAMHAN, BUMHUN, H. corruption of Brahman (^^>),
A

Brahman.
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BAMHANOAUR, H. (^&$-j), A class of the Gaur Rajputs.

BAMHANIA, BUMHUNEA, H. (Uiij), A subdivision of the

Kdchhi tribe, a class of cultivators.

BAMHNI, H. dj.^j), Light red soil. (East Oudh).

BAMI'TH!, BUMEETHA, H. (^!MJ), An ant-hill. A snake's

hole (Lower Doab).

BAMLA, Hindi (^I^n) A spring, a hole from which water

left by the inundations springs up after the waters have

retired.

BAM-MATI, Asam. (Tt^nrtfp) Land not subject to inun-

dation.

BAM-TELK, H.
(^jLu/w)

A Rajput tribe in the eastern parts

of the central Doab, not in much consideration.

BAN, BUN, H. (^ S. ^f:) A wood, a forest.

Bdnaprasth, corruptly, Banperuxt, II., from the S., TR,

a solitude in the faq) wood, and T&H, who proceeds to)

The Hindu of the third order, who has discharged the

duty of a householder, and has become a hermit

Ban-char, Banchur, H. (S. _jSb) A forester, a woodman.

A wild animal, one who goes or dwells in a wood.

Banchari, Bunchuree, H. (jf^u) A high jangli grass,

also called Baro.

H(iinjiinntlt(i, Bungountlia, II. ('^^^ Cow-dung found

in forests.

Bankandd, Bunhundd, H. (ISoS^) Cow-dung found in

forests and dried for fuel.

Bankar, Bunkur, II. (/Lw) Spontaneous produce ofjangal

or forest-land, timber, brushwood, gums, wild honey, &c.

This is considered as distinct property from the general

estate or Zamindari, and as not conveyed by the sale of

the estate unless so specified. The Bankar may be sold

separately. The term is also sometimes applied to pas-

ture lands, Beng. Reg. i. 1804, and to revenue derived

from forest lands. Elliot.
w

Bankatti, Bunhutti, H. ((_ (iJ
j) A fee paid for cutting

timber. The title obtained by cutting away jangal or

thicket, and bringing the land into cultivation.

Banotsarya, H. (from S. ban, a wood, and utsarrja 9HIJJ,

abandoning) Consecration of a wood or orchard newly

planted by going through the forms of marrying the

Sdldgram stone or ammonite, a type of Vishnu, to a

branch ofthe Tulasi tree (Ocymum sanctum), the type of

a nymph beloved by Vishnu or Krishna : one man, car-

rying the stone, represents the bridegroom; another, holding

the plant, the bride. The usual ceremony, somewhat
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modified, takes place, and on the completion of the

ceremonial the fruit which the orchard is to bear may

be eaten.

Ban-salami, H. (from Salam JL, salutation) A fee for-

merly exacted by the Zamindar from the Ryot for per-

mission to gather the juice of the date-tree for the pur-

pose of making a fermented liquor.

Bantarid, Buntar/d, H. ('o.^V' ^TTTfiCTT) A class of

wood-rangers formerly holding rent-free lands in quit-

tance of police duties in the northern Parganas of Go-

rakhpur. The duties having ceased, revenue has been

levied on the occupants (Bantarias) at an easy rate.

BAN, BUN, H. (^J, *R) Cotton.

Bankhard, Bunftlnira, H. O^ou) Land on which cotton

has grown during the past season (Central Doab), and is

succeeded by a crop of grain.

BAN, BUN, (?) A division of a Patilship.

BAN, Beng. (Tft) An inundation within the influence of

the tide ; also the rapid influx of the flood-tide, com-

monly termed the Bore.

BAN, Mar. &c., (S. ^TO) An arrow. A fire-work or rocket.

Bandar, Mar. 0$TH!J<JK) An archer. A rocket-bearer. Guz.,

A village watchman.

BANA, H. (li'o) A vat, a large jar without feet. An iron

bucket used for raising water for irrigation.

SANA, Mar. faTOJT) The woof of cloth.

Bdndtdna, Mar. (^mnnnui) The woof and warp.

BANA, Hindi, (w, from tHHI, to make) Land dressed

and ready for seed. Made up.

BANABE, BAXAVK, Karn. (>, CO) A stack.

BANAFAB, H.
(^J'-ij)

A tribe of Yadubansi Rajputs, chiefly

settled in Oudli, but also in Allahabad, Benares, and

Bundelkhand.

BANAJIGA, BANANJIOA, BANJIGA, Kara.. (20E325X, eoooaSA,

ZDOaSX) A sect of dissentients from the Hindu system,

Lingayits, or, according to some authorities, a tribe of

Sudras engaged in trade or business : (the same, appa-

rently, as the Tel. Balajivdru). Also Banijaga, q. v.

BANAH, Thug. Bad news. A road become unsafe.

BAXASIGA, Karn.(f9<^<^, from D~Sr6^3
) cooking) A cook.

BANAULA, BUNOULA, H. 0!^w) The seed of the cotton

plant.

BANBU, or BAMBU, BUNBOO, BUMBOO, Karn. (20O2JJ) A
bambu (Arundo bambusa).

BAND, BUND, H. &c., (tXu, ^, from the imp. Jju band or
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bund of the Pers. verb
(jJu-J , to bind, to confine

; when

derived from the S. ^f^T bandh, also signifying to bind,

to tie, the word and its derivatives preserve the final

aspirate, and are properly written Bandh or Bundh,

&c., q. v.) A band, a binding, literally or figuratively,

as imprisonment, fetters, a tie, a cord. A bundle of

papers tied together. A written contract, an account, a

pledge, a bond, an agreement, an arrangement, stipulated

allowance, deduction, &c. In Mar., also, a law, a regulation.

Bandd, Bundd, H. &c., (^T, from the Pers. participle

i&i), bound, tied, and thence, in H., more usually Ban-

dati) A servant, a slave.

Bandah, Bunduh, H. (P. SJuu) A slave, a bondman, a

servant. A term of humility in speaking of one's self to

a superior.

Bandagi, Bundugee, H. (^AM) Service, slavery. A term

used as a complimentary salutation.

Bandak-wdld-i-Bdrgah, (lit., the slave of the exalted

Court) A nobleman under the Mogul system charged

with the Diwani or revenue administration of a province,

and holding a Jagir for his personal and official expenses.

Bandi, or Bdndi, Bundee, OiXJo , ^yjolj) A slave girl.

Bandi, Karn. (&3OQ) Imprisonment. A prisoner.

Bandirvdn, Bundeeman, H.
(^LjiVjo) Bandiydn, Beng.

(THJfSrM), A prisoner, a convict
; Bandivdnanu, Karn.

(SOoQcO c)rO<\X)) One in custody under suspicion.

Band- or Bund-khdna, Bandi- or Bundee-khdna,

(<KJli-iXu) A prison, a jail.

Bandi potu, Tel. (>OCn>Lx>) Gang-robbery.

Band- or Bund-behri, H. ((^^.oJJb) Statement of the

amount of each share of the money instalment of the re-

venue assessed on a village.

Band- or Bund-barddsht, H.
(c^vi'i^J Jou) Account of

a share or portion of an instalment to be paid by each

member of a village.

Band-batdi, H. d_g\M AM) Account of each share of the

assessment paid in grain.

Band-hisdb, H. (ijl-u.*- jJj) An abstract account.

Bandi, Bundee, H. ((_?iXw) Agreement, arrangement. Dis-

tribution. Stipulated allowance. Deduction or charge, as

Behri-landi, Bet-bandi, &c., q. v.

Band-i-jamd, H. (A. *-**) Distribution of the assessed

lands among the cultivators so as to allot to each an

equal proportion of good and bad lands, and to make

him responsible for a fixed proportion of both.

Q
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Band-i-mudat, H. (c^)!Lo i3ou), Mar. ('JfnOjJ^) A stated

term for the settlement of an account.

Band-i-Sale or -Seal, H. (a compound of Band with the

English word Sale or Seat) A contract of sale, a docu-

ment executed immediately after the sale of a Zamindari,

specifying the lands sold, the amount of assessment, and

the price.

Band-navis, H. (Band, and P. navis \j~ty >
a writer) A

clerk, an accountant

Band-o-bast, Bund-o-bust, or sometimes inverted as Bast-

o-band, H. (P. u^-v^iV'" or tiJu^w;), Beng. (i4-*fi<J<s),

Mar. (f{Nw), lit., tying and binding, both words being

derived from the same P. verb ^V*^, to bind) Agree-

ment, settlement, bargain, adjustment, arrangement. Set-

tlement of revenue to be paid by the Zamindar, renter,

or farmer to the Government, or by the tenant to the

Zamindar.

Band-o-bast dawdmi, H. (from A. JjJ, perpetuity) Per-

petual or permanent settlement

Band-o-bast mi&di, H. (from A. i>Uxc , fixed time) Tem-

porary settlement, one for a prescribed time.

Band-o-bast-i-mulh, H. (A. CJlo) The sum total of the

revenue of a kingdom or province as settled and en-

gaged for.

Band-o-bast-i-parrvdna, H. (*'j^J ) Patent or deed of set-

tlement A warrant given by the Government to the per-

son with whom a revenue settlement had been agreed

upon, empowering him to make the collections from the

cultivators or land-holders.

Band-o-bast-l-sanad, H. (A. <XAw) Warrant or patent of

settlement. See the last

Band-o-bast sarsari, H.
(<_<r/^*i) Summary and temporary

settlement.

Daul-band-o-bast, H. (TT<, Jjj, manner) Particular

statement of the manner in which the rental of an estate

or district is subdivided.

Band-o-bast-i-Sarrixhtaddr, (P. jlj&i^u) A revenue

officer attached to some of the Government offices in Ben-

gal to assist in making and revising revenue settlements,

and to keep and record all documents relating to them.

Band-phdnta, Bundphanta, H.
(duulyJaj) An account of

the shares of the liabilities of a village.

BAND, BUND, H., and in most dialects : (the same as the

preceding in its literal sense, but having a specific appli-

cation) A dam, a dyke, a causeway, a raised bank or
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mound of earth constructed to confine the waters of a

river or reservoir, or to preserve a road-way across plains

inundated in the rainy season
;

also Bandh, Bundh, or

Bdndh.

Band-tdl, H. (JfijJu) Damming a watercourse for the

purpose of irrigation.

BAND, Mar. fats) A field of grain blighted before coming

into ear, or of which the heads have been eaten by

cattle. The stalks of such corn.

BAND, BUND, Mar. Ofj) Insurrection, sedition. A band or

body of insurgents.

BANDA, BUNDA, H. OAXJ) A grain magazine above ground.

BANDA, BUNDA, Mar. (^l) Whole, unbroken, unexchanged

for smaller coin.

BANDAR, BUNDUR, H. (P. j>&>) A port, a harbour, an

emporium. In Bengal, also, a market, a mart.

Shah-bandar, Harbour or custom-master.

BANDAWALA, BANDAWALA, Kara. (o&So ; uo&53~3$)

Stock in trade, capital.

BANDE, BUNDE, Tel. (>O Q) A fine for trespass by cattle.

BANDH, BUNDH, occurring in most dialects, (from S. ^V ,

binding, confining, literally or figuratively) Confining,

fastening. A cord, a fetter, a tie, a ligature, a bond, a

deed, an agreement, a pledge. A rule, a regulation, &c.

See Band, also Bandhan or Bundhun.

Bandh, Bundh, or, preferably, Bdndh, H. Mar. &c., (^J,

Tfhl) A bank, a dyke, a mound for confining water, or

forming a roadway over inundated fields. Boundary of

a field or village.

Bandliak, Bundhuk, in most dialects, (*fH|cfc), Tarn. Ban-

dagam (un^SlL) A pledge, a pawn, a mortgage.

Bandhak-ddtd, Beng. Uriya, &c. ( (S. ^TiTti a giver) A

mortgager, a pawner.

Bandhaltgrdhi, Beng. 01^2rt^t) A pawnbroker, one who

lends upon pledges.

Bandhah-yrahitd, Beng. Uriya, &c., (from S. eTni , who

takes) A mortgagee.

Bandhak-lewd-byahti, Beng. Uriya, &c., (3Twi<il ^/f5>,

from H. lui , to take, and S. ^rfa. a person) A pawn-

broker, one who takes a pledge, a mortgagee.

Bandhak-ndma or -patra, Beng. Uriya, &c., (TftTl, 'T3I)

A mortgage-deed.

Bandhan, Bundhun, H. &c., (S. ^VR) Binding, the act

or implement of binding, &c. See Bandh.

Bandhan, Bandhun, Mar. tehlll) Ground formed into
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rice-fields by damming a stream, and laying the soil

under water. A dam, an embankment. A mound raised

across a field to prevent the soil from being washed away.

Bandhdrd, Bundhara, Mar. (^VTO) A bank, a dyke.

Bandhdrd, Mar. fafanj) The ground adjoining and along

the course of a field-dyke or embankment.

Bandhdra, Bundhara, Mar. (? perhaps for Bhanddra,

q. v.) An assembly of religious mendicants convened to

celebrate the funeral obsequies of a deceased Mahant, or

principal of an establishment of the order, and confirm

the nomination by him of his successor.

Bdndhil, Mar. (^jtflc^) Tying up rice in sheaves.

Bandhiyd, H. (UfcJJu) Raised embankment for confining

water and flooding fields.

Bdndhne, Mar. fatvUff) A gap made in the bed of a

stream to let the water through : the rubbish with which

it is occasionally stopped.

Bandhmds, Bundlnvas, H.
(j^y&jJu) Land embanked

all round so as to admit of being flooded.

BANDHAN, BUNDHAN, H. &c., ((jlajJo) A pension, a stipend.

BANDHAN, BUNDHAN, H.
(^l&jJb), also BANDHUR, BUN-

DHOOR,
(^jjftiXij)

Purchase of grain in advance of the harvest.

BANDHAL-GOTI, BANDHUL-GOTEE, H.
CjiyOiJ&JJ^) A tribe

of Rajputs of Chauhan descent, occupying part of Bun-

delkhand and Benaudhia. Sometimes pronounced Bddkil-

or Banjil-goti.

BANDHU, S. ('JW) A relation, a kinsman in general. In

law, a cognate kinsman in a remote degree. Three kinds

are enumerated, personal, paternal, and maternal. The

first are the sons of the deceased's father's sister, of his

mother's sister, and of his maternal uncle. The second are

the sons of his father's paternal aunt, of his father's ma-

ternal aunt, and of his father's maternal uncle. The third

are the sons of his mother's paternal aunt, of his mother's

maternal aunt, and of his mother's maternal uncle. These

succeed after the Gotrajas or Gentiles.

Bdndhava, S. (^Tm^t) A kinsman in general. A cognate

kinsman. See the preceding.

BANDI, BUNDEE, corruptly, BANDY, H. (,_fjJui) Name of

a dry measure. Tel. Kara. (OO>) A cart, a carriage, a

gig, any wheeled conveyance.

BANULI, BUNDLEE, H.
(,J>Xw)

A sort of rice grown in

Bundelkhand.

IANDRI,

H.
(^j&Jj)

A kind of grass growing in rice-fields,

and used as fodder.

'
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BANGA, H. (l&lj) Raw cotton. The cotton plant. Banaula,

q. v., is, properly, the seed of the plant ; Rui or Hooee,

the cotton itself; and Kapds, the seed and cotton in the pod.

BANGA, BUNGA, H. (lw) Soil impregnated with oily well-

water, and cultivable at either the spring or autumn har-

vest (Agra). Well water slightly brackish (Central Doab).

BANGALIYA, H. (Lxldu) A sort of rice grown in the eastern

parts of the north-west provinces.

BiNGAR, BANGUR, H. (^olj)High ground. Uplands. Upper;

as Panipat bdngar, Upper Panipat, in opposition to Pa-

nipat-kddir, Lower Panipat.

BANGARA, Kara. (2DO-7Tc)#) Gold ; golden.

BANGf, Tarn, (un^) A species of village tenure in Tin-

nevelly by which the fields are divided once in every six

years among the villagers by lot.

Bangdli, Tarn. (urjaiTStfl) A shareholder of village lands

under the preceding tenure.

BANGKA, H. (tiLCo) A sort of water-beetle that feeds upon

rice plants.

BANG-KATI'A, H. (Lu^ io) A species of Solanum re-

sembling a thistle not of any use.

BANGKI, H.
(^JXfc)

A sort of rice cultivated in the Be-

nares district.

BANGLA, corruptly, BUNGALOW, Beng. (Tt'lSTl, probably

from Banga, Bengal) A thatched cottage, such as is

usually occupied by Europeans in the provinces or in

military cantonments.

BANGRI, BUNGREE, H. d_^Jou) A bracelet, an ornament

for the wrist
; corruptly,

'

a bangle.'

BANGU, Thug. The river Thug of Bengal. These inveigle

people into their boats, and, after strangling, cast them

into the water,

BANI, H. (
,_5J^)

A weight equal to eighty rupees. A yel-

low earth with which potters sometimes decorate their

pottery. The thread with which cloth is woven. Price

paid for a work. Thug., Blood.

BANIJ, BUNIJ, H. C-^? fr m s -

^ftr^) Trade, traffic.

Thug., A traveller.

Banik, Bunik, H. (>-^i?, S.
qftlH^,

nom. ^fiffF) A

merchant, a trader. In Bengal it most commonly denotes

a money-changer, or banker.

BANIJAGA, BANIJAGA, plur. BANIJAGARU, Karn. Tel

(eO&aSX, ei&3dX
} eo&>aT7rS&>) The name of a class or

sect, including several divisions, generally followers of the

Lingayit sect. See Banajiga.
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Panchama banajiga, Kara. (JOa?iO >C38SX) Merchants

and traders of the Lingayit sect

Tenwju banajif/a, Karn. (O<?3JA3 03aSA) Persons fol-

lowing- the business of tailors, bracelet-makers, and

speaking- Tdufju.

BANIWAL, H. A subdivision of the Bahangl sect.

BANJAR or BANJAR, BUNJUII or BANJUR, II. ( .scu , .cC l> ,

^3R,^TJT, from S. ^UJT bundln/a, barren), also BANJH,

H.
(<te=-'lj), BANJARU, and BANJE, Karn. (WoaJfo,

e308) Waste or fallow-land.

Banjar-jadid, H. (A. ik>?-, new) Land again brought

into cultivation after lying fallow for some years.

Banjar-liadim, H. (A. >JjJ, ancient) Land left fallow

from a remote period.

Banjar-Jtami, H. (from P. ham *, less, little, deficient)

Abatement of revenue on account of land left unculti-

vated (South of India).

Banjar-kanddi/am, Karn. (&O&8 SboSO&o) Tax in My-
sore levied on waste lands.

Banjar-khdrij-i-jamd, H. (A. g*. ;U-) Waste lands

excluded from the rental. In Cuttaek, lands which, being

waste, and therefore not yielding revenue, were sold by

the district and village officers clandestinely as rent-free

lands. They were subsequently subjected to a light quit-

rent.

BANJARA, BANJAHI, BUNJAHKK, corruptly, Brv.i-\i:v, BEN-

JARY, BUINJAIIEE, &c., II.
(\j\jsij

, from S.
*fftrs^,

a

trader). The term is most usually applied to a grain and

cattle merchant, who, with a more or less numerous party

of the same calling, moves about to different markets, and

especially accompanies bodies of troops to supply them

with corn. It is especially applicable, also, to a nume-

rous tribe spread along the foot of the mountains from

Haridwar to Gorakhpur, and forming various subdi-

visions, many of whom are stationary, and follow agricul-

ture. They comprise both Hindus and Mohammedans,

acknowledging a common origin and affinity. The most

migratory are the Bahurupa Banjdrds, of whom there

are five branches, four of whom assume the well-known

appellations ofthe chief Rajput tribes, or Rahtore, Chau-

hdn, Pomar, and Tumdr. The fifth, called Barka, is

said to be descended from a Gaur Brahman. Each of

these is infinitely subdivided. The Rahtore branch, for

instance, splits into four families, and these comprehend

138 sub-branches. Some of these Banjdrds have
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the privileges of the Chdran and Bhdt, q. v., their per-

sons being sacred, and accepted in guarantee of engage-

ments. The origin of these people is obscure : if they

were primarily a distinct race, they are now much inter-

mixed.

BANJIN, BUNJIN, H. (^J&S) Lands close to a village. A

weed which springs up with the kharif crop to the

height of about three feet. It is much prized by mendi-

cants professing alchemy.

BANK, H. &c., (CJJ'j, *fai, S. *n, crooked) A bend or

reach of a river.

BANKA, II. (&'o) An idle, dissolute fellow. A bully. A
bravo.

BANK SAL, Beng. (^"Tfa, from S. ^ftsHSF, a trader, and

ZjTT^n, a hall) The office of the chief officer of the marine,

or harbour-master.

HANKTA, Hindi, (^oRT) The crop on the field irrecoverably-

spoiled.

BANNAN, Tam. (?) The washerman caste. Travancore.

BANNAN-ADIGA, (?) Tam. A smaller grain measure used in

giving- grain to slaves and labourers. Tinnivelly.

BANNI, BUNNEE, H. (
(_^^ A portion of grain given to a

labourer in requital of his services.

Banni- or Bani-kdr, H. (^< J\^ A ploughman or la-

bourer whose services are paid in kind.

BANS, BUNS, II. &c., (i^J S. tj[i:) A race, a family.

liansdvali, II. (^^LJj, S. ^irecjrO A genealogy, a family

record.

BANS or BANS, BUNS or BANS, H. &c., (^j-JJ, (j~^.>
s -

^5T.) A bambu, a measure of length. A rod or bambu

about ten feet long used to measure excavations.

Bansa, II. (LJLi, probably from Bans, a bambu) The

hollow tube or bambu through which the seed descends

in a drill-machine, usually, but not always, attached to a

plough.

Bdnsdi, Beng. (Tl"f^) A frame of bambu-work like a lad-

der, used as a harrow for breaking the clods after

ploughing.

Bdnsgdri, Beng. (<tf*f'tl'0 Planting a bambu in the

ground as a monument of any transaction.

BANSA, BUNSA, II. (LJj) A grass growing amongst rice,

and used as fodder.

BANSARI, BANSUREE, H. (,_^^) A weed found in parts

of the Doab near the Jumna, injurious to the crops, and

difficult to be eradicated.
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Banslochan, H. ((^^(J"*^'
s- ^IcJV^H) Bambu-

manna, a sort of white flinty substance found in the

joints of the Bambu.

Bdnsphor, H.
(.jyQ i/*^) A caste who work with bambu-

canes. A basket-maker.

BANSI, BUNSEE, H. (
(

j*Jb) A sort of wheat with blackish

ears. North-west Provinces.

BANT or BANTAR, BUNT or BUNTUR. Karn.(^kj,^^)

A cultivator, a Ryot.

BANT, H. &c., (c^it?, from S. <RWH), BANT, BUNT, or

BANT, Beng. 0T, Tfi) A share, a portion, division of

property.

Bdntd, Beng. (TtTJl ) A partition, an allotment; also Hindi,

C^TTT) Tying up the crop into sheaves or trusses. Pu-

raniya.
\

Bantak, Beng. S. (*<><*) A share, a portion. A sharer,
j

Bdnt-chont, H. (c^J*- iJi^^) Share, portion, distribution.

Bantan or Bdntan, Beng. (S. 3TR, Tfi>3) Sharing, di-

viding, partitioning.

Bant-patra, Uriya, (S. T^, a leaf) Record of division of

property.

BANTROTU, BUNTROTOO, Tel. (s3O(^5^/oJ) A peon, a foot-

man, a courier usually wearing a badge. A policeman.

BANUI, Beng. (3TT?) A sister's husband.
CK

BANVIKRI, corruptly, BUNVICKREE, H. (from the S. ^T, a

wood, and vikraya fajUJt , sale) The sale of an adult of

one of the agricultural classes as a slave in his absence

(in the woods or elsewhere), the purchaser taking the

risk of finding and securing him (formerly practised in

Behar).

BANYA, BUNYA, corruptly, BANIAN, BANYAN, H.

BANIYA, BANYA, BENYA, Beng. (<Ufa*|l,

4-1M/1, from S. qfiOcfi) A Hindu trader, shopkeeper, or

money-changer. In Bengal it is commonly applied to

the native cashier or man of business in the service of

Europeans. In the West of India it ordinarily denotes

Hindu merchants settled either as agents or principals at

the chief places of traffic in the Persian Gulf or Red Sea.

BAOLI, or. sometimes BAORA or BAORI, corruptly, BOWLEY

or BOWREE, H.
(,_j!jVi <-fJi^'

^ar- (TWSD A ^eeP

well, the descent to the brink of which is by long flights

of steps leading far down below the surface of the

ground, relieved by landing-places and covered chambers

where travellers may rest and take refreshment during

the heat of the day. Some Baolis are constructed with
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much architectural embellishment, particularly in the

west of India.

BAOLIEN, BAOLIER, Mai. (?) Outcast slaves who reside in the

jungle.

BAONI, BAONEE, H. (^j'j) Seed-time. Sowing.

BAORI, H.
((_s\jb)

A vagrant tribe in the Bhatti country

and west of Dehli, who subsist chiefly by stealing. A low

caste in the Jangal Mahals, cultivators and palankin-

bearers.

BAPANS, H, CpJkW, from bap, a father, or S. vapra, a

field, and an* ^f, a part, a share) Patrimony, patri-

monial inheritance.

BAPOTI, erroneously, BAPROTTEE, H. (J^u) Patrimony.

BAR, H. Hindi, Mar.
(j\i,

^T5) A fence, a hedge, an inclo-

sure. The boundary of a field. The outer screen of a tent

Bdri, Bdree, H. Beng. (<^$j\i,
fff) An inclosed piece of

ground, a plot for sugar-cane or other garden produce,

also cotton.

Bdri, H. Beng. (Tfcft, from S. ^T^) A house, a dwelling.

BAH, more correctly, VARA, H. &c., (;b,
S. ^K) A day of

the week, used chiefly in composition, as, Som-bar, Mon-

day ; Buddh-bdr, Tuesday ; Mangal-bdr, Wednesday ;

Brihaspati-bdr, Thursday ; Sukra-bdr, Friday ;
Sani-

bdr, Saturday ; Aditya-bdr, corrupted to Etmar, Sun-

day : also, A time, a turn.

Bar-bar, H. Repeatedly, time after time, turn after turn,

Bdri, H. (
,_fj\J

) A mode of keeping up the village watch

in some places, in which the villagers watch by turns
;

also, in the season of grinding the sugar-cane, the

working of the mill by turns, so that there shall be no

intermission night and day until the whole is ground,

the villagers uniting for this purpose.

BAH.BARA, H.
(,\J, 3,1?)

A perquisite of the Ahir, or cow-

herd, in milk, generally the milk of every eighth day.

BAR, H.
(P.^lj)

A load, a burthen.

Bdr-barddr, H. (P.^J^,
who takes up) A porter, a car-

rier, a burthen-bearer.

Bdr-barddri, H. P. (i.^, bearing) Carriage hire, cost

of conveyance, charge of porterage, and the like.

Bdr-baldi, H. (t^^b) Division of the crop by sheaves

(or loads) before the corn is trodden out.

Bdr-gir, Bargeer, corruptly, Bageer, H. &c., (P.jj\i>

^K'ftt., lit., one who takes a load) A trooper who is

mounted on a horse which is supplied by the State or

the chief he serves.
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BAR, H. (P. iL) A court, a tribunal, a place of audience.

Bdr-i-ddm, H. P. (Jc^U) Public hall of audience.

Bdr-gdh, H. (P. sl^lj ) Place of audience, a royal court.

The court of the Mogul.

Bdr-i-khds, H. (P. (ja&- j\})
Private audience or council

chamber.

Bdr-ydbi, H. (P. ^U j\i)
Admission at court, presen-

tation.

BARNis, Mar. ()K0$l) An officer whose duty is to affix

the word TTC bar, to notes, bills, &c., implying that

they are to be entered on the account-book.

BAR, H, P..(,tj)
Fruit.

Bdramba, Barumba, II. (&Uj[>)
Revenue derived from

the lease of a mango-orchard.

BAH, H.
(j\>,

S. ^Tft) Water.

Bdrdn, H. (yj/^) Rain.

Bdrdni, H.
(^\j[i, lit., rainy) Applied to land, it signifies

that which is watered by rain, not by irrigation. It is

also the name of a cloak for keeping off rain, commonly

corrupted by Europeans to Brandy, as Brandy-koortee

for Bdrdni-kurtah.

BAR, BUR, Beng. (3^) A band of straw to secure a thatch,

or to bind down a stack of salt.

BAR, BUR, BARGAT, H.
(Jj>,

or
vJL~>Jj,

from S. ^f.) The

Indian fig-tree, commonly, the Banian-tree.

BARA or BARU, Kara. (Tc>#, 2TS&>) Troops, a line of

troops. The infantry of the Mysore State.

Bdra kacheri, Karn. (25~c>5O2l6) The head-quarters or

office of the infantry.

Bdrigdtu kacheri, Kara. (H3~38~7T3feiSkl?5) The ca-

valry office. In Tipu's time, the office of the body-guard.

The' horse-guards.' It seems to be confounded vilthBdrt/ir,

as it is also written Bdrigira kacheri (0 ci8"AV.OO&r"D).

BARA, corruptly, BARAH, BURRA, H.
(^b, ^m) Land next

to, or surrounding, a village ; (perhaps from Bar, an in-

closure). Land ofthe first quality, although containing a

portion of sand.

Bdrd-zamin, H. (from P. j.^J> land) Land adjacent to

a village, also land of the first class.

BARA, or BARAH, H. (*/j), Mar. BARA, (^TO) Twelve.

Bdra-dari, H. (from Barah, twelve, and P. dar ,& , a door)

A summer-house, a summer palace (having twelve, i. e.

many, doors and windows).

Bdrah gdon, corruptly, gaum, H. (S. yli ) Any tract con-

taining twelve villages (or more), with their dependent
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lands. In this and similar compounds, however, very

commonly only one village is meant, as, Tin-gdon, three

villages ; Pdnch-gdon, five villages ; Sdth~gdont seven

ditto, &c. ; each being the appellation now borne by a

single village.

Bdrah-thdhurai, II. (from JI44., a chief) The twelve

lordships. Twelve petty hill States between the Jumna

and the Setlej.

Barah-wafdt, H. A. (from CJlij, death) The twelfth of

the month lldbl-ul drval, on which day Mohammad died.

It is observed by the Mohammadans as a religious

festival.

Bdrotra, Mar. CqittTt) Interest at the rate of 12 per cent

per annum. The twelfth part of the interest due on any

sum.

Bdruld, Mar. &c., (^l<j5l) A measure of I2pailis. A man,

or man, or maund.

BARA, BURA, corruptly, BURRA, (|^) Great, large, much.

Bard-bhdv, II.
(jlgjy, lit., great price) Premium or

money borrowed by the cultivators at a rate per cent, to

be reckoned according to the highest rate during the

season.

Bard-brahman, H. (
(j^a>\J

>
\j>)

A great Brahman, used

ironically to denote an inferior class of Brahmans who

conduct funeral ceremonies, and are thereby held impure ;

also Mahd-brdhman.

Bard-midn, H. (^jL*-*^)
Term of address to an elderly

and respectable or venerable person, also to the head of

a village.

Bard nagar takdrci, H. (A. u$j& advance) Fee or al-

lowance granted to the cultivator who uses the
'

bard

nagar,' or large plough used for breaking up new land.

Bara-Thdhur, corruptly, Barra-Thakoor, H. Great

chief. A title given in Tipera to the person who stands

next but one to the succession to the Raj. Puraniya.

BARA, Kara. (>#) Famine.

Baragdla, Kara. (&3&~7TSG) A season of famine.

BARAD, BURUD, corruptly, BURHUD, Mar. (^) Inferior

soil. Stony and sandy land. In the Dakhin it is distin-

guished as Ldl-barad, red gravelly soil
; Piula-barad,

yellow ; and Mdl-barad, hilly and stony.

BARAD, Hindi (*TT3) Division, parcel or portion of land

in a village distinguished by some epithet, as, Purwdri-

bdrad, eastern parcel ; Matidri-bdrad, clay-soil division,

&c.
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Bdrad salami, Hindi, (from A. *Lw , compliment) A con-

sideration taken by the proprietor from the Rakhwdla, or

watchman of a Bdrad for granting him permission to

be employed. Puraniya.

BARAHI, BURAHEE, H.
(^5*]^)

A small kind of sugar-

cane.

BARAHI, H. (.J&^b) Land, or, more properly, the earth,

from its having been raised from the deep by the Ba-

rdha or Vardha, the boar-avatar of Vishnu.

BARAI KHOR o POSH, H. (P. ^ )jf- i_$^, lit, for the

sake of feeding and clothing) Designation of an assign-

ment of real or personal property to a person for main-

tenance for life, not conveying a right of transfer.

BARAKA, Karn. (>Oo) A double sack with which manure

is carried on land with buffaloes.

BARAL, Thug. Omen from the howling or appearance of

wolves, bad or good according to circumstances, but

always of great weight.

BARAMAD, Mar. (*.IH<, from
P.^J,

and <xj, what comes)

Export duty.

BARA-MARG, also BARA-BHATI, Karn. (ZT3>#&yBXr-,

Er3TT35r3&S)The high orroyal road. Transit duty or toll.

BARAMATTI, Thug. Cry of the lizard, always a good omen.

BARAMDAH, BURAMDUH, H. (SJ^ , from the Pers.^j, off,

and SiXl, what has come) Issue, expenditure, disburse-

ments.

BARAN, BURUN, corruptly, BURRUN, H. &c., (^i^, ^ffff, S.

varna ^rlh) A caste, a class, a colour.

Baran-Sankar, corruptly, Burrun-Shunkur, H. Beng. (S.

Vama-Sankara <<l!J*O The mixed castes, the classes

of the Hindus other than the four first pure castes.

BARAX, Hindi, (rrT) Alluvial. Fresh earth thrown into

hollows by water.

BARAN, Beng. (T5T1) Betrothing of a female, making a

promise of marriage.

BAHAR, BURAR, H.
(j]j> , m*) Tax in general, as, Hal-bardr,

a tax on ploughs. Land-tax or rent. Apportionment of

revenue payments according to agreement with the village

community. See Bhej-lardr. Any division of shares.

See Bdchh.

Bardri, H.
(i_$^jJ,

TTTtt) A shareholder, a co-parcener.

One paying his portion of the assessment.

Ardzi bardri, H. (A. .g^f- > lands) Land in a village

retained by the proprietary cultivators, not let to strangers,

and paying the rent or revenue. Bundelkhand.
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BARAS, BURUS, H.
({juj> , from the S. ^*b) A year. Rain,

raining. An intoxicating preparation of opium.

Barasdl'id, Barasolid, or Barasodid, shortened in pro-

nunciation to Barsdlid, &c., H. (UJL^, \j]yj> , bjjwyj)

An agricultural labourer or servant who is hired for a

year.

Barasauri, H. (,_^yly)
An annual rent or tax.

Baras-gdnth, H. (<XJul>w^) The custom of tying a knot

on a thread on the anniversary of a child's birth. Birth-

day observance.

Baraspadi or -pari, Uriya (?), An annuity.

BARAT, BURUT, H. (ci^j) A disease affecting rice crops.

A leather girth or rope for drawing up a bucket from a

well. (In the Dehli district) Government revenue, or a

part of it.

BARAT, BURAT, corruptly, BEHAUT, H. (A. cul^J ) A record,

a register. A diploma, a warrant, a commission. An as-

signment or order on the revenue. In this last sense it

is adopted in Mar. (TOff), Tel. (6"O-d&O)j and Karn.

(200~S3) : in the latter it also implies a peremptory de-

mand, or dunning for payment.

Bardtahdr or gar, Karn. (&3T5~aS A 00) One who holds a

written order or assignment. One who presses for

payment.

Bardt, Burat, or, more correctly, Shab-i-bardt, or Shub-

i-burat, H. (A. P. ci^J <*.%, lit., the night of record,

or that on which men's deeds during the coming year

are said to be registered in heaven) A Mohammadan

festival, held on the 14th, or rather on the eve of the 14th

of Shabdn, on which a vigil is observed with prayers,

fasting, and illuminations. In Hindustan, lamps are

lighted and prayers repeated in honour of deceased an-

cestors, a practice no doubt borrowed from the Hindus.

BARAT, BURAT, H.
(<^J\rf, probably from the S. vara ~3Ti,

a bridegroom, and rdtri XTftr, night, at which season the

principal ceremonies take place) A bridal procession.

BARATHA, H. (-^) Land situated amidst jangal.

BARAUNDHA, H.
(UjJ^y.)

Cotton soil.

BAHAWAHDA, BURAWURDU, or BARAWARD, BURAWURD,

corruptly, BURRAWURD, and BIRAWIRD, H. &c., (P.^J,

on, and awardah tAj)\ , brought, brought up or forward)

An estimate, a calculation. What is summed up. In the

west of India, a monthly statement sent to the Govern-

ment of the revenue and village establishments of the

sums payable to each person, and the increase or decrease
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as compared with preceding months. A statement of dis-

trict disbursement.

BARDA, BUHDU, H. (P. 8J^.)
A slave, a captive.

Barda or Burdu farosh, H. (P. (jZ)j> ,
a seller) A slave-

dealer.

BARDA or BARDI, H. Oii^, i^^) Light stony and sandy

soil.

BARDASHT, H. (from P-j>, on, and e^-i^, what has) Stores,

supplies.

Barddsht-khdna, H. (P. <lili-) A temporary store-house,

or houses for preserving supplies for travellers or troops.

North-west Provinces.

BAREHTA, H. (lS# j) Land of the third quality on which

sugar-cane has been lately grown.

BAREJ, BAHEJA, H. (j>< ^^l^)' Ben - BARAJA or 15 \ H.I A,

(qa*() A betel garden.

BARESIRI, H.
(j^jy*^) A tribe of inferior Rajputs in the

Agra district.

BAHETHA, H. (>ji) A washerman.

BARGA, Beng. (TjT'tt) An agreement by which the culti-

vator engages to pay the landlord half the produce, the

latter providing half the seed, and paying the whole

revenue.

Bargd-it, Beng. (TsTtt^*-) One who cultivates the land

on the above terms ;
also Barga-jot-ddr.

Bargd-patta, Beng. ("f]p Deed or lease by which land

is rented on the above terms.

BARGAIN', BURGUN, H. (jj-^) Partition, share. Hoshang-

abad.

BARHA, BURJIA, H.
((ty, ^C^T) A narrow channel for the

passage of water from a well to a field, or from one field to

another. A field in which cows are fed. A rope or string,

especially one by which a harrow is drawn, or one

thrown over a loaded cart to secure the load. In some

places in the Central or Upper Doab, Barhd, corruptly,

Burreh 0=K^t), and Barheta (*H^rtl), is the land of

a township or village farthest from the inhabited portion,

constituting the third class of land. Bdrd C^tTST) is that

immediately adjacent, and Manjhd (flJRj), middle or in-

termediate. Barhd, corruptly, Burreh, in Etawa is applied

to the uplands.

BARHAI, BURHAEE, H. d_jlfcrf, S. Affair), BADAI, Karn.

(p GTd&X>) A carpenter. As the name of a caste fol-

lowing the occupation of carpentry, it comprehends seve-

ral subdivisions.
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BARHAH-SADAT, H. (djOuw ^j^>)
A powerful tribe of

Salads still numerous in Muzzeffar-nagar. The Saiads

of Bdrh furnished many persons of note to the Court of

Dehli from the reign of Akbar to that of Farokhsir.

BARHAWAN, BURHAWUN, H. ((.jj^) A cake of cow-dung

placed on the top of a heap of corn to protect it against

an evil eye, and to secure it good luck.

BAHHI, BURHEE, H. ( ^>ji , S. vriddhi
^figt)

Profit, increase,

interest.

Bdrhi, Barhee, H.
(^jftjb)

Interest in kind upon seed-

grain.

BARHIA, BURHIYA, H. (Uft^) A sugar-mill stone. A species

of pulse (Eastern Oudh). A grain measure of one seer,

or, in some places, one and a-half. A small clan of

Rajputs.

i BARHNI, BURHNEE, H.
(,$*&;?)

Advance on a contract for

goods or grain.
_

BAHHOLIA, II.
(uJ^fcjj)

A branch of the Bhrigu-bansi Raj-

puts, chief proprietors of the town of Barhoul.

BAHHOTARI, H. (^fy) Profit, interest.

BARHTI, spelled most correctly, BADHTI, but pronounced as

the first, II. ( Jiajj, from S. srflj, lit., increase), BADTI,

(il'SF*) Mercantile profit, gain on stock, surplus, excess.

BARI, Beng. C^lfa, S. 7rft) Water.

Bdri-gandi, Beng. (^IfTTft*^ ) An extra cess formerly

levied on the Ryots in Bengal, abolished by the British

Government (perhaps for irrigation (?) ).

BARI, BAREE, Mar. (*JlO) A hollow way, a passage

through hills. One infested by tigers, robbers, &c.

BAm, Karn. (S3~S6) An inclined plane sloping from the

edge of a well, down which the bullocks employed to

raise the water descend as they drag up the bucket A

time, a turn. See Bar.

BARI, BUREE, corruptly, BURREE, H. ((_/) Wedding

gifts carried in procession. The marriage procession, and

the day of its performance. See Bardt,

BARI, BAREE, H. (tAv) A caste of men employed to make

and bear torches. They also act as barbers, and, in the

Oudh service, have the character of good soldiers,

BARI, BUREE, H.
(t^J, probably from the P-^J, off) Re-

lease. Released, exempted, acquitted ; applied to a de-

fendant who is released by the plaintiff from the demand

against him.

BARIAR, H.
(.ju.j>) Strong; applied in the Purania district

to land, to denote fertile, rich, productive.
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BARIK, H. OiJ/J. corruption of Bdrish
(jij\j,

from S. g)

Rain.

J3arikpat.fi, H.
(,_5-Sj

) -^ statement shewing the quantity

of rain fallen.
__ y o

BARIKA, or BARIKE, Karn. (2TS60, J3T)6D) A village

officer who affixes the public seal to official papers. Any

one who applies a public seal or stamp.

BARI'KI VADU, Tel. (S^6 <J^^) A person employed

to watch the standing crops.

BARIKUDU, Tel. (O^e$jo) (
also BARIYA VADU, Tel.

(JJ
r>aoXro3-o&)

) and, less correctly, BARKI, per-

haps for BARIKI) The low-caste man who discharges the

lowest menial offices in a village, the sweeper, or

scavenger, employed also as a messenger, watchman,

&c.

BARIZ, H.
(jj^>)

A term in accounts. The half of the left-

hand page in which the balance is entered. Account of

the assessment of the land revenue on any estate, formerly

entered in the middle of the paper prepared by the Za-

mindar as an application for investiture in the Zamin-

dari. See Berij.

BAIUA, Beng. (?, perhaps for TSfl, abandoning, from S.
^"3f)

alsoBARjAi and BARJAT, corruptly, BARJOY,BARJAUT(?).

Forcing people to purchase goods at more than the

market price. Bdrjd'i is said also to mean a grant of

land rent-free by a Zamindar to one of his retainers,

and an enhancement of the rents of the other Ryots so as

to cover the loss arising from the grant. (Gladwin, Re-

venue Terms).

BARKA, BURKA, Thug. A leader of Thugs, one qualified to

organize as well as head a gang.

BARKALA, BCRKULU, H.
(.d^j) An inferior tribe of Raj-

puts found in Bulandshahar.

BARKANDAZ, BCRKUNDAZ, subject to most extraordinary cor-

ruptions, as, BURKENDOSS, BURKONDOSS, BuRGUNDASS,

&c., H. (P. Bark Jf^ , lightning, and anddz
j\

Jol , who

casts) A matchlock man, but commonly applied to a

native of Hindustan, armed with a sword and shield, who

acts as doorkeeper, watchman, guard, or escort.

BAR-, BUR-KUYAN, H. (^^j>) A well not lined with

brick (Oudh).

BAR-, BUR-KHVVAST, pron., KHAST, H. (from P. j>, up, and

^^uJji-, to will, or wish) A rising up. A breaking

up of a court of justice.

BARMHOTAR, more correctly, BHAHMOTTAR, q.v.,H.
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A grant of rent-free land to Brahmans for charitable or

religious purposes.

BARNAK-BRAHMAN, Beng. Os1%3tW) A Brahman who

performs ceremonies for the lower classes.
M

BARNAR-MATTI, H. (^jJU^Uy, ^Hf^) Coloured soil of

two kinds, one tinged with yellow, the other yellow and

white.

BARNI, BURNEE, H. (^jV) An advance made for culti-

vation or manufacture.

BARNIS, BARNEES, Mar. ('<*TU.*(\H, from Bar, and nis,

abbrev. of Pers. narvis .Hy , a writer) An officer under

the Maratha Government whose duty it was to write the

word Bar upon original documents, to intimate that they

had been entered in the public register.

Bdr-nisi, Mar. (rfaft, for P. ^yjy ) The making or re-

gistering of copies of public documents, and marking

upon them the word Bar.

BARO, H.
(j^j)

Name of a high jangal grass.

BARONKHA, H. (l^jj^j)
A kind of sugar-cane with long

thin joints.

BAROTHI, H. (^jj?)
A tribe of Ahirs in the Mynpuri

district.

BARRA, BURRA, H. 0^) A rope, especially one pulled on

the 14th of the light half of the month Kudr, by two

opposing villages. The party that breaks it, or drags it

out of the hands of the other is regarded as victor, and

retains the character for a year, when the contest is

repeated.

BARROH, BURROH, H.
(j^j) Uplands on the right bank of

the Jamna in the zilla of Etawa.

BARSAT, BUHSAT, corruptly, BURSAUT, H. (CLjL^, from

the S. W) Rains, the rainy season.

Barsdti, H. ( JL^) A disease in the heels of horses.

Relating to the rains or rainy season.

Barsdti fasl, H. (J-fli^L.^)
The rainy-season crop.

The various kinds of grain and pulse sown during the rains.

BART, H. (dJJ, ^trf) The rope attached to the bucket of

a well.

BART, BURT, H. (<-=^
S. ^fa) Maintenance, support,

means of livelihood.

BARTAN, BURTUN, H. (^j*) A vessel, a bason. InCuttack,

a salt-sloop.

BARTANIO, Guz. (H^.<rtal l^tl) A village watchman ;
a

police peon : a guard armed with sword and shield, or

with bow and arrows, never with fire-arms.

s
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BARTARAF, BUR-TURUF, H. (P. ji, off, and

part, or side) Set aside, dismissed, as a plaint ; also, sub.,

Discharge, dismissal (from office). It is adopted in other

dialects, as, Tel. BARTARAVU (&$&&<$).

Bar-tarafi, H. ( ^j^jC) Dismissal, discharge.

BARTUSH, BURTOOSH, H.
(^jSJjj)

Land sown with sugar-

cane after rice. (Rohilkhand.)

BAKU, Thug. A Thug who is considered by his tribe as a

respectable person.

BARUA, BUHOOA, less correctly, BARWA, H.
(^j>, I^HHI)

Sandy soil of inferior quality, a mixture of sand and clay,

the same as Bhud or Blu'ir.

BARUI, BURGEE, Thug. An omen from the cry of the jackal.

BAHULI, Mar. (?) A measure by which the grain was

measured in villages paying their revenue in kind.

Dakhin.

BARUNI, Thug. An old and venerable Thug female : (properly,

S., the wife of Varuna, the god of the waters).

BAHUNI, H. (<j.,b, S. <flt<!jl) A Hindu festival in honour

of Varuna on the 13th of the dark half of Cltait.

BARWAIK, H. (LLX)!,^) A class of hereditary Chaukidars,

or watchmen, introduced into the south-east extremity of

the forest tract under the Sewalik hills.

BARWAR, H.
(Jjjj, "KMlO A class of people in the north-

west employed in cleaning and selling rice. A tribe of

Rajputs in Gorakhpur and the adjacent zillas.

BARWATIYA, Hindi ("tWlfsm) An outlaw, a vagrant See

Bhdrrvatiya.

BAS, H. (j^b, S. *rra:) Scent, odour.

Bds-banya, H.- (Luj, a dealer) A dealer in fragrant

articles, a perfumer.

Bds-mati, H. ( Ji-**wlj) A fragrant kind of rice and of

millet.

BAS or VisA, H. (u*>(>, S. ?rra:) A house, a dwelling.

Bdsi or Vast, H. S. ( .y-V' ^raft) An inhabitant, a

dweller. A native ; as Braj bad or van, a native of Braj.

BAS, Bus, H.
fa$l^) Letting lands newly cleared of thicket

(Rangpur).

Basinia, Businia, less correctly, Basunia, H. faOyfHm)

The head-man of a village (Rangpur).

BASAIMPU, (?) Money advanced to a cultivator. (Ganjam).

BASAK, BASAKI, or BASKI, Mar. (TOoR, ?titi1) Tax or

toll for holding a stall in a market.

BASANT, BUSUNT, H. (ij^w*, S. gwft) The season of

spring, also (in Bengal), the small-pox.
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Basanti, H. (Ju*J, q*n?ft) Yellow, as the colour of

spring, applied especially to the yellow garment worn by

the Rajputs when about to sacrifice themselves in a hope-

less conflict.

Basant-pancliami, H. (Basant or Vasanta, and panchami,

the fifth, from the S. TT^pft) The vernal festival of the

Hindus on the fifth lunar day of Mdfjh; formerly ob-

served as the beginning of the spring.

BAsAT or BASAT, H. (\^uk , e>*> , from S. ^t, to dwell)

Inhabited, land occupied and cultivated.

BASAURI, H. (^^Lo, ^tU<<0) Ground-rent, rent paid

for the ground on which the huts of a village are erected

by such of the inhabitants as do not cultivate the village

lands.

BASAVA, Mar. (*J*Nl), BASAVADU or BASAVANNA, Tel.

(<3S&, W;S.<5^), Karn! (Ktt&S) The sacred

bull the vehicle of Siva ;
also a proper name, that of

the first teacher of the Lingayit sect.

BASAVI, Mar. (TOft), BASIVI, Tel. Karn. ()&>) A pros-

titute, but especially one who has been married or dedi-

cated to the deity Siva, and waits upon the idol. They are

also called Linga basavis, Garuda basavis, &c., accord-

ing to the deity to whose service they are dedicated.

BASGAT, H. (e^X*J, ^rrnr) Homestead. The site of a

village, the extent of which is to be deducted from the

lands paying revenue.

BASGIYA, Hindi (ll^lT'im) Crops being choked and de-

stroyed by weeds.

BASIAN, H. (^UwU) A branch of the Gaur-taga tribe, q. v.

BASIKAT, BUSEEKUT, H. (c^Cwj ,
from S. ^f , to dwell)

Inhabited, peopled.

BASINGA, Mar. (^rf^JTt or ^lfJ||) An ornament of gilded

paper, silk, or other material in the form of a diadem,

placed upon the heads of the bride and bridegroom on

the second day of the marriage ceremony : it is supposed

to counteract the effects of the evil eye.

BASIT, BUSEET, inaccurately, BURSEET, H. (e^ou*?,

The head-man of a village, the Mukaddam, or Patil.

BASTA, BUSTA, H. (<U*j , the past part, of the P. verb

to bind) A parcel, a bundle, a bale. A cloth in which

papers or other articles are wrapped up.

BASTI', BUSTEE, sometimes written BASATI, BUSUTEE, H.

(^jiwj, qtiril, from the S. tps, to dwell) A village, a

town, any inhabited place. In the South of India also,

a Jain temple.
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Site or foundation ofBASTU or VASTU, H. (yL-V>
s-

a house.

Bdstu-pujd, H. (S. *Jn, worship) Ceremony observed on

laying the foundation of a building
1

.

BASU, Beng. (^? ,
S. ^ff) An adjunct to names borne by

families of the Kdyath, or writer caste in Bengal, com-

monly pronounced Base.

BASUR or BASWARI, H.
(jy^.i <_;'yJ, from S. *r$l) A bam-

bu grove.

BAT, BUT, H. (do, from S. ^Z, to divide) A partition, a

division, a share.

Batdi, Butace, corruptly, Betay, Buttaee, Buttai, Buttei,

Buttaye, Bhutti/c, &c., H. (^jlL , njr|, also, ^) Di-

vision of the crop between the cultivator and the landlord,

or the Government in that capacity. The proportions vary :

in some poor lands the share of the landholder may not ex-

ceed a sixth
;
in the Konkan it is a half: the more usual pro-

portion was a third. Batdi-noasia was a divison which, in

the Benares district, assigned nine-sixteenths to the cultivator,

seven-sixteenths to the landlord. The portion in kind was

early commuted in Bengal for a money payment. Beng.

Reg. ii. 1795, defines Betay lands as those of the pro-

duce of which Government or the collector of its dues is

entitled to a certain proportion, the value of which, esti-

mated at the current market price, is paid in money by

the cultivator of the land." The proportion in kind is still

receivable in some parts of the south. The word is also

applied to a kind of joint interest in land, in which one

party pays the Government assessment, and the other fur-

nishes the labour : the seed and implements are provided

jointly, and the nett produce or profit is equally divided.

In Mar. Batdi means also difference of exchange. See

Batta.

Baldi-ddr, II. (P. j\3 , who has) A cultivator who shares

the crop with the proprietor.

Hisdb-i-Batdl, H. G_J!JUO-, an account) Accounts kept

by the village accountants, in which the partitioning

system prevails, of the particulars of the settlement be-

tween the village and the Government.

Batenth, H. (&AXUJ) Proprietor or holder of a share.

Batndrd, Butrcara, corruptly, Butrvarra, H. (Uyu,

M44KI, less correctly, Bdtndrd ]/\j&j ^TZMIll) A share,

a portion. Division of a crop in shares. The partition

of an estate by co-heirs (Act xx. 1836). Distribution of

the lands of a village in allotments as originally made or
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agreed upon. The allotment so held which the occu-

pant may let in subdivisions.

BAT, BUT, Beng. (T5) Fallow-land, in Eastern Bengal. In

common use, the Bar, or Indian fig, or banyan-tree.

BAT, H. (culj, TOT) A weight. A measure of weight

whether of stone or metal.

Bdt-chhdp, H. (L_>l^srlj) Stamping weights and measures.

The stamp upon them to warrant their accuracy.

Bdt-chhdpi, Bdt-chhdpdi, or Bdt-chhdpni : the first and

second vowels are also sometimes made short, as, Bat-

chhapi, But-chhupee, &c., the word is also grossly cor-

rupted, as, Baad-chhuppy, But-chhuppaee, But-chappa-

nee, &c., H. (jjl^srb) Stamping weights and measures. A
fee charged for applying the stamp.

Bat-hard or Bat-khard, But-kuru or But-khura, H.(*^ju,

j^^wu)
A stone used as a weight. A weight in general.

BAT, H. Beng. (<^>, Ttl) A road, a highway.

Bat orBdtpdr,K. (j^
or

jt>, ci;b, <*^\ Bdtpdra, Beng.

(Ttiytt^) A robber, a highwayman.

Bdt-pdrd or -pan, Beng. (TtTttSl, -"ft^) Robbery,

highway robbery. Gang-robbery or Dakaiti. A robber, a

thief ; also, in this sense, Bdtpdriya.

BATAN, Hindi (^IfR) Place of assemblage of cattle at

night in an open field. Puraniya.

BATAH, BUTUR, H. (yo ) Land in a state fit for the plough.

BATAWANi, Mar. ("MNTift, from H. lilL, to exhibit or ex-

plain) A rough account of a tradesman framed from the

day-book.

BATELA, Mar. tew<JT) A boat from 50 to 500 kandis

burden.

BATES, BUTES, H. (^r^, *^) A pa883?6' a pathway.

BATHAN, BUTHAN, H. (^,1^, *I3T^)
Pasture grounds.

BATHIA, H. (U^) Aheap of dried cow-dung (Rohilkhand).

BATHUA, H. (!^i)
A kind of weed which springs up

with the Rdbi crops and in the vicinity of water; also a

pot-herb (Chenopodium album).

BATI or BAHI, Beng. C^Ttlft, Tfft) A house, a dwelling.

BATI, Uriya (QlfcD A measure of land equal to 20 manas.

Bdti-tanki, Uriya (Q|S18) Land paying a quit-rent of

one rupee per Bati, equal to 20 manas or bighas.

BATIA, BUTEEA, H. (U!o) A passage, a pathway.

BATIN, H. (..J^) A tract f land in Et*wa between the

Jumna and the Ghar.

BATIN, H. (A. ,jkl>, lit-, interior, internal) Private, do-

mestic. In law, Property of a domestic nature. The con-
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cealed or internal meaning of a passage in a book of

law or religion.

BATKE, Beng. (<ii>c<P) A labourer in the salt-works. An

under-Malangi.

BATMI or BATNI, Mar. faTH>ft or ^lrfft) Intelligence, news.

B&tmi or Bdtni-dar, Mar.
(j<J, who has) An intelligen-

cer, a scout, a spy.

BATNAN-BAD BATNAN, BUTNUN-BAD BUTNUN, H. (likj

f
lib,' iXao) Generation after generation : a term inserted

in a grant to denote its descent in the direct male line :

at present it is understood to imply the right of perpetual

descent to heirs general without restriction.

BATOHI, BUTOHEE, H.
(^^ftyu)

A wayfarer, a traveller.

BATORAN or BATOLAN, BUTORUN, BUTOLUN, H. (^jjAJ,

^yb) Gathering or heaping grain in one place at the

time of harvest M

BATTA, BUTTA, H. (&Ju, 1$\), BATTA, Beng. (Tt^l), BATTA,

Mar. faff) Difference or rate of exchange. In revenue

matters it applies to the amount added to, or deducted from,

any payment according to the currency in which it is paid

as compared with a fixed standard coin. Discount on un-

current or short-weight rupees. A cess or charge im-

posed to make up for any probable deficiency in the value

of the coin. (It is often confounded, but incorrectly, with

Bhatta, q. v.).

Bdher-battd, Mar. (ll^i<t^l) Difference of value added,

in opposition to Antabattd (w\ A <4 {I ), difference of value

deducted, in exchanging various currencies.

Sdjdr-batta, Mar. Rate at which various coins are cur-

rent in the bazar with reference to a standard currency.

BATTA, Kara. (^JJ,,) Rice before it is deprived of the chaff,

Paddy, which is probably derived from this word. Corn

in general.

BATTA-VARTTI, Tarn. (LJI_!_6U
IJc|<^l) Property held in

severally, in contrast to that which is held in joint shares.

BATTEMU, more correctly, BHATYAMU, q. v., Tel.(Q gn
^J

)

Daily allowance of food or money for subsistence.

BATTENA-SETHI, Tarn. (?) An arbitrator among the right-

hand castes.

BATTNAUL-KAI, Tarn. (?) A tribe of weavers in the Madura

and Tinnivelly districts who have a peculiar slang dialect

BATTI, H.
(^^Jo)

A still for distilling spirits. A candle.

BATWAR or BATWAL, BUTWAR, BUTWAL, H.
(^lyb J'yo)

A custom or police-officer stationed on the road to collect

transit duties.
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BATWADE-PATRAK, (?) A tabular statement of pay due for

a given term to every person on the establishment of a

Kamavisddr or Mahalkarni, except the peons.

BATWON, Hindi (*frl<fltl) Finish, the preparation of land for

the reception of seed. Puraniya.

BAU, Bou, H.
(^J, TT7) The fee or perquisite of a Zamin-

dar when a daughter of one of his tenants is married.

BAU, Beng. (3) A wife. A son's wife.

BAU or BAY, BAVI, Mar. (*TR, *TT=ft) A large-mouthed well.

Bdiikhol, Mar. (*H=K<^3') A dry well, or one partly choked

with rubbish.

BAUCHHAH, H.
(jlfs-y)

Wind and driving rain.

BAUL, Mar. (*T3I^) Moist soil over rock favourable for

rice. Ground on the bank of a river, &c.

BAULI, more correctly, BHAULI, q. v., corruptly, BOWLEY,

H. (iJy> *?l<$1) Settlement direct with the Ryots; a

lilnix or Ryotwar assessment.

BAuNi, Beng.(3TFl) Hansel, the first money taken by a dealer.

BAUTI JAMI'N, Hindi (^ift JK)H) Lands held by the owner

of a village to give out to the Ryots for cultivation,

sharing the crop. Puraniya.

BAURI, Beng. (TfOTJT) A Hindu of a low caste, com-

monly, by avocation, a swine-herd.

BAVA, Karn. (23~3S) The son of a mother's brother, or

of a father's sister if older than one's self; also a man's

brother-in-law if he is the elder, and a woman's brother-

in-law if older than her husband.

Bavamaiduna, Karn. (O~9O^3j^OO.-\5) A man's brother-

in-law.

BAWAG, BAWUG, H.
(liJjl?)

Seed-time (Benares).

BAWARI, H. d.Sjfc) A robber by profession, one belonging to

a numerous tribe dispersed through India, and known in

different places by different appellations, but called by

themselves BAWARI. They are all Hindus, and use a pe-

culiar dialect, which is said to be spoken in some parts

of Guzerat.

BAWERA, H.
(x/.y) Sowing seed. See BOARA.

BAYA, BYA, H. (Lw) A person appointed in bazars to

measure grain.

Baydi, Byaee, H. (,_^Uj) The weighman's fee or perquisites.

BAYALU, Karn. (SOO&UJ) A field, a plain, an open space.

BAYANA, Beng. (TfrRl) Earnest-money, money given to

bind a bargain.

BAYANAKKA, Beng. (TJTRtfl, from P.
^Iju, relation,

and
jsjj,

event) A report or recital of particulars.
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BAYAT, BYAT, H. A. (?) Inauguration. The ceremony of

admitting a person as a disciple.

BAZ, vernacularly, BAJ, H.
(P-J->, ^Tf) Again, back.

Bdz-dmad, H. (P. j\>, again, and 4X0! , what comes) Re-

turned, reported, resumed.

Bdz-dmad ahkdm, H. A (*&) , orders) Return to the

orders of the Court by the head criminal officer or

Nazar.

Bdz-ddri, H. (P. ^^t having) Relinquishment of a

claim of action, or withdrawal of a suit.

Bdz-yiri, H. (P. j\>, again, and girl, from
^.^_f,

to take)

Taking back, resuming ; resumption of alienated revenue

on lands.

Bdz-ndma, also Bdz-i-ndma, H. P.
(ifcobjU)

A deed of

relinquishment ; one abandoning or renouncing a claim,

whether valid or not.

Bdz-ydft, H., &c., sometimes dialectically modified, as in

Uriya, Bdjidft ; or Bdj-ydfta, (from the
P.j\j, again, and

^yisb,
to find, to obtain) Resuming, recovering; espe-

cially resumption, either wholly or in part, of alienated

lands, and again subjecting them to a revenue assessment

Money refunded when in excess of the authorised col-

lection. Any escheat or lapsed property falling to the

Government.

Bdz ydfti, H. (P. ^Jj^,, a finding) The article recovered

or resumed ; a grant of revenue, or a land-free tenure

resumed.

BAZAR, H. (P. j\JS)
in the dialects which have not a s,

BAJAH, Hindi and Mar. (^TWTT:), Ben. (TfSftS), Tel.

(5~
D
33~~

15

OJ)) &c. A market, a daily market. A market-

place. As opposed to a Bdzdr, a Ildt is held only on

certain days ; a Ganj is where grain and the necessaries

of life are principally sold, and generally wholesale.

Bazars and Hats are sometimes included in Ganjes.

Bdzdr-batla, II. The market rate of exchange for dif-

ferent coins.

Bdzdr- or Bdjdr-baithak, blunderingly, Bazar-heeticlt, II.

(CJ^JUo , tjjofc, a place of sitting) A fee or tax for setting

up a shop or stall, or for trading at a Bazar.

Bdjdr-chalan, Mar. (4MI4X<#|) Current in the market, as

coin.

Bdzdr-kharch, H. (P. >=-) Expenses incurred for mar-

ket purchases ; daily or domestic disbursements.

Bdzdr-nirakh, H. (P.
.j> .]j\j)

Mar. (TWKffH^f) Mar-

ket rate of prices. Price-current.
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Bdzdr or Bajdr-phasyi, Kara. (& dSTotf&rO'h) fax

or toll on articles brought to market.

Bdjdrwdrd, Mar. (TT5Tn3T3T) Market-place.

BAZAAT, H. A. Agency, commission. See Bizd&t.

BA/I, H. (A. t.$Ao) Some, several, miscellaneous. (In the

Hindu dialects it always becomes Bdji or Bdje,

Bazi- or Bdji-bdb, H. (A. i-^b) Various or miscellaneous

items. Head of a revenue account, comprehending various

petty taxes and cesses. Also Bdzi-bdbat and Bdzi-dafa.

Bdzl- or Bdji-jama, H. (A. *- ) Miscellaneous revenue.

Aggregate of revenue derived from other sources than the

Mai and Sair or land revenue and customs and excise ;

as from fines for petty offences, fees, cesses, &c., most

of which are now abolished.

Bdzi- or Bdji-kharch, H. (A. -/-) Bdje-Ttharch, Mar.,

Bdja-MiarcliU, Tel., also corruptly, Bdzi-curtch or kurch,

Miscellaneous expenses. An item in revenue accounts for

sundry charges not included in the fixed regular dis-

bursement. A deduction in revenue accounts formerly

allowed to Zamindars to cover their claims to compen-

sation for expenses incurred in the collection of the re-

venue, the repair of roads and bridges, including some-

thing additional by way of remuneration for their public-

services.

Bdzi-zamin or zumeen, H. (P.
(
.JJ^j, land) Miscellaneous

lands : applied especially to La-kharaj lands, or lands

exempted from assessment, and paying no revenue, or a

light quit-rent only, to the Government, held under different

tenures : according to some authorities, not inclusive of

Chakaran lands, or those held in lieu of pay for public

services.

Bdzi-zamin daftar, H. P.
(fiJ ) Before the permanent

settlement, an office in Bengal for the investigation

and registry of miscellaneous rent-free tenures.

BAZIQAR, H., or, in some dialects, BAJIGAR, BAJEEOUII, (from

P. j'j, sport, play) A juggler, a tumbler; a low caste,

living by sleight of hand and bodily tricks.

BAZIK, A. (v^Jju) A kind of spirituous liquor made from

grapes boiled down to about a third, whether before or

after fermentation, prohibited by Mohammedan law.

BAZzAz, H.
(A.jljj)

A cloth merchant, a draper.

Bizti, H.
(jjlj)

A document bearing the seal or signature

of a competent officer of the Mogul government authen-

ticating a royal grant. ,
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Bdzu-i-farmdn, H. A document giving effect to a royal

grant.

BE, H. (P.
(
^j) A particle prefixed to words to imply ab-

sence or privation ; as Be-bdli, H. P. Without arrears,

paid up in full.

Be-chhapar, Ben. (c^i'fsO Without a roof. Applied to

the site of a village on which no huts longer remain,

having been abandoned by the inhabitants.

Be-chirdgh.H.(P. u>;mA ?]/>-,
a lamp; without a light)

Ruined, deserted, desolate (as a village).

Be-ddkhil, H. (from (J&-J , entering) Dismissed, set aside,

not admitted
; also, ejected, dispossessed (of land).

Be-ddkhili, H. ( Jii-L), entering) Ejection, dispossession.

Be-ddwd, H. (from the A. Jjj^O,
a plaint) Relinquish-

ment of a claim or suit.

Be-dawd-patra, H. A. S. An acquittance, a release, a paper

acknowledging the abandonment of a suit.

Be-jd, H. (P. l- , a place) Improper, out of place, unsea-

sonable.

Be-jd-kurki, H.
(^J>ji>,

distraint) Illegal distraint, a suit

for replevin.

Be-kdr, H.
(P.^ , business) Unemployed, without work.

Bekdri, H. (P. i^w) An unemployed labourer. Incorrectly

confounded with Begdri, q. v.

Be-kasur or Be-tahxir, H. (Ay^3,^.uaJ) Without blame,

innocent, acquitted.

Be-ndmi, H. P. (from .li, a name) Nameless, fictitious,

fraudulent; as a purchase under a false name, or land

held in another name than that of the real proprietor.

Bc-mdris, H. (A. CL^Ij,
an heir) Bernards*, Mar. (^TCfft)

Without heirs ; lands, property, &c.

Bendris-mdl, H. A. Property that escheats to the Govern-

ment in default of heirs.

(There are many other such compounds, as they may be

formed at pleasure.)

BEB, H. (<*_^jj) A grass from which a twine is made ; also

called BABAR.

BEBARTTA, BEBURTTU, Uriya. Head officer of a tributary
Tl ' ' '

Raja.

BEDA or BERA, Hindi (^T) Ben. (C^S from S. ^f) A
fence or hedge, an inclosure.

BEDI or BERI, Ben. (<^t) A fetter.

BEDA, BEDANU, plur. Bedani, whence commonly Beder or

Vedar, Kara. (><?&, >&&, >?&&>) The name

of a caste, or of members of it, 'who are considered as
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outcastes, or Chandalas, and live by the chase ; hunters,

fowlers: they are considered in Mysore as coming origi-

nally from Telingana.

Bedara-halli, Kara. (&S8&>m A viuage of Be'dars,

or outcastes, living as hunters and fowlers.

BEDDALU, Karn. (Qg^J) Tax upon the straw of the dry

grain, the whole of which is taken by the Ryots.

BEDDA-SISTU, Tel. (~^&^i) The summer crop.

BEDIGA, Tel. (13QX) Qu it rent.

BEoin, BEGARI, also BIQAR, BIGARI, corruptly, BEEQAH,

BEEOARAH, BAGARAH, II.
(J\A>, ^j&->, from P. <_,

and
^li,

for ^& ,
who works, S. WTf.) A forced labourer,

one pressed to carry burthens for individuals or the

public. Under the old system, when pressed for public

service, no pay was given. The Begdri, though still

liable to be pressed for public objects, now receives pay.

Forced labour for private service is prohibited.

Beydri, II. Ben. (^LCw, STfft) The act of pressing

labourers or servants. In Mar., Bujdr or Begdr (f^TTC ,

is the forced labour, Bigdri or Begdri (f<HJ|lO,

the labourer. In Karnata, Beydri (>? A <38) is

the performance of the lowest village offices without pay,

but requited by fees in grain, or rent-free land.

BEHARA, Ben. (44^td'l, S. HIT;: ) A domestic servant,
'

a

bearer,' a palanquin-bearer.

BEHDA, pronounceable BKHRA, also BEHARA and BEHERA,

incorrectly BAHERA, Mar. (%?^T, %?^T) A document

under the Mahratta Government, shewing the amount of

all the fixed receipts and disbursements of the state, all

establishments, grants, and endowments, and all particular

transactions during the past year. It formed the basis of

the collections of the ensuing year. A budget. A statement

of ways and means.

BEHJAH, (?) Cultivation of barley and grain mixed.

Doab.

BEHNAUR or BEHAN, H. (jfr, jirt^) Nursery for rice

plants. (Eastern Oudh.)

BEHRA, H. (K^Jo) Grass kept for pasturage.

BEHRI, BEHREE, incorrectly, BHERI, BHEREE, BEHRY, BIHRI,

H. d_5>v#' P-

lrv^'
a snare'

a quota) A proportionate rate

or subscription : assessment on a share : instalments paid

by under-tenants to the landlord : distribution of an ag-

gregate sum among a number of individuals, or a monthly

collection from them according to circumstances. A sub-

division of a Pattiddri or Bhayachdri estate, being an
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unequal fractional part of a Thok ; that is, a Thdk of

three Biswas may be divided into three Behris
; one

3 1

containing two Biswas, one~jths, and one ^th of a Biswa.

The share or interest of one of the coparceners in such

estate. Beng. Reg. vii. 1822, s. 12.

Behri-bandi, corruptly, Bhery-bundy, Bery-bundy, or

Behry-bundy, H. (^ M
t^rV^H ) One f 4^e items for-

merly allowed in the revenue accounts as abatements of

the collection. An allowance for keeping causeways and

embankments in repair, also for digging and repairing

wells and other public works, the charge of which was

borne in common by the Zamindars of a district, in pro-

portion to their estates.

Behri-bardr, H.
(i]^,

tax) Collection on shares of the

revenue in kind.

Behri-ddr, corruptly, Beyrydar, H. (P. .lii, who has)

The holder of a share in the lands of a village. One

bearing his quota in the assessment and charges.

BEJHARA, BEJHUHA, H. (^ste) A mixed cropi generally

of rice and barley.

BEJOT, H. (P. j^, without, and II.
<^->y^-, tillage) Unfilled,

as land : applied also to a Ryot who has ceased to cul-

tivate, and has thrown up his land.

Bejot-jama, H. (A. **?) ^ statement in the public ac-

count of the revenue leviable on the land left untilled.

Bejot-zamtn, H. (A. ,jJ^j ) Land abandoned or untilled,

as registered in the village accounts.

BEJWAR or BI'JWAH, H.
(j\js\>,

from Bij, *>, seed) Per-

quisite of the lower classes, consisting of a portion

of the seed-corn brought away daily from the fields.

(Rohilkhand.)

BEL or Bit, H. (P. (Jjj) A sort of spade or hoe, a pick-axe.

Belcha, or Belchak, or Belak, Belchu, Belchuk, Bduk,

(CAlw, As^H, CJ^H) A small spade or hoe.

Belddr, or Bilddr, H. (^jjjj) A digger, a delver, one

who works with a Bui, a pick-axe, or a spade ; a pioneer,

a sapper, a miner.

JEL, H. ( J^AJ, S. first) A creeping plant, a sort ofjasmine.

A fruit-tree (^Ef/le marmelos). A spot on which the re-

ceiving-pans of a sugar-factory are placed. A line marked

out on a road, or in a garden, to shew the direction of

any proposed work.

Bel-bhanddr, corruptly, Belbundar, Mar. ( ^HllilO The

leaves of the Bel tree and turmeric placed upon an idol.

A form of oath. Taking such leaves from off the idol,
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and swearing by them. An agreement or promise satisfied

by this oath.

BELA, also BEHLA, H. (P. Bila, ILu, JJ^ju)
Mar. BELE.V,

(%^j) Money, or a bag of money, carried by a person of

rank and wealth as he travels, for the purpose of dis-

tributing or throwing among the poor.

Beld-barddr, H.
(P.^lt^j)

An officer who distributes or

scatters money among the poor on the part of a superior, a

purse-bearer, an almoner.

Beld-kharch, H. Expenditure of a man of rank or wealth

in almsgiving.

BELASU, BELAVI, BELE, &c., Earn.
G) Q

and other deriv. from &y, to grow) Growing corn, a

standing crop.

Belasdda-hola, Karn. (iS>$?3c>-vse>) A field of grown

corn.

BELBUTA, H. (iXj^d-kj) A bush.

c>p_9

BELE, Karn. (^^y) One-eighth of a rupee; also split

pulse.

BELHA, or BEYLHA, Thug. The person who selects the

spot where the murder is to be committed.

Belhai, Thug. Selection of the spot where travellers are

to be strangled.

BELKI. BELKEE, H. ( , i.w) A cattle-breeder, a grazier.
3

BELLA, Karn. (O^) A coarse kind of sugar, commonly

called Jagari.

Bella-dale, Karn. (^g*33^) A sugar-mill or press,

sugar-baking.

Bella-daydna, Karn. (Ogo A dC3) A coarse sugar-

mill.

BELWA, Karn. (OO^) A man whose business it is to gather

the juice of the Tal tree, speaking Malayalim, though

settled in Mysore.

BELWAL, Mar. (?) High land.

BENAP, Hindi (^TR, from P. t_j, without, and S. Km,

measuring, corruptly changing m to n) Unmeasured,

unsurveyed.

Benup-ka-pattd, Hindi (ihnTRT X
J5T) A lease in which

it is agreed between the renter and the cultivator that the

original measurement and average rates shall remain

unaltered as long as the cultivator pays the stipulated

rent.

BENAUDH!, H.
(lii^A.u)

A name commonly given to the

country between Allahabad and the further side of the

Sarju river, also called Benawat.
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BENDE, Karn. ()O<S) A kind of hemp made from the

fibres of the Hibiscus esculentus.

BENGAT, BENGUT, H. (ou^, ^TH) Seed : especially

when lent for sowing to an indigent Ryot, who is to

repay the same at harvest, with such addition as may be

agreed upon. Benares.

BENT, H. c^Ju?, ~^Z) The handle of a hoe, axe, or si-

milar implement. Pronounced BIT in Rohilkhand, and

BINTA in Dehli.

BENTAGAM, Tarn, (possibly an error for Bandayam, q. v.)

Mortgaged plough-land. (Travancore.)

BEOHAR, H., &c.
(jlayj, Jj'riVR, S. <<<^lO BEHARA,

Karn (X6oc'O) Business, calling, trade, traffic, money-

lending. A loan.
'

In law,' legal proceedings. At Jabalpur,

a Kdnungo.

Beohard, Beohdrd, Beohdriyd, and less correctly, Bahord,

!,) Behari, Karn. (>feoo>8) A

trader, a man of business, a merchant, a money-lender,

a creditor. A litigant, one who engages, or may engage,

in legal proceedings.

BKI>AR, II.
(jtggf, *fMH, S. &HIHK:) Trade, traffic.

Bepdr't, H., Ben., Mar., also pronounced Baipdri or

Byopdri, and written Bayparee, Beopdrec, &c. ( i^ljJo ,

(ffliyj, ^"ItSt, WHJH, 'fVH^, S. *HIMKl) A trader, a

dealer, a shopkeeper, a travelling trader or pedlar. A

merchant, a grain merchant.

BER, Mar. (^O Second or transverse ploughing of a field.

BEHA, Karn. (XO) Trade, merchandise.

BERA, H. O^Jj) A raft, a float, especially one on which a

sort of paper and tinsel boat, with the face of a female

and crest and breast of a peacock at the prow, is set afloat

by the Mohammadans on the rivers of Bengal, with

lights and music, in honour of Khaja Khizr, on the

evenings of the Thursdays, especially of the last Thursday,

of Bhddon (Aug. Sept.). Opulent persons amuse them-

selves with being rowed up and down the river during

part of the night in illuminated boats, having musicians

and singers on board. The Berd is usually presented

in consequence of a vow made during the previous year,

in acknowledgment of some benefit, as the birth of a child,

supposed to have been obtained through the intercession

of the saint.

BERAD, Mar. (^t3) A low tribe in the South Maratha country,
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inhabiting the hills and thickets, and subsisting by the

chase, and by plunder. They are sometimes employed in

police duties, and in garrisoning forts, and are also

called Mdmosi.

BERAGADU, Tel. (~3&"A~&o) A purchaser.

BEHAJEE-KA PATrA, Hindi, (%TTft frt 1l) A lease of cer-

tain rates to be paid by the Ryot for ploughing the soil,

levied upon the crop raised by actual measurement. The

amount paid is never to be less than that of the preceding

year, and increases with additional cultivation, according

to the usual rates (Puraniya). (The word is of doubtful

origin, and may be a corruption ofBcnj, q. v. ; or of

the P. be, without, and rdzi, assent.)

BERAMU, Tel, (^3&&X>) Traffic, trade, a bargain.

BERAR, H. (jU") In Baitul and the Dakhin the same as

the Kdnunrjo of Hindustan, the village registrar and

accountant.

BERHA, H.
(1&J#,

S. ^Ej) A paling, an inclosure. BERII-

NA, (lift^Jo,
from the same S. root, ^P, to surround)

means also to drive off cattle by force, to foray.

BERI, BEREE, H. d.j?J^, ^ft from S. ^, to surround)

BiRi, or BERI, Mar. (fWt, $ft) Iron fetters, or a chain

for man or animals. A sort of basket with two ropes, by

which water is thrown up from a pond or well to a

higher elevation, when it irrigates a garden or field.

BERI, Tel. (~&5Q) The name of a caste in the south of

India, following trade, and claiming to belong to the

original Vaisya caste. They also call themselves Chitti,

or, more correctly, Sheti, from the S. SreshtM, a mer-

chant ; but, as belonging to the left-hand castes, they are

distinct from the Komatis or Chittis of the right-hand

division.

BERfj, also written BARIJ, and BERIZ, or BARIZ, Mar.

(fc!Nl) BKHIJU, Tel. (^^ ) Karn. (O^&^) all

from the P. j>,
an account) The total sum or

aggregate of an account. The total amount of a revenue

assessment, the same as Jama ; the total assessment of a

district. The items of the assessment on a Zaminddri,

usually inserted, in former times, in the middle of the

o-rant, and thence identified with that part of the document
D

in which the entry was made, or 'the middle
'

of the

paper; also the nett revenue assessment, after allowing

for village and other fixed charges. In Karnata the

original Bidnur assessment was termed the Sliist; the
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additions made by Hyder and Tipu, the ShdmiL The

two together constituted the Karim (? Kadim) Berij,

or old or original assessment. The assessment of 1819-20

is termed the Tarao Berij ; the Sdsrvata (S. perpetual)

Berij is the permanent settlement. The term is more

usually employed in the south than in the north of India

to express the sense of a settlement of the Revenue.

In Hindustan it more commonly referred to the entry of

the Jama in the Zamindari grant.

BESAYA, more correctly, VYAVASAYA, Karn.

from S. ajqum) Cultivation, agriculture, farming.

Besdyadava, Karn. (&;33o&&3) A farmer, a culti-

vator.

Besdyaddbhumi, Karn. (Q?i
;3c>oIx>Q$xr~

D
Sj) Land under

tillage.

BESHI, H. (P. .j^Jj) Increase, surplus. Increased assess-

ment, either on the general account, or any particular item

of the revenue ;
as corrupted, Beeshy and Beeshy-

mamooli occur to express the additional duty formerly

levied on the cultivator of opium.

Beshi-jamd, H. (A. **) Increase of revenue or assess-

ment upon that of the preceding year.

Beshi-zamin, H. (A.
l̂ j ) Increase in the lands cultivated,

|

either by addition, or by more accurate measurement.

Separate columns are kept for this and the preceding in

the books of the village.

BESTA, Tel. Karn. (~S~i) The name of the caste of fisher-

men in the Madras and Mysore provinces, to which the

palankeen-bearers usually belong.

Bestarava, Bestaru, Karn. (>5i * plur. 23jO,b) ^he

name of a caste in Mysore, comprising fishermen, lime-

burners, and palankeen-bearers. (Probably the sume as

the preceding Telugu word.)

BETA, H. &c. (Uw) A son, BETI
(^jJLw)

A daughter.

BE-TAN-MAL, H. (P. jj, without,
(Ji, tan, a body or person,

and tndl, JU, property) An escheat, property devolving

to the State in default of legal claimants. (This has

evidently been confounded with Bait ul-mdl, q. v., which

has thence been incorrectly interpreted an escheat

BET- or BETRA-BANDI, H. (i^^oj, ^Joo^JLu, from S. vetra,

%^, a cane or willow) APargana or Zamindari charge for-

merly allowed to be set off from the assessment as being in-

curred for mats or wicker work in which goods or treasure

were packed for transmission to the Subaddr of the

province, or to the court of Dehli. (Misprinted in the
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fifth Report, and so copied into the Glossary, Bedrh-

cundy.)

BETH, H. (<&#) Sandy, unproductive soil. (Rohilkhand.)

BETHIA, Uriya(GQO2)|) An impressed labourer, a Began.

BETTA, or BETT, Karn. (^) High land, a hill, a

mountain. The third and worst kind of land for rice,

situated on high ground, and imperfectly irrigated, yield-

ing but one crop a-year ; also called BORU-BETT.

BEWARA, Mar. ('NH.O Discharge of business, settlement

of a debt, &c. See Beohdr.

BnABAR, BHABUR, H. (j-^>)
The forest under the Sewalik

hills. The name of a light black soil in the neighbour-

hood of Baitul.

BHABHUT, H. (cu^Juj, S.
fojfTf)

The ashes of burnt cow-

dung, with which mendicants, of the Saiva orders chiefly,

besmear their bodies.

BnAcHA, also BHACHHU, Mar. (>TT^T, Hl^fc') A nephevr :

BHACHI, (Xl^l) A niece : the son or daughter of a man's

sister, of a woman's brother or sister, or of a husband's

sister.

Bkdchejd^nidi, Mar. (HH*fi<4l$) The husband of such a

Bhdchesun, Mar. (Ml3O The wife of such a nephew.

BHADA, BHUDA, H. Ojy.) A kind of grass growing in a

poor soil to the height of little more than a foot, making

excellent fodder.

BHADAHAR, BHUDAHUR, H.
(^alj^j, ri5O Cutting grain

when it is only half ripe.

BHADAI, BHUDUYEE, H. (^J^, H^) The produce of the

month Bhadon ; the grain, &c., gathered in that month

Aug. Sept.

BHADARIA, BHUDUREEA, H. (\)j&y, HSi.Vni) A tribe of

mendicants of Brahmanical descent, professors of astrology.

(Probably from Bhadra, S., auspiciousness.)

BHADAURIA,BHADOURIA, corruptly,BHUDOREA, H. (L^jiXw,

>*fhfNn) A branch of the Chauhan Rajputs, residing

chiefly in the provinces of Agra and Etawa, and in other

places along the Jumna, whence the tract is termed

Bhadawar. The Raja of the district pretends to be de-

scended from an ancient family, the members of which

enjoyed high consideration at the court of Delhi from

the reign of Akbar, and his pretensions are admitted by

the surrounding Rajas, who yield him precedence, and

accept from him the Tilaka or frontal mark on their

accession.

u
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BHADBHADANA, BHUDBHUDANA, H.

Cutting grain when half ripe. Stealing fruit from a tree.

BHADE, Mar. (mt) BHADA, or BHARA, Ben. Oafal)

BHATAK, Karn. ( ^> oUo) Hire, rent, price, recompence.

Bhddatahiya, Ben. (>a|
<Fl<<!) A renter, a tenant.

Bhddekari, Mar. (ms*tf) One who lets out any thing

for rent or hire, one who works for hire, a hireling.

BHADON, corruptly, BAUDOOU, H. (^ySdg, HT^t', S.

The fifth month of the luni-solar year (Aug. Sept.).

Bhadommi, or Bhddui, corruptly, Bhddovey, Hindi,

vn?"^) Bhddavi, Mar. (m^) Relating to the month

Bhadon, or the harvest gathered in Aug. Sept. : autumnal.
O

BHADRA, S., &c. (>TT5) The fifth month of the luni-solar

year (Aug. Sept.)

BHADRABAT;, Ben. (StJfOT) A younger -brother's wife.

BHAO, BHAGAM, corruptly, BAUG, BAUGAUM, BAUGOM,

H., but in most other dialects also, (i^Jly, S. JTPl) A

share, a part, a portion, a share in kind : tax, duty, the

share of the Government. Share or portion of inheritance.

In Hindu law, partition may be regulated amongst the

sons according to the number of their mothers, or the

wives of the deceased, which is termed Patni bhdga ;

but this is allowable only where the usage has been long

established as the custom of the family. The more regular

distribution is according to the number of sons (putra),

thence denominated Putra-bhaga. See Vibhdga.

Bhdg-batdi corruptly, Bhugwuttee, H. (u5^ wl/lg.

MNH<JI^) Apportionment of shares of the crop in kind

between the cultivator and the Government

Bhdg-batti (?) Bhdgavati, (from S. Blidga, share, and

the possessive particle vati, belonging to, or possessed

of). In Guzerat, division of the crop in kind, the

Government taking one-half of the crop in the rainy

season, and from one-third to one-fifth of that in the dry

season, if the land be irrigated; (probably an error for

the preceding).

Bhdgddr, corruptly, Baugdar, H.
(^'liil^J, MI'l^lO

Bhdgiddr, Guz. (<Hl3[l^ 13.) A sharer, a partner ;

also, in Cuttack, an accomplice.

Bhdgddri, H. d_f;'^l#, WltJKl) Holding a share; the

same as Pattiddri, in the Dakhin.

Bhdgi, H. (wrft) A sharer, a partner; also, a share, a

portion.

Bhdgi-ddr, Mar. (iTPT^Tt) A sharer, a partner. It also

occurs Bhdgil and Bhdgeli.
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Bhdg-jot, Ben. (^''If^'fl*) Cultivation by the Ryot on

the terms of sharing the crop with the Zamindar.

Bhdg-hhamdr, Ben. OslftNtsI) The transfer of land,

held on the condition last named, from one Ryot to

another Ryot, the latter engaging to give to the former a

half share of the produce.

Bhdgwdr, H. (j\\aJ, HT'KlO Held upon a joint or

sharing tenure (land, &c.)

BHAGAT, H. ( Ui~ , corruption of Bhakt) A. religious

mendicant, a worshipper of Vishnu.

BHAGNAR, H. (y^l#, H1JRT:) A name given to the rich

alluvial lands under the banks of the Jumna.

BiiAGTA, H. (U#) A tribe of Ahirs.

BHAI', BIIAEE, also BHAIYA, less correctly, BHAYA and

BIIYE, H., &c. (^l^, U#, mt, $*n, S. mf) Ben.

01t>) A brother, a natural brother ; also, a friend and

companion ; metaphorically, a brother. It is especially

applied also to individuals connected by community of

origin and joint interest in a common ancestral property,

proprietors of shares, either actually or conventionally,

in the same village lands. (The derivatives and compounds

may follow either form of the primitive, but those which

take the second form, Bliaiyd or B/taya, are most frequent.

Bhdi-ans, Bhaiydns, H.
(^j*>\ uS^i ^it^I, from ^1, a

share) The share or portion of a brother or a co-parcener.

Bhaiyanx(-b'i<jhu, II. (^Ni^Wtn) An arbitrary measure

of land, used by the brotherhood of a co-parcenary village,

for apportioning the revenue upon the lands they cultivate.

It is larger than that in common use upon which the

revenue is assessed at so much per Bigha.

Bhdi-band, Bhaee-bund, H. (Ai; i^lfl)
A brother, one

by lineal affinity, or one by community of origin and

interest, or only by friendship and association.

Bhdi-bandi, H. (^^ t_?W. Hl^l) Brotherhood, fra-

ternity, actual or incidental.

Bhdi-lat, Bkaeebut, or Bhdimad, Bhaeervud, or Bhybut,

Bhyrcud, H. (c^oA#, HI^M, from bat or mad affix

implying like to) As a brother or co-parcener, brother or

partner-like (acting, engaging, sharing, &c.)

Bhdibau, Ben. (^5t?>CT) A brother's wife.

Bhaiyd-bdnt, H. ( H*lTOfc) Held in common, as a village.

See the next.

Bhaiydchdrd, or Bhaiydchdri, less correctly, Bhayachdra,

&c., H. (};U-U#, i_^U-U#, H*TTtTO, ^JrreTrt, either

from the S. chara, ^t, going, or dchdra, institute, fra-
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ternal establishment) Lands, or villages, or certain rights

and privileges held in common property, either entirely or in

part, as in the perfect, or imperfect Pattld&ri tenure by a

number of families forming abrotherhood, originally perhaps

descended from a common ancestor, but now not always con-

nected by sameness ofdescent. Their several claims and lia-

bilities are sometimes regulated by established custom, but

they sometimes rest upon ancestral rights, the nature and

extent of which are not always easy of determination and ad-

justment, and require careful investigation. In all such

fraternities the Government revenue is most usually

paid through one of the number representing the whole.

Any one of the co-parceners may let or mortgage his

share to a non-proprietor ;
in some places, subject to the

concurrence of the rest of the fraternity. In such case,

the original shareholder may retain his privileges of ad-

ministering and voting, in regard to the interests of the

community, as well as his share in the manorial rights

of the whole to waste lands, water-courses and reservoirs,

ground-rents on land let to strangers, taxes on trades,

fees on occasional fairs, and a variety of other emolu-

ments which are shared in common.

Bhdi-hixxi, H. (from the P. <Las>~, a part) The shares of

a brotherhood.

Bhdijhi, Ben. (Vt^Vl) A brother's daughter.

Bkdi- or Bhaiyd-jamd, H. (>TI^- HTTTSTTT) A fee paid to

the head or heads of the village on settling the assess-

ment of the revenue.

Bhdi, or Bhaiyd-pansi, H. (,*> i_?W> *T$- *HnWt)

The shares of a co-parcenary or brotherhood.

Bhai-dmitnju, H., &c. (from the S. m^finrt^n)
A Hindu

festival. See Bhrdtri-dmitiyd.

Bhdi-phot, Ben. (1^4<pii) Marking the foreheads of

brothers with sandal, on the preceding festival.

Bhdi-pud, Uriya, (S^IQGjep Lit., A brother's son, applied to

a relation holding lands in a village on easier terms than

others not related to the Zamindar, on paying a pro-

portion of the revenue and village charges.

BHAIMI, S. (bft, from Bhima, vffa) The eleventh of

Magha, on which day offerings are presented to the manes,

in honour of Bhima.

BHAIS, Thug. One of the seven original clans.

BHAITA, Hin. (hn) A stunted crop.

BHAJANAPPURA, Mai. (aS3OOa_lit>) The palace of the Elia
o

Raja of Travancore. A private residence in a temple.
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BHAJAWAL, Mar. (HI *l !'<!($') Burning the weeds off the

ground before sowing the seed. Ground so burned.

BHAJIDAST, Mar. (from >TT*ft, vegetables, and P. dost,

C^v*it>, the hand) A tax levied in kind, either by the

Government or the village officers, on fruit and vegetables

brought to market

BnAKAH, Mar. (HTcirO A plain cake of bread ; most

usually applied to bread made from inferior grains, as

holcus, millet, &c.

BHAKSI, H. ( ^u^^> , *fWlft) A dungeon, a chamber in

which revenue defaulters in native states are confined.

BHAKSHYA, S. (TCJi:) Eatable, what may be legally eaten;

in opposition to Abhakshya, what is not to be eaten,

what is prohibited.

BHAKT, BHUKT, also read BHAKAT, BHAKTA, and BHAGAT,

H. (ei~#, S. bhakta, H^;:) A follower, a worshipper,

one devoted to, as to a divinity, as Siva-bhaht, a follower

of Siva
; Vishnu-bhakt, an adorer of Vishnu.

Bhdkta, S. (deriv. of VT3K) A follower, a dependant, a

pensioner, a religious sect or school, as those of Saivas,

or of Vaishnavas. The right-hand worshippers of Sakti

are also called Bhdktas.

Bkakti,S. (^K) Faith, devotion, service, hire of labour.

BHAL, H. (*TR$) A tribe of Rajputs, proprietors of lands

in the districts of Bulandshahar and Aligarh.

Bhdlxultdn, H. ( uULfl!lyj)
A clan of Rajputs, same as

the Bhal, but freer from intermixture.

BeALAWAN, BHULAWUN, Mar. (H<$H<D) A letter of credit,

one of introduction or recommendation.

BniLE, or BHALU, Thug. The cry of the jackall an un-

lucky omen.

BH!MATYA, or BHAiNWATYA, Mar. (TT*35p, ^fa^Sp) A sly

thief, a pickpocket, a shoplifter, &c.

BH!ND, commonly pronounced Bhdnr, H. (JTRJ, from the

S. m?!5: , buffoonery) A native actor, mime, and jester,

of a particular tribe, now usually Mohammadans, but

sprung from the Hindu Bahrupiyas.

BHAND, H., &c. (S. 'Joly. HHP) A vessel. Stock, capital.

Bhanddr, or Bhdnddr, or Bhanddra, also Bhdnddr-

hhdna, H., Mar. (WJJTT. U!iH!, mjilCI, from the S.

HU!i|JIKO Banddra, or Bhanddra, Karn. (WoG'dO,

2pO Q> SO ) A treasury, a store, a room where house-

hold supplies are kept Villages managed by the Raja or

Zamindar himself, his own peculiar estate, not rented or

farmed to others. In Cuttack, also, a reservoir.
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Bhdnddri, H., Mar. (HHJilO) A treasury, a store. See

the last. In Guzerat, a kind of guarantee-assurance to a

creditor that a loan made by him shall be repaid by the

borrower, without the surety's becoming personally liable.

Also, guarantee or assurance to any person of the un-

disturbed enjoyment of recognised office or property,

granted on many occasions by the British Government to

the creditors and officers of the Gaihrvar.

Bhdnddri, H., Mar., &c. (from Bhanddra) A treasurer,

a storekeeper. In Sylhet, a servant, an out-door servant.

In other parts of Bengal, a steward. In Cuttack, also, a

barber.

BHANDARA, BHUNDARA, Mar. (tfnrt) A feast given to a

number of religious mendicants or Gosains. (Perhaps the

same as Bandhdra, q. v.)

BHANDARJ, BHUNDAREE, Mar. (H3TCO A man of a low

caste, whose especial employment it is to draw the sap

from the cocoa-nut tree, and convert it, by fermentation,

into a strong spirituous liquor.

Bhanddr-mdr, Mar. (H4H.HI4) A cocoa-nut tree reserved

for the preparation of spirit, and not allowed to bear
'

fruit.

BHANG, BHANG, BHUNG, BHANG, corruptly, BANG, H.

Ben. (?!) Tarn, (urjs) &c. An intoxicating pre-

paration of hemp (Cannabis sativa), either an infusion

of the leaves and capsules, or the leaves and stalks

bruised and pounded, and chewed or smoked like

tobacco. According to Mr. Elliot, the natives of Hin- I

dustan distinguish the Bhang from the Ganja plant ; the

former bearing female flowers only, the latter male.

From Dr. O'Shaughnessy's description, the term Bhang

properly applies to the larger leaves and capsules, and

Ganja to the dried plant with the stalks. From the Bhang
is prepared the infusion bearing the same name. The

Ganja is used for smoking. Bengal Dispensatory.

Bhangi, H. (.^y., H*ft) One addicted to the use of

Bhang.

Bhdngrd, H. Oj&lyj, HfatT) One who is addicted to the

use of Bhang.

Bhdngera, H.
(i^JL^j, Hnkl) A seller of Bhang.

Bhangela, H.
(JhXi^j) Hempen cloth for wear, or for

sacks, also sacks made of it

BHANGA, Mar. (Him) A field, a division of a field.

BHANGI, BHUNGEE, corruptly, BANGY, or BAHANGY, H.
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The name of a low caste, employed as

sweepers, and in the most inferior menial offices. They are

said to be of mixed origin, having sprung from the union of

a Brahman woman and a Sudra man. They extend through-

out Hindustan, where they are known by different appel-

lations, as Mehtar, Haldl-hhor, &c. They profess to be

Hindus, observing some Hindu usages, but in others they

follow the practices of the Mohammadans, and can

scarcely be considered as members of either faith. The

name is probably derived from Bhang, for the Bhangis

are generally addicted to the use of intoxicating drugs

and liquors.

BHANGA, Uriya, (C^1|) Correct weighment of salt

Bhangd-moharir, Uriya, (A. a clerk, jjf*) An officer

who superintends the weighment of salt.

BHANGUNI, Tel. (?) Settlement of a dispute among Ryots

by arbitration. (Ganjam.)

BHANGURiA, H.
(l^jJoL^j)

A branch of the Gaur-taga

tribe in Bulandshahar.

BnANjA, H.
(IsT'l^i *ftn S. H*3f, to divide) An arrange-

ment by which three or four Ryots engage to assist each

other in turn, either in preparing the crop or getting in

the harvest. When it is the turn, or B/tdnjd, of the one

to be assisted, the others contribute ploughs, bullocks,

and labourers.

15HANS, Mar. (HHt) Heap of husks and grains of rice pro-

duced from grinding in order to husk.

Bhdnsal, Mar. (faaE) Husked rice.

BHANSARA, H.
(j^Ji^j)

A branch of the Ahir tribe.

BHANS-LENA, Thug. To defraud one another in the par-

tition of the spoil.

BHANTA, BHUNTA, H.
(<SJiiyJ,

7t) A ploughman's wages

in kind. (Rohilkhand. Elsewhere the word is JBhatta.)

BHANWAG, BHUNWUG, H. (ki/jJL^)
A small clan of

Rajputs.

BnAo, Ben. 03t>Q) Mar. (WR) Price of any thing,

value of an article, market price or rate ; interest on

money or seed advanced.

BHAOLI, BHAOLEE, or BnAvALi, corruptly, BHOWLEY, BHA-

WELEY, BEHAVILLEY, H. (^j^, *i<sl) Distri-

bution of the products of the harvest, in previously

stipulated proportions between the landlord and tenant.

Rent paid in kind, instead of money. It is also possibly

the correct form of Baoli, q. v.

Bhdoli-khil, H. (Jj^ (_^;V^
LantJ recently brought
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into cultivation, and of which the cultivator is allowed a

larger share of the produce.

Bhdoli-pd, H., corruptly, Bhomley-pah, (U
^Jj\*>)

Land

long cultivated, in which the proportional share of the

cultivator is less than in land of recent cultivation.

BHAR, BHUH, H. (j#, S. HX) Full, complete (used chiefly

in composition).

Bhar-Jtas, Mar. (?) Land paying full rent. (Dakhin.)

Bharpdi, or pace, H.
(i_^_/V.) ^ar- (W't.) A release

in full endorsed on the back of a receipt (being properly

the two last words of the phrase, main ne kauri bhar-

pdi, the kauris have been received in full by me).

Bharrvasul, Mar. (*Tt*J<5, from A. J^j) Full revenue

received.

Bharwasuli, Mar. (W<$1) A village, &c., from which

full revenue is realized.

BHAR, BHUR, H. (j#) One of the aboriginal races of

Hindustan, called also Bdjbhar, Bharat, and Bhar-

patrva. Tradition assigns for their original seat the whole

country from Gorakhpur to Bundelkhand, and the Pargana

of Bhado'i, properly Bhar-do'i, in Benares, is named from

them. Many old stone forts, embankments, and excava-

tions in Gorakhpur, Azimgarh, Jonpur, Mirzapur, and

Allahabad, are ascribed to them. Amongst others, the

celebrated fortress of Vijayagarh, or Bijaygark, is still

called, after them, a Bharanati fort When met with

they are found following the meanest vocations. They

are especially swineherds ; and are considered as knowing

where treasure is hidden. In the hills eastward of Mir-

zapur there are some Bhar Rajas. The name may be

possibly an abbreviation of Bhdrata, a native of Bhdrata

or India ; especially as it is retained unaltered as one of

their synonymes.

BHAHA, H. (f,l#, HTCl) Ben. 0t5l) Mar. Bhdren, (u)
Hire, wages, rent, recompense. In Bengal it is especially

the hire of any inanimate thing, and therefore does not

imply wages.

Bharatiya, Ben. 0telfi*d) A tenant, a renter.

Bhdrekari, Mar. (Misom.1) One who lets out houses,

cattle, &c. One who hires them. A labourer, a hireling.

Bharentoren, Mar. (mjiffif) A loose term for rent, hire,

fare, &c.

BHAR, or BHARA, H. &c.
(,1^, J,^, S. nt, P.

jlj) A
load, a burthen. A rupee weight. A weight of gold equal

to twenty tolas.
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Bhdri, H. (<_?;W^ Heavy, weighty, a load.

BHARA, Mar. (>TTO) A bundle of grass, a sheaf of corn.

Bhdrebhdt, Mar. (TTX*nw) Threshed rice, usually yielding

half a maund per bhdrd, or bundle.

BHARA, (?) A charge made to the Ryot who pays his rent

in kind for the carriage of the grain to the place where

it is sold. (This may be derived from Bhdr, a load, or

from Bhdrd, hire
;

in the latter case it should be written

with the hard ?', Oj^j.)

BHAHA, Thug. The dead bodies of the victims (Dakhini).

BHARAHAH, Thug. A pitcher full of water. A lucky omen.
f

BHARAi, corruptly, BHURRYE, BHURAY, BURRY, H.
(<_i/^>

Ht^) An allowance formerly made to the Government

revenue officers in the provinces of Bareilly and Benares, to

cover the cost of remitting the collections to the Government

treasury, and of exchanging the different sorts of rupees

received in payment into standard currency. A cess or

tax raised on pretext of providing for such deductions and

allowances, which was originally divided between the

Raja and the Amil. Bharai was finally abolished by

Reg. xiv. 1807, cl. 14.

BHARAKI, Thug. A gun.

BHARAN, BHARANA, or BHARBTA, H., Mar., &c.
(yj^., S.

HTJ5T) Completing, filling, rearing. Paying in full. (In

the south) A row of betel-nut trees.

BHARANA, Uriya, (QQC1) A measure of rice in the husk,

equal to eighty gaunis.

BHARANTU-DIBBA, Tel, (vOodo>|3) A platform or mound

on which a salt-heap is raised. (From bharantu, a floor,

and dibba, a heap.)

BHARAT, BHURUT, also pronounced BHABIT and BARAT,

H. (CJ^) Amount of rent paid by an individual, or a

party (Dehli).

BHARATA, Guz. C*"l^l) Measurement. An account opened

by the debtor in his own handwriting in his creditor's book.

BHARAT,corruptly,BHAROTE,Guz.(
fi1.R ('l) Abard. SeeBhdt.

BHARATA, or BHARATA-VARSHA, S. (^TTCif, WTinTO) India;

the country or kingdom of Bharata, the son of Dushyanta.

BHAHAUNA, H. (^jj^) A load of wool.

BHARAUTI, H. (^Jjj^)
A release in full.

BHAR-BHUNJ!, BHUR-BHOONJA, corruptly, BHADBHOOJA,

BURBOONJA, H. ((sfyfrtf,
from S. HTg, a frying-pan,

and *Hjc|I, who fries) Mar. (H^jsn) also BHUJARI, or

BHUNJAHI (Jntf, HTRt) Grain-parcher or fryer.

The name of a caste employed in parching and frying

x
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different sorts of grain, pulse, &c. They are said to spring

from a Kahar father and Siidra mother, and pretend to

be distinguished into seven tribes, which do not inter-

marry. There is also a tribe of Kayeths distinct from

these, who follow the same business.

E, H. (<_?rvj)
A kmd of grass growing to the height

of about nine feet, and used for thatching and making

screens.

BHAHEKAHI, Mar. (n<<*0) A travelling cloth merchant,

who buys it from the manufacturer, and retails it to the

shopkeepers.

'MSAT, BHUHGUT, Mar. ( HtTTK, from S. K, full, and nfif,

londition) Full complement of any thing, load, lading]

cargo.

IJiiARi, BIIUKKK, H. ((jf^j) A weight, that of the old

Sicca rupee. In Cuttack, a weight of gold equal to ten

mashus.

.il'i'UKAKAN, Mai. (/3(Olo-J cftOitxafc) A superintendant

or overseer of a kitchen.

BHARIYA, H. (b^>, wfw) Land watered by irrigation.

BHARKI, BHURKEE, H. (^jtf) A kind of land in Behar,

superficially of a dark colour, but lighter when turned up

by the plough. It is suited to both spring and autumn

crops, but requires abundant watering.

BHARNA, BHURNA, H. (lj^) Filling, completing, nourish-

ing. Giving up property in payment of a debt

UHARNA, H. (Ij^J, H^TT) The vessel that receives the

expressed juice of the sugar-cane.

BHARPATWA, H.
(!yL>^,j)

A branch of the Bhar tribe.

BIIARTKUL, H. ( J^o^) One of the branches of the Gaur-

Brahmans (for Bhurata-liul, of the race of Bharata).

BHARTOT, BHURTOTE, Thug. The strangler, the person who

applies the noose.

Bhartoti, Thug. The office of strangler.

BHARTRI, S. (>T3) A protector, a master, a husband.

BHARTRI-HARI-JOGI, II.
(^/)^-, ^frfi) An order of Hindu

mendicants, who profess to have been instituted by Bhartri-

hari, the brother of Vikramaditya, in the century before

Christ.

BHARUTIIAL, Mar. (?) A tax for liberty to graze cattle.

BHARWAR, BHURWAR, Guz. (fH^Hl^ ) A shepherd, lead-

ing a nomadic life, pasturing sheep, goats, and camels,

and living on or by their produce in milk and wool.

BHARWATIA, or BHARWUTTIA, (?) A feudal dependant or

chief in a state of open insurrection against his liege
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lord, or against the State, committing robbery and de-

predation on the country, and assuming the character of

an outlaw. (Captain MMurdo, Bombay Trans, i. 271,

derives it from Bhar, out, and ivut, country; but in that

case it would more correctly be Baherrvatania ;
for the

words in Guz., as in other dialects, are Bdha.r or Baker,

from the S. bahir, out, and n-atan, from the Arabic,

country. Perhaps the aspirate is altogether incorrect, and

the word should be Barrvdtia, q. v.)

, pronounced also BHARJA, H., Ben., &c. (S. *TnSl)

also BIIAJ, Mar. (>JT5f) A wife, one wedded according

to the ritual of the Vedas. It .sometimes denotes a second

or inferior wife, as distinct from the Patnt, the wife first

married. It also applies to the female of the Nairs in

Malabar.

BIIASAN, Ben. (
;3fTfa) The name of a class of Sirdars in

the Kasiya hills.

BHASAWAX, II. (Maim) A tax on boats carrying grain.

BHASIIA, S. &c. (fnn) Speech, a speech, a form of speech,

a dialect or language, commonly applied to Hindi. The

plaint in a law-suit; (also Jllit'txlid-pudti).

BiiASKAKA-sAi'TAMi, S. &c. (TRgi*;, the sun, and ^TWJft,

seventh day) A festival in honour of the sun, held on

the seventh of Magha.

BIIASMA, or BHASM, H.
(/>A^J, S. HWT) Ashes.

Bhasma~sndna, S. (HWPTPT) Rubbing or smearing the

body with the ashes of burnt cow-dung, a common prac-

tice of the Saiva mendicants.

Bkasmi, Thug, (from S. HW, ashes) Fine earth or sand,

such as is best suited for the interment of those who

have been murdered. Also, Flour.

BIIAT, BHUT, also written BHATT, BHUTT, H. &c. (i^-yj, S.

H^t) A title or cognomen of learned Brahmans, as

Kumaril Bkat, and others. Also, the name of a particular

tribe of Brahmans in the province of Benares, said to have

sprung from a Maratha father and a mother of the Samaria
\

tribe of Brahmans. A common title or appellation of

Maratha Brahmans, especially of such as live by begging.

BHAT, also BHARATA, H. &c. (cLsl^, S. HT7I, vrTCif:)

BATTU, BHATTU, and BIIATRAJL-, Tel. (&^>, 2pfe-X>,

The bard, herald, genealogist, and chronicler

of ancient days, sprung from a Kshatriya father and Vaisya

mother. The modern Bhat is sometimes said to have been

born of a Brahman widow by a Kshatriya father. He fulfils

the same office as his prototype, though with inferior dignity ;
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although in the west of India, where he is identified with

the Chdran, his personal security is held sufficient for

the payment of a debt, or fulfilment of an engagement ;

its violation being followed by the voluntary death either

of the Bhat himself, or of some member of his family,

the retribution of which falls upon the defaulter. In some

parts of India the Bhdts are distinguished as Birm-

bhdt and Jaga-bhdt the former being hired on particular

occasions to recite the traditions of a family ; the latter

being the chroniclers of the family by hereditary descent,

and visiting the members periodically, to take note of all

occurrences regarding them. Both classes are as much

dreaded for their rapacity, as respected for their reputed

sanctity. In some places in Upper India the Bhdts are

found forming village communities, and branching into

various subdivisions. Some have become converts to

Mohammadanism. The Bhdt of the village establishment

appears to be of an inferior class.

BIIAT, H. (cuty?) Advances to cultivators without interest.

The name of a particular soil north of the Ganges, con-

taining much nitre. In the Lower Doab and Bundel-

khand the word means, Uneven ground. The more universal

sense of Bhdt is, Boiled rice, from the S. Bhakta. In

Maratha, and in other places in the south of India, it is

applied also to rice in the husk.

Bhutan, Bhutan, Mar. (HTiTO, HittJj, for ffiT-TO> S.)

Rice-straw.

Bhdt-get, Mar. (HlrUIrt) A rice-field, land fit for rice

cultivation.

BHAT, Mar. (*tt) An elevated spot of land, dry and fit

only for the cultivation of inferior grain ;
also a shoal, a

sand-bank.

Jikt'iti, Mar. (HTZ^) Rich soil along the banks of rivers,

creeks, >.Vc.

BHAT, Tel. (S^b) Rarn. Bhdte, (9* W) A road. In

Upper India the word is always given with the initial

unaspirated, /{tit.

Bhdtsari, Tel. (^b.-od) A traveller.

BHATA, Bui TU, or BHATA, incorrectly, BATTA, H. (*-y>,

tl^j) BHATTA, BHATEX, Mar. (?wr, nr) BHATYAMU,
Tel. (V*3cJ^3) Additional allowance. Extra pay or

allowances to public servants or soldiers. Subsistence

money, or additional allowances to officers employed on

special duties, or in distant places. Often confounded

erroneously with BATTA, exchange, q. v.
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BHAT GAUR, H. A sub-division of the Gaur Rajputs.

BHATHA, H. (l$it#) The current of a river, the ebb-tide.

BHATI, BHUTEE, BHATHA, BHUTHA, BHATHI, BHUTHEE,

H. ( LSi#, li#, or
^jfig,

from the S. HI?), A furnace,

a kiln, a still, a distillery, a liquor-shop. (InCuttack)

also a fire-place for evaporating brine for salt.

Bhathi ddr, H.
(P.^lj,

who has) One who manufactures

or sells spirituous liquors.

BHATIA, H. (<OJ^j) The poorest land in Sagar and Bun-

delkhand. In the latter it is also termed more usually

Bhatti and Bkatua.

BHATIARA, or BHATIYARA, fern. BHATIARI, H.
(j;LJ#,

(C^UI^j) A man or woman who cooks victuals for tra-

vellers in a Serai.

BHATKARIA, H. A class of inferior Bais-Rajputs in Jonpur.

BHATNAGAR, H. A large tribe of Kayeths who derive their

name from Bhatnir.

BHATOLAR, H. (JJto) Land granted to Brahmans bearing

the designation of Bhat.
H

BHATT, or BHATTA, BHUTT, BHUTTA, H. S. (iJ^J, **$:)

A learned Brahman. In some parts of the south of

India it especially designates a Brahman who professes a

knowledge of the Vedas, or belongs to a family in whicli

they have been taught.

Bhattdchdrj, H. (_.^U-llyj),
Ben. (^gibl^), both from

the S. Bhattdchdrya (HjfT^THih) A learned Brah-

man; one who teaches any branch of Sanscrit lite-

rature. In Bengal it is also applied to any respectable

Brahman.

Bhatta-mdnyam, Tel. Kara. (V^&r^gO) Land granted

either rent-free, or at a low rate, to Brahmans.

Bliatta-vritti, also Bhatta-vartulu and Bhattvartti, Tel.

Tarn, (from S. ^f%t , maintenance) An assignment of reve-

nue or lands granted to Brahmans at a low rent, or rent-

free, for their subsistence ; the lands in such case being

mostly held in severally. The term sometimes desig-

nates a village, the lands of which are permanently dis-

tributed among hereditary sharers.

BHATTA, BHUTTU, Karn. (V^-o) Rice in the husk, com-

monly called by Europeans in the south of India Batty,

in the North, Paddy, both derived apparently from this

term, which again is derived from the Sanskrit Bhahtu,

properly, not raw, but boiled rice.

BHATTA, H. (&#) Ploughman's wages in kind.

BHATTA-GUTTA, BHUTTU-OOOTTU, Kara, (ep
-

o
Xo

n )
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An addition to the revenue assessment in Mysore, accord-

ing to the productiveness of the soil, originally fixed by

Sivapa naik, one of the petty chiefs of Mysore.

BHATTI, BHUTTEE, H. (^^w) A Rajput tribe of the Yadu-

bansi race, ruling in Jesalmer, and giving their name to

the Bhatti countryJbetween Hisar and the Garhi.

Bhattidna, H. (dCJUl^) The tract occupied chiefly by the

Bhatti tribe.

BHATTI-KARI, Mar. (?) An extra peon employed to collect

outstanding revenue.

BHATTI-KUMBHAR, Mar. (?) A tax in kind or money levied

formerly upon potters in the Dukhin.

BHATUA, BHATUIHYA, Beng. (^^Tt v5lTfis*l1, from Bhdt

^Sfis, boiled rice) A servant who serves for his food.

BHATULA, H. (<*la$j) Bread made from the flour of the

Arher and other sorts of pulse.

BHA:TUVA, H. (*iii) Light dry soil, yielding only an au-

tumn crop.

BHAU, corruptly, BHOW, Mar. (TT3i) A brother, a cousin.

It is affixed respectfully to the names of persons, as

Hari-bhaii.

Bhaiiyardi, Mar. (HI*M^T) Any terrible defeat; lit. the

defeat of Parasuram Bhau at-Panipat.

Bhdiii, Beng. (t (S?>) A younger brother's wife.

Bhaiij, (5Tt>S^) An elder brother's wife.

BHAUNRI, Uriya (C^oQl) A salt village; a place in which

salt-works are set up.

BHAUNHIA, Uriya (QCoQle||) An account of all the lands

of a village, specifying the fields according to their num-

bers, with the name of the cultivator, the length, breadth,

square contents and species of land and cultivation.

BHAVA, S. &c. (>TRT) The eighth year of the cycle.

BHAVANTI, H. (?) A house built after the customary Indian

fashion, having externally four dead walls, in one of which

is the entrance to an external quadrangle, surrounded by

chambers, or sometimes with one chamber only at each

angle, connected by an open viranda or roofed passage.

BHAVAYA or BHAVAIA, Guz. CHHo il) An itinerant actor,

dancer, and musician.

BHAWA, Mar. (>TRT, from *rra) A husband's elder brother.

BHEDA, Tel. ( V^" ) Levying a contribution from the other

Ryots, to enable one who has been unfortunate, to pay his

rent.

BHEDI, or BHERI, Beng. (.C5*S\) A dyke, an embankment.

Bhedibtmdhi, Beng. (5\ta^ft) An embankment.
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BHEDIYA, H. (l.J^, Jtf^n) Soil in which various kinds of

crops are grown (from S. ihj, difference),

BHEJ, II.
(^Ayj, nT, Rent, a proportionate share of it, an

instalment

Bhej-barar, corruptly, Bhej-barrar, H. (j^ss^i , RtTT;)

A tenure frequent in Bundelkhand, in which the propor-

tions of the revenue or tax (Barar) payable by the common

proprietors of a village are subject to periodical or occasional

adjustment, and in which balances of the revenue and of

village charges arising from the fraud or dishonesty of a

sharer are made good by rateable contributions from the

other sharers. Strangers are sometimes introduced into

over-assessed estates on condition of paying the Barar ; but

their admission is not a necessary incident of the tenure,

the essential feature of which is the re-adjustment of the

shares. The term is also applied to a village in which

tliis tenure prevails : it is said to be a Bhej-bardr gdon.

BIIEI.I, H. (
( Jj-|(

j) A lump of coarse sugar, usually consist-

ing of four or five Sers (8 to 10 pounds).

BHET, or BHENT, corruptly, BHETE, BHAINT, H. (ci-J^

Cl~xx#), BhetM, Ben. (5I1) Interview, introduction; but

more commonly the presentation of a gift made to a superior

on occasion ofbeing presented or introduced to him ;
a com-

plimentary gift, a Nazar. A present made by the

cultivator to the collector or farmer on settling his assess-

ment. In the south of India, the offering of a small pre-

sent, as of one rupee, to the European collector by the

Patel, or head of the village, on the settlement of the

revenue for the year.

Bliet-bakrd, H. &c. (]> ^J&>, i*<*l) A present made by

the villagers to the governor of a district on his coming

to the village ;
lit. the present of a goat, which is the

original usual offering.

Bheli, Ben. (C5&I) A present at a visit or meeting made

by the mother of the bride to the mother of the bridegroom

to propitiate her good will to her daughter-in-law.

Bket-patra, H. A deed of gift made on being introduced

to a superior or public officer.

BHIAN, Uriya (Ql2)|6l) A statement of the particulars of an

estate ;
the value of produce, amount of revenue, and dis-

tribution among the cultivators, with their names and

numbers; the basis of the settlement. See BHAUNRIA.

BHIHAR, H. (/#) A tribe which, according to tradition, was

one of the primitive tribes of the Upper Doab. They were

expelled from Nirauli and the neighbouring districts by
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the Bir-gujar Rajputs. In the Doab they are commonly

called Beimhar, and in Rohilkhand, Bihar.

BHIKH, H. &c. (X^#, S. fifSJT) Alms, asking for alms, beg-

ging, giving alms. An item in the allowances formerly made

as abatements from the revenue ; a small sum so deducted

on account of charity or alms-giving by the village or the

Zamindar. The term occurs in most dialects,with or without

modification, as Bhiksha and Bhik (ftfSJT, fNO Marathi.

Bhikhtt, H. (y^H, from S. Bhihshii, ftr^, or Bhih-

shuJta, fHKj4: ) A beggar, a mendicant
; especially the

Hindu of the fourth order. In the present day, in the

south of India the Bhihshuh may have a wife and family;

or the term may be applied to a Grikastha, or house-

holder, subsisting upon alms, being used, in fact, in its

general acceptation.

Bhihhdri, Beng. (T^Usll, from finsn)A mendicant, a beggar.

BHIL, BHEEL, H. (Jjy, S. f>TWl) The name of a wild

race inhabiting the mountains and forests of Malwa,

Mewar, and Kandesh, and in the Dakhin to the north of

Poona. They subsist partly by agriculture, and partly by

the chase, and in former times were notorious for their

depredations. They are also found settled in the villages

of the low lands, and are employed as the village watch-

men, as guides to travellers, and in various menial offices,

for which they are remunerated by fees and perquisites ;

sometimes by small grants of land. The Bhils of the

Company's territories are much improved, and follow

agriculture steadily : a number are incorporated as a lo-

cal militia under European officers.

BHIMARATHI, S. (ffamTt) The seventh night of the seventh

month of the seventy-seventh year of a man's age, after

which a person is exempt from all instituted observances,

it being considered the end of his natural life.

BHIMJODIIA, Thug. A small bird, a sort of cuckoo.

BHINNAOOTRA, S. (Jbhinna, fa^, different, and gotra, iffa,

family) One not belonging to the same general family.

BHIXNODARA, S. (bhinna, different, and udara, "3^, womb)

A brother by a different mother, a half-brother.

BHIR, H. (fA^j) A crowd, a mob.

BHIS, H.
(^j^j^j,

S. f%ST.) The edible root of the lotus, or,

more correctly, the fibres of the stem ; also called Basend,

Bhisenda, Bhastnr.

BHISHMASHTAMI, S. (^T^IB^) The eighth day of the

month Magha, when libations are offered to Bhishma, the

son of Gangd.
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BHI'T, H. (c^JV, S. fT%) The wall of a house.

BHIT, BHITI', or BHI'TI, H. (d-^, ^^, ^Ji-J-tf)
Ground

either naturally or artificially raised, and fit for various

purposes, as for the site of a house, or of a village.

Mounds confining a tank or piece of water. Raised

ground near a tank for planting the Piper betel upon.

Vestiges of an old house. The old or main land of a

village, that which has been always cultivated, in oppo-

sition to that which is gained from the river, or by allu-

vial deposit; also, but apparently erroneously, Bita,

Beeta. Although somewhat differently spelled, especially

with regard to the last consonant, which is the hard t

instead of the soft, the word has probably the same

origin as the preceding one, or S. Bhitti, a wall.

Bhitauri, H.
(<_5^^.AXyj) Ground-rent, rent paid for the

site of a house by one not a cultivator of the village

lands.

BHITARIA, H.
(b^JL^j, from^jix^j, within, S. ^THRTO A

domestic, male or female, one admitted to the inner

apartments of a dwelling, a guest at a marriage-feast

who is admitted to eat with the relatives of the bride.

BHITHI, Thug. A pair of travellers.

BHOG, BHOGA, or BHOGAM, corruptly, Bogum, H., but

occurring in most, or perhaps all the dialects, sometimes

slightly modified, (cL/j^>,
S. jfW) Enjoyment, fruition,

use: possession, of two kinds, savedha or savddha, with

obstruction, and nlrvedha or nirvddha, unobstructed, un-

disputed ; corruptly, saroedhbhogy and nirrvedhbhogy.

Bhogya, H. S. (WTJJ) Any thing that may be used or

possessed. (Tel. Bhogyamu, Ep^XgKXD)

Bhogadhi, or Bhogyadhi, H. S. (from bhoga, or bhogya,

and ddhi, wftlJ, a pledge) A pledge or deposit which

may be used until redeemed.

Bhoga-bandhah, or -bundhuk, or Bhogya-bandhak, H.,

&c. (vftiR^ir, S. Bhogabandhaka) Tel. Bhog-bandd,

(eS^Xeoo'O ) A kind of bond or mortgage in which the

article pledged or mortgaged may be converted to use,

as land, houses, cattle, trees, &c., the profits of which

are to be appropriated by the lender or mortgagee in lieu

of interest-

Bhogabandd-sanadu, Tel. (^"^^r^O The document

by which a usufruct bond or mortgage is settled.

Bhoga, or Bhog-dar, H. &c. (P. jlt> , who has) One in

the possession or enjoyment of any property.

Bhogadhihdr, or Bhogy&dhihdr, H. S. (from bhoga or

Y
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bhogya and ^fVoKTT, a right) The possessor of the

usufruct of pledged or mortgaged property.

Bhoga-ldbha, or -labdhi, the latter very corruptly Book-

labby, H. &c. (iffrTcJS'Wt, Hl'I^fJH:, from Idbha or labdhi,

S. acquiring) Usufruct in lieu of interest.

Bhogotra, or Bhoyottar, corruptly, Bhogitevottur, H.,

&c.
(Jyy(it

fr m S. vffrT and T3T, subsequent, or 1,

what preserves) A grant of revenue for the enjoyment or

use of an individual, especially of a Brahman or religious

character.

Bhogi, H. &c. (S. Hfaft) The person who enjoys or

possesses any thing.

BHOGA, H. S. ()ftiT, enjoyment, as before) The food offered

to an idol.

Bhoya-mcniilapa, H. S. (from mandapa, a temple, lit.,

pleasure-temple or chamber) That part of the temple of

Jagannath where the food to be presented to the idol is cooked.

Bhoga-murtti, Mar. (from S. ^f&i a form) An idol

carried about in processions, representing the principal

idol, which is never taken from the shrine ; also, fig., The

head of a concern, one who has only the benefit of it
;

also, the active manager under a nominal head.

BnooHivA, Hindi (jftftTTT) A small basket in which the

sower carries his seed.

BHOI, BHOEK, incorrectly, BHOYEE, H. Mar.
(i_?^J, *ft^)

An individual of a caste whose business it is to carry

palankins, and who is at other times a fisherman. Also

read Boi, q. v.

BHOJAN, H. (
(.f^yf>,

S. ftH) Food. Eating or taking food,

feeding, entertaining.

Bhojan-kharch, H. (A. ^^-, expense) Table expenses.

Brdhman-bhojan, Ben., Feeding Brahmans.

BHOJPATHA, H. S. (Hl^ij^:) The birch tree, or rather its bark.

BHOPI, BIIOPYA, Mar. (Trtft, >ftun) The priest of a village

temple, generally a Sudra.

BHOTI, H. (JTtift) Labour.

Bhotihdr, H. (Tfrft^n:) A labourer.

BHRATRI, S. (mff) A brother.

Bhrdtri-datta, S. (^, given) What is given by a brother

to a sister on her marriage ; one sort of Stri-dhan, or

woman's wealth.

Bhrdtri-dmitiya, S. (feirta) A Hindu festival on the

second of Kartik, on which sisters give entertainments to

brothers, in commemoration of Yamuna's entertaining her

brother Yama.
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BHRIGU-BANSI, H. A tribe of Rajputs deriving their origin

from Parasurama, the stem of the Barhoulia clan.

BHRITA, S.
(fiTJ) Hired, a hired servant or labourer.

BHRITI, S.
(>jfir:) Hire, wages.

Bhriti-rvpa, S. (from ^q, form, nature) A reward given

to a person in lieu of wages for the performance of a

duty for which stipulated payment or hire is improper, as

for the performance of a Sraddha on behalf of another

person.

BHU, or BHUMI, S., but current in most or all the dialects,

occasionally modified, as, BHUM or BHOOM, BHU-IN or

BHOO-EEN, or BHUN, BIIOON, &c., H.
(y^>> ^f*y^.> iji^'

lifaV' etftf'
S>

1J' ^' *jf'
t: ^ Earth landi ground,

soil, (lihum, as derived from the P. Jii'im, ,jj,
is said

to be applied to uncultivated land only, but the Persian word

was no doubt originally the same as the S. bhumi ab-

breviated, signifying land in general, earth, the earth).

Jihti-bandu, Tel. (W^eooSo) Boundary of a field or an

estate, particulars relating to it.

Dhu-bundu-jdbitu, Tel. (83T
n
E><T', from the A. <xkuU) The

ground statement, shewing the total extent of the lands

of a village, and their distribution as arable, garden,

and unproductive, and distinguishing those held free of

assessment. Particulars of the boundaries of an estate.

Also, Bhu-band-lihftd, Bhu-band-Mgsebu, and similar

compounds.

Bhu-danam, or Bhuml-ddnam, S. (from <^TT, donum) A

grant of land, or of the revenue assessed upon it.

Bhu-ddna patra, H. &c. (m, a leaf) A deed of grant of

land.

Bltui bhdren, Mar. (>T^Tr5) Ground-rent.

Bhiipati, S. (from ^ifff!, a lord) A prince, a sovereign,

a landholder, a Zamindar. Also Bkumipati, Bhumipa,

and Bhupa.

Bhu-srvdmi, S. (from yifHH . master) Landholder, pro-

prietor, prince, sovereign.

Bhumi, H. (from S. wftr.) Earth, land. (In Rajputana)

Hereditary landed estate held free of assessment.

Bhumid, H. (Lj^j^, from
*jfH:)

A landlord, a proprietor

of the soil. Descendant of the founder of a village. The

head of a village or Pate'l. Among the Bhils, a guide.

Bhumyd,
'

Mar. (*WJT> from S. *rfi?:) An old inhabitant

of a place, one whose family has been settled there for

several generations.

Bhumah, Mar. (WToff) In Nagpur, a village officer who
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performs the worship of the boundary deity, and attends

upon the Government revenue officers when they visit the

village.

Bhumltd, Mar. (MHokl) The tutelary divinity of a village,

or of its boundaries, or of the soil, or any particular spot.

Bhumidmat, Bhoomiawut, H. (tUjU-c^j) A general

plundering, especially the depredations of petty chiefs

holding lands of which an attempt has been made to dis-

possess them, or from which a revenue not heretofore

paid is demanded.

Bhumi ddhd, H. ( la>lJ .e^y^) Being burnt (as a corpse),

being reduced to earth.

Bhumi ddr, H. (P.^b, who has) A landholder, a pro-

prietor. A head-man. A chief.

Bhumij, H. (from
|fiT,

and f, born, Earth-born) A caste

of low Hindus numerous in Ghatslld.

Bhumika, H. &c., (wftnir) A landholder, a proprietor. A
head-man. A military chief.

Blwi, Uriya (CQJQ, probably a vernacular corruption of

Bhu'i, from wfT, earth, land) A village accountant.

Bhoi-mul, Uriya (GQIQgR.) A district accountant: also

the salary or perquisites of the village accountant.

Bhuin dagdkd, H.
(IftJ^J^^o, from B/iuin, and ^m,

burnt) Gifts at marriages and funerals,- some earth being

burned before their presentation. (Eastern Oudh.)

Bkuin-hdr or Bkun-hdr, Bhooeen-har or Bhoonhar, H.

OV*ltt<J> jVjtf' from l'le S -

ff'T' and^Tt, who takes
;

in the vernacular terms the n is of very nasal enunciation)

A tribe of Hindus settled in great numbers in the districts

of Gorakhpur, Azimgarh, and Benares, the Raja of which

last is a member of the clan. They claim to have been

originally Brahmans; and although they admit that the

distinction is impaired by their having become culti-

vators, which pure Brahmans should not be, they do not

wholly abandon their pretensions, and style themselves

Thakurs, a title common to both Brahman and Rajput

tribes. Many of their subdivisions have names which are

common to them and the Sarwaria Brahmans, as Sandal

Gautam, Dikshit, Upadhyaya, and Pande
;

and those

which have not identical appellations, have titles con-

necting them with the same stock; thus, the Sankar-war

take the title of Misr, the Donwar that of Tewari, &c.

This renders their account of themselves credible, and

they are probably Brahmans degraded by being cultiva-
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tors, their usual avocation. The term may also designate

a landholder in general.

Bhulhdri, H.
(H^?TTfl')

Land let at a low rent to

tenants liable to be called out for military service.

Bhuin mdli, H. (^JU ^ftf) A Hindu of a low caste

engaged in the lowest menial offices.

Bhun-bhdi, Bhnon-bhaee, H.
(^IgjJ^j, from S. rfH, and

tJTtt, a brother) A man invited by a proprietor to reside

in a village upon a portion ofland assigned to him to cul-

tivate for his own benefit, but which he may not dispose

of: a land or estate-brother.

Bhundari, Bhoonduree, H. (^jj^w, from S. rfVO A
small patch of cultivation. Land let rent-free to the vil-

lage servants, or to indigent relations, or paupers, tem-

porary occupants. The term also occurs, Bhundd, Baundd,

and Bhaunddri.

Bhuniyd, H. (wfifTT) The head of a village. In Cut-

tack, one of the former petty chiefs holding lands by

tenure of military service.

B/tun-jari, (?) A term of the south-west provinces. Lands

held by those who first brought them into cultivation, or

by their direct heirs : they cannot be alienated or trans-

ferred, and, in default of direct heirs, escheat to the

Government.

Bhuydn or Bhuyi, H. (from S.
^jftt)

A landholder. A chief

holding by military service. A head of a village.

BHUUA, H. (sJ^j) Soil of alight inferior quality. (North-

west Provinces) Sandy soil. See BHUH.

BHUDKI, BHOODKEE, H. (?) A well sunk for purposes of

irrigation, either in the bed or immediate vicinity of a

river or watercourse : if near them, a channel is cut for a

supply of water from the main stream to the well.

BHUNGAi, BHOONGAEE, H. (^l^^j) The name of a tax

levied by the Raja of Bijpur on part ofthe forest-produce

of Tappa Sattisgarh, in Mirzapur. In the official report

of the Settlement of the Tappa, the term is said to be

derived from Bhunga, an axe.

BHUKSA, H. (L^>) Name of a tribe inhabiting the forests

from Sabna on the Sarda to Chandpur on the Ganges,

claiming to descend from the Powar Rajputs, having been

expelled from Dhar, and taken refuge, first in Oudh, and

finally in the hills bordering on Kamaon. They are di-

vided into fifteen clans, twelve superior, three inferior.

BHUKTAN, Beng. (^^"O Making additions to stock. Add-

ing new sums to what is paid off.
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BHUNDIA, H.
(LijJj^j)

One who cultivates with a borrowed

plough.

BHUNJA, H. (>jn) Parched grain.

BHUR, BHUD, BHUDA, BHOOR, BHOODA, corruptly, BUDAH

and BOODA, also BHUDA, BHUDUH, H.
(jytf, Aytf, pro-

perly written with the cerebral d, as T5) An unproduc-

tive soil, consisting for the most part of seven-tenths of

sand and the rest ofclay, with very little vegetable fertility,

being the third in common enumeration. Varieties of it are

termed Bhud-khdki and Bhud-pdrdni. It is also de-

scribed as land not retentive of moisture.

BHURA, H.
(}jf\f>, jn) Land belonging to a village lying

farthest from the inhabitants.

BHURARI, BHOOBUREE, H. (^^y^j) Corn remaining in

the ear after it has been trodden down, especially appli-

cable to the grains of the Rabi crop.

BHURDAND, Mar. (*n?J<B5) Money paid, or a fine imposed,

to counterbalance a profit unjustly suspected of having

been improperly made. A fine, a forfeit Money op-

pressively exacted or carelessly lost.

BHUHI, BHURBHURI, Hindi
(^J^j-yJ, f^ft, i^Sjtfjtft ^J

WCi )

Light sandy soil.

BHURSI, BHUHI', Mar. (*T$ft, vrrt) Mould. See BURA.

BHUS, BHUSA, BHOOS, BHOOSA, also with the vowel short,

BHUS, &c., H.
((j~y(>, ^yj), Mar. (w*TT, >TOT, *,

Wjr),
S. (TO:) The husk or chaff of corn. The straw.

Bhusd- or Bhunsd-jins, (,^Ji-LJ^j) All kinds of

grain in husk.

Bhusdr or Bhunsdr, corruptly, Bhursar, Mar. (from >J^n)

A generic term used chiefly in marketing, for grains,

grasses, and esculent culms.

Bhusari, Mar. (>TOTTft) A grain-dealer, a corn-chandler.

A petty shopkeeper or chandler ; also one who husks or

cleans grain.

Bhusauri, also Bhusehrd and Bhusaula, H.
(i.SjyyJ,

\jfcuyj , djZ,^) Room in a house where straw is kept.

Bhutsdwan, H. (^j^j^) A tax on boats carrying grain.

Bhusra, Bhoosra, H. (^K^J) An inferior kind of wheat.

BHUT, Beng. (
;

fT>) Rescission of an order. Reversing

any thing.

BHUT, BHOOT, also BHUTA, H. &c. (from S. >m, been, be-
es

come, past part, of
>J,

to be) A ghost, an evil spirit. Any

living being. A material element, (in law) Matter of fact,

the real state of the case.

Shut- or Bhuta-bali, H. &c. (S. ^f^5, a sacrifice) Offerings
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to malignant spirits, or to ghosts and goblins. Offerings

to demons or spirits at funerals. Offerings to all creatures.

Bkuta chaturdasi, S. &c., ("qnt^ft) The 14th of the dark

half of Aswin, when offerings are made to malignant

spirits.

Bhuta-devatd, H. &c. (S. ^in) A spirit worshipped as

a divinity.

Blmt-hundd, Mar. (?) A tax on witches or persons pro-

fessing to exorcise evil spirits.

Bhut-hhet, H. (from S. WH, and ^ipc, a field) A field or

land granted to the Piihan for the cost of sacrifices to

propitiate the evil spirits (South-west frontier).

BMta-yajna, S. (ijjf , sacrifice) Worship of all creatures ;

also, offerings to evil spirits.

Bhutyd, Mar.
(*J25JT)

A mendicant devotee of the goddess

Bhavani.

BHtJT, II.
(tZJj^.),

Vt7, but it is probably only a various

spelling of Bkur *C$, q. v.) Land irretentive of moisture.

BHUTTA, H.(lXyj) Indian corn, maize. Mar. (*TCT, *TJT)

An ear of Indian corn.

Bhute- or Blnittc-c/wr, Mar. (^-, wf^t) A petty thief.

BHYNS, H. (,_^Ju^) A buffalo.

Bhynxsonda, H. (?) A tax or cess for the privilege of

grazing buffaloes.

BIAJ, also BIAZ, H. (^>, ^^T^\ VYAJ, q. v., Mar (
l

atT3T)

Interest on money or grain. In the north-western provinces,

the interest paid by the cultivators on the advances made to

them by the shopkeepers for their subsistence and repair

of agricultural implements, for seed, and for the Government

revenue. What is borrowed between Asharh and Kiirtik

they repay after the autumn harvest, with 2 anas per

rupee, or about 12 per cent., addition. What they borrow

between Aghan and Phalgun they repay with the same

addition after the Rabi. Kket harm.

Bidju, H. (j-Ljo) Capital put out at interest.

Bidj-khaibdr, Uriya (e||ffS1|QQ|Q) Usury.

BIAR, H. (
;
Lw ) Seed-bed (Delhi). Evening (Sagar). Waste

land fit for cultivation (Lower Doab). Subdivision of a

village, synonymous with Patti, q. v.

BIAS, H. (i.l.*j) Land prepared for sowing in the fol-

lowing year. Land under preparation for rice.

BIBAD, Ben., but also in most dialects, (f^TfTf, more

correctly, S. vivdda f<(i^i ) Dispute, argument, con-

troversy; a suit at law.

BIBHAG, Ben. &c. (f<iM, more correctly, S. vtbhdga
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Portion, partition, division. Share of in-

heritance.

BICHAR, Ben. &c. (fwfa, more correctly, S. VICHARA,

fa^Kt) Discussion, consideration, investigation, trial.

Bichar-karttd, Ben. &c. (Pola^l) A judge.

Bichdrak, Ben. &c. (TT5t3^) An investigator, a com-

missioner, a judge.

BICHHAITI, corruptly, BECHAITI and BEDCHAITI, Mar.

(fadir^ifi, from (t(4MI, a mat, a bed, &c.) A petty

dealer who does not keep a shop, but carries his goods

to a fair or market, or exhibits them in a street, or on

the steps ofa door, on a mat or cloth spread on the ground.

BICHWAI, BicHWAXi, II. (from #, intermediate, ^sfsX ,

^j!s^"?) An umpire, an arbitrator, a middleman.

BICHRA, Hindi (qfan) Seeds sown for the purpose of

raising plants to be transplanted, especially rice seedlings.

BI'DA, H. OAM) Mounds, raised ground (Oudh). Perhaps

a corruption of Bihar, q. v.

BIDA, H. (IjJ, from the A. c^j) BIDAY, Ben. (fTfffa)

Taking leave, granting leave, dismissal.

BIDAAT, H. (A. Ll^-cJo) Novelty or change in religion,

heresy, schism ; also, oppression.

BIDANIYA, Ben. (P*\ifa<il) An umpire.

BIDAR, Hindi ('qfl^O A sort of rake or harrow worked by

oxen to loosen the soil and extricate weeds from among

the standing crops of young rice.

Bidar-parotd, Hindi (=fl<^MClrtl) Dressing the rice crops,

first by raking, and then passing a roller over the field.

BIDARU, BIDURTJ, Kara. (23<$C<0, >&>) A bambu.

BinARU, Tel. (2X^60) BIDARA, Earn. (esCS&) A troop

of grain carriers, or Banjaras : their camps : a herd

of loaded cattle, a number of bullocks carrying grain,

grain in a heap. In Karnata, also, a load of any other

articles, as Ara.ltbidd.ra, a piled heap of cotton packs;

Kobaribiddra, a heap of cocoa-nuts in bags, &c.

BIDHI, H., and in most dialects, (^ftJo,
S. vidfti, f=rfv:)

Rule, precept, prescribed rule or ceremony, statute law.

Bidhibat, H. &c. (ftrfv^Tr, more correctly, Vidhivaf)

Conformably to rule, precept, or law.

BilHKEYAVARU, Karn. (E>w^OCXX>Saj) Persons carry-

ing corn, cotton, &c., from one part of the country to

another.

BIBIGE, Tel. (2>~A) A favourable or quit-rent.

BIDIKE, Kam. (ffitoO) A herd of loaded cattle, the pile

of their loads.
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BIDRI, H.
(tjjjOo) A kind of mixed metal of copper and

tin, of which vessels and hukka bottoms are made ; so

called from its being originally made at Bidar.

BiDu.Tel. (2S&>), BipuKApu, Kara. (&>O~c):5j) Waste,

uncultivated land.

BI'GA, or BIGANU, Karn. (20?^, B>X<\&) The father of a

son's wife or daughter's husband ; a person related by

marriage.

Bigati, Karn. (ES^AQ) A sister-in-law, the mother of a

son's wife or daughter's husband.

BIGAR, corruptly, BEEGAH, Mar. (f^rrR) Forced labour,

compulsory and uncompensated service. See Begdr.

Bigdri, also, Begari, Mar. (fViml) A forced or pressed

labourer.

BIGHA, BEEGHA, corruptly, BEEGA, BEEGAH, BEGAH, &c.,

H.
(l^jlw) BIGHA, Mar. (fam) A measure of land,

varying in extent in different parts of India. The standard

Bigha, of the revenue surveys of the north-west provinces

is equal to 3025 square yards, or g-ths of an acre. In

Bengal, the Bigha contained only 1600 square yards, or

little less than jd of an acre. In Benares it was, at

the time of the settlement, determined at 3136 square

yards. In other parganas it was equal to 2025, to 3600,

or to 3925 square yards. A Kachha (an immature or

crude) Bigha is in some places a third, in others only a

fourth of a full or standard Bigha. Akbar's Bigha con-

tained 3600 Ilahi-gaz, which have been considered as equal

to the 3025 square yards of the Bigha of Hindustan.

Mr. Elliot specifies the following as some of the va-

riations found in the Upper Provinces :

Bighas. Biswas. Kattas.

Parakhabad ------ 100 acres=175

East and South Gorakhpur- - =192

Allahabad & part of Azimgerh, =177

Part of Azimgerh & Ghazipur, =154

Bijnur -------- ,, =187

In the Upper Doab (Kachha)
- =582

In Cuttack the Bigha is now considered to be an English

acre. The Maratha Bigha is called twenty Funds, or

400 square Kathis or rods, each five cubits and five

hand-breadths : as the rod varies, so does the Bigha :

under the Aadil Shahi dynasty it was equal to 4383

square yards, or only 457 square yards less than an

English acre. The Guzerat Bigha contains only 284^

square yards.

Bighati, or Bigltdoti, corruptly, Bcgehree, Becgotee, Bee-

ghari, Bighari, Bigharni, H. (, 3.**J, . J^UXw) Accord-
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ing to measurement by Bighds; as revenue assessed at so

much per Bighd ; also, division of lands by Bighas

among coparceners. Settlement of the revenue per Bigha,

with reference also to the quality and produce of the

lands, generally made at a money rate, but sometimes in

kind. A coparcenary village, in which the lands are dis-

tributed among the sharers in Bighas and their fractional

parts.

Bighd-ddm, H. (from ddm, Jj, price) Settlement of the

revenue at so much per Bigha, especially in villages

held in common, in which the lands are apportioned in

Bighas, and the assessment proportionably rated.

Bigha-ddn, H. (?) Rate levied on the sharers of an im-

perfect Pattidari village, to make good any deficiency of

revenue left by the produce of the land held in common.

(? If this and the preceding are not essentially the same.)

Bighd-daftttfi, corruptly, Beghah-duftery, H. (from the

P. .Xjii , a record) Official record of the measurement of

the lands of a district in Bighas in the time of Akbar.

Bighdrvani, corruptly, Begownee, Mar. (ftrtJTWt) Assess-

ment of villages at a stipulated rate per Bighd. Reduction

into Bighds of measurements by a different standard.

BIGHA, BEEGHA, Thug. A term used by the Thugs of

Behar and Bengal to express a share of the spoil.

BIHAN, Hindi, (<nVi) Seed. Puraniya.

BIHAND, BEEHUND, H.
(tXAy>)

Land cut up by torrents,

broken land abounding with ravines.

BIHAR, BEEHUR, H. (J&o) Sterile land, land uneven and

broken into ruts and ravines. (No doubt the same as

the preceding, differently pronounced).

BIHNOR, BniNONp, H.
(^ji$.j, f^ffe) Land on which the

plants of rice or other grain are sown for transplanting.

BIHRI, H. ( (Jj&!> P-
irV^>

a share) A subscription, a con-

tribution, an extra cess or assessment. In Benares, a

ward or street rate, or a contribution from each house

for cleaning and repairing the drains. (See Behri : the

words are no doubt the same, slightly varied in pronun-

ciation).

Bfj, BEEJ, H., and in most dialects, CsfV, S. vija,
1Ttaf)

Seed, lit. or fig., as origin, cause, commencement, &c.

Bijdi, H. (,_jW., (<HI^) A portion of seed corn which

the poorer classes are allowed to take from the field ; see

Bejrvar : also the portions of corn given to the village

smith, carpenter, barber, and washerman, by each cul-

tivator.
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Btjdwari, Kara. (>?23~e) J5) Extent of land computed

according to the quantity of seed required to be sown

in it (Mysore). Allowance for such corn (Madras). Read

also Bijrvari.

Bijkhdd, H. (<*(
ftt)

Advance of seed and food to

agriculturists (Rohilkhand).

Bijmdr, H. (jtc ~*>, from mdrana, destroying) Failure

of germination of the seed.

Bij-parava, Tel. Land actually sown (Bellary).

Bij-parmia, (? prameya) chi patti, Mar. (?) An account

kept by the village accountant of the quantity of land

sown, and the amount of revenue due upon it.

Abij, or Nirbij, H. (from S. bij or vij, with the privative

a or nir prefixed) Seed that does not germinate.

BIJAK, H., and in most dialects, (CiAsru) A note of grain

when stored ; thence, a note or memorandum attached to

any article of trade or transport, as a ticket, a label, a

list, an invoice.

BIJAR, BIJUR, II. (fSTU) A sort of soil in which the cerealia

are generally sown (Lower Doab).

BIJHERIYA, H. (Ij^-USTb) A tribe of Rajputs in the district

of Gorakhpur.

BI'JHONIA, H. (bJj^su) A tribe of Rajputs in the Zilla of

Jonpur.

BIHISHTI, H. CJiwwyJ, from the P- ei**#, paradise) A

water-bearer.

BIKRI, H. &c.
(i_j/J,

from the S. faiWO BIKRAY, BIKRI,

Ben. (Pji3>M, fT3pt) Sale, selling.

Bihri-gola, Ben. Uriya, (ft^tZfffal) A salt store where

Government salt is sold by retail.

BIKWAN, H. ()') A branch of the Gaur-tagd tribe

(North-west Provinces).

BIL, Ben. (fo^, S. f^5, a hole) A lake, a pond, a swamp,

low marshy ground.

BIL, H. (Jju) A spade, a hoe. See Bel

Bilddr, H.
(yljJjj)

A digger, a miner, a pioneer. See

Beldar.

BlLABANDI, BlLABUNDEE, or BlLAHBANDI, corruptly,

BEELABUNDY, H. Ben. (^yJJudij, P<i=ii<inl, possibly

from l<ll
,
to arrange, to allot, or a vernacular variety

of Bchri and Behri-bandi, q. v.) An account of the

revenue settlement of a district, specifying the name of

each Mahal, the farmer of it, and the amount of the

rent. In the north-west provinces, Bila-bandi usually

means an arrangement for securing the payment of the
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revenue. In Behar it is said to imply the annual dis-

tribution of the portions of the lands among the Ryots

for their respective cultivation.

Bila-ddr, H. (j't)
<xb) A collectorofthe revenue (Central India).

BIL, H. A. (a contraction of the Arabic preposition < >, bi,

and article al, ^\, prefixed to many words, forming

compounds in daily use, several of which are employed

technically as well as generally) In, with, by, &c.

Bil-ijmdl, H. (A. JUs'b) In the whole (as an estate

without co-parceners.

Bi-l-aks, H. A.
(^jjUS'a)

On the contrary.

Bi-l-fail, H. A. (JjuJLO In fact, indeed, actually.

Bi-l-kul, H. A. (Jilj) Universally, entirely.

Bi-l-maktd, Bil muqta, corruptly, Bilmoohta, Bilmokta,

Bilmugta, H., but adopted in various dialects, (A.
jlaJUJb)

According to agreement, stipulated, fixed, consolidated;

applied especially to a tenure by which a Ryot holds his

land at a fixed rate per plough or per Bigha, or to the

engagement by which his rent is fixed for a given term,

without liability to enhancement. In Benares it was ap-

plied to the fixed or consolidated revenue, including in one

aggregate the Mai, or land-tax, and Abwab, or miscella-

neous cesses. In the Northern Circars, Bil-makhtd, Tel.

(53^
aT" ) was applied to a fixed quit-rent or revenue

assessed at a rate below the usual standard. In the

South it implies land or a village held at a fixed rate.

See Agrahdram.

Bil-mahtd Indm, H. A. (A. A grant of land at a

Consolidated revenue,

low fixed rent

Bil-maktd jama, H. A.

stipulated assessment.

Bil-maktd-muhhdsa, H. (A. <Lols-) A village held

either rent-free, or at a low stipulated quit-rent

Bil-maktd pattd, H. A. (H. tjjr) A lease for a gross

aggregate rent, one in which the land-tax and all other

cesses or Abwabs were consolidated.

Bil-maktd Rdl, H. M. (^fj) Consolidated rent or assess-

ment, aggregate rate per Bigha.

BILA, H. A. (iu) Without; a preposition and prefix to many

terms in common use.

Bild bandi, H. (P. ^&i>, a binding) Doing any thing,

as cultivating land, pending the final adjustment of the

conditions.

Bild sltarat, or Bild mashrut, H. (from A. la^t, an

agreement, or
io^i^c , agreed) Unconditional, absolute :
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a grant of land or the like without any condition, as of

service, &c., being attached to it.

BILA, BEELA, see Bela, H. &c. (P. 2Lu) Money distributed

to the poor from the private funds or privy purse of a

man of rank. According to Gladwin (Vocabulary), Funds

appropriated to the support of the ladies or other mem-

bers of the family of a Nawab.

BiLGlRi, Thug. An extensive jangal or waste, a convenient

spot for murder.

BILHA, Thug. A great enemy of the Thugs. A leper. A

man deprived of his nose and ears. One much emaciated

by sickness.

BILIA, Thug. A brass cup ; technically, a place for mur-

dering or burying the victims. Bilia marjana (? for

mdrjana), to clean the cup, i. e. to choose a spot where

to commit murder.

BILKHARIA, H. (Sij-^) A. tribe of Rajputs of the Bachgoti

Chauhan stock, so named from Bilkhar in Oudh.

BILLADUQU, Tel. (?) An allowance of grain made to the

person appointed to measure it.

BILU, Karn. (^) Waste, uncultivated land.

Bilddahola, Karn. (>^~3<5T3O) A field lying waste.

BI'LU BITTI, Karn. (&$> 23_^>
) The quantity of seed

required to sow a given extent of land.

BIMA, BEEMA, also BIMAN, BEEMAN, H. (LJJ ^U-Jo)

Insurance.

BIN, Mar. (^', from S. ^tn) Seed, especially as kept for

sowing.

BinbinwaU, Mar. (tfTftHdbl) Seeds, slips, roots, or any

thing of the kind for sowing or setting.

BINA, BEENA, H. (l*#) A sort of long grass.

BlNAHA, BlNNAHA, BlNNAPA, Karn. ( <&>, ED^Sb,

S>!^>^> > from S. vijnapti, folrffr) Petition, respectful

statement or request.

BINAHAH, BINUHUR, H. (^Ju ) A'gatherer of cotton (from

iL
, binnd, to pick). Benares. Elsewhere termed Paihdr,

Paihara, or Pul.

BINAI, BINAWAT, H. (tjUj, cyjlL) Weaving.

BINAULA, H. (ddJiJ) Cotton seed : it is used as fodder for

cattle.

BINAURIA, H.
(tojj*)

A weed which grows in fields sown

for the kharif crops : it is used as fodder.

.BiND, BEEND, H. (JJLw) A reed, a rush, a landmark.

BINDA, Mar. (fsfel) A mass of cotton or cordage rolled

together, a small load or bundle (of sticks, grass, &c.).
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BINDA, BEENDA, H. (IAJUJ) A kind of rope made of grass

or of the fibres of the Arher plant

BINDERI, Thug. A sword.

BINDU, Thug. A Hindu.

BIPAKH, Ben. (S. fo*W, S. r<4MIS|) An opponent (in a suit).

BIPAL, H. ((J-JJ, S. f<4M<$) A measure of time, either the

same as a Pal or second, or gth of a second.

BIPHAI, H.
(,_5*Jj) also, BHIPHAI, (.y^j) S. (.Vrihwtpati,

<jj5*Mfn: ) Thursday.

BIB, BEER, H. () Pasturage, grass land.

BIRA, BEEHA, H. (^Jo, ^faj) Rate of rent of lands ac-

cording to the quality of the soil and value of the crops.

Bird beshi, H. (P. ^j^-w , surplus) Increase of rent with :

increased value of produce.

BIRA, BIRA, or Biiu, corruptly, BEREE or BEEDEE, An-

glicised BKTEL, H. (x^w IjJj, ^ftTT, ^T>, S. '<ir<5'<*T) A
Pan or Paun, or small pieces of areka-nut, spice, catechu, \

and sometimes a little quick-lime, rolled up in a leaf of the

piper-betel, to be slowly masticated, answering the pur-

pose of an aromatic, astringent, and alkalescent condiment.

It is much used by the natives of all parts of India, and

is commonly presented from one to another, in token of ;

civility or affection. It is also given in confirmation of

an assurance of a pledge or promise, and among the

Rajputs is ^sometimes exchanged as a pledge of defiance.

BIRANA, or, vernacularly, BIRNA-KHAH, Hindi, (fl<HU=IT,

from S. 4li.l!l) A tough coarse grass spreading over
j

uncultivated lands which are inundated yearly, and re-

movable only by digging.

BIRAR, Dakh. ( Xj) A drove of bullocks laden with grain,

The Mohammedan tribes retain many Hindu customs, so

that, as Mr. Elliot remarks, it is almost doubtful which

religion they prefer. According to some of their traditions,

they migrated into the Doab from Dajore, in the Macheri

country; to others, from Deosar, in Jaypur, whence

they were expelled by the Kachwahas. Rathor tradition

places them in the vicinity of the hills bordering Rohil-

khand in the fifth century.

BIRHAD, or BIRHAR, Mar. (f^^TT) Lodging, residence in

a lodging for a time.

Birhdd bdjdlen, Mar. (fJ-li*<Mlc5) A traveller's bag

and baggage ; lit., Lodging and bedstead.

nirhuil hari, Mar. (fa^lScfcO) A lodger.

BIRHANA, H.
(U'jfcjj)

Lands in which culinary herbs are

grown.

BIRHERIA, H.
(bjJJkjj)

A branch of the Chumar tribe.

BIRINJ, H. P. (>) Rice.

cotton, &c. ; also BIRKI,

BIHAR, Thug. The fighting of cats, or their cries when

fighting.

BIKBANI, BEEHBANEE, H.
(^l^JJ, from vir or bir (Lat. vir)

a man, and bdni, a form of the possessive affix, having a

man, or husband) A term used among the Jats, and in

the north-west provinces, to designate a man's own wife.

BlRGUJAR, BlRGOOJUR, also BARGUJAR, BURdOOJUR, H.
)

(f}~yji)
One of the thirty-six royal races of Rajputs, \

settled chiefly along the Jumna, from Rohilkhand to

Mathura. Their chief town was Anupshehcr, the rulers of

which, as well as the branch of Katehr Birgujars, are

Hindus, but the other tribes are Mohammadans, although-

adopting the Hindu title of Thakur along with the Mo-

hammadan appellation, as, Thakur Akbar Ali Khan.
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Birinjdri, II. (.P. \ 1
, who brings) A dealer in rice fol-

lowing camps ;
more correctly, Banjdri, q. v.

BirinjphaJ, H. A sort of rice.

BIRJIA, H. (Usyj) A division of the Ahir tribe.

HIHKA, II. (^j) A pond, a small well.

BIHMBHAT, H. (UD^JU^) A branch of the Bhat tribe,

whose office is the recitation of ancestral exploits at family

festivals. They are hired for the occasion. They reside

permanently in villages and towns, and do not lead a

migratory life, like some of the other Bhats. See lihdt.

BIIIODII, Ben. &c. (Hifll*f, from the S. virodha) Liti-

gation, opposition.

BIRKA, H. (s"^) Gram and barley sown in the same field.

In the Delhi district, chana or gram injured by wet.

In East Oudh, a ceremony connected with the building

of a house.

BIRRA, H. (s^,
but more correctly, *j)>, detail) Entry of

the different crops of the village lands under separate

heads in the Patwari's account.

Birrd-bardr, H.
(;^jr?

but apparently either a various

reading, or an error for Behri-bardr, q. v.) Collection in

kind (Central Doab). Mr. Elliot suggests its derivation

from 'Birat,' separation on account of the crops being

divided before appropriation, or from the Birra of the

Patrvdri.

BIRT, or BRIT, H. (ci^, from S. vritti, ^fwt> maintenance,

support, means of livelihood) Grant or endowment to any

person for his maintenance, or for religious and charitable
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objects. Proprietary right, whether acquired by purchase,

inheritance, or grant, heritable and transferable, subject

to payment of revenue, either to Government, or to the

Raja or Zamindar, when not specially exempt. A right,

custom, or privilege derived from the performance of

offices, whether secular or religious. A right to perform

certain offices claimed by different castes. Fees to family

priests. Birt, as used in Gorakhpur, has been supposed

to indicate a peculiar tenure ; but it does not seem to

have any especial sense, or to be more than a local

term, equivalent to other terms indicating a grant of

land, either rent-free or at a stipulated rent, being merely

a grant of land made originally by the Rajas of Gorakh-

pur and Benares, and held in absolute and hereditary

right upon payment of a stipulated rent or revenue to

the representatives of the original granter. The rent is

liable to occasional adjustment, and to increase, if the Govern-

ment demand on the Raja be increased. Although not liable to

be dispossessed as long as the rent is paid, yet the occupant

may be ousted, for a time at least, during which he is

entitled to Malikiina. He is also considered as at all

times entitled to the Jalkar and Bankar, or products of

the waters and the woods. Revenue Report, Commons,

App. iii. 81, par. 380. Various kinds of Birt are specified

as recognised in Gorakhpur : as

Jlvan Birt, H. ( ei^J etf*?- >
lil-> maintenance for living ;)

An assignment by the Raja to a younger son and his

descendants of villages in perpetuity, granting them by

Patta, or deed of lease, and receiving a fixed sum as rent.

An allowance to the family of an old servant deceased.

Jlitni-tit Birt, H.
(L^-^J ci^jy, from Mama, to die) Com-

pensation in land to the family of a man killed in the

service of the Raja, chargeable with half the rent of a

village held as Birt on the usual terms.

Sanhal]) Birt, H. (d.y <^_^j** , from S. Sanka.lpa, 5<*<d4:,

a vow) A religious grant to a Brahman, and held at first

rent-free, but latterly subject to a small payment.

liirta, IL (in Nepal) Grant of land rent-free in absolute

property and for ever.

Birtid, H.
(UJi/) One holding a Birt, or subsistence

grant of any description, upon the terms of the grant.

In Gorakhpur, the Birtias, according to Mr. Elliot, pay

a fixed yearly sum, equivalent to 20 per cent, of the

Government revenue, on account of the Raja or superior

landholder
; but they are the owners of the soil, and
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exercise the entire management of their villages, not

liable to be ousted, holding- an hereditary and transferable

tenure, and subject to enhancement of rent only when

the Government revenue is increased. (They do not ap-

pear, therefore, to differ essentially from Ryots holding

hereditary property under a Zamindar, and not liable to

dispossession as long as paying their rent ; except that

they are analogous to village Zamindars in excluding the

district Zamindar from interference in the management

of the villages.)

BIRWA, H.
(Ij^j) A tree. In East Oudh, The labourer em-

ployed to raise water with the Beri, q. v.

Birrvdhi, H.
(^Jt>^j>)

An orchard. (From Birrvd, a tree).

BISAH, H. (sLuj) Purchase, buying.

Bisahru, H.
(j iy*^)

A purchaser.

BISAL, Thug. A person intended to be killed, but who has

clothes round his neck, or some hindrance to strangu-

lation. A victim awkwardly handled. A Thug with

traces of his crime on his dress.

BI'SANAM, Mai. (?) A second or lighter crop (Travancore).

BISANDHI, Thug. Fetters, any metal utensil.

BiSAli, H.
(^L*J)

Loan of seed, to be repaid with increase

after harvest.

BISAT, H. (ciAujJ, less correctly, LL*;) Mar. (falflnr)

Stock, capital, goods, means.

BISATI (A. JLiJ, JsLwJ, from the A. kwJ, a bed, a car-

pet) A pedlar, a hawker ;
a trader not keeping a shop,

but exposing his wares on a carpet or mat spread on the

ground. (The notion is the same as is expressed by

Bic/thditi, q. v., and the terms are probably confounded.)

BISEN, H.
(yjJgaij)

A powerful tribe of Rajputs in the

eastern parts of the north-west provinces, the head of

whom is the Raja of Salempur Majjhauli.

BISH, corruptly, BEESH and BEESHY, H. &c.
(^j^>,

also

written and pronounced BIKH, jj, S. f^m, visha)

Poison in general, but usually applied to a root used

sometimes in medicine (aconitum ferox). The fibrous

stalk of the lotus (from S. f%^j).

BISHA, Uriya ( QCI| ) A brass weight equal to 20

palas.

BISHKAPRA, H. (^Cio) A kind of spreading grass used

in medicine (trianthema pentandra).

BISHNPKIT or PHEET, corruptly, BISHUNPEHEET, H. &c.

(c^MX^j, S.
faujj,

vishnu and prita, wfaf, grateful to,

beloved by) whence also, Bishnuprit, Ben.

2 A
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Lands held rent-free by Brahmans, or religious persons,

professing the especial service of the deity Vishnu.

Bishnprit-ddr, H. (P. j\3,
who has) A Brahman holding

lands granted in honour of Vishnu.

BISHNOTTAH, corruptly, BISHNOWATTUR, H. &c.
(^JjjLio,

S. fowfaT) Land held rent-free by Brahmans profess-

ing the worship of Vishnu, or granted in honour of that

divinity : hence also, Baishnavottar (from Baishnav, a

follower of Vishnu).

BISHNOWI, H.
((^yyoio)

A tribe of growing importance in

some parts of the north-west provinces, combining Hindu

and Mohammedan practices and belief, generally terming

themselves Sheikhs, but adding the title to a Hindu name.

BISIIT, H. (ci-M^j) A provincial term in Kamaon for a

kind of Tdluliddr, appointed by Government

Bisi, BEESEE, H. (^*jj) A measure of weight, commonly

a Vix or Vix'i, equal to five Sers. In Garwhal and

Kamaon, a dry measure ; also a measure of land equal to

20 nalis, and 4800 square yards. In Rangpur, a land

measure equal to 10 dltans.

Bisi, BISEE, Uriya, (q1) A fiscal division of the county

a province or district paying revenue under the Hindu

Government of Orissa : also termed Bishe (from S.vi*haya,

fipnK, a country).

Bissofi, or Bixhiiyi, read also, Bisaye, (?) Uriya, The chief

of a district in Orissa, collecting the Government revenue,

and exercising police and judicial authority. The Des-

mukh of the Marathas.

BISNI, Thug. A Thug, a thief, any one living by plunder.

BISODHAN, Ben., Uriya, &c. (f3Z*ft*R, S. f^IIVH, lit.,

making clean or pure) Acquitting, discharging, as

a debt.

Bitodhan patra, Ben. &c. ( T35, a document) An ac-

quittance, a receipt, a written discharge or release.

BISWA, H.
(5^wJ, f<4<y, from bis i/~Ju ,

S. vinsati f^Sjfif

twenty) Lit., a twentieth, but applied especially to the

twentieth part of a Bighd. It is also used to express a

proportionate share of proprietary right in a village which

is conventionally taken as a Bighd, divisible into twenty

parts distributed among the sharers
; as, a holder of five

Biswas is proprietor of one-fourth
;

of ten Biswas, of a-

half
; of one Bisiva, of one-twentieth ; of half a Bisrea,

of one-fortieth, &c.

Bisrva-bardr, H. (^, TOt, tax) Assessment or col-

lection ofthe revenue upon the Biswas or shares of the land.
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Biswaddr, H. (P. j\& , who has) The holder of a share or

shares in a coparcenary village.

Bigtvaddri, H. (P. j_)^, having) Proprietary tenure in

Biswas, or shares so designated. Also the tenure of in-

dependent village communities holding under a superior

Talukdar, as in Aligarh, Mynpuri, and Gorakhpur. In

some places, as in the Delhi district, the term is equiva-

lent to Pattiddri or Zamindari. (In that case the deri-

vation is probably different, and it may come from the

S. visrva f^I, all, whole).

Bistralt, Mar. (T^oir, from S. f^rfff, twenty) The

twentieth part of a Pad, which is the twentieth of a

Jilyhd. The Bisivah is one square Kdti, or rod, which,

however, varies in length.

Bimnili, Uriya (QCJJCll) Land assigned to the Khan-

ddyat, or head of a division called a Klianda (or, more

probably, the land assigned to the Bissm, the H. Khund

and U. Bixhtt meaning the same).

liisirdnsa, or Jiisiriiiisi, II.
(ilUo'yuJ , from Bisva, and S.

^51 nnxa, portion) The fraction of a Bixnm, usually

the twentieth.

BIMM', II. d_sy^, fa'jft) The holder of a Bisma, or share,

in which character the person may be appointed by a col-

lector of revenue to collect the dues of the other sharers.

Alienation of lands on a low quit-rent or payment of a

fine (East Oudli). In the north-west provinces it some-

times implies a deduction of two Biswas per each Bigha

cultivated by under-tenants, claimed as his right by the

landlord or lessor.

BITA, BEETA, H. (tfhn, more correctly, perhaps, Bum,

q. v.) Lands of a village that have existed from time im-

memorial, in opposition to lands recently acquired by

alluvial deposit.

BITA or BHITA, Thug. A hundred.

BITAUBA, H.
(}jf>J.)

A heap of dried cow-dung.

BI'TAUHI, Hindi (sftltrO A. tax upon artificers and shop-

keepers for permission to work or trade in a village.

Puraniya.

BITHAK, H. (l^J^b) Ant-hills (East Oudh and Benares);

also a seat or platform where people meet to converse.

See Baithali.

BIT KHET, H. (e^J^ i-i^) Lands on which forced or un-

requited labour is demanded from the Ryots by the owner

of the village.

BIT- or BID LAVAN, corruptly, BITNOBEN, Hindi (f^7 or
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A kind of medicinal salt, commonly known as

black salt, formed by fusing common salt with Emblic

myrobalan.

BITRA-BANDI, H. (L<& J/j) Arrangements for securing

the revenue (Sagar). See BILA-BANDI.

BITT \DAHOLA, Kara. (S>j|BdSvBeJ) Afield left fallow.

->>

BITTE, Kara. ( ?4) Performance of inferior offices in a
" '

cJ

village, as porterage, &c., for fees in grain, or lands

exempt from revenue.

BITTE-KHADI, Kara. (K>jaJ~EQ) A cess levied in lieu

of a piece of cloth formerly exacted annually from each loom.

BITTIYAVA, BITTIYALU, Kara. (S&30&3, ik3&xrs<JO) A
VjJ tU

free porter.
->

?
_Q

BITTE YETTU, Kara. (53 t^cOJo^) A tax levied in Mysore

in lieu of bullocks formerly required from the villages

for the conveyance of grain to the Paligars.

BITTUVADU, (23Q^,3OJ) Sowing seed.

BITU, BEETOO, Thug. Any person not a Thug.

BIYUTAT, H.
(tiilJjJo, pL of bait, a house, lit, house ex-

penses) A term applied to lands in the neighbourhood of

Agra that were assigned originally to members of the

royal family, but had come under general cultivation.

BIZAAT or BAZA AT, A. (c^c^aj) Agency, commission, in

which the profit on the sale accrues to the proprietor of

the article sold, and is not divided between the owner

and the agent. Capital. Stock in trade.

Bo, H.
(jJ , root of Bo-nd, to sow) Cultivation. Sowing seed.

Boai or Board, (<_j'j? , \j*]>
) Sowing seed. Time for sowing.

Boyar, H.
(jij>,

^<lO Land that never lies fallow.

Bob, H. (4->y) Sowing grain by the drill (Bundelkhand).

Boi bdchh, II. (<t-'o t_$y)
Assessment to be realised on

actual cultivation (Delhi).

Boni, H. (ir>^) Sowing. Seed-time.

BOBHATA, Mar. (^fvn<n) Notoriety. Publicity of what ought

to be kept quiet. General outcry. A clamorous com-

plaint or accusation.

BODA, H. (bjj ) A buffalo.

BODAR, BODUR, H. (/Jj?) A place to stand on whilst

throwing up water with the Dauri, or basket, from a lower

to a higher level.

DDHA, Ben. (i^tSl) A security, a bondsman, a bail.

AMI, Tel. (?) The chief of the left-hand caste in Dindi-

gul. Gl. 5th Rep.

BO<;.\MU, Tel. (eJ^X&W, from S. jftir, enjoyment) The

dancing-girl caste.
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Bogamu-vddu, Tel. (J X5x><xT"Cio) A dancing girl.

Bogamudi or Bhogandi, Tel. (2S~*XoQ, sT^XcD)

A dancing girl.

BOGASE, Kara. (VsX ,0) The two hands joined so as to

hold any thing ; whence it comes to imply the small per-

quisites granted to the village servants measured by

handfuls.

BOHAUDIA, H. (bOy&jj) A cultivator who has not a plough,

and either works with a hoe or a borrowed plough.

BOHNI, H. (
v_siay) BAUNI, Ben. (^ft), BONI, Tel.

Kara. (*''), Mar. CTlfi) The first money received

during the day, or the first ready-money sale by shop-

keepers and hucksters. Handsel. No credit is given for

the article first sold.

BOHRA, incorrectly, BORAH, H.
(]^>^,

S. vyavahdri Hl^tO,

a trader, a man of affairs), also BOH!RA, BOHARI, or Bo-

HARI, Mar. ("fl^KI, sfffrct, sff^TCt) A banker. A money-

lender, or merchant of a particular tribe so called, usually

receiving any article of marketable value in payment of

money advanced. The Bohras appear to have originated

in Guzerat, where they became converts to Mohammad-

anism, but they are settled in many parts of central and

western India and in the north-west provinces.

Boi, BOEE, Tel. (U* CXXJ~) A man of the fisherman-caste,

but whose usual avocation is also the carrying of litters

and palankins, and who is employed as a domestic servant

at Madras, where the word is pronounced like, and con-

founded with, the English boy :

"
also written and

pronounced Bhoi," q- v.

BOIDU, Tel. (^COJ^>&J) A man of the cow-herd or

shepherd-caste.

BOJH, H. U:=-y), Ben. BOJA or BOJHA, (i^tRl, Ctf\,

Hindi (^JRj) A sheaf or bundle of grain or grass; also,

a load, a burthen. A load of corn equal to five Dhokus,

but the measure varies in different districts, and also ac-

cording to the crops. The first of the pans placed for

receiving sugar from the boiler.

Bojh-latal, H. (^Gj t&-j>)
Division or shares by stocks

tor bundles of mowed corn (Rohilkhand).

BOKA, H. (&jJ, ^cRT) A basket, pail, or leather bag for

throwing up water ; possibly connected with the Anglo-

Saxon term J3uh, Bouk, Bucket.

BOKKASA, Karn. (C^g^
3
) Treasure.

Bokkasadamane, Karn. (>Sg><5^oe3)
A treasury.

BO'KKENA, Tel. (?^~
6

~|-^,
from the H. boko) A bucket
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for drawing water from a well. A leather bag for baling

out water. A grain or corn bag.

BOLA, H. (ly, from liJo, to speak) Verbal agreement be-

tween two parties. (In the Delhi district) agreement

between the village lessees and cultivators as under-tenants.

Bolans, II. (,.i!j.>) Making over one's share to

another.

Bolansi, II.
OguJiSjj)

The holder of a share properly be-

longing to another. An adopted heir. (This and the pre-

ceding are current in Benures and East Oudh, from

bolnd, to speak, and ans ^t^I, a share).

BoLKHA'rorBoi.EKHUT, elsewhere written BHOLKAT, (?)Mar.

One of the accounts kept by the Kulkarani, a debit and

credit account, shewing the amount received from the cul-

tivators, and how it has been disposed of.

BOI.WAN, Mar. (*flcfcM<U) Ceremony of conducting a bride

to her husband's house ; also, dismissal of the bridegroom's

friends and attendants. Ceremony of propitiating Bliutus

or evil spirits, who have entered a village, to induce them

to leave it, and conducting them with music and in

procession to the confines.

BOMBYA, Mar. (^farO A person in office at CJaya, who,

when a party of pilgrims arrives, precedes them, making

a noise by beating his mouth.

UOMKAR, Mar. (?) A class of weavers in Kandesh.

BONBA or BONDA KOYYA, Tel. (Z5"*0<$, zJ^o
"T

'0&)
Stocks for confining petty offenders.

BONDU, Tel. (sS^OQJ) A field or crop dried up for want

of rain.

Bondu-pon-adam, Tel. (?) Parched or dried-up crops,

yielding no grain.

BONTALU-RASJ, Tel. (?) Ears of Jatcdri retaining the grain

after threshing.

BORA, H, Ben. (*;}?) A sack for holding rice.

BORO, H. Ben. (TtZ3l) A sort of rice sown in January

and reaped in April : it is sown in low swampy ground,

ornear the banks ofa river where irrigation is not required.

Uorofaxl, H. Ben. (J^a) The season of spring, or that

in which the Boro rice is reaped.

BOTTU, Tel. Karn. (ji>) A drop. A spot. An ornament

or spot-mark on the forehead of a bride at the time of

marriage. Sectarial mark with paint or ashes on the

forehead. Also
jj-4th of a pagoda.

BOTTU, Tel. (~*&) The husk or chaff of grain after

threshing.
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BRAHMA, S. (masc. Brahma,
1

S?tT) One of the chief Hindu

deities. The agent in creation. The creator.

BRAHMA, with the final vowel short (
-

3?() The first cause

of all things. The Supreme Being. Also, the Vedas

collectively.

BRAHMAN, BHAHMUN, dialectically, BAHMAN or BOI-IMAX,

or, in Tamil, PARAPPAN or PIRRAMANAN, corruptly,

BRAMAN, BRAMIN, &c., II. (^.^1^, S.
rr?n^)

A man

of the first order or caste of Hindus, properly charged

with the duty of expounding the Vedas, and conducting

the ceremonies they enjoin : in modern times, engaged

not only in such duties, but in most of the occupations

of seculur life. The Bruhmans of the present day are

distinguished into a variety of divisions and subdivisions,

between most of which no social relations exist. The

first distinction is between those who maintain a sacred

fire and are thence termed Agniliotras and those who

do not, by far the larger proportion. A more universal

distinction is that of the five Cfaura and five Drdvira

races. The first are the Kdnyahulija, or Brahmans of

Kanuj ; Xdnimrat, or north-west of India; Gaur, or

Bengal ; Maithila, or north Bahar ; Utkala, or Orissa.

The second are the Drdvira, Tailanga, Karn&ta,

Jlalitinix/itra, and Gurjar, or Guzerat Brahmans.

Each of these has various subdivisions. According to a

Jdti Mala, or list of castes current in Hindustan,

the principal are thus enumerated: 1. KANYAKUBJA,

four : Sarjupdri, Samaria, Jijhaulia, and Sanaudhiyii.

2. SARASWAT,ten: Bhdradrcdji, Sipoli, Chaini, Sudhani,

Bhdrati, Khukati, Rankhati, Soli, Mali, Graham.

3. GAUR, six: Gaur, Pdrihh, Bdhimi, Khandelrvdl,

Sdrasn-at, Sutthrvdl 4. 5. The Maithila and Utkala

Brahmans have but one order. Of the five Drdviras,

the DRAVIRA properly so termed has three divisions:

Bddam, Brihatcharan, Ashtaaahasra. 2. TAILANOA

has six : Teltjhdnya, Belnad, Begindd, Karnahammala,

MvnganM, Kdsalndd. 3. KARNATA, two : Badfjalndd-

Silndd. 4. MAHARASHTRA, eight: Kardde, Chitpd-

wan, Desastha, Yajurvedi, Apastambha, Abhir, Serabai,

KayastUpralhu. 5. The GURJAHA Brahmans are of

eighty-four tribes ; the principal of which are the Ndf/ara,

Mora, Aud'iah, Mervdra, Sri-yaw, Khedewal, and

Bhmnhar : (some of these names are very possibly

inaccurate.) There are also two classes considered ad-

ditional to the whole, Sdkadmpi, who came latterly, it is
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said, from Sdkadrvipa, and Gaydli, said to have been

made Brahmans by Vydsa. Each of the above has an

infinite number of subdivisions. The Kanouj Brahmans,

from whom the Brahmans of Bengal are reputed to spring,

are said to have been divided, after their settling- in Bengal,

into a hundred and fifty-six families. Of these, one hundred

are to be found in the portion of Bengal termed Varen-

dra, and fifty-six in that termed R&rh. Of the former,

eight, and of the latter, six are considered Kulina, or of

good family, or noble ; a classification ascribed to Balal

Sen, a Raja of Bengal in the twelfth century. The

first are named JIaitra, JBftima, Rudra, Vdgist, Santd-

mani or Sandydl, Ldhuri, Bhdduri, Sudliu-vdgisi, and

Bhadara. The fourth and fifth names are not unfre-

quently met with, the rest seldom. Those of the Bark

Brahmans are more common: they are Mukhuti or

Multkarji, Gdnguli, Kanjldha, Goshdla, Bandygati or

Banarji, Chatati or Chatoji.

BRAHMANI, corruptly, BRAJIINEE and BAHMANEE, H. S.

( riismft) A female of the Brahmanical caste, the wife

of a Brahman.

Brahmackarya, II. (W5I, from Brdhmana, and Charya,^^,

practice) The condition of the religious student. Leading a

similar life, or one ofcontinency and self-denial. Mendicancy.

Brahmachdri, H. I. C^V, f r 'n<HU and ^lO, who fol-

lows or practises) A youth of either of the three first pure

classes during his pupillage, and while studying the

Vedas. A mendicant who professes to have prolonged

the period of studentship, and to observe through life the

practice of study, poverty, and continence. In general,

however, an ignorant vagrant.

Bralimdduya, corruptly, Bremhaday, Bramadayum, Bra-

mandoyan, Bumadya, H. S. (^3t, for rilsSUU, and dddya,

'ai^T(, what is received) Any grant or perquisite ap-

propriated to Bmhmans. In the Carnatic, a twentieth

of the Government revenue was formerly considered as

payable to the Brahmans for religious purposes.

Brahmahatyd, S. (^3T?iin) The murder of a Brahman.

Any crime of like enormity.

Brahma, or Brahman-jdi or -jaec, Mar. (ddMI^) A
man of a mixed race, sprung from a Brahman father and

woman of inferior caste. He is usually engaged in

service, agriculture, or trade.

Brdhmandbhojand, S. &c. (MIJUn*ft*l<IT) Distribution of

food to Brahmans.
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Brdhmanadivya, S. Mar. (ST'sOT (<'=<() A form of oath :

making oath while holding the feet of a holy Brahman.

Brdhmanjan, Mar. (from S. 5PT, a person) A Brahman

entertained in a Brahman family as a menial.

Brahmavdsitti, T. (l^CTlOO-l [76*514^, spelled Pirama-

vdsittf) A Brahman village.

Brahmottara, corruptly, Burmhotur, Bruhmutter, Bro-

mutter, Barmautar, Burmuter, Bermertur, &c., Ben.

Uriya Oc^lOT , S. sT3t, A Brahman, and ^HT, uttara,

what comes after or belongs to, but the derivation

and form of this compound, notwithstanding its very

general use, are not quite certain. It is sometimes

written Brahmatrd, as if derived from S. trd, what pre-

serves, from the root ^n, trd, to preserve or protect, but

the correctness of this is doubtful) Land granted rent-

free to Brahmans, for their support and that of their

descendants ; properly as a reward for their sanctity or

learning, or to enable them to devote themselves to re-

ligious duties and education. Such lands have not un-

frequently fallen into the possession of lay proprietors.

Brdkmanmdd, Karn. (?) A term used in the Nagar dis-

trict of Mysore for the garden country.

BRAJ, or BHUJ, incorrectly, BRIJ, H.
(~.jt , from the S.

vraja, '3f, a cow-pen or pasture) The tract about Ma-

thura and Brindaban, the residence of the juvenile

Krishna, and the scene of his boyish gambols with the

Gopas and Gopis, or cowherds and milkmaids.

Brajbdsi, Brujbasee, corruptly, Brijbasi, Birjebassy,

Birjebussic, and Birjebaussie, H. S. (lit., an inhabitant

Vdsi or Bdxi of the district of Braj) An armed atten-

dant, one carrying arms, as a sword and shield, or

sometimes a matchlock, and employed as a doorkeeper, a

guard, or an escort. He is always a native of Western or

North-Western India, and is thence identified with a

Hindu of Braj.

Braj-bhdshd, or -bhdkhd, H. S. (from S. >TRT, speech)

The dialect of Braj, the form of Hindi spoken in the

neighbourhood of Mathura and other parts of the north-

western provinces, and in which the most popular poems of

the Hindus are written ; as, the Ramayana, by Tulasi Das.

BRAT, or BRUT, corruptly, BURT, H. (ciJ^, S. vrata,
1

3TT)

A vow, a fast, any self-imposed religious obligation.

(The word is improperly confounded with Birt and Brit.

See the next.)

BRIT, H. (ci.^, S. vritti, ^f^, means of subsistence) A

2n
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grant of land or other means of support to any one. (In

the spoken dialect the word is most usually pronounced

Birt, q. v.)

BRITTANT, H. (ei-oU^, S. <4^|>H, vrhtdnta) Information,

news, intelligence of a transaction or occurrence.

Brittdnt-patra, H. (.patra, a leaf) Record of a decision

pronounced by a Panchuyat.

Bu, BUA, BUBU, H. (y , \j>, j)ji)
A sister. Bud is also an

aunt by the father's side. Bubu in the west of India is

a lady.

BUD, BOOD, H. (from the P. Jy, third person preter. of

yjiJjj,
to be) Being, state or condition of being, espe-

cially with reference to the past It is used in Hindi

chiefly in composition ; as, Bud-bash, a residence, Bud-

nd-bud or Hast-nd-lud, remission of rent on failure of crops.

BUDH-GANGA, BooDH-GuNGA, H. (iX&sjj; from Buil/i,

pronounced Burhj or Burha, old) The old bed of the

Ganges, traceable below Hastinapur, and also below

Soron and Kampil.

BUDHAVARA, vernacularly, Budhwdr, or Budhbdr, S. &c.

(^preTC,
from Budha, the planet Mars, and vdra, a day)

Wednesday.

BUDIBUDAKI, Karn. (tX)Oeo0^6) A class of religious

mendicants in Mysore.

BUDIDE PANNU, Tel. (eaj-oa~3?Sj;^ from iudide, ashes)

A fee for permission to burn a corpse.

BUDIT, BOODEET, Mar. (VTbf) A loss, a sum of money

given up as lost Money imprudently invested.

Buditkul, Mar.
(^rhfgs^s) A bad debtor, one not

likely to pay.

Budit khat, Mar. (from hhat, ^m, P. a writing) A bond

not expected to be discharged.

Budit kharch, Mar. (^, from p.) Expenditure with-

out return. Head of an account specifying losses.

Budit khdten, Mar.
(<j/)rfWlif)

An account or register

of bad debts.

Bunni, BURKI, Mar. (tliohl) A hole or pit dug by the side

of a stream to collect water for distribution in irrigation.

BUDRUKH, Mar. (^tf. dialectic corruption of P. Buzunj,

^Jjj>.' great) Venerable, dignified. Greater or upper, as

fields or towns opposed to lesser or lower: also, senior

as opposed to junior, or major to minor.

BUGARA RASI, Tel. (?) A heap of unwinnowed grain.

BUJHARAT, H.
(cu^l^., from

Ul$s-y, to explain or cause

to understand) An audit or adjustment of accounts.
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Bujhonta, H. (lii^s
1

.,
from

lif-jJ,
to understand) An

abstract account of a village proprietary, made out annually

by the Patwarf, shewing the profit on each share.

BUK, BOOK, H. (CJ^j) Land recovered through the reces-

sion of a river (Rohilkhand).

BUKARA, BOOKAHA, H.
(*j6j>)

Land left by a river, but

rendered useless by a deposit of sand (Rohilkhand).

BULANDI, BOOLUNDU, H. (from the P. buland, JoJj , lofty)

High land.

BUN, Hindi fatf) The quantity of grain given to a labourer

for a day's work in weeding, from two-and-a-half to three

Scrs of rough grain (Puraniya).

BUN, BOON, H. (
(i^) Coffee in seed, before it is ground.

BUNDELA, BOONDELA, H.
(iSljjJy)

A spurious tribe of

Rajputs, who give name to the province of Bundclkhand,

corruptly, Bundlecund. They are descended from the

Garhwars of Kantit and Khairagarh, and first settled

in Bundelkhand in the thirteenth or fourteenth century.

There are few genuine Bundelas in the Britisli portion

of the province, except in the Pargana of Panwari.

BUNDU, Karn. (Xr*O&3) The coffee plant (Mysore).

Bundu bij, Karn. (from S. vija, seed) The coffee berry.

BUNGA, or BONGA, H.
(<*)j?)

A stack of straw.

BUNGAH, corruptly, BOUNGA, H. (P. li;), Mar. BUNUGEN,

(*j<ijij) Followers, suttlers, and baggage of an army.

BUNT, BOONT, II. (ooy) Unripe grain or pulse (Cicer

arietinum).

BUNYAD, II. (P. iU*j), Mar. (^*)l<) Lit, foundation, but

applied to offices or appointments which have existed

from time immemorial.

Bunyddi, Mar. ('M'l<fl) Original, fundamental.

Bunyddi thalkari, Mar. (^Sofirt, landholder) The origi-

nal landlord or proprietor of an estate.

BURA, BURHA, Mar. (TO, 5^) Mould.

BURA, BOORA, H. (*#) Redeemable mortgage (East

Oudh).

BURANT, BUHANT, Mar. fet?, TOT) A place overgrown

with grass and bushes. A thicket of low bushes.

BURA-TUKRA, BOORA-TOKRA, Ben. (?) An account of village

receipts and disbursements made up for six or eight

months by the Patvvari, and balanced. The balance is

carried to the demands of the rest of the year.

BURI, Ben. (5f) An inundation, immersion of a tract

under water. A measure of value equal to five Gandas,

or twenty Kaunris.
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BURI'DA, BOOREEDU, H. (P. WJ^, lit, cut) Fields cut by

stealth (Rohilkhand),

BURKA, Mar. (?) A subdivision or share of the lands of a

village, varying from ten to fifty, each comprising a cer-

tain number of fields, but not a defined quantity of land.

Burkd chi Ml, Mar. (?) The managing Ryot who appor-

tions the Burkas and the revenue among the other cul-

tivators. Dak/tin.

BURKI, Mar. (?) A structure of masonry for drawing

water from rivers and nalas.

BuRRi, BOORREE, H. (^j ) Sowing seed by dropping it

from the hand into the furrow, instead of sowing broad-

cast or by drill
; also read GURRI and GULLI.

BUHUD or BURAD, Mar. (j^
1

?, ^ts) The name of a caste,

or individual of it, whose occupation is mat-making. He

is sometimes enumerated among the village servants.

BUTADU, Tel. (ZOO^&i) Household expenses.

BUTARAD, Hindi (MHK<^) A name given to extra cesses

upon the cultivator. Puraniya.

BUT-FAHOSHI or -PAROSHI, Tel. (from P. but, an idol, and

parmarish, cherishing) A tax levied on different trades

in a town or village to defray the cost of celebrating the

worship of the tutelary divinity. A tax levied on the

festivals of the inferior castes and the drums beaten on

such occasions. In former times, also, a fine imposed by

a Guru, or spiritual guide, to expiate certain breaches of

the laws of caste.

BUTTAWAL, (?) Tamil. Land newly cleared for cultivation. In

the first year it is exempt from rent, in the succeeding

years it pays the Government revenue in progressive

fourths, until, in the fifth year, it is fully assessed.

Travancore.

BYABASAY, for S. VYAVASAYA, Ben. (^JTSTfa), S. Oqmim;)

Trade, business affairs.

Byabatdyt, Ben. A tradesman, any one engaged in affairs

or business.

JYABASTHA, for S. VYAVASTHA, Ben. CW^l) A statute,

a law. A written opinion or dictum on a point of Hindu

law drawn up by Pandits.

JYABAHAR, Ben. (^J^t^), S. 0*rT?n:) Custom, usage.

Business, profession, affairs in general. A suit at law ;

whence, also, Bydbahdrik, one engaged in affairs, in a

suit, &c.

JYAH, H. GsLu, S. fspn?) Marriage.

JYAJ, H.
(^-Iw)

Interest. See Bidj.
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BYAJU, H.
(j-L.u) Principal bearing interest. See Bidjy.

BYANA, BYARA, Kara. (5~3ra, STc>#) A piece ofpasture-

ground attached to a village, and assigned as a perqui-

site to the head-man, who lets it out for the grazing of

cattle at a charge per head.

BYA"PAR, H. Ben.
(jljUj, nmiO Business, affairs.

Bydpdri, H. (^ULw, S. *rnmrfr) One who transacts busi-

ness of any kiud, a merchant, a dealer, a trader. (It

occurs in most dialects, slightly modified, as, Bepari, Bai-

pdri, Beopdri, Byopdri, Byaupdri, &c.

BYAURA, H.
(.])>,

S. 3re?K:) Detail, narration, statement

of circumstances.

BYAY or BYAYHAR, (^>,jl^J^, S. *mi) Expense, expen-

diture.

BYOHAR or BYAUHAR, properly, BYABAHAR, as above, or

VYAVAHAHA, H.
(jbt^jo) Business, affairs, trade, calling.

BYOHAR, H.
(j&jJJ,

from the S. 'anTfTt) A loan.

Byohard or Byohdri, H.
0/bjJu, ^'jfcj-w,

S.

A creditor, a lender.

CASTE, Eng. A word applied to the distinctions of birth,

tribe, and occupation, which separate the people of India

of the Hindu religion, and preclude their eating, drinking,

and smoking together; their using the same vessels ;

their intermarrying ; and other relations of social life.

The lower orders of Indian Mohammadans pretend to

similar distinctions ; caste being in all cases matter of

pride, not of humiliation. The word is derived from the

Portuguese Casta, race, species.

CHABEJJA, CHABENI, H. (l*#*- (jko-> & ^HK to chew)

Parched grain.

CHABUTARAH, CHUBOOTURA, CHABUTRA, CHUBOOTRA, H.

(iS,ijAj- , *NiKI -^l) A raised bank or terrace de-

tached from the residence, sometimes covered over, on

which persons sit and converse. A kind of summer-

house or pavilion. A place where the head of the police

is usually stationed. A police-office or station, or the

magistrates' court. A room or hall used for public meet-

ings of the villagers. A custom-house or station. A

guard-house. A market-place. A stone platform erected

as a boundary mark.

CHA"BUK, corruptly, CHAWBUCK, H. (i^LU-) A whip.

Chdbuk-suwdr, corruptly, Chawbuclt-sreaar, H. (P.

a rider) A rough rider, a groom, a jockey.
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CHACHA, CHACHA, H. &c.

paternal uncle, a father's brother.

Chachi, or ChdcM, H. &c.
(g

brother's wife.

Chacherd, H. &c. (\Jfs^") Connected through a paternal

uncle
; as, Chacherd-bhdi, A first cousin, the son of a

paternal uncle.

CHACHAR, also CHANCHAB, CHUCHUII, or CHUNCHUR, H.

(/s^~, _/==^~ , ^^T) Land that has lain fallow for a

year or more, but not a very long time : on being taken

under cultivation the produce was divisible for the first

year in the proportion of one share to Government and

three to the cultivator : after a year of cultivation it was

placed on the footing of fully cultivated land of the same

description.

CHACHAB, H. (j-{-) A Hindu festival held after the

Holi.

CHACHAR, Ben. ( oloa ) Land on the banks or in the

bed of a river, from which the water has lately been

dried. Inferior fallow land.

CHADAH, CHUDUR, H. (P. j&-) A sheet or cloth.

Chadar anddzi, H. (P.
i^yjljol, throwing) A ceremony

among the Sikhs : when a man marries a widow a

sheet is thrown over the parties.

CiiADARti-GUDDi, (?) Kara. Boundaries of an estate or of

village lands, including waste.

CHADAVU, Earn. (&r Q &<)) Increase of price or rent.

See Charhai.

Darchaddvu, Kara. (&a/'5~c>c^i) Disposing of the

Government share of the crop to farmers at an advanced

rate.

CHADH, pronounced also CHARH, Mar. (^S
1

) Increase, ad-

vance (as of assessment or price, &c.)

Chadhpatti, Mar. ("MiMgl) An extra cess.

CHADI, Tel. Kara. ( t3~O ) An accusation, slander, defa-

mation.

CHAH, H. (P. xU.) A well.

Chdhi, or Chdhi-zamin, H.
(^jJ^j, land) Land irrigated

from wells.

Mahiti Chdh, H. (from A. la^s-*, surrounding) Land

watered by wells in alternate years.

CHAH, CHUH, H. (<t-) A platform, a pier-head.

CHAHAR-SHAMBA, H. (P. iju-i^l^) Thursday.

CHAHAR-SU, H. (P. j\q*. , four, and y* , a side) A square, a

quadrangle, a market-place.
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CIIAHAL, H. ((J^^-) A strong soil, ranking between those

termed llausli and Danhar (Dehli).

CHAHAL SITUN, H. (P. J^-, forty, ^y^, a pillar) A

pavilion, a chamber, a summer-house supported by forty,

i. e. many pillars. (Also with the II. numeral, Chdlit,

forty, ChdUx-xiliin).

CHAHALDA, Mar. (^?S^l) A tax formerly levied on Ban-

jaras in the Dakhin.

CHAHIL, or CIIAHIRA, H. (JjfiU-, KU-) A tribe of

Rajputs in Hisar, mostly converts to Mohammedanism.

They nevertheless retain charge of the tomb of Goc/a

Chaithdn, a Hindu prince now esteemed a saint.

CHAHLI, CHUHLEE, H, (^J^*-) The wheel on which the

rope revolves at the top of the well.

CiiAiionA, II- (ty^a-) Rice dibbled in a field after being:

sown in a separate bed. A fine sort of rice.

CIIAHOTRA, or CHAHUTHA, Mar. ("q^-41, ^?1
5T, from T?,

four, and 4wt, subsequent) Interest at four per cent.

per month.

OHAHFH, Mar. (^T|t) A long measure of land. Accord-

ing to one statement, equal to 120 square B'tyhds, to

another, to 150 JJif/Iuis.

CIIAHVAHI, Mar. ( "M 1,^ ) The drag rope of a plough or

of the bucket of a well, to which the head pair of oxen

are yoked.

Chdhvari mot, Mar. (^TSfTt *fc) The bucket of a draw-

well worked by bullocks.

CHAIL, H. (J^*-) Land twice tilled (Rohilkhand).

CHAIN, H. (
(j^-) Cultivated land.

CHAIN, H. (^J^) A low caste of Hindus.

CHAINA, H. (<tu.-) An inferior kind of grain. A sort of

millet (Panicum pilosum), also called C/tena and China.

C/tdinhltati, Ben. (Ftf^"tft) A spot in the salt-works

where the drainage of the baskets is collected.

Chain la.ban, Ben. (FffiPT^) Basket salt.

CHAIT, or CHYT, properly, CHAITRA, H. &c. (ui^A*-, S.

%^) A month so called (March April) beginning with

the sun's entrance into Pisces.

Chaiti, H. (^fift) Relating to or produced in Chait, as,

the spring harvest. In Bundelkhand it is usually so ap-

plied, denoting the Roll, or spring crops.

CHAITYA, S. (%Rl) Any large tree in a village, held in

peculiar sanctity : an altar, a monument. A Buddhist

temple or monument.

CHAK, CHUK, corruptly, CHUCK, H. &c. (^J>-, ^lf, S.
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,
a circle or district) CHAKU, or CHEKU, Tel.

A portion of land divided off; as, the detached

fields of a village, or a patch of rent-free land, or any

separate estate or farm. In old revenue accounts the

term was applied to lands taken from the residents of

a village, and given to a stranger to cultivate. In the

north-west provinces the subdivision of a Pargana formed

under cl. 88, Settlement Circular of 1839. In the Dakhin

survey the term is used to designate a field within a

field, when it is necessary to subdivide a field without

changing the number or series of the larger portion of

the land into which a village is divided.

Chak-bandi, ChuJtbundee, H. (^li-uks-,
l

lM<{'l) De-

termining the limits or boundaries of a detached piece of

land, an estate, or Chak. The limits of a police or

revenue jurisdiction.

Chak bardr, Chuk burdr, H.
(j\j>

a tax) Collecting the

rents of a Chak according to its size or productiveness.

Chak ndma, Clu/lt ndi/ni, II., or Chekundmd, Tel. (P. (to'J

a document) A register of the extent and boundaries of a

detached or separate piece of land, or of a separate village.

A grant authorising individuals to hold alienated lands,

and specifying their limits.

Chak ndma (irdzi, H. (A. .g^jz, See Ardzi) A docu-

ment given to a Zamindar from whom a portion of land

has been taken by the Government for public or other

purposes, defining the extent, boundaries, and quality of

the land.

Chak tukra, H. (v*A^- and X^o, a piece) A plot or par-

cel of a landed estate.

CHAK, Ben. (E*) A square; also, a market-place enclosed

by building. It has also the sense of the preceding.

Chak bandi, Ben. (b^ffl) Building a square, connecting

the buildings round it.

CHAK, Thug. Suspicion.

Chalt-bele, Thug. A dangerous or suspicious place.

CHAK, H. Ben. (CJU-, Ffa, S. ^ra) A wheel; especially

1

applied to the pulley through which the rope attached to

the bucket of a well passes. Also a mill. Also the rings

of baked clay used in sinking a well, and a vessel in

which sugar is manufactured.

Ckdkd, Ben. (FW) Awheel, a discus. The upper portion

of the salt-boiling furnace.

HAKALAVADU, Tel. (r^~^V^r&> ) A washerman.

CHAKAH, CHUKUR. H. &c. (j-> S. CHAKRA, M3, in
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which form it occurs in most dialects) A wheel, a circle,

or any thing revolving in a circle.

Chakar-bardeshi, (?) H. Compound interest

CHAKAR, CHAKUR, H. (P. jA-, *UnO A servant.

Chdkard, Ben. (tl^al) Land given in reward of past

services.

Chdkardn, H. (properly the plural of jf^-> servants)

Allowances of land, or the revenue derived from it, pro-

fessedly appropriated in Bengal to the pay and support

of the public officers and servants of a village or Za-

mindari, including the Zamindar, Kanungo, Mokaddem,

Patwan, and the Peons and Chaukidars. Under the an-

cient system the lands so appropriated were exempted

from the Government assessment in favour of the Zamin-

dar, but this was disallowed on the formation of the

decennial settlement. Ben. Reg. viii. 1793; ix. 1825.

Chdkardn-zamin, corruptly, Chakeram-zemeen, Chakeran-

jemmy, H. (chdhardn, as above, and P. zamin,
( ,^-*j ,

land) Lands exempted from revenue on the plea of being

appropriated to maintain the public officers and servants.

Chdkari, H. (,_jr^l-) Service. Allowance of land, &c.,

for public officers and servants. Service land.

Chaharid, incorrectly, Chdkrid, Mar. (-MI(iO*u) Applied

to land held revenue-free, on condition of performing

some office, or discharging some obligation. Service land.

CHAKI, CHUKEE, (?) Karn. An extra assessment in Kanara.

CHAKI, Ben. (Ftft, from S. ^3i) A mill, a grinding

stone, an apparatus for spinning twine suspended from

the hand.

CHAKIRI, Mai. (.Q_l<bl<l) The fibres of the husk of the

cocoa-nut, of which rope, or kayar, is made.

CHAKIYARA, Mai. (-OJOcftlcaioro) A class of out-caste

Brahmans.

CHAKKA, CHUKKA, H. (&-, from chahra, a wheel) A

circular lump of clay, used to press down the smaller arm

of the lever employed in raising water from a well. A wheel.

CHAKHAND, Uriya (Q|1(Q,) A measure of length, half a cubit.

CHAKKALU, Tel. (*-5|J) Small bubbles of salt that rise

upon the first ebullition of the brine.

CHAKKAN, CHAKKALA, MalX^-ldSftrrb, -a_l<fiS,oeji) Anoil

presser.

CHAKKARA, MaL (.Q-lcearo) Coarse sugar, made from the

juice of the cocoa-nut and other palms.

ChaltkarakJialla, Mai. (^Jc66>,fD(fiftg_|_) The tdri, or

juice of the cocoa-nut, from which coarse sugar is made.

2c
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CHAKKAT, CHUKKUT, H. (c>^-) The loss of a chaJt, or

plot of ground, by inundation.

CHAKKI, H.
(^J^-)

A handmill, a grindstone.

Chahhi ndma, H. (XU) A song sung by women at

weddings, while grinding a perfumed powder.

Chahhi ndur't, H. ((_yl>) Presentation of perfumed pow-

der to the bride and bridegroom, and the female as-

sistants by whom it has been prepared.

CHAKKILI, Tarn. Mai. (&<5>{\6S\') A low-caste man, work-

ing in hides and leather ; a currier, a shoemaker, the

village shoemaker. Apparently corrupted to Cltuchler,

the word in common use among Europeans.
./

CHAKKU, Karn. C 33"^) A pack or bale of raw cotton.
V-

CHAKKUBANDHI, Kara, (argo&of^) Land measure.

CHAKLA, CHUKLA, corruptly, CHUCKLA, H. (^-
or CHAKLA, Ben. (t><fli, FfasTl, from the S.

A large division of a country, comprehending a number

of Parganas ; first introduced as a recognised local di-

vision in the reign of Shahjeluin. Bengal was divided

by Jaffir Khan, about 1772, into thirteen Chalilas, each

under a separate superintendant of finance. At different

times, and in different parts of the country, the Chalda

seems to have varied in extent, and in its subdivisions.

In modern times it is applied to the part of a town

chiefly inhabited by prostitutes. In Mar., besides a di-

vision of country, it also means the court or office of the

magistrate of a ward.

Chahld bandi, corruptly, Chuchlabundy, II. ( ^j -JJo 1- )

The distribution of a Zamindilri or of a province into

Chahlas, especially for financial convenience.

Chakle ddr, H. ( .Ij ^^J-) The superintendant or pro-

prietor, or renter of a Chahla.

Chakle ddri, H. (^W |_j^-) Superintendence or pos-

session ofa Chahla. The right ofoccupancy as admitted payer

of the Government assessment, with such fees or privileges

as usage may have attached to the office or possession.

Chakle kharcli, H. (~j*- (_j^f-) Expenses of the whole

Chahla or district, charged in proportion to each Ryot,

under the old revenue system of Bengal

Chahld nan-is, H. (^^y K-) The accountant of the

revenues and charges of a Chahla.

Chahli, Mar. (^en ($']) A division of a village in some

places.

Chahalyd, Mar. (^<*^m) An officer of police, a magistrate.

CHAKHA, S., but it occurs in all dialects, most commonly
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unchanged, but sometimes slightly modified, as, Chahar,

Chahi, ClidJi, (^ff) A wheel, a discus, a quoit, any

thing circular or revolving, lit. or fig., as a potter's

wheel, an oil-mill, a period of time, a district, a province,

a region. An ancient small gold coin in Mysore, usually

10 fanams. In Mar. also, a rule, a regulation, an extra

cess or tax. In Karndta, the extra assessment of 1720,

which was to cover the interest of money advanced by

the Raja to pay off the demands of the Sahuhdrs or

Bankers on the Ryots. (The word is incorrectly printed

in the 5th Report, p. 804, Chuches, for Chucher, whence

it has been entered in the Glossary Chuchees, as a

separate word.)

Chahramii, Tel. (\,cXO) A wheel, &c., (being, in

fact, the same with Chahra.) An ancient coin current

formerly in the south of India, equal to J5th of a Pagoda.

Cltahrdwal, Chakrairiili, Mar. (S. "MjftHdb, ^SiT^t)

Compound interest, (from chakra, revolving, and dvali,

a range or series).

Chahravarttl, H. S. (^(Mftl) A prince, a ruler, an

emperor. A name borne by some families of Brahmans

in Bengal, corrupted commonly into Chucherbutty.

Chahra-vriddhi, S. (chahra, and vriddhi, yfij, increase)

Compound interest.

Chahra-vantige, Tel. (^3o8~K) An extra assessment

of jcth under the Mohammadan Government.

CIIAKATI, or CHUKTEE, Mar. ("shrift) A scrap of writing

paper, a notd a passport, an English letter.

CHAKRI, Ben. (S. FIR) An oilman.

Chdhrikudu, Tel. 03-^&&3) An oilmaker.

CHAKWAEN, H. (^^-*-) A small class of Rajputs in

Ghazipur.

CHAKWAND, H.
(vjJ^Ls-)

A common weed, bearing a long

legume, growing from eight inches to two feet high,

used by the poor as a potherb.

CHAL, H. (Jl*-) Habit, practice, course of life ; as, Dad-

chdl, a man of bad habits ; Su-chal, one of good habits,

of respectable conduct.

CIIALA, (?) Mai. The hut of a slave in Malabar. (Possibly

Said, q. v.)

CHALAB, Thug. Early part of the evening, between sun-

set and dark.

N, CHULAN, also CHALAN, corruptly, CHELLAUN,

CHILLAUN, CHULLAUN, H. &c. (^j^j ^^- > fr m

(Jo-, S. ^J, to go, sending off, despatching, [goods, &c.])
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A document sent with goods, treasure, or individuals ; an

invoice, a voucher, a pass, a passport. The post-office list

of letters forwarded, &c. Ben. Reg. x. 1819.

Chaldn-ddr, H. (P. j It)
, who has) A person who accom-

panies a despatch or remittance, and has charge of the

invoice.

Chalani, Chaldoni, or Chalni, H.

from the v. Lil-, to go) Current, circulating (as coin).

Chalantd, (from lil-, to go) Passing, moveable, vendible,

saleable. Duties formerly levied by Zamindars on goods

passing through their jurisdiction. Ben. Reg. xxvii. 1793.

Ctialanti-jdedad, Uriya (QRfiQ|^OIQ) Moveable or per-

sonal property.

CHALAN, Ben. (l>tl<) Sifting any thing, passing it through

a sieve.

Chalani, Ben. (bM-fl) A sieve.

CHALAVADI, Kara. (&rV^T'&) A low caste. (In My-

sore) The servant of a TAnga merchant carrying a large

ladle with chain and bell on his shoulders, (in Telingana)

A Siidra who goes from house to house to give notice

of a death.

Chalavddi ayu joti, Karn. (afi)ST30 eso&O &&) fax

levied on the preceding in a village.

CIIALAWAN AMDAXI', Hindi (-M^NH ^tH^nl) Statement

of collections sent with the collections to the Zamindar

by the Patwari (Puraniya).

CHALI, erroneously, CHOWLKE and CHOOLEE, Mar. (^igfl)

Land that bears the highest rate of assessment, culti-

vated by permanent inhabitants of the village agreeably

to allotment, by which each cultivator has a fixed pro-

portion of the lands of highest, medium, and lowest

assessment. Hereditary land held at a fixed rate, which,

after being brought into cultivation from waste, may
be assessed at a rate proportioned to its quality, and

to custom. It is sometimes said that a Ryot cannot throw

up his Chdli land.

CHALI, Ben. ( *t I fc;J ) A thatch, a shelf, a gang or separate

station of convicts engaged on public work.

^HALIGARAVU, Tel. (*->9AOc^)) Soil sandy on the surface

with black earth underneath.

ILIPANDILI, Tel. (OeJaJOQeJ) A shed where cool

water, &c., is distributed to passengers.

^HALI GAIM, corruptly, CHAUL GAINEE, CHALLY, CHALLI,

or CHALIE GUENY, Karn. &c. (2cF59 ~K^3^ probably

from the S. ^<$, chala, moving, going) Tenancy-at-will,
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or occupation on paying rent for a short or indefinite

term.

Chdli gaini-chitu, Karn. ( 8o-?jb ) An agreement or lease

for a short time, usually for a year.

Chdli gaini-gar, Karn. ("A ^3 A do) A tenant-at-will.

CHALISI, H. &c. (P.
^^ujJU-, forty) CHALSI, CHALISA,

Mar. ('MICE*"!, ^tfaETn) An aggregate of forty, as of

forty sers, forty cubits, &c. Also a period of forty days

of impurity from the birth of a child, or death of a

relative. A period of quarantine. The great famine in

Hindustan of 1783 is known by this name, from its oc-

curring Samvat 1840.

CHALI SIDAKKA, Karn.
(&J-<)Qg)

Rice husked.

CHALIT, H. (e^^Lj-, S. Mf<JFif , lit., gone) Moveable or per-

sonal property.

CHALIYAN, Mai. (-2_]OeTlOQjnrt>) A weaver.

CHALKI, (?) H. A crop raised by irrigation.

CHALLANIDOHA, Tel. ("^^^ O) A cold gentleman, a

European functionary of a calm and gentle temperament,

a highly complimentary designation.

CHALTI, H. Mar. (^Jb*-, ^cjJiTt) Passing, moving, cur-

rent In Dehli, Cultivated lands. In Masulipatam, Gross

measurement of the grain after gathering.

Chalti da/tar, H.
(P.jJJA,

an office) Under the Maratha

Government, the records required for current business.

That portion of the Peshwa's register which was always

in the hands of the Farnavu, or Secretary of State.

CHALTU, Hindi (^c57t) Land in cultivation.

CHALU, Tel. (Teu) A furrow. Ben. (Fta) Rice cleaned

fit for cooking.

CHAMA, Mai. (-2JOQ) A kind of grain, a sort of millet

(Panicum miliaceum). S. Sydmd, (^qiil).

CHAMAN, Thug. A Brahman.

CHAMAH, CHUMAR, H., but in most dialects also,

Ben. CHAMAR (FfatS) Mar. CHAMHAR (

from the S. Charma-Ura, or worker in skins,

A man of a low caste, whose business is working in

hides and leather, a currier, a tanner, a shoemaker, a

harness-maker, and the like. Chamdrs are said to be

descended from a Brahman father and Chanddl mother,

according to some authorities : in the north-western

provinces the Chamdrs are considered as divided into

seven classes, who do not eat together or intermarry :

they are known by the names, Jatuti, Kaean, Kuril,

Jaiswara, Jhusia, Azimyerhia or Birkeria, and Kori
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or Korchamri. The last are most commonly weavers.

Different tribes of Chamdrs are also known in the

Dakhin, as Sultangerh, Marathi, Paradosh, Parties},

Haralbhakt, Ddbdli, Woj, and Cliaur.

Chamar-gaur, Chumur-gour, H. (jf ./**") A division of

the Gaur Rajputs. The highest class, although from

their name liable to the suspicion of intercourse with

Chamdrs. They affect to call themselves Chaunhar-

gaur, from a Raja named Chaunhar ; or sometimes

Chiman-gaur, from a Muni called Cltiman.

Chamrdwat, H. (dJjl^**-) Perquisites or privileges of

Chamars.

CHAMARA, Ben. Mar. (oNfl ,
S. ^TT*R:) The bushy tail

of the Tibetan ox set in a handle, and used to drive away

flies. In H. Chaunri, (^y^>-).

CHAMAYEN, CHUMAYEN, H. (^U^-) A small class of

the Gujar tribe in Panipat Bangar.

CHAMBAL, CHUMBUL, H. (J>x*-) A log of wood with

grooves, fixed on the banks of canals, and used in draw-

ing water for irrigation.

CHAMCHOIU, H. (^j*- f^-,
lit., skin stealing) Adulterous

connexion with the wife of another,

CHAMIA, Thug. Those of the gang who assist in seizing

and holding down the victim.

CHAMOSIA, Thug. The person who holds the hands of the

victim (Dakhini).

CHAMPAKA CHATURDA?I, S. (jwj<*, a yellow flower, and

Mflt^l) , fourteenth lunation) A Hindu festival on the

fourteenth of Jyeshth, when the flowers of the Michelia

Champaka are offered to idols.

CnAN, Mai. (.2J06"o) A span, a span measure.

CHANA, CHUNA, corruptly, CHENNA, CHUNNA, H. (Us.,

^n) A kind of pulse commonly known as gram (Cicer

arietinum). Three kinds are usually reckoned in the

north-west provinces, Pila, Pack-mil, and Kam. The

last is an inferior sort, also called liaksrva, Chaptdi,

and Kasdri. Pachmil is a mere mixture of the first and

last sorts. There is also a small kind called Chani

and J3atori. Chand, to the eastward of the upper pro-

vinces, is frequently called Rehla and Lona, but in general

Lona is applied to an acidulous salt which forms upon

the leaves, and is collected for chemical purposes. Chand

also implies a species of plant, of which the seeds are

often mixed with corn, giving it a disagreeable taste.

(Vicia of one or two undescribed species).
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CHANAMBU PAHATI, (?) Mar. The name of a servile caste

in Anjengo, employed apparently as domestic servants.

CHANAMIA, H. (Lx^ia.) A tribe of Chandrabansi Rajputs

in Jonpur, Azimgerh, and Gorakhpur.

CHANAN, commonly from the plural SnANAR, Mai. (XLJO.

pnoonrt)) A man of a tribe whose business it is to extract

the sap from the palmyra tree, a tdri drawer.

CHANAPPAN, Tarn. Mai. ((ffcncrLJLJdor) A weaver of coarse

cloth for sacks, of hempen cords, &c. (From Ghana or

Sana, hemp.) See Sanappan.

CHANATTAM, Mai. (.OJ 05*30(3)0) Favourable or privi-

leged rent of land granted to persons liable to be called

out for occasional work or service.

CHANCHAK, CHUNCHUR, H. (/=?v , ^^) Land left un-

tilled for a year or more, but not for a very long interval.

See CHACHAR.

CHANCHAni, H. (^s
1^-) Inferior grain, as Mung or

Jawar, remaining in the ear after being trodden out.

CHANCHARU, Kara. (&^OarOJ) A tribe of savage people

tenanting the forests in the south of India.

CIIANCHIO, Guz. (Hl*Klt>
ll) The name of a tribe, or

of an individual of it, inhabiting Guzerat, Kach, and

Sind, and wearing a large long-pointed turban. A pirate,

a sea-robber.

CnAND, H. &c. (JoU-, S. ^5:) The moon.

Chdndi, H. (i^JJl>-) Silver. (From Chand, the moon).

A tax formerly levied by the Zamindars of Bengal.

Chdndni, H. &c.
(^yuX>l-) Moonlight, an awning.

Chdndni Chauh, H. ( CJ^j>-
.JAJU-) The principal mar-

ket-place of any considerable city.

Chdndni fiaran, Hin. (^T^fi c|il.*!j) The practice of Brdh-

mans, Chdrans, and others, of wounding themselves, in

order to extort alms or payment of a debt.

CHANDA, CHUNDA, H. (Ijot;-, from the P. Cliand, >&-,

how much) Subscription, quota, assessment

Chandd aogdhi, H. &c.
(^lijl !AX-) Levy of rent or

revenue from the Ryots, according to their shares or

proportions. See Aogdhi.

CiiANDA, Ben. (Fftfl) A subscription, a collection of

money.

CHANDA, H. (KJol*-) A common station of the revenue survey.

CHANDA, Thug. Cloth.

CHANDAI, Tarn. (c^r^OTOS) A fair, one held annually,

the mela of Hindustan.

CHANDAL, CHANDAL, H., and most dialects, (
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S. ^31<?) A man of a low mixed caste, sprang from a

Sudra father and Brahman mother. In common use it

is indiscriminately applied to all low-caste or out-caste

tribes.

Chanddlid, H. (UJlJOs-) A tribe of the Bhangis, who

might be also termed Ckanddlas.

CHANDAM, H. (*oJU-) A small tribe of Rajputs in Allaha-

bad and Jonpur.

CHANDANAYATHA, also CHANDANOTSAVA, S. (from chan-

dana, H^T, sandal, and ydtrd, TrRT, or utsava, TRT^:, a

festival) The ceremony of offering sandal paste or other

perfume to an idol. A festival held at Purl in honour of

Jagannath.

CHANDANA, or CHANDINAH, CHUNDANA, CHUNDEENU,

H. (P. <DljJi9-, <Uj.iXX-, from chand, >&>-, some, how

many) Sundry or miscellaneous, applied to a division of

the Sair, or a variety of petty taxes, under the Mogul

Government
; as,

Chandina Alamyanj, H. A tax on all persons engaged

in trade at Dacca, from one to two rupees per annum.

Chandina baj/intri, H.
d_fJJJ(s>-(>)

A tax on musicians.

Chandina, Uriya (S^Qlfl) Ground-rent, rent of land

on which a house is erected. Tenure derived from such

payment (It is probably from the P. <Sj!jJk-, like the

preceding).

Chdndinaddr, Uriya ( SVC1>Q|Q ) A person paying

ground-rent, and holding his house and garden by that

payment.

Chandina damdhdri, H. ( ^'jbJuJ ) A tax on exhibitors

of snakes, monkeys, and bears, or fakirs, jugglers, &c.

Chandan-khuri malial, (?) H. A tax formerly levied in

Rangpur upon the sale of hogs, abolished since the de-

cennial settlement.

3HANDAVA, Hindi (*rm) Shaft of the share of a plough.

IANDEL, H. ((Jj*xU-, ^^y, perhaps from Chandra, the

moon) A numerous tribe of Rajputs, originally from

Mahoba in Bundelkhand, but now scattered over the

north-western provinces : they claim to be of the Soma-

bansi, or lunar race, and gave their name to the district

of Chanderi or Chandeli. In the lower Doab they are

divided into four tribes, bearing the several Hindu de-

signations of a ruler or king: as, Raja, Rdo, Sana,

and Rdirat.

JANBELI, H.
(^jLjJLaO

A very fine sort of cotton cloth,

originally fabricated at Chanderi, on the left bank of
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the Betwa, from a kind of cotton grown at Ainardrvati

in Berar. The thread, when of fine quality, is sold for

its weight in silver; and the cloth is of so costly a

description, as to be worn only by persons of the highest

rank in native courts.

CHANDIVALA, Karn. (8s-OtSSy) Earnest money, hansel,

also what is given to dissolve a bargain.

CHANDIYA, H. (bjJtv) Deep places (East Oudh).

CHANDLA, H. from Chdnd, the moon, (iljJU-) A small

wafer-like ornament of gold or other metal worn on the

forehead between the eyes. The ceremony of affixing the

ornament on the foreheads of persons present at the

drawing up of a marriage contract, as the ratification of

the agreement.

CHANDRA, S. (^5:) The moon.

Chandra Grahana, S. (from HT^HS, seizing) An eclipse.

C/iandraseni Kayastha, S. Mar. (^5*rft cfiTTW) A caste

of writers in Puna, who pretend to be descended from a

Raja named Chandrasena, and therefore claim to be re-

garded in some degree as Ksliatriyas, and to be entitled

to perform the ceremonies of the Vedas ; a claim not re

cognised by the Brahmans. There are two divisions : the

Patani Prabhu, and the Darvani Prabhu. The former

are found at Bombay and other towns, the latter at Goa.

CHANETH, H. (<U.u-) Drugs for cattle.

CHANGAB, Thug. A thief of any kind.

CHANGEL, H. ((Jj&-) A herb growing among ruined

buildings. The seed, used in medicine, is termed Kliabdji.

CHANGlJLi, Kam. ( a/oXj^S ) Daily hire.

CHANK, or CHANKA, H. (ulXiU-, &l>-) A stamp fixed

on the side of a stack or heap of grain, when the heaps

are to be divided ; or when, after division, they are left

in charge of one of the sharers. A piece or pieces of

cow-dung placed on a heap of grain, to protect it from

the evil eye. A ceremony observed in the threshing-floor,

when the winnowed corn is gathered into a heap. It is

variously observed in different places, but the essence

consists in reverentially and silently circumambulating

the heap, finishing the process with a short prayer.

CHANK, CHUNK, or more correctly, SANKH, H. (CAis-,

^AU*, S. ^fa) A conch shell. When entire, with the

greater end cut off, it is used as a kind of horn formerly

blown in war, but now at the worship of idols. Cut in

segments of circles, it forms ornaments for the fore-arms

and wrists of women. The chief supply of these shells
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is from Ceylon, and when the volutes turn to the right

the shell is held in peculiar estimation.

CHANNANGI-NELLU, Kara. (&rO<So%c3ew) A kind of rice

grown in Mysore.

CHANNEL-MARA, or CHANNEL-VARI, (?) Names of a small

additional money tax on the cultivators of Karnata under

the old system : (apparently, Channel is the English word

connected with the local terms for cess or tax, being a

charge for keeping up the water-courses necessary for

irrigation, or a tax on fields so watered, as being more

productive ;
also denominated Channel fees. <3th Rep.

p. 9GG.)

CHANTI, H. (.j^^) Cesses levied from artisans and others

(from Chdntna, to squeeze).

CHANWAL,OrCHAWAL,orCHAOL, OrCHAUL, ( JJJJU-, J;W
Undressed rice, but cleaned of the husk.

CHANTA, Mai. (.O-inff)) A fair, a market.

Chanta nagaraw, Mai. (.O-IPWOGOroo) A market town.

Chantavila, Mai. (^JOW^Jlej ) Market price.

CHANTRAM, Mai. (^J(Q8)o) The office of a petty district

treasurer.

Chantrakhdran, Mai. (^LJ(n5)cftdft,0(Do6) The petty trea-

surer in a district.

CiiANwAN, CHUNWAN, H. (^'y1*-) A small sort of millet

CHAP, Beng. (Ftt) Mar. (^n) A weight or block used

to press down any thing, a press, a screw press ; an im-

pression, a seal (but in this sense the original word is

more correctly Chhdp, the initial being aspirated. The

substitution of the unaspirated Ch has probably arisen

from confounding the two words.

Chdpd, Beng. (Fttl) A weight, a cover, any thing laid

upon another to press it down ; treading down clay or

salt to press it together, pressing salt together for weigh-

ment.

Clidpd dar, Uriya (SV|a|Q|Q) The officer who puts the

salt into the scales.

Chdpa gattu, Tel. (*3~~ J ^P^ ) A bank or mound on which

salt is placed immediately after it is taken out of the pans.

CHAPANI, (?) Asam. Islands formed in rivers, or any

alluvial deposit.

CHAPATA, or CHAPATI, H. (^U*-, ^l**-) A thin cake of

flour and water, without leaven, slightly baked or toasted

over an open fire.

CHAPAVANI, Kara. (SFBSjciaK), from H. Chhapna, to be

hid) Concealment of lands in order to defraud the revenue.
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CHAP-JARIB, H. (<^o^-L_>l-) Gross measurement of the

lands of an estate : (perhaps from Chap, in one sense, a

bow, and jarib, a land measure, a bow-shot, or bird's-eye

measurement).

CHAPOLALU, (?) Tel. Watering by hand.

CHAPPA, Tel. Kara. (^jj*, a dialectical form of Chlidpei)

An impression, a stamp, a custom-house stamp ; the straw

of an inferior kind of grain.

Channehatte. Kara. ) The office of a custom-

house where goods are stamped.

CHAPPAR, CHAPRA, Karn. (*^l^, 2^&) A thatched
J

roof, a shed ; any temporary thatched structure, as for

the celebration of a marriage, giving water to travellers,

a mat, a screen, &c. The Chhappar, of Hindustan and

Bengal, q. v. has not such a range of meaning.

CHAPRAS, II.
(\^-]j^-)

A badge, a plate worn on a belt

as a mark of office.

Choprax!, H.
((jyul^.1*-)

A messenger or courier wearing

a chaprds, most usually a public servant.

CHAPHE, II. (t,^
1

*1*1-) Cakes of cow-dung after drying, used

as fuel.

CHAPRI, CHUPREE, H. (^x^-) A puddle : a small kind of

pulse somewhat resembling millet.

CHAR, CHUH, H.
(_/*-)

A sand-bank or island in the current

of a river, deposited by the water, claims to which were

regulated by Ben. Reg. xi. 1825. Pasturage, fodder.

CH.ARA, H. (>i)l-) Grass, food for beasts and birds; fodder,

pasturage.

Chardf/dh, H. (sol^-) Grazing ground, afield, a meadow.

Charm, or Chardu, H. ( ^Jj*- , ^*-) Pasture lands, fields

appropriated to the grazing of cattle. Sending out cattle

to graze. Rent derived from pasturage.

CHAR, Thug. A strangler, peculiar to certain classes.

Chdrai, Thug. The office of strangler.

CHARA-PAIR, or CHAR-PAIR, Karn. (fcnjtf^S, tfl>tfj

Duties on grain levied from the peasantry, whether it be

of their own growing or purchased for re-sale. A tax

on villages of various items.

CHARAGI, Thug. A Bairagi.

CHARAK, Ben. (F3^, also written &?, from the S. ^tR,

a wheel) CHARKH, H. (P. ^f-, a wheel) A wheel

or lathe for turners' work, cleaning cotton, &c. ;
a sugar-

mill. The ceremony of swinging suspended by hooks

passed through the skin, above each bladebone, and con-

nected by ropes with one end of a lever traversing an upright
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post with a circular motion. The apparatus for swinging
1

.

Charakgdchh, Ben. (FsT^Ttt^') The upright pole or mast

supporting the horizontal lever on which the swinging

is performed.

Charah-ptij/t, Ben. (S. lift, worship) The swinging festival

held on the Sun entering Aries. As a religious obser-

vance it is confined to Bengal, but the swinging is practised

in other parts of India as a feat of dexterity for obtain-

ing money.

Charaki, Ben. (t?af<?) A small wheel, a reel, a machine for

separating seeds from cotton.

CHAKAKKA, Mai. (.o_l<0<65>) Goods, merchandise.

CHARAN, H. (^j^), CHARANI, Ben. (FsTfift) A meadow,

fallow land, grazing ground.

Chardn, Ben. (FsTft) Pasturing or attending cattle.

Chardramnd, Hindi ('m.H.'HT) Lands appropriated for

grazing, in consequence of being left unploughed for

more than a year. Puraniya.

CIIARAN, II.
((j^W-, "1K<!|) The name of a caste analogous

to, or identical with, the li/idf, following the profession

of bards, heralds, and genealogists ; and held in like

estimation, so that their personal security is considered

sufficient for engagements of the most important descrip-

tion, the breach of which involves the death of the surety,

or of some of his family. They also subsist by carrying

grain, salt, groceries, and the like. The latter, in Central

India, are styled Kachili Chdrans ; those who are not

engaged in trade are the Maru Chdrans, or Chdrans of

the desert, or the sandy tract east of the Indus.

CHARANAMRIT, H. (S. ^nBff, foot, and ^Pfit, ambrosia) Water

in which the feet of a Brahman has been washed
;

also

with UdaJia, water, Charanodaka.

HARAS, incorrectly, CHURRUS, and CHERRUS, H. ((_//-,

^CH) The resinous exudation of the hemp plant, possessing

strong intoxicating powers, and the basis of all the

inebriating preparations of hemp : see Bhang and Ganja.

Also, a large leather bag or bucket used for drawing

water from wells.

HARAYAM, Mai. (.QJOrOOCOJo) Spirituous liquor; rum,

arah, any intoxicating beverage.

Chdrdya kata, Mai. (.2_iOrOOCQJc9>S) An arak or spirit

shop.

Chdrdya hdran, Mai. ( -2J9<oOca>c&>ororr6) A distiller or

vender of spirituous liquor.

I

Chdrdya kuttumata, Mai. (.QJO(oDQ!2Jce6>,arg)2<m ) Contract

with Government for the sale of spirituous liquors. Spirit

or arak farm.

CHARDEHAT, H. (from char, four, and A. dehdt, culftJ,

villages) An estate formed of the lands of four villages,

or a subdivision of four villages set apart from the

Pargana.

CHARGAN, CHURGUN, Mar. (HVHU) Grazing ground, pas-

turage.

CHARH, corruptly, CHUR, H. (*^-) Rise; lit. or fig.,

Increase, augmentation of revenue or rent. An item of

the public revenue in Bombay.

Charhdi, or Charhdii, H. d.?^*-, J^}?"' ^rom '>*!

5r?">

to mount, to rise ; or
lilacs- ,

to raise) Mounting, ascend-

ing. Raising, as price or rent.

Charhdit, H. (i^ola^s-, from
'-*&}=-,

to mount) A

trooper mounted at the expense of the State. Also

Charhwdya, &c.

Charhanddr, incorrectly, Churunddr, (j\&J&j^ ) A servant

accompanying a cargo of goods, a supercargo, a pas-

senger by a boat or vessel.

Charhdwd, H. (!jl^-) Offerings made to idols. Raising

in price, &c.

Charhtd, or Charhti, H. (ljiJ-, ^5^^-) Increase of

price, making additional profit, settlement of revenue at

a progressively increasing rate.

Cltarhtd-patta, (Liu) H. A lease for a term of years at a

progressively increasing rent.

Chc'rhivi, H.
(,_$y&^>-) Raising, as rent or price.

CHAHI, CHUREE, corruptly, CHURREE, H. ((_?/-) Jawar

sown close and not suffered to run to seed, but cut un-

ripe, and used as fodder for cattle. In the Lower Doab,

a small portion of rent-free land.

CHARI-KAGAJA, Uriya (S^QSISIS?) Paper of pleadings.

CHARHLI-PHOLLU, Thug. Time between sunrise and noon.

CHARKHI, H.
(^_f*^-,

from the P.
^-j^~<

a wheel, S. ^rai)

The pulley, or rather spindle, by which water is raised

from a well by two water pots tied to the ends ofa rope

that passes over the cylinder, and are raised alternately.

A spinning-wheel.

CHARMAJODA, Mar. (from S. 'epij, leather) A pair of shoes

exacted periodically by the head village officer from the

village shoemaker, or a money cess in lieu of it.

CHARMAK, CHARMAKARA, Mar. (S. ^*f?off, *^wbKK) A

currier, a shoemaker, a worker in leather.

CHARNI, H. ((J,-*-) A feeding trough.
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CHARSHAMBA, H.
(from^U-,

four and P. shambah, <!uXi,

a day) Wednesday, the fourth day of the week.

CHARSU, H. (P. yh*-> from char, four, and g&, a quarter)

A square, a market-place, a place where four roads

meet.

CHARTTA, Mai. ( ^JOr>Tn ) A writing, a document, a

title-deed, a register, a catalogue. (Probably adopted

from the Portuguese.)

Chdrttumuri, Mai. (.oJOrtrJTsqtfil) A document, title-

deeds, writings of hind, &c.

CHARUTAR, H. (J5)j-) A life-rent grant.

CHARW.AHA, H.
(\S>)jj-)

A herdsman, a grazier.

Chartvdhi, II.
(15*^3^5-)

The wages of a herdsman in

grain.

Charwdi, H.
(i_J'^/*-)

Price paid for grazing.

CHAR-YAH, H. (^b,l-, from char, four, and ydr, a friend,

P. Chahdr) A Mohammadan of the Suni sect, one who

maintains the rightful succession of the first four Khalifs,

Abubakr, Omar, Osman, saA.Ali.

CnAs, or CHASA, H. and other dialects (^.U-) CHASII,

Ben. (Fft) Cultivation, tillage.

Chaslid, Chashdn, Ben. (CTl, FSTfa) Ploughing a field,

causing it to be ploughed.

Chdsd, H. (L-U-) Chdsltd, Ben. ( Ffal ) A cultivator, a

ploughman, a husbandman.

Chdshbdsh, Ben. (FfaTfa) Cultivation, tillage.

Chdsh-sanad, Uriya (from A. Jouu, a grant) Grant of

rent-free lands (Cuttack).

Chdsi, H. ( .j*"^) Chdshi, Ben. ( FHft ) Cultivation,

tillage, a cultivator.

Chdshdchdslti, H. Land prepared for cultivation by repeated

ploughings (Cuttack).

CuAsHT, also CHASHT-GAH, H. (P. e^tU-, tl e^-iU-)

The middle hour between sunrise and noon. Refresh-

ments taken at that season.

Chdsht-namdz, H. Morning prayer.

CHASNI, H. (^Wjs-) A pan in which the sugar juice is

boiled.

CHATA, Hindi (^TS\) The vessel that receives the juice of

the sugar-cane as it drops from the mill.

CHATAN, H. (^fi*-) Rocky soil.

CHATANA, H. (Ulls-, caus. of UjU-, to lick) The ceremony

of feeding a child for the first time.

CHATAO, or CHATAI, Thug A share of the booty.

CuATANULU, Tel. (t^^&eo) A class of Sudras who
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worship Vishnu exclusively, and whose occupation is the

sale of flowers.

CHATAR, Uriya (S^OQ) The place in the salt works

where the saline earth is collected and prepared for

filtration.

CHATARA (?) Ben. Land of an inferior quality. Indifferent

fallow land (Jessore).

CllATl, Uriya (S^fc) A salt manufactory.

Chdljpdih, Uriya (S^SOIQG
1

) A peon attached to a

salt work. An assistant to a native collector.

Chdtia malaitgi, Uriya (VS||S!R.?T) Head salt ma-

nufacturer. (More correctly Ckididmalangi, q. v.)

CHATTAMU, Tel. C^MSX)) CHATTAM, Mai. (^-lo) A

regulation, a rule, a law.

CHATTIGA, Karn. (arfeSX) The head man of a drove of
eo

cattle for exporting corn.

CHATTIRAM, or SHATTIHAM, pronounced CHATTRAM, Tam.

(i^S^lrjLQ, vernacular representative of S. Tj4) A

place where refreshment is given gratuitously, especially

to Brahmans ; funds set apart for such purpose : also,

an umbrella.

CHATTIRIYAN, or SIIATTIRIYAN, Tam.
(<^^^lcflu_iiOT,

S. T!}f%*rO A man of the military caste.

CIIATTU BAVALI, Tel. (^^t^a^Q) A well sunk in a rock

(from 5j, hard, solid.)

CHATUKULU, TeL (t^^Sjeu) A weight of four Dabs.

CHATUR BHAGAMU, Tel. Karn. (CSSbj'XeiV, S. ^TR ,

Cp *a
'
N>

four, and >rnt, a part) The fourth part of the annual

crop received by Government from the holders of certain

alienated lands. According to the definitions of the term

as applied in the Tamil provinces, it is the grant or

alienation of the Government fourth in favour of the

holders of the land.

CHATURDASI', H. ( t_s "'J/*- )
S. ^W^^ft, fourteenth) The

fourteenth ;
as the fourteenth lunar day.

CIIATURMASYA, S. (from *nf^, four, and HTH, a month)

Relating to four months. Applied to four kinds of sa-

crifices, the I'aixmadeva, Vdruna praghdsa, Sdkamedha,

Sundsiriya, to be offered in four consecutive months, or

every four months, or, according to some, in the months

Ashdrh, Kdrtilt, and Phaltjuna, consisting of roasted

cakes of rice flour, offered in the first to the Vlsrvadevan,

in the second to Varuna, with two figures of sheep

made also of flour, in the third with vegetables to Agni

(?), and in the fourth to Indru.
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Chaturcedi, S. (^Jt, four, and %%, the Vedas) A

Brahman professing to have studied the four Vedas. In

common speech, Chaubi.

Cliatusstmd, H. (-MrfwlHl) The four boundaries of a field

or village.

Chatushpatha, S. (^ifnj*j) A place where four roads

meet, an open place or square.

Chaturupddhydya, S. (^HT, four, the four Vedas, and

grmtquit, a teacher) The name of a family of Brahmans

in Bengal : in common pronounced Chaturjia or Cha-

turjee.

Chaturtha, S. (^firij:) A fourth, the fourth day, &c.

Chaturtha-kriyd, S. (from PfMI, act, rite) Offering fu-

neral cakes on the fourth day after a person's decease ;

also Chaturtha-pinda, (from f<KIit, the funeral cake.)

Chaturthi, S. (-^rtvJT) The fourth day of the lunar fortnight.

CHATWATTA, (?) Mar. A place where four roads meet. See

Chamdtka.

CHAU, H.
(^s.)

A ploughshare.

CHAU, H.
(y>-,

abbreviation of S. Chatur, four; used chiefly

in composition) Four.

Chaubdchha, II.
(<ty*-'jy-)

A mode of apportioning the

assessment formerly practised in the Delhi territory or

the levying of a revenue upon four things ; viz. 1. A fixed

rate per plough ; 2. The same per head on each

male above twelve years old; 3. A rate per family,

hearth money ; 4. and one on each head of cattle.

Instead of the plough tax, some statements separate the

poll tax into two, one on adults and one on children.

Thus arranged, the four heads of taxation are denomi-

nated, Pay, from pagri, a turban ; Tag, the cloth worn

round a child's waist ; Kudi, or Kori, a hearth ; and

Punchh't, a tail.

Chau-band'i, Mar. (ilNx^l) Made up of four, or contain-

ing four, as a sheet of paper of four leaves. Any con-

nexion of four. Fourfold state or quality.

Chaubdr, or C/taubdrd, H. (;W*- ij/^}^) A summer-house,

a place where villagers assemble, a shed, a police station,

especially that of the principal officer or Kotwal.

Chaubdri, or Ckaupdri, Ben. (iFlTftft, iwftsft) A school

a college, especially one in which Sanskrit is taught

by a Pandit.

Chaubi, H.
(^jJy*-,

abbreviated from Chatur-bedi or

-vcdl) A Brahman learned in the four Vedas
; now ap-

plied to a class of Brahmans who are not always men
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of literary habits. In the upper provinces they are

usually boxers, wrestlers, and the like.

Chau-bisa, H.
(<UJUy>-,

from S.
^^f^lfrf, twenty-four)

A tract of country containing twenty-four villages occu-

pied by a particular tribe : they are frequent in the

north-west provinces.

Chaudhari, or Choudhuree, sometimes, but incorrectly,

Chaudhri,coTTu^i[y,Chorvdrah, Chowdry, H. ((^^Oj*-,

lit., a holder of four, perhaps shares or profits) The

head man of a profession or trade in towns. The head

man of a village. A holder of landed property classed with

the Zamindar and Talukdar. In Cuttack the Chaudhari

was the revenue officer of a district corresponding with

the Desmukh : the Chaudhari Talukdar, or head re-

venue officer, was there treated under the British Govern-

ment as a proprietor or Zamindar.

Chaudhardi, corruptly Chorvdrawy, H. (^j^liiiys-) The

office, jurisdiction, or privileges of a Chaudhari.

Chaudhardyet, H. (c^oly&Jys- ) The fees of a Chau-

dhari's office.

Chaugadda, Chouguddu, H. (xJil^-) The place where

the boundaries of four villages meet.

Chaughdchdr, Mar. (^Vl^lO Ownership by many,

common property.

Chaughald, Chauguld, or Chaughuld, corruptly, Chougulla,

Mar. (^IM^ST, ^Hc-ST, ^fnpjn)
The second officer of a

Maratha village, an assistant of the headman or Pdtil :

he holds his office by hereditary tenure.

Chauhadda, or Chauhaddi, H. (|j>.^>-, ^Ajs-^*- ,
from

chau, four, and A. hadd, a boundary) A place where

the boundaries of four villages meet.

CHAUDU, Tel. (&"&}) Salt soil.

CHAUHAN, CHOUHAN, H.
((.j^y*-)

One of the principal

Rajput races, numerous and powerful branches of whom

are found in every part of the north-west provinces, as

well as in Malwa and Rajasthan. The most distin-

guished families in Central India are the Khichi, Hdra,

Bhadauriu, Rdjkumdr, and others : in the Company's

territories, Bajor, Pratapnir, Chakarnagar, and Man-

chana ; the head of which last is usually known as the

Raja of Mainpuri : they trace their descent from the cele-

brated Prithi Rat.

CHAUK, CHOUK, corniptly, CHOWKE, H.
(uL^ys-, '^NO A

square, an open place in a city where the market is held,

and the chief police office is commonly stationed.
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Chauk-nihd?,H. (fV<*IH) A tax or duty levied on all articles

sold in a market-place in Bengal under the Mogul Government.

Chauh-mara, H., or Ben. mdru (from ^b, or U;U, to

kill, to strike) Smuggling.

CHAUKA, H. Ben. (^j-, C$W ) A cleared space in which

a Hindu cooks and eats his food, or performs any re-

ligious ceremony.

CHAUKARA, H.
(ly^j*-)

Division of the crop, in which the

cultivator gives up only one-fourth.

CHAUKARA-BHUMI, (?) I^arn. Indifferent land.

CHAUKART, H.
(ij^rfj*-)

A measure of grain, a quarter

of a Chauthia, q. v.

CHAUKASI, corruptly, CHOKUSSEE, H. ( -*j-) Vigilance.

An examiner, an assayer. Mar. ("Ifaneft) Careful in-

quiry or investigation.

Chaukasnis, Mar. ("iletifHl^l) An inspector, an overseer,

a visitor
;

a registrar or record keeper.

CHAUKALSA, Mar. (Midi ($311) A class of Siidras, or an in-

dividual of it, from their having four (r/iaw) ornaments

(.hulas-is) to the bridegroom's litter in a marriage procession.

CHAUK-BHARNA, H. Filling a square space with coloured

meal, perfumes, sweetmeats, &c., on occasions of rejoicing,

a Mohammadan custom.

CHAUKHA, H.
(ly>^&-)

A station where four boundaries meet.

CHAUKI, CHOUKEK, corruptly, CHOWKY, CHOKY, CHOKKK,

H. &c.
(.fJff-t 'ffaft) The act of watching or guarding

property, &c. Station of police or of customs, a guard,

a watch, or the post where they are placed. Ben. Reg.

iv. 1795. ix. x. 1810. xvii. 1816, &c.

Chaultiddr, corruptly, Chowheydar, Choheedar, &c., H.

(j'jjkij*-)
A watchman, a police or custom peon, a

village watchman. Ben. Reg. xiv. 1807. xxii. 1816.

vii. 1817, &c.

Chaukiddri, H. (,_^)ja^j^.) The office of watchman.

A tax levied to defray the cost of a town or village

watch. The fees or wages paid to the town or village

watchman. Ben. Reg. xxii. 1816.

CHAUI., Ben. ( i>l>ci) Rice freed from the husk. See Chdurval.

CHAULA, H.
(^j*-) A kind of bean much cultivated in

Hindustan (Dolichos sinensis).

CHAULA, S. (^h?) The ceremony of tonsure. See Chudd.

CHAULI, Mar. (4tc-l1) A small silver coin, equal to two anas.

CHAUMASA, H.
(<U,Uj*-) A period of four months, the rainy

season.

Chaumds, corruptly Chowmass, H.
(jjwUj^-).

Land
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tilled during the four months of the rainy season, or from

Ashdrh to Kuiir. A rate in a Ryot's lease for those

lands which he sows after the rains, not having had a

crop previously raised on them in the same year.

Chaumasid, H. (U**j-) A ploughman hired for the four

months.

CHAUNDHI, Thug. A turban.

CIIAUXRA, CuouNRA, H.
0/Jj-)

A subterranean apartment

for grain.

CHAUNRI, H.
((js^jjls-)

A police-station, usually the Kotmali,

(Sagar).

CHAUNTALI, CHOUNTALEE, H. C^'^j*-) Cotton pods in

which the fibre is equal to one-fourth of the whole produce.

CHAUPAL, CHAUPAR, or CHAUPAH, H. (JU^*-,^b^, L^)
A shed in which the village community assemble for public-

business (generally erected by the head man of a village, and

used by him as an office). A raised platform near a

house, a Chabutara, q. v.

CnAUPAN, (?) Mar. Stiff, clayey soil.

CHAUPANI, (?) Uriya. A tax formerly levied by petty chiefs

in Cuttack, to cover the expense ofmaintaining police, com-

muted for a money payment. Ben. Reg. xii. 1805, cl. 4.

CHAUH, H.
(jy**-)

A large open space in a forest (Ro-

hilkhand). An extensive tract of low land (East Oudh).

CitAURAiiA, H.
(t>\,f*-)

The meeting of the boundaries of

four villages, or junction of four roads.

CHAURASI, H.
(.j*"];^.

lit- eighty-four) A subdivision of

a district or Pargana comprising originally eighty-four

villages, although now reduced to a smaller number.

The division was very common in Hindustan, and nu-

merous traces of Chaurdsis have been detected by the

industry of Mr. Elliot, who has added to the fact some

highly valuable observations on the selection of this par-

ticular numeral. Supplement to the Glossary, p. 151.

CHAURKANI, Mar. (^IC<*H^, used with ?^T, &c.) A line

drawn across a sheet of country paper through the four

columns into which it is folded, a form used in letters to

sons, pupils, &c.

CHAUHSI, CHOURSI, H. (^'^ A granary above ground

(Rohilkhand).

CHAUS, CHOUS, H. (^~j*0 Land four times tilled (Ro-

hilkhand).

CHAUSINGHA, H. (t^Jou.^)
A raised mound indicating

where the boundaries of four villages meet

CHAUTH, CHOUTH, corruptly, CHOT, and CHOUT, H.
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Mar. (^Jt for CHAUTHAI, from the S. ^TrSl. fourth)

An assessment equal to one-fourth of the original

standard assessment, or generally to one-fourth of the

actual Government collections demanded by the Marathas

from the Mohammadan and Hindu princes of Hindustan,

as the price of forbearing to ravage their countries. The

Cliauth was collected by the Marathas through their own

agents, and was divided into four parts : 1. Raj bdbti,

a fourth allotted to the head of the State ; 2. From the

other three parts, denominated collectively Mukhasa, six

per cent, of the whole Chauth, termed Sahotra, was set

apart for the Pant Suchu ; 3. and Nargunda, or three

per cent, was given away at the pleasure of the Raja or

Peshwa ; 4. The remainder, or Ain Mukha.su, sixty-six

per cent, was distributed among different Jagirddrs, to

assist them in maintaining the troops they were bound to

furnish for the use of the State. Even when a country

came into the actual possession of the Marathas, the

collections were made under the same titles as before,

and appropriated in like manner. Under the British

Government the Sahotra portion, or six per cent, on a

fourth of the Government collections, is still enjoyed by

the Pant Suchu
,-

and some of the grants made from the

Ain Muhkdsa, or nett surplus of the fourth, are still

held by individuals. In Hindustan, under the Mogul

Government, a Chauth was levied from the successful

party in a law-suit or arbitration : the precise proportion

is not stated, but it was probably a fourth of a rupee, or

four anas per cent on the value of the litigated pro-

perty. Also, a fourth of the pay of hired servants taken

by the head officer who hires them. A fourth of the fee

paid to a peon for serving a process taken by the Ndzir,

or head native executive officer of a Court

CJiauthdi, H. (^'y^a-) A fourth, a fine equal to a fourth

of the revenue.

Chauthara, Mar. (^frro) A condition of letting land, in

which the landlord takes one-fourth of the produce. A
fourth of the produce of a field, &c.

CHAUTHI, H. (^faft) The fourth lunar day. The ceremony

of untying the wedding bracelet on the fourth day after

consummation.

CHAUTHIA, CHOUTHEA, H. (U^0 A measure of grain

in general use in the north-west provinces, about equal

to a Si'r of wheat : five Chauthias make one Panseri.

CHAUTKI KAIALI, Hindi (*h*ft trat^O An annual sum
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paid to the farmer or Zamindar, for the privilege of

weighing the grain of the Ryots, either to determine the

quantity, or for sale, for which the weighman has a fee

of about half a ser per maund ;
the deficiency, when the

grain is sold, falls upon the purchaser (Puraniya).

CHAUTRA, H. (I^>-) A court, corrupted perhaps from

Chabutara.

CHAVALAMU, Tel. (<^3e)&X3) One-eighth of a pagoda.

CHAVALAN, Mai. (.2_lOJ^/ir6) The name of a low caste

of Nairs, or of a member of it, a fisherman.

CHAVATU-BHfiMi,Tel.Karn.(^3&3V-5~~
D

>J)Brackish ground.

CHAVERRUVUTTT, Mai. (-QJOSlOJOCicmflriTjV)) Lands, &c.,

granted to the family of a person who has conquered,

or who has fallen in battle, a military pension or reward

for service.

CHAVIKA, Karn. (Ot>6) A house with four pillars. A

guard-house.

CHAVILE, Tel. (i2>5O) Pour dabs of twenty has each.

CHAVU, or CHAU, corruptly, CHOW, Tel. (^<^l) The weight

by which pearls are valued.

CHAVUDAI, Tel. (tf^USCOD, dialectic form of H. Chau-

thayi, or S. Chaturthi, a fourth) Land held on payment

of one-fourth of the nett produce to the State.

CHAVUKA, or CHAUKA, Karn. (^<^>o) A square. The

box containing the Linga.

CHAVUKALU, Tel. (to^j~s~
D
t)j) A measure of seven cu-

bits and a quarter.

CHAVULU, CHAULU, or CHAUDU, Karn. (a^^, &~3>$>,

Sfd&S) Sterile land. Saline soil, in which corn will

not grow, unless much watered. Fullers' earth.

Chavulu or Chaulu gadde, Karn. (S^^S^MO) Sterile

wet cultivation.

Chavulu or Chaulu gadde, Karn. (ar^^Ag) Barren dry

cultivation. (It differs from the last in the dental dd.)

Chavulunela, Karn. (8$>$$QK>O) Barren unproductive land.

Chamduppu, Karn. (<^$S<$)) Earth-salt. Also
oj

Chautuppu, Chauduppu.

CHAVUTU, or CHAUTU, Karn. (^5/>) Saline, as soil.

CHAWAL, Mar. (^T<?) Two anas, or an eighth of a rupee.

CHAWALI, Mar. (^cjft) A silver coin worth two anas.

CuAwAL, (?) Guz. A small share in a co-parcenary village.

(Perhaps the same as the preceding, implying a two-ana

or one-eighth share).

CHAWAH, Mar. ("*iqO A measure of land, 120 square

bighds.
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CiiAWATHi, Mar. (^13T) A place where four roads meet.

Any place where gossips meet, as a barber's shop, the

village tree, &c.

CHAWATI, or CHAUTI, corruptly, CHOLTRY or CHOULTRY,

Mai. (.oJOOJSl) CHAWADI, Tel. (CT^O) A public

lodging place, a shelter for travellers.

Anchechdwadi, Kara. (e3O3?33^Sa) The post office.

Chestarachawadi, Karn. (\#F3S&) A station for

palunkin bearers.

Kanddchdradachdwadi, Karn. ( crf3SaFc)S<5ara3fc)

Station of armed peons or militia.

Kottarvdlachdvadi, Karn.. (Asj^TBOaansSG) The

office of the chief police magistrate, or Kotwal, &c.

Chdmadiyava, Karn. (SF^&Q><&&) The keeper of a

choultry or karavansarai.

Chdrcari, Mar. (^N'il) Any place of resort, the magis-

trates' court, a police office, a custom station, an inn.

Chamari-hkarch, Mar. (A. *;/*-' expenses) Cost of keep-

ing up a public lodging-place.

CHAHWARI', Mar. (11^4.1) The drag rope of a plough, a

well, &c., to which the bullocks are yoked.

Chdhivarimot, Mar. (*iugO*ft6) The bucket of a draw-

well.

ChdJimarydbail, Mar. ('-Ml^-mV^y) One of the bullocks

yoked to the rope of a plough or well.

CHAWUPULA, or CHAUPULA, Mai. (^JOCL,ja_iJi) Mourning

for a relative. Period of impurity arising from such a

death.

CHAYA, Tam. (<?r7LJ_l) A root from which a red dye is ex-

tracted (Oldenlandia umbellata).

CHEDAVU, Tel. (*3~<3~3><$) increase.

Dhar-cheddvu, Tel. (from Qo, price) An extra assessment,

by relinquishing the Government share of the crop to the

Ryot at a higher than the market price.

CHEDURU, Tel. (~t3(30QJ) An allowance of grain made to

the Ryots in compensation of the right of gleaning.

CHEHAR, Thug. Jungle, forest.

CHEHHA, H. (P.
iS^-j-,

a countenance) Descriptive roll of

a servant
; also, Ctiehra-bandi,

CHEKAVAN, or CHEOAVAN, Mai. (G^JcaoJrrt) A man

of a low caste, commonly a Tair : one whose occupation

is drawing the Tari juice.

CHEKU, Tel. (13&J) A separate portion of land. See Chak.

CHEKKU, Tel. (^^p) Grain derived from extra measure,

Kara. (^&>) Haifa bullock load.
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CHELA, H. (iU=>-, S. 3fZi) A servant, a slave, a pupil, a

disciple, especially one brought up by a religious men-

dicant, to become a member of his order. In Mysore, a

Hindu boy seized m early life and forcibly made a Mo-

hummadan, by order of Tipu : these boys, as they grew

up, were incorporated in a military corps, retaining the

name of Chelas.

CIIELAVANI, or CHELAUNI, TeL ("t3er
o

>?3) Current, as

coin.

CHELIKE, Tel. ("30~1) A field left fallow, a field after

the crop has been cut and cleared.

CIIKLLAM, Mai.
(6>.2J^_jo) Royal treasure, hidden treasure.

CIIELLU CHITI, Tel. Karn. (tJ|O"acJ) A receipt.

CHELLUBAKILU, Tel. ("Seowieo) Collections and

balances.

CHEMBADIVADC, Tel. ("o'ODGJ^<5o) A fisherman.

C'IIKMMAN, Mai, (6>-2JGC>3nr6) A currier, a shoemaker, a

worker in leather. See Chamar.

CHENA, II. (AAJJS-) A kind of millet (Panicum miliaceum).

CHKNCII, H. ( ,ix>-) A herb which springs up in uncul-

tivated places in the rainy season.

CIIENCHUVADU, Tel. (T?0&>o3-&>) A tribe of half-

savage Hindus dwelling in the hills and forests ; also

Karn. plur. C/tenckukuladavaru.

CIIKXDI, Tel. (~<3oQ) The fermented juice of the date tree.

CHENGAVARUSA, Tel. (~o'oXS&)>) A land roll, -a list

of farmers and fields.

CHENGOLI, Mar. (^jftfjjy) Work done for hire.

CUENU, Tel. (U(\5o) A field of dry grain, a crop.

CHENVUKOTTI, Mai. (Si^JorijetfeOgl, from chenva, copper)

A brazier or coppersmith.

CHEOTA, Thug. Rupees.

CiiEiiA,CnEi,i, Mai. (61I2JO, 6>.U8ri) Soft or wet soil, mud,

mire, soil in general, or such as is fit for rice cultivation.

Cher-ldpam or -Idbham, Mai. (from c/ier, and S. <JTi,

gain) The profit of cultivation, the cultivator's share of

the profit.

C/ierruvita, Mai. (6>.2_IOQ,oJ]rtn) Cultivation of wet

lands.

Cheruman, plur. Ckerumar, whence corruptly, Chermers,

Cliarmas, Cltm-mars, also plur. Cherumahhal, corruptly,

ChermaMial, and Shurrumuhhul, Mai. (6l^JOQ,dnf6,

plur. 6)JJOQ,Cioe6fofc) A slave or slaves, prsedial slaves ;

the term designating them as
"
children of the soil."

CHERAD!YA. Kara. (&r^ra'D3o&) profits to Government
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from the sale of unchaste women. Assessment on cattle

Pasturage among the hills.

Mai. A town, a village, a

graziers.

CHERAi, Kara.

CHERI, Tarn. ((

hamlet.

Paraicheri, Tarn. (uoTOfiQ&GS'cfl) A village of Pariars.

Pudttcheri, Tarn. (l^gd&Q&rf}') A new village or town,

the original form of Pondicherry.

CHEKIKKAL, Mai. (6^2J(Dl (SO <st>) Threshing-floor and farm

attached to Government lands. Jungle or hilly tracts

sometimes cultivated.

CHERNADAR, Tarn. (S^crrjsrriT) Relations, dependants.

CHERRA, Mai. (6)^JOOO) An artificial reservoir, con-

structed for irrigating lands.

CHERU, H. (._*-) The name of a wild tribe inhabiting

the hills and woods in the southern parts of the province

of Benares, in Mirzapur and Behar, sometimes called a

branch of the Bhars, and sometimes identified with the

Soles. Mr. Elliot considers them to be the aboriginal in-

habitants of the provinces, on the skirts of which they are

now found, driven from their proper seats by Rajput races.

CHERUKCJ, Tel. (~t3eDb) Sugar cane.

CHERTJJANMAM, Mai. (6>.au]ae3OZ)o, from cheru, little)

The rights or perquisites of the inferior members of the

village community.

CHE'RUMANAM, Mai. (6^uJfK(20m ) Collection of revenue,

the duty of an inferior collector.

Cherumdnakdran, Mai. (6).2_l(WGiOPOd&>oronr6) An inferior

revenue officer.

CHERCVU, Tel. (~3&>c$) An artificial pond or tank.

Panta-cheruvu, Tel. (from >oo, crop) A tank for the

irrigation of various crops.

Uru-cheriivu, (from &&) }
a village) A tank for the

common use of the inhabitants of a village.

CHET, Thug. A traveller who has discovered the designs of

the Thugs. A gold coin.

CHET A, Tel. (
~3 o) A cribble : an allowance of grain made to

the head of the village. Maila-cheta, A similar allowance

to the village washerman (from ^SOOJOO, H. maila,

dirty).

CHETAN, Mai. (6).oJsnr6) A man servant, a slave, a

weaver of a particular caste.

CHETRAM, or SHETRAM, Mai. (6)c&(TO)o) A temple of the

first order, one dedicated to the T-rimurtti. See Kshetra.

CHETTE, Kara. Half a bullock load.
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CHETTI, Mai. (6>.OJ1) A foreign or Karnata Siidra, a

tradesman, a weaver by caste and occupation.

CHETTCKARAN, Mai.
(6).2J(zr*|)<j9>Dronr6)

A Tdrl drawer : a

grass cutter.

CheUupdttam, Mai. (mo irtryg)Q_iO) Rent of cocoa-

nuts or other palms for extracting Tdrl.

CHETUKUDU, Tel. (t?kx>&>&)) A male servant or slave.

CHEWARA, or CHEWARRA, (?) Lands situated at the ex-

treme boundaries of a village.

CHHADAM, corruptly, CHUDAM and CHHEDUM, H. (Jt>*y^0
A coin of very small value, one of six, or properly six

and a quarter ddms, or two damris, a quarter of a pavsa

valued at twenty-five ddms. The word is used to imply

any thing of no worth or value.

CHHAHEL, Hindi (T^F) Land.

CiiHAHKtiR, CH'HUH-KOOR, H. (^l^., from i^-< six)

Division ofcrops in which the Zamindar gets only one-sixth.

CHHAI, H. (^y*-) A pad to prevent laden bullocks from

being galled.

CHHAJ, or CHHACH, H. (-Ay-, ^V?"' ^T*^) -^ winnowing

basket.

CHHAKRA, H. (hy-, S. 5PK7) A cart.

CHHAL, CHHUL, H.
(J-y^-,

S. ^Rj:) Deceit, fraud. In law,

a misdemeanor ; also, a legal quirk or deceit.

CHHALA,Ben. C^fal) A pair ofsacks or panniers, or any other

article, so placed on a bullock as to hang on either side.

CHHALAVADI, Karu. (cJTOoJ c)?S) A menial under the head

merchant of a village.

CHHALNA, Ben. (^SRl) An awning under which a

father or guardian presents the bride to the bridegroom

on the day of marriage.

CHHAMBCHiTAii, Uriya (>|9lQgG) Grant of land by the

Raja of Khurda.

Chhdmukdran, Uriya (g|flQ|QC1)
The accountant of a Raja.

CHHANTA, H. (li>U=-) Throwing additional seed among a

growing crop of rice (Delhi). Land in which seed has

been sown after a single ploughing, especially at the ex-

tremities of a village, to secure possession.

CHHANPAT, Uriya (Qgll|S) Grass lands. Hemp.

CHHAONI, H.
((jj'-y*-) Cantonments, station of troops.

CnaAp, incorrectly Chdp, corruptly Chop, H. (ujL*-) A
stamp, a seal. The impression of a stamp or seal. The

Government stamp on papers or on coins. A mark on

weights and measures to shew their accuracy. The cus-

tom-house stamp on goods having paid duty, &c. In

2r
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Delhi the word is also applied to a small bundle of thorns

about a foot high.

Chhdpa, H. (<oly-) The village seal used to impress

grain with any stamp or impression. A fee on stamps.

In recent times the word has come to signify printing ; as

Chhdpa kdr/haz, a printed paper, a newspaper ; Chhdpa

hhdna, a printing-house or office ; Chhdpa karna, to

print. Also adj. Sealed, under seal, distrained, attached.

Chhdpa hasil, H. (Jv^'d- ^'y^) A tax on stamping cloth.

Chhdpi, H.
(.jj'-y*-) Bearing a stamp, stamped, authen-

ticated, printed.

Chhdpihari, H. (,/, who makes) An officer whose

duty it is to apply a stamp or seal, a printer.

Chhdpi rupaiya, II.
(<*>Jji) Rupees which have been

defaced by private marks punched on them, and some-

what depreciated in value on that account.

Chhdpti, corruptly, Shaptee, H. (,-IAya-)
A coarse seal

of cow-dung and mud affixed to the pile of grain on the

threshing-ground, to prevent its removal until the Govern-

ment or proprietor's dues are paid.

CmiApA, II.
(<olyj-)

A heap of refuse corn formed in

winnowing, a small heap of grain appropriated to pur-

poses of charity. In some places, the name of the basket

used for throwing up water out of a pond.

UHHAPPAR, CHHUPPUK, corruptly, CHOPPER, CHUPPUB,

CHUPPRA, CHAPROW, H.
(/xy*-) CHHAPAR, Ben. (^tf?r)

A thatch, a thatched roof.

Chhappar-band, Chhuppur-bund, H. (P. jJu, a binding)

A thatcher, forming in the Dakhiu a subdivision of the

Kumbi caste. A resident cultivator, in contradistinction

to one who takes part in the cultivation of the lands of

a village in which he is not a permanent inhabitant.

Chhappar-bandi, H.^jJb, binding) Thatching. Expense

of thatching. Cultivating with permanent residence in a

village.

CHHA.R, H.
(jl^-, "STS) The bank of a river, alluvium,

land gained from rivers.

CHHAR, written CaHAp, but pronounced as ifwithafmalr,Ben.

Uriya(^t^) Letting go, relinquishing, allowing to pass, &c.

Chhdrd, Ben., Uriya (^rTl) Letting go, relinquishing.

Relinquished, deserted, as lands out of cultivation.

Chlidru-bdJci, Ben., Uriya (A. Ji'j) Balance due for

lands deserted.

Chhdri, Ben., Uriya (^tf) Remission ofrevenue : lowering

or letting off rent : acquittal of a prisoner, release : laches,

notprosecutingasuit,aud other usesimplyingabandonment.
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Chhdr-chilthi, H., Ben., Uriya, &c.

A pass, a permit, a passport on sale of salt, to the ex-

tent of twenty mam within a given jurisdiction; also an

order for its release. (Shakespeare derives the compound

from Chhdr, a bank of a river, but it is probably a

modification of Chhdr, letting go : or, as applied in the

salt agencies, it may be referred to Chhdr, vernacular

form of S. Kshdr, salt. As derived from the Hindustani

Chhorna, to let go : the compound is Chhor-chitthi).

Ben. Reg. x. 1819.

CnuAidDAR, or BARDAR, Mar. (tjrt^r*, ^^rc) A cane-

bearer, an usher.

CHHAT, CHHUT, H. (o^a.) CiniAT, Ben. (^t5) The

roof of a house.

CHHATAK, Ben. (^Eto) CHHATANK, or CmiATANid, Mar.

('STZTcR, ri^Hil). also Uriya, CHHATANKI, (S. nj, six,

and ^HlT,
a mark) One-sixteenth part of a Scr measure,

either of weight or capacity.

CHHAfAo, H.
(.15^9.) Cleaning rice from the husk.

CHHATII/, H. ( -^-=^,
^'om S. ^, six) Sixth. A cere-

mony performed a few days, from six to nine, after the

birth of a child, by women among the Mohammadans.

The sixth day of the month.

CHIIATR, CHHATRA, or CHHATAR, CIIIIUTR, CHHUTRA,
or CHHUTUR, H. &c.

(JJ^-, S. ^sO) also CimArA, 11.

('Jlys-)
An umbrella. (S. ^r) A place of slielter for

travellers, especially for Brahmans (Mysore), a serai.

Chhutri, Chhutree, corruptly, Chitree and Chiteree, H.

&c. (^yLj^, from S.
'Sfift,

a small umbrella) A monu-

mental structure or pavilion erected in honour of some

person of rank. In Mai., One who carries an umbrella;

also a barber.

Chhatra-pati, II. S. A prince or Raja, one over whom a

parasol is carried as a mark of dignity.

Chhatra-dhdr,~R., lit. an umbrella-bearer A mixed caste,

formerly known ill the Dakhin, whose function it was to

hold the umbrella over persons of rank, and fetch water

for the four pure castes.

i Chhatra-varttana, Karn. (ei2,_8)
F~rO) A tax formerly

levied for feeding the Brahmans of the Cliaultris.

CHHATRJ, or CHHETRI, H.
(^Jj^s.-, ^.LAyB., S. TSffaTf;)

A man of the second, or regal and military caste.

CHHATT^R, CHHUTTOOR, H. ( tviy-,
from gf=rj

an um-

brella) An article placed upon the top of a heap of

winnowed corn ; a cake of dried cow-dung, or a shoot
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of grass, or bundle of twigs, or a spear placed by the

side of it, or a flower near the bottom, to protect the corn

from the effects of the evil eye.

Chhatrapati-paisd, Mar. (mn) The copper coin of Puna,

&c., established originally by Sivaji, stamped with the

word Clihatrapati.

CHHAUR, CHHOUR, H. ( .jy-)
A large stack of Jawar

collected for fodder, comprising several smaller stacks

(Delhi). Also, walking a boundary with a raw cow-skin

on the head, under a solemn oath to decide correctly :

five sticks are held in the hand, to imply that the arbi-

trator is the representative of the Panchayat (In the

north-west).

CHIIEDA, H. (Ijjuj.-, from S. "-8$, cutting) An insect in-

jurious to corn ; the disease occasioned by it.

CHHEDANA, S. ($<?{) lit. cutting, In criminal law, muti-

lation, cutting off a member or limb.

CHIIELA, Uriya (G8l"l) A weight ofmetal equal to 40bishas.

CHHENKWAD, or CHHENKWAIA, H.
(j \jj^*-, \j\jj^*-)

Sequestration, distraint.

CHHENCHAN, Ben. (Tpt>?T) Throwing up water from a

pond or any reservoir.

CHHETE, or CHHETRA, H. (yuys-, S. ^i) A field. A place

of reputed sanctity, as, Kuru-c'itietra or Kum-kket, at

Paniput. A geometrical figure : whence the Sanskrit

translation of Euclid is known as the Cshetra- or

Kthetra-sanhitd.

Chhetra-phal, H. (J^j Ju.^.)
The superficial contents of

a field or any geometrical figure.

CHUIDA, H. (Ij^s-) Thin, not close, as a crop of corn

or grove of trees, &c.

CHHIKAI, H. (^liys.) A fee on granting a release or ac-

quittance of rent or revenue (liohilkhand).

CHHIMI, H.
(.f*^*-,

S. f$W) A pod or legume.

CHHIND, Ben. (f^^) A water-course.

CirafNKA, H. (fou^, affaT, S. f^TW) A sort of bag of

I

rope fastened on the mouth of an ox with straw for him

to eat while ploughing. A net or loop for hanging pots

or boxes in.

HHfNT, H. (eUJUy;.-, S. f^T, variegated) Chintz, spotted

cottons.

HHINTA, II. (Si-^a.)
A field in which peas and linseed

have been sown broad-cast while the rice crop is standing,

and left to grow after the rice is reaped.

CHI

CHHIPI,incorrectly CHIPI, corruptly CHEEPA and CHEAPARA,

H. (,<^v*-j from the v.
uLy^s-)

A printer of cottons,

a chintz-stamper. Also Clihipi-rjar.

CHHJR, H.
( .jys. , S. T$fc, milk) The land cultivated by

the proprietor of a village, or the lessee himself on his

own account. See Sir.

CHHIT, Ben. (f^T) Chintz, (also from S. %?) Balance,

remainder.

CHHITUA, H. (Lys-) Sowing broad-cast (Benares).

CHHOLA, H. GsL^) Gram, (Cicer arietinum) The man who

cuts the standing sugar-cane, and pares off the leaves and

tops, which are in part payment of his labour.

CHHOR, H.
(jy^,

from
Uj^ys-,

to let g<>) Letting go,

dismissal, remission, acquittance. Also Chhordn and

Clitiordwa.

Chhor-chitthi, H.
(.rfij- jyc^ ^ t'eec' ^ ve 'ease >

a

pass, a permit : a deed of divorce, or abandonment of a

wife, a document giving up claim to a girl betrothed to

the repudiate!
1

,
but married in his absence to another man.

CHIIOTA THIKUR, Ben. (^tl>1. H. 13'^.s-. little, ^1*fT,J \ V 6^

a lord) The youngest brother of a husband's father, to

be used only by the wife ofan elder brother's son. A wife's

father's younger brother, to be used by an elder brother.

Ckotd thdhurdni, Ben. ( f^llTti 'fa
5
JJ1ft ) The wife of

dv

a husband's father's younger brother, or of a wife's

father's younger brother.

Cliotdbaii, Ben. (i^|l>k^) A younger brother's wife.

The youngest of a man's wives, or the one last married.

Cnn6RiKABANDHA, Mar. ('siTeirr, a knife, and ^j, binding)

A ceremony formerly in use of formally investing a Sudra

with a billhook, in imitation of the investiture of the

Brihman with the cord.

CHHftT, H.
(cLv^s-,

from the v.
lo^a-,

to let go) Ee-

mission, acquittance, letting go or relinquishing. Re-

mitsion of revenue either on the bighd or in rupees.

Clihut, Cttliut-mdfi or mujrdl, are terms especially applied

to the reductions made iu the assessment of the Faeli

year 1197 (A. D. 1789). Some have been authorised by

Government, but most have been granted without any

such authority.

Chhutauti, H.
(jjj'3'^s-)

Remission of rent or revenue.

Chhutti, H.
(.Jiys-) Leave, leave of absence, discharge,

dismissal, leisure, opportunity.

CHIBHAR, H.Ljxxs.) Land which long remains mo!st(S;igar).

CHIGARAVANTIGE, Karn. (&rX&5oA) A tenure of
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land in Mysore by shares, in which the whole village

was parcelled out in lots of equal value, each containing

a due proportion of wet, dry, and garden land.

CniHAf, CHIHANA, CHIHARA, H. Cjly- lily*-)
A place

where dead bodies are burned.

CHIHEL, H.
((J-jy.)

Wet oozy land. From CHIHLA,

(Vr) mud -

CniHE, H. (.ci-1^-) A division of the Gujar tribe.

CHIHNA, S. &c. (f^) A mark, a sign, a badge, any dis-

tinguishing mark or sign.

Chihnit, H. (c^uys., S. f*[J, a mark) Known, ascer-

tained, measured, identified. Uriya. Identity.

Chihnit ndma, H. (P. <CcU) A specification of land with

its boundaries.

CHIK, H. &c. (PN4, ,?-) A kind of screen, usually made of

split barnbus loosely fastened together in parallel lines by

perpendicular strings, and painted.

CH(K, CH(KAR, CHEEK, CHEEKUH, 11. (iiU-, J^-~)
CHIKHAL, Mar. (fow$, S. fafc^) Mud, slime. The

bundle of rushes or turf on which the bucket rests when

brought to the top of the well. Lund that has been

recently irrigated.

Chihhabvat, Mar. (fif^nrB) Miry, muddy, land rendered

so by irrigation.

CufK, Thug. A gold Mohur.

CnfKA, Thug. A timid or cowardly Thug.

CHIKAL, (?) Planting surplus parcels of rice-plants on un-

occupied village lands, for the use of which the trans-

planters agree to pay a portion of the produce.

CHIKAN, H. (,.-) Working flowers on muslin, or em-

broidering.

Chihan-doz, H. (P.jj^asewer)
An embroiderer, a worker

of flowers in muslin.

CHIKAT, CHIKTJ, CHEEKDT, CHIKTEE, H. (cL^o^-, X*.)

Clayey soil (Sagar).

CHIKA.UT, H.
(tJL>j=-) Clayey soil of a black colour.

CHIKHAR, H. (js*-)
The husk of Ghana.

CHIKHARWAI, H. (^W^s-) Wages for weeding (Oudh).

CHIKKAN, CHIKNA, corruptly, CHICKCM, H. (,.=*, li=O

Mar. (facmr) S. (fq^:) Greasy, fat, unctuous. Thick,

loamy, as soil. Pure clay, incapable of cultivation.

CMkamvat, Mar. ((*< <*<i.RTT) Greasy or fat, especially as

soil ; loamy or clayey soil.

Chikankhadu, (?) Mar. A particular kind of rich soil

(Western India).
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Chikndn-at or Ckiknot, H.
cLjjli-, f^RTfte) A clayey

or loamy soil, a fat soil.

CHIKLI, corruptly, CHICKLEE, (?) A lyot cultivating in one

village and residing in another.

CHILIKI, Tel. (->) A field left fallow.

CuiKsA, H. (L^l-) A flagrant powder made up of a great

variety of ingredients ;
the principal of which are sandal,

andropagon, minnakun, benzoin, and camphor.

CHILAM, corruptly, CHILLUM, H. &c. (Jjs-) The part of

the hukka which contains the tobacco and charcoal balls,

whence it is sometimes loosely used for the pipe itself, or

the act of smoking it.

CHILAVA, Mai. (^xJleanj) Expense, disbursement, money
allowed for expenses, batta, or extra allowance.

CIIII.I.A, H.
(,d., from the P. J^-, forty) A forty days'

fast, a similar period of religious seclusion, or the place

where it is observed. The period of forty days after

childbirth during which a woman is unclean. Ceremony
of purification. The shrine or residence of a saint.

CHILLAGINJE, Kara. (zS-Q^oS) The nut of the Strychnos

potatorum, which is rubbed on the inside of water jugs
to purify the water.

CHILLAR, CHILLARU, CHILLARE, CHILRE, corruptly, CHIL-

LER or CHILTA, Tel. (tSe^Sb) Karn. (a^ig, ^
Mai.

(liJlg^jo) Trifling, petty, sundry, an odd sum of

money, a small grant or allowance.

Ckillar-bub, Karn. Sundry items or cesses in revenue.

CIMlar-kharchu, Tel.
(-cS^&p&jj) vernacularly or in-

correctly, Ckilkar khurch, Mar. (?) Sundry or petty

expenses, deductions from the revenue allowed for village

expenses and for the contingent expenses of the native

revenue servants (Dakhin).

C/iillar-Mran, Mai.
(-oJn^cxftOrtJrrt))

A petty shopkeeper.

Cliillar-vari, Mai. (oj(0l. a tax) The minor or petty pay-
ments made to the inferior village servants.

Cltillari-mdnyam, corruptly, Cldllary-mannium, Tel.

(t3e^6&r-rC5go)Small grautsof land for village charges,

the pay of revenue officers, or support of temples, &c.

CHILT!, Karn. (a?oiTa)) Sandal chips (Mysore).

CHILWAI, H. (^\.) The turf or rushes on which the

bucket, when drawn up from the well, rests ; and which

therefore becomes sloppy and muddy.

CUIMAMA, Thug. The cry of the wolf, a bad omen.

CHIMOTA, Thug. A boy. Chimoti, a girl.

CHIMPIGA, Karn. (aol>X) A tailor.
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CHIN, H. (,-f**-)
Akind ofsugar (Upper Doab and Rohilkhand).

Chini, H. (^J^>-)
Coarse sugar.

CHINI)!, Guz. (*Hl $1) Allowance made by Grasias to vil-

lage Parils for collecting their dues.

CHING, Thug. A sword.

CHINGANA, Thug. A boy.

CHINOARI', Thug. A clan of Muttari Thugs of the Mo-

hammadan religion, following ostensibly the business of

Banjaras, or travelling grain and cattle dealers.

CHINGORIA, Thug. One of the sects of the Thug clans.

CHINHA, Thug. A boy.

CHINKALU, Tel. C&oSeo) The inferior grains of millet

separated by winnowing from the better.

Chinkalu-rdsi, Tel. C^
13*

,
S. 'Cl^lD A heap of such grain.

CHINTAL-MAKTA, or CHINTAL- LANA GUTI, (?) Mar. A tax

levied on large scales.

CHINWAL, (?) Mar. Tax payable from the customs revenue.

CHIPPALA, Kara. (^jQy) An instrument of torture

two sticks tied together at one end, between which the

hand is placed, and the loose ends are forcibly pressed

together.

CHIPPEVADU, Tel. (TSrQ*r&o) CHIPPIGA, Kara. C*3^)
A tailor, said to have sprung from a Shakili female by a

Brahman.

CHIPTEN, Mar. (f'Tft) A measure of capacity, one-fourth of

a ser.

CHIR, Mai. (.OJlo ) A bank, a dam, an embankment, a mound

across rivers, or dividing fields, serving as a causeway

in the rains; the Band or Bund of Bengal. A large pond.

CHIRA, S. (f^t) Long, in time.

Chiranjiv, B. S. (fF^^jfa) Long-lived, said as a bene-

diction.

Chirdyu, S. (fa 1.1 15 ) Long-lived.

CHIRA, Thug. Call of the Rupanl, or the bird itself.

CHI'HA, S. (Vk) Cloth, clothes, bark. An effigy placed

upon the funeral pile when a woman burnt herself after

her husband's decease in a distant place.

CHIHAGHI, H. C^^, P-
fy*-,

a lamp) An allowance,

either public or private, for keeping a lamp or lamps

constantly burning at the tomb of a Mohammadan saint,

or for illuminating a mosque. Presents of money for

like purposes.

CHIRAVARA-PADU, Tel. (t2&SSo3~*'<5o) Lanc| recovered

I

from the waste, and prepared for the cultivation of the

Chiravara or Chdi, a plant yielding a red dye

CHI

CHIRCHERA, Thug.u Cry of the lizard.

CHIRCHITTA, H. (*!-,-) A kind of grass bearing a small

seed which may be eaten.

CHIRETA, Thug. A Maratha, a Pandit.

CHIREYA, Thug. Chirping of the small owl, an unlucky

omen.

CHIRIYA-MAR, Ben. (ffef^TNt?r) A low caste, by pro-

fession bird catchers.

CHIRPPA, Mai. CaJloLl) A flood-gate, a piece of wood or a

door to shut up a sluice.

CHISA, Thug. Any good or blessing, especially a wealthy

traveller.

CHIT, abbreviation of Chitthi, q.v. Mar. (f^7 ) A note, a letter.

Chitnavh, or Chitnls, (f^^, or rfa, from Chit, and

P. naivis, writer) Under the Maratha Government, an

under secretary of state, who wrote and answered des-

patches. Any clerk or registrar. The same as the Sar-

rishtaddr of the Company's Courts, in the Dakhin.

CHIT, H. &c. (u>>*-, S. f^) Mind, understanding, the

intellectual faculty, the soul.

CHITA, H. &c. (U-, S. fam) A funeral pile, a heap of

sticks on which a dead body is burned.

Chitdkha, H. (,(&.) A funeral pile.

Chitdpinda, S. (famftng) Offerings of cakes to the

manes at the funeral pile at the time of burning the

corpse.

Chitarohana, S. (f^HT^Il) Ascending the funeral pile,

burning with the dead body of a husband.

Chitkd, Hindi (f^ToRl) A place where dead bodies are

burned.

CHITA-KHANDA, Ben. (ffe^st^ ^) Spring-harvest

CHITARI, corruptly, CHEETARO, H. (t_/&-> S. PH<*lO)

A painter.

CHITRA, S. &c. (fa^) Variegated, spotted : a picture, chintz.

CHJTHABHANU, S. (f^WT-j:) The sixteenth year of the

cycle of sixty.

CHITHAOUPT, Mar. (fsR^H)
A skilful writer, both as

regards his style and handwriting. (From the mytho-

logical Chitragupta, S. the registrar of the dead.)

CHITPEKALARA, Arakan. A class of slaves, those who are

taken in battle. u

CHITT, H., and other dialects, (u^--, S. frw) Mind,

heart, the intellectual faculty, or its supposed seat

Chittpuwan, Mar. (faw<*H) A Brahman of a particular

tribe ;
also termed Konkanastha, or Konkan Brahman.
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CHITTARI, Tarn. (<f#)ssnfl) A small tank.

CHITTE, Tel. (^ fj) An incomplete heap of salt.

B&J

CHITTHA, H. (l^*-) CHITA, Ben. (TFFl) CHITTHA, Tel.

( "&"|P ) A memorandum, a rough note or account, rough

journal or day-book. Pay of public servants. Particular

statement of the measurement of a Zamindar's estate

founded on actual measurement It also applies to an

account of all the lands in a village, divided numerically

into ddghs or shares, shewing the quantity of land in

each, the sort of cultivation, and the name of the cultivator.

Also a field book, rnone usually termed khasra, an ac-

count of all the lands of a village, according to their

allotment, in the order in which they have been

measured.
s

Chitthd-Amalddri, H. (^IjJUo; l$x-) A deed conveying

a proprietary right.

CHITTHI, H.
(^jy**-) CHITI, Ben. (fp^) CHITI, CHITTI,

CHiTHf, or CHITHTHI, Mar. (f'TCt, f^jt, f'STt, faiil ,

CHITI, Karn. (3a-?k3) corruptly CniTEE,abbreviated CHIT.

A note, a short letter, any letter, a note conveying an

order or demand.

Chitthi talab, or Talab chitthi, (from the A. C^lis , in-

quiry) A process, a precept, a summons to a defaulter to

appear and pay his arrears.

Chitihundi, Karn. (S^ScOOG) A bill of exchange.

Chittu, Karn. (^o^) A rough copy or draft.

Ckitu, or Chite, Karn. (tf&>, S^lj) Chittu, Tarn,

(<#lll) A bill, a bond, a deed : the Hindi Chitthi.

CHITTI, or CHETTI, more correctly, SETHI, corruptly, CHITTY,

Tel. C&&3, or ~t3W from & Sreshthi, wO All
eo .o

members of the trading castes in the Madras provinces,

either shopkeepers or merchants.

CHIVATI, Mai. (jjlfUOSl) A small vessel, a kind of

Pattamar.

CHIVUKA, Tel. ("^^S) A coin of the value of a quarter

rupee.

CHIWANA, H. (Wj*-) A place where dead bodies are burned.

CHOB, H.
(s->j-) CHOP or CHOB, Mar. (nta, ^ta) A

stick, a staff, a staff of office.

Chobddr, corruptly Chubddr, H.
(yljo^s-)

An attendant

carrying a short staff or mace.

CHOHA, H.
(l&j*-)

A small well.

CHOHAK, less correctly, CHOAB, Ben. (fPt^tS) A tribe of

mountaineers in the hills of Ramgarh, &c.

CHOIL, Hindi (^t^5) Land lying low, and always moist.
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H.
(Ijj*-)

A hole dug in the dry bed of a river.

A rivulet.

CnoKi, H.
(tfj*-)

Rice (Sagar).

CHOKABAO, H. (^teRT^TT ) Seeds sown immediately after

a fall of rain.

CH<JLLU, Tel. (pi. *?"*$&) A kind of grain (Cynosurus

corocanus).

CnoNpA, Mar. (^tTf) A clump of rice plants.

CHONDA, H.
(l^ys-)

A well not faced with masonry, where

water is near the surface.

CHONDHA, Mar. ('fllJiSl) A small bed or banked-up portion

of a rice field.

CHONTA, Ben. (iFt^5l ) A rough copy, a rough draft (of

a writing).

CHONTI, or CHOTI, H. (^^^i t^^i T̂om S. ^5T) A

tuft of hair left at the top of the head when the rest is

shaved off, in the case of boys at an early age. Among

the Mohammadans it is sometimes dedicated to a par-

ticular saint.

CHOPDI, pronounced CHOPHI, corruptly, CHOPEDDI, Mar.

(^IMiT) A stitched or bound book for accounts.

CHOPPA, Tel. (^i^^) Straw.

CHOP-SANAD, (?) Uriya. Grant ofrent-free lands in perpetuity.

CHOR, H. &c. (^ , S. ^tt) A thief.

Chorank or dnh, Mar. (^tr^ioR -^STcR, from S. ^|J, a

cypher) An extremely small figure on the leaves of a

MS., or on a bale of cloth or piece of goods, to mark its

price. A secret or furtive mark.

Chordarn-dza, (from P.
*j'_y4>>

a door) A back door, a

private way.

Chorgali, H. (1^5^, a lane) A bye street or lane.

Chorgast, Mar. (HtTTTCcr) Secret rounds, going privily

round streets, &c.

Chorsirhi, H. (^j*,) Back stairs.

Chorv.gasti, (?) Tel. A spy, a secret watcher.

Chormddd, Mar. (*flMIil) A haunt of thieves.

Chorzamin, H.
((j^-*;;^-)

A quagmire.

Chora-nimak, H. (cLL<JS;j*-)
but used in Cuttack, Con-

traband salt.

Chordnna-lutlc, (?) Karn. An item of revenue ; remission

on account of plunder by thieves or robbers.

Chori, H. &c.
((_>}*-, ^fW) Theft, robbery; also, doing

any thing furtively or clandestinely.

Chorimdrl, Mar. (*fiO^H?t) A collective term for illegal

and violent practices, robbery, battery, murder.
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Chori-sarakula-phdramu, (?) Tel. A statement of smug-

gled goods.

CHOT, H. ( <>^j=-) Folding a blanket or sheet as a cover-

ing for the head and shoulders, so as to keep out rain :

practised by shepherds and herdsmen.

CHOTA, H.
Coy*-) Discount or premium.

CHOTANA, Mai. (6).OJOrtnco , S. $ftvn) A liquid measure,

varying in different places. Searching, determining.

Chotanakdran, Mai. (6).o_10ra)rOcfi>0<onf&) A custom officer,

a searcher, one who examines goods in transit to verify

their having paid the proper duty.

CHUA, H. ( \y>.)
A plant used as a potherb in some places,

but in Garwal and Kamaon the small grains of it are

largely used as food (Amaranthus oleaceus).

CHUDA, Ben. Mar. (S. MTl) A tuft of hair left on the top

of a boy's head at the time of tonsure. (It is also pro-

nounced Chura and Chuld, whence come the deriva-

tives Chaura and Chaula, signifying the ceremony of

tonsure.)

Chudd-karanam, -karma, or -kriyd, (from S. TRTUrf, &c.,

act, ceremony) The ceremony of tonsure performed on

Hindu boys, which should properly take place between

the third and fifth year of their age, but sometimes later,

when a single lock of hair is left on the top of the head.

See Chaura or Chaula, Chaura-harana, Chaula-karana,

&c.

Chaul-otsava, S. A festival held on occasion of the cere-

mony of tonsure.

CHUOAI, CHOOGAEE, H. (s_$l-) Pasturage.

CHUGHAL, or CHUGHLI, H. (P. t)A>-, ,<1*-) Tale-

telling, backbiting, informing.

Chughalhhor, H. (jf-, who eats) A tale-bearer, an

informer.

CntiHRA, H.
(p!>j-)

The lowest description of village ser-

vants, the same as the Bhangi, Haldlkhor, Mehtar, &c.

CHUK, Ben. (F*) CHUK, but often short in derivatives
O^

and compounds, Mar. (^F) A mistake, an error, espe-

cially in figures.

Chuhi, Mar. ('J^) A small mistake.

Chukbhul, Mar.
(-^OHH^)

All kinds of errors or inad-

vertencies.

CHUKADO, Guz. (^%IH1) Decision, adjustment, settle-

ment of a dispute, &c.

CHUK.ANI, Ben. (o^i^l) An under-tenant (Rangpur).
rf*~

CHUKARA, CHOOKARA, H. (I;IC-) Customs, duty (Sagar).
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CHUKAT, H. (UU.C*-, from UC-, to be finished or settled)

Agreement, a contract

CHUKAUTA, CHOOKOUTA, H.
(jJ^Ls-)

Fixed rates of rent,

money rate.

CHUKKAN, Mai. (a_^ o8Q9rr6) A helm, a rudder.

Chukkdnkdran, Mai. (2-Je9W88jOronrf>) A steersman. See

Seacunny.

CHUKHI, CHOOKREE, H. ( t_^-^-) A fractional division of

land (Kamaon and Garhwal).

CHUKTA, Mar. (^w) Settled, cleared, as a debt.

Ckukti, Ben. (IPFfl ) or Chukoti, (^ctlrft) Chukwati,r* *&

Mar. ('Mcd^ill) Settlement of a debt or bargain.

CHULA, or CHULAH, H.
(*!y-)

A tribe of Tagas in Baghpat.

CHULAT, Mar. ('T^STl) A term expressing collateral relation-

ship, used in composition ; as, Chulat-djd, a grandfather's

brother ; Ckulat-bhau, son of a paternal uncle.

CHULHA, or CHULHI, H. (Uys-, i<^y-) CHULA, Mar. (^)
in other dialects, CHDLA, CHULLI, from the S. (^5?) A

fire-place, a temporary and moveable receptacle for fire,

made of dried clay.

CHULIA, (?) A name given to the Mohammadans in Mala-

bar. In Cuttack (OR.8||) A salt-boiler.

Chulid-malangi, Uriya (oS.eilflCi.Sf) Tlie head salt-

maker, the one who makes engagements with the Go-

vernment.

CHULLI, CHOOLLEE, H. (,<^-) Supports placed beneath

stacks ofstraw or stores ofgrain. A fire-place. See Chulha.

CHULLU, CHOOLLOO, H.
(j!o-) The palm of the hand hol-

lowed for holding liquids. A handful of any thing fluid.

CHULTA. Mar. (^<?(TT) A paternal uncle.

CHUMATA, Mai. (-2-iJas) A load, a burthen.

Chumattdl, Chumattukdran, Mal.(a-,JQo6o,a_j Q|<ftO(Dnf6)

A porter.

CHUMBAK, Ben. (F^) Substance or abstract ofa document.

CHUMWA, (?) Asamese. Name of a tribe in Asam exempt

from manual labour.

CHUN, or CHUNI, CHOON, CHOONEE, H.
(^y*-, i^f>-,

S.

^j) Pease-meal, pulse coarsely ground.

CHUNA, H. (tJj-,
S. ^) CHUNNAM, whence the current

word CHUHAM, Tarn. (a>CCSr<5CCril>) Lime.

Chundru, or Chundri,H. (jj\ift- , t-Sj^f?-) Lime-burners,

or workers in lime, as plasterers.

CHUNDIOAH, Guz. (^jl3U3.) A bracelet-maker, one

who makes armlets of glass or ivory for married women.

CHUNGADI, Karn. (SxOoXG) Interest of money, odds.
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CHUNGAL, CHOONGUL, H. ((JXX&-) A handful of anything

dry.

CHUNGI'I H. (.J***-) A handful of grain levied as a tax or

fee for weighing, or as a compensation for the use ol

market conveniences, as bags, booths, &c. Similar con-

tributions to religious mendicants, or allowance to Za-

mindars for establishing a new market or permitting a

fair to be held. This is also sometimes called CHUTKI,

(
(_/3j*-)

lit a pinch.

Chungi-penth, H. (from Penth, AU>, a market) A market

or fair held on the tenure of giving a small portion of

each saleable article to the Zamindar.

CHUNGUDU, Tel. (uooXooo) A small or trifling arrear.

CHUNKAM, Mai. (a^8fo) Duty, customs. See Sunka.

CHUNKIPPA, Mai. (a-jeejloj) Petty theft, pilfering, fraud.

CHUNNI, Mai. (^fJ^TO A sum of a hundred haunris.

CHUNTRU, CHOONTROO, H. (jy^j*-) Head man of a dis-

trict in Dehra Dun.

CHUR, CHURA, or CHURI, H.
(jj*-,

S. ^Tt) A crest, a

topknot, a ring, an armlet, the bracelet put on a bride's

arm at the time of marriage, and which she is entitled

to wear only while her husband lives : hence, meta-

phorically, the married, as opposed to the widowed state.

See also Chudd.

Chura bhanddra, H. An allowance or portion of land

granted as means of maintenance to the junior members

of a Zamindar's family.

CHURA, Karn. (&K/9&, from the S. 1%) The smallest

pieces of sandal assorted for sale.

CHUTHACHUTH, Mar.
(TJVH-^VJ,

lit. deranging) Applied to

writing which has been or is being spoiled by numerous

corrections, erasures, interlineations, &c.

CHUTI, Karn. (&rOcJ) \ ro\\ of tobacco, a cigar.

CHUTUL, Mai. (a-Jfi6o) A roll, a scroll, a roll of tobacco,

a cigar.

CHUYAR, Ben. (bj|\) The name of a tribe of mountaineers

inhabiting the mountains bordering Bengal on the west,

in Ramgarh and the neighbouring districts.

D

DA, Ben. (Tfl ) Diu, H. (jb) A sickle, a billhook, a sort

of hatchet with the point curved. (From the S. Da, or

Do, to cut.)

DAAI, H. (A.
,_jcb)

A claimant, a plaintiff.
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Da&ia, H. (A. *Jxb) A plaint, a claim, a petition. See

D&wd.

DAB, H. (t__>13, Darbha, ^5) A kind of grass (Poa cy-

nosuroides) with sharp points ; whence a sharp-witted

man is said to be Darbfi-dgra, keen-pointed as Dab grass.

It is not much used for ordinary purposes, but is held

sacred by the Hindus, and is strewed upon the floor or

on the altar at offerings with fire: it is also considered

desirable that a dying person should expire upon a bed

of this grass. It is also called A"wsa.

DAEA, Ben. OFM) A large vessel to receive the juice of

the sugar-cane from the mill.

DABA, Uriya (5>|Q) Memorandum, inventory, list.

DABAK, or DABKA, DABUK, DUBKA, H. ((iWj, lj<5) Fresh

well water.

DABALIYA, Ben. (*ll!i<ii) Low land.

DABAR, DABUH, H.
(j)\J)

Low ground where water lies.

A small tank.

DABBI, DUBBEE, Tel. Mar. (") A small box, a cash-

box, one kept in temples to receive contributions. The

contributions so received. The treasury of a temple.

DABARO, Guz. (S^KO A vessel of leather for holding oil,

ghee, &c., commonly called a Dubber.

DABBU, TeL &c. (&Q1
) A Dab or Dub, a small copper

coin of the value of twenty has; whence it conies to

signify money in general.

DABEHRA, DUBEHRA, H. (j^JjJ) A large ploughshare

(East Oudh).

Dabeliri, Dubehrec, H. (i^r^wJ) A light kind of plough

in the west of Oudh and Rohilkhand.

DABI, H. ( ,j\J ) Ten handfuls of the autumn crop. See

the next.

Dabid, Dubea, H. (IjUii, from UbO, to press) A measure

of grain : when applied to the autumn crops it usually

designates about ten handfuls ; when to the spring crops,

sixteen ; but it varies in different places.

DABI'R, DUBEER, H.
(P.^Joi))

A writer, a secretary.

PABHA, DUBRA, H. (]^j) A marsh, a puddle. In the

Upper Doab, a small field.

DABRI, DUBREE, H.
((_j^ij)

Division of profit among a

village community according to their respective shares.

3ABULEN, Or DABOLEff, also DABULKEN, &C. Mar.

A hidden or reserved treasure.

DACH, DUCH, H. (J) Homestead (East Oudh).

3iD, H. (P. lib) Justice, complaint, representation. (In
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some dialects, as in Marathi, the latter appears to be the

more common use of the word, although the former is

its more legitimate meaning).

Dddi, H. (i_iili>) A plaintiff, a complainant.

Dddi-fariddi, H. (P. ^^j un>b) Hindi, Dddu-phi-

riddv, (<JT3fTSf03rnp
A complainant, an appellant for

justice.

Ddd-kkwdJi, H. P.
(s^>-)

A plaintiff, a suitor, an ap-

pellant for justice.

Ddd-lthrvdhi, H. P.
(^Jt>\^-, desiring) Applying for jus-

tice, instituting a suit.

DAD, H. (P. Jb, from ^^lo, to give) A gift. Giving.

Ddd-o sitad, H. (P. ,xLi, taking) Giving and taking, ex-

change, barter, traffic.

Dddai, Hindi (<fT^) A term used in leases, meaning

that the lessor
'

gives,' or
'

has given.'

Dddani, or, abbreviated, Dddni, H. &c.
(^jijli), <^T^rt)

Paying in advance, advancing pay to labourers or manu-

facturers : any additional grant or allowance.

Dddani malangidn, H. (
(
JliLc, salt maker) An ad-

ditional allowance to the makers of salt, an item in the

former revenue accounts of Bengal.

DADA, H. &c. (b'j) Paternal grandfather, an elder brother,

any elder or venerable person.

Dddi, fern, (^jlj) A paternal grandmother, any vene-

rable old woman.

DADH, incorrectly, DAT, Mar. (<JT<?) Ground prepared by

burning for being planted ; the weeds and grass strewed

over it to be burned. Grain growing on ground so pre-

pared. Ground in which rice, &c. is grown from seed for

the purpose of transplanting.

DADH, DUDH, Thug. A man who is not a Thug.

DADEYA, Kara. (O&OOD) A measure of weight, the fourth

of a man, or ten gers.

DADRI, DITDHEE, H. (j^.tW) Unripe corn, chiefly barley,

which is cut occasionally, and brought home to be eaten,

without being taken to the threshing-floor.

DADUPANTHI, H. ( ^^io j<jli>)
A follower of the religious sect

of Dadu, a cotton cleaner of Ahmedabad, in the beginning

of the seventeenth century, who endeavoured to establish a

sort of monotheistical worship.

DAEN, H. (^Jii) Tying a number of bullocks abreast, that

they may tread the corn under their feet and force out the

ear. Also DAON.

DAEH, Uriya (Q|-6Q) Pending, as a suit.
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DAERD, (a probable error for DHEB, q. v.) A class of agri-

cultural slaves, said to be numerous in Kanara.

DAFA-D!R, corruptly DUFFADAH, H. &c. (P. Jo ,*it>) In

the Hindu dialects which have noy, the ph is substituted ;

as, DAPHEDAH, Mar. (^MI^K) DAPHEDARUDU, Tel.

(O qj O"COQO) Commandant of a body of horse, head of a

party of police, a police officer. In Bengal, a person at the

head of a number of persons, whether labourers or soldiers.

DAFTAH, DUFTTJH, H. (P. Jijt)) or, ph being substituted for

/, Ben. (iff*) DAPHTARAMU, Tel. (#$S&X>)

DAPHTAH, Mar. (^ura^) A record, a register, an account,

an official statement or report, especially of the public re-

venue, roll, archives, &c. An office in which public records

are kept ; more correctly, Daftar-khdna.

Daftar-band, or -bund, H. (P. AJu) A record or office-

keeper. Allowance paid to such an officer.

Daftarddr, Daphtarddr, H., also in Mar. Daphtarnis,

(j<C)Jii, <'i(Kfl*0 A record keeper, a registrar, an

accountant. The head native revenue officer on the col-

lector's and sub-collector's establishments of the Bombay

Presidency. Under the Maratha Government, a district

officer whose duty it was to collect and enter together in

the ledger the accounts of the waste-book as prepared by

the Pharnis, and to transmit monthly and yearly abstracts

to the head of the State. Under the English admini-

stration his duties are still more multifarious and respon-

sible ; and he takes an active part, not only in the record,

but in the settlement of the revenues with the Ryots.

Daftarddri, or Daftarnisi, (^Ij/iJ) The office of the

Daftarddr.

Daftari, Dufturee, H., M.
(^y^Iiti, 4'ifiilO)

A record-

keeper, a registrar. In Hindustan it more usually de-

notes an inferior office servant, who prepares writing-

materials, and arranges the books of the establishment.

Daftar-khdna, H. ( iO'U^IiO ) An office in general, a

counting-house, an office of public records.

Daftar-liharch, ( p^Iit) ) Office charges.

Daftar-saranjdmi, H. ( ^eUr^i* , effects) Office charges

an article of disbursement formerly deducted from the

revenue payable by the Zamindar.

DAG, Ben. Cft^t) A spot, a stain, a brand. See Ddyh. A

lot or portion of an estate which has been measured, and

of which the measurement is recorded in the order of

time at which it was made.

Dag bhdtira, Ben. (l\al, awry) A lot or parcel of land

2 H
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out of its place, not following a preceding one in nu-

merical succession.

PAQAR, DAGRA, DUGUH, DUGRA, H.
(.J>3 , j/J) A path.

Mar. (?iTC, 3^rt) A steep slope, as of the bank of a

river. A small hill.

DAGDHA, S. (i*v;,lit., burned) Applied to a day on which

an inauspicious aspect of the planets may occur, and on

which, therefore, no religious ceremony should be performed.

DAGDUGI, DAGDUJI, DAGDI&G, or DAGDOJI, Mar. (iifiajfl,

-*ft, -Tl'l^'l, -slnl) Repairing tanks, buildings, &c.

DAGH, H. (P. cb) the Hindu dialects commonly drop the

aspirate, as DAG, Ben. (Tt^l) and with the initial op-

tionally changed, DAG or DAG, Mar. (<n*T, TT*T) A spot,

a stain, a mark made with a hot iron, a brand, especially

such a mark stamped on the necks of horses belonging

to the Emperor of Hindustan, or maintained for his service.

Ddgh-i-tashiha, H. The office where the public horses of

the state are mustered and branded.

Ddrogha-i-ddghi-tashiha, H., A. The officer who super-

intended the branding of the horses for public service.

DAGHA, DUGIIA, H. (A. LcJ) Dagd in most dialects, Ben.

Cfti) Deceit, fraud, cheating, treachery.

Daghdbdz, H.
(jblcJ)

in other dialects, Ben., Mar., &c.,

Dagdbdj, A cheat, a deceiver, a swindler, a rogue.

Dagdbdjire-chaldibdr, Uriya. Issuing fraudulently.

DAH, DUH, commonly written DEH, H. (si>, from the Pers.

Sii, and S.
<*^l)

also with the vowels long, DAHA, or, less

correctly, DAHA, DUHA, Mar. (fT?T, ^l) The number

ten, forming various derivatives and compounds.

Ddhd, H. (la'ii) The ten days of the Moharram, during

which public mourning for Ali and his sons is observed

by the Shidh Mohammadans.

Dahak-palti, corruptly, Dchug-puttee, Mar. (<^<*Mjfl)

A tax upon hereditary offices, the whole receipts of which,

except the revenues of the rent-free lands attached to them,

might be stopped once in ten years, and carried to public

account, under the Maratha Government.

Dahmardd, Duhmurdd, H.
('i^Jtii,

from St>, ten, and 4}.*,

a man) A cart of a moderate size, one capable of holding

ten men.

Dahnimi, Duhneemee, H. (P. ^^jJsi),
from *w, a half)

Five per cent (Delhi).

Dahotard, Duhotura, H.
(^jy&J,

from xJ, and S. Uttard,

Ljl, over) Tythes, an allowance of ten per cent DAHO-

TARA, or DAHOTRA, Mar. (^nffflT, ^faT, from
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ten) Rate of interest at ten per cent. : allowance on

articles sold of ten on the hundred.

Dahsani, Duhsunee, or Dehsunnee, corruptly, Dulisemee,

H.
(^yuwXii,

from &), ten, and
(.fu,

a year) Relating to

ten years. The title of a book comprising the revenue

accounts of ten years. Such a record, called Dahsani

kitdb was compiled for the Bareilly district in 1802,

under the directions of the collector, showing the occu-

pancy of the lands for the previous period of ten years,

so as to verify the title of the holder as Malik kadim

and Mdlik hdl, the ancient proprietor known in the

Kanungo records, and the more recent or actual occupant.

Dah-sdla, H. (.jibiM) Decennial, for ten years. The

decennial, as introductory to the perpetual settlement of

the revenues of Bengal, and therefore applied commonly

to the latter.

Dahyeh, DehyeJt, corruptly, Deyek, H. (CAxfcJ, from dah,

ten, and eli, l^Ju^ , one) An allowance of ten per cent.,

which used to be assigned to the farmer or collector of

the revenue as his profit, and for charges of management,

and to the native collectors or Zamindars for police

charges : abolished by Reg. xiv. 1807.

DAH, or DAHA, H., and in most dialects, (S. ^TSt: ) Burning,

lit, as with fever or disease : also the burning of dead

bodies.

Ddha-karma, or -karana, or -kriyd, S. (oRW}, &c., act)

The act or ceremony of burning a dead body.

DAHA, DUHA, Ben. ('f^O Brine obtained from saline earth.

Dahd-buldn, Ben.
(*T^l^

eli*) Placing the brine in the

boiler.

DAHAL, DUHUL, H. (JjfcJ ) A quicksand, a quagmire.

DAHAN, DUHUN, H. (^J) A gold coin, in value six

rupees.

DAHAND, DUHUND, H. (from the P. participle Dahanda,

BiXiaJ, giving) A good payer, one willing to pay or give.

DAHAH, DUHUH, less correctly, DEHAR, or DEHUR, H.

( JisJ, T^t) Low lands flooded during the rains, and

yielding, after their drying up, good crops. A road. Ben.

CS^W) A lane.

DAHIA, DUHIA, H. (UJ) A field, land near a village

(Benares, Sagar). A tribe of Jats in the Dehli district,

more properly Dahid, (U&j).

DAHIA, Thug. Cry of the hare, an ill omen.

DAHLAN, DUHLAN, H. (^Saj) A tribe of Tugas, in the

Upper Doab.
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DAHLIZ-KHANDALNA, H. (USjo^jAiaJ, lit., to tread the

threshold) Invitation of the bridegroom to an entertain-

ment at the house of the bride's parents, when a delay

intervenes between the betrothment and the marriage, a

custom of the Mohammadans.

DAHR, DAHRI, DUHR, DUHHEE, H. (jbJ, t^JbA)
Stiff

clay soil in low grounds. A marsh or inundated land (Delhi).

DAI, DAEE, H. (t.?b, Pers., or from S. vnft, when it is

more correctly written DHAI) A nurse, a wet-nurse, a

midwife, a female commissioner employed under early

Regulations to interrogate and swear native women of

condition, who could not appear to give evidence in Court.

DAI, Thug. The road.

DAIBA, Ben. (Hl$4l) Reaping corn.

DAIJ, Mar. ( $\*f, from S. <|Nt<*:) An heir, a kinsman,

one entitled to inherit

DAIJA, DYJA, H. (laciJ) A dowry or portion which a wife

brings to her husband in marriage, or presents made to

the bridegroom by the parents of the bride, the object

of which in the present day is usually to obtain a hus-

band for the daughter of higher rank or tribe.

DAI'MI, H. (
(_?ob, from Jb, perpetual) Relating to what

is perpetual ; the perpetual settlement of the revenue :

a criminal sentenced to imprisonment for life : also

Ddim-ul-habs.

DAIN, corruptly, Deeyne, H. (A. ^l) Debt, either one ac-

tually incurred by borrowing, or, in matters of sale, by

purchasing on credit

Dain-dar, H. (P. ^b, who has) A debtor.

Dam muAjjal, A. (Js~ ^) A debt payable on demand.

iftn-mumajjal, A. (J*^ ^.0) A debt of which payment

leferred.

. Uix, H.
(Jjb, ^}) A threshing-floor.

DAIN, H.
(jjjt'i))

A hamlet or estate, the lands of which

are intermixed with those of another. Dehra Dhun.

DAIN, Ben. &c. (TT^T, S. ^ifatrt) A witch, a female ma-

lignant being.

DAIR o SAIR, H. (A. ^jLj^b, going about) Proceeding

Ion

circuit (judges, &c.).

Ddirali, H. (A. s^b) A circle, a circular inclosure, &c.

A monastery.

Ddirak-ddr, H. (P. ^b, who has) The head of an esta-

blishment of Mohammadan ascetics.

DAITYA, S. (tnr) A demon, a goblin,

rAiVA,

S. (|^:, from ^:, a deity) .Divine, relating to a
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divinity. A form of marriage, the gift of the maiden to

the officiating priest Fate, destiny.

Daivaha, orDaivajna, S. &c. (^l?,^5f) An astrologer,

a calculator of nativities, and announcer of lucky and un-

lucky days, an almanac maker : he is usually a Brahman ;

but there is also a caste professing the same functions.

DAK, corruptly, DAWK, H. &c. G^JO, TTlf) Mar., also DANK,

(
1

?Nf) Post, post-office, or establishment for the convey-

ance of letters and of travellers. Relays of men or

cattle along the road for these purposes.

Dah-chauM, H. (\^f?) A stage or station where a

relay is posted.

Ddk-ghar, H. &c. (^ i^Jb) A post-office.

DAKA, H., Ben., Mar. (b, SToHl) An attack by robbers

especially armed and in a gang. (This and its deriva-

tives are also written with the dental d, as ffW , &c.,

but perhaps incorrectly).

Ddltdit, corruptly, Dakoit, Deceit, H. &c. (ci^x>'i3,

TIM$rt) A robber, one of a gang of robbers.

Dakditi, or J)dkdti, corruptly, Decoity, H., Ben., &c.

(3T<*l^tft, ^TcRTirt) Gang robbery.

Ddliu, H., Ben., &c. (^t^) A robber, a burglar, a gang-

robber or DakaYt.

DAKARA, also DAKAR, DANKRA, DHAKAR, H. (|^b,

bob, Afet& 31<3TO, 3T<*^) The best or second best

quality of soil in the Upper Doab and Dehli. In many

places it is considered inferior to the soil termed Mausli,

whilst in others it is regarded as the same.

DAKHAL, DUKHUL, H., but used, as well as its derivatives,

in most dialects, with the meanings occasionally modified,

although bearing a relation to the original (A. J-t>,

entrance, as into a house) Taking possession, occupancy,

engaging or meddling in an affair, entering in an account,

and the like. In Mar., Known, familiar to.

Daltlial ndma, H. (P. <uU ) A deed of possession or occu-

pancy, a document giving right of occupancy.

Ddkkald, incorrectly, Dakhld, H., Mar. (^rS^ST) Proof,

evidence, a receipt, a bond, a certificate.

Ddhhalu, Tel. Kara. (^""SpeO) Examination or com-

parison of accounts, records, &c. Entry in a book. De-

livery of money or other article due.

Ddkltil, H. (A. J-i-b) Entrance, taking possession, entry

of an item in a deed or register, a receipt for money,

annexation of lands, inclusion of a minor in a major

parcel of land.
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Ddkhil da/tar, H.
(jtiA <Ji-b) Entered upon the record,

which is equivalent to being laid on the table, or post-

poned indefinitely ;
struck off the judge's or magistrate's

file.

Ddkhil-ddr, or Ddkhil-fidr, H. &c. (j6, who makes) An oc-

cupant, either in his own right, or as a manager or trustee.

Dahhil-hharij, or Ddhhil-miikhdry, H. (j\-, ejecting)

Entering and ejecting, erasure of an entry. In Bengal,

especially, the removal of the name of one proprietor and

insertion of that of another, on occasion of a transfer of

the property. Receipts and disbursements, Ddkliil-

mukhdrij is also applied to fees on the registry of

estates.

Ddhhil-ndma, H. Warrant or deed of possession, a con-

veyance.

Dalthil, J)ukheel, H. (iJj*-^) An occupant

Ddkhild, H. (JUJj) A receipt for money or goods, pay-

ment of revenue, or rent.

Ddkhildbitam, Ben. (1ftf*liif<T<4) Transfer of revenue or

land from one Ryot to another.

Ddhhaldpalli, Tel. (~C5
D
Sper

t'3 9
)
) A small village

within the lands of a larger.

Ddkhili, sometimes Dalthld, corruptly, Dahhlee and

Ddklee, incorrectly, Dukliilee, H. ( JoJj) Included,

comprehended : applied especially to villages which have

become included in the revenue list of villages paying

revenue, having branched off from, and being dependent

upon, those on which the assessment was originally

levied ; and which are therefore termed Asali, original,

in opposition to Ddkhili, the subordinate or included.

Ddkhili mauzA, H. (j^) A village supplementary or

additional. See the last.

Ddkhhili nahld, H. (A. lli'J ) An additional or supplemen-

tary subordinate village, or subdivision of a Mauza.

DAKINI, H., S. (Ttfiirvrt) A female goblin, a witch, or an

old woman so reputed.

DAKOCHA, or DAKOTA, Mar. (^rasHr or -Hi) A man of

mixed caste, professing to descend from a Brahman father

by a cowherd mother : they follow the avocations of fortune-

tellers, almanac-makers, &c.

DAKAUT, DUKOUT, H. (ci^J, SORT*) A tribe of mendi-

cants of Brahman descent, practising astrology, fortune-

telling, and the like. (The word is no doubt the same

as the preceding, vernacularly modified).

DAKSHINA, S. vernacularly, DAKHIN, or DUKHIN, or some-
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times DAKKAN, and DACHHIN, corruptly, DECCAN,

DECKHAN, DEKHIN, &c., H. &c. (^5, S. ^ftjTJ) The

south, the south of India, the right-hand, opposed to

the left, whence the vernacular terms, Ddhna, Ddhna,

Da-en, &c.

Dakshindchdri, S. (^ftj<lfHlO) One who follows the

observances (acharas) of the right-hand tribe or caste,

practicers of the purer forms of the ritual, as opposed to

the Vdmdchari.

Dakshindyana, S. (^fepOTUR) The sun's southern decli-

nation, the six months of his progress from the northern

to the southern limit of the tropics.

DAKSHINA, also vernacularly, DAKHINA,DAXINA and DACHH-

INA, or DACHHNA, corruptly, DUCKNEH, S. (^f^nn)

A present, especially one made to a Brahman on the con-

clusion of any public ceremonial. Presents to other per-

sons are also sometimes so termed. Presents made annu-

ally by the Peshwa to the Brahmans at Puna, and continued

as a definite allowance applied partly to them and partly

to the maintenance of the Puna college by the British

Government.

DAL, H. The letter of the Persian alphabet d, ii, formerly

affixed to Zamindari and other grants by the head native

revenue officer under the early British administration of

Bengal.

DAL, DUL, H. (J:>) Wild rice.

DAL, DUL, H. &c. (Jti, from S. ^$, to divide) A portion,

a part, a body of troops. In Bengal it commonly

designates a club or association of artificers, or, among

the higher classes, a faction, a coterie, into many of which

native society in large towns is split

Dalai, Dulaee, Uriya (QR.|^, from QCi., a troop) A
subordinate officer in command of Paiks.

Dalbeherd, Uriya (QR.GaGQ|) The chief or head of

the Gwala and other castes. An officer in command of

Paiks, the hereditary militia and police of Cuttack.

Under the former system, a military or feudal chief

holding lands, most usually in the hills, on the tenure of

military service.

Dalrvdri, Mar. (<Jc$=llO) The officer in command of the

local militia, or Sersanradis.

DAL, DUL, Thug. A weight.

DAL, corruptly, DOL, H. &c. ( Jb, from S. %<, to divide)

A kind of pulse (Phareolus aureus), but applied to other

kinds, the pea of which, especially when converted into a
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sort of coarse pease soup, enters largely into the food of

the natives.

DAL, H. &c. ( J't), TRJ, from H. ddlnd, to throw) A

bough: a basket used to throw up water from a pond or

canal for irrigation.

DALA, H. (<jlb) A particular tenure in the Doab. See

Dhdla.

DALAL, H. (JSj) A tribe of Jats in the Rohtak Zila,

A broker, but in this sense more correctly Dalldl, q. v.

DALAMBU, Tarn. (S6TTli>l_j). A flood-gate, a sluice.

DALAR, or DALAH KHAX, Thug. A name pronounced to put

the party on their guard, or uttered by the leader as a sig-

nal for the stranglers to be ready.

DALAWA, Mai. (ag_O_J3) One of the ministers of state in

Travancore.

DALAWAI, Kara. (^^TSCCO, from 6^, an army) The

commander-in-chief, and hence, also, the prime minister

under the Hindu rulers of Mysore.

DALDAL, orDALDALi, DULDUL, DULDULEE, H. (JjJj) A

quagmire, a quicksand, a sandy swamp, a marshy soil.

DALGANJAUA, H. (U=e^) A kind of rice.

DALHARA, II.
(^lyl_0 A grain seller.

PALI', H. &c.
(^J'li, TrcTf) A tray, or a couple of trays,

fastened by slings to each end of a pole, carried over the

shoulders. Such an apparatus is used especially to carry

complimentary presents of fruit, sugar, spices, fish, &c.,

on festive occasions, whence it has come to specify the

presents so offered. Such complimentary envoys from

natives to Europeans were formerly frequent, but those in

the Company's service are now forbidden to accept them.

DALIA, H. ( Wii) Any sort ofsplit pulse ground finer than Ddl.

PALIAJHAH, H. (^Ip-Uo) The conclusion of the sowing

season : lit., the brushing out of the sowing basket.

DALIL, H. (A. JjJj, plur. JjSii) Argument in pleading,

proof, evidence. Precedent, example. A voucher.

Daldlat, H. (A. c^J^J) Proof, evidence. Argument

DALIMA, H. (l*Jo) A class of Tugas in Moradabad.

DALKAH, DULKUR, Uriya (QR.QQ) Rent for pasturage.

DALLAL, DuLLAL^sometimes with one /, DALAL, corruptly.

DELLOL, H. (Jl>, from the A. J^, to point out) DALAL,

Ben. (fflili) An agent between buyer and seller, a broker,

a salesman.

Dalldli, or Daldli, H. (^^J) Brokerage, agency, com-

mission. A tax upon brokers.

Dalldli-paradesi, H.
(J-MJJO^J,

a stranger) Brokerage or
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agency for strangers or pilgrims (paradesis) at Benares : for

permission to act in which capacity a fee was formerly paid

to Government.

DALLAH, DULLUR, Thug. The head.

DALUA, Uriya, DALUVA, or DALWA, Tel. (~S$&;J*) Light

crops of rice grown in the dry hot weather in moist situa-

tions, commonly called the black crop (Northern Circars

and Cuttack).

DAM, corruptly DAUM, H. (Jt>) A coin, originally a copper

coin, but adopted as money of account. In the reign of

Akbar, 40 ddms were reckoned to a rupee ;
in that of

Alemgir, 4f>jjd ;
at later periods, 80 and 90 are the pro-

portionate rates, which appear to have been liable to great

fluctuation. By the common people in the upper pro-

vinces 25 ddms are calculated to a paisa. Elliot.

DAM, H. (P. *b) Price ; Mar. (^P?) Money, cash.

DAMAD, H. &c. (S. jUb) A daughter's husband.

DAMAI, DUMAEE, H. ( J*>ii) Amount of assessment. (From

dam, the money of account.

DAMANGIR, H. (^b, lit, a skirt of a garment, and gir,

j&, who holds) A complainant, a plaintiff, one who sues

for justice.

DAMAR, incorrectly, DAMMAR, H. (.-'i>) Resin, pitch,

especially the resinous extract of the Sal tree used as pitch.

DAMASAHI, H. Cj&L>UU) DAMASAI', Mar. (^wr^nf) DA-

MASHAI, Tel. "(13'^XT^<jr
o
C03) Equitable partition of

the effects of an insolvent amongst his creditors : hence,

any just proportionate distribution. (The word is said

to be derived from a proper name, one Ddmasdh, who, be-

coming insolvent, distributed all his property in just

proportions amongst those to whom he was indebted).

DAMCHA, H. (&sr*M) A platform on which a person is sta-

tioned to protect crops: a boundary mark.

DAMDUPAT, Mar. (<*TJT<JXT7, from <^R, and dupat, doubled)

Principal of a debt doubled by accumulated interest.

DAMI, H. (^lii,
from dam, price) An assessment.

Ddmi bifjhd, H. (^4w) The assessment of the lands of a

village per bigha

Dami-rvdsildt, H. (A. ei;lLa!j) Gross assets ofa village.

DAMIAT, A. (e^*<j) A slight wound, a scratch causing blood

to appear, but not to flow : in Mohammadan law.

Ddmiat, A. (i^b) In Mohammadan law, A slight

wound, a scratch, but causing blood to flow.

DAMKA, DUMKA, H. (lJ) A hillock (East Oudh).

DAM-MADAR, DUM-MUDAR, H. (^..J) A ceremony ob-
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served by the peasantry of Upper India in honour of

a Mohammadan saint named Madar, who is believed to

have lived four centuries, having the faculty of retaining

his breath (dam or duni). The ceremony consists in

jumping into a fire of wood and treading it out, ex-

claiming, Dam-madar by the breath of Madar. It is

supposed to be a preservative against the effects of snake

or scorpion bites.

DAMMIDHI, Tel. (&^> 0) A quarter of a dab five has.

DAMMU, Tel. (Q&X)) Mud, miry ground, land prepared
6

for receiving young rice plants.

Dampakarrv, Tel. (^oSSeS)) The ploughshare used in

the tillage of wet ground.

DAMPATI, S. (<j4rt1) Husband and wife.

Dampati tambula, Karn. Betel-leaf and areka-nut pre-

sented at marriages by the bride and bridegroom to each

married couple present.

DAMRI, DUMREE, H. (,lr^reJ) A nominal coin, of the value

of 85 or 3j dams, or from 8 to 12 kaunris. Any money

of very small value. It is also applied in the Dehli ter-

ritory to subdivisions of land, one damn being equal to

25 Kacha Wyli<':f.

DAMRI, Ben. (Tfftret) In retail dealing, five gandas of

kaunris.

DAMWAST, DUMWUST, H. (c^-^^c^) An inferior tribe of

Rajputs in the Benares district.

DANA, vernacularly, DAN, S. &c. (^J, S. ddnam, Lat. do-

nwn, ^T^f) Gift, giving a gift, a gift by will, a bequest.

Ddnadharma, S. (i*RV*A:) The virtue of liberality.

Giving for pious and charitable purposes, alms-giving,

building or endowing temples, digging tanks, &c.

Ddnamdvasyaka, S. (from i!N$<j, certainty) An imperative

gift,
as gifts to Brahmans on certain days, as full moon, &c.

Ddnpatr, H., or Ddnapatra, S. (^RTTf, from patra,

T^t, a leaf) A deed of gift, a grant, an assignment of

land, especially to Brahmans.

Ddnapatra, S. (from XTT^, a vessel) One deserving of, or

fit for, a gift : one to whom by law property may be

conveyed.

Danpatrddr, or Ddnapatraddr, H. One who holds a

grant, or deed of gift : a grantee of the Brahman caste

to whom lands have been assigned for religious purposes.

Ddn't, H. S. (^T^ft) A giver, a donor: applied also to a

gratuity to the village accountant, at the rate of six

paisas on each rupee of the revenue (Etawa).
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DANA, H. (<olj) Grain, corn.

Ddnabandi, Ddnubundce, H. (t^iXoiJlj) Cursory survey

or a partial measurement of a field, or weighment of the

crop, to ascertain the value of the crop, and the amount

of the assessment.

Ddnabandi-hanhuti, H. (^jjGO Assessment of the re-

venue without measurement, upon a partial valuation of

the standing crops.

Ddnaddr, H.
(jtiMil*)) Apportionment of revenue, or any

other contributions, according to the actual produce

(Benares).

DANA, DUNU, Kara. (&O, S. dhana, M^, wealth) Cattle,

domestic cattle : also wealth. A corruption of Dlian, q. v.

Danaga, Karn. (OrOA ) A shepherd, a cowherd.

Danagdvi, Kara. (O.-O A c>t>) A herdsman.

Danadahatti, Karn.
(&\5>Sb|3) A cattle-fold.

Danamdr, Karn. (OrOoJ~9>) A tax on the transfer of

cattle from one Ryot to another.

DAND, or DANDA, DUND, DUNDA, S. (<^g:) and in most

dialects, as Ben. (Tf8) Mar. (^T.) Tel. (&O$x>)
&c. In Hindustani, and occasionally in other dialects also,

the initial is written either with the dental or cerebral d,

and the following vowel is optionally made long, DAND,

or DA NI>, (Jolj, jJb) also Ben. OSl ^) Punishment, of

two kinds personal, Sarira-danda; or pecuniary, Artha-

danda: also a fine, a mulct: and, in Ajmer, a propor-

tionate share of the revenue formerly levied on the

wealthier cultivators to make good any deficit in that due

from the poorer.

Danda ddsa, S. (from fTO, a slave) A slave, one who is

condemned to servitude as a punishment

Danda pdlaha, S. (from Tn^Seii;, who protects) A magis

trate, the head of the police.

Danda pdrushya, S. (^4!ji|l4jU(, from danda, punishment,

and pdrusliyam, violence) Assault and battery.

Dandiga, or Danduga, Tel. (&OGX, &O&jX) A fine, an

exorbitant assessment, any extortionate demand.

DANDA, DAND, or DAND, S. &c. (^53) H. (jJj, or Job, the

final sometimes pronounced like r, as DANR) A stick, a

staff, a rod, a cane carried by certain mendicants, an oar :

a measure of length, a rod or pole of four or six cubits :

a measure of time twenty-four minutes.

Danda grahana, S. &c. (^iiiJJ^JJj) Taking the staff, en-

tering upon a religious or mendicant course of life.

Danda-zani, H. (from P. zan, ^j , striking) A mode of tor-
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ture fastening a man's hands behind him with a cord,

which is twisted round by means of a stick until the

tension produces excessive pain.

Danddwat, H. (S. C^jljJJ, (JfliNlO Prostration, lying

flat like a stick on the ground.

Dandi, S. &c, (^3^) Any one who bears a staff, applied

especially to a numerous order of religious mendicants,

founded by Sankara Acharya, many of whom have been

eminent as writers on various subjects, especially on the

Vedanta philosophy. They are divided into ten classes,

each of which is distinguished by a peculiar name ; as,

Tirtha, A*rama, Vana, Aranya, Saraswati, Pun, Bhd-

rati, Giri or Gir, Pdrvata, and Sagara, which is added

to the proper name of the individual, as Purushottama

Gir, or Bodhendra Sarasmati. They are hence known

collectively as the Das-ndmi, or ten-name Gosains. Of

these, only the classes named Tirtha, Asrama, Saraswati,

and part of Bltdrati, are now considered as pure Dandis :

the others are of a more secular character, and are more

usually termed At it.*.

Dandi, H. &c. (,_jJolj, OT^) A boatman, a rower.

Dandiddr, H.

an opium agency

Dandiya, Mar. (

beadle.

Dandya, Tel.

Ddndio, Guz.

j) An inferior servant or officer in

A petty officer in a bazar, a

A police officer, a peon.

A watchman who goes the

rounds at night beating a drum.

PAND, DAND, or PANDA, H. (Job, 3oUv

, ljJ'5, 3fe, ^te,

3TJT) High ground, opposed to DABAR, q. v. Sterile

land, of the kind called Bhur, land in which sand pre-

dominates. Elevated land of the sort called Dumat.

)AND, or DANDA, H. &c. OjJj) Raised ground forming a

ridge or causeway, a path for cattle, or a boundary be-

tween fields, also a landmark
; from analogy, perhaps, to

a straight line or stick.

Dandd-mcnild, H. ('liJU-c lAjj) The boundary between

two estates, or the lands of two villages. (Either from

dand, a stick or pole set up as a landmark, or a boundary

or raised bank, and mend, a limit

Dandd-mendd takrdr, H. (//>, a quarrel) A boundary

quarrel.

Danddsulu, Tel. (#O75(6Deu) Village watchers. (? from

dandd, a boundary).

Dandudsi, Uriya ($J2||Q) A watchman.
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DANDA, DUNDA, DANDI, or DANDI, DUNDEE, DANDEE,

H. (IjJj, i_?j, i_<5ota) DANDI, Ben. (v5l^t) The

beam of a balance. (From S. danda, a stick).

Dandd, or, Dandia, H. (liXJJ, yJoj) A collector of

market dues.

Dandi, or, Dandia, H. (<_&) A weighman.

Dandiddr, Ben. (^1 \sliftiO A weighman.

DANDA, DUNDA, H. &c. (S. ^Rt) A measure of time,

equal to twenty-four minutes : a sixteenth part of the day

and night.

N.B. In this, and all the preceding forms of what is

originally but one word, viz. S. Danda or Dunda, great

confusion has been made in the vernacular languages by

the irregular and arbitrary alteration of the first syllable ;

in the optional substitution of the cerebral for the dental

d, f for
<^, and the elongation of the vowel : so that we

have in some instances four different forms, or <J, da;

<T, da ; "3, da; and '5T, da.

DANDAKATTU, Tel. (&O&&X)) A wisp of straw bound
b

round the bottom of a heap of grain. Area within which

the corn is threshed.

DANDI, Hindi (^JJlj, ^tet) A dry, hard soil that does not

retain moisture, and dries quickly when irrigated : a

gravelly soil on high ground.

DANDU, Thug. Braying of an ass (Dakhini).

DANDIKALA, Karn. (^ODO~3y, from &OQ, abundant)

Harvest time.

Dandibele, Karn. (o&>f) A plentiful crop.

PANDWARA, H. (x^JoJ) A south wind.

DANQ, DUNG, Mar. ('Jn) A thicket, a place overrun with

bushes.

DANG, H. (i^jjlj) A hill, a precipice, the top of a moun-

tain, the high bank of a river. Corrupted provincially

into Dlidng and Dhdi/ang.

DANG, Mar. ('Sin) An ascent, or rising part of a road.

A name given in the Dakhin to a tract of country along,

near to, or below, the Ghats ;
and which, although not

mountainous, is so much interspersed with hills as to

have no extent of level ground : it is generally overrun

with low thicket Also forest or jangal land.

Ddngi, Mar. A forester, an inhabitant of a low, hilly, and

jangali tract. In the Dakhin a tribe of Rajputs inhabit-

ing the woody districts of Eastern Malwa.

Dimiji-gaon, Mar. (Jlfa) A village in the Dang, or low

hills at the foot of the Ghats.
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DANG, H. (P. ti/1j) A weight, the fourth part of a dram.

DANGA, Ben. 05l*tl) Dry land, upland, ascent.

DANGA, H. &c. (tj) DANGA, Ben. (Tff-rfl) A riot, a

disturbance, a tumult, an affray.

DANGA, Kara. (QO~A d ) Dunning for payment, sitting

Dliarna, q. v.

DANGAR, DANGAH, DUNOUR, DANGUR, H. (^oJ, ^XJ'j,

Tnx) Horned cattle, especially those belonging to a

village. Sometimes applied only to such as are worn out.

DANGAST, DUNGUST, H. (CI.M.H&J) A class of Rajputs in

Ghazipur.

DANGI, H.
(^Jolj)

A name given to the Bundelas (Siigar).

DANGI, Mar. (3*ft) A basket or baskets slung to a pole

carried over the shoulders : the Bahanr/i, q. v. of Hin-

dustan.

DANGcmA, Mar. (sfrffo) A proclamation, notice by the

public crier. DANGARA, Karn. (QOAo) Proclamation

by beat of drum.

DANGWARA, DUNCJWARA, H.
(^l^XJJ) Reciprocal assistance

in tillage (Dehli).

DANKA, Tel. (ao) A path between two fields for

cattle.

DANT, Hindi (^fw) Hard, dry soil, not retaining moisture.

DANT. H. &c. (oJb) S. ^5jn) A tooth.

Ddnt-ghunghni, H. (from tivi1, a preparation of wheat

and pulse with sugar) or, Dant-nikalna, H. (from UKi
,

to go forth, to appear) A ceremony observed by the Mo-

hammadans on the appearance of the child's first tooth.

DANTE, or DANT!, Tel. (&O~, &O&) A kind of rake or

hoe. (Probably from danta, a tooth).

DANTAN, Ben. (^t ^) Threatening a person, putting him

in bodily fear.

DANTAOLI, H.
(^j^LJuj)

A harrow or rake. (From ^nl,

a tooth).

DANTE, H.
(J&\4) A sickle.

DANT-TINKA, H. (I&J oJb) Taking a straw or blade of

grass in the mouth to deprecate anger or express sub-

mission.

DANTH, H. (^\3) Refuse of harvest-floors, especially of

the kharif produce.

Dantfial, Dunthul, or Danthld, Dunthla, H. (J^JUii,

Jl^xjj) The bare stalks or stubble of bajra, jawar, and

Indian corn : either the stems after the heads have been

cut off, or the roots left in the ground after reaping.

The refuse of harvest-floors, especially of the kharif crops.
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DANTHI, Thug. Noise of jackals fighting a bad omen.

DANWAN, H. (^yb, from S. ^Pl) Burning stubble, or

fire in a forest.

DANWARi, H. (t^-yb) The rope by which the bullocks

are tied together when treading out the corn. See DAURI.

DAo, H. (jb) A hatchet or cleaver with a bent point.

DApANf, Uriya (Oa|>) Brine.

DAPHAET, DAFAT, Uriya (Qr|-9O, from the A. <!U>J , a

turn or time) Pay in addition to the rent for privileges

attaching to the land, as right of fishing, &c.

Daphdti'-jumii, Karn. (&Prao&3^r3, from the A. &*sA ,

and jam&, collection) Extra or miscellaneous collections

(Mysore).

Dapltdte kharcltu, Karn. (^^SsOS^br-, from the A. as

before) Extra or sundry disbursements (Mysore).

DAPHEDAH, Uriya (QGCTQQ) Land of second quality.

DAPHERAPHK, Mar. (<$***, A.
jJJ

and
jj)

Clearance of

a debt, settlement of any business.

DAPITA, S. &c. (^Tftfit) Fined, sentenced to pay a fine or

compensation.

Ddpya, S. &c. Punishable by fine, liable to pay compensation.

DAPNI, Dahkini Thug. A dagger.

DAPPU, Tarn. (l_ITLJl_|) A list, a schedule, an inventory.

DAR, Dim, H. (P.^J) In, within.

Dar-dmad, Duramud, H.
(iXo^ii)

An account of fees

paid for serving a process, the return of a process : lit.,

coming in.

Darbandi, H. ( -AJJjA)
An item in the village accounts,

statement of proportionate rates of revenue payment.

Dar-bast, or, Dar-o-bast, Dur-bust, Dur-o-bust, H. (P.

i^^-^j. .v) Entire, whole. The whole of a district or

estate, as opposed to a kismat, or portion of it

Dar-bast-i-aima, H. Grant of the whole of the lands, con-

stituting a rent-free estate.

Dar- (Dur-) hawdla, H. (from ^, in or sub, and A.

<t!|j=>-, charge) Sub-tenure, holding a farm on lease from

a farmer or lessee.

Dar-ijdra, H. (P. A. X/rJ jS) A sub-lease or farm.

Dar-in-willd, H. (P. A. S.^^, lit., in this proximity) A

phrase heading official papers in some of the Courts in

the south of India, implying, In this case, or, At this time,

By these presents.

Dar-mustajar, H. (P.^s-UL^J, from mmldjar, a tenant)

A sub-lessee, or tenant holding of a farmer, not of the

Zaminddr.
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Darobastu lekkalu, Tel. (&T
S

p.xin3j_O1 plur.) All the

accounts of a district, &c.

Dar-pattani, or commonly, Durputncc, Ben.

A subordinate or sub-leasehold tenure.

Dar-pattani-ddr, Ben. (Wl^faMsO The holder of a

lease from a leaseholder, a sub-lessee.

Dar-pattani-tdluk, Ben. (Tf^l-gP^vstH^) An estate held

under a sub-lease. See Paini or Pattani.

DAR, DUR, H. &c.
(jJ, <*^) Rate, price, a number or

quantity fixed as a standard, an allowance.

Darbandi, Durbundee, H. (^JoOjii) A statement of the

different rates of a village. Assessing the price or value

of crops or produce. Fixing the value or price of any

thing according to a standard.

Darjdsti, Karn. (<->O23~e)rOo ) An extra assessment, by

making the cultivators buy the Government share of the

.crop at a rate above the market price.

Darterrot, (?) Mar. Fixing of rates, revision of assessment

DAR, H. (P. j\J,
from

ljXib, to have or hold) One who has,

holds, possesses, &c. : used in compounds with the object

held or possessed, as, Ckob-ddr, a mace-bearer
; Zamin-

ddr, a landholder; and the like. Also in Marathi,

Solvent, having funds, as opposed to Ndddr, having

nothing, insolvent.

Ddri, H. (P.
,^j\

j) The act or function of a possessor or

holder, as Zamindari, the condition of a Zamindar, an

estate.

Ddrmaddr, H.
(J!A*,|J)

An agreement, a stipulation.

Adjustment of a dispute (holding or not holding).

DAR, DUR, H. (P.
Jt>)

A door.

Barman, H. (P. ^j) Durban, Ben. (TfTITfa) A

doorkeeper, a porter.

DAK, H. (A.
j'i))

A house, a mansion, one with various

rooms or tenements and an open court. Used in com-

position, it implies a place where any public work is car-

ried on, as, Ddr-ul-zarab, the house of striking 'coin,'

the mint ; Dar-ul-inshd, the secretary's office, or house

of letters ; Ddr-us-shefd, the house of healing, an hospi-

tal ; or the residence of a prince, as, Ddr-al-khildfat, the

residence of the khalif; Ddr-us-sultanat, the dwelling of

the Sultan titles given to any royal capital or metropolis.

Ddr-ul-karb, A. (i^Jljb) A country under a Govern-

ment that is not Mohammadan : lit., the seat of hostility

or war, infidels at all times being legitimate objects of

attack.
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DARA, or, DADA, incorrectly, DURRAH, Mar. (^l) A body

or company of Pindar is.

DARAD, Mar. (tps) A steep slope, a high bank.

DARAK or DARK, DURUK or DURK, Mar. (^, <*tF) A

hereditary public office, as that of Pharnavis, Chitnis,&c.

Darah-ddr, Mar. ( ^.w^rt) A hereditary public officer,

or functionary. The term was applied under the Maratha

government especially to eight offices: 1. The Kdrbdri,

JHukhtiydr, or Dircdn, the chief financial minister.

2. Majmuddr, auditor and accountant. 3. Pharnavis,

his deputy. 4. Salmis or Daftarddr, clerk. 5. Ehr-

hdnis, (?) Commissary. 6. Chitnis, secretary. 7. Ja-

mdddr, an officer in charge of all valuables, except cash.

8. Potnif, cashier. The term was also applied to all the

Kdrkuns, or officers of account, who were paid by fees from

the villagers, in addition to their salaries, but who were

appointed and removed only by the supreme government,

not by the district officers.

Darak-pattj, Mar. (^C4M^) A tax upon public functio-

naries: a fee levied from them, especially a tax of one year's

revenue in ten on the lands of the Desmukh and Despdnde.

DAHANAMU, or DHAHANAMU, Tel. (&&3&O, #&3&O)
An imaginary coin, of the value of two fanams.

DARBAH, DURBAR, H. &c.
(jljjO)

A court, a royal court, an

audience or levee.

Darbdr-cJtaraniyd, Ben. (TfTTTta FSf^TTl) A plaintiff, or

complainant.

Darbar-kharch, H. &c.
(-.jo- j(>.S)

Political and diplo-

matic expenditure, court charges, charge for presents and

gratuities made to princes and public functionaries, bribes,

&c. In many places under the old regime, an addition

made to the assessment by government officers or the

Zamindars, on the plea of providing for gratuities ex-

acted by their superiors or the State on their payment of

the revenue.

DARES, H.
((^Jyi>, ^TH) A road. Margin. Any line

very straight (Supposed to have been adopted from the

English military term
"
dress.")

DARGAH, DUHGAH, H. (P.
l^i>)

A royal court In India

it is more usually applied to a Mohammadan shrine, or

the tomb of some reputed holy person, and the object of

worship and pilgrimage.

DARHOT, H. (ci^s-jj) Advance.

DARI', Hindi, &c. (^ct) A cave, a cavern, a natural or

artificial excavation, a dell, a hollow.
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DARIA-BAR-AMAD, H. (P.^O, a river, and J^T^J, what

comes up) Alluvial soil, land gained from a river.

Darid-burd, or -shikast, Durya-boord, or -shikust, H.

(from P. 0,J, and burdan, ^j>, to bear, or shikastan,

^-,.,/f*^ to break) Lands carried away by the encroach-

ments of a river.

DARI'BA, Hindi ( 3t!fal ) A stall in a market where betel is

sold.

DARIDR-KHEDNA, H. (Uj^^^JjIj, from S. ^lf<, poverty,

and khednd, to chase, from S. ^Trete) Driving out po-

verty : a custom observed on the morning of the Diirdli,

when a sieve or winnowing basket is beaten in each

corner of the house, or the dirt in each place is swept

with a brush, and carried away in a basket, with the

exclamation, linear paitfiau, Ddridr niklo, May God

be present ! Poverty depart ! or some equivalent prayer.

Elliot.

DARK, or, allowably, DARAK, incorrectly, DIRK, A. (tl^J,

or cl/;($) Consequence of any act or thing. In law,

a contingency, a possible event.

Kafil-bil-darh, A. (C^jJj J-AiO A surety or bail against

what may happen, liability for contingencies.

DARKHAL, H. ( Jlj^j)
A cattle enclosure (Benares).

DARKHAST, corruptly, DHUHKAST, H. (P. ^*u,\f-j) Tel.

and Karn. ((^ara^) DARKHAS, Guz. (SA'^U'H)

DARAKHASA, Mai. (Q(OQ_lOOro) A contract, a tender: a

representation, an application, a petition. In judicial

proceedings, an application which is required to be made

for the admission of each exhibit in a suit, and for the

summoning of each witness. In revenue matters, the

representation of the proprietor of an estate as to the

amount of revenue he is able to pay ;
or a proposal for

renting or farming an estate, or any branch of the public

revenue ;
or the engagement entered into by the Lam-

bardars to be responsible for a stipulated amount of re-

venue payment for a given time.

Darkhdst-i-hhdrij, H. (
.jli-,

exclusion) A petition of

exclusion. In Bengal, a petition to the collector for the

exclusion of the name of a proprietor, whose interest has

lapsed by death or sale, and the insertion of that of

another in the public books.

Darkhds-karawi, Guz. (^"^UrlftR. !;!) Making a motion

in a court of law.

DARMA, Ben. &c. S. (Tf3T5Tl ) A sort of long grass, much

used for making mats (Arundo bengalensis). A mat,
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four or five feet long by three or four wide, much used

in Bengal to make fences and walls to native huts.

DARMAHA, DURMAHA, or -MAHI, H. &c.
(IfcU, J,

or ^^j J,

from P. .J, in, and zLc, a month) Monthly pay or wages.

DAROGHA, H. (<tc.jb) in some of the Hindu dialects it is

written with the simple g, and with either a long or

short vowel in the first syllable, as, DAROGA, Tel.

~?<jfi~~) Mar. DAROGA, or DAHOGA, (STfrTT, ^KfrTT)

The chief native officer in various departments under the

native Government, a superintendant, a manager ; but

in later times he is especially the head of a police,

custom, or excise station. In the Dakhin, also, the

officer employed to prevent the removal of the crops before

the payment or assessment of the Government demand.

A tax originally imposed to meet the expense of employ-

ing a Darogha, and afterwards brought to credit as an

item of public revenue.

Ddrogha-i-Addlat, H. Under the native system, a judge

or deputy presiding over a court in the absence of a

superior of high rank; as, the Ddrogha-t-Addlat-al

Alia, the deputy of the Nuzim in the Supreme Criminal

Court of Bengal ; Ddi-ogha^i-Addlat-Diicdni, the de-

puty of the Diwan in the Civil Court.

Ddrogha-i-drz-mukarrar, H.
(jj>~v (jojf-)

An officer under

the Mohammadan Government, whose office it was to draw

up an abstract of papers which required the royal assent, and

present them for confirmation and signature. He was espe-

cially charged with the superintendence of the assign-

ments to the Mansabdar.o, for the horse they maintained.

Ddroghagi, H.
(.j&jj;'^)

The function, charge, or juris-

diction of a Darogha.

Ddroghdna, H. (<Jljj1i>)
The pay or fees of a Darogha.

Taxes levied for the payment of Daroghas under the

Mohammadan Government.

Darogagiri, Karn. (OOJSX7v6) Office of a Darogha, su-

perintendence, headship.

Darogatana, Karn. (OO-'QAOrO) Superintendence, in-

spectorship, duty of a Darogha.

DAROGH, or, more correctly, DARrJGH, H. (P. f}j) A lie.

Darogh, or Daruyh-halfi, H.
(,_jaL>- f)j^>

from A., half

an oath) Perjury, false swearing.

DARA, DURA, corruptly, DURRAH, Mar. (^TT, properly DADA,

but the cerebral d is sounded like r) A body of Pindaris.

DARRA, DURRA, H. (Jt>) DARA, DURA, Mar. (<JTJ) A

hollow among hills, a ravine, a defile, a pass.
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DARSA, S. (^t) Sight, seeing. The day ofnew moon, when

it rises invisible. A sacrifice with fire on that day, per-

formed by householders, who maintain a perpetual fire.

Also Darsa-ydga, from ydga, a sacrifice.

Darsapaurnamdsa, S. (<^NtJTni) Sacrifices or oblations

with fire, performed at the new and full moon by house-

holders, who maintain a perpetual fire.

DARSANA, vernacularly, Dat-san, H. (
(jyt),

S. ?ffhi) See-

ing : especially visiting temples, and seeing or reverencing

idols. A school or system of speculative doctrine, of which

six are recognised by the Hindus : 1. Purvd mimdnsd,

treating of the purport of the ceremonies of the Vedas.

2. Uttara mimdnsd, or Veddnta, inculcating unity ofspirit

and matter. 3. Sdnhhya, dualistic, teaching the distinctness

of soul and matter. 4. Pdtanjala, teaching the practice

of abstraction, or Yoga. 5. and 6. Logic or dialectics in two

parts : the Nydya, as taught by Gotama, and Vaixeshika,

founded by Kandda.

Darsana-pratibhu, S. (<$TTrfin|t) Bail or security for

appearance.

DARSAR, (?) H. Distribution of the Government revenue

amongst the several Mauzas of a Pargana (Garhwal).

Corrupted strangely to Dirroa.

DARU, H. &c.
(gjlt)) Spirituous liquor. Gunpowder.

Ddru-kaldli, Mar. (<^HjcR<;5Tc5^, from ftaldJ, a distiller) A

tax or excise upon distilleries and liquor-shops.

Ddru-sisd, H. &c. (Luwj ^b) Military stores, ammu-

nition
; lit., powder and lead.

DAHUVU, Tel. (OOJ<^)) An embankment for irrigation.

A mound on the bank of a river from which to raise

water in buckets. A well.

DARWADA, incorrectly, DAROBA, Mar. (^t^TT) A gang of

robbers. An attack on a village by such a gang.

)ARWESH, or DARVESH, corruptly, DIRVESH, and DERVISE,

H. (P. ,j ,) A Mohammadan religious mendicant ;

in many instances a mere vagabond and stroller, occa-

sionally leading about bears and monkeys, but in some

cases persons leading a religious life, either independently,

or enrolled in different orders.

)ARYAFT, H. (P. <j>JL>jii) DARIYAPHAT, or DARIYAPHTI,

Mar. (<*f<V|ifitf, 3[ft4j|ihri1,
also <^<<imn, &c.) DAHIYAPTU,

Tel. (Q5Oa5~ &3n) Inquiry, investigation, detection.

)ARZI, DURZEE, vernacularly, DARJI, DURJEE, H. (P.

Jjj
1̂ ) A tailor.

)AS, Dus, H. DASA, S. (i^ or ^1, Lat. decem) Ten.
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Dasabhandamu, Tel. (0X>) A deduction of one-

tenth of the revenue, on account of compensation for some

public work, as the construction of a tank, &c.

Dasdha, Mar. &c. (S. <pjn!r) A period of ten days. The

period of impurity from the death of a relative.

Dasahard, or vernacularly, Dashard, written incorrectly,

Dasard, and corruptly, Dusrah, Dasehra, Daserru,

Dussarat, Dusserat, Dussora, &c. H. (!^*u^) Mar.

(<^y<l) S. (<}$|^<.T, from^I, ten, i.e. sins, and 1T^, what re-

moves or expiates) A popular festival in honour of the

goddess Durga. In Bengal it is exclusively appropri-

ated to her worship, and is celebrated for nine days in

Aswin September, October. In the west and south of

India it is a military festival held at the same season,

which, being the close of the rains, is the commencement

of the period for military operations. It is said to have

originated with Rama's worship of Durgd, on his in-

vasion of LanJid, by which he secured victory ; hence the

tenth of Aswin is also called the Vijaya dasami, or tenth

of victory. The original festival, however, appears to have

had no relation whatever to Durgd, being held on the tenth

ofjyeshtha, in honour of Gangas descent from heaven.

Dasami, H. S. (^lft) The tenth lunar day of the fort-

night.

Dashard-bahra, H. (A. X/j) Goats or sheep levied from

a village in some parts of India as an offering to Durga

at the Dashara.

Dashard kharch, H. (A. _p- ) Expenses of the Dashara

festival. A cess levied on that pretext by a Zamindar.

Dashard jhandd patti, Mar. (fe?T, a flag, and T^, a tax)

Tax upon hoisting flags at the Dashara.

Dashard patti, Mar. ("**$, a tax) The instalment of the

public revenue, which is levied at the Dashara. A

portion of the allowance granted to temples under the

Maratha Government, set apart for the Dashara festival.

Dasndmi, H. S. (^Tm, a name) One of the ten-named

order of ascetics. See Dandi.

Dasotara, Dasotra, H. (5,^1)) Ten per cent.

Dasrdt-panchrdt,Mar. (T^il, forTrf%, night, with ^$|, ten,

and ifa, five) An ordeal or, test of evidence: if a per-

son's children or cattle should die within a few days after

preferring a plaint, or giving evidence, it shewed that his

case was bad, or testimony false.

Das-sola, H. (<n!(J*iJ) Decennial, decennial settlement.

Dasatrd, H. (t^Ml) Ten per cent. A tenth part. The
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tenth of the value of property litigated exacted from the

successful parties under the Mohammadan system.

Dasivdnd, H. (Ul^wj) A tenth. Addition of a tenth to

the revenue, as made in Bidnur in 1723.

DASA, vernacularly, DAS, comiptly, Doss, H. S. (<jrat,

fern. Disi, ^TTrt) A slave. Fifteen kinds of slaves are

recognised by Hindu law : 1. Grikajdta, one born in

the house of the owner by a female slave. 2. Krita,

one purchased. 3. Ldbdka, one acquired, as by gift

4. Ddyddupdr/ata, inherited.
.

5. Anakdlabhrita, taken

as a slave in a time of famine, for support. G. A/ti/n,

taken as a pledge. 7. Rinaddsa, one becoming a slave

in payment of a debt. 8. Yuddhaprdpta, acquired in

war. 9. Panejita, won in a wager. 10. Tavdham,

one who voluntarily makes himself a slave, saying, I

am thine.' 11. Pravrajydctmitii, an apostate one

who, having entered a religious order, forsakes it, and

thereby becomes a slave of the Raja. 12. Krita, made,

one who makes himself a slave for a definite term.

13. Dhahta ddsa, one who is a slave for his food.

14.
t Varavdhrita, one who becomes a slave by marrying

a female slave. 15. Atmavikrayi, one who sells him-

self. DASA also means, in some places, A fisherman.

It is a suitable agnomen also for a man of the Sudra

caste, as Chandra-dam ;
but it is also borne with that

of a divinity, in token of devotion by other superior

castes, as Vishnu-dds, Siva-dds, Krishna-dds, Ndrdyan-

dds the slave of Vishnv, Siva, Krishna, Ndrdyan,

&c. In the days of Akbar it was borne by Rajputs, as

Raja Dliagndn Dds, of the Kachrvdha tribe. It is

now seldom used by them, except for illegitimate

offspring.

Ddsa, also Ddsari, and Ddsayya, Tel. Karn. (^T><
,

7S!6Q^ iyr6o!x)g) A mendicant of a class in the south

of India, a worshipper of Vishnu.

Ddsiputra, S. (^lH)n?f:) A son by a female slave.

Ddsira, Karn. (O3&tf) Son of a female slave.

DASA, H. (X*Jj) A reaping-hook.

DASSA, (?) H. Stones for building, from the Chunar quarries.

Ben. Reg. xxii. 1795, cl. 82.

DAST, DUST, H. (P. e^*,i) lit, The hand
; also, techni-

cally, money in hand, Tel. (&&) The portion of re-

venue actually realised by some head-man, but not paid to

government. Mar. (^jj) Tax or assessment of the revenue.

Dastak, Dustuli, corruptly, Dustitck, H. (il&, J, from P.
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dast, the hand, the signature) A passport, a permit. In

the early days of the British government, a document

authorizing the free transit of certain goods, and their

exemption from custom dues, in favour of English traders.

In later times, it applies more generally to a summons,

a writ, or warrant; especially to a process served on a

revenue defaulter, to compel him to pay any balance that

may be due.

Dastalidna, H. OlxJUjj) Fee or remuneration to the

officer who serves a writ or summons.

Dastak-i-talb-i-zar, II. P.
(jj

(*_^ii LlL,j) Warrant

issued against defaulters of revenue, demanding payment,

and subjecting them to the expense of maintaining the

officer who serves it until the amount is paid.

Dastdrvez, Dustawez, vernacularly, Dastdn-ej H. (P.

^5
(

JL,J) Dastdveju, Tel. (<3c3^13ad>) Dasta-alwaj,

Mar. (tfSfJNsT) A voucher, a document, any legal paper,

a note of hand, a bond, a title-deed, and the like. Any

thing in writing producible in evidence, or by which a

person may be bound in law. A certificate of any kind.

Dastdirr;-i-h<bb(t, H. (from A. Ju>-, a gift) A deed of

gift or bequest

Dastdn-ez-i-hixsd, H. (from A. t*aa-, a share) A deed of

partition.

Dast-ba-dast, H. (lit, hand with hand) Ready-money

transaction.

Dast-bdhi, or Dastu-bdki, H., Mar., Tel., Karn. (A.
jJfyi

remainder) Balance in hand, money collected but not

brought to account, whether referring to balances in the

hands of the native collectors, or to collections made and

embezzled by them.

Dast-barddri, H. (from P. ^J&^j),
to lift up or off)

Withdrawal of a suit from a court.

Dast-farosh, H. (from P. (jZ}J
i

,
who sells) A pedlar, a

hawker.

Dast-garddn, H. (from P.
^j'^/, turning) A loan without

any voucher.

Dasti, Mar. (from ^T, a tax) Assessable, taxable, (land,

&c.) H. ( JL/j) A present to native officials at the

Dashara.

Dastibdd, Mar. (<w1*l(<) Exempt from taxation.

Dast-jama-hharch, H. Debit and credit account of col-

lections. Account current.

Dast-hardan-i-daftar, corruptly, Duskerdon-dufter, H.

Account of money in hand. Cash account of collections.
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(From (last, as above, kardan, P., to make, and daftar,

account).

Dastkhat, sometimes abridged to DasJihat, H. (P. ks^"O,

las*"-)) Handwriting, signature.

JJant-leif, H. (from P. uj^, bousting) Handsel, first money

received in the day.

Dast-muzd, H. (j^Ljj) Wages, recompense. Revenue

assessed upon the land.

DASTAN, Mar. (<frenT) A store, a granary.

DASTRAM, Tel. (O \^aJ<S)
The public document or record

of a district or office. (? an error for Daphtaramu.)

DASTUB, DUSTOOR, H. &c. (P. jjUmJ, plur. ei^yLwJ,

DASTURAT) Custom, usage, regulation. A customary

fee or perquisite. A commission or per-centage on the

collections, allowed by the Mohammadan government to

the Zamindars. A subdivision of a Sirkar, or aggregate

of several adjacent Parganas (a sense in which it is now

rarely, if ever, used). A high priest of the Pdrsis.

Dasturi, H. &c. (^yuO) Dasturi, Ben. (TfSWt) A fee,

a perquisite, a commission; especially a fee claimed by

cashiers and servants on articles purchased, or on pay-

ments made.

Dastur-i-li(iza, H.
(f-a*

IA*>J) Fees paid to a Kazi for

putting his seal to a document.

Dastur-al-amal, Duftoor-ool-umul, H. ( (^UjJ^y^j, from

A. <J*t, business) Rule, regulation, rules of practice,

prescriptive mode of carrying on public business. The

orders and rules of government. A body of regulations

agreed upon by any number of persons for their future

guidance. A body of instructions and tables for the use

of native revenue officers, under the Mohammadan Go-

vernment (Although professing to be copied from the

original of Altbar, no two copies of the Dastur-al-dmal

agree ; owing in part, Mr. Elliot conjectures, to their

having been made up, in various degrees of completeness,

from another account left by the Kanungos, the Amal-

dastur, in which orders superseding those of the Dastur-

al-amal were registered).

Dastur-paradesi, H. (from S. m.tf5fl, a foreigner) Fees

formerly levied at Benares ^from pilgrims from countries

beyond Hindustan.

tASTUR,

DUSTOOR, Mar. (<wO Handwriting, signature,

the signature of a clerk or amanuensis. The form of an

official paper ; (besides the ordinary meanings as above).

Dastur-hhud, Mar. (from P. Jy-, self) Written with one's

hand, in opposition to a paper written or signed by an

amanuensis.

DATAN, Thug. A police guard. Any person found unex-

pectedly on a place selected for a murder.

DATTA, DUTTA, S. (past part, of ^7, to give, datus) Given,

(or used as a noun substantive) A son given in adoption ;

also, Gift, donation. (It is sometimes vernacularly changed

to Dat, Dut).

Dattd, S. (fern, of <^l) Given (a girl) in marriage, be-

trothed.

Dattalta, or Dattrima, S. (from ^TT, given) An adopted

son, one given by his parents to a person who legally

adopts him. (Also with Putra, a son, as Dattaputra,

Dattakaputrd).

Dattdtma, S. (from ^UrHf^, self) The son self-given, one

who offers himself of his own accord to be adopted.

Datfa-homam, S. (from iftH, burnt-offering) Oblations of

clarified butter to fire, a ceremony performed at the

adoption of a son, and by some held to be essential to the

validity of the adoption.

Dattola, Mai. ( S6)f!T^ri3fiJ) A deed of adoption.

Dattdpraddnikam, S. (from WU^TftrT) not like a gift)

Retraction or resumption of gifts, a head of Hindu law.

(Also called Dattasya-anapaharma, The non-taking back

of what has been given).

Dat-patra, Uriya. A deed of gift.

Datta, commonly Dutt, Ben. (Tfjf, from the S. 5*n) A

subdivision of the writer caste. A name commonly borne

by members of the caste, as, Jaykrishn-Dutt.

DATUA, Thug. Cry of the hare : if on the right, a bad

omen, and travellers must be spared.

DAUL, DOUL, corruptly, DOWLE, H. (A. JjJ , state, con-

dition) DAUL, Ben. and Mar. (OT5
!, ^c5, the initial

being changed to the cerebral d) also DAVULU, or

DAULU, Karn. (O^ 6^) Mode, manner, shape, appear-

ance, form, estimate, valuation, a statement of the par-

ticulars of the gross revenue levied from an estate or

district. An estimate of the amount of revenue which

a district or estate may be expected to yield. In the

west of India it is also used to signify a blank form ready

to be filled up, and sometimes signed and sealed ; or a

blank return, of crimes when none have been committed,

or of revenue when no collections have been made.

Daul-band-o-bast, H. (P. C^OMJ ^ iXw, agreement) Statement

or particulars of the arrangement made for the amount of

2 L
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revenue realizable from a district. Although applicable to

the settlement between the revenue payers and the Govern-

ment, it was formerly used in Bengal and the northern

Sirkars to signify especially the rent-roll of estates, the

gross receipts demanded by the Zamindars from their te-

nants or farmers, or the agreement made with them with

reference to the amount payable to the government after

making certain authorized allowances and deductions.

Daul-izdfat, H. (A. tj^sil-o! ) Statement or estimate of ad-

ditional sources of revenue.

Daul-jamA, H. (*- Jj^) Particulars of the total re-

venue assessed upon a district or a village.

Daul-khazdna, H.
(<XJjji-,

a treasury) A memorandum

given to the Ryot by the native revenue-officer, specify-

ing the sum due by him for the current instalments.

Daul-kistbandi, H. ({^s^ d-^*>*^) Engagement to hold

land upon payment of the revenue by fixed instalments.

Daul-ndma, H. (P. <t<U, a document) Extract from the ge-

neral particulars of an estimated assessment, for the infor-

mation of the person paying, supplied to him as a Patta,

or lease : also termed Daul-patta.

Daul-patra, Mar. (S. iTTf, a leaf) A blank form, a blank

return.

Daul-tashkhis-i-band-o-bast, H. (from A.
(j^^J

, assess-

ment) Particulars of the assessment of a village : one of

the accounts formerly kept by the Kanungo.

Daul-rvcMl-b&ki, H.
(,j'j (J*\))

Statement of collections

and balances.

Davuluddr,OT Davulddr, Karn. (d^eoOBtf, &<$<g-d8)

An appraiser, one who estimates the amount and value

of the crop.

Davulu-huttuvali, Karn.
(^^jewSbj^^V)

Estimate of

the probable produce.

DavulujamA-bandi, Earn. (^euaJSfxTa&Doa) Esti-

mated assessment of the revenue of a village.

Davulupatti, Karn. (Qc^tUoOp) An account of the esti-

Cp
mate of each farmer's produce.

PAUL, or DAULA, H. ( Jj
J

, Sji>, ^S) The boundary of a

field, a boundary mark, or mound of earth for that pur-

pose.

DAUNDI, (?) Mar. A small drum beat by a public crier.

A proclamation.

DAUB, H. (yi) The strings attached to a basket to throw

up water for irrigation.

Dauri, H.
(u^y-)

The basket so xised.
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DAUR, Mar. (ftO A small drum, shaped like an hour-glass.

Dauri, Mar. (TTTt) A player on the Daur.

Dauri-gosavi, Mar. (HO'tlVNl) The Gosain who beats

the Daw. he is one of the inferior village officers, orAlute.

DATIRA, Uriya (Qg^Qj, probably from H. Daur-nd, to go

about) Sessions, circuit.

DAURAPA, H. (from ^jO, to run) A village runner or

messenger.

DAunf, or DAURI, H.
(t_?/jJ, ^y^ The rope that ties

the bullocks together when treading out corn.

DAVASA, Karn. (O<OrO) Produce of the fields. Grain in

general.

Davasadavanu, Karn. (OSiOOS.-OD) A corn factor.

DAWA, or DAWI', H. (A. Jjjc^) as there is no equivalent

for the A. c in the Hindu dialects, this word and its

derivatives are written with the simple long vowel, fol-

lowed by u or v, ^, pronounced as n\ Ben. (TftQTl) Mar.

Grnn) Tel. CCVn 1

) Karn. ( OcCT^, Scd) A claim,

a demand, a complaint, a suit, a prosecution. In the west

of India it has come to signify a right, a just claim.

Darea, or Daivi-ddr, H. &c.
(jta^jCj) A complainant,

a plaintiff, one who has a just claim or right.

Duivi-yhalat, A. (laic .^y^)
Plea of error ; in Moham-

madan law.

Ddwi-hins, A. ( i^-JL^
^j-^ci})

Claim of penalty ; in

Mohammadan law.

DAWAT, H. (A. cu^cj) Invitation, benediction, a feast, a

banquet.

DAWAM-BAND-O-BAST, H. (o,..t j jJu Aj, from J.J,

perpetuity) Perpetual settlement.

DAWAN, DAWUN, H. (^ylj) Threshing the corn by bullocks,

attaching some six or eight in a row, and driving them

round a central pivot over the com strewed upon the

floor.

DAWAN, or DAWEX, Mar. (^T^Tff, ^f^) A rope fastened at

both ends to which cattle are tied.

DAWARA, DAURA, or DAHWARA, corruptly, DOWRA, Mar.

(T^TT or '33TO) A hole dug for water (in the dry bed

of a river, or the like).

DAYA, S., but adopted in mqst dialects, at least in its legal

sense, (<^pD Gift, donation. In Hindu law, Portion, in-

heritance, which may be of two kinds ; without hindrance

or impediment, absolute, direct, Apratibandha ; and $-

pralibandha, with obstruction, indirect, contingent, or

presumptive.
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Dayabhdf/a, or Dayavibhdga, S. (from TPT, a share, or

ftmT, partition) Partition of inheritance. Title of law-

books relating to the apportionment of heritable property

amongst heirs.

Ddydda, S. (from ^TT^T, to take) An heir, whether direct,

collateral, or contingent. A claimant.

Dayddopdgata, S. (from dm'IH, come or descended to) A

slave received as inheritance.

Ddyaji, Mar. (<JUH"I) An heir, a kinsman.

DAYA, Ben. (S. Tffa) Charge, plaint, law-suit (besides the

preceding senses).

Ddyak, Ben. (IT!*W) An accuser. Also, a donor, &c.

DEB, Ben., Uriya, &c. (&?%, the vernacular pronunciation of

Dev, q. v.) A divinity, a deity, an idol, a king, a title

of respect in addressing a person of rank, a cognomen

appropriate to Brahmans, as Chandradeb. (There being

no v in Bengali, the b is substituted for it in this and

all similar words).

Deb-dihi, Uriya. Enumeration of estates and villages.

Debhi-a-sdmi, or Debhi-raiyat, (?) In Behar and western

Bengal said to mean, a resident cultivator, one having a

right of property in the ground he cultivates.

PEHRI', H. ((_y/*o) A marshy soil. See Dahr.

DEJA, H. (IssiJ, from S. 5fT, to be given) A portion, a

dowry. DEJA, or DEJ, Mar. (<JT) Money given at

Siidra marriages: given by the bridegroom to the father

of the bride.

Deju, H. (^=^0) Part of a dowry.

DEL, H. (<Jo^) Land ploughed and ready for the Rdbi

crop (Bundelkhand). Land prepared for cotton after

being cropped for gram (Sagar).

DENA, H. &c. (from the v. Uu J, to give, that which should

be given, ^ft) DENE, Mar. (^) Money due, a debt.

Dend, or Dene-ddr, or Denddr, H. &c. (jbUoJ, ^^TC,

ORTftsO A debtor.

Dend-pdnd, H. (from LuJ, and
ULj , to obtain) Profit and

loss, settlement of affairs.

Deneyhene, Mar. (^T!nro) Money transactions, paying and

receiving, lending and borrowing.

Den-hakimi, H. (j-^U-) The share of the government

or Zamindar of the produce.

Denehari, Mar. (^lfl<*0) A debtor.

Den-len, H. (abbreviated from LoJ and U-J
, to take) Money

dealings, paying and receiving, borrowing and lending,

buying and selling, &c.
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Den-mahr, H. &c. (from A.^-, a portion) A dowry, a

wife's portion.

Detdglietd, Mar. (J^rUMcd) A regular dealer, one who is

punctual in money transactions.

DENDA pronounced DENDO, DENDT, also DENPA pronounced

DENPO, DENPU, Ben. (<TS T?, CS"fj , CS"H , 5^) Tech-
^

"T"
nical terms used in the measurement of land, implying

relative position or bearing thus, Denda imports that

there is a parcel of land between the lots last named and

the next lot, lying a little to the south of the land which

is immediately to the south. Dendu imports that which

is a little to the north of the land immediately north.

J}enpa is that which is a little to the west of the land

immediately west. Z)enpu is that which is a little to the

west of that lying west. (The o of JDendo and Denpo
is only the common Bengali articulation of the short a).

DEO, H. &c.
(^i>,

for S. ^, Deva) A god, a divinity.

See <T^ and its compounds.

DEO, or DEO LINK, Thug. An exclamation from the look-

out confederates, to signify that all is safe and the murder

may be committed.

DEOLA, H. (^.3) Mounds, high ground (East Otidh).

DEORHA, H. (la^i) One-and-a-half: used to express in-

terest in kind on grain at the rate of fifty per cent.

DEORHI, H. (
(_sfc^3) A threshold, a porch.

Deorhi-ddr, H. A porter.

DERA, H. (|^JJ, sTl) A tent, any temporary dwelling, a

Ryot's hut

DERH, (Jj>.3)
One-and-a-half.

I)erh-pdo, H. A quarter-and-a-half, three-eighths.

Derhpawd, A weight equal to three-eighths of a ser.

Deri, Ben. (if^t) Ill-prepared; applied to rice when only

half cleaned, or husked once and-a-half, it being usual to

make the most ordinary kinds pass through the mortar

three times.

DESA, S. (^l) vernacularly, DBS, H. (
(j~J lj) H. Mar. (^j)

Ben. ((^T) Tel. (~3i&X>) Kara. (&) Tarn. (<Ss<g>Ln)

Mai. (6>ac/3) as the palatal s, which is used by all, ex-

cept the Hindustani, is slightly aspirated in Sanskrit, the

aspiration is exaggerated in some of the dialects, and the

word and its compounds are prononuced, as in Marathi,

Desk : in that language, however, it also occurs, less cor-

rectly, but optionally, Des, with the dental sibilant (?*)

Country, district, place, region. In different parts of

India it is emphatically applied to particular districts, as
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constituting ''the' county. In Rohilkhand it denotes the

cleared villages on the borders of the Tardi. In the

Himalayan regions it signifies the plains of Hindustan.

With the Marathas it especially designates the country

between the Sahyiidri and Balaghat hills, the Karnatik

and the Godaveri river. It also applies to any plain,

open, or champaign country. In Malabar it likewise

signifies, the proprietary possession of a village, and the

rank derived from it.

Detdchdr, H. S. (i^ITOTC) Local observance, custom of the

country.

Dexddhikdri, incorrectly, Dexadikdr,S. (<^hf*i<*it.1) Chief,

or governor, or superintendent of a given tract of country.

Desddhipati, S. (^nfatrfk) Chief or head ruler of a

district or country. The representative of the Raja.

Dex&dhipatyam, S. &c. Office of governor, government of

a district.

Detahdsilu, or Des-hdsil, Tel. (~3#-3ew) Inland or

transit duties.

Desdi, corruptly, Desae, and Desnyc, Mar. (^Tt^, from S.

i^rrfV'lf'it ) The superintendant or ruler of a Pargana or

province, the principal revenue officer of a district, under

the native government : the office was hereditary, and

frequently recompensed by grants of land, so that the

Desdi often became akind of petty chief in the south of India.

Desdi, Karn. (Q^ScOD) A chief man among the mer-

chants of the Lingam sect.

Desdi-giri, Mar. (^Il^fnft) Office of Desdi, emoluments

or fees attached to it

Desa-lekhaka, S. (cnsTSF, a writer) The accountant of a

district

Desant, H. (from S. Wit, end) The boundaries of a country

or district

Desdntar, H. (from S. 41 iK, different) A foreign country,

belonging to a different country, a foreigner.

Desastha, or Desasth, less correctly, Deshajtth, Mar.

(^TW, from S. W, who is, or belongs to) One of a

tribe of Maratha Brahmans, who consider themselves su-

perior to the rest. In other parts of the South, a Ma-

ratha Brahman in general.

Desdniar, H. (^jU-jJ)
A foreign or different country.

Desaroari, H. ( ^jLoJ) Goods, the manufacture of another

country.

Des-chaughald, Mar. ( ^^HlNrcjn) The assistant to the chief

native revenue officer of a district
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J)es-/ie*<i,Uriya(GQ1Ge>|) Service lands of a village officer.

Desi, H. &c. (S. i^ft) Belonging to, born or produced

in a country, a native of a country.

Dexiya, H. &c. (S. ^fiflfl) Belonging to a country, native,

local.

Des-kdvali, Tel. (~33nrtS>) Black mail, tees paid to

prevent a village from being pillaged, expenses of guard-

ing a district.

Des-kulkarant, Mar. (^rwcb"**.^) The district accountant,

one who prepares a general account from the several

statements of the village accountants.

Des-kulliarani-varttana, Karn. (S. ?^T, subsistence) A

per-centage formerly allowed to the district accountants on

the collections of the revenue.

Definukli, Desmoolth, or Deshmoohh, corruptly, De.smooh,

Mar. (if3I, and S. TO, chief) A hereditary native officer

under the former governments, exercising chief police and

revenue authority over a district, containing a certain

number of villages, and responsible for the revenue :

holding for compensation lands rent-free, and being en-

titled to the various fees and allowances, corresponding

generally to the Zamindars of Bengal. Under the present

administration the Desmukh is a district revenue officer

who is expected to superintend the cultivation, and report on

the state of the crops, to assist in the settlement of the

annual revenue, and to give general aid to the collector and

his establishment in the discharge of revenue duties.

Desmukhi, Mar. ( *^$IVSft) The office or duty of Desmukh.

The fees or perquisites levied by him, or on his account.

Des-nikdld, H. (5llj ^~o<i,
from Ullj, to send out) Exile,

banishment.

Despdnde, orDespdndyd, corruptly, Despandeah, Dexpon-

deah, Despondee, Daispaundee, Tel. ("S^QTPg)
Mar. (^nrn3, <|3IMi&|T) The hereditary revenue ac-

countant of a district or certain number of villages,

holding office by hereditary tenure, and paid by lands.

Under the British administration this officer is expected

to keep a duplicate set of the public accounts, to super-

intend and cheek those of the village accountants, keep

note of the collections, and see that they are regularly

paid, to assist in the annual settlements, and give general

information and aid to the collector and his subordinates.

In some parts of Telingana the Despandya acts indepen-

dently of the Desmukh, discharges the same duties, and

enjoys the same privileges and emoluments.
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Desapramdni, Mai. (fDSO3(o_)l2Di?rnl) Head of a village:

also, Desamukhyasthan.

Des-tydff, H. (from the S. WFT, abandoning) Emigration.

Destvdl, H. ( JljuiJ
t>) A tribe of Tagas, holding a few

villages in Bhagpur.

Demala, or Deswdli, Mar., H. (^$HI<bl) A native of

any country. In Bengal it is applied to a native of

the north-west provinces.

Desarvdli, Mai. (6iac/9o_i0^3) The head or ruler of a

district. The same as Desai, q. v.

Desmdr, H. (j^wjJ) Relating to a district or districts,

a statement, assessment, &c.

DEULA, Ben Uriya (tfvit, from the S. Decala) A temple.

Deula-karan, Uriya. Accountant of a temple.

DEVA, S., vernacularly pronounced whether singly or in

many of its compounds, DEWA, DEV, DEB, or DEO,

(<^, Deus) A god, a divinity, an idol. A man of high

rank, a sovereign. A Brahman. A cognomen suited

to Brahmans.

Devaddna, S. (^^TJJ) A gift or offering to a divinity.

Devadarsana, S. (^^T, seeing) Visiting or paying re-

verence to an idol : particularly, in the south of India,

such a visit paid by the bride and bridegroom, with their

friends, at a particular period after their marriage.

Devaddsi, H. &c. (from S. ^Rft, a female slave) A dancing

girl attached to a temple.

Devaddya, Devaddyamu, corruptly, Devadorv, Devadyen,

anADevadoyam, Kara.(&3Z330&) Tel.("S^'O'oSb^X),

from S. (frf, a donation) Lands or allowances for the

support of a temple, an endowment

Devadevhdrd, Mar. (t^^Kl) Running about from idol

to idol, importunate in prayers and supplications.

Devadharma, S. Religious offices, acts of supererogation

in honour of a divinity.

Devadigdr, Kara. (OSQ A <3O) A man of a low caste, who

performs menial offices in temples in the south of India.

Devaka, Mar. (from S. <^!f, a deity, or a minor deity)

The deities worshipped at marriages, and other essential

ceremonies,

Devaka-gondala, Karn. &c. Decorating the household or

other deities who are worshipped at the Sanskaras or

essential ceremonies.

-Derate, (from S. Devaldya) vernacularly in Ben., &c.

Deval or Derval, Deul, &c. (i^j) A temple.

Decala, S. and Mar. (^5) Devalan, Karn. (^$>G>) A
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Brahman of an inferior order, who attends upon idols,

and lives upon the offerings made to them.

Devdlaya, S. (from 4ll<$<f, an asylum) A temple, a shrine.

Devala-prajd, corruptly, Dewul;purchd, Ben. (sir<ii2f5f1)

One of three officers, so named, managing the temple of

Jagannath, under the Raja of Khurda, but appointed for-

merly by the collector.
v

Devala, or Devdlaya-divyaj (from S. Divya. f^"aj, an

oath) Making an oath in a temple, or before an idol.

Devali, Mar. (5*^35^) A small building made for an idol

only, not admitting worshippers. A frame or shrine

within a temple.

Devamdtrika, Mar. Devamdtruka, Tel. (S. cHHIrt4)

Watered by rain
; fields, lands, &c., as opposed to those

dependent upon artificial irrigation.

Devdng, Karn. (from S. ^f , the body) A Lingayat, one

who carries the emblem of Siva on his person.

Devdnffa,1e\. (~3<3~oX)Devdngada, Kara.

The title assumed by the caste of weavers in the Karnatic.

Devdrdya-vatta, Kara. (Q^y"3"eT3c&>3J) A tax for-
**jJ

merly levied in Mysore on the lands of rebellious subjects,

rated at so much for each temple on them.

Devaski, Mar. (?^?gft) Annual ceremonies in honour of

village divinities.

Devasthala S. Q<Jtsy<) Any sacred place oj- temple. In

Malabar, a temple of the first order, dedicated to Siva,

as Trimurtti.

Devasthdna, corruptly, Deostan, S. &c. (from S. WR, a

place) A temple. Revenue applied to the support of a

temple.

Devasthdpana, S. (^^STPTH) Setting up an idol in a

temple, or in a room in a dwelling.

Devasthdna-pudi-vatta, Karn.
(O^cg^r^S^O^U)

A

tax of two-and-a-half fanams per kdndi of land, levied upon

the Ryots, on behalf of the temple or temples of a dis-

trict (Mysore).

Devaswa, Mar. (^f) Karn. (*&#.$, from the S. ^f,

own) Property belonging to a temple. An endowment.

Devathi/ce, Mar. ( ^fTifr) A spot of land held rent-free in

some villages by the Mukaddam or Mhar, in reward of

his having established by ordeal the disputed boundaries

of the village.

Devotthdna, S., vernacularly, Deotlhdn, (from 37*nT,

rising) The eleventh day of the light half of Kartik, when

Vishnu is supposed to rise up from his four months' sleep.

2 M
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The end of the rainy season. It is also the period at which

the sugar-cane is first cut See Ditkruan.

Devhdrd, Mar. (<^Kl) The niche or shrine in which an

idol is placed.

Devi, S., adopted in all the dialects, (i^t) Any goddess,

but especially a name of Durga, the wife of Siva, the

goddess.

Devotthdpana, or Deotthdpan, (from S. TrVTTVfl, raising

up) The ceremony of removing or dismissing deities at

the end of the rite at which they were supposed to be

present.

DEVATA, S. (^^!Tt) A divinity, a deity, an idol.

Devdtara, Mai. (6l3OJOrtn(D) A temple dedicated to an

inferior divinity.

Devatdvuttdra, Kara. (^SS^^^S) Lands allotted

rent-free for the support of a temple.

Dcvatrd, or Devottara, S., vernacularly, Deotar, Deotara,

Ben. and Uriya, Debottar, Karn. Devatdvuttdra, corruptly,

Deomuttur and Demitter, (S. ^, and *, what pre-

serves, or T^TC, what belongs to) Land rent-free, granted

for the support of a temple or an idol.

Devatotthdpana, Mar. (from S. ac<niMi , raising up) Dis-

missing the deities who have been invited to a ceremony,

upon its termination.

DHABBU, DHUBBOO, Mar.
(ifg)

A double pice.

DHABDHABI, Mar. (vanit) A waterfall, the noise of falling

water.

DHAD, Mar. (VTS, pronounced DHAR) An onset, an over-

whelming multitude or crowd, whether of robbers and the

like, or of locusts or other destructive creatures.

DHADA, pronounced DHAKA, Hindi (VTTT) A robbery.

DHADA, H. ('5lfcJ, S. >ITCT, a stream) Water falling from

above, a waterfall (Rohilkhand).

DHADA, Mar. (VTl) A weight often set:*, an accumulation

of weight in a balance.

i- - " -

DHADA, or DHADDI, DHUDDA, DHUDDEE, H.Oj&j^JAj)
A term applied to low ground (Rohilkhand).

DHAGA, Thug. Eliciting the intentions of travellers. Ne-

gociation with persons in authority for protection or release

from arrest

DHAGAL, Thug. Papers.

DHAGSA, Thug. Hilly or woody country.

DHAHIMA, H. (<UJtla>J, VlfigHT) A tribe of Rajputs, formerly

lords of Biana, one of the thirty-six royal races. There

are also Dhahima Jats and Ahirs
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DHAI-GIYA, Hindi (tifmn, from frnjT, gone) Washed away

by inundation (Puraniya).

DHAJA, DHUJA, H. (l=Ai, S. VT.) A flag. A pole with

a strip of cloth tied to the end of it, and erected some-

times near a place of worship, in satisfaction of a vow.

Also, a flag hoisted on some lofty situation on the last

day of Ashdrh, called the Paivan-parikshd, trial of the

wind ; as, from the direction of the wind on the sunset

of that day, as shewn by the flag, the people draw their

auguries of the quantity of rain likely to fall in the en-

suing rainy season. If the wind blows from the west,

it is said that there will be Banya ltd pdni, grain-dealers'

water the season will be dry : if a little more round, it

is Kuinhdr kd pdni, potter's water, as they do not like

much wet : if from the north, moderate weather may be

expected, and it is called Mdli kd pdni, gardener's water:

and if from the east, copious rains are expected, called

Dliobi ltd pdni, washerman's water, i. e. abundant rain.

DHAK, DHUK, Ben. (IT?) A weight

DIIAK, DHAKA, or DiiAKHA, corruptly, DAWK, H. (tl/laJ,

&la>5, l^lftij) A tree common in India (Butea frondosa),

also called Palasa, the products of which are very useful.

The bark yields an astringent exudation, called Palds-

gond, or Bengal kino ; a strong rope, called Bukel, is

made from the root ; the wood is used for coating wells,

and is valued as fuel for sacrificial fire; the flowers are

of a bright red colour, and yield a yellow or orange dye.

In Bengal, and in and along the hills, it is a good-sized

tree ; but in the plains of the north-west it is of stunted

growth,and comes to signify any dwarf shrubs or brushwood.

DItdk-jangal, is any wilderness of bushes.

DHAK, Hindi (VTcR) Arable land in a ravine (Puraniya).

DniKAllA, H. (x^laj) A tribe of Rajputs, scattered over

the country, from the south bank of the Jumna about

Agra and Mathura, across the Doab to Rohilkhand.

DHAKATA, or DHAKUTA-PANA, corruptly, DHAKTEPUNA,

Mar. (VfoliZT'TO, VI*Kim!l) Inferiority in stature, age,

&c., lesserness. Claim to inheritance, or other rights of

the junior branches of a family.

Dhahata, or Dhdhati, incorrectly, Dhahtl, -khds, Mar.

The third or inferior class of village officers. See Bcduta.

DuAKf, Ben. (T$t) A deduction of rent allowed to tenants

by the Zamindar.

DUAL, Hindi (<n?) An influx of water coming down a

river from the hills (Puraniya).
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DHALA, H. (ijl'jfci) Collections from the individual villagers,

to cover village expenses in Rohilkhand, usually at the

rate of one ana in a rupee, or one ser of grain per maund.

In the Central and Lower Doab it is generally used with

Jama, as Jamd-dhdla, and signifies a particular tenure.

See Dhar-bdchh. In this sense it occurs also Ddla, with

the initial unaspirated.

DHALAIT, H. &c. (ei-J.Jl*^, probably from I)hdl, a shield)

An armed attendant or peon.

DHALAL, Thug. Spirit vender.

DHALBHOL, H. ( J^jJla-0 Complete transfer by sale

(Kamaon).

DHALPHOR, (?) H. A class of the K&rmi, or great agricul-

tural tribe in Hindustan (clod piercers).

DHALWAN, Hindi (275RT) The slope of the inclined plane

down which the oxen descend from a well.

DHAMAN, H. (?) Payment of rent in kind : applied also to

lands or a village when the revenue is so paid.

DnAMi, H. (^laj, plur. Dhdmidn) A follower of Pran-

nath, a Hindu reformer, who flourished in the seventeenth

century in Bundelkhand.

DHAMKAI, H. &c. (from H. \Jli-*J6i>, or Ben. 5f^1, to

threaten) Reprimand, reproof, threatening.

Dhamkdibd, Ben. Uriya (UflG>|QQ|) Intimidation.

DHAMONI-KI-MANJ, Thug. Fighting of cats, a bad omen.

DHAMRI, Thug. Metal utensils.

DHAMUKA, Tel. (QcAJO'S" ) A road made with gravel. A

ridge or bank passing across water.

DHAN, corruptly, DAUX, H. &c. (^IftJ,
from the S. VTO)

Grain in general, but especially applied to the rice plant,

or to rice in the husk, of which there are a great number

of varieties, bearing different names. Sixty-six different

appellations are enumerated by Mr. Elliot as known in

the western provinces ; and he states that the variety is

still greater in Bengal and Bahar. In what respects they

differ, except in name, does not appear.

Dhdn, or Dhdna-band'i, corruptly, Danabundy, H.

(^jjJu liibtJ) Estimate of the extent of the crops of rice

or other grain.

Dfianhd, Dhunha, H. (l^AftJ, from VHl) A rice cultivator ;

rice-bearing, as a field, &c.

Dhdni, H. (jjtaj) A good soil, fit for grain.

Dhanftar, Dhunkur, H. C^aJlO, abridged from ^laJ,

Mcfcg) A stiff soil, bearing rice if rain has fallen plen-

tifully. A field cropped with rice in the previous season.
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Dhdn-kdti, H. The season for cutting rice.

Dhdn-madi, Tel. (T?<vftSDfc) A rice field.

Dhant'hid, Dhunted, (L^JUaj) A field which has been

reaped for rice (Rohilkhand).

Dhdnrvdiyd, H.
(bjylftj)

A thresher or a seller of rice.

DHAN, DHUN, H. &c. (^J, S. >nt) Wealth, property.

A loan. The cattle of a village.

Dhani, and Dfianik, H. &c. (S. ysft, vftflf) One having

property, a master, an owner: also, a lender, a creditor.

Dhani-jog, Mar. (vffaftn, from S. Yogya, iftni, fit,

proper) Payable to the purchaser, a bill, &c., as distin-

guishable from that which is payable to some other,

Sahdjog (ty^lafln).

Dhanteras, Mar. (v?Tfft*t) The thirteenth of the dark half

of Aswin, when the bankers worship money.

DHANA, Mai. (COOOO) Fried barley or rice.

DHANA, H. ( <XJli>) The Gond portion of a village, which

is always separate from the rest (Sagar).

DHANA, Uriya (il|ff , probably vernacular corruption of DiNA,

a grain, a seed) A measure of weight for the precious

metals, four dhdnas (grains) equal to one ratti.

DHANAK, Ben. (TlR) A copper coin, about the value of

two-pence.

DHANDHOI, Thug. Any man employed in the pursuit of

Thugs.

DHANDHOI, DHUNDHOEE, H. (^y&JO&i) The scum of the

sugar-cane juice when boiling (Dehli).

A, PHUNDHOKA, corruptly, DHANDERO, H.

jbii, from S. 2T!3, to search) Proclamation by

beat of drum.

Dhandjioria, H. A crier.

DHANQA, (?) Any hiding-place of robbers and marauders ;

three such were especially notorious in Katiwar one

in the neighbourhood of Chutila, one about twenty

has to the southward, and the third in the forest of

Chachai.

DHANGAR or DHANGAH, DHUNGUH, H. &c.
(^Clftii, ^&AJ)

A tribe of people inhabiting the hill country in Ramgarh

and Chota-nagpur : some of them come periodically into

the plains for employment, and are engaged as labourers

and scavengers. In the south of India, DHANGAR is

generally applied to the caste of shepherds and weavers of

wool. In Telingana, they are also cultivators, and are

divided into twelve tribes, who do not eat together, nor

intermarry.
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Dhangar-mdg, Mar. (from JflT, a loom) The loom of a

woollen weaver.

Dhangar-mdniyam, Kara. (#oX&6T3&O&O) Taxes on

shepherds. Charge for pasturage.

DHANGI, Thug. A brass pot.

DHANTEHA, Thug. An ass, whose braying is an omen highly

esteemed, whether for good or evil.

DHANYA, H., but in all the dialects also: (S. vraj) Grain

in general, especially rice, but nine principal kinds are

enumerated under this title
; small quantities of each of

which are sometimes given to Brahmans at festivals : the

donation is called the Nava-dhdnya-ddnam.

DItdnydddyam, Tarn. (S. srTCnflLLJrTSrTLLJlL) Receipt

of revenue, &c., in grain.

Dhdnyadulu, Tel. (plur. of~$<$ &>) All sorts of grain.

Dhdnya-sdramu, Tel. &c. (l?V5c3-#&O) Grain after

threshing (from S. ^TTT;, substance).

Dhdnyavarddhanam,M&\. (UJOPOJcuflJJPOo, from S. vra,

and isi, increasing) Lending grain at interest, receiving

a usurious return for seed corn supplied to the cultivators.

Dhdnya-vruddhi, Mai. ((jUOO^cyftjU) , from S.
^ffr,

increase) First-fruits, or the first sheaf reaped.

DHANUK, H. (C^ylftJ, from S. Dhanusli, a bow) The

name of a low tribe in the upper provinces, but most

numerous in Bahar : they follow the practice of fowlers

and archers, and feed upon their booty : they are

also employed as house guards, and in various menial

offices, and sometimes become slaves. The females are

in request as midwives. They are said to be divided into

seven branches, between whom there is no social inter-

course. Elliot. According to Buchanan, however, the

Dhanuks of Bahar, Bhagalpur, and Puraniya are a pure

agricultural tribe, perhaps not essentially different from

Kurmis : many of them, however, are agricultural slaves.

Western India, i. 167.

DHANUS, or DHANUSH, vernacularly, DHANU and DHANUK,
S.

(v^^t, Vro) A bow, a bow used for cleaning cotton.

A land measure of four cubits.

Dhanur-vidyd, S. (Vp, the final being changed to r

before certain consonants, and f*UI I , knowledge) The

science of archery, literally, but comprehending the whole

of military science, the art of war : also Dhanu-veda and

Dhanur-sdstram.

DHAP, H. ( u.>laJ) One-fourth of a kos : a pass, a ghat : an

expanse of low ground.
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Dhapia, Dhupea, H. (Lua>i>, from S. Dhdva, running) A
short kos, a distance which a man may run without stop-

ping to take breath.

DnAn, H. (jl3) A heap of corn (Benares).

DHAR, H.
(jlftJ)

A hollow tree inserted in the mouth of

wells in the Tarai, to prevent their falling in.

DuAfl, or DHARA, H. &c. (jliO, Ijtaj)
A stream, a chan-

nel, a flow of water.

DHAH, Hindi (VTO A ravine with or without water.

DnAR, or DHARA, H. &c.
(jlfcJ, \jddS)

Settled assessment,

fixed or customary rate, a proportionate share or charge.

The same tenure as Dhdrldcltli, q. v. Also, Mar.

DHARE (VTt).

DuAR, Ben. (Tt?T) A loan, a debt: an edge, a limit, a boundary.

Dhardt, or Dhartta, (?) Ben. (Tsri) A loan, a sum de-

ducted from the amount lent, by the lender, as a bonus.

Dhartta, Ben. (*f|ft) A debtor.

DHAnA, Thug. Vessels of metal.

DHARA, DHUHA, Ben. tJriya (T?T|, from S. ^, having,

holding) Personal restraint, arrest, apprehension of a

criminal.

DnAHA, incorrectly, DHUR, Ben. Mar. (*Tt?Tt, VTO) Usage,

practice, custom, customary or current price, rate, or as-

sessment, tax on gardens and plantations.

Dhdrd-chaddo, Tel. (?) The former custom of making the

cultivators pay a premium on the market price for the

share of the crop relinquished by the government

Dhdrd-kari, or D/tdre-hari, Mar. (from S. cRX, who

makes) A tenant, one who pays the government assess-

ment, one who is possessed of fixed rates or fees. The

permanent occupant of a farm, one who cannot be dis-

possessed as long as he pays his revenue, and who may

abandon his farm for a time without losing the right of

resumption on paying a compensation to the temporary

occupier.

Dhdrd-pramdn, Uriya. According to custom.

DHARAUKI,DHUROUKEE,H. (^i^ao) Ascertaining by guess,

DHARAUNA, H. (U^ftj) A woman married a second time.

In case of a dispute, the quantity of land in cultivation

(East Oudh).

DHAflAwAT, H. (
(JLjjIf&J)

Land ascertained and apportioned

by estimate, not measured (Benares).

DHARAWATU, Tel. (Q^ ^"^) A deposit, an instalment

of revenue in advance ;
also read Dhardrvati, and, incor-

rectly, Dharoti.
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DHARA, Mar. (V?l) A weight of ten sers, the quantity

weighed by it, a peculiar mode of multiplying weights.

DHARAI, Thug. Share assigned to the leaders of an expe-

dition, usually one article in ten, or one ana in the rupee

on the value.

DHARAKHA, or DHARALA, H. (Ijfj&J, 3ybj)
A scarecrow.

DHAHAN, Mar. (VTOff) Rate, current or market price.

DHARAN, Mar. (v^I, from the S. VJ3J, holding, con-

fining) A dam, a bank across a river : a weight of

twenty-four gunja seeds : a sum of nine anas.

DHARBAND, Mar. (KI(;) A law, a rule, a regulation.

DHABBACHH, H. (^-'j;lttj) Any even or general dis-

tribution of charge or rate, &c., especially that which is

levied from the individual holders of a coparcenary estate,

to make good any deficiency in the produce of land held in

common, or let to cultivators. In the central part of the

north-west provinces the term denotes an imperfect Pattidari

tenure, in which part of the village land is held in common

and part in severally. The profits of the former are first ap-

plied to the payment of the government assessment and

the village charges ;
and any deficit is made good by the

proprietors of the latter, in proportion to their holdings.

DHARBIGAR, Mar. (from S. V^, seizing, and biydr, forced

labourer) Pressing people for carrying burthens.

DHARDHO, Thug. A river.

DHAR-DHURA, H.
(s^bJ^lAJ) The boundary formed by a

stream. (From dliar or dhdrd, a stream, and dhura, a

boundary).

DHARE-BANDI, Mar. (VTX^f^) (Land) held on condition

of paying a part of the produce :
settling the portion to

be given.

DHARE-EHSAN, Mar. (VRU^TR, from P. ^U**.!, easy,

light) A mitigated assessment, a stipulation favourable

to the cultivators.

Dhdre-ehsdni, Mar. (VH^UM*!) Land lightly assessed.

Dhdre-mdp, Mar. (from JTPT, measure) The measure by

which the government share is received in kind.

DHARI, DHUREE, H. ((C^O) A measure of five sers.

DHAHICHA, H. (IsiJ&j) The second husband of a widow,

among the lower classes of the Hindus.

DHARIKGA, H. (Uoy&5) A kind of rice (Rohilkhand).

DHAHMA, more correctly, DHAKMMA, but in practice com-

monly dropping the second m, S., used in all dialects,

but commonly corrupted to DHARM or DHARAM, DHURM,

DHURUM, incorrectly, DURUM, (S. vwl, from
>j,

to hold,
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that which keeps man in the right path) Law, virtue,

legal or moral duty.

Dharmddhikdr, or kdri, S. &c. (from SSlfvicliK, who

presides over) A judge, a magistrate : a superior over

Brahmans invested with power to investigate and chastise

breaches of custom, violations of caste, and the like.

Dharmddhikarana, S. (from TyfMohUU, superintendence)

A court of justice. The duty of a magistrate or judge.

Dharma-ddna, or Dkarmaddyam, S. &c., vernacularly,

Dharmaddo, corruptly, Dhurmadom, (from <frT or <^fl,

donation) An endowment, grant of food, or lands, or

funds, for religious or charitable purposes.

Dharma, or Dharm-dds, S. &c. (from <fTCt, a slave) An

attendant upon a temple.

Dharma-karttd, S. &c. (from cHH, who makes) A judge,

a magistrate. In the south of India, the manager of a

temple, and appropriator of the benefits derived from it.

D/tarma-kdrya, S. &c. (from cfil'u), an act) Any good or

pious work, building a temple, digging a tank, &c.

Dharma-khdte'n,MaT. (vwj^ltf, from P. Li-, a writing)

The head of accounts under which pious or charitable

gifts are entered.

Dharmma-kilam, Mai. (OJQC)<fl>lJlo) A jurisdiction, a

district under the same legal administration.

Dharma-patni, S. &c. (from ifsft, a wife) A wife who

has been married according to the legal forms, and is of

the same caste as her husband.

Dharma-patra, or Dharm-patra, S. (from TT^ ;
a leaf) A

deed of gift or endowment for religious or pious purposes.

Dharma-pm, or -powal, Mar. (v*Syl^, -ilta^) Giving water

and food to wayfarers or paupers. A booth or shed where

they are given.

Dharma-putra, S. &c. (from J^, a son) A legitimate or

adopted son, a person appointed by a widow or by the

caste of one deceased to act as a son in performing the

obsequial ceremonies: as applied to Europeans, it sig-

nifies god-son; asDharm-pita, or Dharm-bdp, or Dharm-

md, signify godfather or godmother.

Dharmdrth, S. &c. (from "W%, object) Any thing given

for charitable or pious purposes.

Dharma, or Dkarm-sdld, S. &c. (from 31131, a hall) A

building for any legal or pious purpose, as a court of

justice, a place where religious persons assemble, a place

of accommodation for travellers and pilgrims, or for the

poor and sick, a Serai, an hospital, a monastery, a temple.

2 N
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Dharma-sabha, S. &c. (from *W1, an assembly) The

word has much the same meanings as the preceding; but

in Bengal it applies to an association of influential

Hindus, to uphold their religion.

Dharma-sdstra, S. (from $||fef, a scripture) A work on

the whole body, or on particular subjects of Hindu law.

The collective writings of the Hindus on their laws and

institutions. The Hindu code.

Dharmdtar, more properly, perhaps, Dharmottar, H.

(yteJbj) A charitable grant, an endowment

Dharmdvatar, S. &c. (from SSHrtH, descent from heaven,

incarnation) A term addressed by Hindus to a respectable

person, sometimes in the way of flattery to Europeans.

Dharmopddhydya, or Dharmopddhydyiha, S. (from

3Ml4m:, a teacher) A Brahman supposed to be ac-

quainted with the law, and exercising in some places in

the Maratha country the functions of censor and judge of

offences against the laws, especially of caste, and receiving

perquisites and fees in that capacity.

DHARNA, or DHARNE, H., Ben., Mar., &c. (U^bt>, TsRl,

Vnj, from the S. V*3ff) Sitting at the door of a

house or tent, to compel payment of a debt due by a

debtor, or of arrears owing by a public officer or prince.

The person so sitting observes a strict fast, and as long

as he so sits the person from whom he demands payment

is obliged to fast also, and abstain from his usual occu-

pations and amusements; as, if the suitor were to perish,

the consequences of the sin would fall upon him. Originally

the person sitting in Dharna was necessarily a Brahman,

either on his own behalf or that of another, and the sin

of Brahmanicide would be incurred by his death. The

practice is not restricted to Brahmans ; but is altogether

obsolete in the Company's provinces, having been made a

punishable offence by Ben. Reg. vii. 1820. In some parts

of the south of India a similar practice is observed, to

extort a boon, or the promise of one, from an idol, by

sitting permanently at the door of a temple until the

attendant priests assure the person his desire will be

granted. Dharne, in Mar., also means an armed party

sent to seize an offender.

DHAROHAH, H. (j&^&J, from Dharna, to place) A deposit,

an instalment.

DHAROHAR, Thug. Strangling.

DHARTA, H.
(<bytii)

Discount and commission. Increase

of demand upon land : also, an item of account usual
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with bankers, in addition to a sum actually lent, gene-

rally about three per cent. (Sagar).

DHARTI, H.
((Jy&i>,

from S. irftrO The earth, land, soil.

DHARWAI, H. ((_y!.^aO) The village officer or accountant

who weighs grain. (From Dhari, a weight of five sers,

which is considered his perquisite at the harvest).

DHASANI, Ben. (fcJflfr) Falling in of the banks of a pond

or river.

DHASAN, DHUSAN, DHASAO, DHASAM, H. (^LjbJ, &c.) A

swamp, a quagmire. (From Dhasna, li**Jbi>, to sink).

DHATURA, H. &c. O^Iaj, S. V5Tt) A plant (Datura

fastuosa), the seeds of which have strong narcotic pro-

perties, and are often given with sweetmeats, to stupify

previous to robbery.

DHATA, S. &c. (VTifT) The tenth year of the cycle.

DnATKAR, Hindi (VTTTSFt) A pound or pen for cattle, or

the rails of it (Puraniya).

DHAUL, or DHAUH, H.
((Jya>, jjbS) A kind of sugar-cane

(Rohilkhand).

DUAULANI, Thug. One of the sects of the Thugs.

DHAUL, Mar. (<fr3E) An official paper, sealed and signed

ready to have the blanks in it filled up when required.

DHAURI', H. (u^y&J, for Adhauri, a half) A bull's hide

cut in two pieces (Dehli).

DHAVA, Hindi (v^l) The best kind of grass for thatching.

DuAwAR, Mar. (VR?) Name of a tribe, smelters of iron.

DHE, H.
(^j*^, ^) A chief but recent subdivision of the

Jat tribe in the north-west provinces.

DHELA, or DEJ.A, H. (1U&J, ij^T, i^l) A clod of earth:

also a small piece of clay made into a pellet, and cast at

birds from a sling, by a person stationed to protect the crop.

DHEN, H. &c. (,jJ, S. V-T.) A milch cow.

DHENKA, or DHENKI, H., Ben. (*CuJ, .^JuAJ,
CffD

A kind of pestle or pedal projecting from the end of a

lever, one end of which being pressed down by a weight,

or by the foot, the other falls of its own weight when

the pressure is withdrawn. It is used to clean rice or

tobacco, to pound brick-dust, &c.

DHENKAYA, Ben. (iSPWl) A debtor, a creditor.

DHENKLI, H.
(^^kCwao, I?4c4'l) A machine for raising

water, a horizontal lever resting on an upright, having a

weight at one end and a string pulled by a man with a

bucket or water-jar attached to it. at the other. The word

is provincially corrupted into DHEKLI, DHUKLI, DHIKLI,

and DHEOKAL.
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DHELI, Mar. (^) Having the impression worn ;
a coin.

PHENRI, H. (^jJJ&A) A seed vessel, a capsule.

DHEPA, Hindi (^n) DHEP, or DHENP, Mar. (ijil,"Thl) A

clod of earth, any large lump. Arable land. A piece of

ground assessed in the lump, or according to the quantity of

grain it is estimated to yield, without reference to its area.

Dhenppdhani, Mar. (iHMI^ul) Inspection or survey of

arable land.

DHEPALI, Mar. (gm^s")) A hole in the ground into which

the boiled juice of the sugar-cane is poured to harden and

form into lumps.

DHER, or DHED, corruptly, DHAIH, DHEYR, Mar. (v?)

PHERH, H. (&s) DHEDA, DHED, or DHEH, Guz.

* ( 6$, 43.) A man of a low caste, employed as a watch-

man and messenger in the village establishments. In the

Dahkin especially, commonly but incorrectly identified

with the Mahar, and properly a worker in leather and

hides. In some places he performs the duty of scaven-

ger. In the Sagar territory the Dhers eat dead animals,

clean the skins, and sell them to the Chamdrs. In Ka-

nara, they are labourers on the soil, and in a very large

proportion are slaves, the property of individuals, saleable

with or without the land on which they work: they are

very numerous, and are distinguished into twelve sub-

divisions, who do not intermarry. They are rare in the

north-west provinces.

Dhermdro, Guz. ( 6$Hl$l) A place set apart for the

huts of the Dhers.

DHEH, or DHERI, H. ( .JJ&i), ^jOtiS) A heap, a parcel. In

. the upper provinces, a piece or share of landed property

in a joint-tenancy village, a subdivision of a Patti, or a.

Taraf. In the Upper Doab, jjheri is applied to a sharer,

especially in landed property, one who has a lot or heap.

Dheriddr, H. The holder of aDheri, or subdivision of

joint-tenancy lands.

DHERA, Ben. (ciai) A mark made by a person who can-

not write.

DHERI, Thug. A sarai, a village.

DHI, or DHIH, Hindi (vt, Vh?) The site of a village,

whether occupied or deserted (Puraniya).

Dh'iauri, Hindi (v)W) Ground-rent for the land on

which the houses stand of those who do not cultivate

village lands.

Dkisda, Hindi (vft^rra) Lands on the site of a deserted

village ; much valued.
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DHI, DHEE, H. (,<>i>) The high bank of a river (Sagar).

Dhihd, Dheehd, H. (l^JA3) Rising ground, mounds. Also

Dlha.

DHIKADI, Guz. (ilftsl) A contrivance for drawing water

from the bed of a river.

DHILKA, Thug. A paisa.

DHIMA, Thug. The belly. Dahkini Thug. Goats or

sheep.

DHIMAR, H. (.AJ&&, S. Dhivara, vfa^t) A fisherman by

caste and occupation. They are, properly speaking, a

branch of the Kahar or Bearer caste, but are sometimes

considered offshoots of the Mallas or Boatmen.

DHIMATU, Tel. (O*^5^) A notice, a memorandum, a

document given before a lease is finally granted, a private

agreement (Probably a vernacular form and local use of

Dimmat, q. v.)

Dnixai, or DHINKA, H. (l&W, IGJ) A small kind of

rake or pitchfork with curved prongs.

DHINOAR, (?) Ben. An agricultural slave (Puraniya).

DHI'NKHAH, H.
(^LJufii})

A bundle of thorns tied together

and drawn by bullocks, either as a harrow, or to beat

out ears of corn.

PHIRHOR, H.
(jjZjSiS)

A tribe of inferior Ahirs in Benares

and Gorakhpur.

DHI'RNA, Thug. The belly.

DHO!T, Ben. dC*rNli) Alluvial soil : what has been washed

down by the rains.

DHOBI, H. (^jjAii) A washerman in general. The washer-

man of a village. As forming a caste, various sub-

divisions are recognised, which do not eat, drink, or marry

together. There are seven such in the north-west pro-

vinces, but they differ, or are at least differently named

in different provinces.

Dhobi-hardi, (perhaps for liar, every, din, a day) Mar. (?)

A right of having a garment washed daily by the village

washerman claimed by thePdtil.

DHOI, H.
(t^ybii,

from UytO,
to wash) lit. Washings, ap-

plied in the opium department to refuse opium. Soaked

pulse, a mash. In Cuttack, (GU|^) Inundation.

DHOKA, H. (<tybj)
A grain measure, equal to five dabidx

of the kharif crop. Ten dhokas make a bojh, or load.

DHOKA, or DH(JKA, DHOOKA, H. (^jftj) Small stones, of

irregular shape and inferior quality, allowed to be ex-

tracted from the Chunar quarries by poor people for sale

Ben. Reg. xxii. 1795, cl. 82.
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DHOKAR, Thug. A dog. A man who seizes Thugs.

DHOKHA, H. (l^aJ) A scarecrow.

DHOLAI, or DHOLAN, Ben. Uriya (flfW^, fl1Tfa, but

vernacular corruption of H. USjJ,
S. ^tt&f , swinging)

Transport of goods, transit ; or the charge for conveyance

from one place to another.

DHOLIA, Thug. An old woman.

DHONCHA, H. (Wy&j) Four-and-a-half: a term used in

tables of the multiplication of fractions used by the native

surveyors in reducing their linear measurements to bighas.

The several terms are thus specified by Mr. Elliot:

Deorhd, <^y\)=-l^;Dhama, (VHT)=2|; Honta, ($z\)

=3^; Dhonchd,=4% ; Poncltd, (xffar)=5^; Khonchd,

(*ft*n)=6^; Satonchu, (*nft*n)=7. The size of the

fields seldom requires the specification to proceed further.

DHONJJAL, Mar. (vTildb, from vfrr, a stone) Stony, abound-

ing with stones : applied to one kind of black soil, that

which has stones in it, and which is therefore more re-

tentive of water, and is the most esteemed for crops de-

pending on the rains for irrigation.

DHONDA, DHONDI, H.
(IjJy&J, ^jjytj) A grass that

grows in rice fields, and sometimes chokes the crop.

DHONDH, H. (ajjy&J)
A capsule, a seed vessel, especially

of the poppy, cotton, or gram.

DHONKI, Thug. A policeman or guard.

DHOPA, Ben. (Wt*f1 ) A washerman.

DHOR, Mar. Guz. (TfC) The general name of horned cattle,

or bulls, cows, and buffaloes. A man of a low caste, a

worker in leather. (Another form, perhaps, of Dher).

Dhorrvero, Guz. (il3.H3.l) A tax on cattle.

DHORA, H. (*,y&j) An insect very destructive to the Cicer

arietinum. A mound of earth raised by the side of a

ditch.

DHOTAH, Hindi (vteO Cultivation carried on by plough-

men from a distant village, finding their own ploughs and

bullocks, and erecting a temporary residence (Puraniya).

DHRUVA, S.
(ip:) The north pole : thence, fixed, stationary,

(in general).

Dhruva-kavulu, Tel. (^&^<Sst^)&O) A permanent lease.

Dhruva-pairu, Tel. (lfflj;5~S-)8j) Garden produce, per-

manent crop. A tax levied on garden trees after a due

period of their plantation.

DHUANSA, Thug. Dry tobacco.

DHUA, or DHUHA, DHOOA, DHOOHA, H.
Oyj>t>, laytJ)

A
mound of earth raised as a boundary, most usually about
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four feet high, and placed round the limits of each town-

ship at the distance of about 200 yards from each other.

DHUH, DHOOH, H. ( !!jJ)
Elevated ground in the midst of

ravines (Central Doab).

DHUHA, DHOOHA, H.
(Ifcjfcj)

A scarecrow. See also Dhua.

DHUKLI, DHOOKLEE, H. (jjiao) A machine for raising

water. See Dhenkli.

DHUL, Ben. (*H) A measure of land, a hdtd, or the 20th

of a bighd.

DH^LIDHOYA, H. ( ljys>^.J)*j) A washer of refuse or dust.

(From the S. V&\, dust).

Dkuligutta, Tel. ($30&,) A rent levied on a field

before any seed is sown, a dust rent

Dhulbdph, Mar. (vdb^lti) Sowing grain in the dust, i. e^

before the rains have begun, or immediately afterwards,

before the ground is moist.

DHONDI, DHOONDEE, H.
(^^xiytj)

The pod of gram,

Cicer arietinum (Benares).

DHUNIA, H. (Uiftii) A cotton comber or carder.

DIIUNKA, or DHUNRA, H. (&ytJ, J^y&-\
from ^ytJ, smoke)

The chimney of a sugar-cane mill.

DHPA, S. &c. (^n) Incense, the vapours of any fragrant

gum or resin burnt slowly.

DHtJR, DHOOR, H.
(^y&j)

A measure of land, the twentieth

of a I'ifiri'i.

Dhurki, ( t^jp'S) The twentieth part of a dhur.

DHURA, DHOORA, H. (xybj) or DHURA, Mar. (?) A

boundary, the border or limits of a village.

Dhuriyd, (?) H. A ploughman who works two days on

the field of one who hires him, and one on his own

(Bahar).

DHtJRKAT, H. (C^ji}kj) An advance of rent paid by the

cultivators to the Zamindars in the months of Jyeshth

and Asharh (Benares).

DHURPHOHYA, Mar. (tRMilMl) A quarryman, a stone-

breaker by caste and occupation.

DHUS, DHOOS, H. ( (_r3>^) A kind of soil of mixed quality.

Sloping ground. Sterile sandy eminences.

DHWAHI, Mar. (anrfr) The brother's daughter of a man,

the husband's brother's daughter of a woman.

DHYAN, H. (S. Wr) Religious meditation ; meditating on

a divinity so as to perceive him with his attributes

mentally.

Di, or Dmi, Ben. (f^5, f*<H) A district composed of a few

villages.
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Dibandi, or Dihibandi, Ben. (fv53r^i, T\S^I<1 ^T) Settle-

ment of the revenue of a small district.

DIARA, or DIWARA, corruptly, DIR!, and DEWHY, H.

(\) " '
L>|ji*^) Alluvium, an island formed in the bed of

a river, land gained by recession of a river.

DIBBA, or DIBBA-BHUMI, Tel. (&j, aa&r ^ from
eo cj

S. fT, land) High land, a height.

DIBBI, Ben. (fffflf, from S. ftfaf) An oath, an ordeal.

DIBI, Hindi (fir^) The germ in seeds.

PIBIYA, Hindi (ffftfJM ) A small portion of grain given

at harvest to some of the inferior village servants.

DICHHIT, DEECHHIT, a vernacular corruption for DIKSHITA,

H. (c^v*=5?A S. ^Ifafir, initiated) A name most appro-

priately given to Brahmans, and the title of one of the

sixteen branches of the Kanojia Brahmans : it is also

borne by some families of Maratha Brahmans ; and in

Ghazipur and adjacent provinces by a tribe of Rajputs.

See also Dik/iit.

DIDAH WA DANISTAH, H. (P. the past part. SJjJ, having

seen, and <UMOI.>, having known) Wilfully, purposely : ap-

plied to committing any offence deliberately and intentionally.

DIDAR, H.
(P.j'jaJ, l^tO An overseer, an inspector,

an officer formerly employed in that capacity in the Com-

pany's factories. An overseer, a person stationed by the

owner of a village over the ripe crops, to see that the

whole is brought to the threshing-floor: he remains in

charge till the Ryots have paid their rents, or the owner

is satisfied by the sale of the grain. In this latter sense

it is more correctly, perhaps, Dihddr, q. v.

Diddr-kharc/t, H. (A.
-^f-, expense) The charge of

maintaining an overseer.

DlDHISHU, DlDHISHU, or DlDHISHU, S. &C. (f^ftTO, -V.,

or VriViMt) (when a masc. noun) The husband of a woman
*

married a second time
; (when fern.) A virgin widow re-

married : an elder sister unmarried, whose junior is a

bride : the childless widow of a brother whom, under

the old law, a surviving brother was required to marry.

Dip, or DIDH, Mar. (<^f, 3ffcf, also, with the vowel short,

f^T, &c., vernacular forms of H. Derh, %%, JS^i) One-

and-a-half.

Didhihutlhi, Mar. (f^lcfcldl) Advance of grain by the

grain-dealers to the cultivators, on condition of receiving

back half as much more at the harvest.

Didhotard, incorrectly, Deedotrd, Mar. (fi^Vro) Interest

at one-and-a-half per cent, per mensem.
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Dirki, Mar. ( f^3<*TO A piece of money, a dugani and a

half.

DIG, or DIK, also Dis, or DISA, incorrectly, DEESHA, H.

&c. (tL/i3, S. fi^J, nom. fij^i, or f^) A quarter or

division of the horizon, of which ten are enumerated ;

the cardinal and intermediate points, the zenith and

nadir.

DlGAMBARA, S. (f<^iyt.M lit. sky-clad) A mendicant going

about naked. A division of the Jains, the members of

which either go naked or wear coloured clothes, in op-

position to the Swetambaras, or those who wear white.

DIGAH-HAKM, Hindi (P. j>3, another, A
>i,, sort) Any

kind of crop: a term used in leases (Puraniya).

DIGH, Hidi (^hl, S. ^ff, long) A pace, two cubits

(Puraniya).

DIGHI, corruptly, DIGGY, H. &c. ( .*&-, from the S. dirgha,

<fKf, long) DIGHI, Dioi, Ben. (WW, IfHft) A long or

large tank or pond.

DlGRI, or DIKRI, Ben. Uriya (a corruption of the English

word decree) Decision, judgment, sentence, especially

that in favour of one of the parties.

DIGUMATI, Tel. (QXb^oS) Importation, landing goods

from on board ship.

DIGWAR, corruptly, DEGWAR, and DEEGWAR, H. &c.

(jijSJ,
from tL/J, a quarter) A watchman, a guard, espe-

cially one employed by the Zamindars in the Jangal

Mahals: lit. a protector of the regions.

DIH, DEH, not unfrequently pronounced, and sometimes written

with the hard d, DIH, P. (Si>, Xj) A village, com-

prehending not only the actual village, but the lands be-

longing to it. Mr. Elliot observes, that, in the Lower

Doab and Benares, Dih or JDeeh is applied to a deserted

village, and the Persian Deh is used for an inhabited

one ; but Richardson and Shakespear both write the word

Dih for a village in general.

Dih, DeeJi, H. Land of the best quality (Bahar).

Dihdt, Dehdt, corruptly, Deyhat, H. (ciAfct), being an

Arabic plural to a Persian noun) Villages collectively,

as opposed to towns: any cluster of villages, especially

when belonging to the same proprietors.

Dihdti, Dehdti, H.
(^yl^iJ) Belonging or relating to

villages or a village.

Dihdti-jamd, H. (A. *>>?-) Village assessment, revenue

assessed upon any number of villages forming a local

division.
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Dihdti-utarnrdr, H. (from A.
jjjxtJLJ,

continuance, per-

petuity) Villages held at a fixed or permanent rent.

Dih-bandi, or Deh-landi, H. (i_JJj Xj) A detailed state-

ment of the villages in any particular district or estate,

and of the revenue assessed on each ;
such statements

were to have been prepared by the Kanungos at the time

of the decennial settlement, and deposited in the collectors'

offices: also, the rate at which a Ryot holds his lands.

Dih-da, H. &c. (Dili, a village, and ^, the letter d) An

abbreviation used by native surveyors, implying that cer-

tain lands, passed over for the time when taking
1 note of

the measurement, lie to the south, or dakshina, of lands

actually measured. Similar abbreviations are used for

the other cardinal bearings ; as, Dih-u, for uttara, north ;

Dih-pa, for paschima, west ; and Dih-pu,for piirva, east
;

the first syllable of each being substituted for the whole

word. In Bengal the terms are Denda, Denpa, &c., q. v.

Dih-ddr, H. (Dili, a village, and
j'i),

who has, or the

word is written Diddr, from P. yj<XO,
to see, q. v.) A

revenue officer, the village overseer or superintendant on

the part of the landholder or the state, whose duty it is

to exercise a superintendence over the village cultivation,

so that the Zamindar or government may not suffer de-

triment by negligence or fraud ; he is also to see that the

lands are properly distributed, the village boundaries pre-

served, and to assist in effecting the collections. It is

said to mean, also, a person having a prescriptive right

of occupancy, who cultivates at a fixed rate (?) (Bahar).

Dih-ddri, H. The office of the village keeper or super-

intendant. The pay or fees of the Dih-ddr. A special

assessment (in Bhagalpur) formerly, to provide for the

pay of this officer, who was more usually paid by fees

from the Ryots.

Dihddr-kharch, H. Expense of the employment of a village

overseer.

Dihi, H.
(^bt>) Village, belonging or relating to a village,

a villager, village cultivator, &c.

Dihi, Ben. (fvffft) A district containing a few villages,

subdivision or minor portion of an estate. (Dr. Carey

derives this from Dis or Dik, a quarter ;
but (?) if Dih,

a village, is not allowable in Bengali, although not in his

Dictionary, nor in that of Ram-kamal Sen, under the

word village).

Dihi-bandi, Ben. (fvS^^a^t) Regulation or assessment

of the revenue of a small district. See Dih-bandi.
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Dih-jamfi, H. The revenue assessment of a village.

Dih-jkdda, Mar. (?) A general list of villages.

Dih-hdsht, H. A resident villager. Dih-hdsht-zamin,

H. Land cultivated by a resident.

Dih-hharch, corruptly, Deli Curch, H. Village expenses.

An assessment on a village for its quota of the charges

of settlement and collection.

Dih-wdl, less correctly, Deehrval and Dehroal, H. A pro-

prietary cultivator, whether paying his revenue direct to the

government, or through a landholder of greater consequence.

DiiiA, DEEHA, II. (^J) A small mound.

Diha, or Dihi, Uriya ( GJJ^l ) Land raised for the site of

a dwelling, ground on which a house is situated.

DIHULA, H.
(<xly&i})

A kind of rice grown in the Benares

district.

DIKIIIT, or DIKHIT, H. (c^^J, e^JiJ) A tribe of

Rajputs settled in some numbers from Oudh to Bun-

delkhand. The name is probably the same with Dichhit

and Dikshit. See the former.

DiKiii.or Diani, H. B. (i_j/^, fetSt, Eng., Decree) Award

of a judge in favour of one of the litigants.

Dikriddr, H. (P. ,li>, who has) The person in whose

favour sentence has been given.

DIKSHA, S., and in most dialects, (?ftajT) Religious in-

struction, the performance of certain ceremonies before

receiving the mantra, or secret prayer, from a spiritual

preceptor: sacrificial worship in general.

DIL, H. ( Jj) A small eminence, the site of an old village.

DIMMAT, Mar. (f<*MH, from the A. i<i>) Trust, charge,

management, custody. Temporary order or agreement

for a person's taking possession of property transferred

before the official documents are finally granted. See

Dhimatu.

Dimmat-ddr, Mar. (from P.
j't>,

who has) One who has

charge or keeping of any thing or person.

DIMHAUT, H. (cbj^Ajj) One of the twelve tribes of the

Mewatis.

DINA, S., and in most dialects, sometimes vernacularly

shortened to DIN, (fijsfO A day.

Dina-kuli, Karn. (S.-^DJ^Q) Daily wages or hire.

Dina-thik, Uriya (S>O9) Total of daily measurement

of land, or collection of revenue.

Dindti, Hindi (f^Tfift) Time of a plough's working,

usually from 10 A.M. to an hour before sunset : also, daily

work of labourers (Puraniya).
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DIN, H. (A.
j.y.ti) Religion, faith, especially the Moham-

madan religion.

DIN, H.
(jjJJ,

S. ^nfbr, a dependant) Poor, dependent.

Din-dayd], H. (from S. <J<4I<4, compassionate) Benefactor

of the poor, a term of respectful address from an inferior

to a superior.

DINAR, A.
(^IJu J) A coin, a silver coin weighing seven, or,

according to some, ten drachms : also, a gold coin, espe-

cially in the compound Dindr-i-surkh, or red dinar. In

the south of India (&?oJc)O) Any current gold coin.

DIXDAR, Hindi ( iTiO An earthen vessel for drawing water

from a well.

PINGA, Ben. (f3''t1) A ship, a sloop, a vessel employed in

the coasting trade.

Diny't, Ben. (f^'ift) A boat, a wherry, a passage boat.

DfPA, S. and in all the dialects, also sometimes modified, as

H. DIA, Mar. DI'WA, Karn. DIVIGE, but the M. has also

Dipa and in Tarn, and Tel. the word is pure S., or

Dipam, (<^i) A lamp, a lamp burning before an idol.

Dipdli, or Dipdvali, S. (<^J, a lamp, and ^if^S, or

^TT^cS^, a row or line) A festival observed by the Hin-

dus in honour of Kartikeya, on the new moon of the

month Kartik, Sept Oct, when lamps are lighted in

honour of him. It is popularly known by the name

Dirvdli, but under that appellation is addressed to a dif-

ferent object, and has undergone popular modifications.

See Dirvdli.

Dipamdld, S. (from H\$\, a garland) A row of lights.

A festival of the Sikhs, observed on the 14th of the

dark half of Kartik. Also vernacularly, Dipmdl, Mar.,

(<1VHIdb) A pillar in front of a temple on which lamps are

suspended.

Dipdrddkana, Tel. (Po^TF^r^, from S. ^TO>nT, wor-

shipping) Offering a lamp to an idol, worshipping an

idol by waving a lighted lamp before it : also, in Mysore,

setting fire to a cloth steeped in butter or oil, and sus-

pended to the gate of a temple on the 15th night of the

month Kartik.

Dipavdrane, Mar. (from <4K4J) , to revolve) Waving a

lamp before an idol, an act of worship.

Dipddn, H. (jjljjoj, from S. ^fa, a lamp, and ^R, giving)

Offering of a lamp to an idol. A particular popular cere-

mony, suspending a lamp to a tree for ten days after the

death of a relation, in order to light the spirit on its

way to Yamapuri, the city of Yama, the judge of the
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dead. Presenting a lamp to the Ganges, setting it afloat

on the river lighted, and watching for its extinction, as

ominous of good or ill luck. Also (derived from Dip,

abbreviation of Dwip, S. ?ffa, an island,) Land assigned

to Brahmans on the bank of a river, to deprecate its

encroachment.

DIRA, Hindi (<^l,i) Fresh lands thrown up by the shifting

of the courses of rivers.

DIHM, or DIRHAM, H. (A. jJ, *ayJ) A silver coin, usually

weighing from 45 to 50 grains, rather heavier than an

English sixpence. As a weight, a dirham is considered

to be equal to 3^ mas/tax, or 463" grains. The dirm is

also sometimes distinguished from the dirham, the latter

being equal to ten of the former.

DITTHWAN, H. ( jj^Ji),
a vernacular corruption of S. De-

votthdna, q. v.) A Hindu festival on the eleventh lunation

of the light half of Kartik, on which Vishnu is awakened

with music and singing from his four months' slumber,

constituting the rainy season : marriages and festive re-

joicings, which have been but few during the interval,

are now resumed : and on this occasion the cutting of the

sugar-cane is commenced by the cultivators bringing home

a small quantity from a corner of the field, and spread-

ing it out for the reception of the Salagram-stone, or

Ammonite type of Vishnu : after this only, when the for-

tunate houris announced, the sugar-cane harvest commences.

DITTAMU, Tel. (>k)oXX>) Arrangement, settlement, esti-

mated aggregate of the revenue of a village from inves-

tigation of each several holding.

DIVAKIRTTI, Mar. (ftf^T, by day, and ^slfS, repute) A

barber, any one of a low caste. (A barber is not to be

employed nor spoken of at night).

DIVAS! DAHWAHi, Mar. ( r<ql, S., by day, and 44.441, at-

tack by robbers) Bare-faced extortion by the government,

or officers in authority.

DIVITI-INAM, Tel. (>^k3a<^5~
T>

x>) Land granted as the

portion of the village torch-bearer.

DIVYA, S. and in most dialects ; vernacularly changed in

some to Dibya, (f^'aj, divine) An oath, or, more cor-

rectly, an ordeal, various kinds of which were admitted

by the Hindu law. 1. The Tula, or balance, in which

the accused is first weighed against a weight properly

adjusted, and then, after certain ceremonies, is again

weighed : if he be lighter .than before, he is innocent ; if

the same, or heavier, guiky. 2. Agni, or fire, in which the
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accused touches fire or heated metal : if his hands are burnt

he is guilty. 3. Jala, water: the accused is to be entirely

immersed while a person runs to a place to which an arrow

has been shot and returns with it: if he then lives he is

pronounced innocent. 4. Visha : the accused is acquitted

on his swallowing poison with impunity. 5. Kosha:

drinking holywater, that in which images have been bathed,

and meeting with no misfortune for fourteen days after-

wards. 6. Tandula: chewinggrains ofrice and ejectingthem :

if they are dry, or tinged with blood, the suspected person

is pronounced guilty. 7. Tapta-mdsha: taking a mdsha

weight of gold out of a vessel filled with hot butter or oil,

without burning the fingers, is proof of innocence.

8. Plidla, the ploughshare: holding with impunity a heated

ploughshare, or similar blade of steel. 9. Dharmddharma: I

images or drawings of Dharma and Adharma, virtue

and vice, are covered carefully with cow-dung or earth,

and placed privately in a vessel : the accused draws one

of them, and is declared innocent or guilty accordingly :

this is also termed Dharmurchd, worship of Dharma.

10. Tulasi, holding the leaves of the Tulasi plant, which

is sacred to Vishnu, and some water, and, after repeating

the form of the oath, swallowing them. Some of these

forms of ordeal are still in use among native states, and

that of chewing rice is occasionally employed for the de-

tection of petty thefts by the police-officers of the British

government. There are other forms also in popular

use, some of which are rather modes of adjuration than or-

deals, although the notions are blended ; as, 1. Kuchcha

ghata or ghard, H. Mar. (from kachcha, raw, unbaked, and

ghat.a, or gliarA, a water vessel) filling an unbaked

earthen vessel with water, and carrying it on the head for

a certain distance without breaking it. Bel-bhanddra,

(q. v.) Swearing by the leaves of the Bel. Gangdjala,

(S. Jala, water) Swearing while holding a cup with the

water of the Ganges, or some sacred stream. Devoid,

or Devdlaya, swearing in a temple before an image.

Gait, holding the tail of a cow ; or Brdhmani, touch-

ing the feet of a Brahman, while pronouncing an oath.

Simd, or Simbd, a boundary : in a case of contested

boundaries, a person is selected by both parties, who,

after performing religious ceremonies, walks over and

points out the proper boundary : if no misfortune befal

him or his family within a given term, his decision is con-

sidered final : or sometimes he walks the boundary with an
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oil-cake on his head, the falling or breaking ofwhich vitiates

his demarcation. These different modes of determining

innocence or guilt, or of giving evidence, are accompanied

with various forms and observances, according to the

supposed sanctity, and the importance of the judgment.

DIWALA, H.
(Sly.O) DIWALEN, or DfwALtiN, Mar. (f^j,

f^Tc|) DlwALi ,Karn. (Q<O o>^O Bankruptcy, insolvency.

Dirvaliya, very corruptly, Devaleeo, H.
(Ull^jj)

A bank-

rupt (This and the preceding are variously derived from

dipa or dirvd, a lamp, because, it is said, it was formerly

the practice to announce the event by placing a piece of

burning cow-dung at the bankrupt's door, or because it

was customary to announce insolvency at the Dirvdli

festival.

DiwALi, corruptly, DEEPOULEE, H. &c. (^Jlyj) DEULI,

Ben. (ZTf&ft) Karn. DIWALIGEICHHA, (6$5''7?<XOa?'or
from the S. Dipdli, or Dipdvali, q. v.) A popular fes-

tival of the Hindus, the feast of lights, held on the two last

days of the dark half of Aswm and the new moon and four

following days of Kfirtik (Sept. Oct.). Appropriate cere-

monies are allotted to each day, but on the last the night

is to be spent in merry-making and festivity, and illumina-

tions are to be made in honour of deceased ancestors. The

goddess Lakshmi, or fortune, is also to be worshipped,

and in her honour games of chance are to be played

during the last night of the festival. Amongst the Ma-

rajhas it is the commencement of the commercial year,

over which Lakshmi especially presides, and accounts are

opened by merchants and bankers with individuals for

the smallest sums a few rupees as ominous of success.

Bankruptcies are also declared at this season. In Bengal

the lower orders of the Mohammadans, in imitation of the

Hindus, also offer lamps at this time to the spirits of

the dead.

DIWAN, incorrectly, DEWAN, DEEWAN, DIVAN, H. &c. (P.

^l^kl): in the dialects the i is short, as DIBAN, Ben. (fFfTfa)

DIWAN, Mar (f^Ttr) A royal court, a council of state, a tri-

bunal ofrevenue or justice. A minister.a chief officer of state.

Under the Mohammadan government it was especially ap-

plied to the head financial minister, whether of the state

or of a province, being charged, in the latter, with the

collection of the revenue, the remittance of it to the

imperial treasury, and invested with extensive judicial

powers in all civil and financial causes. Under the

Maratha government the Dirvdn was the chief minister
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after the Pradhdn. The title also denoted the head officer

of any revenue or financial department, as the Diwdn of

the mint, of the jewel office, and the like
;

in which sense

it is retained under the British goverment, as the Dirvdn

of the mint, of the bank, of the salt-agency, and, formerly,

of a collectorate, and is even applied to the managers of

Zamindans for native proprietors, and to native servants

intrusted with the management of the financial interests of

a house of business, or of any responsible individual. The

title of Din-art, or office of Dirvdni, equivalent to the

right of collecting the whole revenues of Bengal, Bahar,

and Orissa, was conferred upon the East-India Company

by the nominal emperor of Hindustan, Shah Aalam, in

1765. The word also signifies a record or account book ;

and, in Mohammadan law, the bags in which the Kazi's

records are kept.

Dirvdni, incorrectly, Dervani, and, corruptly, Dervanny, H.

(A. jj^j) adj., Of or relating to a Diwan, civil, as

opposed to criminal. subst., The office, jurisdiction,

emoluments, &c., of a Diwan. The right to receive the

collections of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, conferred on the

East-India Company by the titular Moghul. It is used

also in the early reports for the territory of which the

revenue was receivable under the grant in Bengal.

Dirvdn-dene or dhdrd, Mar. (from ^ifr, to give, or VTTT,

fixed rate) Any tax or assessment.

Dirvdn-juz, H.
(j>-,

a little) A sub- or deputy-steward, or

finance officer.

Dirodn-khdna, H. (from H. iils-, a house) The court or

office of the Diredn : a court of civil or revenue juris-

diction : a hall of audience.

Din-dn-lthdyl, Mar. ( 4X141 0) The chief finance minister

of the Peshwa.

Dirvdn-kul, H. (A. J^, all) The head steward or finance

officer.

Dirvdn-patti, Mar. (from V%\, a pecuniary collection)

Government assessment.

Diroani-Addlat, corruptly, Dervanny Adarvlut, H. (from

C^iXc, a tribunal) The court of civil and revenue ju-

risdiction. See Addlat.

Dircdn-i-Adld, (from A.
J^Lel,

most eminent) Prime minister.

Dirvdn-i-Adm, H. (from A.
jvc,

all or common persons)

A public court, or general audience chamber.

Ditvdn-i-khdx, H. (from A. ^^-, select) Private audience

chamber. A cabinet council.
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Dindn-i-khdha, H. (A. from <Calli-, pure, most eminent)

The accountant-general of the royal revenue.

Diwdn-i-daftar, H. (j^sd, an office) The account or record

office of the Diwan.

Dimdni-sanad, H. (from A. JJL*>, a grant) A patent or

grant under the authority of the Diwan. A grant of the

office of Diwan. The deed of grant by which the Diwam

was conferred upon the East-India Company.

Dircdn-i-tan, H. (from P. ^, the body) The chief financial

minister in attendance on the emperor. The officer charged

with the provision of the emperor's personal expenses.

(He is called, in some of the early reports, Dirvdn Beutal,

which is clearly erroneous, although it may have some

relation to Byay or Vyay expenditure).

Dirvdnu, Karn. (Q<O c).-\-O) The head native officer of a

Kachcheri.

DIWAR, DEEWAR, H.
(j'^.t>)

The tutelary divinity of a

village for whom a portion of grain is set apart at each

harvest ; commonly represented by a shapeless stone,

although bearing various personal appellations, as, Ka-

teswari, Hanreat, Bhum-sen, Hari-Rdm, &c.

DIVELAVAXI, Mar. (f<*<j($N<!)1) Peopling a deserted place:

(lit., causing lamps to be brought).

Diveldvani chd kaul, Mar. (A. Jyi)
A paper granted to set-

tlers in deserted places, exempting them from taxes for a

term.

DIYAT, incorrectly, DEYIT, or DEYUT, H. (A. &O) The

price of blood, a tax imposed for any act of offence against

the person : in cases of homicide, payable to the relatives

of the deceased.

Diyat-mughalaza, H. (from A. (Itiilc-o, severe) The heaviest

fine or penalty for manslaughter that can be imposed

(Mohammadan law).

Do, or, as sometimes modified vernacularly, especially in com-

position, Du, Doo, H.
(jii,

from the S. ftf, or nom.

Dual, ift, or from the Per.
ji>, Du) Two.

Do-db, or Du-ab, H. >-r>|'} ,
from

y$, two, and db, water,

by metonymy, a river) A tract of land lying between two

rivers, which, after running for some distance, unite ; as

the country between the Ganges and Jamuna, known

especially as the Doab : also the districts between the

rivers of the Panjab, as the Jalandhara-Doab, between

the Satlaj and the Beah, &c.

Do-ansa, Hindi (^t^t) A sort of soil, a light clay

mixed with sand.
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Dobdra, orDubdrd, H.
(ji>,

and ^b or
\j\>,

a time) Twice,

two times
; also, twice as much, double.

Do-ltul, or Du-kul, Ben. (&$**, from S. ^F, a baiik,

or a family) Both banks of a river. Belonging
1 to both

families of father and mother, or wife and husband.

Do-farafa, H. (from < .

tja,
a side) Applied to a suit in

which both parties have been heard.

DOBA, Hindi (^W) A pond (Puraniya).

DOBA, Ben. (tfSlTl, from ^7, to sink, properly, immersed)

Low and swampy or inundated land.

Dobd-jami, or -jamin, Ben. (from P.
(.^j, land) Swampy

or marshy ground.

Dobd-mar, Hindi ('SfaTHTC) Low lands which lose their

moisture from sand being too near the surface.

Dobdn, Hindi ('Sfa'R) Land situated around and in the

beds of dry ponds (Puraniya).

DOBE, DtiBE, H.
(.*>)<},

from do, two, and be, corruption

of Veda) A Brahman who has studied or who teaches

two of the four Vedas. A caste of Brahmans so termed,

generally ignorant and low persons, and by profession

boxers and wrestlers.

Dobisrvi, sometimes abridged vernacularly to Dubsi, or

Doobscc, H. ( ,_fjj^i3) An allowance or deduction of

two bisicas out of a lit/lid,
or one-tenth. The right of

the Zamindar in land, as the Malikana is in money. A
concession sometimes made by holders of rent-free lands

to the Zamindar, in acknowledgment of his superior or

proprietary right ; especially, according to Mr. Elliot,

when they are not confident of the validity of their te-

nure. A per-centage, 10 per cent., allowed to farmers of

the government revenue.

Docha, H. (<te-j->)
The second reservoir to which water

is thrown up from a pond or river for irrigation.

DofaM, H. (iLas.O, ^rHW<j5T) Two crops raised on the

same land in one year : the land so cultivated.

Dofadi, H.
(j^jLci).),

from
^i), two, and (J-ai, harvest)

Yielding two crops in a year (land).

DODDADORE, Karn. (&5>g&5>6, from &S&, great, old,

and CV3O, a master) A head-man, the chief authority in

any place, the head of a mercantile firm or bank, &c.

Doddappa, Doddatande, Karn. (&E>g d/S&6o^,'

'a Q
' OcO' Q

from C^g , great, old) A father's elder brother, the hus-

band of a mother's elder sister.

DODDI, Karn. (Q^>&) A pound for confining cattle.

DOQAR, H.
(^SjJJ The name of a predatory and pastoral
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tribe in the north-west of Hindustan. During the last

century they occupied a considerable tract on the banks of

the Satlaj, and made themselves formidable to the Mo-

hammadan government of Dehli. They are Mohammadans

by religion, but claim to be descended from the Chauhan

Rajputs, a claim not admitted by the other converted

Chauhans, who consider, apparently with reason, the Do-

gars to have been originally Jats and Gujars. Members

of the race have latterly risen into consideration as former

feudatories of Ranjit Sinh, now acknowledged by the

British as Rajas of Jamu and Kashmir.

DoGGA, Thug. A pipe for smoking. An old man.

DOH, Mar. (<Tt?) A deep part in a river or tank.

DOHAI, or DUHAI, II. (^IftjJ,
from } 5, two, or repeatedly,

and
^U&, alas) DAWAIII, Guz. (^Hlcfl) A word used

as an exclamation in calling out for mercy or redress.

Dolidt-tiltdi-Jtarna, To make exclamation twice and thrice,

t. e. importunately.

DonA Li, Don LI, or DOHRI, H.
(^Ifcj-V <_f/

a
j-> ^?^)

Service land, or lands granted rent-free by Zamindars to

village servants, to poor relatives, or religious mendicants.

In some places it is confined to land given to Brail-

mans. The terms are also applied to the perquisite of

Fakirs at harvest time (Dehli).

DOHAO, H.
(jtajj, perhaps from dull, for du.dk, milk, and,

more correctly, Dufido) The Zamindar" s perquisite of a

certain quantity of milk from the Ryot's cows (North-west

Provinces).

DOHAR, H. (fy^i
fr m

)^i
two> andyti,

what takes) The old

bed of a river (East Oudh). Land that bears two crops

in a year (Central Doab).

DOHAR, Mar. (Tt^U) A caste, or individual of it; a tanner,

or worker in leather

POHODIU, Guz. (Slt^iSl^)
A copper pice, a quarter

ana.

DOHRA, H.
(lyfcjJ)

A sort of ladle for taking the juice of

the sugar-cane out of the boiler.

DOHUR, DOHOOR, H. (^0) A loose sandy sub-soil, which

is apt to give way in sinking a well without masonry

while the water from it is oily and brackish.

DofpHORYA, Mar. (Tt^, the head, and TKtesn, who breaks)

The name of a class of Hindu mendicants, who knock

their heads against stones to enforce compliance with their

demands ; hence, any importunate petitioner.

DOJIRA, H. (l^As-jj)
A kind of rice.
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DoKHi, H. (^a^j) A raised mound, indicating the junction

of two boundaries.

DOL, H. (J^) Applied locally to signify the richest black

soil. (Baitul).

DOL, Hindi &c. (^tcS, A. Jjj) A bucket, a leathern bucket

used for drawing
1

up water from a well, or for throwing

up water for irrigation.

DOKARA, Mar. (<ftoKTT) A small copper coin, a half pice.

Doharo, Guz (^.l%$l) A nominal coin, one hundred of

which are equal to one rupee : the decimal fraction of a

rupee.

DOLA, or DOLI, H. &c.
0!_jJ, ^^, S.

<ft<5T,
the initial being

vernacularly changed) A swing, a sort of sedan in which

women are carried. A woman of inferior rank married

to a man of superior rank : she takes a lower place than

a wife of equal station, and is carried home privately,

without any ceremonial or procession,

Doldma, H.
(Sj^jJ ) A well having two Laos, or well buckets

and ropes.

Dolcha, H. (<*J.->) A small bucket

Dol-jdtrd, Ben. (ctrll-stl^i, from S. *rr=n,a festival) The

swing festival, held on the full moon of Phalyun (March

April), in honour of Krishna, when figures of him and

Radha are swung in an ornamented swing.

DOM, or DOMRA, fern.DOMNI, corruptly, DHOME, H.CyJ,]^^,
fern,

J-A-O.J)
The name of a low caste, apparently one of

the aboriginal races. In Hindustan they are usually by avo-

cation makers of ropes, mats, fans, and baskets. In Oudh

the Dom is a sweeper ; and in some places they perform

the lowest offices, as carrying dead bodies and skeletons.

The Dom is often a musician, and the female Domni is

an actress and singer, who performs in the inner apart-

ments before the women of the family. There is also

a tribe of Mohammedans termed Dom, better known by

the designation of Mir, or Mirasi.

DOMAT, or DUMAT, DoMUT, DooMUT, H. (c^-->, fronijJ,

two and
,<-^, earth, from S. *nf,

<fta^, 3*17) A kind

ofsoil chieHy composed ofclay andsand, severally Matidrand

lihur. In some places it appears to contain a proportion

of about j-th of lime. In some districts, as Farakhabad

and Bareli, it is considered the first quality of soil: in

others, as in Badaon, the second.

DOMBA, DOMBAR, or DoMBARA, Kara. DOMMARA, or

Tel. (&soeo >
cU>oeo8

5 d/Qosrstf,

DOMBARI, Mar. (^fetcl) A tumbler, a rope-
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dancer, a juggler. (Probably vernacular modifications of

Dom.)

Dombar-lingada-vira kdniki, Kara. A tax levied on the

cultivators in Mysore in lieu of smaller sums formerly

distributed as presents to tumblers and mendicants.

DOMTIKAR, H. (^lLcjj)
A division of Sarwaria Brahmans.

DON, H. ((jjj) A fractional division of an estate.

D6NE, corruptly DONY, Tel. (O "3
) A coasting vessel,

a sloop, usually with one mast.

DONGA, Tel. (SToX) A thief, a robber.

DONGA, DONGI, Ben &c. (^1*tt, i^t'Ttt) A canoe, one

made of two or three sheaths of the plaintain leaves

fastened together.

DONGAR, Mar. (fthr) A hill, high ground.

Dongaren, Mar. ('sWf ) A sort of coarse rice grown on

the hills.

Donr/arhol'i, Mar. ( Tth^'lftSEft ) A lawless tribe inhabiting

the hilly country.

Donf/arrvat, Mar. (Tt'n.ei) Undulating, hilly.

DONI, Hindi (<^ft) Treading out the grain from the straw

by bullocks (Puraniya).

DONKA, Tel. (Q O ST ) A path between two fields, a pas-

sage for cattle.

DONWAR, or DUNWAR, H. (J\^S) A tribe of Zamindars

of mixed origin, partly Brahmans, partly Rajputs. They

call themselves Thakurs, but are generally considered

Bhuinhars, Brahman cultivators. They are numerous in

the districts of Gorakhpur, Ghazipur, and Azimgarh, and

were once sufficiently powerful to establish a Rajship on

the Kosi, in Western Tirhut under Karnadeva.

DOPATTAH, H. (^;J) DOPATA, Ben. (ffft'ftiJ'i, from S.

TK, cloth) DUPATA, DUPATTA, or DuPATEN, Mar.

(<rerjT, &c.) DUPATI, Tel. (&>>-3) A piece of cloth of
s>

two breadths, forming the principal or only garment of

women of the lower orders.

DOPHALI, Uriya (S. T/Sc$, fruit, produce) Land bearing two

crops.

DOR, Hindi (jj-\ Tts) A tribe of Rajputs, some of whom,

mostly converted to Mohammadanism, are settled in the

district of Aligarh, also about Banda and Sagar.

DOR, H. (yJ) Land twice ploughed.

DOR, also DORA and DORI, H. &c.
(jyb, j;jJ, i_?yi>)

A

string, a rope ; also thread. Dori is also applied to the

chain or line used in land measurement ; and, among the

Marathas, to a land measure : a Dori is equal to 80, or
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sometimes 120, bighd?. (In Maratha the initial is the

dental d, as ^Wt. In Bengali, as in Hindi, the cerebral

DORA, Tel. (O O) A master, a ruler, a prince, with the

honorific affix guru, Doragdru.

Dora-gam, Tel. (S'tf'Tr'fo) The equivalent of Mr. or

Sir, applied to Europeans especially. A gentleman.

DO-HAS, DO-RUS, H. ((jy^) A kind of mixed soil, con-

sisting of the soils known as Matiar and Balua, clay

and sand, variously estimated as of first or second quality.

Land yielding two crops in a year.

DO-RASTU, Tel. (^#&2, from the P. <tLy, grown)

Land yielding a double crop. The double apportionment

of the harvest The shares of the cultivator and of the

government.

DORAVU, Tel. (STS^) A large well.

DORWA, (?) Tel. The native head revenue officer of a dis-

trict, the Mukaddam. (The word is probably a modifi-

cation of Dora (Warangal).

PORIA, H. (&jjt>) Lace. (From ^j^, thread).

Dorid, H.
(Ifi^) Striped muslin. (From the same).

Dorihdr, H. (^l^O) A pedlar selling laces and thread.

A Saiva mendicant living partly by the sale of thread.

Dor'avdld, H.
(ill^jt))

A ropemaker.

DORIDENI, Hindi (^tft^Bft) Measurement of a field after

the crop has grown to estimate the probable produce.

DOSAD, or DusiD, H. (jL^J) A low caste, employed as

executioners, to remove dead bodies, and the like : em-

ployed also in Bengal as village watchmen and messengers.

DOSAI, or DOSAHI, H. (i^L^J, J&Uujj)
Land yielding

two crops a-year.

Dosari, Dosuree, H.
(,_fj*ujJ,

it were more correctly Do-

siri, from Tffc, S. a plough) Ploughing land twice :

the land so ploughed.

Dosdl, H. (P. from
ji>,

two, and JL, a year) Applied to

lands that have been two years under cultivation.

DOSHA, vernacularly, DOSH, Ben., Uriya, Mar. &c. (S. ^fa)

Dos, H. (|^jj) Fault, offence, crime.

Doshi, Ben. &c (S. ^ftft) Dosi, H. (^jJ) An offender,

a culprit, a criminal.

DOSHAMBA, H. (P. <U*j.>) Monday.

DOSILI, Tel. (O &>)) The hands joined together, so as to

hold any thing : what may be so held, a handful. A
small quantity of grain granted as a fee or perquisite to

the village servants at the time of harvest.
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DoshVANIo, Guz. (Sl<Sr(l<=U l3llvti) A dealer in cloth, a

pedlar of the Banya tribe.

DRAGOMAN, (corruption of Tarjamdn, from A. Tarjama,

&*>yji, translation) An interpreter.

DRAVIDA, S. ('ijlfas) or, the ^ being pronounced r, DR!-

VI RA. The country in which the Tamil language is

spoken : the Coromandel coast from Madras southward :

the country below the Eastern Ghats, to Cape Komorin.

An inhabitant of the country. A class of Brahmanical

tribes, called the five Dravira Brahmans, comprehending

all those of the Peninsula, or Drdvira, Karndta, Te-

linga, Gitjerata, and Maratha.

DRAMMA, Mar. (S. "JwO A piece of money equal to 16

panas of kaunris, or 1280.

DRAVYA, S., adopted in most dialects, slightly modified, and

met with sometimes barbarously corrupted, as in the

Summary of Hindu Law and Customs, published by order

of the government of Bombay, in which it is always

printed DREWY, ("JT^l) Thing, substance, wealth, pro-

perty. It is distinguished as

Sthdvara, or Sthira dravya, Fixed or immoveable pro-

perty, property in land, trees, &c.

Asthdvara, Jangama, or Chara dravya, Moveable pro-

perty, cattle, money, &c. It is also distinguished as

Kramdyata, descended or ancestral ; Sn-ayamarjita, or

Krita, self-acquired or made
;

and Agantuka, accidental ;

and again as Sddhdrana, common, held in common ;

Asddhdrana, that which is not common, but belongs to

the holder exclusively ;
and Vibhakta, divided, partitioned

among separated heirs.

DRIDHA-BODHA, Ben. (from the S. dridlta, ~^S, firm, and

bodha, ^tV, understanding) Conviction, judgment. (Uriya)

Presumptive evidence.

DRISHTA, vernacularly, DRISHT, sometimes corrupted to

DISHT, (S. Tge) Seen, present, visible.

Drishtddhi, or DrishlabandhaJi, H. &c. (S. T?, with

wftl, or ^HIcR, a pledge) Mortgage or pledge of real

substantial property, that which may be kept in view ;

or, also, that from which, although possession be had, no

profit or benefit is derived. In the west and south of India

it means mortgage or pledge, without giving up possession,

except on failure of payment of the debt for which the

property is pledged.

Drishti dosha, S.
("^fif,

the sight, and ?jfaj, fault) The

influence, or blight of an evil eye.
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Drklitanta, S., but used in some dialects, (^givrf) Ex

ample, proof, precedent.

DRONA, Ben. (S. JfM) A measure of capacity, equal to

j-6
th of a hhdri. (In Chittagong and Sylhet) a land

measure equal to 1G hunts.

DRONI, S. &c. ( l*u"l) An oval vessel of wood or stone ;

a trough for watering cattle
; a canoe.

DUB, DOOB, DURVA, H.
(i_>.}

J
> s- sfr) A kind of grass

highly esteemed for fodder (Cynodon dactylon). Three

sorts are described : the best, called Paunda, is essen-

tially the same as Florin ; the second, called Khutia, is

smaller, and grows on hard ground ; the third is called

White Dub : or it is distinguished as of two sorts, Ghor-

dub, horse grass, being the best fodder ; and Ban-dub,

forest grass, of a coarser quality.

Dub-mahal, H. (A. J'JT*) A tax formerly levied on pro-

viders of fodder or grass cutters (Dacca).

DUBACHAR, H. (from bji>, immersed, and^-, an alluvial

island) A bank or island in a river, or low alluvial

lands liable to be flooded.

DUBAI, H.
i_flj>J,

from
UujJ,

to drown) lit, Drowning;

but applied to a bribe which is given absolutely, whether

the briber gain or lose his suit, in distinction to Tarana,

a crossing over, f. e. a bribe which is to be returned if

the suit is lost.

PUBARA, H.
(\j\iyS,

from
Iwjt),

to be immersed) An island,

or land left in the channel of a river, liable to be flooded

when the water rises, but cultivable in the cold weather

for spring crops.

DUBAHO, Guz. (i3.l) A man of the BMl or Kuli tribe.

DUBARU, Ben. (^5<jlS) A caste, whose occupation is that
** d*.

of fishermen and divers, (from ^Tt, to plunge).

DUBASI, commonly, DuBAsni, Tel. (&3'25~
t>

<O
) vernacular

corruption of DOBH^SHI, one who speaks two languages,

from S. fg, two, and HT3T, a language) An interpreter,

a native man of business in the service of a European

(Madras), but the office and the name are almost obsolete.

DuBERji, Mar. (5*K0) Twice brought to account, twice

entered, payment, expenses, and the like ; as, Duberji-

jamd, Duberji-kharch, &c.

DUBHALIS, H. ( iiJl^jjL>)
Land seated in the neighbourhood

of population, the soil of which is intermixed with gravel :

vegetables, jarvdr, and poppy are grown in it (Behar).

DUBRAJ, (corruption of Yuvardjd, young prince) H. The

heir of a Raja.
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DUBSI, H.
(jj^ujJ,

from
LujJ, to be immersed) Land

liable to be flooded. See also Dobismi.

DUDDU, Kara. (&>&J) DUDU, Mar. (??) A copper coin,C6 vCs

worth twenty has. Mar., A fourth of a paisa.

DUD& (?) A weight equal to the fourth part of a maund

(Madras).

DUDEKULAVADU, Tel. (&r" OJOoJ~c

'&)) A cotton cleaner.

DUDHA, H.
(la>-Jjj) A sort of rice.

DUDHWATJ, Hindi
(jV^nft, lit., full of milk) Full of

farinaceous matter, ears of corn becoming ripe.

DUDI, Tel. (&>>) Cotton after it is cleared from the seed.

DUGAR, H. (/J) A path, a way.

DUGARA, Tel. (&rX& ) The dust of rice in the husk, bran.

DUGDHA, H. (laj^J) A tribe of inferior Brahmans on the

borders of Fatihpur and Allahabad.

DUGGANI, Tel., Kara. (&>-S>) DUGANI, Mar.
(jFTTOft)

A copper coin, worth about ten has, or a half pice.

DtJGLA, H.
(<ldjJ) A sling basket of large size used for

irrigation.

DUHI', H.
(jcfcjii)

Alluvial formations. A mark of village

boundaries. t

DUHITRI, S.
(|f?iT)

A daughter.

Dauhitra, S. (fff^T.) A daughter's son. Dauhitri,

(^Jf^Vl) A daughter's daughter.

DUHOTTAHA, or -TRA, Mar.
(jffat-TT) Interest at two

per cent per mensem.

DUKAL, Mar. (<J which in Mar. compounds is used either

for ^t, two, or for the S. ^ , dur, bad, and 3TTc5, time)

A dearth or famine.

DCKAN-PATTI, Mar. (from P. Dukdn, a shop, which oc-

curs in most dialects, and patti, a cess) A tax on shops

or trades.

DUKKI, Tel. (Q^l^) Ploughing, ploughed ground, a ploughed

field. Also Duklti-polamu.

OUKRA, H. &c.
OpRTT)

One-fourth of a paisa.

DULANDI, DOOLUNDY, (?) A Ryot cultivating land in a

different village from that in which he resides.

, H. ( jjjJ) DOLI, Mar. (Ttcft) A litter, a swing cot.

Dtiliyd, Ben. (wfi<ii) The name of a caste, or individual

of it, whose business is carrying palanquins, or other

burthens.

DULLAKOTTUTA, Tel. (<&
S^^X)^

) Threshing corn.

DUMA, (?) A leather case, holding about three sers, in which

tea was imported into Kamaon from Tibet. The tea of

Kamaon itself is now exported to Tibet.
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DUMALA, or DUMALI-GAON, incorrectly, DOOMALLA, Mar.

(eHT<5T, the back or tail part, from P. SUJJ, fig., re-

verting or turning back, and 'II^Y, a village) A re-

versionary village, or lands the revenues of which are

granted for life or a term of years, after which they re-

vert to the state ; or lands granted for service, or through

favour, subject to resumption at pleasure. Also, lands

of which the revenues are not wholly alienated, but which

are subject to a quit-rent In common use it is also

loosely applied to all alienated villages. (The word, in

the usual sense, is more probably derived from du, two,

and m&l, property ; the holder and the state having both

an interest in it).

DUMBALA, Tel. (&>OET
)

er) An order for giving up the

government share of the produce to the cultivators.

Dumbala-deron, (?) The issue of an order to the cul-

tivators to reap the crops without waiting for the final

adjustment of the assessment with the Zamindars. Fifth

Rep., p. 644. (The second term is obviously erroneous,

and the sense of the first has been, perhaps, mistaken.

An absurd etymology is given in the Glossary to explain

the term : as, Dumbdleli, P., tail of a cow, and Dharan,

H., seizing, taking hold of the tail of a cow, to urge her

along).

Dumbdla-mdnyam, Tel. (&>OCT
Derc&rv5O) Lands

held free of assessment, or at a low quit-rent ; under

special grant, not forming part of the original assign-

ments.

DtJN, BOON, H. (^yJ) A valley.

DUNA, Thug. Stocks for culprits.

DUNBT, also written DOENBEE, (neither, perhaps, is quite

correct) Mar. Split, cracked : applied to the first kind

of black soil, which, although very rich, requires a copious

supply of water.

PUNDA, H. 0^ji>) A bullock with one horn.

DUNDI, or DONDI, Hindi (T?t) Proclamation by beat of

drum.

DUNDUBHI, H. &c.
(jn^fa:) The fifty-sixth year of the

cycle, the next recurrence of which will be A. D. 1862.

Dundubhi-hechchige. Karn. (&>O&>S-&|'A') Increase

in the Mysore assessment made in a former Dundubhi

year, 1784-85.

DUNGA, H. (l&jj) Deep; a trough, a canoe.

DUNGALI, Karn. (&>oXy) A measure of two and-a-half

sers (South Kanara).
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DuNGANf, H. ( jjUoJ) A small fractional division of an

estate (Kamaon).

PL-NOAH, or DONGAR, H.
(^&ji>)

A hill, a hilly country.

DUNR, or DUNRI, Thug. Cry of the victim for help.

DUPIKI, Mar. (eftTeRt, from 5, two, and flcjriU, to ripen)

Bearing two crops in a year (land &c.).

DunAiii, Mar. ( ?Cli?l, from S. <IT, bad, and W?, saying,

also Divdhi, rfl^l) An expression used in prohibiting

any thing on the part of the authorities or the Raja, im-

plying his vengeance in case of disobedience.

DuHAi, Tel., Karn. (fo^aM, from the S. particle ^,
implying deprecation or prohibition) Protest, prohi-

bition. Citation, summons, an order of the state to

bring a person to trial. (Probably a modification of the

preceding).

DURAKANI', Mar. (<i<<*Ml) Drawn (as a line) through the

two central columns of a sheet of country paper, leaving

the first and last as margins ; the form used in letters to

superiors or equals.

DURBHIKSIIA, S. &c, vernacularly, DURBHIKKA, (^fS^n)

A famine, a dearth.

DURGA, S., vernacularly, DuRG, DOORG, whence, erroneously,

DROOG, H. &c. (cL//i, <J*t) A fort, a hill fort.

DURGA, S. &c. (<I*tO A goddess highly popular in many

parts of India, especially in Bengal; the wife of Siva,

and, in an especial manner, the destroyer of evil beings

and oppressors : her worship is permitted to the lowest

castes.

Durfjd-navami, S. &c, (^TflVHl) A Hindu festival, the

worship of Durga, on the ninth lunation of the light half

of Kartik.

Durgd-pujd, S. (</i|i4il) The worship of Durga, celebrated

for ten days in the month of Aswin (October), with par-

ticular pomp, in Bengal.

Durgotsava, S. (from <Jr4H:, a festival) The festival of

Durga, the Durga-puja.

DURG-BANSI, H.
(^jMiJu^j)

A tribe of Rajputs in Jonpur,

and Azimgarh.

PURIA, or PORIA, II. (Ujjj) A dog-keeper. (From Dor'i,

or Duri, a string, with which he leads the dogs.

DURMATI, S. &c.
(gJifTH,

from <?T, bad, jrfir, mind) The

fifty-fifth year of the cycle.

DDRMUKHA, S. &c.
(55^',

from S. <JT, bad, and
ij^, aspect)

The thirtieth year of the cycle.

DURVA, or DURBA, S. (siJT) Bent grass : see DUB.
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Durvdshtami, S. (from ^T?ft, the eighth) The eighth

lunation of the month Bhadra, on which day DUTV&

grass is used in the ceremonies observed.

DTTSOTA, Mar. (ft^TlZl) Pulse, &c, sown in a field from

which the regular crop has been gathered.

DusiGA, Kara. (&5~~&X) A cloth merchant, a tailor,

DUPAI, Hindi ( (_jl~ji>, *fr^) The second sort of sugar-cane,

which is sown after the autumn crop is reaped.

DUTA, S. (5TT:) A messenger, an envoy, an ambassador.

DWADASA, S. ( 31331) Twelve, twelfth.

Drvddai!ddh;ka,Karn.('5d
<$&% )Q8, S. STT^SfT, and

more) Twelve fold, a rate of increase to be calculated on

the produce of land.

Dteddaxdhiha, S. (from SHI ff! off, relating to a day, ^TITT )

A Brahman householder, who keeps a store of food for

twelve days' consumption.

Dnddasi, S. (si^fl) The twelfth day of a lunar fortnight

DWAITA, S. (^7T, from fg, two) Duad. The doctrine of

duality, distinguishing two principles in creation, spirit

and matter, as opposed to the Adreaita, or monad doc-

trine, which acknowledges the reality of spiritual ex-

istence only.

DWAPARA-YUGA, S. (jfWJir) The third age of the world.

DWAR-DEVATA, Mar. (glt^tfril, S. 3TT, a door, and ^ril,

divinity) The attendants of a great m*ra, who must be

worshipped in order to get access to him.

DWIJA, or DWIJATI, S. (fV'Tt, fSnfff:, from fg, two, and

IT, or Wrfif , who is born) A twice-born man, first by his

natural birth, and secondly by his spiritual birth, or in-

vestiture with the sacrificial cord. The term properly

designates a man of either of the three first castes, the

Brahman, Kshatriya, and Vaisya, but is now generally

understood of the former.

DWIPA, S. (ifo) An island; also a continent surrounded

by an ocean. Jambu-dwipa is that division of the world

in which India lies, so named, because it is the climate

of the Jambu tree : it is encircled by the sea of salt water.

DWIPADI-VYAVAHARA, S. ( fgM<)HtlO A law-suit which

consists of only two of four padas, or steps, of a regular

process. One in which the defendant admits the truth

of the charge, thus limiting proceedings to the plaint and

reply.

DWIPADYAM, MaL (aJ1n-10S)o) A double fine or penalty.

s. (grnronrar:, from fir, two, and
'

an individual person) An adopted son, who retains his right
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to inherit also from his natural father. The adopted son,

the Dattaka-putra, properly renounces all claim to direct

inheritance from his natural father and paternal relations,

except through any affinity which he may derive from

his adoptive father ; but a continuance of a double re-

lationship may depend upon express stipulation, or where

the natural father has no other son, or where certain

ceremonies, as that of tonsure, have been performed prior

to the adoption in his natural father's house. This sort

of adoption is also sometimes distinguished as Nitya or

Anitya, perpetual or temporary: the latter is the case

when the tonsure has preceded adoption, and then the

children of the adopted son return to the family of the

natural grandfather. The term is sometimes considered

applicable to the son begotten by a brother on his

brother's widow ; but this union is no longer regarded

as legal. Among the Marathas it is applied to a boy

born in adultery.

DYOKARAN, Mai. (SgJOd&orDn*) A blacksmith.

DVUTA, S. &c.
(^Tf) Gambling, playing either with animate

or inanimate materials, as dice, chess, &c., or cocks, rams,

and the like.

Dyuta-pratipad, or -purnimd, S. (from nfifT? , the first

day of a lunar fortnight, and ''TPSlT, full moon) The

night of the last day of the light half and eve of the

first day of the dark half of Kartik, which is to be spent

in gambling in honour of Lalishmi, the goddess of

fortune.

E

EDAOAI, or EDAGAI-KULA, less correctly, EDDAGAI, Karn.

(>&~^gOJ>0, from ^&, left) IDANGAI, Tarn. q.v. A
left-hand caste. According to the Karnatic enumeration

of the castes included under this head, they are nine in

number: 1. Panchdla, comprising five subdivisions; as,

Kammdranu, blacksmith ; Bddige, carpenter ; Kdnsagdr,

brazier; Kallurutiya, mason; Akasdle, goldsmith.

2. Berisethi, a class of traders. 3. Devdngada, a class

of weavers. 4. Gdnigdr, an oil maker. 5. Gollur, (?),

people said to be employed to carry money; (perhaps a

mistake for Crolla, a shepherd, plur Gollar). 6, 7. Pu-

lirvdn and Palawan, (?), two tribes of cultivators, (per-

haps for Palligavanu, a villager, a peasant). 8. Beda,

a low caste of Hindus, living by hunting and catching

birds. 9. Mddiga, a worker in leather, a shoemaker :
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the latter is generally most active in contests with the

right-hand castes (Buchanan's Mysore, i. 78).

Edagai hisdb-varu, Kara. A tax levied on workers in

leather and skins.

EDARU-CHI'TU, Kara. (cjQoo&j-^Lx/) A document given by

the purchaser of land engaging to give it back to the seller

on repayment of the purchase-money within a definite term.

EDDANGALU, or YEDDANGALI, (for, in the languages of

the South, and in Malayalim and Tamil especially, an

initial c is very commonly pronounced as if preceded by

an initial /) (?) Mai. A dry or grain measure, the

measure most in use in Malabar : a cylindrical measure,

2fin. high, 6^in. diameter, or 85 cubic inches : it

ought to contain 57,600 grains of kalama-nella, a kind

of rice.

EDDU, Tel. ( o>>) An ox, a bullock.

Edduvddu, Tel. (

EDIKOLA, Tel.

EDUHU-CHITU, Kara.

A bullock-driver.

The shaft of a plough.

A note of hand given

for another that is lost.

EGANI, Tel. (w"3f*w) A copper coin, equal to ten has.

Ex-

EGUMATI, Tel., Kara. ( 'j) Exportation.

Egumati-digumati, Tel., Kara. (i)X3^)SQXb^

port and import

EKABHOGAM, S. EKABOGAM, or YEKABOGAM, Tam.

6T<EEGLJrT(5LQ, from Elta, one, and Bhor/am, fruition)

The possession or tenure of village land by one person

or family without any co-sharer. The appellation is con-

tinued in some instances where other parties have been

admitted to hold portions under the original tenure as

long as that remains unaltered.

EKACHHAYA, Tel. ( cJSt?~
D
o!x>) A bond signed by ten persons.

EKADASI, S. (^cRT^ft, from JJeR'fl^I, eleven) The eleventh

day of a lunar fortnight.

Ekddasi-vrata, S. (from 'arf , a religious obligation) Fast-

ing on the eleventh lunation.

EK^HA, S., Ben., &c. (JToRT^) A single day. Fasting for a day.

EKA-JATA, S. (from STTfT, born) Of one parentage, born of

the same parents on both sides.

EKA-JATI, S. (from 'arjlfd, caste) Of the same caste.

EKAMATI-EKAJATJ, Guz. (=H%L>l'^l=H96ls/<nL\, from S.

^?, one, and Jlfff, mind, with a rhyming repetition) A
term used in agreements, contracts, and the like, by which

the subscribers bind themselves jointly and severally to

fulfil the terms specified.
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EKANHATH, (?) Mar. The total sum of an account that is

closed. The name of a particular mark which is drawn

over the signature affixed to the account.

EKAPIKI, Mar. (gcKflolft) Yielding one crop a-year land,

a field, &c.

EKAPUTRA, S. (from TO, a son) Having one son only.

EKARIBA, Thug. A single or short cry of a jackal suddenly

checked a bad omen.

EKARNAB, Ben. (fl^t*fa, from S. ^Tiur, the ocean) An

undistinguished multitude, a crowd of persons eating or

acting together without distinction of caste.

EKATRA, or EKOTTARA, H., Mar., Ben., &c. (x/&, *^i,
S. *nra) Together, jointly, acting together as one. (In

Bundelkhand) A sum total; also applied generally to

signify interest at one per cent, per mensem.

EKBACHHI, (^js-ln^j)
Distribution of any sum or cess

levied upon land at an equal rate.

EK-BA-DfGAHI, H. (^^UjoG) One against another (as

opposite parties in a suit).

EKBAL, or EKWAL, Ben. ('fl'Wft, flf'Sto) A total sum : a

bringing together of details under one head : one of the

Zamindar's accounts in which is stated the gross amount

of the land in each Ryot's possession in each Mahal,

with the deduction for waste, &c., and the disposition of

the productive land remaining.

EKBARDA, Thug. An oil maker and vendor
;

a man of

which employment it is considered unlucky to kill.

EKBEHJI, Mar. (?T!f^t3ft, from S. ^S, one, and P.
gj>)

The first entry in the books of sums disbursed or re-

ceived. A sum total.

Eklerji-daphtar, Mar. (TTli^<.*l1^MirH.) An office at the

seat of government, under the Peshwa, to which accounts

from all departments were transmitted, and in which they

were recorded, after abstracts were made of the receipts

and disbursements of the year. Also, the abstracts.

EKCHETIYA, Ben. (()<*[>HlTl) Monopolized.

Ekchetit/d-byabasay, Ben. A monopoly.

EKCHHAYASRITA, Ben. (<T^f*rtfte, from S. ^t-'Sfnn, shade,

^nf^m, taking refuge) Held under one obligation (joint

bondsmen or sureties).

EKDHAN, Ben. (if^STfr) (Land) producing one crop of rice

in the year.

EKDABRA, Hindi (<J4<<:u) A common rate per lighd. See

Dar.

Ekdarrd kd pattd, Hindi ({<*<! BT ^jJT) A lease, in
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which the Ryot is to pay the same rate per biffhd, what-

ever crop he may sow.

EKE-ANA-PATTA, Hindi (iJcirwrniJT) Lease of a definite

quantity of land, at an average rate per bighd ;
a tenure

by which Ryots hold in Puraniya.

EKERI-KARKUN, Mar. (JJ^'CI, single, and <*K=*H , a clerk)

An inferior scribe or clerk, one to whom no equipage is

allowed.

EKFAHDI, and EKFASLT, H.
(<J<3j&t,

from
J^s,

a kind,

^jLaflij,
from J.^w, a crop) Land producing only one

crop a-year.

EKHALA, Hindi (<i*l<55T) Moisture extending through the

whole depth of the soil ; lit, that which is in one uniform

condition (Puraniya).

EKJAI-JARIB, Ben. (^^i^stata) Measurement of the whole

of the lands of a village or district, with a specification

of the individual holdings.

EKKAN, MaT. (f^dSSKcfc) Soil cast on shore by the current

of a river.

EKKARU, Mai. (o91(K) Agricultural implements, ap-

paratus for ploughing.

EKODDISHTA, S. (ijcirrf^) The Sraddha, or obsequial ce-

remony performed for one definite individual deceased,

not including other ancestors.

EKPACHHA, H. (^sf^.., from S. ^ir, and xr$f, a side) Ex-

parte (as evidence).

EKPAUIA, Uriya (^QQQqi) The total rent of a village,

with the proportionate charge to each Ryot.

EKPHASL!, Hindi Gic*H$l,j!|) A single crop. Land yield-

ing one crop a-year. Rate charged in the Ryot's lease,

calculated on his rearing only one crop a-year on his land.

SKRA, Tel. (^$TT) The English word Acre.

SKRAKM, Mar. (from vJ>, sort) In a lump, at once, the

sum of different items.

KROJO, Hindi (<*0ft, from
P-Jjj,

a day) Authorised

daily expenditure of public officers (Jodhpur).

SKSALA, H. (<rfLM$J, from P. JL,, a year) Annual, for one year,

lasting one year, a cess levied originally for but one year.

EKTARFA, H. (from P. (_J^, a side) Ex-parte, on one side.

Ehtarfa-mukaddama, H. An ex-parte proceeding or suit.

EKU, Tel. (^0) A roll of cleaned cotton.

EKUN, Hindi
(iT^T) Ben. (<9|*0 Sum total.

Ehun-beshi, Ben. (from P.
(ji.JJ, more, excess* Total increase.

Ekun-jamd, Hindi (^^prspn) Statement of the total rent

of each piece of land in the village accounts.
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Etmn-jamin, Hindi (?<*Hl*i1T) A statement of the total

land measured to each Ryot for the current year.

Eknn-kami, Ben. (from P. *f, deficient) Total remission

or deficiency.

EK.WAL, Ben., Uriya(-9
<
*<dl, -SQ2JIR., possible corruption ofA.

Jlyil, plur. of Jy, agreements) A general account of a

village or estate, shewing, under the name ofeach cultivator,

the quantity and description of the land held by him.

ELAKOLA, or YELAKOLA, Mai. (ae_l6)cft08>_) The use of

words in place of figures, in which each syllable has a nu-

merical value, and the whole are read backwards (Malabar).

ELAM, Mai. (^SiEio) Auction, outcry, public sale
;
see Nildm.

ELE, Karn. (if) Thread.

ELE, Karn. (
$& ) A leaf in general, betel leaf.

Elegdr, Karn. ( cjO A <3O) A betel seller.

ELLA, Tel. (^^,) ELLAI, Tarn. (CT60830) ELLE, Karn.

ELLA, M .1. A boundary.

Ellaikal, Tarn. &c. (6T603s0.5c36b) Ellekallu, Karn.

(cjejoexp) A boundary-stone,oo v*

Ellai-takrdr, Tarn, (from A-^l^ji) Boundary dispute.

Ellai-vyajyam, Tarn. (S.'arnr) A boundary quarrel or dispute.

Ellardi, Tel. (o^^^^ ^) A boundary-stone.

Ellekaftu, Karn. (^^)
?4-

>
) A limit, a boundary.

ELU, Thug. Any single person not a Thug.

ENDH, Thug. A woman.

ENDIRAM, Tarn.
(ejn^CTLQ)'

A sugar-cane press, a mill,

a hand-mill.

ENQiLi,Tel. (oio^Q) ENJULU, Karn. ( oioa^ew) ECHCHIL,

Tarn. Mai. (ST<&<?)&)) Any thing that has become im-

pure by having been in the mouth : orts, leavings, frag-

ments, crumbs, and the like, considered as impure.

ENNAM, Mai. (^jJjp^o) Counting, an account. Charge for

reaping, usually ten per cent ; or if paid in kind, one

sheaf out of ten.

ENNARI. Mai. (
a

|mD#l, from enta, or, in composition,

en, eight) Eight ndri*, or two measures.

ENATI MAM^TL, Mar. (JT?TnrfarR<jy, from A. Indyat mamul,

jJA*<i coolie) Customary presents, an additional charge

on the district at the time of assessment on this account.

ENTHA, Thug. Rupees, or money of any kind.

ENUKA, or YENUKA, (?) Mai. A certificate given by a he-

reditary proprietor to the person to whom he has mort-

gaged or made over occupation of his lands ; or a document

given to the proprietor by the mortgagee, if he transfer

possession (Malabar).

2 R
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EnuJia, or Yemihd muri, (?) Mai. A similar certificate to

the last, given to the person to whom the mortgage is trans-

ferred: also, a notice from the proprietor to the mort-

gagee that he has transferred his proprietary right and

accompanying liabilities to a third party (Malabar).

En, or YER, Tarn, (ejlj) A plough.

Erdnmai, Tam. (6TrTrT<5cbr<TOLa) Tillage.

Erdnar, Tam. (6TCn"TGTrrj) Husbandmen.

ErJidl, Tam. (6TO"<5rr&) A yoke, a plough-beam.

Ersdrndn^am. (6J US- rTLOrT<50T) The apparatus of a plough.

KRAI, pron. IRAI, Tam.
(6TC5DJT)) Tax, tribute.

Erai-vari, or Irai-vari, Tam. All dues demandable by

landholders from their tenants.

ERAMATI, Asamese (tf)?Tt*l1fi>) Land that has been aban-

doned after cultivation.

ERAPHER, or PHEHI, H. (^M^J^ ,
from IJ^, to turn round :

the syllable without the initial repeated) Exchange, barter.

ERAVU, or ERVU, Kara. ( ^&<4$, ^<^f~) A thing lent or

borrowed for temporary use.

Eflf, Tam. (ejcfl) A large reservoir or piece of water,

partly artificial, constructed for purposes of irrigation.

EriJiarai, Tam. (6jrf)St5&<5B3r7) Bank of a reservoir.

Erihudai, Tam. (eTnfJlsSri-flJDL.) A basket used for

throwing up water. (From 6T njl , throwing).

Erimerai, Tam. (eTrflSLQStnCT) A portion of the crop set

apart to meet the expense of keeping the reservoir and

watercourses in repair.

Eri-pdckaJ, Tam. (6jrfluurT<?&) Watered by channels

conducted from a reservoir or tank (land).

ERI, Mai. ( oflXDl ) A row of stakes to support an embank-

ment

ERPADU, Tam. (67ff)UrT) A decision, a settlement.

ERU, Tam. (6T(TTp Manure.

ERU, Tel. Karn. (<u&J) A plough with its apparatus, bul-

locks, &c., complete.

ERUGERU, (?) Tel. Gross produce.

ERUKU, or ERUKALA-VADU, Karn. (^)2o>7 ^36o><^_

3~3<30) A man of a tribe living in forests and mountains,

resembling gipsies in their habits: the women are famous

as fortune-tellers.

ERUPALU, Karn. (^&>T9ew) The farmer's portion of the

produce.

ERUVAKA, Tel. ( StblFtif) The commencement of cultivation.

ESHAMAN, or YEJAMAN, Tam. (er^LDnOTr) A person em-

ploying priests : vernacular form of S. Yajamdna.
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ESKAR, Mar. A man of a low caste, a Mahdr,

one of the village servants ; more usually Yeskar.

ETAMU, or E'TAMU, Tel. (o)3x>, ^F&O) ERRAM,

pronounced YETTAM, Tam. (
ejjTj^rrjLQ

) A machine on

the principle of a lever, for raising water from wells,

commonly termed at Madras a Pikota.

Etdmu-bokkena, Tel (JOe"?) The bucket

by which the water is drawn.

Yettachchdl, Tam. (ej tr)rr>&&rTGb) The bucket of the

Pikota.

Yettaltol, Tam. (eTj^^a&GsrTQ)) The bambu by which

the bucket is suspended.
f

Errappuvdram, pron. Yettappuvdram, Tam. (ermnQU-.

l_|6LJrTIJLQ) Share of the charge or tax for watering

the lands.

ETU-KONAMUPARRA, (?) Mai. The rate of tax levied in Tra-

vancore ; or one in eight upon the produce of garden

land, and three in ten out of rice land.

ETTU, Tel. (&i*J) Weight, a burden; a weight of two

vis, or
G;j; pounds.

ETTUVALI, Karn. (>Sj3v) Collecting money.

ETWAH, H.
(;|ykj) Sunday, abbreviation of S. Aditya-

vdra, through, A'itrvdr.

A. ((J^sU, from (J*i, to do) An agent, one who

does any thing.

FAIDA, H. (A. *4Jols) PHAYI'DA, Tel. (<P^O3OCT) profi t
,

gain, interest. (In this and other Arabic words beginning

with/, adopted into the Hindu dialects which have not

the letter, ph is substituted for it).

FAISAL, or, more correctly, FAISALA, FVSUL, FYSULA,

((J-ajj, (jJuyj) adopted in most dialects with slight

modifications, as, Ben. PHAisAi-A, (d^FTfal) Mar.

PHAISAL and PHAISALLA, (^c5, ^ren^r) Tel. PHAISALA,

(^JCXOtxjCT ) A decree, a judgment, a decision, ad-

justment of a quarrel, settlement of a debt.

Faisal-tlrwai, H. (from the Tam.
(^CTcTOQ-l)

The rates

settled on each field at the time of the original survey

assessment (Madras).

Faisaldti, Tel. Karn. (^qX^er*) Settled, as an ac-

count especially, according to a decree or award.

Faisalndma, H. &c. (<)ulALiw) A written sentence or award.

FAK-AR-RAHN, H. (A. ^j j\ tLxs) Expiration or fore-

closure of a mortgage, redemption of a pledge.
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FAKHR UL-TTJJAR, H. (A. ^W^^^) The provost of the

merchants : an honorific title granted by the Moghul

government to any eminent banker or merchant.

FAKIR, FUQEER, H. (A. j***, plur. FUKRA, !y, or FA-

KfRAN, ^l/Jw) PHAKIR, or PHUKEER, Mar. (tRolftO

Any poor or indigent person. In law, one who possesses

only a little property. The most general application is,

a Mohammadan religious mendicant, who wanders about

the country, and subsists upon alms. Many orders of

them are known in Hindustan, named after their founder,

or some peculiar practice or doctrine. They are gene-

rally divided into two classes : 1 . Those who are Bd-

shard, with the law, having families, and following the

precepts of the Koran
; they are also known as SdliJi,

travellers or pilgrims: and 2. He-shard, without the

law, or Majzub, 'abstracted,' who lead a life of celibacy

and seclusion, and whose sanctity is such as to place

them above the necessity of observing the rules of the

Koran. The chief Hindustani Fakirs are, 1. The

f^ddaria or Bdnarcd, who profess to be the spiritual

descendants of Saiad Abdul-hddir Jildni, of Bagdad.

2. The Chishtia, followers of Banda-narvdz, whose shrine

is at Kalbartja ; they are usually Shias. 3. Shutdria,

descendants of Abdul-skutdr-i-ndk. A. Tabkdtia, or

JUaddria, followers of Shah Maddr ; many of these are

jugglers, and bear or monkey leaders. 5. Malang,

descended from Jaman Jati, one of Shah Maddr's

disciples. 6. Itafdi, or Gurz-mdr, descended from Saiad

Ahmed Kab'tr llafdi, who appear to beat, cut, and

wound themselves without suffering inconvenience, and

who, in the belief of the faithful, can cut off their own

heads, and put them on again. 7. Jaldlia, followers

of Saiad Jaldl ud din Bohhdri. 8. Sohdgia, from

Musa Sohay, who dress like women, wear female orna-

ments, play upon musical instruments, and sing and

dance. 9. Nahsh-bandia, followers of Bahd ud din, of

Nakshband, distinguished by begging at night, and carry-

ing a lighted lamp. 10. Bared pidri kafakirdn, who

dress in white. There are other distinctions ; and at the

Muharram a number of the lower classes assume the

character and garb of Fakirs, of different ridiculous per-

sonations, for the amusement of the populace, and the

collection of contributions.

Fakirdna, H. (^l_wis) Appropriated to the support of

Fakirs (lands, &c.).
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Fakiri, H. (^j&i) Phakiri, or Phaklri, Mar.

'ific&lcD Alms given to Fakirs. An item in the village

accounts or charge for alms to Mohammadan mendicants.

The vocation of a Fakir, or any thing relating to one.

FAKT, FUQT, H. (A. Jsai) lit., Only, no more ; written at

the end of a document, deed, petition, &c., to indicate

that it is completed.

Phaktu-jarditi, Tel. (q&SoTT1CXX>8
J from the A. ]axi,

and (^*djj, cultivation) A richly cultivated country.

Nothing but cultivation.

FALAM, whence the English Fanam, H. (*li, but more

properly, no doubt, Phalam, S. (iB^j) A small silver coin

formerly current at Madras ; 12^ are equal to one rupee.

FALAN, or FALANAH, H. (A. ^iti, &JU) A certain person,

such a one, used to designate an individual whose name

is not specified.

FA LIZ, H.
(A.JJJU) A field of melons.

FAL<JS, corruptly, FELOOS and FLUCE, H.
(^_/*jli, plural of

(^^1*)
A small copper coin, of varying weight and

value, current in Arabia and Persia, and sometimes ap-

plied to the paisa of Hindustan. It was also the de-

nomination of a copper coin current at Madras : one

falus was equal to five has or cash.

FARA, H. (P. ^) lit., Above, over; a term used in the

Mohammadan revenue accounts for the increased revenue

derived from new taxes.

FARARf, more correctly, FIRARI', H.
(i^ftj/(

from A. Firdr,

jj>, flight) Mar. (HRKt) Tel. C&T^S) A fugitive, espe-

cially a cultivator who has abandoned his lands and

home. The head under which the names of absconded

revenue defaulters are entered.

FARAZI, H.
(^Jjl^i,

from P. Faraz, j\j>,
above) Elevation,

exaltation. The name of a sect of Mohammadan re-

formers, who object to many of the practices of their

Indian brethren, established in and about Dacca since

1828, by a man named Sharkatullah.

FAHD, FURD, incorrectly, FERD, or FIRD, vernacularly,

PARAT, and PHARAD, or PHAHD, H. (A.
J^i)

Mar. (TR|)

A single thing or individual, one out of two, a single leaf

or sheet of paper, a written list or statement, a long

slip of writing containing a list, a catalogue, &c.

Fard-i-hakihat, H. (from A. &SjJi-, actual state) A

memorial, a statement of circumstances, a return made

by the officers of government to a requisition for in-

formation, a report.
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Fard-i-kdsht, H. (from P. c^>, cultivation) Statement

of a Ryot's cultivation.

Fard-i-satudl, H. (from A. (J'y> asking) A petition, an

application. The recommendatory report of a revenue

officer in former times in favour of the grant of a Za-

minddri sanad to the person named in the application,

and specifying the districts to be granted.

Fard-i-tafritt, H. (from ,j?ii*J>> separation) A paper or
j

deed of partition.

Fard-i tashkhis, H. (from (jaJ^s^, settlement) Record of
\

a revenue settlement.

FARIAD, FURYAD, H. (P. jU/) vernacularly, PHARIYAD,

or PHAIHAD, Ben. (^FfinrtTf, f^sTtTf) PHIRY.XD, Mar.

(fttfTS) PHIRYADU, Tel. (^O-&>) FARYADI, or

FARAYADJ, Kara. (^JtTcJga, &Sc&Tc>e>) PfRiYADU,

Tarn. (|_J cflllJrTS]) Cry for help, complaint, accusation,

the entering of a law-suit,

Fariddi, Furyadee, H. (i^J^J)
also Phariyddi, Phairddi,

Phiry&di, &c., as before, and corruptly, Feriaudy, A

complainant, a plaintiff.

Faryddiyava, Kara. (qJO~Sg>O&3) A plaintiff, a com-

plainant

Faridd-ras, H. (from P.
^j^j,

who arrives) A defender,

a protector, one who listens or attends to a complaint

FARfB, or FARED, H.
(l^_~J,J) Fraud, deception, trick,

cheating.

FARIOH, H. &c. (A. c^li) PHARIK, or PHARIKH, Mar.

(iSrrNr, -*) PHARAG, Guz. (yl3.3l) Free, discharged,

settled (as a debt, &c.), concluded (as a law-suit), &c.

Fdriflh-hhatti, or -khuttee, A. ( .Jai- i;li , from c\, and

lai-, a writing) changed, vernacularly, to Phdrkhat, Ben.

Phdrkhat, or Pharikhat, Mar. (TRK^TT,

Pdrikhattv, Tel. (Tc)630&3) and written

corruptly, Farilthut, Firaghkhuttee, and Farughuttee,

A written receipt and acquittance, a deed of release from

all demands, a deed of dissolution of partnership or of

parcenership, a bill of divorcement

Fdrighhhatdna, H.
(<fclia^l) A fee for making out a

release or discharge.

Fdrkhati, or rather Phdrkhati, Ben. (adj. ft?T^\ft) Set

free, acquitted, divorced.

FAHIK, H. (A. ,J^s, from
Jiji, separating) A troop, a

party, a party in a law-suit.

Farih-drval, H. (from P.
Jjl , first) The first party in a

suit.
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Farik-duyam, or sdni, H. (from the P.
fij^>

OT A. 4^U,

second) The second party to a suit.

Farikain, H. (A. dual) Both parties to a suit

FARMAISH, or FURMAISH, H. (P. ..SjU^) PHAHMAIS,

Ben. (IFsTSTt^T) PHARMAS, Mar. (TOHH) An order, a

command, a direction, a commission to execute any work,

a present to a superior.

Far-farmds, or Phar-pharmdt, corruptly, Fur-furmanesh,

Phaur-phurmai-sh, Mar. (ihiifctJIU) Petty articles of pro-

vision formerly exacted from a village by the government

or public officers : it occurs also in this sense as Far-

maixh alone. It was also applied to all sorts of produce

payable to the government in kind, or at an under-

valuation, as part of the government dues.

FARMAN, FURMAN, vernacularly, PHARMAN, corruptly,

FIRMAN, FIRMAND, PHIRMAUN, &c., H. &c. (^jU^,

IRHM) A mandate, an order, a command, a patent.

Farmdn-barddr, II. (from P.
j\&jt , who conforms to) A

subject, an officer, one who obeys or executes a mandate.

Farmdn-bidzi, H. (from (_/ibj) A command under the

royal signature or stamp.

FAROD, H. (J^i) lit., Alighting, coming down ;
a term used

in the customs department to express the arrival and de-

posit of goods within certain limits.

FAHOKHT, FUROKHT, vernacularly, PHAROKHT, H. &c.

(t^~a-jj>, T53Ct*3ir) Sale, selling.

Farokht-khat, H. (iai- O-_j/ ) Pharoht-hhat, Mar.

(w^^ti ^ir) A bill or deed of sale : also Farohht-ndma.

Farosh, H. (P. {J~)jj Sale, selling. A seller, a dealer.

Farosh-i-namah, corruptly, Feroosh-nemuch, H. (P.

Llo ^jZjji)
Sale of salt. Public sale of salt on account

of the government The revenue derived from the mo-

nopoly.

FARSJI, H. (A. ^_/~/,
from

{J*f, spreading) A carpet, a

mat, a floorcloth, a bed, any thing spread out

Firdsh, H. A. (^]/) A bed, a couch. A female, a wife.

In law, a female slave taken to her master's bed.

Farrdsh, H. (A. ^p'^>,
it is commonly written with one

r, Fardsh) A servant whose business it is to spread and'

sweep the mats, carpets, &c.

Fardsh-khdna, H. (P. iloU-, a house) A room in which

carpets, &c., are kept.

Murda-fardsh, H. ((_/]/ *'irO
^ man of low caste,

whose business it is to remove dead bodies when lying

in the way.
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FARSANO, H. (tL&*w/) A Persian measure of distance

the Parasang of the ancients about four miles.

FARZ, H. (A. (jof, from
(jt>j>,

to command) A divine or

positive command or ordinance, a statute, an injunction

that is not to be disobeyed, a duty not to be neglected ;

especially applied to the five indispensable obligations of

purification, prayer, almsgiving, fasting, and pilgrimage,

in contradistinction to other acts which are optional or

meritorious only : also (as derivable from
(jOji,

to divide)

a definite payment or portion, inheritance, share or por-

tion of inheritance due to an heir : also, a widow's jointure,

or her share of the succession to her husband's property.

Farz-&in, A. (with
(.j*z, special, essential) An absolute

obligation. See the preceding.

Farizat, A. (vj^aj^i) A divine positive statute. A de-

finite share.

Fardiz, H. (A. (_^w|/. plur. of (j^ji) The obligatory or

divine precepts or statutes of the Mohammadan religion,

those which are not to be neglected. The law of in-

heritance or partition of property.

Far-fan, A. 0-/, adv.) Specially, definitely : as applied

to law, conformably to the special right of inheritance.

Farzan-o-raddan, A. (from Jj, bringing back) Conform-

ably to direct or special claim, and also to an indirect

or reversionary claim, as coming back from failure of

nearer heirs.

Farz-kifdiat, A. (from (jof , and jl*, sufficiency) The

sufficiency of a religious obligation, as fulfilled by one

person of a party, association, or township, on behalf of

the whole.

Farz-rakdt, A. (&*$j (Jf} Fixed rules of performing

prayer.

Farzi, H. (A. .5^*) Ben. Farji, (Tp^T) By way of

proposition, supposititious, fictitious. It is applied espe-

cially to a person who is either altogether an imagi-

nary party in a suit or purchase, or to one who, although

the ostensible, is not the real principal, or to a suit or

purchase conducted or effected under an assumed or fic-

titious name.

Farzi-mudai, H. ( ,dXo ,<**/) Pharji-bddi, Ben. (tFJfT

<l^l ) A fictitious plaintiff or prosecutor, a person put

forward in that character.

Farri-mukaddama, H. (A. <C3JU> , a law-suit) A fictitious
j

suit or prosecution ; one set on foot by other ostensible

parties than those really interested.
'
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Ism-far&, H. (A. *M>t, a name) A fictitious name; any

thing done under a fictitious name.

Furuz, A.
(yajji, plur. of

(joj,
a portion) Shares, por-

tions, the proportions in which property is divided among

those entitled to inherit.

FARZAND, H. (P. J0;y, plur. ^^j_f) Offspring, pro-

geny, a son or daughter, a child, children. In Mo-

hammadan law, lineal descendants in the male line :

females and their posterity
4

are excluded from the order

of descent, except the person's own daughter. See Bd-

farzanddn.

FASAD, A. (t)Lj) Vice, depravity, corruption. In law, any

species of mental depravity not arising from defect of

understanding.

Fdsid, A. (ii*wU) Base, vile, wicked. In law, one who,

according to some authorities, may be deprived of the

management of his own affairs, as unfit to be trusted

with them.

FASKH, H. (A. *"**) Breaking an agreement, dissolving a

contract, breaking off or dissolving a marriage.

FASL, FUSL, corruptly, FITSSUL, H. (A. <J-fl, from the verb

{J-ci, to divide) A section, a chapter ;
but in India more

commonly a section of the year, a season; thence also, a crop

or harvest. There are two principal harvests in the year,

spring and autumn, to which a third is sometimes added ;

they are

Fasl-i-rabii, commonly, Fusuli-rubbee, or simply, Rubbee,

(j; (JMCJ) The spring harvest, which yields dry crops,

as wheat, barley, different kinds of pulse and grain that

do not require irrigation or much water: the seed is

sown towards the close of the periodical rains, or in

September-October, and the crops are gathered about

February and March.

Fasl-i-hharif, or -khureef, H. (A. <_
saj>- J^ii) The

autumnal harvest, consisting chiefly of rice, or grains

requiring irrigation. . The seed is sown at the commence-

ment of the rainy season, and the crop is usually reaped

after their close, or about October-November.

Fasl-Bhddonrvi, H. (^yjOl^ J-ai) This is an inter-

mediate harvest of occasional cultivation, consisting of

grains of quick growth, as millet and different sorts of

pulse which may be sown at the beginning of the rainy

season, and gathered in the month of Bhddra, or about

September : this is, however, commonly included in the

Kharif.

2 s
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Fasldna, H. (xJlLai) Relating to the harvest or the crop;

a fee or perquisite derived from it, &c.

FoxU, Fuslee, corruptly, Falsify, Fusly, H. (^a) Be-

longing to the harvest, or season when cultivated, or lands

productive of crops assessed according to the value of

the crops, or frequency and abundance of the harvests.

The harvest year a mode of computing time prevailing

throughout India, and one of the forms used in giving a

date to all public orders and regulations. The era

originated with the emperor Akbar, who, finding different

eras current, thought to simplify the existing chronology

by introducing a new mode of computing time. In fact,

however, he only aggravated the confusion, by adding to

the number ; the old eras still continuing to be current

along with the new. According to Akbar's directions,

the year of the Samvat, corresponding with the Hijra

year 963=A. D. 1555, and which was therefore Samvat

1612 (1555 + 57), was arbitrarily shorn of G-J9 years,

and called the Fasli year 963, the same as the Hijra.

Starting from this point, it has since gone on concur-

rently with the Samvat, or luni-solar year of the Hindus ;

so that by adding 649 years to the Fasti year, we get the

Samvat year ; and by adding 592-93, the difference of the

Christian era (649 57=592), we obtain the Christian

date. The Fasli year began on the 10th of the lunar

month Axrvin, corresponding to the 10th September 1555 :

if more than four months of the year have expired, the

addition is 593. Thus, the date of Reg. i., 10th Fe-

bruary 1833, corresponds with the 1st of Phdlgun 1889

(1833+56) Samvat, and with the 1st of Phdlf/un 1240

(1833 593) Fasti. In the Dakhin the Fadi year is rec-

koned somewhat differently, being two years later than the

same year in Hindustan, having been introduced by Shah

Jehdn. The addition to the Fadi therefore, to convert

it into the Christian year, is only 590 ; thus, the Bomb.

Reg. dated Fasli 1239 is equivalent to A. D. (1239 +

590) 1829. The Tamil year of Fadi, 1257-58, cor-

responds with 1848 (=1258 + 590). The year is, or

ought to be, sidereal ; but the Madras government fixed

its commencement to the 12th July. Its subdivisions are

little attended to, as its sole use is its application to revenue

matters; and the year only is specified, not the months.

Fasl-jdsti, Tel. (qStfogS"^, from P. ziddati) An

extra crop, one more than usual: an extra cess imposed

on land bearing more than one annual crop.
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Fad-hami, H. (from P. *, less) Deficiency of harvest.

Deduction from the revenue on account of a scanty crop.

Fadi rdiyat, H.
(*ACj (_^a>) A cultivator paying revenue

according to the crops he raises.

FATIHA, corruptly, FATTAHA, FATEHEH, and FATEEAH, H.

(A. is^U, from rw, to open) An opening, a commence-

ment. The first Sura or chapter of the Koran, which,

being read for the benefit of dying Mohammadans, the

word has come, in India, to signify prayers offered up

for defunct persons on different days after their death,

accompanied by alms and distribution of food, as, Fd-

tiha-chahdram, on the fourth day ; Fdtiha-bistam, on

the twentieth, &c. : also, oblations and offerings to saints,

and a variety of prayers and ceremonies used at mar-

riages and funerals, including one observed by women in

commemoration of Fatima, the daughter of Mohammad,

called the Fdtiha-sahnah, from sahnak, a dish, sweet-

meats in small vessels being distributed to the female

assistants.

Fdtiha-buzurgn-dr, H. (from P.
i^Jjjs, great) Offerings

and prayers for the benefit of the souls of deceased an-

cestors.

FATWA, H.
(jjj-w)

A judicial sentence, a judgment ; but

more usually applied to the written opinion of the Mo-

hammadan law officer of a court

Fatdrvd, A. (plur. J.jUi) A collection or digest of ju-

dicial decisions, several of which are current in Hin-

dustan, especially the Fatawa Alemgiri, compiled by order

of Aurangzeb, printed by the Bengal government (to its

great credit) in six quarto volumes.

FAUJ, FOUJ, H. &c. (A. _.y, l^H) An army, a multitude.

Police jurisdiction.

Faujddr, H. &c. (j'j^y, tfiTT^TT) An officer of the

Mogul government, who was invested with the charge of

the police, and jurisdiction in all criminal matters. A
criminal judge, a magistrate. The chief of a body of

troops.

Faujddrdn, H. (P. plur. of Faujddr) Assignments of re-

venue for the maintenance and remuneration of Fuujddrs.

Faujddri, H. subst, The office of a magistrate or head

of police, or criminal judge, adj., Relating to the office

of Faujddr; criminal, as opposed to civil; levied as a

tax for the support of the police, &c.

Faujddri-abrvdb, H. Cesses or imposts levied for the sup-

port of the Faujddrs, or in commutation of the charge
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so incurred ; or upon the Faujddrs, or commandants, or

military chiefs on the frontiers of Bengal.

Faujdari Addlat, H. (from A. ei^llj*, court of jus-

tice) The chief criminal court, more usually called in
*

Bengal the Nizdmat Addlat, but this designation is

in use at Madras and Bombay Mad. Reg. vii. 1802,

Bom. Reg. xiii. 1827, and subsequent Regs. See also

Addlat.

Fauj-jaigir, or Fauj-sardnjdm, H.
(^jJjU--..y, -Jar'^y )

Lands or revenue assigned for the support of troops or

of police.

Faiij- or Phavj-sarar>jdm, Mar. (Sii,ini) Assignment

of revenue for the support of troops and maintenance of

forts.

Fauj-sehbandi, or Fauj-sihbandi, H.
(,_jJajk^j>Mj, militia)

The troops of the Faujddr, provincial troops or militia

employed in garrisoning forts, escorting treasure, and in

revenue and police duties.

Fara-faujddri, H. (from A. pf, a bough or branch of a

tree, met., produce) In Mohammadan finance, the produce

of the Faujdari, or criminal court, arising from fines

and confiscations carried to the credit of government.

FAUTI, corruptly, FOWTEE, H. (A. ^jly, from tuy, death)

A person deceased, or one who is legally defunct, from

profligacy or any legal disqualification. The property

of one who dies intestate and without legal heirs, which

therefore reverts to the sovereign.

Fauti-fardri, H. (^y, and ^ji, disappearance) Dead,

and absconded. A list of cultivators who have died, or

have deserted their homesteads.

Fauti-ndma, H. (P. <tU) A document stating the death

of an incumbent, and the names of his heirs.

Fautiydsdmi-bdhi, Kara. (P"3orS?3BS)o5~s6) Ba-

lance due to government from a person deceased.

FAZIL, H. (A. J~o'J) PHAJIL, Mar. (il|1^) Much more,

abundant, excessive, a surplus, excess over an estimate,

receipt in excess of revenue, &c.

Fazil, H. (A. J-l, plur. La) A learned or pious man,

one learned in the law.

Fdeil-niaful, H. (A. J^j, collections) Extra or additional

collections.

Fazuli, H. (from A. <sLaJ, redundance) In Mohammadan

law, an unaccredited agent, one who acts for another

without authority, and whose transactions are invalid un-

less confirmed by the principal.
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Fazuli-bid, H. (;W ^y^i) Sale of another's property

without his authority : the sale may be confirmed or an-

nulled at pleasure by the owner.

FAZIH, H. (A. ^>
) Disgraceful, vile, infamous : mis-

managing an estate or property.

Fazihat, H. (A. iv-j-ai) Phajeti, Guz. (X^f!) Dis-

grace, infamy.

FJ, H. (A. .j) A particle and prefix to nouns, signifying

in, with, by, with respect to; before Arabic nouns it is

followed by the article J) , the initial of which merges

into the final of the prefix.

Fil-faur, (j$\ ^y) Now, immediately, in brief.

Fi'lkal, H. (JW' .) Instantly, presently, actually, on

the spot.

Fi'l-hakikat, H. (e^Juas'' ^y) In truth, in fact.

Fil-jumla, H. (<d*J' ^ji) Upon the whole.

Fil-rvdkid, H.
(j*'j!' ,_)

In fact, certainly, in truth.

Fi-kasi, H. (P. ^j^, some one, an individual) Tax per

individual, poll tax.

Fi-sad, H. (from the P. <Jw0, a hundred) Per cent.

Fi-sabil-ullah, A. (SS! <J~U>
(
J) In the way of God, or

for his service : applied to alms given to persons to

enable them to equip themselves for a holy warfare, or

for pilgrimage.

FIDIAT, H. (A. %V3, from bi, ransom, sacrifice) In Mo-

hammadan law, a redemption or redemptionary atonement

for what would else be forfeited ; ransom or redemp-

tionary fine paid by a master for his slave who has com-

mitted some fault, which would make him the slave of

the injured party.

FIDWI, H. (A. isf)'*7
from tjj, devoted to) Servant, slave ;

but only used as a term of humility in speaking of one-

self, Your slave, your humble servant

FmmsT, H. (P. ti^^J) PHIRASTU, Tel. (>&g) A list,

a catalogue, an inventory.

Fihrist-i-dihdt, H. A list of the villages of an estate or

district ; one of the accounts kept formerly by the Ka-

nungos in Bengal.

FIKH, H. (A. <XJii) Knowledge of religion and law. Prac-

tical jurisprudence, in which there may be difference of

doctrine without involving any sectarial opinion.

FIL, H. (A. (J*i) Act, action. In A. grammar, The verb.

Fil-sfumid, or Fial-i-shania, corruptly, Feeal-shuneea, H.

(A. r*JM> (J**) An abominable or unnatural offence.

Fil-zdmin, H. (A. ^UrJ**) Phailjdmin, Mar.
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Phiydl-ydmin, Uriya (&Cl|R.Cl|flft) A surety for good

or peaceable conduct.

Fil-zdmini, H. (A. ,Jtl (J**) Security for conduct,

surety for good and orderly behaviour.

FIL, H. (A. J.AJ) An elephant.

Fil-khdna, (<*Jli- Jjj) Elephant stables.

FISK, H. (,_*) Iniquity, villainy.

Fdsih, (A. .y*il) Wicked, abandoned, depraved ; one

unworthy of credit as a witness in a court of law.

FJTH, H. (A. Jai) Breaking a fast. Eating at sun-set daily

during the Ramazdn. The ceremony of breaking the

fast at the end of the month. See Id-ul-fitr.

Fitrat, H. (A. *Jaj)
Alms given at the Id-ul-fitr.

FITUH, H. (A.^yj) PHITUR, Mar. (ftsinc) Treachery, de-

ceit, fraud. In India it is applied more especially to

traitorous or rebellious conduct; revolt, insurrection,

desertion.

Fituri, H. &c.
((_s^)Is)

A traitor, a rebel, an insurgent,

a deserter, one who has changed sides.

Phitur-phdndd, Mar. (furt^Mii^r) Seditious risings and plots.

FOTAH, H. (P. Ay) A bag, a bag of money, a purse.

Tax, revenue, land-tax, annual rent of cultivated land.

Fotaddr, H.
(^b<sLy) Potaddr, or Potddr, Ben. (itt^Tftif)

Mar. (tllimO Podddr, whence the common term Podar,

H.
(iliiOjo)

A banker, a cash-keeper, a money-changer,

an officer in public establishments for weighing money

and bullion, and examining and valuing coins.

Fotaddri, or Potad&ri, H. &c. The occupation or bu-

siness of a Fotaddr.

Fota-khdna, II. &c. A treasury, a banking-house, a money-

changer's shop.

FUBNADAYAM, (?) (perhaps from purna, full, and ddyam,

to be given) spelled corruptly Fournaydyem and Four-

nydiam, The money rent in commutation of the revenue

in kind in the south of India. App., 5th Rep. 771.

FURSAT, H. (A. i^^^ji) Leisure, opportunity, suspension

of public business for a season.

G

GABAR, GUBUH, incorrectly, GUEBRE, H. (P. ^M) An in-

fidel in general, but commonly applied to a Pdrsi, or

fire worshipper.

GABASAN, Ben. CtTtJR) A skinner, a currier, a tanner.

GABBADU, Tel. (X|^&>) Gruff goods ;
small articles, as

treacle, cocoa-nuts, spiceries, &c., sold by hucksters.
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GABDI, GABTI, or GABID, Mar. (*ira<ft, JIHril,

fisherman.

GABHAN, GUBHAN, (?) Land contiguous to a village.

GAflHiN, H.
(jj^jvS,

S. irf&Jlft) A pregnant woman, or a

cow with calf.

GABRAUTA, H.
^j^Jj) A large beetle, found in old cow-

dung and dunghills : also called Gobraura and Goba-

raunda.

GACHH, Ben. (fft^) A tree; applied to any thing fibrous,

as, 3J^ Tff^ JT"M, a rope of a single cord.

GACHCHU, Kara. (X|TO) Mortar, plaster.

Gachchtigdna, Karn. ( X&rp A d3 ) A lime-mill.

GACHCHHAVAT, Ben. (? from the S. J|dNi^, having gone,

passing) The compulsory sale of articles at a higher than

the market price. 2d Rep. 1772, p. 293.

GACHHAGACHHI, Ben. (ft^trtf^, from tt%, to deposit or

receive in deposit) Mutually deposited or intrusted, a

mutual deposit.

Gachhita, Ben. ('t^T) Deposited, a pledge.

GAcHHi, H.
(15**-'')

A pad for the back of a beast of

burden.

GAD, H. (*>l>) Sediment of dirty water.

GAD, Gup, H. (*w) A boundary mark (Dehli).

GAD, Gup, Mar. (*T5) also GADI and GADHI, (*r^, Jfift)

GADI, Karn. ("**) in Hindustani also GADH or GARH,

&c., q. v. (the cerebral d being pronounced something

like r, and in Hindustani being always aspirated) A small

fort, especially a hill fort.

Gadhari, Mar. (JlictO ) A soldier or peon serving in a

hill fort.

Gadnis, Mar. OliH*l*0 An officer who keeps the account

of the charges of a fort

GADA, Mar. (TTST) A common cart for carrying loads.

See Gdtli.

GADA, Karn. (*) A ferry. A stipulated term for pay-

ment of a debt or sum due.

Kaigada, Karn. (O)AO) A loan without interest.

Mungada, Karn. (cXXOOAQ) Advance of pay.

Tengala-gada, Karn. (ooX^TXcS) Monthly term of pay-

ment

Varshada-gada, Karn. (3ovOX(5) Annual payment, or

payment at the end of a year.

GADAM, GUDUM, Mar. (n^H) Watery, moist (as land),

receiving and retaining water (soil).

GADAMU,Tel. ("TT^^XX)) Grass growing infields ofdry grain.
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GADAR, also GADDAR or GUDDUR, H. (jJlO Half-ripe

fruit or corn.

GADAH, GADUH, H.
(^jl^, ircO A sheep.

Gadarid, Guduria, H.
(\JjJ$, isR*rt) Gddariyd, Ben.

(*t1r<nil) A shepherd, one by caste as well as occupation.

There are several subdivisions of the caste in the north-

west provinces, between whom no social intercourse sub-

sists. Amongst the Gadarids the younger brother mar-

ries the elder brother's widow : the elder brother has not

the same privilege.

GADDA, Tel. (X&) GAUDE, Karn. (XSJ ) A bulbous root.
CO * * Co

URLA- or URALA-GADDA or GADDE, A potatoe.

GADDA, Tel. (Xg) A water-course (Ganjam).

Gaddateru-indmu, (?) Rent-free grant for bringing waste

land into cultivation (Madras).

GADDAD, GUDDAD, (?) Broken uneven ground brought

into cultivation by the hand. A class of landholders

in the ceded districts, holding their lands at a reduced

rent, on account of their having levelled and brought

broken ground into cultivation. Ceded districts. 5th

Rep. 794.

GADDE, corruptly, GTJDDEY, Karn. (^) Wet or paddy

land ; land fit for rice cultivation, or on which rice is

grown. An embankment, a bank or dike.

Gadde-bedalu, Karn. (Xl3eo) Wet and dryland, or

wet and dry cultivation.

Gadde-gada, Karn. (XoXQ) A ridge or bank dividing

rice fields.

Gadde-hasj-hullu-liana, Karn.
(XgZfci8cOttSbQ)

A tax

formerly levied in Mysore on grass grown on the banks

of the paddy fields, half of which was given by the cul-

tivators for the horses of the Raja.

Gadde-kattu, Karn. ( Xgobj ) A bank, a dike, an em-

bankment.

Gadde-madi, Karn. ( Xg'&DtS ) A paddy field.

Gadde-niru-kuli, Karn. (XQ)OJCX>^) A tax on water

supplied by government reservoirs to rent-free or pagoda

lands.

Gadde-zamin, (?) Lands on which crops that depend upon

the rains are grown.

GADUEMU, Tel. (XoSx)) Force, compulsion.

GADDHRI, H. ((.f^S^S) The unripe pod of the gram plant

(Cicer arietinum).

GABDI, Tel. (^) Grass, straw.

Gaddi-gdval, TeL (X^T^^v) Waste land (Salem).
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GADE, Tel. (~^~S>) A barn.

GADI, Ben. (^ifi?) GAoi, Mar. (iT^t) GADDI, GUDDEE,

H. (<_?J>0 A cushion or any padded seat, or sheet, or

carpet on which a person sits. The seat of rank or

royalty, a simple sheet, or mat, or carpet on the floor,

with a large cushion or pillow at the head, against which

the great man reclines.

Gaddi-nashin, H. (from P.
^.jAujj,

who sits) A chief, a

principal, a prince, one who sits upon the yaddi : the

heir-apparent is sometimes so designated.

GADGARA, Hindi (n^i<j) Abounding in moisture (soil,

&c.)

GADGOL, H. (J/^) Muddy water.

GADHAN, Asamese (*tt*R) Poll-tax.

GADHE-KA-HAL, H. (<Jj& ^^^ ) An ass's plough, one

drawn by asses over the ruins of a captured fort, as a

mark of contempt.

Gadhe-par-charhdnd, H. ( Ulfty^j ^^ftjo)
To seat upon

an ass, a kind of punishment or disgraceful public ex-

posure ; sometimes the culprit was seated with his face

to the tail, or had his face partly blackened.

GADI, or GARI, Mar. (*nft) A person or individual of a

class or caste ; used in this sense in composition, as,

Brdhman-gadi, an individual Brahman, &c.

GADI, Ben., Mar. (ftt^, TO*) Tel. and Karn. (~^S&)

A carriage, a cart, especially for the carriage of persons.

In Hindustani it is written as well as pronounced Gdri,

q. v.

Gdde-baydr, Mar. (jfl% ^TT^) Swinging round a mast

fixed in a cart which moves round the idol.

GADI, or GARI, Guz. (Ol^l) A common labourer, a

porter.

GADI, Karn. (XO) A district It has a similar meaning

in the Rajmahal hills, or a small division of country ;

also in Karn., a boundary.

Gadi-kallu, Karn. (^^) A stone set up to mark a

boundary.

GAM, Ben. (*ttft) Mar. (TTT^) GADI, Karn. (Xo) Half

a ream, or ten quires of paper.

GADI, Mar. (m^) An exclusive right of sale, a monopoly.

GADIANUN, Guz. (3L^lll^) A goldsmith's weight,

equal to 20 vals, 8 mashas, or half a tola, or about 52

grains troy.

GADICHAT, or GUDEECHTJT, H. (e^=?.iW ) A sort of grass

similar to Dub, but much larger, also used as fodder.

2T
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GADIPATI, Ben. (?lt'?Hf3, from Qadi, a bench) The

chief of a body of religious mendicants.

GADRA, GUDRA, H. (};J^) Unripe corn or fruit

GADUBA, -BU, or GADUVA, Karn. ( X&>2D ; .20J, X&>3
)

GADUVU, Tel. (Xcio^) A fixed term for payment, an

instalment.

Gadu-hundi, Karn. (XSb^OOO) A bill payable after a

certain date, or by instalments.

GAEL, Thug. Treasure.

GAGARA, Thug. A class of Thugs so called.

GAGGARI, or -RE, Karn. (XX8 _o) Pieces of loose iron

fastened to a stick to frighten animals and reptiles, com-

monly carried by post-runners.

GAGRA, H. O^o) A subdivison of the Bhangi, or sweeper caste.

GAHAI, H.
((J\^J>)

The custom of treading out the sheaves

of corn by bullocks.

GAHAK, H. (tl&l, from S. U1^3T) A purchaser.

GAHAM, Thug. Food.

GAHAN, GUHUN, H. (
{.^, S. ^T!J) An eclipse.

GAHAN, corruptly, GHAAN, Mar. (T?TO, from S. TX^iH,

taking) GAHNA, H. (Uy) A pawn, a pledge or thing

in pawn, a mortgage. Land held by mortgage tenure.

Gahdnkhat, Mar. (from P. lai-, a writing) A mortgage-

bond, a pawnbroker's ticket.

Gahdn-patra, corruptly, -putr, Mar. (n^TCHre) A deed of

mortgage.

Gahdnrvat, Mar. Ol^KlHj) In pledge, by way of pledge,

pledged.

GAHAN, GAHUN, H.'C^jftlS)
A harrow with teeth for eradi-

cating grass from ploughed land.

GAHAHI, II. (,_^>, J|^1) Low swampy ground, fit for

rice cultivation.

GAHARWAH, GUHUHWAR, corruptly, GHERWAL, (jjjj**)

A tribe of Rajputs, extensively spread through the north-

west provinces : one of the thirty-six royal races, appa-

rently at an early period settled at Kanoj.

GAHI, H.
(^jftli) Five, a total or aggregate of five parts,

a mode of reckoning ; counting by ydhis is counting by

fives.

GAHINA, Hindi (U^S, nfrnn) also read GAHAN and GAHAN,

('llSt, TijnO A heavy plank or flat piece of wood on

which a man stands whilst it is dragged by oxen over a

ploughed field, to level the ground. See Gdhan.

GAHIRA, Ben., Uriya CtftjT, from S. JTrfr, deep) Land

lying low, or in a hollow.
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GAHLOT, or GAHILOT, H.
(c^Jji^i)

A tribe of Rajputs, ex-

tensively spread through the north-west provinces and

Rajputana. The Raja of Udaypur is a member of one of

their most celebrated branches, the Sisodya.

GAHV, Mar. (lj^) Wheat. See Gehun.

GAHtJRi, H. d_J)j^) Demurrage.

GAINI, also read GENI, and, corruptly, GUENIE, or GUENY,

Karn. (~^&) Rent paid to the landlord or proprietor.

(The Glossary, 5th Rep., explains it incorrectly, Tenant).

The word itself is rather doubtful, and does not occur

in Reeve's Karnata Dictionary. It should possibly be

Gehini, from Geha, S. and Karn., a house, Relating to

a house, house-rent, &c. Brown says it is the same as

Kaini, (%ltrO A field.

Gaini-chali, or Chali-gaini, corruptly, Guenie-chalie, or

-chally, Karn. (AS>axe)) A tenant-at-will, one whose

rent is resumable.

Gaini-kdr, Gaini-gdr, or Gaini-rvdld, Karn. A tenant,

a rent-payer.

Gaini-nairmul, (?) Karn. A proprietor of land.

Gaini-shadmal, (?) Karn. A tenant at a fixed and per-

petual rent

Gaini-chiti, corruptly, Gueny-cMt, Karn. Agreement for

payment of rent, receipt or acknowledgment of rent.

Mul-gaini-gdr, Karn. Original lessee or mortgagee.

GAIHA, H. (j^S, rfcl) A sheaf of corn, as much given at

harvest to the lower classes of a village as will yield a

ser and a quarter of grain.

GAIRADA, Tel. (2"^"^) Waste, uncultivated.

Gairddd-sthalamv, Tel. (from S. Wc5, soil) Waste land.

GAITA, Tel. (3**) Name of a barbarous tribe in the

Rajamahendri district

GAJ, GUJ, Ben., Mar., &c. (Tt^, or JT5T, a vernacular cor-

ruption of P. Guz,j) A measure of length. See Gaz.

Gaj-mojani, Mar. ( JnTHTSTOfO Measuring fields by the

gaj measuring rod.

GAji, H. (l=>-'j) First sowing of rice at the foot of the

hills, which takes place in the month Baisdkh.

GijAN, Ben. (Tttel) A band or company of persons in-

flicting tortures on themselves in honour of Siva, at the

swing-festival. See Charah.

GAJAR, H. (j>-^)
A carrot.

GAJGIR, Ben. (TfSr'frjO A plasterer, a terrace maker: a

terrace.

GAJJAR, GUJJUR, H.
(Jff) Swampy ground.
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GAL, H. ( Jtf) A kind of tobacco.

GALA, H. &c. (P. V$, JTTcJT) A pod of cotton, or a ball of

carded cotton.

GALA, Ben. (^TW) Lac, sealing-wax.

GALA, Mar. (iiae) A hook, a fish-hook, the hangman's hook,

that by which those who swing are suspended.

GALA, H. &c. (JK, T^T) The throat, the neck.

Galdphdnsa, Mar. OlsblHii*!) A halter, a noose for the neck.

GALAMATi, Hindi OloMwl) Rich free mould
; from gala,

rotted (Puraniya).

GALANTA, Mar. Olcfed) A cypher placed after the first letter

of a word, or the first word of a sentence, to denote the

omission of the rest.

GALAY-DARI, Ben. (^TtVTfPs, from galay, on the neck.and

dari, a rope) Hanging, strangulation.

Galdyadariyd, Ben. (^W^Ttff^Tl) Deserving to be hanged.

GALEVU, Kara. (Xo,^i) A complete ploughing apparatus.

GALI, H. &c. (Jtf) Abuse.

GALi, Tel. (~7^0) A heap of salt, equal to 15 garces.

GALIA, H. (L*i) A bullock that lies down in the midst of

his work.

GALIGE, Kara. ( A^~A ) A large basket for storing corn.

GALLA, GULLA, Mar., Tel., &c. (HWT, ^T9
, vernacular

corruption of the A. Ghala, *Le) Grain of every kind :

also Ghalla, q. v.

Galld-kharidi, Mar. ('IdlttO^t) A cess levied on all

purchases of corn by the village.

Galld-tolapatti, Mar. ( A cess levied on a

village, to cover any possible loss of weight in dividing

the crop with the cultivator.

Gallekari, Mar. (TWliTt) A corn-chandler.

Galle-patti, Mar. Olcjilgl) A tax imposed upon villages

under the Maratha government, in lieu of grain formerly

exacted for the public stables. An extra money cess

charged on the amount of the crop, at so much per

maund.

GALLI, GULLEE, H. &c. (^J, TWt) A lane, an alley.

GALLU, Kara. (X^U) Hanging, as of a culprit

Gallinahaya, Kara. (XS^SbX) A halter.

GALTANS, H. (^J*JM) Dying without issue. (From the S.

galita, lf^5TT, lost, and ans, ^$F, portion or inheritance).

GALUA, Hindi (Tcra) Soil excessively humid, in which

the crops turn yellow and rot (Puraniya).

GAM, pronounced GOM, Ben. (ffa, abbreviation of S.

Wheat.
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GAM, corruptly, GAUM, H. &c. (J/, abbreviation of

A village. See Gram.

Gdmagdnelekhkha, Kara. ( A dSD A cJfoGSO) Revenue

account of a district containing several villages.

GAMBHIR, Hindi, also abridged, GAIHIR and GAHARI,

(iwfa, *tf?t, '(?i,1, from the S. *Trte, deep) Deep,

commonly applied to soil of a rich quality, descending to

a more than usual depth before reaching the sub-soil:

most of the soil of Malwa is so termed.

GAMALLAVADU, Tel. (X^O^^&j) A toddy drawer ; the

caste following that business, said to be derived from a

Sudra father and Kshatriya mother.

GAMRI, Hindi (n*Kl) The corn when swelled out with the

ear not yet protruded.

GANA, Kara. (~7T9^Q) An oil-mill.

Gdnaterige, Kara. (~7TcU3o6 A) A tax on oil-presses in

Mysore.

GANA, S., adopted in most dialects, (*TO) A troop, a flock,

a multitude ; an assembly of families to decide upon a

domestic difference or impropriety. In Mysore it is ap-

plied apparently to the sect or society of Lingayats.

Gandchdr, Kara. (ATO33
rc)O

) from g. xHHK, usage) A
fee formerly paid by the Lingayats to their priests at

their marriages ; subsequently included in the cesses pay-

able to the government (in Mysore). Properly, the ob-

servance or established usage of any associated body.

Gandchdri, incorrectly, Gunnacharee, Kara. ( XEJ3FS6 5

from S. TOST, and 'STP^nrt, a teacher) A censor, an in-

spector of morals appointed originally by the government

of Bidnur, but continued under the Marathas in Karnata.

His duty was especially to notice violations of caste, eat-

ing forbidden food, intercourse with impure castes, for-

nication and adultery, which he was empowered to punish

by expulsion from the caste, and restoration to it could

not be effected without his concurrence. He received fees

on marriages and deaths, and fines for minor offences

against caste, for which the office still subsists partially,

although usually set up by the castes themselves; the

individual invested with the authority being one of them-

selves, recognised as a chief or head.

Ganadravya, Kara, (from S.
'5^31, thing) Common stock,

common property.

Ganagoshthi} Ben. (ft
flZ''tw^) A race, a family, family

lineage or genealogy.

Ganakumdrika, Karn. (Xraoo&J~S60) A tax on the
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income (? the marriages of the daughters) of Lingayat

priests. .

Ganapati, S. (TT!nifTT) A name of Ganesa.

Gandrddliana, Karn. (XTO?TS$rC5) A feast given by a

Jangama priest to his followers.

Ganesa, S. (TlB^l) A Hindu divinity, characterized by an

elephant's head, who, in his character of remover of ob-

stacles, is worshipped especially at the commencement of

an undertaking. This, and similar terms as the pre-

ceding, imply that he is lord or chief (f^J -ifrT, &c.) over

various classes (ganas) of inferior divinities.

Ganexa-chaturthi, S. A festival in honour of Ganesa on

the 4th of the light half of Bhadra.

Ganikd, Hindi, &c. (S. J|flU4l) A prostitute.

GANAKA, S., adopted in most dialects, OUUck:) An astro-

loger, a caster of nativities, a keeper of genealogies, and

negociator of marriages.

GANANA, S., and in many dialects, OUJH) Computing, cal-

culating.

GANAURI, H. (i_Sjy) A bulrush (Eastern Oudh).

GANDA, GUNDA, H. (s3J^) GANDA, Ben. CW1) A money of

account, equivalent in reckoning to four haunris or cowry

shells, or the twentieth part of an ana. Twenty gandas make

one pan. The value of the yanda in practice varies,

and from four to six may be rated as a c/tliaddm, but

as a mode of reckoning in general it invariably implies

four. To count by yandas is to count by fours.

Ganddkiyd, Ben. ( 't^Qt^Tl ) Method of counting by four,

the most usual multiple in Bengal.

GANDA, (?) Lands situated nearest to the village.

GANDA, H. (3JJi) Fetid, foul smelling.

GANDA, H. (IjJo, *TT%T) Sugar-cane, or a cane when ready

for cutting.

GANDA, H. (lJii) A knotted string round a child's neck

to protect it from evil eyes. Mar. (itel) A string bound

round the wrist or ancle, as a charm or protection against

evil influences.

GANDAGHAM, Ben. (Tt^SfN) A principal or respectable

village.

GANDADA-POMMU, Karn. (Xo>r|j/e}&O) A fine, for-

merly levied from the cultivators of gardens for turning

up sandal seedlings in ploughing (Mysore).

GANDAL or GANDAH, GANDUL, GANDUR, H. ( Jjol^JJlS)

Thatching grass, the root of which, or khashhas, is used

for Tattis (Andropogon muricatum).
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GANDAM, GUNDUM, H. (P. ,iJJ6) Wheat.

GANDAPENDARA, Karn. (Xo&~ioo~S~c>&) A badge of

honour, a medal, &c.

GANDARWALA, GUNDURWALA, H.
(^^iXJ^)

Part of a sugar-

mill, the receptacle of the cane before it is cut.

GANDASA, GANDASI, GUNDASA, GUNDASEE, H. (L)ili,

^ilxii) A sickle in general, one used for cutting down

sugar-cane, jarodr stalks, or thorny bushes. Also, in

Dehli, a tax formerly levied on the number of such im-

plements in the hands of the Ryots.

GANDEHI, H. (,^1X0) Pieces of sugar-cane.

GANDHA, S. &c. (ifW) Smell, fragrance, any fragrant sub-

stance, sandal-wood or other odorous matter pounded for

rubbing on the person or on the figures of the gods, &c.

In Karn. Ganda or Gandha, (AOQ, XoQ) means espe-

cially, Sandal wood.

Gandha-banih, Ben. (from ^f*1^, a trader) A druggist, a

perfumer.

Oandha-biroza, H. (xj^jJoS) Frankincense, the resin of

the Boswellia thurifera : also of a kind of pine (P. lon-

gifolia).

Gandhanari-nellu, Karn. (Xo$^>6?eu) A sort of rice

grown in Mysore.

Gandhel, H. ((J.-Aa>Xii) A fragrant grass (Andropogon

calamus aromaticus), from the leaves, culms, and roots

of which a sweet-smelling essential oil is distilled.

Gandhila, H. (lysJols) Fetid, bad smelling, The name

of a low and vagrant caste in the north-west provinces,

who make mats, and exhibit feats of activity : they are

also thieves.

Gandhottama, Tel. (XcQ^^D, s. JTO, and -31m, best)

Spirituous liquor, the fermented juice of the palm, tdri

or toddy.

GANDHA, Ben. (*t *f ) Relationship, connexion, friendship.

GANDHARBBA, S. (JPV^O A kind of inferior divinity, at-

tendant upon Indra and Kuvera, and distinguished for

musical proficiency.

Gdndharbba, S. (JTPtrw) Relating to a Gandharbba, as

music, singing ; a form of marriage formerly recognised as

legal, depending solely upon the mutual consent of par-

ties of the Kshetriya, or military order.

GANDHU, H. (^a>Ja)
A branch of the Jat tribe.

GANDI, Tel. (
Xo& ) A breach in the bank of a tank made

by the water, a channel cut in it to let out the water

for irrigation : also a pass in the hills.
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GANDHUPIN, H. (^j;^) A Hindu dancing-girl : (perhaps

an abridgement of S. Gandarbha-rupini).

GANGA, GUNGA, S. (jfrn) The river Ganges, the river

Godaveri, any river. (The word occurs in all the dialects,

but sometimes in composition with the final shortened or

elided).

Gangdla, H. (<XllQb) Lands subject to inundations of the

Ganges.

Gangd-jal, Gunga-jv.l Ben. (TtTftlS30 The water of the

Ganges, sometimes applied to the water of any river re-

puted holy. A kind of oath, swearing by the Ganges

water ; more correctly, Gangd-jal-sapath, oath by the

Ganges water, or Gangd-jal-sparsa, touching the water

of the Ganges, which forms part of the ceremony.

Gangdjali, Ben. (S. *t
0i
H<swl) Swearing by the water of

the Ganges.

Gangdjaliyd, Ben. (S. ?t T||>sT!<jl) A person who has ad-

ministered, or who has taken an oath by the Ganges :

used contemptuously.

Gangdldbh, Ben. (S. ffftfata, from S. c-TW, obtaining)

Being brought to the banks of the Ganges to die there.

Committing a dead body to the river. Also Gangdprdpti,

(from S. info, obtaining) and Gangdydtrd, (from S. 3JTTT,

a going).

Gangdputra, or Gungapootr, S. H. (from S. trg, a son)

A tribe of inferior Brahmans, who pretend to be a branch

of the Kanoj Brahmans, and who call themselves sons of

Ganga, claiming a right to attend pilgrims and direct

their ablutions at Benares, and other holy places on

the banks of the Ganges. At Benares, where they are

most numerous, they claim a hereditary right to the bank

between high and low-water mark. Some follow agri-

culture.

Gangd-Itdm,Thng. Rama and Ganga, two divinities ; but,

as used by the Thugs, a hint that danger is nigh.

Gangdsdgara, S. (from TTRt, the ocean) The place where

the Bhagirathi branch of the Ganges debouches into the

Bay of Bengal.

Gangd-yamund, commonly, Gunga-jumna, (from JiTT, and

*npn> the river Yamuna, vulgo Jumna) A mode of ad-

justing an account of borrowed money, interest paid to

the creditor until the whole debt is discharged, and, on

the other hand, interest allowed to the debtor on all the

instalments he may pay.

Gang-bartir, or -bar-dmad, H. (J\j*t',
or &*}j*&, from
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P. ji , and Jn> I , or j\, bringing or coming) Alluvial land

recovered from a river, especially from the Ganges.

Gangodaka, S. (from 7^ir, water) The water of the Ganges,

or any holy river.

Gang-shihast, H. (from P. ^^wCi, to break) Encroach-

ments of the Ganges, or any other river.

Gangthari, also Gangdtir, Mar. (jfrlT^j "T'linlO The

country along the banks of the Godaveri river. (From

S. Wcjft, a place, or wfa, a bank).

GANGANA, Tel. ( /fCTK'Kr' ) By villages, settlement of

revenue by villages ;
the same as Mauzaivdr : (vernacular

corruption of gaon, or grdma, repeated).

GANGUTIA-BANDI, Uriya (9^82110)01) An embankment,

a dike.

GANIGE, Tel. (X5)A ) An oil-mill, one worked by oxen.

Ganigdr, Kara. (Ao)"7T
>

0) An oil-maker or vendor.

GANIME, Tel. (A& X>) A ridge of earth dividing two fields.

GANITA, S. (JlftflTT) Counted, computed; computation, arith-

metic.

Bija, or Vija-ganita, Algebra.

GANJ, GUNJ, corruptly, GUNJE, H. &c. (P. #x) A mart,

a market: in Bengal and Hindustan a village or town

which is an emporium for grain and other necessaries of

life : in the designation of such a place the word is

commonly compounded with some other word, not un-

frequently English, as, Isldm.-ga.nj, Captain-ganj, Revel-

ganj, &c. In Maratha the word also signifies a heap or

pile of grain, a rick, a stack, &c.

Ganji, Mar. (jfift) A small stack.

Ganjikhdna, Mar. (P. <X;l-, a house) A yard with many

stacks of hay, &c. : a lumber-room.

GANJA, or GANJHA, H. (iWlS) The hemp plant (Cannabis

saliva), or, according to some authorities, a different species

(Cannabis indica) : according to others, it is applicable

to the plant only whilst young. In the north-west pro-

vinces the term also designates an intoxicating liquor, an

infusion of the young flowers and leaves in water. In

Bengal the same are dried and pounded, and then used

in smoking. The intoxicating property depends in either

case upon the resinous exudation of the plant adhering to

the vegetable substance. See Bhang.

Gdnjdhhor, Ben. (
<

stt<5Tfe
1

'tt3') A smoker of hemp, one

addicted to its use.

Gdnjatvdld, H.
(11^ iXar'li) A vendor of intoxicating pre-

parations of hemp.
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GANJAP, H. (,=J'^) A kind of grass.'

't

GANJELI, H. ( ^J^s~ ) A kind of coarse sacking or can-

vas made from the fibres ,
of the hemp plant.

GANJIFA, H. &c. (P. *ajar^, !flM) Cards; the game, or

the cards with which it is played. The pack consists

of ninety-six cards, divided amongst eight suits.

GANKAH, or GAKAR, H. (/Jl, ^) A kind of coarse

bread, made from inferior grains or pulse, and imper-

fectly baked.

GANNA, GUNNA, H. (U) Sugar-cane, a cane especially

when ready for cutting.

Gankdfa, H. (<Kj&) A man whose business it is to cut

the cane into lengths of about six inches for feeding

the mill.

GANNEL, H. (Jxx) A species of long grass used for

thatching.

OA.VNJ, commonly, GUNNY, H. (,<^) A. name given to the

coarse bags made of a sort of sacking from the fibres of

the Pat (Corchorus capsularis) : the word is a corruption

of that first given to the Pat by Rumphius, Gania, which

was no doubt the Mara ha, or rather Sanskrit Gona or

Qoni, q. v.

GANG, Thug. A class of Thugs.

GANOT, Guz. ( 3HlTU"l) Ground-rent of land let by pro-

prietors to tenants or cultivators for the purpose of cul-

tivating and improving it.

Ganut-ndmun, or -ndon, Guz. ( OlUfl^lll r

*3) A lease of

land given by the proprietor to cultivators, stating the

extent, name, and site, as well as the amount of rent.

Ganotio, (Ol(iilftlTO A tenant, a leaseholder.

GANTH, GANTHA, or GANTHI, H. (<&'., Uil, {J
SM^, S.

ufrVj) A knot or tie ; fig., an engagement. In the

north-west it is applied to the refuse of straw, com-

prising the knotted parts of the stalk and ear-ends, which

are formed in a separate pile on the threshing-floor : the

colder of English agriculture.

GANTHA, H. (l^^) A fractional part, one twentieth of a

jarib, equal to three (jaz. In Guz. the Gantha Ol U)

is a measure of eight feet in length.

Gdnthi-ddr, H. (;lj ^JjlS)
An occupant of lands under

a landlord at a fixed rent and by heritable tenure.

Gdnthi-jamd, A. (**=> .ypijl) Hereditary under-tenancy

of land at a fixed and permanent rent.

Ganti, or Gdnit, Ben. (*ttfi>, Tft^i>, S. TTfal) A knot,

a tie, a parcel, a bale of goods.
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Ganthio, Guz. Ol^ltl) A pickpocket, a swindler.

Gdnti-kdfd, Den. O^I^falitl) A cutpurse, a pickpocket :

the natives usually tie their money up in a corner of

their upper garment in a knot, whence the expression.

Also, a plunderer or cutter open of packages.

Gdnti-chhdrd, Ben. (?tt
<

Ti>^l>5l ) Tying the bride and

bridegroom together, as part of the marriage ceremony :

a cloth, with fruit, &c., is placed upon their hands, and

one end is fastened to the borders of the dress of the

woman, the other to that of the man.

GANTI, Ben. (tt^ft) Insertion of an article among others.

Oanti-jama, Ben. ( ftt^5Nl )Including a small parcel of

land in the general rent.

GANTRI, Ben. (S. Tt i5t) A car or cart drawn by oxen.

GANTU, TeL Karn. (Xoe^O) Stock, capital, principal as

opposed to interest : a debt

GANU, Thug. One of the gang who on occasions shams

sickness.

GANUA, Thug. Any fraud or trick of Thugs.

GANUOA, Tel. ("TT'rCXJA) An oil or sugar press.

GAXW, always pronounced, and sometimes written GAON,

H. (yl, Mar. nfa) A village. A measure of distance,

four has, varying from four to nine miles. (The word

is a vernacular corruption of Gram, q. v. ; also see below

Gdon.

Ganrvdr, H. (j'y^i
abbreviation of Gdonndr) Village,

rude, rustic
;

a clown, a villager.

GAO.V, corruptly, GONG, H., Mar. (^, the same as GANW,

or nfa, corruption of Wl) A village. See Gram.

Gdonbat, H. (tJL~Ju^) A division of a Taluk into se-

parate villages, or of the several additional or subordinate

villages attached to the one originally assessed. See

Gdtdbandi.

Gdon-devatd, Mar. (JlN^fll) The village idol.

Gdondlte, or Gdondttcgaon, Mar. ( ilfa, JTi^nfa) A

small village, a hamlet.

Gdonyanna, Mar. (TN'ln) By villages; distributively,

as village assessments, &c.

Gaonkar, Gaonhur, Mar. (JTN*O A villager : a Sudra

appointed in a village where there are no Brahmans to

attend upon the village idol.

Gdonhdr, Karn. ("TTSo^D^)^) The head-man of a village

(Sonda).

Gdonkltarch, H. Mar.
(_yi

j
jli, >riw) Village charges.

See Grdmakharch.



Gaonkusun. Mar.

Gaonnemnuh, Mar.

blishments.

Gdoiution, Mar.

or villages.

Gdonsai, Mar.

GAO

The village wall or fence.

Expenses of village esta-

A general term for a village

Annual propitiation of the vil-

lage bhuts, or goblins, by offerings of fruits and flowers.

Gdonthan, corruptly, Gaoton, Mar. (JIN44, from WR,
place) Site of a village, whether in ruins or still stand-

ing; also Gaonlhal (from S. Wt<5, soil).

Gaontd, H.
(Ixiy ) Village expenses.

Gdonti, H. Mar. (.J^j^) Of r belonging to a village.

Gaontid, H. (UjujS) A small hamlet

Gaolikd, H. (&JjS) The head manager of a village,

equivalent to a Mukaddam elsewhere (Sohagpur). (The

first term is an abbreviation of Gdon or Gram).

Gum-gdon, Mar. (JWIN, from P. *S, lost) A village, the

site of which is unknown.

GAPAN, Ben. (^tW^O Denial or concealment of facts, pre-

varication, self-contradiction.

GAPSA, GUPSA, H. (L*oi ) Hard soil, of a whitish appearance.

GAR, or GARBHANG, Thug. A share of spoil.

GARA, GURA, H. (V^i) A large sheaf; except in the Dehli

district, where it denotes a small one.

Gardbatui, H. (^liy) Division of produce without

threshing, by stacking the sheaves in proportionate shares.

(Rohilkhand).

GARA, GAHUH, H. (s,) Low land on which water does

not lie long (Upper Doab).

GARA, H. (l;o) A class of Mohammadan cultivators in

Saharanpur.

GARADA, Mar. OKI3I) A body (of troops, &c.) forming a

cordon or investment.

GARADf, Mar. (fl4.ul) A cart-rut: the groove in which the

wheel moves that bruises lime and prepares it for mortar.

GAHAGADAMT-, Tel. (AOAcSSX)) Marks made with cow-

dung and water upon heaps of winnowed grain to pre-

vent depredation.

GARAGESANNANEMJ, Karn. (X#A#O8aJ) A sort of

rice grown in Mysore.

GARAKANATTU, Tel. (AOSroLXi) A tough and deep-

rooted grass, growing in some fields, and weeded only

by ploughing.

GARA-KATA-JARTB, TJriya (1|QQS|QQ1Q) Measured by a

rod, exact measurement.
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GARAO, H. (^) An instrument for cutting jawdr stalks,

&c., for fodder (Central and Lower Doab).

GARAPA, Tel. (X&53) Stony, gravelly (as soil).

Garapa-bhumi, Tel. (X83&T (S
J
from S. rfa, land)

Sandy or gravelly soil.

GARAPAGAR, or -GARI, or -GARYA, Mar. (nminK -tf -aT,

from Mar. JTR, a hailstone, and S. ^njeRTT, who drives

away) An individual supposed to have a power over hail-

storms, and who is retained in some villages as part of

the establishment, to prevent their injuring the crops.

GARARI, GURAREE, H. d_<r;]/) The block over which the

rope of a well traverses.

GARASI, H. (^J^S) An implement for cutting jarcdr

stalks, thorn-bushes, &c.

GAHATA, Karn. (AO8 5 vernacular form of S. T?W,
q. v.) A householder.

GARAWA, Hindi (*KT^t) A light and poor soil, in which

the crops never come to perfection (Puraniya).

GARBHA, S. &c., vernacularly also, GABH, (T>I, JTw) The

embryo, the fetus ; sometimes, but less accurately, the

womb. In Bengal the term is also applied to the whole

space covered by the Ganges when at its utmost extent

in the height of the rainy season.

Garbhddhdna, S. (lf, the womb, and ^SUTR, holding)

A ceremony performed on the first indications of preg-

nancy ; one of the Sanskaras, or essential rites of the

Hindus.

Garbha-griha, or Garbha-stkala, S. (from T$, the womb,

and
^Tlf,

a house, or WcS, a place) The interior of a

dwelling, the inner apartments, the sanctuary of a temple,

the adytum in which the idol stands.

Garbhaja, S. (jT*Nt) Born of the mother, a son, whether

begotten illegitimately or of a wife by another father

than the husband under special appointment, when the

child is legitimate.

GARDEZI, H.
(u?jiiXs) A class of Saiyids in Muzafferpur.

GARDI, (English Guard) Native soldiers disciplined after

the European mode to act as guards : (an obsolete

term.)

GARDI, GURDEE, Mar. (ff^f) Dustiness, confusion, disorder,

tumult, rout of an army, state of public dismay and

distress.

GARDORA, H. (\j.^) A small pit.

GARERAN, H. (jjy^) The receptacle for the sugar-cane

before it is cut.
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GAHE, Karn. ("7Tc>o) A plaster or mortar of chunam or

burnt lime, used to coat the walls of apartments.

Gdrekdr, Karn. (TTS^O~9^) A plasterer.

Vajragdre, Karn. (*>\22j
A ciQ) A mixture of lime, plaster,

and small stonesi used for making floors: the Khoa of

Bengal.

GARG, H. (i^/ from the S. JTT|:, a celebrated Rishi, and

founder of the Garga family) One of the sixteen sub-

divisions of the Kanojia Brahmans.

Gargbansi, H. (
( <Ju^) A tribe of Rajputs so called,

chiefly in Gorakhpur and Azimgarh.

GAUGAWA, H.
UfJ>)

A- grass growing in low ground during

the rains, and sometimes injurious to the rice.

GARH, GURU, H. (a^)
also GADHf, or GARnf, (,jft3^,

,/>,$,
JT2

: A fort, a hill fort, a mud fort, or one the

walls of which are of very thick clay, strengthened

by bastions. The word occurs also in this and other

dialects with the cerebral unaspirated d, as, Gad, Gud,

(is), but in either case the d is pronounced much the

same as r. The word also occurs with an initial aspi-

rate, Ghar or Gliari, but this is incorrect.

GARHA, H.
(lay, T3l) A pit, a cave, a ravine.

GARHAI, H. (
(_s

>ft
;
?) A small pond.

GARHAL, Hindi (iir?T^) Land without moisture (Puraniya).

GARHAPATYA, S. OlI^Mfl) The sacred fire of the house-

holder, (Grihapati,) of which this is a regular derivative.

GARHIBAND, GURHEEBUND, H. (jJo
( X^) Tenure of land

in Bundelkhand, on payment of a quit-rent much below

the usual amount, arising out of the successful resistance

which the possessors of the Garhis, or forts, made to the

Maratha government, who were compelled to reduce their

demand to the lowest sum which the landholder would

consent to pay. The holder of land on these reduced

terms (Bundelkhand).

GARI, GUREE, Uriya (S1Q1, from Ben. *tf^5, a wave) Undu-

lating ground.

GARI, or GADI, H. &c.
(t.jjtf, t^^, TTTt) A carriage of

any description, a carriage or a cart for the conveyance

of persons : see Gddi.

Gdribdn, or Gdriivdn, H. &c. (^^o, ^'ji/^)
A coach-

man, the driver of a coach or car.

Gdri, Gdli, Guz. (^ll-tl) A cart-load, a corn measure

of thirty maunds.

GARIA, or GADIA, Uriya (S1|Qle||) A small tank or re-

servoir of water.
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GARIM, (?) Tel. An apparatus for raising water from a well.

GARISA, corruptly, GARCE, Tel. (X6#) GARASI, -SE, Karn.

(Xo3 ? ."&) A measure of grain equal to 400 markdls,

or 185.2 cubic feet=9860 Ib. avoirdupois. See Markdl.

GARJANTAIL, Ben. (T|w2\sti) Wood oil, an oil that exudes

from incisions in the bark of several species of Diptero-

carpus.

GARJAT, Uriya (S15>!?|G>) Estates in the hill country of

Orissa.

GARKHA, Thug. The neck.

GARMATTU, Karn. (X^^i^b) Any kind of reed, grass,

or corn.

HA
GARRI, GURREE, H.

(i,jf,>)
A haystack, a rick (Lower

Doab). A large stack of wheat or barley, the produce

of one field (Upper Doab). A large stack of hharif

produce (Rohilkhand).

GARTHA, Thug. The dead body of a victim.

GARUSU, GARASU, Karn. (X&>o, XSrCX)) Gravel.

Garusu-nela, Karn. (AOOriOcOO) A gravelly soil.

GAHUVU, Tel. (X&><^) Gravelly soil.

GAHWA, Mar. (JI<<0) Ripening late ; applied to particular

grains which are slow of coming to maturity.

GASA, Karn. (~A~3rO( vernacular corruption of both S.

grdsa, TTRT, and H. ghdsa, Tire) Subsistence, salary, pay :

forage for cattle.

GASHT.H. (P. c^vi^) GAST, Mar. (JTCf) Tel. (^) GASTI,

Karn. (X^,) Watch, patrol going the rounds, the

boundaries of a division of a town or village, a division

or ward of a town, that is, the range or beat of the patrol.

Gashti, Gushtee, H.
(^jXi^, from P.

{J& , to turn round)

Presents to a revenue officer, on his making the tour of

his district.

Gasht-mahdl, H. ( JlyoO^j) A toll or transit duty

levied in some Zamindaris upon boats passing.

Gasht-saldmi, H. (^L* c>vi) A tax or fee levied by

public officers under the native governments, when making

either a revenue or judicial circuit.

GATA, H. (<XjlS) Yoking bullocks together to tread out

grain (Dehli). A plot or piece of land, a part of a

village.

Gdtabandi, Gatalundee, R d.5^ <*^) Division of a

village by parcels or plots of land, some of which may

be scattered among the fields of several other villages.

Also termed Gdtewdr (j\^u^\

GATA-AWAJI, Ben. (Tt^lTSft, from S. THT, gone, and A.
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ana-, (jfi exchange) Transfer of land or of revenue

payment from one Ryot to another.

GATA-KHAMAR, Ben. (*t'*>t5Tt?r, from *ffcrf3, a threshing-

floor) Lapse of a Ryot's holding into the possession of

the Zamindar.

GATHA, H. (lfi>) The twentieth part of a Jarib. Also

Gantltu.

Gatk.7vd.nsi, H.
(^jiuj^jb) The twentieth part of a Gathd.

GATHAUND, H. (jj^li) A pledge or deposit tied up in a

bag.

GATHBANDHAN, H.
(^.yfcjJUaii, fromGdnth, a knot) Tying

a knot, especially tying the clothes of the bride and bride-

groom together, as part of the marriage ceremony. See

Ganl.ichhard.

GATHI, H. (^$) A pad put on the back of a beast of

burthen.

GATHIA, H. (\J$>) A pannier, a sack, a bundle.

GATHONI, Thug. A knot in a turban, or any piece of cloth

in which money or jewels may be concealed.

GATHIU, GUTHREE, H. &c. (iBf^Jii, 173^) A bag: money

brought in payment of revenue in a bag (Benares). A

bundle, a package, a parcel.

GATKUL, or GATKULI', II., Mar., &c., corruptly, GHUTKOOL,

(TIH^S, mrajc-rt,
from S. im, gone, and ^5, a family)

Applied to property, lands, houses, &c., the proprietors of

which are extinct ; unclaimed inheritance ; lands of a

village uncultivated, or without owners, considered in some

respects as village property, so that they may be disposed

of, sold, or leased by the community, but when not so

disposed of they were often granted in Indm by the

Maratha government.

Gatkul, Mar. OlrtFc$) An emigrated or extinct family.

GATTU, Tel. (A^O) A bank, an embankment, a dam or

dyke.

Gattii-tumu, Tel. (Xbj&T^&O) One twentieth part ofO
the gross produce collected by Zamindars from each vil-

lage for the repair of tanks and embankments.

GATTU, Karn. (^^) A large trading town.

GATWARA, GUTWAHA, or, more correctly, GANTHWARA,

GAU

H. * A tribe of Jats in the Doab.

GAU, GAO, also in the uninflected form, especially in com-

pounds, Go, also GAI, or GAY, S., but adopted in all

the dialects, (*ft, ift, Trrq) A cow, an ox, a bull.

Gduchardi, Gaochuraee, (^^-j^) Grazing, grazing or

pasture ground; a tax levied on pasture lands.
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Gaudivya, Mar. (jfrfVai) Form of oath, swearing while

holding the tail of a cow.

Gdukhdna, H. (<!6U^l) A cow stable or stalls.

Gaukos, Mar. ('Jlcfft^O A land measure, the distance at

which the lowing of a cow may be heard.

Gduli, Gaolee, (^Jj) A cowherd; a caste living by

keeping cows and selling milk : different classes of them

are known in the Dakhin, distinguished sufficiently by

their appellations, as, Ahir-Gduli, a branch of the Ahirs;

Konkani-Gauli, natives of the Konkan ; and TAngayat-

Gduli, followers of the Jangam sect.

Gdtishumdri, Gaoshoomaree, H. ((^Uwjls) An enume-

ration or census of cattle, a tax upon cattle.

GAUCHANA, GOUCHUNA, H. (lx-^) Land sowed with

wheat and chana.

GAUp, pronounced GAUH, H. &c. (jf) S. GAUDA, (jfte,

*tfa) The ancient name of Central Bengal, and that of

the ruins of its former capital. A name applied to one

of the two great divisions of the Brahmans, or the Five

Gauras, (see Brdhmana) ; also to one of the five, the

Brahmans of Bengal proper, who are distinguished

again as Varendriya, Rarhiya, Sdtxhati, and Vaidika

Brahmans : the two first from their being settled in the

several portions of Gaura, called Varendra and Mark ;

the third as descended from 700 Brahmanical families

who were settled in Bengal before the introduction of the

families from Kanoj, who are said to have been fugitives

from Orissa ;
the fourth from their knowledge of the Vedas.

The Gaur Brahmans were also classed by Dalai Sen, a

Rajaof Bengal about the eleventh century, in three divisions :

1. Kulinas, from kula, a family, the most respectable

members of the community ; 2. Srotriyas, those who had

passed through the established institutions, and had read

part of the Vedas ; and 3. Vansajas, merely born Brah-

mans, possessing neither respectability nor learning.

There are other divisions of Bengal Brahmans of a still

inferior description, degraded by acting as priests for the

mixed castes, or by some peculiarities of a fanciful and

fabulous character. The term Gaur is also applied to

other castes or tribes, as specified by Mr. Elliot

Gaur-Brahman, H.
(j.r**rfjij)

The Brahman of the

Gaur tribe or caste, one of the five Gaurs, but located

in the upper provinces throughout the Subah of Dehli

to the hills. There are many subdivisions of these Gaur

Brahmans of Hindustan, who are apparently unknown in
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Bengal, as, the AdJi-Gaur, Kaitkal-Gaur, Gujar-Gdur,

Sidh-Gaur, &c., amounting in all to forty-two.

Gaur-kdyath, H. (&j\ jf) One of the twelve divisions

of the Kayastha tribe, or writer caste. Although pro-

perly of Bengal, many are found in the upper provinces,

where they settled under the patronage of Nasir-ud-din,

son of Bulban, about six centuries ago.

Gaur-Rajput, H. (cu^>-lj j) One of the thirty-six

royal Rajput races whose origin is doubtful. They are

numerous in the north-western provinces, divided into

three principal branches: the JBhat-Gaur, Bdlnn<ui-

Gaur, and Chamar-Gaur ; names derived, Mr. Elliot

supposes, from some intercourse with Bhats, Brahmans,

and Chamars.

Gaur-tagd, H. (Uo^ji) An important tribe of Brahman-

ical descent in the north-west of India, extending through

a great part of Rohilkhand, the Upper Doab, and ter-

ritory of Dehli. According to the fables current among

them, they were originally invited from Bengal by Raja

Janamejaya, king of Hastinapur, for the purpose of ex-

terminating the Takshakas or snakes, in concert with the

Raja. Mr. Elliot considers the Takshakas to have been

Buddhist Scythians from the north, who invaded India

about 500 years B. C. The Tagas are so termed, it is

said, from the S. tydga, abandoning, as they abandoned

their Brahmanical character by accepting and cultivating

the lands granted to them by Janamejaya.

Gaur-thdkur, H. (J*\#j) A tribe of Rajputs, settled in

the Farakhabad district.

GAUD, GAUH, or GAUDA, also spelt GAVUDA, corruptly,

GOWDA, and GOWDOO, Karn. (^>&, X<^i&) The head

man of a village in the Karnatic who superintends the

cultivation and the collection of the revenue, correspond-

ing with the Pdtil of the Maratha provinces: or one who

farms the lands of a village, and lets them out to cul-

tivators, in which case he corresponds with the Zamin-

dar of Bengal.

Huttu-gdra-gauda, Karn. (
8<X>^X*"7rs^7T3^)

A head

man, who is also a native
of^the village.

Phatle-gdra-gauda, Karn. (& pTTci&K^Q ) A head man,

who is not a native of the village over which he

presides.

Gaud-dya, Karn. (TT^cSaoa}) Proportion of the crop

formerly set apart for the head man, resumed by the

Mysore government.
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Gauda-mdnyam, Karn. The privilege land and fees of the

head man of a village.

Gauda-mirds, Karn. The hereditary privilege land of the

head of a village.

Gauda-teriye, Karn. (7T
5)

<SoB"A) A fee formerly paid

to the head man by the villagers, resumed by the govern-

ment of Mysore.

GAUDA, or GAURA, corruptly, GOWRA, (?) The head man

of certain castes of the potter, the shepherd, and the

weaver ; also, in parts of the Sahyadri hills, of the cul-

tivator and cowherd caste. (From the locality of its use

this should be a Maratha term, but it is not found in

Molesworth).

GAUDALU, Karn. (A*OttJ) A caste or tribe in Mysore

following agriculture as labourers, or sometimes small

farmers under a lease from the landholder.

GAUH!N, H.
(^jbfcji)

A village made over by its pro-

prietors to any person, on a permanent revenue assess-

ment, with all the privileges of a Zamindar (Eastern Oudh).

GAUHANi, H. (^la^s, Jft^Tfft) Lands situated close round

a village, and commonly left for pasturage : also, the

entire lands of the village, or the village itself.
"

GAULIOA, Kara. (A
3
^?^) Name of a pastoral and migra-

tory tribe in Mysore, who rear buffaloes, and sell their

milk and ghee, and accompany camps ; also, a seller of

buttermilk.

GAUNA, S., Ben., &c. (jflHJ, from THST, quality, property)

Secondary, supplementary, special, or specific.

Gauna-mdsa, S. (from UTO, a month) The lunar month,

as reckoned from full moon to full moon.

Gauna-putra, S. (from T^, a son) A subsidiary or re-

presentative son, one by adoption, &c., or any form except

by birth.

GAUNDI, Mar. (*nift) The name of a caste, or individual of

it, by calling a mason or bricklayer. Nagpore. Jenkins,

204. (It ought to be Maratha).

GAUNI, Uriya (|;si) A measure of rice in the husk,

equal to twelve sera. A basket used for measuring grain.

GAUNJI', Hindi (jfhTSfl) Fresh shoots of rice put forth after

the crop has been cut and cleared.

GAUHA, H. (V^) A tribe of Ahirs.

GAURAHAR, H. (j^jf)
An obscure tribe of Rajputs on the

borders of Badaon and Aligerh.

GAURO, corruptly, GOWRO, (?) A person employed to esti-

mate the crop while standing.
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GAURUA, H. (*)jy)
An inferior class of Rajputs in Agra

and Mathura, and other districts west of the Jamuim.

GAUTAM-RAJPUT, GOUTUM-RAJPOOT, H. (CUJA^, *i'^)
A

branch of the Chandravansi, or lunar family ; very nu-

merous in the Lower Doab, and formerly very powerful.

Gautamidn, H. (jA-MJjS) A class of Rajputs in Azim-

garh and Gorakhpur, offshoots of the preceding, but of a

spurious breed.

GAUYARA, or GAUYKND, Hindi, (iffaltT, jfnfe) also written

Goyara, or Go'ird, and Goyend, ( jfl*(J,T, jft^te) Land

immediately next to a village.

GAVADA, Karn. ( A c><5O) A measure of distance, the largest,

between eight and ten miles.

GAVANKAB, Tel. (X,>jrO-r<>#) The head man of a village.

GAVARIQA, Karn. (XSS^X) A basketmaker.

GAVYA, Tel. (XS^) A kaunri shell, used as money.

GAWAH, H. (P. !ji)
A witness, an evidence.

Garvdhdn-chaihm-didiili, H. P. (from **"*-, the eye, and

SAJ J, having seen) Eye-witnesses.

Gawdhdn-samdi, H. P. (from A. *, hearing) Hearsay

witnesses, persons speaking from what they have been

told.

Gandhi, H. P. (^y ) Evidence, testimony.

Gwdlti, Mar. (J"311fO Evidence: a witness ; in the latter

also Gmdhiddr.

GAWALI, Mar. ( rNJb1 ) The caste of cowherds, or an in-

dividual of it

Gama/wada, Mar. ('N<Jb=lI3l) The part of a town or vil-

lage inhabited by the caste of cowherds.

GAWANDI, GAWANUYA, Mar. (n^Tt H^n) A bricklayer.

GAWAT, or GAVAT, Mar. (TT^TT) Grass.

Gamatkattai, Mar. (TT^I I grass, and W$^, cutting) A cess

formerly imposed on villages in lieu of grass for the go-

vernment stables, or the grass so furnished ; the wages

of labourers employed in cutting grass for the public

stables ; grass-cutting in general

GAWHALA, Mar. ('l^dbl, from 7T3T, wheat) Fitted for wheat

(soil, &c.).

Gawhdl, or Gawhdli, Mar. Olc^ldb. -3Eft) Wheat grounds,

fields, &c., suited for wheat crops.

GAWI, Mar. (JT3^) A combination among the villagers to

reject th^e government terms of the assessment, or to resist

any orders of a public officer.

GAYAL, Mar. Omi) Neglected, left uncultivated, as land.

Emigrattd, as cultivators.
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Gaydlu, Tel. (XoxriJC>) Land unfit for cultivation.

GAYAL, also GAYARI, H. (JLw, uSj^f, from Gf/yd, gone)

Land of deceased shareholders unclaimed, or coming un-

der the management of the Mdl-guzdr upon its being

abandoned by the cultivator.

GAYATRI, S. (JUr^t) A form of metre, and thence applied

to a verse in the Vedas, which is held to be of peculiar

sanctity, and is repeated inaudibly in the daily morning

worship of the Brahmans. The sense is, We meditate

on that excellent light of the divine sun : may he en-

lighten our minds !

"
Tat samtur-varenyam bhargo de-

vasya dhimahi : dhiyo yo nah prachodaydt !

GAYAWAL, or GAYALI, corruptly, GYAL, H. OU4NI<5',

'im^sl) GAYAWAL, Mar. ( J|<4Ndb) A Brahman of a

class or tribe which claims the privilege of conducting

the ceremonies of the pilgrimage at Gaya, and receiving

fees for the same. They also officiate as collectors and

conductors of pilgrims to the city of Gaya.

GAYRA, or GAIRA, Mar. (from TTTH, a cow) A cowherd.

Gdyrdn, or Gairdn, Mar.
(TrTOTT^) Open pasture-ground, a

common; loosely applied to all lands unsuited for cultivation.

GAZ, Guz, vernacularly, GAJ, or GUJ, H. (P.Ji) A measure

of length, a yard. In the reign of Akbar there pre-

vailed a great number of measures of this denomination,

varying in length from 18 to 58 inches ; to correct

which disorder, they were all abrogated, and a standard

<jaz established in their stead, termed the Ildhi-gaz. The

actual value of this measure was made the subject of

many inquiries and experiments upon the institution of

the great revenue survey of the western provinces, when

it was found to be the basis of all the records of land

measurements in that part of India : as no standard

had been preserved, a fixed object of comparison could

not be procured, and the different reports and measure-

ments made it vary from 29 to 35 inches, and as the ma-

jority of actual measures of land made it 33 inches, that

was assumed as the fixed standard value, and it con-

stitutes the basis of the survey measurements. In trade,

a greater latitude prevails, and the cloth merchant, in

particular, has a (jaz of his own, equal to two hdts, or

cubits, or an English yard.

GAZAH, H. (P. ij")
A. washerman by caste as well as oc-

cupation.

Gdzar-mahdl, H. A tax formerly levied on washermen in

Bengal.
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GEDATA, Karn. (~/??G3k3) Ploughing or tillage.

Gidara, Earn. ("A^OBtf) A ploughed field.

GEHUN, GEHOON, H. (P. ^y^) Wheat, which is exten-

sively cultivated in the upper provinces. Several kinds,

but resolvable in native opinion, into two families, red

and white, are grown : there is also a beardless species

similarly divisible.

GELI, Tel. O?8) A heap of salt

GENJA, Ben. (f13fi) The tops of hemp, used to make an

intoxicating beverage. See Ganja.

GENTOO, (derived from the Portuguese Gentto, a Gentile or

heathen,) A Hindu, a native of India.

GENU, Kara. (~'?J) A span from the top of the thumb

to that of the little finger.

GERU, H.
(jjy>>)

Soil of a red colour, red ochre, or ochreous

clay.

Geramdti, Hindi (TRIHIil) Loam of fine clay.

GERwA, Mar. (nT3TI, from ^, red clay) Blight, turning the

crop of a brickdust red colour. (The word appears to be

the same as the Hindustani Oirrci, q. v., which is applied

in the north-west provinces to the insect causing the disease

or blight).

GESTA, Kara. ( A^rO^, from Grihastha) A householder.

GHABAR, Mar. (TI^TS) A lucky conjunction of the planets.

Ghabdrmdp, Mar. (Tr^r^m) A weight or measure rather

in excess of the market one.

GHABN-I-FAHISH. A. (^i-ls (
.}J^) Shamefully fraudulent ;

applied, in Mohammadan law especially, to the sale of

property for a price grossly inadequate to its value ; also

termed Nultsan-i-fdhish. (From ,j-ji,
fraud, or

^Uaii),

loss, and
^j^a~\, shameful).

GHADI, or GHARI, Mar. (TETTS^) A Sudra attendant in a

village temple.

GHADSI, or GHARSI, or GHURSEE, incorrectly, GURSEE, Mar.

(*tsn) A caste, or person belonging to it, by calling

vagrant or village pipers and drummers. They are said

to be descended from the aboriginal inhabitants of the

great forest of the south, the Dandakaranya.

GHADI'R, A. (^jAi) A festival observed by the Shias of

India on the 18th of Zilhaja, when three images of dough

filled with honey are made to represent Abu-bakr, Omar,

and Othman, which are stuck with knives, and the honey

is sipped, as typical of the blood of the usurping kbalifs.

The festival is named from ghadir, a pool ; Mohammad,

it is said, having declared Ali his successor at a place
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called Ghadir-khum, a watering-place for caravans half

way between Makka and Medina.

GHAEJA, (?) Guz. The village barber and barber-surgeon.

GHAFIL, H. (A. Jjlc) Careless, negligent.

Ghaflat, H. (A. ol f. ) Carelessness, negligence, in-

attention.

GIIAI, or GHYE, H. (
(
-xei) Ground cleaned and raised, on

which to raise a stack of straw, or pile of grain.

GHAIB, vernacularly GAIB, (the aspirate being rejected and

g substituted for the A. 17/1,) H. (A. (^.^c, ^r) Hidden,

concealed, missing, lost.

Ghaibat, or Gaibatu, Tel. (2.^0^) Lost, missing ; ex-

tra (as collections); distant (as an outstation).

Ghaibat-i-munJfaiaa, A.
(jlaaXe tji^jjx) In Moham-

madan law, remote distance. The absence of a husband

at such a distance as renders the acts of his wife, with

regard to his property, valid.

GHAINS, Thug. Uproar, confusion.

GHAIR, when adopted in the Hindu dialects, GAIR or GAR,

H. (A. jb.} GAIRAH, Hindi (nT?) Mar. (rfc) Tel.

(2.^) Ben - C^) Guz - (
3
l3.) Different, other, without;

used as a particle to imply the absence or want of a

thing.

Gar-dbdd, Ben. (ffaWf) Devoid of cultivation; land

cultivable, but neglected.

Gairddd, Tel. ( QJ^r ~^) Uncultivated, waste.

Gairdddsthalamu, Tel. ("A^^^) Waste land.

Ghair-band-o-last, H. (ci^>-J j
jJu .ji) Unsettled ; applied

to lands not included in the revenue assessment.

Gair-dasta, or -dasti, Mar. (nt^ET, -^cft) Exempt from

government imposts (fields, &c.).

Ghair-hazlr, H. (^cU-^) Gair-hdjir, Mar. (rk?Tff*.)

Absent, not in attendance.

Ghair-hdziri, H. Gair-hdjiri, Mar. Absence, being away

especially when called for, as in court.

Garjdbd, Ben. (Tiat<T, for A. kj^Ac, f/hair-zabt) Omitted,

excepted; applied to lands in Sylhet not included in any

measurement, and consequently unassessed.

Ghair-jama, H. (f^-jJ^) Not paying revenue, rent-free.

Gairhi-kharck, Hindi ( Jfc^fa^T^r) Expenses of various

kinds incurred by a village, or on account of establish-

ments and collections.

Ghair-kabul, H. (J^-W^c) Gar-kabul, Ben. (Tla^i)

Denying, not admitting or confessing, not agreeing to.

Gair-kharch, Mar. (ifc?^) Extra or miscellaneous expenses.
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Ghair-khirdj, H. ( l_^->*c) Not paying tribute or revenue,

rent-free lands, &c.

Ghair-mahdi, H. ( ,_$Ji^-vc)
A sect of Mohammadans

who deny the re-appearance of the 12th Imam, or the

Imam Mahdi.

Gair-marang, Hindi (JtVR'l) Low river lands based on

sand, and unable to support vegetation in the dry months

(Puraniya).

Gftair-man/iula, H. (^SyLx^c) Immoveable or real pro-

perty, property other than personal ; (mankul)

Ghair-mashrut, H. (Jsjy^ji) Unconditional ; applied

to grants of land, &c., without any stipulations of service,

or the like, being attached to them.

Gkair-maurusi, H. ((jj^^ji) Not holding by hereditary

descent ; a tenant or farmer
; not inherited

; acquired.

Gftair-mazrud, H. (A. Asj^j^JJ) Uncultivated land.

Ghair-mdzun, A. ( ^.lil^-c ) An absolute slave, one not

allowed to do any work on his own account (Moham-

madan law).

Ghair-mumkirt, H. (A. (.f^^f) Barren, waste ; land not

capable of cultivation: (from tjhair, not, and mumkin,

possible).

Ghatr-mnttabiK, A. (^^u^^i) A totally irregular and

invalid deed (Mohammadan law).

Gair-panchdlti, (?) Lands formerly held in Cuttack, which

were exempt from any taxes but those specified in the

deed of grant

Ghair-sdl, H. (A. JL^xc) Of a different year ; applied

to coins or currency, implying also their being base or

adulterated.

Ghair-sanadi, corruptly, Ghir-sundee, H.
(^JJu^jj:) Extra,

extraordinary, contingent, not included in the sanad or

grant.

GJtair-sarsari, VL(jjfHpuje) Regular or legal proceedings.

Ghair-silsilti, H. (A. <jLJu*^.xi) Irregular, summary ; ap-

plied to judicial proceedings.

Gkair-relu-nni, or, -valdni, corruptly, Guirc-vekenny, or

-valauny, (?) Resumption of an allowance of land given

up to the Ryots, being the tenth of a
birjita..

Gl. ath Rep.

(The first word is no doubt intended for ghair, the others

must be blunders).

Gair-n-dhd, Mar. (^t^T^iT) Misrepresentation, a false state-

ment

GHA IT, Ben. (^Tt^) Fault, crime, misdemeanor.

GHAU-PATTUTA, Tel. (O^)>&>$) Winnowing.
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GIIALLA, H. (A. (idi) Grain, corn; it is sometimes used to

denote money.

Ghalla-farosh, H. A corn or grain seller.

Ghalla-mislat, A. (kUUndi) The proportion of the pro-

duce of the labour of a licensed slave which has been

reserved for the master.

GHAMETA, (?) A subdivision of the Kurmi tribe in Bahar.

GHAMUS, A. (j^-^Ai) Mysterious : in law, Perjury.

GHANA, Ben. (^R) Struck, as a rupee ; but applied only to

rupees of native coinage.

GHANA, Mar. (^Rj) A sledge-hammer.

GHANA, GHUNA, H. (li$i) A preserve for game.

GHANA, GHANI, H. (Ul^, (jl^) A sugar-cane press. Mar.

(HHUl) An oil-mill : (see the next).

GHANA, GulNi, Mar. (TTTOT, '^Tnift) The quantity of material

put into a mill at once, or of cane into the sugar-mill,

rice into the mortar, or of any thing to be pounded or

triturated into the triturating machine. A heap of grain

which, at the Makara Sankrdnti, or sun's entrance into

Capricorn, the mistress of a house places on a mortar to

be given to a Brahman.

GHANCHI, Guz. (m*Hl) An oil maker, an oil dealer, one

who expresses it or sells it.

GHANCHO, Guz. (&ll*Hl) A man of a caste whose occu-

pation is mat-making.

GHAND, H. (jj^i) A branch of the Jat tribe.

GHANGHAS, H. (^.aHigi)
A branch of the Jat tribe.

GHANI, Ben. (*Ttft) An oil mill.

Ghdni-gdchh, Ben. (^1fT*tt^') The hollow trunk of a

tree forming part of an oil mill which receives the seed,

and having a hole through which the oil issues.

GHANI, A. ( JLt) A rich person: in law, one not poor

enough to be entitled to alms.

GHANTA, S. &c., in some dialects, GANTA, ('for) A bell,

a plate of metal on which the hours are struck ; an hour.

GHAR, GHUR, H., Ben., Mar., &c.
(^zi,

^TS
1

, TI^) A house,

a dwelling, a habitation: a family, the people of the house.

Gharbaithd, Mar. (TR%7t) Whilst staying at home; said

of work or business done at home ; without employment

or service abroad.

Ghar-bandi, H. &c.
((_jAi>j^S)

A slave born in the house.

Gharbdr, H.
(j\jj&

) Household concerns.

Gliarbdri, H.
d_?;^$>)

A householder, the head of a

house.

Ghar-bdn, Mar. (TTWlTt) Rent of houses without owners,

2 Y
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levied in some towns by the former govenment. Uriya,

(QQQ|j>) A dwelling-house. See Gharwdri

G/tar-bhddd, or -bhdrd, H. (1t)l^S) Ghar-bhaden, Mar.

( TOTT^ ) House-rent.

Ghar-bharani, Mar. (trwnjft) Ceremonies observed on

taking possession of a new house, house-warming.

Ghar-chdr, or Ghardchdr, Mar. (TTWtT, trrPJTC) The

rules or customs of a household or family.

Ghar-ddr, Mar. (^QT^K) A family, a household.

Ghar-dme, Mar. (tfT^^l) House tax.

Gtiar-dredri, corruptly, Ghur-deivary, H.
d_fji^j^) House

tax: also an illegal cess upon shopkeepers and house-

holders.

Gharganti, Mar. ( tRJUUfO) Enumeration of houses in a

town or village.

Ghar-jamd, (?) corruptly, Gltur-jummah, Mar. (TRSpn)

House tax.

Gharjdrcai, Mar. (*K1N^) One who with his wife lives

in the house of his father-in-law, and manages his affairs.

Gharltan, Mar. (til'cnO) The master of a house, the head

of the family.

Gharpatti, Mar. (tHMjl) House tax; levy or collection

per house, from which Brahman village officers were

exempted.

Gharsabil, H.
((JjOM^S) Advances to peasants to enable

them to build their cottages.

Gharsdrd, Mar. (tRWU-t) House tax.

Gltarti, or Ghartis, Mar. (*K^, M<4lB) Relating to

each house severally, per house, as contributions, charges,

taxes, &c.

Ghartip, Mar. (tf^Tj) The numbering of the houses in

a village or town ; the list so taken.

Ghanvan, Mar. (TR^jr) House tax.

Gharrvdri, Mar. (tR^Tsft) An inclosure in which is a

dwelling-house. See Gharbdri.

GnAR, GHAR, H. (j\, orjl^, from H. \&,t, S. TH}, a cavity)

Clay soil in low situations where rain lies for a long time
;

land that has been worn away by running water ; a sub-

division of Matiar soil
; a name given in the north-west

provinces to strips of land lying along the banks of the

Jamna, or, in the Agra districts, to the tract intermediate

between that and the more northern portion.

GHAR, H. (A. jlc) A cave, a pit, a ravine.

GHARA, H. (
\j$>,

S. TTJ) An earthen water-pot or jar.

GHARA, Uriya (QQ) A column (in a book or account).
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GHAHAB, commonly GRAB, A. (tjl^) GUUAB, Mar. (*ttT*f)

A vessel of a peculiar build used on the Malabar coast

and in the Arabian gulf.

GHARAMI, Ben. (*iflt^, from TT3, a house) A man whose

business it is to construct the mat houses of the poorer

natives, or roof them with thatch. A thatcher.

GHARANI, Mar. (TJ3Hfl) Document kept by the Kulkarni in

account with the several families of a village.

GHARAR, H.
(;_^)

The dry Moth plant, given as fodder

to cattle.

GHARENE, Guz. (fct^Ui) Mortgaged, pledged.

Gharendun-ltltat, Guz. (fcT^MU 1<1) A mortgage-bond,

a written acknowledgment of money borrowed, or pro-

perty mortgaged or pledged.

Gharenia, incorrectly, Gerania, Guz. (6llMU
:tfU) Lands

held in mortgage or pledge.

Gfiarenid-naltarid, Guz. (eftU&a>U<J
l%:>l

a
>tl) Private

lands in mortgage.

Gharemd-mldmid, Guz. (fcT;(. lUl:yil*t (Hlvfl.
a'U) Mort-

gaged lands paying a quit-rent

GHARI, GHUREE, inaccurately, GHURREE, H. (L^) GHARI

or GHATI, Ben. (Wf, ftl?^) GHARI and GHATI, Mar.

(tlTt, TJTt) GHADI or GHALIGE, Karn. (^, ^*W)
GHATIKA, Tel. (^X)fc3) A measure of time, a term of

twenty-four minutes, being one sixtieth part of a day and

night: in common use it has also come to signify an

English hour. Any instrument for computing and an-

nouncing time
; originally the Hindu clepsydra and the

brass plate or gong on which the hours were struck, but

latterly the English watch or clock. The term, in its

signification of an hour of twenty-four minutes, was ap-

plied also, in the Delhi district, to one mode of dis-

tributing the assessment of a village : each cultivator

being charged one sixtieth of the whole for each ghari

in the day during which he had drawn water for the

irrigation of his lands from the royal canal. It also de-

notes the subdivision of a village in the Dehli district,

as, Khandigaon, which is divided into 144 langrif, and

each langri into eight gharis. The vernacular terms are

derived from the S., in which ghati is the timepiece, and

ghatihd the hour which it marks ; but in use both mean-

ings are commonly attached to the same word.

Gharidl, H. &c. (JVj^) Gharyal, Mar. (TOTc*) The

plate or gong on which the hours are struck with a

wooden mallet
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Ghariald, or Ghariali, H. &c.
(S'jJ, (_^) Gharydl-

chi, Mar. (n/HlcUl ) The gong striker, the bellman.

GHAHI, GHADI, Mar. (TJTTt) A Sudra attendant on a temple,

corresponding with a Gurav.

GHAIUB, H. (A. U^A^C) Strange, foreign; poor, distressed,

helpless.

Gharib-parwar, or Gharib-namaz, H. (from P.
tjji,

who

protects, orjljJ,
who is kind to) Cherisher of the poor;

an expression commonly addressed to a superior, or to a

European functionary, by natives of inferior rank, espe-

cially if supplicants or suitors.

GHARIM, A.
((/=)

A debtor, so helpless as to be a proper

object of zihdt or alms.

GHARRI, GHURKEE, H. (A. ^5*^) Overflowed, inundated.

GHARPHANT, also written GCJHPHANT, (?) H. (oJL;^)
An arrangement made by the manager of an estate, or by

the shareholders themselves, for the payment of the govern-

ment revenue by each village, when more than one is

included in the lease (Kamaon).

GHARSI', Mar. ( HJ~I) A man of a particular caste, or the

caste itself: the members are musicians and singers.

GHARSU BHUMJ, (?) Tel. A strong red soil (Warangal).

GHARTA, or GHARTI, Mar. (TJT5T, iHil) A large hand-

mill.

Gharti-bhar-sdrd, Mar. (?) A tax formerly levied by the

Maratha government on millstones.

Gharti-k/toti, Mar. (tRZl^lil) A contract or farm of

the exclusive privilege of grinding corn.

GHARWA, Hindi (VJ4l) Gleanings from the threshing-floor

fallen amidst rubbish and dirt, the perquisite of the

lowest castes.

GHAS, Mar. (*O?) Loss in trade, loss in drying-, leakage, &c.

GHAS, H. B. (O-V, ^TfrT) GHANS, Dakh. (L<rJltt)
also either

GHAS, or GHANS, Mar. (TITO, TfRf) Grass, meadow grass,

hay, forage. In Mar. it also implies a mouthful, or a
/ \ *

quantity equivalent, (more correctly, Grds, q. v.) ;
also the

quantity of grain put into a mill at once, and the grain

which falls into the hollow and remains unground.

Gkds-berd-mahdl, Ben. (*TfJTc<iN^il) Land inclosed or

set apart for pasturage, meadow lands.

Ghds-ddnd, Mar. (*)!*<(Wl) A military contribution ; grass

and grain for the horses, or a contribution in lieu of it

Gfids-gahdniya, Mar. (?) corruptly, Ghas-grenia, A mort-

gage with possession, under which the produce of the

land is taken instead of interest See Gahdn.
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Ghasidrd, H. (\.\J^MJ) A grass-cutter. See Ghds-kdtd,

Ghds-kar, -kur, Ben. (frbl^fO A tax on grass or

forage.

Ghds-Mtd, corruptly, Gras-kut, H., Ben. (UO^, Mt>l*t&1)

A man whose business it is to cut fresh grass daily for

the horses of his employer.

Gkds-hdtani, corruptly, Ghas-kuttanee, Mar.

Cutting grass, a fee or tax for cutting grass on govern-

ment land.

Gkdsud-bhumi, Uriya (Ct|512||G).SO Pasture land.
o~ d

GHASB or GHAZAB, GHUSB, GHUZB, A. (lr *^r, c_<ir)

Violence, oppression, seizing any thing by force. In

Mohammadan law, forcible or unauthorised possession and

use of property belonging to another.

GHAT, corruptly, GHAUT, or GAUT, H. (cL>l$0 Ben. (*TtT)

Mar. (Trrj, from the S. TJg) which the Tel. and Karn. adhere

to (tfjp&X>, ^0|X, ^y|j)
A landing-place, steps

CO
t
CO CO

on the bank of a river, a quay, a wharf where customs

are commonly levied. A pass through the mountains: the

mountains themselves, especially applied to the eastern

and western ranges of the south of India ; or, in the

Maratha country, to the SaJiyddri range, and to the Dex,

or tract above.

Ghdtdni, H. (,Jlj\^S) A toll levied on crossing rivers or

hill passes.

Ghdt-bdri, H. (ijrjV^^) Lands attached to a ferry. Duty

or toll levied at landing-places upon the boats that come

to at them.

Ghdt-bandijMar. (Mli^K^) Blocking up a pass over a hill.

Toll or tax levied on passengers for keeping a pass or

landing-place in repair.

Ghdt.i, or Ghdtid, Uriya, A watchman, a police or re-

venue officer, especially one in charge of passes or land-

ing-places. Mar. (VliT) Of or belonging to the country

above the Sahyddri range (products) : when the people

are meant, the term is Ghdt.wal (irtT^SE).

Ghdtiyd, Ghdtyd, H. &c. (U)l^, mfolT, Tnesp) A Brah-

man who attends where pilgrims bathe, as at Benares, to

take care of their clothes, and supply sandal, flowers, &c.,

for certain fees, which he exacts as a right, denouncing

imprecations on any who resist his exactions : these people

sometimes repair to a distance to escort pilgrims to their

places of ablution.

Ghdtmdnjhi, H., Ben. (
(

^$=E
J
Uol$S) A ferryman ; applied

also to a man who regulates the hire of boats, supplies
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boats, provides crews, and generally superintends, more

by usurpation than by authority, the details of a landing-

place on the river.

Ghdlmdrd, H., Ben. (l^ttJl^S) Smuggling; a smuggler,

one who evades the tolls at landing-places.

Ghdtpdndyd, Mar. ( MI4Mii|l) An officer presiding over

landing-places.

Ghdt-rahlirvdli, Mar. ( VIZWMIcjft) A guard at a pass in

the hills.

Gliatti, Ben. (*ri^ ) A private wharf or steps to the river.

Ghattiyhoshanu, Ben. ( wtc*il*id) Proclaiming news,

making any thing public.

Ghdf-thikdddr, H. (jloKj^Icul^j) The farmer or con-

tractor for a ferry.

Ghdfn'dl, or Ghdtmdld, H. (Jlyl^s, Slyl^S)
A ferryman,

a person in charge of a landing-place, or a mountain pass.

A member of a class of landholders in Birbhum, holding

lands under a peculiar tenure : (see the next). It is also

read with the short vowel, Ghatrvdr or Ghatwdl.

Ghdtwdli, Ghdtrvdli-mahdl, or Ghdtivdli-zamin, H. (from

Jlsc", places, or
(̂ ej, land) Lands granted either rent-

free or at a low rate of assessment to public ferrymen,

or to officers guarding passes in the hills. In Birbhum

the lands were granted at a fixed rate of assessment in

perpetuity to the holders and their descendants, as long

as the revenue is paid, although apparently no longer

connected with the performance of any particular duty.

Reg. xxix. 1814.

Ghatnan, (?) Ben. A man of a low caste, frequently a

predial slave, in Ramgarh.

GHAT, GHUT, H., Ben., &c. (<^L^>, from the S. GHATA, IT?)

A water-pot or jar, representing, on some occasions, the

goddess Durga.

Ghatapujd, S. ( HiMl) Worship of the water-jar as

Durga. See Ghatasthdpana.

Ghatasphota, Mar. (lliwili , from the S. Sphota, a

breaking) Ceremony of the ejection of a person from his

caste, or of the repudiation of a wife; typically expressed

by the actual breaking of a pitcher on the occasion.

Ghafasthdpana, S. (from WITT, placing) The ceremony

of placing a water pot as a type or receptacle of Durga,

who, after certain invocations, is supposed to be present

in it, and to receive the worship addressed to her. It

is one of the essential ceremonies of the Dtirga-Puja.

GHAT, GHATI, or GHATTI, H. (ci^^, .J*^, from the v.
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IxX^S, to abate) Deficiency, decrease, lightness in weight,

fall in price or value.

GHAT, H., Ben. (S. dAp, *Tt\) A blow, a wound, striking,

killing ;
what is struck or hurt.

Ghdtaka, H., Ben. (uL&t^, *Tf^) A murderer, one who

wounds or kills.

Ghdta-chandra, Ghdta-tithi, Mar. (from ^5, the moon,

or finft, a lunar day) An inauspicious day.

GHATA, Ben. (wl) A crowd, a procession.

GHATAKA, Ben., Mar. (t|2*) A person who negociates

marriages between families, especially in Bengal ; also,

a manager, or leading man in general.

GHATI, Ben. (^Ttfl) A clock. The native clock is a brass

plate, or gony, on which the hour is struck with a

wooden mallet. See Ghari.

(Unit Hid, Ben. (S. tiPu*l) Ghatakd, Mar. (TRTJTT) An

hour, properly of 24 minutes : the little metal vessel, by

the sinking of which in water the hour is measured. See

Ghari.

GIIAYI, or GHAI, Tel. ( "^XJ^CXXr"
1"

) An embankment to con-

fine water, a reservoir.

GIIAZI, A. (j^U) A champion, a hero ; especially one who

fights against infidels.

Ghazi-midn, H. (jj^x* i^f/^) A saint held in high repute

in Hindustan, in whose honour an annual festival is

celebrated in most large towns, but particularly at Barech,

in the month of Jeth. It is commonly called the Shiidi,

or marriage of the saint, in allusion, according to one

tradition, to his having suffered martyrdom on the eve of

his nuptials. The origin of the festival, which is equally

popular with Hindus and Mohammadans, is, however,

doubtful, and much uncertainty prevails regarding the

person of the saint. The most particular accounts make

him a nephew of Mahmud of Ghazni, born at Ajmer,

and killed in battle with the Hindus at Barech, after

Mahmud's death.

GHEGARA. or GHEGHARA, GHEGURA, GHEGHURA, H.

(]j^ , \j*4 ) The unripe pod of gram. The unripe

bole of cotton before it bursts.

GHELAUNI, H. (^.Ij^S) An addition to an article sold in

favour of the purchaser. An additional per centage of

an article counted, as, 110 Iambus, or 120 mangoes, rated

as 100 only.

GHEN A i, Thug. Fetters.

GHENEDENE, Mar. (^1!J?(% fiom '^B, to take, and ^U,to
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give) Borrowing and lending, dealing with, traffic, mer-

cantile intercourse.

Ghetadeta, Mar. (wiipn) A regular customer, one who

punctually pays what he owes.

GhetAndetdn, Mar. (ijrii^dt) On the conclusion of a

bargain.

Ohepodepo, Mar. (Tpft^Tfl) Money lending without in-

terest, unprofitable or troublesome lending and taking back.

Ghewdderva, or -n'i, Mar. (VMI<*u) Traffic, dealing with,

borrowing and lending, &c.

GHENTI, H. (
(J
iixz) The unripe pod of gram and other

kinds of pulse.

GHER, or GtiERA, H. &c. (j&, from Gherna, to surround)

Enclosing, surrounding ; an enclosure, a fence, a bound-

hedge.

GHEHUA, (?) H. A mortgagee holding land in possession as

security, and in payment of the interest. See Giro.

GHEWARI, Mar. (ifaTT^) A retail dealer, a huckster; in

some places limited to one who buys and retails garden

produce.

Gin, GHEE, H. &c. (^, from S. TpO Ben. GHI, (ft)

GHI, Mar. (Tft) Clarified or oiled butter; butter boiled

and then set to cool, when it remains in a semi-liquid

or oily state, and is used in cooking, or is drank by the

natives : (the primitive GHRITA is also current in most

dialects).

Ghi-guttd, corruptly, Glieecottah, or Gheegootah, Mar.

(tffrrar) The exclusive right of the renter of a village

to the buying and selling of yhi in retail.

GHISARI, Mar. ( fvflisl ) A low caste, or individual of it,

whose occupation is manufacturing common iron utensils.

GHOI'LA, Thug. Copper coin, pice.

GHOL, Ben. (CTfa) Butter milk.

GHOL, Mar. (^35) A ring, with bits of iron attached to it,

at the end of a staff, to make a noise with to frighten

reptiles, birds, &c.

GHONTA, or GHOTA, Mar. (Tffel, gfcr) An intoxicating

potion, an infusion of the leaves of the hemp.

GHONGHI, H. (
(_s$&j^) Tying the end of a blanket in a

knot, and placing it on the head, so as to keep off rain.

Wrapping oneself up in a blanket.

GHORA, H. &c. (S. \,y , ^ftrO A horse.

Ghoravira, (?) (from Ghoda, or Ghora, a horse) A tax

paid by Rajput tribes to their chiefs in commutation of

a gift of a horse.
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Ghorcharha, H. (from Ghora andcharhnd, ti*/-, to mount)

Ghordchara, Ben. (^Tt^lFSl) A rider, a horseman: a

subdivision of the Kurmi or Kumbi tribe, which is exten-

sively spread throughout India, and follows principally

agricultural occupations.

Ghore-khdd, Mar. (Tft^T<j) Grazing or pasturing of horses.

Ghore-rdut, Ghore-sndr, Mar. (^tiUJid, Tft^TC) A trooper,

a horse-soldier.

Ghorevdt, Mar. ( Vls^H?) A horse-path; especially a

practicable path for horses over hilly ground.

GHOSH, corruptly, GHOSE, Ben. (OTft, from S. ire, to cry)

The name of a division of the writer caste, and com-

monly used as their family name, as, Chandra-ghose

also the name of a tribe of herdsmen in Bengal. A
station of cowherds.

Ghoshand, Ben. (S. t*ilMl) A proclamation.

Ghosi, Ghosee, H. (S. ^M^) A herdsman, a milkman :

also, in the north-west provinces, a class of milkmen, who,

although said to be descended from the Ahirs, are now

mostly Mohammadans.

GHOTAKHOR, Hindi (v1<Hfa, from "^7, a gulp, and P. l^ft,

who swallows) A diver : in some villages in the western

Maratha states a diver forms one of the servants, and is

employed in recovering articles dropped in tanks and wells.

GHOTI, H. (<_}^i)
Land which has been under a rice crop.

GHUORI, Mar. (TJlO) Grain boiled in the husk. Grain

presented to the head of the village, or the government

officers, on the ripening of the crop : a cess formerly im-

posed in its stead.

GHULAM, in some dialects, GULAM, corrupted in pronoun-

cing to GUL!P and GULAB, H. (A. *5Lc) GULAMU, Tel.

(toCT'cAX)) A youth, a servant, a slave.

GntJMAO, GHOOMAO, H. (jU^?, lit, a turning round, from

Uu^S, to turn round) As much land as can be ploughed

in one day by a pair of bullocks.

GHUN, GHOON, H. (^^i) A weevil destructive of wood and

grain.

GHUNDI, H. (^jJl^S) A herb that grows in rice fields after

the crop is cut : camels are fond of it, and it is used in

medicine.

GHUNOCHI, H. (^5=:^ ) The seed of the Abrus precatorius ;

especially as a standard measure of weight : more usually

Gunja, q. v.

i, GHOONOEE, H.
(^j&j$S)

An insect destructive of

growing gram ;
also Gindar.

2z
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GnUNGHtJ, H. &c. (jj&, girc)
Small bells fastened round

the ancles or wrists of women, sometimes worn on the

toes, especially of dancing girls.

GHtiNT, GHOONT, H. (i^Jj^) Rent from lands granted as

endowments of religious establishments (Kamaon).

GHI>R, GHOOR, H. (jy, *TC) The soil of the sandy ridge

east of Muzaffarnagar.

GHURA, H. (Ij^O Soil, manure.

GHURAB, Mar. (tnu, A. "-J^i ) A kind of vessel, a sloop

with long projecting bows, used on the Malabar coast

GHURAT, GHOORUT, H. (ei^i) Cattle pens (Eastern Oudh).

GHUH-BAR.R, GHOOR-BURAR, H. (Xj,y?) Dues levied on

every sharer and under-tenant, in proportion to the ex-

penses of the village for the year: from II. GIIURA, a

dunghill or sweepings, all miscellaneous charges being

heaped together (Bundelkhand).

GHURRAH, or GHURRAT, incorrectly, GHORRA, A. (2^)
A fine of 500 dirms, being the value of a male or female

slave of that price, to whom also the term is applied

(Mohammadan law).

GHURRAT, H. (A. S^c. , whiteness, &c.) The first day of

the moon's age.

Gnus, H. (^j-^O GHUSH, Ben. (^) A bribe.

GHUSL, H. &c. ((J**i) Bathing, ablution; especially the

ablutions of the Mohammadans.

Ghassdl, H. &c. (JLwc) A bather, an attendant on a bath
;

but applied inore especially to one who washes the dead.

GHUSRAND, H. ( jJl^*u^$ ) A creeping grass with a yellow

flower, bearing a bitter fruit ; used as a condiment for

horses, but considered poisonous to men.

GIARWAN, GIARWIN, Dakhini H. (glj/^i (-jijj^t
for

Igarali) Eleventh. The eleventh of Rabi-us-sani, a day

dedicated to the homage of Pir-i-Dastagir, a Moham-

madan saint in the south of India.

GICHUVALI, Earn. (^S^oS
1

^) Farming, agriculture.

GIDA, Thug. Impure, unclean ; a man of a very low caste.

GIDAGAWAL, Tel. (^&TTS3e>) Taxes levied on forest

produce.

GIDARMAR, H.
(jitj&p, lit., jackal-killer) A vagrant and

thief in Upper India.

GIBDA, GIDDE, Tel. (\<, ^~S) The smallest measure of
Crf CJ

capacity in use, varying in different places, but calculated

by Captain Jervis at 900 grains=5'837 cubic inches, the

fourth of a Sola.

GIDDANA, Karn. (^^) The fourteenth part of a maund.
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Giddani, Karn. (^<^&) The 256th fraction of a fanam,

or a rupee.

GippANGi, Tel. Karn (^gOA) A shop, a storehouse, a

granary, a jail.

GI'DIA, GEEDEEA, H. (bj..*) A class of vagrants and

thieves in Upper India.

GIIJNA, Karn. C^*-^) A measure of grain, equal to four

Solige, q. v.

GILA, H. (*tf) GiLLA, Mar. (fr?n, both from the P. *&)

A complaint, a remonstrance, abuse, reproach.

GlLANDizi, II
(,_$jljJJ^,

from (_Ji, clay, earth, and
i^fj'Jo' f

throwing) An embankment : charge for making and repair-

ing embankments, allowed formerly in the village accounts.

GI'M, Thug. Search after Thugs : also theft.

, or GIMHWA, Mar. (fJTT^T, fh*^l, from >ftn, or

, vernacular of S. TTfaR, the hot season) Grain raised

in the hot season by irrigation.

Gimrvas, Mar. (fj|HM) A field prepared for the growth of

grain in the hot season by irrigating ; the grain so

raised.

GINDAR, H. (jjj) An insect very destructive of growing

pulse : also Ghungi.

GINDURI, II. ( (^Jo^) A circular twist of straw or grass

to support a vessel with a round bottom.

GINNA, Karn. (^OO) Cheese.

Ginnayadde, Karn. (^oeaXg)
A cheese.

GINTI, Karn. ("AO&J) Double-thread texture.

Gintadavalli, Karn. (^voU&S^) A single cotton cloth

woven with double threads.

Gintadabattc. Karn. ('AOfcjOiD CJ) A double cloth woven
feO

with double threads.

GlNTl, H. ((_JJ6 , from S. TTO, to count) Number, reckoning :

the first day of the month : a specimen, a muster.

GlRi, Mar. (frKT) A measure of length, a Tasu and a half,

or one-fourteenth or one-sixteenth of a ya~, q. v.

GIRAKALU, Karn. CA#5~dO) One-sixteenth of a rupee.

GIRAN, H. (P (_;!/)
Dear: heavy.

Girani, H.
(^5-'^) Dearness, dearth, scarcity : weight.

GIRASI, GiRAsi, Mar. (ftrCT^ff -*ft) A caste, or individual

of it, living by piracy &c.

GIRD, H. (P. J^) Round, surrounding, a wall, an inclosure,

a circle, a department.

Girdwdr, or Girddn-ar, H. (j^j>> j^f) -A- patrol, a

watch, a guard, a superintendant or inspector of police

or customs.
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Girddrvari, H. ((jyj'^) Inspection, patrolling, going the

rounds : looking after smugglers or contraband goods : a

circular order.

GIRDA, Karn. (^Qf~) The fourth of a fanam.

Girdana, Karn. (^OFT3) The fourth of a Solige, a dry

measure.

Girddsaga, Karn. (^(3BE~<OA) The eighth of a fanam.

GIRDI-NAWAYA, Mar. ( f'K^l^^nn, from A. Naw&h, en-

virons) A surrounding tract, land round any particular spot

or fort. A tax levied on villages so situated, in lieu of sup-

plies to the garrison, &c.

GIRHAIK, Mar. (Ol-^l^k, from S. V\'^ ) A purchaser, a

bidder.

GIRIFT, H. (P. \^J>) Capture, apprehension.

Giriftdr, H.
(j&>f ) A prisoner, one seized or apprehended.

Giriftdri, H. (P. (_jili.S) Apprehension, seizure, taking

up, arrest
_9

e. yf
-9

GIRIKE, GIHUKE, Kara. (AOO, A COD) An instrument

for separating cotton from the seed.

GIRO, or GIRAU, H. (P.
^j>~) GIRAVU, Tel. (^0^) A

pawn, a pledge, a mortgage, a contract. (The term Gher-

roas, holders of lands on mortgage, Ben. Reg. ii. 1795,

is no doubt intended to represent some derivative from

this word).

Girvi, or Girtvi, or, vernacularly, Girbi, H. (i_yj^) A

pledge, a mortgage ; the thing pledged or mortgaged.

Girrviddr, II.
(j\&>jj>)

The holder of a pledge or mort-

gage.

Girmindma, H. (&olb.^) A deed of mortgage.

Jiawf, H. (P. (_fji ) An insect mischievous to standing corn :

see Gerrvd.

ift, properly the crude form of the S. noun, nom. Gau,

or Gao, iflj, in which form it is most commonly used),

A cow : (the word Go is also used singly in the dialects for

any animal of the cow kind, but its more common ap-

plication is in forming derivatives and compounds).

Gao, H. &c.
(j'i)

or Gdi, Gay, Mar. (Tt^, TPJ) A cow,

a bull.

Godla, pronounced like Grvdld, Ben. ((CTtt^Tfal) A cow-

herd, one whose business or caste it is to attend cattle

and sell milk, (the word, orignally Gopdla, is modified

vernacularly as Gonrcdla, or Hindi, Grvdla, &c. q. v.).

Godld-pdrd, Ben, ( ftt^TW'Tf^l) A village, or part of one,

or of a town, inhabited by cow-keepers.

Gol.aidya, Ben. (Ctf\C3.TR) A cow doctor, a quack.
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Gobar, Gobur, H. (j>f) Gorvar, Mar. Ofl<fO Dried cow-

dung, used as fuel, or for plastering floors.

Gobarat, Ben. (i'MUaliJ) The threshold of a door, from

its being made smooth with cow-dung effused in water,

forming a sort of plaster.

Gobari, or Gobri, H. (<^j>f ) Gotvari, Mar. Oft'<(0)A piece or

cake of dried cow-dung ; paste or plaster made with it

Gochar, Gochard, Gochardi, H. &c,(^-jS ']r?"r ' ^J^f ^

Pasture land, land kept free from cultivation as the graz-

ing ground of the village.

Gocharma, Mar. (S. jftawf) A cow's hide, a measure of

land as much as can be comprehended by a cow's hide.

Godandd, Uriya. (G1|QC1Q|) Pasture land.

Goddna, ( S. 'ft^Tf) The gift of a cow to a Brahman, to a

bridegroom, or at religious ceremonies : it is also,among the

Marathas, a name of the Sanskdra of shaving : see Chudd.

Godhul, Mar. ( nfaj?)
lit. cow dust : hence, Evening twilight

(from the dust raised by the cows returning from pasture).

A certain division of time, thirty palas before and thirty

after sunset : it is considered an auspicious hour for mar-

riages.

Gogrdsam, Tel. (^^5^60) Fodder of a cow.

Gohdi, H.
(^ylfcj^) Treading out grain by bullocks.

Gohar, Gohur, H. (j^) Abroad pathway for cattle, the pre-

servation of which is considered as obligatory as that of

a boundary.

Gohatyd, S. &c. (ntfTTt) Killing a cow a heinous crime.

Go-in, Goeen, H. (^f) A pair of plough oxen, sometimes

called Do-garvd, also Gora.

Gohallu, Karn. (^~OW) Cow-stone, stones set up in

Kanara for cows to rub themselves against.

Gokhadd, Uriya (et|S1Q|) Damage done by stray cattle

to the crops of the cultivators, for which an allowance is

sometimes made.

Gokhati, Uriya, (GSt|1Q) Fine for stray cattle.

Gokul, H. (J^/) A herd of cattle. The country about Brin-

davan, where Krishna passed his boyhood.

Gomaya, Mar. (S. jflHil) Cow-dung.

Gomedh, S. (nftvO Sacrifice of a cow.

Gomvald,or Gonn-dfd, Mar. (ift^SBT, *ft%T35t) A cowherd.

Gap, H. (i .

>f) Gopa, S. (iftat) A cowherd, a man who

by caste breeds and attends on horned cattle, and sells

their milk, butter, &c. fern. Gopi, (?fo$\) a woman of the

same caste ; also Gopikd.

Gopa- or Gopi-chandana, S. &c. (jft*HrH) lit., cow-
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herds' sandal, a sort of whitish and saponaceous clay

found at Dwaraka, and valued as the most appropriate

pigment with which to mark the person with the sectarial

insignia of the Vaishnava sects ; also called Gopa-mdti,

cowherds' earth.

Gopdla, H. (S. *iim<i5J ) A cowherd by caste and occupation.

Gopandhdbhumi, Tel. (/T'&oTF'&r^X)) Pasture land, or

place where cattle go : (see the next, Pandha being the

same word as the S. Pantha).

Gopanth, Ben. (S. jfrfHl) A road or path for cattle.

Gopdshtami, S. &c. Oftmg*ft) The eighth day of the light

half of the month Kartik (Oct.-Nov.), when cattle are

fed, and decorated with garlands, in commemoration of

Krishna's passing his youth among the cow-pastures of

Brindavan.

Gopmahdl, H. (JU^iy) Pasture grounds.

Goratish, or Gorahshaka, vernacularly, Gorakh, H. &c.

(from S. TEf, to preserve) A cowkeeper, a cowherd.

Goras, Gorus, H. &c. (from S. t*, juice) Milk, curds,

&c., the fluid produce of a cow.

Gorsi, more correctly, Gorasi, H. (,^jf, from S.

milk) A milkpail.

Goru, Goroo, also Mar. Guru, Gooroo, q. v. H.

from S. ft) A cow, an ox.

Gorud-dhultdn, II. (^1^*3 \y) Twilight, time of bring-

ing home the cows.

Gorudri-berd, II. (^ t/j'jy/) Evening, time of bring-

ing home cattle.

Gorukhiyd, Uriya (G?||C^SiCI^|) Damage or destruction

by cattle.

Gosdld, H. (S. SI I oil, a hall) A cowhouse.

Goshfha, S. &c. (ifttf:) A station of cowherds, a cowpen,

pasture, or the like ; a herd of cattle : also, vernacularly,

as in Bengali, Goth, or Gotha (i'tt^').

Goshtdshtami, H. S. The same as Gopdshthami, q. v.

Gothdn, H. (^V/' from s - ^^T, a place) Place of as-

sembling the cattle of a village.

Govd, Hindi (<?}qi) Manure, cow-dung.

Gorvdri, Mar. (jffaTrt) A cowherd.

Gotvdri, H. (<_^ji) A dwelling-house, a family, a cow-

house (Dehli).

Grvdl, or Gn-dld, also read Gual, Gooal, but less cor-

rectly and more barbarously, Grvaller, H. (J\, Sl^,
S.

'UHICJ) A cowherd, one whose caste it is to tend cattle,

and sell milk, butter, &c. The caste of cowherds in Orissa
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furnishes also palankin-bearers and domestic servants to

Europeans and natives in Bengal.

Grvdlin, orGrvdlan-i,H.(
(J^') A female of the cowherd caste.

Go-iL, H. (JljS) Unclaimed land (Dehli).

GOBBA, Thug. A circular grave.

GOBRI, H.
(uf^jS)

A tribe in Rohilkhand, now living just

under the hills.

GODA, Tel. (^"") Any horned cattle.

GODAGARA,orGoDA"RI-VADU,Tel. (fT*&X$t /T1SS
T)6J^&)

A shoemaker, a worker in leather, sprung from a female

of the barber caste by a potter.

GocARA, H.
(j^ltJjS)

A large subdivision of the Jat tribe

on the borders of Hariana.

GODARI, H. (i^Tpy ) A circular twist of grass or twine

supporting the bottom of a round vessel.

GODHAH, H. Obiiy) The weeds and grasses collected from

a ploughed field by a harrow.

GODI, GODE, Kara, C&&>, ~^>^>) Wheat.

GODIYABHUMI, Tel. (X~*Q>orfrr'&) ) Stony soil.

GODNA, H.
(lijijs) GONDNE, Mar(Tft^^) Tattooing, punctur-

ing the skin, and rubbing it with the leaves of plants,

yielding a dark dye chiefly produced by women. Brand-

ing as a criminal punishment, (abolished Act. ii. 1849).

GODOWN, Ben. GUDAM, ("Jftsi)
(from the Malay GADANQ,

cJ>S) An outhouse, a warehouse, a place where house-

hold implements or goods are kept The 'black hole"

was nothing else than a Godown.

GOEND, GWEND, or GWENDA, H.
dxijji, l>ioj>)

A suburb,

fields near a village, a homestead or neighbourhood.

GoGA-PlR, H, (y-WujS)
A saint held in much veneration by

the agricultural population of Dehli and the Upper Doab,

who, in the month Bhadon, present offerings at his shrine

which is at Dudiera, 200 miles south-west of Hisar,

GOHANI, Hindi (ift^Trft) Land near a village, well manured

land.

GOHARI, H. (ufjt&ji) Rich highly-cultivated land (Sagar).

GOINDA, commonly, GOYINDA or GOYENDA, H.
(xJou^,

from P. ^/a^, to speak) GOENDA, Ben. (Tfte)Tft) An

informer, a spy.

GOJAI, GOJYEE, also GOJI, and GOJARI, H.
(^jj**-^)

Wheat

and barley sown in the same field.

GOJARA H. (x^ji) Barley and chana, or chick-pea, sown

together.

GOJHA, H. (If^ji)
A species of thorny grass which- springs

up during the rains.
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, Uriya. (GS1|SI|) A caste of fishermen, or a man

of that caste.

GOKHRU, H. (jj&f) A herb which spring's up on bhur land,

bearing a fruit coverered with small prickles (Tribulus

lanuginosus) : in seasons of dearth the poor of Hariana

feed on the pounded seed : a large kind called Gokhru Da-

khini bears a fruit of a triangular shape, with prickles at the

angles, and hence the same name is given to the iron crows'

feet thrown on the ground to check the advance of cavalry.

GOL, H. &c. ( J^S) A ball, a circle, any thing round, a

mass of people, an associated body or society, a crowd,

a troop, a brigade, a party from a different village sojourn-

ing with their cattle for pasture.

Gold, Goli, H.
(.If, \^y->

fr m ^'> roun(l) A ball, a can-

non ball ; a mode of trial by ordeal, in which the accused

carried a heated ball of iron in his hand for a given

distance, and, if his hands were unscorched, was de-

clared innocent.

Golanddz, H. (from the P.
J^Jol

, who throws) A native

artilleryman.

GOLA, H. (If, from Got, round) A granary, a storeroom,

a place in which grain or salt is kept for a season. In

Bengal it is usually a circular structure of mats or clay,

raised two or three feet from the ground upon short

pillars of wood or stone, and covered by a thatch. A

grain or salt store or market ; a place where it is sold

wholesale. A salt or saltpetre manufactory (Agra).

Goldddr, H. &c. (j\<fl) Gaidar, Ben. (C*lll>Hd) A

wholesale grain merchant or salt dealer, one who keeps

a store.

Goldkhati, Uriya (G1|R|S1S ) Depot for salt after weighing.

Goldpaliaru, Uriya (GSIIRIO^C^) A watchman over a

salt store.

GoLi, H. OJ^) Name of an inferior caste, who are em-

ployed as cleaners of rice ; or of one whose business is

the manufacture of salt

Goldpvrab, H. (t-JSjj^) An inferior tribe of Sunadh

Brahmans, who cultivate lands in the Agra district.

GOLAKA, S. &c. (jft^SeH) A son born of a widow. Among the

Marathas, the term Golak is considered to apply to a

caste supposed to be descended from the illegitimate off

spring of a woman of the Brahman caste ; distinguished

as the Kunda-golah, ( *'<!i'ft<35l?) the adulterous pro-

geny of a woman who has a husband, and Randa-golali,

the illegitimate son of a widow. The mem-
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bers of this caste at Puna act as astrologers, agents,

money-changers, and are held as no better than Siidras.

GOLKAR, Kara. (A>9 (

5fO~9o) Sons of female slaves or

bondwomen.

GOLLA, Tel. Karn. (^""^j) A shepherd, a man of a caste

whose duty it is to graze sheep or cattle, sdmetimes em-

ployed as confidential servants and assistants in public

treasuries. Also Gollddu, Gollavddu, plur. Golla-

vdndlu, Karn Gollar, or Gollaru.

Golla-haramu, Tel. (/T'oSS'^X)) A tax on herdsmen

and shepherds.

Golla-palli, Karn. ( A ^^^ ) A village of cowherds or

shepherds.

Gollar-mdnyam, Karn. (^Vtf&J^ivSgO) Taxes levied

from shepherds.

GOLLI, Thug. Coral.

GOLYA, Mar (ifrcTl) A rice pounder or pestle, a man who

gains a living by pounding rice.

GOMA, Thug. Omen from the flight of a shrike, considered

good on whichever side it is observed.

GoMAjf KAPASA, Mar. (jftoisft <*IM5ll) A fictitious name ;

sometimes inserted in accounts as the name of a revenue

defaulter for arrears for which the head of the village, or

revenue officer, is responsible : (from Gomd, pretended

ignorance : Mpasjd or kdpsd appears to be merely an

unmeaning adjunct).

GONA, or GONI, Ben., Mar., &c. (S. *tt1, ifaft) A coarse

sack made from the fibres of the Pat. The coarse sort

of canvas of which it is made is commonly called Gunny

see Ganni.

Gonapat, or Gonapdt, or Gonatdt, Mar. ( '^tinte ,
or -TI7,

or -7TT7) The coarse canvas or sackcloth made from the

fibres of the Pat (Corchorus capsularis), of which sacks

or bags of various sizes are fabricated.

GONA, Thug. The hand ; also, amongst the Dakhini Thugs,

Fine.

GONAGAR-AYA-JODI, Karn. C&fcv$'K'9&5C&6*O) A tax

levied on those who cut betel-nuts for the village.

GONAKALLU, read also GONIKAL, (?) Kara. Cw&
A rough stone ; stony or gravelly soil.

Gonakalluhddi, Kara. (^SO^euSoeQ ) A rough road.

GONCHI, Kara. (X/O&r) A field, especially one rented

by different tenants.

Gonchigdr, Karn. ("/WSoarTTStf') A proprietor or occu-

pant of a field.
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Gonchipafta, Karn. ( 7t/9oa^<oW ) A lease of fields or

lands held jointly by several co-occupants.

GoncJidhi, Karn. (7>-/OFE$C>) A man set to watch a field.

GOND, H. &c. (P. J^^S) Gum; a solution of gum used to

fasten the envelopes of letters.

Gond-ddni, H. (P. ^j'j, holding) The gum-stand.

Gond-kast, H. (P. c^*>, spreading) An instrument for

applying the gum to envelopes.

GOND, H.
(JJji ) A sort of rush used in making mats and

baskets.

GOND, (?) Hindi. Land immediately adjacent to a village,

and, being richly manured, cultivated for vegetables and

tobacco (Bundelkhand).

GoNt), corruptly, GOAND, H. (S. Joji) The half barbarous

inhabitants of the eastern branches of the Vindliya moun-

tains, between Bundelkhand and Berar, and subject partly

to the British government, and partly to that of Nagpore,

giving its appellation to the country of Gondwana. A
small portion of them is found in different tracts, bearing

the title of Rdj-gond, who are looked upon with respect

by the other Gonds.

GONDA, H. (IjJ^) A branch of the Ahir caste.

GONDANA, GONDALA, or GONDLI, Karn. (A/9o<3t3 )A/SO<3$' >

^ / P)
) GONDHALA, or GONDHAL, Mar. (ifftjcS) A

tumultuous festivity in honour of the goddess Devi, cele-

brated, even in Mysore, chiefly by Maratha Brahmans, it

being a Maratha festival, (from the Mar. Gondhala, tumult,

bustle,) consisting of music, and dancing, and recitation

of mythological stories. The word in Kanarese, spelled

with a long o ( TwS^OOy ) is said als<j to mean a cere-

mony performed for the sick, on the birth of a child,

at marriages, &c., when the tutelary household divinity

is splendidly attired, and music and dancing are performed

by hired musicians in the outer court. It is probably

the same thing as the Gondhal.

Gondhali, incorrectly Gondali, and Gondli, or Gondlee,

corruptly Gonedullee, Mar. (jflVcjft) The name of a caste,

or individual of it, whose business it is to sing and dance,

and perform the Gondhal: in some places the Gondh-
\

ali is the village drummer; sometimes he is a vagrant
j

musician, dancer, and tumbler, or subsists by begging.

GONEWAR, (?) Tel. An inferior division of the Kunbi or

agricultural tribe in the northern Sirkars. See Gorimdr.

GONGADI,
'

GONGARI, Karn. ("/wQoXtS) A woollen cloth or

blanket See Kambal.
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GONDHA, or GONRA, H.
(l^jJj?, |y^) A reservoir to which

water is thrown up from a pond or pool below. The

straw or reeds which are placed to protect the side of the

upper reservoir. (Central and lower Doab).

GON i, Thug. A shoe.

GONIAYAT, Thug. A man who has lost his hand or nose : it

is unlucky to murder him.

GoNTii, H. (Ui/) The head man of a village, a Patel.

In some places the term is restricted to a Brahman hold-

ing that office.

GOPHNA, GOPHNI, Or GOPHIA, H.
(U^Jj?, lJ-Uy>,

lxi>
,

'fllMl, 'fllMl) GOPHAN, Mar. (iftaQl) A sling, espe-

cially one used by persons stationed on a platform in a

field of corn to drive away cattle, birds, &c.

GOPO, Uriya. (GS1|GO| ) The whole household: lit., cows

and children.

GOPURA, Mar, &c. (S. >TtaT) A gate, a town gate, but

more especially applied in the south to the elevated and

ornamented gateway or entrance tower of a Hindu temple.

GOPYA, S. (jftoT, from ni, to preserve) To be preserved or

taken care of, as a deposit.

Gopyddhi, S. (iffnnfti:) A pledge or deposit to be pre-

served, one that is not to be made any use of while in de-

posit : also Gopi/alandha, &c.

GOHA, H.
(\jf) Fair, white, a European ; but, when ap-

plied to cattle, red.

GORA, or GODA, Ben. (i'TI^I) A foundation, a source.

Goragm-i, Ben. (itt^lZ^tlf^) From the beginning, from

the origin or foundation.

GORABA, GORAVA, Karn. ("&S#b, "&5>&S) A shepherd's

priest

GORAI, Hindi (ifrjT^) A clan of Rajputs in the Agra

district

GORAI-ZAMIN, (? zamin is Persian, and gordi may come

from gord, fair, but the compound is not met with in any

dictionary, nor is it confirmed by any local authority)

Mixed soil of sand and fine red earth, the latter pre-

dominating, producing all kinds of grain except wheat

and rice : on the best kind, sugar-cane, chilis, and tobacco

may be raised.

GORANT, (?) A light soil (Bundelkhand) : (probably the

same as the next word).

GORAT, Guz. OU3.lfl) A light sandy soil ; one of the

two principal kinds found in Guzerat : also termed

Marn-d.
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GORET, or GORAI-IT, corruptly, GORAYT, GORAYAT, or GHO-

HITE, H. (u^ijj>, jftW, JfR$4) A watchman, a village

watchman and messenger, one whose duty it is to guard the

village and prevent depredations on the crops, also to carry

messages for the superior village officers : he is, in most

places in Upper India, one of the municipal establish-

ment, and is especially employed under the Patwdri to

call the villagers to the public office when required.

GOHGAHI, H.
(.^jj&jSt perhaps from P. jf, a grave) A

method of deciding village boundary disputes in Chota

Nagpur: two holes are dug on a spot in the contested

limits, in which the watchmen of the two contending

villages are severally buried up to the waist: whichever

holds out longest gains the cause.

GORHA, H.
(\&>jf)

Fields near a village homestead.

GORHA, or GORHONI, Thug. Bread.

GOHHNA, Thug. To strangle.

GODNA, GORNA, II. C^f, ^>jf , jfl4il, jftfn) A sort of

hoe used for digging up sugar-cane, and the like.

GORIWAR, (?) Tel. A division of the Kunbi, or agricul-

tural caste in the northern Sirkars : (war is the vulgar

form of vddu, an individual).

GORRU, Tel.
(^^^|p) A land measure, equal to 125 kuntaf,

or 45,375 square yards, or 3f acres : also an instrument

of husbandry, used as a sort of harrow, or as a drill-plough,

or sometimes for weeding after the grain is in stalk.

GOSAIN, H. (jji'^) A religious mendicant: see Gosrvdmi.

Gosain tdki, H. (,<u ,^*~S) A cess of a quarter ana

per rupee on the revenue, formerly granted by a Za-

mindar of Birbhum to establishments of Gosains in the

Zamindari, and collected by them from the Ryots : as

many disputes arose out of the arrangement, the right to

levy the tax was finally restricted to the Zamindar, and

the payment of the Gosain-tdki left to his own discretion.

GOSANGIVADU, Tel. (
^"T>

r6o^oJ~&)) A shoemaker, a

worker in leather ; a low caste, whose occupation is

working in skins and leather.

GOSAVI, Mar. (ijtarfl) A religious mendicant: see Gosrvdmi.

Go&dvi-pafti, Mar. (jflttmTufg) A cess self imposed for-

merly by the villagers to raise a fund for paying Gosains.

GOSIIA-NASHI'N, H. (^^ Ai^i) A Mohammadan ascetic

or recluse, one who professes to have withdrawn from the

world ; lit, one sitting in a corner : hence, also said of a

woman of rank or respectability, though the term for her

is more properly Parda-nashin.
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GtfSHTA, Mar. (nte) A story, an affair, a circumstance.

GOSHTHI, Ben. (S. i^tt^) GOSHTA or GOSHTI, the unas-

pirated letter being substituted for the original, Mar.

('ft?, iftgl) An assembly, a meeting, especially one held

for discussion or debate. Family connexions, relations,

kindred.

Goshti-srdddh, Mar. (from S. 'Slid- a funeral ceremony)

An obsequial ceremony performed in words only, when

circumstances prevent its actual performance.

GOSHWARA, H. (P.
*j(yi } jftljniTCT) vernacularly modified

as GOSERA, or GOSWARA, GOSHWARA, corruptly GOOSII-

WARAH, Mar (jft^fcl, nfalKT, jft^TO) GOSBARA, or GOS-

WARA, Ben. GfrriTRtaDGoSHUPARA, '?A.(X~tX><3~*~&>)

GOSHUARA, Uriya (GS1|I2)|Q|) An abstract statement,

giving the substance of different documents, the ab-

stract or sum of a village or Zamindari account, shew-

ing the total quantity ofland, and its distribution, as waste,

cultivated, fallow, productive, &c., made up from the

Chitthas, q. v. An index, a summary.

Goshwdra-kabuliat, H. (A. OA!^AJ, agreement) Counter-

part or acceptance of an abstract account.

Goshrvdra-kul, H. (from A. Jo, all) A complete abstract

or summary of the whole.

GOSWAMI, S. (l\\, sense or passion &c., ^T*ft, master, one

who restrains his passions, modified vernacularly as GOSAIN,

GOOSAIN, GOSAMI, or simply SAMI or SWAMI, GOSAI, GO-

SAVI, GOSAYI, &c.) A religious mendicant in general. As a

special name it is applied to very different classes of per-

sons, identified only by their professing a religious and

mendicant life. The most respectable are the reputed de-

scendants spiritually of Sankara Acharya, of whom there

are ten chief branches, and who are thence also called

the Das-ndmi, or ten-named Gosains, attaching to the

ordinary Hindu appellation one of the terms, Tirtha,

(shrine), Asrama, (an order), Vana and Aranya, (a wood),

Sarasruati, (the goddess of eloquence). Bhdrati, (the

goddess of speech), Puri, (a city), Gin and Parvata,

(a hill), or Sagara, (the ocean), as, Ananda-yiri

Vidyaranya, Piiran-yir, Rama-dsrama. These, although

they are occasionally vagrants, are usually assembled in

maths:, or conventual residences, under a superior : some

of their establishments are liberally endowed, and of great

reputed sanctity, particularly that of Sringeri, in the western

Ghats, near the sources of the Tungabhadra, said to have

been founded by Sankara himself. Individuals of the
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three pure castes are admissible, and in some cases Sud'ras

also ; but as they profess celibacy, their numbers are in

part recruited by the purchase or adoption of boys at an

early age. The Das-ndmi Gosains worship preferentially

Siva, of whom Sankara is said to have been an avatara ;

but many have been distinguished as advocates of the

Vedanta doctrines. One division of them, termed Alii*,

differs from the more rigid Dandl-yosains, in following

secular pursuits, as traders and ministrant priests of tem-

ples : some of them even marry and settle, when they are

termed Samyogis, or Gharbdris, These Gosains, al-

though met with in Upper India, are most numerous and

influential in the south. In Hindustan the name is more

correctly applied to two different classes, both worshippers

of Vishnu, the Gosains of Gohul, who are descended

from VallabhaAchdrya,s.nA, although religious characters,

are allowed to marry and follow secular pursuits, and the

Gosains of Bengal, who are the disciples of Chaitanya,

a native of Bengal, who instituted a new form of Vaish-

nava worship at the end of the fifteenth century. They

also marry, and, like the Gohulastha, lead domestic and

respectable lives. The term is also applied loosely to

mere vagrants, some of whom wandered about formerly in

armed gangs, and levied contributions forcibly on the vil-

lages, plundered them, or now, coming singly, or in small

bodies, extort money by inflicting disgusting tortures upon

themselves : these sometimes go naked.

Gosdvni, Mar. (jftawft) A female Gosain ; one who,

on arriving at years of discretion, adopts a life of con-

tinence and mendicancy.

JDauri-Gosdvi, Mar. (TW 'ftTll^l ) A class of religious

vagrants, said to be disciples of Gorakhnath
;

in which

case they are not properly Gosains, but Jogis : they siaa;

hymns in honour of Bhairava, playing on the daura C'3It),

or a small drum shaped like an hour-glass ; whence their

name, daiiri, a player on the daura.

GOT, H. &c.
(CLJ^, abbreviated from fta, q. v.) A family,

a race
; a family of Brahmans, bearing the common name

of some Rishi, their supposed progenitor, or primitive

spiritual head, as, Sdndilya, Kdsyapa, Bhdradmaja, &c.

Any branch or subdivision of a tribe or caste. A caste

collectively.

GOT, Thug. A large city.

GOTA, Thug. Stones, especially from graves.

GOTA, Hindi (aftfJT) The mustard-seed crop (Puraniya).
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GOTAI, Mar. (*f|H||) Ceremonies observed by Sudras prior

to the re-admission of a man who has forfeited his caste,

Gotpat, or -pat, Mar. Oflil'Md-TnTr) A caste or family col-

lectively. Ceremonies of receiving back a man who has

lost caste among Sudras.

GOTH, Guz. (3llU Four; a private number used by mer-

chants, &c. Gnth-padi, fourteen.

GOTAMU, Tel. (Ao cXX}) A coarse canvas or ganni bag.

GOTARA, Hindi (*iV<jl*j) The rich lands immediately ad-

jacent to the village (Puraniya).

GOTBASTI, Hindi OflilUrtl) The chief or first assemblage

of houses erected on the settlement of a village : those

subsequently built form the thola or piiUi.

GOTRA, S. &c. (jffal) Family, lineage, relationship by

descent from a common ancestor of the same name. A

family, a tribe, especially applied to races of Brahmans

who profess to regard some celebrated saint as their pro-

genitor or their primitive spiritual head, and whose de-

signation they bear ; as, the Bltdradrvdja-yotra, Kds-

yapa-gotra, Sdndilya-yotra, &c. The term, at least

in its vernacular form Got, has come to signify a sub-

division of any common tribe or caste.

Gotraja, S. (jftasj) A kinsman of the same family and

name, the 'gentile,' in opposition to the bandliu or kins-

man of a different family or cognate. Adoption is pre-

ferably enjoined in the same gotra, while marriage is

prohibited.

Gotrahatyd, S. (?Wt, killing) Striking or killing a person

of the same gotra.

Gotra-varanam, S. (from ^T5J, choosing) Ceremony of

repeating the genealogy of the bride and bridegroom at

a marriage : (it should probably be varnanam, describing,

relating).

GRAHA, S. (zTf ,
from TT^, to take) A planet.

Grahapatra, S. (from TR, a leaf) A horoscope, a table

indicating the positions and aspects of the planets at any

particular moment, as at birth, marriage, &c.

Grahapujd, S. (from tjrf, worship) Worship of the

planets, to render them propitious.

GIIAHANA, S., Ben., &c. (il^l!)) An eclipse. Taking, ac-

cepting, seizing, apprehending. In the dialects more

usually Gahan.

GRAHIA, Uriya (]^>12||) A mortgage, chiefly of lands.

GRAM, English. The term current for varieties of pulse,

especially for native chana, the chick-pea (Acer arietinum).
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The word is probably of Portuguese origin, from Grao,

grain.

GRAM, or GRAMA, S. &c. C^nr), the term occurs in all the

dialects, sometimes in the primitive form, but usually

modified, as, GAM, GANW, or GAON, corruptly GAUM,

(*TR, *Tfa> TrefV)> also varied according to inflexion,

as, GR^MAMU, Tel. (Q^/o&O); or to alphabetical

peculiarities, as, KIRAMAM, (so written though pro-

nounced GRAMAM), Tarn. (<5SlcrrTLQlii), GRAMAM, Mai.

((^C/?OClo) A village, literally ; but, as specifying a mu-

nicipal and fiscal division, a hamlet, a township, con-

sisting not only of the residences of the inhabitants,

but of a tract of land around them within determinate

boundaries, including arable and pasture lands, wood,

waste, and water. The organization of such townships

prevails, in principle, throughout India, but varies in prac-

tice in different parts of the country t they are, however,

reducible, in the first instance, to two principal classes,

one of which is so far the property of one individual that

a single person is responsible for the revenue, and collects

it from the cultivators as if from his tenants, exercising

the right to distrain their goods, or eject them altogether,

on failure of their paying their stipulated or customary

share of the government demand, and claiming also a right

to impose upon them occasionally cesses and charges, and,'

in some cases, to let the lands to temporary occupants at

a stipulated rent : in the second great class the govern-

ment revenue is paid direct by a number of individuals

claiming proprietary rights in the village lands, paying

either severally, or through a head man, who is one of

their own community, representing them either by here-

ditary descent or election. Modifications of both these de-

scriptions occur : thus, of the first, in Bengal generally,

and in the north-west provinces occasionally, the pro-

prietary right is vested in one individual, either by his

having been in possession of such right from the earliest

recorded period, or from having acquired it by purchase

when lands have been sold for arrears of revenue : these

are known as Zamindari tenures. In the south of India,

in the Tamil provinces, an Eltabhogam (sole enjoyment),

or Ijamdn (.yajamdna, or householder) Grdmamis usually

the property of a single individual, either in his own

person or as head of his family : sometimes, however, the

village is distributed amongst a body of hereditary pro-

prietors, over whom the Ijamdn has a controlling power,
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allotting the lands amongst them according to their shares,

and apportioning and collecting the revenue : no sale of

the land can be effected without his sanction. The second

great class of villages, in which the proprietary right is

vested in a certain number of individuals, who are respon-

sible for the public revenue, is the most numerous class,

and may once have been universal : these coparcenary te-

nures present many peculiarities, which it is necessary to

become acquainted with for each in particular, in assess-

ing the public revenue, but they may be chiefly distin-

guished as of three kinds : 1. Those in which the whole

land is held and managed in common
;

the rents paid by

the cultivators, whether they be the proprietors themselves

or tenants under the proprietors, being thrown into a com-

mon stock, with all other profits from the estate, and,

after deducting expenses, the balance is divided amongst

the proprietors, according to old and established practice:

these are called in Hindustan Zamindari villages, as the

occupants are termed village Zamindars, to distinguish

them from the Zamindars of Bengal, or they are termed

Bhayachara, or brotherhood villages. In the south of

India they are called Pasung-harai and Pangu~vali, or by

the S. terms Samudayam or Samohi, Panguvali and

Samudayam are especially applied to coparcenary tenures,

in which the allotments are liable to revision and re-

adjustment from time to time, on the agreement of the

occupants. 2. The more general form of coparcenary vil-

lages is that termed in the north-west provinces, Pattiddri,

in which the lands are divided into Pattis, or shares, and

held in severally by the different proprietors, or Pattiddrs,

each person managing his own lands, and paying his

fixed share of the government revenue ; the whole being

jointly responsible, in the event of any one sharer failing

to fulfil his engagements : in the south these tenures are

known as Arudi-karai, Achandrdrkam, Bhattavritti or

Bharttvarti, Palabhogam, q. v. 3. A third form is that

known in the north-west provinces as the imperfect Patti-

ddri village, in which part of the land is held in common

and part in severally ; the profits of the land held in com-

mon being first appropriated to the government revenue

and the village expenses, and the overplus being distributed,

or the deficiency made good, according to a rate on the

several holdings, when the proprietors are said to pay

their revenue by Dhdr-bdchh or Bighaddm, q. v. Vil-

lages may also be denominated from the mode of the dis-
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tribution of the lands, as the Biyhati of the upper pro-

vinces, where the division of the allotments usually held

in severally is by bighds, or their fractions : the Visabadi

of the Ceded districts, where the division is by visas, or

sixteenths, which are usually held in common : the Nirwa

or Bhdgwdr villages of Guzerat, in which the village is

distributed into bhdgas, or portions according to the

original number of sharers : these bhdgas are subdivided by

dnas, or sixteenths, amongst the heirs of a deceased pro-

prietor, according to their number and respective rights,

and these dnas may be again subdivided into fractional six-

teenths, termed dnis and chdtvah : Bhdyivdr villages are

usually held in severally. In some parts of Hindustan

villages are primarily divided into a certain number of

nominal integral parts, usually twenly, which are called

bisrvas, and Ihen again into fractions of twentieths, termed

biswdnsis and karrvdnsix : these portions are distributed

amongst the representatives of the original proprietor or

proprietors, constituting the proprietary shares, termed

Pattjs, or sometimes Peng, q. v. : the Patti is divisible ac-

cording to the number of the heirs of a Pattiddr, into

smaller portions, called thohs, tholan, or dheris, and these

may again be subdivided into smaller shares, termed behris.

Tlioh is sometimes convertible into Patti : see these terms

severally, also the Tamil terms, 'Pangu and Karai. When

the proprietors of a village are of different classes or re-

ligions, it is primarily divided between them according to

their respective interests, and the portions in Hindustan

are termed tarafs ; so that there may be a Mohammadan

and a Hindu taraf in one village, each being severally

divisible according to the prevailing usage. Every village

has an establishment of municipal officers and servants,

more or less complete, according as its organization has

been more or less interfered with : see under the word

Baluta.

Grdmadevatd, H. (S. ^rmJ^Tin) Grdmdebta, or -debtd,

Ben. and Uriya (SiNdM^I) Grdmdeo, Mar. (TTTO^)

The tutelary divinity of a village ; sometimes this is one

of the ordinary pantheon, but it is more usually local, and

is not uncommonly a rude block of stone : the term is

also applied to lands appropriated to the expense of the

village idol.

Grdmddhikdri, vernacularly, Grdmadhikdr, incorrectly,

Grdmddikdr, S. (from ^rftjoRTCt, one who has a right)

The head of a village ; either the proprietor, the head
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man, or the collector of the revenue on government

account.

Grdmddhinan, Mai. ((^COOQOajloonrt)) A village carpenter.

Grdmddhipati, S. (from ^rftmfir, master) Grdmddhipan,

Mai. ((J/)0<2)OU51o_irY6) The head of a village, commonly

charged also by the government with the general con-

trol of it, and the collection of the revenue.

Grdma-hissebu, Tel. (^y&>rD
~>tX), from the P.

ffisdb, t*-->\H*s~) The general account of the collection

and balance due delivered to the landlord at the time of

settlement.

Grdma-kanahan, Tarn. (<Sa<5COTS<3(53r) S. (JTOoRl) Grama,

karnam, Tel. The village accountant

Grdma-kanthamu, Tel. (\^J&>Sb&X> ) A spot of

ground in a village for building huts upon.

Grant; or Gdon, or Grama hharch, H. (*-,^- AS) Grama

Jtharchu, Tel. (l^i&>30Sc&) The private expenses of

a village ;
the charges borne by it independently of the

payments on account of revenue.

Grdma-kdvel, Tarn. (<5ITQJ&) The village watch.

Grdma-ltltarch-taltsim, (S. and A.) Account shewing the

proportion of village charges to be borne by each Ryot.

Ceded districts.

Grdma-hharch-zdbita, (S. and A.) Account of the village

disbursements. Ceded districts.

Grdmalu-mulu, Tel. An allowance given by villages to

Brahmans of a quantity of rice in the husk at the time

of harvest. Ceded districts.

Grama mdniam, Tarn. ( LQITCSOflU-JLa) A certain extent of

land enjoyed rent-free by a hereditary proprietor of part

of the village lands, as a personal privilege attached to

such a share (Ellis).

Grdma-merai, Tarn. (<Elf7rTLaGLa<50Drj) Allowances of a

portion of the crop to the village officers and servants.

Grdmamukham, Mai. ((^C/)OG)^>6LJo) A market town.

Grdmanattam, Tarn.
(rflrjrTUirjS^La)

Ground set

apart, on which the houses of a village may be built.

Gramani, incorrectly, Gramni, S. &c. (i*f*ut) Tarn.

(eblrjrTLQSCcfl) The head man of a village. It is also

a title assumed in the Tamil countries by the drawers of

the Tdri juice. In several dialects, as, Bengali, Uriya,

Tel., Kara., and Mai., it denotes also the village barber.

Grdmanyan, Mai.
((^>0t2ff<~^nb)

The head man of a

village.

Grdma-otti-shettu, (?) The mortgage-deed of a village.
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Grdma-purohiian, Tarn. (l_|QcnT<5j)SOTr, from S. Pu-

rohita) The village priest and astronomer.

Gramasamishti bhumi, Tel. ( ^^/&>
Land possessed by the villagers conjointly.

Grama terige, Kara. (^A^/^9?8"A) A fine levied in Mysore

on Ryots who have left their own villages and settled in others.

Grdmattdn, also, corruptly, Graumutta and Graumuttan,

(eflOTTLDSSrTOT) The head man of a village (in the

Tamil countries).

Grdmattan-mdniam, A grant of rent-free land to the head

of a village, in addition to his own share of the com-

mon property paying revenue: see Grdmamdniam.

Grdmattan-sutantram, (&&>
rf

>&,rj&) Fees and privileges

enjoyed by the head man of a village.

Grdmattdr, Tarn., (&\!7m^S,S,n^) sing. An inhabitant

of a village, the inhabitant par excellence, the head man :

plur. The inhabitants of a village.

Grdmbfieti, Ben. ( (JffaTStJ*^) A present or fee to a Za-

mindar on the marriage of a tenant s children.

Gram, or Gdm-chdli, Mar. (^n^lijT) Village usage or

custom.

Grdm-josM, or Grama-jyotishi, Mar., S., (uwtfl^tf ,

l) The village astronomer, who casts nativities

and calculates times and seasons.

Grdm-lehhaJta, Mar (S. ^SFcfi, a writer) The village ac-

countant.

Grdmopadhydya, S., Mar. (from S. TUTWl) A village

priest or schoolmaster, if a Brahman.

Grdm-saranjdmi,, H. (P. .jj^jm , effects) The requisite

establishment or implements for the business of a village.

Grammar, or Grdmarvdr, H. By villages, as a village

settlement.

Gram-, or Gdm-nisbat-indmati, Mar. (7TW-, <i|IHfVuNrf-

Rent-free lands granted to village officers or

servants, on the part of, and by, the village community,

usually of its own free will, but occasionally under the

orders of the government.

Grdmya, S. &c. (yij) Village, rustic; any thing re-

lating to or concerning a village, or to the practices and

manners of the villagers.

Grdmyadebatd,Ben. (S. Stl^K^vsl) A village or rustic deity,

often represented by a rude stone placed under a large tree.

Grdmydja.lt, or Grdmaydjaka, (S. Vl*f4i:) The village

priest, who conducts the ceremonies for any or all classes.

An attendant on an idol.
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GBANTHA, S. (TT^l) A book in general. The book of

the Sikhs, a large collection of short moral poems by

Nanak and others in Panjabi and Hindi.

GRANTHI, S. (TTfi*K) A knot, a tie, a tying together.

Granthi-mochaka, S. (from ffaR, who loosens) A thief,

a cut-purse, or parcel pilferer.

GRAsA, or GRAS, corruptly, GRASS, or GURAS, S., used in

all the Hindu dialects, (TTTOt, from TJ1S, to swallow) GHAS,

or GH.ANS, Mar. (irra, *TO) and GARAS, pronounced

GRAS, Guz. (313.131) A mouthful, or a quantity equi-

valent to it Fodder for cattle. A hereditary claim to a

small portion (a mouthful) of the produce of a village or

villages by various Rajput chiefs, granted them by the

local governments in remuneration of military service,

and commuted for a pecuniary payment out of the revenue

paid by the villagers. A fixed payment made to military and

predatory chiefs in Guzerat and Malwa, especially in lieu

of lands held by them, or in purchase of their refraining

from plunder. Also lands held by Grasias in Guzerat.

Grdsid, H. (UJ/, TRTCTta) Garasio, Guz. Pttl$tl)
A military and predatory chief in Malwa, Rajputana,

Guzerat, and Cutch, claiming a portion of the revenues of

certain villages, either as a grant originally from the

superior authority, in requital of military service, or as

the price of forbearance from plunder. In Mewar the

designation applies to military chiefs of mixed Rajput

and Bhil descent, holding jagirs in nominal vassalage to

the Rana of Udayapur, and engaging to pay a stipulated

tribute. In Guzerat the term also designates a plun-

derer or robber.

GRIHA, S. &c.
(*||r)

A house.

Grihaddha, S. &c. (from ^T?, burning) Arson, house

burning.

Grihadeva, or -devatd, S. &c. (from <^, or ^qm, a di-

vinity) The household deity, the tutelary deity of a house,

rarely bearing any specific designation, and not unusually

represented by a water-pot ; a rude figure ; a Sdlagrdma

stone or Ammonite, or the Tulasi plant, or sacred Basil.

Grihajdta, S. (from fTiT, born) A description of slave,,

one born of a female slave in the house of her master.

Grihapati, S. &c. (from tifij, a master) A householder.

Grihapravesa, S. &c. (from TT^K, entrance) The cere-

monies observed upon taking possession of a new house,

or upon the first reception of a bride in her husband's

dwelling.
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Grihastha, S. &c., also vernacularly, but incorrectly, Gra-

hasth, Girhast, Girhist, Giristh, &c. (from tr% , a house,

and W, who stays or dwells in) A householder ; the

Hindu of the second order, who, after his course as a

religious student, marries and keeps house ; a respectable

person ; a villager or cultivator, whence, Orahasthi, or,

vernacularly, Girhisti, husbandry.

Grihayajna, S. (from tRT, worship) Domestic worship,

especially the oblation of oiled butter on the household

fire, a fire perpetually preserved by some classes of Brah-

man householders.

Grihi, S. &c. (*T^) A householder.

Grihini, S. &c.
(Jjfigufl)

The mistress of a house, the

wife of a householder.

GainiTji, S., also Uriya, &c. ()1C)|, from S. 75, to take,

or seize) A creditor, a donor, one who claims or receives

any thing.

GuA, GUYA, Ben. (
1

J
3
Tt, "JttTt,

S.
TprraO Betel-nut; also

the tree that bears it (Areca catechu).

GtinA, or GIJHA, Tel. (XT"*da) A basket for throwing up

water for irrigation.

GuuAKU, Kara. (Xb'5~3cx>) Prepared tobacco for smoking

in a It H /./;<!.

GfrDALU, Tel. (Xr^&eu) A basket made of woven bambu

strips for drawing up water.

GUDAM, Ben. (*tTff!T) A magazine, a storeroom, a ware-

house : see Godoien.

GUDAR, orGuDAR-OHATA,Ben. H^l a*l iil, vernacular corrup-

tion of P.
\JJ>, GUZARA, crossing) A ferry, a landing-place.

GlJDAST, Mar. (n^cf, vernacular corruption of P. e^i},
GUZASHT, past) Past, gone by. Sdl-gudast, last year.

See Guzasht.

Gudast-bdki, Mar. (from A. ,J>V remainder) Balance

remaining of a closed account

GUDAVU, Karn. (X5~*&$) A small hamlet near a village.

GUDDALI, Kara. (Xo&>) A native spade or hoe.

Guddali-pommu, Kara. (^S o^&X^) A cess levied

on vegetable gardeners at so much per spade or hoe.

GUDDE, Tel. (XJ~S) High ground for dry cultivation.

Gudda, Kara. (&&) A hill, a mountain.

Guddada-koti, Kara. (Xo&s!<E>k3) A hill fort

GUBEMU, Tel. (Xo~Sx>) A hamlet.

GtJDEMU, Tel. (XJ-~Sx>) A small hamlet near a village.

GUDAGAVAL-GUTTA, Karn. (AO^-TTsSeXo^) Taxes on

the gatherers of wild fruits in Mysore.
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GtJDHAJA, pronounced commonly, GURHAJA, S. &c.

secret, and T, bom) The son of concealed birth, born

privately of a woman whose husband is absent, the real

father being unknown : also Gudhotpanna, &c.

GUDHAH, Mar. (JUSlO Flight of a whole people of a vil-

lage from an enemy.

GUDHI, GURHI, Mar. (Tret) A pole erected on the first day

of the year before the house door, and covered with cloth,

mango-sprigs, &c. Flowers or grains of rice stuck on

an idol consulted as an oracle : the answer is inferred

from the order in which they fall off.

GUDI', Ben. A sort of dry dock, a place made by the

side of a river for repairing and caulking boats.

Gupi, Tel. Kara. (X^O) A temple, a pagoda.

Gudikatle, Kara. (fo&O^) Fixed allowance for a temple.

Gudikattu, Tel. (XbOSbo) The whole extent of land
eo

attached to a temple, or a statement exhibiting it

Gudipdrupatya, Kara. (XbOtO dCQ>8g) Superintendence

of a temple.

GUDIGA'R, Kara. (X}Q A do) A caste, or individual of it, at

Nagar, in Mysore, carvers in sandal-wood, horn, and ivory.

GupISARAKU, Karn. (Xj&rOODJ) A term used for the or-

dinary price of a pair of shoes at Nagar (Mysore).

GUDIVARAM, Tel. (toGiSo'o) The Ryot's share of the crop.

GUDRI, H.
(i^J*i)

A daily market.

GUDU, GOODOO, (?) A money fee payable by landholders on

the Nilghari hills to the Todas, or native hill-men.

GtrGARi, corruptly, GtjGHi, GOOGREE, Kara. (X3~~X&) Any

fee or perquisite of the head of a village.

Gugari-Ml, Karn. (X3~~X525^') Pasture ground granted

rent-free to a headman.

GUGGAL, Mar. (?) Fees leviable on Lingayats by landholders

in the Dakhin.

GUGLI, GOOGLEE, (?) Said to denote a class of Brahmans

attached to the Vaishnava objects ofpilgrimage in Kattiwar.

GUJAI, corruptly, GOOJEY, Hindi (5^) A mixed crop of

barley and wheat in the north-west provinces.

GUJAR, H. (j*-, l*^) The name f a numerous class in

the north-west provinces, chiefly engaged in agriculture,

though formerly notorious for their martial and predatory

character. They profess to descend from Rajput fathers

by women of inferior castes. Mr. Elliot considers them

as having given their appellation to the principality of

Guzerat, in the west of India, and the district of the same

name in the Panjab. In the Dakhin the term is con-
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sidered synonymous with Gujardti, and applied to any

native of Guzerat, but more especially to the traders and

dealers from that country. In Bengal and Bahar one sub-

division of the Kurmi, or agricultural tribe, is called Gu-

jardti, having come perhaps originally from thence.

GUJAR, also GUJRAN, or GUJ!RA, Mar.
(^JIT, JJaHHU,

TilKI, from P. Guzar,jji, passing) Bare subsistence,

mere means of livelihood.

GUJARA, Ben. (''l^lrfl, vernacular corruption of
P.^ii ) A

ferry.

GUJARAT, Mar. (TTSTTOT) Through the medium, or by the

hands of; (said of money paid ;) presence or act of witness-

ing, though without responsibility (in money transactions).

GUJARATI, Tel. (Xbe^tf) Possession.

GUJRI, Tel. (foQ ,
from the H. j^/0 A market or mar-

ket-place ; in Madras, the thieves' bazar. Mar. (lKl)

The morning or evening market

GUKHI, Thug. A person carrying the bones of his relations

to some sacred stream : he is never to be assailed.

GUI-, GOOL, H. (<JjO A channel cut to convey water to a

field. A road, a path (Sagar). A bunch of unripe Indian

corn (Dehli).

GUL, Mar. (^5, from S.
TJ3

1

) Coarse sugar, the juice of the

sugar-cane inspissated by boiling : see Giir.

GUL, H. &c. ((J-S, n<$) A ball of charcoal ground to pow-

der and cemented with starch, put, when lighted, into a

fiukka to cause the slow combustion of the tobacco
;

also

into the irons used for ironing linen.

GULAL, H. &c. ( JK) The red powder thrown about at the

Holi, generally the meal or flour of barley, rice, or Sin-

ghdra, reddened with some vegetable dye, as that of the

Cesalpinia sappan, or red sanders-wood.

GULAH, H. (^) Cotton pods before bursting (Rohilkhand).

GULENDA, H. (ljJul) The pod of the Mahwa tree: see

Gulu.

GULI', also KuiJ andGuNTA, (?) A measure of length; when

identified with the gunta, the fortieth part of an acre, but

it varies in different parts of the south ; at Madras it is

equal to a square of 33 feet each way, in Tanjore it is

144 square feet, at Madura 25,030 square feet.

GULI-GULI, Ben.
('Jjfa TtfH) Severally, individually ; ap-

portioned to each by share or lot

GULIVINA-POMMU, Kara. (Xb^x5~t2/ox>) Tax on the

sock or iron of each plough (Mysore).

GULLASUNNAMU, Tel. (X^&^^Sx), from &OJ, an
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oyster or other shell) The best kind of chunam or lime-

plaster, made from burnt shells.

GULU, GOOLOO, H. (^l) The pod of the Mahwa tree (Bas-

sia latifolia), which yields a useful oil, and is sometimes

eaten by the lower classes.

GuinAsHTA, vernacularly, GOMASTA or GUMASTA, incorrectly,

GOMASTHA, H. (P. <&iU jflHIw) An agent, a steward,

a confidential factor, a representative ;
an officer employed

by Zamindars to collect their rents, by bankers to receive

money, &c., by merchants to carry on their affairs in other

places than where they reside, and the like : at Madras it

is also the designation of a native accountant in the re-

venue department.

Gumdshta-kdnungo, H. The agent or deputy of the Ka-

nungo. or village registrar and accountant.

I GUMA, GOOMA, H. (<U^) A medicinal herb which grows

on high ground during the rains, and in fields sown with

the autumn crops (Pharnaceum mollugo).

GUMAN, H. &c. (P. yjLo) Opinion, imagination, suspicion; sus-

picion of crime excited by the report of a common informer.

GUMBARA, or GUMBARA, Karn. (Xbo206^ XDOSTS^ ver-

nacular corruption of Kumbhahdra) A potter.

GUMCHI, H. (.js~) A small weight, in apothecary's mea-

sure about 7
5- grains : it is also a name of the gunja

seed, q. v.

GUMKA, Hindi (n*nST) The operation of causing the green

ears of com to ferment slightly, so as to make the seeds

separate easily from the husk when threshed: it is done

by heaping up the ears as soon as cut, and covering them

with straw (Puraniya).

GUMMI, Karn. (XboSJJ) A large basket for storing grain.

GUMNAMA, H. &c. (<ulJu, from the P. Gum, j, lost, miss-

ing) A document drawn up and duly attested, certifying

the loss of any thing, as of a title-deed, &c.

GUNA, S. &c. (n!j:) Merit, virtue; a quality, a property:

metaphysically there are three Gunas, the Satya-guna,

or property of truth the source of purity and wisdom
;

the Rajo-guna, or property of foulness the source of

passion and error
;

and the Tamo-guna, or property of

darkness the source of inertness and ignorance. Deity

abstractedly is Nirguna, or without any of the three pro-

perties.

GuNAH,H. (P.*li) GUNHA, Mar. Op?T) Fault, offence, crime.

Gunagdr, H. (j&&) Gunhegdr, Mar. (J|^J|lO An of-

fender, a culprit, a criminal.
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Gunagdri, H. &c, (^j^&j) Gunhegdri, Mar.

Offence, crime. Fine, punishment by fine. Revenue de-

rived from judicial fines.

Gunakd, Tel. (Xb^-g^) Fine.

Gunnegari, Karn. (ADOS' A c)&) A fine, especially for

stealing ears of corn.

GUNARI, Karn. (X3oJc>8) Servant of the head merchant of a

town.

GUNCHI-PATTA, (?) A lease taken out in the name of two

or more Ryots in partnership (Madras).

GUND, Hindi (if?) A furrow.

GUNDI, GOONDY, (?) Confederacy, association ; engagement

entered into by individuals, to support and stand by each

other to the extent of their whole property, and even of

their lives, if necessary.

GUNJ, or GUNJA, H. &c. (J$, 1=^) S. GUNJA, (TT^T)

GUNJI, GUNJE, Karn. (XoC33 ? Xboa) A plant (the Ab-

rus precatorius) ;
also its seed, a small black-and-red seed,

forming
1 the nominal unit of Indian weights : the average

weight of the seed has been stated atlf6 grains troy, but later

experiments make it a trifle more, or 1.934 grain. The

jewellers' and goldsmiths' weight of the same denomina-

tion is about 2f6 grains.

GUNJAISH, H. (P. ^U^) GUNJAYASHU, Tel. (Xbo83~*-

CxWcxX)) Profit, gain. In fiscal language it is applied to

the capabilities of a village, particularly with reference

to a proposed increase of revenue. Excess of the real over

the recorded area of a Zamindari.

Gunjdishi, H. (P.
<j*)}<s) Profitable.

Gunjdisu, Karn. (Xbo&f~3COJi\X> ) Outbidding another in

a sale or contract

GUNTA, Tel. (Xijob) A well or pond; a field, a pit.

GUNTA, GOONTA, Tel. (ADOO) A square land measure, equal

to 121 square yards, or the fortieth part of an acre. A

measuring rod or chain, which, squared, constitutes the

measure also so named, forty of which make an acre.

The survey of the ceded districts directed the measure-

ments to be made in acres, goontas, and anas (or six-

teenths). 5th Rep. 787.

GUNTAKA, Tel. (X^obS) GUNTE, GuNTiKE, Karn. (&0 t3,

/OOfiOD ) A sort of harrow or implement for levelling

ploughed ground. A sowing machine.

GUNTH, GOONTH, Uriya (SJ61 ) A land measure of sixteen

Otswas. (The same word most probably as Gunta, though

spelled with a final aspirate).
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GUNTH, GOONTH, H.
(<UJj>) Lands assigned rent-free for

the support of a temple (Kamaon).

GUPTA, S. (*ro) Hidden, concealed, preserved.

Guptdvadhuta, S.
(^pn^VTT)

An ascetic of a particular

order, one who does not avow his profession of mendi-

cancy, or who observes its practices in secret.

Gupt-ddn, H. (^j'Je^j) lit., A hidden donation, as where

a person leaves property with a Brahman and never re-

claims it ;
or presents him with a sealed bag ;

or drop-

ping a present in the bottom of a sacred pool of water at

Kurukshetra, at a solar eclipse, in which the pilgrim has

bathed, leaving the officiating Brahmans to search for it.

GUR, GOOR, H. &c. (S.j, pO GUDAMU, Tel. (Xb&x>)

Molasses, treacle, raw sugar, the produce of the first in-

spissation of the juice of the cane.

GURAB, GOORUB, H. 0-r^/

'

, from Gurabnd, Iw^S, to dig)

Deep weeding ; also, in the Upper Doab, ploughing

through a field of bdjra or jarcdr when the plant is about

a foot high, to loosen the soil, but so as not to injure

the plants.

GUHARJ, GOORUREE, H. (
i^fjjf)

A twist of rope or straw,

to form a stand for a round-bottomed jar.

GURARI-GHAH, Uriya (S1QIQQQ) Place where the salt in

solution is condensed by boiling (Cuttack).

GUHAV, or GURAVA, also pronounced GURAO, corruptly

written GUROW, Mar. (*Tt^) A caste, or individual of

it, considered as a Sudra, but who is usually employed

as the servant of the village temple, sweeping it, and

decking the idol: he is also the village trumpeter. See

Baluta.

Gurav-punja, Mar. (from ^3T, S., a heap) The share of the

crop allotted to the Gurav for his remuneration.

GURDA, GOORDA, H. (k>) A part of a sugar-mill, a scraper

to prevent the sugar from resting at the bottom of the

boiler.

GURGURI, H. &c.
djijtjZ)

A small pipe for smoking, with

a straight and inflexible tube.

Gurguna, or Gulgulia, Thug. A low murmuring sound,

like the bubbling of the pipe, made by a sort of owl

an unlucky omen.

GURHAUR, H.
(jjj>)

Stacks of cow-dung (East Oudh).

GURIKAR, Karn. ( Xo8O~c>&) The head man of a village.

A head man of armed peons.

GURIYA, Ben. (Ttf^Tl) A confectioner, a worker in treacle.
*.

GURKATI, (?) A tax or cess formerly levied on the salt-
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makers in the Sunderbans by the officers of government,

for the privilege of cutting firewood in the Jangal.

GURKHAI, GOORKHYE, H.
(,_yH^/)

A kind of mortgage in

Bundelkhand, in which the mortgager is responsible for

three-fourths of. the government revenue on the mortgaged

land.

GURTU, (?) A land measure=3"| English acres (Nellur).

Guku, GOOROO, S., but adopted in all the dialects ; in com-

position often abridged to GUR, (jnj:) lit., Heavy, weighty,

whence, metaphorically, a person of weight or respecta-

bility, as an elder or parent, and especially a spiritual

teacher or guide, one who, under the primitive system, in-

structed the youth of the three first classes in the Vedas,

but in later times one who merely communicates to him,

with greater or lesser solemnity, the peculiar prayer which

is considered sufficient to initiate the disciple, and make

him a member of any particular sect or tribe.

Gurudev, or -deva, S. Ben. (TH*^) A spiritual guide, a

parent or elder, one who is reverenced as a divinity.

Gurudahshind, S., vernacularly, Gurdachhind, II. (JHj

Present made to a Guru by his disciple on

completing his education, or receiving his initiation. Rent-

free lands originally granted to a Guru.

Gur-gdntk, Thug. The knot or tie which the Guru in-

structs the novice to fasten.

Gurukul, S. &c. (from gfij ,
a family) The family of a

spiritual teacher.

Gurukkul, (?) The head priest amongst the Saivas of the

south of India.

Gurumdtd, Panjabi, A convention of the chiefs of the Sikh

tribes, formerly held on all occasions of importance at

Amritsar.

Gurumukhi, Panjabi (S.
JJJjijwl

) The modification of the

Devanagari alphabet devised by the Sikhs : it does not

differ in shape, but the powers, of many of the letters are

interchanged.

Gurupdddsraya, S. (from TTT^, foot, and ^TOPi:, refuge)

Profound reverence of the Guru.

Gurupujd, S.
(^STT, worship) Veneration of a Guru, wor-

ship offered to him
;

also to the planet Jupiter, who is

the Guru of the gods.

Quruputra, S. (m, a son) The son of a Guru, to be

held also in profound respect

Gurpinch, Thug. The strangler who has been duly in-

structed by the Guru.
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Gurutalpaga, S. (iTBJ, a bed, and *T, who goes to) One

who has a criminal intercourse with the wife of a Guru,

a most heinous offence.

GURUN, (the n very obscurely sounded, and the word in com-

position shortened to GUR), Mar. (TOJ) Any animal of

the Bos kind, a bull, a cow, a buffalo.

GuraJthi, or Gurdkhi, Mar. (TJT^J
1

, or TTTT^, an abbre-
NJ >*

viation of Gurun, and S. Rakhshi, who preserves) A cow-

keeper, a grazier.

Gurcharan, or Gurchardi, Mar. (JIOK4U, 'IOKl|) Pas-

turage for cattle. Price paid for its hire.

GURUTU, Earn. (ADOOOJ) A mark, as a signature, made

by a person who cannot write.

GURHAL, GULHAH, Mar.
(Jj^lcjS, Jldb^lO A sugar work, the

place with the machinery for bruising the cane and ex-

tracting the juice.

GURZMAR, H. (from ^-jj>,
a club, and S.

jtc,
what strikes)

A Mohammadan Fakir, who carries a club armed with

spikes, with which he wounds himself to extort alms.

The order is said to have originated with a Pir named

Sayid Ahmad Kabir.

GuTA, GUTTA, or GUTKA, Mar. (HTTT, *rar, or 7m=FT) An

exclusive right of sale, or supply of any commodity, a

contract, a monopoly, farm, or rent, an income of variable

amount sold or let for a fixed sum.

Gutgi-patti, Mar. A deed of agreement, of contract, or farm.

GUTI, GUTI, Ben. (
/

2^> 'Jjj^)
The cocoon of the silkworm.

Gutipokd, Ben. CjffljZ'fW) A silkworm.

GUTTA, Tel. Kam. ( to^3 ^ ) Farm, lease, rent : (see the Mar.

Gutd : it is no doubt the same word which is also cur-

rent in Sindh as Gutto).

Guttagadu, Tel. (Xb^-^iSo) A renter, a farmer.

Guttige, Karn. (A3^ ) Assessment, rental on land.

Guttige-dar, Karn. (from P.
j\A,

who has) One who rents

from government the lands of a village ;
one who farms

the revenue.

Guttigehola, Karn. (Xb_D
^>

-&^>O) A rented field.

Phalagutige, Karn. (S. TB^J, fruit) Assessment paid in

kind.

Rokhkhada-guttige, Karn. C&/S|g<3/68^') Assessment paid

in money.

Guttinae, (?) Tuluva, The ancient term for the head of a

village or Patll.

Gutto-shardb, Sindhi (from A. iJ\j, wine) Tax on dis-

tillers and venders of spirituous liquors.
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GDTTE, Kara, (eJ) A place where bodies are burnt A

pile and corpse when reduced to ashes.

GUTTU, Karn. (^V^) Private or family affairs.

GUZAH, GUZAR, GUZARA, H. (j& , j\j$ , X;lj, these and si-

milar words are derived from the P. Guzashtan, ^i j5,

to pass, to pass by or over, and in other dialects occur

as Ouddr, Oujdr, &c.) A ferry, a ferry station or boat,

a place of transit or toll.

Guzar-bdn, H. (^jjo) An officer appointed to take tolls

both on the high roads and at ferries.

Guzar-gdh, H. (P. l^j) A ferry, a ferry station.

GUZAR, H. (jljS) One who transfers, hands over, or pays;

whence

Mdl-guzdr, H. (P., from Mdl, wealth, revenue) The per-

son who pays the government revenue, whether on his own

account, or as the representative of others.

Mdl-yuzdri, H. P., Payment of the government revenue

by an individual.

Guzdrish, H.
(^_^!3i) Payment, transfer. Representation,

Guzdsht, also, vernacularly, GUDAST and GUJAST, cor-

ruptly, GOSAUSTH, H. (e^^J^, P. <*Jli!j) Mar. (n^r)

H.
(Jprer)

Tel. Kara. (Xbai^) past, gone by, relin-

quished: deduction allowed, payment remitted, or the like:

in the south it applies, as a revenue term, to the year

last past only.

Guzdrat, H.
(cL^'j>i) Through the medium, by the hand

of (payments, &c.) : see Gujarat.

Gujaatd-jamd, Gujastd-jamin, Hindi

Statements of the amount of revenue and land of the pre-

ceding year, for comparison with the increase or decrease

of the current year.

GUZRAN, vernacularly, Gujrdn, H. (^j-S) Living, livelihood,

means or mode of subsisting.

GUZRI, H., vernacularly, Gujri, (? <_;j>>) A market, espe-

cially one held by the road-side in the afternoon.

GYAN, vernacular corruption of Jndn, ($TR) Knowledge.

Gydn-krita-badh, Ben. and Uriya. Wilful homicide.

H

HA, the letter _
, the initial of Huzur-navis, Secretary of

State, affixed to royal grants as a mark of attestation by

the officer whose duty it is to issue them.

HABB, HUBB, H. (A. t_*o-) A grain, a berry.

Habub, Huboob, also Hububdt or Huboobat, H.

plural of <*, CuUjXs-, plural irregular of
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Grains, &c. ; but applied to cesses or imposts extra to the

regular assessment: the terms seem to have been used

indiscriminately with Abrvdb (Harrington's Analysis, iii.

236, note), but they more correctly define exactions in

kind, of articles for the use of the Zamindar or of persons

in authority, as milk, eggs, sheep, oil, ghee, blankets, skins,

and the like : they were sometimes commuted for money.

HABS, HUBS, H. (A. .-.Jo-) Imprisonment, confinement;

a prison, a prisoner : a reservoir, an embankment, that

in or by which water is confined.

HADSHI, H. (A. -*A-) An African or Abyssinian slave

under the native administration : Habsh being the Arabic

reading of Abyss-inia,

HADD, HUDD, or with only one final, HAD, plural HUDUD,

H. (A. J>- , plural Ojiio- ) Boundary, limit, term, whether

of place or time. In Mohammadan penal law, statutory

punishment for certain crimes, distinguished from Kisas

or retaliation, as not being claimable by the aggrieved

parties, and from Tdzir, as not being inflicted at the dis-

cretion of the judge, but defined by law.

Had-bandi, Hud-bundee, also Had-bast, Hud-bust, H.

(i^jjJuiXs-, e: ifh-,'- Vg-) Settlement and demarcation of

boundaries : as this is a constant subject of dispute, great

pains have been taken in various parts of India, and par-

ticularly in the north-west provinces, to determine it by

survey and record.

Hadddd, A. (iili>-) An obstruction, a doorkeeper, a black-

smith.

Haddu-patrihd, Tel. (r*&>Z>&~r) A statement of

boundaries.

Had-i-jaiKab, H. ( (_>L- J>=>- ) The replication or rejoinder

in a legal proceeding.

Hadmahadad, Hindi (^<*^, vernacular corruption of

the A. JjJ-, Mahdud, bounded) A term in leases or

farming-contracts which recognises the power of the farmer

over all the land and crops within the limits of his farm.

(Puraniya).

Hudud-arl>&, H. (A. j^bj.Xs-)
Boundaries of the four

sides of an estate.

HADA, or HADANA, Kara. (Sb&, Sb&r6) A moderate quan-

tity of rain, so as to fit the soil for sowing. (In this

and other senses these words are no doubt the Arabic

Had, limit).

Hada-vddamare, Karn. (&&T36&IO) A heavy fall

of rain, such as to saturate the soil.
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HADAP, HADAPH, Guz. (t^SH, l^Sy) A deposit insecu-

rity of payment due for a toll or custom-duty.

HADAPA, Kara. (&>O&) A barber's case, a betel pouch.

Hadapiga, Karn. (SbcSiA) A barier; a king's petty

cash-keeper, whose duty it is to carry betel for the prince

and his visitors.

HADIA, or HARIA, Guz. (l^lslil) A tenure under which

land is held in Guzerat

HADIS, H. (A. l~oJo-) The traditional sayings and doings

ofMohammad, having for the most part the force oflaws.

HADIYA, H. (A. <O JJfc) A present, especially to a superior ;

a present made to a teacher by the pupil who has read

the Koran with him.

KAURI', corruptly, HINKEE, Mar. (^1541, derivative of ^TS,

a bone) lit., a little bone
; fig.. Land granted rent-frep to

the Mhdr, or village sweeper, where he may deposit bones,

offal, &c., but when not so used it is usually cultivated

by the occupants.

Sddold, incorrectly, Hudolee, Mar. (^lilc-Jl) Service land

granted to the Mhars of a village, and assessed at a low

rate : the revenue from such land.

HADR, incorrectly, HIDDIR, A.
(^JJb) Unrequited, unavenged;

in law, said of blood that may be shed, or life taken away,

with impunity, as that of a criminal who dies in con-

sequence of punishment not intended to be fatal
; also,

that of an apostate : no penalty or retaliation is ever to

be exacted in such cases, according to some authorities.

HAFIZ, H. (A. lail*., from Hafz, ]asu., has preserved) A

preserver, a guardian, a keeper.

Hafiz-i-daftar, H. (yuJ&U-) Keeper of the records ; a

servant or officer who has charge of the books of an

office, &c.

HAFTA, H. (<xift4, from P. ^.-*, seven) A week: in the

Hindu dialects JIapta, q. v.

HAGA, Karn. (oooX) A small coin in Mysore, a quarter

gold fanam; also, a single silver fanam.

Hdtjada duddu, Kara. C5oBX>&)3j) The value of a sy_
Q

ver fanam in copper, or 80 has.

HAGE, HAGEYA, HAGEVU, Karn. (553~R, bb^ofo, &T%<$)
A grain pit,

a subterranean granary.

HAJAT, H. (A. ejU=-) Life.

HAINU, Karn. (&y&>) The period between May and Sep-

tember that of the heavy rains.

Hainu-gadde, Karn. c>y&X<) Wet lands, for sowing

rice during the monsoon.
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Hainu-pairu, Kara. (Tx>y\A)J)OO) Corn standing in

the heavy wet weather.

HAJJ, usually written with one j, HAJ, HUJ, H. (A. ^~)
The pilgrimage to Mecca.

Hajj-ul-farz, H. (A.
(jaj^\'^)

The ordained or enjoined

pilgrimage, which should be performed once by every Mo-

hammadan who has the means of performing it.

Hdji, H. (A.
t_j>->*-)

A Mohammadan who has performed

the pilgrimage.

HAJA, Ben. C^tKl) Destruction of crops by floods or heavy rain.

HAJJAM, commonly, HAJAM or HUJAM, corruptly, HEJAM

and HUDJAM, H. &c. (A. /!**") A barber, a barber-

surgeon, one who not only shaves but bleeds, cups, cleans

the ears, pares the nails, &c. : usually included among

the village establishment

Hajdmat, H. (A. L^~c\=c*0 The functions of a Hajam

shaving, cupping, &c.

Hajdm-dyajodi, Karn. ( &>23~G>oe5(XXX&/QQ ) Tax levied

on the land assigned to the village barber (Mysore).

Hajdm-hadapa, Karn. (SbTQ>oSb<3>) A tax on each

razor-case (Mysore).

Hajdm-kasab-vai-i, Karn. ( So23~e)OOiO}58) Any cess

or tax imposed upon barbers in Mysore.

HAJAT, H. (A. e^=>-^>-) Need, want, necessity, any natural

want. Confinement of persons charged with heinous of-

fences until their trial ; place where they are confined.

Hdjat-i-nalisha, (?) H. (&*Ju Ci^-l&-) Necessity of com-

paring documents.

Hdjat-i-sidhd, (from P. UUw, an account) Ready for or

requiring entry or account (money, &c.)

Hdjat-i-tajwiz, H. (from A.
j>.y??, investigation) Requiring

or awaiting inquiry or trial.

HAJIB-NUKSAN, A. (^LaaJ l^^s*-) In Mohammadan law,

Partial exclusion with respect to inheritance, or substitu-

tion of one share for another, as in the case of a wife,

who, where there are no children, has a fourth share, but

where there are any, only an eighth.

HAJKUL, Hindi (^flJi;S)
To the whole extent cultivated;

(Puraniya).

HAJR, HIJR, or HAJAR, A. (^*") lit-? Hindrance, pro-

hibition. In law, annulment, disqualification ; the inva-

lidity of acts done by a minor, an idiot, a slave, or the

like ;
that is, by persons incompetent to act for themselves

by virtue of immature years, defective intellect, or de-

pendent situation.

3 L.
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HAKK, commonly, HAK, HUK, or HUQ, barbarously, Huo,

H. &c. (A. Ja- , f^Ii) Truth, the true God. A true, just,

legal, or prescriptive right or claim ; the privilege, fee,

perquisite, or grant claimable under established usage by

the officers of government, village officers, &c., the power

of abolishing which by the government of Bombay was

affirmed by the Supreme Government Act xx. 1839. The

word is used in various compounds, either with the Arabic

article al, or the Persian sign of relation i ; as, Hak-al-

tahsil, or Hak-i-taJml, &c., or occasionally without either
;

and in Marathi it occurs with either a single or double

final, as, Hah, Hahk, (ins, ^SR;) but the latter is con-

sidered more correct

Hakk-ulldh, A. (xUlja.)
The right of God ; or, in law, the

retributive chastisement which it is the duty of the ma-

gistrate to inflict for crimes and offences, especially against

morality and religion.

Hahk-ul-abd, A. (JoJIja-) The right of the slave (of

God). In law, the right of an injured individual to de-

mand redress and justice,

Hakk-un-nds, A. ( ^.LiM^jw*-)
The right of men, that is,

of the public, to demand justice for any offence against

the laws of society.

Hak-bhent, H.
(i^^JU^^ja-)

Presents made half-yearly, in

general by the landholders or payers of revenue, to the

government officers.

Hak-chauthdi, Mar. (^ck^vji^) A fourth part of the fees

annually paid to village and district officers, levied from

them by the former government.

Jlah-ddr, Huq-dar, barbarously JIvg-ddr, H. &c. (iU, who

holds) The holder of a right, a person vested with any

property, perquisite, or privilege, the holder of a share

(of the revenue or the crops), a government or village

officer who claims prescriptive rights or fees, one who

makes a claim or demands a right, a claimant.

Hak-ddri, H. &c. Holding any right or privilege, the right

of claim, privilege, or property.

Hak-i-harvdladdr, H.
(,ljjS)j.)j.) A portion of grain

given to the officer of the Zamindar employed to collect

the revenue, usually at the rate of a seer-and-a-half per

maund of forty seers.

Hakiat, H. (c^oj>-) Right, claim, property.

Hak-irintifa, H.
(jflJol^j*-)

Revenue profits on payment

of the government demand.

Hdh-hamm-chan, H.
(t^^-i-jj"^,^) or Hak-sidi^chdri,
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or Hah-thoh-ddri, (i^J&fyp)
Dues and fees

paid by the villagers to officers bearing the designations

of Kamin, Sidna, and Thokddr, the managers of the vil-

lages under the authority of the government in Kamaon

and Garhwal.

Hakh-haW, Mar. (^Sk^lc?) Rightly and lawfully due or

claimable.

Hak-krifJidni, Ben. ($**vJl*ft) The right of the cultivator

to his share of the crop.

Hak-mdlihdna, H. (ii&Uja-) The right of the Malik,

the proprietor, or Zamindar, to a per-centage on the net

revenue, or, when dispossessed of the Zamindari, to an

allowance for his support.

Hak-i-milkiat, H. (e^JLJf-) The right or due of pro-

prietorship or mastership, the right of the Zamindar to

Malikana.

Ilak-i-mushdhara, H. (from A. sybU**, monthly wages)

The right of receiving pay or allowances ; under the Ma-

rajha government the term was applied to the per-centage

levied upon the perquisites and allowances of the district

officers, the Desmukhs and Despandyas.

Hak-nd-hali, H. (J^>-U |J-) HahhnahaJth, IlahhndhahJt,

Haltkndh, Mar. (^$H$, ?SJHI-*> ?3W) Right or

wrong, justly or unjustly ; but it usually implies wrong-

fully, unjustly, without regard to right or wrong, without

consideration.

Hakkmdl, Mar. (^9i*(l<$) A rightful claim or possession.

Hak-patn-dri, H. (t^'^^j*-) The fees payable to the

village accountant.

Hah-i-raaiya, H. (A. bU;, peasantry) The right of the

cultivator, his right of occupation while paying the de-

mand of the government or Zamindar, and his right to

the established share of the crop.

Hak-i-sarkar, H.
(P.jl^M,, government) The right of the

government to a share of the crop, or a money com-

mutation.

Hak-i-sarlardh, H. (P. djtjm, management) The right of

management, as of the head of a village to conduct its

affairs.

Hak-i-shufdh, or Hah-us-shufah (from &>jli, pre-emption)

Right of pre-emption in a person whose possessions adjoin

those for sale.

Hak-i-tahsil, or Hah-ut-tahsil, (from. A. J^a^, collection)

The right or due of collection, the rate or fee of the officer

employed to collect the government revenue.
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Haksai, Guz. (tfWflltf) Fee, perquisite, brokerage com-

mission.

Hahuh, H. (pi. of Jf-) Rights, fees, privileges, &c.

Hak-us-sadi, H. (from A.
^juu , labour) Reward of labour

especially a present for good offices rendered by one in

authority.

Hak-al-n'dkidh, absurdly corrupted to Hughly-wacca, H.

(A. &Ji|jilj^>-,
Record or statement of occurences.

Hakktak, Mar. (gSfrS*) The dues as paid in cash to a

district or village officer.

Hak-i-zaminddr, or Hak-zaminddri, H. (from P.
j^^jJ^ej ,

landholder) The rights or dues of a Zamindar agreeably

to the sanad by which he holds his lands or his engage-

ments with the government.

HA JURAT, or HAQEEQUT, corruptly HACKIKUT, H. &c.

(A. c^S-wL*-, from
J^>-) HAKIKAT, Mar. (ffiranr)

Statement, account, representation of circumstances as they

are.

Hakikat-i-jamA, H. (*A- e^JLwb*-) Particular account

of the public revenue in all its branches : the accounts

prepared of the revenues of Bengal and Bahar to the pe-

riod of their assignment to the Company.

Hakikat-i-jamA-tumdri, H. (from *?-, aggregate, and

j^Lcjls, registered) Particular account of the public re-

venue agreeably to the recorded rates.

Hakihat-ndma, H. (&liei^aJA-) A written statement of

particulars.

Hakikat-rozinah-ddri, H. (from P. .Ij
<&>j)j,

a daily pen-

sioner) An account of payments made to daily pensioners,

formerly kept by the Kanungo.

Hahikat-tahfU, H. (A. Jj-asJ) The actual state of the

revenue collections.

Hakikat-zaminddri, The possession or condition of a

Zamindar's estate and engagements.

HAKAM, A. ((*> from the r. *-, commanded) A judge,

an arbitrator.

Hakim, H. (A. *fU-) Hattam, Hakim, Mar, (?liJT, gl4ln)

A ruler, a governor, the supreme administrative authority

in a district ; also, a judge.

Hakim, Hukeem, H. (A. *>) A sage, a physician.

Hdkimi, H.
(,y*il^.) Belonging to the ruler or the govern-

ment, as the government share of the crop, or the revenue

derived from it.

Hikmat, H. (A. <Cj>.) Wisdom, knowledge, ingenuity, skill.

Hukdmi, H. ( ,^cl- ) Applied to grants of land made
"
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by officers of government or Zamindars : (from HuJtdm,

an officer or deputy).

Hukm, H. &c. (A. &-) Hukum, Mar. (^fj*) Order,

command.

Hukm-ndma, H. (<keU *=^) A written order, a written

award or judgment.

Hukm-ndma-berij, H. (P.
^.ji)

The standard assessment of

Mysore under Tipu.

Huhm-waz&, H. (A. j *is>- ) Authorised deductions.

Hukumat, H. (plural of Hukm) Orders, rules, regulations.

Hakumat, H. (A. aUyl:-) Hukmat, Mar. (gcfitfrf) Sove-

reignty, authority.

Hakumat-al-ddl, or Hahumat-i-Adl, A. ( Jj>*SI e^v^o-)
A just award, one in which the penalty is proportioned

to the injury or offence, a decision by just arbitrement.

Ben. Reg. iv. 1822.

HAKERI, commonly HACKERY, (?) A native cart drawn by

bullocks : (the word, although in common use, is neither

Hindi nor Bengali : it may be a corruption of the Port

carro, or acarretai, to carry).

HAKKALU, Kara. (^Jg^) Gleanings of corn: rice culti-

vation carried on on high ground without the aid of re-

servoirs of water.

HAL, H. (A. Jl-) State, condition, present or actual state.

In revenue accounts the actual state of the collections.

In Marathi and Karnata the word commonly implies a

bad state, extremity, embarrassment, distress.

Hdld, H. (2U-) An instalment of revenue, a present pay-

ment (Dehli).

Hdl-dbddi, H. ((_yi>UT Jl-) Under present cultivation

(land), having formerly been waste.

Hdl-abddi-zamin, H. (from P. Abdd, cultivation, and za-

min, land) Land under present cultivation.

Hal-dkdr, H. (j\\ J^-) Present or actual realization of

revenue.

Hdlat, Hahit, H. (A. C^JU-) Condition, state: the term was

used also to denote a particular high duty on pepper, betel-

nut, cardamoms, cassia, and sandal in Belghi and Sundu :

see Hdlta.

Hdlat, H. (A. CJHU. , plural of C^JU-) Circumstances,

present states or conditions.

Hdl-bdki, H.
(^s'Uil*-)

Current or present balance.

Hdl-bakdid, H. (GlsjJU-) Presentdemand and former balance.

Hdl-bhanjan, corruptly, Hal-bunjin, H. (from
(.ff*&>

breaking) Anticipation of the revenue of the ensuing year.
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Hdl-chalani, H. (
v
Jds^U-) Present currency.

Hal-ddr, H.
(^IjJl*-)

A village officer next to the Patwari,

an assistant accountant A name borne by some Bengal

families of the trading castes, commonly Holdar.

Hdl-ddri, H. (^WU) The office of Haldar: also, in for-

mer times, a tax upon marriages levied in Bengal.

Hal-haMkal, H. (oA-WJaJl*-) Statement of the actual

condition of an estate, an account shewing the amount of

revenue to be paid by each cultivator to government or

the Zamindar, and the items of which it consists.

Hdl-hdxil, H. (cJ-eWl*-) The actual produce or revenue

of any tract of land.

Hdl-hdsili, H. ( -Lslae'la-) Actually productive, land yield-

ing revenue varying with the crops grown upon it

Hdli, H. (
l_j!^-,

what is present) lit, Present, actual, new ;

as applied to coin, current ; instalment, present payment

of revenue, the government assessment (Dehli). In the

west of India, a bondsman, one serving as a labourer in

payment of a debt, until the debt is discharged.

Hali-ddkhal, H. and Karn. (Soc))USaX>) Increase of the

actual assessment (Mysore).

Hiil-jamA, H.
(j^s*la>-)

The actual rent or revenue pay-

able to government

Hdl-mdjhi, Ben. (^1iil4ft) An inferior village officer, who

collects rents on the part of the Patwari, and performs

menial service for the superior village and Zamindari

officers (Rungpore).

Hdl-parid, Uriya (|fil.GISsjei|) Land at present lying fal-

low, recently thrown out of cultivation.

Hdl-puchki-hisab, H. (from
{_gt-^ , to ask) An abstract

of current accounts kept at hand, one produced on being

asked for (Northern Circars).

Hdl-sdl, H. (P. JL., a year) The present or current year,

or of this year.

Hdl-shahna, also, vernacularly! -sahna or -sdhana, H. (A.
, A ..

<)UsM
'JU>.) An officer of the Zamindar, employed to keep

the measurement of the land possessed by each cultivator,

and collect the rents when due.

Hal-taujih, H. (A.
^sJ^^Jjla-)

An account of revenue

collections for the current period.

HAL, HUL, also HAH, HUB, q. v., H. (S. Jfc, ^fc, ?^) HAL,

or HAL, Ben. (^5f, ^tt) A plough.

Halditd, Hulaeta, or, provincially, Haretd, and Halotd,

H. (UjJlfc, rtiTT, ?cftn) The first ploughing of the

season.
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Halas, Haras or Hanas, Hulus, Hums, Hunus, H.

I^Jia, {jyto, (j*M, fcjnO The beam or pole of a plough,

the stick that passes obliquely between the oxen, and sup-

ports the yoke.

HaLbandi^ Hul-bundee, H. (t/1^ J*) Assessment accord-

ing to ploughs ; also a tenure in Bareilly, in which a few

birjhds are assigned to each tenant who has a plough, for

the cultivation of cotton and Indian corn, for which he

pays one rupee per bighd : for all other land he pays in

kind. In Kamaon the term implies the quantity of land

under cultivation by any party.

Hal-bardr, Hul-burdr, H.
(j]/jJ* ) Assessment according

to the number of ploughs ; collections at a certain sum

per plough.

Hal-ddr, H.
(jlj (Jjb ) The possessor of a plough.

Hal-ddri-jamA, H. (r^~ <^Sj^ iJ*) Revenue assessed at

a rate per plough.

Hali, sometimes Hdlee, H. &c. (.J*. ^l*, ?^) A plough-

man, a man employed in ploughing. In Surat, Hdli is

the denomination of a class of agricultural bondsmen, per-

sons who have sold their labour for an advance of money,

and are bound to serve, chiefly in the field, until the money

is repaid : the obligation extends to their posterity : they

are usually Hindus of low caste. When not employed by

their master they may work for themselves, and what they

earn is their own property. A Hdli cannot be transferred

to another master against his will. In Kamaon a Hdli

or Hdlia is a man of low caste, a Dom, who has been

bought as a slave, and is chiefly employed in the labours

of the field, but who cuts wood, brings in grass, carries

burthens, &c., or performs domestic menial service.

Halidy, H. (i^J{j\&, <$H\>l) The wages of ploughmen, espe-

cially when paid in kind : in some places it is said to be

one-eighth of the crop.

Halsdri, Hulsaree, H. (^Llfc) Subdivision and assess-

ment of revenue on ploughs, assessment on each plough

in a village.

Haltaddi, Hultuddee, (^jjda) A drill-plough.

Halvira, Hulveera, Mar. (from ?<, a plough) A tax on

ploughs.

Halrudkd, Hulrvaha, Harrvdhd, H.
(Iftljla, lft^a>, 555^151)

A ploughman.

Halwdhi, H. ( Jbl^U, ^35^I?t) Tillage, agriculture.

HAL, Hindi t ^T^S) Moisture (Puraniya).

Halyard, Hindi (^lc*'Kl) Land retaining moisture {Ibid).
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HALA, Kara. (SbO) A weight equal to eight Mysore sers,

or an Indian ounce, thirteen of which make a pound.

HALA"K, or HALAKAT, H. (A. (jJ2Ifl>, u^l) Death, destruc-

tion : in law, homicide, manslaughter.

HALAL, H. (A. J5L ) HALAL, Ben. (^fato) Lawful, allowed,

in contrast to Hardm, forbidden.

Halalhhor, H. (jf- J^=-, from P. ^jf-i to eat) A man

of the lowest caste, who performs the vilest class of func-

tions, as a sweeper, &c. : (so termed as if considering

every thing lawful food).

HALDI, HULDEE, H. (^Jl, S. ?fbjl) HALDA, Mar. (^3B^)

Turmeric. The ceremony of anointing the persons of the

bride and bridegroom with turmeric between the betroth-

ment and the actual marriage among the Mohammadans.

There are two ceremonies so called the Ckor-haldi, the

private staining ; and Sdu-haldi, the public or open stain-

ing, being performed in public, after which the married

pair sit together in state.

HALDA, or HARDA, HULDA, HURDA, H. (IjJifc, Ijyb) A sort

of mildew affecting the cerealia, in which the plant turns

yellow and withers.
_Q V'

HAI.EPAIK, Karn. (&^3"3OX>O) The term applied in

Mysore to the drawers of tdri who speak the Tuluva

language.

HALF, HULF, in some dialects HALAP, or HULUP, H. (A.

i_oi>.) An oath, a vow, an affidavit.

Half-darughi, H. (from P. ijj, a falsehood) Perjury.

JIalf-ndtna, H. (<Cu i_al-) A written solemn declaration

by a person exempt by the Regulations from being sworn

in the ordinary manner.

JIdlif, H. (A. i aJU-) One who takes an oath, or makes an

affidavit

HALIMAWALJ, Mar. (^I^lHMl^l, plural, for A.

High and low, rich and poor.

HALIMAJI, Mar. (^icjs'taut"!, from A. ,Jb-, present, and

slc , past) Change of administration, removal of public

functionaries, and appointment of others.

HALKA, HULQA, H. (A. J&ls-, lit. a ring) A village circuit,

a boundary line which includes all the lands and dwell-

ings of a village or hamlet, a circle or estate including

many villages.

HALLA, Karn. (Sby ) A water-course, a river bed.

V
HALLI, Kara. (&>V) A small village or hamlet; added fre-

quently to other names, and commonly written
laitty, as,

Harpan-hully, &c.
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A cJCio) A country village, or one

Ad&iv%&>) Peasantry,

Halliyddu, Kara.

in a wood.

ITalligddinavaru, Kara.

villagers.

Hallikdr, Kara. (8o^O~9o) A tribe of Sudras in Mysore,

following husbandry.

HALTA, Karn. (oodtTB) A duty levied in Belghi and Sunda

on pepper, betel-nuts, cardamoms, sandal-wood, and cassia.

HALUBE, or -VE, Karn. (SbtUO^ .3) A sort of rake or

harrow for levelling a field of corn in the blade after

reaping.

HALWAI', H. (^t^ia.) HALUI, Ben. djtT|) A confectioner,
**\

a maker of Halwa, or sweetmeats. In the Lower Doab

it denotes a tribe or caste ; in most other places only the

maker and vender.

HALWAKKAL, Kara.
(5oc>e)3gO)

A tribe of agricultural

Siidras in Mysore.

HAM, HUM, H. (P. *a) Also, ever, like, same; much used

to form compounds implying sameness or connexion
; as,

JIam-dam, H. (*t> fS>)
An intimate friend or associate:

(from Dam, breath).

ffam-jdt, H. (cuU>- *fc) Of the same caste, of the same kind.

Ham-jins, H.
(^*Xs- *) Homogeneous, of the same kind

or sort.

Ham-rdi, H.
(<_?!;

**) An accomplice, a confederate; of

one purpose.

Ham-sdia, H. (&lui*fe) A neighbour.

Jfamsdi-f/rdmamu, H. Tel. A neighbouring village.

Ilamshahri, H. (^5^*1 *ft) A fellow-townsman.

HAMAH, HUMEH, H. (P. <UJ&) All, together; used like the

preceding in compounds, and vernacularly confounded.

Ilama-bdbat, H. (d^>b <UJ&) The grand total, the aggre-

gate of the items.

Hama-jdt, Mar. (f>T3ffiO A promiscuous crowd, one of all

castes.

Hama-haum, H. (p <UJt) All the tribes, all classes.

HAMAL, H. (A. JUa) A porter, a carrier : in the South, a

palankin-bearer.

HAMALKHUN, Ben. (3>MTta, from A. J^-, being preg-
^v.

nant, and
^J*-, blood) Causing abortion.

HAMAMDASTA, Mar. (^HIH<}tdl) HAMANDISTA, Ben. (^Wil-

frf^l), (both from the P. Hdman, ^A, a mortar, and

Dasta, &M,t.S a pestle) A mortar and pestle.

HAMI, HAMI, (Mar. ^Jft, ~%\K\, from the A. Hdmi,
{
ev^~,

a protector) Assurance, surety, confirmation of a contract

3 E
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or engagement by a third party pledging himself for its

execution.

Hamiddr, Hamiddr, Mar. (ipT^T, ?THl<R) Tlie person

who affords an assurance or pledge, a security.

Hamil, H. (A. JA**") A surety.

Hamipatra, Mar. (?frra) A security or assurance paper

or bond.

HAMISHAM, Tel. (^T^Sj^AO, corruption of S. Ansam, ^t)

A possession, a portion.

HAMLA, H. (A. *Lj-) Aggression, assault.

HANA, Kara. (Sb>) Money in general: the small coin

termed a fanam, whether of gold or silver.

BillUiana, Karn. (Z^^O) A silver fanam.

Binnada-hana, (23rC$^>bK>) A gold fanam.

Kantirdya-hana, Sultdni-hana, Doti-hana, Giddahanti-

rdya-hana, Gopdli-hana, J3akrada-hana, are different

kinds of gold fanams current in Mysore, each worth about

four silver ones.

Hanada-nota, Karn. (SbESQrOJS^W) Examining and ex-

changing money : shroffing.

Hanavadda, Karn. (SbraScS) A fanam-and-a-half.

HANCHIKE, or -OE, Karn. (&>O&rO _~A) Sharing, dividing;

allotment

Hanchngolu, Karn. (J&O&rO'X./S^O) A wooden seal used

by government officers in Mysore when the farmers di-

vide their corn on the threshing-floor.

HANDA, or HAN^DA, H. &c. (IjJifc, IjJlft, iJTT, ?TTT) A cook-

ing pot, whether of clay or metal.

Handi, or Hdndi, H. &c. (^JoUb, i^jjlft, ^T\, ?W) A

small culinary vessel or pot.

HANDA, Mar. (igi^l) The mutual assistance in labour, bul-

locks, &c., interchanged among husbandmen.

Hdndekari, Mar. (^i^cRTt) A labourer or a bullock lent

by one cultivator to another.

HANE, Karn. (aa5) A grain measure of eighty rupees weight.

HANGAM, H. &c. (P. ,lva>) Time, season, period at which

any thing or business is most abundant or prevalent.

Hangdm-sibandi, Mar. (^JIwf^H^t) Militia or irregular

troops enlisted for a time.

Hangdmi, H. (^l&a) Periodical, for a time; an extra

cess imposed on the district of Jessore shortly before the

permanent settlement.

HANGAMA, H. (P. jjjofe) Tumult, disturbance.

HANI, Ben. (S. ^Ift) Loss, diminution, deficiency, injury.

Hdnibd, Uriya (|61Q|) Cutting and maiming.
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HANJA, Mar. (^tn) An unsettled business, an affair or trans-

action in suspense.

HANJA, Hindi (fT1u) A head of cattle.

HANKAL-TERIOE, Karn. (8boD~9oo8"/\) A tax on the

stubble on which the cattle of the Ryots were allowed to

graze (Mysore).

HANSRAJ, H. (S. ^ (^-xa) A herb growing on brick walls

in the rains, used medicinally : a kind of rice.

HAPAH, H. (^^>) A nursery for sugar-cane.

HAPTA, less correctly, HUPTEE, Mar. (^UT, a corruption of

P. Hafta, a week) HAPHTO, Guz. (tf V(Oi) A fixed

period at which a portion of revenue, or any sum due, is

to be paid ; also the portion so paid, an instalment : under

the formergovernment there were four haptas in theDakhin,

or the months October, January, March, and May, when

the revenue was expected to be paid.

Ifapte-bandi, Mar. (^VH<?^) Settlement for payments by

instalments
; payment of such instalments as they fall due.

HAH, Ben. (S. ^fa) A rate, a common rate: in revenue lan-

guage, local rate of assessment
;
H. (;l&)

A subdivision or

part of an estate. In the north-west provinces, usually the

land most distant from the village it belongs to, beyond the

mdnjha, or middle portion, and extending to the boundary

or limits of the village lands or estate. In Sagar it means

the reverse, or the cultivated space immediately round a vil-

lage. In Bundelkhand it denotes a tract of land of which

there may be several joint occupants : land which, from its

distance, had been abandoned by the Zamindar to the culti-

vators, and, after a long alienation, separately assessed : also,

pasture land. Again, in the district of Agra it is applied to

all the different parts of a village where such divisions have

been created in the course of village economy ;
and in Etawa

it denotes the upland, or land lying above the ravines.

Harhari, Ben. (^tsTftSt) Distribution, especially of assets

amongst claimants in whose favour a decree has been pro-

nounced, proportionate to their respective claims; also,

taking the whole together, a general average.

Hdrl, Ben., H. (^t, ^j\S>) Relating or belonging to the

boundary lands : occupying a part or hdr : subject to a

local rate of assessment, &c.

Hdri-raiat, Ben. A cultivator who pays his revenue in

money, according to the local rate.

Hdr-kaula, corruptly, Her-korvla, H.
(<s!yijU>)

Assessment

fixed in money upon different portions of an estate, ac-

cording to the quality of the land (in the district of Benares).
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HAH, H. &c.
(jdt>, fR) HAR or HARI, Ben. (^fsf, ftf?O

Loss, as at gaming, or of a suit at law, defeat, dis-

comfiture.

Hdribdr, Uriya (^)|QQ|Q) The act of losing, or of being

beaten.

HAR, HUH, H. (P.
^tt) Every, any; used in compounds.

Har-bdb, Uriya (^QQ|Q, P. and A., every class) Applied

to land capable of yielding any description of crops.

Harbirah, Hindi (^T^ft^?) Bearing the same rate of rent

per bighd ;
an estate.

Har-do-hix*a, H. (from j<^>, each two, and dUsr.-, a share)

Both shares of the crop the government's and the cul-

tivator's.

Har-hamesha, JIur-humesh, H. (^.-MJt^, from P. J&AAJb,

always) Words inserted sometimes in a grant, to signify

one made for perpetuity, for ever and ever.

Har-jins, ffur-jiiis, H. (P. ^Jto-^b)
Grain of sorts, any

thing of various or every kind.

Harkdra, Surharu, H. (*j\jb, from^Jb, everyj&, business)

A messenger, a courier, an emissary, a spy.

HAR, HUR, substituted vernacularly sometimes for HAL, H.

(j*i s- lc?) A plough,

Hardi, Haraee, H.
(>J[f>)

The portion of land in a field

which is included within one circuit of a plough ; to com-

mence another is termed Ilarai-phdndnd : beginning of the

ploughing season.

Hardtar, Hindi, (^TTU^) Place where the ploughs are

working for the day.

Hardti, Hindi, ( '<J ift) Belonging to a plough.

Haridunu, Hureeaon, H.
(y^b^ft) Division of a crop, in

which the cultivator retains nine, and the Zamindar re-

ceives seven parts (from har, a plough).

Harauri, Hurouree, H. (i^yb) The occupation of plough-

ing, or place where ploughing is going on. In Benares,

an advance of about two rupees in money and two maunds

of corn given to a ploughman when first engaged.

Harautd, Hurouta, H.
('Jj^a) Beginning of the plough-

ing season.

Hareta, or Haretd, H. (<&^, l^n) Commencement of

the ploughing season in the rains.

Haryhant, Huryhuseet, H. (o^g^Jb) The cultivated

lands of a village (from har, a plough, and yhasitna, to

draw) (Lower Doab).

Harhd, Hurha, H. (Ifc^b) Unbroken and vicious bullocks,

plough bullocks, (Dehli). Stray oxen.
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Harhdsali, Hindi, ( ^I^'IU^I) Lands bearing crops.

Sari, Huree, H. (^fJti) Compulsory contribution of assist-

ance by Ryots in ploughing the fields of Zamindars ; also

sometimes voluntary mutual assistance of cultivators among

one another.

Hdri, Sindhi. A peasant, a cultivator (from har, a plough,

or for hdli, q. v.).

Harid, Huryd, H. (b^b) A ploughman.

Hariar, Huriur, H.
(j/fc)

End of the sowing season.

(Oudh).

Harori, Hindi, ('^00) Money lent by a cultivator to a

person to act as ploughman, bearing no interest as long

as he serves.

Harpujl, Hurpoojee, H. (15?-^*) The worship of the

plough on the day which closes the season of ploughing

and sowing : sometimes it precedes the season, but less

usually : it generally occurs in Kartik, after the autumnal

sowing, but in some places it is celebrated after the spring

sowing also. The plough is cleaned and decorated with

garlands ; and to use or lend it after this day is considered

unlucky.

Harsajjd, H.
(l=jL*yb,

S. '5^y, and V1*HI, companionship)

Reciprocal assistance in ploughing.

Harsot, Harsotia, Hursot, JJursotea, H. (i^jy^b from

S. ijc?> a plough, and V^t, a line or thread) Ploughing

a furrow, the first ploughing of the season : affording mu-

tual assistance in ploughing : bringing home the plough

after a day's work on a bullock's back, or with the share

inverted (Dehli).

Ilarwdftd, incorrectly Hurrva, H. (Wj^a) A ploughman,

an agricultural bondsman, one who has sold his services

for an advance, and is bound, together with his descendants,

to serve until the advance is repaid (Allahabad).

Harwal, Hurwul, H.
(Jjj^*) Advances, without interest,

to ploughmen (East Oudh and Benares).

HARA, H.
(t^lfc)

A branch of the Chouhan Rajputs, after

whom the province ofHdrduti, including the principalities

of Kota and Bundi, is named.

HARA, H.
(\p>, ^ftir) Green, fresh, vegetable.

Hardi, H (^\p) Greenness, verdure.

Harkat, Hurkut, H. (e^^b) Cutting rice while it is

green and unripe (Rohilkhand) (from hard, green, and

hdtnd, to cut).

HAHADA, Karn. (SboO) \ large dealer, a wholesale or

maritime merchant ; a lender.
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Haradavattige, Karn. (&8cX5&J~A) Merchandise: lend-
\jj

ing
1 and borrowing.

HARADARI, Karn. (Sbo<338) A measure of extent, con-

taining
1 2000 fathoms, or about two miles and a half, a

kos (Mysore).

HARAGALU, or HARAGOLU, Karn.

A ferry-boat, a circular boat made of bambus, and covered

with leather, used for crossing rivers in Kanara.

Haragalu-kada, Karn. (Sb#XeX3D&) fhe place of a ferry.

Harayol-guiti, Karn. (Sb&TwSO&S p ) A tax on ferry-

boats (Mysore).

HARAGE, Karn. (&>&A ) Partnership.

HARAJ, HURUJ, H. (A. _,) Tumult, disturbance, riot

Haraj-maraj, H. (_rc_v&) Confusion.

HARAJ, H. (A.
jjfc) Auction, outcry: public proposals for

the farming of the revenues of sundry villages for a short

term of years (?).

HARALE-PATTADI, Karn. (SbS'fSfcJQ, from Haralv, the
CO

castor-oil seed) A commutation tax paid by dealers in lamp-

oil, in consideration of exemption from the visits of the

officers of the Sair revenue (Mysore).

ITaralu-pattadi, Karn. (Sb#fco>U&) -pax on Oil-dealers:

see the preceding.

HAHAM, HURUM, H. (A. *JB-) Sacred, forbidden, closed to

promiscuous access
; hence applied to a female connexion

or relative
; also to the private or women's apartments, the

Harem of European writers ; also to the sacred circuit

round the temple at Mecca.

JIardm, Iluram, H. &c. (A. J^O Unlawful, forbidden
;

applied to all things or acts which the law disallows or

condemns, as prohibited food or beverage, improper actions
;

wicked, vicious
; sacred.

Hardmzdda, H. (A. SjljJ,^) Base-born; a bastard, but

used as a term of abuse generally, a scoundrel, a rascal.

Harim, H. (A. *^p-) Prohibited, sacred; a sacred place

or sanctuary ; the inner apartments, or their female in-

habitants
; the enclosure of the temple of Mecca.

Hurmat, H. (A. ij^vy>-) Character, reputation, honour ;

the seclusion of a woman of respectability ; any thing held

sacred or forbidden.

Hurmat-musdliarat, A. (S^la,, e^^s-) In law, the pro-

hibition of marriage with different women on account of

their mutual
affinity.

HARAMPATTUTA, Tel. (r#o>kx>) Gathering ears of

corn.
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HARANBARI, Ben. (^3T14'lfv5) A gaol, a house of confine-

ment for criminals.

HARAT, vernacular corruption of ARHAT, q. v., H. (c^a)
A Persian water-wheel.

HARATKUL, H. (J/ci^fc, probably for BHARAT-KUI., of

the race of Bharata) A branch of the Gaur Brahmans.

HARAVA, or HARUVA, Karn. (<^c>&$, (5oc>6o3) A Brah-

man : (a term especially used by the Lingayats),

HARAWAL, corruptly, HAROL and HARREWAL, H. (Turk.

JOrfc) The advanced guard of an army, the officer com-

manding it : a police-officer in a town or village appears

to be sometimes, though not very accurately, so termed.

HAHBI, H. (A. ^.j*->
from

<-r^-i war, battle) Martial, va-

liant : in law, an infidel not subject to Mohammadan rule,

although at peace, such a person being an incessant ob-

tect of hostilities.

HARBONG KA RAJ, H. (\j %<^JJjiJ>) Civil disorders, mal-

administration : lit., the rule of Harbong, a Raja so named,

said to have ruled at a place opposite to Allahabad, on

the bank of the Ganges, thence termed Jlarbong-pur, and

of whose silliness and unfitness for government many tra-

ditional anecdotes and proverbial phrases bear record

(Elliot).

HARDA, H. (Itiyb) Mildew, smut in corn.

HARDAUH, HURDOUH, H. (jj^j&)
A name given to oblong

mounds raised in villages in Upper India, and studded

with flags to avert epidemic diseases, and especially cho-

lera
;

so named in honour of Ilardaul J.iilii, a Bundel-

khand chief, who, the natives of Hindustan believe, visited

the camp of Lord Hastings with cholera, in punishment

of the profanation committed by the Europeans in having

once slaughtered cows in the grove where Hardaul's ashes

repose.

HARDERA, H. (l^ii/")
A tribe of the Kdchchis.

HARDUAS, HURDOOAS, H. (^.ty) A class of Rajputs, of

whom a few are settled in Azimgerh and Gorakhpur.

HARI, S., but adopted in all dialects, (?fc) A name of

Vishnu.

HARI, Ben. (ftfe) A servant of the lowest class, a sweeper,

(from S. Haclda, a bone): also Haddaka or Harraka, and

JEfadika, Harika; formerly employed also as village watch-

man. Ben. Reg. xxii. 1793, s. 13. (In the Glossary of

the 5th Report we have Harees, derived from the A. Hdris,

a defender, and explained, a petty officer of police, a guard,

a sentinel
;

but the original word is Harees, plural of
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Haree, not Harees in the singular, as,

'

All pykes, cho-

kidars, nigahbans, Harees, and other descriptions of vil-

lage watchmen." Fifth Rep. p. 614).

HARI, (?) A third crop ; one of the poorer grains raised in

the hot weather between the spring and autumn crops.

HARIA, (?) Land granted to the relations of persons killed

in an affray between two villages, by the authorities of

that village by whose members the homicide had been per-

petrated ; or similar land rent free granted to the families

of Bhats who had destroyed themselves on the violation

of engagements for which they had been sureties.

MARIGOLD, Tel. (oj~6A^eO) A basket boat, such as is

used on the rivers of the Dakhin.

HARIPA, A. (<U?jW) One of the ten kinds of wounds for

which compensation is claimable, a slight scratch, such

as not to draw blood.

HARKAR, Hindi (^ 4.4'O A pen for cattle (Puraniya).

HARKAT, H. &c. (A. v^^o^-) Movement, motion, agitation,

especially of an objectionable kind, as opposition, hin-

drance, interruption, starting difficulties, giving trouble.

HARKJ', Mar. (jfTlft, from S. Harska, pronounced some-

times Jfarhha, joy) Money given by a successful litigant

to the Court, in token of his gratitude : money paid to

one who has brought back a lost article, or presented to

the family and dependants on any occasion of rejoicing.

Ifarki-vivdha, corruptly, I/ rhee-wiwdha, Mar. (S. ^ToBT-

fV^T?) Presents claimed at marriages by the principal

Brahmans.

HASALE, corruptly, in the plural, HDSSULLEERO, Karn.
'

, _Q

(JxifOy) One of the supposed aboriginal tribes of Mysore,

found in the hill districts of Nagar ; properly woodmen,

but serving as agricultural labourers.

ASARANI, Karn. (8ewT3O) A tax levied in Mysore on

betel-leaf, plaintain-leaf, and other vegetable leaves.

ffdtaravdrie, Karn. (oos^OCtO c)5>) A tax levied from the

peasants, in commutation of supplies of green leaves which

they were formerly obliged to furnish to the government

officers.

HASAHU, Karn. (cx>rOCO) Green, fresh, standing corn or

pasturage : also HASURU.

HASB, II. (A. U-xw>-) According to
;

used chiefly in form-

ing compounds, as,

Scab-ul-hdxil, or -haaili, II. ((J^!:s" l_^\u-) According

to the produce ; land paying revenue according to the kind

and value of tile crops.
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Ilasb-ul-hitkm, Husb-ool-hoohm, corruptly, Honsbulhoohum,

H. (*s='' (^_^/*>j-) According to command. The initial

words, and thence the title, of a document issued agree-

ably to royal authority, by the Vazir or other high officer

of the government.

Ilasb-i-zdbita, H. (^Ugl,* .->) According to law, ac-

cording to practice.

Hasb-ul-irs, A. (ij^)l t_^u*-) According to inheritance,

the division of an estate according to the Mohammadan

laws of inheritance.

Hassb-ul-wasul, or -rvasuli, H. ( Jy"^ <*^M*S-) lit., Ac-

cording to collections or receipts; a term formerly used

in revenue accounts to designate items of an uncertain

value, of which no estimate can be computed, and which

are entered only after their actual receipt : applied also

formerly to small villages in the Monghir district paying

revenue direct to government. Fifth Rep. 240.

Jlasb-ul-rvasul-i-marochaj corrupted to Hmbulwoosoolee-

marocha, H. (A. &-;j> J^j^ <_-**) lit., Agreeably

to customary (?) realizations : an item of revenue in the

early Bengal accounts, levied especially in Dinajpnr and

Rangpur, being an estimated amount of receipts from fees

on marriages. (The word marocha, also met with as ma-

runcha, is of doubtful accuracy ; it may be a corruption

of murrcaja, <"f-j_/c> customary).

HASHM, H. &c. (A. *o-, ^IH) Train, retinue, followers

of a person of rank.

Haskm-navi.t, or -nis, or -pkarnis, or -plarnams. Mar .

A public of-

ficer under the Peshwa's government, who kept a muster-

roll of the ordinary train of retainers attached to different

chiefs, of the garrisons, of the forts, and the irregular

militia.

HASHIA-GAWAH, H. (slji^CU-) A witness to the execution

of a deed (writing his name on the hdskia or margin).

HASHIMA, A. (idwlpbb) A fracture of the skull, inflicted by

violence, and requiring legal compensation.

HASHO-MINH Ai, erroneously, HASHM-MINHAI, H. (^lyJuyi^-)

Deductions from the total revenue entered on the credit

side of the account with government. The term is there-

fore applied to rent-free and other assigned lands, also to

rent-free lands exempted from resumption : (from the A.

*-, deduction on the credit side of an account). See

Bariz and Min-ha, I* ^i 'from it,' with ^ added to

form a substantive.
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Hasho-rvazA, H. (p*) *"**) Deduction from the total re-

venue credited in the government account

HASIA, or HANSiA, H. (Lwb, U"*i*) A reaping-hook.
0..3 . Q.

HASIKE, or -GE, Kara. (So3O, /A) Actual measurement

of the crop after it is threshed, and before its partition be-

tween the tenant and landlord.

HASIL, H. and most dialects, (A. J-eU-) HASIL, HASIL, or

HASIL, Mar. (^^ffaj, ?T5ft<?i or ?i"lc5) HASALU, Tel.

Kara. ( air^eo) Produce, profit, especially, as a revenue

term, the amount derived from the government share of

the produce of the soil, and from any other source of

taxation, or impost ; revenue, tax, duty.

Hdsila, H. (*Lol-) Cultivated or cropped land (Chittagong).

Hdsilat, Uriya. (|CllR.ei) Assessed lands.

Hayl-i-bdzdr, orHdsil-bdzdri, H. (jJjUtJ^flU-.i^Jj^u^U-)

Market dues, revenue from duties on markets.

Hdsll-daftar, H. (j&3 J-a'--) Tax office, custom-house,

custom or revenue account.

Hdsil-khdldri, Ben. (^)f*M*U
iU*l) Produce of salt works,

an item in the public accounts, the profit derived from

the duty and the original ground-rent of the land on which

the works are erected.

Hdsil-i-namaJi, H., in Ben., Mar., &c., nimal,((^S~*J J^sU-)

Duty or profit or revenue derived from salt

Hdsil-zamin, H. (P.
(j^j ) Land in cultivation and pay-

ing revenue.

Hdsil-i-kaldm, H. (*KJ~ls>-, from the A. >K, speech)

Briefly, shortly, lit, the produce or pith of speech.

HASTA, S. but used also in various dialects, as well as the

vernacular form, HAT, or HATH, q. v. (f*jl) The hand,

a cubit from the elbow to the tip of the midle finger.

Hastdkshar, Mar. (S. ^if, the hand, and 'WTSfX, a letter)

Sign-manual, handwriting.

Hmtdntaraharan, Ben. (^<3iasl
<?s'fl, from S. tf^f, hand,

, different, and <*W, making) Transfer of property,

handing over any thing to another.

Hastdntara-liaran-patra, Ben. (^<slaa <<?fl
cV9teJ) A deed of

transfer.

Hastakadi, (SbiO^ci) Money in hand, ready money.

Ifasten, Mar. (^w) By, from, or into the hand of; as

money paid by, or to, or through the hand of, any one.

HAST-O-BUD, HUST-O-BOOD, also sometimes vernacularly, but

incorrectly ,HASTABUD,H. (P. e^jwA, is, and 2jj, was, with

the conjunctive j, Jjj , c^v*&) A comparative account,

shewing the present and past produce of an estate : an
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examination of the assets or resources of a country, made

before the harvest, and sometimes after measurement of the

lands : a detailed statement of any lands yielding revenue :

the rent roll of a village signed yearly by the Patwari :

the common form is an abstract of each Ryot's account,

specifying his tenure, the amount of revenue payable by

him, the quantity of land in or out of cultivation, and the

amount of revenue realized or in arrear.

Hast-o-budi, H. (^jOy ^ c^**5>) Designation of land which

has been assessed on the basis of a comparative valuation

of its produce.

Hast-o-bud-jama, H. (<.> i>^ ^
e^uJ&) An account shew-

ing the total amount of revenue under all heads of assess-

ment to which any estate is liable.

Hastnd-bud, H. (Jy L> M* *} A remission of revenue

granted to Zamindars for the portion of land failing in

produce (what is not as it was).

HASUGE, Karn. (&>iNX)Aj Dividing, sharing, as corn, &c.

HAr, Ben. Mar. (ijlT.^rnO HATH, or HATH, or HUTU, II. (,fX
,i&) The hand, a cubit measured from the elbow to the

tip of the middle finger, 18 inches ; or, according to some

statements, 19j : for timber, in Puraniya it was '2'2. (in

Mar. it occurs also with the short vowel Hat, Hut.

Hdtberi, Mar. (?liHi1) Handcuff, manacle.

Hdtchenc/tar, Ben. ( ^Ivsit?l>v5) A man who has money

in hand but will not pay his debts.

Hdth-chitthi, H. (^^5- .fta, Mar. -^rKfarO A letter

or note written or avouched (by the hand of): a letter

from a person of rank or station, either in his own

hand, or signed by him, not bearing his seal only : a printed

form given to the head of a village in the opium districts

by the deputy collector, specifying the persons who engage

to grow the poppy, and the conditions of the agreement.

Hater, Mar. (^TK^) Gratuitous labour which the Ryots of

a village are bound to render in the fields to the Patil,

revenue farmer, or other public officer.

Hatheli, H. ( JofW>) The palm of the hand.

Hathiydr, H. (J^i^,
from ^ia) Hatiydr, Ben.

A tool, an implement, arms, apparatus.

Hdthjornd, H.
(\>~jf- 4>\H>) Hdtjord, Ben.

Joining the hands together, an attitude of supplica-

tion or humility; hence also, supplication, entreaty, re-

verence.

Ildt-jdmini, Mar. (flrtllfflft) Security taken by the hand,

an engagement taken, at first implying general responsibility,
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which becomes void upon the completion of more regular

formalities.

Hat-karat, Ben. (^tsWfa) A handsaw.

Hdt-kdri, Ben. (^1v*t*)) Hathltari, Hindi (^cFT A

handcuff.

JIdtkdthi, Ben. (^Ivs^tHi) A stick a cubit long, for mea-

suring with.

ITatkhdvani, Mar. (^TrfWRTrri') A small vegetable scraper,

one that may be held in the hand.

Hdth-karadu, H., Karn. (?) A rough daily account of re-

ceipts and disbursements, an off-hand account.

Hath-pher, H. (/J^J <^a) Changing money by sleight of

hand, changing good money for bad.

Ifdto, Guz. (t^l<"ll) The hand given to one with whom a

bargain is being made under a cloth, so that the terms

may be settled by the fingers of the parties unperceived

by others.

Hathord, H. (^ib) A sledge hammer: Hathori, H.

(jcijisj)
A small hammer.

Hdtargdrd, Mar. (fT7fT7TT3t) A small sugar-mill, one that

may be worked by hand.

Hdtrumdl, Mar. (jTTiT^TTc?, lit., a handkerchief) A small

bag or budget of papers, accounts, &c.

Hat-usnd, Mar. (ifTrtdKJUl) Lent without any acknow-

ledgment (money), lent on hand, and for prompt payment.

HAT, or HATH, corruptly HAUT, H. &c. (c^'-ft, ,Jl, or fT7,

?T7, S. HATTA, f^) A market, a moveable market, one

held only on certain days in a week, a fair.

Hdtario, Guz. ( tfUJd^U) A banker, a shopkeeper.

Hat- or Hatta-chor, Ben. (ffit, ^gZFfa') A thief who

steals in markets or fairs.

Hdt-Jtd-chutM, Hindi (^IjcfcHlcht) A small portion of

each article brought to market taken by the renter of a

village where the market is held, or of the market itself:

an item in the village accounts to shew the value of what

has been taken in the year.

Hat-till, Hindi (^3TTT55) Shutting up or closing all the

shops of a market as a passive resistance to exaction.

Hatti, Hindi (f^t) A petty market or fair.

Hdtu, Hindi (?TC) A market-man.

Hatrvd, H. ( 1ya>, ^<5*(l) A man employed as a weighman

and measurer at markets.

HATA, H. (iisL.) An inclosnre, a court-yard, a compound,

(corruption of the Arabic Ihd'_a, <*LU-\, an inclosure).

HATIUCHAK, H. (tl^-^la) Name of a grass which grows
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about a foot high, and is used as fodder : a vernacular re-

presentation of the English word artichoke.

HATHILE, HUTHEELE, H.
(^^ij^Xa)

A reputed saint, one of

five held in veneration by the lower orders in the north-

west provinces : he is buried at Barech.

HATTA, HUTTA, H. (Ua) A large wooden shovel or spoon

used for throwing water into fields from aqueducts.

HATTALU, Tel. (*rtreu) A slave by birth.

HATTI, Karn. (^Sj) Cotton in an undressed state.

Hatti-kane, Karn. (JSjo^^Ow) A cotton mill for clear-

ing it from the seeds,

Kdda-hatti, Karn. (O~d&&>^) Wild cotton.

Karehatti, Karn. (OOtioB^) Black cotton plant produ-

cing very fine white cotton.

Ifatti-vari, Karn. (SoQ_JS6) A tax on cotton formerly

levied in kind, since commuted for a money tax.

Hatti-sunha, Karn. (SbS^rODOo) A tax on cotton growers

levied when the produce is sold.

HATTI, HUTTEE, Mar. (rsft, S. ^Tsft) HATIII, H.
(^^J'la)

An elephant.

HdtM-khdna, H. (iiU- .^Us) An elephant stable.

I'lathihangam, H. ( JjCb-.-JlA) Remission for losses from

depredations by wild elephants : (from Hatlii, an elephant).

(Karnata).

Hatti-mahal, Mar. ( srgfa^cjS) AD elephant stall or stable,

a place where he is kept.

HATTI, HUTTEE, Karn. (Sb&3) A fold for kine, a cowpen,
CO

the residence of herdsmen, a temporary station of shepherds

or graziers : it is also applied to a village or cluster of

huts among the Bhils of Kandesh.

HATYA,S. &c.(^?n) Killing, murder: personal injury or violence.

HAUDA, or HAUDAJ, H. (A. isjy&, -<^y&)
A litter carried

by a camel or elephant, in which females are conveyed.

The former word Hauda, commonly written Ilorvdah, is,

in Hindustan, most usually applied to a kind of chair or

open seat on an elephant.

HAULAN-HAUL, A. (J^*- (J&j*-) Property of which the pro-

prietor has been in possession for a year, and which then

becomes liable to the payment of zikdt : (from (_jj=-,
or

Jl-, lasted a year). In some parts of the Dakhin, pay-

ment of revenue by the Ryots by an order on the village

grain-seller who has purchased their crops in advance,

subject to the share of assessment due upon them.

HAULI, H.
(,_^y&)

A liquor-shop.

HAWALA, corruptly, HOWALLA.H. &c. (^*-, IpTR?!) Charge,
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care, custody, trust ; consignment of any property, duty,

or liability, to a trustworthy person ; charge to pay on ac-

count of transfer of a debt or liability ; security, or goods

lodged for security : assignment for payments. A de-

scription of tenure in Eastern Bengal, an intermediate

holding of a part of an estate, or of a farm under a Za-

mindar or Talukdar, to whom a stipulated portion of the

rents collected from the Ryots is paid. A farm. It is

said also to be applicable to a portion of an estate pur-

chased, and therefore transferable and hereditary, the go-

vernment dues being payable through the landlord; but

in case of a dispute with the latter the purchaser of the

farm may make his payments through another Talukdar.

Taylor's Dacca, 155. Minor divisions of these holdings

are known by the name of Nim-harvdlas, half farms. In

the Maratha country, an order or draft for money drawn

by a Ryot on the banker or grain-dealer to whom he has

sold "his crop, or entrusted it for sale.

Ifan-dladdr, or Hawalddr, corrupted to Ilavilddr, H.

&c.
(yj<x)'^-, jljjlja-, ^4I($<K) One holding any office

or trust. In the east of Bengal, a sub-renter, the occu-

pant of a Hawala : a steward or agent for the management

of a village : a native officer of the Indian army, subor-

dinate to the Subahdar. Amongst the Marathas the term

was variously applied, but in all it conveyed the notion

of trust, deputation, or delegated authority ; as, the chief

of a company of guards, guides, or messengers ; a prin-

cipal officer in a fort under the commandant, whose duty

it was to appoint the guards, patrols, &c. : sometimes, also,

the commandant himself: a subordinate revenue officer,

a kind of deputy of the Mamlatdar, who was charged with

the collection and remittance of the revenue of the district,

and empowered to administer justice in petty complaints :

an assistant of the Patil, or head of the village, in the

collection of the revenue, and in police matters. In the

Dakhin, and also at one time apparently in Hindustan, an

officer appointed by the government, or the farmer of the

revenue, to prevent any abstraction of the crop, or its re-

moval from the public threshing-floor, until the revenue

was paid.

Hatvdlddri, corruptly, Hawildarry, H. (^IjJ!^) The

office or tenure of a Hawaldar
;

also applied to a charge

made to the villages for the expense of subordinate revenue

officers sent to watch or to attach the crops.

Hawaldt, or, more accurately, Haulat, corruptly, How-
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Idt, the vernacular form of Hamdla, Ben.

A thing given in trust, a loan for a short time, money

advanced or deposited in another's hands. In treasury ac-

counts, inefficient balances, or debts, or dependencies, un-

audited advances.

Hart-dial, H. (A. Slj-) Trust, charge, transfer, change. In

law, the transfer of a debt from the original debtor to one

who becomes responsible for it to the creditor.

Hdroalhdt, Hindi (^RcTfTC, probable vernacular error for

Hawdlai) Balance of the village cash account in the

Patwilri's hands (Puraniya).

HAWALI, H. (A. .Jlj-) Environs, parts adjacent, round

about.

Harudlishahar, II. (j^> <_<^)
~) The suburbs or environs

of a city.

Harvili, or Havili, or Hdvali, corruptly, Havelli, or lla-

rvalie, H. (A. .J^j*", from the same root as Harcdli, Jl-,

or
(J^-, whence Harcdl, a circle, a circuit) Ildvili, cor-

ruptly, Havelie, Tel. (iCT^sO) A house, a habitation.

The tract ofcountry adjacent to a capital town, and originally

annexed to it for the supply of the public establishments :

it afterwards came to signify, in the Madras provinces,

government lands, lands held khdf, or under direct govern-

ment management. In Bengal the term was applied to the

reverse, or lands held by a Zamindar for his own benefit.

Hawili-grdmamuh,, Tel. (plur. -bSQ;&>&X>eo)

Villages formerly retained under the management of the

officers of the Nawab of the Carnatic.

HAYAGADA, Kara. (oodO&Xa) A ford, a place where a

river may be forded.

HAYOBANS, HYOBUNS, H. (S. ,

.Ju^Afe)
A tribe of Rajputs

in the province of Benares, once a dominant race on the

banks of the Narmadd, where Mahexicari was founded

by Sahasrdrjuna, a Raja who makes a great figure in

Hindu legendary tradition. The proper name of the tribe

is Haihaya, S. (^TR).

HAZANAT, incorrectly, HIZANAT, A. (iiLcs--) The care and

bringing up of infant children according to the provisions

of Mohammadan law.

HAZARI, H. (P. from Jja,
a thousand) A commander of a

thousand, either actually or nominally ; in which latter

case it was an honorary military title at the Court of the

Mogul, borne by civil as well as military functionaries.

JIazdridn, H. (plur. of,jr;lj&) Regiments of one thousand

men each employed in the northern Circars.
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HAZIH, H. (A. j*eU-)
In the Hindu dialects j as usual is

substituted for z, as, HAJIR, Ben. (^jlf^S) HAJIR, Mar.

(^lflO the i is also sometimes changed to a, as, HAJARU,

Tel. ((xT^ajOO) Present, forthcoming, in attendance, ready.

The actual state of any thing, an account shewing the

assets of an estate, or tract of country.

Ohair-hdzir H.
(A.^|l*-^Ac) Absent, not present.

Huzir-o-nazir, H.
(j-ffL>j^oW)

Present and seeing.

Hdzirdt, H. (A. CU^eU-) lit., Presences ;
but applied in

Hindustan to a magical rite by which absent or invisible

things or persons are supposed to be made visible to a

young boy or girl, who are directed to look in the flame

of a lamp, in a looking-glass, in a dish of water, or on

certain magic squares, &c.

Hdzir-bdshi, H. (P. ,<'?, being) Regular or constant

attendance.

Hdjir-begdri, Mar. (frtwft M'llO) A pressed porter, but

one who carries his load only to the first village on the

road, where he is relieved ; in opposition to one pressed

for the whole of any given distance.

Jfdziri, corruptly, Ildzri, vernacularly, Hajari or Hdjirl,

H. ((^y^eU-, igHltf) Presence : a muster-roll : an indi-

vidual resident or present in a village. Breakfast : an offer-

ing of a breakfast, or of food, to certain Mohammadan saints,

which, after being so consecrated, is distributed among
their votaries or the poor.

Hdjiri-bahi, Ben. ("Sftf^lffaf^) A muster-roll, a list of
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person^ who should be in attendance.

Hdjiri-nau-aldd, Hindi (P. y, new, and t>lA cultivation)

A resident cultivator who takes up new land for the first

year (Puraniya).

Ilajiri-sabek, Hindi (igfalO $117311, from the A.
^j'jL., past)

A resident cultivator who has held lands more than one year.

Hdjir-nu, Mar. (^TsflUffiTr) The muster master of the

troops and establishments, one who keeps a register or

roll of the troops and militia in attendance, and furnishes

abstracts to the superior authorities. In Ben. Hdjirina-

mis dftf^irfcrffrO means any one who keeps a list of

any persons in attendance engaged on any duty.

Hdzir-zdmin, H. ( ^UiycU-) Hdjir-jdmin, Mar. (

Ifdjir-jdmin, Ben. A surety for the

personal appearance of any one when required to attend.

Ildzii-zdmini, or Hdjir-jdmini, H. &c. (^'.c^U-) Se-

curity, whether personal or pecuniary, for the appearance

*of a person charged with any debt or oflence.
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Hdjir-jdmin-ddr, Kara. (55BaSe3Dtfc>rv5SS) A surety

or bail for a personal appearance.

Hazrat, H. (A. d-yis-) Presence, dignity. A title given

to a prince or person of rank, equivalent to Your Majesty,

Your Highness, Your Excellency.

Huzur, Hoozoor, less correctly, Hazur, Uitzoor, H. &c. (A.

SyLj JIujiir, Mar.
(^3Tt) Hujdru, Tel. (nQ83-&>)

The presence, the royal presence, the presence of a su-

perior authority, as of a judge or collector of revenue, and,

by metonymy, the person of the prince or functionary ; also

the place where he presides, the hall of audience, the court ;

also abstractly, the state, the government.

Huzar, H. (A. plur of^-a*-)
Attendants on the court.

JItiji-d, Mar. (tpfn) An attendant at court, a confidential

servant, sometimes appointed to villages as a check upon

the Patil.

Hvjardf, Mar.
(TplTTiT) Troops under the immediate orders

of the state, royal guards, peons attached to the station

of the chief functionaries.

Hujaryd, Mar. ( ?iRn) A personal attendant, an attendant

on court

Huzur-bdld, H. (P. 3U, above) The high or exalted pre-

sence, title of superior authority.

Jliizuri, H.
(^fjy^a-) Relating to the chief authority, to

the local or general government, as an attendant on the

court, &c. Under the Mohammadan government the term

was sometimes applied to such lands as paid revenue to

the Diwan, or financial representative of the government,

in opposition to the Nizamat lands, which paid revenue

to the Nazim, or viceroy. Under the British authority it

applies to lands or cultivators paying revenue direct to

the chief collector, not through a native collector or land-

holder.

Huzuri-mdl-guzdr, H. (from P. y^/JU, a payer of re-

venue) A landholder or tenant paying revenue direct to

government.

Hvzuri-ndlish, H. (P. ^/J^) A complaint preferred di-

rect to the supreme authority.

jHuzuri*tdluft, H. (
1>ji*>,

a dependence, an estate) A cer-

tain district called a Taluk, paying revenue direct to go-

vernment, usually known as an independent Taluk, that

which is not held of any other proprietor or revenue payer.

Huzur-maJtdl, H. (from J'r*) Estates paying revenue

direct to government.

Hitjur-mdmld, Mar. (?^C ITOcJT, from the A. <LoU*>) The

3o
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authority and jurisdiction of the state reserved over an estate

or district, of which the revenues have been given in grant.

Huzur-navis, H. (from P. ^^-jy,
a writer) A secretary

of state, one who registers all royal or viceregal grants and

orders.

Hujur-pdgd, Mar. (IO4IJ||) A body of horse under the

immediate keeping and command of the state, the household

troops.

Hujui-sanadi, Mar. (?^C 5ETT<ft) Held under a grant or

diploma from the government, lands &c.

Huzur-talml, H. (A. Jj-as^, collection of revenue) Col-

lection of revenue by the chief fiscal officer of the govern-

ment, without the intervention of a third party. In the

early days of British authority the term was applied to

land paying revenue to the chief authority in a province,

as distinguished from those paying it to the head of a Zil-

la, or subdivision of a province or collectorate, thence termed

TahMl-zild.

Huzur-tah&il-i-daftar, H. (yiJ, a register) An office in

Calcutta before the permanent settlement, in which reve-

nues paid direct to government were received.

Hujur-rvdr-sdsan, Mar. (from S. $II*H, an order) A pen-

sion or annuity formerly paid direct from the Peshwa's

treasury.

Huzur-zilA, H. (A. Xo) The districts which paid their reve-

nues direct to the general treasury at Murshedabad in

the early period of the British authority in Bengal.

HAZL, H. (A. Jj) lit., Jesting, applied in Mobammadan law

to a contract publicly executed, as if of full force and validity,

but which the parties are secretly engaged shall be of no

ettect : if afterwards one of them pretend that the trans-

action was bond fide, the assertion of the other to the con-

trary annuls the engagement.

HEBBARA, or HEBBARUVA, Earn.
("&>|p&, ^Ip^S)

A chief, a superior, the head man of the village.

Hebbdruvaru, Karn. 0&5~c>&>36o) A class of Brah-
CtJ

mans in Mysore.

HECHCHTJ, Tel. Karn. (""Sr ^^) Increase, excess, supe-

riority, increase of rent or taxes.

Hechchike, Karn. ("&>& a)
D ) Increase, excess, any thing

increased.

Hechkatla, Karn. (~o&'aj^) Extraordinary taxes.

HEGALANE, Karn. C&XorS) A coparcener.

HEGGAUE, Karn.C) The head man of a town or vil-

lage, but especialy applied to one of the Jain religion. It
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is also used by certain castes as an affix to proper names,

to intimate respectability, corresponding with Sahib, or

Mian, in Hindustan.

Kuruba-heggade, Karn. (cb6o>"&XQ) A head or chief

among shepherds.

HEJIB, Mar. (?) A deputy or agent appointed by the hereditary

officers of the Maratha government to act for them.

HEL, or HELA, Mar., Guz. (?<j5) The business of carrying

loads
;

also the burthen, or the cost of conveyance.

Helhari, Mar. (?<-5RCl) A porter, a carrier of loads.

Helpdti, Mar. (fcTTTTt) A porter, a hired labourer (from

carrying a basket, pdti, on his head.)

HELA, H. (iL^a) A man of a low caste, an inferior division

of the Bhangis, engaged in the lowest menial offices. The

Helas pride themselves on eating the leavings of Hindus

only.

HELE, H. (
(_s
l>* ) A subdivision of the Jat tribe.

HELLAVAR, Karn. (~aVf5~S)ti) Lame beggars.

HEMANTA, S., but used in most dialects, (?Jfjr:) The cold

season, the months of Agrahayana and Pausha November-

December.

Hemalamba, S. &c. (|^^) The thirty-first year of the

cycle; also Karn. Hemalambi.

HENDA, Karn. ("$DOO) Spirituous liquor, tdri, the fer-

mented sap of different kinds of the palm.

HENoA, H. (IGua) A harrow.

HENNUBAI,U, Karn. ("&>O>jErS$> ? from Hennv, a woman)

A woman's property or estate.

HER, or HED, Mar. (%5) A drove of cattle, a flock of sheep,

a troop of horses, and the like, as taken about for sale.

Heryd, Hedyd, (^{l) A drover or cattle-dealer.

HER, Mar. (int) A spy or scout.

HERI, HEREE, H. (
tay/jJft) A tribe of Mohammadan Rajputs,

chiefly found in Jaspur, a Pargana of Moradabad.

HETA, Uriya (G)|) Land granted for service.

HETKARI, Mar. (^<J4Vt, from ^7, het, signifying down, as

applied to country, down the coast, to the south) A native

of the country southwards from the Sdvitri river : a native

of the southern Konkan serving in the Maratha infantry.

HETU, vernacularly, HET, S. &c. ( tjT.) Cause, motive, reason,

origin.

HEW, more correctly HINW, Mar. (|g, fis^, S. ^H) Cold,

also crops that have suffered from frost.

Hen-did, more correctly, Jlinndla, Mar. (tNidBT, f?^T35T,

from S. f^T, cold, and eRTc?, time) The cold season.'
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Hervat-jamin, Mar. (?) Land ploughed up during the cold

season, and left to lie fallow during the rains ; also ap-

plied in the hill country to land brought into cultivation

after having been left uncultivated for some years.

HIBA, or HIBAT, incorrectly, HIBBA, H. (A. fJJt>) A. gift.

In law, a perfect gift, one accompanied by delivery and

acceptance. A gift on a death-bed is considered a bequest

Hiba-Hl-Amaz, H. (^yIb<!U, from (jaf> return, ex-

change) A mutual gift ;
one for which a return or con-

sideration is exchanged, as when a man gives his pro-

perty to his wife in exchange for her claim of dower : it

is considered analogous to a sale, and the transaction is

binding before actual possession of the stipulated return.

Jlila-bd-shart-ul-iwaz, H. (from A.
\3j>,

an agreement)

A gift with stipulation for a return. In law, a gift on

promise or engagement to make a requital, when the

transaction is not complete until the reciprocal condition

is fulfilled.

Hibaddr, H. (P. b, who has) The receiver ofa gift, the donee.

Hibamushdct, A. (from cl^> , undistributed) Gift of unde-

fined or undivided property, which is not valid until the

property has been separated, and transferred to the donee.

Hibdndma, H. (&l>Uft) A deed of gift.

HIDAD, A. (j)jia-) Mourning. In law, the mourning of a

widow for her husband, total abstinence from the use of

ornaments, and of perfumes or unguents, except medicinally.

HIFZ, HIFAZAT, H. (A. ]OA., t^da?Ju>-) Preserving, protect-

ing, guarding, taking care of.

HIJRA, H. (A. SieE*") lit. Departure from one's country,

separation of friends or lovers ;
whence it gives name to

the departure or flight of Mohammad from Mecca to Me-

dina, which, in the Khalifat of Omar, was constituted the

commencement of the Mohammadan era: this event took

place on the night of Thursday the 15th of July, A. D.

<>'22. The usual era therefore reckons from the dawn of

the 16th of July. The Mohammadan year is strictly lu-

nar, consisting of twelve months, each of which should

count from the actual visibility of the new moon ; but chro-

nologically the months are completed at 30 and 29 days

alternately, making the year consist of 354 days ; but ele-

ven times in a cycle of thirty years one day is added to the

year, which makes the average length of the Mohammedan

lunar year 354b7, days, or 354d. 8hrs. 48min., and the ave-

rage length of the months 29d. 12hrs. 44min. The

intercalary years of the cycle are the 2d, 5th, 8th, 10th,
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13th, 16th, 19th, 21st, 24th, 27th, and 29th. To ascertain

if any given year be an intercalary year, it is to be divided

by 30, when one of the specified numbers will be the re-

mainder; thus, A.H. 1137 divided by 30=37, leaving 27,

and it will be therefore the 27th year of the cycle. The rule

given by Major Jervis, from Professor Carlysle, for finding

the corresponding years of the Hijra and the Christian era, is

only an approximation :

"
Multiply the centuries of the year

by 3, and add to the product for the years over the cen-

tury as many times as it may be divided by 33, deduct

the total from the whole number, and add to the remainder

G21;" thus, Required the year of our Lord correspond-

ing to the year H. 1396 ;
then 13 X 3=39, to which add 2,

the quotient of 96 divided by 33, making 41
; then 1396

41=1355 + 621=A. D. 1976." That this is not correct

in cases where the number in excess of the centuries, is

a trifle less than 33, or a trifle more than any of its mul-

tiples is evident from a comparison with the standard tables :

for instance, the year 1132 should be, according to this

rule, A. D. 1720, but it begins 14th November 1719 accord-

ing to the tables : so 1198 should be 1784, but in the

table it begins 26th November 1783. The result, how-

ever, is near enough for general purposes, requiring cor-

rection only as to the period at which the year commences.

Another rule for the same is Multiply the Hijra year by

970203, cut off six decimals, add 622.54, and the sum

will be the year of the Christian era, and decimal of the

day following, in old style ; thus, A. H. 1215 X 970203=

1178.796645, leaving 1178+622.54=1800.54. The

Hijra year commences on the 25th May ;
so that this again

is only an approximation. A more simple form, and one

which also shews the day on or about which the concurrence

of the Mohammadan and Christian year commences, is the

following : Multiply the Hijra year by 2.977, the difference

between 100 solar and as many lunar Mohammadan years ;

divide the product by 100, and deduct the quotient from

the Hijra year; add to the result 621.569 (the decimal

being the equivalent of the 15th July, plus 12 days for

the change of the Kalendar) ; and the quotient will be the

Christian year from the date at which the Mohammadan

year begins; thus, Hij. 1269x2.977=37778, which di-

vided by 100= 37.778 and 1269-37.778= 1231.222

+ 621.569=1852.791, or to 9 months and 15 days,

i. e. the 15th of October, which is the commencement

of the Hij. year 1269. The reverse formula for find-
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ing the corresponding Hijra year to a. given Christian

year is thus laid down: Subtract 622 from the current

year; multiply the result by 1.0307; cut off four de-

cimals, and add .46 ; the sum will be the year, which,

when it has a surplus decimal, requires the addition of 1 :

thus, 1852 - 622= 1230 ; 1230 x 1.0307 = 1267.7610 +

.46= 1268.22; add therefore 1, and we have the equiva-

lent Hijra year 1269. Comparative tables of the Christian

and Mohammadan years are to be found in L'Art de

verifier les dates,"
"
Playfair's Chronology,"

"
Prinsep's

Useful Tables," Calcutta, and
"
M'Cudden's Oriental Eras,"

Bombay, 1846; but they are not always quite correct.

The months of the Mohammadan year, and the number of

days in each, are the following :

1. Muharram days 30,

2. Safar 29,

3. Rabid-ul-arval ,. 30,

4. Rabid-us-sdni >, 29,

*). Jurnddi-ul-aTcal 30,

6. Jttmddi-us-f/mi 29,

7. Rajab ,,30,

8. Slidbdn ,,29,

!). Ramazdn 30,

10. Shamdl 29,

11. ZiUtdda, or ZnlJtdda .... ,,30,

12. Zilhijja, or Zulhtjja .... ,, 29,

except in the intercalary years, when this last month has

also 30 days. The Mohammadans in India commonly

employ the Persian names of the days of the week, which

are, for the first five only, the numerals prefixed to the word

Sliamba,
'

a day;" or sometimes the Arabic names, which

are similarly composed with Yaum, "a day," and the nu-

merals as far as five: the sixth and seventh have special

denominations ; as,

Sunday . Elt-shamba .... Yaum-ul-ahad,

Monday . Do-shamba .... ul-ixnain,

Tuesday . Seh-shamba .... us-sald$a,

Wednesday,C7ia/zr-s/iam& ... ul-arbad,

Thursday Panj-shamba, or Juma-rdt ul-kltamis,

Friday 7m<i,(the day ofassembly or prayer) ul-jumd,

Saturday. Shamba, or Hafta, (the 7th) us-sabdt,

(the Sabbath).

Hijri, H.
(t^gfsP) Relating to the Hijra, or Mohammadan

era.

HIJRA, Mar. (f^isi) A hermaphrodite, a person either a
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eunuch, or of equivocal malformation, considered as neither

male nor female, but usually wearing the garb of a woman ;

suffered in some Maratha villages to claim grants of food

and small coin, and exacting the claim by offensive lan-

guage and menaces. The class is held in great disgust

by the Ryots who contribute to their support to escape

from their importunity and abuse. It is said to be a

popular notion that the demands of the Hijrds are coun-

tenanced by the government, on account of its levying

an impost upon them ; a notion of course wholly erroneous,

if it have any currency.

HIKRI, Hindi (f^ohO) Cultivated reeds, grown on low marshy

grounds.

HlLA, Hindi (fi?<n) Mud, quagmire, moist ground trodden

soft by cattle.

HI'LAH, H. &c. (<K!JJ>-) HILLA, Mar. (f?^r) Fraud, deceit,

pretence, a fraudulent or evasive pretext.

Hilldharkat, Mar. (ffWr^ttfTil) Jlillaliarhattn, Karn.

Protection,

A general term for tricks and devices,

as, for evading payment of a debt, or performance of a

service rightfully exacted.

HIMALAYA, S. (f?1Tc?nit) The range of snowy mountains

bounding Hindustan to the north and north-west : (from

Hima, snow, and dlaya, abode).

Himad-dhdn, Ben. (R>>iwi0 Rice ripening in the cold

season (Nov.-Dec.).

HIMAIAT, corruptly, HEMAYET, H. (A. e^.

guardianship.

HINA, S. (^hr) in the dialects commonly Hin, H.

Devoid of, deficient, abandoned.

Hina-jdti, or Hin-jdti, S., Ben. (from nfiT, caste) Of a

low caste, or rather of no caste.

Hina-pa/tsha, S. (from inSf, a party) An orphan, a des-

titute person, one without friends or relations.

Hina-patra, S. (TR, a leaf) A deed of default: the title

of the decision in a suit in which a nonsuit is decreed.

Hin-rdxi, S. H. (from ^T^ft, a heap) Seconds or soiled

corn, from the lowest part of the heap.

Hina-vddi, S. Hin-bddi, Ben. (from ^flf^T, who speaks)

A person who, in a court of law, abandons his original

ground of action, and asserts something different : a wit-

ness who prevaricates and contradicts himself, and whose

testimony is therefore inadmissible.

flinkas, Mar. (f^lHoF^) Alloyed or debased gold or silver
;

made of debased metal, a trinket, &c.
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Hinhaul, Mar. (?) An engagement for letting out land at

a reduction on the current or village rates.

HINGAHU, Karn. (6oO A dQ3) Latter, as applied to rain

or to crops.

Hingdru-ma/e, Karn. (oO~7Tc>>y) Latter

Hingdru-pairu, Karn. (SoO A d&>~i3)6o) The latter crop.

HINJARA, Karn. (&oo8jn>)6) A cotton beater or dresser.

HINKKALU, Karn. (Soogeu) A small outlet for the passage

of water from one garden-bed to another.

HlNsA, S. (flTHT) Injury, especially personal, done to any

man or animal, violence, killing.

HIONTE, Hindi (f^wttTff) A rate in a lease for crops of rice

sown on low land in February, March, and April, when

sown for a single crop in the year (Puraniya).

HIPPALI, Karn. (3o>>) Long pepper.
J

HIRA, Uriya (G^) Ridge or embankment round a field.

HIRANA, HEERANA, H. (ULva) Manuring a field by penning

a herd of cattle or flock of sheep in it for several hours.

HIHAN-KIIURI, HIHUN-KHOOREE, H. ((_f^ ^jb) lit., Ante-

lopes' hoof, name of a creeping herb which grows in the

rainy season.

Hiranyagarlliam, Mai. (o61(D6^)COf5o) The ceremony

ofbeing born of, or passing through, a gold cow, performed

by the Raja of Travancore : (from S. fiJtXW, gold, and

*M, embryo).

HIRCHAL, Mar. (?) Dry land bordering on irrigated land.

HlREKOTTIGE-KANDAYAM, Karn. (So&J'SU'^'So'CSO&Q)
fcj

A tax on cowhouses built outside the cottages of the cul-

tivators.

HIRWA, Mar. (figMl) Green, raw, unripe, immature ; used

much as kachcha in Hindustani.

Hinveii, Mar. (fft^) Green herbage, tender fodder.

HIRZ, A.
(jr*

1) Custody, safe keeping of goods or valuables :

it is of two kinds in law.

Hirz-bil-hiifiz, A. (^aWljj .s>-) Personal charge or keep-

ing of any thing.

Hirz-bil-makd'fn, A. ( (*lL*!bJ_/-) Custody in place, as in

a house, a shop, a warehouse : furtive abduction of any

article so kept or deposed is punishable with the muti-

lation of a hand.

HISAB, corruptly, HISSAUB and HISSAWB, H. (i_>L>A-)

changed vernacularly to HISEB, Mar. (ff^R) HISSEBU,

Tel. ( &3~* $3?JJ ) An account, a reckoning : arithmetic,

computation.

Hisdb-i-kharch ,corruptly, Hissarvb-}iorcha,ll.
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Account of disbursements, a particular revenue account,

also termed Akhiri-hisdb-kharch, q. v.

Jlisdb-navis, H. (from P.
(j~J)>,

who writes) An ac-

countant

HISSA, H. (A. d&a.) HISA, Mar. (f?*T) A share, a part,

a lot, a portion ; a share of revenue or rent.

Hissadar, H. (from P.
J\A,

who has) Hiseddr, Mar.

(fi?%^K) A shareholder, a sharer, a coparcener, one who pays

his share of the revenue either to a Zamindar or the state.

Hissadari, H. (from P.
(jr^'j, having) Copartnership; ap-

plied especially to a village in which a number of sharers

have a joint proprietary right in the land.

Hissa-hdhimi, H. (from A. *^l-, a ruler) The share of

the produce of the land -or revenue to which the king or

the government is entitled : a fourth or a sixth is the

proportion agreeably to the institutes of the Hindus ; a

third was nominally taken by the Mohammadan govern-

ments, but the proportion was very variable ;
a third was

the prevailing rate adopted by the British government,

but in practice this is greatly modified, and the proportion

is the subject of special determination, according to pre-

vious practice and the circumstances of the land.

Hixsah-hdli, H. (^U- &Jto-) A ploughman's share or

wages in kind, usually amounting, in the north-west pro-

vinces, to about one-eighth of the produce.

Hisxait, H. (e^-^w>-) A shareholder.

Hi*sa-kash{, or kusJiee, H. (,_j^ &ea-) Distribution and

apportionment of shares agreeably to hereditary succession.

Hissa-i-mdlik, H. (A. cL$3U>, a master) The share of the

presumed owner or proprietor, his right to a part of the

produce, or an allowance in lieu of it : see Mdlihdna.

The share of the government

irise-rdsi,OT-si,Mar.(f%*cqyft, -*ft) Making out a statement

of the several shares or portions of a number of claimants.

Hissa-rosad, H. (iXwy iLa*-) A proportionate share or part

Ifixxa-rditi, H. (
(_^sij <*<:"-) The proportion of the pro-

duce assigned to the Ryot.

Hissdrat, Ben. (?) Portions of land formerly allowed to be

held by the Zamindars of Dacca rent-free, on condition of

personal service in the flotilla stationed on the Ganges to

guard against the incursions of the people of Arakan.

Hissa-wdri, H.
(jjr/j <K-a-) Applied to revenue settlements

founded on proportionate division, either between the cul-

tivator and the government, or according to the shares of

joint owners.

a H
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i, H. (l^xwt) A person appointed to take care of stand-

ing crops.

HITTALU, Kara. (SoS^^) A back yard.

Sittala-kanddyum, Kara. (8o
j)
OOO'<33o&X>O) A tax on

back yards (in Mysore).

HiTTfr, Kara. ( "?~ ) Flour or meal of ground grain in

general.

Sittubitti, Kara.
(oogJ2a|5) Feeding goverament peons

when passing through a town or village, and affording

gratuitous services to the goverament in the conveyance

of goods, &c.

HIYAL, A. (plur.of iJUa-, fraud, deceit) Legal quirks or devices,
j

HiYAzAT, A. (c^jLto-) lit, Accumulation. In law, joint

acquisition by two or more persons of some article that
'

has no owner.

HOBAI.I, commonly, HOBLI, Kara. ("fe*^OV) A tract of

country or district comprising smaller subdivisions. In

Malabar it is applied to a smaller tract or subdivision.

In the Kanara province there were formerly but three

Soblis Mangalur, Darltur, and Bhdgwadi.

Sobali-shanabhog, Kara. The district accountant.

Sobali-ddr, Kara. A chief of armed peons.

HOOE, Kara. C&vS"7?) Tobacco.

Sogc-manasu, Kara. ffc*Aia3OJto) A tax on Ryots,

who formerly cultivated tobacco and chilis on com lands,

subject to division of the crop : also termed Soge-soppu.

Soge-soppina-pommu, Kara. (v~A r\X/9b,-O <*J/3>x3O)

Tobacco contract or monopoly.

Soge-toppu, Kara. C&vS~7?Sa^)) The tobacco plant.
v ^

HOJAT, Guz. (l^ls/fl) An account settled annually between

a farmer and his tenants.

HOLA, Kara. (wvBCJ) A field in general, one in which any

grain is grown except rice.

Solabu, Kara. (vse;ZJ}) A field or ground fit for cul-

tivation : also, limit, boundary.

Soladabele, Kara. ( vS)OO"p) A field of standing corn,

a crop.

Soladasara, Kara. (~8
J
V&&8)Solagaddivydjya, Kara.

(wvSOAg^oJ 6)gS3g) Disputes about boundaries.

Holehola, Kara. O&vsO'&uQe;) Dry land, land that can-

not be
easily watered by artificial means, and dependent

upon rain for water, unfit therefore for rice lands.

HOLAR, Mar. (^*|<$rc) A man of a low or outcaste tribe, by

profession a musician.

HOLE, Kara. C&wS~|) ^ lake, a river.
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Holegehattu, Kara. ("&v8~f>~Ao^X>) Adam, an embankment.

HOLI', or HOLIK!, corruptly, HOOLY, H. &c.

A popular festival of the Hindus, the proper

season of which is the ten days preceding the full moon

of Phalgun, but it is usually observed only for the last

three or four days terminating with the full moon. The

chief observances are sprinkling one another with red or

yellow powder, addressing passers-by with coarse jokes,

singing songs in praise of the juvenile Krishna, and light-

ing a bonfire, which is kept up to the close of the cere-

mony, when rude frolics are practised round the expiring

embers. The Soli is chiefly observed in Hindustan, but

it answers to the Dola ydtra, or swinging festival of Ben-

gal, and is at the same period particularly celebrated by

the cowherd and shepherd castes of Orissa, one class of

the palankin-bearers of Calcutta. In Marathi the term

means also the pile prepared for the bonfire.

Soli-chi-poli, Mar. (^Idb'N'liJIefc'l) The privilege amongst

the inhabitants of a village of first placing a cake (poll)

on the top of the pile which is kindled at the end of the

Soli festival.

Soli-che-holliar, Mar. (plural ^^5^fl35oK^) lit, The

people that dance and sport at the Soli ; applied also to

a crowd of disorderly fellows assembled on any occasion.

HOLIYA, or HOLEYANU, Kara. C&ve)c&>, vs<3a&rCk)

A Pariah, an outcaste. Holeyaru, corruptly, Solleeroo or

Soleyer, (plural &v<3o&6o) Pariahs, men of low

tribes employed in the lowest offices, and considered as

slaves. See below.

Soliyeri, Kara. C&wt)~A
>

6) A street of the houses of

Pariahs.

Soliya, Soleyanu, plural Soleyartt, Kara. (wvefioX^

&vee?0&r&>, p]urai -&x/8<3o5b6o) A low man, an

outcaste, commonly an agricultural labourer (from Sula,

a field) and a slave, being saleable by the owner of the

estate on which he is located, either with or without the

land. The plural form, in place of the" singular, is com-

monly employed by Europeans, who have made strange

work with the name, and no little confusion with the

description. The Holleeroo, Holayur, Holeyer, Hollieroo,

is described as a predial slave, numerous in Kanara and

Kurg : in the former he is said to be a subdivision of

the Dher
;

in the latter, one of three principal classes of

slaves called Holeyaroo, Yewaroo, and Paleroo. In both

countries the Holeyaru are distinguished by various denomi-
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nations prefixed, which are variously written, and the

meaning of which is iiot explained, as Maury or Maree

or Mare Holeyaroo ; Byr H. ; Murtha H. ; Bulgi H. ;

Kembutta or Kimbutty H. ; Badaya H. ; Rookha H. :

of these, the only peculiarities noted are, that the Kem-

batta, (?) H., is native in Kurg, the rest are natives ol

Karnata. The Holeyaru generally are a more faithful

class of slaves than others. Amongst the Mare H., the

custom of succession through the female line to any pro-

perty the man may have acquired prevails.

HOMA, S. (^faj) Burnt offering, oblations of clarified butter

poured on fire ; other articles may also be offered. The

rite is of high antiquity, and forms part of all domestic

religious observances, as marriages, adoptions, &c.

HONDA, Kara. (oo-OcS) A public tank or pond in a village.

HONE, Kara. C&J8E3) Bond, bail, surety.

Honegdr, Kara. (ocvsrS A 06) A surety, a bondsman.

HONNU, Kara. ("&^>OrCi)) Gold, money, a coin, half a

pagoda.

HOR, HOL, Guz. (tf R, tft<H) A plough.

HOR, Hindi (^?) A wager, a bet, a bargain. ,

HORASAT-KAL, Kara. (?) Lease of waste land.

HORASWASTI, Karn. C&vS&Sj^) The private land held

by temples in Mysore as their own property, in distinction

to assignments of produce, or in money, from lands re-

tained in the possession of the donors.

HORE, Karn. (~&vso) A burthen, such as may be carried

on the head ; an allowance of grain to village servants ;

a load of grain : the quantity varies.'

Horehullu, Kara. (T&v6So3ew) A tax on cultivators

who pay in kind, in lieu of straw formerly contributed

to the government.

Hotte.hore, (T^t^x/B^) Living, livelihood.

HOSAGAMA, Karn. (from v8rO
) liosa, new) Land recently

brought under cultivation.

Homhali-patta, Kara. C&vS&SbVSjW) A fine or tex

formerly imposed upon the village servants for not 're-

covering a stray horse belonging to a head man or

Paligar.

Hosahuham, Kara. (Tf6lfc3a3O) A new regulation.

HOTA, or HOTRI. S. (^nt, nom. iffin) The priest who at

sacrifices with fire invokes the deity worshipped, and pours

the butter on the altar.

HOTTU, Kara.
C&vep>) Chaff, husk, bran.

Nellu-hottu, Kara. (^eo-vS>&i;) Chaff or husk of paddy.
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ffottuhana, Kara. ( vs^8bG) ) A tax on the huskO
on the threshing-floor which is set apart for the cattle of

the Ryots.

HUDA (?) H. (*JA) Statement of estates to be sold by auction.

HUDDA, Mar. (??r) HUDDA, or HUDDE, Kara. (&>3' d
,

js

00) HoDA, TeL ( oJ-=U3) A public post or office:

(vernacular corruptions of A. Ahdah, q. v.).

Huddeddr, Mar. (|j^Tt) Hodaddru, Tel. (~Sr?5c>Z3S&>)

An officer, a functionary, one holding any office : see
A

Ahdaftdar.

HUDIGAH, Kara. (So}Q A <5O) The name of a low caste

in Mysore, not much known.

HUDUVU, Kara. (&X>&>c^) Partnership, any joint concern ;

property, estate.

HULAKYERI, Mar. (?) A kind of black soil in valleys, where

it is less productive.

HULASWAR, Kara. (&X>>(3^&) A division of the Holeyar

or Pariah tribe, often employed as peons or horsemen.

HULIDDAHANA, Karn^&^-^&Sbra, from Hulu, &&&>,

to bury) Hidden treasure.

HULI-HANNU, Karn. (&X)^?&>OC3J) A tax on tamarinds

gathered from the public trees (Mysore).

HULLU, Karn, (& J^) Grass, straw, hay.

Ona-huUu, Kara. ( 8j)2oOeJJ ) Dry grass, hay or straw.

Hullu-banni, Kara. (SoJSWSOOW) A tax on grass in the

rice fields, levied from those who bring their flocks to graze

in them.

Hullu-banni kuri-mdnyam, Karn. (CX>6xXra,-6O) An-

nual tax on cowherds, and shepherds who graze their herds

and flocks on government lands in Mysore.

A d An assessment on

Dealing in rass or

Hullugdvalu, Karn.

pasture lands.

Hullukelasa, Kara

straw : the business of treading out corn.

HULVATI-MARA, Kara. (*ftOO$8aOfi) The Rottleria tinc-

toria, from the fruit of which a red dye is obtained.

HUN, HOON, corruptly HOUN, H. ( ^y*, perhaps from the Karn.

Honnu) A gold coin, current in the south of India, a

pagoda, usually about 50 grains in weight, but of different

standard and value, according to the place where coined :

the Hun, or star pagoda of the Company's currency, was

intrinsically worth 7*. 5d. but was rated in the public

accounts at 8*.

HUNBATTI, (?) Karn. Interest on money lent from the funds of

temples.
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Di, Tel. (oJ~<OO~G
T>

) Division of a province, a village,

an estate (Ganjam).

HUNDA, Mar. (13T) Money given at marriages by the father
* S3

of the bride to the bridegroom, or by the relations of either

of the contracting parties to those of the other ; a practice

considered disreputable, being looked on as a purchase and

sale of either ; also a monopoly : see the next

HUNDAWA, less correctly HUNBWA, Mar. (?r^l) A mono-

poly, an exclusive privilege of selling : farming for a fixed

sum any fluctuating value, as the revenue : a contract, an

engagement

Hundd-bhdrd, Mar. (tSWTCT) Contract for the transpor-
\3

tation of goods, or the like, in which all duties and charges

are included.

Hundehari, Mar. (si<*0) One who contracts for a fixed
. . sj

sum to convey goods to a destined place clear of all

charges and customs : a bridegroom who stipulates for

money with his wife.

HUNDH, H. (*JJUi) Mutual assistance in tillage.

HUNDI, HOONDEE, corruptly, HOONDY, H. (i^jSifc,
Ben.

?, Mar. ?3t, Tel. 6~<OOQ) A bill of exchange.

Hundidn, H. (^bjJJb) Exchange, rate or commission paid

for a bill of exchange, the premium or discount on

a bill.

Hunddman. H., Mar. (..JiAfc, ?5T^HT ) Price paid for a
*" O

bill of exchange, rate of exchange, premium or discount

on remittance by bill.

Jfundi-chitthi, Mar. (j^f^ ) Hundichitti, Kara.

(SbooGa^Uo) A bill of exchange.

Hundi-darsani,H. (^yuwjJ ^tXAfc)
A bill payable at sight

Hundi-m&ddi, H. (^jU* (^Jda) A bill payable after a

stipulated interval.

Hundi-wdl, H. (J^ ^jjUft) Hundi-ndld, Ben. (^QVrftl)

An exchange or bill-broker.

HUNDIGE-SUNKA, Kara. (ScOO&'AivOOo) A tax paid by

merchants on piece goods brought from the weavers, as

an equivalent for their being stamped.

HUPPUNA-KULGA-MANYAM, (?) Kara. (

OTQogo) Tax on people of the saltmakers' caste who

use buffaloes.

HURLA, (?) Sindhi. A small water-wheeL

HURSUL, (?) Mar. The rate of assessment paid by strangers

resident in a village.

HURULI, Karn. (&O&>^) Horse gram (Glycine tomentosa).

Huruli-vari, Kara. (Sho&V^S) A tax on gram in My-
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sore, formerly levied in kind, but since commuted for a

money tax.

HuRYi, H. (VjyO A small clan of Somabansi Rajputs in

some parts of the province of Benares.

HUTA, S.
(ipf) Offered, offered with fire, presented as an oblation.

Hutdsana, S. ( grtl^Mt) Fire, especially sacrificial fire,

(whose food, Asanai is the oblation made).

Hutdsani, most corruptly, Hoothaskunnee, Mar. (S. SVII^Ml)

The pile collected for the bonfire at the Jloli
; any cere-

mony in which offerings are made with fire.

HUTTU-GARU-GAUDA, Karn.
(ScG^>~7Tc>&)?r3&)

The head
tu -

man of a village, who is a native of it. (This and the

following are from the v. &OSA), to be born, to spring or

originate from).

Huttuwali, Karn. (Sojtk'Sv) The produce of a gar-

den or field, or of any trade ; the amount of an assess-

ment ; rent, income, revenue.

Hutturvali-hami, Karn. (from P. ,?+, deficiency) Re-

mission of assessment on account of deficient produce.

HUWUN, Mar. (?) An indefinite land measure signifying a

.whole.

HYUM, (?) A term used in Coimbatore to designate rates paid

in money, either permanently fixed, or subject to small va-

riation. (Gl.Oth Rep., a wrong interpretation of the original,

in which it means only fixed ;' and where it also is an

error for Kdyam, Karn. (S'clO&O, from A.
^.li).

The

term is correctly Kdyam-suvarndddya, Fixed rent.

Fifth Rep., p. 77l).

IATIKAD, H. (A. OlftJtfO Confidence, trust : buying an estate.

IBADAT, H. (A. iijUc) Religious worship.

IBAHAT, H. (A. Xj>\>\) Giving permission. In Mohammadan

law, licence, authority, permission.

IHAK, A. (j'W) The flight of a slave from his master.

IBBALA, Karn. (|^^) A measure equal to half a kolaga,

'(Mysore).

IBN-US-SABIL, A. (J^1^^) A stranger; one who has

come from a distance, and is without money or friends,

and is entitled to alms, or zukdt : lit, a son (ibn) of the

road (al-sabil).

IBHA, H. (A. Aj>ty
Remission, release, acquittance, relin-

quishment of claim.

Ibrd-ndma, H. (<keli Aj>\)
A written acquittance or re-

linquishment of claim.
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Ibra-i-sfimma, H. (&j s\j>\
) Exemption from responsi-

bility, release of trust.

IBZAA, A. (cLfl.il) Entering into an engagement for the dis-

posal of goods upon commission ; sending a specimen of

any article for sale
; sorting goods for sale.

fcHALU, Karn. (-&a^O) A wild date tree.

Ichaluneni, Karn. (-&a^eUc&>) The fermented juice of

the date or other palm, tan.

ID, or AID, commonly EID, or EED, H. (A. J>^e) A festival

or holy observance among the Mohammadans
;

but the

term is especially applicable to two such occasions, the

Idin or Eidein, which are enjoined by texts of the Ko-

ran, and are therefore farz, or absolute : others are termed

xunnat, or traditional. These two are 1. Id-vl-fitr,

Id-us-satjhir, or Ramazdn-ki-id
(Jas&\ iXxc,^jJuJ) Jo,

X*c ^ (J^*j) The festival of breaking the fast, the

minor festival, or that of Ramazdn, the occasion of which

is the breaking of the fast observed throughout the month

of Ramazdn : the termination of the fast on the 1st of the

month ensuing, or Shamdl, is observed as a festival, with

prayers and rejoicings, and distribution of food or other
A A

alms to the poor. 2. Id-wz-zahd, Id-ul-hurldn, or Bakr-

><i, (ls-^1 Jox, ^jl^flJI Jo), Joe^Sj) The festival of

the forenoon, of sacrifice, or the Bull-festival ; it is ob-

served in commemoration of Abraham's sacrifice of his

son, who, according to the Mohammadans, was Ishmail,

not Isaac: it begins on the evening of the 9th of the

12th month, Zulhijja, with prayers and offerings, and is

continued on the morning of the 10th with public prayers,

after which a sheep, an ox, or a camel is slaughtered, and

the meat of the sheep and oxen eaten by the offerers, or

distributed to their friends and the poor.

Id, Mar. ($$) Besides the preceding sense, the term de-

notes among the Marathas any Hindu festival occurring

in the first year after a marriage, when the married '

pair exchange presents of coarse sugar &c. : the presents

so made.

Idi, Eedee, plural Idian, H. d_$uX*wc) Relating to a festi-

val
; applied also to verses given by schoolmasters to their

pupils at the several festivals, for which presents are made

to them : any holiday gift.

Ididna, H. (ju\j^.) Any holiday gift, or any thing relating

to a festival or Id.

Id-gdh, H. (A. P. slijac ) A platform, sometimes screened

or enclosed by a brick wall, where the Mohammadans as-
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semble for occasional devotions, especially at the season of

the Ids or festivals : it is usually situated on the outskirts

of a town or village.

IDAI, Tarn. (^)cTOL_) Weight in general, a weight of 100

Palams, equal to 2j vis, or 12^ skrs.

IDAIYAN, Tarn. (g)oc5l_UJc|jr) IDAM, IDAYAN, Mai.

(egaconrfc) A shepherd, a cowherd.

Idaichcheri,Tam. (^)flCDL_<B
1
<o<9'Cfl) A village ofshepherds.

IDAM, IDANKAI, IDAKKAI, Tarn. ()l_Ui, ^)l_rij<TO<3,

6Ji_<3<50D<3) IDAGAJ, Karn. (S)&~A
>

)
) The left side,

the left-hand castes or divisions : see Edagai.

IDDAT, corruptly EDIT, A. (x&c.) The time of legal probation

which a divorced woman or a widow must wait before

she marries again, in order to determine whether she is

pregnant.

ipiGA, EEDIGU, Karn. (-&&X) A caste, or man of a caste

whose business it is to manufacture and sell the fermented

juice of the palm, or toddy, or other spirituous liquors :

he is also employed as a palankin-bearer.

Idiguttige, Karn. (-Q*&XD9_o~A ) A duty upon tdri in

Mysore.

Ipu, Tel. (-*&}) Pledge, pawn, mortgage, (it is also used

in the same meaning amongst others in Tamil
; see the

next).

Ipu, Tarn. (FT-) Quality, applied especially to land or soil.

Kadaiyidu, (cS<TOL_LU) Land of the lowest quality.

Talaiyidu, (a>350LLJ) Land of the first quality.

Idumupairtt, Tel. (?) Land which pays rent on a crop

unconditionally.

IKLAS, A. (^lil, lit., poverty) Becoming insolvent.

IHIDE, Mar. ( ^f^, A. d^l) One ;
used only of the Moham-

nuulan year.

IHATA, H. (A. 4Ll-l) An enclosure, a court, a compound.

IHKAK A.
(^'Ito-l) Restoring or determining any one's haft,

or rights.

IHLAL, A. (Jls-l) Rendering any thing lawful, any act or

formula by which a transaction is made legal (Mohammadan

law).

IHRAM, A. 0L-I) Making or determining any thing to be un-

lawful ; a mean dress worn by pilgrims on entering Mecca ;

putting on such a dress ; the period ofpilgrimage at Mecca ;

abstinence from sensual enjoyments during the month of

Muharram.

IHSAN, A.
(^Laa-l)

In Mohammadan law, a person who is

a free sane adult of chaste reputation, and oftheMoham-

3 i
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madan faith, and who is therefore entitled to demand pu-

nishment for adultery committed with respect to him or her

so characterized.

IRTISH, A. (<&&-<) Laying up : in Mohammadan law,

monopoly, or the purchasing of grain and other necessaries

of life, and keeping them with a view to enhance the price.

IHTIMAM, corruptly EAHTIMAM, EAHTIMAN, ETMAUM, IT-

MAM, YETMAUM, and YETMANNEE, H. (A. ,lJift>1) Care,

superintendence, trust, responsibility : the trust or juris-

diction of a Zamindar over certain variable divisions of a

province, under the Mohammadan government of Bengal,

equivalent to a Zamindari; thus, Burdwan, Rajshahi, &c.,

are in early financial reports designated as Eahtimams. In

Chittagong the term denotes a tenure similar, but subor-

dinate to, a Taluk, and usually of small extent.

Jhtimdm-bandi, corruptly Eahtimam, Etmaum-bundy, Yet-

maum-bundy, H. (^JJu A*!*! ) Revenue settlement ac-
j

cording to the Ihtimdm.

Ihtimdm-ddr, corruptly Eahtimam, Eatihma-dar, or Et-

maum-ddr, H. (^b *Uia>! ) The holder of a trust, the per-

son charged with the realization of a stipulated revenue i

for a certain district under the Mohammadan government,

a Zamindar ; also an agent or deputy of the Zamiudar, ap-

pointed by him to realize the revenue of any portion of

his Zamindari.

Ihtimdm-hachkari, corruptly Etmaum-cutcheri,H .(^jis?,

an office) An office under the Mohammadan government

for receiving the revenues from the Ihtimdm estates.

IHTASAB, corruptly YETESAB, H. (A. i-jLoia-O Superinten-

dence of police, supervision of weights and measures, &c.,

in a market; see Muhtanf.

Ihtisabi, Dekh. H.
(^LaAs-l)

A supervisor or clerk of

the market; the duty of a supervisor or of a superintendant

of police.

IHZAH, H. (A. iLa&-l, from Hdzir) A summons
; citing to

appear.

IJAB, corruptly Eejab, H. (A. <-jl-l) In Mohammadan

law, the first proposal made by one of the contracting parties ;

in negociating any arrangement, as a marriage-contract,

sale, or the like. In Bhagalpur, balance due after settle-

ment of accounts.

Ijdb-wa~habul, H. (A. J^w'^(_>U-D Proposal and accept-

ance : in the case of a negociation of marriage, the offer

and assent must be declared before witnesses, and this

is necessary to render the marriage valid.
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IJARA, corruptly, EJARA, EJAR, EZARA, I/AHA, H. (A.

j^l>-l) IJARA, Mar. (3[ITtT) Price, profit: especially em-

ployed to denote a lease or farm of land held at a defined

rent or revenue, whether from government direct, or from

an intermediate payer of the public revenue : a farm or

lease of the revenue of a village or district, also of cus-

toms, or collections of any description, as of customary

fees or allowances ; any items of revenue : letting lands

on farm or lease ; the lands so let ; a contract ; a mo-

nopoly.

Ijdrdddr, corruptly, Ejarahdar, H. &c. (A.^J^U-l) Ijar-

ddr, Hindi and Mar. (^TO^lO A farmer of any item

of public revenue, whether from land, customs, or any

other source ; the renter of a village or estate at a stipu-

lated rate.

Ijdrdddri, or Jjdrddri, H. &c. ( ^liil^U-l , ^STTOfTC^)

Farming, contracting for rent or revenue ; an abwab or

cess formerly levied on lands or districts let out in farm

for the benefit of the farmer or contractor.

Ijdra-jayhrdt, Sindhi. Farm of milking cattle.

Ijdra-kaul, Tel. (from the A.
J^i,

an agreement) Rent-

ing a village of government, and subletting it, the first

leaseholder being responsible for the revenue. (Warangal).

Ijdra-ndma, H. (<fuL> Kjl^-1)
A lease, any document under

which a lease or farm is held ; also a conditional deed

of sale of a slave in Tirhut.

Ijdra-patta, H. &c. (<Xjb
tj\if\)

A deed of lease on farm.

Ijdrddri'-pattd, Hindi (^ifK^lOMgl) A lease for a farm,

giving authority to the holder to occupy and cultivate, or

receive the rents of an estate.

Ijdrpat, Mar. (j^nKli) The sanad or public document

given to a farmer or contractor; the paper given at the

annual settlement of the revenue in the Maratha provinces

to the head Patil, setting forth the gross amount of re-

venue due for that year by his village, the sum remain-

ing to be paid after deducting remissions, and the instal-

ments by which the balance is to be paid.

IJAZAT, H. (A. CLJjU-\) Giving leave or permission to de-

part, dismissal, command, sanction, or permission.

Ijdzat-ndma, H. (&li C1J;U-1 ) Any written order or per-

mission ; also commonly applied in Mohammadan diction

to the anumati patra of Hindu law, or the written per-

mission of a husband to his wife to adopt a son after his

decease.

IJLAS, H. (A. ^Sl-)) A sitting, especially of a court of
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justice, sessions ; under the Mohammadan government it

usually denoted an assembly of jurists or learned men

for the decision of an intricate or important cause : it is

also used at present for a meeting or sitting of the Su-

preme Council, as, Ijlds-i-kaunsil dJowJ^^i*-)).

Ijlds-hdmil, H. (from the A. (J^, perfect) A full or com-

plete court or session.

IJMAA, A. (cUirvi) An assemblage, a court : a collection or sum.

Ijmdd-i-sahdbat, The concurrent authority of the com-

panions of the prophet upon a point of Mohammadan law.

IJMAL, H. (A. Jlka-l) Abstract, summary; also applied to

joint occupancy or possession.

IjmdU, H.
(^Lfcjs-l)

Held in common (as an estate), un-

divided, unpartitioned ; settled with in common with two

or more parties.

Ijmdli-mahal, H. (from A. (Jar*, an estate) An undivided

estate, one held in parcenership by the heirs of a common

ancestor.

Ijmdyali, Mar. (^sprni^, from the A. Ijmat) Summary,

superficial ; an account roughly prepared to answer im-

mediate purposes.

IJRA, H. (A. ]^>-l) Giving currency or circulation to any

thing, making known, carrying into effect ; issue, execution.

Ijrdi-dikri, H. E. ( ^jjd s^|/?^ ) Execution of a decree

of court.

IJTIHAD, A. (t)^Xs.l) Carrying on war against infidels : also

care, effort ; whence, in Mohammadan law, it implies the

fundamental grounds or authorities in legal disquisitions,

which are Al-kitdb, the book or Koran ; Sunnat, tradition,

the sayings and doings of Mohammad, recorded by his suc-

cessors and associates ; Ijmda, the concurrent opinions of

Mohammad's companions; and Kiyas, reasoning, the ratio-

nale ofa decision not provided for by either of the preceding.

IKALA, A. (<s!ll) The cancelling or dissolution of a sale,

on condition of furnishing an equivalent for the original

price of the article ; breaking a contract or engagement.

IKBAL, incorrectly, EKBAL, A. (JU31) Acceptance (of a

bond, &c.).

Ikbdl dared, incorrectly, Ekldl-damee, H. (A. JLw'l , ad-

mission, and
ly:J,

a suit) Confession of judgment.

IKH, EEKH, H. (<s>l) IKHU, Ben. ($*) also Mar. (^)
IKSHU, S. (^) Sugar-cane: also Ukh.

Ikkrdj, also Uhhrdj, H. (-,\jj\) A name given in some

places in Upper India to the day on which the sugar-

cane is planted, which is an occasion of
festivity.
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IKHRAJ, H. (A. *-\f
>
-\) Expulsion, turning out of possession :

expense.

Ikhrdjdt, H. (A. plural of
r\f-\) Expenses, disbursements :

assignments of revenue to public servants employed in its

management and collection.

Ikhrdjdt-i-aurang, H. Expenses of the aurang, or com-

mercial station. In accounts of the salt revenue the term

included the expenses incurred in the manufacture, storing,

and transport of the salt

IKHTIAR, commonly, but incorrectly, IKHTIYAR, H. (A.

^Ljli-l ) Choice, option : in Hindustan, more usually plea-

sure, will, authority, power. Ikhtidr-men-hond is to be

in one's power, or dependent upon, as a district jurisdic-

tion ; also to be according to any one's discretion, pleasure,

or will, as an order, a decision, a sentence: in Moham-

madan law 'it implies an option of divorce granted by a

husband to his wife.

ITthtidr-nama, H. A power of attorney.

Ikhtidr-i-sulh, A. (from ^, agreement) An optional com-

promise (Mohammadan law).

Ikhtidr-i-zabha, A. (from ^J, slaughter) Killing an

animal for food according to the legal form by cutting

its throat.

IKKEHI-VARAHA, or -HUN, Kara. (3g6Sooo<3) A small

gold coin struck at Ikheri, in Mysore, equal to thirteen

gold fanams, rather less than a quarter of a Calcutta mohur.

IKRAH, corruptly, IKHRAH, A.
Oi^/l) Compulsion: in law,

the constraint exercised by one person over another, to

compel him to do an illegal act, or to act contrary to his

own will.

IKRAR, H. (A.^/1) Fixing firmly, establishing, confirming ;

agreement, assent, ratification. In law, the acknowledg-

ment or admission of a right or claim, as of a debt ; also of

relationship, involving inheritance, &c. ; also a confession

or acknowledgment of guilt

I/trdr-i-ddm, corruptly, Ekrahaum, A.
(^c.j\j\)

A pub-

lic acknowledgment, declaration, or confession. A will,

a testament.

Ikrdr-ddna-patra, H. (from S. ^T-TT^) A conditional deed

of gift, a deed of gift with some reservation or declaration

of right in the donor.

Ihrdrl, H.
(<_?jl/l)

One who assents, acknowledges, or

confesses.

Ikrdri-asdmi, H. (from A.
LS^lj')

A prisoner who con-

fesses his guilt
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Ikrdr-ndma, H. (P. <U'J ) A deed of assent or acknow-

ledgment in general. In the north-west provinces it ap-

plies especially to the engagement entered into with go-

vernment by the Malguzar and coparceners of a village:

it is to specify the mode of paying the revenue ; how the

shares are to be distributed
;

the shares whether held in

common or in severally; the number, functions, privi-

leges, &c., of the Lambarddrs ; the items of the Sayer ;

rights of irrigation ; extent and appropriation of waste

cultivable land ; and the number, duties, and pay of the

village servants : it is to be signed by all the Lambardars

and as many Pattidars as possible, to be attested by the

Patwari and Kanungos, and finally confirmed by the sig-

nature of the settlement officer, after being read out before

him in open court in the presence of the subscribing parties.

Ikrdr-ndma-xdlay, H. (from A t^-Jlj, a Ihird party) A

deed of arbitration.

IKTAA, incorrectly, AKTA, H. (A. eUaSI, lit., portions cut

off, from KatA, jkJ,
to cut) Jagir lands, or lands granted

in feudal tenure to the nobles of the Moghal empire, when

scattered in separate allotments through different provinces.

ILADAHAWARA, Kara. (a^n3Co3~o)6) A mortgage of land

with possession, sometimes for a stipulated period, the

rent taking place of all interest on the loan, as well as

providing for the government revenue ; the land to be

redeemable on payment of the debt.

iLAHi, H. (A. ^\, from Huh, ill, God) Divine; the title

of the era instituted by the Emperor Akbar, commencing

with the first year of his reign, A. H. 963, A. D. 1556 :

although found on the coins ofAkbar and his immediate

successors, it never obtained currency, and is now obsolete.

Ildhi-gaz, H. (/^') The standard gaz, or yard, of 41

fingers, instituted by Akbar
; authoritatively fixed by the

British government at 33 inches : see Gaz.

ILAKA, corruptly, ELAKEH, H. (A. <XJ'L:) Dependency, con-

nexion ; a property, an estate, a district, a jurisdiction.

ILAKHA. Mar. (^<$!49l) Claim, right, title. ILAKHA,

or ILAKHE, Kara. (O-O0~3SJ) A department, an office.

Ilakhe-janaru, Karn. ( CXOT3sSeai<d&> ) The people

under the chief officer of a district, the people of the de-

pendency.

Ildhaddr, H. (^'J <$JAC) The person who engages, either

on his own account or as the representative of others, for

the payment of the assessed revenue upon a district or

village.
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I LAM, H. (A. JLcU from Jic, to know) Announcing, pro-

claiming, making known.

Hdm-ndma, H. (from lj ) A summons, a citation ; the

first process issued against a defendant in a civil suit.

ILAMBADI, Tarn. (^eOLCUrri^.) The name of the Banjara

tribe in the south : also Lambddi.

ILAN, or AILAN, (A. (jJW) Publishing; advertisement.

Ii.ANoApUTARiju, Tam. ( ^)6rTr&JSrTScf)<Jf) Land left

waste for ten years.

ILANJAM, Tam.
(^)eO(#^<9'lli)

A bribe.

ILANJI, Tam. ( ^eCueTjS
5
) ) A tank, a large tank.

ILAT, H. (A. tj^ic) Cause, motive: in the language of the

Courts, the grounds of a charge or accusation, the plea of

arraignment.

II.AKALU, Tel. (ao^ODew) The thatched roofs of barns

or granaries.

ILHAK, corruptly, ELLAA K, (?) H. (A. JW' ) Addition ; but

applied to fees formerly exacted from the parties to a suit,

or from the police peons: (perhaps some error from Al-

hah, a right or perquisite).

ILKA-HAJAR, A.
(^^se^-.tlttJI)

lit., Throwing a stone, a prac-

tice prohibited by the Mohammadan law, which compelled

a person who threw a stone at any article exposed for

sale to purchase it.

ILLAKUR, Mai. (g2^<*3) The private property of a

Malabar Raja ; which, on his accession to superior dignity,

he assigns in some respects to his heir.

ILLARIKAM, Tel. ((XOgBSb) Connexion of descent from a

common ancestor, which is marked by bearing the same

family name, commonly termed the house name, Intipent.

ILLATA, Karn. (^^) A bride's father having no son, and

adopting his son-in-law.

ILLAYAM, Tel. (ag"3O&o) House tax.

ILM, H. (A. Jx) Wisdom, learning, knowledge.

ILTIMAS, H. (A. (yUaSl) Beseeching; supplication: in

some places, as in Cuttack, lltimds, (QR.OS|O is used

for the plaint in a suit : it is also used to denote an

humble or unpretending representation.

IMAM, corruptly EMAUM, H. (A. .Lt) A head or chief in

religious matters, whether he be the head of all Mohani-

madans, as the Khalif, or the priest of a mosque, or the

leader in the prayers of a congregation. The Shias re-

cognise twelve Imdmf, or heads of the faith, in AH and

his successors, of whom the last Imam, Mehdl, is believed
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to be still alive. The term Imam is sometimes, when

used singly as the Imam, applied especially to Imam

Shdfdi, one of the four lawyers who founded as many schools.

Imdm-bil-hak, A. (
(Jis\s

*(*\ ) A rightful Imam, one who

posseses all the requisite qualifications.

Imdmia, H. (A. <U-otcl ) The Shia sect, from their recog-

nising the twelve Imams.

Imdm-bdra, or -bdri, corruptly Emaum-barry, H. (from the

P.
Xj\i,

or H. c/J, a house) A building in which the

festival of the Moharram is celebrated, and service in com-

memoration of the deaths of Ali, and his sons Hasan

and Hasain is performed at that season ;
at other times

their Tazias or shrines are preserved in it: sometimes it

is used as the mausoleum for the family of the founder.

.

Imam-zdmini, H. (A. from ^LeLe, surety) Fastening a
,

small coin round the left arm of a person undertaking a

journey, for good luck, and to secure the protection of the

Imam : if in want he may spend it, not else.

IMAHAT, H. (A. SjUl) Authority, a government, the juris-

diction of an Amir.

IMARAT, H. (A. S^l^c ) Any public building, as a mosque,

a college.

IMBISAT, A. (,LL*-yl ) Mutual liberty : in law, a mutual right

of usufruct, the right of a coparcener in common property.

IMLAK, H. (A. ^2U>!) Property, possession. Hindi (^fi5TR)

Land held rent free, which has fallen to the Zamindar for

want of an owner (Puraniya).

Imldk-manhula, A.
(<dyiJU> cl>)Ll ) Personal property.

Imldk-ghair-manhula, A.
(<ni^aJL

c^xcuJ'l<l) Real property.

IMMADI, Karn. (9^Q) lit., Double, a double, a deputy.

IMMANU, Karn. ( oJ^irC-O,
from ^^-j, twice) Lands yield-

ing two crops of rice in a year.

IMTIHAN, H. (A. ^IsVcl) Proof, examination.

IMTINAA, H. (A. clluul) Prohibition, restraint.

INAAM, H. (A. J*Jl) vernacularly, INAM, corrupted to ENAM, j

or ENAUM, Ben. (^Tfa) Mar. (^TW) Tel. (3J3~2xX>)

A gift, a benefaction in general, a gift by a superior to
'

an inferior. In India, and especially in the south, and

amongst the Marathas, the term was especially applied to

grants of land held rent-free, and in hereditary and per- (

petual occupation : the tenure came in time to be qualified

by the reservation of a portion of the assessable revenue,

or by the exaction of all proceeds exceeding the intended

value of the original assignment ; the term was also
'

vaguely applied to grants of rent-free land, without re-
;
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ference to perpetuity or any specified conditions. The

grants are also distinguishable by their origin from the

ruling authorities, or from the village communities, and

are again distinguishable by peculiar reservations, or by

their being applicable to different objects. They are first

classed as Sanadi, and as Gdon-nisbat-Indm.

1. Sanadi-Indm is a grant emanating from the ruling

power of the time of the grant, free from all government

exactions, in perpetuity, and validified by Sanad, or of-

ficial deed of grant : it usually comprises land included

in the village area, but which is uncultivated, or has been

abandoned ; and it is subject to the Hahs, or dues of the

village functionaries. It may be granted sometimes with

a reservation of a half, a third, or a fourth of the govern-

ment claim known aslndm-nimai, I. tijdi and/, chauthai.

2. Gdon-nixbat-Indm, (from the A. vu.-.'^?. a portion)

Lands granted rent-free by the village out of its own lands
;

the loss or deduction thence accruing to the government

assessment being made good by the village community.

Seven kinds of such grants are specified ; as, 1. The

Indm of the Muhaddam, or officiating head of the village,

termed Tndm-passoree, (or, perhaps more correctly, I.

pdseri, the latter meaning maintenance). This is saleable

or assignable in mortgage with or without the office of

Muhaddam ;
it is liable to the dues payable to the vil-

lage servants on land of the like quality. 2. Land as-

signed to the Mhar, of two kinds ; see H'mhi and Ha-

doli, or Mdrhi. 3. Devasthdn, free lands attached to

temples and mosques : it is not transferable in any way,

either by the village, or the persons attending on the

temples, whose duty it is to sell the produce, and apply the

money to the ordinary expenses of the temples. 4. Indm-wa-

veyley, (? -mdwali) Lands granted to the village artificers

and servants, in place of dues upon the produce : this is more

common in the Mdrval, or hill country, than in the Des,

or country above the Ghats: the lands may be mort-

gaged, but not sold, and are resumable by the donors.

5. Dharmadaya, corruptly, Dhermudom, Lands assigned

in charity, saleable and assignable in mortgage. 6. De-

va-teki, A parcel of land occasionally held by a Mu-

haddam or Mhar, in reward of his having established

by ordeal disputed territories : it may be sold or mort-

gaged. 7. Pal, or Sut, A small piece of land held rent-

free in connexion with land bearing revenue, to compen-

sate for some deficiency in the produce of the latter : it

3 K
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cannot be sold or mortgaged separately, but remains an-

nexed to the larger portion.

Another classification of Maratha Indm lands arranges

them under six heads, according to the objects of the do-

nation ; as, 1. Hindu Indms, which are subdivided into

seven classes, viz. (1) Rent-free lands assigned by the state,

or by the village, to Brahmans of reputed sanctity or

learning, not engaged in secular affairs
; (2) to the Go-

sdvi, or village Gosain, to enable him to keep up his math,

or religious dwelling, and accommodate travelling men-

dicants of a similar character, usually a village benefaction ;

(3) to individuals for military services, granted by the state,

or Jagirdars and great officers ; (4) to Bhdts, or bards,

granted both by the state and the villages ; (5) Gaocha-

rani badal, revenue remitted on some of the village lands,

on the plea of their being appropriated to the grazing of

cattle belonging to religious persons ; (6) Jangam-indm,

land granted by villages inhabited by Lingdits to their

priests ; (?) Ydtrd-che-hdthi, lands granted by the village

to persons for keeping up and conveying flags (from Itdtlii,

a flagstaff) to ydtrdr, or fairs held in honour of some deity.

2. The second of the major or generic classes are Moham-

madan Indmx, consisting of rent-free grants made by

opulent Mohammadans to religious persons of their own

faith, and to a variety of vagrants, mendicants, tumblers,

jugglers, &c. 3. Devasthdna Indms are lands assigned

for the support of religious establishments, whether Hindu

or Mohammadan, and for the keeping up of temples,

shrines, mosques, &c. 4. Dharmaddya Indms are lands

appropriated to religious persons, as an act of charity, by

the heads of the government, and by the village commu-

nities : some of these are of considerable antiquity, and

are frequently confirmed by Ddna-patras, grants inscribed

on copper plates. -5. Dehangi Indms, numerous but

limited assignments to a variety of village artificers and

servants, musicians, dancers, and the families of indi-

viduals who have lost their lives in the service of the

state, or of the village, (i. Watanddri Indms, or assign-

ments to the village officers and servants. Besides these

classifications, which are especially applicable to the Ma-

ratha countries, a variety of terms occur in relation to

the designation of Indms, either of local or general ap-

plicability.

Inadmddr, or Indmddr, H. &c. (^^Uil , ^HWqre) The

holder of a rent-free grant.
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Inadmat, H. (u^-o1

-*^) Indmat, Mar. (^HUliO A gift,

a benefaction, an assignment of rent-free land.

Indmali, Mar. (^qWTTt) Of or belonging to an Indm

grant ; land or revenue assigned either in favour or charity,

or compensation of the duties of hereditary officers.

Inddmat-i-tafrili, H. (A. LjJ/u u^^Uil ) A tax levied on

farmers of Inddm lands.

Inadm-i-altamgha, H. (<Xi*iJI J*j! ) A grant of rent-free

land under royal seal.

Inddm-i-ikrdm, H. &c. ( J^l *Uo!) A grant or gift in

general, a grant of generosity.

Inddm-i-kdnungo, H.
(yl>yl

,tol) An assignment of.rent-

free land to the village accountant.

Indm-patra, Mar. (^HlflHij)
A deed of grant, a document

conveying an assignment of rent-free land.

Indm-patrah, Mar. ( ^tTWHTflR ) An account of the lands

in a village held rent-free ; one of the accounts kept by

the kulkarani, or village accountant

Jndm-patti, Mar. (^HIHMgl) A tax upon the holders of

Indm grants, either reserved as a quit-rent, or levied in

times of emergency upon lands originally granted rent-free.

Bedige, or Kattubadi Indmu, Tel. ("SoX,
S|x>80Q,

Q-Or\Jc)x>) An assignment of land at an assessment,

which varies with the produce.

BU-mMta-indmu, Tel. (e^rcKXX3pJc>&X>)
^ grant

of land at a fixed assessment.

A grant of land wholly rent free.

Gdon-nisbat-indm, Mar. (TT A mortgage,

or grant of land made by the villagers to liquidate a debt

incurred by the village for public expenses : see also above.

Srotriyadindmu, Karn. ( l?X/5 e,O&&$39&) ) Grant

of land at a fixed assessment.

Terige-illada-indmu, Karn. ($8^030 t^farUc;^) An

allotment of land rent-free.

INARASI, Tel. (-&d5Tr>S) Grain ofan inferior quality sepa-

rated from the good by winnowing.

INAYAT, H. (A. ij^olic) Favour, kindness, bounty.

Indyat-ndma, H., A deed of gift, a letter of recommenda-

tion, a written order or patent from a superior.

INCH, BENCH, H. ( -u!) Security (Dehli).W*
INDARA, H. (S. ^IjJl) A large well of masonry.

INDI, Asamese (?) (^"wt) A variety of silk, commonly

known as Eria silk, procured in Asam, soft and of strong

fibre, but difficult to reel off the cocoon.
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INDARMAN, Thug. A woman.

INDRA-DWADASI, S. ($'dmifl) The twelfth day of Bhddra,

a festival in honour of Indra, the Hindu deity of the fir-

mament, and of Swarga.

INDRAVADU, Tel. (-e*Oig;oJ~
<>

ow) A tdri drawer, a caste, or

individual of it, employed to extract the juice of the palms :

he is also sometimes employed as a palankin-bearer.

INDUVARA, S. ( '$^K) The day of the moon (Monday).

I.NTISAL, H. &c. (A. JLaftjl) Decision, sentence, award, settle-

ment of an affair.

INQAR-TUPPA, Kara. (CXOO A d#9Jc6) A tax on the tribe

called Tdln-drx in Mysore, in lieu of a ram and a pot of

ghee annually contributed by them to the Paligars in

former times.

INGLIS, H.
(j^jJJol,

for English) Invalid soldiers or sipahis,

to whom allotments of land were assigned as pensions ;

the lands so granted. (Mr. Elliot thinks the word cor-

rupted from invalid).

INKISAM, H. (A. *LJLi') Division, partition.

INSAF, H. (A. islail) Justice, decision of a cause,

INT, H. (u^Jjl, ^T, S. ^fg*l) IT, Ben. (^F) ITTIKE, -QE,

Karn. (SW, -~^) A brick.

Int-gdri, H. ( ^Uobl ) Brickwork.

Itwdld, Ben. (^!><4lil) A brickmaker.

Itligeyava, Karn. (9ejAQo33) A brickmaker.

INTIKHAB, H. (A. iAsr"') Selection, abstract, extract of

proceedings.

INTIKAL, H. (A. Jtixil) Conveyance or removal from one

place to another, from life to death, &c.

Intikdli, H. (A. Jljujl ) A transfer of Zamindari or other

revenue property, from one person to another : the property

so transferred.

Intikdli-bahi, II. (from ^.u,
an account) Register of trans-

fers of property.

Intikdli-rasum, H. (A. from +yy ) Fees for making a trans-

fer of property in the official register.

INTIZAM, H. (A. .Jlai^) Administration, arrangement.

IPPAN ,Tam. (^LJLJdbr) A shepherd, a ploughman, a trader

or merchant.

IPATDAI, Hindi (fniT^T^) From the date of.

IRADAH, H. (sjl.l) A division of the page of an account book.

IRAI, Tam. (^SCDjT)) Tax, tribute.

IRAIPPU, Tam. (^OotinQUl-)) Payment of tax or tribute.

Iraiyumavariyum, Tam. (^oTO^U-l LQQJCflLL|ll>) Taxes

and duty, assessment.
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IRAKKADAN, Tam. (S. ^rTrrSS^OTT) A giant, the Rak-

shas of Hindu mythology ;
a kind of marriage, the Rak-

shasa form or violence.

IRAKKARANMA, Mai. ( 69(0d8)0<006<>a ) Lands and tene-

ments held by a small acknowledgment of superiority to a

higher lord, fee-hold.

Irakkdrdnmayola, Mai. ( ^(Dd9ff)9ro36<>a6^CCJOi ) Title-

deeds of land held fee-hold.

fRAKKUcHCHAMBA, Tam. ( FM7<S<fi3<EF'<5
l

LGUrT) A supe-

rior kind of the rice, called Chambd, or Samba, which

is sown in July and reaped in February: see Sambd.

IRAPU, Kar. (>O<J)) Surplus, balance, savings.

IRASAM, Tel. (SJi86o) A measure of 24 sers.

IRATTU, Tam. (^)l7L.) Coarse cloth, sackcloth.

Irattuppai, Tam. (^)CTllUi3o-5U) A sack of coarse

canvas or cloth.

IRAVAL, Tam. (^g)rj6LI&) A loan, any article lent.

IRAVAN, or ILAVAN, Mai. (o6)oipa_irr6) A caste, or indi-

vidual of it, whose occupation is the extraction of tdri

or toddy, from the palm trees.

IHAVARI, Mai. (ff9OOJ<61) Royal revenue, assessment, tax,

impost

IRJIKA, Mar. (^Ml 4 ) The practice among cultivators of

giving mutual assistance, both with men and cattle.

IRKARU, Karn. (3&D~d6o) The early and latter crop, or

the two seasons of harvest

IRS, H. (A. <**jj] ) Inheritance.

IRSAL, H. &c. (A. Jtw^O Sending, despatch, a despatch of

any thing ; the sending of remittances from the villages

to the Zamindar, or to the district treasury, and from

thence to the exchequer.

Irsdl-ndma, H. (from it<ilj) A statement of money or goods

remitted, an invoice.

Irsdl-pati, Mar. ($<.l<jmil) An invoice, a list of remit-

tances of cash specifying the coins of which they consist.

IRSH, A. ((_)') A mulct or fine for bloodshed or wounds

not causing loss of life : a bribe, a douceur to the judge.

IRTISHA, H. (A. lIJ,!) Bribery, corruption.

IRTIHAN, H. (A, ^^1) Receiving any article as a pledge.

IRU, Tel., Tam. (&&>, ^(Hj) Two, both.

Irubhagamu, Tel. (from &, two, and S^X&O, s. mn,

a share) The two shares, i. e. of the crop, the one assignable

to the government, the other to the cultivator : also read

Iru-bhogamv, or double possession, implying the same

thing.
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)(njurr5>Lo) TwoIrubu, orlrubogam, Tarn. (^(Hj 1-

crops.

Irugoru, Tel. (S>&>^
r

"&>) Both shares ; the entire crop

before the government portion is deducted

Irumanabdr,Tam.(^) (TTjlQCOT |_| rr rj)A soil ofclayand sand.

Irundli-pdtam, Mai. (e^CKPOOaJlaJOSo) lit, Two wafts

out of four ; used to express an equal division of the crop

between proprietor and tenant, made annually, and not

very customary in Malabar.

Irtt-pattu-ndladi-kol, Tarn. (^D(njl_lf||rjrT6C)l9.<S>-

Gc3rr&) A measuring rod twenty-four feet in length.

Iruvdra, Karn. (9CO<xTc)O) Both the government's and

cultivator's shares of the crop.

Iruvdyam, Tel. (a&oJ^O&O) The whole crop before its

partition between the state and the cultivator.

IRULAN, Tarn. (^)(nj6TTot!T)
A man of a wild race living

blackness.

The beam or pole

applied only to the

Earnest money.

in the woods: from Irul,

ISA, vernacularly, ISH, S. &c. (^5TT,

of a plough.

ISANNE, Mar. (^f^, A. ^Iwl) Two

Mohammadan year in the Dakhin.

ISAHA, or IsAnA, Mar. ($K, '^Hlij)

IsHA, H. (A. Li*) The first watch of the night, or, accord-

ing to some, from the time when the sun begins to set

till twilight : prayers to be said at that time.

Ishd-namdz, or -soldi, H. (from the P. jUJ, or A. ifLa)

Evening prayer.

ISHARA, or ISHARAT, H. (A. *j\\) A hint, a sign ; in law,

indicating any thing in a definite manner, in opposition

to simply naming it

IsHHAo, H. (A. iMa^l) Evidence, testimony.

ISHTA DEVATA, H. (S. from ^g, wished, and I^TTT, a divinity)

A person's favourite or tutelary deity.

ISHTmAH, H. (A. jlyJOil) adopted in various dialects, with

some modifications, as, Ixtihar, Ben. (^"iC^U ) Istahdr,

Uriya (Qq,|Q ) IstiMru, Tel. (Q^J^tfo) Ishtiydra,

g)6l2ilLLJrTrj) Proclamation, public announcement

or notice, advertisement, an advertisement in a public place

or a newspaper, notice by the collector of a sale of lands

for arrears of revenue
;

also a paper affixed to a Ryot's

cottage requiring him to renew his lease within a given

term, under penalty of his being charged the highest rate

levied in the village or district.

Istiharu-ndma, Tel. (from <tli) A written notice or pro-

clamation.
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Ishtiydra-ndma, Tarn, (from <tU) A document granted

by government to the purchasers of lands sold at auction

for arrears of revenue, or under a decree of Court.

ISHRAK, A. (cL/l^l) Rising of the sun.

Ishrdk-namdz, A. P. Prayer at sunrise.

IsHTlRAK, H. (A. uL/^li!) Partnership ; entering into part-

nership.

ISLAM, H. (A. .JLJ ) The Mohammadan religion.

ISM, H. (A. *MI!) A name, a noun.

Ism-farzi, or Ism-i-farzi, corruptly, Issum-furzy, H. (from

,g0p> fictitious) A fictitious name, or the substitution of

the name of one person in place of that of another, who

is the real but unavowed party in a transaction, such as

the purchase of lands sold at auction, and the like.

Ism-narvisi, H. (from P.
^^Aujy,

a writing) A list or roll

of names, as of Zamindars in a district, witnesses in a

suit, &c. ; making out such a list.

Ism-wdr, H.
(j\j4M,\

) Attending to name ; entry in public

documents according to the order of the names of the in-

dividuals.

Isamuvdrn-patti, Karn, (S)<O^XOcQ (3OOS3&3) An indi-

b
vidual account.

ISMAT, A. ( A.^i.- ) Protection : chastity : in law, the care

and defence of property by the owner, and the protection

of person and property by the state or the law.

IsxiD, Mar. (^jfT<5, A.JWaiii) Goods and chattels, moveable

property.

ISTAKBIL-TA-GAYAT, Mar. (
sjtct =Kl1c4riNM^ri ,

for the A.

L^oLc lj JUSJw.1) Prom a certain date to a certain date,

used chiefly with respect to notes.

ISTAWA, Mar. ('^WNl, A. ISTIWA, '^i*u\, tending towards

equality) The land-tax or rent levied at progressively in-

creasing rates, until it reaches the full sum imposable on

land brought into cultivation, or on villages let out to

farm, &c. ; the practice of so letting lands, &c.

Istdrvd-kaul, Tel. (from A. <jyj agreement) A lease or

grant of waste lands at a rent progressively increasing for

a term of years, when it becomes fixed.

Istdrvd-chi-patfi, Mar. (^MNMlMgl) An account kept by

the village accountant of lands held on progressively in-

creasing rents.

ISTIBRA, A. ( l^fJuLw!) Waiting for the purification of a woman,

whether a slave or free, to determine whether she is preg-

nant before intercourse can lawfully take place.

ISTIDAA, A. (LcoJL,!) Supplication, petition.
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ISTIDANAT, A. (kiliXw) Borrowing, contracting a debt,

wishing
1 to borrow, suing for a debt: in law, any trans-

action which the manager in a partnership, where one

finds the capital and the other the management, may un-

dertake, but for which, if not included in, or consonant

to, the terms of his contract with the proprietor of the

share, he alone is responsible, and the profits of which he

alone is entitled to, unless his partner had given his pre-

vious sanction.

ISTIFA, corruptly, ISTEVAFAH, H. (A. lfl.xl*i\) Resigning an

appointment, relinquishing a charge or possession , a deed

of abandonment : settling, satisfying, paying or receiving

all that is due upon an account.

Istaphd, Hindi (3[5nw) Istiphd, Tel. (W^cp" ) A deed

of relinquishment, such as is usually executed by Zamin-

dars on giving up their lands.

Istifd-i-asl-zamin, H. ( ^-oj cW lajJLJ ) Relinquishment

of an estate held klids, or by the state.

ISTIFSAR, H. (A. .UwjLi**i) Inquiry, interrogation.

Istifsdri, II. (^LJuL.1) The statement of a prosecutor,

subject to investigation.

ISTIFTA, H. (A. uuJuJ) Consulting a Mohammadan lawyer,

calling for the fatwd, or opinion of the Mohammadan law-

officer of a court.

ISTIGHASA, H. (A. &'.>/*' ) Demanding justice, preferring a

complaint.

ISTIHKAK, II. (A. (j'-iju^, from
,_=-) Demanding one's

right, demanding justice : in law, a claim set up to the

subject of a deed or contract by a person not a party to it.
,

ISTIHLAF, H. (A. i Jilx**"') Causing to swear ; applied espe-

cially in law to cases in which the oath of a wife is neces-

sary for the establishment of a fact relating to her marriage.

ISTIHLAL, A. (JlLs^b lit, Making lawful: in law, the

cry of a new-born child, the occurrence of which is ne-

cessary of proof in a peculiar case of inheritance, as if

a man die leaving a widow pregnant, and a brother ; then

if proof be given that the cry of the child was heard, and

should it then die, the widow, as its mother, will inherit
;

if no cry has been heard, the brother is heir.

ISTIHSAN, H. (A. ^jL^sr
1
*"') Taking as a favour, approving :

in law, a favourable construction or interpretation of a

point of law, deviating from the strict letter of the law

in kindness either to suitors or to the community.

I-:TIKALA, H. (A. <x!lftjo*.l) Requiring any one to cancel an

agreement, or to give up a bargain.
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ISTIKBAL, less correctly, ISTAKBAL, H. (A. JLu&J) Cere-

monious reception of a person of distinction, coming out

of a town in procession to meet him.

ISTIKLAL, H. (A. JliUMil) Absolute authority, confirmation

of possession, perpetuity.

ISTIKHAH, H. (A. ^jlyiJLJ)
Confirmation.

ISTILA, A. (ibjuJ) Victory, power, subjection to authority

by conquest, which, according to Mohammadan law, con-

veys a right of making the captives slaves.

ISTILAD, A. (t>2bju,\, from
ii!j)

Claim of offspring made by

a man who has a child born to him of a female slave,

which he acknowledges as his own : the formal claim and

acknowledgment are necessary to establish legally the pa-

ternity of the child.

ISTIMAA, H. (A. cttJuJ ) Hearing: in law, hearsay evidence,

indirect testimony, receivable only in particular cases, and

under certain restrictions.

ISTIMRAR, Or ISTAMRAB, Corruptly, ISTEMERAR, H. &C. (A.

j\J*jM,\, ^fJTTK) ISTIMIRARU, Tel. (S&a30TJ*&>)
Continuance, perpetuity : a farm or lease granted in per-

petuity by government or a Zamindar, at a stipulated rent,

and exempt from alivdbs ;
such a lease granted in charity

at a quit-rent.

Istimrdri, in some dialects Istamrdri, corruptly, Isteme-

rary, H. (A. ^_f^J^\ ) Permanent, perpetual ; applied

especially to a permanent settlement of the revenue, and

particularly to the settlement of the lower provinces made

by the government of Lord Cornwallis.

Istimrdr-ddr, (from P.
^i>,

who has) The holder of a per-

petual farm or lease.

Istimrari-dihdt, H. (from dihdt, villages) Villages held on

a permanent or perpetual tenure.

Istimrdri-jama, H. (from r*?~, revenue) Fixed or per-

petual assessment or rent.

Istimrdri-jot, H. (from eL>j-, cultivation) A fixed or per-

manent tenure.

Istimirdr-kirdmam, Tarn.
(^erO^LQlljrTCTcEflrjrTLQlL)

A village permanently settled.

Istimrdri-mdlguzdri, H. (from P. (j^^tc) Permanent or

perpetual revenue.

Istimrdri-pattd, H. (from lij, a lease) A lease or farm

granted at a permanent rent, a perpetual lease.

1stimrdri-pattaddr, H. (,!j<SJkj 1 ,',-jLjl ) Holder of a

lease of lands at a perpetual rent.

3 i.
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ISTIRDAD, H. (A. ^Ij^XujI) Demanding or ordering resti-

tution of any thing, whether given, pledged, or sold.

litirddd-i-nildm, H. (from Jbj, sale by auction) Reversal

of a public sale.

ISTIHSHAD, H. (A. t>ll$Jk*J) Taking evidence, summoning

witnesses.

ISTISNAA, A. (clx^iiJ) Requisition to work; forced labour.

ISTRI, H. &c. ((CjjLJ, ^ft, from S. ^, to spread) A smooth-

ing iron ;
also the act of ironing linen.

Istrirvdld,U. &c. (lui^JUii) An ironing man, one who

irons linen.

IsruvA.or ISTUVU, Tel. (2^3 > *^3^) Property, estate.

IsuKABHtJMi, Tel. (aXx>$&rSj) Sandy soil.

ISWARA, S. &c ($HlO A lord, a master : a name of Siva,

especially in the form of a Linga, and used in composition

as Somesn-ara, the Isreara or Linga set up originally

by Soma : the eleventh year of the cycle.

ITAKUTI, ITAKUTIYAN, or lTAKKOituvAN,pronouncedas if the

were d, IDAKUDI &c. Mai. (f^sofesl , fssdfcsloawnrf),

An under tenant.

, Tel. (-Sdeu) The fermented juice of the date

tree, toddy.

in, Mar. (^fif) Ben. (^) Mai. ( ofOorafl ) A common

term for seven national plagues or calamities drought,

excessive rain, rats, locusts, parrots, legal oppression, foreign

invasion.

ITIKAF, A. (i_jUjl) Restraining one's senses, applied espe-

cially to a practice of pious Mohammadans who spend a

great part of the month Ramazan in a mosque engaged

in prayer and meditation.

ITLAA, H. (A. clisl ) ITTELA, Hindi (^ITcST) Making known,

information.

Iflda, or Ittela-nama, H. (from <tl)) A notice, a sum-

mons, a citation : a notice served on cultivators when they

fall in arrears, threatening them with an attachment if

not paid by a given time.

ITLAK, H. (A. JjBsl, lit., liberating, setting free) In Hin-

dustan, the office and records of summonses, and fees on

their delivery. Under the Mohammadan government, fees

paid by suitors on the decision of their causes ; also, a

fee exacted from a defendant as wages for a peon stationed

over him as soon as a complaint was preferred against

him.

Itlahh, for ItldJi, Mar. (^TfijSra) Issued from a public

treasury, payment in money or kind from such a treasury
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or store : it is also applied to public servants borne on

one establishment and employed on another, or additional

or extra servants added for a time to a public office.

Itldk-nams, H. (from P.
(^,-jy)

The officer who keeps the

account of the expense and fees on the issue of sum-

monses : formerly an accountant attached to the revenue

collector, who wrote orders for the payment of revenue

and other purposes, and kept an account of the fees paid to

the peons, the surplus of which, above their wages, went

to the credit of government.

Itldli/t-JU'iiiniilt, Mar. ($ri($|75 ii40<n) A fixed annual pay-

ment from a public treasury or store.

ITTIHAM, H. (A, *lfil) Suspecting something bad: in law,

a charge, an imputation.

IVEJITU-GAIADU, Tam. (&)06Ll<#lSJ<333<firT) Statement

shewing the amount of the collections and balance in

money and kind.

IvuMANlYAM, Tam. (rT64LQrT007LUlL) A grant of a .pro-

portion or per-centage on any branch of land revenue

which fluctuates with the improvement or deterioration of

the produce.

IWA/, vernacularly, IWAJ, corruptly, EBAJ and EWAJ, II.

(A. (jC)-) Equivalent, exchange, requital.

Iroaz-ndma, II. (P. <tU) A deed of exchange.

IYAVAN, Tam. (gj)LU6Ll(3OT) An outcaste, a worker in

leather and skins, a drummer.

IZAFA, or IZAFAT, vernacularly, IJAPHA or IJAPHAT, cor-

ruptly, EZAFA, EZAFUT, EZAPUT, H. &c. (A. &L0\,

S^ifmri) Increase, augmentation; any increase in the

amount of revenue received from a country, whether from

improved or additional cultivation, or from an enhanced rate

of assessment ;
increase of revenue from any additional

sources ; grant of an entire village, granted rent-free as

an extra allowance to the chief hereditary village or dis-

trict officer.

Izdfa-beshi, H. &c. (.*> <iUel) General increase in the

rate of assessment.

Izafat-jamd, or, vernacularly, Ijdphat-jaind, Mar. (^umin

WT) Additional or extra receipts of various kinds, as

from money realized by government from the sale of pre-

sents, or from the sequestration of estates and appropriation

of the revenue ; also, money received into the treasury of

one district, and credited to another. Under the Peshvva's

government, an assumption or appropriation of revenue

by the Sirsubadars in the southern provinces in addition
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to the revenue they were to pay to the state. Under

the Gaikwar's government, the additional annual revenue

raised from the net receipts of the districts, from arrears of

unpaid charges, and from loans. In Puraniya, an item in

the Hastabud, the specification of the rent to be paid by

the Ryots for the current year.

Jjdphat-indm-tjdon, Mar. (^>imirl ^TW ifa) An entire

village granted rent-free to Desmukhs and Despandyas,

as an additional remuneration.

fjdphd-jamin, Hindi (s^lMiM^ln) Land relet or taken

into cultivation by the Ryots for the current year, an item

in the Hastabi'id, or village rent-roll.

IZHAR, H. &c. (A. .lylil) vernacularly IJIIAR. Making mani-

fest, publishing : a deposition or declaration in court, an

affidavit, any statement made by the parties or witnesses in

a suit.

Izhdri, H.
(^l^lil) Relating to a deposition, issued upon

a deposition, (an order, &c) a deponent.

Izhdr-navis, H. (P. j^jy) A writer of depositions, an

officer of the court who takes down depositions &c.

Iz/idr-saldmi, II. (from "Lu, a compliment) A fee paid

by a person who makes a statement or deposition before a

subordinate officer of police, an unauthorised charge.

IZN, A (jjjl) Leave, 'licence: in law, permission granted by

a master to a slave to engage in business or trade.

I/TIRARI-7.ABH, A. ( jj (O^a^r!) Slaughtering an animal

irregularly or accidentally, or by a wound inflicted any-

where except the throat.

IZZAT, H. (A. tTJj ) Honour, credit, reputation, character.

Izzat-asdr, A. ( jU! ^zj'f. ) lit., Honour to the traditions ;

but used in some places, even by Hindus, as the heading

of an official paper, in any language, without their know-

ing the meaning of the words.

JAB, or JABI, H. (i_>l>., _'U~) The muzzle of an ox.

JAB, Ben. (5Ffa) A mixture of cut straw, oil-cake, and water,

for feeding cattle ; earth wetted to construct a wall with.

JABALI, Ben. (l<ilfl) Rice growing, and not in ear.

JABDI, H. (,<J>A;>-) A sort of rice cultivated in Rohilkhand.

JABTA, Mar. (WRlTr, from A. <dajLe) A law, a regulation,

a statute.

JACHA,Ben.(^<tE"l) Appraising,valuing,examining,(goods &c).

Jdchanddr, Ben. (io*nla) An appraiser, a valuer: in the

time when factories for piece goods were maintained an
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officer for the purpose of valuing them formed part of the

establishment.

Jdchanddri, Ben. (<6fli>'*il^l) The office of an appraiser.

JADDI, H. (A. ^5**-, from Jad, iX-, an ancestor, a grand-

father) Ancestral, paternal, ancestral or hereditary estate.

JADDIGAMU, Tel. (&JQX3) A sowing machine.

JADI, Karn. (C3T9O) Assessment of land, revenue, land tax.

JADI'D, H. (A. <X(J^>-) New, modern: as applied to a Ryot,

one newly settled in a village.

JADO, H.
(j4)l-) One of the two castes in a village em-

ployed in menial offices: in some places it is equivalent to

Sudra.

JADON, H.
(,jj.>U-> from S. yddava, Vf%3, a descendant of

Yadu, *T?r) A tribe of Rajputs who are found in'conside-

rable numbers about Agra and Mathura, in the central

Doab, and in eastern Malwa, as landholders and cultivators :

the Raja of Karaoli is of this tribe : they profess to be

descendants of Krishna : some of their subdivisions are held

in little esteem, and are termed Bagris by their neighbours ;

but they are spirited farmers and rising in wealth and con-

sideration.

JADU, Karn. ( 23~o)3j) Unripe ears of corn left to ripen after

the ripe ones are cut

JADU, H. (P. j^J*-) Magic, conjuring, fortune-telling.

Jddugar, H. (P.jiyil) A magician, a conjuror, a fortune-

teller.

JADYA, Mar. (Rp) A jeweller, a setter of gems.

JADWAL, JUDWUL, H. (A. J^f-) Lines ruled in a book;

a board or card with threads fastened across it, to serve

as lines to write upon when the board is placed underneath

the paper.

Jadrval-kashi, H. (P. ^^} Drawing lines.

JAFARI, corruptly JAFFKY, H. (A. ^^^a**-) Lattice-work,

a sort of screen of interwoven grass or reeds.

JAG, Mar. (*TPT, S. *ii<i<.<a, vigil) Riotous vigils, on the

tenth night after the death of a Sadra dying suddenly, by

his family, to compel the spirit to enter the body of his

son, or some other person, and reveal any secret matter

desired to be known : any bustle or stir in a house or

village at festivals.

JAGA, or JAGA, H. (oU-, Uo-) A division of the Bhat tribe,

also called Jdgdbhdt : see Bkdt.

JAGANBANSI, II. (,^uJJ^a~) A tribe of Brahman Zamindars

in the Fattehpur Zilla.

JAGALYA, Mar. (IUi<sm) JAGLA, Guz. (5||'<$l) A watch-
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man, a village watchman, a man of the Mhar or other

low tribe employed in that capacity.

Jdgalyi, Mar. (TTTr5*ft) Jdyli, Guz. (*U'I<$1) The office of

watchman, the fees paid him.

JAGAT, H. (S. e^r*, WHtT) The world.

Jagatkarttd, H. &c. (S. I>^A>.) The maker or creator

of the world.

Jaganndtha, vernacularly Jaganndth, corruptly Jtigyei-naitt,

H. &c. (S.HHJI4W, the t of Jagat changed to n before the

n of ndth, lord) Lord of the world, a name especially ap-

plied to Krishna in the form in which he is worshipped at the

temple of Jaganndth at Puri in Orissa.

JAGAT, Ben., Mar. (Wrffc, si'llrl, vernacular corruption of

the A. zakdt, sjj, alms) Custom, toll, duty on goods, a

contribution collected amongst the villagers for a religious

celebration.

Jaydt-ddr, or Jagdtyd, Mar. (pniT^n;, iT'llfll) A custom-

house officer, a collector or farmer of custom : see JaJtdt.

JAGATI, Kara. (23~5>AcO) \ gong, a circular plate of sono-

rous bell-metal.

Jdgati-ddsari, Kara. (83~o)X&3'i!5c>)0) A sort of religious

mendicant in Mysore, who beats a gong as he parades the

streets of a town.

JAGGERY, JAGGREE, JAGGORY, JAGORY, (a corruption of

the Kanarese Sharkare, *OE~o
t from the S. Sarkard,

5T%TT, whence perhaps the English, Sugar) Sugar in its

unrefined state, or the juice inspissated by boiling, and poured

into moulds, where it is allowed to dry in the form of

pyramidal balls
; clayed or candied sugar : also an inferior

sugar made from the inspissated juice of the date and va-

rious kinds of palms.

JAGIR, also, allowably, JAIGI'R, corruptly, JAGHEER, JA-

GHJRE, JAEGHEEP, H. (P.j-wU-, ^jJjU-) JAQIK, JAHGiR,

JAHAGIR, Mar. (STUfft, IT?*lfa, W^I'flO Karn.

(23~G)A^CO) lit., Taking or occupying (git) a place or

position (jd, or jdi). A tenure common under the Moham-

madan government, in which the public revenues of a

given tract of land were made over to a servant of the

state, together with the powers requisite to enable him to

collect and appropriate such revenue, and administer the

general government of the district. The assignment was

either conditional or unconditional ; in the former case,

some public service, as the levy and maintenance of troops,

or other specified duty, was engaged for : the latter was

left to the entire disposal of the grantee. The assignment
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was either for a stated term, or, more usually, for the life-

time of the holder, lapsing, on his death, to the state, al-

though not unusually renewed to his heir, on payment of a

nazardna, or fine, and sometimes specified to be a hereditary

assignment ; without which specification it was held to be

a life-tenure only : Ben. Reg. xxxvii. 1793. cl. 15. A

Jagir was also liable to forfeiture on failure of perform-

ance of the conditions on which it was granted, or on

the holder's incurring the displeasure of the emperor. On

the other hand, in the inability of the state to vindicate

its rights, a Jilgir was sometimes converted into a per-

petual and transferable estate ; and the same consequence

has resulted from the recognition of sundry Jagirs as he-

reditary by the British government after the extinction of

the native governments by which they were originally

granted ; so that they have now come to be considered as

family properties, of which the holders could not be right-

fully dispossessed, and to which their legal heirs succeed,

as a matter of course, without fine or nazardna, such

having been silently dispensed with. This is particularly

the case in the Maratha territories, in which, when first con-

quered, Jagir grants were found to be numerous, reduci-

ble to three classes 1. those held by descendants of the

original ministers of the Rajas, as the Pratinidhi and the

Pradhdns, prior to the usurpation of the Peshwa, but con-

tinued, in some instances, under his rule; 2. those held

by military chiefs, on condition of service, some of whom

have held their fiefs from the time of the Mohammadan

monarchies; and 3. those held -under grants from the

Peshwas, generally Brahmans or Marathas of low family :

they were all allowed to retain their lands on the prin-

ciple of securing their services on a moderate scale, pre-

serving the sovereignty of the British government entire,

and interference with the chiefs on extraordinary occasions

only. With regard to the Jagir in general, the especial

object and character of the grant was commonly specified

by the designation attached to it, as in the following ex-

amples : see also Ben. Regs, xxxvii. 1793. xlii. 1795.

xxxvi. 1803. xiii. 1825. Bomb. Reg. xvii. 1827. x. cl.

38. Reg. vi. 1833. The term is also in use, although

with some license, to designate temporary grants, allow-

ances, or stipends, from the government to individuals.

Jdgir-i-aliskdm, H. (from A. *l*.1, q .v.) Lands granted

for the maintenance of troops.

Jdhgir-amal, Mar. (*nfrftt ^THc?) The share of the re-
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venue claimed by the Moghul government for the exchequer

on certain holders of Jagirs after deducting the Maratha

Chauth, and another fourth, or 25 per cent, for the Faujddr.

Under the Peshwa and the British government it denotes,

in some districts, the right to the revenue which remains

after deducting the Sardes-mukhi and Chauth ; in others

after deducting the Mukhdsa portion of the Chauth only.

Jdgir-i-bahhshi, H. (P. ^^si, q. v.) An assessment for

the support of the Paymaster General or Commander-in-chief.

Jdgir-diwdni, H. (P. ,J|y>> , q. v.) The grant of the col-

lection of the revenues of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa to the

Company.

Jdgir-hhidmati, H. (from i_^ J>i- , service) Assignment

of land to village servants and officers.

Jdgir-mahdl, H. (P. Jlar*) A district assigned.

Jdgir-mashrvt, or sharti, H. (A. bjjJu^c , or .J^/** , stipulated)

A Jagir granted with conditions.

Jdgir-gkair-mashrut, or bild-shart, H. (A.
]ojjS*fjA&,

\3jJu Jb) An unconditional or absolute assignment

Jdgir-i-narvdrd, H. (H. \j\y , a barge) An assignment for

the expense of keeping up an establishment of boats by

the Nawab of Dacca in former times.

Jdgir-saranjdmi, Mar. (P. Js^**, materials, property) An

assignment for a specified purpose, as Fauj-saranjdmi-

Jdgir, an assignment for the equipment of troops.

Jdgir-i~sar, or sir, H. (P. JH>, H.^*,) Assignment for

the support of an establishment

Jdgir-siyur-ghdl, H. (P. JU^jjj* ) An assignment exempt

from any conditions, or for charitable purposes.

Jdgir-i'Sarkdr, H. (P. jf, chief authority) The tract

originally granted to the Company by the Nawab of the

Carnatic, as an assignment for the maintenance of their

troops.

Jdgir-i-thdnajdt, H. (d,*U-<lGl$J, plural of 4!l$j) An assign-

ment for the support, of police stations or thanas, or for

that of a local militia.

Jdgir-i-tan, H. (P. ^, the body) An assignment for per-

sonal support, usually unconditional, but sometimes requir-

ing personal service.

Jdgir-i-zdt, H. (A. Cjlii, person) Jdyir-jdti, or jdta,

Mar. ( ffir, for cu'ii ) An assignment for personal support,

or sometimes requiring personal service.

Jdgirddr, H. (P. j\4,
who holds) The holder of any as-

signment of revenue : for his powers in the Bombay Pre-

sidency, see Bomb. Reg. xiii. 1830, and Act xiii. 1842.
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Jdgirddri, H. (P. tj>;^' having) The possession or rights

of the holder of a Jagir.

Jdf/ir- or Jdgir-ddri-sanad, H. (A. Jou. ) The deed or pa-

tent under which a Jagir was granted under the Moham-

madan government.

JAGLiiN, H. (jjiltfUO A tribe of Jats.

JAHANNAM, H. (A. -1^=-) The Mohammadan hell, of which

seven divisions are enumerated, appropriated severally to

wicked Mohammadans, to Christians, Jews, Sabaans, Gebrs,

idolaters, and hypocrites.

JAHAN-PANAH, H. (P. xUj
(.^>-) Asylum of the world ; a

term of respectful address to a sovereign, or to a person

of rank.

JAHI'M, H. (A.
(t^f-)

One of the seven Mohammadan hells,

that destined for idolaters.

JAHIH, Mar. (iti^lO Public, notorious, made public, pro-

claimed : see Zdhir.
V

JAHIZ, JAHEZ, H.
(P.J-^y-)

Woman's property, whatever

she takes with her to her husband's house, as vestments,

jewellery, furniture, &c. ; dowry, marriage-portion. It

also occurs as an Arabic noun, JAHAZ, or JIHAZ
(j'u*-).

JAHNU-SAPTAMI, S. (sfj^nnft) The seventh of Vaisakh, when

a festival is observed in honour of Jahnu, the parent of

Jahnavi, or the Ganges' so called.

JA-I, JVE, H.
(,_j-) Oats, introduced by the English, but

the name was before applied to a small species of barley;

also, as Jayi, to shoots of barley reared
artificially at the

Dashara festival : see Jay. In some parts of the north-west

provinces oats are called Ram-jau the barley of Rama.

JiiDAD, less correctly, JAEDAD, corruptly, JYDAAD, H. (P.

i_fU-, place, position, and lilO, what gives) A place, em-

ployment : assets, funds, resources, an estate, property : the

means or capabilities of any district in respect of revenue :

an assignment of the revenues of a tract of land for the

maintenance of an establishment, or of troops, granted for

life, but very commonly with permitted succession to the

next-of-kin, sometimes with a rent reserved.

Jdiddd-ghair-mankula, H. (A. <UyLL Jc) Immoveable pro-

perty.

Jdiddd-istimrdri, H. ((_j^i*J, perpetually) An assign-

ment of revenue in perpetuity, with a reservation of a

certain amount of rent, and of other government claims.

Jdiddd-mankula, H. (A. iS^SJu)
Moveable property.

Jdiddd-maurusi, H. (A. ^jj^*) Ancestral or hereditary

property.
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Jdiddd-zamin, H. (A. ^^ ) Arable land.

JAIFA, A. (dtfljU-) A wound, a stab, one of the kinds pu-

nishable by fine.

JAIL, H. (JjUO Twice-ploughed land (Western Rohilkhand).

JAINA, or JAIN, S. (IN) The name of a religion differing

from Hinduism, the worship of certain deified mortals,

Jinas or Tirthankarax ; a follower of that religion, whether

clerical or secular. Jains are met with in considerable

numbers, especially among the merchants and bankers in

Central and Western India : they are not uncommon in

Bengal, or in the Dakhin.

JAIS, H. (^A*.) A tribe of Rajputs of the solar branch,

residing principally about Mathura.

JAITI', JYTEE, also JAICHI, JYCHEE, H.
(^_fS&~, !<*?-)

A species of Euphorbia which grows in the north-western

provinces, and yields an excellent oil.

JAISW.AR, H. (,lMjJs-) A tribe of inferior Jddobani Raj-

puts in the Central Doab.

JAiswAnA, corruptly, JASAWARA and JUSWAH, H.
(\j\y*j*>-)

A name given to subdivisions of low-caste tribes, from

their having come originally from the town ofJau, in

Oudh.

JAJWAB, Hindi ()<JlO The head inhabitants of a village.

(Puraniya).

J.-u'/, II.
(A.JjW) Current, passing, legal, lawful, authorized :

in law, the term is applied to such contracts as may be

dissolved at the pleasure of either party.

JAJMAN, JUJMAN, corruptly, JIJMAN, H. &c. (^Ua:?-, S.

miiint) A person who employs and fees Brahmans for

the performance of any solemn or religious ceremony : as

it is not unusual for the relation between the employer

and those employed to become hereditary, the latter come

to regard the former as their pupils or clients, and claim

as their right or due the fees that are to be paid on such

occasions, although they should not perform the ceremonies :

from religious, -the term passed to very miscellaneous re-

lations, and barbers, washermen, and sweepers claim, in

some parts of Hindustan, a prescriptive or hereditary right

to be employed and paid by certain individuals, whom

they therefore style their Jajmdns ; and Ghdtids and

others, who conduct parties of pilgrims to Benares or

other sacred places, give the same name to all those to

whom they act as guides. In the south of India, Yajmdn
or Ijmdn commonly denotes a householder, especially one

of respectability, and who is often the head man of the
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village, to which functionary the title is consequently also

applied : see Yajamdna.

JAKAT, Mar. (M*l^) JAKATI, JAKAYATI, Kara. (&S~c>,

8jO dOjDQ) Customs, duties; land or transit duties espe-

cially, as opposed to sea customs : see also Jagdt.

Jakdtddr, Mar. (from P.
j\
A ) Collector of customs, either

the government officer or a farmer.

Jakdyati-guttige, Kara. (&C~3a&XD
j>
~^

1

) A contract

for custom-house duties.

JAKERI, JAKIRI, &c., Karn. (&O8, fcK^O) A store, a

hoard.

Jalieri-khane, Karn. (2jo6a5~3fv5) A storehouse, a ware-

house.

JAKERE-DHANYA, Karn. (&iO8^Si\5) Name of an ad-

ditional cess in Mysore, imposed in place of a payment

in grain.

JALA, JAL, JULU, or JUL, (adopted in all the dialects, from

the S. ?H?) Water.

Jala, H. (*U) A lake.

Jaladivya, S. &c. (jf^rfifi) The oath or ordeal of water.

Jalagadugu, Tel. (&j>ACX>X;>) Washing sand or soil for

diamond or gold dust

Jalagdra, Karn. (&to A do) A caste of persons who sweep the

streets, or wash refuse, in search of lost money or valuables.

Jalagdra-gutta, Karn. ( &ja A g&AJD
p) A tax on persons

employed in searching or washing for money or valuables.

Jaldri, or Jaladdri, Kara. (iy<3T>5, &toc338) A drain,

a kennel, a gutter.

Jaldsa, Julasu, (Awlis-, from S. Asaya, VHI$IJ, receptacle)

A pool, a reservoir, a tank.

Jalasankalpa, ( *(<$3W31'. ) Ratification of an agreement or

a promise by pouring water upon the hand of the per-

son with whom the agreement is made, or to whom the

promise is given.

Jalchar, Julchur, H. &c. (/s^?", from S. ^, what moves)

Any aquatic animal.

Jalchhatra, Ben. (ti^>a) A temporary shed, where water

and other refreshments are supplied gratuitously to pas-

sengers in the hot weather.

Jalganda, Ben. (^^f
1

) Land under water, a swamp, a

marsh.

Jalhd, Hindi (iTcjiSirr) Inundation.

Jali, Ben. (Stfsf) A kind of rice.

Jalkd, or Jelha, (?) Ben. A long narrow boat or canoe

used by river robbers.
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Jalkar, Julkur, corruptly, Jelcora, H.
(yGu*-,

from S.

water, cRT, hard, tax or toll) Profits or rents derived from the

water, lakes, ponds, or the like, upon a tract of country or an

estate, with the right of fishing, and of cultivating the beds

if dry.

Jalhhdyd, Hindi (i<$WI*n) Dried up, parched, (soil, &c.) ;

lit., the moisture of which is eaten by the sun : also

Jalgaiya, water-gone, &c.

Jalmdrg, Mar. (S. KJHPt) lit., The water-way, sea customs.

Jalmandir, Mar. (S. ^$Hf^O A water-house, a summer-

house in the midst of water ; or subterraneous apartments

constructed on the bank of a river.

Jalotsarg, H. (S. tL/^wJjif- , from Utsarga, letting go) The

typical marriage of a newly-dug well or piece of water ;

the bridegroom being personated by a man holding the

salagram stone, and the bride by another holding an

image : see Banotsarga.

Jalpad, Julpud, H. (Jala-) Land recovered from water or

sea, and brought into cultivation.

Jalpde, Uriya (&R.GI|-S) A water vessel: a name given

in Cuttack to scattered patches of land subject to inun-

dation.

Jalpdn, Julpan, Ben. (S. St^Tft, from S. TnT> drink-

ing) Drinking water, any slight or occasional refresh-

ment, breakfast, luncheon.

Jaltarpan, Julturpun, H. &c. (
(ji/J'*?"i

from S. 'Hj*!j)

Presentation of water to the gods and manes, part of a

Hindu's daily devotions.

Jalthal, Jultliul, H. ((J^> <J>-) Land and water, or land

partly under water.

JALAWATI, H.
(^jJjla.) Emigration.

JAL, H. &c. (S. JU-) A net.

Jdli, H.
(^Jls*-)

A net or bag of twisted rope for holding

grass, straw, or fodder, and tied to the mouth of a bul-

lock for his feeding while at work : a muzzle.

Jdliya, Ben. (^11=1*10 A fisherman, a bird or beast catcher

by nets.

JAL, H. (A. (Jx=-) Forgery, counterfeit.

Jdlkdqhaz, H. (from A. j^, paper) A forged paper or docu-

ment

Jdhdz, H. (from P. :w
, making) A forger, a counterfeiter.

Jdlsdzi, H. (,cjL*ix-) Forging, counterfeiting.

JALA, H. &c. (S. lo-) A large water-jar.

JALA, Ben. (^Tfal, from S. sj|<$l) Burning, combustion,

flame.
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Jdlan, Ben. (1t0 Kindling, lighting, as a lamp or fire:

Uriya, (ff|R.ff) Fuel.

Jdlchaukid, Uriya, A watch or guard over land supplying

fuel for the manufacture of salt.

Jalit, Mar. (ilcklri, corruption of Mar. and S. 5lfc$ri lit.,

burned) Applied to money &c., extorted or lost, or not likely

to be realized, as, to a fine imposed to counterbalance a gain

supposed to have been made fraudulently, to a loss incurred

through mismanagement, or to an oppressive and extortionary

exaction ; also, more literally, to injury suffered by fire, and

the head under which remissions of rent or revenue are

charged on account of losses by fire.

Jalit-bdki, Mar. (jidb"l<Hloti"l, from ,<3lj, remainder) Money

due, especially from the Ryots, given up as irrecoverable.

Jalit-khat, Mar. ( Msbl (H?l H ) A bond or note which has

been cashed, also one the amount of which is given up as

never likely to be realized.

Jdlpdi, Uriya, (&IR.01Q) Fuel: lands assigned for the

salt-boilers: allowance made to Zamindars in Orissa for

the fuel cut from their lands for salt-boilers.

JALA, (?) Beds in which rice is grown before it is trans-

planted (Chittagong) : perhaps from Jdl, a net or lattice,

from the position of the beds.

JALAD, H. (A. iil=-) JALLAD, Ben. (tstln) An executioner,

a hangman.

JALALIA, JULALEA, H. (Ul2U- ) A fine species of wheat with

reddish ears (Sagar).

JALIGUTTA, Karn. (S3~e))X3o p ) A tax on the cultivators

for the leaves of the Jali, or whitethorn tree, browsed on

by the cattle (Mysore).

JAI.M, H. (*!-) Jalma, Kara. (^SLj) Birthright, right

in the soil (Sagar) : a vernacular corruption of Janm,

q. v.

JAUJS, H. (A. ^j*jl-,
from

jjjls-, sitting) The accession

of a sovereign to his throne, his sitting on the masnad.

Jalusi, H.
(^j^ujis-)

The year or date reckoned from a

prince's accession.

JAM, H. &c. (P. /l=-) A cup, a goblet.

JAMA, vernacularly, JAMA, or JAME, corruptly, JAMMA,

JUMMA, H. (A. *>) Mar. (*>pn) Ben.(^^l) Tel. (aJ&T*)

Karn. (SjOJTS, ftjcDJ) Amount, aggregate, total in ge-

neral, but applied especially to the debit or receipt side

of an account, and to the rental of an estate
; also to the

total amount of rent or revenue payable by a cultivator

or a Zamindar, including all cesses, as well as land-tax:
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latterly it is more especially applied to the revenue as-

sessed upon the land alone : its special application is

commonly defined by the term with which it is com-

pounded, as, Axal-jamd, Ain-jamd, Bdzi-jama, Istim-

rdri-jamd, &c., q. v. : see also Beng. Regs. i. 1793. i. ii.

xxvii. 1795. xxiii. 1803. vii. 1822. &c.; Acts i. 1841. iv.

1846. &c. ; Mad. Regs. xxv. 1802. ii. 1806.; Bomb. Reg.

xvii. 1827. &c.

Jamd-bandi, Jamdbandi, H. &c. ( i_yi3OA*A-, *IHri<0, from

Band, a binding) Settlement of the amount of revenue

assessed upon an estate, a village, or district ; a village

or district rent-roll ;
a register of the village holdings ;

a statement exhibiting the particulars of the public revenue,

its amount, and how assessed ;
annual settlement of re-

venue with cultivators, or Ryotwari settlement : an annual

statement, modified according to the circumstances under

which the revenue is paid, whether by individuals or com-

munities, and whether to a Zamindar or to the govern-

ment. In Bengal, the Jama-bandi shews the name of the

Ryot, his tenure, the quality of his land, its extent, the

rate per bighd, and the total rent formerly, inclusive of

all extra cesses, paid to the Zamindar. In the north-west

provinces it is a document intended to regulate the trans-

actions between the cultivators and Lambardars, and is

the basis of the Patwim's annual accounts ; being, in the

first instance, drawn up and attested by the Patwari and

Kanungos, and then signed by the settlement officer : it is a

tabular statement specifying the number of the division

of the village, the name of the cultivator, the names of

his fields, their survey number, their extent by survey

and by village measurement, any lands not included in

their area, those liable to assessment, the rate of assess-

ment per b-if/fid, rate payable in cash or in kind, the

total produce, the share of the cultivators, the share of

the landlord, the payment according to estimated value of

the crops, shewing the kind of crops, their estimated value,

and the share of the government, the fees of the Patwari,

in cash or in kind, the village charges and expenses, the

total value of the produce in money or in kind, and a

column for remarks. (The form is given in the original

in the Appendix to the Directions for Settlement Officers,

issued by the Agra government in 1844, and its trans-

lation in the Settlement Misl, or Supplement to the Di-

rections, Agra, 1847.) Although, however, in these in-

stances the term has a specific application, it is useable
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in a variety of relations to statements of revenue assess-

ment

Jamd-bandiMds, H. (from A. (_^A-. select) Account of

revenue assessment of lands in charge of an officer of the

government; one of the village accounts formerly kept

by the Kanungo.

Jamd-bandi-nakdi, H. (from A. JJu) Assessment of re-

venue of lands payable in money, not in produce.

Jamd-bandi-paUi, Mar. (i*U4J<{lMg1) A document formerly

furnished by the collector of a district to the Patil of a

village, on settling the amount of revenue to be paid by

the village for the ensuing year, specifying the amount,

and the consent of the villagers.

Jamd-bandi-tirappu, Tarn.
((ff-LorTLJn^SjCTLJL.l)

Par-

ticulars of a revenue settlement.

Jamd-bandi, or -basti-tashkhfa, H. (A. yaJis"*
3
) Amount

of revenue assessed upon any tract agreeably to a fixed

standard.

Asdmi-wdr-jamdbandi, H.
(from^^-eLJ,

a cultivator) Ac-

count of revenue assessment settled with each individual

cultivator : also, Raia.t-rvdr-jam&bandi.

Jiimrodr-jam&bandi, H. (A. ^Jto-,
an article) Account

of revenue assessed at certain rates, according to the pro-

duce or crops raised.

Khetivdr-jamdbandi, H. (from d*$, S. ^"Sf, a field)

Account of revenue assessed at a certain rate per field.

KismrKdr-jam&bandi, H. (A. *>*Ji, kind, sort) Statement

of revenue assessed at certain rates, according to the kind

or quality of the soil.

Jamd-berij, H. (P. fL),
an account) Particular statement

of a revenue assessment.

Jamd-chandina, H. (P. ^Jo*-, such, so many) Collections

or revenue from miscellaneous sources.

Jamd-dehdti, H. (P. &J, a village) Settlement of the pro-

portion of revenue to be paid by each village severally.

Jamdi, corruptly, Jummaee, H.
^j***-)

Fiscal, financial;

liable or subject to revenue, as land, &c. ; a cultivator

paying a fixed jamd, either to the landlord or to the state,

and who cannot be dispossessed as long as he pays it.

Jamd-i-hdsil, H. ( J~eU- *?-) The total of the revenue

collected.

Jamd-jharti, H. (<j^s-,*-, from
ii^>-,

to flow or pass

away) Receipts and disbursements of a village or estate :

periodical return of either cash or grain.

Jamd-kadim, or Kadimi-jamd, H. (*>xi *>, from A.
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*jiilJ, old) Total amount of revenue as fixed from an old

date.

Jamd-kdmil, or -kamdl, H. (A. (J*ctf , Jto, entire, per-

fect) Complete, final, or standard assessment. In Bengal

the term usually denotes the settlement made by Akbar's

financial minister, Todar Mai, also known as the Jamd-

kdmil-fumdri : (see the next.) In the Madras provinces

it was applied to the assessment of the revenue of the

northern Sirkars made about A. D. 1512-1570, or to one

subsequently framed in the reign of Aalamyir, or about

1684-1687, for the whole of the Dakhin, on the prin-

ciples of Todar Mai's assessment, and accordingly, in Kan-

desh it denotes the highest rate which any Tillage had

been made to pay, although not unfrequently falling short

of the estimated rental, or tankhd, as calculated at an

earlier date. In Cuttack, the Jamd-hamdl applied to a

revision of the same, which then became the standard

assessment

Jam&-ltdmil-1_umari, H. (A.j\*> , a roll, an account book)

The particulars of the settlement of Todar Mai, as mo-

dified in Bengal by Sultan Shujd in 1658, and Jqffir

Khan in 1722, the latter of which was carried into ope-

ration by his successor Shujfi Khan in 1729.

Jamd-kharch, H. (A. f^p-) Receipts and disbursements:

the debit and credit sides of an account

Patan (jmttun ?) -jamd-kharch, A treasury account formerly

kept, shewing the monthly receipts and disbursements.

Jamd-mahdl-badi-aka, H. (A. A*;^, an escort) Revenue,

formerly levied as transit duties ; an account of the same

kept by the Kanungo.

Jama^mahal-smir-behri, H.
(jj^jj^t,

harbour master) Port

duties, or an account of them.

Terij-jamd-kharch, An annual treasury account of receipts

and disbursements made up from the monthly statements.

Jamd-kul,H. (A.(Jj,all) Total amount of revenue assessment

Jamd-mufassal, incorrectly, -mofussil, H. (A. (Ji^i, a

country) The gross revenue to be collected in all the

villages of a Zamindari, as rated in the accounts, and to

be paid after deducting charges to the Zamindar.

Jamd-mukarrari, H.
(A.^yLo, fixed) A fixed or permanent

amount of revenue, an account formerly kept by the Ka-

nungo of lands permanently assessed.

Jamd-mundsib, (A. <^s,lLc , proper) A fair or reasonable

amount of assessment.

Jamd nakis, H. (A. (_/yU, defective) Sum total of defi-
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ciencies, the amount of allowed deductions from the revenue

or account of public expenses borne by the Zamindars and

tenants.

Jamd-narvis, H. (P. \j~jj) An accountant.

Jamd-pddshdhi, or -bddshdhi, (P. ^alijb) Revenue levied

under royal authority, or on account of the sovereign.

Jamd-panchautra, H. (H. x^f\i) Revenue levied as cus-

tomary, or at a custom-house ; an account kept ofsuch revenue.

Jamd-partjandti, H. (P. SJOj) , a district) The revenue as-

sessed upon a Pargana, and payable at the district treasury.

Jamd-rakmi, ft. (A. *;, writing) An estimated or com-

puted total, the total amount of revenue which an estate

or district is estimated to yield.

Jamd-sadr, corruptly midder, H. (A. ,J>*0, chief) There-

venue assessment settled with the government direct by

the proprietors or contractors, in opposition to the Jamd

mufassal.

Jamd-taksim, H. (A. *J*SJ, division) The portions of the

general rent or revenue roll belonging to different portions

of territory.

Jamd-tumdri, also Jamd-tiimdri-kdmil, or Jamd-tumdri-

tashkhis, H. (from lUijl? , a roll, and .w-fci**^ , ascertained)

The settlement of the revenue according to the rent-rolls

or assessments of Todar Mai, with the subsequent modi-

fications made by different Subahdars of Bengal, forming

the basis on which the first financial arrangements of the

English government were founded anterior to the formation

of the decennial and subsequent permanent settlement.

Jamd-zamin, H. (A.
{.j^), land) Land, of which the as-

sessment has been settled, or land paying revenue. As

applied to an under-tenure, it means one in which the

revenue has been settled at a fixed rate on the land, irre-

spective of cultivation (?).

Jamd-zaminddri, H.
(^lAJLxJ,

a landholder) Amount ofa

revenue settled to be paid by a Zamindar to the government.

Jamd-wdsil, or-wasul-bdM, H. (A. ij^'j, collected, J^j, col-

lection, and^'b, remainder)KarnX^^^^^^euSrSO )

The amount of the collections and outstanding balances ;

an account shewing the particulars of the revenue to be

paid, of the instalments discharged, and the arrears due :

see Akhir-i-jamd-rvdsil-bdki.

Sadr-jamd,H. (* J&M>) The collections or revenue of a

permanently settled estate, as recognised by the government.

Siwdi-jamd, H. (A. t^y*, except) Revenue raised from

other sources than the land-tax.
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Jamdddr, Jumaddr, corruptly, Jemiddr, less usually, but

allowably, Jemdtddr, H. (jb**- )>;
be>**a- ) The chief

or leader of any number of persons ;
in military language,

a native subaltern officer, second to the Subahdar ; an

officer of police, customs, or excise, second to the Darogha, ;

a head domestic servant, a sort of major-domo, but un-

connected with the table department : among the Ma-

rathas, an officer appointed to protect the crops from the

depredations of an army and its followers.

Jdmd-masjid,cona.pt\y,Jumma-musjeed, H. (A. 4W***-oU-)

The principal mosque or Mohammadan* place of prayer

in a city.

Jamdti, Mar. (spffift, A. e^>\**-, total) Additional im-

posts, completing the public revenue.

JAMADI-UL-AWAL, H. (A. JjU! ^oU*-) Jamadi the first,

the first month so named, the fifth of the Mohainmadan

year.

Jamddi-al-dkhir, or -as-sdni, (j$\ ,_ci)U*-, ^jUJI) The

last or second Jamddi, the sixth month of the Moham-

madan year.

JAMAI, Ben. (WfSTt^, S. *nTTff) JAMAi, Mar. (flHUr) A

son-in-law.

JAMATU, Tel. (&3J~k3) The place where each manu-

facturer manufactures salt.

JAMBAGUTTA, Karn. (fcioeoXbd^) A tax on the long

grass called Jamba, used in thatching huts and making

mats.

JAMBU DWI'PA, S.
(^fejglt?:)

The island or circular con-

tinent of Jambu, including India.

JAMuAR, Mar. (TW^Tt) An officer in charge of the treasure,

jewels, &c., of the head of the state : (probably corruption

of Jamdddr).

Jdmddr-khdnd, Mar. (TW?TC^Rl) The public treasury.

JAMED-ALUI Karn. (ftj^OCOS^) A predial slave in Kurg :

(said to be from dlv, an individual, and jama, lands pay-

ing revenue.

Bhumi-jamed-alu, Karn. (from S. wfa, Dearth) A slave

attached to the soil, and only transferable with it

Okftalu-jamed-dlu, Karn. (from Okkalu, <^gW , a cul-

tivator) A slave attached to the person of a farmer or

cultivator, and who may be either mortgaged or sold by him.

JAMI, or JAMIN, Ben. (^fa, ^ffa, from ^^j) Land:

see Zamin.

JAMIN, Ben. OSftfsR, from ^Ip JAMIN, Mar.

JAMU.N, Mai. (%0gjnr&) A surety: see Zdmin.
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JAMNAUTA, or JAMNAUTIA, JUMNOUTA, JUMNOUTEA, H.

(Uyu*-, t)Jyi*j=>-)
A certain consideration given to a

zdmIn or surety, generally about five per cent.

JAMOO, JUMOG, H. (cL?y*-) Transfer of liabilities by mu-

tual consent, a conditional mortgage (Benares, &c.).

Jamogddr, H. (;Uiy*-) A person who lends a landed

proprietor money, and recovers it from the Ryots.

JAMOWA, H. (|y*-) Indigo planted before the rains, and

irrigated by artificial means (Central Doab).

JAM^IAT, H. dJL>^-) Foundation of a well; the festival

held on its construction.

JANALOKA, S. (TT a man, and Jijtaf, a world) One of the

seven regions of the universe ; that in which pious men

or Mishis abide, after quitting the earth.

JAN!B, H. (A. c_>U-) Majesty ;
but used in Hindustan as

a respectful term of address to a person of rank and office,

whether native or European, Your excellency, or Your

worship, or, still more respectfully, Jandb-i-ddli, Your

high eminence.

JANAi SADKA, H. (i&i-e^U*-) Alms given at the birth of

a child.

JANAJAT, H. (LuU-li-) Man by man, singly; applied to

leases granted to each individual Ryot

JANANI, H. (S. TTft) A mother, the actual mother of a

child, in contradistinction to a step-mother.

jANAzA, H. (A. XjU-) A bier, a coffin, a funeral.

JANCH, H. (S. ^^) Trial, proof, assay.

JANDAULIA, JUNDOULEA, H. (LJjJ>i-) A small clan of

Rajputs in Banda.

JANDE, JANDEVU, Tel. (o~3, ZdO~S>^) The thread worn

by Brahmans : see Janeii.

JANDRA, JUNDRU, H. 0;Jo-,i5U) A pitchfork ; also a kind

of rake used in the north-west provinces to divide the fields

into small beds during irrigation.

JANEO, or JANEU, H. (^i-, from S. Yajnopavita) JANWEZ,

Mar. A cord or string of cotton worn over the left shoulder,

crossing obliquely to the right hip : the use of it is pro-

perly restricted to the three primitive castes the Brah-

man, Kshatriya, and Vaisya, of whom the first only re-

mains, and it should be therefore confined to the Brahmans ;

but it is assumed by other castes, as by the Vaidyas, or

medical caste, in Bengal, and by carpenters, blacksmiths,

goldsmiths, and others, in the Dakhin.

JANGAL, JUNGUL, commonly, JUNGLE, H., and in most

dialects, (J&-, S. ^T$) A forest, a thicket; any tract
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overrun with bushes or trees, or suffered to be overspread

with vegetation.

Jangal-buri, H. (P. (jF^>,
from ^^jit to cut) Clearing

lands of jangal ; also applied to a sort of tenure under

under which waste or forest lauds were granted in absolute

property to the clearer, free of rent or revenue for a cer-

tain time, at the expiration of which such part or parts

as were in cultivation were to be liable to a fixed rent

and customary imposts. Ben. Reg. viii. 1793. cl. 8.

Jangal-buri-tdluk, H. (A. *ftio, an estate) An estate or

tract of land overrun with jangal, held on easy terms for

a given term, on condition of its being cleared.

Jangla, or Jangli, H. (S. ^J&*-, IL&a-) Wild, waste,

woody, savage, any thing characterized by thicket, or

living in or fit for forests.

Jangal-mahdl, H. (A. Jls* , plural of Jcsr) Forest tracts

or estates
; applied especially to the districts on .the west

of Bengal, between it and Berar and Cuttack. Ben. Reg.

v. 1800. xviii. 1805.

Jangal-tari, or -turee, H. (P. i.gj>, moisture) Situated in

low forest land, applied to an estate so circumstanced :

as designating a tract of country it denotes the lands in

the north of Puraniya and Tirhut lying under the first

range of hills.

Jangali, Jangulikan, Mai. (ESOoC/oaJ), SJOoC/?e_JleB>or6)

A snake catcher ; one also who pretends to cure snake

bites.

JANGAL, Ben. (W'tfa, 3ft*rt5T) Mai. (e?GOOe_Jo) A limit,

a boundary, a balk in rice fields to confine the water, a

dam, a dike.

Jdngdlbdndltd, Ben. (^t'1lH4l Tl) An embankment.

JANGAM, or JANGAMA, H. &c. (*&?-, S. npi) Moveable,

what has life and movement, transient, moveable (as pro-

perty).

JANGAM, Tel. (atoXo) A tailor.

JANGAMA, S. (TJJT, but current in the dialects, especially

of the south) The priest of the Lingayit sect, who, al-

though not a Brahman, officiates at their religious rites :

where the population of a village consists in any large

proportion of his disciples he is a member of the establish-

ment, and holds rent-free or Inam lands, thence known as

Jangama Inam. He is sometimes domesticated in maths,

or monasteries, and otherwise is a vagrant living on alms.

JANGAR, Mar. (*)i j li) Goods, especially cloths, taken from

a shop for inspection ; memorandum of goods so taken.
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, JUNGHAHA, H. (|^l^i^- ) A large and turbulent

tribe of Rajputs in Rohilkhand, a branch of the Tuar clan.

JANGHftLARU,Karn. (plural, &O&3J-O&) , Sudras speaking

Telugu, and hawking drugs for sale.

JANGHA, Hindi (WTT, in S. a leg) The post or uprights on

each side of the mouth of a well.

JANGHALA, Hindi (sTSRjTt) A rate in a lease to include the

inferior crops when sown (Puraniya).

JANG i, JUNGEE, H. (P. t&&-,jang, war, conflict) Warlike,

quarrelsome, turbulent

Jangi-kattubadi, H., Tel. (s&JOSDQ, a peon) Militiamen,

feudal retainers, obliged, when called upon, to appear

in arms, in consideration of which they hold rent-free or

lightly-assessed lands.

Jang-zargari, H. (P. tjf/jj cL&>-) lit., A goldsmith's

quarrel, that is, a collusive dispute between two parties in

order to defraud a third.

JANGRA, JUNGRA, H. (^0*-) The haulm of kharif or

autumnal crops.

JANGCLI, Karn. (oXb<5?) The cattle of the whole village.

Janguli-gdra, Karn. (atoXD^ A do) One who has charge

of the village cattle.

JANIBDAR, H. (v^oU., a side, and^!i>,
who has) A defender.

Jdnibain, H. (A. (jXJJl*. , dual of t_>lJU- ) On both sides,

on behalf of both parties to a suit

JA-NISHIN, H. (P.
(iJ
xioU-) A deputy, a substitute, a locuni-

tenens, the disciple appointed to succeed as principal of an

establishment of religious mendicants.

JANIKARSHAK, Mar. (S. WfT, birth, and cfctjofc, cultivator)

An old resident cultivator. (It is given also Karshan, but

apparently incorrectly, Karshan meaning cultivating, not

cultivator).

JANJIH, Ben., Mar. (^"^ftsT, nrfa, or jiifkl, P.^JJS\-)
A chain.

Janjir-jdmini, corruption of Zanjir-zdmini, H. &c.

(stW^rrfinfl) Chain security, mutual or collective surety

or assurance.

Janjird, Mar. (T>ftTT, A. *Hjr>-) A fortified rock, a fort

surrounded by the sea.

JANKAH, less correctly JAKAH, or JAKUR, H. (^ol- ,_/V)
A pledge in deposit until goods which have been taken

away are finally approved of.

JANMA, JUNMU, commonly pronounced JANAM, or JUNUM.

or, indistinctly, JANM, JUNM, vernacularly corrupted in

Malwa and Mysore to JALM, or JALMA, corruptly JENM,

JUMNUM, JUMMAM; the morecorrect form,however,evenin
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Karnata, is JANMA, S. but in most dialects H. (**, S.

Ben. (OTf) Mar. (sp*) Tel. (ai^^X)) Karn.

,
arfe^, arf^) (?) JANMAM, Tarn. (s>(fcrifltiO Mai.

(SJO2io) Uriya, (C^flfl) Birth, also in some places, especially

Malabar, birthright, the hereditary or proprietary occupancy

of land, which may be sold or mortgaged in various ways,

the right to which passes by descent according to law, and

it can be left to strangers by will only on failure of heirs:

if there be no heirs, nor disposal by bequest, it escheats to

the Raja : it cannot be sold without the concurrence of the

heir at law. The term is applicable to other than to indi-

viduals, as there may be the Janm lands, i. e. hereditary

lands, of a college or temple.

Janmalhumi, S. &c. (?PTTfa:) Birth-place, country of one's

birth.

Janmadhikdran,TA&\. (S.8O20Cola>OfOo, from S. ||\I4K,

right) Birthright, any claim to property or privilege de-

rived from birth.

Janmddkikdri, Mai. (S. e?O20Ufi<fl>0(Sl) One who claims

by right of birth.

Janmadina, S. (nTf^T:) Birthday.

Janma, or Janm-dravyum, Mai. (S. f3, thing, substance)

The price given for landed property.

Janmakdran, or Janmhdr, Mai. (S. SO2<a>0<onrt>) A land-

holder, a proprietor of land.

Janmakdvan, Mai. (S?O2>dft>3ajnrb) A fee given to a head

man among slaves for watching rice fields.

Janmahudiyan, Janmhudidn, Mai. (esoacftsloejon*)

A tenant or temporary occupant of a Janm, one who has

acquired his property by purchase or mortgage in opposi-

tion to the old hereditary proprietor.

Janma- or Janm-kolunavan, Mai. A purchaser of proprie-

tary lands.

Janini, Mai. (S. JOal ) An owner of land, a proprietor,

the original owner or proprietor by hereditary right.

Janmidosam, Mai. (S. e$al6>aoc/3o) The claim of the

proprietor or landlord on mortgaged land.

Janmimdrdttam, Mai. (8o}C)3O3o) Dispute about

landed property.

Janma, or Janm-ponnajam, (?) Mai. A mortgage with

posession, on which an advance on the sum lent being made

the mortgager parts with any rights he might have originally

reserved.

Janmavdda, Mai. (S. SJOZinjaa) A dispute or suit about

landed property.
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Janma, orJanm-panay-elluta, Mai. (a_J6VY)CQj, a mortgage)

A deed of mortgage, on which an additional sum being

raised, the proprietor engages never to transfer the land to

any other purchaser without the consent of the mortgagee :

he may redeem it himself on paying the principal and in-

terest, the latter not to exceed twice the amount of the former.

Janma-patra, or -patrikd, S. &c. (T^t, or vf-*4M, a leaf)

A horoscope, a paper prepared at the birth of a child,

foretelling his fate according to the aspects of the planets.

Janmdslifami, S. (W8*fl, the eighth) The eighth lunation

ofBhddra (Aug.-Sept), the anniversary of the nativity of

Krishna, observed as a solemn festival by the Vaishnavas.

Janmalagna, S. (M*Hc$ J f) The conjunction of the sun and

a sign of the ecliptic at the moment of the birth of a child.

JANT, H. (c^ol*-) A wooden trough for raising water.

JANTA, H. (liilj-) JANTEN, JATEN, Mar. (nfif, ITK) A

handraill.

Jantll, Mar. (irbraft) A small handmill.

JANTE, Karn. (atofcj) Partnership.

Jantebaduku, Karn. (&>O 6j80QjOO) A joint or partner-

ship concern.

Jantekaikdgadu, Karn. ( ato~fjO^o~SX&> ) A paper of

agreement' between two persons.

JANTR, or JANTRA, H.
(j&?-,

S. ^) A machine of any

kind, a dial, a mystical diagram.

Jantra-mantra, or Juntr-muntr, H. (S. Jns, and T53, a

charm) Conjuring, performing magical or mystical cere-

monies, in which diagrams are drawn, and charms or

prayers are repeated.

JANTRANA, Uriya (a^ei|) Torture.

JANTRI, JUNTREE, H. &c. (
4wy/Ii>-, S. Wt) An almanack.

Jantri, or Juntree-bahi, or -kitdb, H. (^#, a register, or

_jllT, a book) The almanack with civil and army lists

and directory, published in India, and in very general

circulation. The compilation is generally known as the

Gentry book.

jANUKtJLiARU, (?) Karn. A class of slaves in Kurg (the

word is in the plural).

JANtJTtiRWA, H.
(Ijj^Sjjkrv)

A small Rajput tribe in the

district of Benares.

JANWAH, JUNWAR, also JINWAH, H.
(j1yL>-)

A small

tribe of Rajputs in Bundelkhand: (care must be taken

not to reverse the quantities of the vowels, as they would

not like to be called Jdnrcar or Janwur, a brute, an

animal).
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JANWARIA, H.
(bjyia.)

A tribe of Ahirs.

JARAITA, H. (U;!^) A division of the Tuar clan.

JARAJA, S. (>IKl) A child of a woman by any other

man than her husband.

JARETHA, H. (1^0,=-) The name of one of the clans of the

Kachhis, or cultivators so termed.

JARELA, H.
(21^=-)

A sort of rice grown in Rohilkhand.

JARH, A. (j*-) Inflicting a wound, a wound, an offence

against the person, in law.

JARHAN, or JADHAN, JURHUN, JUDHUN, H.
(^j?-, ^J.*-)

A large species of rice reaped at the end of the rainy

season.

JARI, corruptly, JERREE, H. &c. (A. i^j*?-)
lit- Flowing;

met., current, going on, set a-going, issued ; cultivated

for a second or subsequent crop, &c. Kara. (&6) Free

from an attachment (land), exempt from revenue.

Jdri-amal, Mar. (*lO *<<$) Items of revenue which were

once current, but are in the course of being alienated

from the public revenue, as the Sardesmukhi and Chauth.

Jdri-bhumi, Tel. (3~~
r
O$xr~D

5>J) Land cultivated by the

Ryots of the state. Karn., Land, which had been seques-

trated, again let or sold, and put into paying cultivation.

H. (?) Land which, after yielding one crop, is again put

under tillage for another.

Jdri-chitu, Karn. (fiTSO$aretk) A written grant.

Jdri-indmu, Tel., Karn. ( SS^&OX)^&O) A grant of

land or other endowment still in force, not resumed.

Jdri-inamu-hdnihi, Karn. (O c)K>D) A light or quit rent

on grants still in force.

Jdri-rupaid, II. (LM .

i_f)l*-) Current rupee, current coin.

JAHIB, JUREEB, H. (A. l^^s-) Mar., Tel. (snfa) A
measure : in its original use, a measure of capacity equal

to 4 kafz, or 384 madd, about 768 pounds ; it then be-

came applied to a land measure, or as much land as could

be sown with a jarib of seed corn ; and then appears to

have been loosely used as an equivalent to a Mghd. j

In course of time it occurs as a measure of land of va-

rious extent, and as the chain or rope for measuring. In

the north-west provinces the measurements were made by -

a chain, and the jarib is equal to 5 chains of 11 yards

each, or to CO gaz, or 20 gathds or knots. A square of

one jarib is a Mghd. Before the new system of survey

it was usual to measure lands paying revenue with a. jarib

of 18 knots only, two being coiled round the measurer :

rent-free lands were measured with the entire rope of 20
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knots. In Sindh a jarib is a measure of 150 square feet.

In some dialects, as in Ben., Mar., and Tel., the term

also imports land measurement or survey ;
in the latter,

Jaribu (ftJOfti?) is applied to garden land or its produce.

Jaribdna, H. (P. ^U^) An assessment on the cultivators

for the expenses of measurement.

Jaribi, plural, Jaribidn, (
^y^/?-)

A land measurer or sur-

veyor ; any thing relating to measurement, as" the cost of

it, &c.

Jarib-beshi, H. (P. \_#!*M, excess) Increase of the land on

the JamA of the current year over the past.

Jarib-hami, H. (P. *, less) Decrease in the year's mea-

surement of the Ryots' land.

Jarib-karani, Mar. ((0*l<li<4(j1) An account of the mea-

surement of cultivated lands in a village.O

Jarib-kasti, H. (P.
(
.J^^, to draw) A land surveyor.

Jarib-kashi, H. (P.
l

c>i<J, drawing) Survey or measure-

ment of land.

Jarib-kharch, H. ( ,J>- (^^ij-) Expense of measuring

land, paid usually by the Ryot or tenant to the landholder.

Jarib-maukufi, H. (A. i_jjiyo, delayed) Relinquishment or

postponement of an intended survey. In Jessore, an abrodb

or cess paid by the landholders previous to the permanent

settlement, as a consideration for the exemption of their

lands from measurement.

Jarib-tambdhu, Mar. An extra cess on the cultivation of

tobacco.

Jaribu, Tel. (>O&X)) Small rents or farms, as of tobacco,

&c.

Jot-jaribi-kd-pattd, Hindi (*f)rilO<fl4ilMgl) A kind of

lease, under which the cultivator pays rent only for the

ground actually cultivated, the extent of which is deter-

mined by measurement.

JARIDA, JUREEDU, H. (A. *Jo ,-) A register, an account-

book.

JARIMANA, JUREEMANA, corruptly,' JEHUMANA, H. &c.

(UUj^) Tel. JALUMANA, (atoj&J-"^) Fine, penalty.

JARIMAH, H. (A.
&*>j*-, plural *i|/f-)

A crime, an offence.

Jardim-kafifa, H. (A. <_Juso, light) Petty offences.

Jardim-sangin, H.
(jjJwOui, heavy) Heinous offences.

JARIPATKA, Mar. (KlM4hl, from P.
t.fyj, golden, and S.

tfj, a cloth) The pennon of the Peshwa's standard, or

his flag in general : a golden sash or girdle formerly pre-

sented by the Peshwa to general officers in his service.

JARI'TA, JUREETA. H. (s&js-) Brushwood, brambles.

So
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Karnata,is JANMA, S. but in most dialects H.
(f*>~,

S.

TO) Ben. (WT) Mar. (?RH) Tel. (afc^Sx)) Kara.

aie)^,
&!$" ) (?) JANMAM, Tarn. (s'OTlllilli) Mai.

Uriya, (Qftfl) Birth, also in some places, especially

Malabar, birthright, the hereditary or proprietary occupancy

of land, which may be sold or mortgaged in various ways,

the right to which passes by descent according to law, and

it can be left to strangers by will only on failure of heirs :

if there be no heirs, nor disposal by bequest, it escheats to

the Raja : it cannot be sold without the concurrence of the

heir at law. The term is applicable to other than to indi-

viduals, as there may be the Janm lands, i. e. hereditary

lands, of a college or temple.

Janmabhumi, S. &c. (ifwrfa:) Birth-place, country of one's

birth.

Janmddltikdran,Ma\. (S.SJOaoajldBsOfDo, from S. <f*)<*K,

right) Birthright, any claim to property or privilege de-

rived from birth.

Janmddhikdrl, Mai. (S. e?O20GOl<fl>orS1) One who claims

by right of birth.

Janmadina, S. ('Spirf^'Tt) Birthday.

Janma, or Janm-dravyam, Mai. (S. 'yai, thing, substance)

The price given for landed property.

Janmakdran, or Janmhdr, Mai. (S. e?oad8>0(0nrt>) A land-

holder, a proprietor of land.

Janmakdvan, Mai. (e?O2<feOn_jnr&) A fee given to a head

man among slaves for watching rice fields.

Janmakudiydn, Janmkudidn, Mai. (SO2<*3slcO)9n*)

A tenant or temporary occupant of a Janm, one who has

acquired his property by purchase or mortgage in opposi-

tion to the old hereditary proprietor.

Janma- or Janm-holunavan, Mai. A purchaser of proprie-

tary lands.

Janmi, Mai. (S. SSOal ) An owner of land, a proprietor,

the original owner or proprietor by hereditary right

Janmidosam, Mai. (S. SSOalasoO3o ) The claim of the

proprietor or landlord on mortgaged land.

Janmimdrdttam, Mai. (eSOalG)3OOo) Dispute about

landed property.

Janma, or Janm-])onnajam, (?) Mai. A mortgage with

posession, on which an advance on the sum lent being made

the mortgager parts with any rights he might have originally

reserved.

Janmavdda, Mai. (S. SJO2O_!3S) A dispute or suit about

landed property.
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Janma, orJanm-panay-elluta, Mai. (oJfffioOQ), a mortgage)

A deed of mortgage, on which an additional sum being

raised, the proprietor engages never to transfer the land to

any other purchaser without the consent of the mortgagee :

he may redeem it himself on paying the principal and in-

terest, the latter not to exceed twice the amount of the former.

Janma-patra, or -patrikd, S. &c. (xpf , or Vp44il> a leaf)

A horoscope, a paper prepared at the birth of a child,

foretelling his fate according to the aspects of the planets.

Janmdslttami, S. ('HEft, the eighth) The eighth lunation

ofBhddra (Aug.-Sept), the anniversary of the nativity of

Krishna, observed as a solemn festival by the Vaishnavas.

Janmalagna, S. (fcr|*H<$J'f) The conjunction of the sun and

a sign of the ecliptic at the moment of the birth of a child.

JANT, H. (eiJl-) A wooden trough for raising water.

JANTA, H. (&U-) JANTEN, JATEN, Mar. ('STnf, iTHf) A

handnaill.

Jantli, Mar. (rinsT) A small handmill.

JANTE, Karn. (aioej) Partnership.

Jantebaduku, Karn. (&>O 6J80QJQO) A joint or partner-

ship concern.

Jantehaikdgadu, Karn. (#O ejD,O~3X&> ) A paper of

agreement' between two persons.

JANTR, or JANTRA, H. (yJ*-,
S. TRT) A machine of any

kind, a dial, a mystical diagram.

Jantra-mantra, or Juntr-muntr, H. (S. 1P3, and >T^I, a

charm) Conjuring, performing magical or mystical cere-

monies, in which diagrams are drawn, and charms or

prayers are repeated.

JANTRANA, Uriya (CJ5?|61|) Torture.

JANTRI, JUNTREE, H. &c. (^^Jos-, S. ^rt) An almanack.

Jantri, or Juntree-bahi, or -kitdb, H. (
(

$J, a register, or

u. Lx, a book) The almanack with civil and army lists

and directory, published in India, and in very general

circulation. The compilation is generally known as the

Gentry book.

JANUKULIARU, (?) Karn. A class of slaves in Kurg (the

word is in the plural).

JAN^TURWA, H. (l^jyy*-) A small Rajput tribe in the

district of Benares.

JANWAR, JUNWAR, also JINWAR, H.
(j!y*-)

A small

tribe of Rajputs in Bundelkhand: (care must be taken

not to reverse the quantities of the vowels, as they would

not like to be called Jdnn-ar or Janrvur, a brute, an

animal).
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JANWARIA, H.
(L^yi*.)

A tribe of Ahirs.

JARArri, H. (U;!^) A division of the Tuar clan.

JAHAJA, S. (TPdT) A child of a woman by any other

man than her husband.

JARETHA, H. (l^JU^) The name of one of the clans of the

Kachhis, or cultivators so termed.

JARELA, H. (%-) A sort of rice grown in Rohilkhand.

JARH, A. (_^-) Inflicting a wound, a wound, an oflence

against the person, in law.

JARHAN, or JADHAN, JURHUN, JUDHUN, H.
(^j*., ^J^?-)

A large species of rice reaped at the end of the rainy

season.

JARI, corruptly, JERREE, H. &c. (A. t^fj^-) li*-> Flowing;

met., current, going on, set a-going, issued ; cultivated

for a second or subsequent crop, &c. Karn. (&&) Free

from an attachment (land), exempt from revenue.

Jdri-amal, Mar. (*lO^M(^) Items of revenue which were

once current, but are in the course of being alienated

from the public revenue, as the Sardesmukhi and Chauth.

Jdri-bhumi, Tel. (83"~
c
&&rS>0) Land cultivated by the

Ryots of the state. Karn., Land, which had been seques-

trated, again let or sold, and put into paying cultivation.

H. (?) Land which, after yielding one crop, is again put

under tillage for another.

Jdri-chitu, Karn. (23~o)833-cJj) A written grant.

Jdri-indmu, Tel., Karn. (23~^6<XOc3"2xX>) A grant of

land or other endowment still in force, not resumed.

Jdri-indmu-kdniki, Karn. (D du>o) A light or quit rent

on grants still in force.

Jdri-rupaid, H. (Uj ., t^l*-)
Current rupee, current coin.

JARI'B, JUREEB, H. (A. t^o,*-) Mar., Tel. (jTCfa) A

measure : in its original use, a measure of capacity equal

to 4 kafiz, or 384 madd, about 708 pounds ; it then be-

came applied to a land measure, or as much land as could

be sown with a jarib of seed corn ; and then appears to

have been loosely used as an equivalent to a bighd.

In course of time it occurs as a measure of land of va-

rious extent, and as the chain or rope for measuring. In

the north-west provinces the measurements were made by ,

a chain, and the jarib is equal to 5 chains of 11 yards

each, or to 60 gaz, or 20 gathds or knots. A square of

one jarib is a bighd. Before the new system of survey

it was usual to measure lands paying revenue with a jarib

of 18 knots only, two being coiled round the measurer :

rent-free lands were measured with the entire rope of 20
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knots. In Sindh a jarib is a measure of 150 square feet.

In some dialects, as in Ben., Mar., and Tel., the term

also imports land measurement or survey ;
in the latter,

Jaribu (aj8&X>) is applied to garden land or its produce.

Jaribdna, H. (P. J^lju^) An assessment on the cultivators

for the expenses of measurement.

Jaribi, plural, Jaribidn, (^jVj^)
A land measurer or sur-

veyor ; any thing relating to measurement, as* the cost of

it, &c.

Jarib-beshi, H. (P. ij^JJ, excess) Increase of the land on

the Jamd of the current year over the past.

Jarib-kami, H. (P. *$, less) Decrease in the year's mea-

surement of the Ryots' land.

Jartb-karani, Mar. (arlO14MUl) An account of the mea-

surement of cultivated lands in a village.

Jarib-kasii, H. (P. ^.Xu*i,
to draw) A land surveyor.

Jarib-kashi, H. (P. .*>, drawing) Survey or measure-

ment of land.

Jarib-kharch, H. (
<gj*- S^r?-) Expense of measuring

land, paid usually by the Ryot or tenant to the landholder.

Jarib-mauhufi, H. (A. i_jjjy, delayed) Relinquishment or

postponement of an intended survey. In Jessore, an abwdb

or cess paid by the landholders previous to the permanent

settlement, as a consideration for the exemption of their

lands from measurement.

Jarib-tambdku, Mar. An extra cess on the cultivation of

tobacco.

Jaribu, Tel. (&>O200) Small rents or farms, as of tobacco,

&c.

Jot-jaribi-kd-pattd, Hindi (jftTTSTCN'tafTtl^T) A kind of

lease, under which the cultivator pays rent only for the

ground actually cultivated, the extent of which is deter-

mined by measurement

JARIDA, JUREEDU, H. (A. 2Jo
./=?-)

A register, an account-

book.

JARIMANA, JUREEMANA, corruptly, JERUMANA, H. &c.

(UUj^) Tel. JALUMINA, (a^eo^T-"^) Fine, penalty.

JARIMAH, H. (A.
&*^r?-, plural *i|^?-)

A crime, an offence.

Jardim-kafifa, H. (A. t_Jui, light) Petty offences.

Jardim-sangin, H. (^jjXxw, heavy) Heinous offences.

JARIPATKA, Mar. (5jOM54l, from P.
i^jj, golden, and S.

TJ, a cloth) The pennon of the Peshwa's standard, or

his flag in general : a golden sash or girdle formerly pre-

sented by the Peshwa to general officers in his service.

JARITA, JUREETA. H.
(ejjjo-) Brushwood, brambles.
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bill, to be paid to the drawer on receiving advice that the

bill has been cashed.

Jarvdb-i-mujibdt, or -wajahdt, H. (from A. mujib, or majali,

reason, appeal) An answer to a petition of appeal, or to

the arguments for an appeal to be filed by the respondent.

Jarvdb-nan-is, H.
(^j~lj

|

--^y>-)
A person or clerk employed

to write answers ; in some places an officer of the court

whose duty it is to read out reports, petitions, &c., and

to draft the replies.

Jan-db-san-dl, H. (J|yw -->lj-) Jan-dbsdl, or Jdb-sdl,

Mar. (*RTCTT[c5, n^n^!i) Altercation, conversation,

question and answer.

Jan-db-samdli, H.
(^'y*. L_>'^-) Jarvdbsdli, or Jdbsdli,

Mar. (*NI*fHI<2ft, 1TM*H<^) Reply, rejoinder, the answer

to the question : one ready at a reply.

Jatvdbi-san-dli, H. (,Jly <j|y?-)
An agent, an attorney,

one ready at question and reply.

Jdb-sdU-lidgad, Mar. (*1|4<til<$l41J|<*, from^elO Business

papers, important documents and vouchers.

JAWALI, JUWALEE, corruptly, JAVULLEF, H. (^j?-) Gram

mixed with barley as food for cattle, a mixture of barley

and wheat.

JAWAN, H. &c. (S. ^y*-) Young; a young man, an active

or athletic young man, any smart and active man, a police

or revenue officer, a soldier.

Jarcdni, H.
(^jl^*-)

A son-in-law, a daughter's husband.

JAWAN-PtJRiA, H.
(bjjxJjs-)

A branch of the Kachhi tribe.

.JAWAB, corruptly, JUWAH, JOWAB, or JOAH, H.
(j^y?-)

JAWABI, Mar. (Wtltf ) A species of millet which grows

to a height of eight to twelve feet on a reedy stem, the

grain of which enters largely into the food of the pea-

santry in the western provinces (Holcus sorghum). There

are many sorts, of which four are the most generally

known : the red or Joginia, the Baunia or dwarf, the

Piria or Saer, which is superior to the other two, and the

Bdsmati or fragrant, which is less generally cultivated.

JAWAB, Mar. (nTT, A.
i|y>-, neighbourhood) The villages

in the vicinity of a town.

JAWAB, H. (jf) JUAR, Ben. (SrsrtsO Mar. JOB, (lift)

Flood-tide : the last applies especially to the spring and

neap tides.

JAWARA, or JAWARI, JUWARU, JUWAREE, H.
(i^j\y>- ,

tj]j-) As much land as can be ploughed by a pair of

bullocks (Central Doab) ; as much as may be ploughed

in half a day (Uehli), also a yoke or pair of bullocks
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working a well. Small shoots of rice which germinate

when steeped in water, and shoots of barley forced in

earthen pots at the Dashara festival, and presented to friends

and relations for good luck.

JAWASA, JUWASA, H. (Li^j*-) A kind of shrubby grass, on

which cattle, and especially camels browse (Hedysarum

alhagi).

JAWAZ, JUWAZ, H. (P. j\f?) A sugar or oil-mill.

JAY, Ben. (^N) An account.

Jaybdbi, Ben. (*!*)<j|l) Balance of an account.

JAY, or JAYA, S. &c. (iHlt) Victory; used as an excla-

mation, either singly or with the name or title of a per-

son of distinction, or of a deity, Jay-, Jaya-Mahdrdja,

. Jay-Rama, Jay-Sitd : also, gaining a cause at law.

Jayd, The name of the twenty-eighth year of the cycle.

Jayd-patra, corruptly, Jee-potr, S. &c. (*ni a leaf) A

paper of victory, a written and sealed decision in favour

of either party.

Jayanti, S. (Wrfl) The eighth day of the dark half of

Sravana, the anniversary of Krishna's nativity, held as a

festival.

JAYA, S. ('Wnn) A wife, a married woman.

JAYf, S. (*nft) Blades of barley grown artificially, and pre-

sented to friends and relations at the Dashara festival.

JAZAR, H. (A. if?-) Doubling a number (in arithmetic).

JAZIA, JUZEA, more correctly, JIZIA, but most usually so

written and pronounced in Hindustan, corruptly, JAZZIAH,

JEZIA, JYZEYEH, H. (A. &&-) A capitation tax autho-

rised by the Mohammadan law of conquest to be imposed

on all subjects not of the Mohammadan religion.

JEDANU, Karn. (!?&&) JE*NDRA, Tel.-(~^^) A

weaver, a class of weavers.

JEHAB, H. (j^*- ) A pile of water-pots placed one over the

other, in which manner they are usually carried by women

on their heads : to take them off the head of a woman

who has separated from her husband is to imply consent

to marry her : the custom prevails among the Jdts, Ahirs,

and Gujars, principally among the former.

JEJAL, Mar. (^Hlcfl) JAJALI, JANJALI, Karn. (&23~e>>,

3jOS3~e)S) A small piece of ordnance mounted on a

swivel ; commonly Ginjal. (Molesworth derives the word

from H. Jijdl ( J'-ac^),
but (?) : it is not in Shakespeare,

and it seems to be a Karnata term).

JEL, H. ((Jjw?-) The chain of buckets in a Persian wheel;

(English) A gaol, a prison.
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JELI, Hindi (shjft) A rake with wooden teeth pointing up-

wards, for turning over corn whilst being threshed.

JEL-K.H.iN'A, H. English (&li-(Jjj>-) A prison, a gaol.

JENUGUTTIGE, Kara. (c8rCx>XD8j)
~A

) ff0m Jgnu, honey) A

tax on honey in Mysore.

JEONAB, H. (jli^a.) Land that has yielded one crop, and

is prepared for the sowing of a second : see Jaundr.

JEORA, H.
(V^-Xa-)

The perquisites of village servants.

JEORI, H.
djjjA*-')

The measure of land called a Jarib,

or the cord or chain used to measure it.

JETH, H. &c. (<SJUs>-, vernacular form of S. Jyeshtha, 5$?)

Best, eldest, the eldest brother where there are several, a

husband's elder brother : the name of a month, the second

month of the Hindu year.

Jetkd, Jethtdf, Ben. (S. OT^I, 4*i\sl\i) A father's eldest

brother.

Jethdni, H. (,j,[^>-) The wife of a husband's elder brother.

Jet/tans, H. (S. (..jlilus- ) The share or portion of the

eldest born.

Jethi, Ben. (S. 5*^) The wife of a father's eldest brother.

Jeth-rdiat, Hindi ('STJ^'PTif, for S. TJnf> jyeshtha, best or

oldest, and A. ci^c^, a cultivator) The senior or prin-

cipal cultivator ; any respectable villager, but especially

one who is, either by election, descent, or the appointment

of a Zamindar, the manager of the affairs of the village

community : if there be a distinct JIukatldam, the Jeth-

rdiat ranks below him, but they are often the same.

JethitncJd, Hindi ( ijJ3l) The share or right of the eldest

son.

JEWA, Mar. (m) A feed, a meal; subsistence which the

villagers were bound to provide for the subordinate ser-

vants or Peons when sent to receive the collections.

JEWAR, H.
(;l}^?-)

A respectable tribe of Rajputs in Bun-

delkhand.

JHABAH, JHABUR, H.
(y'^rs-)

Low land on which water

lies, and which is favourable for rice cultivation : when

the water dries up in the cold weather, spring crops are

sometimes grown upon it : also Jhdrvar, q. v.

JHABRA, JHUBRA, H.
(^J^>-)

An epithet applied to the ears

of animals when covered with long hair.

Jii.ip, Ben., Mar. (Vt1
?, *STS, usually pronounced as if end-

ing with a harsh r, and in H. so written, see Jhdr) A

tree, a shrub, a bush.

Jfidda, or Jhdrd, H. (IjU*-, VRJil) Land which remains

under water during the rains, swampy or marshy ground.
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Jhddgal, Mar. (KJ3*fi!5) A tract abounding in trees or

shrubs.

Jhddi, Jhdrl, Mar. (>TT3ft) Thick with underwood, trees,

or bushes, a thicket.

JHADAN, Mar. (H*.liJU) also JHARAN, H., q. v. Sweeping ;

also, fig., Clearing or settling accounts, making a clear-

ance of any thing (money, provisions, &c.).

Jhddd, Mar. (sRTSl) Tel. (23~
T>"SD) A general clearance of

accounts, taking a detailed or particular account, an ac-

count particulars.

Jaminjhddd, Mar. ( >fli>hjil) One of the chief village

accounts, a statement shewing the extent, quality, cul-

tivation, and produce in every field in a village, a village

register, a rent-roll : see Zamin-jhdrd.

Jkddbdhi, Mar. ( >h.li=)l4l) Complete clearance or sweeping

off of a debt, &c., closing payment in discharge of a debt.

Jhddehari, Mar. (tfo.1440) A searcher (as one employed

by the customs).

Jhddpatti, Mar. (MiJiMgl) Final demand of government

for house or land tax.

J/iadti, Jhudtee, or Jharti, corruptly, Jhertee, Mar.

CfRJUt) Jhadti, Jhaditi, Kara. (&O^ o&fc) Jha-

datd, Tel. (Q^Jcaes ) Examination of an account; final

reckoning, clearing off, or sweeping off (of money, food,

or the like). Taking an inventory of goods ; the account

or inventory so taken ; an annual statement of the receipts

and payments of a whole village ; the account of the vil-

lage with the revenue officers.

JHADI&, Mar.
(*S!r^)

A sweeper, a man of the sweeper caste,

the Bhangi or Halalkhor : also a broom.

JHAOARI, (?) Sowing broad-cast (Morang).

JHAJHARKA, or JHAJALKA, H. (<*,$==?) Early dawn, be-

fore objects are clearly discernible.

JHAKARI, JHAKUREE, H. ((.^l^) A milk pail.

JHALAH, H.
(^JL$3-)

A thicket, brushwood.

JHALJ, Ben. (^INl) An excavation at the end of a drain

or water-course, for collecting water to be thrown up into

higher channels for irrigation.

JHAM, H. ( Mf> ) A large kind of hoe for excavating earth

in well-sinking.

JHAMAKA, H. (<xLk$=>-) A heavy shower.

Jhamjham, or Jhamdjham, H. ( +$**^?~ ) Heavy continued

Jhamarjhamar,

drop.

Light rain, raining drop by
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JHAMP, H. (l_-ul^>-) Ben. (Vt
05

t) A coarse mat, used

as a door or screen of a doorway. Mar. ( ifRJij) Loppings

of thorny bushes used as a fence : a branch of a tree or

of the cocoa-nut palm, especially when matted to be used

in roofs.

Jhdmpd, Mar. (jfeJMl) A matted or wattled door, as of a

shed or fence.

JHAMPAN, Ben. (^1
09

fft) A stage on which snake catchers

and other juggling vagabonds exhibit : a kind ofsedan used

by travellers in the Himalaya, written Jampaun (?).

JHANDA.or JHANDI, H.(ljJ^-, 4.
i5jJ^>-)jHENpA, Mar. (*R3T)

A flag or banner, a flag-staffj a flag used by surveyors.

Jhendd-patti, corruptly Jhunder-puttey, Mar.
(ifi.ililjj'l)

A cess levied on the inhabitants of a village or town, and

travellers and traders, to defray the expense ofa new flag :

a tax on the use of flags.

JHANptfLA, H.
(^tiJi^s.) A tree with thick foliage.

J HANOI, H.
(^Jl^.) Bramble and brushwood (East Oudh)

JH!NJAH, Mar. (jRfsrs) First glimmering of dawn.

JHANJIA, H. (Usr*?-) A subdivision of the Mar soil (Lower

Doab).

JHANKHHA, H.
(Jj^O^s.) A leafless tree.

JHANSA, H. (&iujlg-) An assessment formed without any

specific ground, and only by general estimate.

JHAR, JHUR, H. (\4-) Heavy rain, also JHARI, (^Js*-)
Continued rain, wet weather.

JHAB, H. (.l^-) Bushes, brambles, thicket, underwood ; Dakh.

A tree : see Jhdd.

Jkdri, H.
(,_yjl$3-) Forest, thicket.

Jhdrsikri, (vRji f$|40) Rank weeds, old grass roots.

JHAHAJA, or JHAREJA, Guz. (jRJtf) The name of the prin-

cipal military tribe in Cutch, the Rao of which is of the

race: they profess to trace their origin fromJhdra or Jharra,

a chief of the Mohammadan tribe of Summas of Sindh,

whose infant son was driven from his home after his father's

death, and found refuge in Cutch, where he was brought

up as a Hindu, and obtained distinction and power. The

Jhdrajas pretend to be Rajputs, but their own tradition

shews them to be of spurious origin, and the name should

most probably be Jdra-ja, the son of an adulterous wife.

The Jhdrajas have acquired a disgraceful notoriety as

the murderers of their infant daughters.

JHARAN, H. (from Ujl$-,
to sweep, to sweep away, to brush

&c.) Sweeping, clearing away.

Jhdrekari, and Jdryd, Mar.
( JfiJ^FT^, JR.'RIT) A particular
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caste, whose business is to wash and sweep the ashes and

dust of a melting-house or goldsmith's shop, \hsNydria of

Hindustan.

Jharti-parti, Uriya (s^)1 8G^1) Sweepings of loose

salt, scattered about and wasted during weighment.

Jhdru, H.
(jjjj\4-)

Ben.
(Vt^)

A broom : a sweeper by

caste and occupation.

JHARBERI, JHURBEREE, H. (t^Jj^*-) A small prickly bush

bearing a kind of plum like the jujube, which is eaten

by the people in the north-west provinces ; the leaves are

used as fodder, the briars and thorns as fences for fields,

and for cattle-sheds and fuel : as the plant grows equally

well in dry weather it forms an important resource in time

of dearth, both for the people and their cattle.

JHARI, H. (t/^?-) A pitcher with a long neck.

JHAROTA, H.
(IjjJ^s-)

The close of a season.

JIIARUA, H.
Oji/jf-)

A nutritious grass, the grain of which

resembles Panic, and is sometimes eaten or made into bread :

it ripens in the rains or the month Sawan, and is thence

called Sawan and Sawain.

JHATIANA, or JHUTIANU, H. (libJ^-) A small clan of

Rajputs in the Upper Doab.

JHAU, JHAOO, H.
(jU=>-)

A common shrub in the upper pro-

vinces (Tamarix dioeca), much used for thatching and

hedging, and as fuel.

Jharvd, Jkorvd, H. Oj$>-) A large open basket made of

the twigs of the Jltdii.

JH.AVU, Karn. (CQTc)^/) A watch of three hours.

Jhdvinagast'i, Karn. (oyciSrOAfo^) A watchman.

JHAWAR, H.
(^jl^s-)

Flat or low land flooded in the rains :

see Jhdbar.

JHENTUYANIYA, Ben. (J^H^tPw!, from ZVii, a broom) A

sweeper by caste and occupation.

JHI, Ben. (fV) A daughter.

JHIL, or JHIL, H. &c. (Jj^s-, fsR.^y) A shallow lake or morass.

JHINJAR, H.
(jS-*$?~) A subdivision of the Giijar tribe.

JHIRI, JHIREE, (t.^9-) Withered: blight

JHOJHA, H. (U^ia.) The name of a Mohammadan tribe

converted from Hinduism, considered as of base origin,

but good cultivators, found in parts of the Doab and

Bundelkhand.

JHOKAND, H.
(jJ^j*s.) The place from which the fuel is

supplied to the fire under the sugar-boiling pan.

JHOLA, H. (^j4-) A cold wind which dries up the ears of

wheat.
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J HOLI, Mar ( H^dbl) A four-mouth bag or wallet carried by

beggars.

JhoKband, Mar. (>h)dbl4<) A beggar.

JHOMPRA, or JHOMPRI, H.
(IJ.u^a-, ^^xi^a.) JHOMPDI,

Mar. (vsftrfr) JHOPR!, Ben. (JVt'TOI) A cottage, a cabin,

a hut.

JHONK- or JHOK-CHITTHI, Mar.
(ifl^'cir, >K)c(iftj<;T, from

>f^lch, swaggering) A fraudulent note of hand or bill,

one not intended to be honoured.

JaONAiA, H. (bJj$a-)
A division of the Kurmi tribe.

JHONKIA, less correctly, JHOKIA, and JHUKWA, H. (U&j$.)

The man who keeps up the fire under the sugar-boiling pan.

JHOPA, or JHONPA, Mar. (fliJUn, *6fr\) An apparatus of

leafy branches fastened together, to drag over and smooth

a field : a hut, a shed.

JSORA, H. (l;j0 The haulms or stalks of leguminous

plants, ueed as fodder.

JH<JHA, JHOOHA, H.
(Uja>-)

A large stack of Bajra (Hol-

cus sorghum): it usually contains from 10 to 20 bojh,

or loads.

JfltiLA, H. &c.
(<[} i *KJ55T) A swing, a swinging cot or

basket : a swinging or suspension bridge, common in the

Himalaya, though of rude construction.

Jhulan, Ben. &c.
(*{^*0 Swinging.

Jhulan-ydtrd, Ben. (^Js-H^tal) A festival in honour of

Krishna in the month Dhadra, when images of him and

Rddhd are swung in ornamented platforms.

JH&LI, H. (.J^s-) A cloth or sheet used as a fan for win-

nowing grain when there is no wind (Dehli).

JHUND, H. (jjj$-) A crowd, a troop, an association, a gang

of wandering mendicants.

i, JHOONDEE, H. (^Jo^*-) A lot or parcel of land

in a coparcenary village, of a determinate though varying

extent, both as to the number of b-iyhds it contains, and

the size of the bighd : it is usually from five to ten pakka

big/ids : a sharer may hold several jhundix. The amount

of revenue assessed on each jhundi in a village, payable

by the holder, whether he cultivate or not (Dehli).

Jhundi-bdchh, H. (^s-b) An apportionment of the revenue

payment of a village coparcenership, according to their

jhundi shares.

JHUNGA, JHOONGA, H.
(lij$s-) Bramble, brushwood; a

bullock with projecting horns.

JHUNJAR, Ben. (^^*0 Heaped measure, heaping up a

measure of dry goods till it contains no more.
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JHUNT, JHUNTI, Ben. (*p>, ^") l^ A crest : the tuft

of hair left on the top of the head at tonsure.

JHUNTHAR, JHOONTHUR, H.
(j^i!^*.)

Fields yielding a

double crop.

JHUPA, H. (Uy$-) A pile of mangoes, or other fruit.

JHUR, Mar. (*R;t) A leak or porous place in an embank-

ment through which the water oozes; the water that so

oozes: (so in Ben., ViT, to ooze or leak).

JHUT, or JHUTH, JHOOT, JHOOTH, H. &c. (S. ^>^>-,

(Kjj4>-) JUTHU, Guz.
(<Sig i) False, untrue ; falsehood, lie.

Jhutd, Jhuthd, Jootd, Joothd, H. &c.
(ljj^-, UJj-)

Uttering untruth, a liar ; also left, leavings, offal.

Jhuthd-yaredii, Ben. (V&t'tTflft) A false witness.

Jhutha-half, Ben. (^il^H<r) A false oath, perjury.

Jhuta-sanah, Mar. (>h,4MH<* ?) A dish of leavings; a grant

of land without any service attached.

Juthusogan, Guz. (*Qi&*tlOll) A false oath, perjury.

Juthodastdwq, Guz. (^Qil^iH^LHs/) A forged docu-

ment, a forgery.

JutJTHAN, H. ((^ij^-) Land yielding a double crop.

Jhufhidil, H. ((JjU^I^4-) Land yielding a double crop.

JHUTRI, Mar. (>fe.rl*.1) A dry channel or furrow, a streamlet.

Jf, JEE, H. &c.
(^^j?-) ''ft) Life, soul, whence it has come

to be attached to names and titles as a mark of respect :

Krishna-ji, Sitd-ji, Sdhib-ji. It is also used singly as

a respectful term of assent or as interrogatory, as, Yes ;

or, Your pleasure ?

Jiat-bhum, Hindi (0<MWR, for S. fta<J , living, and >rfT,

earth) Soil that remains moist throughout the year : also

called Jita-jamin.

Jiddr, Hindi (sfl^TC) Crops in existence (Puraniya).

JIUVIYA, Hindi (fiTtffaill) Mature, come to maturity or

vigour (Puraniya).

JID, A. (&*) Pure money of the current or legal standard.

J IHAD, H. (i)L^s-) Holy warfare, making war against infidels.

JIHAT, H. (cul^j-) Duties on manufactures.

JIJHOTIA, H.
(boy$ac?")

A branch of the Kanauj Rajputs.

JILA, Ben. (fwSTl, for Le) A province: see ZilA.

JILAWATAN, H. (A.
(,Joj'if-) Leaving one's country, emi-

gration.

Jildrvatam, H. (A. ^^s^L>-) Banishment, expulsion.

JILVA, sometimes also, JALWA, H. (A. ^ir>.) Splendour.

pomp ; the first meeting of the bride and bridegroom after

marriage in the presence of relations, when various cere-

monies take place,
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JIMMA, Mar. (ftnn) Charge, trust; see Zimma.

JIN, H. (A. ^) An evil being, a genie, a goblin. JINA,

S. (ftnr) A teacher of the Jain doctrines, any one of the

twenty-four deified teachers of the system, called also a

Tirthankara : it was originally a synonym of a Bauddha

saint, and is sometimes so used.

JINAYAT, A. (&li-) In Mohammadan law, any offences or

crimes against person or property, but in practice it is

generally restricted to the former, attended with serious

injury or death, and punishable by retaliation or by fine.

JINGAR, or JfNGAB, Mar. (ftppTt, rfH'K., from P. ^j) A

worker in leather, especially a saddler and harness-maker :

the Maratha Jingars also make little images of Ganesa :

see Zingar,

JINHAR, H. (^fi?-)
A branch of the Gujar tribe.

JIMKU, (?) Tel. A base or counterfeit coin.

JINNAT. A. (V^I-'T-) The Mohammadan paradise.

JiNPAiHA, Mar. (fR^n) A labourer whose services are

borrowed from a neighbour in agricultural operations, the

like assistance being given when required.

JINS, H., and in most dialects, slightly modified, (A. ^J~M*)

JINIS, Ben. (fril) JIKNAS, Mar. (ftH'tl) JINUSU, Tel.

(&>&>) JINISU, JINASI, JiNASu,Karn.(^&'&>,2^&>,

83rO<sX>) Genus, species, kind, or sort ; but applied, espe-

cially in the dialects, to a thing, an article, a commodity,

goods, effects, &c., any objects of purchase and sale.

Jins-i-adnd, H. (A. jj^ , inferior) Any article of inferior

quality or price ; especially inferior grain for culti-

vation.

Jins-i-Adli, H. (A.
^J\t , superior) Any article of superior

description ; grain of the best quality.

Jins-i-hdmil, H. (A. Jl, perfect) First-rate crops; the

best crop that a field can bear.

Jins-rvdr, H. (JyuJ&-) Jinnasrvdr, Mar. (P||4l4lO Ac-

cording to the article, according to the crop, as an ac-

count, a settlement, &c.

Jinswdri-hisdb, H. (cJW-, an account) Jinasircdra-

lekhkfta, Kara, (from ^|, the same) A statement or

account of collections according to the articles or crops.

Jinswdr-khatduni, corruptly, Jinswar-khutiorvnee, H.

((^jjU^i)
An account of the portions of an estate, in which

the lands are classed together according to their crops.

Jinsi,QTjinsi-top-hhdna,H., but peculiar to Marathas,(from

<_y, a gun, and Ithanah, a house) An arsenal, ordnance,

artillery.
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Jinnaskhdnd, Mar. (fH*H<IMT) A store, a warehouse, a

cellar, a closet.

Jinsvaratala, (?) Jinsmurtullah, evidently corrupt. Mar. (?)

perhaps (from vartd, tRrtl, over, above) The excess of a

quantity of inferior grains taken in place of a lesser quantity

of superior grain, when the revenue was realisable in kind.

Jins-zabti, or Jinnus-zabtee, H. (
l_J
laJo

^Ji>-)
Produce

or crops of a more valuable kind than ordinary, as cotton,

tobacco, or sugar, paying a money rent

JIRAHAT, A. (-KO A wound on any part of the body

except the head, punishable by fine according to its severity.

JiRAsANNA-NELU, Karn. (SO ciOODfOtU) A kind of rice

grown in Mysore.

JiRAiT, or JIRAYAT, Mar. (fHl^rl, fnuMfl) A. ZIRAAT,

q. v. JIRAT, Hindi (|l<ld) Arable land, land fit for cultiva-

tion not requiring artificial irrigation, also cultivated lands

and their produce, as distinguished from garden cultivation
;

see Bdgayat ; also from Khachar, or rice cultivation.

Jirditi, Jirdyati, Mar. &c. (f*Hl$/l, fiKNill) Pertain-

ing or relating to fields or their crops ;
as tax, survey, pro-

duce, &c. : arable, as land : raised on arable land as opposed

to garden produce. Jirditi lands are sometimes considered

the same as taxable or assessable lands, in opposition to

Indm, or rent-free lands : and frequently also the term is

applied to land not artificially irrigated, in opposition to

Tari, wet, or rice lands.

Jardyati-yuttif/e,
Karn. (&O~3cCx>X:>6j)

"A ) Assessment

on cultivated land.

JITA, vernacularly JIT, (ftrff, past part, of fn, to conquer)

Conquered, also one who has conquered or gained : often

compounded with words to form proper names ; as, Runjit,

or Bunjeet, properly Runajit, the victorious (jit) in battle

(rand).

Jitd-patr, H. (S. A.^LlJU*-) A favourable decree.

Jitdshtami, S. &c. (ftnmr*ft) The eighth (of victory) lu-

nation of the dark half of Aswin, part of the Navaratri

festival, or Durga Puja.

JITA, JEETA, H. (from Uu-, to live, S. *ffa) Living, alive.

JITA, J ITEHA, JEETA, JEETERA, also JITTA, H. ( Ux-, x^xj*-,

lj(-) Mutual assistance in tillage ;
also allowing the use

of a plough and bullocks, instead of paying wages in money

or kind.

JITA, Karn. (2^) Wages, hire.

Jitagdra, Karn. (830"A cs) A labourer, a person receiving

wages or hire for cultivating land.
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JITRAV, Mar. (ftre^) Life-sustaining, applied especially to ve-

getable produce, and the animals employed in its cultivation.

Jin- or Jin-jitrav, Mar. (ftnr, or jfl^fiHtO Standing

crop of fields, growing vegetables of gardens, or fruits of

plantations.

JIULI, Ben. (rst^P-O A fisherman.

JI'VA, S. &c. vernacularly Jio, JIB, Jiv, (lfa) Life, the

vital principle, livelihood, means of living.

Jivad-vibhaga, S. (jfHfgMI'i:) Apportionment of an an-

cestral estate by the father whilst living amongst his sons

(Hindu law).

Jivaydr, Tarn. The designation of Buddhist teachers and

ascetics, used in some parts of the south.

Jivaka, S. &c. vernacularly Jibaka, (rfa)f) A servant,

a labourer, one who gets a livelihood.

Jivai, Jimai, H. (?) Land granted rent free by Talukdars

for services performed by them.

Jivihd, S. sometimes vernacularly Jibiha, and Jibkd, CsfH^n)

Livelihood, means of living. In Chittagong, Jibkd is

applied to a portion of land excepted from assessment, be-

ing considered especially appropriated to the maintenance

of the Zamindar, or landholder, and his family.

Jiva-kothi, corruptly, Jen-cotte, H. (from td?f> a house)

A house or hospital for living creatures, or animals and

reptiles, such as is maintained by the Jains at Surat

Jivan-birt, H. (cl^ju*^-) A stipend allowed to the family

of an old servant deceased: see Birt.

Jivani-tip, corruptly Jervunee-teep, Mar. (il<i<f), liveli-

hood, and Tta, enumerating articles in order to tax them)

A fee in grain or money to the collectors employed to as-

sess houses for taxation.

Jivitam, Tarn. (S. ^QJl<Sjlli) Subsistence, a grant of land

rent-free for maintenance, or as a reward also.

Jiwantsamddlt, Mar. (iTMcHHUV) Burying oneself alive.

JIYYARU, Tel. (8C&>&>) The head of the Vaishnava

Brahmans in the south of India.

JIZIA, see JAZIA, H. (A. <k/^) Capitation tax. In Sagar

a house-tax on the inhabitants oftowns not engaged in tillage.

JOBRAJ, Ben. (ZSffrat^, S. 5TTO*!T) The young Raja, the

heir apparent of an estate or principality.

JopA, or JORA, H. &c.
(jj^?-,

ftn) A pair or couple of

things which usually go together, as a pair of shoes, a

married pair, and the like.
&

Jopi, or JORJ, Tel., Kara. (S^StS) An easy or quit-rent,

a personal tax on district officers.
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Jodi- or Jori-indm, TeL Kara. (sT~&'d(5-&X>) A grant

of land to be held on payment of a quit-rent.

Jodige, Kara. (U>?&"7?) Jodigai, Tarn. (G^nuj-OBiS)
A favourable or quit-rent.

JODKA, or JORKA, Mar. (jffSoKT) An earner, the active or

earning member of a family.

Jodkdput, Mar. (from UiT, a son) An informer in the pay

of the native Maratha government, who furnished informa-

tion on which to found a pretext for levying money by fines.

JODU, Tel., Kara. (af~<Xo) A pair, a couple, as of shoes,

sandals, &c. : see Joda.

JOG, H. &c.
(uL/j-, S. *frn) lit., Union, junction. The prac-

tice of religious abstraction, by which it is supposed the

individual may be united with the universal soul, and ac-

quire similar supernatural powers ;
Hindu clairvoyance and

mesmerism.

Jogi, corruptly Jogee, Joghee, Jogie, H. &c. (Jj>- , S. wft)

A practiser of the Jog or Yog, a pretender to superhuman

faculties ; in general, a religious mendicant, who assumes

various characters in different parts of India, as an ascetic,

a conjurer, and fortuneteller, a musician: a caste of Hin-

dus who are usually weavers.

Jogar-mdnyam, Kara. (^QAO^XTdrOgO) A fee levied by

the Jogis of any one of their conventual dwellings in My-

sore from the villagers, in a small quantity of rice and

a coin of little value from each, on certain occasions : they

were expected to transfer the collections to the state.

Joo, H. (*^/j-) The name of the person upon whom a

draft or bill of exchange is drawn.

JOHAR, H.
(/*j>-)

A large pond or lake (Dehli) ; any inun-

dated land (Central Doab), but there pronounced Jhor.

JOHIA, H. (Lwbj-) A Rajput tribe, once of importance, but,

of whom few remain in the vicinity of Allahabad, and of

them one division is Mohammadan.

JOKH, H. (x$fr) JONKAN, Ben. (5ft^T) Weight, weighing ;

Mar. (jfa) A weight, measure, determinate size or quantity.

Jokhdi, H. (^l^a-) Weighment, weighing; the weigh-

man's fee or perquisite.

JOKHAM, or JOKHIM, H., Mar., Ben. (f^fr, ift^ftH, ZVH*0
CV

B^-
JOKAM, Tel. (&J 5 ) Risk, hazard, peril; the thing

hazarded, loss, deficit.

JOL, Ben. (CJrt5!) Low marshy ground, favourable for rice

plantations ; a ditch, a trench, a ravine : (also Joli).

JONANGI, or ZONANGI, also JoNAGAR and JONAKARI, Tel.

(&> <3~O^) The name of a tribe on either coast of the

3 Q
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peninsula, also called Cholias or Labis, considered to be

descended from the Arabs, or, according to another tra-

dition, from compulsory converts to Mohammadanism made

by the first Mohammadan invaders. The name is sup-

posed to be derived from the Tamil Shonahar, the name

of a country ; perhaps Sennar or Arabia.

JONNA, plural JONNALU, Tel. (aT"^, aTfC5^eu) J6LA ,

Kara. (AaCf) CHONNAL, Tarn. (GSTTOTOOrdb) The

grain termed great millet (Holcus saccharatus).

JoRA, H.
(}^j>-) lit-, A joining; a fee levied upon a tenant

cultivator for each plough he works with, in addition to

his rent (?).

JcmAwAR-BHUM, Hindi (from J:j , strength) Stiff strong soil.

Jom, H.
(i_fjf>-)

A small pond (Dehli).

Jcrnfr, H. (ji/j-)
A wife.

JOSHI, H. &c. (^j?-, S. s*flfdift, Mar. f^ft) An astro-

nomer, an astrologer in general; also one of a caste pro-

fessing, astrology and fortune-telling, and employed in cast-

ing nativities. In Upper India the name is applied to

an inferior order of Brahmans following this occupation ;

in the Dakhin, to a caste of Siidras. The term, when

restricted to a Brahman conversant with astronomical

science, implies considerable respectability, as is the case

with the Joshis of Kamaon.

JOT, corruptly, JOTE, II. (S. lJj-) Tillage, cultivation
;

tenure of a cultivator ; the rent or revenue paid by a

cultivator. In the Sikhim Morang, any tract of land or

estate cultivated and paying revenue to government, held

by Patta, and hereditary, but neither to be mortgaged or

sold. Mar. (fhT, S.
TThji)

A yoke of oxen
;

a plough.

Jot-jama, Hindi ( arftTHPn) The land cultivated, and assess-

ment paid by the cultivator.

Jotd, Hindi (jftfri) The point of the beam of the plough

on which the drag rests.

Jotd, Jotan, Jotdr, Jotid, H.
(^Jj-, e/^"'J^?"' ^>?"^

A cultivator or peasant tilling his own ground.

Jot- or Jota-dar, (P. jlii,
who has) A farmer or cul-

tivator.

Jotdl, Hindi (jftiTK?) Land always in cultivation, never

left fallow.

Joti, Hindi (sftrfl
1

) The strap that goes round the neck of

the bullock to fasten the yoke.

Jotyd, Mar. (jftWt) A ploughman.

JOWAL, Mar. (*ffaT<jy) Union of cultivators to burn and

clear the ground before ploughing.
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JOYS, Jewellery of any kind
; used commonly by Europeans

at Madras and Bombay, and borrowed from the Portuguese

Jaya, a jewel.

JUA, JOOA, H. &c. ('-, S. SSTiO Gambling.* '

c\

Juachor, Ben. (si^kc-U) A cheat, a swindler at play, a

blackleg.

Judri, Jooaree, H. ((jr^s-) A gambler.

JUA, H.
Oy>-) JUAL, Uriya (Cje||R)

The yoke of a plough.

JUAL, corruptly, JOAL, A. ((J=>-) The hire or reward of

labour, an extraordinary donation, extra pay or compen-

sation, a reward for bringing back a fugitive slave (Mo-

hammadan law).

JuQAD GAUR, H. (jfdv>f>-)
A branch of the Gaur Brahmans.

JULA, JOOI.A, H. (dJ*?-) A tract of land containing four

all, or sixteen lists (Kamaon).

Juoi, Asamese (WJft) One of a caste whose vocation is tend-
*^

ing silkworms.

JULAHA, H. (P. la>laO JoLA, Ben. (ZSTfal) A weaver; in

India forming a race or tribe of weavers, who are Mo-

hammadans.

JuLi, or JURI, Asamese (^^, STsl) A small hill stream.

JUM, JOOM, (?) A Mug village, or one belonging to a forest

race on the east of Chittagong ; any hill or forest village

in the east of Bengal. '

Jumia, Joomia, (?) A race of people inhabiting the hills

on the east of Chittagong.

JUMAH, or JUMA, H. (A. <U*o-) Friday, the day of public-

prayer with the Moharnmadans.

Juma-rdt, H.
(culj , from S. TTfa, night) Friday eve, i. e.

Thursday.

Jum&gi, H. (A. ^MJ>~) Presents or allowances to a

schoolboy, given him on Friday, and by him to his pre-

ceptor on the same day. In Hindustan, an entertainment

repeated on five successive Fridays after marriage.

JUMLAT, H. (A. !-*-) Sum total, aggregate assemblage.

JuNA, or J<JRA, JOONA, JOORA, H.
(.\>f>-, jjj

1
!-)

A r Pe f

twisted grass or twine, made to support a round-bottomed

jar.

JUNNU, Tel., Kara. (^^^) Cheese.

J6RA, H.
('Jj=, S. ^fl) The knot in which the Hindus tie

their hair on the top of the head.

JURKMARI, JOOREMAREE, H. ( i_cjwjf>-) lit., Brought under

the yoke ; applied to land actually in possession, in dis-

tinction to what a man is entitled to by descent from a

common ancestor.
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JURI, JOOREE, H.
(cFJ[j?-)

A small bundle of sugar-cane,

the tops of which are brought home on the llth of Kar-

tik, and are suspended from the roof of the house until

the Holi, and then burnt ; also a small necklace strung

together from cakes of cow-dung, and cast into the Holi

bonfire.

Juz, H. (A. J-) A part, a portion ; a part of a book, con-

sisting of eight leaves.

Juz-o-kul, corruptly, Joos-oo-kool, H. (A. ^ijj*-) Totally,

entirely, great and small. In Bengal, a revenue account

formerly kept, containing a variety of details arranged

under six heads, whence it was also termed Shash-bdb-i-

kaifiat, the six-section account Section 1 exhibited the

particulars of the survey, the extent and boundaries of

the land
; 2, all that related to the assessment ; 3, all

matters connected with the rights and interests of the pro-

prietors ; 4, all that related to the rights of tenants and

cultivators ; 5, whatever concerned the duties and privi-

leges of the village officers ; and 6, what related to the

rights and interests of village inhabitants not engaged in

agriculture.

JUT. JOOT, Ben. (3T) The fibres of the bark of the Cor-
6^

chorus olitorius, much used for making a coarse kind of

canvas, and the common ganni bags : it is also some-

times loosely applied to the plant

JuTA, JUTI, H. &c.
(lj^=, tj>?-)

A. shoe, a slipper.

Jutdjuti, Ben. &c. (\si\9l) Beating each other with

slippers.

Juti-kdri, H. (from <_;, doing) Beating with slippers, a

disgraceful punishment.

Jutl-hhor, H. (from P.jf>-,
who eats) Beaten with slip-

pers, disgraced, abject.

Juti-mdr, H. (from A-, beating) Beating with slippers.

JUTA, H. (lJ-) The rope connecting the irrigating basket

with the handle.

JUTH, JOOTH, also JATHA, H. (^j-, l$X-. S. ^l) JATA,

or JUTA, corruptly, JUTHA, Mar. (TJ, iJT)
A gang, a

troop, a company, a coparcenary, a brotherhood, a family

or corporation holding lands in common. In the Dakhin,

the collective designation of the members of a family,

amongst whom the lands of a village were originally par-

celled out
;

the primary Thalkart, the Bhayachara of

Hindustan. It is also rather loosely applied to the land

belonging to such a family, whether cultivated by them-

selves or let to under-tenants.
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Juta-bndu, Mar.
Cs^Jirnr)

A member of a proprietary

family in a village or district.

Juthrvdr, H.
(jl^zly*-) Relating to common property, cor-

porate, joint, common, belonging to proprietary families

or brotherhoods; settled or assessed according to frater-

nities.

JUTHALI, or JUTHELI, H. ( ^U-'^s- , Jj^J *-) alsoJuTIAX,

(jjUlj^-)
Land bearing two harvests in the year.

JUTIAL, H. (JUJp.) A class of hereditary watchmen lo-

cated in the tract under the Siwalik hills.

JWALA-MUKHI, S. (from T||<|, flame, and TO, mouth or

face) Any place where fire breaks from the ground, or

where sulphurous gas, which may be ignited, issues from

the soil, considered to be indicative of the presence of a

form of Durga, as at the town in the first range of hills

so called, a place of pilgrimage of the Hindus.

JYARUM, (?) A register of. lands (Carnatic).

JYESHTHA, S. (&&) Eldest, best, &c. ; vernacularly, JETH,

q.v.

Jyeshthdnsa, S. (s^Hf, and ^T$I, a portion) The right of

primogeniture, or the right of the eldest son to a larger

portion of the patrimonial property than his brothers ; a

right formerly recognised, but now obsolete, the partition

being equal.

Jyeshtha, or Jyaishtha, S. (i^, ifhf) The month Jeth

or Jait (May-June).

Jyaishthi, S. (stjul) Day of full moon in the month Jait.

JYOTISHA, S. (xiftfirR) Astronomy, astrology.

Jyoti-shi, S., vernacularly, Josi, Joshi, or Jotishi, ( TUlfH'ft)

An astronomer, an astrologer ; the village priest and as-

tronomer, who prepares the calendar, casts nativities, and

announces the time propitious for any act ; any astrologer

or fortune-teller.

K

KABA, A. (iJJtf, from Kab, <*-** i a cube or square) Any-

square building ; whence, especially, the temple at Mecca,

to which pilgrimage is made by the Mohammadans.

KAfli, Mar. (ttilll) A description of people to the north

of the Maratha provinces, said to be a piratical tribe in

the gulf of Kach.

KABAD, KABAR, or KisAD, &c., Mar. ( 4^13, 4N13)

Kara. KABAI^A, (fc~3&) A bullock load of wood,

grass.^tc.
: Gruz. (ft^UO A sort of pannier for horses.

JTabddi, or Kdbddi, Mar. (ch'<(li), kW3t) Employed in
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bringing loads, a bullock, &c. : Guz. One whfcse occu-

pation is breeding horses and other animals : one who

conveys articles in horse-panniers : also a wood-cutter.

Kdbddhhot, Mar. (eRi^iiiaYil') A monopolist of firewood.

Kdbddkhoti, Mar. (ohHIiidlril) A contract or monopoly

of the supply of firewood.

Kdbdddra, Karn. (S~c)B3~3Z3S5) Remission of a part of

the land-tax in favour of sugar cultivation, the deficiency

being made good by an impost upon the produce.

KABA LA, also KIKAI.A, or QIBALA, corruptly, CIBALEH,

KUBBALEH, COBALLA, &c., H. and other dialects, (A.

iwU) Any deed of conveyance or transfer of right or pro-

perty, any contract of bargain or sale signed by a judge,

a bond, a bill of sale, title-deeds, and the like. In the

northern Sarkars it is said to apply especially to deeds

affecting titles to houses and gardens.

Kabdla-ddr, H.
(^bilLui)

The holder of a bond, one en-

titled to any right in consequence of forfeiture of a bond,

or the like.

Kat-habdla, corruptly, Kote-cubbala, and Khut-hdbdla, H.

Kat-hobdld, Ben. A conditional

engagement, a deed of conditional sale, as one stipulating

that if the purchase-price be not returned within a given

period the sale is absolute ; a mortgage-deed with liability

of sale if not redeemed by a stipulated time.

Khush-kabdla, H. (dJlxs
(j^js-)

Unconditional engagement,

sale without stipulation : the opposite of the preceding.

KABAR, Ben. (TfTtsT) The last day of the month.

Kdbdri, Ben. (^Wift) Relating to the last day of the

month, due or payable on that day (wages, rent, &c.).

KABAR, KABUH, H. (^tf, cRreO Second description of the

mar, or black soil of Bundelkhand: in the north-west

provinces, a mixed soil of clay and sand, suitable to any

crop except rice.

KABBU, Karn.
("|^>) Sugar-cane.

Kabbind-gdna, Karn. (o25oJc> A <3C3) A sugar-mill.

Kabbind-lemane, Karn. (D|SRra^^OJ) \ sugar manu-
CJ

factory.

Kabbina-vdrada-kanddya, Karn. (D23rv>oJ cJtffioo'OSaSb)

Sugar-cane lands taken under the direct cultivation by

the state, but subject to the land-tax formerly levied from

the Ryots.

Kabbinarasa, or -hdlu, Karn. (O>:v>&6 j .55303) The

juice of the sugar-cane.

KABfL, A. A surety, bail, bond (Mohammadan law).
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KABI'N, (P. ,jJu^) Ratification of a marriage in presence

of a Kazi ; a dower, a marriage-portion.

Kdbin-ndma, H. (P. <tU
(
.}
jJ6) A deed in which the dower

is stated, a marriage settlement.

KABIRAJ, Ben. (<*lP<ifl!0 A physician.

KABISO, Guz. (A. ft^iSrtl) Intercalation, an intercalary year.

KABITA, Thug. A term for the strangler among the Ja-

maldehi and Lodaha clans of Mohammadan Thugs, re-

siding chiefly on the borders of Oudh.

KABR, corruptly, CUBBUH, H. (A. jJJ>) A grave, a tomb.

Kabr-saldmi, H. (from ^--eJLw,
a compliment) A fee to

the proprietor for permission to dig a grave on ground

belonging to him.

K A i;i i,, H. &c. (A. J^Jj) Consent; consented or agreed to.

Kabuliyat, corruptly, Cabooleat, Kabooleat, Cubalot, H.

&c. (A. o^yj) Kabuldt, or Kdbuldyat, Mar.
(<**j<$lrt>

ojr^rnm) A written agreement; especially one signifying

assent, as the counterpart of a revenue lease, or the do-

cument in which a payer of revenue, whether to the go-

vernment, the Zamindar, or the farmer, expresses his con-

sent to pay the amount assessed upon his land.

Kabul-jamdb, H. (P. ijl^s-)
An answer filed in a suit,

acknowledging the demand.

Kabul-kardr, H., but current in Orissa, apparently in

a peculiar sense, Uriya, (O^RQQIQ) Verbal engage-

ment.

Kabul-katabd,QT-katapd, vulgarly -hutba, Mar. (from ofcrfWT,

or sR^HT, a writing) The written assent of the Ryots to

the assessment taken by the Pdtil, and handed over to the

Mdmalat-ddr, or district collector.

Kabula, Thug. A menial servant of Thugs, or a novice.

KABZ, KUBZ, QUBZ, H. (A. ^/Lu, lit., seizing) KABAJ,

KUBUJ, Mar., Ben., &c. (oR^T, ^TO) A receipt, an ac-

knowledgment : in village accounts, the Patwdri's re-

ceipt given to the cultivator for his instalments of rent :

in Marathi it is also applied to seizure of property, or

sequestration of income for debt, or to the property or in-

come so sequestrated.

Kabz-ul-masul, Qubz-ool-rvusool, H. (A. Jj^j, acquisition)

A receipt, an acknowledgment, a discharge, a document

acknowledging the receipt of money or other valuables.

Kdbiz, H. (A. j^i'j ) A seizer, a sequestrator, an occupant,

a person in possession.

KACHA, Thug. Unburied, or buried superficially (a body) : a

Thug informer.
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KACHAHRI, KUCHUHHEE, corruptly, CUTCHEHRY, H. &c.

(tgjyfsr
) KACHERI, Mar. (^Hrtf) KACHHAHARI, or KACH-

HARI, Ben. (*^3<n, ^^fl) KACHELI, Tel. (3"t38)

A court, a hall, an office, the place where any public

business is transacted : also, in Mar., the business carried

on there, or the people assembled.

KACHANI, Thug. One of seven principal clans.

KACHAR, KACHHAH, H.
(j\=f,j\$s?, 4<<4K, <*4lO Moist

land, land lying low and along the banks of rivers, so as

to admit easily of irrigation or being flooded ; also, al-

luvial formation or deposit.

KACHARAI, (?) H. Rent for pasturage : (probably an error

for Gocharaf).

KACHCHA, Mai. (<&^) Unbleached cloth; a waist belt;

the end of a lower garment gathered up behind and tucked

into the part (hat girds the waist: (from the S. ?H5j).

Kachchakkanahka, Mai. (cft-a^ceeiffnOcfiei) An account

or bill of sale of cloth given to the purchaser.

Kachchavatam, Mai. (rffc^jruSo) Merchandise, trade,

especially in cloth.

Kachhavataharan, Mai. (<ft.2=|OJSa6>0(ont) A merchant,

a trader, a cloth merchant.

KACHCHA, KUCHCHA, incorrectly, KACHA, or KUCHA, and,

corruptly, CUTCHA, KUTCHA, &c., H. &c. (l=j, W3\) KAN-

CHA,Ben. (*t5l) KACHI, KACHO, Guz. (%lXL, ftl^D

Raw, unripe, immature, crude, lit. or fig. ; as, a Kachchd

house is one built of unbaked bricks or mud ; a Kachchd

person is one inexperienced, unskilful, silly : as applied

to weights and measures it denotes inferiority ;
a Xachcha

ser is one less than the standard ser : in revenue settle-

ments it implies a direct assessment, one made with the

Ryot, or Ryotwar, either where there is no recognised

farmer or proprietor, or where his right of collection is
!

suspended. In the Bombay Glossary it is also explained,

when applied to a statement of any kind, to signify one

minutely detailed (?).

Kachchd-amdani, H. (P. tJ.Xl, income) Gross income or

receipts, without allowing for charges or deductions.

Xachchd-aml,Ma.T. (eK^T^Wc?, A. J^c) An office or ap.

pointment, in the profits or loss of which the holder has

no permanent interest : it is hence applied to villages and

items of revenue managed by government officers for the

state, in distinction to those which are farmed.
.

Kachchd-osdmi, H. (see Asdmi) A temporary cultivator, one

having no permanent or hereditary right of occupation.
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Kachchd-balani, also read -lalanny, -ballunny, and -be-

kenny, (?) Resumption of one-tenth of the lands held by

the Ryots in Dinajpur, an item of the revenue of Bahar

in 1762. (The second word is some inexplicable blunder

Fifth Rep. p. 222).

Kachchd-flaulu, Earn. (6sFa3"3eo) A rough estimate

of the value of standard crops.

Kachchd-jamabandi, H. (from j^jJu*-**., settlement) The

gross rent-roll of a village before setting off the charges

and expenses, whether the balance be payable to a Za-

mindar or to the government.

A'achchd-khardu, Karn. (OXTvX>tf&>) A rough draft, a

rough or sketch account, an account kept by the village

accountant of money received from the cultivators.

Kachchd-miti, H. (from ^^io , interest) Interest from a day

preceding the loan, as opposed to Pakka-miti, from a day

after, with reference to the practice of native bankers, who,

in their current account, charge interest on money ad-

vanced from the day before, but on money received, from

the day following the receipt.

Kachchi-hamdvisi, Mar. (<*^1<**ufa$fO A revenue office,

of which the person holding it has no interest in the col-

lections.

Kdchimudat, Guz. (ftl^Q.^.'l) A bill of exchange not

yet due.

KachcM-seru, Karn. (OjgfS'&OO) An inferior ser, one of

twenty-four rupees' weight (Mysore).

Kachchd-taksil, H. (A. Jo-a^, collection) Collection of the

revenue from the cultivators direct.

Kachcha-upaj, H. (from S. <HM, produced) Gross collections.

Kachcherd, Mar. (cfc *)<() A contractor formerly employed

at Bombay to keep the market supplied with coarse rice

during the rainy season.

KACHCHHA, S. &c. (Sfl3S) A shore, a coast, a site liable to

be flooded, whence the province of Cutch is so named.

KACHCHALI, KACHCHILI, or KACHCHALIKA, Karn. (|^^?,

oar^?, ofjVo) An honorary distinction, as a medal, for

eminent services (Mysore).

KACHCHI-KATTE, Karn. (S||l30 A sort of village hall

where the respectable inhabitants assemble (Mysore).

KACHHAURA, H. (*^s) A small clan of Rajputs, of whom

a few are settled in Gorakhpur.

KACHHI, CACHHEE, H. (^j^) Guz. (%L$) A tribe of

cultivators found in most parts of Hindustan, of which they

are the gardeners especially, being employed in market

SB
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and flower gardens, and raising vegetables and flowers

for sale. In Behar they are the principal growers of the

poppy. Those of the north-west provinces, who are mostly

industrious agriculturists, reckon seven branches, usually

denominated Kanaujia, Hardiha, Singrauria, Jaman-

puria, Bamhania or Maghya, Jaretha, and Kachhwdha,

which do not eat together or intermarry. There are, how-

ever, as noticed by Mr. Elliot, other distinctions, and in

the Maratha territory some of them are named from the

countries whence they have come, as the Bundela and

Mdrwdri Kdchhis.

Kachhidr, H. (?) Land enriched by alluvial deposit on the

banks of the Chambul, commonly cultivated for market

produce by Kdchhif, whence its name.

Kachhwdrd, H. (\j\^f) Any portion of ground cultivated

by Kdchhis. Mr. Elliot derives the name of the province

of Cach, corruptly Cutch, from this circumstance : it rather

seems derivable from the Sanskrit Kachchha, any tract

of low or marshy ground near to a river or the sea.

KACHHWA, H. (^*- , ^SFSRT) Low land.

KACHHWAHA, CUCHHWAHA, H.
(Afc'^i. ) A distinguished

tribe of Rajputs professing to descend from Kvxa or Kvsha,

the son of Rama, and forming the ruling race in Amber

of Jaypur, the Raja o/ which is of the clan.

KACHHWAR, H. (jL^r ) A subdivision of the Kurmi tribe.

KACHISA, H. (L*ar ) A subdivision of the Kurmi tribe

found in Bahar.

KACHWANSI, H. (, ) A minute division of land

measure, the twentieth of a Tismdnsi, of which twenty go

to a JBisrvunsi, q. v. : the term is now rarely used.

KADA, Hindi (4l<l) Mud, slime, alluvial deposit, mud and

vegetable matter left by the waters after inundation.

Kddd-kartd, Hindi (4l<l<*<ril) Preparing soft or muddy

soil for transplanting rice.

KADA, or KADA, Karn. (<->&, OC5"3) A loan without in-

terest

Kadd-chitu, Karn. (Oa&rkx>) A bond, a promissory

note.

Kadana- or Kadam-patra, Karn. (DOrCSo:)^, OQOS3|8j)

A note of hand, a promissory note.

KADAI, Tarn. ( <BoTOl_ ) A shop, a market.

Kadai-kdran, Tarn. (a<3ZDl_srr[jOTT) A shopkeeper.

Sdrdyahadai, Tarn. (<5-rrurTUJc5<EBoTOI_) A spirit-shop.

KADAM, H. (A. *^j A foot, a pace, also used as a measure ;

in some parts of the north-west provinces twenty kadams
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in each division make a Kachchd bighd, or about ,^th of

an acre.

Kadam- or Kudum-losi, H. (A. *&>, a foot, and P. ^yy ,

a kiss) Respectful salutation, paying one's respects, equi-

valent to kissing the feet of a superior, although not always

implying even prostration.

Kadam-i-rasul, corruptly, Kuddum-rv.ssool, H. (A. Jyy,
a prophet) An allowance or deduction from the revenue

granted by the native governments to the Zamindars to

cover the charge of keeping up a temple in which a slab

with impressions of feet, supposed to be those of the pro-

phet, was preserved as an object of veneration.

KADAM, Tarn. (arTSlIJ, from A. ,iiji, a foot or step) A

measure of distance, as much as a man may walk in three

hours : it varies in different places, but is never less than

eight miles.

KADAMAI, Tarn. (siCoOLo) Debt: a tax.

Kadan, Tarn. (<5I_<5OT) Mai. (<ftSo) Debt, obligation : tax.

Kadanchittu, Tarn. (<SUOTr<^ll) A bond.

Kadankdran, Tarn. (<E&l_oTJr<5&rTO'OT') Kadahdran, Mai.

(<6)Sd810(0(3fc) A debtor, a creditor, a shopman.

Kadanhoduttavan, Tarn. (<S>I OT0<E&rTSSQJ<30T) A

creditor.

KADAPA, Tel. (SOoT ) The counter agreement executed by

the tenant in exchange for his lease.

KADAPPU, Tarn. (<51 LJl_j) A kind of rice that is reaped

from September to November.

KADARAMBAM, Tarn., Karn. (srTUrTCTLaULa, CTd~S"9_

6o)O) Dry land, or land which depends entirely upon

rain for watering ; the cultivation of such land. (This is

probably the correct form of the term Kadarnailh-guddee,

which is said to mean land watered by rain. Selections

iv. 780.)

KADATAM, Karn. (&S8o) KADITAMU, Tel.

KADITAM, Tarn. (<3l^.SSLQ) A leaf of cloth blackened

with a preparation of charcoal and gum, and used as a

slate for writing on with chalk or steatite ; leaves of such

cloth, folded together, are commonly used as memorandum

and account books in Kanara : the writing may be effaced

with a wet sponge or cloth.

KADATTA, Mai. (<fl>S(3^yi) Ferrying over, conveying across,

accompanying travellers through a dangerous place.

Kadattu-kadava, Mai. (<ftSrtMga8>saJ ) A landing-place,

a ferry.

Kadattu-hdran, Mai. (<a>S<rrg)<e)Oro5fc) A ferryman.
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KADEGALA, Karn.(oS"7rSJ > from DQ, last) The latter season.

Kadegdlada-pairu, Karn. (6^~?T3o5^6o) The latter

crop.

Kadekula, Karn. (OO&>>) The lowest of the castes, as

Pariah, &c.

KADHA, Mar. ( cirrer) Grain stipulated to be received by way

of interest or premium on money lent ; the practice of so

borrowing or lending.

Kddhani, Mar. (<*ld4jfi) Removal of erops from a field.

Kddhdodh, Mar. ('BRTCTsfte) Borrowing from every quarter.

KADHUA, Thug. The head ; peculiar to some classes.

KADI, TeL (Sb) The yoke of a plough.

KADI, or KARI, Karn. (&Q) KARI, MaL (<&>(8\) A bit, a

morsel, a chip, &c.
;

boiled sour milk used with rice ;
and

hence, perhaps, comes the English word Curry : the word,

however, is apparently used similarly in Karnata and Ma-

labar, as in the compounds, Majjige-hadi, (^X)||~AoCi)

A curry of rice, sour milk, spices, chilis, &c.

Hdta-kadi, Karn. (oodBoQ) Ready money, money in hand.

KADIGATTU, Tel.
(GX^)) A land or boundary mark, a

ridge or mound separating two fields.

KADIM, or KADI'MI, H. &c. (A. *i<, lit., old, ancient)

An old inhabitant of a village, one holding by hereditary

descent
; and, as being usually chosen from this class, ap-

plied to the head man of a village in the west of Bengal,

and in some parts of the peninsula.

Kadim-al-aydm,lL (A. \$\, days) From time immemorial.

Kadim-dihrvdl, or Kadim-dihvartti, H. (from H. dihrodl,

J'ytui, or dih-vartti, <jjy*J, a villager) A hereditary

cultivator, one professing to descend from the first settlers

(Asam).

Kadimi-raiyat, H. (from A. e^-/) A cultivator of old,

an occupant of land by old hereditary descent

KADIR, Tarn. (aSjllj) An ear of corn.

Kadirmadangal, Tarn. (<E&flCTLai_r5J<5>a)) Close of the

harvest.

KADJAN, CADJAN, A term used by Europeans for the leaves

of the fan-palm, or cocoa-nut, on which the natives write

with an iron style: the letters are sometimes, butnot always,

blackened with ink. The word is supposed to be of Por-

tuguese origin, but this seems doubtful.

KADLE, or KADALE, Karn. (^, oO$) Bengal gram

(Cicer arietinum): in Karnata, as well as in most parts

of India, Kadali, S. (ch^l) signifies the plaintain (Musa

sapientum).
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KADU, Tarn., Karn. (<SrT, O~o>&>) Thicket, forest ; place

where dead bodies are burned: in Tamil it also means

high and dry land, not capable of irrigation.

Kddpdp-manyam, Karn. (D da<Oe>
^X7"9(\5gO) A fee or

tax payable to a low caste of Sudras, who perform the

funeral obsequies (Mysore).

KAFAAT, A. (culiO Resemblance; in law, similarity of

condition and circumstances, such as is required between

a man and woman to give legality to their marriage.

KAFALAT, or KIFALAT, A. (i^JliO Bail, security in general

according to the Shias ; it is limited to personal bail by

the Sunnis.

Kafdlat-bil-dirk, A. (il/jjJb) Security against contin-

gencies.

Kafdlat-bil-mdl, A. ( JUJb) Surety for property.

Kafdlat-bin-nafs, A. (^JLAJU) Personal security.

Kafdlat-ndma, H. (P. <tU) A bail-bond, or written en-

gagement of security.

Kdjtt, or Kafll,. A. (JiK, JA^) A surety.

Makful, H. (A. JjiCo) Bailed, given or taken as surety for,

according to the construction of the phrase ; as Makful-

ba-hi, the claim for which surety is given ; Mahful-la-

hu, the person demanding bail ; Makful-an-hu, the per-

son or thing for whom or which surety is given.

KAFFA, H. (A. te) A piece of cloth or rag steeped in the

juice of the poppy, and twisted into a bundle with others ;

a sort of smuggling of opium.

KAFARA, or KAFFAHAT, A. (S,U^) Expiation, penitence;

in law, expiation for a violated vow, or the commission

of any sin, by mortification, almsgiving, &c.

KAFILA, H. (A. <*llji) A caravan.

Kdfila-sdldr, (P. j1\w ) The chief of a caravan.

KAFIR, H. (A.^i) An infidel, one who does not believe-in

the mission of Mohammad.

KAFIZ, A. (JA) A measure containing about G41bs., a

measure of space, a square of about 124 cubits.

Kafiz-tahdn, A. (^W^j-wj) Employing a miller to grind

corn for the payment of a measure of flour
; illustrative

of illegal contracts, in which the labourer is paid with

part of the produce of his labour, and which is considered

as illegal.

KAGAH, or CAYGAR, (?) A tribe of Charans supported by

the Jharajas of Cutch (?).

KAGARA, Thug. Croaking of a large kind of crow, an omen

of good or bad luck, according to circumstances.
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KA.GHAZ, KAGHIZ, or KAGHID, H. (A. ikc&, iVc\) vernacu-

larly changed to KAGAJ, Ben. (Tt*W) KAGAD, Mar.

(TKTTT^) KAKiTAMU,Tel. (~S^&0) KAGAJ, KAGADA,

Karn. (5~c>Xai, 5~E)XO) Paper, a paper or document.

Kdgada-patra, Karn. (aX,, S. TO, a leaf) A letter, a

voucher, a written document.

Kdghaz-bakd, H. (from P. L^, price, expense) Office al-

lowance for stationery.

Kaqhaz-4-kham, H. (from !-, rough) Rough draft of a

document or account, account of gross produce.

Kawdghaz-arbA, H. (A. plural of &s, and gj\ four) The

four written documents on which the proceedings in a suit

are grounded, or the written complaint, the answer, the

rejoinder and the reply.

Kdghazi, H., also Kdgaji, Kdgadi, &c. (A. ^.Xctj) A

paper-maker or vender, a stationer, a letter-carrier, of or

relating to paper or to writings.

KAH, H. (P. K) Grass, straw.

K.AHAN, or KAHA>, corruptly, CAHAN, CAOUN, CAWN,

KHAHOON, H., Ben. (^K, *t^T, *1?ft, S. ^BTthro) A

measure of value equal to sixteen Panas of Kauri shells,

or 1280 Kauris, varying, therefore, in value with the mar-

ket price of the shells.

KAHAB, H. (/^) A tribe of Sudras chiefly settled in Bahar,

following agricultural pursuits, but employed in towns as

palankin-bearers ; many of them in their own provinces

are slaves, and are considered impure.

KAI, corruptly, CCJY, KAY, KAYI, KYE, Tel. (1L) Karn.

(
D

)) Tarn. (<ros) Mai. ( &&<& ) The hand: in the

Dakhini languages it is extensively used in forming com-

pound terms implying handiwork, &c. ; but especially

with reference to pecuniary and revenue transactions in

.Karnata and Malayalim.

Kai-badalu, Karn. (O)&DOO) A loan of money for a

short time.

Kai-baraha, Karn. (O)DOJ&>) Signature, hand-writing,

manuscript.

Kai-chchittu, Tarn. (<305<5)<EP<^Ll) A note of hand.

Kai-dastu, Karn. (
D

)&&j|) Possession: use of public

money by government officers, accounted for as a debt to

the state under the former government of Mysore.

Kai-dharmam, Karn. (O)Qcfoe~o) Endowment payable

in money to a temple by the granter direct ; any small

sums given as alms.

Kai-gada, Karn. (5)Xo) \ ioan without interest
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Kai-guruttu, Karn. (D)oj) Signature, handwriting,

manuscript.

Kai-kdgada, Karn. (OyS~c)X&) A note-of-hand, a bond

signed by both borrower and lender, a written statement

or handwriting. Under the later government of Mysore

the term Kai-kdgada, or Kai-kdyhaz, was applied to a

statement of the gross annual assessment of each col-

lectorate, furnished by the collector, and to a similar state-

ment required from each cultivator, shewing his whole

liability, without the deductions to which it was subject.

Kui-hdmil, Karn. (O,5~c)2oe>) pull statement, that of the

maximum revenue without deductions : see the preceding.

Kai-hdnam, Mai. (6)6lc&ia8>06<~Oo) Property in hand, per-

sonal property.

Kai-kdnam-kdran, Mai. (6>6>d8>d8>06!nOoc&>Oronri>) A tenant

on an improving li-asc.

Kai-kdnam-pdttam, Mai. (6>6>d9><J9>06"noa_!0o) Tenure

by labour, or by an engagement to improve the property,

on condition of holding it for a stipulated period.

Kai-hdran, Mai. (6)6)eB><feD(Orr6) A handicraftsman, an ar-

tificer ; also a person of property.

Kaikltilaii, Kaikhilacan, corruptly, Kyhullee, Tarn.

(oTOSiSSlctToW, <3CD<5<3<El6rr6LI(3DT) A weaver by

caste and occupation.

Kai-kola, Tel. dL5
"*

) The name of a caste, or indi-

vidual of it, usually occupied in weaving.

Kai-kuli, Karn. (O)QT~S) Hire or pay at the time when

work is done : Mai. (6)6}<fcsje_ll) A fine paid by a lessee

to the proprietor on the renewal of a lease.

Kai-ole, Karn. (5)&jt>) A writing on an ola, or palm-

leaf; a statement of the total assessment so written : see

Kai-kdgada.

Kai-pada.ru, plural, Karn. (?) A class of predial slaves in

Kanara, a subdivision of the Dhers.

Kai-pdda, Mai. (6>6)d8>o_IOS) Kaippddu, Tarn. (<35D<3U-

I JIT) Handicraft, manual labour ; in Mai. also actual

possession.

Kaippanam, Mai.
(6}6><fta_jrOo) Ready money, money in

hand.

Kaippattunilam, Tarn. (flODSLJlIJp^jrfleOLD) Land in

one's own possession.

Kaipporul, Mai. (6>6>dB>6)n_J9(0}do) Possession of property,

property in hand, whether personal or real

Kaimatal, Mai. (6)6><>>Cir5XBt) Personal property, money,

jewels, &c.
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Kaissattu, Tarn. (OTSSS'S-rTSSl) An invoice, a list ;
a

mark in place of a signature.

Kai-tappu, Karn. (C^BoJ)) A slip of the hand, a mistake

in writing or in counting money.

Kai-vuda, Karn. (O^cO dO) Handicraft, manual labour.

Kai-xali, Karn. ( c )^?) A cess formerly paid in kind

for betel gardens and rice fields.

Kai-vdpya, Mai. ( 6)6>dft>oJOo_j|) Borrowing
1 for a short

time, on a verbal promise to pay.

Kai-vasya, Karn. (^)^ r ) Actual possession.

Kai-vidu- or Kai-mdu-oHi, corruptly, Kyvedoothi, Mai.

(6>6)<6>O-Tl@, 6161cfeajl6iOc51) A kind of mortgage in

Malabar, by which, in consideration of a sum of money,

the proprietor of an estate transfers it to the lender to hold,

without prejudice to his own proprietary right, but which

precludes the mortgagee from disposing of the land to a

third party for more than he paid, or on any other terms

than those on which he acquired the occupation : if he

wish to dispose of it he is bound also to give the pro-

prietor the option of redeeming
1

it.

Kai-vidu-otti-haranam, Mai. (from d9>rosv~Oo, deed) A

deed of mortgage of the kind above described.

Kaiyadai, Tam. ( <5o"3<EE>UJ<55DL_ ) A bribe.

Ka'iyerpti,Tam. ((TO&SlUJpl-l)
Allowance of grain given

to village servants at harvest-time from the threshing-floor.

Idanhai, or Idangai, q. v. The left-hand, the left-hand

castes.

Valankai, or Valangai, q. v. The right-hand, the right-hand

castes.

KAIBARTTA, Ben. (S. 2<*^) A fisherman by caste and oc-

cupation ; he is sometimes a domestic or predial slave,

having sold himself, or been sold as a child.

KAID, H. (A. Jos) Confinement, bond, fetter.

Kuidi, H. (i_>^^i) A prisoner, a convict.

Kaidhhdna, H- (AJli-J.jJ) A jail, a prison.

KAIDA, or KAIDAT, plural KAWAID, H. &c. (A. JJ^'j,

iXcly) KAYDA, Ben. (<?l<4tfl) A rule a regulation, a

law.

KAIFIYAT, KYFEEYTJT, vernacularly, KAIPHIYAT, corruptly,

KYPHYUT, H. &c. (H. &A$) Statement, description, re-

port, account particulars. In the Jama-bandi north-west

provinces a column for remarks is so headed. In the south

it is applied to any authenticated document or voucher,

such as a written authority from a husband to a wife to

adopt a son after his demise.
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Kaifiat-i-band-o-bast, H. (P. e^*wJj AJu, q. v.) Particular

statement of revenue assessment, or any other settlement.

KAIGADDE, Karn.
(O~9o3jX"^)

pulse, any sort of legu-

minous vegetable.

Kdiganv, Karn. (D dOSOA.-OD) A seller of vegetables.
:

KAIL, KAILTJ, or KAYALU, corruptly, KYLE, Tel. ( JLPi

^_U ) SOaJex^ from the A. (J.-O, measure) The actual

measurement of the crop after it is threshed, and before

its division between the cultivator and the government

Kail-asdmiwdri-d'rKarjd, Tel. (see Awdrija) A detailed state-

ment of the produce of each Ryot's land by measurement.

Kail-ddr, Kailuddru, &c. Tel. (P. jlj,
who has) A weighman

or measurer, a superintendant of the measurement ofthe crop.

Kaili, Mar. (%c?t) Relating to measure, by or of measure

as opposed to weight, and prefixed in that sense to names

of measures ; as, Kaili-man, a man or maund by mea-

sure, not by weight.

Kail-pechcku, Tel. ( J>
Q~iL)t^3)

A portion of the grain in ex-

cess of their share by measurement,granted to the cultivators.

KAIM, H. &c. (A. ^3) KAYAM, Tel. ("S^O&o) Firm,

lasting, erect.

Kdyam-gutta, Karn. (D OOODoXjo
n ) The lease or farm of

a village at a fixed rent, with right of subletting the land.

Kdim-makdm, corruptly, SJuimfian, or Caymacan, H. (A.

JJU vU) A representative, a substitute, one in the place

of another, a deputy, a viceroy.

Kdyam-sibbandi, Karn. (5~dC&>o2><Doa) A fixed establish-

ment.

Kaima-pen-kuru, Tam. (gndSLpQl
IggPTignJOJ) Portion due

to a widow from her husband's estate : (from Kaimaben, a

widow).

KAIMAL, Mai. (6>6>d8>a<^o) A title of rank amongst the Nairs,

and used by the inferior classes when addressing them,

as, My lord, and the like.

KAINI, sometimes written KHARNI, H. (?) A cultivating

tenant, bound also to labour on the land retained by the

landlord in his own hands, and to serve him as a porter :

(probably the same word as Gaini, q. v.).

KAIRI, ? KAINI, Tam. An irrigated field.

KAIVERTTA, vernacularly, KAIVART, or KAIBART, S. (%^f)

A fisherman by caste and occupation : see Kaibartta.

KAJ, Thug. A traveller, or any man not a Thug.

Kaji, Thug. A woman, not of a Thug tribe.

KAJARI, Mar. ( ohMUft) A caste, or an individual of it,

whose chief occupation is making glass bracelets.
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KAJJU, Tel. (%f, (?) error for Sto
, KABJU, for KABZ,

q. v.) A receipt.

KARA, Ben. (*W) KAKKA, Karn. (00") A father's younger

brother.

Kdki, Ben. (^t$0 Kakhachchi, Karn. (*2|j) A father's

younger brother's wife.

KAKAMBI, Karn. (D dooes) Refined sugar, the inspissated

juice of the cane.

KAKAPUHI, Guz. (%1%1^'U.) A slave born in the house.

KAKHIALI, H. (S. ^U^) Sheaves or bundles of corn given

as the perquisite of the reapers and village servants.

KAKPAD, Mar. (ancST^, lit., crow's-foot) A mark v or A indi-

cating where something interlined should be read, a caret.

KAKINI, Ben. (S. *iWl) Five gandas or twenty kauris,

also a Kauri, q. v.

KAKWI, Mar. (oRTefraft) The juice of the sugar-cane boiled

to the consistence of honey.

KAL, Tarn., Mai. (QIT&) The leg, the foot
;
in Malabar, any

tree that serves as a standard for the pepper or betel-vine.

KALA, vernacularly KAL, S. &c. (J, trie's:) Time in general

or any particular time or season. Death, destiny ; also

adj., Black : see Kdld, and Kali

Kdlakrayam, S. ('^rr^S'ara) Market value, price of the day.

Kdlakriydpatra, Karn. (from the S. fsTOT, act, and T^,

leaf) A deed of conveyance.

Kdlapilli, Tam. (srTeOLJLJWref^) An estimate of pro-

duce taken early at the time of reaping.

Kdldvadi, Tel., Karn. ("S^eT^S, from S. ^nrftl, term)

The season of cultivation, the begining of it, when arrange-

ments are made with the Ryots : also, the close of the

season, or of the year.

Kdldya, Mai. (efeOfi-JOCCl)) Land that has been reaped: the

same cultivated a second time in the same year.

Kdlayukti, S. &c. ( cMcjSJlfsi) The fifty-second year of the

cycle.

Kdlihd or Kdlikd-vriddhi, S. ('<*lfc4cKiqfy) Periodical

interest.

KALA, S. &c. (cfujn) An art, a craft, especially a fine art,

as music, painting ; also, a mechanical art, as carpentry

and the like : also, a part, a portion.

Kalddika, Uriya (QRU>) Elevated land.

Kaldsutri, Mar. (from S. Wl, a thread, the string that

works a puppet) An exhibitor of puppet-shows ; also, a

rope-dancer and juggler, or an itinerant musician and

dancer.
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Kaldivant, H. (e^JjK) A professional musician and singer.

Kaldwantin, H. (^jK) The female of the former, her-

self a singer and dancer.

KALA, Karn. (8f) KALAM, Tarn, and Mai

KALLAMU, or KALLAMU, Tel. (, A

threshing-floor, a place where the grain is beaten or trod-

den out : see Khala.

Kalamadi, Tarn. ( SbOTTLQ^l ) Estimate of the grain on

the threshing-floor.

Kalanadai, Tarn. (cSSTTITcTOI) A heap ofgrain unthreshed :

an account of the actual produce of a field, distinguish-

ing the shares of the government and cultivators, and the

allowance to the village servants.

Kalappadi, Tarn. (serTLJLJLq.) A portion of grain out

of the produce of all taxable lands alloted to the labourers,

whether slaves or hired servants.

KalappAt, Mai.
(d8>b_Q_JOs)

A barn, a threshing-floor.

Kalappichchai, Tarn. (QeTTLJLJle'fSnd?) Grain from the

threshing-floor given in charity.

Kallatiruva, Tel. ($0&>5S) Fees on threshing grain.

Kalattumedu, Tarn. (sefTSSlGLQ ) A threshing-floor.

Kalavadi, Tarn. (<56TT6LJL^.) Sweepings of a threshing-

floor.

Kalavdsam, incorrectly Kdlavdsam, and Kallavassum, Tarn.

((55TTQJrT<F?LQ) Hire or fee given to labourers or slaves,

or inferior village servants, of a portion of grain from the

threshing-floor, or from the field.

KALA, H. &c. (S. W, oKT^l) Black.

Kdldpdni, Ben. &c. (^1Ttft^t, from S. 'mTphl) Black water,

the sea, applied more especially to transportation beyond sea.

KALA, Guz. (%l<Hl) Cotton in the pod, uncleaned cotton.

KALAI, H. &c. (
(_S*U) Tin, tinning of copper utensils.

Kaldigar, H.
(^JCxxUi)

A tinman, a worker in tin.

KALAI, Tarn. (<EE>cTOffrr) Grass or weeds growing amongst corn.

KALAKKAH, Tam. (serrexSlj) People of a low caste, the

same as the Paleyar, hunters and fowlers.

KALAL, also KALAR and KALWAB, incorrectly, KALLAL, H.

&c. ( JK, jM, j\j6, W^T^, ^r^TK, ^i^^T^) A dis-

tiller, a maker and vendor of spirituous liquors : (from

the S. BeT1Tc5:).

Kaldli, Kaldri, Mar. &c. (JT^Tc5^, ^TCt) A wineseller,

a vintner, a tavern-keeper ; any thing relating to spirituous

liquors, a tax upon them, excise.

Kaldljamd, H. &c.
(j^o-JK) Revenue from the excise or

duty on spirits.
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Kaldlhhdna, corruptly, Kulalconna, Mar. &c. (from P. <SJli- ,

a house) A liquor-shop, a place where spirituous liquors

are sold, or where they are distilled ; a distillery ;
a duty

paid by the venders.

KALAM, QULUM, corruptly, CULLUM and CALLUM, H. &c.

(A. Jus, WCJSH) A pen, or a reed (calamus) used as one
;

a brush ; also, sometimes, handwriting, a paragraph, an

item, an article, a column of an account.

Kalambandi, Mar. (cfigiW^) A writing under distinct

heads, as, a code of instructions, articles of agreement ;

enrolling, enlisting. In Guz. it is used to mean attach-

ment, sequestration ; also, a document shewing the state

and management of a district

Kalamddn, H. &c. (J^^li') A penholder, an inkstand,

an ornamented, varnished, oblong case for holding pens and

ink, and worn in the girdle as the insignia of civil office.

Kalami, H. &c.
(^j^Jj) Relating to a pen, or to writing,

authentic, official, written as opposed to verbal.

Kalamkari, Tel. (fco"*6) Chintz, or chintz-painting

or manufacture.

Kalamkuchardi, Mar. ( o|i^5ft*^<l^) Bad or erroneous

writing, leaving out a letter, or the like ; also, fraudulent

omission of an item in an account.

KALAM, corruptly, CULLUM, Tarn. (ssOLo) A measure,

equal to twelve markdls, q. v.

KALAMA, Tel. (SUOD) A hollow formed by water that

escapes from the edge of a reservoir : Tel. and Karn.,

Rice that ripens in December.

KALAMA, KALAME, or KALAMIGE, Karn.

Oy<JJ~A)-A field of paddy, a crop of standing paddy.

KALANGAM, (?) Land paying no tax except when cultivated.

KALANTAR, Mar. (cR^STTn;) Interest on money.

KALAPATI, Ben. (^Wttfs, Port. CALAPATA) Caulking a

ship or boat ; a caulker.

KALAPPAI, Tarn. (<5SOLJScOI_j) A ploughshare and handle.

KALAPPU, Tam. (S>eTTUI_|) Levelling a field after re-

moving the grass.

KALAR, H. (^, effect) A soapy soil used by washermen, a

sort of fullers' earth.

KALAR, K ALAHI, corruptly, KALLAH, Tam. (S>6rrcr,<S>61Tcfl)

Barren soil, waste ground.

KALARl.Mal. (<>>_(0l) Aschool where the use ofarmsis taught.

Kalarnilam, Tam. (ssTTCrnpeDLQ) Barren or sandy soil.

Kalarmedu, Tam. ( SsnijSLQ ) High land, unprofitable

for cultivation.
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KALASI, or KALSI, KULSEE, H. &c. (^u\, S. cR^fl) A

water-jar, usually of baked clay, an ornament or knob on

the top of a wall or a building.

Kalasipujd, S. (^H^ftasT) Placing a water -jar in a

chamber as a type of, or receptacle of, Durga, or other

divinity, and worshipping it.

Kalasistltdpana, S. (wnw, placing) Setting up a water-

jar as an object of worship : part of the marriage cere-

mony, in which offerings are made to the planets in dif-

ferent vessels.

KALASI, Karn. (OwS) A measure of grain, one third of a

mora : in Guzerat it has the same sense, but is equal to

16 maunds, or 640 sers or Ibs.

KALAVARA, Mai. (<fi>e_lOJO) A store, a granary.

Kalavara-kdran, Mai. (da>e_lo_iOc&>oronr6) A steward, a

storekeeper, a treasurer.

KALAVI, KALIVI, Karn. (O^t>, D^) Counterfeit, forged.

Kalivi-hana, Karn. (O<^t>c5b3) Counterfeit coin.

KALAVU, Karn. (0$$) Theft, robbery.

KA LAY, .Ben. (^STfa) Pulse of various sorts.

KALAYA, Mai. (d9>Oe_19CQ;) Land that has been reaped and

cultivated for a second crop.

KALI, or KALI-YUGA, vernacularly, sometimes, KALI- or KAL-

JUG, corruptly, CALY-YOOGUM, CAL- or KUL-JOGUE, S.,

but in all the dialects, (grf^y, sKf^m) The Kali age,

the last and worst of the four ages that make up a great

age : the present age of the world is the Kali, supposed

to have begun on Friday, the 18th of February, 3102

years B.C., and it is to last altogether 432,000 years, form-

ing a period of progressive iniquity and deterioration, and

ending in the general dissolution of existing forms.

KALI, Ben. (^Ifa) The product of a sum in arithmetic : also,

as derived from Kdld, black, ink.

Kali, H. &c. (^K) Black.

Kali-bhilmi, or -bhuf, H. &c. (^-t^ (

^^, (_jyJ-, 'chlcjsl

Hft, from S. Wrt, eartn) Black soil, a rich, vegetable,

and dark-coloured mould: it forms the greater portion of

the soil of western Guzerat, and spreads widely through

Malwa and the valleys of the Dakhin : although less pro-

ductive than another kind of soil found in Guzerat, termed

mdrrvd, it is highly favourable to the growth of wheat and

cotton.

KALI, incorrectly, KALLEE, Mar. (cMggl, it is no doubt

the same word as the Hindustani KALI, though written

with a different Arable land in general, from its being
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usually of a dark colour : black soil or mould, cultivable

land of a superior quality ; the underlying ground in the

Dang, receiving and retaining moisture during the cold

season, and especially fit for wheat and other spring crops :

the term is applied also to the crops or produce of such

soil.

Kdli-chd-paikd, or -wasul, Mar. ( tM&Nl^cRT. -^Wij) Re-

venue from cultivated land ; land-tax or revenue.

Kdli-chunltari, Mar. (cRTa^NfTcRTft) Black soil upon a

KAM

substratum of lime, which renders it very unproductive.

Kdli-jamd ,Mar. ( oRigst flHl) Revenue derived from the soil.

Dunbi-hdli, or Dhas-kdli, (?) Mar. Cracked black soil:

see Dunbi.

Kharkal-hdli, Mar. (i<*$*ldb1) Black soil containing

stones ; less rich than the usual black mould, but, as more

retentive of moisture, and more easily worked, it is rarely

left fallow, and is very productive.

KAI.I, Kurn. (D dS^) An ancient measure of weight in My-

sore, equal to 40 hdnis of 80 rupees each, or to 3200 rupees.

KALf, H. &c. (S. ^J, ^n^}) The name of a popular god-

dess, the wife of Siva, so named from her black com-

plexion ; the same as Devi or Durgd.

Kdli-chahram, Tam. ( <3IT6rfi<!?S<5l CTLO ) A gold coin

having a figure of the goddess Kali, formerly current in

the south.

KALINGAL, Tam. (<56>5)rfiJSa)) An outlet or sluice for carry-

ing off the surplus water of a reservoir.

KALINOU, Tam. (<56i51r5Jg)) A dam, a stone bank or dyke,

a sluice.

KALIT, (?) Mar. An estimate of standing corn, or of fruit

before gathering.

KALIVA"YANILAM, Tam. (serfleurTiunJIsOLa) A clay soil.

KAI.I.A, Karn., Mai. (Y , <h<j>jj>) False, cheating, deceptive.

Kalla, Kallanu, Karn. (8$, otft&i) A thief, a plunderer ;

plural Kallaru,(O'&&>) Thieves, whence the Galleries

of the peninsula in early English writers.

Kallachcharakku, Mai. (<>^^_.2,jrOd6e>) Smuggled goods.

KallaMtammittam,Ma\. (<feg^o6OCQflo) Counterfeit coin.

Kallaltaranam, Mai. (dft>|>^a8>r06Y~iOo ) Forged or false

title-deeds or documents.

Kalian, Mai. (<j&>^Jb_rr6) A cheat, a rogue, a liar, a

swindler : (no doubt connected with the Karn. term Kalla,

as above).

Kallapadi, Karn. (yo>Q ) A false measure.

Kallaruju, Karn. (o^&jft^) A. forgery, a false signature.
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Kallasdhhhi.Via.ro.. (0^1-^50) False witness.

V
KALLA'DI, or KALLARI, Mai. (<fegj^osl) A class of pre-

dial slaves in Malabar : in some lists it appears, probably

incorrectly, as part of a compound term, Kaljadi-hanahan

it is no doubt connected with the Karn. Kalla.

KALLAYENTU, Tel. (StM-^oLxi) A client; being in fact

the English word.

KALLU, Thug. A thief.

Kallui, Thug. Theft.

KALLI, Karn. (Y^) The Euphordia or milk hedge plant,

very common in Mysore.

KALLI, (?) Guz. A system of assessment under which the

crops are not allowed to be disposed of until the revenue

is paid, or security given for its payment.

KALLU, also KALYAMU, Tel. (&, $e>&X>) KALLA, Mai.

(dB>g>_^) Tdri, the fermented sap of different kinds of

palm trees.

KALLU, Tel., Karn. (&^) KAL, plural KALLUKAL, Tam.

(&>&>, &}6J<E&sfr) KALLA, Mai.
(dft>g^)

A stone.

Kallanguttu, Tam. (<5&6DrTr5J@e;ajj) Hard stony

ground, not worth cultivating.

Kalluhutfga, Karn. (OeOOJ&3X) A stonecutter, a mason.

Kalluppu, Karn. (^^) Rock-salt

Kalhachchan, Mai. (<&eje&>.^.|nrt>) A stonecutter, a mason.

Kallumatada-ayya, Karn. (OeUDOBO esCODg) A Lin-

gamite priest.

KALMAH, or KALIMAH, H. (A. S^S) A word, a speech;

the Mohammadan confession of faith, There is but one

god, and Mohammed is the apostle of God."

KALPA, S. &c. ('JIT3I:) A very long period of time ; a day

of Brahma, or 4320 millions of years : a ceremonial or

ritual precept ; the ritual of the Vedas.

KALU, Ben. C*J) A maker and vender of oil by caste and

occupation : grinding or expressing oil from different seeds.

KALUBU, Karn. (OyOeOJ) Weeds and grass in standing

corn.

KALWA, Tel. (=e^) A water course.

KAM, KUM, H. (P. .) Little, less, deficient: commonly

used also in compounds, as Kam-bahht, unfortunate, de-

servedly so, a scoundrel : Kamydbi, rarity &c-

Kamdn, Ben. (flfa) Lowering the price of any thing,

diminishing the rent of land.

Kamdar, Uriya (QflQQ) Land of inferior quality.

Kamddr, or Kamdast, Mar. (from P.
j\J, having, or

, the hand) -Reduced rate of assessment.
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Kami, Kumee, corruptly Cuimnee, H. ( ^*S ) Kammi, Tel.

(S S^) Littleness, deficiency, loss : deficiency in the weight

or value of coins, loss in exchange, an allowance formerly

made in the public accounts to cover such losses in the

collections.

Kami-beshi-dar-fardi, H. (A.
i)j>,

a statement, q. v.) In

Bengal, an account formerly kept, shewing the diminution,

(kami) and increase (beshi) of the revenue, settled for at

the commencement of the year with each cultivator.

Kami-jamin, Hindi (irfrrinrhT) Statement of the decrease

of land in cultivation (Puraniya).

Kamin, corruptly Jlumenee, H. (P.
(.j*) Base, low, in-

ferior : applied, in the north-west provinces, to the artificers

and servants of a village, who, besides allowances in grain,

receive small allotments in land, and are therefore "minor"

or inferior cultivators : the term is also sometimes applied

to all the residents of a village, except religious mendicants,

who are not cultivators : in Kamaon the term designates

the superintendant of the village management.

Kamini-bdchh, H. (^*-\J Jj^tS) A tax levied by the pro-

prietors of a village on every resident who is not engaged

in agriculture : a sort of ground-rent for the non-cultiva-

tor's dwelling.

Kamk&sht, Hindi (<*HoM$M) Decrease in the cultivation

of an individual cultivator, as compared with a preceding

period (Puraniya).

KamkholJia, (?) H. Land of inferior quality, but let by the

year.

Kamkism-zamin, H. (from A. *-**, sort and
..j^-oji

land)

Land of an inferior sort or quality.

Kam-o-besl, H. (P. ^j2jUj+) Less or more.

Kam-o-beslii, corruptly Kuml-a-beshi, H. (P. -<IkjJj *)
Less- or more-ness applied especially to disputes among

the coparcenery proprietors of a village regarding the I

proportions of their shares.

KAM, Tel. (TO) A revenue term implying private or own

(it is no doubt a vernacular corruption of khdm, q. v.).

Kdmtekka, Tel. (
s ^) A private account usually

kept by the village accountant besides his public accounts.

KAM, H. &c.
, , from the S. Karinma, efit:) Work,

business, affair, (in composition and derivation the vowel

is not unfrequently made short).

Kamdi, H. &c. (^jlt^, RTT^) Gain, profit, earnings : in

Marathi it is also applied to any complete operation or

set of operations, as, in agriculture, to manuring, raking, <
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ploughing, sowing and reaping, also to mixing up ingre-

dients to make a single mixture, and the like.

Kamdishi, Kamdvishi, Kam. ( &6T9O3jt

Kamdishu, Tel., Karn. (S'&r
DCO3o) Kamdvisi, Ka-

mavisi, Kamdvis, Mar. (4Hlfa*fl -Jflft, <iiV)i, from

S. 'JKWf, and vis, fo^I, to enter into, or engage in) Ma-

nagement of affairs, whether on behalf of an individual or

the estate, stewardship, superintendence: amongst the

Marathas it applies especially to the business of collecting

the revenues, also to the collections, especially when of a

miscellaneous kind : also, advantage, gain, profit.

Ain-kamdvis, Mar. (jJrlch^Nlw) Fixed collections in kind

on various sorts of garden produce, as sugar-cane, plan-

tains &c.

Jdsti-kamdvis, Mar. (*Hirt<**<N"l*0 Miscellaneous or extra

collections, as of a tax on trades and professions, a discount

on different sorts of rupees &c.

Kamdvis-ddr, or Kamdisi, corruptly Komaveesdar, Coma-

veesdar, Komisdar, Komashdar, Mar., Guz. (^iW^^Tt,

cdHI^H) The head revenue-officer of a district, entrusted

also with the police. In Kanara the Kamaishiddr, or

Kamavisi-ddr was also especially the collector, managing

lands that were permanently or temporarily occupied by

the state, the Amin of the upper provinces.

Kamdvu-jamu, Mar. (gRTr)SW) Revenue from miscel-

laneous and irregular sources, as judicial fines &c.

JKdmddr, H. &c. (j1.X) A man of business, an agent, a

steward, a representative, especially in revenue matters.

Kdmddri, H. &c. ((_;'^^ ) The office or duty of a manager

or man of business.

Edmgdr, Mar. (cRTTHTt) A servant, a manager, a public

officer, a person employed on public works.

Kdmydri, Mar. (cRmnrtf) Agency,deputation; also, repairs,

public works.

Kdmkdj, H. &c. (_,*, WRolfnT, from S. eK* and grrSl)

Work, business in general.

Kdmkdr, H. &c. (cRTTcFTt) Business, affairs; also, one

who carries on work or business.

Kdmkdr-bhdr, Mar. (cRTToinWt:, from S. TC, a burden)

Public affairs, the duties of a court or of a government.

Kdmkari, Mar. (oRWcirtf , from S. BT, who does) A work-

man, a hired labourer.

KAMAL or KAMIL, corruptly, KAMUL or KAUMIL, H. &c.

(A. JU, J^) Entire, perfect, complete : in revenue

language, the whole sum raised by a village for the total of its
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expenses, including the government demand ; also, the

largest amount of revenue realized from a village or district ;

also, in the south of India, the fixed or standard assessment,

as determined in different places by former governments.

Kamdl-dkdr, Mar. ( cKJffiJToliTC) The total assessment of a

village.

Kdmil-aidr, H. (A.jUc, touch) Of perfect standard, of

pure touch or assay (coin, &c.).

Kamdl-berij, Kamdl-jamd, H. &c. (from ^w, *?-, &c.,

implying collections) The total collections or revenue of

a district.

Kamdl-dhdrd, incorrectly, Kumal-dhur, Mar. (wii9~vi<i)

The standard assessment of some of the districts of the

Dakhin, as established about A.D. 1769.

RAMARDAI, Tarn. (SLOO"<5B31_) The transfer of proprietary

land by a proprietor, who is unable to cultivate it himself,

to another person, to hold for a given term, on condition of

allowing the owner a proportion of the produce, the occu-

pant engaging not to dispose of the land to a third party.

RAMAR-KUSHAI, corruptly, CUMMUR-KESHAY and RUMMUR-

KASHAN, H. (P. ,_f(j+, (romj*, the loins, and
lj^(^,

to open or untie) RAMAR-KHULAI, Mar. (**KW<4I^, from

H. Kholnd, to open) KOMAR-KASHAI, Ben.

lit., Undoing or opening the waistband ; a fee levied by

a government peon, or inferior native officer, from a per-

son over whom he is placed in charge, for permission to

perform any of the common functions of life. In Bengal

it is said to mean money given to a runner or messenger

on his setting out for any distance (but this is doubtful).

KAMARTIII', H. (S. ^y^Ul^) A person who carries the water of

the Ganges to distant places in vessels cased in basket-work.

RAM AT, Mar. (SBTifiT) A distinction amongst the Senamis,

q. v., usually added to the name, as Rdm-Kdmat.

KAMATAMU, or, omitting the final, KAMATA or KAMATAM,
'

corruptly, KUMENATAM, KAMBATAM, and COMPTUM, Tel.

(ScX>3&X3) The cultivation which a cultivator carries

on with his own stock, but by the labour of another : the

land which a Zamindar, Jagirdar, or Inamdar keeps in

his own hands, cultivating it by labourers, in- distinction

to that which he lets out in farm. The word occurs ap- ;

parently, although not very commonly, in Upper India, as

Kdmat, ( RT*fil), to signify lands held by a non-resident

tenant, who cultivates by a hired servant, or Kdmati,

(<*i*inl) ; also, an entry in the village accounts of the

land so rented, and by whom (Puraniya). In the Doab
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of the Dakhin, Kdmat lands are described as either those

reserved by public officers for their own use, Jagir lands

cultivated by their servants, or lands not expressly Inam,

but appropriated or obtained in grant by public servants

or great men, and cultivated either by hired or compul-

sory labour.

Knmatafjddu, Tel. (S3S"7ri3j) Kamatagdranu, Rarn.

(OcX>5 A <3OrO3) A person who cultivates lands belong-

ing to another with the farming stock of the owner.

RAMATHI, corruptly, KAMATEE, COMPTIE, and COMPTIE-

BANIA, Mar. (eiiTJrre^) A caste of Sudras, or individual

of it ; according to one statement, those in the Maratha

districts are distinguished as Tailanga and Rarndta Kd-

mdthis, from their country : at Puna they are said to be

employed as rice-cleaners, grinders of corn, and cutters

of sticks, tent-pitchers, and artillerymen ; they also sell

snuff: in Telingana they are also petty retail dealers, or

chandlers: in Mysore they are chiefly employed in road-

making, and in repairing public works : in general they

seem to be common labourers, and are probably the same

as the Ganges water-carriers of Hindustan : see Kumdrtki.O

RAM ATI, RAMATIGANU, Rarn.(5~djl3^3~c^rB3X'r&)

A bricklayer, Tel. ( ~5~^XT'
D

-3 ) A pioneer, a labourer,

one who works with a pickaxe or spade (no doubt the

same word as the preceding Marathi term).

RAMBALA, vernacularly, RAMBAL or RUMBUL, also ver-

nacularly modified, as RA.MI., RAMBALI, or RAML!, cor-

ruptly, CUMBLY, COMLI, COMELY, &c., S., but in all the

dialects, ( Wr<$: , ofa^, <**1<$1 , iJ-JJ^, J^> ^_^**>
&c>)

A coarse woollen wrapper or shawl, a blanket: Kamli,
'

blanketed,' is also applied to a butcher's stall, which is

usually covered with a woollen cloth.

RAMBALAI, Tarn. (<SlLu330) A rice-field.

RAMBAR, Tel. (foQ#) Rope made from the fibre of the

cocoa-nut tree.

RAMBARI, Tel. (SoZT'O) A sub-tenant, an under-farmer.

RAMBARI.U, Tel. (plural S'oZT'eOF-) Cultivators of lands for

other persons (perhaps for Kamata-vdndlii) ;
see Kamata.

RAMBATTAM, Tarn. (<3LaLJlll_Lo) Coinage, fabrication of

coin.

Kambatta-khudam, Tarn. (<5UJUL.I_<S<5n_l_lii) A mint.

RAMBATTAM, RAMMATTAM, Tarn. (<5
LOLJej^La,

<SLQLas-

SLo) Husbandry on a large scale : grant of a village for

private disbursements.

KAMUU, Tel. (SbeOJ) A sort of millet: see Bdjra.
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KAMOTSAVA, S. &c. ( <*l*flrtH) A festival in honour of Kama,

the deity of love, on the 13th and 14th ofChaitra, merged,

in some places, into the Holi, and so lost sight of.

KAMERA, H. O^M-i) A hired agricultural labourer in the

north-west provinces, sometimes located for successive gene-

rations on the same estate, although quite free to remove.

KAMIA, H. (Ix-o, S. cjffwlcir;) An agricultural labourer of

some low caste : in South Bahar he is sometimes con-

sidered as a predial slave, either for a term or for ever :

in the south-west provinces he is usually a bondsman or

bond-slave who has sold his services for life, and may be

transferred or sold himself; his children are free : one

kind, the Bandhah-kamid, (Bundhuk-kumeea,) is one who

is a slave only until he can repay the money advanced to

him for his services : see Sevak.

KAMISHNAR-KURKI, H. (^ji j*j!+*S)
The English term

Commissioner, applied to a native officer of the Collector

who is charged with the enforcement of distraint, and sale

by auction of property distrained and not redeemed.

KAMP, Thug. A bribe for the escape of an apprehended Thug.

KAMP, H. ((^_^u, cBJTl) Mud thrown up and deposited by

water-courses or rivers.

KAMPA, Tel. (SOtO) Dried brambles or thorns.

KampahoUa, Tel. (5b>'~ J) A hedge of dry thorns and

bushes round a fort or village as a defence, a sort of abattis.

KAMPO, Mar.
(eRW^,

from the English 'Camp') An encamp-

ment, but especially applied to the troops of an encamp-

ment, or a body of infantry disciplined in the European

fashion in the service of native princes.

KAMYAKARMA, S. (cK|H|cfcu?, from 4IM|, agreeable, and

3fWf, act) Any religious or other observance undertaken

voluntarily in distinction to acts of necessity.

Kdmyamarariam, S. (ofclUlHU1)) Voluntary death, suicide.

Kamyasrdddha, S. ( <*|WHi||j;) Obsequial ceremonies per-

formed at pleasure in addition to those which are obligatory.

KAN, KUN, H. (S.
(J>) Appreciation, valuation, estimate,

especially of the value of crops on the ground.

Kanhd H. (l$i>) An officer employed to value standing crops.

Kanhdi, H. ((_jl$i) Valuation of standing crops.

Kankut, Kunkoot, H. (djj, ojtonr. from Kan, valuing,

or Kan, for Karna, an ear (of corn) and Kut, appraise-

ment) Estimated valuation of standing crops by measure-

ment of the land and inspection of the corn, or, after measur-

ing the field, cutting a given portion of it, and weighing

the grain so reaped; the object of such estimate being to
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assess the land at a money rate, according to the computed

amount of the sale price of the grain; also an account of

such appraisement kept by the village accountant

KAN, KANAM, Tarn. (S. SfTCOT, SPTCOTLQ) KANANA,

Karn. (
3~c> $<$

) A forest, a thicket.

Kan-kuri, Karn. (ODofcS) A wild sheep.

Kdnsisht, Karn. (O~c)O&^) A tax on forest produce.

Kanavar, Tarn. (s&rTOTQJIj) Hill men, shepherds, hunters.

KANA, vernacularly KAN, H. &c. (S. cifjjr) A small particle

or grain of any thing, a grain of corn.

Kanaja, Kananja, Karn. (o.^Sj, Oc3O2j) A granary, a

store for grain.

Kangd, Mar. (cpjpn) A corn bin, a large basket, a safe

for grain, a granary.

KANA, Karn. (OQ) A threshing or treading-floor, where

the grain is trodden out.

KANACHI, Karn. (O"3BJ3ar) A hereditary estate; see Kdni-

dtchi.

KANAGAT, H. (e^SU, Kana, for Kanyd, S. a maiden, or

the sign Virgo) The daily celebration of obsequial rites

during the dark half of Asnin, when the sun is in Vir-

go (September-October).

KANAKAN, KUNNAKAN, (?) Mai. The name of a class of

predial slaves in Malabar, also designated Kanaka-charma :

according to one account they are a subdivision of the

Palayar.

KANAKAURI, Uriya (QISlGQlGJi) A cracked kauri shell ;

any thing of little or no value.

KANAKKU, Tarn., Mai. (cE&SCnTcE&g)) Ciphering, arithmetic,

accounts.

Kanakkan, Tarn., Mai. ( <55SCOrA<3(3OT ) An accountant, a

village accountant.

Kanakka-indniyam, Tarn, (from LQrTOOflliJLn) A portion

of land rent-free granted to the village accountant.

Kanakhamerai, Tarn. (SOTCTSSSLOSrorj) ^ees m gra'n

given to the village accountant.

Kanalthappillai, corruptly, Conicopoly and Konicoply,

Tam. ((SSOTriE&iSLJLjGfrSsfT) An accountant, the vil-

lage accountant.

Kanakkurubam, corruptly, Kunukuroopoo, Tam. (<5<3Cnr<5-

@(TTjLJLQ ) A written memorandum of an adjusted account.

Kanakkusmrunai, Tam.
(<E6<5Cnr<5@<&<Bi((rj(3cO5Cnr)

A

bundle of accounts on palm leaves kept by the village

accountant.

KANAM, incorrectly, KANOM, Mai. (a&Offnoo) Mortgage, fee,
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present, reward : it applies especially to an advance or

loan of money as the equivalent or consideration for a

mortgage or transfer of landed property, fields, and gar-

dens, into the occupancy of the person advancing the money,

without prejudice to the proprietor's vested rights, to whom,

also, the occupant is bound to pay all proceeds of the estate

in excess of the interest of the money he has advanced :

the term is applied also to certain fees payable at the time

of executing such mortgage or transfer.

Anandaravan-nadu-hdnam, Mai. (cS*3>POpr5)fOo_intco-

dEb06TY)o) Fees pa i,j ^ tne proprietor's heir on sipping

the water next noticed.

Nir-kdnam, Mai. (Pol<0<jB>06~Oo) lit, Piece of water, a

few pieces of money put into a vessel of water from the

estate of the mortgager on executing the deeds.

Oppa-kdnam, Mai. (Sio-JdfcOe^roo) Fees on signing the

deeds of transfer.

Tushi-kdnam, Mai. (rtn<&l<j8>OS~Oo) Fees paid to the per-

son who draws up the deeds.

Kdnaltaran, Mai. (<fi>06mOdB>0<Dji>) The mortgagee, the

lender of money on security of occupancy and usufruct

of landed property.

K&nakota, Mai. (<fi>35<~O6)<ft>OS) Amount of the mortgage

money ; also, mortgage tenure.

Kdnapalisa, Mai. (cftOffnon-jeJTIc/a) Interest on the money

lent on mortgage.

Kdnampanaya-pdttam, Mai. (<fl>36'riOoa_16inoCQJn-j3o)

A deed of mortgage.

Kdnamvaram, Mai. (<fl>06K~Ooo_iroo) A mortgagee.

Kdnappdttam, Mai. (dft>06mogJ3o) Mortgage tenure of

lands ; interest on the money advanced on mortgage.

KANAM, Mai. (aft>36*T>o) An advance or deposit of money

made to a proprietor of lands or gardens on receiving

them from him at a stipulated rent, upon lease for a given

term of years : the deposit bears interest, which the tenant

sets off against the rent : the principal is returned when

the lease expires and the occupant does not renew it. This

is therefore a somewhat different application of the same term

from a loan upon a mortgage where the lender holds the

land as a security ; here the landlord holds the deposit

as a security for his rent. (Although spelt exactly in

the same manner, it is possible that the two words are

not identical. In Walker's report on Malabar, he says this

kdnam is from the Sanscrit word, signifying 'a little,' 'an

ear of corn,' &c. ; in which case the derivative, like the
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original (^BTff), should be written with a short, not along

vowel, Kanam or Kunum, not Kdnam, Kanum ; the

apparent identity may therefore arise from the vernacular

disregard of the correct spelling).

Kdnam-janm-marydda-aranyavar, Mai. Assessors by whom

the value of an estate is determined, and the proportions

of the tenant and landlord adjusted.

Kdnam-kondavan, (? for Koruvan, e)d9>0{fo_inrf>) Mai. A

tenant, a person who gives security by a deposit for pay-

ment of rent.

Kdnam-pdttam, Mai. (from o_lOo, rent) Leasehold tenure

of lands or gardens on payment of a rent, or proportion

of produce equal usually to two-thirds, or the money value

of that proportion of the produce.

A'uli- or Kuri-lidnam, incorrectly, Koori-kanom, Mai.

(<j83(p)c6O36irOo) Money paid to a tenant on his relin-

quishing his lease, or to a mortgagee when a mortgage

is paid off, for any improvements they may have made,

especially for any fruit-bearing trees, as cocoa-nuts, &c.,

which they may have planted : on the other hand, if the

property has been depreciated by neglect, compensation is de-

ducted from the original deposit or loan : this is also termed,

according to Mr. Graeme, Nddi-kdnam (OOOslcftOiyoOo).

KANAMA, Tel. (Sro6o) A breach in the bank of a tank,

whether accidental or artificial ; a pass between two hills.

KANAT, H. (A. C^liJ) The walls of a tent, or an external

screen of canvas surrounding a tent.

KANAUJIA, CANOUJIA, incorrectly, KANOJIYA, H. (<tto-j^,

4HIjT'Hl) A designation of various tribes in Hindustan,

implying a notion of their having come originally from

Kanauj, or Kanyakubja : it is especially applied to a large

and influential tribe of Brahmans, one of the five classes

of Gauda Brahmans : five chief subdivisions of them are

reckoned, all numerous and well known Kanaujla proper,

Sarrvaria, Sanaudha, Jijhotia, and Bhunhdr, who are

again divided into sixteen classes, named either from their

reputed founders, who were celebrated sages, as Oarya,

Gotama, and others ;
or from their former acquirements,

as Dobe, Tervari or Trivedi, Chaube, or as learned in two,

three, or four Vedas, or from their having been teachers,

as Hhattachdrj and Upddhydya ; or from other circum-

stances, as Pdnde, Dikshit, Bdjpeyi, &c. The Ka-

naujias proper are found principally in the central Doab,

extending into Bundelkhand on the one hand, and on the

other into Oudh, and are divided into six or six and a
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half families, thence termed Khat- (for shat, six) kul,

or, severally, Gates, (from the S. gotra; a race), as the

Sandel-gote, Upamdn-gote, Bhdradrvdj-gote, Bharadrvdj-

gote, Kdtyayana- or Viswdmitra-gote, Kasyapa-gote, and

Sakrint-gote. These correspond in rank to the Kulin

Brahmans of Bengal, and, although taking wives from

the other tribes, allow their daughters to marry only into

one of the Khat-kul. The Samaria class is also called

Saryu- or Sarju-pdria, living beyond the Sarju or Gagra

river, or chiefly in Gorakhpur. The Sanaudkas are met

with principally in Rohilkhand and the upper and central

Doab, extending westwards to Gwalior. The Jijhotias are

settled to the south-west. The Bhoonhdrs are found with

the Sarrearias in Oudh, and spread to the hills of Bun-

delkhand. The term Kanaujia is applied, however, to

other than Brahmanical tribes, and we have Kanaujia

Kurmis, or agricultural castes, and even Kanaujia Thugs.

KANAVATTAM, Tam. (i3rT<3CnrsiJLlL_LD) A small quantity of

oil daily allowed by the oilmakers to the owner or head

man of the village, and to the village officers and servants.

KANCHANI, H. (S. .5*=^ ) A dancing girl, by caste as well

as profession.

KANCHARI, Mar. ( cfarrO KANCHKAR, H. (j&s?^,
from S.

cRTO, or oirref, glass) A glassworker, a caste working in

glass and crystal.

Kanchar-katti, (? -pafti) Mar. A tax on the makers of

glass bracelets.

KANCHE, Tel. (fio"3) A hedge: waste or fallow land.

Kanchekotta, Tel. (Sbo'g^U) A thick hedge round a

fort outside the ditch, as an additional defence.

KANCHU, Kara. (OOiSb) Mixed metal, brass, bell metal.

Kanchugdr, Kara. (OO&rO A <3O) A brazier, a worker in

mixed metal.

KAND, H. (A. AiS) Sugar, sugar-candy : see Khand.

KANDACHARADAVA, or KANDACHARADAVALIKAKA, Karn.

$0(3S3?~B&fe>, o'Sc>83rc}(5<3r3)o"c)<5, from $OE53-

2cF3O
( military) An armed peon, a kind of militia soldier,

employed on civil duties, as well as serving in war.

Kanddchdrada-bataodde, Karn. (from batavdde, <O&

pay) The pay of militia.

Kanddchdravajd, Karn. (from vajd, SsiTa), deduction)

Lands set apart for the pay of the militia, and therefore

deducted from the revenue.

KANDAM, or KANDU, Tam. (<5><5Z5Cn_LQ, SCCDT) Sugar,

sugar-candy.
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KANDAR, or KANDARJ, Ben. (^Qfa, from S.

steersman, a helmsman, a pilot.

KANDAVA, Kara. (D dO&>) A class of Brahmans.

KANDAYA, or KANDAYAM, Tam.
(sn^rTLLJLa)

Karn.

(SoCBoSb, oZ33C&>0) Tax, tribute, duty, land-tax,

ground-rent.; fixed portion of tax payable at a certain time.

KANDERUTTA, Mai. (cftaffnsifravffi) Survey, mensuration ;

measuring and estimating land.

KANDHARA, or KANDHARA, incorrectly, Kundra, Uriya

(QQQ) The class of mountaineers called Khand, or

an individual of it, employed sometimes as village watch-

men: see Khand.

KANDHORA, Guz. (%fyl$l) Hiring cattle for ploughing.

KANDI, Tam., Mai. (SSCCTI^., <&6n\) A measure of weight :

commonly, Kandy, but more correctly, Khandi, q. v.

KANDOI, Guz. (%T.lo ) A confectioner, a sugar-baker.

KANDOLi, KANDOLEN, Mar. (fciilbl, *TT)K ) A ridge of

earth in a field to detain water.

KANDRA, or KHANDRA, (?) A class of slaves in Cuttack of

an impure caste.

KANDU, Tam. (<5SOT5T) A field of corn.

Kandu-mudal, Tam. (<5<5cbr(lp^&) Actual produce of

a field when reaped and threshed.

Kandukrushi, Mai. (dft>6"X!c&>cQl) Government agriculture,

cultivation on account of government.

KANDU, H. (S. jJJK) A sugar-boiler.

KANDUKETTA, Mai. ( cftev~r|6lce>) Confiscation, sequestration.

KANDULI, Karn. (OO&~^?) A fixed rate of assessment.

KANDURI, H. (^..xiO A ceremony observed in honour of

some holy person, at which prayers are offered for their

good, or food is prepared and distributed : when celebrated

in -honour of Fatima it is entrusted to women.

KANE, Karn. (o3) A roller or cylinder of a mill, whether

horizontal or perpendicular.

KANGAL, H. (JlClO Poor, miserable, bankrupt, vagrant.

Kangdlam, Mai. A class of predial slaves in Malabar.

KANGARIVEHO Guz. (ftOl^dH-U) A money-tax in com-

mutation of grain paid by the cultivators in some places ;

a duty on grain.

KANGNI, H. (J>&$) Kangoni, Karn. (o'&3>fo) A kind

of grain much eaten by the poorer classes in many parts

of India, millet (Panicum italicum).

KANGI, H. (^jS) A granary, a store of grain.

KANi, corruptly, CAWNEY, Tel. ("S^fo) Tam. (srTCoTjfi)

Karn. (S~3>) In numbers, an 80th fractional part, or

3 u
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sometimes one 64th ;
but the word is more generally known

as the denomination of a land measure at Madras, in the

Carnatic, and the south-eastern provinces of the peninsula :

it varies in different places, but the standard is considered

to be equal to 24 Manais, or
'

grounds
'
of 2400 square

feet each, being equal, therefore, to 57,600 square feet. By

another computation it is made equal fo the same number

of square adis, or 57,600 native feet, each adi being equal

to inches 10.47. By the latter measurement, the kdni is

not quite an English acre ; by the former it is something

more, or 1.322. In Cuttack a kdni (Q\&) is only a

hand's-breadth.

KANI, Tarn. ( QfTSSCfl ) Property, possession, right of pos-

session, hereditary right.

Kdni^kdran, Tarn. (arrsncflsiTrjaor) A hereditary pro-

prietor, or a hereditary coparcener in village lands held in

common.

Kdni-merdi, Tarn. (<srT<5COflLQCoorj) A portion of grain

claimed by the Mirasidars of the Tamil countries as a

perquisite from all taxable lands.

Kdni-peru, Tarn. (srr<5Sofl0LJ(nj) The greatness or dig-

nity of holding landed property, a term used in con-

veyances of Mirasi rights.

Kdni-sutantaram , Tarn. ((SfSP^iSITLQ,
S. ^il^, indepen-

dence) Independent hereditary right or property : see the next.

Kdniyd(chi, vernacularly or corruptly, Canachi, liandchi,

Cainatchy,&c. Tarn. ((SrT(5OTflLUm_<EPl, from Kdni, and

dtch'i, power or dominion) That which is held in free and

hereditary property ; hereditary right to lands, fees of office,

or perquisites, held by members of village communities, or

by village officers, in the Tamil countries ; equivalent to

the Arabic term Mirdsi, used likewise in that part of India.

Kdniydtchi-hdran, Tarn. (S. SIT 17COT) A hereditary pro-

prietor of land or privileges.

Kdniydtchi-mdniyam, Tarn. (iQITSCCflLLJLG) A portion of

land held by each hereditary proprietor free of assessment

Kdniydlan,T&m. (<SrT<50t5flUJrTfflT<5OT) An inheritor of land.

Kdndtchi-gdr, Karn. (O~9ixJc) S Ad&) Proprietor of a
CO"

hereditary estate.

Kdndtchi-grdma, Karn. (D doJ3g_\ Ady"6o) A hereditary

village. (This and the preceding, as well as KdndtcM,

hereditary property, are provincial modifications in Mysore

of the Tamil Kdniydtchi.)

KANI, Karn. (D~c)K>) A piece of inferior land not included

in that which is rented.
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KANI BHAGOA, Uriya (Q|l<S!.|GS1|e|| ) Labourers in Cuttack

paid both in money and kind.

KANIKE-KANE, or KANIKE-KAPPA, Karn. (D~dQOO~c)D,

D~c)G)ODo^) A present from an inferior to a superior, a

subscription, a donation.

KANILI, Thug. Earrings ; gold.

KANINA, S., and in most dialects, (cm?rta:) The son of an

unmarried woman.

KANJAH, H. (/s^*) KANJARI, Mar. (^TTCO A low class

of people, who live by making and selling strings of

hemp and cotton, also who catch and eat snakes.
tjf

Kanjariyu, Karn. (oO8j5(XXX}) Class of ropemakers.

KANJI, corruptly, CONJEE, CONJE, KONGY, H. (S. -ar^)

Rice-water in general, although it properly denotes rice-

water which has been converted into an acid beverage by

acetous fermentation.

KANKANA, vernacularly also KANKAN, and KANGAN, or

KUNGUN, S. (<*^-*u) A bracelet, a string, or riband

tied round the wrist, especially at marriages, round the

right wrist of the bridegroom and the left of the bride:

the practice, originally Hindu, has been adopted by the

Mohammadans in India, and the tying and untying of the

hungan are important parts of their marriage ceremonies.

KANKANAM,Tam. (<5<5ZR5rsrTOTCrLa) Watching, inspection ;

a fee paid for watching the crop between the field and

the stack.

Kankani, Tam. (scrorsrTOTOfl) An inspector of crops.

KANKAH, KUNKUH, corruptly, CONKAR, H. &c. (^U, from

S. ~GR!$, a piece) KANKAR, Ben. (^t^?0 A coarse kind

of limestone found in the soil in many parts of Hindustan,

underlying the alluvial soil in large tabular strata, or in-

terspersed through the superficial mould in nodules of

various sizes, though usually small ; also, gravel, hard

sand.

Kankaldt, Hindi (<<*c3I3) Soil of a stiff sandy loam, as

hard as kunhar (Puraniya).

Kanhari, H. (,_^O Gravel.

Kanltreld, Kanhrili, H. (L/jtf, ^J&- **tf?ft)

Stony, gravelly (as soil).

KANKI, or KANAKI, H. (,_/&
S. cRftjraft) Ground rice;

Tel. (Sb) Head or ear of corn.

KANNA, Karn. (&OrC$) KANNAM, Tam. (<3OTOTLQ) A

pit, a hole, a breach in the wall of a house.

Kannagdr, Kannadakali, Karn.

A housebreaker, a burglar.
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Kanna-vUti-mane, Kara.
(OOroS|3oX>cO)

A house broken

open.

Kanna-bdvulu, Tel. (?) Wells of stone masonry, where

the water is some way below the surface : see Bdoli.

Kannivdyakkdl,Tam. (SOTCTcncFfjlJrTLUS&rTfS)) A small

water-course for irrigation.

Kannar, Tarn. ((BOTOTCSOrcr) Fields on the same level, so

as to be capable of irrigation from the same channel.

Kannarru, Tarn.
(e&SCoTSOTT^npj) Water-course for the

supply of a rice field.

KANNI, Mai.
(<*>|^)

A plot of land from eight to fourteen

feet long, and five to eight broad, set apart for evaporating

or manufacturing salt; a salt bed or pan.

KANPHATA Joai, H. (S.
<>}=-

UU;) A religious mendi-

cant or Joffi, distinguished by wearing large metal ear-

rings ; thence named Kdn-phd[a, split-eared.

KANS, H. (S. ^jJ6) KANSYA, Ben. (*t3W) KANSAMU, Tel.

("S^O^^XX}) Mixed metal, bell or queen's metal ; brass,

whether white or yellow.

Kamdlavddu, or Kansdli, Tel. (SocJ-^eJoJ-o&o, -g^OcOS)

A gold or silversmith, a worker in the precious metals,

by caste as well as occupation, one of the five chief left-

hand castes at Madras : the other four are the Kanchari

or brazier ; Kammari, blacksmith ; Vadlangi, carpenter ;

and Kdsi, stonemason ; these intermarry and eat together,

and take the lead in all disputes with the right-hand castes :

the distinction of right and left-hand castes is peculiar to

the south of India, and is of modern origin, having been

introduced at Conjeveram as a piece of civil policy, in-

tended to divide the people, and diminish their power.

Kancharavita, Karn. (DO&rOt>o) A mendicant belong-

ing to the five classes of artificers.

Kdnsdr, or Kdsdr, Mar. (cRran;, cureix) Kdnsdri, Ben.

Kanchari, Tel. ($ba^8) Kdnchkdr, Karn.

A man of a caste whose occupation is

working in mixed metal, a brazier, a coppersmith (from

the S. Kdnsya haru).

Kasbhara, Kwbhura, H. O^JU) The class or caste of

workers in mixed metals, braziers, also melters and casters

in moulds : these people, of whom there are in Hindustan

various divisions, have a conventional or slang dialect

peculiar to themselves.

Kdsdr-langar, or -bongar, (?) Mar. A man of an inferior

caste, whose occupation is working in brass, making pots

and pans, and armlets and anklets of mixed metal.
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KANTA, Thug. The braying of an ass as an omen: at set-

ting out on an expedition it should be heard on the right ;

at halting, on the left : at any time in front it is unlucky.

KANTA, Mar. (cRTU
1

,
from S. eHN) Shavings from a turn-

ing lathe: edge, border, coast, boundary or suburb of a

village.

Kdntdri, Mar. (cFttTUffr) A caste or a member of it, whose

business it is to work with a lathe in wood or ivory, a

turner, a cabinet-maker.

KANTA, H. (Ui, S. cRTSt) A pair of scales: a thorn, a

fork.

Kdntd-muharrir, H. (\.jjsr*) A clerk employed to note

and register weighments.

Kdntd, or Kdtd-mornawal, (?) Mar. A cess formerly levied

upon each house in a village, imposed, it is said, by a dis-

trict collector whose feet had been wounded by thorns when

inspecting the village fields.

KANTA, KANTHA, H. (?) Poor soil, near the Jumna.

KANTHI, KANTHIA, KUNTHI, KUNTHEE, KUNTHEIYA-, H.

(,_j4*JJ, LA$L\i, from S. <*<!<J, the throat) A necklace, any

ornament worn round the neck, a string of beads, worn as

a necklace by the head of a religious establishment, as a

mark of dignity ; also one made of different kinds of wood

or seeds, worn by mendicants and ascetics, and sometimes

carried in the hand as a rosary.

KANTHAN, Thug. A knife.

KANTIRAI-VARAHA, Karn. (So^O"c)CXX)^6boci) A coin of

account in Mysore, equal to ten gold fanams, called com-

monly Cantarai, or Cantaroy fanams, each weighing-

about six grains, and of inferior quality, and worth in

Madras silver currency, about Rs. 2. 14.8.

KANTU, or KANTAKA, Karn (Soeb, OoSo) A stipulated or

fixed term of payment, an instalment.

Kantdyu, Karn. (oo3~<5XD) A stipulated term for payment

to be made in part.

Kantu-patra, Karn. (from S. TT!, a leaf) A written agree-

ment to pay by instalments.

KANTAWAN, Mar. (?) A tax on looms, a fee levied by the

head village officers from the money-changers of the village.

KANUJU, Tel. (eOJW) An artificial water course for

irrigation.

KANUN, KANOON, plural KAWANIN, H. (A. yjy
1

^, j-^Jly)

it is similarly written in most dialects, but in Maratha it

occurs as KANU, KANOO, (in^) A rule, a regulation, a

law, a statute.
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Kdnubdb, Mar.
(cRT'T^T'*)

A cess formerly levied by Za-

tnindars in the Maratha provinces.

Kdnu-jdbtd, Mar. ( RT^n*nrt,
from A. <tlwLc, a rule) A

code, a compendium of the regulations established in any

province.

Kdnuribyatirikta, Uriya (from S. ^ifrttXTh:, opposed) Con-

trary to law or rule, unlawful, illegal.

Kdnungo, Kanoongo, or Canoongo, corruptly, Canongoe,

H. (from P.
ji, speaking

1

, or who speaks) lit, An ex-

pounder of the laws, but applied in Hindustan especially to

village and district revenue-officers, who, under the former

governments, recorded all circumstances within their sphere

which concerned landed property and the realization of

the revenue, keeping registers of the value, tenure, extent,

and transfers of lands, assisting in the measurements and

survey of the lands, reporting deaths and successions of

revenue-payers, and explaining, when required, local prac-

tices and public regulations: they were paid by rent-free

lands and various allowances and perquisites.

Kdnungoi, corruptly, Canoongoey, H. (^jjjoyo) The office

of Kdnungo : this was abolished in Bengal at the time of

the permanent settlement, but was preserved in Benares and

the Ceded and conquered provinces. Beng. Reg. iv. 1808.

Kdnungoi-daftar, H. (from P. y&>) The record or office

of the Kanungo.

Kdnungo-t&lukdar, H. (from A. P.^ljJzJW) A district re-

venue officer in Cuttack, holding certain lands rent-free

in virtue of his office.

KANWA, H.
(*ji>) A measure of capacity, the sixteenth part

of a ser.

KANWAI, Hindi (*fl'cj$) Clayey soil in muddy hollows, which

in the dry season is formed into detached nodules by the

action of underground springs : it is generally unpro-

ductive : (Puraniya).

KANYA, S. &c. ( OF5TI) A maid, a virgin, a girl of nine or

ten years of age.

Kanyd-ddna, vernacularly, Kanydddn, S. &c. (^TT, a gift)

The presentation of the bride to the bridegroom by her

parent or guardian, the giving of a girl in marriage, a

gift to a girl upon her marriage, a dower.

Kanyd-pdm-grahana, S. (from pdni, tnftf, the hand, and

grahana, ugtg, taking) The taking of the bride's hand

by the bridegroom at the marriage ceremony.

Kanyd-putra, or -suta, S. &c. ( trg, or sn, a son) The
v3 O

son of an unmarried girl.

2fiO

Kanyd-varana, S. (from ^tJtr, selecting) Rehearsing the

genealogy of the contracting parties at marriages.

Kdnyd-kubja, S. (from <*J4l4*rf, the city of Kanauj) Be-

longing to, originating with, &c., the city of Kanauj :

see Kanaujii/a,

KANZ, H. (A. j_/=w) Treasure.

KAP, Ben. CFtf) The name of a subdivision of the Va-

rendra Brahmans of Bengal, inferior to the Kulm tribe

of the same.

KAPADI, Guz. (%lHSl) A Hindu who has performed pil-

grimages to Hinglaj ;
Mar. (ohlHiT) A religious mendi-

cant carrying a red flag, and selling rosaries, the sacred

thread, holy water, &c.

KAPALE, KAPALI, or KAPILE, corruptly, KUMPLI, Tel.,

Kara. ($>~U, &6), 5fc) A frame-work and pul-

ley with a leathern bucket attached, fixed over a well, from

which the water is drawn up in the bucket raised by oxen

passing up and down an inclined plane from the mouth

of the well ; used generally in Hindustan, as well as in

the Dakhin : the well from which the water is so raised.

KAPNAWAL, Mar. (eRTJU^c?, from Kdpne, oinxuij, to cut

or reap) The cost of reaping corn, hewing wood, or the like.

KAPPA, or KAPPAM, Karn., Mai. (Oj, <fl>ojo) Tribute,

tax, offering.

Kappada-hana, Karn. (Oc6o&>>) Tribute money.

KAPPAHAOAVARU, Karn. (DjOADOO) An order of religious

mendicants of the Lingamite sect.

KAPHA, H. (S. 1^") KAPAR, Mar. (cRm) Cloth, clothes.

KAPSI, Thug. Any kind of corn or vegetable in the ground

before harvest

KAPU, KAPOO, Tel., Karn. (~^&) Guarding, watching.

protection.

Jfdpari, Tel. ("5^>oi8) A watchman, a watcher.

KAru, TeL (~5~Q&) A cultivator, a husbandman, a Ryot;

it is also commonly applied in the Telinga provinces to

the principal cultivator or head man of a village.

KAR, KUH, or KARA, H. &c. (S.^, ^IR) Tribute, toll, tax,

the revenue of the state, settled allowance to village officers

and servants.

Karamoriva, Mai. (efcfD&iOOtPloj) Exemption from tax,

granted by the sovereign.

Karachchunltam, Mai.
(d&.ro^sejo)

Land customs, transit

duty.

Karagruhah, Ben. (^St^) A collector of revenue, a tax

gatherer.
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Kar-sthapana, Mar. (from S. Sthdpana, placing)

Imposing a cess or tax.

KAR, KUR, Mar. (IR) Used in composition with the name

of a town or village, to signify an inhabitant of it, as,

Ifolkar, an inhabitant, originally, of the village of

Hola.

KAR, KUR, Mai. Sort, quality; (but ? if it is not rather

Katta (<& ), pronounced like Kar, a lump of earth ; for

no such meaning as that assigned to it in Walker's Re-

port appears in the Dictionary).

Pasama-kar, Mai. (from o_lC/d, fat) The best sort of soil, a

rich, greasy clay.

Rasi-pasama, Mai. (? rasi or rasi, a mixture of earth and

sand) Middling or mixed soil.

Rasi-har, Mai. A poor light soil.

KAR, H. &c. (P. j6, S. KARYA, Tsrnr, from
^,

to do) Act,

affair, work, business.

Kdrbdr, H.
(jVj^>

^om tne ** jV> a burden) Affair, bu-

siness, public business.

Kdrbhdr, Mar., Kara. (cpRmt, S~5>#?T3&>, from the S.

J3hdi'a, HIT, a burden) Affairs, business, especially affairs

of state, or the business of a mercantile concern, any af-

fairs of importance and responsibility : in Cuttack it means

merely trade.

Kdrbdrl, or Kdrbhdri, incorrectly, Carbarree, H., Mar.

(t_5jVj^> BTTTnft) A person conducting affairs, a minister,

a public officer, a merchant, a manager, a shopkeeper.

Kdrbarddr, H. (P. j\3j>,
who bears) A man of business,

a manager, a minister, &c., whence Kdrbarddri, Conduct

of affairs.

Kdrchob, H. (from S-'j*- , a stick) Embroidery ; an em-

broiderer.

Kdrchobi, H. Embroidered, embroidery.

Kdrdur, Sindh (P. j'^J6)
An agent, especially of the go-

vernment.

Kdrydh, H. (P. ti, a place) A workshop, a factory ; a

weaver's loom, or weaving apparatus.

Kdrydhi, H. Any thing relating to a workshop ;
an impost

'

formerly levied on weavers' looms, abolished by Reg. ii.

1795, where the word is written Khergui.

Edrltun, H. (from P. ^, Kun, making or performing)

Kdrhun, Karkoon, Carcoon, Mar. ( cSTC^pT ) A clerk,

a writer, a registrar ;
used also generally among the Ma-

rathas for an agent or manager in financial and revenue col-

lections : an inferior revenue officer in charge of a taraf,
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or division, under the Mdmalatddr, or district collector.

KdrJiuni, Mar. ( cKH<* off) The office or function of a Kdr-

hun, or his fees or perquisites: a cess levied on the Ryots

to pay the expense of maintaining a government Kdrkun :

an extra allowance for household expenses made to any

public functionary, any thing relating to him or his services.

Kdrhhdna, corruptly, Karconna, Karkanna, H. &c.
(&i\s>j6)

An office or place where business is carried on ; but it is

in use more especially applied to places where mechanical

work is performed ;
a workshop, a manufactory, an arsenal,

also, fig., to any great fuss or bustle.

Kdrkhdnaddr, H. &c. (P. j\o) A keeper of a shop or

factory, a superintendant of a manufactory.

Kdrkhdndnis, Mar. (oFHWMMl??) A clerk or record keeper

in a factory, a clerk of the works.

Kdrhird, Mar. (giU.*!^) Reign, administration, the du-

ration of a reign.

Kdranda, incorrectly, Kdrindalt, H. (P. !&jj&) An agent,

a manager, an attorney, an officer.

Kdrani, Mar. (<*<!}), from S. jrTC3!J, cause) A manager,

one who conducts affairs, a prime minister, a supercargo

of a ship, &c.

Kdrigar, Kareegur, H. &c.
(j>J6)

Ben. Kdrikar, (^iPsi^fc)

A workman. Mar. (cfclOI'K) A good workman.

Kdrigari, H. (uf^i;^) Workmanship, art, the skill or

employment of a workman or artisan.

Karsdz, H. (P.jL, making) A man of business, one skilled

in affairs ; whence also Kdrsdzi, Dexterity, adroitness,

cleverness in business.

Kdrsdzi, H. (tjy"*^) Management, conducting business,

&c. ; Karsdji in Hindi also has the meaning of partner-

ship ; and in Bengali, a plea or pretext, an act of fraud.

Kdru, Mar. (S. ^Tl^) A workman, an artisan, a village

artist or servant, any one of the Bara Balute.

Kdrubdri, or -bhdr'i, Karn. (5~5)COCrsG) A manager, a

ruler, a superintendant.

Karubdru, or -bhdru, Karn. (D~3O025~SOJ 7 see above,

Karbdi) Rule, management, government ; Kdtvivdru,

Tarn. (<E&rT rpJQJ
IT

( pj) Authority of revenue officers over

the cultivators.

Kdrya, S. (^Rl^, what is to be done) modified in the dialects

as Kdj, Kdrj, H. ( ., <*-j6\
and so pronounced in Ben-

gali, although written correctly (^fa), Kariyamu, Tel.

Carram, Tarn. (srrcflLLJLCi) Affair, business, transaction,

3x
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any necessary act, as the marriage or funeral ceremony, a

civil affair, a lawsuit, a subject of judicial investigation.

Kdiiyaltltdran, orKdrlyakuranddran^zm. GsircflLUS-

SrTCTOTT, srTCf)UJrjn>^rTCr(fcr)
A man of business,

a manager, an agent, a conductor of affairs, whether for

himself or another ;
the principal shareholder or Mirasi-

dar of a village deputed to act for his coparceners.

Kdrji, Tel. (~T85e~) Uriya (Q|Q?) A village officer,

the head of a village, charged with revenue and judicial

functions, or the accountant of a village, but sometimes

filling the office of head man or manager, collecting the

revenue from the villagers, and engaging for its payment

to the government, in Cuttack : lit., a man of business, or

one who does any thing that is to be done.

Kdrj-hdri, Ben. (*lJ*t^t ) A man of business, an agent,

a manager, any one who does what is to be done.

Kdryanirnaya, S. (f-rtra, ascertainment) Investigation of

an affair, judgment, decision.

Kdryarodha, S. (from rtV, impeding) Enforcing payment

of a debt by preventing the debtor from following his usual

occupations.

KAH, Tarn: (arrrj) The ploughing season in the months

of August-September ; rice growing in the rainy season,

and reaped in the last months of the year ; the first or

lesser rice crop.

KARA, Mai. (fi>rt>) KABE, Karn. (#8) KARAI, Tarn.

(aoTOCr) Bank, border, shore, edge or selvage of cloth ;

in Mai. also a small village or hamlet.

Kardkdr, Mai. (cfcroOAOrt)) The principal inhabitants of

a village or neighbourhood.

Karaikattu, Tarn. (<S<5BDrj<S>SLL) A prop or buttress for

raising or strengthening a bank.

Karekattavdru, Karn. (OooUoJ 6)OO) Persons whose oc-

cupation is working ornamental borders to blankets.

KARA, Mai. ( <Jft>iPO ) An opening in the embankment of a

field by which water may flow from one field into another.

KARA, S. &c. (aRt:) The twenty-fifth year of the cycle.

KARA, Mar. (S. <*Kl) A prison : usually compounded with

words signifying a house, as, Kdrdydra, Kdrdgriha, &c.

KARA, KURA, Mar. (?) A form of oath: a leaf of Tulasi

and a cup of Ganges water, placed upon some sacred book,

are held by a person on his head whilst he gives evidence :

if no domestic affliction befalls him within a few days

his testimony is considered conclusive (perhaps from one

of the senses of Kara, ^KT, an unlucky day).
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KAHADA, or KARDA, Mar. (cRC^l) The proprietor of an

estate by purchase, not by grant or inheritance.

KARADA, Karn. (oOcS) Dry grass gathered on the hills.

Karada-bitti, Karn. (&&fe3 ) A tax in lieu of hill

grass formerly levied from the Ryots (Mysore).

KARADIOE, Karn. (otfti A) A silver box for holding the

phallus worn by the Lingaits.

KARAIJU, Tel., Karn. (*O<3J) Rough, as an account, or

as the draft of an official document ; also, rough, coarse,

as paper.

KARAGHATTU, Tel. (WwOtt>) The dam of a river.
p

*) v^

KARAQPATTADI, Karn. (oOA<Oej&) A tax levied on

goods manufactured in towns, or imported' into them for

sale.

KARAHI, H. (S. ^^O A shallow iron pot or vessel for

cooking ; whence Kardhilend, lit, To take the boiler, is

a sort of ordeal in which the accused takes out a piece

of gold which has been dropped into a vessel of boiling

oil, and if he does so without being scalded he is acquitted.

KARAI, corruptly, CARAY, Tarn. (SCZDCT) A portion of land,

especially a share in a Mirasi, or hereditary coparcenary

village, originally, in general, a determinate and entire

share. (It is said sometimes to consist of four pangs

(pangus) shares or subdivisions of villages held by Brah-

mans rent-free, but this is perhaps incorrect. Fifth Rep.

p. 826.

Karai-hdran, Tarn. (SC53rJS<E&rTtJc5OT) A proprietor of a

determinate share in a coparcenary village.

Karai-pangufY'dm. (<S>SCDCTl H~5J@) A share in the village

lands. (From pangu, a share, the word intended by pung

in the 5th Rep., and not representing pum or Ihum, land,

as proposed in the Glossary).

Karai-ydlan, Tarn, (from .g^etTOd,
a lord or master) The

proprietor of a hereditary share in a village.

Karai-yidu, Tarn. (QflJDITU-i) An agreement amongst

the coparceners of a village for a temporary change of

their respective shares.

KARAK, Mar. (oRTCcfi) Customs paid by merchants.

KARAKAL, Karn. (o~c)&D~3e)) The rainy season.

Kdragadde, Karn. (D dOAO) Cultivation in the wet season.

KARAKAM, Mai. (<feP<fto) Mean service in a temple.

KARAKASA, or KARKASA, Tel. d&o^, p. xi^.^) Quarrel.

dispute, tumult.

Karakasd-bhumi, TeL (S.
>J*ft,

earth) Lands of which the

boundaries are in dispute.
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KARAKA-TERIOE, Karn. (OOoo6~A) A tax formerly levied

on the import of goods into Chitaldrug.

K/IRALAN, Mai. (<fl>0(DO^_nrt>) Possessor of freeholder private

property : the agent or manager of the lands of a temple

on the part of the founder or endower.

KARAMBU,KARAMBAi,barbarously,CHAMBO,Tam.(<E&r7LQL_|,

QrjlLoTOLj) Waste or uncultivated land, and which is of

two kinds Sekal-karambii, which is capable of culti-

vation, although neglected for some time
;
and Anddi-

karambu, waste from time immemorial, and which cannot

be cultivated with any prospect of advantage.

KARAMBI, Tarn. (<E&rTrjrTliil_D) A basket or other apparatus

for throwing up water.

KARAN, corruptly, KERRUN, H. (A. lii/ ) Conjunction of

the planets, an astrological period of any ten years, from

10 to 120.

KARANA, S. &c. (neuter 4U!J) Doing, act, means, instru-

ment, an organ of sense : (masc. fc M!lt) A doer of any

thing ; also, the name of a mixed caste, or an individual

of it, said to have sprung from a Siidra mother and Vaisya

father, or, according to some, from a degraded Kshatriya

by a pure Kshatriya female ; his occupation is writing

and accounts: a scribe or writer, a clerk, and, in some

places, a collector of revenue, a tax-gatherer : (the word

is used in all the dialects, sometimes modified as to mean-

ing, as in the following).

Karanamu, Karanam or Karnam, corruptly, Curnum,

Tel. (SoO&XD) Karanika, commonly, Kurnih, Karn.

(
8>C3O

) A village accountant, one of the chief officers

of a village: in the Telinga provinces he is usually a

Brahman, in the Tamil a Sudra, of the Pilli tribe.

Karamham, TeL (Sftfoab) The office of a scribe or ac-

countant

Karniha-mirasi, Tarn. The hereditary fees or perquisites

of the village accountant

Karanifta-varttana, or Karnik-varttan, Karn. (S.So nF~fO,

wages) A cess levied originally for the support of

the district accountant, but consolidated with the public

revenue by Tipu.

Kardni, vulgarly, Cranny or Grannie, H. (<J^> mju1)

Kerdnij Ben. (d*d1^1) A clerk, a scribe, a man who by

caste and occupation is a writer or accountant.

KARANAM, Mai. (AfoSnOo, same as the S. cRT^i) A deed,

a title-deed, a bond, any legal writing or document: it

is especially applied to the deeds by which land is trans-
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ferred in Malabar, of which four are particularized, as

Karanam-kayavidu-otti, Mai. The first deed executed in

conveying landed property, by which two-thirds of the sum

to be lent or advanced to the owner are specified.

Karanam-otti-kamparam, The second deed, in which a

further sum of twenty per cent, on the sum specified in

the preceding is engaged to be paid.

Karanam-hudima-nir, or -nir-matal, The third deed, en-

gaging for a further advance of twenty per cent., con-

firmed by drinking water (nir) from the estate, presented

to the proprietor.

Karariam-attipet-ola, The fourth deed, by which the pur-

chaser engages to pay up any -balance that may remain,

and the Janmkar finally parts with all hold upon the pro-

perty. Report on Tenures in Malabar.

Karanappira, Mai.
(d9>fD6""OnJ[lip) A fine for executing

documents or title-deeds on an unstamped ola or papers,

or contrary to regulation.

KARANAM, S., and in all the dialects either as Kdran or

Kdranam, (cKTOij) Cause, origin, motive.

Kdranavan, commonly, Karnaven, Mai. (s&>0(06mr>njnr6)

The head or origin of a family, a father, a forefather, an

ancestor, a lord or master.

KARANCH A, Mai. (<>fP62j_l) A weight of four kinds, as equal

to ten, twelve, thirteen, or twenty-one fanams.

KARANJACHI-BIJ-GUTTA, Karn. (8"38oiwetf6o-) A

tax on gathering wild cocoa-nuts (Mysore).

KARANTI, H. (^j/) KARATI, Ben. (<*jrt\s\) A sawyer.

KAR.AR. H. (A. j\^} Fixedness, stability, confirmation : it

is loosely used for a written agreement or engagement.

Kardr-i-jama-dahsdla, H. (from P. Jit), ten, and Jlw, a

year) The decennial settlement ; the assessment of the re-

venue of Bengal for ten years, preparatory to the perpetual

settlement.

Kardr-ndma, H. &c. (P. <UU) A written contract or en-

gagement

Kardr-sagbadi, (?) Tel. Stipulated cultivation, as com-

pared with what has been actually executed.

Kardr-vah, Tel. (from S. ^tnif, speech) Fixed estimate, verbal

agreement.

KARAR, (?) H. A class of agriculturists in the district of

Mainpuri.

KARAU, CURAO, H.
(j|^) Marriage of a widow with the

brother of a deceased husband, as practised among the Jats,

Gujars, Ahirs, and other inferior tribes, iu the north-west
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provinces, although it is looked upon as disreputable : the

term is also applied to concubinage.

KARAVEPPU,Mal. (cfe<o6)aJa_p Plantations on high grounds.

KARAWANT, Mar. (cK<irl) A particular tribe of Brahmans,

or a member of it

KARAwo, (?) Sindhi, A man employed to watch the crops.

KARAYMA, Mai. (<&>$W&>, probablyt he same us the Tarn.

KAHAI, q. v.) Freehold or private property.

Kdrdyma-kdran, Mai. (d9>oroocgJ<ftO(On6) A proprietor of

freehold land.

Kdrdyma-tettam, Mai. (<fl30fOOC^6)f5)o)
Private property

obtained by purchase.

KARBA, Thug. Secure and complete burial (Dakh Thug).

KABBA, KARBI, Guz. tt&S^l, ^S^U) Stalks or straw of

different grains.

Karba-pati, Guz. (^S^IM.^) A tax on straw, originally

levied in kind, afterwards commuted for money.

KARDA, H. (IjyO Exchange, barter, balance of value be-

tween goods or coins.

KARDA, Mar. (? corruption of KARTHA) The denomination

or heading under which the names of the actual culti-

vators or the fields are registered.

KARH, Thug. Search or inquiry after Thugs.

KARHU, Thug. A searcher after, or disturber of, Thugs.

KARHAII Thug. A feast

KARHUA, H. ( lyt^ ) A loan, a debt, a premium on a loan,

a deduction from the sum lent.

KARIAH, H. (A. toji)
A village.

KARIB, H.
d^^iji, plural AKRIBA, bjil)

lit Near, near to ;

also, near in relationship, a kinsman, a relative, a con-

nexion by birth or marriage, excepting the relation ol

parent and child.

Kardbat, or Kurbat, H. (A. e^ojji, C^/) Propinquity

relationship.

Kurb-jarvdr, H.
(j\yslj)

Near neighbourhood.

KARIKA, or KARIKA-VRIDDHI, S. (efilftoRT

Stipulated interest ; also Karitdvriddki (oFTf<rl l

1

^ f^).

KARIMEYAN, plural KAHIMEYAHU, (?) Karn. A class o

slaves in Kanara, a division of the Dhers.

KARIMPATTAN, (?) A class of agricultural slaves in Malabar

KAHINUN H.
(y^i^ytfj for kali, black) Black salt, an

impure preparation of a medicinal salt, or muriate o

soda.

KARIZ, H.
(P.Jj^iS) A water-course, especially one con

structed for irrigation underneath the surface of the ground
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KARJJA, Ben. (*^) A loan, a debt : (vernacular corruption

of Karz, q. v.).

Karjjaddr, Ben. (^SSffftsO A debtor.

KARKA, (?) H. The tract that lies along the Jumna in

some of the districts of the north-west provinces.

KARKACH, KURKUCH, Uriya (QQQ) Salt obtained by solar

evaporation.

KARL, (?) Mar. Hard or gravelly black soil.

KARMA, S., used in all the dialects, sometimes modified, as

KAUJI, KARAM, KARAMAM, KARUMAM, KAMMA, KAM,

(cjfwt) Act, action, work; any act of piety or religion,

as sacrifice, marriage-ceremony, funeral obsequies, duty or

acts obligatory ou tribe or caste ; fate, as the consequence

of acts.

Karmachdn, corruptly, Kerimcharry, Ben. (S. ^MblsTl)

Karamchdri, H. (t^Jj'y^) In Bengal, an officer ap-

pointed by a Zamindar, or payer of revenue, to collect

the revenues, and arrange the affairs of a village ; a factor,

a steward.

Karmahdra, S. ( eR**jirpO Kdmdr, Ben. (^WsT) Kam-

mari, JKammaravddv, Tel. (ScW6, ScDOOoJ^Cio) Kam-

mdra,Kammdravami,K.-drn. (DCOJ15O, OC^XJ~3&5r\X>)

Karmmahdran, Mai. (sfcQCia&>0<Onri>) An ironsmith, a

blacksmith, one of the five chief castes of the left-hand

castes in the south.

Kammdlan, Tarn. (SUHorrfffTOT) An artificer, a handi-

craftsman, especially one of five orders, stonemasons, car-

penters, blacksmiths, brasiers, and goldsmiths.

Kammavddv, Tel. (ScfooJP'Sj) A caste of Telinga Siidras,

commonly called Kammavars ; they are numerous, and

chiefly engaged in agriculture.

Kammarikamu, Tel. (S^DdSoX)) The agricultural caste
6

called Kammavars.

Karamvero, Guz. W.'HH^.O A poll-tax.

KammMam, Mai. (<ftCJ2lo) Coining, making money.

Kammittapura, Mai. (<&Qt2\S.a-&<>) A mint.

KARNAVEDHA, S. &c. (cE^, the ear, and ^V, piercing)

Piercing the lobes of the ear of a child, a ceremony re-

quired to be observed previous to tonsure.

KAROpA, Tel. (<5'~
c
~<5

Tj

) An overseer, an inspector or

superintendant.

KAHPASA, or KARPASA, vernacularly, KAPAS, corruptly,

KEBPA?, KERP, COPAS, S., &c. C'gi'^TtT, WtWI, t^r-^,

eRPra) Cotton, the raw or undressed produce of the

Gossypium herbaceum; also, the plant.
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KARRAIMA, (?) Mai. A verbal agreement with a poorer

tenant or cultivator.

KARRU, Tel.
(3|fp)

KARU, Karn. (S~c>&) A ploughshare.

KARSAi, or KARsAi, Mar. (oRK*f^, oSTTm^) An impost in

kind, as corn, straw, &c., from a village dependent or a

fort, for the use of the latter.

KARSAL, Thug. The large male antelope: if he cross the

road from left to right it is a lucky omen ; if the reverse,

unlucky.

KARSHA, KARSHAPANA, S. &c. ('sirl, ^nhnsi) A weight of

gold or silver equal to 16 mdihas, or about 180 troy

grains ;
in Uriya, it is written Karisa, and means a brass

weight of four marhas.

KARSHA, S. &c. (ini:) Ploughing, tillage.

Karshdka, vernacularly, Karshah, and Krishak, S. &c.

( oflM"*
1

:) A ploughman, a cultivator.

KARTA, KARTTA, S., but adopted in all the dialects, (cITfh)

KARTTAVA, Mai. (efisflWiOOJ) An agent, a maker, one who

does any thing, a husband, a proprietor, an heir, one

who has inchoate rights, the active or managing member

of a family.

KARTA, or KADTA, Mar. ( 4irll) An addition of 10J sers

to a palla, or 120 sers, on various articles of consump-

tion ; this, with a further addition of 2j sers, named

kdntd, makes up a pakka palla of 133 sers.

KARTTANI, or KATRANI, H., Ben., &c., (,J^> <^jj^i
from

S. em, to cut) lit, Chippings, cuttings ; applied also for-

merly to unauthorised deductions from the revenue, under

various pretexts, from the payments by the revenue-payers :

a cess imposed in some parts of Bengal before the per-

petual settlement, to compensate for such deductions.

KARTI, (?) A division of the solar year, one twenty-seventh ;

used for agricultural purposes, as the times of sowing,

reaping, &c. (Northern Circars).

K.AHTTIKA, vernacularly, KARTIK or KATIK, S. &c. (cnffNO

The eighth month of the Hindu year (Oct-Nov.), when

the moon is full in Krittika, or the Pleiades.

Kdrtikotsava, S. &c. (from drtH, a festival) A festival on

the day of full moon, in the month Kartlh.

Edrttika-phasal, Karn. (CTB^HSfc&C) The harvest of

Kartik, the same as the Kharif crop of Hindustan, or

that which is reaped between November and January.

Karttiksdli, Ben. (*1fjf
;**l1^t) The rice crop of the

cold season, gathered after November : the principal har-

vest in Bengal.
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KARTTIK, Mar. (41(^4, perhaps from S.
^Hf,

to cut) A very

low caste, or member of it, whose business is that

of killing animals and selling the flesh ; the Hindu

butcher.

KARU, Tel., Kam. (~T&)) The wet season: the crop of

rice sown in April, and reaped in June-July.

Kdrubatta, Karn. (D^J&W^) Rice growing in the hot

season, and reaped in the rains.

Kdrubele, Karn. (0~d&>$f ) The wet season crop.

Kdrupanta, Tel. (SaD&O&J) Rice sown jn tj,e wet

season, the chief crop of the Tamil countries : it is also

applied to the lesser crop, or that which is sown in spring,

and reaped in the rains.

KARU, Tel., Karn. C5-&>) KARU, Tarn.
(<5(nj) Black,

dark
; also, salt, saline, withered.

KdrubMmi, Tel. (~s-
T>&>&TT

'SX>) Saline soil.

Kdruhdya, Tel. (-F&>-rC&>) Weak or blighted corn.

Karunhuruvai, Tarn. (^(njrBJgj^cnDSu) A kind of

black rice of quick growth.

Karunilain, Tarn. (iSQnJls&lii) Black and barren soil.

Kdrupu, Tel. (~Sr6ocJ)) Naturally produced salt, saline

efflorescence.

Karuttahkadappu, Tarn.
(<5(njsej<3<SL_llli_|) Black

paddy, or rice in the husk.

KARU, Karn. (O~c)&>) A blacksmith.

Karumdn, Tarn. (&!T^n<^}Karuvan, Mai. (<ft(5Jo_lOa6)

A blacksmith.

KARU, or KADU, Mar. (WS) The offspring of a female slave,

or of a woman by a second marriage.

KARU, Mai. (Ag5
) A stake with a sharp point, for im-

paling malefactors.

KAHUKUHUN, (?) Tel. A gold pagoda, worth four rupees.

KARUM, (?) Tarn. The same as the marital, a measure of

capacity holding about sixteen quarts.

KARUVAi, or KARWAI, Tel. (T^&.a^OJO) Estimated, as

produce.

Karuvdi-daul, Tel. (from H. J^J , mode) Demand on each

Ryot's produce, according to the estimate.

KARUVALA, (?) Tel. The treasury or strong room of a temple.

KARWA, Thug. A square or oblong grave for the bodies of

the murdered.

KAHWANSI, H. (
i_^J)^)

The twentieth part of a Visrcdnsi;

a fractional portion of a
joint-tenancy village.

KARwAflA, H.
(tjjjf, WWl) The vessel or bucket fast-

ened to the rope of a lever employed to raise water.

3 Y
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KARYAD, Mar. (B^1^) A petty mahal or district ; one com-

prising ten or twelve villages, some belonging to one mahdl,

some to another.

KARZ, H. (A. V*/) KARJ, Mar. (^) Ben. (^) KARAJ,

Uriya, (QQ>) KAHJU, Tel. (&Pf~ ) Debt : in Moham-

madan law, besides the general sense, it implies a loan

to be repaid by something dissimilar, but of equal value,

in distinction to Ariyat, the return of the identical thing

borrowed : a money loan, money lent at interest for an

indefinite time.

Karjaddya, Ben. (^f?fa) Paying a debt.

Karj-amddn, Mar. ('STSjflH^M, from the P. y;^' , to come)

The heading of that side of an account in which are to

be entered future receipts, in discharge of loans.

Karjdu, Mar. (o^fSl) Money lent or borrowed at interest.

Karz- or Karj-ddr, corruptly, Kerzdar, H. &c.
(^I.X^i',

W^rc) A debtor, a borrower.

Karj-dddan, Mar. (HHn<f*T> from P.
,.;->!i>,

to give)

The heading of the side of an account in which are

entered payments of debts to be made.

Karzi or Karji, H. &c.
(.y^/, inff) A debtor, a bor-

rower ; any thing relating to a loan or debt.

Karjkari, Mar. (*4<*tf) A borrower, a lender ; an officer

or servant employed to dun a debtor.

Karjkhat, Mar. CpS?fiT) A note of acknowledgment of a

debt : also, Karj-ndma, and Karj-rokha.

Karzkhn-dh, H. (sLsr^j) A creditor, a dun.

Kirdz, A.
((jo\ji) Repaying, borrowing, a debt : in law,

a kind of partnership in which one party advances the

capital, the other the labour or skill, and the profits are

divided in stipulated proportions.

Kirdzi-hachheri, (ie r^,_s*'']/)
An office for the collection

of outstanding revenue balances.

KARJI-KAI, Kara. (Sa3e~5~S(XO) A cess levied in

Mysore on the heads of the Lingamite establishments in

lieu of sweet cakes which they had been at one time

compelled to supply the Paligars with at the festival of

Ganesa.

KARAYA, (?) H. A hired or bond ploughman who is paid

by a proportion of the nett produce of the fields he has

ploughed.

KASA, vernacularly, KAS, incorrectly, KANS, S. &c. (n^l)

A tall grass, growing luxuriantly in many places, espe-

cially on neglected and sandy soils, sometimes 12 or 15

feet high. (Saccharum spontaneum.)
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KASA, Tel. (~S-<^ra ) A son by a female slave.

KAsA, (?) Sindhi. A grain measure, >th part of a kharwar.

KASAB, H. &c. (A. V_~.MK) Trade, business, profession, art,

skill ; also, in Guz., gold and silver thread used in em-

broidery.

Kasab-vero, Guz. (WfcM,H3.l) Tax on occupations and

crafts.

KA=AB, KAgAi, H. &c. (<_>L, ^fUi) A butcher.

Kasdi dukdn gutta, Karn. (fctecOD&a-SfvS&j^) A tax

in Mysore on butchers' stalls or shops.

KASAD, H. (A. i)U*0 Want of currency or demand, a flat or

dull market

KASAM, KASM, KUSUM, KUSM, H. &c. (A. **>) An oath.

Kasam-ndma, H. (P. XLi) An affidavit

Kasdmat, corruptly, Kisximit, H. Administration of an oath.

KASAR, Kusun, H. &c. (A. ^a) Defect, deficiency, diminu-

tion. In Mar. Kasar (<*0, as applied to accounts,

signifies departure from a correct or perfect balance,

whether through excess or deficiency, or the sum to be

added to, or subtracted from, the totals on either side, to

make them agree.

Kaxaru, Karn. (Or5&>) Profit or loss on the exchange of

coins. (It seems likely that the Hindu dialects have

made some confusion between the Arabic words, Kasar

(j>ta), deficiency, and Kasar, or Kathar (J*), excess,

and have blended the two meanings under one term.)

Kasar, A'axrdt, H.
(,-aii, L^^oJi) Profit and loss, a head of

an account so named.

Kasarpatti, Mar. (<*CMgl) Excess in distributing the

undivided assessment
;

a cess or tax imposed to make up

for any deficit in the collections.

Kasarvarttdld, Mar. (oR*t^fT35T) Allowance for loss or

gain upon the quantity of grain brought into and received

back from the public storehouses by the farmers.

Kaxrat, corruptly, Kesrmtt, H.
(Cl^ii ) Difference, properly,

in excess, between the land measure established by Beng.

Reg. xi. 1795, and that of preceding years.

Kasur, or Kusur, H. (A. jy*>0)
Fault, offence, crime : de-

ficiency, defect: allowance for difference in the value of

coins, a cess formerly levied upon the cultivators to cover

any difference that might occur between the value of the

coins paid by them and the standard currency.

KASBA, H. (A. <U-ai
-

), KASUBA, Tel. (S^O^P) A small

town or large village, the chief or market-town ofa district.

KASHT, CASHT, H. &c. (o~i, from
,jjLiK,

to sow, as seed)
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Cultivation, agriculture, tillage ; a tenure by which the

revenue is assessed according to the value of the crop.

Kdsht-har, H. il^c^ib ) A cultivator, a farmer.

Kdsht-kar-jadid, H. (from Jo A>- , new) A cultivator newly

settled in a village.

ftdsht-hdr-kadim, (from >JJJ , old) A cultivator long esta-

blished in a village, a hereditary cultivator.

Kdsht-i-mdlikdn, H. (from t^AJU>, a master) Cultivation by

the proprietors of the lands themselves.

Khud-kdsht, H. (from the P.
Jji-, self) A resident cul-

tivator, one cultivating his own hereditary lands, either

under a Zamindar or as a coparcener in a village. In

Bengal, one class of them, holding their lands at fixed rates

by hereditary right, sometimes sub-let them, except the part

about their dwelling, in which they continue to reside,

and although ceasing to cultivate, and, engaged in trade or

business, they retain their designation of hkud-kdsht. The

term is also applied in the north-western provinces to lands

which the proprietor, or the payer of the Government

revenue, cultivates himself.

Pdhi-kasht or Pdikdsht, H. (e^^^^b) A non-resident

cultivator, one who cultivates lands in a village in which

he is not a settled or permanent resident ; see fdhi, &c.

KASHTA, vernacularly, KASHT, S. (cKTf) Hard, painful, dis-

tressingly high, as an assessment
; severe, as a punishment

KASHTH, or KATH, incorrectly, KAST, Mar. Beng. ( cITT?, ^t&,

^t&, from the S. ofro) Wood, timber.

Kdthgara, Kdlhrd, Beng. (^T^l, ^lisll ) An inclosure

of timber to receive offerings made at funerals and the

persons who accept them ; a palisade, a stockade.

Kathiara, Guz. (%^lvtl5.L) A wood-cutter.

Kathuya, or Kuthrmya, Ben. (^I^^Ti, <?iin>ji) A wood-

cutter and seller.

KASID, corruptly, Cossin, H. (A. .i-elii) A courier, a running

footman or messenger, a postman.

KASOTI, Hindi (<*^rin1) An account of the revenue due by

each cultivator.

KASSI, KUSSEE, Thug. The pickaxe used in digging graves

previously consecrated by peculiar ceremonies ;
to swear

by it is the most solemn form of oath amongst the Thugs.

KASU, corruptly, CASH, Tel. Karn. ("S^rvX)) A small copper

coin, current at Madras, made equal, in 1832, to the

Calcutta and Madras paisa and rated at 04 to the rupee :

it was formerly rated at 80 to a fanam, a small silver coin :

it also means, in Tamil (sirs'), coin, money in general ;
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as, Ponakdsu, gold coin ; Vennikdsu, silver coin
; Pettalai-

kdsu, copper coin : it formerly denoted a coin of a certain

value, supposed by Mr. Ellis to have been the same as the

S. karsha, and equal to the double silver fanam of Madras.

KAT, Mai. (a8)OS, no doubt from the S. oft?) A wood, a

jangal.

Kdtrvdram, Mai. (d9>OSo_lOfDo) A tax on lands bordering

on waste or wilderness in lieu of any assessment on tracts

that may be cultivated within it.

KAT, Beng. (w) A fixed term, a stipulated period ; a bond.

Katkana, Uriya (Q8Q>|) An engagement, an agreement,

a bargain.

Kat-koldld, commonly, JCut-kabdla, or Kut-coballa, Beng.

($5<;*!<iHi, vernacular corruption of the A. <*!Us, an

engagement) A conditional engagement, a deed of con-

ditional sale, stipulating that if the purchase price, or money

advanced, be not repaid within a given term, the sale shall

become absolute.

KAT, H. &c. (i^jt>, from lw&, to cut, S. karttana cR^rf,

cutting) Cutting, a cut, a wound, &c. ; also, fig., cutting

off, retrenching, &c.

Kdtan, H. &c. (^K) Cutting ;
lit. or fig., cutting off, re-

trenchment

Kdtkabul, Beng. (^t<*7, from JyJ, consent) Obstinate

refusal to confess or acknowledge a charge.

Kdt-kut, Beng. (<pi5^5) Stoppage of wages, cutting

off or retrenching allowances, reducing the demand of a

creditor by a counter claim. Uriya (Q|$QS) Altera-

tion or falsification of deeds. H. (ui^cu^) Chippings,

cuttings, scraps.

Kat'rii, H. ((_fii ) Season for cutting grain, harvest-time.

KATA, H. (A. jlw)
A cutting or breaking off; a section:

maiming, wounding.

Jatd-at-tdrih, A. (jy^iyi jlw)
A highway-robber.

KATAI, Mar. ( oRT^) A caste, or individual of it, workers in

leather.

KATAIYA, H. (Uw, sf^n) Coarse grass growing on fields

left fallow.

KATAI,, Mar. (china
1

) Rock stone.

Kdtalmat, Mar. (wfifcliftZ) Rocky, stony ground.

KATAM, Mai. (dfcOflDo) A Malabar league, consisting of four

ndrigds, or between 5 and 6 miles English.

KATAN, Beng. ( ^tt>lO Spinning.

Kdf.ani, corruptly, Kateenee, Beng. (3>tiHft) A female

spinner: the wages of spinning.
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KdtaniyA, Beng. (^tiNfrri) A man whose business is

spinning thread or cotton.

KATAN, H. (A. J&} Linen cloth ; also, linseed.

KATBA, Mar. (^KiHIT, from t-jltf, a book or writing), KA-

TAPE, or KATA BE, Karn. (a$~t>, o8O) Penalty bond,

recognisance, paper of agreement : a writing given to a

Panchayat by the parties appealing to it asserting the truth

of their statements, and agreeing to acknowledge their guilt

if pronounced in the wrong.

KATGAK, Thug. A scout or spy.

KATOUTA, commonly, KUTGOOTTA, Mar. (?) Tenure of land

held at a fixed rate of revenue, usually lower than the or-

dinary rate : the term seems to be properly Tamil ; see

Kattuguttagai.

KATHA, Beng. (^t^l) A measure of land, varying in dif-

ferent places, but usually a square of four cubits, or six

feet long ; see Eattha.

Edlhdbdri, Beng. (^liUI<)) A staff or pole about six feet,

used in measuring land.

Kdthdkdli, Beng. (*li !*)?!) Working a sum in sur-

veying, giving the result in Kdtfids.

KATHA, KUTHA, H. &c. (S.
lyjtf

, qrcn) A story, a fable. A
favourite entertainment amongst the Marhattas, or the

public recitation of a narrative, insterspersed with music

and singing, of the actions of the gods, or of individuals,

with allusions to passing events or persons ; thence, old

manuscript Kathas are sometimes produced in evidence of

claims to hereditary rights or property which they have

alluded to.

KATHAKU-KATHA, Uriya(Q2J|QQ2||) Verbatim evidence, &c.

KATHAR, Thug. One of the clans of the Thugs.

KATHi, Guz. (%t<Jl) The name of a tribe the inhabitants

of Cattirvdr.

KdthipdJ, Guz. (ttl<A.M.ll) A tax levied from the people

by the Kathis.

KATHi, corruptly, CUTTY, Mar. (cfcl/1) A measure of land :

as formerly used it was found to vary from five to to ten

cubits : the average for the survey was taken at the valu-

ation of five cubits and five closed fists or feet 9. llj^jb inches,

making the Bigha equal to 4383 square yards : the term

also designates the measure, the rod or pole. Beng. (^WM)

A measure of capacity, varying in different places, but

usually about 10 sers.

KATHAWA, Thug. The man who cuts up the bodies of the

murdered before burying them, by which it is supposed
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that all smell is prevented and the bodies will not be

thereby discovered.

KATi, Karn. ( 5T9&3 ) An obsolete grain measure in Mysore

containing 40 kdnis of 80 rupees weight, or 3200 rupees ;

also, a land measure used in Kanara for betel-nut gardens,

containing 484 square feet.

KATi, commonly, CATTY, Malay (
l_j) A weight in general

use throughout the Archipelago, and extending to China
;

100 kdtis are equal to one pikal of 133<Jlb. avoirdupois

and each is therefore equal to 21 jj ounces or 1 gib. ; it con-

tains 16 Tel, or, commonly, Tale : it varies in value in

some of the islands.

KATIKA, or KATiKAi, less correctly, KATKAi, Karn.

(S~3fe3&, STc)k35-daX>) Plundering, pillage, marauding.

Kdtikanu, Karn. (D d&JD.-CX)) A plunderer, a marauder,

a fowler.

KATKHUBA, KADKHUDA, H. (P. Usr^, Iji-J^) Head of a

a family ; sometimes applied to the headman of a village.

KATKINA, or KATAKINA, H. &c. (<UA&, RTfolf*n) A farm

or lease of revenue, an under farm or lease held t>f a Za-

mindar or other proprietor: in Bengal, letting land at

a rack rent.

Katltinaddr, H. (jb<SjUxO An under farmer or renter

holding under the revenue payer, or Zamindar. In Ben-

gali, the person who lets the land at a rack rent.

Kathindddri, Beng. (^ftpNtlftSt) Letting land to under

tenants at a rack rent ; holding land under another.

KATKOLA, Thug. A carpenter.

KATL, H. (A. Jls), RATAL, Beng. (*\s3f), KATTAL, Mar.

(<*3<<s) Killing, slaughter, murder. In Mohammadan law

five kinds are distinguished.

Katl-dmd, A. GWeJjj ) Wilful murder by an adult and

sane person.

Katl-shabak-dmd, A (jk*c<Ui) Manslaughter, the death

of a person caused by an injury unlikely to have caused

death : lit., the semblance of murder.

Katl-khatd, ( Uai- (JJb) Killing by mistake or misadventure,

as killing one man for another, or a man for an animal.

Katl-lidim-makdm bd khatd, A. ( Has- b ,UL< *j\ji JoLs) Kill-

ing a person by injuring him unintentionally, or through

misadventure.

Katl-ba-sabab, A. (l^^oLuo <JJw) Killing unintentionally

by an intermediate cause, as where a person has dug a

well and not guarded against accident, and some one falls

into it and perishes.
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_Xeo) Stones used

Katl-mdbdh, A.
(^-lju> Jii) Justifiable homicide: this might

be added to the preceding, but it is only incidentally

noticed in Mohammadan law.
V V^?~*

KATLI, or KATLE, Kara. (^, *,) An order, a rule: a

weight.

Katlekallu or -f/aZ/w, Kara.

as weights.

KATLAI, or KATTAL, Tarn. (?) A single field or parcel of

land amidst those of a village. Tanjore. Fifth Rep. 774.

KATMATI, Hindi (<*<!HI4l) Clayey land which soon dries up

on the surface.

KATNIBANDI, Hindi (4 \%f M^l) Reaping the harvest.

Puraniya.

KATNAMU,Tel.(sO^Sx>) Presents made to superiors ; anazar:

presents by relations to each other at the time of marriage.

KATORI, Thug. Place selected for the murder, lit., a cup,

but used in a phrase, Jdo hatori manjh Ido, Go and clean

the cup, which implies, go and select a convenient spot for

the perpetration of the murder.

KATRA, (?) The small irregular rice-fields in waste tracts,

which are never irrigated.

KATRA, KUTRA, H. (is^tf)
A market-place, a suburb, a mar-

ket-town belonging to a fort

KATRI, H.
d^JJ^, 4<5<1) Land recovered from, or left by,

large rivers.

KATTA, Mai. (<fl>) A clod of earth.

Eatta regar, (?) A stiff loam. Northern Cirkars.

Katte sauda, (?) A black soil. Northern Cirkars.

KATTA-K.ANAM, Mai. (tftgAOOOo) A complimentary present

made by a tenant or leaseholder to the proprietor of an estate.

KATTA, Tel. (^rj) A bank, a shore, a dam, an embankment:

a custom-house station.

KATTABHATTA, Kara. (|4^j|o) Parcels of grain formerly

given to the village accountants by the cultivators, but after-

wards appropriated by the state.

KATTADA, Tel. (cJcS) An order, a rule, a regulation.

KATTADAKA, Kara. (oWoo) A written agreement

KATTAL, Tarn. (srrf|s>&) Protection, preserving, watching.

Kdttavardyan, Tarn. (srrJjS)QjrjrTLLlOTr) A watchman,

a guard.

KATTALAI, Tarn. (Sllt-Scrr), KATLE, Karn. (g) An

order, a command. Settled rate or price.

KATTALAI, Tarn, (a^srraai)
Rice growing onhigh ground.

KATTANARA, Mai. (dfcflWiPOOfO) The Syrian or Syro-Roman

priest in Malabar.
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, Tarn. (SL-l ITUULa) Force, compulsion.

Kattiyam,Tam. (sLll^-LULD) A royal edict or proclamation.

KATTE, Karn. (1^) A bank, a dam, a reservoir,

especially one which becomes dry in the hot weather : in

composition, a place where business is transacted ; as,

Arale-hatte, Karn. ( y?$ CJ) A. place where contracts

for cotton are made.

Machche-katte, Kara. (g^|3) The place where the

respectable men of a village assemble.

Sunkada-katte, Karn. A custom station, a toll-house.

Kerekatte, Kara, (5oo CJ) A bank or dam of masonry.

KATTHA, KUTTHA, corruptly, COTTAH, H. (l$0 A measure

of land, the twentieth -part of the Bengal Bigha of 1600

square yards, containing 80 square yards, or 720 square

feet. In Hindustan the term is applied also to a grain

measure of five sers : see Kdtha : it may be doubted i

these are not the same words, although differently written

and explained). /

KATTI, also written CATTY or CATTIE, but apparently both

are incorrect, as the word occurs in the original characters

KATHI, Guz. (%l4l) The name of a ruling tribe settled in,

and giving its name to, the province of Kattiwar, who, ac-

cording to one tradition, immigrated thither from the banks

of the Indus some time in the eighth century ; but, accord-

ing to another, came originally from the Jamuna, and did

not reach their present site till the fourteenth. They are

divided into three principal families named Wala, or Wara,

Khachar, and Khuman, of each of which there are other sub-

divisions. The Kattis are a tall, robust race, sometimes

having light hair and blue eyes, and,until of late years, were

distinguished for their turbulence and fierceness, and aver-

sion to the pursuits of a peaceable life : latterly they have

subsided into more orderly habits, and follow agriculture.

Kdthipdl, Guz. (#l<&Hl<Srl) from the S. pdla, TQ&, pro-

tection) Black mail paid either to the Kattis for forbear-

ance, or to some chief for protection.

KATTI, Tel. (sj^,) A measure of land containing about

fourteen acres.

KATTI, Tel., Kara., and Mai. (sj^,) A sword or knife,

especially that used by the drawers of the tdri.

KattiMran, Mai. (<ftfin7fi!<fi5 0<0nrt>) A tdri or toddy

drawer.

Kattippanam, Mai.
(c6>flTrtr?)n_J6vr>o)

Tax on tdri drawing.

Kattimadive, Karn. (O^cWCW) The representation of

a king at his marriage by a sword as his proxy.

3 z
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KATTILSTHANAM, Mai. (<ft^jfccruflOnOo) Property given by

a Nair to his wife and children.

KATTU, Tel. and Kara. (*^ fr m
k^'

to bm<*) A

binding, a bond, a law, a rule, an arrangement : a bunch

of straw in which some of the grain is preserved for next

I

season's sowing.

Kattubadi, Tel., Kara., Tarn. (SU^Q, from AaM,abond,

and padi, having fallen into, the initial changed) A re-

venue term usually applied to a fixed, invariable, and

favourable or quit-rent, which has been assessed on lands

granted to public servants.

Kattubadi-agrahdramu, Tel. (from agrahdram, q. v.) A

village assessed at a quit rent.

Kattubadi-bantrotulu, corruptly, Kutpuddee Peon. Tel.

(from &DO^5^/SotU5 q. v.) Peons or militia paid for

their services by grants of land at a quit-rent

Kattubadi-indmu, Tel. (see Indm) A grant of land paying

a small or favourable rent

Kattubadi-jana, Kara. (S. jana *PT, people) Public servants

holding lands at a low assessment, and who, when occasion

requires, perform the duty of soldiers.

Kattubadi-khandrikd, Tel. (see Khandrika) A portion of

land granted at a low rate of assessment.

Kattubadi-mukdsa, Tel. (See Mukhasd) A village granted

for services at a low or quit-rent

Kattubadiyindm, Tarn. (<5&llUlq.uJ)(605)lL) Land held

at quit-rent.

Kattudah, Kara. (oki>Oe5) Agreement, settlement, rate
ej

of assessment

Kattuguttagai, corruptly, Kuttgoota, Kutgoot, Kuttgootee,

and Cuttoogootaga, Tarn. (<5I @SS<3D<3) Land held in

farm at a permanently fixed money-rent,which is usually light

Kattukdlivt, Kara, (otpo dSoj) A large channel for

irrigating the land and supplying reservoirs.

Kattukidaii Tarn. (<SLli5<sfl(3S5L_) Any thing detained

till it is damaged.

Kattukuli, Kara. (^^03" 9) Regulated hire.

Kattumara, Karn.
(D^x>50o)

A cess levied in Mysore

upon the owners of Areca-tree groves.

Kattutara, Kara. (o^So) A paper of settlement between

two disputants.

Kattuttara, Kara. (ofc^~O O) Remission of revenue on

account of keeping up dams and embankments. Mysore.

Kattuttogai, Tarn. (<3lLs;Ge;rTCB5<5E>) Grand total.

KATUBAN, Mar. (<*<Uu) A grant or tenure in perpetuity
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of barren or fallow lands for a fixed annual sum, not

liable to increase ; also, the land so held.

KATUPPATTAN, Mai.
(<fi>gJnrt>)

A low tribe of Nairs.

KAUL, KOUL or QOUL, KOWL, H., but used in most dialects,

corruptly, COWL or COWLE, (A. Jy) KAUL, Beng. and

Mar. (*\5t, ^), KAVULU, Tel. (*<$*&), KAVULU,

KAULU, Kara. (O^CW, &^ew),KAVUL, Tarn. (<3Q-|6b)

Lit, A word, a promise, an agreement or contract : the

term is used in various deeds granted by superiors to in-

feriors, in which the engagement implies an act of grace

or favour : a promise of pardon or of safe conduct to a

rebel or offender to induce him to give himself up. In

revenue transactions a Kaul usually means the document

granted by the collector, proprietor, or receiver of the

revenue to the subordinate payer of the revenue, or the

actual cultivator, stating the terms of the agreement and

the amount to be paid, and securing him against further

demands : it frequently implies, also, that the contract

or lease is granted on favourable conditions, as in the

case of the cultivation of waste lands, for which a remis-

sion of rent is granted for a given period by a Kaul.

Kauldchdra, Karn. (G~d&~dZF~d&) A quit-rent on land.

Kauldrvan, Mar. ('Tr^r^Bl) The cost or fees of procuring

a Intnl.

Kaul-bira, H. (sjJjJyO lit, The betel of contract : the

ceremony of giving betel to the nearest male relative of a

girl at the time of betrothment, to obtain his consent,

practised by the Mohammadans of Hindustan.

Kaul-kardr, Mar. (ffT35<*iK, from the A. Jji' and^lyi)
A

term in written engagements, as leases, &c., to denote

agreeing to the terms proposed.

Kavl-ndma, H. (P. &U) The written voucher granted to

the revenue-payers specifying the terms of their payments

and amount : any written contract or engagement.

Raul-patrak, Mar. (oficim'oh) One of the village accounts,

that of lands cultivated on a reduced assessment

Kauli, H. (^)>, adj. of Kaul) Relating to an engage-

ment: land held under a haul or stipulated tenure. In

Benares and the north-western provinces it was applied

to lands in which the government made its settlement

directly with the cultivators, without the intervention of a

third party: it was also applied to lands of which the

assessment was fixed in money not in kind. Mar. (cs)^)

as before : also, waste land brought into cultivation under

a haul from the state.
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Kaulvdram, Tarn. (sSLj&QJrTCTLa) A share or portion

of land granted by Kaul in addition to his regular share,

to induce the holder to cultivate.

KAUL, Thug. A village.

KAUL!, or KAULIA, H.
(Ijf, ^y^, from Kauli, an armful)

A bundle or sheaf of corn given at harvest time as a

perquisite to reapers and village servants.

KAULKf, Thug. Liquor.

KAUM, KOUM, H. (A.
,y>)

Race, tribe, people.

KAURGA, Thug. Silver.

KAURI, KOUREE, corruptly, COWRIE, and COWRY, H.
(i^jjf)

KARI, Beng. C?f5) KORI, Guz. (ll) A small shell

used as coin in the lower provinces (Cyprsa moneta).

In account, four Kauris are equal to one Gnnda, and

80 Kauris to one Pan.

Kauribhdgid, Uriya (Q&Q@l.|St5||) A village accountant,

charged, also, with the office of collecting the rents.

Kardniyd, Beng. (
<?'*tHj| ) Keeping accounts in Kauris.

KAULIGE, Karn. (O "^"A) A registrar or accountant

attached to the petty Paligars for the districts under their

control, corresponding to the Karanam or Karnika of

the districts under the government.

KAUSIK, H.
(liL*-y , ojfrftnfi) A tribe of Rajputs, in consi-

derable numbers in Ghazipur, Azimgerh, and Gorakhpur,

claiming descent from Kusika, the father of Gadhi, the

founder of Gadhi- or Ghazi-pur.

KAVADI, TeL, Tarn., Mai. ("S^Sa, srraJUj., <fl>3O-!Sl) A

pole for carrying burthens, resting on the shoulder, and

having a string at each extremity by which the articles

to be conveyed are slung ; the Bhangi of the upper pro-

vinces.

Kdvadi-kdran, Tam. ((E&IT6LIL^.i5(SrTCr<OT) A carrier of

baggage by a Kavadi, commonly accompanying a pa-

lanquin on a journey.

KAVADAM, Tam. (srT6USLo) A league, a distance of

from eight to ten miles. See Kddam.

KAVAL, Mar. (4<4db) Loppings of bushes to be spread over

and burnt on a field.

KAVAL, corruptly, CAWEL, and CAWELLY, Tam. (srTQJQ},

Mai. (&>On_l(Bo) Guarding, protecting: confinement, im-

prisonment : the duty of the village district watch.

Kdvalan, Tam. (<E&rT6U60<5nr) A protector, a defender, a

king, a husband, a guard, a watch.

Kdvaldli, Mai., Tam. ( <fi>0 cue-JOeO ) A watchman, a guard, a

village watchman. In Tinnevelly,a prisoner, one in custody.
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Kdvalaithalam, Tam. (srT6Ll3aiS6CiLQ) A prison, a jail.

Kdval-des, Tam. (<3e;<g> , from S. ^f, country) Watching or

protection of the district : a cess levied on the cultivators

to pay the expense of guarding the roads.

Kdval-grdmam, Tam. (<Elrj("TLQLQ, from S. ZTR. a village)

Guarding or protecting the village, a cess levied for the

purpose.

Kdvalkdr, or Kdvalgdr, or Kdvdlkdran, Tam., Mai.

((E&rTQJsOSSirTIJoTJr) A protector, a guardian, a watch-

man: the village watchman, who also commonly acts

as a messenger and guide for travellers.

Grdma-kdvalkdr, Tam. The village watchman.

Des- or Men-kdvalkdr, Tam. (S^S1

, GlQOTr) A powerful

chief, a Palayakar (Poligar) or protector, (from S. pdla,

protecting): the guardian or officer charged with the

superintendence of a district.

Kdval-andj, Karn. (V^Svotttt) A cess on the cul-

tivators in kind, formerly levied in Mysore for the cost of

watching.

Kdvali, the Tel. form of Kdval (~3~3S) A watch or

guard, custody.

Kdvalikdra, Tel. (~5~ <SO~3~DO) A watchman, a village

watchman.

Kdvalwddu, Tel. ("5^69J~*&1) \ watchman, a village

watchman.

Kdval-merai, Tam. (<E&n61J&<oLQ(3ct>rT) Portion of grain

given to the village watchman.

Kdvali-rasum, Tel. (from A.
pyy) Fees or perquisites of

the village watchman.

Kdval-pulam, Mai. (cB>OOJ(Bba_j_lo) Fee or tax paid for

watching or protection.

Kdoal-talam, or Talam-kaval, Tam. (sSDlL, from S. W^S,

a place) Watch or protection of any place ; fees for watch-

ing levied formerly by the petty Palayakars.

Kdval-thaiam, Mai. (eftOqjP I nP lo) Share of grain given

to the watchman from the threshing-floor or the field.

See the last.

KAVARA, MaL (<fl>O_iO) A tribe in north Malabar, who make

and sell bambu mats, baskets, &c.

KAVILE, Tel. (st>~3) An account-book of slips of palm

leaves, such as is used by the village accountants in the

Northern Cirkars and Tamil country, whence it is often

used for the accounts themselves.

Kavilekattu, Tel. (StTS&i)) The village account kept

on palm leaves.
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KAYA, KAY, or KAi", or, corruptly, KOY, Tel., Karn., Tarn.,

Mai. (~5TQ]x>5 SPILL/) Young or unripe fruit of plants

or trees ; a pod or legume.

Kdyanga, Mai. (ft>9CO>oGO) The areca-nut tree.

Kdyadhdnyamu, Tel. (TP'Qf5
TVC$&O

) fi.om S. VPH,

grain) Pulse, all sorts of seeds contained in pods or

legumes.

Kdyatiruva, Tel. ( "^O&S&S ) Duty on fruits and

legumes.

KAVAL, incorrectly, KOYAL, H. (A. JU),KAYAL, Beng. (*PJ30

A weigher, a measurer of grain, the weighman or measurer

of the village, who weighed out the respective shares of

the crop when the revenue was paid in kind.

Kaydli, incorrectly, Koyali, H. &c. (,JU) Belonging or

relating to the weighman, as his office or duty ; fees or

perquisites paid to the weighman, continued in some parts

of Bengal asanAbreab, or cess, after the revenue had ceased

to be paid in kind, and the office of village weighman had

been abolished.

KAYAL, Tarn, (smudb) A salt-pan.

KAYALPATAM, Mai. (<S>900)g-JOSo) Wet land.

KAYARU,orKAYinu,Tam.(<BLLJ^pJ, SUJl^) Rope, whence

the term Coir, though that is usually applied to rope made

of the fibres of the cocoa-nut alone.

KAYASTHA, S. also, in the dialects, KAYASTH, KAYATH or

KAIT, KAYAT, corruptly, KOIT (^TUTO), also, KArr,

Beng. 0*1^) A caste so termed, or a member of it,

sprung from a Kshetriya father and a Vaisya mother, the

occupation of which is that of the writer or accountant :

it is one of the most respectable of the mixed classes.

Among the Marathas the Kdyastha is said to be dis-

tinguished from the Kdyat by locality, .the latter being

peculiar to the north.

KAYAT, (?) A servile caste in the countries east of Bengal,

less impure than the Chandala.

KAYIKA, or KAYIKA-VRIDDHI, S. (<*lfi|cM, *lfjrcM^fe,
from

hdya oRTT, the body) Lit, Bodily interest, or interest drawn

from the use made of the bodies of animals given in pledge,

as of the milk of a cow
; also, according to some, interest

not affecting the body or principal of a loan.

KAYITTALAVU, Tarn.
(srTLLjIjTj^eire^)

Measurement by

a rope of a heap of corn or grain in stacks.

KAYYALA, Mai. (<ftC^Oj) A threshing-floor ; a p*lace where

corn is collected before threshing.

KAYYARA, Mai. Gfcoyjoo) A water-course, a channel.
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KAYYiRiPPA,Mal. (B>C&n<tJ)o_l) Treasure or balance in hand:

see Kdl.

KAZF, A. (( JJ') Accusing, charging, especially falsely, of

unnatural crimes or adultery.

Kdzif, A. ((__sO'J) A false accuser, a slanderer.

KAzf, QAZEE, corruptly, CAZI, CAUZY, CAUZEE, KAZY,

(A.
^j-otj).

in the Hindu dialects KAji, Beng., Mar., &c.

(^tSH , ehiyl) A Mohammadan judge, an officer formerly

appointed by the government to administer both civil and

criminal law, chiefly in towns, according to the principles

of the Koran : under the British authorities the judicial

functions of the Kazis in that capacity ceased, and, with

the exception of their employment as the legal advisers of

the courts in cases of Mohammadan law, the duties of those

stationed in the cities or districts were confined to the pre-

paration and attestation of deeds of conveyance and other

legal instruments, and the general superintendence and

localization of the ceremonies of marriage, funerals, and

other domestic occurrences among the Mohammadans.

Beng. Reg. xxxix. 1793.

Kdzl-Askar, H. (from A. **z, an army) A military judge

or a Kazi attached to a military station.

Kd?i-ul-Kuzdt, corruptly, Cauzy-ul-Cauzat or ttl-Coozat,

H. (A. plur. of kazi, ijLa>) The principal Kazi under

the British government, the head Mohammadan legal officer

of the Sadr Adalats, or Courts of Appeal.

Kazd, H. (A. Lai) Judgment, administration ofjustice, the

office of the Kazi.

KAZIA, H. (A. S+>a>) KAJJA, Mar. (<*:rtl) A quarrel, a

dispute, a lawsuit.

KAZzAK,or KAZAK,H. (^j'tai)
A robber,a freebooter; one who

robs in a gang, and who sometimes plunders on horseback.

KEBRA, (?) A cess levied upon the town of Salsette to cover

loss upon the rice crop collected and deposited in the town

until disposed of.

KEDU, Tarn. (GS), Mai. (6)e9>) Term, condition, sti-

pulated time of payment, &c.

KEDUVAI.AM, Mai. (6)dft>o_i^o) A bad soil.

KELA, Uriya (GQCU) A gipsy, a vagrant class of people

living by catching snakes, making mats, &c.

KELISEHAVA, Kara. (O"w)A barber, a hairdresser.

KENDA, Uriya (GQQ|) Tdri, the juice of the palm.

KELASA, Karn. (Dt)r6) Work, business, employment; as,

Kallu-kelasa, stonemasons' work.

KEMBUTTA, Karn. (^O^o^) A kind of rice.
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KENE, Mar. (gniij) An article of merchandise, a piece of

goods, a commodity, any thing with reference to traffic :

some confine it to grain, fruit, vegetables, &c.

KER, KERA, or KEKI, Mar. (%t, ifrirO Rubbish, refuse.

Kerpatti, Mar. (cfcOlgl) A tax for maintaining public

sweepers and scavengers.

KERAM, Mai. (6)<fl>(oo) A cocoa-nut tree, a cocoa-nut.

KERB, Karn. (Co) An artificial lake or reservoir, a tank.

Kere bandi, Karn. (OuSOotS) A person employed to keep

the embankment of a tank in repair: the employment.

Kerebandi-aya-jodi, Karn. (Do"25o& e>Q& J/B&) A tax

on the holders of small grants of land paid to the persons

charged with the repairs of reservoirs.

Kere-kdluve, Karn. (OuD dX)<O) A channel for leading

off the water of a tank.

ere-hodi, Karn. (O&VS&) The outlet for the superfluous

water of a tank.

Kere-yere, Karn. (OOCxQo) The bank of a reservoir.

KERIJULU, Tel. (~6a^e) Grain fees in general.

KESAHA, Mar. Guz. (S. ifc^IT) Saffron.

Kesard, Mar. Guz. (^ITT) A yellow or saffron-dyed gar-

ment put on by a Rajput warrior when resolved to die

or conquer.

Ke$ari,o* Kesarld, corruptly, KESSIRIYA, Mar. Guz. QityO,

^S^JT.'ferT) Clothed in yellow, as indicating desperate valour.

KESARAD-BHUM, Hindi (%*JT^J*0 A soil kept always moist

by natural springs near it.

KESU, Karn. (o<\X>) Farming, agriculture.

KETA, Thug. Ardent spirits.

KETTIADAKAM, Mai. (6) <&> 1S3)30 <&>o) Seizure of land

mortgaged for a sum of money on failure of payment of

the stipulated interest

A'ezarfaAanun,Mal.(61(ftl(S^)aO<ftOOo_inf6) The person

who takes possession of a mortgaged estate on failure of

payment of interest on the mortgage loan.

KETTISAKSHI, Karn. (^^j^^^y fr m ketti, wicked, and

S. sdkshya, evidence) False witness.

KETTA, Mai. (6)d&) Rule, regulation, bond, tie: a bank,

a dam.

Kettaruppa, Mai. (6)c6>S<g-p
Inheritance in the paternal

line (lit., cutting a knot, i.e. not following the order of

succession by the female line, as is usual in Malabar).

Kettiyirippa, Mai.
(61dB>lCQjlf61a_j) Money in hand, pro-

perty in store.

Ketttiarava, Mai. (6>c&.lnjrOO_i) Receipt in cash.
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Kettiveppa, Mai.
(6>oft>l6iaJo_p Paying down money :

laying up in store.

Kettuketta, MaL
(6>dft>^6)<j6>)

A storekeeper, a steward,

a butler.

Kettuvaramba, Mai. (e<fi>|OJ(OCnj) A large bank round

paddy fields to confine the water.

KETU, S. &c. (%j) The descending node personified as the

tail of the dragon, supposed to cause eclipses by seizing

the moon.

KEUT, Uriya (GQS-^S) A fisherman, or the caste so employed.

KEVALA DATTAKA, orKEVALA DATTA PUTRA.S. (from ijrac?,

sole, and ^tf<*' , or TWJ* , a son given) A son absolutely-

adopted, in Hindu law.

KEWAL, (?) A black loamy soil.

Kervaldas, (?) Mar. Black soil.

KEWATI, Mar. (H4l) A huckster, a retail dealer.

KEWI, Mar. (^T^) A cultivator residing and cultivating lands

in a village to which he does not belong.

KHABAH, KHUBUR, H.
(A..j+i>-) News, information: care,

protection.

Khabar-gir, H. (P. ^.xS^jjs-)
An informer, a news writer :

a guardian, a protector.

KHABHA, Thug. A hamlet, a village.

KHABRI, Beng. (<ttT5ft) A large hemispherical vessel to

receive the expressed juice of the sugar-cane or other

vegetable extract

KHACHAR (or (?) more correctly, KHANCHAR), Mar. Rice

lands.

KHACHUA, Thug. A pickpocket

KHAD, Mar. ('ST^, S. WI^H, eating) Food, &c. : peculation,

extortion ; articles or money extorted.

KHAD, H. (j^, ^1^) The expense incurred by the Ryots

in preparing their ploughing apparatus.

KHAD, H. (t>l$0 A hole or pit, one in which grain is kept.

KHADA, Beng. ( ''ttft ) A large land measure, said to be

equal in some places to 27,000 square yards : east of

Jessore to 24 Bighas.

KIIADA-HUNDI, Beng. (^tFSlT^) A bill of exchange pay-"
*^.

able at sight.

KHADAKA, S.(^I^clf) Lit., an eater; in law, a borrower, a user.

KHADAR, incorrectly, KHADIR, H.
(jAiqf, <sH^O Low or al-

luvial lands, of easy irrigation, and especially fit for rice

cultivation : rice beds, or patches of ground surrounded

by low banks so as to confine the water and moisten the

ground for rice cultivation ; also moist alluvial ground

4A
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on which, with or without irrigation, barley and wheat

are grown in some places.

KHADJ, H. d_yJ^O A kind of coarse cloth.

KHAEKAR, H. (?) A cultivating tenant

KHAFI'F, H. (A <_aA&i-) Light, unimportant.

Kkafifa duzdi, H. (from P. c/Jp) Petty theft.

Khafifa jardim, H. (from A. *>)/) Petty offences.

Khafifa mukaddama, (from A. JUJJLe) A trivial suit or

case.

KHAO, H. (<JL/U^) The horn of a rhinoceros, applied to

a pillar or mound marking the boundary of a village.

KHAGHA, Thug. A hamlet, a village.

KHAI, II. (t_jV, ^lt> A ditch, especially as a boundary.

KHAIR, H. (A.^Ji-) Good, well, best.

Kliairdt, Khyrat, corruptly, Kheryaut, H. (A. eJ^f*-)

Mar. (jiTJfl) Alms, charity ;
lands given as charitable

endowments : (the term is more especially applicable to

grants or alms given by, or to, Mohammadans.)

Khairat-zamin, H. (P. u j')
Land given in charity.

Khair-lihwdh, H. (P. *^) A well-wisher, a common sig-

nature to an anonymous petition or address.

KHAIR, Hindi (^t, S. ^fft[t) A sort of resin, also com-

monly called Khat: Catechu.

Khair-sdl, H. Tax on collecting catechu resin. Garwhal.

KnAjAN, Mar, (OTH!T) A salt-marsh or meadow ;
land lying

along the shore of the sea or of inlets, and exposed to be

flooded ; ground recovered by embankment from the sea.

KHAJUR, H. &c. (;j=&,
S.

*f*jT), KHAJIJR, Beng. (offanr)

A date tree (Phoenix dactylifera) : its fruit. The wild date

tree (Phoenix sylvestris).

Khdjurgur, Beng. (from "^S , molasses) Treacle or .mo-

lasses made from the juice of the wild date.

Khdjur-ras, Beng. (from S. T31, juice) Juice extracted from

the wild date by incisions in its bark, used to make

sugar or to leaven bread.

KHAK, H. (P. uiJU-) Earth, dust, ashes.

Khaki, H. (^li-) Relating to dust or ashes : a Hindu

mendicant who smears his body with the ashes of burnt

cowdung : soil or land that cannot be irrigated, and de-

pends wholly on rain.

Khdkrob, H. (P. (Jj^Sli-) A sweeper, a menial servant

of the lowest class ; also, the sweeper of a village, acting

at times as a watchman, a guide, or a police spy; one of

the village establishment.

Khdkistar, H. (P. jX*Jli-) Ashes, also calx of metals.
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Khdhtuda, H. (P. xJytfU.) A mark or butt of earth for

shooting at

KHAL, or KHALI, H. (S. J,^,
(
^^) Oil-cake, the sediment

after extracting the oil by the mill.

KHAL, H. ( J'-i-) A maternal uncle, a mother's brother.

K/idld, (IVfcO A maternal aunt, a mother's sister.

KHAL, H. ( J'^) An inlet of the sea or of a large river, a

creek.

KHALA, H. (*!-) A written document signed by a judge.

KHALA, uBeng. (S. *fa\ KHALA, Uriya (1R.|), KHALLA,

H. (li-), KHALEN, Mar. ('Efgj), KHALI, or KHALWAD,

Guz.(^ML^HHx.) A threshing-floor, a place either in the

field or in a shed where the grain is trodden out of the husk:

see Kola ; also, a place where the grain of any individual

of the village is piled up or stacked, or where it was kept

so stacked until its value had been estimated by the col-

lector, and security for the revenue due on it given.

Khalentalaveij, Mar. (^5?T35=i) The grain that is swept

up after the removal of the sheaves from the spot where

they had been piled, or from the threshing-floor after

threshing.

Khala-punji, corruptly, Kall-poonzce, Mar. (^35$ift) Small

heaps of grain taken from each larger pile at the time of

measurement, and, under the Maratha government, con-

sidered as the perquisite of the state.

Khalavdri, Mar. (^sg^TTf) An inclosed place outside a

village, containing the bundles of grain to be threshed and

the threshing-floors of several independent cultivators.

Khallan, also, Khalilidn, H. (
(J^^, (j'*tf^) A granary,

a barn, a threshing-floor.

KHALA, A.
(ji-) lit, Putting or turning out. In Moham-

madan law, a contract for the dissolution of a marriage ;

the repudiation of a wife at her own desire, when she

forfeits her dower : also, disinheriting a son, turning him

out of doors.

KHALARI, corruptly, CALLARY, COLLERIE, COLLURIE, KHAL-

LARY, &c. Beng. (
1

*Mftv&1) A place where salt is manu-

factured : a salt-bed or pan ; a mound of earth hollowed at

the top, in which straw and other materials are placed

to serve as a filter for the salt water poured upon it, and

which, when freed from dirt and sand, becomes brine for

boiling.

KIIALAS, H.
(j^cSU-), KHALAS, Beng. (''tt'TfrT) Liberation,

freedom, release ; liberated, enlarged, set free.

Kkuldsa, H. (A. <ke2U-) Essence, abridgement, abstract
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Khaldsi, corruptly, Classic, H.
(^.oli-)

A sailor, a tent-

pitcher, a matross : a Mohammadan labourer of a superior

order, employed chiefly about ships or in the army.

Khdldspatra, Beng. (S. tnt, a leaf) An order of discharge,

a deed of release.

KHALATI, KHALATHI, Mar. (^t^\7\, 7\) Low rice grounds

about a village.

KHALATI, Mar. (^TcJTZ^) The low country on the upper

part of the Malabar coast, descending from the Sahyadri

mountains to the sea.

KHALIHATH, 'H. (from hhall
^J'-^-, empty, and hath ,\&

the hand) lit., Empty-handed, poor, destitute. In Mysore,

a class of inferior public labourers employed as messengers,

or in mending rouds, carrying palankins, &c.

KHALF, H. (A. >_aii-) A son, an heir, a successor.

Khalifa, commonly, Caliph, H. (A. te^~~) The successor

to sovereign power, especially applied to the successors of

Mohammad, who united the characters of head of the state

and of the Mohammadan religion. In India the term com-

monly designates a tailor, sometimes a cook, also the

head boy or monitor of a class.

Kkildfat, commonly, Caliphate, H. (A. ci^iiU-) Sovereignty,

the office of Khalif.

KHAL-KHOSIA, Thug. A barber.

KHALLJ', Thug. A Thug who hides himself from fear of

creditors.

KHALITA. Thug. A village.

KHALISA but usually pronounced KnALsA, H. &c. (<J-a!li-,

from hhdlit
(j<&\s>-< pure, sincere) KHALSA, or KHALISA,

Mar. (44l<$UT, ^ifcJJtfl) The exchequer, the office of go-

vernment under the Mohammadan administration in whicli

the business of the revenue department was transacted, and

which was continued during the early period of British

rule : as applied to lands, it means those of which the

revenue remains the property of government, not being

made over in Jdyir or Inam to any other parties. Lands

or villages held immediately of government, and of which

the state is the manager or holder. It is termed in some

official papers the rent-roll of the government, meaning

the revenue receivable from government or Khaha lands.

The term has been of late familiar as the collective de-

nomination of the Sikh government and people.

Khdlsa-kachahri, H. (see Kachahri) The office of the

royal exchequer.

Khdlwa muharrari, H. (from A.^yU, fixed) The desig-
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nation of lands which, under the Mohammadan govern-

ment, were considered as permanently paying revenue to

the state.

Khdlisa sharifa, H. (from A.
ifij^i, noble) The royal

exchequer.

KHALPA, erroneously, KALPA, Guz. Otl&l'HU from S. J^,

skin) A low caste, or member of it, whose business is

dressing skins and preparing leather : he is sometimes

enumerated amongst the inferior village servants.

KHALSI, (?) Guz. A measure of grain equal to fourteen

Guzerati maunds.

KHAM, corruptly, KHAUM, or KAUM, H. (P. *Ui-) Raw,

unripe, crude ; gross : as a revenue term it implies the

gross as distinguished from the nett revenue of a village,

or a settlement made with the cultivators direct, without

the intervention of a third person as a farmer or Zamin-

dar, the estate being managed, or, as is more usual, mis-

managed, by the officers of government ; see Khds.

Khdmrdmdani,<iorr\vpl\y,Kamamdauny, H.(fromP. ,JJ^o!)

Gross receipts or revenue.

Khdmbhogatfd, Tel. (Sp^O^Xfej" ) The gross account

of a village.

Kham-cldthd, H. (4X-,,li-) A rough statement or account.

Khdm-hisabu, Tel. (from A. c_>l*i*a-) A general account.

Khdm-jamabandi, H. see Jamabandi. Gross assessment

before making deductions for charges : assessment or settle-

ment with the cultivators direct.

Khdm-lekka, Tel. (Sp^O~S^_ t
from S . $*) A rough

statement or account.

Kfidm^navis, H. (from P.
(_/~iy)

A revenue accountant

under the Mohammadan government.

Khdm-tahsil, H. (from A. (J-x*^) Collection of the re-

venue in gross from the cultivators direct by the revenue

officers of government, usually by native officers under the

authority of the collector.

Khdm-taddrah, H. (from A.
Ji^'jo) Imperfect inquiry or

investigation.

Khdm-masul, corruptly, wossool, also, n-dxll, H. (from

A.
J*a'j, or

J^ffj)
Gross revenue, total collections, the

gross revenue of a village or an estate before the allowed

charges are deducted ; a record or account of the gross

revenue.

KHAMAR,corruptly,KHUMAR,CAMAH,CoMAR. Beng.('t'fat3),

KHAMAB, or KHUMAH, Uriya (1fl|Q) A threshing-floor,

the general threshing-ground of a village, to which all the
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crops are brought to be cleaned, and from which they

cannot be removed till the landlord's claim is settled. Land

of which the revenue was paid in kind, or of which the

produce was divided in determinate shares between the

cultivator and the revenue payer or Zamindar ; applied

also to lands originally waste, but which, having been

brought into cultivation, were retained by the Zamindars

in their own hands, or were let out at a grain rent : at

the decennial settlement these lands, previously unassessed,

were declared subject to assessment

Khamdrbhumi, Uriya (from S. *rf*, land) Cultivated land.

Land cultivated by strangers not resident or hereditary

cultivators.

Khamdrchash, Uriya (from gq, husbandry) Cultivating

land on one's own account.

Kliamdr-chhittt-i, Hindi (t4HK3jg1) Releasing the grain from

the threshing-ground when the rent is settled for, either

in kind or money.

Kham&rghar, Uriya (from S. T5, a house) A farm-yard,

a barn, a store-house.

Khumari, or Khamdroi, Uriya (SI9|Q1, S1fl|GQ|Q) A

bailiff, a steward.
^

Khamdr riydt, H. (A. U^C;) A cultivator who pays

his rent in kind, or in a certain share of the produce.

K 11 A M A H>A i., H. (from S. ^n<FT, a hall or room ; the first

word may be used as implying some analogy to a threshing-

floor) A place where iron is fused after having been

smelted from the ore.

KHAMAVISHI, or KHAMASI, Kara. (SO&T9t>cb, SO^XTaJb)

Land cultivated under the immediate superintendence of

government.

Khamdvishiddr,Kani.( SO&J"9>li?5c>&) A person charged

with the superintendence of government land.

KIIAMB, H. (A.^i-) Wine, the spirituous liquor made from

the fermented juice of the grape, the drinking of which

is positively forbidden by the Mohammadan law : the term

is applied, but incorrectly, to all spirituous liquor.

Khamr-mahdl, H. (from Jls-0 Places where spirituous

liquor is sold.

Khumdr, H. (A.^Ui-) Intoxication.

Khumdr-khdna, H. (from P. <oli-) A tavern, a spirit-shop.

KHAMBA, or KHAMBHA, H. (S. UJ^, UfwO A post, a pillar.

KHAMJA, (?) H. A person whose business is the appraisement

of standing crops. Upper Provinces.

KHAMS, H. (
(J^t^-) Five, a fifth. In law, a double tithe,
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or twenty per cent, levied on the owners of lands in which

there are mines of metal : the fifth of booty taken in

war with infidels, and set apart for orphans, the poor, and

travellers.

KHAN, H. (P. j./*-)
A title borne by Mohammadan nobles,

especially when of Persian or Pathan descent : it is also

a common adjunct to Afghan or Palhdn names.

Khdn-hhdndn, H. (P. ^UU-^U.) Lord of lords, a title

borne by several nobles of the court of Dehli under the

Moghul government.

Khdnam, H. (P. Jli-) The title of a lady of rank, or of

the wife of a Khan.

KHANA, H. &c. (P. *>l>.), KHANA, Beng. and Mai. Wfl,

SHl) A house, a dwelling, a place.

Khdnabdri, corruptly, Khanabarry, H. (P. X>li-, a house,

and Ben. from S. TreT, also a house) A house, with the

grounds and outhouses attached to it : the dwelling of

a Zamindar, and the ground about it, which was held free

of revenue : exemption of revenue upon certain lands be-

longing to a Zumindar as a means of providing him with

a suitable residence : a small patch of garden ground

attached to a Ryot's hut, in which he grows vegetables

for his own use, and for which he is usually exempt from

rent by the Zamindar : the house, and ground about it,

of certain classes in some parts of Cuttack, as Paiks, Surs,

and Khushbash Ryots, exempt from rent-charge.

Khdnayi, H.
(^Gli-) Any thing relating to a house or

household: in Kuch Bahar, the lands managed by the

Raja, or officers appointed by him.

Khdnajanyi, H.
(^ji-i)L>U-) Riot, disturbance, affray :

the making of disturbances : a turbulent or quarrelsome

disposition.

Khdnr/i, or Khdnagi, H.
(^^Joli-), Khdnhi, Beng. 0<l I )<))

A prostitute ; also, household, domestic.

Khdndhhdrdli, Beng. ("TftWiTtft) Ruin of a household,

or of an individual at the head of a family.

Khdnashumdri, H. (from P. (jc;tai, numbering), Klidnc-

sumdri, Mar. (?TR*nrPCt), Klidn'isumari, Karn.

A written statement of the number of houses in

e village or town, and hence a census of the population is

so termed.

Khanataldshi, H. (from P. ^J^J , search) A search warrant.

Khanazdd, H., Kkandjdd, Beng., Mar. (from P.
ii|, born)

Born in the house ; i.e. the child of a slave girl or of

any female dependant.
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Khdngi-zaminddri, H. (^'jJy^' ^^Joli-)
The household

expenses of a Zamindar. In Jessore, an abwab or cess

levied prior to the perpetual settlement upon the cultivators,

to provide for the support of the Zamindars : it is applied

also to land retained by a Zamindar in his own cultiva-

tion as a fund for his household expenses.

KHANCH, Mar. (^ffa) A pit, a hole.

KHANCHA, H. (U^, T^Hl) A marsh, a quagmire, muddy

or marshy soil.

KHANCHAB, Mar. fafant) A hollow, especially one worn by

the rush of water.

KHANCHARI, Mar. (wi'R
r

)) A rice field : a piece of ground

banked up on all sides so as to retain water.

KHAN, H. (u^, ?rftO KHANI, or KHANI, Beng. (rfJT, -tfft)

KHAN, or KHANI, Mar. (OTff, OTSft) A mine, a pit or

hole, one in which rice in the husk is kept.

Khdngat, Mar. (^HU'ld) Revenue from mines or quarries.

KHAND, KHUND, H. &c., also written KHAND, (&*, or

Jolf, S. ^p): it is sometimes written without the aspirate,

as Kandam, Mai. (tfeS^^VOo) A piece, a portion ; a dis-

trict, a province, as Bundelkhand. Coarse sugar. In

Marathi, KHAND, corruptly, KUND (^s)i also means

a fine, a cess or fee levied for any licence or privilege ;

also a contribution levied by an enemy, a ransom ; also

an agreement or contract, in which sense it occurs, at

least compounded with other words, in other Dakhini

dialects.

Khavda patra, Karn (a^OQ^Xg;) A paper of settlement

or agreement.

Ehavdlaclti, Mar. (wiWMl) An obligation to give one or

more sheep from a flock sent to graze on a piece of land :

the duty levied on a flock of sheep.

Kharidlliatti, Mar. (from vj^t,
a still) A tax or excise on

stills.

Khand-daladi, Mar. (from %&&, a fisherman) A charge

for the privilege of fixing stakes in the waters of Salsette.

Khand-daru, Mar. (.from ^TE, spirituous liquor) A farm or

contract for the sale of spirits.

Khandgunhegdri, Mar.
(jasy^'IICt)

A general term for

amercements, mulcts, &c., a fine levied on the loser in a

suit.

Khandkari, Mar. (^fe^ctf) A cultivator who contracts for

a favourable return of produce.

Khand-mahtd, Mar. (^3*^0 A contract, a monopoly :

land leased at a fixed, and usually a favourable rate.
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Khandmdsali, Mar. (HTtldbl fish) Farm of the fishing at

Salsette.

Khandni, Khundnee, Mar. (*33ffr) A fine, a mulct, an

exaction on any pretext whatever : the revenue of the

year after it is determined : the current assessment.

Kkandni-tashrif, Mar. (from P. u-i^io) A present by the

head collector or farmer of the revenue to the village or

district officer on determining the assessment : the salary

of the Pdtil.

Kliandnuk, Mar. (<<i illlcfc) A contract for work, an engage-

ment to perform a certain work for a sum agreed upon,

or the counter-agreement to receive a certain sum : a

contract, a monopoly, a farm (of revenue, &c.).

Klmnd-pharti, Mar. (^ji|&$tf) A fine exacted on behalf

of government

KHANDA, Uriya (1Q) An inclosed field.

KHANDA, Uriya (SIC1

!) Daily allowance of food.

KHANDA, Beng. CNO The season of harvest, of which three

are reckoned the Itarit, or spring, usu, or autumn, and

pavsh, or winter.

KHANDA, Uriya (161|) A sword, especially the national

sword of Orissa.

Khavddit, also, sometimes, Khandara, Uriya (I6J|QC))

The name of a class of military landholders in Orissu,

residing in the hills in kilas, or fortified dwellings, and

holding their lands at a quit-rent, on condition of acting

as a feudal yeomanry or militia, and protecting the low

lands from the incursions of the barbarous mountain tribes

bordering on their estates : their children, especially the

females, are sometimes sold in childhood, and become

slaves.

Khandditi, Uriya. The office, jurisdiction, or estate of a

Khaudait.

KHANDAGA, Karn. (a^OcSX) A measure of grain, about

three bushels.

KHANDAK, Beng. (S. *&&') A ditch, a moat, a land-mark,

a boundary.

KHANDAN, H. (P. ^IjJls-) A family.

KHANDAH, H.
(S.^jj^,

from S. ^?!3, a piece) The site of

a ruined house, or village covered with the rubbish.

KHANDI, incorrectly, KUNDEE, Mar. (^T>, from S. iSlg) A

measure of weight and capacity, commonly termed Candy

(from the Tamil spelling Kandi, q. v.) : its value varies in

different places : at Bombay it consists of twenty Bombay

mauuds, or, for particular substances, of only eight maunds
;
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at Poona it is of twenty Poonamaunds,and varies, therefore,

with the weight of the maund ;
in Malayalam it is equal

to twenty-eight Tulams, or, corruptly, Telongs, or 5001b. :

according to Prinsep's tables the Candy of Anjengo is

called 5601b., that of Bombay also 5G01b., and that of

Madras SOOlb. : in another statement it is said that in

Malabar the Khandi is equal to 5G01b. for sea customs, and

4801b. for land customs, while the country rate varies from

GOOlb. to 7201b. : the latest statements make the Madras

Khandi of 20 maunds SOOlb., the Bombay Khandi of 20

maunds SOOlb., the Surat of 20 maunds 74G.GGGlb., and

the Travancore of 20 maunds 6401b. The number of

maunds varies, however, and with it, of course, the value of

the Khandi. Note by J. W. Crawford, Esq., Accountant-

General, Bombay, 1840. In Malabar there is also a

Khandi for timber about 2 feet 4 inches square; and in

the Maratha country there is a land measure termed, cor-

ruptly, Cundy, considered equal to 120 Mr/has ; but it

varied formerly from 15 to 43 blglifis,
and is also called

20 to 35: it also means, in Marathi, a score generally.

KnANnfoAR. Beng. C'l'QtTfsr, from S. ?TC, a piece or

chip) A worker in horn or ivory.

KHANDIGUTTA, Tel.
(SOOQXb^)

A fixed rent.

KHANDRIKA, incorrectly, CANURIKA, Tel. (aiO^S, from

S. WB ,
a piece) An allotment of privileged land not ex-

ceeding four or five Kattis, or from 50 to 70 acres : it

may be either rent-free or subject to a quit-rent.

KHANDWA\ Mar. (^JT^t) The part of a river bed that is dry

throughout its breadth.

KHANDWADA, Mar. (?) Grain given in requital of the ser-

vices of an ox or buffalo on a person's ground.

KHANi-BHtiMi, Kara. (aTelfo&rOJ) Bad land (perhaps

from Khani ^ of a fanam land of as little worth).

KHANI BHAGoA, Uriya (1|ilSM6S1|2||) Labourers in Orissa

paid both in money and in kind.

KHANJA, Uriya (S1|) Land immediately round a house, an

inclosure, a compound ; assigned as a deduction from the

revenue payment

KHANJU, Thug. A cut purse.

KHANKAH, H. (P. xjjjli-) A monastery, a place where religious

mendicants of the Mohammadan religion temporarily reside.

KHANKATI, Beng. (
1

N'*fi) Abatement, deficiency.

KHANKH, H. (,aJ^, *Nl) Land that requires to be left

fallow for a year or two.

KUANSAMAN, corruptly, CONSUMMAH, and CONSAMMAN,
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H. ((jUlwJ^, probably from khndn, pronounced khan

^j*-, a tray, and sdmdn, effects) A house-steward or

butler.

KHAP, Mar. (^q) Sale, vent, market, the disposal or going

off of goods.

KHAPANI, corruptly, KHAMPUTTEE, Mar. (^Hntft) Appor-

tioning among the householders of a town or village an

assessment, or any exaction : the share of each.

KHAPAHiYA.H.d^J.A^^lft'n) A heavier plough for stiffsoils.

KHAPRA, Beng. OttTTi, S. *nk) A tile.

Khajtrail, Beng. (''It&fli) Tiled, a tiled house or

building.

KHAR, KIIUR, H, (^) Grass and trees.

KHAR, H. &c. (^, S. "BIT*), KSHAR, Beng. Ca^fsT) KHAR,

Mar. (*nt) KARU.Tel. (~5*&>) Alkali, alkaline earth, soda,

the lixivium of wood-ashes or the ashes of burnt leaves

themselves ; impure carbonate of potash or soda : saline

or brackish soil : ground recovered from the sea.

Kltdrd, or Khdri, H. &c. 0,1^, ^U) Saline, alkaline,

brackish.

Khdra-pani, incorrectly, Kdrd-panee, H. (^b^l^i) Water

impregnated with soda and alkaline earths.

Khdrat, Mar. (?TK7) Ground recovered from the sea.

Khdri-shor, H. (^yi^l^O Very brackish and saline (as

water).

Khdri-zamin, or, vernacularly, Khdrd-jamin, H. &c.

(^Xej t_$^^) Saline soil : land impregnated with alkaline

salts.

K&rubhumi, Tel. (~5-&>&rl>

t>J) Brackish, a saline soil.

Khdri-nimahor -nun, H. (from P.LLLj or H. ^y , S. <$<tVJ,

salt) A factitious kind of salt : a kind of sulphate of soda

used in medicine and for the adulteration of common salt :

in Orissa it is applied to the hard saline settlement at the

bottom of the salt-pans. ^

Khdri-mattiormitti (
(_s
i

i_S^^f), Kshdramritttiid, S. and

Beng. (^l^Rf^Toin) Brackish or saline soil, a soil impreg-

nated with alkaline salts, as potash or nitre, and therefore

unfit for cultivation. (This word is not to be confounded

with Kharimitti, q. v.).

Khdrih, or Khdr-hhdnda, Mar. (^Tlffa?, 33TO37J3T, the

latter used contemptuously) A class, or an individual of

it, employed in cultivating salt-marshes or saline soils.

Khdrwd-mdti, Hindi (jsHMIHirO Alkaline soil.

KHARA, Kara. (S. &>8, *ni) The twenty-fifth year of the

cycle.
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KHARA, Mar. ('fret) A pebble, a nodule of limestone, a lump

of sugar.

KHARAK,Thug. Noise made by the pickaxe in digging
1

agrave.

KHARHAK, H. (tiAa^i, ^goR) A portion of grain given at

the end of the harvest to the village servants.

KHARI, KHUREE,also KHATI, KHATIKA, H. &c. (,_

S. JcfOjcM) Chalk : white clay used for plastering ; also a kind

of clay found in some parts of Bengal, and used in pottery ;

also, in Bengal, a coarse kind of grass used for thatching.

Kharimatti or -mitti, Khureemuttee or -mittee, H. &c.
w

( Jui
ijj*$) Chalk, also a sort of porcelain clay. (This

differs from Khdrimitti as above, in being written with

the short a and the hard d or r, instead of a long a and

a soft r).

KHARA, Beng. WSl, from the H. \\ also KHARA

Erect ; also, fig., honest, upright ; payable on demand.

Khdra-hwijli, Beng. (''ItSt?^) A bill of exchange pay-
*K.

able at sight

Khard-jama, Beng. CUitvil) The entire rent or as-

sessment

Khard-utdr, Guz. ("tSlS'ctl^.) Payable at sight a

bill, &c.

KHARAB, H. (A. tJJ^i-) Bad, wicked, worthless, spoiled:

bad, as land unfit for cultivation.

Khardba, H. (&l^-) Ruin, desolation: waste land, un-

productive (as land).

Khardbdhivdl, H. (Jl^A*-) Ruined, wretched, either

person or place.

KHARADI, H. (A.
i^^ji*-)

A turner, a carpenter.

KIJARARA, Uriya (S1QS>|) Receipt, acquittance, receipt given

to cultivators for rent.

Ii-ltarard pani, Uriya (StQS>|OSl) Fee for writing a receipt.

Kliarard patra, Uriya (from S. 1T^, a leaO A written

receipt.

KHARCH, KnURCH.or KHAHCHA, or, more correctly, KHARJ,

KHURJ, of which it is the Hindustani modification, cor-

ruptly, KHIRCH, KURTCH, KHURCHEE (~j=~, A. ^-i
pi. Ihhrdjdt', from Kharaja, went forth): it occurs in most

dialects in the first form ; as, KHARACH, Beng. ("*ls<C>),

KHAHCHA, Mar. (?rt), KHAHCHU, Tel. (SO^OF-) Ex-

pense, disbursement, out-goings : the authorised expenses

incurred by a village or district, and set off against the

revenue receipts, or a cess levied upon the cultivators to

provide for expenses ;
the debit side of an account, the

account of the disbursements or outgoings.
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Kharcha-hisdb, Beng. (P. <_>L*-, an account) A village

annual account kept in Bengal, shewing the amount of the

rent due on each Ryot's land in cultivation, the amount

paid, and the balance outstanding.

Kharch-awarjd, Tel. (^wg" ) An abstract account of the

disbursements of a district, or of the deductions from the

collections.

Kliarch-i-gdon, corruptly, Khirch-gram, and, more usually

and correctly, Grdm-hharch, H. (^^TV*") Village ex-

penses, charges levied by the headmen or public officers

to provide for the expenses incurred by the officers or ser-

vants of the village community.

Kharch-i-khairdt, H.
(cu^J^-j-yi-) A charge or allow-

ance for charitable gifts or endowments.

Kharch-ir-mufassil, H. ((JJasL, ^) Provincial charges,

expenses of collection and other authorised items of expen-

diture deducted from the gross revenue of a province. An

extra cess levied in Jessore for provincial expenses prior

to the permanent settlement.

Kharch-i-ndnhdr, H. (^^jU.ys-) Allowance or deduction

from the revenue of an estate, as the subsistence money of

the Zamindar.

Kharch-patti, Mar. (^^1J^) A tax for defraying occasional

public charges : extra expenses in a district, as for roads,

bridges, &c. : the recognised dues of the village officers

and servants.

Kharch-i-pargana, H. (tjj}-.js~) Charges incurred in the

management and revenue-collections of a Pargana or

district

Kharch-i-sadr, H.
(^Juw^-^i.) Charges on account of the

establishment of the principal local authorities.

Kharchasilak, Mar. (4jf-S ($(<$<*, A. i^JJu*) Balance after

Expenditure, dis-

expenditure, money in hand.

Kharchu-vechcha, Karn.

bursement.

Kad-kharch, H. (P. Jo, bad) Cesses of an oppressive

nature, and in excess of the stipulated rents exacted on

various pretexts from the cultivators by the Zamindars.

Puraniya.

KHAREBAND, Oa^T?[) A day-book, a journal, an account

drawn out on a loose piece of paper.

KHARJ, H. (A. <rf*-,
from kharaja ^j^->

went forth) Tri-

bute, tax, revenue.

KHAR!J, or, more commonly, and equally correctly, KHIRAJ,

corruptly, KHERAJ, H. (A. ^-]^-)
Tax, tribute

; ap-
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plied originally in an especial manner to the tribute

levied by Mohammadans upon infidels after conquest, but

latterly to the revenue raised from the land, in which sense

it is still employed, importing the amount claimed by the

state as its rent or share of the profits of land in cultivation :

hence Ld-lthirdj (q. v.) designates lands which are exempted

from any such payment.

Khardji, or Khirdji, H.
(.&-]/>-) Taxable, subject to tri-

bute or taxation.

Khlrdji-bhumi, Tel. (aa^aS&T^) Land paying re-

venue to government

Kkardj or Khirdj-guzdr, H. (from P.
j\j,

who passes or

pays over) A payer of revenue to government, whether on

his own account or as the representative of others.

Khiraji-zamin, H. (P.
( .fr<>j)a

Land paying revenue.

Kliirdj-muivazzaf, H. (A. i jlbv*, fixed) Revenue of which

the amount is fixed at a certain rate for a specific quan-

tity of land.

Khirdj-muhdsima, H. (A. <U>iliLo, divided) Revenue col-

lected at a certain rate upon the produce of land, and vary-

ing, therefore, with its quantity and value.

KHARERI, Thug. The small owl.

KHARENJA, Thug. A ravine or water-course.

KnAHU, H. &c. (A. <j\&-, from kharaja fjB~), KIIKRIJ,

Mar. (^Olf) Excluded or separated from, extraneous to,

external, additional.

Khdrijdlu, Tel. (
aJ-6sr*eD

) Fees deducted from the

gross produce of village lands.

Khdrlj-ddhhil, also, Ddhltil-lthdrij, q. v. ((J^-!t5_;L>.) Ex-

cluding and including, applied to the transfer of property,

especially to lands transferred from one name to another

in the collector's books.

Klidriji, or Khdrji, H. (A. ^_f?^-)
A person who sepa-

rates himself from a community or a religious faith, a seceder,

a schismatic, a rebel. A member of a Mohammadan sect

which excludes All from the number of Khalifs.

Khdrij-jamA, corruptly, Kharege-jumma, H. (A. f-^f-,

collection) Separated or detached from the rental of the

state, as lands exempt from rent, or of which the revenue

has been assigned to individuals or institutions.

Kherij-jama, Mar. (J30HHl) Extra collections, miscel-

laneous items of revenue.

Kherij-maktd, Mar. (^0IH^r) Lands let out by go-

vernment direct, without the intervention of any one between

it and the cultivators.
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Khdrij-mulk, Uriya (A. LLU<, a kingdom) Transporta-

tion, banishment.

Kherij-musdhird, Mar. (^HpJ^rrfiftT) Contingent charges,

extras, presents, occasional allowances.

Klidrij-ndma, H. (from P. <uli, a document) A deed of

separation or division, a deed for the partition of a joint

estate, or for the separation of an individual share, or for

making a dependent taluk separate and independent, also,

simply a deed of transfer.

Khar'ija-tdlu/t, H. (from tLUju) Separation of a portion or

dependency of an estate, or of a Pargana, from the general

assessment, and the payment of the revenue due from it

direct to the government.

KHAHDA, or KHAHDEN, or commonly, Knuni), Mar. CSTST,

^TTJ) A rough note or memorandum, a draft, a scrawl,

a waste-book. Maratha shopkeepers and bankers usually

keep two such accounts; one the Kacltcha-hhard, or rough

day-book ;
the other the Paka-khard, or cash-book in

which the entries of the former are copied fair.

K 1 1 A ii i , Mar. (jjnrt) A patch of earth on a rocky substratum

but cultivable for rice.

KnARi', Beng. Mar. &c. (S. ?TPTt) A measure of grain equal

to sixteen dronas, or about three bushels.

Khdrikam, Mai. (eLJOrSlcfto) A field that requires, or that

is sown with, a hhdri of seed.

KHA RID, H. (P. iiJ^-) Bought, also the thing bought, buying.

Kharida, corruptly, Khcreeda, (P. XJJ^i-) Bought, pur-

chased. In Cuttack, the designation of a kind of tenure

created by the district officers who sold small parcels of

land which were ostensibly waste, and excluded from the

rent-roll, or reported as exempt from revenue : where the

purchase was without suspicion of fraud the purchasers

were allowed to retain the Kharida lands at a quit-rent :

it is also termed Milk-kkaridagi, ownership or lordship

by purchase.

Kharid-ddr, abridged vernacularly to Khariddr, H, &c.

(^Ijjyi-)
A purchaser, a holder by purchase : in Cuttack,

the proprietor of purchased estates.

Kharida-mudft, H. (A.
(_s b'<>, exempt) Lands in Cuttack

claiming exemption from revenue as having been bought

under that condition.

Kharid-farohht, A. (P.
^Jj^-}J> ,

to sell) Buying and selling.

Kharidi, corruptly, Khereedy, (^liJ^) Purchasing, or

relating to purchasing.

KHARIF, KHUHEEF, written vernacularly KHAHIP, and
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KHARIPH, corruptly, KHEREEF, H. &c. (A. u-aj^i) The

season of autumn ; the autumnal harvest ; the crops which

are sown before the commencement of the rains, or in

April-May, and reaped after their close, October-November.

KHARIPATI, Guz. O^tilH&l) A. tax collected to relieve a

village from debt.

KHARITA, KHUREETU, sometimes, vernacularly, KHALI'TA,

H. &c. (A. jdoiyi-)
A bag, a purse, the envelope of a

letter, especially the ornamental or silk covering of a letter

addressed to, or by, a native of rank : hence, the letter

itself, particularly one passing between a native prince and

the governor-general.

KHARKANIYA, Thug. Crossing of the road by a hare in

front of the party, a bad omen.

KHARKHA, Thug. An ass.

KHARPAH, Mar. (t<Rli') A bad year, a time of distress from

failure of the crops.

KHARRAT, H. (A. \3\js-)
A turner's lathe, a turner (also

KIIARRATI.

KHARTAI, or KHARTAL, Thug. Any bad omen. Dakh. Th.

KHARU, Uriya (1|5v Division of bullocks among cul-
o-

tivators.

KHARU, Thug. A gang of Thugs.

KHARUA, or KHARWA, corruptly, KDRWA, II.
(ljjl$) A

coarse kind of cotton cloth dyed red, and used in various

ways, especially to wrap up books, parcels, &c.

KIIARVATA, S. &c. (wijrf) A country or market-town.

KHARWAR, H. (P.
j'jjj*-)

A measure, said to be about

7001b., lit. an ass load : in Sindh it is called 8501b.

KHARWI', Mar. (uKtft) A caste employed in tiling houses,

making plantations, &c.

KHAS,Knus,or KHASKH AS, KHUSKHUS, HXP.^^**-, {j^s^)
A fragrant grass (Andropogon muricatum) with the roots

of which, interwoven with wicker-work, door and window-

screens are made that are kept wet, and serve to cool the

air as it passes through them into the room.

KHAS, corruptly, KAS, KHASS, Coss, H. &c. (A. (jo\o-)

Select, eminent, noble ;
also private, peculiar : under the

Moghul government it was applied to the chief officers of

the state and the nobles of the court : as a revenue term it

is applied to the management of estates and the collection

of the revenue by the officers of the government, without

any intermediate person between them and the cultivators,

also to lands held by Zamindars and cultivated by them-

selves for their own benefit.
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Khds-dpil, from the English, Appeal, Uriya

A special appeal.

Khds-ajir, H. (A.^J^-l^'i-) Private or domestic servants,

whether slaves or hired.

Khdsd, pi. Khdsdlu, Tel. (aT^cO^, gO~D
cO^e.o) Own,

private, applied especially, in some parts of the Northern

Cirkars, to domestic servants or hereditary slaves.

Khdsdrambha-bhumi, Karn.(U~5^&o>&rSXJ) Lands

cultivated by Zamindars through their own domestic slaves.

Klids-bandi, Mar. (J3THT<fO Distribution of the lands of

a village, without regard to contiguity, amongst certain

families, and the assessment of each estate in the lump,

without reference to measurement or rating.

Khds-l>ighd, Mar. (<?lltH"lvi) The measure of land

both as to quantity and quality, by which the rental of

the estate of an occupant in a Khds-bandi village is

estimated.

Khds-barddr, H. (^L^xoli-) An attendant carrying the

arms of his lord : one armed with a firelock.

Alids-bdl, Mar. (9I4MI<?) A mixed soil of sand and clay,

yielding good crops if manured.

Khds-bdtami, Mar. (^TH ^TH*ft) Authentic or official accounts.

Khas-bo, H. (from lijj,
to sow) Land under the manage-

ment of the Raja. Kuch Bahar.

Jfhdg-cheld, H. (from JU-) The chief disciple and destined

successor of the Mahant or head of a religious establish-

ment of ascetics or mendicants.

Khds-ddi\ Mar. (<sn(;i<) A groom, a horsekeeper: some-

times corrupted to Kdzddr.

Khdsgi, Mar. (isnwfl) One's own private or personal pro-

perty, in contradistinction to the revenues or concerns of

the state ; own, personal, peculiar.

Khdsgi-paikd, Mar. (from ^W[, money) One's own or pri-

vate cash.

Khdngi-lidrkun, Mar. (from om<ojif) A private or confi-

dential agent, clerk, or manager.

Khdsgimdld, Mar. (JS'WfNTcJT) A title usually given

to the confidential minister of the Peshwa or other Ma-

ratha prince, who was especially intrusted with the manage-

ment of their private receipts and disbursements, or other

personal interests.

Khds-hdl, H. (from A.
Jl=>-, condition) A kind of rent-free

tenure : in Sylhet, the lands cultivated by the Zamindar

himself, and for his own maintenance.

Khds-mahal, H. (A. jjsr) The female apartments.

4c
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Khds-mahal, H. (A. plur. of (Js-*) Districts held in the

management of the government

Khds-nams, H. (P. ^/^y) A private secretary, a clerk or

accountant of the government.

Klias-navisi, H. (P. ^ywJji) Relating to government ac-

countants : an abrvdb, or tax, formerly levied in Bengal

from the Zamindars for the expense of the government

officers of account employed in registering the annual

revenue settlements.

Khd*-o-&am, H. (A. ..Ic.^li-) High and low, noble and

vulgar ; i.e. all classes of persons.

Khdspatak, Mar. (^T*dld<*) One's own private troop of

horse.

Khds-s&tjuvaK, Karn. (J3rS<>5sXb$VQ Cultivation of

lands by the government for its own benefit, or by a Za-

mindar on his own account.

Khdtn&ri, Karn. (a5~crJc)^6) A stud or troop of horses:

but it is no doubt the same word as Khds-sawdri, H.

(i^lyw^U-) said to be a respectful phrase for a person

of rank, equivalent to your lordship ; also a circuit made

by a commanding officer: and as Khdsdsrcdri, Mar. (^THT-

tjTTTt), the equipage or train of a Raja.

Klids-tiiliy], II. (A. (Jj^fcc
1

(_^^-) Collection of the revenue

direct from the cultivators by the government, without the

intervention of a Zamindar or farmer of the revenue.

iSids-t&luJi, H. (A. ^Jjo y^0 A tdluh, or certain district

under the immediate management of the state : the Nawabs

of Bengal formerly selected such tracts, and occupied them

for their own benefit ;
but the term is now applied to

estates which, in consequence of the default of the occu-

pant, or his death without heirs, are kept in the hands of

the state and managed by the government officers.

Khds xamin, or, vernacularly,jamin, H.
((jJ^e; (j^*=-)

Land

of which the collection is made by the government officers

immediately from the cultivators.

KHASAHA.Or K.HASAHAT,Or KmSARAT,H. (A.j*i-, tSJ^L**-)

Damage, injury, loss, fraud: the plea of a suit for damages :

loss on a repeated sale, difference in diminution between the

result of a first and second sale.

KHASIA, H. (?) The designation of the people of the hill

provinces. Garhwal.

KIIASBA, KHUSHA, H.
/ ^'; ^mtl) A day-book, a journal,

a field-book, especially a written record of the particulars

of a rough map or plan of a village, which is called a

Shajra,'m which the fields are numbered, and their numbers
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are registered in the field-book, or Khaara, corresponding :

in this also is registered the name of the proprietor and

of the cultivator of each field, whether the same or dif-

ferent, the name of each field, its length and breadth in

f/afftdn,
and its area in biyhdii and bisrcds, the quality of

the soil, the crop growing upon it, and any remarks that

it may be thought advisable to add.

Kltanrd-bali'i, H. (from ^>, a book) A field-book, a book

in which the khasrd tables or lists are entered.

Khtifi'ti-pui'iiididi,
H. (P. .p^y-kJo, measurement) The re-

gister or statement of a land survey or measurement.

KHASTABAKI, Beng. ('*lt^Wf%, P.
<&J^i-, what is

required, and A.
^''o , remainder) Balance of revenue left

due after a portion has been realised by the sale of the

defaulter's estate.

A7i.<7rt- //>, Bong, (from iVtiv, sale) Balance or deficit

left by a sale by auction, the proceeds of which are not

equal to the demands against the property sold.

KHATT, or KIIUTT, H. (A. iai-), KHAT, KIIUT, Mar. (73W)

A letter, a writing, an entry in a book, a written docu-

ment, as a note of hand, a deed of mortgage, &c.

KliL't-Jthat, H. (lai- Cl^o^) A deed of sale or mortgage

for a field, or a portion of a coparcenary estate, conveying'

the land alone, without the privileges attached to it.

Khunt-hhut, Qn*--O>^$>) A deed by which the rights of a

coparcener in a village or estate are conveyed to another

person as well as the land.

Karjkliat, Mar. (ofifW(0 A note of obligation, or promise

to pay.

Galian kliat, Mar. (Jl^HWiO A note of assurance that a

pledge will be redeemed.

Gkarendii-khat, Guz. (tl3.mi(3"
v>
t<'l) A mortgage deed.

Fdrif/h-khat, q. v. A deed of acquittance.

Pharokht khal, Mar. (TR^f3R Wit, from P.
vi^i-jy) A deed

of sale.

Vechdn khat, Guz. (HaUWUl) A bill of sale, a deed of

conveyance.

KHAT, H. Mar. (CJ\(, ^Til) Manure, filth so applied: in H.,

also, Khdd and Khdo
(t)lf>, j'-^>)-

Khatdr, Mar. (^Irili) The spot outside a village where

the filth is thrown.

Sale of manure on govern-Khdl-bikri, Mar.

ment account.

Khdtmar, Mar. (

or soil.

Well manured, rich, as a field
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KHAT, Thug. A bribe. Dakh. Thug.

KHATA, H. (l"l^)> Beng. (fFs1), KHATEN, Mar. (*n7f),

KHATU, Guz. (
v
tl<^)

An account-book, a day-book, a

journal or ledger, also an account ; account current one

kept with an individual, or of a particular concern with

respect to the receipts and outlay upon it; an account of

real or personal property ; also, the paper or book in

which such accounts are kept.

2hdte-bd)ri, Mar. (*317Nlc|ft) The balance for or against

a tradesman's books.

Khatd-lahi, H. (^y Ul^), K/tdtevahi, Mar. (^nfl^fft An

account-book, a day-book, or one framed from the day-

book, a ledg-er.

Khdteddr, Mar. ( Wlrf^tO A mercantile correspondent,

one with whom an account is opened.

Khatdmdri, Beng. (<l I \sUlPsO Entries in a ledger.

Khdtdpotd, Guz. (
vU<"llHl<*tl) Commercial dealings,

buying and selling.

KHATA, Guz. O^Urll) The holding of a Ryot or cultivator.

Khdta landi,Guz. Ci\.{\M Q) Assessment of eachRyot's

holdings ; a Ryotwar assessment.

KHATA, KHUTA, H. (A. Uai-) Fault, offence, crime.

KHATA, Tel. (33^CT^) Large scales for weighing grain in

sacks.

KHATAI, Thug. Information of, or hostility to, a gang, or

of some of its members, owing to a quarrel.

Khatia'i, Thug. Information against a gang.

Khatonu, Thug. A Thug informing against his con-

federates.

KHATAKA, Beng. 0*lt>a^) A borrower, a debtor.

Khdtahi, Beng. (
1

U\9 <?1) Relating to a loan, a promissory

note or bond.

KHATAKA, or KHATAKI, Mar. (STTefi, OTTcjft) A caste, or

an individual of it, who is by avocation a butcher.

KHATAN, or KHATANI, Beng. (*tti>JT, "ltifa) Labouring,

working for hire.

Khdtani, Beng. (tii^) Wages or hire of labour, pay of

a workman or labourer.

Khdtaniyd, Beng. (
1

ttiNfW) A workman, a labourer.

KHATA'DNI, KHUTAONEE, corruptly, KHUTEONEE, KHUT-

TEONI, KUTTOWNEE, KlIATIOWNEE, KUTTEEAJCEE, Kr-

TAMUNNEE, CUTEEAN, Or ClJTTEAN, H. (ci}^), KHA-

TAWANI, which may be pronounced KHATAONJ, Mar.

), KHATIYAN, KHATIYANI, Beng.

, KATAVANI, or KATAONI, Tarn, (s
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A ledger, an account-book, one in which are entered, under

distinct and appropriate heads, the several items first entered

in a day-book or field-book : although differently explained

by different authorities, and occasionally modified as to its

application, the term always denotes accounts of the nature

of the ledger : thus it is said the Maratha Sahukar's khatd-

ivaniis made up from his hkarda, or day-book, in the order

of the names of his constituents: in the government financial

accounts it was a statement of all expenses and disburse-

ments, arranged alphabetically under their several heads :

in Guz. it is said to mean the act of posting items from

the day and cash-books into the ledger : in Bengal, the

Ithatiydn was an abstract of the chiton kept by the village

accountant, shewing the whole extent of land held by each

cultivator, the nature of the tenure or cultivation, as Itln'id-

kdsht, &c., and the species of cultivation. In the north-

western provinces the khutdoni, or, as there also denomi-

nated, the muntakhab, is an account made up from the

kkasrd, in which the fields belonging to each thoh, patti,

and individual are brought together, and then the name

of the occupant, the number of each field, its extent,

with deductions for waste or the like, the rate of assess-

ment per bir/hd, the total rent, and the manner of its pay-

ment, are recorded.

Asdmi-n'dr-fthatiydn, Beng. ( <3lt7
:

rt'Jl)<Ua'*ins<i!0 An ac-

count kept with each individual Asanu or cultivator,

made up from the hhasrd or field-book, specifying the

fields held by him, the extent of his lands, waste or cul-

tivated, the amount of his assessment, and the particulars

of his payments.

Khdtdbandi, H. (,_y-\wbUi) The same as the preceding :

an abstract account or ledger.

Jinswdr-hhatiydn, Beng. (A. ,ju^- , species) An abstract

account of the different crops cultivated in a village or an

estate, their highest and lowest culture, and the average

produce of each kind per bif/hd.

KHATB, H. (A. l^^Jai-) Marrying, betrothing, contracting

a marriage.

KHATI, Mar. (?) A blacksmith : in Nagpur, the village black-

smith : in Hindustan, a wheelwright.

KHATIRI, H. (?) A crop raised in the sand on the banks

of a river by force of manure or hand watering : a

nominal rent only is paid for such sowings. Agra.

KHATN, H. (A. ,^/i-)
The husband of a man's female relations

with whom his own intermarriage is interdicted.
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KHAT.V, KHATNA, KHATNAT, H. (A.
tl^=*->

*Jit , y^JSi-)

Circumcision.

KHATPAURA, H. (I^A^, T^Tlta^) A kind of rake worked

by two men for breaking up the soil into small beds.

Kn ATiii, corruptly, KHATRY, KHETREE,KHETERY, H.^yk^,
S. hshatriya TSjfail) The man of the second pure tribe,

the soldier and the sovereign caste. Mar. tenft) A caste,

or individual of it, who is a silk-weaver.

KIIATUA, Uriya (SIJS||)
Chief cattle driver.

KHAUH, Thug. An army.

KHAWAS II. (A. (j^f-, properly, |
lur. of ^U-) Nobles,

grandees : attendants, personal servants, usually the

favourite or confidential attendant on a person of rank :

a boy or female servant : in the west of India the children

of a female slave belonging to a Chiiran or Rajput, the

property of the owner of the slave, but treated as a member

of the family : the word, written Chiaus, is the origin of

the English word Chouse. In Puraniya the term is applied

to slaves in general, whether domestic or agricultural, but

the liharvdx is usually originally a free person who has

become a voluntary slave for protection and support, and,

in some cases, has a grant of land from the Zamindar for

his subsistence : another kind of Ithaivax is more of a

client or retainer of some wealthy person than a slave,

although nominally such.

KnAwiND, or KnAwAND, H. (P. JojU-), vernacularly, KHA-

MIND, Uriya, KHAMAND, Tel. A lord, a master.

KHAZANA, KIIUZANU, corruptly, CAJANA, or, more correctly,

though less commonly, KmzANA, H. (P.
<1U^>-),

vernacu-

larly, KHAJANA, as Beng. CfStftl), also KHAJINA, Mar.

(JjrJTRT, T-TSftaT), Tel. (a^SJ^oT ) A treasury, the public

treasury: treasure, money : the public revenue, the land-tax.

Khazdnchi, or Khuzanchee, or, vernacularly, Khajanchi,

corruptly, Khajomchi, H. &c.
(i^Jj*")

A treasurer, a

cash-keeper.

KHEDA, corruptly, KEDDAH and KEHDAH, H. (Ijo^) An

inclosure in which wild elephants are caught: (it is derived

from l!Jo$, to chase, but is probably a word of Bengali

or Sanscrit origin, from Beng. C*&\\ ,
to chase cattle,

S. tNIUJ, hunting.)

Khedd-i-afiyal, (A. J^wl, plur. of Jil (JjJ, an elephant)

Expenses incurred in catching wild elephants, for which,

under the Mohammadan government, a tax was levied

upon certain districts in Bengal and Sylhet : the cess or

abwab so levied
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KIIED, or KHER, Guz. Cl$) Ploughing, tillage.

Khetldn, Guz. ( "ISIUI) Land under tillage.

Kltcdut, Guz. (y\ $<"0 A cultivator, an agriculturist.

KHEDE, Mar. (^%, S. ^T7R) A small, and chiefly agricultural

village.

KHEMKUSAL, H. ((J*>*Co^i, fromS. ^JH, and cp^n?) Welfare,

prospering, both in personal health and worldly affairs.

KIIEP, II. (L_^O^, S. ^tl) A trip (in a boat or vessel) a

cargo : a cracked or adulterated coin.

KHEPIA, Guz. ('
v>lHlatl) A courier, a messenger, a letter-

carrier, an intelligencer, a spy.

KIIKHA, II. OjJj) A village. See KHEDE (it is the same

word): in Bundelkhand it is the land immediately adjacent

to a village.

KHESAHI, Beng. (flTtSt) A sort of pulse much cultivated

for food (Lathyrus sativus).

KIIKT, II. &c. (u^o^", ^TT, S. sipr) A field, a tract of land

especially fit for cultivation ; a cultivated field : an agri-

cultural division of land, in Bengal, formerly considered

as equal to GO lit/has.

K/ict-bdnt, II. (c^olj ci-a^), vernacularly corrupted, in

Hindi, to Khat or Khet-bat,(\^~> e^~jO Allotment of the

lands of a coparcenary village, field by field, among the

sharers, but in such a manner that they shall not be con-

tiguous, or of the same quality, but so divided that each

may have a due proportion of good and bad land : the

term, however, has other explanations, and most correctly

implies the mode in which a Mauza, is divided into two

or more mahals or estates ; and it is commonly applied to

denote the intermixture of the lands of different villages,

which, although known as belonging to one village, are

found lying amongst those belonging to another : in one

or two instances the lands of the same mahdl or estate

are entirely scattered amongst those of others.

Khet-chitlhd, H. (Ui- e^>A$0 Rough field-book, or notes

of the fields of a tract surveyed.

Khet-ddr, H. (P. j1i,
who has) The occupant or owner of

a field.

Khet-khatt, H. (lai- ^^J^) Mortgage of a field : see iai- .

Kheti, H. &c. (i_j^i ) Relating to a field ; a husbandman,

a cultivator : cultivation, agriculture.

Khetibdri, H.
((^j\Ji_$-&) Agriculture, tillage.

Khetihar, H. (ys>i_?^)
A cultivator.

Khetipatdri, Hindi (JSfftmnT^) Agricultural labour, field

work.
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Khet-jharti, Mar. (ihn&inrt) Annual account of the fields

of a village to be kept by the Kulkarm.

Khetn-dr, H.
(^Ijly^i) By fields

;
the assessment that is

made upon each separate field according to its capability

of yielding produce, and the description of the latter grown

in it.

Khetivdr-jamabandi, H. (A. H. ,_yi\xjt^&- , q. v.) Amount

of the revenue assessed upon each field.

KHEWA, or KHEWAI, H. O^J^, s\gq) Fare, ferry or

passage money.

Khercat, Khematid, H. (mjJ>$S, uJjj^i, 4<H4) A ferry-man,

a boat-man, a rower; also, Kliemali, H. (tiJjJ^O.

KHEWAT, (?)H. A contribution sometimes levied by the former

government of Bengal on rent-free lands, when the lands

assessed were unable to pay the amount, in order to com-

pensate for any deficit in the revenue : a contribution

among the coparceners of a village to the village expenses:

in the north-west provinces, the record or register of the

shares in which a coparcenary village is distributed : as-

sessment with the Ryots according to, their shares. Ajmir.

Kheivat-nuniu, H. (P. <k*li) A document or statement of

liabilities.

KHIANAT, also written KHIYANAT, (A. ci-JU*-) Perfidy,

treachery, embezzlement: in law, breach of trust, violation

of an engagement.

Khaln, H. (
(j-) A traitor: one who violates an engage-

ment, or is culpable of a breach of trust.

IVITIAH, H.
(j'-Aa.

? A., see the next word) Second sort of

land of two species : first and second, in a classification

of the lands of Dinajpur.

KHIAR, A. (/^-) Option, selection : in Mohammadan law

an optional completion or dissolution of an agreement of

sale under various circumstances.

Khidr-ul-lalul, (J^>, consent) Option of refusing to

accept the terms offered before the parties separate.

Khidr-ul-majlif, (j^Jas-*,
an assembly) Option of retract-

ing an assent before the parties separate.

Khidr-ul-ruyat, (ci-^jy) Option of inspection, the right of a

purchaser to reject what he has bought without seeing it.

Khidr-ul-aib, (l_^_>.i , fault) Option of rejecting an article

bought if any defect is discovered in it.

Khidr-us-shart, (}oj ,
an agreement) Option of either party

to annul the sale within three days, or a longer period, if

agreed upon mutually.

Khidr-ut-t&y'm, (
(jJJj^) Option of the purchaser of one
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of several similar articles to make his own selection :

other circumstances are enumerated by which sales may

be optionally annulled.

KHICHRI, H. (t_^s#), Beng. (f*f5f^), KiCHCHipi, Kara.

(o|rG) An Indian dish of rice boiled with split pulse

and spices ; hence, fig., any common mixture, a confusion,

hotch-potch.

Kichchidi-bdchidi, Karn. (6faSTSa?G) Turmoil, confu-
CJ"

sion, disorder.

KHIDMAT, H. (A. ci~cJ^) Service, office.

Khulmatgdr, or Khidmat-dar, (from H.
j\i,

or P.
j\S),

in-

correctly, Kidmutgar, Kismutyar, and Kitmutgai; H.

A servant, a table-servant, a personal attendant : in the

Northern Cirkars usually a slave.

Khddim, H. (A. ,i)Vi-) A servant, an attendant, one who

is employed in the care of a shrine or mosque.

Khddim-i-dargdh, H.
(*l^t> f^-) An attendant on a Mo-

hammadan tomb or mosque.

Khidmat-i-talukddri or saminddrt, H. The service or

office of a Talukdiir or Zamindar.

KHIL, or KHIL, Beng. (S. ffa, %!), Mai. (6i_fle_J)

Waste or uncultivated land, though capable of being

brought into cultivation.

Khil-jamd, Beng. (fsfcH^Tl) Assessment of waste lands

newly brought into cultivation.

Khil-jamin, Beng. (f*iii>?U) Land lying fallow or un-

cultivated.

Khil-patit, Beng. (from S. qfifiT , fallen) Land excluded from

the rent-roll in consequence of lying waste.

KHIL, H. (J>>$0 Parched grain.

KHILAF-I-SHARA, H. (A. cyi < sli.) Contrary to the law,

illegal.

KHILAT, corruptly, KIIELAUT, or KILLAUT, H. (A. i^^*li-)

A dress of honour ; any article of costume presented by

the ruling or superior authority to an inferior as a mark

of distinction : a complete Khilat may include arms, or

a horse, or an elephant : in general it is some part of a

native dress.

Jfhildt-bakd, H. (from P.
l$j, price) A cess, or abvvab, levied

by the Mohammadan government to defray the cost of

honorary dresses presented at court.

KHILWAT, or KHALWAT, H. (A. ciJjLs-) Privacy, retirement.

Khilrvat-hhdna, or Khilwat-gdk, H. (from P. <icjli-, a

chamber, or li, a place) A private apartment, the women's

apartments.
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Klril/vat-nashin, H. (P. ^^J , who sits) A recluse, a her-

mit: a woman of rank ; one who does not appear in public.

Kh'ilrvat-snhih, H. (A. fi^
a

kSJy*-)
Correct or lawful pri-

vacy ;
the retirement and cohabitation of husband and

wife without natural or artificial impediment, constituting

the validity of the marriage, and giving to the woman a

full claim to her dower.

Klll.vp, Mar. (ftrt) A narrow path between two hills.

KHI'M, or KHEPNI, (?) H. Personal attendance by culti-

vators holding of a superior upon the chief in journeys.

KHIRMAN, H. (P. ^f~) A stack of corn, a granary, a barn.

KHIRUDU, Tel. (33&>OO) Ground in cultivation.

KHISTI, Kara. C^) Tribute; probably a vernacular form

of K 1ST, q. v.

KHITAB, H. (A. c-jllaiO A title.

KHO, or KHOA, corruptly, KOAR, Beng. (H, i^t^r)) Coarse

brick-dust or pounded bricks used in making roads, roof-

ing houses, &c.

KHOBBA, Thug. Flesh meat : peculiar to Dakhini Thu;;-s.

KnopA, Mar. (^Yn) Stocks for criminals.

KHODAN, Guz. (^tl^AUP Ground flooded or undermined by

water.

KHODDA, Thug. An old man.

KHODELI, Thug. An eight ana piece.

KHODI, II (i^Oj^) Digging, culture of land : ceremonies

involving bodily labour, unremunerated except by food ;

Kamaon.

KHOBWA, Mar. (l^tT^t) Second crop of sugar-cane ; cane

sprouting from the stem of the first crop, also the latter

left to bear shoots.

Knoi, H. (t_j*) Dry part of the sugar-cane after expressing

the juice.

A eunuch ; corruption of Khtodja, q. v. In Guz. a tribe

of Indian Mohammadans.

KHOKHA, II. (l$fj), KHOKA, or KHOKHA, Mar. U<fl4l,

^ft3t), KOKHUN, Guz. ("H 1
^") A bill of exchange that

has been paid and remains in the hands of the payer as a

voucher.

KHOLADHAR, Guz. OvtlllU'0 A person who stands surety

for a stranger demanding payment of a bill of exchange.

KHOKHI, Thug. Clearing the throat, a signal to prepare

for action.

KHOLAMBIIO, Guz. (
w
ll'lf*"ll) Postponement, putting off.

KHOM, Thug. A door.
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KHOMASXA, Thug. To rush at once upon travellers when

there is not sufficient time for the usual forms.

KHONDAR, H.
(^-XJ^zS, ^iO Gleanings or leavings on the

threshing-floor after the grain is removed.

KHOXDU, Tel. (a^O&i) Rlpe grain _

KHONTA, H. (lij^) Base, adulterated (as coin).

KHOPRA, H. 0,.^), KHOHREX, Mar. Oafaf ) The kernel

of a cocoa-nut : the dried interior pulp.

Khcibrel, Mar. (^Rtc*, fr m W^C,and '&$) Cocoa-nut oil.

KnoRA,or KIIORE, Mar. (*3frl, ^ft) A hollow or bottom

between hills, a glen.

KHORA, Thug. Unlucky.

KHORAI, Thug. Copper coin.

KHORAK, Thug. A horse ; Khorltani, a mare.

KHOHCHI, Thug. A barber.

KHORJAM, Tel. (sS^ajf^o) A bale or lot of twenty pieces,

commonly called a Coryc.

KHOSA, Beng. (f^W) Husk of grain ; shell of pulse ;

rind of fruit.

Altoxtin, Ik-ng. (i^lTTt^) Cleaning grain, separating it from

the husk
; shelling peas, &c.

Kliosdni, Beng. (i^W^) Price of labour in husking

grain, &c.

KHOSA, H.
(La.^ii)

Name of a marauding tribe in the sandy

tract between Hindustan and Sindh, called the Thai.

KHOSMAN, Thug. A Mohammadan.

KHOT, Guz. (^tU) A blunder: loss in trade, damages.

Khot-vadh, Guz. ("^UHU) Profit and loss.

KHOTA, or KHOT, Mar. (^t?f) A fanner of land revenue or

customs
; any contractor or monopolist : in some of the

Maratha provinces, an officer exercising hereditarily the

office of collecting the government revenue, also one ap-

pointed to that duty.

Klwt-lidlt'i, Mar. (from P.
,y'j)

Balance of grain, &c. due

from the cultivator to the landholder.

Kkot-dhdrd, Mar. (^tTTVTtl) The dues of the landlord from

the cultivator or tenant.

Kltoti, Mar. (^Vat) The business or office of the hereditary

or appointed collector, termed khot : contracting, farming ;

contracting for a crop of corn on the field.

A'/iotM, or Khotgi, Mar. (^tcTcR^, *3fajft) The office of a

collector, termed hlwt.

Kkothhardbd, Mar. (STH'HXT^l) Waste lands about a village,

of which the revenue is farmed and given to the farmer

on his paying a fixed sum to the government.
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Khotsajjd, (JsTlrI*lij||) Lands held of the landholder or

farmer, in contradistinction to those held of government

direct.

Khotpatra, Mar. (4sft{lM, from TJfa, false) A document

acknowledging the falsehood of a claim or plea, written

acknowledgment of error.

Khotverd, Mar. (j^te^l) An extra assessment to make

up for some deficit in the revenue.

KHOUS, Thug. Return from an expedition.

KHOTAB, Thug. Interval between midnight and day-break.

KHUBRI, Beng. (^^t) A small hut.

KHUD, KHOOD, H. &c. (P. J^) Self, own.

Khuddjar't paid, Beng. (^TftSftt ftPl) An engagement

by which, for a sum of money, a man makes himself the

bondsman of another, either for a term of years or for

life. (Sylhet)

Khud-Jtdslti, corruptly, Khode Jthasht, P. (
(
JLii&, hdshtan,

to sow, as seed) Sowing or cultivating one's own ground.

See Kdnhi.

Khud-liasht ratal, H. (A. iz^j&J A cultivator of his own

hereditary land.

Kliud-hasht zamln, II. (A.
{̂ *f) Land cultivated by its

hereditary occupant.

KHUD, or Kni'ii, II.
(jy<, ^S) A furrow in a stiff soil.

KIICDA, but usually pronounced more like KHODA, and in

some dialects, as in Bengali so written, H. O^o-) Beng.

(ftW) God.

Khudd hare, H. (from U^, to do) Would to God ! May

God do !

Kltudd-nu-hlueusta, H. (from P.
^jjUjji-,

to will or wish)

God forbid !

Khuddn-dnd, H. (P. AJj'Ai-) Master, lord, husband.

KHULIMUDDAT, Mar.
(j^tafftl,

from H. hhula ^^, open,

and A. mtiddui, tUiX, time) An undefined term or

period for the performance of an engagement, payment of

a debt, &c.

KHULTIN, A.
(^jjiJi^)

A fermented liquor, infusion of dates

and of raisins bottled together : it is not a prohibited

liquor.

KHULA PA ISA, Mar.
(*J35TtNn)

A small copper coin, current

in some parts of the Dakhin : seven hundred go to a rupee.

KHUM, KIIOOM, vernacular for KAUM, q. v. Mar. GHW),

Tel. (SCX7-^O) People, tribe, class, caste.

Khumndr, Mar. (^H^TC) By tribes or families, as taxes

imposed on, statements of returned, or the like.
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KHU.V, KHOO.V, H. &c. (P. ^y*-) Blood
; fig., murder.

Jfhun-bahd, (P. Ux^ji.) Price of blood, mulct of retaliation.

Khuni, II. (cjj-) A murderer, a shedder of blood.

Khunrez, H.
(P.Jjy^i-)

A murderer.

Khunt'i, (?) Price paid \oBhih for protection from personal

injury, black mail, price of blood.

KHUN, KHOON, Mar. (l^w) A mark, whence, a boundary-

mark.

KHUNCHI, erroneously, KOONCHY, Beng. (
1

rFF) In dry
**^

measure, eight handfuls.

KHUNDI, Mar. (^^) A sort of Jawari grown as a second

crop in garden land, to serve as a green crop for cattle :

the heads of the grain are also eaten.

KHU NT, H. (ei^JjiO A share in the lands of a village by

hereditary descent, and in all the privileges and rights

which it involves. Azimgerh.

Khunt-bat or -rat, (H. 'qn bat or vat, implying posses-

sion) Tenure by ancestral shares in a village, as existing

in Azimgerh.

Khunt-khal, H. (Li- oJj=-) A deed of mortgage by which

the mortgagee parts not only with his share of the Jtkunt-

vat lands, but with all the rights and privileges attached

to them.

Kkuntaiti, H. (jJjoJ^) Payment of revenue according to

the ancestral shares, without reference to the actual condi-

tion or produce of the shares.

KHUNTI, Mar. (^t) A peg or pin stuck in the ground, or

a short stump of a tree as a land or boundary mark.

KHUNTWA, Mar. (wZTt) A duty on vessels on coming to

anchor or passing within a certain range.

KHURAK, less correctly, but vernacularly, KHORAK, H. &c.

(P.
t^Jl^js-) Food, daily food, allowance of food.

Khuraki, vernacularly, KhordM, H. &c. (P.
^jf-)

Al-

lowance of food, or money for purchasing it ; subsistence

money.

Khur-o-posJi, written also, Khor-o-posh, H.
(^/~j.-;))f~) Food

and clothinff, maintenance, which it is incumbent on theD'

head of a family to provide.

Khurd.hu, Tel. (SCXr^T^&J) Subsistence money (see Khu-

rdki) or fees paid by villagers to inferior servants employed

to collect the government dues.

Khurdki-afial, H. (A. plur. of/I/, an elephant) Food of

elephants : a tax formerly levied in Sylhet to defray the

cost of maintaining the elephants caught for government

in the district.
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KHURANT, H.
(i2~>$j]$)

Old soil, soil trodden down by

cattle with hoofs.

KHRD, H. (P. Jjf-) Little, small ; used as the designa-

tion of a village or town, in opposition to kaldn, great

KHtmuA, H. (P. &jf~\ Mar. (^^l) The original implies

eaten ;
but in vernacular use it implies, like the pre-

ceding, small, what is broken up into small parts or

fragments, as small coins in exchange for large, and the

like.

Khurdagata, or Khurdayi, II. (lii X
J,.y>- ,^^jf^> Changing

money, giving pieces of smaller for one of larger value.

Khurdah-farosh, H.
((j^jj> SJyji-)

A huckster, a dealer in

petty wares.

Kliurdid, 11.
(UiJjji-)

A money-changer.

KHUSH, H. (P. (^j-) Pleased, pleasant, agreeable, &c.

Kh&sh-bash, incorrectly, Kooth-bcx/i, II. (P. /pb, being,

abiding) One who lives pleasantly or at his ease; applied

variously in different places : in Sylhet, to a petty pro-

prietor, one who possesses a small piece of ground, with

a dwelling on it, for which he pays revenue ; in Cuttack,

to a resident in a village who pays no rent for the ground

on which his dwelling stands
;

in Birbhum it denoted a

remission or assignment of revenue to enable the grantee

to live more comfortably ; in the Dakhin, and in other

places, it usually means a cultivator holding land at an

easy or quit-rent

Khush-ltdbdla or kibdla, H. (A. a!Uj>) A contract or en-

gagement entered into willingly.

Khusli-kharid, H. (P. A^0 Purchase made willingly,

without any constraint: what is purchased at once, with-

out any advance or dispute.

KHURTAT, or KHUHA, Beng. (-hj\va, 5l) A father's

younger brother ; Khvri
(^J^i),

his wife.

KHUSHK, H. &c. (P. viU.*) Dry.

KhuskJta, H. (P. <nCiji) Dry rice, rice boiled plain, with-

ont seasoning or other ingredients.

Khushki, sometimes, vernacularly, Khuslti, H. &c. (^Ai-)
Dryness, drought : dry land, land not artificially irrigated :

by land in opposition to by water, as travelling.

KhushJisal, H. (A. JU>, a year) A year of drought or famine.

KHUSUMAT, H. (A. i^~jfli., from **at*., an enemy) En-

mity, strife, litigation.

KHUTBA, H. (A. <uLi-) A public prayer or discourse pro-

nounced in the mosques at the Friday service, in which

the prince is prayed for.
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Khatib, H. (L_-\ji2=>-) A preacher, a public reader or

speaker.

KHWAJA, but pronounced KHAJA, and, corruptly, CAJA,

KHOJA, H. (P. <Js-^j-)
A rich or respectable man, a

gentleman, an opulent merchant; also, vernacularly,

Khoja, a eunuch.

Khicaja-sara, H. (P. 1^ , the inner apartments) A eunuch,

one attached to the female apartments.

KHWAND-KAH, II. (P. yjjJly^, to read) A schoolmaster,

one who teaches reading and writing.

KHYDARA, Thug. Any armed policeman, as a Barkanduz,

Najib, &c.

KIAHI, H. (^bo) A bed in a garden ; one in a field, espe-

cially for the plantation of rice in small squares, with

raised borders to retain the water
; a field surrounded

by a high bank forming it into one large bed.

KIAS, or KIYAS, H. &c. (A. ^-Us) Reasoning, inference,

logical deduction: in the absence of a positive law, judg-

ment on the merits of a case.

Kidx tut in it, II. &c. A written judgment or decree.

KIBL.A, H. (A. <K!JJ', from Joii, what is placed before or

opposite) The place to which Mohammadans look when

praying, which is the direction of the temple of Mecca :

any venerable person, one to whom another looks with

respect

Riblu-i-ddlam, H. (A. Jlc *LJi) The J/ibla of the world,

applied to a prince, His majesty, Your majesty.

Kibla-yalt, H. (from P. xli, a place) The place to which

the face is to be turned when praying ; any august or

venerable person when spoken of or to
; as, a king, a

father, Your majesty, Sire.

KIDANGU, Tarn. (<B?)l_rj@) A tank, a pond ;
a store, a

granary ; a betel garden, a jail.

KIFAYAT, or KIFAIAT, corruptly, KIFFUT, KEFFAYET, KEF-

FAYAT, H. (A. e^olo, from
(_jft,

to be enough) Surplus,

profit, advantage : profit or increase in the amount of

revenue received by the government, whether by raising

the rate of assessment or imposing additional taxes: in

the old revenue accounts several items of increase are

so denominated, as,

Kifayat-i-hast-o-bud, H. (J^iji^w** L^-~>.IA) Increase of

actual and past assessment founded on a revision of the value

of the lands and resumption of illegal or lapsed alienations.

Kifayat-i-Faujddrl, H. (^Lvs-yc^jls^) Increased as-

sessment on the frontier lands held by military governors.
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levied by them at first for their own benefit, but brought

to the credit of the government by Kasim AH Khan.

Kifdyat-i-sair, corruptly, Keffyet sayer, H. (j> ei^^O
Increase of the revenue derived from miscellaneous items

of taxation, whether effected by additional imposts or re-

duction of charges.

KI'L, A lake (?), Glossary, 5th Rep. KIL, H. &c. (Jj^), is

more usually a stake, a pin, a peg.

KILA, H. (A. <t*l. more correctly, KALA, &Jij), vernacularly,

KILLA, Mar. (faRWl), Beng. (f^PTl) A fort, a fortress,

a castle, a hill fort. In Cuttack the term applies to estates

or Zamindaris in the jangal and hill tracts on the western

border, some of considerable extent, paying tribute, but

in some respects subject to their own Rajas : seventeen

are enumerated Ranpur, Naiaghar, Khandiapara, Nar-

singpur, Baramba, Tigaria, Banki, Athgarh, Dekanal,

Hindol, Ansful, Athmalik, Talchir, Kyunjhar, Lera, Mohar-

banj, Nilghar; they are usually 200 or 300 square miles

in extent, but Lera is only 20, whilst Angul is calculated

at 22,000, and Moharbanj at 15,000 ; they were no doubt

originally named from the forts occupied by the Rajas who

were held responsible for guarding the frontier against the

wilder tribes to the west.

KilA, or EiUtidiir, or sometimes, vernacularly, Killedar,

as Mar. (fai^), Karn. (&J5dtf), H. &c.
(jljjJj)

The governor or commandant of a fort : in Cuttack, the

holder of a fort and lands annexed on the principle of

feudal service.

Killa, or Kilkdari, H. &c. The office emoluments, &c.,

of a Killadiir.

K'ilujdt, II. (c^U*^, irr. plur. of <siJ) Forts : in Orissa the

term is used collectively to designate lands chiefly in the hill

country bordering on the plains, and held at a quit-rent

on the tenure of military service in defending the low coun-

try from the ravages of the wild mountain tribes, for which,

as well as their own safety, the Zamindars occupy numerous

Kilas or forts.

KtUd-vartdld, corruptly,.KeZZa-WHrta///i,Mar.

A cess imposed upon the peasantry in lieu of a reduction

in the amount of the grain with which they were bound

to supply the garrison of a fort.

Ki UNIT, Tel. (Port (?) 9c>) port, clearance ; receipt for

port dues paid.

KILAKA, S. &c. (office) The forty-second year of the cycle.

Kn.LARi, also written KHILLABY, Mar. (?) The name of a
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tribe of migratory shepherds, feeding their flocks on all

waste lands between the Taptiand Tungabhadra, on paying

a tax to the state.

KILMADAI, Tam.(c5j)La<3BDl_)
Land last watered, that which

is most distant from the madai, or sluice.

Kilubhumi, Karn. (S. fl^&rt) Inferior land.

KIMAR, H. (A. J(AJ) Dice, or any game of hazard.

Kimdr-bdz, H. (P. jL> , who plays) A gambler.

Kimdr-bdzi, H. (P. fj\}, playing) Gambling with dice or

the like.

KIMAT, KEEMUT, H. (A. ui^.JJ) Price, value.

Kimdt-i-Khuht-i-Gaur, H. (from P. e^i-i-, a brick) A

cess imposed by the Nawab of Bengal to defray the expense

of bringing away, for public edifices, the enamelled bricks

or tiles found in considerable quantities among the ruins

of Gaur, the ancient capital of Bengal.

Klmati, H.
(^jJUJj)

Of price, precious, valuable.

Kimat rawdnd, H. (P. \i\yj , going) A custom pass, in

which the value of the goods that have paid duty is

specified.

KIMKHWAB, corruptly, KINCOB, H. (P. \-J\^~^\ KINKHAB,

Guz. (m"^ !^) Silk stuff interwoven with gold or silver

thread ; brocade.

KixA, Beng. (f^Tl) Purchase, purchasing.

Kindbiltd, Uriya (g1|G'|) Buying and selling.

Kinibdwdld, Uriya (S1Q|(3|C5.|) A purchaser.

KINARA, H. &c. (*j\i} Side, border, bank, shore.

Kinaru, Tarn.
(<El<5i3Cr^pj)

A well, a small well.

KlNDAN, Tarn. (<EISOTn_(53T) A kind of cotton cloth, com-

monly called gingham.

KiNiRU, Tel. (?) Ground where water is found within about

six feet below the surface.

KIRAHIYAT, H. (A. C^UA!/) Disgust, abhorrence : in law,

abominable acts, or abominations ; any infraction of moral

or religious rules ; as, eating or drinking impure or pro-

hibited articles, wearing unfitting attire, committing acts

of indecency, &c.

KIRAI, Tarn. (idboTOir) All sorts of greens and the edible

leaves of trees.

KIRAN, H. (A. ,j]^) Conjunction of the planets : propin-

quity, being with or together : performing the pilgrimage

to Mecca with other pilgrims.

KIRANA, or sometimes with JINS (goods), KIRANA-JINS,

erroneously CARANA-JINS, Mar.

Groceries ; in commerce, under the head of Kirdna are

4E
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included tea, sugar, spices, aromatics, almonds, raisins,

cocoa and pistachio nuts, indigo, vermilion, alum, and

various medicinal and dying drugs.

KIRAR, Mar. (?) A low tribe, whose occupation is to sell

grass and exercise horses, (?) KIRAT.

KIRAT, S. &c. (fMlrt) A wild or forest tribe, barbarous

races inhabiting the mountains, theCirrhadse of the ancients.

KIRAYA, corruptly, KEERAY, H. &c. (A. &!/), KERAYA,

Beng. (fFjTW) Hire, rent, fare, freight ; the money or

rate at which any thing may be hired or rented ; a small

cess charged to the cultivator for the carriage of the crops

to market. Karn. (6"O~SO&>) Small fees in grain.

Kirayadar, H. &c.
(j\iSlu}j*)

A hirer, a renter.

Xirdyagdrru^tirn.ipl. 6tr5o&-7TOtf&>) Village servants

paid by small fees in grain.

KIRD, Mar. (P. (ftt) An account or statement of receipts

and disbursements : bringing lands into cultivation.

Kirdad, Karn. (6Z3SF~<5) Tilled, fit for seed.

Kirdsdr, Mar. (cirt^Ttr) Arable, capable of being culti-

vated (land).

KIRICH, Beng. (fWita), Uriya (S)1&) A long knife, a

dirk, a dagger; perhaps the Kris, or Creese (^j^^) of

the Malays.

KiHKUi., or KIRKOL, Mar. (clffa^Ei =B^oF^35) Miscel-

laneous, petty, (as articles or goods), by retail.

Kirkolkdm, Mar. (cR^TcRlaBcliTO) A job, a trifling or tem-

porary business.

Kirkolprdjitl, Mar. (S. mf, gaming) Petty profits.

KIRRAT, A.
((jylyi)

A carat, the 24th part of an ounce.

KiRUKOLA,Karn. (DOOCVS^^') Unnecessary trouble and an-

noyance given to cultivators by inferior revenue officers.

KISAN, H. &e. (S. (.fl**^)
A husbandman, a cultivator (more

correctly Krishdn).

KISAS, corruptly, KISSAS, H. (A. ^Lflii) Retaliating: in law,

retaliation for personal injury, claimable by the person

injured, or, in the event of his death, by his next of kin.

KISHT, H. (P. e^Ai) A sown field.

Kishtkdr, H. (jlSxio) A husbandman, a cultivator.

KishtMri, H. (^.foi^) Cultivation, tillage.

Kisht-o-kdr, H. (P. ^d^*0 Ploughing and sowing.

Kishtrvdr, H.
(^IjXt^) By fields, according to the cultivation.

Kishtzdr, H. P. (j\pS) A sown field.

KISHTI', H. (jjoifci) A ship, a boat; an ornamented raft or float.

Kishtibdn, H. (JjaJ&O A shipman, a boatman ; the com-

mander of a vessel.
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KISM, H. (A. *Aj') Kind, sort, species : partition, division
;

division of inheritance ; equal partition of a husband's

company amongst his wives.

Kismat, H. (A. Ci^v***i) Share, distribution ; share of

prosperity, or the like, allotted to each person in life ;
hence

by mi-ton., fate, fortune : in law, partition of inheritance,

also a separated or divided portion : applied in revenue

matters to a portion of land detached from a larger division,

as from a Taluk or a Pargana, especially if subject to a

different jurisdiction : a hamlet or dependent village.

Kismat ndma, H. (from P. <uli) A deed of partition.

Kdsim, A. (* U) A divider, a sharer; a public officer

deputed by the Kazi to make a legal distribution of joint

property.

h'i.iiiiii-iir, corruptly, Kessemrcdr, H. (yJ+M>) According to

its sort or kind : according to shares.

Kismndr-ffoshndrd, H.
(\j\yi J\^uj) An abstract ac-

count of lands, classed according to their quality.

A'i.ii/i a // r jamfi bandi, H. (P. ^JJ-UJCA*-) An account of

the assessment on the lands of a village or collectorate

according to their quality.

KISORA, S. (fednflO A youth, a boy, a minor, one under

eighteen years of age.

KIST, H. (A. la*uj), vernacularly modified, as KIST or KISTI,

Beng. (f^3, W%), KHIST, Mar. (ftrsr), KISTI, Tel.

(^,), KISTI, or KISTU, Karn. (3^, 6&>) Instal-

stalment, portion ; the amount paid as an instalment ; the

period fixed for its payment : as a revenue term it denotes

the portion of the annual assessment to be paid at spe-

cified periods in the course of the year ; such periodical

payment is called a Kist. In Marathi,'.S7m also implies

various ruinous modes of borrowing money upon repay-

ment by instalments.

Kist- or Kisli-bandi, or bundee, H. G_Jjy U~), Kistu-

bandi, Kara. (Sr6o>oQ) Settlement of the instalments of

the revenue both as to time and amount : a document given

at the beginning of the year to the revenue payer by the

collector or Zamindar, in which the time and amount of

the instalments to be paid are specified : a counterpart

statement of the same, kept by the receiver of the revenue,

or a district account shewing the particulars of the in-

stalments receivable: any document relating to fixed

periodical payments of the revenue or of a debt.

Kisthdr, H. (jWe^j) A payer of a debt or tax by in-

stalments.
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Jtist-khildfi, H. (from i_Jili- , contrary) Failure to pay the

stipulated instalments.

Kist-munkazi, H. (from A.
(_s
^J^c , elapsed) An instalment

in arrear, a past demand.

Kistuwdide, Karn. (Or^OcO e)CXX3O) Fixed period for pay-

ing an instalment

KisWARA, Thug. A well.

KITA, H.GfcJai) A section, a fragment, a part. Deng. (P?\sl)

A share or piece of ground. KITTAN, incorrectly, KEETA,

Mar. (fcM'l) A word used in accounts to signify each

item that is to be brought under a separate head ; also

for an item that is set down, but of which the particulars

appear elsewhere ; thus answering to miscellaneous, minor,

broken, &c.

Kitd-bandi, H. (^JuuJai', written Khatabandi, but ? if

correctly) A mode of assessment formed upon an equal

distribution among the cultivators of the good and bad

soil of a village in like proportion, and holding each cul-

tivator responsible for his share of both ; also the assess-

ment of the cultivators according to the shares of each,

without advertence to the soil or the cultivation.

Kitdjarib bandi, Hindi (fcfcrtlu"lH<{D Specification of

the dimensions of each field in a Pat.ta, or lease.

Kitdivdr, Beng. (P$v!<i!fl) In portions or fragments, as

a division of subordinate portions.

Kit&wari-batreara, H. 0/yu) Partition of a joint estate

in small subdivisions.

Kittdbdb, Mar. (f*^i^tsr) Miscellaneous or undefined cess

or charge, applied to an extra cess levied on a cultivator

or village without any plea being assigned

Kittdicatum, corruptly, mutnee, Mar. (fofc*)NfH"|) A term

applied to an item of local assessment, which, though

actually levied, is omitted from the account, so as to

reduce the apparent total, the object being to diminish

the sum on which a per-centage is payable to the holders

of assignments on the revenue.

KITA, Tel. (S, perhaps from the Arabic L5) A heap of

winnowed grain.

Kita-manihdht, and Kita-tauvalu, Tel. (?) Portions of

winnowed grain taken from the heap and given to Brah-

mans and to the village servants.

KITAB, H. &c. (A. i_j'jtf) A book, a writing, a letter ; as

the book, it is applied to the Kuran of the Mohammadans,

the Old Testament of the Jews, and the New Testament

of the Christians.
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Kitabat, H. (A. e^oUO A writing, a description, title of

a book : in Mohammadan law, an engagement by which

a slave is permitted to redeem himself, or work out his

emancipation.

KitdM, H. (A. ^'jtf) Relating to a book or writing;

hence it is applied to the Jews and Christians by the

Mohammadans, as in possession of scriptural authority,

although, according to them, corrupted or superseded.

Kitdb-hukmi, H. (A. from /*-, an order) A letter from

one Kazi or judge to another, containing an authenticated

transcript of evidence taken in a case, the decision on

which has been removed to the jurisdiction of the latter ;

any authoritative writing.

Kitdb-intikdll, H. (from A. JUx>!) A book or record of

transfers and other changes of property.

Kdtib, H. (A. (^Jt>) A writer, a copyist, a scribe.

KITMITTI, Mar. (?) Applied to accounts in which interest is

allowed on both debit and credit.

KIUN-KAL, (?) Tibetan. A duty of ten per cent, on the im-

port of grain. Kamaon.

Kiun-thal, (?) Tibetan. Tax on the profits of trade, levied

in the form of transit duties. Ibid.

KIWADA, Tel. (!oJ~*<3) The area or yard of a house: a

tract of land round a village once occupied by dwellings :

land fit for garden cultivation ; a rich soil.

KiwAMATi, Hindi (cnlqwis"!) Fine, strong, and tenacious

soil.

KLIVA, S. (fN) Weak, impotent, neuter : in law, an im-

potent man, and therefore disqualified, in many respects,

as a party or an evidence.

KoBBAHi.Tel. (~g6),also KOBARI, Karn. The

white kernel of the cocoa-nut.

KOCHIANI, Uriya (6Q|S2||ff) A woman who lives by selling

salt in small quantities.

KODA, Tel. (~Q) Coarse rice, the third crop.

KODAGA, Tarn. (D^SQA) Land which had been rent-free,

but which has been subjected to a light or quit-rent.

KODAIKKULI, Tarn. (GsrTS051_<E&(5n_6i51) Rent, hire.

KODE, Thug. Dressed rice. Dakhini Thugs.

KOBE, Karn. (CVa^Q) The season of the hot land-winds

in Mysore, from May to September.

Kodebatta, Karn. (CVQiSQ^S^) Rice grown in the hot

season.

Kodegadde, Karn. (OS^oXg) Land watered for the cul-

tivation of rice in the dry season.
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Kopi, Tarn. (GSITUp, Kara. (os) A channel for carry-

ing off the surplus water of a reservoir.

Kopi, Tarn. (GsiTUp A twining plant, a vine, especially a

betel-vine.

Kodihkdl, Tarn. (0SrTl^.<5SrTQ5) A betel-vine garden.

Kodikhdl-velldlan, Tarn. (GQJSTTerrrT Lpdor) A class of the

Vellalar or agricultural tribe who cultivate betel.

KODIO, Guz. (ftiAa>U) A leper.

KODO, H. ()&, IffcfO, also KODRAM, and Mar. KODR,
and KODRO (^ftZ, o^'jt, which are nearer the original

Cs

S. Kodrava <*1$*<) A small grain eaten by the natives

(Paspalum frumentaceum) : in one form, which does not

apparently differ from the ordinary grain, it has the pro-

perty of intoxicating when made into bread ; it is then

called Matdonu, from S. mata, inebriated.

Kopu, Tel. (S^QO) A water-course, a nala.

Kopu, plur. KOLLU, and KONDRIT, whence the ordinary name

KONDS, Tel. (""&>, "*$, "*v&) A barbarous

race of mountaineers inhabiting the hills west and north-

west of Ganjam to the borders of Nagpur.

KODUKKALVANGAL, Tarn. (G(5rTc3<5E>&>Q_irTr5J<5Q)), Ko-

DUKAVANNAL, Mai. ( Qa&agcfiSlaJOWStBfc), lit Giving

and taking; dealing mutually, buying and selling, lend-

ing and borrowing reciprocally.

KODUVISA, Kara. (^?&)t>?^3) Allowance of a Vi of

grain, &c. for every bullock-load that comes into a town,

paid to a person employed to check the demands of the

toll-keeper (apparently from &&>, a horn) for horned

cattle.

KOERI, H.
(.(Jjtf)

A class of the agricultural population in

Hindustan who apply themselves especially to garden cul-

tivation, and, in Bahar, to the growth of the poppy : they

are in general very respectable.

KOHAR, (H.Jfcji K^) The frame of the mouth of a well.

KOILU, KOEELOO, Karn. (CVSCXXjeX)) A measure of seed

corn containing' four hanis, or 400 rupees in weight, and

reckoned to be as much as a man can sow in a propor-

tionate space of ground in a day (from koyya, to cut, to

reap.

KOJAGARA, H. (S. 'tKlWrO A Hindu festival on the day of

full moon in the month of Aswin, in honour of Lakshmi,

the goddess of fortune, who is said to have promised riches

to all who should observe a vigil on the night (from ko,

who, jdf/ara, wakeful) : the night is spent in
festivity and

in games of chance.
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KOJAYTI', Thug. Fetters. Dakh. Thug.

KOKATI, Thug. Cry of the large owl, ominous of evil.

Dakh. Thugs.

KoKA, H.
(tfji)

A foster-brother, a nurse's child.

KOI., commonly, COLE, H. (S. J^, grt<j) The name of a bar-

barous tribe inhabiting forest and mountain tracts in the

provinces of Benares, South Bahar, and Chota-nagpur,

apparently of kin to the other mountain tribes of Central

India, the Gonds and Bhils, who are perhaps the aboriginal

races of India.

KOL, Mai. (eiAorab), Tam. ((Ssrrsb), Konj,Karn. (^s?eu)

A staff, a stick ; a measuring-rod or pole ;
a pole, ten of

which should intervene between the planting of two cocoa-

nut trees. See Jervis, 26. KOLA, Tel. ( S~"V ) Measure-

ment, a measure of four Gaz.

Kolhdran, or in common use, Kolhar, Mai. (6)a&>0(BDdft>Oronr6)

Koluhdr, Karn. (?>?eun~95) A mace or staff-bearer : a

government messenger, police or revenue peon, one em-

ployed either by public functionaries or by renters to

collect duties and imposts ; also as civil guards.

Kolpaimahh, Mai. (^c&orofce^n-iaOffQca^) Measurement

of lands in Malabar by survey made in the Mai. year, 983.

KoUturippu, Tam.
((oSrT&SgjjrrJll-Jl-j) An abstract

or summary of a land measurement.

KOLA, Hindi (cR^5) A piece of land closed on two or three

sides by water : an offset from a field. Puraniya.

KOLA, Mar. (lfc?) Property, personal or real, seized for debt

or arrears of revenue.

KOLA, Beng. (^fa) A class of Hindus whose principal

occupation is basket and mat-making.

KOLAB, (?) Sindh. A tract of inundated land.

KOLAGA, or KOLUGA, Karn. (CVS^X, S^^OX) A measure

of grain, the .J
th of a hhandaya, or 3 bushels.

KoLAPIRAMANAM, for S. PRAMA.VAM, Tam. ((oE>rr6TTLJnr}-

LorTGOnrLo) A statement of the whole extent and of the divi-

sions of a village and its lands, whether cultivated or waste.

KOLBANDI, Karn. (O-'SO&SoO) Dismantling and rebuilding.

KOLCHAR, Beng. (c^iioa) An addition to a sand bank; a

fresh deposit or accretion.

KOLE, Karn. (O^3), KOLAI, Tam. (Gsrraso) Murder,

beating.

Kolaikhdran, Tam. (GsrTS&iSSrTrjonr) A murderer.

Kolluvana, Kara. (d^>|O$'r6) A murderer.

KOLF, Mar. (?) An allowance of a few heads of grain to the

village watchman.
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KOLHANTI, Mar. (B^5?TTf) A tumbler, a rope-dancer, one

who lives by feats of activity and dexterity.

KOLIIT, Hindi (cTtf^il) The taking of lands on lease from

one Ryot by another, or the cultivation of them by other

than the party who rents them.

KOLHU, H. (j-J) A sugar-mill, an oilman's press.

KOLI, erroneously, KoLLEE.but also,and perhaps more correctly,

KULI, or KOOLI, Mar. (4lc$"l) The name of a low caste,

or of a member of it : their business is to bring water,

in which they are sometimes part of the village establish-

ment : they are also fishermen : the name is also that of

a wild and predatory tribe in the forests and wilds of

Guzerat, some of whom, however, have settled in the plains,

and have become cultivators, and are collected in bhdgddr,

or joint-tenancy villages.

KOLLA, Mai. (6)cfc3|^3>_) Plunder, pillage (probably same as

the Karn. Kalla, q. v.)

Kotta-karan, Mai. (6>c6>0<|^oeOOft)n6) A plunderer, a

robber.

KoLLAljTam. (GsrT&S&i) Dry soil, high ground not capable

of artificial irrigation : a back yard, or, rather, an inclosed

piece of ground belonging to one of the proprietors of a

village, whether or not contiguous to his dwelling.

Kollaipayir, Tarn. (Ge>rT&8gOLJULLjlcr) Corn growing

on high ground.

KOLLAM, Mai.
(GiaSjOg^o)

The name of the era used in

Malabar, said to derive its name from a village so called,

where it was first devised ; but this seems to be a popular

error, the current aera being the third thousand of the

cycle tera of Parasurama, the -first year of which cor-

responds with A.D. b'2-~>.

KOLLAN, Tarn, and Mai. (G<5IT&60COr) A blacksmith ; also

in Mai., a tanner, a worker in leather ; also a turner in

wood.

KOLLI, Karn. (?>9V) Plunder, pillage.

Kollirjdr, Karn. <,OQ^~7T5S) A plunderer, a robber.

KOLLU, Tarn. (GsrT6TT(OTTj) Horse gram.

KOLLUKAI, Karn. The third crop of rice.

KOLU, H.
(jS^O

An oilman.

KOLU, Tarn.
(Ge>rT(j.g),

Mai. (e<feOg>) A ploughshare ; also,

in Mai., Ploughing, cultivation.

Kolumidi, Tarn.
(Gsrr^iLQ^l)

The owner's share of the

produce ofa field, after deducting that due to the government.

Kolulabham, Mai. (6ldft>9^JOSo, from S. cJW, gain)

The owner's profit or portion of the produce of a field
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after deducting the expenses of cultivation, and the public

revenue demand.

Kolunavan, or Koluvan, corruptly, Kolloonaven, Mai.

(SkfcOlfPOajnrf), 6)de>9<po_inrt) An occupant of land other

than the original hereditary owner, holding by lease or

mortgage, and, under particular circumstances, having the

opportunity of converting his temporary into a permanent

tenure : a tenant, a lease or mortgage-holder.

Eolupanam, Mai. (ek&OJpo-JPOo) lit., Price of the plough-

share : two fanams given by the tenant to the proprietor

in exchange for a piece of iron, typifying the ploughshare,

concurrently with a deed by which he engages to improve

the produce of the estate that he temporarily occupies.

KOLU, Karn. (O^Q^O) A large square reservoir with steps

on each side.

KOLWEN, Mar. (<*ldbM) A measure of capacity, -gth of a ser.

KOMARAM, Mai. ( 6>a>9G)(Oo ) A tribe of barbers who

operate on the lower classes.

KOMATI, commonly, KOMTI', corruptly,

Mar. (cTHrcU Karn. (O^&jfcS), Mai. (6><fcoa|l) The

name of a caste in the South, who consider themselves to

be a branch of the pure Vaisya caste : they %llow trade

as shopkeepers and merchants, and assume the denomi-

nation of Sheth or Chitty.

KOMPE, Karn. (O'QOoJ) A house, a village.

Kompeva, Kompeyava, Karn. (O^O~b3,

A villager.

KONAKAX, (?) Mai. A class of predial slaves in Malabar, a

subdivision of the Vetuvar, or forest and hunter tribe :

they are employed in agriculture, also as boatmen and salt

makers.

KONDA, Mar. (cift%) A circle, especially one drawn round a

person to whom an oath is administered : a cluster of

a few huts apart from the main village : the fields or

grounds of one person.

KONDA, Tel. (S^O^) A hill.

Kondapodu, Tel. (r^O^ST(5o) A corn-field on high or

hilly ground ; one not capable of artificial irrigation.

KONI>RA, Tel. (S^Otgy) The space left by the plough at its

first wide turn.

KONDU, Thug. The belly.

KONIRI Karn. (O-^^S) A square reservoir with steps.

KONIYALAN, (?) Mai. A class of predial slaves in Malabar.

KONJAL, Thug. Cry of the Saras or crane.

KoPFAHi (?) Cloth steeped in an infusion of opium: (it is

4 F
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specified as one of the intoxicating articles prohibited by

Regulation x. 1813, s. 17, cl. 2. but the word is not found

either in Hindustani or Bengali dictionaries : it may be an

error for Kopar or Kopra, Beng. cloth).

KOPUDARUDU, commonly, COPDAR, Tel.

A contractor for long-cloths.

KORA, H. &c.
(}jj>, ^l) properly, New, fresh : in Bengal,

applied to plain undyed silk, forming one description of

silk piece-goods; also, Tel. (S~^r>

) Unbleached, un-

bleached or undressed cotton cloth, whence the name Corah

is also applied to a class of cotton piece-goods from

the Northern Cirkars.

Kordbandi, H. (^yJaj]^)
A new arrangement, a list of

villages or fields to be registered according to an allot-

ment different from a preceding one.

KoHA, H. (U) New, plain (as silk undyed), whence a sort

of silk, commonly Cora.

KORA, Mai. (6><6>0tf>) A bribe: tax, tribute.

KORA, H. &c.
(1J/:

or qrta) KOUADA, Katn. <5S&) A

whip, a scourge, formerly used in the punishment of mule-

factors, now disused.

Kordlarikr, or Koraddr, H. &c. (j^j^j^, J\d\j) An

executioner or flogger: an officer of the criminal court

employed to flog culprits.

KORACHARU, also, KOHCHARU, KoRVARU, or KoRSAHU, &C.

corruptly, KOHCHOOH, Karn. (&5>8**&>, O8*Hfc>,

J>Qr6F-6o) The name of a tribe in the Karnatic, whose

business is making bambu mats and baskets, or who carry

betel nuts from market to market : they live in the hills

and forests.

KORAWAU, or KODWAO, Mar. (ctTli^M, from <Ui> dry,

and <4|t(l, a field) Land unirrigated artificially : dry lands.

KORAL JAMI.N, Mar. (?) Low reddish land in a tract along

the foot of the hills, capable of bearing only inferior

spring crops.

KORAVARAVA, KORAMARAVANU, or KoRAVANU, or abbrev.

KORAVAH, KORAMAR, Kara. (&3&S&S, &E>6^0&6r&,

CV9O&r\x>) The name of a low tribe in Mysore, of

which there are three branches Kalla-horamar, who are

professed thieves; Wdlaga-horamar, who are musicians;

and Hahld-horainar, who are a migratory race, and subsist

by making baskets, catching birds, &c. : they are hill and

forest tribes, and have a dialect of their own : (the name

may be only a local modification of Kola, or Cole, the hill

tribes of Hindustan.)
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KORAMBU, Tarn. (G&rrCTUil_|) Adam across part of a river,

leaving an opening through which the water for irrigation

is to run : the place where the water issues from, or runs

into, a tank.

KoiuiWAR, (?) A wild tribe inhabiting the hills about Pakhal

and towards the Godaveri : (the name is Kara, if correctly

given : war is, as usual, for vddu, an individual.)

KORGU. Mar. (?) An inferior servant of a village attending

on travellers.

KORHARIA, Thug. The Thug clan that, after their expulsion

from Delhi, fixed their residence at Korhar in the Doab.

KORI, Guz. (%ld) A small silver coin current in Cutch,

equal to one-third of a rupee.

K.oiti, H. &c.
(i^fjfi

A score, the aggregate of twenty.

KI'IKISKTTK, Karn. (5-0^6 SeJ) The head merchant of a town.

KORRA, Thug. A low sound made by the large owl, an

unlucky omen.

KORU, Tel. ("*&>), Karn. (&>?&>), also, KoRUNARti,

(CVS&J~<>rUc>6j-) A part, a share ;
as a revenue term it

applies to the share of the crop which belongs to the cul-

tivator.

Koruham, (?) Land in Dindigal cultivated by labourers,

and paid for by a usage rent as cultivated (?) -5th Rep. 705 :

the term is probably inaccurate, and the meaning that of

the following terms division of the crop between the

owner and cultivator.

KoruMu, and Korudhanya, Karn. (&QZ&>tTc>$>,

a-S^Soc^Sr^g) A crop equally divided between the cul-

tivator and the proprietor.

Kormdgi, Karn. (O^&JSF-^) A well-tilled field, the

produce of which is equally divided between the proprietor

and cultivator.

Kos, commonly written Coss, H. &c. ((_/^ from S. Krusa

'sflfSf), KROS, Beng. ( C3FM ) A measure of distance vary-

ing, in different parts of India, from one to two miles, but

most usually about the latter : in Mysore the Sultani Kos

is about four miles : the variation in Upper India depends,

according to Mr. Elliot, upon the valuation of the Gaz; for

the Kos consists either of lOOcords (tandb) of5Qyaz each,

or of 400 poles (bans), each of 12^ Gaz, making, in either

case, the Kos = 5000 Gaz ; and the value depends there-

fore on that of the Gaz, which at one time varied con-

siderably, see Gaz : the actual measurement of the dis-

tances between the Kos mindrs or pillars still standing in

the Upper Provinces makes the Kos = 2 miles 4 furlongs
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158 yards, at which rate the Gaz is = 32.8 inches, ap-

proaching
1 the 33 inches assumed by the British Govern-

ment as the standard.

KOSA, Guz. (%l31) The large leather bucket used for draw-

ing water from wells : a yoke of oxen working the

bucket.

Kosdrio, Guz. (%l^ll3(L
a>
ll) The water-drawer, the man

who works the village well : the yoke of oxen drawing

the water from wells.

Kosio, Guz. (9H*'!.ll
a
'tl) A water-carrier, one attached to

the village establishment to draw water for the villagers

and their cattle and for travellers.

Kosvero, Guz. Wl^iH^. l) A tax per well or per bucket.

KOSATAKI, Mai. (6}<j8>OC""Oor?J>d:)) Merchandise, trade.

KOSH, or KOSIIA, H. &c. (S. \> fifa) A treasury, a

repository, a magazine, a receptacle, a sheath, the cocoon

of the silkworm ; also, trial by ordeal, especially thrice

sipping water with which an idol has been bathed whilst

invoking the divinity. In Tarn. Kosham ((3<3rT<5LQ) is

applied to a register of village lands.

KOSHTA, Beng. (c^i^l) A name applied to two plants, the

fibres of which are used for hemp ; (Corchorus capsularis

and Corchorus oletorius.)

KOSHTI, Mar. (airlift) The name of a caste, or of an individual

of it, whose occupation is spinning and weaving, or the

manufacture of undyed cloths and silks, and silk threads

for necklaces, &c.

KOSTUOUTTA, Tel. (S
1

"""^^3
.,,) The joint renting of a

village by all the cultivators.

KOT, or KOTA, written also CoTE,H. &c. (ci^, o|rt7, S. cffg)

also KOTH, Mar. (cjfo), KOTTA, Beng. (^tg), KOTTAI,

Tarn. (Ge&rTlliSnL-) A fort, a stronghold, the fortified

residence of a Zamindar, the wall of a fort.

KOT, or KOTE, Thug. A sacrifice of goats to the goddess

Devi, as a prelude to a feast, to which no Thug is admitted

till he has attained the rank of strangler, unless his family

have been Thugs for at least two generations.

KOT, or KOTE, H. (?) Land granted in free property to the

heirs of persons killed in battle. Garhwal.

KOTAK, Thug. A novice.

KOTAR, Thug. A bad omen. Dakh. Th.

KOTAL, Beng. (i^tbM) A watchman, a constable (probably

vernacular for Kotrvdl, q. v.) : in Kamaon, the village

messenger.

KOTE BITTI, Karn. (O^9t^2S|3) A tax formerly levied in

c*./
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Mysore in lieu of free labour previously exacted for the

repair of certain forts and carriage of stores to them.

KOTSAL, perhaps for KOTHASAL, (?) H. A place where the

iron ore is roasted ; see Khamarsdl.

KOTH, KOTHA, or KOTHA, H. &c.
(tojf, l^^, S. cirhr) A

house built of bricks, a treasury, a granary ; Koth, in

Uriya (GQ|O) has also the sense of joint, undivided.

Koth, or Kothaddr, H. (J\&u) A person in charge of a

granary, a housekeeper.

Kothari, or Kothri, H. &c.
(t_fj4 , B^Tt) A chamber,

an apartment.

Kothdr, Mar. (chldlO A granary, a room or enclosure in

which grain is kept.

Kothnis, Mar. (cRfasfNt) The accountant or officer in charge

of a granary, a storekeeper.

KoTiii, incorrectly, KOTEE, H. &c.
(^jpf, &Vfr, S.

also KUTI, or KUTIII, or KOTHI, Beng. (W^,
[ ^^

'

_9 _g>-j

'

**^

d*ii 1), KOTE, Kara. ( O^Q^ CJ) A spacious house, such

as those inhabited by Europeans ; a granary, a warehouse

or storeroom ;
a mercantile or banking-house or firm ;

a government factory or establishment, as the office of the

native opium agent, as well as the chief or Sadr factory.

Kothirvdl or -rvdla, H. &c. ($\j$) A banker, a merchant.

Kothid, Uriya (GQJO21I) A house or farm servant or slave.

Kotk-, or Kothakaran, Uriya (CG|O^QSl) A village ac-

countant.

Koth-, or Kothahhamdr, Uriya (GQ|O21fl|Q) The residence

of a principal farmer or Zamindar.

Kothi-ildha, H. (A. <x32U, a dependency) A district under

a native opium agent ;
one attached to his Kothi or office.

Kothkharida, Uriya (eff|OS1Q) -Land purchased and

cultivated by hired labourers.

KOTHARU, Tel. (S~*~&&>) A salt-pan, salt works.

KOTI, H. &c. (
{J>, S. cfitfr) Ten millions

; a hundred lakhs,

or hundred thousands
; commonly termed a Kror or

Crore, q. v.

KOTI, Hindi (cj^) An earthern reservoir for grain.

Puraniya.

KOTIGA, KOTIGAH, Karn. (O/skSX > O^y~7T56) A stonecutter.

KOTILA, H. (?) The name of a tribe in Guzerat

KOTKARKI, (?) H. Militia. Kamaon.

KOTLI, Hindi (clfc^ft) A division in a granary for different

sorts of grain.

KOTTAGAB, Karn. (S^feJTTS^) A division of the Hallayar

or servile tribe.
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KO'TTAI, Tarn. ((SsmloSDI) A measure of grain, varying

in different places from 21 to 24 marki'ils.

KOTTALA KOVARA, Karn. (&Q$^$&Q$8') A man who

keeps watch in the Kottala or watch tower of a village.

KOTTAM, or COTTAM, Tarn. (<St5rTL.L_LCi) An ancient terri-

torial division in the province of Tonda-mandalam, which

was divided into twenty-four Kottamx (from Kottai, a fort)

KOTTARA, or KOTHARA, Kara. ($diJo)6, G/9"CT35) A pent-

house, a viranda, a shed for cattle.

KOTTEWOKAL, Karn. (S'S? tkfraot)) An agricultural tribe

of a lower caste than pure Sudnis.

KOTTINA, Karn. (O-'ScJO) Beating the husk from the rice.

KOTTU, Tarn. (GsrT^^j) Payment for reaping ; a deduc-

tion from the gross produce on that account.

KoxwAL, corruptly, CUTWAL, H. &c. (P. J'y^) The chief

officer of police for a city or town, a superintendant of the

markets.

I\i>tintH, II.
(.J'jJj^)

The office of a Kotwal, or any thing

relating to it : an impost formerly levied on the plea of

providing fyr his salary ; a variety of town duties.

Kotn-dr, Mar. (oKVtT^TO The village watchman and mes-

senger, attending also on the Patel a Dher by caste.

KOTYA, (?) Followers. Kamaon.

KOVJDO, Mai. (6)dBsOO-D61SD) A measure of distance

= 6G6G yards.

KOVUDARUDU, Tel. (

r
~%]$fc596o&3) A contractor for long

cloths, commonly known as the Copedar.

Straw after the corn is reaped, stubble.

K<WiL,Tam.(<o<3rT61J)&)Mal.(6ia>Oajl<3c.) A Hindu temple:

also a palace : in Mai, a Kshatriya, and the name of a

class of Nairs.

Kovilaham, corruptly, KovOaffom,tUL (6>dft>OciJle_ld&>o) A

king's palace : the house of a Kshatriya : the ancestors or

family of an individual.

KOYATA, KOYATI, corruptly, KOYT, Mar. (ofclJliU, cR^JTt) A

bill-hook, a sickle.

Koyatapatti, Mar. (CBITTJITJ^) A tax levied on fields which,

from their situation, cannot be ploughed, and are there-

fore worked by hand, according to the number of hoes or

bill-hooks required for their cultivation.

KOYIKI, Karn. (O'SCSoS), KOYITTA, Mai. (6>da>OCGTlcBYff>)

Reaping, mowing, cutting corn.

KoyittttJidl, Mai. (6><fl>OCQflrinj)<fi>oaj), Koyehal, Karn.

Harvest time.
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Koyittahdran, Mai. (eicBjOCQjlrtTWic&oroprt)) A reaper.

Jioyil-maini, Mai. (6}cS>OCQjl(3fc6)6)C!POl) Number or suc-

cession of crops or cuttings: (the root Koyya, to cut, whence

the above and similar forms are derived, is common,

with slight variations, to all the languages of the south

of India.)

KOYII,, Tarn. (G<3ITLlJla)) A temple, a church, a palace.

Koi/ilchcri, Tain. (<8OTTLLfi&$^cfl) Part of a village

belonging to a temple.

Koyinmirai, Tarn. (SsrTU-DoTJrGLQoTOrj) Part of the har-

vest set apart for a temple.

/\i'irir//rdmam, Tain. (<o<5>IT6lJ) rY)(flrjrTLQLQ) A village be-

longing to a temple.

Kiirirbattu, Tarn.
(SsrTSLlljTjLJ^T)^) Lands, &c. belong-

ing to a temple.

KIIAMA, S., but adopted in most of the Hindu dialects Can:)

Order, series, succession.

Jiramdgata, S. &c. (from WMIIT. come) Descended or in-

herited in regular succession.

Kram&gatoddta, S. (^TH, a slave) An inherited slave.

Kramcujatadravya, S. (from ysq, substance) Hereditary

property.

I\.r<nii<'iiri/(ii/'i, S. &c. (WT, after, and
Tnftp^, what goes)

Succeeding or following in a direct line.

Krdnti, vernacularly, Krant, S., Beng., &c. ('aiTfVa') Pro-

ceeding, going in order : money of account, a third of a

It/iuri, whence, in the eastern parts of Bengal, it is applied

to land measure, or a similar proportionate part of an estate

divided into anas, gandhas, kauris, and krti/itx.

KHASA, Beng. (3FfJf) A complete reply, a rejoinder or

refutation.

KRAYA, S., also Beng., Mar., &c. Caw), KIHAYAM, Tarn.

(<^lrTLLJLQ) Buying, purchasing, a purchase; price, value-

Krayak, S., Beng., &c. (rfii!4) A buyer, a purchaser.

Kraydvihraya, S., Beng., Mar., &c. ("ftmfaffli) Buying and

selling ; trade, traffic.

Kraya chilu, Karn. O^O^)&!&>'), Tarn. (SblCTUJS^L.)

A bill of sale.

Krai/a sddhanam, S., but adopted in the dialects, as Karn.

( ^oSDr53$X3o) 1Tam.(ESlrjUJ<ffrTScCTl2l) Abillofsale.

Kretd, S., Beng., &c. (WT) A buyer, a purchaser.

Kreya, S., Beng., &c. (^T) A purchasable article.

Krita, incorrectly, Kirta, S., Beng., &c. ('sfhr) Bought, pur-

chased ; hence, Krita-ddsa, a purchased slave
; Kr'tta-

putra, a son bought
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KRISHI, S., adopted in all the Hindu dialects, except Tamil,

but in the south pronounced KEUSHI, KROOSHEE, C^ifa)

Ploughing, tillage, agriculture.

Karfka, S, &c. (cffit, from
^TH,

to plough) Agriculture,

ploughing.

Karshaha, S., &c. (eirtcfi) A cultivator.

KrishaJi, and Krishih, S, Beng., &c. C^rro, ^faeR)
A

peasant, a cultivator, a farmer, a husbandman.

Krishan, vernacularly, Kristin and Karsdn, also Kisan,

H. (^li^O, Beng. (Wfa) A husbandman.

Krinhibala or -vala, Beng. (^Tki) A husbandman, a

cultivator.

Krushihudu, or Krushivaludv, Tel.

StOCO) A. husbandman.

Krushilianti, or Krushivalamt, Karn. (

OX"oJ.aSo.-aD) A husbandman, a cultivator.

Krualtihan, Knifltihuran,orKrushivalan, Mai.

rfkcficTldftiOrOPrf), (><&! cue-lot) A farmer, a cultivator, a

husbandman ; Krushikdran is sometimes applied to the

steward of an estate on the part of the owner, employed

to pay the slaves and labourers, and other charges.

KRISHNA, adopted in all the dialects, pronounced, vernacularly,

KRUSHNA, KRISHN, and KISTNA, the two last incorrectly,

S. &c. (Y^n)
Black ; hence the name of the popular divinity

Krishna, from his black complexion.

Krishndrpan, Beng, &c. (S.TOtNf, delivering) Grant of lands

to a Brahman or temple in propitiation of Krishna.

Ki-ushna-nilatla-nellu, Karn. (8^>;biSos>eu) A kind of

rice grown in Mysore.

KriduM-paktha, S. &c. (<*H!rqtSj) The fortnight of the

moon's wane, the dark half of the month.

Krushna rer/ada or rer/adi or revafi nela, or -blmmi, Tel.

^traxes,-^xo,-^i5<8o,^fe5b-*so) The rich^o
black loamy earth in the south, commonly known by the

name of cotton soil, cotton being advantageously grown on it.

KRITA, S., Beng., &c. ('Si'iO Done, made; as, Krltadiixa,

a slave made ; Kritaputra, a son made or adopted.

Kritakdl, S., Mar., &c. ("*%, made, and eRli^i, time) For a

fixed term or period : applied to any agreement or

contract

Kritayuga, S. &c.
(<*fiJ4'l)

The first of the four yvgas or

ages of the world
;

the golden age, extending through a

period of 1,728,000 years.

Kritrima, S. &c. (cRf^w) Factitious, applied to one of the

twelve kinds of sons formerly recognised in Hindu law,
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the son made ;
also Kntrima-putra : this kind of affiliation

is still practised in Mithila.

Krittikd, S. &c.
(^f^cRT)

The third lunar asterism, the

Pleiades.

Krilya, S. &c.
(^IW)

What is to be, or ought to be, done ;

Kritya, (cFWl) Magic, magical rites ;
also a female

divinity to whom sacrifices are offered for destructive and

magical purposes ; hence applied in Marathi to a virago,

a scold.

Kriyd, S. (fwn) Act, action in general, or any particular

act
; any religious ceremony, especially such as are puri-

ficatory and essential ;
also obsequial rites : act of law

or judicial investigation, either by witnesses, documents,

or ordeal ;
also the last of the two acts of a process which

is upheld, as when a loan and repayment are both proved

the latter is called the Kriyd, the decisive act

Kriyddweshi, S. (fdiiui'ft) A witness whose testimony is

prejudicial to the cause.

Kriydkarmantara, S. (f*i|lo|ih5TT;) Funeral ceremonies.

Kriydkarm.dkarma, S. (from cR*?, act, and ^Tli**l, non-act)

Non-performance of the obsequial rites of a deceased rela-

tive, causing loss of caste.

Kriydlopa, S. (from (jftT, omission) Neglect of essential

ceremonies involving loss of caste : failure of funeral

obsequies from the absence of a person competent to per-

form them, or any other cause.

Kriydpdda, S. (from XJT^, a portion or stage of process)

The third division of a suit at law, the counter-evidence

or rejoinder, of the plaintiff.

Kriyapatra, S. Uriya (fttvUim, QSD^IO^) A bill of sale.

Kriyavdd'i, S. (from =nf<p^,
who declares) A plaintiff in

a suit.

Kriyavasanna, S. (from 'iHWtf, finished) Nonsuited ; one

who bas lost his cause.

KHODHANA,S.&C. OstVT) TheSBthyear of thecycle,A.D. 18(55.

KHODHI, S. (jRhfl) The 38th year of the cycle, A.D. 1844.

KrodJii-Jiichchigi, Karn. (^JJ^V|j^0 An increase in the

assessment in Mysore, made in the year Krodhi of a former

cycle.

KROH, or KUROH, H. (P. a^j) A measure of distance, the

same as Kos, q. v.

KROR, or KAHOR, commonly written CRORE, H.
(j)j*tj)jfi

S. cfffe) Ten millions, a hundred lalths or hundred

thousands.

Krcri, or Karon, written also Crori, and, corruptly,

4 a
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Croory, Crorie, and Karoory, H. &c.
(<.Sj)jf)

The pos-

sessor or collector of a Kror, or ten millions, of any given

kind of money : it was especially applied as an official

designation, under the Mohammadan government, to a col-

lector of revenue to the extent of a kror of dams, or

250,000 rupees, who was also, at various times, invested

with the general superintendence of the lands in his district,

and the charge of the police : the latter was ultimately with-

drawn from him, but the former continued till the down-

fall of the empire : the extent of the hrori's collections is

that which, according to extant Regulations, should form

the charge of the Tahsildar : the word is also used more

generally for a tax-gatherer, an overseer, especially of a

market

KRORAPATRA, Beng. (t^p|\6'faf, from C^t* , the side) A

supplementary page or writing, a postscript to a letter, a

codicil to a will, &c.

KSHATRIYA, S. &c. (tSjf^n) The name of the second or

military and regal caste, or a member of it ; the warrior,

the king.

KSHAYA, S. &c. (T^Tl) Waste, loss : the sixtieth year of the

cycle, A.D. I860.

KSHKMA, S. &c., vernacularly, KHEM (^f0 Prosperity, wel-

fare, conservation of acquired wealth : in law, an act of

merit, as planting trees, digging tanks, erecting places of

rest for travellers, and the like.

KSHETHA, vernacularly, KHETRA, and KHET, S. &c. (ifa)

A field, a plain, a place of pilgrimage : metaphor., a wife :

in Malabar, a temple.

Kshetraphal, S., Mar. CBJ'T! i*<j) The superficial area of a

field : the solid contents of a cube.

Kshetri, S. &c. (fVD The owner or possessor of a field ;

the possessor of a wife, a husband.

Kshetraja, S. &c. (^9>T) A son born of a wife duly ap-

pointed to raise issue for a husband in failure of any be-

gotten by him ; one of the twelve sons formeily recognised

by Hindu law, but now repudiated.

Ji.shetropddhydya,S. (sHtarunq:) A teacher, orUpadhyaya,
or Brahman, engaged to conduct the ceremonies which are

appropriate at a place of pilgrimage, as at Praydga,

Gaya, &c.

KHETKHOLA, Beng. (f3rtt?rt) A field.

KUCHCHHA, Beng. (f]>1) Slander, defamation, abuse.

I) A calumniator, a defamer,Kuchchdbddi, Beng.

an accuser.
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KUCHCHET.A, corruptly, COCHELLA, COOCHALA, COORCHELA,

Tel. C*-
5

"^ ) A heap of cut corn : a land-measure in the

Northern Cirkars= 8 Gorrus or 1000 Kuntas. See Kvnta.

KUDA.KUUA, pron. KuRA,Beng. (^>5, ^S\)
A bigha of land.

KfJDA-BlGHA, H. (l^Jjb^, from (i^^, to jump) A bigha

peculiar to Rohilkhand, measured, as to breadth, by the

rope or chain, but as to length, by a certain number of

leaps taken by the measurer : the area is equal to from

2^ to 3j Kachcha-bighds.

KlinA I, Tarn. ((5n_<JBDt_) A basket

Alavu-kudai, Tarn. (5X)erT6Ljc5n_c5cTJl_) A basket for

measuring rice.

KunAL, sometimes pron. KODAL, H. &c. (J^^, oF^T^s) A
sort of hoe or spade, the common implement used in dig-

ging, also a mattock or pickaxe. Kuddli is a similar

but smaller implement

KUDAMAN, pi. KUDAMAR, corruptly, KOODUMMER, Mai.

(dhSQnrb) A class of predial slaves in Malabar ; sing.,

an individual of the caste.

KUDAN, Mar. (<*i<u) A fence, an inclosure.

KupAlf VARIPPA, Mai. (<iSon_j(Olaj) Rate of interest on

loans of money repayable in money, not by transfer of lands.

KupAVA,or KURAVA, corruptly, COODUMBON, and KOODDUP,

S., Mar., &c. (esstf) A measure of capacity, the sixth

part of a maund, also the fourth of a prastha, or a vessel

four inches in diameter and as many deep, containing

twelve handfuls : in pharmacy, a weight of 32 tolas.

KUDAVAV, Tarn. (@L_QJOT) A shepherd by caste and oc-

cupation.

KUDHF, KOODHEE, (?) H. A family hearth, or a place or

sort of stone where food is dressed.

KUDI, so pronounced, but written like the original Sanscrit

KUTI (cfffir), Tarn. (@lq.), Kur>r, Kui>i, Mai. (sfcsl ,0835!)

A house, a village, a town : a tribe : an inhabitant, a tenant.

Kudia, Koodeah, (?) Mai. A class or caste of slaves in Coorg.

Kitdidn, more correctly, Kudiydn, also Kudiydnavcm, Mai.

(cfeslCQJOnrf), cfcslCQJOrOOjn*) A cultivator, a Ryot, a

tenant, one holding temporary occupation of lands or

gardens by the tenure of lease or mortgage, not by here-

ditary succession.

Kudi-d.ydkat.tu, Tarn. (l^-^LUSSLl) Total of the

inhabitants of a village or town.

Ktidi-chillar, Mai.
(o83s1j2Jl^..jfO)

Taxes on houses, shops,

huts, tools and implements, and a variety of petty articles,

formerly levied in Malabar.
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Kudicheri, Tarn, (gjU^oc^l^)) Division of a village oc-

cupied chiefly by natives of Malabar.

Kudi-irippa, or Kudi-yirippa, Mai. (cfosls^roloJ,

rffeslocTlfOloJ) Specification in a deed of conveyance of

permission to a tenant to reside on the rented or mortgaged

estate, in which case he is entitled to remuneration for

any buildings he may have erected, when his tenancy

ends : dwelling, habitation in general : a garden, an

inclosure.

Kudihkddu, Tarn. (gjU^SSFT) A village, especially

one amidst cultivated ground.

Kudihalydnam, MaL (<fhS\<&>l}3Grr>o) Procession of a

nuptial party to the house of the bridegroom after a

marriage.

Kudihetta, Mai. (ofcslGo&g) Marriage of a slave.

Kudima, Mai. (rfhsld) Tenancy, occupation of an estate

for a season, either under lease or mortgage tenure : dwell-

ing on the property of another.

Kudima-nir-karanam, or Kudima-ola-karanam, Mai.

(efoslCiPolroc&rOffroo, 6i_i<0>ro5~Oo) One of the deeds

executed in making over a proprietary estate in occupancy

as security for a loan : conveying the water (.nil-) of the

estate by an instrument (Jtaranam), or by one written on

a palm leaf (ola).

Kudimayan, Tarn. (@U^LQ<S(X5T) A village servant.

Kudimarammattii, corruptly, Coodemurmnut, Tarn. (@Lq_-

LorjLQLOflsi, A. C^^o) Repairs of the channels of

irrigation on the borders of the fields by the cultivators

themselves.

Kud,i mirdxii Tam.(g)U^.LQlrjrT<E#l) Land held in hereditary

right by the village proprietors, exempt from land-tax.

Kudippadai, Tarn. (gjU^UUaTOl) Militia.

Judippaha,Mail. (rfhslo-Js) A family feud, resentment by

the whole family of a wrong done to a member, or for

his death.

Kudippatia, Mai. (rfhslnJOO) Money taken from the

people by government officers without accounting for it.

Kudipati, Mai. (rfhslo-irffTl) An inhabitant, a householder.

Kud.issika, Mai. (cfhsl
C/|1

<&) Arrears of rent or revenue.

Kudivaram, corruptly Coodervarum^am. (gjl^-SLHTrjnL)

The share of the produce which is the right of the in-

habitants or of the cultivators.

Kudivarava, Mai. (ofe^lcxjrooj) Revenue from the inha-

bitants: receipt : marriage procession : first occupancy of a

new house.
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Kudivildt Mai. (rfhslaJle_l) Common country price, go-

vernment price for articles of monopoly.

Kudiydnavan, Tarn. (gjU^-LUrrcsnTSLISOr) An inhabitant.

a townsman.

Kndiyan-kura,T&z\. ((fesl^Orrtoeso) The cultivator's share

of the crop

Kudiyiram-pdt,Ma\. (d93Sloan<OQ>a_i05) A deed by which

the proprietor transfers any payments made by the tenant

or mortgagee to a third party.

Kudiyiruppu-nattam, Tam. (@I^U_fl(rFjLJl_|r5e;SLCi)

Houses and lands occupied by Mirasidars free of revenue.

Mirdsukudi,fam. (LDlcrrT<!Sg)Up A hereditary inhabitant.

Pay/'r/<!Md*,Tam.(LJLLjlcrg)Uj-) A cultivator, a husbandman.

Sukavdsi-kudi, Tam.
(<3f<E&61JrT<!#lg)l^_)

A settled or per-

manent inhabitant.

Vanaterun-kudi, Tam. (ajrjSs^r&Jigjl^.) A cultivator

who has not a settled or permanent dwelling in the village.

KUDTHAL, (?) Mar. A garden ill supplied with water.

KUDUQULU, KUUUOOLU, Karn. (fcSjXbw, &>^J7^S^O))

A sickle, or any instrument for cutting corn.

KuDUVA, Tel. (&&>S), KUDUVU, Karn. (OD&>^) A pawn,

a pledge, a mortgage.

KUDURUVATU, Tel., Karn. (>&>&>J-&>) Management

of affairs, settlement of a business.

KUOHAM, Mar. (clPPrw) A mean, miserable village.

KUJAO, Thug. A Thug informer, one who denounces and

extorts money from them.

KUJAVAN, Tam. (g)<^6LIOTT) A potter.

KUL, H. &c. (A. JO All, total, entire.

Kulbdb, Mar. (^S^R) All the items of a statement or

account.

Jiul-band-o-bast, H. (c^MU^^i^Ja) A complete settlement,

either that of a whole estate by the proprietor, or of a

district by the government.

Kulcka, H. (&s^) Capital, stock in trade.

Kulikhtydr, Tel. (o95^S )Entire or sole right.

Kuljama, H. (-*ar^) Sum total ; total realisable revenue.

Kulhalld, Mar.
(Jici<*?)l,

for A.
(J, great) A minister

invested with full power, a plenipotentiary.

jKulltdmil, H. (J^Kki) The total or utmost amount of as-

sessment at any time : an extinct assessment, of which the

name only exists in the Northern Cirkars.

Kulhdnu, Mar. (oticS^'Mr, for A. ^y^) All laws and regu-

lations, the whole body of the statutes : a term used in official

grants.
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Kulltdr-ltltdri, Mar. (^FcSefTOTlxt, from S. ejrrt, affairs, and

nt, burthen) A minister or functionary invested with

full authority.

Jfvlrakba, H. &c. (Aw^) The whole area or contents of a

village and its lands.

Kulvpaj, Hindi (Sc?tr5T, from S. 7*lT, produced) The

whole produce of a field or village.

Kitlicdr, Koolndr, H. &c.
(;'j&) According to, or with, all :

applied especially to the settlement of the assessment with

each individual cultivator, the same as Ryotwar : (perhaps

Kul is here the Sanscrit, not the Arabic, term ; see below).

KvlrrArpatti, or Kuluvdrpatti, Karn. ( &5O~3^oX:>k3

OJ^oO d&o3|3 ) An account of the land farmed by each

cultivator severally (see the last).

KULA, vernacularly, KUL, S., but in all the dialects, (^55),

Mar. (cfo5 or ^35) A family, a race, a tribe: in the

revenue language of the south it appears to be applied

especially to families, or individual heads of families, pay-

ing revenue, and in this sense occurs in various com-

pounds, as hereafter specified, unless it be a different word

that is so applied (see Kttla, below.)

Kulacliyvta, S., Bcng. (from 'aTrT, fallen) Outcaste, discarded

from family or caste.

Ji'vladevatd, S. &c. (v<$^V|riO A family or domestic deity.

Kuladharma, S. &c. (v*t, duty) The peculiar duty or

usage of a family or tribe : the right of a family to cele-

brate certain ceremonies.

Kvldchdra, S. &c. (^TWR, institute) Family usage or

observance.

Kuldclidrya, S. &c.
(ejcjl^iah)

A family priest, one who

conducts the domestic ceremonies of a family : in Bengal,

a person whose occupation it is to negociate marriages,

as acquainted with the pedigrees of families.

Kulajd, or Eulji, Beng. (*5T$) A family pedigree or

genealogy.

XulahdHia-, Karn. (&X>O~3ax>o) Hereditary occupation.

Kulalekhartam, S. &c. (^KJ^^'O A family writing or

record, especially a horoscope of different members of a

family.

Kulamaryddd, S. &c. (^T^T, duty) Family duty, usage,

or observance.

Kvldrg, corruptly, Coolartiggee, Mar. (eS3EUTl) By family,

by families or households severally : used chiefly in com-

position ; as, Kuldrgpatti, a cess or tax per families : also,

collectively, the proprietors or possessors of rights and
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properties in a village, the natan-ddrs : it is also applied

to a village occupied by families holding direct of go-

vernment.

Kuldrgwdr, Mar. (<FdbKJNlO According to, or with,

families paying revenue direct, an assessment, &c.

Kulghadm, corruptly, Koolgunnee, Mar. (4^jMi<!)l) A record

kept by the village accountant of the proceedings of each

cultivator for the past year, shewing the extent and value

of his lands, the portion actually cultivated, the revenue

assessed, and all circumstances connected with his holding

in connexion with the government demands : it forms the

basis of the Ryotwar annual settlement.

Kulyutta, (?) Tel. Lands let to different castes at a low

rent. Ceded districts.

Kulyntta srotriyam, (?) Tel. Lands let to learned Brah-

mans at a low rent Ceded districts.

Kulharia, (?) Karn. Chief or head of a tribe or caste.

Kali, Mar. (oK3^) A family, a tribe, but seldom used

except when speaking of the relationship of parties in

marriage : if of the same Knit, the marriage is allowable.

Kttlilia, S. &c. (csftjfel?) Of a good family, the head of a

tribe or family.

Kulina, S. &c.
CjcSft'O

Of a good family : it is applied

in Bengal especially to designate a class of Brahmans who

take precedence of all other Brahmans, and to whom the

latter are anxious to wed their daughters, a practice lead-

ing to much profligacy and distress.

Kuljharti, Mar. (SF^kSrll) An account kept by the village

accountant, of the dues and payments of each cultivator.

Kulkaran, Mar. (efdb^J-tu) The office of village accountant

Kvlharani, commonly, Kvlharni, corruptly, Koolkurny,

KuUiurny, Koolkurnain, Coolkurny, &c. Mar. (<*d6liWD

One of the principal village functionaries under the Patil,

the village registrar and accountant, whose duty it is

especially to keep accounts between the cultivators and the

government, as well as those of the village expenditure :

he has the keeping of all the village records and papers,

and has lands and perquisites assigned him for his support.

Ndda-Mkarni, or Desa-hulharni, Karn. (^B&ODoSfoF-,

The accountant of a district.

i,K.aiu.(o&$&>v8bf^) The accountant

of a province.

Kulrcarg, (? an error for Kulanj) Mar. An account kept

with each cultivator severally: the same as the Kulrjhadni.

KULA, or KUL, corruptly, GULE, Karn. (OO$Q A payer
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of government dues, the Mdlguzdr of Hindustan : a

quantity of land that may be ploughed in one day by a

single plough : (the word ~Kula, a family, occurs also in

Karnata, but with a different / (as oX))j but whether

this be a radical difference is doubtful : the same dif-

ference is observable in Marathi, Kula (Bc5), meaning

family ; KuJa (F35), more properly, a rate-payer : the

diversity is probably only accidental, originating, as usual,

in the want of a fixed standard for spelling in the Indian

languages).

Kulasisht, Kara. (&3y "j^,) The system of land-revenue

formerly prevailing in Mysore.

Knlavarttane, Kara. (O^^SSo^co) rpjje perquisites of

the village officers, receivable from the farmers and those

who pay revenue to the government,

KULAM, corruptly, CULLUM, Tarn. (g)6TTLQ) A tank, a re-

servoir, especially a large piece of water formed by dam-

ming up a valley or hollow between hills into which water

flows and is there retained.

KULASHAJRA, H. (A. ^ar^.xK,
from Kulalt, a cap worn by

mendicants) Succession to the property of a religious

person or fakir.

KULAVA, KULVA, Mar. (cfl35'3) A sort of harrow for
%A

smoothing ploughed land.

KULBA, H. (P. &Ai') A plough : in Sylhet, a measure of

land, an area of 1008 cubits in length by 144 in breadth.

KULIIAHI, H. (<_/$, from j\$, S.
^*TR, an axe) A tenure

by which land is held in the Northern Cirkars, or pay-

ment of rent at a rate per hatchet for the land which may
be cleared by it in a given time.

KULI, written also, KUZHI, Tarn. (@upl), KURI, Mai.

(rfhSPl) A measure of one square foot : it is also said

to be a measure equal to 24 or 26 adis, or 22.8 feet,

and is elsewhere considered the same as the gunta of

25,600 square feet : it is also said to be an extent of

ground
= 144 or 576 square feet ; considerable variety

thus prevailing in its valuation in different places : also,

a pit, a hole in the ground, especially one in which a

cocoa-nut tree is planted ; whence, in Malayalam, it seems

to imply planting trees.

KitHcettu, Tarn. (@Lpl06LJL.) Earth work, digging at

so much per Kuli, or pit

KULI, COOLEE, Tam. (en_6iS1), Mai. (fball), Kara.

Tel. (&-8), Beng. (^t), H. (
lJJi) Daily hire 01-

wages : a day labourer, a Cooly : (the word is originally
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Tamil, whence it has spread into the other languages : in

Upper India it bears only its second and apparently sub-

sidiary meaning : it appears as Culialu, as the term for

hired labourers, in Tulava. Buchanan.)

Kulichcham, Mai. (&$eS\^o) Land granted rent-free, or

on a low rent, on condition of service.

Kulichchuliaran, Mai. (<jaTl.:ycfi>OrOor6) A military re-

tainer or servant, holding land on condition of service.

Kulichevakam or -sevakam, Mai. (S. <fijaJ[l6).aJa_ic650

efije_Tl6)C/3oJd9jo) Military service in consideration of

lands rent-free, or held at a quit-rent.

Kuligdr, Kara. (&5~*0%7T5fy A labourer, a hireling.

Kuli-goddm, (?) H. Personal services exacted from the

peasantry. Kamaon.
y

Kulika, Kara. (OJ^Oo)) A day labourer.

KuUMran, Mai. Tam. (<|i-fld8>OTjnr6) A day labourer.

Kulivela, Mai. ((^ellaruai) Daily labour or hire.

Kitliydl, Tam. (<EFn_6t51u_irrcrr), Kuliydlu, Karn.

(O5~OCO5~$>ty3) A workman, a labourer, a hireling.

KULI, KOOLEE, (?) Mar. Land held at a
progressively in-

creasing assessment.

KULUME, KOLUME, Kara. (ODCO^, ayj<db) A furnace,

a forge. .,

Kulumegutta, Kara. (OOtuifoXoJ^) A tax on forges.

Kulumekanddyam, Kara. (OOeo<&DO5BCx>o) A tax on

blacksmiths, sometimes received in iron.

KUI.UMI, Tam. (@(ffnjLDl) A sluice.

KUMARA, vernacularly, KUNWAR, or KirAR, vulgarly, COOUR,

S. &c. (4HlO A youth, a young boy, a prince.

Kumdri, vernacularly, Kunrvar, S. &c. (oFJTnft) A young

girl, a princess: a name of the goddess Durga, as a maiden,

to whom a temple dedicated at the extremity of the peninsula

has long given to the adjacent cape and coast the name of

Kumdri, corrupted to Comorin.

KUMARI, or KUMARI, Karn. (OJ'&TdQ, OO^O6) Cultiva-

tion of high and wooded lands after clearing them.

Kumdri-mardtli, Karn.
(CD^XTQeSuTTc:^) A caste of

Marathi origin, in Mysore, employed in clearing and cul-

tivating high and wooded lands.

KUMBHA, S. C^wiO A water-jar: the sign Aquarius: a

measure of grain equal to twenty dronas, or little more

than three bushels and three gallons : in Guzerat it is a

land measure, a square of ten banas or gantkas on each

side = 3 roods 33.422 perches, or 4641 square yards.

Kumbhahdra, S.
(^WoFTT.), Kunibhar, Mar.

4H
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Kmnhdr, H. (,U) Kumar, Beng. Opt?T), Kumblidr,

Kumbar,Kummdr, Kumbhakdr, Karn.(&)OS5~3&),A'm-

mari, or Kummaravddu, Tel. (So^OB) A potter, a

maker of earthen vessels and pottery ; also, sometimes,

of bricks and tiles : as one of the village servants he makes

water-pots for the villagers, and brings water for travellers

and for the principal village officers.

Kumbltdrgani, Mar. (^KVJJjl)
In some places, the refuse

sugarcane after the juice has been expressed, the per-

quisite of the potter of the village.

Kumbhdrgundi, Karn. (&>O5Tc)#XboQ) A tax on the

clay used by potters.

Kumbhdr-lthan, Mar. ('5F&T1X'!!'!)') A tax on potters' clay.

Kumbhdrhriyd, Mar. (S. fHWl) The funeral rites of a

Sudra, properly conducted by a potter.

KUMBHUM, Guz. ( %"^
e
) A land measure, about a bigha

and a half of Guzerat

KUMMATTA, Mai. (c6j(2(20) Insertion of the amount of a

bond, &c., in figures, by the person who signs it

KUN, KooN, (?) Mar. Tillage, agriculture: lands granted

in fee for military service : (the word is of doubtful accuracy,

or it might be the root of the following)

Kunbi, pron. Kumbi, less correctly, Cooriby, Comnbee, H.

(S. t^)- Mar.
(jJIPlt),

also Mar. Kulambi, ("W^\),

Kanbi, and Kalmi, Guz. (ftVU^ft, #<H>Q.) The name

of the chief agricultural caste in central, western, and

southern India, whence it sometimes means a husbandman,

a peasant, or cultivator in general : the Kunbis claim to

represent the pure Sudras of the Hindu system : they are

for the most part an industrious and respectable race,

and, amongst the Mara(has, reckoned the Raja of Satara,

and other descendants of Sivaji, amongst their caste : they

are subdivided into an infinite number of classes, many

of whom do not eat together, or intermarry.

Kunbdi'iyMar. (cjigsigi) Fit for, or appropriate to, a Kunbi,

rustic, rude.

Kunbdnd, Mar. (WOTRT) The business of a Kunbi ; agri-

cultural labour in general : laud held in perpetual oc-

cupancy, under acknowledgment and payment of rent to

government: also such a tenure, and the rent paid.

Kunbin, Mar.
(cprefar)

The wife of a Kunbi, a woman

of the agricultural caste : a female slave.

Kunbi-hiseb, Mar.
(<Jil!)fl fij^M) Rustic computation, cal-

culating by rude methods, as with pebbles, by the fingers,

and the like.
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KUN-AGA, KUNGA, Mar. (efc'lU'll) A sum of money, or some

item of common property, secreted by one of the sharers,

and kept back from partition.

Kunageltari, Mur. (ct4!ji|<|iO) A shareholder of a common

stock, who, upon a division, fraudulently keeps back a

portion.

KUNCH, KUNCHA, H. (S. Jj) The seed of the Abrus pre-

catorius, used as a jewellers' and goldsmiths' weight: see

Ounja.

KUNCHAMU, Tel. (sfooOoXXD) A measure of capacity,

reckoned in some places equal to a chitdnJt, or j^th of a

ser; in others to 3i sers; in others to 8 and to 14 .svr.v.

X1

KUNCHITAOAR, Karn. (aX>a6TT5&) A tribe of agricul-

turists in Mysore pretending to be pure Sudras.

KUND, or Kimit, Beng. (^ 0;5) A small fen or morass, a

piece of ground fit for the growth of rice.

KUNDA, vernacularly, KUND, commonly, COOND, S. &c. (ifCS)

A pit, a hollow, a shallow pit or pan in which sacrificial

fire is lighted, a fire-altar : a square pool or basin of water,

especially if it possesses a higher temperature than the air,

and has medicinal properties, when it is held sacred, as the

t^'itd //unit, near Monghir : the term is also applied to any

natural basin in which the water that falls from surround-

ing heights is collected, forming the source of a river, as

the Braltiiid-ltiuiJ, at the head of the Brahmaputra river :

also to a temporary and artificial well or reservoir for

irrigation.

Kundurai,(3) Karn. An outlet from a reservoir, for irrigation.

KurUund, Hindi (eFTsfe) A deep hole in the bed of a
.. N> O

water-course, one in which the water remains when the

bed is dry.

KUNDA, Beng. (^3) The inner part of the husk of rice
s.

which adheres to the grain after the first cleaning.

KUNDA, Beng. (^0 A lathe.

Kundakar, Beng. (^WS) A turner.

KUNDA, S. &c. (ofe^:) The child of a woman whose husband
s>

is living, by another man.

Kuvdayolalt,, Mar. (efcsSJfltfifc) The name of a caste, or of

a member of it, said to be the adulterous offspring of a

Brahman and Brahmani, but it is applied to Brahmans of

a low order : (properly speaking, the words Kunda and

Golaha are distinct, the first being a bastard, the second,

the child of a widow).

KUNDI, Beng. Uriya (^^0 A vessel: in Cuttack it especially

means a vessel in which brine is evaporated.
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KUNE, KUNJ, Kara. (oj~, O3~
} from the P. Gunah,

q. v.) A fault, a crime.

Jiitncyar, Kara. (Oi "co A do) A culprit, a criminal
;
the

vernacular corruption of Gunahgdr, q. v.)

KuNJRA, H. &c. 0/sr, oR^TT) The name of a caste whose

occupation is selling vegetables.

KUNR-BOJI, or KUXR-MANDLA, H. ( es--^jy^, ^Ja*^) The

day on which sowing is concluded in Benares and the

Doab : the first term implies the filling of furrows (hunr),

the second the closing of them : it is observed as a holi-

day, and the residue of the seed-corn is made into a cake,

which is partaken of in the field, and in part distributed

to Brahmans and beggars. Mr. Elliot adverts to a similar

practice once observed in England.

KUNTA, Tel. (&>ofcj~~) A land measure, according to one

statement =1089 square feet, to another to 19,600, or

the 32d part of a Jutttl.

KUNTA x, Mar. (oj 4<U) A pander, a pimp, a caste said to be

sprung from a Vaisya father and a Brahman mother, whose

office is attendance on the women's apartments, and pro-

viding dancing-girls and courtesans.

KUNTE, Karn. (D30 O) A machine for levelling ploughed

land, also for weeding : the web beam of a loom.

KUNTIGE, Karn. (&>O8"A ) A sowing machine, a sort of tube

or funnel attached to the plough through which the seed runs.

KUNVVAH, vernacular corruption of KUMAR, and KUMAIU,

q. v. H. (j^) A youth, a prince, a princess; the deity

Kdrtiheya, and thence applied to the month held sacred

to him, Kartik (Oct.-Nov.)

KUPPA, Tel. (&3), KUFPAL, Tarn. (@Ui_l&) A heap,

a heap or stack of grain : one of filth, a dunghill.

Kupim-ancliana, Tel. (SOoiesoSrtx)) Estimate of the pro-

duce of a field taken from the grain when stacked.

Kuppa-jdbtid, Tel. (&<6s3~
T
es5j~

) A list of grain stacks,

shewing which belong to each cultivator.

Kupjxi-ltatlu, Tel.
(SOc6spJ)

An allowance of grain from

the general heap or stack given to the village servants.

KUPPAM, Tarn. (@UUU>), Tel. (&&*>) A small village,

one occupied by low people.

Kuppadam, Tarn. (@LJLJL_LQ) A portion of the produce

of the taxable land in a village, payable to the Mirasidur

after the grain is threshed.

KvppakkAdu.Tata. (gjLJLJfi&Srr) A number of villages.

Kurt, Mai. G&jO) A class, a party: the people of Malabar,

from the Rajas and Brahmans to the lowest races, are
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divided into classes, the Chevara-kur, the fighting or

ruling class, and the Panniyur-kur, the civil and labour-

ing class : their usages differ materially, and the distinc-

tions are carefully preserved.

KURA, H.
(Vjj, ^T3T) Soil, filth, manure.

KURA, Beng. (^Sl) A bigha, a measure of land.

Kurajidli, Beng. Working a sum in land mea-

sure and giving the result in Mali fin.

KuRAGi, KuRiai, orKuRGi, Kar

drill plough, a sowing apparatus attached to a plough.

KURAH, H. (A.
te-ji)

Divination by casting lots, wagers, lot-

teries, chance passages in books, &c.

Kurdh-andd~,tl- Q'AJl, who throws) A caster or drawer of a lot.

KUHAL, KURU, Tarn. (&nrr)6b, Sri-^j) A public notice, a

proclamation.

KURAM, (?) Mar. Grass or pasture land.

KURAMBA, Karn. (OOOO&D) A shepherd by caste and oc-

cupation, he is also a weaver of coarse woollens.

KURAMBU, Tarn. (@IJLQL_)) A water-course, leading from

a river, for irrigation.

KURAMULAI, Tarn. (g)rj(LpOTDfffT) First appearance of the

crop above ground.

KURAN, commonly, but incorrectly, KORAN, and CORAN,

(A. to|/s)
The sacred book of the Mohammadans, the

supposed revelations made to Mohammad, and delivered

by him orally, collected and committed to writing by the

khalif OMAR.

K'urdm-mulla, H.
(SL^JI^)

A Mohammadan officer who

administers oaths taken on the Kuran.

KURAVA, or KUDAVA, corruptly, CODUMBON, and KOODUP,

S. &c. (dij'cO A measure of capacity. See Kudavai

KURBAN, H. (A. y;'j/)
A sacrifice, a victim.

Id-ul-Jturban, H. (A. ^(iyilljar)
A festival observed by the

Mohammadans on the 10th of Zulhijja, when animals are

sacrificed in commemoration of the sacrifice of'Abraham.

KURGI', Mar. (cKUll) A measure of land, as much as may

be ploughed and sown in one day with a pair of bullocks

and a drill plough ; the extent varies from about two to

about eight acres ; the average is said to be about five.

KURH, H. ()i'<S) A circular inclosure, in which a pile of wood

was constructed, and an old woman placed in the area to

be burnt alive by Brahmans in the event of any govern-

ment officer attempting to put them under restraint, the

consequences of the crime being supposed to devolve upon

those whose oppression had driven the Brahmans to per-
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petrate it : the practice was prohibited by the British go-

vernment, and is now never heard of.

KURHAD, Mar. (oR=fT5) A hatchet, an axe.

Kurhddi-jamin, Mar. (P. (.fi-*})
Land on steep acclivities

which cannot be ploughed, and which is cleared and dug

up with a kind of hatchet, or, rather, a sort of hoe.

KURI', or Kuni, (?) H. A hearth, a fire-place, a tax levied

on one. See Chaubackha.

KURI, Karn. (&&) A sheep.

JZwikdnige, Karn. (O08O dK3~7\) A tax on sheep.

Kuraba, Kuruba, Karn. (&)Sb , &>&>&) A shepherd by

caste and occupation, one who tends sheep : he is also a

manufacturer of coarse woollens : also Kuramba, q. v.

KURI, Tarn.
(@J]!)))

A mark, a stamp.

Kurimosam, Tarn. ((0)r\<o[rr&'U2) A fraudulent mark

put upon a stack of grain after some has been clandestinely

removed.

KUIJI, Mai. (<33#1) A pit, a hole, a grave : a hole in the

ground for planting cocoa-nut and other garden trees, a

measure of one square foot See Kvli.

Kuriltdnam, Mai. (rfhiPldBiOCOo) Compensation allowed

for the value of trees plantedi or other improvements made

by the tenant or mortgagee on relinquishing possession :

on the other hand, a deduction from the money deposited

or lent to cover injury or dilapidations : a lease or

mortgage on such conditions. See Kdnuiii.

Kurikardyma, Mai. (cfciplcfieiOfoOCW) Tenure of an estute

or gardens, by which the tenant holds under con-

dition of being reimbursed for improvement, and of com-

pensating for dilapidations.

Kurikur, also readKuyikur,(3) Mai. Tenure under which com-

pensation for improvements and dilapidations is stipulated.

Kurivila, Mai. (eft SPloJlej) Value of planted trees allowed

for to a tenant on his giving up his lease.

KURI, Mai. (rffecfl) A club; an association in which a number

of persons contribute monthly for a given term a certain

sum or quantity of grain each ; at the end of the term

a lottery takes place, and the whole accumulation becomes

the prize of one of the contributors : (perhaps derived from

the A. Iturah, q. v.)

Kurri, or Kutti, Mai. (cflsOOl) The principal or manager
of a club.

KURI, (?) H. A measure of capacity for grain. Midnapur.

KURIPPA, Mai.
Gfijolo.})

A memorandum, an item, an

article of account.
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Eurippatj, Mai. (c<hOlo_lSl) A written memorandum,

a note.

Kurippanam, Mai.
(rfhcflo^emoo) Money paid into a club

or association.

KURK, KOORK, corruptly, CROOK, H. (A. J[/>) KOHAK,

Beng. and Uriya (tfPtJTf), KIRAKU, Karn. (6?"C~S&))

Sequestration, confiscation, seizure of goods, attachment,

distraint for debt, or for arrears of public revenue. Beng.

Reg. xvii. 1793 ; xlv. 1795 ; vii. 1799. Madras Reg.

xxviii. 1802; v. 1822. Bombay Reg. xvii. 1827.

Kurh-amin, H.
(j.^*'Jf/) An officer of the court employed

to attach a property and realise the proceeds.

Korakddr, Beng. (C$\ slants') A bailiff, a sheriffs officer,

an officer of court who attaches or distrains goods and

property for debt, &c.

Kurh't, II.
(.Jyi) Attached, sequestrated, distrained, under

attachment.

Kurhi-panvdna, H. (P. &'jyJ 5 an order) A warrant of at-

tachment.

Korahi, Beng. (t*lfl <*1) Ordering or authorising an at-

tachment.

Koralt-lthahia, Uriya (GQ|QG?tQ.|9) Replevin, release of

attachment. (KurJt-fthalds, might be used in Hindustani

for the same.)

Kurlt-mahdl, II. (JW* l\j) An estate under attachment.

Kurtt-sazdreal, H.
(J.j]/"'(j?/')

An officer appointed to at-

tach and hold an estate, and realise arrears of rent or

revenue, or to distrain goods for debt
;
a bailiff, a sheriff's

officer.

KurJt-tahsi.1, H. ((Jj-as^) Collection of the revenue of an

estate which has fallen into arrear, and from which the

proprietors are nominally set aside by the native officers

of the revenue : the same as Klidm-tal/sil.

KURMI, KOORMEE, (H. ,_j-/^ ^*^)
Tne caste f agricul-

turists, or a member of it, in eastern and central Hindustan,

being the same, essentially, as the Kunbis of the west and

south. In Hindustan the Kurmis are said to have seven

chief subdivisions, who do not eat together or intermarry :

of these, the Kharibind and Patanya abound in the

central Doab and Oudh ; the Ghorchara, are more to the

west ; the Jaismdr, in Sagar and Bundelkhand ; the Ka-

naujia in the lower tracts of the Doab
; the Kenat to the

east of Benares; and the Jhunia west of the upper Jumna :

there are very many other branches in the west and north-

west provinces, and in Bhagalpur and Bahar : they are
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not unfrequently found as predial slaves, having sold them-

selves, or been sold in their infancy, to servitude.

Kurmiat, (?) H. Tract of cultivable land of the Bhur or

mixed soil in the north-west provinces.

KURPHA, (?) Beng. A cultivator who rents his land from a

Khud-ltdsht Ryot. (Perhaps from Khurpd, a sort of hoe.)

KURSI, H. (A. ,_5^/)
A chair, a throne.

Kursi-ndma, H. (P. <ul), a document) A pedigree, a genealo-

gical tree.

KURUBA, Karn. (OOOD8D) A shepherd by caste and occu-

pation, and who also makes woollen cloths or blankets.

Kurumban, Tarn. ((S) PpJLQLJcJOT)
A shepherd by caste and

occupation : Mai. (plur. Kurumbar) A class of predial

slaves in Malabar.

Rdla-huruba, Karn. (oo<seXX)&>&D) One of the shepherd

caste which does not make blankets.

Hdnde-huruba, Karn. (eodOQ^fccoW) A shepherd of a I

higher order or caste.

Mesa-huruba, Karn. (JJ?r6cx>O02D) A shepherd of an in-

ferior order or caste.

KIJRUMBORAI, Tarn. ( gj^llGurrotDrr)) A hill, a moun-

tain, a forest, a village in a hilly country.

KuiiUNGOL,Tam. (g)pjnLJG<E&rr&) A measure of two cubits.

KURUNI, Tel. (SJOO^), Tarn.
(gj^pJCOofl)

A measure of

capacity, the same as the Marakdl : in Tarn, also a term

used in computation as equal to a twelfth of a Italain.

KuRucHCHiYAN,orKuRUMAN,Mal. (rfhCi^JloDrrb, rfhciarri)

A class of people inhabiting the hills in Wynad.

KUSA, or Kus, Mar.
C|T*t)

A falsity in an account, an over-

charge on money expended, or undercharge of money re-

Iceived

; any undue gain generally in managing for another.

KUSA, usually pronounced KUSH, or KUSHA, S. &c. (451:)

A kind of grass, esteemed holy from its being used in

religious ceremonies, being strewed upon the altar or held

by the Brahmans in their hands whilst repeating the for-

mulae (Poa cynosuroides).

Kvtavriiti, vernacularly, Kusbritti, S. &c. (t*$N(V) lit.

Maintenance by or through Kusa-yrass, but in the west

of Bengal, an under tenure, land granted at a quit-rent, or

rent-free, for the support of a Brahman or religious person ;

land given : in Kamaon, the absolute gift of land to a

Brahman at an eclipse, or on some solemn occasion.

KUSIDA, S. &c.
(^?ft<0 Lending money at interest, usury ;

also a money-lender, a usurer.

or VADU, Tel.
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A cook, a confectioner ; lit., a man of the kitchen (from

the Fr. cuisine}.

KUSIVI, Karn. (TO&S) The safflower plant, also its dry

leaves. See Kusumbha.

KUSTI, or KASTI, Guz.
(gSJrQ., #Hrfl.) A cord or thread

worn by the Parsis round the waist as a religious ornament

KUSUMBHA, vernacularly, KUSUM, S. &c. (eircw, emu. *-/)x \o ' \% '

r
'

KUSUMBA, Mar.
(^*fal) The safflower plant (Carthamus

tinitorius), the dried flowers of which are used in making

a red dye : also the flowers so dried, or the dye ; also an in-

fusion of hemp tops, or ofopium, as an intoxicating beverage.

KUT, KOOT, H. (d^, ^nr) Estimate, valuation, applied

especially to an estimate of the proceeds of a field or farm

by appraisement of the standing crop : in Garhwal, it

implies the share of the produce paid in kind by the cul-

tivator to the headman or proprietor.

KUT, Thug. Theft amongst the Thugs themselves, pilfering

some of the booty.

KUTA, S.
(|F7) False, fraudulent.

Kurra, pron. Kutt.a-ndri, Mai. (dOaOOPOOSPl) A shorter

fraudulent ndri measure.

Ku.tm.ahdl, Beng. (wST^tST) Amount of revenue formerly

levied in some places on vendors of spirituous liquors.

Kulsanltrdnti, Beng. (WJPSFt !^) The entrance of the sun

into a new sign on the 31st day from the preceding, a

false conjunction.

Kuril KUTI', S. &c. 0^7, ^iTt)
A small house or cottage,

a hut Beng. (Wl) Any large building, as a bank, a

court-house, a European residence.

Kutichara, S. (oRsl-^c) A man who makes over his pro-

perty to his kindred, and devotes himself to a religious life,

but continues to reside at home.

KuTTiDAN, Mai. (<3OSnrf>) Rice planted in the spring

(Feb.-April) and ripening in the ensuing cold season.

KUTTAI, Tarn. ((g)l_6TOI_) A small tank or pond.

KUTTAKA, Or KUTTATA, Mai. (<&3<Wi<&, dfo(&f&>(ff>) t KfJTTA-

KAI, Tarn. (g)5jS<TOiE&) Farm, contract, rent, tenure.

Kuttahahdran, Mai., Tarn.
(ofertMTic&ic&OfOnft)) A farmer,

a contractor, a renter.

KuTTALAi, Tarn. (@Sj)8&>) Rice growing on high ground.

KUTTAM, Mai. (<#3o) An assembly, an assemblage : a cluster

of houses, a small town or village.

Kuttala, Mai. (<30e_l , from. S. ^OT^nj) Place where the

property of a temple is kept, and its affliirs are managed,

a chapter house.

4 i
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Kutldri, Mai. (o9s0ifl) Money subscribed to temples by

the people.

KUTTI, written KTJRRI, Mai. (<*jOc51) A log of timber, a

tree, a post : a measure, a sort of pdrah : a cask or hogs-

head : a small fort : an inhabitant, &c.

Kutlihdnam, Mai. (ofeOcfld&OOOo) A fee claimable by

the owner of a plantation for every tree cut down on it

by the renter or occupant : price given for a tree, to the

owner before it is cut down.

KuttiJtanakola, Mai. (o83Oo)d8xfi>PO6Vj9>Oej) A register on

palm leaves of a proprietor's deeds or mortgages, a list

of his tenants, amount of his rents, &c.

Kuttinella, Mai. (sfcOoleiOO^) An allowance in grain

made by proprietors to their tenants for keeping up the

fences and inclosure of an estate.

Kuttipiti, Mai (cfoOo)(i_Hsl) Petty merchandise.

Kuttipitilidran,TAa\. (<fi3OO1o_Tlslc&oronr6) A petty dealer,

one trading with borrowed capital.

Kuttivdsi, Mai. (dfeOCflojOC/al) Balance or arrears of

revenue due by individuals.

KUTTIHIPPA, Mai.
(<fij^)(0lg_p Living with a queen or

princess as her husband.

KUTTUKAL, Tarn. (g)Sjj<55<S>) A stone set upright as a

boundary mark or a buttress.

KUTTUKACHCHAVATAM, Mai. (^^<fe^jaJ So) Joint trade,

partnership.

Kuttithdran, Mai. (rfh^d&>oronrt>)
A partner, an associate.

Kuttultrushi,*Nla\..(<!:^&>&sS
l

i) Joint agriculture, a husbandry.

KUTUMBA, vernacularly KTJTUM, S. &c.

Family, race, kindred, also a kinsman.

Kutttmba- wr'MeTa,Kudunla-kdran,Ma\..

householder, a kinsman by descent, a connexion by marriage.

Kutumbi, S. (44*^1). Kutumi, H. (^^S) A householder,

the head of a family.

Kutumbam>v/T'Mei\,Kiidumbam,Mvi[.(<&^^Ori^o)A measure

of capacity, a ndri, one fourth of an edangali.

KiTYiKtiR,(?)Mal. Adeed of transfer of ancestral property (?):

tenure on condition of compensation for improvements or

dilapidations.

LABBA, Thug. A bullock.

LABDAR, H.
(j&A, <^iO Mud, thick mud formed by water

flooding a stiff soil.
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LABDHA, S. &c. (^531) Gained, acquired.

Laldhaddsa, S. (from <*ra, a slave) A slave received as a

gift or transfer.

Labdhaputra, S.
(tpt,

a son) A son gained or received,

one adopted.

LABHA, S. &c. (<3TWt) Gain, acquirement, profit.

Ldbhdldbha, S. &c. (<jnnc5TH) Profit and loss, gain and

diminution.

Ldbhamu-dosili, Tel. (er^&Ot^&S)) A small portion

from each heap of grain considered to be the perquisite

of the cultivator (from dosili, two handfuls).

Ldbhanasta, Kara. (S. &~5$ l$'&
>
) profit and loss.

Ldbhistu, Kara, (r~9>&:>) Proved, verified.

Ldbhwa, Guz. (ttl(Vl
cU) Casting lots for dividing the

produce of a field.

LABJ, II. (.>!) The juice of the sugar-cane when boiling.

LABI, LUBEE, or LUBBEE, (?) A name applied at Madras

to the Mapilas or descendants of the Arab colonists in

Malabar. (The origin of the word seems doubtful.)

LA-CHAR, H. (j^^i fr m 'he A. neg. prefix 2, no, not, and

P. chdra,\ie\f) Helpless, destitute, without excuse or remedy.

Ldchdragi, H. (.Ai^-^) Helplessness, destitution.

LA-DAwA, H. (\'3l) Remediless, irremediable.

Ld-ddicd or Ld-ddtvi, H. (A. \^c^, ^f^) A deed of re-

linquishment, a deed foregoing a claim, or admitting that

there is none : the act of relinquishmeut.

LADHNA, Thug. To strangle.

LADHKA, Thug. Coarse sugar.

LADOHAR, Thug. Killing.

LADDU, H. (.5J ,

<5|j)
A sort of sweetmeat of sugar and

cocoa-nut shredded, mixed up with curdled milk into large

balls.

LADTHAD, or LARTHAB, Mar. (<$3Ji) A disputed matter,

litigation concerning a subject in dispute.

LAO, H. &c. 0-iJJ, from S. <jn, to be joined to) To, near

to, until, as far as
; (used in various modified and derivative

forms to express contiguity and connexion).

Lag, Mar. (<5TT) Connexion, continuity in general,

Laggd, H. (Id) Affection, attachment : a pole used for push-

ing on a boat.

ia/7,Hindi(^m) A measuring-rod for land measure. SeeLar.

Lagan, H.
(,.;U3)

A place at which a boat may lie to or

be fastened to the shore : stopping or halting a boat.

Lagan, Lvgun, Mar. (jj5T*0 Marriage, espousals.

Lagi, or Laggi, Lvgee, Luggee, Benfr-(^tTtt), H. (/t3) A
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pole, especially one used for punting or pushing boats

along or off shore : in Mar. (c?*ft) A pole with a small

flag, carried in processions.

Lagna,S. &c., sometimes vernacularly also Lagan, or Li/gun,

(<5T T> fffai ,j0 The rising of a sign ofthe zodiac above

the horizon, a sign at the time of its rising, or the moment

of the sun's entrance into a sign or division of the equator,

astrologically considered as the indicator of good or evil,

or as the favourable or unfavourable moment for observing

ceremonies or occurrences, for holding festivals, and the

like : hence it is applied to any season of rejoicing, as a

marriage, a festival ;
and in Mar. is commonly used for

marriage, matrimony, or a marriage, a wedding.

Lagnagkatikd, Mar. (tfMUfechl) The hour declared to be

favourable for investiture with the sacred cord or for the

commencement of the marriage ceremony.

Laijna- or Laganchiti, or chithi, Mar. (<$ i faz^ -f^Tt)

A paper formerly granted by the government to persons

of the inferior castes permitting them to marry, a marriage

licence ;
a paper furnished by the astrologer, declaring

the time for the completion of the marriage ceremony :

an invitation to a wedding.

Lagna patra, or patriJtd, Beng. Mar. (from S. TJ^, a leaf)

The written announcement of the lucky moment for a mar-

riage ceremony : among the Marathas the document is

worshipped before the ceremony commences.

Lagna- or Lagantahd, Mar. (<5nt5<*i) A fee for permis-

sion to marry.

Lagnaka, Beng. (S. T|}^) A bondsman, a surety.

Lagnakagrahan, Beng. (S. ^faSf^l) Admitting or accept-

ing as bail or security.

LAGAx, or LAGAI, H.
(,jU3, <^(&) The rent or revenue charged

on a field or estate.

Lagairvdld, (?) A cultivator engaging to pay direct revenue

to government for a term of years on receiving an advance

for the materials of husbandry, to be repaid without interest

at fixed intervals of his lease.

LAGHA, Thug. A grave-digger.

Laghai, Thug. The office of grave-digger.

Laghanta, Thug. Dead bodies of the victims.

LAGIT, Beng. (f^fte) Location of a Ryot; appropriation

of land to a tenant (Chittagong) : adjacent, contiguous.

LAGITI, Tel. (6^9) Making advances of cash to a Ryot,

or supplying him with cattle, seed-corn, &c.

LAGWAD, Mar. (^51'Ni) Agricultural operations preliminary
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to sowing ;
cultivated ground : expense of bringing land

into cultivation, repairing decayed houses, villages, &c.

Ldgldgrvad, Mar. (<|J|3S|Jm'S) Agricultural operations, in-

clusive of sowing.

Ldgman, (c$11<Wl) The operations of ploughing and sowing,

also of planting trees ; also one of the village accounts,

shewing the total assessment, and by whom to be paid.

LAGTA, or LAGTI, H. (IXC, .jxQ)
Assessment or stipulated

rent of land.

Lagtirv&r, H. (jUjJj3) An account kept by the village

accountant of each cultivator's lands, rent, and produce,

distinguished according to the spring and autumn crops.

LAGTA, or LAGATA, Mar. (^5MHl) Connexion, proximity of

persons, things, or places : a contiguous tract or country.

Lagtdjdb, Mar. ($.11 ifMR) A letter of advice attached to

the draft or bill, or a notice of it written within the envelope.

LagtdldJihotd, or Lagatldkhotd, Mar. ((

A letter containing advice of a bill or draft folded

up and attached to the bill ; a letter without an envelope,

the superscription being on the same sheet

LAGULiaADU, Karn. (>~c)Xoe) A OCX}) Compensation for

damages : a recompense.

LAHAD, H. (A. A^) A niche in the side of a sepulchre in

which dead bodies are deposited, a place where the dead are

washed, a grave.

Lahad-lharna, Finally filling up the grave of a deceased

person, a ceremony performed on the 39th day after in-

terment.

LAHANA, orLAHNA, corruptly, LUNAH, H. (U^) An outstand-

ing debt or balance.

Lahana bdki, Uriya (d^)61|Q|Q) Outstanding balance ;

excess of advance.

Lahane, Mar. (cjijiij) Cash or a draft sent to meet a bill

drawn upon a merchant or banker who has no other funds

on behalf of the drawer.

Lahanihundi, Mar. (<j ^ii"l 5 si) A bill taken up by a mer-

chant from another who has funds in his hands to meet

a bill drawn upon the former by one who has no funds

in his hands, but has in the possession of the latter.

LAHAIUYA, (?) A caste of agricultural Brahmans in the north-

west provinces.

LAHABI', Mar. (^y^TTt) A coin equal to three anas ; the

value of three anas.

LAnf, Mar. (<5TRft) Parched rice
; swollen or puffed out by

slightly scorching.
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LAHLHI, H.
(^^!, 3*?^) Mud .

thick or stlff mud -

LAHORI-NIMAK, H. (from tLUi, salt) Lahore salt, rock or

fossil salt, of which there are three deposits in the Punjab.
\

LAHTAR, Thug. A dagger.

LAIK, H. &c. (A. ,Jj1) Worthy of, fit for, suited to, &c.

Ldikdbdd, H. (iMjTjjS)
A place or country fit for culti-

vation and population.

Ldikbanjar, H. (^rsruj^)
Waste land fit for tillage.

Laikparia, Uriya (R.QQQG>2|| ) Fallow land fit for cul-

tivation.

Itdift-patit,ll.(\^J^^^)
Fallow land capable of cultivation.

Ldih-zamin, H. ((j^JrJ/0
Cultivable land.

Lidkat, H. (A. c^W) Fitness, ability, capability, suit-

ableness.

LAILAT UL KADIR, H. (A. j&&\ B-*3) The night of power ;

the 27th night of Ramziin, when it is said the Kuran de-

scended from heaven, and which is observed with much

reverence by the Mohammadans of India.

Lailat ul mirdj, H. (A. -J^liU') The night of Moham-

med's ascent to heaven.

LAJA, H. &c. (U-^!) Rice parched in the husk.

LAKAB, LuK.UB.pl. ALKAB,!!. (A. l^JiJ, tjUJI) A title, titles.

LAKALAM-BAKJ, II. (A. JLTJ , without a word, indisputable,

and ,<ita remainder) Undisputed balance of an account,

or of rent or revenue.

LAKHAT, Guz. (S. lvl<*l) A writing, a written document,

a deed.

Lakhtang, Guz. (rlvt<'lOl) Writer, the writer, a term

'used in papers to denote the person who writes or ad-

dresses them.

Lakhun, Lakhupardhu, Guz. (t^H, <H l
3

x

Uj) A

writing, a document

LAKHIRAJ, vernacularly, sometimes, LAKHARAJ, corruptly,

LAKERAQE, LACKIRAZ, &c. (A. -^i-H,
from 1, not, and

-.l^i-,
tribute) Rent-free land, applied to land exempted

for some particular reason from paying any part of the

produce to the state. Beng. Reg. xix. xxxvii. 1793 ; vii.

1822. Madras Reg. xxv. xxxi. 1802. Bom. Reg. xvii.

1827 ;
vi. 1833.

Ldkhirqj-ddr, H.(P.jb ,who has) A holder of rent-free lands.

Lakharaji-bhumi, Tel. Karn. (O^SOTTs3&r-tX5) Land

exempt from paying revenue to the state.

Lakhiraj-zamin, H. (P. ti^-i, land) Alienated or revenue-

exempted land.

LAKHOTA, or LAKHOTA, Mar. (^J^teT, ^UsfUl) A sealed
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letter, a bundle of papers sticking together. Guz.

The envelope of a letter, the silk bag in which it is inclosed.

LAKIH, Thug. A religious mendicant, a fakir.

LAIUT, H. (c^~*fll) In Mohammadan law, a foundling: it is

considered meritorious to take charge of a deserted child,

and the finder becomes its guardian, but cannot make it

a slave ;
the state is bound to provide for those foundlings

of whom no charitable individual takes charge.

LAKSIIA, S. (55^), but current in all dialects, sometimes modi-

fied as LAK, or more commonly, LAKH, H.

LIKSHA, or LAKH, or in compounds, L VKH, Mar.

t?TO) A hundred-thousand ; a Lac, or Ldhh, commonly,

though not exclusively, applied to coin, as a Lakh of

rupees, 100,000 rupees, or, at 2*. the rupee, 10,000.

LAKSIIA, S. (^TTEJT), commonly LAC, or LACK, vernacularly,

LAKH, H. (^), Mar. (&FB\ or LAK, Karn. (O~c)S)

An insect which constructs its nest in numerous small

cells of a resinous substance known in common as shell-

lac, and used for sealing letters, &c. : the insect itself fur-

nishes a red dye known as Lac : (from laltsha, 100,000, in

reference to the number of insects in a nest

LAKSHANA, pronounced LAKSHAN, or LAKHAX.S. &c. (<!5^Rr)

A mark, a distinguishing or characteristic sign or token.

LAKSHMAN SINGH, Thug. Term used by the scouts to in-

timate the approach of danger ; properly, a name of an

individual.

Lakahmi, corruptly, Luhmi, Lukltee, Lvximee, S. &c. (<515*ft)

The wife of Vishnu, and goddess of wealth and prosperity.

Lahahmi-vdr, or bar, S. &c. ((jss*il^TT) Thursday.

Laltshmi-pujd, S. &c. (cJHtHT 4') l) The worship of Laksltmi,

on the full-moon of Ax-rein (Sept.-Oct.), by bankers and

merchants especially : a ceremony in honour of the same,

observed by a bride and bridegroom when the bride has

been brought to the house of her husband.

LALA, corruptly, LA LI. A, (P. 3) A writer, a clerk, a copyist,

a schoolmaster : it is used as an address in speaking to

a respectable person, not of high rank, especially with ji,

annexed; as, Ldld-ji, Sir, master.

LA 1.1, Karn. (O~3^?) A weaver's shuttle.

LAMAX, LUMUX, or LUMMUN, (?) A caste of traders who

formerly brought slaves for sale to Bombay.

LAMBAOI, corruptly, L \MBALLIE, LOMBALLIE, and LOM-

BARDS, Tel. (OOZyG), a iSo LAMBANI, Karn. (OOSTSft

, LAMBAN, Mar. (cJ^ro),H. Dakh., LAMBARA,

), ILAMBADI, Tarn. (^eblLurTU}.) A migratory
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trader, especially in grain, better known as Sanjdrd, q. v.,

and travelling from place to place in more or less numerous

bodies : in the south they have the character of being thieves,

the men stealing cattle and the women children : a party

of Sanjdrds, or Lambdris, on its march, or encamped.

LAMBARDAR, LUMBURDAR, H.
(^It^jutJ,

from the English

word number,
5
and Persian ddr, who has) The cultivator

who, either on his account, or as the representative of other

members of the village, pays the government dues and is

registered in the collector's roll according to his number :

as the representative of the rest he may hold the office by 1

descent or by election. Beng. Reg. ix. 1824 ; ii. 1826.

Act i. 1841.

Lambarddri, II. (^Ij^ju^The office orduty of aLambardar.

Lambari maJiuihnnu, Uriya (R.9Q19QQ9I, from English

number, and Arabic muhadamd, a suit) Original suit,

headed according to its number on the file of causes.

LAKTI', H.
CjJ^3, c^ifl) The total rent of a property or an

estate forming a heading of the Kkataoni, or Muntakltab,

of the north-west provinces ; equivalent in this sense to i

Jamd-bandi.

LAL-JATRI, Beng. (ii=i4lifll) A pilgrim to Jagannath of
|

the first class, paying formerly heavier fees, and entitled

to peculiar privileges.

LAMBHERI, Thug. A sword.

LAMCHAHI, Beng. (?) (olaD Low land, land liable to

inundation.

LAMCHI, Beng. (?) (5fNfF) Low, as land liable to inunda-

tion : (this and the preceding should probably be written

Namckari, and Namchi, from nam, S. B., to bow down,

to make low.)

LAMHAR, Hindi (igiH^O A tree that has sprung up of itself

in a cultivated field, and which the cultivator may cut down.

LAMKAN, Thug. The crossing of the road by a hare in front

of a gang.

LAMPOCIIA, Thug. Crossing of the road by a snake, an

unlucky omen : the gang must stop unless they can kill it.

LAX, or LANAT, H. (^^1, &*!) Curse, imprecation : in Mo-

hammadan law, testimony upon oath : in cases of adultery

the several imprecations of the curse of God upon them

by husband and wife, the former, if he accuse his wife

falsely, the latter if she be not innocent : in such case,

however, divorce should follow.

LANABANDI, H. (^j^jjj^, probably from land US, to bring)

An agreement formerly practised among the coparcenary
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proprietors of a village to contribute to the government

assessment in proportion to the number of their several

ploughs.

LANCHA, Karn. (e>ca^), LANCHAMU, Tel. (>o&x>),

LANCH, Mar. (557^), lLANJAM,Tam.(^)60(6Tj S'lli),
LANCH

or NANCH, Uriya. A bribe, a fee : bribery.

Ldnchluch, Ldnchluchpat, Mar. (^t^^^ , $Hcg
i

tV!T) Bribe-

ry and corruption.

Lanchagdr,Lancliakuli,&c. Karn.

A receiver of bribes.

Ldnchkhor, Mar. (^ST'^t), Lanchdhhor, Karn. (>O3cFS.

SJ-'SO) One who takes a bribe, venal, corrupt.

LANGAL, Beng. (S. 5Tt0<rtf) A plough.

Languid, Beng. (S. ^tTfa1) Ploughing, cultivation.

Ldngaliyd, Beng. (S. ^I'^tf^TTi) A ploughman: ploughing.

LANGAR, LUNGUR, H.
(^&J ) An anchor : an almshouse.

Langar hhdna, H. (jli-^uii) An almshouse, a place where

food and alms were distributed to the poor under the Mo-

hammadan government, by which an assignment from the

public revenue was appropriated to the maintenance of

such establishments in some parts of Bengal : a similar

institution, in which the poor were lodged and fed, was

kept up by the Maratha government of Nagpur : in Ma-

rathi, the term means also any extensive establishment.

Lanrjar kltarch, Lungur hhurch, H. (from ^p-) Provision

or expense incurred for the poor, poor-rates.

LANGOT, LANGOTA, LANGOTI, or LUNGOT, &c.
(c^jXil,

Uyu!, ^jJj&l)
A cloth passed between the thighs and tucked

into a waist-belt before and behind, to conceal the privities.

LANJHA, Mar. (^t*Ej) An unsettled affair, a disputed claim.

LAO, H. (^ ) The rope by which the leather bucket of a well

is drawn up ; whence in some places the amount of land

irrigated is reckoned, or by Laos, instead of wells, being

commonly 15 acres to a Lao. Rewari.

Ldo-charas, corruptly, Lao-churrus, H. (
(>_i^s-j^) Irriga-

tion by water raised from wells in the leather bag or

bucket called Charas, q. v. See also the preceding.

LAPO, Guz. (l"HL) Brocade, gold or silver cloth.

LAPUA, Thug. A thief.

LARKA, H. (Kp) A boy.

Larki, ((_$)
A girl.

Larltd-kol, H. (J^^) The name of a mountain tribe in

Chhattisr/har, a branch of the Kol tribe, q. v.

LARKIA, Thug. A shopkeeper.

LAR, LUR, Hindi (<j5T,) A measuring-rod for land measure :
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it varies in different places as 4^, 6, or 6g- cubits : 400

square lars is a bighd,1Q square lars a hatha. Puraniya.

LASA, H. (U*5!) Any viscous exudation or juice of plants,

some sorts of which are used as birdlime.

LASH, H. &c. (P. (j-S)
A corpse.

LASHKAR, LUSHKUR, commonly, LASCAR, (^^iJ)
A native

sailor, but especially applied also to tent-pitchers, inferior

artillerymen, and others : (the word is properly Lash/tan,

one attached to, or following, a lashkar, or army, but it

has come insensibly to take the meaning and pronunciation

here given).

LASMAMATi,Hindi(g.
1

?rIHUl)Adhesive-clayland. Puraniya.

LAT, or LATH, H. (ciA 4$) A staff, a column, a pillar,

especially the pillars
found in various parts of Upper India,

as at Allahabad, Delhi, &c., bearing inscriptions in the

ancient form of the Ndgari alphabet

Ldihi, corruptly, Lattie, and Luttic, sometimes short, as

Lath, Lathi, H. &c. (^^ ^HTt, ^3, ^S, grit) A staff,

a stick, a club, a bludgeon.

Ldthindld, corrupted into, Ldthiwal, and Ldthiydl, or

Luttecal, H. (ll^!,^) A club-man, a man armed with a

bludgeon, many of whom are retained by Zamindars, in-

digo planters, and others, in quarrels respecting lands and

boundaries, when serious affrays sometimes take place

between the opposite parties.

LATAN, Hindi (557T) A name given to all the early sown

cold-weather crops. Puraniya.

LATI, LATE, Kara. (<3~5k3, O~3l3) A wooden instrument

with which parched grain is flattened : a spinning-wheel.

LATKAidvA, Thug. A very small purse worn only by thieves

and Thugs.

LATTA, incorrectly, LUTTHA, (12, grjr) A measuring-rod or

pole : a biyhd, is a square of 20 Latt&s : in the survey

of the north-west provinces the measuring chain is divided

into 10 Lattds, and each Lattd into 10 links.

LAUND, H.
(iVjS)

An intercalary month.

LAUNDA^H. 0Joj!)
A slave or servant-boy:/. LAUNUI, (^yjjy)

A servant or slave-girl.

LAUS, or LAWig, H. (A. (*jji) Stain, contamination : in Mo-

hammadan law, any indication of a person or of persons

being implicated in the guilt of a murder, as a cloth or

sword stained with blood found in their possession, etc.

LAVA, and LAVI, S. &c. (g^, c?sft , from gr,'to cut or reap)
c\

Reaping, cutting corn.

Lavana, S. &c. (g^tO Reaping.
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Lavani, or Launi, H.
(jjji) Wages in kind to reapers at

harvest time ; also, reaping, cultivation.

LAVANA, S. &c. (c^Jj), vernacularly, LAVAN, or LABAN,

Beng. (SHR), Lov, H. (^), LUN, Guz.
(tJlJl)

Salt

LAVANAMU, Tel. (O~3^3^X)), LAVANA, Kara. (O~9^3) A

list of public servants, or of soldiers : the profits of a

custom-house : (it is said to be Hindi, perhaps from an

obsolete causal of Land, to bring).

LAVANI, 'or LAVANE, pronounced sometimes LAUN, or

LAUNI, or LAUNE, corruptly, LOWNE, and LOWNEE,

Mar. (<#I44!|1, <#N4Vi from S. ?5, to cut or reap), Kara.

(fiTSSo) The operation of planting, ploughing, and

sowing; cultivation, agriculture.

Lavani patrah, corruptly, Lorvnee putruck, Mar. ((TqPOTi'-

m*) One of the village accounts shewing the total as-

sessment, and by whom paid : it is also described as

a general statement of the land held by each individual,

with the amount of the assessment, and every other item

of revenue leviable from the cultivator.

LAVANYARJITAM, S. &c. (cJNJUIlf^ff, from gimm, beauty,

and ^rfsfil, acquired) Woman's property, having been

presented to her by her parents and friends as a mark of

respect or affection.

LAVP, or ILAVU, Tarn. (^)606L|) A cotton-tree producing a

fine sort of cotton with thin and short fibres.

LAWA, H.
(lyJ)

Parched grain.

LAW.ADA, Mar. (g^T^) An umpire, an arbitrator.

Lamadi, Guz. (4iHL^l) Arbitration, award.

LAWAHAK, H.
(jp-1^!, plur. of Ldhali) Servants, depen-

dants : dependencies, appurtenances.

LAWA HIS, H. &c. (A. X, not, and CJ,U, an heir) Heirless,

having no heir; also, though rather laxly, having no claimant.

Ldrcdrin, H.
(^j-iyl^O

The condition of being without a

claimant or heir, as applied to property.

Ldwdrifmdl, H. (from JU, wealth) Property to which there

is no heir, and which therefore escheats to the state.

LAZIM, vernacularly, LAJIM, H. &c. (*fl) Fit or requisite

for, necessarily or naturally belonging to, &c., inseparable

from : in law, the term is applied to engagements which

cannot be dissolved without the acquiescence of both parties.

Landsim, or Larcazima, vernacularly, Laredjima, H. &c.

corruptly, Loazima
(iUi'ji , plur. of the preceding) Neces-

saries, requisites, appurtenances, baggage, accommodation,

perquisites or dues of office, necessary vouchers or docu-

ments. Laredjima, Mar. (^^Tftn?) Train, retinue.
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Lawazim-i-sanad, H. (&ij\) The particulars necessary

for the grant of a patent or sanad : the vouchers from

and to the different officers and departments requisite for

the final issue of a grant of land or revenue under the

Mohammadan government, and which were usually in-

dorsed on the patent.

LEHENU, Guz. (<Ht^) An outstanding debt, a sum of money

due from any one.

LEKHA, H. &c. (S. l^jJ), LEKHA, Mar. (^r), LEKHKA,Tel.

(&_), LEKKA, or LEKHKHA, Karn. (<3&, <3fg)
A

writing, an account, any written document.

Lehhah, H. &c. (S. CJ^oJ, ^TOi), Lekeli, Karn.

A writer, a clerk, an accountant.

Lekhd-ltahi, H. &c. (^ l$*S) An account-book.

Lekhajoka, Beng. (^''tt^W) A set of accounts or written

documents.

Lelihaniltan,'Na\. (6>ej6i_lOOl<8inrf>) A postman, a letter-

carrier: one who signs a paper by proxy, or by a mark,

being unable to write.

Lehhaparha, and Lehhapatra, Mar. (S. <i5HHe(, 55 >>*)

A general term for official or business papers ; an account,

a document, a voucher, a deed ; any writing.

LeJihapramdna, Mar. (S. ^fciRtum) Written evidence or

authority, a voucher, a document.

Lekhd-vpare, Uriya (S. GRSII^GIGQ) Indorsement; what

is written above or upon a writing.

Lekhya, S. &c. ($<S<j) What may be, or is to be, written :

a manuscript, a written document, a letter.

JLekhyalakshana, S. (from <$8J4U, a mark) Description or

definition of documentary evidence.

LENA-DENA, H. (LojUjJ , a compound of the two verbs, lend,

to take, and dend, to give : also abridged to LEN-DEN,

and, in the aorist, LEWE-DEWE) Traffic, trade, barter, buy-

ing and selling : also borrowing and lending.

LENDKI'A, Thug. A washerman. Dakh. Th.

LENE, Mar. (^5Tff) The cave temples and their embellish-

ments, found at Ellora, Ajunta, and other places.

LEP, H. &c. (S. W^-^fl , <JTl) Smearing, anointing, plastering :

plaster, ointment.

Lepalta, S. ($<J*) A plasterer, an anointer.

LEWA, Guz. (HHl) A caste of the Kunbi tribe.

LEWALI, Thug. A blanket.

LEZAM, H. (P. A^) A bow with an iron chain instead of

a string, used in gymnastic exercises.

Lii, Hindi (<?rNn) Lands which are annually flooded.
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LIFAFA, H. (A. <KJla!) A wrapper, an outer cover, an envelope.

LIGADU, Karn, (9 A
cJ-jj) Compensation for damages

LIGIRA. Asam. (faf^fal) A female servant granted to officers

of state, by the Asam monarch.

Likchh.au, Asam. (HiTC^D A male servant similarly granted.'

LIHAJNDI, H. (,_jjJb.^ , r<#^*l) Throwing up water for ir-

rigation from a pond or river with a kind of basket worked

by two men.

LIKHA, H. &c. (1^3, fcJ^T, the same as LEKHA, both being

derived from the S. root likh $&>&, to draw lines, to write)

A writing, a letter, &c. See Lekhd.

Lifihan, Beng., Mar., &c. (S. %^r) A writing, a docu-

ment, a letter.

Likhita, Beng , Mar. (S. fcjjftrrt) Written, what is written,

a manuscript, a document : in Mar., also, Likhita (fijSBfcf).

Likhita-sdltshi, Karn. (S.
SfiSrSc)^)

Written evidence.

LIKKHA, Dakh. Thug. A Mohammadan.

LILAM, LILAU (more usually, in other dialects, but less cor-

rectly, Nilam\ Guz. (feft^l>l,
&{1<HL^,

Port, Leilao)

Auction sale, a public sale or auction.

LINGA, S. adopted in all the dialects, (fiSHf) A mark, a cha-

racteristic sign : the distinguishing mark of gender or sex ',

the male organ : the phallus, as the type of Siva, and as

worshipped in all parts of India : it is usually of stone

or marble, and is set up in temples especially appropriated

to the worship of Siva, or Mahddeva, under this form.

There were, at the time of the Mohammadan invasion,

twelve principal Siva-lingas in India, namely, 1. Soma-

ndtha, in Guzerat ; 2. Malllhdrjuna, in Telingana at

Srisailam ; 3. Mahdkdla, at Ujayin ; 4. Omkdra, on the

Narbudda ; 5. Amareswara, also at Ujayin ; 6. Vaid-

yandth, at Deogerh in Bengal ; 7. Rdmesrvdra, at Ratni-

seram ; 8. Bhimasanhara, in Rajamahendri ; 9. Tryam-

baka, at the sources of the Godavari , 10. Gautamesa,

where, unknown ; 11. Keddresa, on the Himalaya ; and

12. Vixvesivara, at Benares. In the south the principal

Siva-lingas at present worshipped are at Kdnchi or Con-

jeveram, Jambuhesrcar near Trichinopoly, Tirunamale,

Kdlahastri, and Chidambaram: one sect of Hindus, the

Vira-Saivas or Jangamas of the south, wear a small

representation of the linga in a case round the neck or

on one arm, whence they are called also Lingadhdris, and

Lingavants, as below.

Lingd-it, Mar. ( f<j
J 1 1 1T ), Lingadhdri, or Linyavant, errone-

ously, Linyumut, Karn. (QoXc^Q, 9oX3o) A member
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of the Jangama or Vira-Saiva sect, or a worshipper of Siva

as \heLinga, and carrying a representation of the type about

his person : the sect, which is numerous in the central and

southern parts of the peninsula, is of modern origin, being

founded by a Brahman named Basava, residing at Kalyan

in Karnata in the middle of the 12th century. The Lin-

gdits differ from theBrahmanical followers of Siva in deny-

ing the sanctity of the Brahmanical order, and the authority

of the Vedas ; in the recognition of various divinities, and

in virtually abolishing the distinction of caste, and the in-

feriority of females. One division of them, termedArddhyas,

are, by birth, Brahmans ; but the rest, who are more espe-

cially termed Jangamas, are of the Sudra and mixed

castes, and look upon the Aradkyas as their inferiors. The

Jangamas are again distinguished as two-fold Samanya

or ordinary, and Visesha or extraordinary, the latter pro-

fessing greater purity of manners. There is also a lower

grade of sectaries, or Bhahtas, who are likewise distin-

guished as Sdmtinya lhaktas, and Visesha lhahtas; the

former retain their caste, but in all other respects are the

same as the Sdmdnya Jangamas ;
the latter are entirely

exempt from caste, and are bound by vow to honour the

Guilt, or spiritual teacher, the Lingo, and the Jangama,

or brother in the faith : accounts respecting their manners

vary ; but as an inveterate hostility subsists between them

and the Brahmans, accounts derived from the latter are

not to be depended on. The Jangamas have a literature

of their own, written mostly in the Karnata and Telugu

languages, particularly the Basava Purdna in the former.

The Arddhyas are sometimes well versed in Sanskrit lite-

rature. Account of the Jangams, by C. P. Brown, Madras

Journal of Literature and Science.

Lingabanajigdr, Kara. (QoXeDOaTTTsS) A merchant or

trader of the Lingdit sect.

Lingakdya, Tel. (SoX"S^O&) The small box in which

the Linga is kept by those who wear the emblem.

Lingi, S. &c. (fcj-g-l) One who wears the outward em-

blems of the order or sect to which he belongs ; but it is

more usually applied to signify a pretender, a hypocrite,

or one who assumes the external emblems of a caste or

order to which he does not belong, or of which he does

not perform the duties : the bearer of a Linga.

LIP, or LfPRA, Thug. Cloth in pieces, not made into garments.

LIPI, S. &c. (fcjfa), in Karn. also LIPHI (&r&>) Writing,

a writing, a manuscript, a written document.
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LIRUA, Hindi (f^S^Tf) Rice-straw, especially such as is suit-

able for fodder.

LITYA, Uriya (KXd|) A measure of time, the 60th of a

Danda, or 24 seconds.

LOCHHA, Asam. (^1^1) A land measure in Asam equal to

llj feet square.

LOD, Thug. A bullock : among the Dakh. Thugs, blood.

LODH, Thug. A bullock.

LODHA, Thug. A class of Mohammadan Thugs descended

from, or grafted upon, the Oudh stock, and found chiefly

on the borders of that kingdom, or in the Tarai bordering

on Nepal.

LODHA, LODHI, H.
(taj^, .5*"^)

The name of a caste, or

a member of it, following the practice of husbandry in

the north-west provinces : amongst the Marathas, the foreign

Lodlii- or Lodhi paradesi, from being a native of Hin-

dustan, is employed as a thatcher and keeper of bullocks, &c.

LoGAP, Karn. (O^AO) A foreigner, a stranger.

LOQILI, Tel. (ef^S) The interior of a house, and all be-

longing to it.

LOHA, S. &c. (^5tf) Iron : any metal.

Lohdr, H. &c. (J&$, from S. LohaJtdra c^oRR) A

worker in iron, a blacksmith ; one of the artificers of a

village.

Lohdbhisdra, S. &c. (cJl'^lfaHTTL) Lustration of arms : pri-

vate or public worship of weapons on the ninth of the

light half of Aswin : under the native rule it was a mili-

tary ceremonial of much splendour observed as a preli-

minary to the season for military operations.

Lohd-mahdl, H. (J'or* Ifcj!)
The iron department ; revenue

derived from the iron mines, and smelting and working

the metal.

Lohdr-lilidna, H. &c. (P. Aili-, a house) A blacksmith's

forge, a shop.

Loharbarheyd, Thug. A pair of jackals (lit. the black-

smith and carpenter) crossing the road, a bad omen, in-

dicating arrest and confinement.
s v n n

Lohor'i, Guz. (&ll^[iL, -3.1) An iron-pan or plate, a fry-

ing-pan, a plate for striking the hours on.

LOKA, also, vernacularly, LOK, and, vulgarly, LOG, S. &c.

(^lf) Man, mankind, in ordinary use ; as Sdhib-lok,

gentry, Europeans : a world, a sphere, a region ; as Tri-

loha, the three wdrlds, heaven, earth, and hell ; or earth,

sky, and heaven : in mythology, fourteen spheres, exclusive

of Naraha or Tartarus, are recognised, seven upper and
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seven lower 1. Bhu-loha, earth
; 2. Bliuvar-loka, at-

mosphere or firmament ; 3. Srvar-loka or Srcarya, heaven,

the sphere of the inferior deities ; 4. Mahar-loka, the

region above the pole-star tenanted by saints ; 5. Jana-

loha, the sphere of the sons of Brahma ; 6. Tapo-loka,

the region of devotion, the abode of Misltis ; and 7. Saty-

loha, or Brahma-loka, the region of truth, of Brahma, to

which the pure are elevated. The seven regions below

the earth are the habitations of the snake gods, and are

named in the order of their tala or descent Atala, Vi-

tala, Sutala, Rasdtala, Taldtala, Mahdtala, and Pdtdla :

sectaries have also invented lohas or regions of their own,

as Vailtunfha, the sphere of Vishnu
', Goloka, the region

of Krishna, &c.

LoJtdlaya, Beng. (S. ClMlv) The resort of men ; a

village, a town.

Lohdranya, Beng. (S. d^WniT) A crowd, a concourse, lit.,

a forest of men.

Lokdyata, S. (c4l*l*lil) A system of atheistical philosophy

attributed to Chdrruha.

Lohdyita, S. (^floRTfiTiT) A follower of Chdrvdka's doctrines.

Laukiha, S. &c. (^nfotcfi) Worldly, popular, secular.

LOKAN, Thug. A gun.

Lot, Thug. The throat. Dakh. Th.

LOLI, or LULI, H.
(iJjl)

A courtesan.

LON, or Lu.v, LOON, H. &c. (^ ,
from S. lavaii) Salt. See

Lavan.

Land, H.
(li^J) Salt, saline, brackish.

Londmdti, Beng. (Wt^t^TtS^t) Salt-land, land from which

salt may be extracted.

Londr, H. (
,Uj!

) A salt-pit, a place where salt is produced.

Loni or Lt'i/ii, II. (,yy) Saline efflorescence from walls.

Lonid, or Lunid, (\^>^) Saline, brackish : a salt-maker:

a class of traders.

JXARI, Mar. (tjtalTCt) A caste, or member of it, whose oc-

cupation is hewing wood, making charcoal, &c.

3NDITEDU, Tel. (O O& C3CW) A span measured by the

thumb and forefinger.

OPA, S. &c. ((jyfrl) Disappearance, loss.

Lop-raJtnd, or Lopnd, Thug. To lie hid or asleep.

Loj)i-, Lopi-Jihdn, or Lopi-sing/t, Thug. A term used by

scouts to intimate the approach of danger. Lopi-hona, to

be concealed.

Lti-paihdri, (? ) An under-renter or tenant.

LOT, or LAT, H. &c.
(cijj!, c^S) The English word

'

Lot,
1
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denoting a portion or division of property allotted for

public sale.

Lot-bandi, H. &c. (^JOJcLiJ , from lot, and bandi, arrange-

ment) The schedule or list exhibiting the apportionment

of an estate to be put up in lots at auction for sale or lease.

LOTTI, Tel. (O &!5) A small earthen vessel fixed on the stem

of different palms to collect the tdri juice.

LOTU, Tel. (ITUJ) Loss, deficiency.

LOTU, Tel. (eTl>) Depth of water, &c.

LUCHCHA, H. (la^) A libertine, a profligate; also a low

abandoned fellow, who leads a dissolute life, subsisting by

gambling, or by intimidating respectable persons into giving

him money.

LUGARA, or LUGADA, Guz.
(&J31SI) Clothes or apparel in

general : in Marathi, Lugaren (^srfs), is a long strip of

coloured cloth worn as a petticoat.

LUKIBIDYA, Beng. (jM<Jril) A science by which a person is

supposed to have the power of rendering himself invisible.

LUKTA, A. (<dsflj) In Mohammadan law, Treasure trove, pro-

perty which a person finds on the ground, and takes charge

of as a trust until claimed, calling witnesses to his finding

it, and announcing his intention of restoring it : if not

claimed after a year he should dispose of it, if of any value,

in charity, or he may keep it, but still for the owner, if

the article be durable.

LULEN, Mar. (c535) Mob, rabble, dregs of the people.

LUN, Guz.
(&JML) Salt* S66 Havana and Lon.

Lunar, Guz. (klUil3.) A place where salt is made.

Luno, Guz.(^mi)Salt,or the saline efflorescence from walls.

LUNG, and LUNGI, H. &c. (ti&S, ^-G!)
A cloth passed

between the thighs. Beng. (*T"fft) A petticoat : it is said

also to be a large handkerchief of blue silk and cotton

mixed, carried over one shoulder; used sometimes as a

scarf, sometimes as a waistbelt.

LUT, LOOT, H. &c.
(cu^i) Plunder, robbery, pillage.

Z/utdi, H. (i^'jjO Plunder, pillage, booty.

) A plunderer, a robber.

Acquired by plunder, booty, spoil.

A plunderer, a robber.

:

J, Ij^jl), Beng. Lutiydra (^PBTrtsTi)

A plunderer, a robber, a mounted

Lutdrd, Mar.

Lutdu, Mar.

Ziutbdz, H.
(j

Luti, or Lutid, H.

or Lutircdld,

robber, a Pindhari.

Lut-hhut, and Lut-pdt,H.

plunder, pillage.

Robbing,
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MA, Tarn, (ion) One-twentieth : a land measure, the twentieth

of a Veil, more correctly, Man, q. v. It is also in general

use as the representative of the S. mahd, great, especially

in compounds.

MA, H. &c. (U, TTl, S. JTTin) A mother: in Bengal, ad-

dressed to any female as an appellation of respect : when

addressed by a husband to his wife it intimates his re-

linquishing her society in the latter character.

Mast, H. (^-U) A mother's sister.

MABAH, H. (A. T^*-*) A ferry, a ford. MIBAR, a ferry-boat.

MAAKILAT, A. (iii'Ui) In Mohammadan law, fine of atone-

ment for bloodshed.

MAASH, H. (A. (^l**) Place or means of living, livelihood :

the term was applied to pensions granted to various persons

in Benares in 1781, and con firmed by Ben. Reg. xxxiv. 1795.

Bad-mddsh, II. (A. P. ^iU-eJo) A disreputable person,

one living dishonestly or viciously.

MABLAOH, H. (A.
jij-<)

A sum of money, ready-money.

Mtrfilarjh-band't, (.jJ^ ilA) Specifying the sum total of an

account, the adjusted balance.

MACHA, MACIIAN, H. (Is-U, y/s^XMAcHAi^B
MANCHE, Tel. (^OoO

1

), MANCHIOE, Karn.

MACH, MAciii, Mar. (HTft), from the S. MANCHA,(TO)

A raised platform, a scaffold in general, but commonly

applied in Hindustan to the temporary thatched platform

raised on bambus in a field where a man sits to watch

the crops : in Marathi, a frame supporting a stack of grass,

or one on which grain is exposed to dry.

MACHH, MACHHA, or MACHHI, H. (,%*, i^^^X MACHH,

Beng. (^), MACHHEMU, MATSYAMU, fel. (&>^?&X>,

cX>8gcSx>) : these and other similar forms are all from
t\j

MATSYA, S. (*Tw) A fish.

JIackadid, Uriya (9gQl5||) Rent or right of fishery.

Machalimdvv, Tel. (&>t5>&3~9.^) A fishery.

Machalipannu, Tel. (&>*5S>.-&>^) Tax on fishing.

Mdchhi, or Machhimdr, Guz. 0Ut$, >U^l>lU) A

fisherman, usually of the Koli tribe.

JIdchhuyd, Beng. (MtTTl) A fisherman, a vender of fish.

MACHHUA, Thug. Keeper of a Sarai.

MADD, MUDD, H. (A. oLo) Extension, prolonging: a sign

denoting the commencement of a paragraph or the insertion

of a new item : also a dry measure equal to a Rail and a

third, or, according to some, to two Rails, or two pounds.

MAD, or MADA, MUD, MUDA, H. &c. (S. J^, *$ Intoxica-
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tion, or any intoxicating or stupefying beverage : pride,

haughtiness.

Madaka, or Madak, Beng. (S. ^Hf) Inebriating ; any

stupefying or intoxicating article, as toddy, opium, bhang,

&c. H. (i JiX<) A pellet of opium or other drug for smoking.

Mada-khor, Beng. (from P. jf- , who eats) A drunkard.

Madya, S. &c. (HW) Wine, spirituous liquor.

MADA, Tel. (XT~&) A half pagoda ; whence it is applied

to a rate of rent, or payment of 50 per cent. : any money

or coin.

MAnA,orMAnA, Beng. (^l*l) Threshing or tread ing out corn.

Mddaniyd, Beng. (^rfafnfl) A thresher, one who beats or

treads com.

MADAD, MUDUD, H. &c. (A. JiX) Help, assistance ; al-

lowance or provision.

Madadrjdr, H. &c.
(^IsJJ^i)

A helper, an assister, a bene-

factor, an ally, an assistant clerk or writer in an office.

Madad-kharch, H. &c. (P. ^/>-) Charitable expenses, sums

paid to help others.

Mailad-mfiditli, II. &c. (from A. ^U*, as above) Grant of

means ofsubsistence in general; also, assignment of revenue

for the support of learned or religious Mohammadans, or

of benevolent institutions, by the government.

MADAD, incorrectly, MADAT, MUDDUT, H. (->iX) An in-

toxicating pill or bolus formed of chopped betel leaf and

opium, which may be swallowed or smoked in a pipe :

the sale was originally prohibited, but was licensed, to an

extent not exceeding five fo/a., by Act. xi. 1849, s. o.

MADAOAUA, Karn. (cfoOAcS) An advance of money for carry-

ing on cultivation, repayable at harvest time without interest.

Madagadadapatra, Karn. (S. patra tnt, a leaf) A bond

for repayment of an advance to cultivators.

MADAGU, Karn. C^OOXb); Tarn. (LQS@) A sluice to let off

water from a tank.

MADAI, Tarn. (LQC5DL.) A sluice, a channel from a pond or

the like for irrigation.

Mel-madai, Tarn. (<oLQ&LO<TOI_) Land first watered, that

which is situated nearest the sluice. See Kil-madai.

MADAKA, Tel. (^OOs) A plough with oxen complete. See

Aralia.

MADAKHIL, H. (JiJj^, plur. of MADAKHAI., J^-J^) En-

trances, additions : income, revenue ; additions to the revenue

of a district, either from the annexation of other lands, or

from the full assessment of lands which had been wholly,

or partially, exempt from payment of revenue.
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Maddhhil-mahhdrij, H. (_^U-U> iJi-lL^) Additions and

diminutions : changes in the disposition of landed pro-

perty, or in the arrangement of the shares in a village.

MADANOTSAVA, S. (iqilw^c) A festival held in honour of

Madana, the delighter, i.e. the deity of love, on the 13th

and 14th of Chaitra.

MADAR, H. (A. j\J~d)
A place to which progress is directed,

a centre, a centrical spot.

Madar-ul-maham, H. (A. .J^-tJ^ljx)
A principal manager,

a prime minister : as it were, the centre of affairs.

Madarhar, H.
(.Mj\A*c)

A manager, a chief man of business.

MADAHI, (^Ij^-o) A juggler.

MADAWATNI, H.
(,_jJj)iX<>)

A female match-maker: a woman

employed to find a suitable match for a man.

MADARU (?) A low caste of people in Kurg, whose business

is chiefly mat and basket making, and who are included

amongst the servile classes.

Mddaruka-sabuvari, Kara. (56j^<!$&>&S20)38) An

annual tax on the manufacturers of baskets, mats, &c.

MADDI CHAKKA IJARA, Kara. (&>Qa^&XO23'o)d>') Tax
L^ O

levied in Mysore on the collector of the bark of the Maddi

tree, from which a red dye is prepared.

MADE, Kara. (eWGV) Strong, rich, as land in the vicinity

of water.

Madehola, Ma.Ichattu, Kara. ($f&8o*p, &%$^>)
Rich land.

MADEGAHU, (?) Mai. A class of predial slaves in Kurrj.

MADEPALU, Tel. (^fS^ex)) Share, in kind assigned to

the cultivators. See Metipdlu.

MADHAGHARI, Mar. (WJTt) The second sort of paper made

at Datdatnbad, as distinguished from the best kind, termed

Bahadur-Muni.

MADHAVI, Kara. (S. ^>J~<3Qt>) Sugar, clayed or candied.

MADIIU, S. &c. (nv) Sweet ; lit or fig., honey, a spirituous

liquor distilled from the blossoms of the Bassia latifolia :

the month Chaitra (March-April), the season of spring.

JUadhiindha, Tel. (&>$)O<) Treacle produced from the

fermented juice of the date and other palm-trees, com-

monly known in the south of India as Jagari.

Madhuparlta, S., but used in most Hindu dialects, (jrvrrtj;:)

An offering of honey, butter, and curds, presented to a

person to whom it is intended to shew particular respect

on his coming to a house, as to a guest, to a bridegroom

at a marriage, to a Brahman at a sacrifice, and the like
;

hence it is sometimes used for the occasion on which it
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is presented, as a marriage or other festival
; also in

Telugu ()63#a36:~x>W, pi.) for the new cloths dyed

with turmeric presented to the bride and bridegroom.

Madhur, or Madhura, S. &c. OnpO Sweet ; applied also

to the contrary of salt.

Madhuri, S. &c. (fern, of madkura, Uriya, S)iJQl)Land not

within the influence of the sea and free from any saline

impregnation, in contradistinction to the Nimaki, or salt

lands, or those from which, being washed by the tide, salt

is manufactured. Cuttack.

Madhuprasana, S. (iniUIMiD Putting a little honey into

the mouth of a new-born male infant, one of the Sanskaras,

or purificatory ceremonies of the Hindus.

MADHWA-ACHARYA, S. &c. (iWHUit) The founder of a sect

of Vaishnavas in the south of India in the thirteenth cen-

tury, hence termed Mddhwas, or Madhmdchdris.

MADHWI, S. &c. (*ncfD A spirituous liquor distilled from

the blossoms of the Bassia latifolia

MADHYA, S. &c. (Hfl) The middle, the central, centrical :

also, MADHYE (f0 In the midst, in the centre. Besides

the primary and correct forms which they also have, some

dialects admit various modifications of these words, as

Majhdr, Majhld H. (;Usr, 2Usr<), Mdj> Maj/i, Mdjhe,

Mejh, Beng. (MtSt, *Tfof, *ltV, W), Mdj, Majhari,

Mar. (*nT, *n*SJT!f), Maddiyam, Tarn.
(LDS^lUJlL).

Madkyades, S. &c. (<(V), middle, and %%, country) The

middle region ; in the original geography, the country

bounded by the Sewalik hills on the north, the confluence

of the Ganga and Yamuna on the south, the southern

branch of the Himalaya on the east, and the Vindhya moun-

tains on the west, comprising the modern provinces of

Allahabad, Gorakhpur, Oudh, Delhi, Agra, and part of

Bundelkhand. The term is in use among the Marathas to

denote the country between the Konkan and Kandesh.

JHadhya prasangd, Uriya (S. 9yH|?lF) Interlocutory.

Madhyastha, S. &c. (TUT, between, and W, who stands)

A mediator, an umpire, a middle-man: in Malabar, the

pi. Madhyasthamdr, arbitrators, corresponds with Pan-

chayat in other places.

Mddhyasthyam, corruptly, Madesthum, S. &c. (flTawJ)

Arbitration, intervention, interference of a third party to

secure the observance of an engagement between two others.

Madhyavarti, Tel. (^QS6F~) A mediator, an umpire,

an arbitrator.

MADI, Tel. Kara. (cWG) A rice-field, a garden bed.
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MADJ,Tam.(LCiS;l)Valuation,estimate ; alsoMADlPu(LQflLJL_|).

MADI, or MATU, Mar. The sap of the cocoa-nut, espe-

cially when fermented ; properly opposed to the sap of the

tar palm, or tdri (iHTt), although the latter is applied

to both kinds.

MADIGA, Tel. (^~aX) A low caste, that of the Chaklar,

or workers in skins and leather ; the Chamar ofUpper India.

Mddigavddv, Tel. (&T-"bX<Cr<'&>) A man of the low

caste of Chahlars.

Mddiye, Tel. (&3~^&~%) Of or belonging to the caste of

workers in hides and leather.
- Q

MADIKE, Karn. (iO&O) A plough with oxen complete.

MADIRI, or MADRI, Tel. Kara. (S. &T>Q, &rQ) A

pattern, a specimen.

MADIVALA, Karn. (&>G^) A washerman.

MADOIUA, Thug. Fighting of cats, as an omen.

MAURASA, MUDRUSU, corruptly, MADHESSAH, and MADRIS-

SAH, H. (A. itwyiXe)
A college, an academy.

Mudaris, H. (A. <X^.J^,)
The principal or rector of a col-

lege, a teacher or professor.

MADUMU, Tel. (&>&>&X>) A stone sluice or channel by

which the water flows to the fields.

MADUPUBJDU, Tel. (&>&>S&)&>) Waste lands attached to

the lands cultivated by a farmer, that he may bring them

also into cultivation.

MADUVE, or MADIVE, Karn. (&>&>J, >Q3) Marriage.

Maduveprasta, Kara. (^fo&J^^jOy&J The marriage

ceremony.

MAFKUD, H. (A. t>yii) Missing, lost : in Mohammadan

law it implies a person of whom it is not known whether

he be living or dead.

MAG, Mar. (nm), MAQOAMU, Tel. (&>X&O), MAOGA.Karn.

(&>) A loom.

MAG, Mar. (HPT, S. HT^) A track, a channel for water to

irrigate a garden or plantation.

MAGA, Karn. (&>X) A son.

Makkalu, Karn. (&>&>) Children.

Descendants in the male line.

MAGADHA, S. (TPTV) A bard or herald : one of the mixed

castes, bora of a Vaisya father and Kshatriya mother : also

a native of Magadha, or South Bahar.

MAGAHI, H. (Hinf^) A tribe of agriculturists in Bahar : (pro-

bably a vernacular form ofMdgadhi, or native ofMagadha).

MAGAMAI, corruptly, MAGHOMT, Tarn. (LDSCTOLQ) Contri-
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bution formerly levied on merchants and cultivators for a

temple, now given optionally : a fee or donation to which

an individual or establishment may be entitled.

MAGANA, Uriya (fl|161, probably for Mdnyna, q. v.) Fees

exacted by Zamindars from the cultivators : a contribution

raised in shares.

Mdgan-hhandaili, corruptly Mongum-khandity, Uriya

(fl|?|61 1g1|QOl) A tax formerly levied by the Hill Rajas

of Cuttack to cover the expense of keeping up an armed

police, commuted for a money payment by Government.

MAGANAM, corruptly, MAGANNY, MAGAUN, MOGANY, Tarn.

(lHT<5rT(SncriL), MAGANI, Karn. (^TSXIb, from the A.

Mahdn
(J6*e,

a place, an abode) A division of a revenue

district, usually consisting of six or seven villages ; the

subdivision of a taksilddri.

Mdgani-pai/.'i-nr,',,,,,,, Kara. (^TdXf3-iD^6(^^X)) A

village belonging to a district.

MAGANI, Tel. Kara. (3$JT**7C
t>

&) Wet cultivation ;
the cul-

tivation of low lands by artificial irrigation ; lands that are

so irrigated.

MAGANI, pron. MAHANI, Tarn. (LDITcE&nCUofl) A sixteenth.

Mi'tgdni palixa, MaL (OOCODeriola-ienc/a) A rate of

interest calculated in grain, one-sixteenth of a Yedanyali,

per annum on the value of a fanam.

MAGDAR, MUGDUR, H. (;J>i, S. mudgara *13T) A club,

a mallet ; a thick heavy club used in exercise like dumb bells.

MAGH, MUCH, corruptly, MUG, MUGG, (?) A name com-

monly applied to the natives of Arakan, particularly those

bordering on Bengal, or residing near the sea ; the people

of Chittagong. According to Lieut Phayre, however, the

Arakanese disclaim the appellation, and restrict it to a

class whom they hold in utter contempt : the descendants of

the Arakanese who were settled at Chittagong and Dacca,

by Bengali mothers : the origin of the word is unknown.

In P. Magh (i), is a fire worshipper, also a wine-

drinker or tavern-keeper.

MAGH, or MAGHA, H. &c. (S. ^U, *TO), MAGAM, Tarn.

(LorTSlL) The month so called ;
the 10th of the Hindu

year when the sun enters Capricorn, and when the full

moon is near the asterism Maghd (Jan.-Feb.) : on the

1st of this month, according to solar computation, or the

first lunation of the moon, that is, the day of new moon,

a great festival is observed in Upper India, when bathing

in the sea at Ganga-Sagara, or the mouth of the Bha-

girathi, is considered of peculiar efficacy.
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Mdghdt, Hindi (jTHTTiT) Land broken up in Mdgh for the

next year's crops.

Mdghdt-M-phasal, Hindi (TniriT lft t?Wc5) The crops that

are sown between Mi'igh and the rains.

Mdmdngam, or, more correctly, Mdmdgam, Tarn. (LorT-

LonLlSLO, LQITLQITSiLb) A great festival held every twelve

years, on the full moon of Mdgha, at Kumbhahonam.

Mdghi, S. &c. (mft) Full moon of Mdgh.

MAGHARiN, Mar. (tmiK"la) A recently married wife, especially

one who returns (from mdghdrne, to turn back) from her

father-in-law's house to her own parents, or goes from them

to her husband's parents.

MAGHIYA, (?)H. A division of the Dhanuk tribe. Bhdgalpur.

MAGRA, (?) H. A subordinate or outlying village forming

part of a larger one. Ajmer.

MAGHHAB, or MAGHRIB, H. (A. <-r^i) The west, the

western quarter.

Maghralii, H. (A. .fij*^)
A native of the west, a North-

African.

MACIHRTJR, H. (A.
j)j**i)

In ordinary use, proud ; but in

Mohammadan law, a man who has married a woman under

a misconception, ;is one within the prohibitive degrees of

relationship, without being aware of it, or a slave, sup-

posing her to be free.

MAHA, S. &c. (*T?1. from mahat
*TfT^),

it occurs in all the

dialects without change, except in Tarn., in which it is

written Mal'i, or Magd, quasi, Me^a (iDiSfr), there being

no h in the alphabet; also, as abbreviated, Ma (LDIT)

Great (literally or figuratively).

JUalidbrdhmana, S. &c. (4^le(l4U!0 lit. A great Brahman,

but applied contemptuously in Bengal to a low class

Brahman who officiates at funeral rites, and is the first

feasted after the period of mourning ; also a Brahman

who performs religious ceremonies for Sudras and mixed

castes.

Mahddeva, or Mahadeo, S. &c. (T?1^) The great God :

usually applied to Siva, especially as the lAnga.

Mahddevi,S. &c. (n^l^^t) The wife ofSiva : a name ofDurga.

Mahdjana, or Mahdjan, or Muhajun, incorrectly, Maha-

janam, Mehajin, S. &c. (R?WT) lit A great man, but

applied in most parts of Hindustan and Bengal to a mer-

chant, a dealer, a banker or money-changer; also a creditor:

in Marathi, also, a particular hereditary officer in a village :

in some places in the south of India it denotes the head

of a trade or caste ; also the head man of a village, espe-
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cially where the villagers are mostly Sudras and the

head man is a Brahman : it is applied also to Brahmans

holding lands as permanent tenants, but employing others

to cultivate : it also denotes such of the villagers as hold

Mirds or hereditary property in common. In Guzerat,

Mdhdjan, pronounced, Mdjan CHll^Ls/^l), is also said

to mean a public entertainment or food given to all comers.

Mdhdjan lagan, Guz. (?) Collections made by the mer-

chants for charitable purposes, whether human beings or

animals be the objects.

Mdjanangal, for Mahdjanam, Tarn. (LarTd?<5SCrrj<5&)

An assembly of the principal inhabitants of a village: Brah-

mans collectively, especially when heads of villages and

cultivators.

Mahdkdla, sometimes written, JMdhdla, S. &c. (flig1'oh1<$)

A name of Siva, as identified with Time : one of the great

lAnga types of him, formerly worshipped at Ujayin.

Mahdhdli, S. &c. (H^(hlc^) One of the terrific forms of

Durga.

Mahalaya, S. &c. (T5n<?n) A great temple or sanctuary :

the obsequial ceremonies performed in the last half of the

month Bhadra.

Mahdmantri, (T^lfl^l) A prime minister.

Mahdmdri, Beng. &c. (S. ^MsT)) Plague, pestilence,

any epidemic or great mortality.

Mahdnddu, Tarn., Kain., Tel. (LOSrrr^rr) The great

assembly: in former times it was composed of the chief

landed proprietors of a nddtt, or district, who met to con-

sider of agricultural interests : in some places it exists as

a meeting of the tribes of the right-hand party to deliberate

on questions of caste. In Karnata it is described as an as-

sembly of the aboriginal castes, not including Brahmans and

some other castes in various parts of the country : Mantai-

(for mantri, a counsellor) mahd-nddu, occurs in Tamil

writings as expressive of the concurrence of the government

and the people, whence Mr. Ellis conceived the powers of

the primitive Mahd-nddu to have been analogous to those

of the Saxon Witenagemote.

Mahanta, or Mahant, Muhun^, H. &c. (S. tl^Of , iffff)

The head of a religious establishment of the mendicant

orders of the Hindus.

Mahanti, H. ((.>Xf) The office and appointment of a

Mahant.

Mdhdnti,Vnya (fll^l^D A man of the writer or account-

ant caste : the caste itself.
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Mahdnavami, S. &c. (*T?T, and H0, ninth) The last day

of the nine days or nights dedicated to the worship of

Durga, in Aswin, the last day of the Durga piija.

Mahdpdta, or Mahapdtaha, S. &c. (*^IMM -MM*) A
heinous crime: five acts are especially so considered,

murder of a Brahman, intercourse with the wife of a Guru,

stealing gold from a priest, drinking spirits, and associating

with persons guilty of such offences.

Mahdprasdda, S. &c. (^TiraT^) The great present of food,

that is, the distribution among the persons present, of food,

sweetmeats, and the like, which have been offered to an

idol : it is also especially applied to such a distribution at

Jagannath.

Mahdpurusha, or -purtish, S. &c. (H^T, and 1^1, a man)

A great man
; but applied especially to religious ascetics,

especially to such as pretend and are believed to have over-

come physical infirmities, to be able to live without food,

and to be impassive to external or elemental influences.

Maharaja, S. &c. (^KMl) A supreme or sovereign prince ;

applied in courtesy to every Raja.

Mahdrdnt, S. &c. (from TTJjft, a queen) The principal wife

of a Raja, or a queen in her own right : applied also

in courtesy to Hindu ladies of rank, although not of princely

dignity.

Maharashtra, S. (JTfTTT?) The Maratha country.

Maharshi, or Maharishi, S. &c. (H^ft, n^frt) Any very

celebrated sage or saint.

Mahaxaya, pronounced, Mahashoy, Beng. (vl^flV, from S.
;

rnahd, great, and dsaya, receptacle) A respectable person,

one possessed of great merit: but the word is chiefly

used as a term of respectful address, as, Sir, Master, Your

honour.

Mahdsankrdnti, S. (fl^lUYMftrf) The great Sanhranti, or

sun's entrance into Capricorn, the winter solstice : it also

signifies the festival observed at this season in the south

of India, the Pongol.

Mahdshtami, S. &c. (^ln1) The great eighth, that is,

the eighth day of the festival in Aswin in honour of Durga,

or Durga piija.

Mahattrdn, corruptly, Mahatra, Mohuturan, Mohuteran,

Mohaturan, Mahooteran, Beng. (^T^fa, from S. H^iT,

great, and nTTO, protecting) Land assigned to religious per-

sons, or for religious purposes, by Zamindars or subordinate

fiscal officers ; also a provision made by the state for persons

of the lower castes: (the sense may vary according to the
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relation of the component terms, as the protection of great

or pious persons, or of inferiors by great persons.

Mahdwat, or Mahdmath, commonly, Mahout, H. &c.

(t^Jjlg*, 4>)\4*,
S. IfTOTnT) The driver of an elephant.

Mahdyajna, S. &c. (*iH(sO A great sacrifice or act of

worship ; five such are recognised, 1. Brahma-y., study

of Brahma or the Veda ; 2. Pitri-y., offering to the manes ;

3. Deva-y., offerings to the gods ; 4. Bali- or Bhuta-y.,

worship of all existing things, also of mischievous spirits,

by offerings of food scattered in the air
; 5. Nri-y., wor-

ship of man, hospitality.

Maheswara, S. &c. (H^UC) A name of Siva.

Mdkexrvara, S. (TJ^'HIt) A worshipper of Maheswara
',

a

follower of Siva.

MAH, H. &c. (sU, for S. TIB, *TT:), MAHA, or MARK, Karn.

A month.

)A. monthly account.

Mdtiidna, H. (&u&Lo) Monthly pay, wages, or salary.

Mahind, II. (liU$) A month ; monthly pay or wages.

Mdhigujcuta, Tel. and P. (^r^gj^Xsajr^) Balance of

rent, &c. due from the past month.

Mdhimajhuru, Tel. A. (&T &''&>&&-*&>) Collections

of the current month.

Mahrvdr, Mahwdrd, or Mahrvdri, H. &c.
(j\*$o, ^j,

t^l^f*) Monthly, monthly pay or wages ; a deed settling

the payment of the revenue by monthly instalments.

MAHAJARU, Karn. 0>3Sb&i&>, from the A. x^eW*) Testi-

monial or certificate in favour of a public functionary,

joined in by all present. See Muhdjara.

MAHAL, MUHUL, pi. MAHAL.MUHAL, H. &c. (A. (_W*, Jls^)

A place, a house, an apartment, a seraglio : a station, a

street, a district, a department : (in the Hindu dialects this

word is written indifferently Mahal, or Mahal, as in Beng.

and Mar. (ST?jT. ^Tffa, *T?c5, TR??), confounding the sing.

and plur. numbers, and using both in the sense of the

singular, as in the following) :

Mahdl, corruptly, Mold, Mhal, Mdal, Mohaul, Mehaul,

Mai, H. &c. (JUr*. properly the pi. of Jar, but used

as a sing. noun, with a plur. of its own, or Makdldt

^j^o), Mahdl, orMdhdt,Guz. (>ttfl<H, >ll^lrl)

A province, a district, as the Janyal-mahdls, on the west

of Bengal; a division of a Tadlluk, or district, yielding

revenue according to assessment. In the language of

the Regulations a Mahdl, or Mehdl, is called an estate,

and is defined, any parcel or parcels of land which may
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be separately assessed with the public revenue ; the

whole property of the revenue-payers in the mehdl being

held hypothecated to government for the sum assessed

upon it. Beng. Reg. xlii. 1803, ch. 2, sect. 2, and xi.

1822, sec. 29. Under the Mohammadan government the

term was also applied to a head or department of mis-

cellaneous revenue derived from a tax on some parti-

cular class of things or persons, as, Mahdl-i-Jtdghaz, the

tax or duty on paper ; M'

dh-i-mahdl, the duty on fish ;

Nimak-mahal, the revenue derived from the monoply of

the sale of salt
; Mahdl-abkdri, the department of the

excise : so in Karnata,Mahdlu (iOoootO) meant revenue,

or sources of revenue, chiefly territorial, but comprising

other objects. In Puraniya, the items of the village Hast-

o-bud, were termed mahdls: the word is in fact very

vaguely employed. In some places a certain right is in-

tended, capable of being rented, as the Mom mahdl, or

right to the wax found in the forests of a given tract. In

Cuttack, the plural Mahdldt was applied to the lands

which paid the full assessment to the state, in contrast to

the Kildjdt, or military estates paying a quit-rent only.

Mahalddr, Beng. Cn^irl<0 An officer in charge of a dis-

trict ; also the occupant or proprietor of an estate.

Mahdlddr, Mar. (H^l<$<JlO A government officer in charge

of the revenue and police of a district.

Mahdl-jhadti, or -jharti, Mar. (from KRJjft, an account)

Annual rough statement of the receipts and disbursements

of a district

Mahdlhari, Mar. Guz. (jr^!<$ofcO) A revenue and police-

officer in charge of a district : in the former department

he was usually subordinate to the Kamavisddr ;
in the

latter he was accountable to the government direct, or

to its representative in the district: he has latterly been

invested with the same police authority as the Mdmalat-

ddr. Act xx. 1835.

Mahalla, corruptly, Mohulla, H. (l^\ Mahulld, Beng.

(^sl), Mahala, Mar. (Tf^Tl) A division of a town, a

quarter, a ward.

Mahalladdr, H. &c.
(jli)<l*-)

An officer in charge of a

particular quarter of the town, bound to give information to

the Darogha of the police of any disorderly conduct, or

the presence of culprits : the Regulations seem to have con-

templated a female agent also in each ward, subordinate to

the police, under the title of Mohaladarin. Beng. Reg.xxii.

1793, sec. 30.
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Mahalli, H.

apartments.

Mahdl-masrut, Beng.

MAH

A eunuch, an attendant on the female

, from the A. An

estate held on certain stipulated conditions.

Mahal-i-mujrd, H. (A. |^*(Jjsr*) Place of obeisance : set-

tlement of accounts.

Mahdl-nawdrd, Beng. (>)^11H (81^1) Districts set apart for

the payment of followers or troops. Chittagong.

Mahdl-patti, Mar. O^lgMgl) A composition formerly levied

for the farm of the sale of spirituous liquors at Bombay.

Mahul-sddir-rvdrid, Mar. (HTRJ5 Vlf<{<. ^Tft^) Contingent

charges in the fiscal and police administration of a district.

Mahahard, H. (P. ^(Jsr*) The inner or female apartments.

Police and revenue peons,

or armed servants attached to the magistrate and collector.

MAHALA, MAHALi,MAHALYA,Mar. (H^I$T, KlTTc-ft, *Uijl^l)

A term of courtesy affixed to the names of barbers.

MAHAK, or MHAH, corruptly, MHER, MHAO, Mow, Mar.

(*T?IT , *?R) A man of a low caste, retained on the village

establishment for the performance of the lowest menial

offices, as those of a scavenger : he is also (he village

messenger, and is sometimes employed as watchman : also

the name of the caste or tribe.

Mahdrki, Mar. fa^RcRt) The office and rights of the Makdr.

Mahdrki-watan, Mar. (n^K<*Tejdr|) The allowances and

perquisites, in land or grain, of the Mahdr.

Mahdrpunj, Mar. (t^KM^) The portion of the crop given

to the Mahdr as his perquisite.

Mahdrmahdrlti, Mar. (TjTRH^Rolft) An impost levied on

the grants or perquisites assigned to the Mahdr.

Makdrmard, or -nurd, Mar. (>T^K44I, -^m) The ward or

quarter of a village, usually outside of it, occupied by per-

sons of the Mahdr caste.

MAHARA, Uriya (9||Q|) Water-courses.

MAHARI, Uriya (fl||QD A dancing girl attached to a temple.

MAHASATI, Thug. Cry of a single jackall, usually a bad omen.

MAHASH, H. (A. ^\ss*) Goods, effects.

MAHAYAT, H. (A. LW*) Partition of usufruct, as when each of

two sharers enjoys a part of the thing possessed in common,

or where each has the whole alternately.

MAHBAS, H. (A. ^j^Jar*)
A prison, a place of confinement.

Mahbus, H. (A. j^jAs" ) Confined, imprisoned, a prisoner.

Mahbus-kkdna, H. (A. P. <SJl^
^.^ts^) A jail, a prison.

Mahbus-sanad,H.(\. SJ^ ^^sr*) A warrant of committal,

a mittimus.
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MAHDI, H. (A. (_i^) A guide : the twelfth and last of the

Imams or successors of Alt, whom the Shia Mohammadans

believe to be still alive.

MA HI, Thug. The sacred pick-axe. Dakhini Thugs.

MAHIVASI, or MEWASI, Guz. CH1/1=11311 ) Properly, an

inhabitant of the country along the Mahi river, but applied

especially to the tribes in that quarter who subsisted by

lawless and predatory practices.

MAHI MURATIB, H. (P. A. l-^^ ^U) The dignity of the

fish : the privilege of having carried before a man of rank

the representative of a fish, or part of it, of metal gilt,

borne upon a pole with two circular gilt balls similarly

elevated
; conferred formerly as a mark of distinction by

the king of Delhi on individuals of the highest order

only: one of the latest, or perhaps the last exercise of this

favour was the grant of the privilege to Lord Lake, by

Shah Alam.

MAHITA, corruptly, MOHEETA, H. dda-fsr*) Land within the

supply of a well, but irrigated from it only in alternate

years. See Chak.

MAIIJUR, H. (A. jf?^), incorrectly, MAHUR, Prohibited.

In Mohammadan law, an inhibited slave ; one who is in-

competent to buy, sell, or transact any business on his

own account, as opposed to MAzur, a licensed slave.

MAHKAMA-AUKAF, H. (uJUjI <ux-) Local agency: a

court of trust, certain officers of the government charged

with the superintendence ofpublic buildings and endowments.

MAHLUF, H. (A. (.J^lar*) Sworn, taking an oath.

Mahluf dlehi, A.
(^ic <_Sjlar) Sworn to, the act or

article respecting which an affidavit is made.

MAHR, incorrectly, MIHR, H. (A.^f) Dower, marriage-gift

or portion settled upon a wife before marriage : it may
be either Mudjil (J=s*), prompt, immediate, or Muwajil

(J^j*>)> deferred to some specified time : if no amount of

dower is agreed upon at the time of marriage, the wife is

entitled to a customary provision, Mahr-i-mixl, or one

suited to her condition. The written contract of dower or

marriage-settlement.

Mahrdna, H.
(^jl^o) A fee paid to the Kazi at a wedding.

Mahr-ndma, H.
(.ul^ar*)

A deed of dower or settlement ;

the document in which it is specified.

MAHHUS, or MAHUUSA, H. (A. ^.ys-*
1

, ^js*) Guarded,

protected.

Mamdlik-mahrusa, H. (A. A*
JJ=r i^JJU,) Well go-

verned or protected provinces, those subject to established
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sovereign power : the term was applied to the territories

of the Moghal.

MAHSUL, MUHSOOL, corruptly, MOHSOOL, H. &c. (A. Jj-^sr*,

JT^Wjj)
lit. Collected, levied : revenue duty, public income

from any source, as land, customs, excise, and the like :

the produce or return realized from any thing.

MahuM, II. (A. J.^\ar) Produce, profit.

Mahdsulu, Tel. (^O^T^^ew) The produce of land, the

harvest, the crop.

Mahdxulv-ildi-inlii, Tel.
(P.^lti)

An officer employed to pre-

vent the clandestine removal of the produce of a field,

before the revenue has been paid.

Mahaulddr, H.
(jl jJ^asr*) Yielding, or having, a profit :

a collector or receiver of taxes.

Mnlixiil-i-fi'iir, H. (A.jjLjJj^s-*) The produce of mis-

cellaneous duties and customs : amount of miscellaneous

duties or excise on salt

JUahsuli, II. &c.
(^jl^isr*, HH<jlD Relating to revenue

or taxes.

JI/n/irtW/,11. (A. JJa=r<), Mah&il, or Matixil, Beng. (VI 4;fin,

t^TlMl) A native collector of revenue, a tax-gatherer, a

collector of imposts, a bailiff; an officer especially deputed

to realize arrears of revenue, to recover a debt, or to pre-

vent the escape of any one. See Mohassalu.

J/N/(o.'w?7z, H. (A. JJas*) The office of tax or custom

collector.

Muliamldna, H. (A. Jills'*) The fees or perquisites of

the bailiff or tax-gatherer, &c.

MAHTA, H. (u^<) A scribe, a clerk, an agent or man of

business : (it is probably the same as the next but one

below).

MAHTA DI, II. (i_jt>lii<) A head village peon : a village

bailiff or constable.

MAHTO, H. (^If, S. HfTT, great) The head man of a vil-

lage : (in Behar), the liead of a caste or trade ; an agent

or representative of a Zamindar, employed to collect the

revenue and manage the affairs of a village.

MAHTUS, (?) A cultivator of the poppy.

MAHUA, or MAHWA, H, (S. ljf), MAUA, Beng. (M&^ll)

The Bassia latifolia, a tree of which the nuts yield a sub-

stance used for butter, and the flowers a spirituous liquor

by distillation.

MAHZAR, H. (A.^os-*, fronij-cs-, being present), Tel.

(oX3o3~
D
&i6o) A general application or representation, a

statement laid before a judge, a public attestation, or a
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document attested by a number of persons professing
1

to be

cognisant of the circumstances of the case, and submitted,

with their signatures, to the court ; also, in the Northern

Sirkars, a written agreement given by the Ryots con-

jointly to the government for the performance of any duty.

Mahzar Mdna, corruptly, Mazir khdna, H. (P. *iU-, a

house) A police-station or court.

MaJisar-nama, H. (P. <uli) A written collective attestation,

a list or roll of persons present.

MAI, Beng. (^T^) An instrument made like a ladder, used as

a harrow.

MAIDA, or MAIRA, H. (Ixxc , for) A scaffold in a corn-field

where a boy is stationed to drive away birds and beasts.

MAIDAN, H. (A. ^IjkXe) A plain, an open field or meadow.

MAIGADA, Karn. (^)AQ) A loan without interest.

MAIKADU, Karn. (?) Daily hire.

MAIKARI'A, Thug. A barber.

MAILERTJ, (?) plur. Karn. A class of slaves in Kanara.

MAIPT, Hindi (^T) A common short grass growing on rich

and inundated lands, and choaking the crops.

MAINATTA, Mai. (eeiQOOOrtT^ri) A washerman.

MAIND, Mar. ( h[) A machine for smoothing a ploughed

and sown field. A man of a tribe who are robbers and

murderers.

MAINKAVILOAR, Karn. (?) A head watchman.

MAISALA, Karn. (<3})r3c>O) A loan without pledge or mort-

gage : a loan on a promissory note.

Maisdladapatra, Karn. (<3jyvJc)Oo>^) A promissory

note ; an I O U.

MAIYAT, corruptly, MAIT, Mar. (thm
1

,
A. OJ-<) Blighted,

blasted : extinct, dead.

Maiyat-pdhfin'i, Mar. (t)i|rim4!/l) Inspector of crops re-

ported to be blighted.

MAJARA, Karn. (&>!o) A. small village under the. super-

intendence of the government officers of a town.

MAJARA, H. O^l* ,
from A.U , what, and

\f>- , has happened)

Circumstances, state, condition, occurrence.

MAJARA, or MAJRA, Mar. (HT3TCT) Stupefying, narcotic (as

drugs and vegetables).

Mdjaren, or Mdjren, Mar. (>mrc) The stupefaction pro-

duced by the use of narcotic drugs.

MAJA-IMIIRYAD, Mar. (HTSTrftfi^T^), a corruption of Mu-zu-

Jiirydd, he who has a complaint: used as an exclamation

to attract the notice of a judicial or other functionary.

MAJAL, Karn. (&32ie>) Second sort of rice land in Mysore,
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producing annually one crop of rice and one of vegetables

or dry grain.

MAJAZ, (jlaer*) Lawful, admissible.

MAJDA, or MAGDA, (?) H. A mixed soil, consisting of clay

and sand. Rewari.

MAJLIS, H. (A.
(j^^) An assembly, a court

MAJMAL, H. (A. (J^crs"") An abstract, a compendium.

MAJMUA, MAJMUAA, vernacularly, MAJMU, or MUJMOO, and

MAJUM, or MUJOOM, H. &c. (c^*=r, tej+x*) Collected,

brought together ; an assemblage ; an aggregate or total.

Majmu, Mar. (l*Tj) A total, an aggregate: the particular

office or duty of the Majmuddr, q. y.

Majmua-ddr, H.
(^IjifijAar*), Majumddr, Beng. (vi^lfld)

and Tel. (SOWOWSj, Majmuddr, or Mujmudar, Mar.

(T5T^TT, JSPnrrO, also, Majmuddr, Guz.
("H<s/"*^^.l3.),

Mvjumddr,Tam. ((LpSHQSITrj) Anative revenue-account-

ant, one who keeps the account of the Jama, or government

collections under the native governments: in Hindustan

he was the revenue accountant of a district subordinate to
A

the Amil or manager, and removable at pleasure : he kept

the accounts of the revenue settlements, audited those of the

hdnungo, and possessed a general power of scrutinizing

the revenue accounts and assets of his district : he was

also sometimes the receiver and auditor of the rents paid

to the Zamindar. In Bengal the designation has become,

in some cases, a hereditary appellation. In Maratha finance

the Majmuddr, was a kind of auditor whose function it

was to inscribe all writs and deeds, and to write on all

accounts of receipts and disbursements, after examination

and approval, the words, Martub sud, a corruption of

the Arabico-Persian phrase Marattab shud, it has been

arranged. In Guzerat the title is given to the keepers of

the pargana revenue records, who have held the office as

a hereditary right since the settlement of Todar Mai, and

are paid by fees charged on the villages. In the Tamil

countries, a district revenue accountant.

MAJUM, more correctly, MAJUN, H. &c. (A. *j**, uy^*"*)

A confection, an electuary, but commonly applied to a sort

of sweetmeat prepared from the larger leaves and capsules

of the hemp plant, with water, ghee, sugar, and milk,

boiled together : when of a sufficient consistence the mix-

ture is poured on a slab, where it concretes into a thin

cake, which is divided into small lozenge-shaped pieces :

the effects of any of the preparations to the extent of one

drachm, are intoxicating : there are other modes of pre-

4 N
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paring the m&jum in the state of an electuary or a de-

coction.

MAJURA-DisT, Mar. (*TOT"6r> from A. mujrd, deduction,

and P. ddsht, what has) Allowance or deduction made to

the Ryots on account of grain, grass, &c., furnished by

them on special requisition.

MAJUS, H. (P. ^jsr*) AMagian, a Pars! or fire-worshipper,

a magician.

MAJWI, Mar. (jfTW^t) A level platform made on the slope of

a hill by digging from above and banking from below.

MAKA, H. &c. (\Le, rarr) Indian corn (Zea mays).

Makdnd,Ma.r. (l^TTOl) A single grain of maize, plur. (JlcTTO)

Indian-corn parched.

MAKAL, Guz. ("*tlS^5rl) Ascertaining the revenue of a field

by weighing the produce in grain.

MAKALAT, (A. &AX.O), plur. MAAKIL, corruptly, MAWAKIL

((Jjlsco) Fine for bloodshed : homicide for which atone-

ment has been paid.

MAKAN, H. &c. (P. y/O A place, a station, an office.

Mafidnddr, H. &c. (from ^b , who has) An officer, a place-

man : in the south of India it is commonly applied to a

person in charge of, or having the management of, a Mo-

hammadan mosque.

MAKBARA, H. (A. ^jJU) A burial-place, a tomb.

MAKBU/A, H. (A. LejjjU, from
J_/SAJ, holding) Occupied,

tenanted ; as the lands of a village.

MAKIIAMA, Tel. (&3a^&3) A tax or assessment for a religious

purpose.

MAKHARIJ, corruptly, MOKHARIJE, H. (A. ~j*s* , plur. of

Mahhraj 7?^") Disbursements, outgoings : as a revenue

term, deductions from the revenue, alienations, assignments

of portions of the government claim, remissions of revenue

due by the Zamindiirs on account of lands dismembered

or alienated.

MAKHLASI, MAKHLASI', Mar. (ilUgltyK -ift, from the A.

.-eisr* , setting free, &c.) Name of the mark affixed to

grants, assignments, and other documents issued by the

government : grand total of an account : end of an affair,

as of a law-suit, &c.

MAKHLUT, corruptly, MUCKLOOT, MUHLOOT, H. (A. Jsjlsr)

Mixed, blended; applied to lands recently annexed to an

estate or district not originally part of it.

MAKHMAL, MUKHMUL, H. (A. (J^sr*) Velvet.

MAKKAM, Tel. (^~^_O) Rate of exchange of coins ofdif-
j

ferent currencies.
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MAHKAR, Thug. A Rajput, of whatever calling.

MAKKI, Karn. (>) The worst kind of rice land.

MAKH, or MAKAH, H. &c. (A. jLe) Fraud, imposition.

Malidr, H. (A. j^-*) A cheat, a swindler, an impostor.

MAKR^H, II. (A. *j/U) Wicked, abominable : applied in

law to actions which the law condemns as wrong, but

does not invalidate.

MAKSUM, H. (A. .yJl) Divided, partitioned, as property
=

a portion, a share. See Kixm.

MAKTA, also, MUKATTA, corruptly, MUGTA, MOKTA, ver-

nacularly, MAKTA, and MAKHTA, H. (A. *liiu>) Cutting,

cutting off. Mar. Guz. (HW) A contract, an agreement

for work. Tel. ("&>j[p Rent, rate, a fixed rate or rent.

See liUiiitihti'i.

.Malttdguttd, Mar. Tel. (HdiPNl) A contract or lease of

land at a fixed stipulated rate, not liable to extra cesses ;

the land so held.

Mahtdkaulu, Tel. (^>32'S 6U) An agreement under

\vhich land is held at an annual quit-rent for a stipulated

period.

Mulstflmri, MuJitcddr, or Makhteliari, Malihtecldr, Mar.

(H3VoBTt, l^i^TT, H^ffcir^ -<Ht) A contractor, a farmer,

one holding land at a fixed rent.

MuhhtH-iih'tstH, Tel. (^O^^O) A fixed rent.

MAKZUF, A. (i JjJJU) Falsely accused of adultery (man or

woman).

MAL, corruptly, MAUL, MIIAL, MAHAL, II. &c. (JU), MALU,

or MAHALU (which is a vernacular corruption), Tel.

(^O~eu, ^^rSeu) Wealth, goods, effects, property of

any description: in Mohammadan law it is sometimes

used for personal as opposed to real property, or for money

as distinguished from goods and chattels: in India it was

used for the public revenue from any source whatever, but

morg especially for that derived from land, to which sense,

as a fiscal term, it is now restricted, or the revenue claimed

by the government from the produce of cultivated lands,

the wealth of the state.

Mdl-uddlat, H. (A. t^JUeJU) A revenue court in which

all questions between the government and landholders, and

between them and their tenants, or officers charged with

the collections, and over which the collector presided, were de-

termined: these courts were abolished by Ben. Reg. ii.1793.

Mdlddr, H. ( ,UU) The possessor or holder of property.

Mdldhani, H. (JJfcOjU,, from S. V?fi, wealthy) The pos-

sessor of property, especially of land.
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Maleri, Mar. (ft^s) Pecuniary aid towards the recovery of

an attached farm which the cultivator endeavours to collect

by going round the neighbourhood with a small plough

hung round his neck, and begging.

Mdl-gvzdr, or Mdl-goozdr, H.
(j\

J6 JU>), Mdl-gvjdr, Beng.

(VfaTWiT), Mdlugujdrii, Tel. (^T
TJ ewX:)SJ~r&>) The

person who pays the revenue assessed on an estate or vil-

lage, whether on his own behalf, or as the representative

of others, and whether he be sole or joint proprietor, or a

holder under a proprietor or the state, and whether he pay

the revenue to a proprietor or Zamindar, or to the officers

of the government.

Huzuri-, orSadr-Mdlguzdr, H. (yj>!LjiXwj , ,_$ :^a^-)
A per-

son who pays his revenue to the public or principal trea-

sury, without the intervention of a proprietor or farmer,

or subordinate native collector : also the one amongst a

number of co-sharers through whom the revenue of the

rest, or of a certain portion of them, is paid : the same

as Lamlarddr.

]\fazlturi-JI<dguzdr, H. (,ljj2l L_$J^&*>)
A payer of re-

venue through the intervention of a subordinate native

collector, or a proprietor or contractor.

JItil-f/uzdri,corn\ipl}y,Jfa!f/oozarry, H. (i^/O^U) Revenue

assessment ; the payment of land-revenue : also the person

or land subject to such payment.

Jlulguzdri dimti, H. (from the A. <tAjl) A grant or assign-

ment ofland (see Aim a) paying a quit-rent ; an assignment

of a portion of the government revenue of an estate for cha-

ritable purposes : a grant of waste land, upon a small rent,

to a cultivator, who thereby acquires a proprietary right

in the soil. Ben. Reg. viii. 1793, sec. ix.

Jlfdl-guzdri-fali.yl-kul, H. (A. (Ja <rr-' , collection, and (J^,

whole) The entire revenue collections.; the net revenue.

Mdlhatfli, Mar. (JNcJch^rft) A fee for permission to cut

down certain crops.

Mdllihdna, H. (from P. <l!li-) A treasury, a store-house.

Mdlaltuduni, corruptly, Mdlcoodar, Tel. (^O^O&Jiyco)

The proprietor of an estate, a temporary renter or farmer :

(this may be a modification of Malik, q. v.)

Miili, H. (A. -JUi) Relating to wealth or to revenue.

Jlfdli-peshlidr, H.
(_7
&iJo,Jl) A revenue accountant.

Muliat, H. (A. e^-JU) Wealth in the abstract, property,

possessions ; value of any thing. It is said to be also ap-

plied in Guzerat to lands producing the most valuable

kinds of crops, as sugar-cane, pepper, ginger, &c. : (but
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perhaps, in this sense it is derived from Mali, a gardener,

implying garden ground).

Mdl-muft, H. (P. ci^a-, gratis) Property acquired without

cost or labour, property given away without requital or

benefit.

Mdl-i-sdir, H. (A. jJ>U, rest, remainder) Revenue from

customs and other sources exclusive of land.

Mdl-o-matdd, H. (A. c'juc . JU) Money and goods.

Mdlrcdjil, H. (A.(^_-^U, right) Fixed and proper revenue,

which it is requisite or customary to pay.

Mdltir/amsdri-lhumi,Tel. (&3~^VjXc<Zn>Q&r*'2>^ Land

paying revenue to government.

Malmujulidt, vernacularly corrupted to Maljihdt, H. (A.

cula^s-j , plur. of majh <K-j, mode, manner), Mahdlojlid,

Tel. (^^eTo^r- ) A general or collective term for

the revenue received from the land.

Mt'Jzdmin, vernacularly, Mdljdmin, H. &c. (^LaSU , TT55-

>nftr5T) A surety for the payment of a demand against the

baillee in contradistinction to a surety for appearance.

Mdlzdmini, or Mdljamini, H. &c. ( ,xLfl!l<!,

Security for payment of money.

AAL, H. (JU) End, issue.

Madl-andeslii, H. (.iojjljjt*) Consideration of the end

or consequence.

MALA, or MALAI, Mar. (l35T, *TcT^) A garden or plan-

tation of edible vegetables. Rich low ground, of alluvial

origin, bearing double crops, or sown with vegetables.

MALA, Mar. (>TI35) Any extended tract of ground, a plain,

a down.

Mdljamin, Mar. (TT35 TT'fl' T , P. zamin) Open country, a

barren or uncultivated plain : land of inferior quality, or

that which is situated on the sides of hills, or on ridges

which, although they may be ploughed, cannot be irrigated,

and producing only the autumnal crops.

Mali, Mar. (*lldb"0 Level arable land on the acclivity of

a hill.

Mdlaivat, Mar. (m&m) Abounding in open barren tracts :

a district or country.

Malisl, Mar. (?) A term applied in the Dung to inferior

and open land in the second year of its being brought into

cultivation after lying fallow for some time.

MALA, Tel. (SJ~ )
) Of or belonging to the Paria caste.

Mdlavddu, Tel. (>J~"'
>
e>oI7" oso) A man of the Paria caste.

MALA, H. &c. (S. 3U , H1<5T) A garland, a chaplet, a string

of flowers or of beads, worn either as a necklace or a
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rosary, and made up of different substances according to

the sect of the wearer.

Mdldhdr, H. &c. (Jl\-*, m^l*rO A maker of garlands ;

a gardener. See the next.

Mali, corruptly, Molly, H. &c. (^JU , HTcjft) A gardener,

one who cultivates and sells vegetables, fruits, and flowers,

as the occupation of his caste ;
also the name of the caste.

In the Maratha country the mdli (H !fel)t is distinguished

by the article he chiefly cultivates ; as, Jiri-mdli, grower

of cummin and other aromatic seeds ; Phul-maK, grower

of flowers, &c : Mali (with the simple I) is a civil affix

to the names of barbers, as, Das-mdli, &c.

MALA, Mai. (d^l), MALAI, Tarn. (U}8sO), MALE, Karn.

(
&> S) A hill.

Mala-hruslii, Mai. (ae-irffcoECi) Hill cultivation.

Malandda, or Malndd, Mai. (QEJOOOS) A hilly country,

applied to Malabar.

MALACHIA, (?) H. A class of thieves and dishonest persons in

Bengal, now apparently extinct. Ben. Reg. xxii. 1793, sec. x.

MALAMASA, or MALAMAS, S. &c. (n<?Hra, from >T35, soil,

dirt, and TW, a month) An intercalary month, in which

no religious ceremonies should be performed.

MALAN, Beng. (^J*R) Rubbing, threshing corn.

Malaniyd, Beng. (\MfaMl ) A thresher of corn.

MALA NO, H. (S. i^JJ^c) A Mohammedan mendicant who

lets his hair grow loose and uncombed.

MALANGA, tlriya (flR5.CP) A place where salt is made.

Jlfalangi, Mithinyee, corruptly, Molunyee, H. Beng. &c.

CyGL:, W*it) A salt-maker, a labourer employed in

manufacturing salt.

Pdhi-malangi, Uriya (ai^lflRQO A salt-maker working

at a different village from his own.

Thani-malangi, Uriya (ej|ff19Cxf) A salt-maker working

in his own village-

MaJang-chara, or -chardn, Uriya (S)Q.FQQ|) Land on

which salt may be, or has been, made, but which may have

been brought into cultivation : (in Cuttack the term occurs

Malayhna-chara, but ? if correct).

MALANI, Mar. (flgj<!)t) Threshing or treading out corn.

Malankar, Mar. (HdbJU^O A thresher.

MALAVATI, incorrectly, MALAVANTI, Tel. (&>>38) Extra

or additional assessment rated on the growing crops in pro-

portion to their apparent richness.

MALAYAN, (?) Mai. The designation of a caste of slaves in

Kanara and Malabar.
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Malavdram, Mai. (QairuOfoo) Hill produce, a tax on hill

produce.

Malavari, MaL (Cia\n_l<61) A pass or ghat over the

mountains.

Malayalam, Mai. (<2>e.\CID<|_o) The country on the west of

the Malaya mountains, the province of Malabar.

MALAY, (?) Mar. A variety of black mould liable to be

flooded in the rains.

MALBA, H. (ULc, lit. sweepings) Village expenses, usually

liquidated in the same manner as the public assessment ;

the principal items in the north-western provinces are thus

enumerated : feeding the members of the community when

absent on public duty, or those of other villages on a visit,

feeding religious mendicants, payments to subordinate

police and revenue officers, allowance to village watchmen,

remuneration to individuals for losses incurred in supply-

ing cattle and carts for public service, loss on exchange

on coins with which the revenue is paid, repairing tanks

and wells, fines imposed for plundered property when traced

within the boundary of the village, presents to dancers,

singers, jugglers, and the like, for amusing the inhabitants,

charitable gifts, interest on monies borrowed on account

of the community, expense of religious worship, occasional

ceremonies and festivals, expenses of the Patrcari or ac-

countant, charge for oil and lights for the place of assembly

and the person in charge of it, expenses of Panchtiiii/x

collected on the business of the village, funeral expenses

of a head man or any respectable member, marriage ex-

penses of neighbours when passing through the village, &c. ;

the total varied from 10 to 12 per cent on the public

assessment.

Malba-kharch, H. (from .i-) Village expenses.

MALBIJS, H. (A. ^_jjl) Clothed, clothing.

Malbiis-khds, H. (A. /itfli-, q. v.) An annual investment

of fine muslins, formerly furnished from Dacca for the

royal wardrobe at Delhi.

|
MALAICHARPU, Tam. (l>teC!<&5'rTrjl |) Hilly country, land

on the slope of a hill (from Jlfalai, Tam. and Karn., a hill).

Malegaladanelu, Karn. (WOX)OwQ>) A kind of rice

growing on the slope of a hill in Mysore.

Malaipunam, Tam. (LQ3sOl_| rjLD) Hilly or rocky soil, not

fit for cultivation.

Malevar, Karn. (cXWoJ e)O) A tribe of hill men in the

Nagar district of Mysore, said to be the aboriginal land-

holders.
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Malavelan, Mai. ((2fi_16>nje_inr&) A tribe of mountaineers.

MALFUF, H. (A. <_yL>), MALPUPU, Tel. (&>v-&r&)

Enclosed ; an enclosure, what is sent in a bag or cover.

MALIGE, Tel. (<3J~~e) A) A chamber or cell on the lower floor

of a large or public building, opening to the street, and

used as a shop or warehouse.

MALIK, MULIK, H. (A. tiJl*, from mulli, a kingdom) A

king, a sovereign.

MALIK, H. (A. i^JJU, from milk i^ALe, possession, property),

MALAK, MALIK, Mar. (JlTc-ToR, Tcjtoir) A master, an owner,

a proprietor : a cultivator possessing a hereditary or pro-

prietary right in the land he cultivates, or a person having

a beneficial and hereditary interest in the revenue paid by

the cultivators, and responsible to the government for its

share; hence considered applicable, in Bengal, to Zamindars,

and in the north-west provinces to the head man of a vil-

lage, or to any member of the community who holds a part

of the land in proprietary right, and is sometimes permitted

to engage for the payment of the whole of the revenue

assessed upon it ; hence also designated as Mdlik-mukad-

dain, or Mdlih-zatnindar.

Mdlihdna, corruptly, JJaliconna, H. (iJlOU) Pertaining

or relating to the Malik, or proprietor, as his right or due ;

applied, especially in revenue language, to an allowance

assigned to a Zamindar, or to a proprietary cultivator, who

from some cause, as failure in paying his revenue, or de-

clining to accede to the rate at which his lands are as-

sessed, is set aside from the management of the estate, and

the collection and payment of the revenue to government,

which offices are either transferred to another person, or

taken under the management of the government collector :

in such case a sum not less than 5 per cent., and not exceed-

ing 10 per cent., on the nett amount realized by the govern-

ment was finally assigned to the dispossessed landholder.

Ben. Reg. i. viii. xliii. 1793 ; vii. 1822. It was also

applied formerly to an allowance made to the head man

by the other villagers, or, when authorised to collect and

pay the revenues of the village, by the state.

Mdlihdna-hhdngi, II. (from
(_j

>

l=~, q. v.) Fees levied on

cultivators by a landholder for his household expenses.

Mdlihdna runw/i, H. (A.
fyuj) Proprietary dues.

MdUh/tiasa, H. (A. i.a.,a share) The share of the owner,

or of the state.

Milk, or M'dhiat, corruptly, Milik, H. (A. CAL, L^J^U),

Milak, less correctly, MelaJi, Hindi (fHtjJeh , V^K) Land
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MAM

held in absolute property, and free of rent. Puraniya.

Property, ownership, possession.

Milkd&r, H. (P. jid, who has) The possessor of lands in

absolute property.

Mulhi, H.
(^jOuo, 55cnl) lit Of or belonging to a kingdom,

or to a province : especially applied to an sra in use in

some places, as in Puraniya, which is one month in ad-

vance of the Fasli year beginning with the 1st of Srdcan.

Mdlihiat, H. (ui^J^lo) Ownership, proprietorship, the

right of the Malik.

MALISH, H. (P. ^jiU) Rubbing ; but used in the Northern

Sirkars for threshing and treading-out corn.

Mdlishddr, H. (P. j\3, having) Superintendant of the

threshing-floor. See the last.

MAL-JAMIN, (?) Mar. A variety of red or light brown soil

spread thinly over rocks, stony and poor, distinguished

as Mal-murad, and Mal-barad (?).

MALKANDT, Uriya (flR.Q|6j) ^A heap or stack of salt.

MALLA, MULLA, H. &c. (S. (J^>, *iw) A boxer, a wrestler:

the name of the caste following such practices.

MALLA, Tel. (^3
^') -

A fee ingrain paid to the village potter.

MALLAH, H. (A. _Lo) A sailor, a boatman : a maker of salt.

MALLAH, Tam. (LnsfrsTTcr) Agricultural labourers of the

Pallar tribe. Cultivators generally.

MALLU, Tel. (?) Beds of salt ; also plur. of Madi, fields.

MALMARD, (?) Mar. A sort of soil, the same as Mal-jamin,

but darker.

MALMAL, H. ((J*l<>) Muslin.

MALMALA, H. (L*!*) Brackish, as water.

MALNADUjKarn.^J^^SCO) >phe woody and hilly districts

of Nagar in Mysore.

MAMERA, H. (S. Ij-^e) Relating to a maternal uncle.

Mamerd-lhdi, or -bahin, H. (from ^L^, a brother, or

^^ , a sister) A first cousin by the mother's side, the son

or daughter of a mother's brother.

MAMIA-SAS, H. (S. ^LiU**)) Husband's or wife's maternal

aunt.

Mamisasur, H. (from M^*C , S. *U3lO Husband's or wife's-^ >

maternal uncle.

MAMLTJK, H. (A. ciJ^i^c) Possessed, having as a possession

or property: In Mohammadan law, a purchased slave
; also

a child brought up in the house of another.

MAMU, Thug. One who knows Thugs, and extorts money not

to betray them.

MAMU, also, but less usually, MAMA, H. &c. (vote, UU),
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MAM!, Mar. (nm) MAMAN, Tarn. (UHTIBOTT), A ma-

ternal uncle, a mother's brother. MAMI, H. &c.
(^,-cW),

Mar. (Tfft) A maternal uncle's wife.

MAN, Tarn. (LQScbr) Earth, ground, land.

Mannukkudaiyavan, Tarn. (LQCgbrc

A proprietor of land, a landlord.

Manmakkal, Tarn. (LOSOTTtaQS&Gfr) Men of the fourth, or

servile tribe.

MAN, MUN, commonly, MAUND, H. &c.
(^o, *TT, from the

A. mann
j*>,

Hebrew mann), MAHANA, Uriya (9^61),

MANUOU, Tel. (33JAD) A measure of weight of

general use in India, but varying in value in different

places. Four principal varieties are specified by Mr. Prin-

sep; 1. the Bengal maund, containing 40 sers ;
2. the

maund of Central India, consisting of half the quantity,

or 20 sers ; 3. the maund of Guzerat, consisting of 40

sers, but of lesser value, making the Bombay maund 281b.

avoirdupois ; and 4. the maund of Southern India, fixed

by the Madras government at 251b. In Bengal there were

also two kinds of mounds, the Bazar maund, of the value

above described, or, more correctly, 821b., being based upon

the computation of 80 sicca rupees to a ser, and 40 sers

to the maund, the rupee weighing 179.666 Tr. grs. ;

and the Factory maund, introduced into the Company's

commercial transactions in 1787, apparently for the con-

venience of converting it into English weight, the Fac-

tory maund being = 74 Ib. 10 oz. 10.666 drs., and three

such maunds being almost exactly equal to 2 cwt. In

1833 the Bengal government directed the discontinuance of

both in the public offices, and established a maund weighing
a

lOOlb. troy, or 87^. avoirdupois, based upon the change

of the weight of the rupee to 180 grs. troy, which made
2

the new maund heavier by ,ths of a pound. The maund

of Akbar's time was equal to but 34^1b. ; and still, in

various parts of India, great differences prevail, extending

from 251b., as at Bombay and in Mysore, to 1631b., the

weight of the maund in some parts of the district ofAhmad-

nagar, in which the highest values occur : the term is used

rather laxly in the west of India as the unit of land measure,

one man being equal to four rukas, or 16 payalts, or 32

adholis, or 40 chakurs, q. v. The Hebrew Mann, or Manah,

from which, through Arabic, the Indian word is derived,

corresponded more nearly to the ser, being but 13,125 troy

grains, or less than 21b. avoirdupois.

Maniho, Guz. CHUU^O The vessel or weight by which
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the maund is measured or weighed, or a jar holding that

quantity, a stone weighing a maund, &c.

MANA, vernacularly, MAN, S. &c.
(,jLe, TI0 Pride, dignity,

honour, respect.

Mdnahani, S. &c. (jrnfirrfir) Loss of character or reputation.

Manahina, S. &c. (JTHThr) Disreputable, vile.

Mankari, corruptly, Mancwry, Mar. (S. HMchll) A respect-

able man, a gentleman, a title borne by the descendants

of those persons who held Mansdbs under the Moham-

madan princes of the Dakhin : a person entitled to certain

marks of respect, and to presents at public assemblies and

festivals : in the jargon of the Thugs it denotes the man

who selects the spot for murdering and burying travellers.

Mdnpdn, Mar. (TMMH) Any honorary rights or privileges

attached to respectability of station or official rank : the

honours and presents due to the Mdnkari, the rights of the

village hereditary officers, &c.

MANA, vernacularly, MAN, S. &c. (TPT) Measure in general,

whether of length, capacity, or weight.

MANA, Uriya (fl|gl) A land measure equal to 25 gunthux.

Cuttack.

M/'inapani, Uriya (?)|S1Elg|) A fee payable to Zamindars,

usually one pan of kauris per Irigha.

MANA, and MANIKE, corruptly, MANKEDU, Tel.

X> "cO s) A measure of capacity in the Telinga countries,

in some of which eight, in others sixteen, make one Turn.

Mdna, (?) A measure of capacity equal to about half a ser,

or one-fourth of a pdtha, of grain or salt ; hence, also, a

measure of land, as much as may be sown by a mdna of

grain. Kamaon.

Mana-chamal, (?) A rent-free grant for life. Kamaon.

MANA,H. (A.
jJu), MANA,Beng. (^Rl), MANAi.Mar. (JTTT^),

Prohibition, forbidding ; also, in Mar., MANA (TTT), For-

bidden, prohibited.

Mandchithi, Mar. (*f*nfart) A written prohibition, a coun-

termand.

MandtaJml, Uriya (flfl|G)>qlR.) Prohibited or illegal col-

lections.

MANAI, Tarn. (L&5OT), MANE, Karn. (&>~) A house, a

dwelling ;
the ground on which a house stands, and

that which is adjacent and attached to it, a back yard, a

garden, and the like: it also denotes land held in a vil-

lage ; and when the word is used by itself in deeds of

transfer in the Tamil provinces, it signifies ground con-

veyed without the rights and privileges accompanying Mi-
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nisi holding's : as applicable to village lands, they are

distinguished as Ul-manai, (HOTTLoSsHr), those within

the site of the village, and Para-manai (LJrjLO5OT),

those beyond the site. Manai, is also the name of a land

measure equal to 2400 Jtttti.i, or square feet, or the 24th

part of a kdni : the proper form is a paralellogram of 60

feet by 40, being in fact considered as the measure of land

suited to the site of a house.

Manebddlge, Karn. (&>S^STSG'A') House-rent.

Manebesdyada-bhumi, Karn. (&>$$rfdc&>&ZXT*'2O)

Land cultivated by Zamindars through their own domestic

servants or slaves.

Manaichittu, Tarn. (La3<5oT<r?<!^LL) A deed of grant or

a title-deed for the site of a house.

&c.) House-taxes.

Manehesaru, Karn. (&3<oa3r6&)) A house or family

name : every family in Karnata has what is called a house

name, taken from that of the village or occupation, and

prefixed to the proper name of the individual.

ManaikltaHii, or jtfanaikkattu-niveisa'nam,'raTn.(Li8sSTS>-

<51_, LQiSsOTse.llOr^lSeUS'OCTlii) The ground or site

of a house.

Manai-kiraya-chittti^m.(in8GSrSi^\ rjLLJS^L.) A bill

of sale of the site of a house.

Manaikolavan, Tarn. (LD<35OT<3G<5rT6C)6LJOTl) A house-

holder : in the Tamil provinces it applies especially to

Mirasidars and other resident members of a village.

Manaimuri, Tarn. (LG<367(Lpn5l) A bill of sale for the site

of a house.

Manaivari, Tam. (LQ5OT6LJCfi) House-rent, ground-tax

or rent

lHanaividu, Tam. (LdOSOTSL! ) A house and the ground on

which it stands, including the whole area belonging to it, with

the outhouses, offices, yards, and a garden, if not extensive.

MANAKATTAI, Tam. (LaOTOTSSSCoOQ) A sort of rice.

MANAL, Tam. (LOCOBTeb), MANALU, Kain. OScoeo) Sand.

Manalachari, Tam. (lDG5G!(fo&{f\) Soil mixed with sand.

Manaladittaruu, Tam.
(LD6CCI6t)U^S^l^l<5f)

Land be-

come waste by an accumulation of sand upon it.

Manal-taram, Tam. (LDCnnreOSQrjLc) Sandy soil.

MANAMADU, Tel. (&>roU~
D
&3) A grandson. MAN A MA-

RA LU, Tel. (>rC5&>TT
D

)j) A granddaughter.

MANAMARI, Tam. (unTCCTLarrrfl) A reservoir of water fed

by the rain only.
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MANATAPPAN, Mai. (QPOrma_|nrf>)
A caste of cultivators

originally from Coimbatore, first settled in the Palghat pro-

vince, and intermixed, and often confounded, with theNairs.

MANAUTI, H. &c. (
(J}^), MANOTI, Guz. (>VUrfl.) Bail,

security, a surety ; especially becoming surety for payment

of the revenue to the government, or to a farmer of the

revenue, and receiving a heavy commission from the revenue

payer ; also general agency, brokerage.

Manauti-ddr, or Manoti-ddr, H. &c.
(^lii^y'jX*)

A person

becoming surety for a consideration, one becoming security

to government for revenue payments.

MANAvAm, Tam. (LQrTCOTQjrTcfi) Land of which the cul-

tivation depends solely upon rain, not being irrigated arti-

ficially : dry cultivation.

MANA VI,Karn.C&^SOA petition or request made to a superior.

MANCHU, Mai. (ClS^BLj) A single-masted vsssel employed in

the coasting-trade of Malabar of from 10 to 40 tons.

MANDA, S. &c. (JTf^) Slow, dull, stupid : in Beng. &c , wicked.

Manda-ichhak, Manda-bdnchak,\Jriya. (S.flSJQg?) -Q|Q)

Malice prepense ;
malicious desire or purpose.

MANDA, Beng. W^l) A seed plot: a ridge of earth round

the foot of a tree to keep in the water.

Mandabdndhd, Beng. CSTt'SWrl) A plot of ground sur-

rounded by a ridge of earth, a seed-bed, a ridge round the

bottom of a tree.

MANDAI, Mar. (ref) A vegetable-market, one where greens

and fruit are sold wholesale.

MANDAi, Mar. (T5T$) A premium or bonus to a money-lender

above the stipulated interest

MANDAI, Tam. (tDITOros) A herd, a flock.

/ o

Mandai-murai, or Mandai-varisai, Tarn
(.Ldrjcro^ilp-

(553 m , eUcflCTO^') The right and practice of the Mirasi-

dars to have in turn the cattle of the village folded en

their grounds, that they may benefit by the manure.

Mandaikarai, Tam. (LD^OoO^SSOZnO")
Place to which

cattle are driven for pasture.

Mandaiveli, Tam. (iDr^OZDSSQjenl) A common or open

field for pasturage.

MANDAL, MUNDUL, H. &c. (Jil*, H^) A circle, an orbit
;

a district, a province, a country : in Bengal, where the

term is also read MADAL, (JT3^), and corruptly, MDNDLE,

The head man of a village, who sometimes acts as the

agent of the Zamindar, letting the lands and receiving the

rents of the villagers. In Puraniya it is the common title

of any respectable Sildra.
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MANDAMAN-MANI, Guz.(V|to$lvll!l
>

t.VlQ.) Discount or pre-

mium paid to a money-lender ; a bonus paid or deducted

from the sum lent or advanced.

MANDAMU, Tel. (S. &>oS&O) Scum, barm, froth.

Mandahdrakudv, Tel. 0&>O&&-S3b&>) A distiller,

one who extracts and prepares the juice of the palm and

tdri, also an exciseman.

MANDAPA, S., but adopted in most dialects with some slight

modification, as MANDAP, MANDAVA, or MANDAU.MAND-

WA, and in the south of India more usually MANTAPA

(UJZTj), MANTAPA, Tel. Karn. (J&O6S6) An open build-

ing, a pavilion or temple ; a temporary structure for various

festival occasions, as for receiving and sheltering idols

when carried in procession, or for the performance of mar-

riage or other festive ceremonies.

MANDASA, Tel. (&O&>) A market.

MANDAVI, Mar. Guz. (jns^) A building into which goods

are received from ships in sea-ports, a store, a warehouse,

&c., a custom-house.

*}fdnijava-hhanflanf, Mar. (ni3<KN4fl)
Fee paid at marriages

to the priest or the astrologer.

MANDE, Tel. (&30 &) A heap of threshed ears of (Junnalu)

Holcus: a pile of tobacco left to ripen: a place in general.

Mandegar, Karn. (c3JO<5 A dO) A custom-house officer.

MANDEYENNE, Karn. (cfooScQOOES) An annual tax levied

in lieu of a maund of oil per each mill, formerly paid to

the Paligars. Mysore.

MANOI, H. (^Jou) A market, a special market, one for any

particular article : perhaps the original of the word Man-

dovy, called, the mart at Mirzapur. Reg. ix. 1810, sec. 43.

Tel. (&>0&) A wholesale shop.

MANDIRA, or MANDIH, corruptly, MANDIL, S. &c. (qPt^O

A dwelling, a temple : in Bengal, usually a small temple

containing a Linga. Devamandira, a temple, a pagoda.

Rdjamandira, a palace.

MANDUA, H. (JTCJ5W) A sort of grain (Eleusine corveana).

MANDWA, H. (!jix) A custom-house or station

MANE, Karn. (&>$) A tax.

MANELAVADU, Tel. ( &f3erVT&) ) An itinerant dealer

in coral and gems ; commonly termed a Manilla-mull,

but probably from Mani, S. a jewel.

MANGALA, vernacularly, MANGAL, MUNGUL, S. (H"ff<f , also

Mar. qiTog) Good fortune, auspiciousness ;
whence it is

applied to any festive ceremony or public festival, as pro-

pitious to favourable results, as to a marriage : in Marathi,
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uttered significantly, it implies an irregular or invalid

marriage. The planet Mars.

Mangala-vara, vernacularly, Mangal-ldr, S. (H^xjrerO

Tuesday.

Mangaldshtaha, S. &c. (*<$<$ IBdi) The lucky-eight, i.e.

eight lines of a benediction pronounced by a Brahman

on a newly-wedded pair, while a piece of silk is held be-

tween them ; South of India.

Mangalavddu, Mangali, Tel. (&>oXt>o3~iJ, &>oX0) A
barber.

Mangalasutra, S. &c. (ig-tf^O The lucky thread ; a string

having in the centre a piece of gold or other valuable

material tied by the bridegroom round the neck of the

bride, at the time of marriage, and worn by the latter as

long as her husband lives : in the dialects of the south,

to which the practice is peculiar, it is usually called Tali :

in Upper India, it is a string or piece of silk tied round

the wrist, and worn only during the marriage celebration.

Mangalan, MaMjali, Tam. (lanLlSGOOTT, LonUQeiSl) A
barber by caste and oecupation, said to be sprung from a

mother of the tribe of artificers and a father of the oilman

caste.

Mangalichd, Mar. (jiig^Nl) Of on irregular marriage;

the offspring ; illegitimate, bastard.

MANG, Mar. fart) Alow caste, or individual of it, employed

in low and menial offices : as a member of the village,

the Many commonly officiates as scavenger, guide, watch-

man, and executioner.

MANGALIA, (?) H. A woman legally married (perhaps for

Mangalid).

MANOI, Thug. Treasure.

MANGNA, H. &c. (UXiU), MARGANA, S. (mfal), MANGAN,
Hindi (UM), MANGAN, or MANGNA, Beng. (^ltTfr,

^tTW) Asking, begging, requiring ; whence borrowing,

asking for a loan ; also a cess or impost formerly levied

to defray the allowance of the public weigher of grain ;

also an unauthorised exaction by the native officer at land-

ing-places and custom stations, asking a fee for themselves

or the Zamindars. InBahar, a fee or perquisite of the head-

man receivable from the villagers in kind, a share of the crop.

Mdngni, also Mangni, H. ( JkCU, ^^i-*), Aldgani, or

Magi, Mar. (HNUlH, irpff) Asking a girl in marriage

previous to the betrothal
; also the ceremony of betrothing :

borrowing, asking for a loan ; begging : a contribution so-

licited from the Ryots by the Zamindar on any emergency.
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Alanyat, or Mangtd, H. (c^jtLc ,ux) A beggar, a borrower.

Mangetar, H. (S. ^AJXIL*) One to whom a man or woman

is betrothed.

MANIGA, Tel. (cX)wA) A shop.

MAXIHAR,or MANIAH,COrruptly,MuNNIAR, H. (S.^Ul*, .Ujle)

A maker of glass bracelets worn by women
; a jeweller.

MANIHAMU, Tel. (^^^r^^X)) Trade, merchandise.

MANIKAVELI, corruptly, MUNNY CAVELLY, (?) Fees paid for

the village watch (in Kanara).

MANIKARAN, Mai. (OtfrolafcOitJcsb) An inferior revenue

officer, a collector, see Maniyain: a jeweller, a lapidary.

MANIVAR, MUNEWAR, or MUNNEEWAR, Mai. (?) The re-

venue accountant of a district : a superintendant of police

(it is probably a corruption of Maniyakdr).

MANIK, Beng. (ilf<*) A measure, the eighth of a khdri.

MANIVI, Kara. (cX>o)t>) A petition, an address from an

inferior to a superior.

MANIYAM, Tam. and Mai. (LQSrofllLJlli, Q6v~o)oa)o), MA-

NIYA, Kara. (^>u)O&)5 MANIYAMU, Tel. ('6ofoo5b^bo)

Superintendence or management of affairs
; especially the

superintendence of revenue to a limited amount, a subordi-

nate office under the collector, a surveyorship of revenue:

also, in Kara., a tax.

Gudi-maniya, Karn. ( / )̂^'^ )̂^ >̂

'),orKoyilmaniyam,Tam.

(GsrTllJl&LOSrofluJl!)) Superintendence of a temple.

8unka-maniya,K.arn. (rO3Oo'Oi3O&>) Superintendence of

a custom-house.

Ur-maniyam, Tam. (MEIITLasroflLLJtL) Superintendence

of a village.

Vafta-maniyam, Tam. (6Lllll_LO<5SnflU_|ll)) Superinten-

dence of a district

Maniyakdran,Tam. (LOOTnflLUeisrT t7S^sr),M'aniyagdra,

corruptly, Mnnigar, Moniagar, or Munaijar, Karn.

C^Dfao^lTS^), Maniyagddu, Tel. C^O&O^S-^Sj) A
superintendant in general, the head man of a village, the

superintendant of a temple : in the Tamil countries it is

especially applied to a subordinate native revenue officer

employed in the collection and management of the revenue

under the native Tahsildar, by whom he is appointed, and

to whom he is responsible : he is also charged with a

limited superintendence of police. The Naib ManiyaMra
is the immediate deputy of the Tabsildar, and has exten-

sive jurisdiction under him, but the term usually implies

the latta maniyakdr, or collector of a small district of

two or three villages : this officer is a kind of head Peon,
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who, in concert with the heads of villages, superintends

not only the collections, but the cultivation, the reaping,

and selling of the crop, when the revenue is paid in kind,

and settles petty disputes.

Maniyani, Mai. (dSirolcEJffnol) A steward or manager

of an estate on behalf of the owner or Janmkar (Malabar).

MANJADi,MANJALi )orMANCHADi,&e.Tam.Mal.(LQ(6T)<S
l

rTl9_,

L(63<Emerfl), MANJALI ,Tel. (^023^^) A weight for

weighing diamonds; a carat, or four grains avoirdupois.

In Malabar it is said to be used for weighing gold, and

Manchadiyid(6r&_tfs\Q\s)to be the name of the weight

used for diamonds only.

MANJ, Thug. The fighting of cats, a good omen during the

first watch of the night, but bad at any other season.

MANJA, H. (l^u) Anointing the body with turmeric on fes-

tive occasions : an invitation and present accompanying it

MANJANIR, Tarn. ( LO(6^e!?OTCrcr) Turmeric water, the

drinking of which is part of the rite of adoption, whence

Manjanir-cliittu, Tarn. (llH6"R<S'OTCTfJ<9
:

'<^Ll) A writing

or deed concerning adoption.

Manjanirppillai, Tarn. (La^^SS^rjULJsrrSsrr) An

adopted child.

MANKI, (?) H. The head man ofa village. Chota Nagpur.

MANJH, or MANJHA, incorrectly, MUNJA, MUNJHA, MUNJHAR,
H. (^s^U, ^s-'U, ifaiU from S. madhya, middle) The

land lying between the land in the immediate proximity

of a village and that on the boundaries of its lands ; it

is considered the second sort of land in point of fertility.

MANJHI, H.
(^asJU), MAJI, or MAJHI, Beng. (^Tl^t, ^Ttvt)

The steersman of a boat : among the Rajmahal mountain-

eers, a title borne by their head men: also termed MANHA.

MANJWAH, Thug. A jackal.

MANKHELA, Thug. A man.

MANKANI, Karn. (sOOof=>) A basket for throwing up water

from a reservoir into a channel of irrigation : a double

basket for carrying four vessels, &c., on a bullock.

MANK^TLA, H. (A. .sLjixo) Personal or moveable, in oppo-

sition to real property.

Ghair-mankuJa, real or moveable property.

MANNA, Mai. (S^) Earth, soil.

Mannattdn, Mai. (G)6orr?nOnrt>) A washerman.

MANNAM, corruptly, MUNNIM, Tel. (^^^o) Highlands, hill

country. Northern Sirkars.

MANNAVEDU, also written, MUNNAVADOO, Tarn.

A village inhabited by Sudras.
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MANNODDARU, Karn. (&>OgO>) A class of labourers

who execute heavy work, such as heaving blocks of stone,

constructing earthen walls, &c.

MANOVARTI, or MANOVARTE-INAMU, corruptly, MUNNO-

VERTY, Tel. (S. ^OcO oS8f~) A pension, land granted

for the subsistence of a pensioner.

MANNEVADCJ, Tel. C^T^^oJ^&i, from ^D^, land) A

proprietor, a landholder, a Zamindar.

MANNI, Tel. C&)^) A land measure, commonly designated

a ground = (GO X 40 feet) 2400 square feet.

MANSAB, MUNSUB, H. (A. L.^\-ox) Office, dignity, a mili-

tary title and rank conferred by the Moghul govern-

ment of Dehli, regulated by the supposed number of horse

the holder of the title could, if required, bring into the

field, varying from ten to ten thousand : Jagirs were as-

signed for the maintenance of this force, which was in the

highest and lowest grades, rather nominal than real : the

first part of a sun ml, or grant, in which the titles of the

grantee were recited.

Mansabddr,.ll. (j'AXax) A noble holding a manxab, or

military rank of a certain number of horse, although some-

times wholly engaged in the civil service of the state.

Mansabddrdn, H.
(^l^liJj-flx* , plur. of the preceding) An

aggregate term for the assignments of Jagirs or land re-

venues to the Manjibddrs.

Manmb-zdt, H. (e^l^J-axo) The personal rank of one hold-

ing the official rank of a mansab.

MANSAJ, MANSIJ, H. (A. ^"^
u>

) A weaver's shop.

MANSHA, H. (liJu) Provision of a law or statute.

MANSUB.H.&C. (A.t >j-aLo) Considered,determined,established.

Mnnxuba/i, H. &c. (A. &>+**,), Mamubd, Mar. W*^T)
<j **

Determination, deliberation.

Mansubi, Mar. (A. TO^t) Investigation, determination of

minor disputes : the office of the Panchait.

Mansubddr, Mar. (J*Ti<;(<C) A particular officer in a court

of judicature.

MANTI, Hindi (RTft) Balance of rent when inconsiderable,

and which the cultivator engages to pay in a few days.

MANTRA, S. &c. (T?r) A prayer, a prayer of the Veda, a

mystical or magical formula, the prayers or incantations

of the Tantras : counsel, advice.

Mantri, S. &c. (?*ift) A minister, a counsellor.

MANUTI, Karn. 06D<\i7~ o) An agreement: receiving interest

on a sum of money for which a person has become surety.

See Manauti.
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MANWANTARA, S. &c. (H4iH) The period of the existence

of a Many, being equal to 71 great yuyas, or ages of the

gods, or 306,720,000 years.

MANYAM,eorruptly,MAUNlUM, Karn.(^13''2>O),MANYAMU,

Tel. (SXT-OrSg&O), MANIYAM, Tarn. (UDrTCOfiLLJLa), (all

three are from the S. mdnya, respectable, respected, shew-

ing an intention to do favour or honour) Land in the south

of India, held either at a low assessment, or altogether free,

in consideration of services done to the state or commu-

nity, as in the case of the officers and servants of a village.

These tenures are distinguished as Tarapad.i-mdnyam,

when it is inherited or held from an uncertain period, as

an independent right ; and Dvmbala- or Sanad-mdnyam,

when held by virtue of a specific grant from the ruling

power. They are also distinguished as San-a-mdnyam,

(from S. sarva, all) when the holder is entitled not only to

the revenue of the state, but the rents of the cultivators ;

and as Ardhamdnyam (from ardha, a half), where the

holder has a claim only to the government revenue : the

former is not frequent, except in the case of grants made to

temples conjointly by the state and the cultivators : the

term is also laxly applied to any free grant or perquisite

held in hereditary right by members of a village com-

munity.

Gudimdnyamu, Tel. (X2QSXJ~~
D
rOg&X>) Land granted for

the maintenance of a temple.

Mdniyahdran, Tarn. (LorTCnflUJSarTCTCOT) The holder of

rent-free land, or any hereditary right or privilege.

Kdnimdniyam, Tarn. (e>n<5OTnLorT<50fll-I-ll-a) Hereditary

land exempt from all tax.

Totimdnya, Karn. (Q^^^^^^g) An allowance in land

to a village servant.

Kudimakhalmaniyam, Tarn.
(@Uj.LD<5(5OTTLCirT<5!7fluJLQ)

Rent-free lands assigned to the village servants.

Meraimdniyam, Tarn. ((DLQCTOrTLCirTCSflLI-lLo) A grant of

a portion of the gross produce of cultivated lands in kind,

now commuted for money.

MANZIL, H. (A. JjJu.), MANJII,, Beng. (-^wfwci), MAJAL,

Mar. (HTc5), MAJILI, Tel. ('oa3<D) A stage, a station,

the place where the traveller suspends his march ; also,

in Mohammedan law, a tenement, a habitation, a place

in which a family may reside.

Manasil muldzima, H. (A. plur. ofmanzil, and &}!, con-

tiguous) Adjoining or contiguous tenements or apartments,

such as are within the same house or building.
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Mandzil mutdbdyina, H. (A. <UAxLe, distinct) Separate or

distinct tenements or apartments.

MANZUR, vernacularly, MANJUR, or MUNJOOH, H.
(A.^^laJu)

Approved of.

MAO-MAWASA, (?) H. A family, the several families com-

posing a village community. Kamaon.

MAP, or MA p.A, H. &c. (S. t_>U, HTO) Measurement of any

kind, whether of weight, length, or capacity, but especially

linear measure ;
a measure ;

a portion or quantity deter-

mined by measure.

Mdpdri, Mar. (jntjnft) An officer in large towns whose

duty is to measure the grain that is brought into the market :

a measure of capacity for grain, the same as a Phara, q. v.

Mdp-dari, Beng. (^Jt'fffSt) A measuring line.

Mdp-jonk, Beng. (Ml'tfTt ^) Measuring, a measurement

Mdp-pattt, Mar. (irTHTjt) A charge made to the cultivators

for the cost of measuring the grain when the revenue is

received in kind.

Mdptol, H. &c. (Jyutc) A system of measures and weights.

Mdptit, Guz. CHlHi) A. measure, a vessel for measuring

corn, wine, &c.

Mdpten, Mar. (Tmj) A measure of capacity, a half ser,

whether pahkd, or hachclid.

MAPPILLA, plur. MAPPILLAMAR, commonly, MOPLAH, or

MOPLAY, Mai. (<
23

g-p^_i>_)
A native of Malabar, a

descendant of the Arabs who first settled in Malabar, lit.

the son (pilla) of his mother (.ma), as sprung from the

intercourse of foreign colonists, who were persons unknown,

with Malabar women : the term is also applied to the

descendants of the Nestorian Christians, but is, in that case,

usually distinguished by the prefix, Nasrdni(c<~>(O236i~r>\),

while JonaJtan (6)JS9POdft>ort>), from Yavana, is prefixed

to the Mohammadan Mdppillas : the Mdppillas of both

classes are numerous in Malabar.

MAR, H. &c. (;to, TTt, from the S. causal of R, to die, JTHTl)

Beating, striking, killing.

Mdrdmdri, H. &c. (^U^U) Mutual beating, fighting,

assault, affiay.

Mdrana, vernacularly, Mdran, S. &c. (TJT*!j) Beating,killing.

Mdri, Mar.&c. (n\ f<) Plague, destructive or epidemic disease.

Mdrpit, H. &c.
(c^-xj^U)

A beating, fighting, assault and

battery, affray.

MAR, corruptly, MAAR. II. (yU, n^) A stiff clay or loamy

soil with some sand and vegetable mould : in Bundelkhand

the term designates a rich black loam.
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MAR, (?) Karn. A land measure varying from 4 to 20 hurgisi

or 16 to 80 acres.

MARA, Mai. (dip) Rain.

Marakdlam, (dspo8OOe_lo) The rainy season.

MARA, Hindi (TTCT) Soil that is productive only in the rains-

MARAI, Beng. CHilti>) A magazine of corn, a granary.

MARAKApu,Tel.(^>O~S^CiJ)Thenative commander of a ship.

MARAKKAL, commonly MARKAL, or MERCAL, Tarn. (LDCTS-

<5rT{fo) A grain measure in use at Madras, containing

8 padif, or measures, and being one-twelfth of a kalam :

it formerly consisted of 750 cubic inches, but is now

fixed at 800 cubic inches : 400 marakhdls = 1 garisa>

or yarce. A marakhdl of rice or of salt weighs 960 rupees

= 12 sers, or 24 Ib. 6 oz. Prinsep calls the Marhal= 27 Ib.

2oz. 2dr. of water, or nearly 2ip imperial gallons ; but the

standard, as since fixed (20th Oct. 1846), makes the mara-

kJidl as above, =28 Ib. 12oz. 13dr. 22 gr., or in measure
a

2jj the imperial gallon.

MARAM, Mai. Tarn. (GWOo) Wood, timber.

MARAMMAT, H. &c. (A. ci^*^*) Mending, repairing. Ma-

rdmdt, Mar. (HClHri) The entire operations or processes

ofany art, as, in agriculture, manuring, ploughing, harrow-

ing, sowing, &c.

Marammatv-jdbitd, Tel. (SSoS^ba^tP) Amount

particulars of the cost of repairing roads, tanks, or other

public works.

MARAN, Beng. (v !*() Threshing or treading-out grain.

MAnAPPANi-KARAN,Mal.(ci'Oo_J6
i

nold66lO(Onf6) A carpenter.

MARARI, Thug. A party of Thugs assembled in council.

MARATA, Karn. (>3~dO Ocj) Double-dealing : selling.

MARATTALAi,Tam.(Ul(TSS3ai) Scattered trees in a village.

Marattalai-dyakkami, Tarn. (Larje;j83} aj,UJ(S<5L_)
Total of plantations.

MARAViDAi,Tam. (LQrj6ljl(roi_, from maramLQCTLQ, a tree)

A term used in deeds of the transfer of land to convey all

kinds of woods, timber, and plantations ; also ground on

which trees are growing.

MARGA, vernacularly, MARG, S. &c. (nn) A road, a way ;

also, fig., a way of life or belief, a doctrine, a sect.

Adduw-mdrg, Karn.
(fcSgO^i^J^At^)

A bye or cross road.

Bhardmdrg, Karn. (V"3O c^XTQAf^) A road for exports

and imports.

Bdjdmdrg, H. &c.
(i^//lel>-lj, TQSll^i^) A royal road, a

principal or main road, or highway.

Mdrggakdran, Mai.
(QO^oeeiOfOnrf))

A man of a parti-
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cular religious sect ; applied in Malabar especially to Ro-

man Catholics.

Margapdla, S. &c. (jn^TTc?) A watchman, a patrol, a

guardian of the road : custos-viarum.

Mdrgi, Hindi, &c. (T!^ft) A traveller, a follower, one who

goes the road, either lit. or fig., amongst the Thugs, a

pupil, a tyro.

MARGAU, Tarn.
(LOrTCTS^Sl)

The ninth month of the year.

See the next.

Maryasirsha, S. &c. (*TT^I
!

Hi) The ninth month of the year

(Nov.-Dec.), when the moon is in the asterism Mriga-

sirsha, (the head of the Mriga, or deer).

MARGHAT, Hindi (RM) A place where dead bodies are burnt.

MARHA, Uriya (fl|Cl) A small weight used by braziers : four

make one karixa, or karsha.

MARHUM, H. (A.
ff-j*)

Lit., one who has found mercy, i.e.

dead, deceased.

MARHUN, H. &c. (^y*^*.
from rahan) Pledged, mortgaged.

as property.

MARI, Turn. (Lonrfl) Water, rain.

Mdrikdlam, Tarn. (isrrrf^&rTSDLQ) The rainy season.

Marigommu, Tel. (O6A coXj ) t Marigombu, Karn.

C6D6X/S02A3) An outlet by which the surplus water of

a tank is carried off.

MARI, or MARADI, Tarn. (ifllTrrJl, LDITjTjrrup A cheat, a

swindler, a thief.

MARICHA, S. (*tfa), MIRCH, H. (/) Pepper, especially

black pepper ; also Gul-mirch, black pepper ; Lul-mirch,

red pepper from Chillis, or Capsicum.

MARIFAT, H. (e^^*<) Knowledge, but used more adverbially

to imply by means of, through or by any medium or cause.

Mdraphat, Hindi (JUTTEST) By the hands of.

Mdraphatio, Guz. (>U3.V(r{l
vU) An agent, a factor, a

broker, one through whom any business is transacted.

MARIGA, Karn. (^O~95X) A man of low caste, a Ckanddla.

MAHIKARU, Tel. (^O6"S^&) The second or a light crop, one

of a coarse kind of rice grown between Oct. and Jan.

MARIYA, Khond. A human victim sacrificed on particular

occasions.

MARKAMU.Tel. (^Xr^SL&O) Exchange, particularly ofmoney.

MAHKARI, Tel. (>~3^F-6) A head boatman.

MAROCHA, also written, MORACA, and MORACHA, (?) Beng.

A tax on marriages levied in Bengal by the Mohammadan

government: a present exacted on marriages by the Ze-

mindars from the Ryots.
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MAROT, (?) A grant of land to the heirs of a man killed in

battle. Kamaon.

MARSA, (?) H. A plant yielding a small edible grain largely

consumed in the hills (Amaranthus olearaceus).

MARSIA, H. (A.
<*J^/-*)

A dirge, an elegy ; especially the

verses recited at the Muharram, in lamentation for the

descendants of AH.

MARU, S. &c. (fT^) A dry or sandy and sterile tract, a desert.

Marubhumi, S. &c. (JT^rftO Dry, sterile, or sandy land.
Cs.

Marudes, or Marusthal, H. (from S. desa, a country, or

sthala, a tract) A desert country, applied especially to the

sandy districts between Rajputana and the Indus.

MARUL, (?) Mar. A kind of soil of a light black colour on

the banks of rivers.

MAHUMAKKAL, Mai. (G>flBi2o9ff)6o) A niece : a daughter-

in-law.

Marumahkan, Mai. (d(5iCi<)nr6) A nephew : a son-in-law.

MarumakJtattdyam, Mai. (CKKdoO^ifiT'WiOOCUo) Succession to

inheritance by sisters' sons, or in the female line, as observed

by the Nairs, some of the Brahman and Mapilla families,

and some of the servile tribes in Malabar.

MARUPANAYAM, Mai. (QQo-16y~OCPJo, from QCl , another) A

pawn pledged to another, or perhaps a counter-pledge.

Marupdttam, incorrectly, Marroopattom,M.a\.(&Qfl-M)

A copy of title-deeds kept by the seller or lessor, a counter-

part lease or agreement ;
sometimes Marupdttam-chit.

MARVILIYA, (?) Tarn. A messenger, & peon.

MARWA, Guz. ("H13.HD One f tne two principal sorts of

soil in Guzerat, a sandy soil of a light brown colour, rapidly

absorbing rain and having water at no great depth below

the surface : it requires manure, but, treated properly, yields

the best crops both as to quality and quantity.

MARWARf, Mar. &c. (MIMIil) A native of Central Hindu-

stan, of Malrea, or, more correctly speaking, of Mdrmdr,

settled in other parts of India, and usually following the

business of banker, broker, and merchant : some of an in-

ferior class in the Maratha provinces employ themselves in

trade as cornchandlers and grocers. Mdrrvdri bankers

are mostly of the Jain religion.

MARYADA, vernacularly, MARJADA, S. &c. (>nT^T) Decorum,

propriety, limit, boundary : custom, usage.

MASA, vernacularly, MAS, S. &c. (TTO) A month.

Mdsdntikam, S. &c. (jrrarf'iNf) Any thing relating to

the end (anta) of a month, monthly pay, monthly ac-

counts, &c.
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Masdhard, Beng. (^TJftSjTt) Bargaining by the month,

monthly pay : (this is probably a vernacular corruption of

Mttshahara, q. v.).

Mdsavriddhi, S. &c. (TPHyfe) Monthly interest ; also the

increase of a month, or an intercalary month.

Mdshabdr, corruptly, Ma&hhdbar, Mashhanar, H. &c.

(^UCwU,from Port. Acabar, to end) The end of a month,

a month's accounts, a monthly abstract of the cases tried

in a civil court.

MAsA, Hindi (TRTt) A land measure, three-fourths of a bighd.

Kamaon.

MASAHAT, corruptly, MUSSAUT, H. (A. \^S-[M*C) Measuring,

measurement : whence Mashdtv, Tel. (*^^ u
<30) Mea-

surement of land, survey.

Mdshdtuddi-v, Te). (^O^T&)"Cy 60) A land measurer, a

surveyor.

MASALAH, corruptly, MUSSALAH, H. (A.
^xlLao),

MASALA,

Beng. &c. (^TW) Spices, condiments, seasoning : in

Mar. it also applied to an exaction levied under the former

government on every person summoned to answer a charge

against him ; also to fees payable to inferior native officers

or messengers sent to collect the revenue.

MASAN, Hindi, &c. (>rernT,from the S. ssmasan $HHIT), MA-

SANIHURA, Uriya (flC1|61(^|) A place where dead bodies
<*-

are burnt, a cemetery.

MASARI, (?) Mar. Soil of various sorts ; as, Masab-mastiri,

mixed soil
; Hit-nuudrf, soil resembling flour ; Kemp-

masdri, of a reddish colour ; Kall-masdri, stony ; Coti.rh-

masdri, sandy : (these are all given in the fourth volume

of the
'

Selections from the Records,' p. 779, but are not.

verifiable elsewhere, and are no doubt inaccurately printed).

MASH, H. &c. (S. ^U>, vrk), also, MASH-KALAY, Beng.

(^t^T, ^Tfa^Tfrl) Kinds of pulse very generally eaten

(Phaseolus radiatus, and Dolichos pilosus).

MASHA, S., and in most of the dialects (lire), MASHA, or

MASA, Mar. (TTH, IHTt) An elementary weight in the

system of goldsmiths' and jewellers' weights throughout

India, and the basis of the weight of the current silver

coin : it is variously reckoned at 5, S, or 10 ratis, or seeds of

the Abrus precatorius, which usually weigh about 2 grains

troy : the average weight of the mdsha, according to Mr.

Colebrooke, was IT'ggrs. : the actual weight of several

examined in England, sent from different parts of India,

varied from 14, grs. to 183 grs. ; the Benares mdsha

weighed 17^ grs. Mr. Prinsep, from the weight of several
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Akbar-shahi rupees, the standard weight of which was ll;j

mdshdf, valued the latter at 15<j grs. : as now fixed by law,

as one-twelfth of ibetolaof180 grs., the mas/*a weighs 15 grs.

MASHAIKH, H. (A. #^-, plur. of shaikh ^i) Elders, holy

persons, heads of religious fraternities among the Moham-

madans.

MASHAK, or MASHK, MUSHAK, MUSHK, H. &c. (P. (^J^c),

MASAK, Mar. (*ie) A leather water-bag for carrying

water about.
H

MASHAKKAT, H. (A. u^JLix), MASAGAT, Mar. (n$imrt),

MASHAKATU, TeL O&^T^S'&O Pains, labour: improve-

ment of lands, repair of tombs, &c. : wages of labour.

Masdgati, Mar. (*l $11Tilt) A common labourer.

MASHAL, MUSHAL, H. (A,(J*&) A lamp, a lanthorn, a torch.

Jtfashdlchi, H. (
I^^*

M*C
) A torch- or lamp-bearer : as a

domestic servant, he is also employed under the superior

table servants to clean the plates, dishes, &c.

MASHATA,H.(A. tb\jS*~*) A waiting-woman, one who assists in

dressing, and combing the hair, especially of a bride ;
she

is also employed to negociate marriages.

MASHHUR, H.
(j^JL^) Celebrated, notorious, well-known.

MASHIAT, H. (A. c^^"j-) With pleasure : in Mohammadan

law, power or will.

MASHHJK, H. (A. CJ^U) The east

MASHRI^A, H. (A. cjyi*c) Legal, conformable to, or pre-

scribed by law : hence it is sometimes applied to a mixed

stuff of silk and cotton, dressed in which it is lawful to

pray ;
silk alone is prohibited.

MASHRUT, H. (A. ]0i^L) Stipulated, agreed ; conditional,

as applied to assignments or grants of land revenue, im-

porting that the grant was accompanied by certain stipu-

lated conditions.

Mashrut dirvdni, H. (A. from ^'y.^)
Conditional assign-

ments for the remuneration of a fiscal functionary.

Mashrut-faujddri, H. (P. j\^s-f) Assignments to the

officers charged with the military and police establishments.

Mashrut-i-thdnajdt, H. (pi. of thdna U!$J, a police station)

Conditional assignments for the support of police or mili-

tary stations under the Mohammadan government.

MASI, Tarn. (LOITSfl) The eleventh month of the year (Feb.-

March).

MASI, MUSEE, H. &c. (S.
I_SM~, JJtft), MASUI, Mai. (QcSil)

Ink, also a black powder used as a collyrium.

Mashikdran, Mai. (dra1e9e>oroa6) An ink-maker: also

a conjurer, one who professes to detect theft by applying a

4Q
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black powder or ink to his eyes, or by rubbing it on his

hand, or on a plate, and pretending to view in it the per-

son of the thief.

MASINA, S. &c. (ira'tal) Linseed (Linum utilatissimum).

MASLA,H.(A.<)djL) An example, exemplary public punishment.

MASNUN, H. (A. ^jjj**^) Lawful, legalized, allowed, con-

formable to the sayings of Mohammad.

MASTAKAVAGHRA'NA.Mar. (S. J^TST, the head, and <eHUI<U,

smelling) Smelling the head, a mark of affection among

the Hindus, as shewn by a parent to a child, or an elder

to a junior : it is one of the ceremonials of adoption, the

child being seated on the lap of the adopter, the latter

smells his head.

MASTAN, Uriya (fl?J,|>)
A Brahman following the practice

of agriculture.

MASTISA, H. (LjJw, Port, mestizo) A person of mixed

Indian and European descent.

MAS^R, H. &c. (S.jyu^e, "^v A kind of pulse much cul-

tivated (Ervum or Cicer lens, or hirsutum).

MASULA, commonly, MUSSOOLA (of doubtful origin), A kind

of boat for crossing the surf on the Madras coast : it is

usually from 30 to 40 feet long by 6 broad and 8 deep,

flat bottomed, and having the planks sown together with

withes of straw between each plank : it has ten rowers,

and can carry twenty passengers.

MASWADA, H.
(Uy***), MASUDA, Mar., A rough draft, a

foul copy, a sketch.

MASWADI, or WAHI, Guz. ('H^.Hlil) A municipal tax.

MAT, (?) A kind of sale of land in Kamaon in which the

vendor remains responsible for the public revenue : on his

death its payment devolves on the purchaser: also a sale

under similar circumstances, but in which the vendor reserves

for himself and heirs the right to re-purchase : the word

ordinarily means a pledge or mortgage. Kamaon.

MATAA, H. (A. cU*>), MATA, Hindi (HUT) Goods, chattels,

furniture, merchandise.

MATA, Mai. (as) A flood-gate, a sluice.

MATA, Beng. &c. (M\5 , S. *m , what is thought) A doctrine,

an opinion, a form of faith, a religious sect or belief.

MATAKOLA, Mai. (dS6>c6>oej) A folded letter.

Matakolakdran, Mai. (i2S6>c8>Oaia96')0<oOft>) A messenger,

an ambassador.

MATAM, H. (A.
jSU>) Mourning, especially the public mourn-

ing at the Muharram.

Mdtamddr, H. (P. jt , who has) A mourner.
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Mdtampursi, H. (P. \j~jl, asking) Condolence: also

funeral ceremonies.

MATAN, H. &c. (A.
t.yU

1), Beng. (^TTat) The text of a book :

the body, middle, or text of a deed, as distinct from the

attestations and endorsements : in Eastern Bengal, a de-

duction from the actual area of a farm allowed to the tenant

for his profit, on condition of his bringing adjacent waste

lands into cultivation.

MATANOI, H. (A. ,jiX<) What is relied on : (in a law-

suit) vouchers, documents.

M.ATHA, vernacularly, MATH, MUTH, incorrectly, MOT, or

MUTT, S. &c. (^X, >17) A building or set of buildings

where Hindu religious mendicants reside under a superior,

or Mahant, generally having rent-free lands in endowment,

although supported in part by alms ; also a small temple :

or a college for Brahman students.

Mathadadavasa, Kara. (^OGOOtOiO) A tax levied in

lieu of grain formerly assigned to a particular convent.

Mathadaiyya, Karn. (^O0O)Cog) A servant in aLingait

village who supplies strangers and travellers with provisions.

Mtitfta-patti-jotli, Karn. (^JiSb^afvy^) A tax levied

on the privileged heads of Lingait Maths.

MATH, Beng. C*rt) A plain, a field, a tract of cultivable lands.

Mdth-chita, Beng. (^lil&l>l) A rough statement or spe-

cification of the square contents of a field in surveying.

Mdthdn, Beng. C5T$10 Lying in, or situated on! a plain.

Mdthdnjdmi, Beng. (^TtalS^fM) Land lying on a plain.

MATH.A- or MATTHAPATI, corruptly, MUTPUTEE, Mar. (*rar-

Hfir, from Mathd, or Mattha, butter-milk or curds) A
member of a village community holding land in indm,

rent-free, on condition of his supplying public officers and

servants with butter-milk, being also paid for the same :

it is said also to apply to a village servant who acted not

only as purveyor to public officers but sometimes as cook

for the villagers.

MATH.APHOB, Thug. The advance of an ass braying in front

of a gang, indicating they will have their heads (mdthd)

broken (phora) if they proceed.

MATHAUT, MUTHOUT, corruptly, MAHTOOT, MHATOOT, MAH-

TOOL, MATHOTE, MUTHOTE, MATHOOTY, &c. H. (eu>$x,

T^7, from H. mdtftd, S. mastaha, the head) Capita-

tion, poll-tax, contribution, impost ; applied in Bengal to

an extra or occasional cess or tax imposed upon the cul-

tivators for some special purpose, or under some incidental

pretext, either by the state or the Zamindar, or the prin-
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cipal revenue officer of a district : these taxes were in part

abolished and in part consolidated by Ben. Reg
1

, viii. 1793.

Fil-khand-mathaut, H. (from Fil-khana, elephant house)

A cess on the cultivators for the expense of the public

elephant stables.

Zar-matfmut, H. (from P.^f, gold or money) A charge to

the cultivators to cover any loss by deficiency of weight, or

difference of value in the coins receivable in payment of

revenue.

MATI, H. &c. (S. ,_ , Tfir) Mind, understanding.

MATLAB, MUTLUB, H. (A. <^*$b) Object, intention : sub-

stance or purport of a document.

MATRI, S. &c. (TTTf) A mother, either a natural mother or a

step-mother, a father's wife other than the parent : a name

Applied to a class of female divinities of a mystical character,

the mothers of the gods, their personified Saktis or energies.

Mdtri-bandhu, S.
(HTTpTV)

A mother's cognate relation, but

limited in law to the son of a maternal grandfather's

sister, of a maternal grandmother's sister, and of a mother's

maternal uncle.

Mdtridatta, S. (UH?w) Given by a mother to a bride at

her marriage, constituting an item of woman's property.

MATRUK, H. (A.CJ^JU) Abolished, rescinded, left, abandoned.

Matr&ka,H. (A. ^'j^o, plur. MatruMt, ciifc^jU) Estate,

goods, or property of a person deceased to which his heirs

are legally entitled.

MATSYANDIKA, S. &c. (HrWlfi!i4l, from matsya,& fish, and

anda, an egg) Coarse sugar, the juice partially strained

after the first boiling : according to some also, sugar-candy.

MATTI, or Mrrrf, H. &c. CeJi.*, from the S. Jtfrit, or

Mrittikd) MATI, Beng. (^Tt^), MATI, Mar. (iffift),

Earth, soil. MATTI, Karn. O^^?) White earth.
_ tu

Mdtera, Mar. (W7TO) Dirty, mixed with earth or dirt, as

grain, &c. _

Mattid, H. (^wU) A well without a frame ; merely excavated.

Mattidrd,Matiydra,Mdtiydri, commonly, but incorrectly,

Mutiyar, Mutiydra, and, corruptly, Mootiydree, H.
(j;Ux ,

TTfalTCT, TTTtaTT^) A rich clay soil, mixed with a small

proportion of sand : one analysis gives one-tenth of silex,

the rest alluvial mould.

Mattidr-chdhi, H. (from chdh !(W , a well) Rich soil ir-

rigated by wells.

Mdtikdtd, Beng. (UfS^t^l) A digger, a delver
; one put

to hard labour on the roads.

Mdtiydl, Beng. (^tTJ^W^) Rich clay soil without sand.
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MATTA, Mai. (aooo) Quality, touch, or fineness, of the

precious metals.

MATTA M, Mai. (QOOOo) Change, exchange, barter, chang-

ing money.

MATTAM, Mai. (<2o) A rule, a carpenter's square.

MATUA, A. (cjXo) In law, a person of incompetent under-

standing, one who can only imperfectly apprehend the

nature of legal acts, as, for instance, knowing the nature

of a sale, but incapable of appreciating the profit or loss

attending it.

MATUL, H. (A. JyU) One to whom delay is granted in pay-

ing a debt : one who defers payment.

MATULA, vernacularly, MATUL, S. &c. (ffiT<jy) A maternal

uncle. MATULANI, his wife.

MATWALA, (?) Hard, as water containing saline or earthy

particles (perhaps from matti, earth).

MAU, corruptly, MAW, Mow, Tarn. (GLDerr) A measure of

land, the twentieth of a Veil, and containing- 100 Guntas

of 44 square feet. See Ma.

MAUJUDAT, H. (A. eiA>j-j- , plur. ofmaujud iJj-^c , what

exists) Assets, effects, funds, existing things or properties.

MAUKUF, H. &c. (A. uJji'.^), Beng. ((fsft^F), MAHK'JB,J J ^
Mar.

(*T?^T^) Suspended, ceased, stopped, delayed, sus-

pended, as a decree of court ; also, in Mohammadan law,

bequeathed, especially for charitable endowments : used

also as a substantive, cessation, arrest ofjudgment, bequest.

Mauhufi, H. &c. (A. ^i>y) Stopping, suspending, arrest

of judgment, suspension of proceedings.

MAULA, H. (A. iya) A judge, a learned or venerable person :

an assistant: a person connected with another by the relation

of mild, or mutual assistance, as a cause of inheritance,

such as an emancipated slave, or a proselyte to whom the

master or the converter bequeaths his property : a slave,

especially one emancipated.

Mauld-ddla, A. (He! lyo)
A patron, one who makes, or pro-

mises, a bequest.

Mauld-asfal, A. (jJAuJ ilyo)
A client, a person in whose

favour an engagement or bequest is made.

Mundldt, A.
(LJ^!|J*>) Friendship, mutual assistance : in

lawi a contract of mutual amity by which each party ac-

quires a claim to the property of the other to devolve on

the survivors.

Mauldnd, H. (A. U3..) The title of a person of learning or

respectability, teacher, doctor: in the Maratha countries, the

usual designation of the Mohammadan village schoolmaster.
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Maitlavi, corruptly, Molavi, Moolvy, H. (A. i^yo) A

learned man, a teacher, especially of Arabic, and expounder

of Mohammadan law.

MAULI, Thug. One of the gang who carries some money for

the support of the families of the party, also, a parole of

rendezvous.

MAULED, H. (A. 4j>y)
Verses chanted before the bier of a

deceased person when carried out to be buried, a dirge, a

burial service.

MAUNI, S. &c. (rfrft) An ascetic who has taken a vow of

perpetual silence, like Paul the Silentiary ; also the last

day of the month Phalgun, when bathing in silence is to

be practised.

MAUNJA, S. &c. (*Hf) Any thing relating to munjd grass

used especially to form a girdle with which a young Brah-

man is girt at the same time when he is invested with

the sacred thread. See Munj.

Maunji, S. &c. (ftft, fem. of the preceding) The munja

girdle, the ceremony of putting it on, &c.

MAURHIA, Thug. A gold mohar.

MAURUJ, H. &c. (A. ^j^jyt) Hereditary, inherited, obtained

by inheritance
; also subst., Inheritance.

Maurvxi, II. &c.
(^yjyy*) Hereditary, held or holding by

inheritance.

Maurvxi asdmi or rdiat,H. (^LJ, ori^-ox;, a cultivator)

A cultivator in a village holding by hereditary descent,

although not one of the propietary community : he retains

his land as long as he pays the established rent, and can-

not be dispossessed of it as long as that is paid : he cannot

alienate his land by sale or mortgage without the consent

of the parties of whom he holds.

Ghair mauruxi asdmi, H. (A. from ghairj& > contrary to)

A cultivator not holding by hereditary tenure ;
but it de-

notes one holding for a stipulated term, or on lease, in

distinction to the Pdhi, or tenant at will.

MauruKi ijdrd, H. (A. from
]/.J , a farm) A hereditary

farm, held either at a fixed or variable rent, according to

the terms of the lease, but descending from father to son

as long as the stipulated rent is paid.

Mauruy, muhaddam, H. (A. from JklU, a preceder) The
head man of a village, holding his office by hereditary

descent : in some places he is looked upon as the proprietor
of the village lands. See Muhaddam.

MAUZA, H. (A.
j-Jyc), MAUJA, Hindi and Mar. (nsn),MAUJi,

Beng. (Jw^i), MAVUJE, or MAUJE, Tel. ($3<g)l) A
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village, understanding by that term one or more clusters

of habitations, and all the lands belonging to their pro-

prietary inhabitants : a Mauza is defined by authority to be

'

a parcel or parcels of lands having a separate name in

the revenue records, and of known limits.
1

Directions to

settlement officers. The lands, however, are not always

contiguous and compact, but may have outlying portions

intermixed with those of other villages, but these are brought

under one head with the rest in the revenue settlement of

the Mav:a.

Mauza-a*li, H. &c. (from (J*el, original) The chief village,

or that originally settled : in Kamaon, the one named in

the Palt.a granted to the Pad/tan.

Mauz&-ddhhili, H. (from <J>=-'^ > inclusive) All the villages

and the lands which are comprised in the assessment sealed

with the original or principal village.

Mauzdrvdr, or Maujdmdr, II.
(j\y.jiye) By villages : as-

sessment of the government revenue on the lands com-

prised within the village limits and dependencies, settled

either with the whole community of proprietary villagers

or an individual representing them, distinguished there-

fore from a Zamindari settlement as not recognising a

single proprietor, and from a Ryotwar settlement as not

formed with each cultivator separately.

Mauzind, H. (Uu^) A village register kept by the village

accountant, shewing the extent of the lands, the average

rate of rent per bighii, the amount of cultivated and waste,

and the persons paying or exempt from revenue.

MAVA, Karn. (^*3~<3) A father-in-law, a father-in-law's brother.

MAVASU, (?) Tam. A kind of fee or contribution payable by

the cultivating tenants of fully-assessed lands to the owner.

MAVIIJAJ, or MAVADAI, Tam. (uorT6lj1<3031_, LD6UOT5L-) A

term used in conveyances of land to express game.

Mdvidai-maravidai, Tam. (LDrTSlJliTOI LQ[J6lJI<3CD!_) A

term used in deeds to express all kinds of plantations or

timber (the combination is, however, erroneous, being ex-

pressed by the latter term alone. See Maravidai.)

MAviLAN, or MUVILAN, (?) Mai. The name of a servile

tribe, or individual of it, in Malabar.

MAWAL, Mar. (flTC35) The mountain-valleys of the Sahyadri

range of mountains commencing at the western extremity,

and extending about 100 miles east.

MAWASHI, H. (A.
->'j-o),

MOWASI, Hindi (fle||$fl) Cattle,

domestic agricultural cattle, as cows, buffaloes, sheep, and

goats.
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Matvesi, (?) Sindhi, Fee paid to government on the sale of

cattle.

MAWIL, Thug. A horse. MAWILI, a mare.

MAY, Mar. (n*l) A mother.

Mdy-djd. Mar. (JTHT OMl) A maternal grandfather. Mdy-

dji, (*rnr^nfi) A maternal grandmother.

MAYARA, Beng. (^nTJTt) A confectioner.

MAZARAT, MAZARI, MAZRUAH, H. (A. tej\j*, P/|>, tejjj*)

Cultivated lands, the fields of a village in actual cultiva-

tion : a contract of cultivation in which the produce is

shared between the proprietor and cultivator in stipulated

proportions.

Mazrud, corruptly, Muzrah, H. (A. ?yj*) Cultivated, tilled,

a field with a crop upon it.

Muzdra, or Muzdri, H. (A. P/J-v)
A husbandman,a cultivator.

MAZDtjR, H.
(A.^.1^*),

MAJ u H, Hindi, &c. (>T5|Pt) A labourer,

a day labourer.

Mazduri, H. (^)^j^), Majurl, Hindi &c.
(fl*!^^) Wages

of labour, hire, duily^hire.

Mazdur-patti, H.
Cc*J/yi/<e)

A tax on day labourers in

towns not engaged in agriculture formerly levied.

MAZHAB, H. (A. (. J6J**) A religion, a sect, a school of

Mohammadan jurisprudence.

MAZI, vernacularly, MAJI', H. &c.
(^^xilc, nfl') Past, gone,

former.

Mdji-amalddr, Karn. <$pT&t&&Xf&Mf) A former col-

lector or manager.

MAZKUR, H. (A.^Jvo), MAJKUH, Mar. (TST^T), MAJKURU,

Tel. (^38$WGI>) Before mentioned, aforesaid, stated,

explained : also subst., notice, mention : contents or sub-

stance of a written statement ;
an account or communi-

cation of any kind, facts and circumstances related.

Alazkurul, Jfuzhoorat, less correctly, Muzcorat, corruptly,

Mvacorat, and Muscoorat, H. &c. (ojl^j^e, plur. of
;

JJK) Items or particulars of"deductions allowed by the

Mohamraadan governments to the Zamindars on closing

their revenue accounts, to cover the expenses of managing

and collecting the revenue : the admitted fees and personal

allowances of the Zamindars, and petty assignments for

charitable or religious purposes were also usually included

under this head of remissions.

HaMri, vernacularly, Majkuri, corruptly, Muscoory,

Muskoree, Mushhoree, H. &c.
(t_?/j^-^")

In old revenue

accounts it was applied to small and scattered estates or

Zamindaris not included in the accounts of the districts
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in which they were situated, and of which the assessments

were paid direct to the officers of the government: sub-

sequently it denoted a revenue payer paying through the

intervention of another, except in Cuttack, where it implied

the reverse, or the heads of villages paying the revenue

immediately to the collector : when added to the title ofan

officer or servant it signifies that he is only temporarily

employed : also, in the south, an inferior servant or Peon

attached to a village : elsewhere, a daily messenger : allow-

ance made to the village watchman in the Northern Sirkars.

Mazkuri-rndlguzdr, H. (see Mdlguzdr) A subordinate payer

of revenue, not paying it direct.

Mazkuri-mahdl, H. (J!=r, an estate) A small dependent

property, the rent of which is paid through a third person.

Mazkuri-mukaddam, H. (see Muhaddam) The hereditary

head of a village paying the revenue of the village to go-

vernment.

Mazhuri-rdiat, H. (from C^J>C)) A nominal or migratory

cultivator, a tenant at will having no hereditary right of

occupancy.

MazMri-t&luJi, (from ^jJUl)
A dependent t&luh or estate

of which the revenue is paid through the intervention of

a Zamindar or other revenue payer.

, vernacularly, MAJRA, H. &c. (A. ^>, *nm) Land

sown or prepared for sowing, a tilled field : in some parts

of India it denotes a hamlet or cluster of houses dependent

on a village, but detached from it for agricultural con-

venience, and managed separately : its assessment is com-

prised in that of the original village until
officially recog-

nized as distinct. In some places a mazrd is a smaller

division of a mauza, or village.

MAZUL, vernacularly, MAJIJL, corruptly, MAAZAUL (A. J;_^w)

Dismissed, removed from an office or appoinement.

Mdzuli, H. &c.
CJjji**) Dismissal, disgrace.

Mdzuli-, or Mdzu/i-daftar, H. (from daftar, a record) An
office formerly kept up in Bengal for the examination and

adjustment of disputed accounts and outstanding balances,

especially those of public officers who had been dismissed

or were charged with embezzlement, or undue exactions.

MAZUN, H. (A. ^J^) Weighed, measured ; allowed as deduc-

tions from the revenue for petty recognised charges and ex-

penses.

MAZUK, A. (^jiiU) Licensed ; a licensed slave, one having

authority from his owner to trade or to do acts to which

he would be otherwise incompetent.

4 R
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MECHCHIL, Mai. (eid^lfJSb) Pasture, forage.

MECHHUYA, Beng. (cx**)l) A fisherman.

MEDA, Beng. ((C^lffO A receptacle for obtaining lime from

saline soil and water by filtration.

MEDA, Karn. (<3J&), MEDARA,Tel. (~!&)&O), MEDARAVAN,

Tam. (<SLOSrj6LIOT) A caste, or a member of it, oc-

cupied in cutting and selling bambus, or making and

vending bambu baskets.

MEDE, Karn. (Xx5) A stack of any kind of grain : it also

implies a definite quantity
= 32 Madras measures.

MEDH, also written, MAINDH, H. (&JtXo, te ,*?<?) Gleanings,

corn left on the field in small quantity.

MEDHA, Mar. (>?n) A paling, a fence, an inclosure.

Medheddi, -ddili, Mar. (Hd^l^, Md^li^*) The owner of a

contiguous inclosure.

MEDHI, Beng. (5I*ft) The post in the centre of the threshing-

floor to which the cattle are fastened.

MEDI, Tel. Karn. (~S}G) The part of the handle which is

joined to the plough.

MEOOLU, Karn. (iuX/<*C>) jjuty on goods paid in advance.

MEQPANNA, (?) H. Murdering poor people for the sake of

kidnapping and selling their children (?).

MEHMAN,orMAHiMAN, Mar. (HM.*lf^HM,P. mihman, q.v.)

A person residing in a village in which he has no hereditary

rights or property.

MEHTAR, or MIHTAR, H. (P.^^o) A man who follows the

lowest menial offices, a sweeper, a scavenger : the term

originally means a prince, and is used ironically : in Cut-

tack the me/itar, is sometimes a slave.

MEHTAH, or MHETAH, incorrectly, MEHTREE, Mar. (ij^cH,

*5rtO A common designation for a hereditary village officer,

as the Patil or Kulkaram: the head of a caste or business,

trade, or art, who used to exercise considerable authority

over the others, and collected and paid the taxes due by

them, in consideration of which he was himself exempt :

(it is no doubt the same as the preceding word differently

applied).

MEHTO, or MEHETO, Guz. C*ltf<rfi, *t^<lt) A writer, a

clerk, an accountant.

MEHUVA, Mar.
(^Jtn)

A wife's brother, a sister's husband.

Mehuni, (q|nft)
A wife's sister.

MEI, or MEI-KHUNTI, Beng. (C^, fsj^jH*^) The post in

the centre of the threshing-floor to which the cattle are tied.

MEJ, Mar. (T5r) Measure, measuring, a measure of length

or
capacity.
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Mejddt-dad, or -ddst, Mar. (^ >T^TiT , -^ , -^TCf) Counting

or numbering houses, making alist or inventory ofarticles, &c.

MEKHI, H. &c.
(^^fc*-*), MEKI, Beng. (tf^t) Plugged, as

a coin (from me.hh, a pin or nail).

MEL, Tam. Mai. (<oLQQ3, GiOflik), MELE, Karn.

MELU, Tel. ( <xX)CU) A particle and prefix, implying supe-

riority in place, excess in quantity, &c.
; over, above, &c. :

in Tamil compounds, Mil may become Men, or Mer :

Mehi, in Karn. and Tel. is also a subst, signifying supe-

riority, excellence, profit, advantage, excess, &c.

MeladhiJtdram, Mai. (6li2loJl<jft,0(Oo) Supreme power or

authority.

JUddl, Mai. (6ldAOOo) An overseer, a superintendant, a

person in charge.

Melati, Mai. (6)ClJSl) Rent in kind paid to the owner of

fields or gardens : entrusting cattle to the charge of another.

Meleralai, Tam. (<SLD<360I7390) An engagement for an in-

creased share of the crop to be relinquished to the cultivators.

Melerutta, Mai'. (6)Ci6>ejg><trnn) Government registry of

revenue.

Melernttu-fiachclteri, Mai. (SiQiPej yrags a&> .3^51) Chief

office of registry of lands and revenue.

Jlrlkanakka, Mai. (6>Q D5lS*~nc9l) Principal public accounts.

Melkdnam, Mai. (6lQ^OOOo) Mortgage upon mortgage, an

additional advance upon the security of occupancy paid by

the occupant of an estate to the proprietor.

Melkaram, Mai. (6iaejr0o) Additional government share

of the crop : tax paid a year in advance.

Melkoylmma, Mai. (6M26>UOQOjloa) Authority, superior

power or function.

Melkoyimma-sthdnam, Mai. (61(26) g^JOOOjICQiC/aHPOo, from

S. Wff, station) The exercise of chief authority in the

affairs of a temple.

Melmdniyam, Mai. (6)Q^lOe^TlCojo) Superintendence,

supervision.

Melnoki, or Menolti, (?)Mal. (6K2<3b61PO3<Tl, 6M26>PO9c96^1)

A district accountant in some parts of Malabar.

Melwasn, Tel. ( oX>eu"On3
a) The grain in the crop threshed

but not measured ; a heap of winnowed corn.

Meluvdram, Tel. ("3bU D~B&O) ) Melvdrum, orMelrvd ruin,

corruptly, Malewarwn, Mailwarum, Tam. Mai. (<oLQ(S>-

6LJrT rjLQ) The proportion of the crop claimed by the go-

vernment.

Melvdram-tirmai, Tam. (from ^IJ<55D6U, duty) The fixed

rate of the government demand on the share of the crop.
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Afelvaippu, Tarn. (<oLOQ}cTO61JLJI_() A quit-rent, or a small

proportion of the crop paid by the holder of a Manyam.

Melvdsi, Tel. Karn. ( <OJ><wT1>

)) Additions, excess, addition

made to the rate of the government assessment.

Melvdyippa, Mai. (6)0) aJOCQjIaj)
An extra loan, an addi-

tional advance.

Melvichdram, Mai.
(Sld^all^jOrOo) Superintendence.

Menavan, pronounced also, Menon, corruptly, Meneroar,

Mai. (6><2COa_inr6) The village or district accountant in

Malabar : according to some, the appropriate designation of

a Sudra ; according to others, of a Nair writer or accountant.

Amis/tarn Motion, corruptly, Umshom Menon, Mai. The

writer who registers the estimate of the crops.

Menkdval,Ta.m. (<oLQ<30T<S<E&rT6)J&) The superior or district

_watch : superintendant of police.

Menkdvolgar, Tam.(6tidbr<3<3r76LI&cE&rTcr) A petty chief

in the south of India, a Pdliydr, the superior guardian or

protector of the country.

MEL, H. &c. (S. (J^) Meeting, mixing, an assembly ; also,

fig., agreement, concord : in Guzerati, casting the balance

of an account : a cash-book.

Meld, H. &c. (S. itxo, fl^n) A fair, an assemblage of people

periodically at some particular spot, usually on a religious

festival, but at which traffic is carried on and amusements

are provided : any fair or occasional market.

MELADIKA, Uriya (GflRJ^Q) House-land unoccupied.

MELDAR, (?) Hindi, A village messenger sometimes acting

as the watchman. Kamaon.

MEMAN, Guz. ('*t'*tl
a
l) A particular tribe of Mohammadans

in the west of India.

MENA, Tel. (~3br\$) Connected through a father's sister, or

mother's brother.

Menagodalu, Tel. (TbrCS^&ew) A female cousin, the

daughter of a father's sister or mother's brother.

Menalludu, Tel. ( oXiroeucij) A male cousin through the

same relationship.

Menamdma, Tel. ( <xX}rC$;6j~~
D
DO) A maternal uncle.

Menalta, Tel. ( X)rOej) A father's sister or mother's
O

brother's wife.

MENU, less correctly, MERH, H. (JoJ-, "*h0 A bank to sepa-

rate fields, a dam, a dyke, a boundary, the boundary of a

field, the limit of the lands of a village.

Jfetidhbandi, pronounced, Merhlandi, H. (from c^Xw, an

account) A record of boundaries.

MKVDA, H. (? ^JJU^) Any village or town where a Gayawal
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or privileged conductor of pilgrims to Gaya has established

himself.

MENDHA, MENDHI, Mar. (S. Ifet, "fart) A ram, a ewe.

Hfendhd-banchardi, Mar. (from mendhd, a sheep, ban, a

wood, and chardi, grazing) A tax levied on the pasturage

of sheep and goats.

MENHDI', H. &c. (^iXjxx-c) A plant from the leaves of which

a red dye is prepared, with which the natives, women espe-

cially, stain the palms of their hands and soles of their feet

and the tips of their fingers and toes (Lawsonia inermis).

MENIPATAM, Mai. (6>QOOlo_ioso) The rent of land as cal-

culated on the average produce of different crops.

Menivilachchil, Mai. (6)QOOln_Pl^^l(5f)) The best or

highest produce or crop of any parcel of land.

MEyjoof, Mar. Otfl'fl) A class of Jogi mendicants in the

Maratha country, worshippers of Bhairava.

MEO, (?) H. A class of cultivators in the province of Dehli.

MI^PPULAM, Mai. (6)G>o_ie-lo) Pasture, forage for cattle.

Meypukaran, Mai. (6)<2>CQJaWno<oor&) A shepherd, a grazier.

MERA, Tel. (~^>#), MERE, Karn. (&Z%) A limit, a

boundary. N

MERA, Tel. (~^>S), MERE, Karn. (<&^), MERAI, Tarn.

((oLOOTD O") A portion of the crop given as a perquisite to

the holders of a proprietary right in the village lands, or

to the hereditary village officers and servants, out of the

common stock from the threshing-floor : sometimes the ap-

propriation is made from the government share after divi-

sion, but the practice and the proportion vary.

Meraidittam, Tarn.
(<DLDoTO(T^llll_lL) Regulation or rule

for the proportionate allowances from the crops.

MERAVANIGE, Karn. (aXJODKTA) A procession on a festival

occasion ; a religious procession ;
a bridal procession, in

which the bride and bridegroom, with attendants according

to their means, parade the streets of a town or village.

MERAKA, Tel. (~i33oSf) j)ry \aia^, upland, high ground.

See Metta.

MERIA, or MERiYA,Uriya (Gfl{^2||)
A human victim, usually

a child or young person, kidnapped, and, after a season,

sacrificed by the Khonds, a barbarous race in the hills

west of Cuttack.

MERUVE, Karn. (<Sj(jOO3j An inclined plane or slope of

earth up which blocks of stone are rolled for the upper

parts of a building : a trench, a stockade.

MESH A, S. &c. (*ta) A ram, the sign Aries : in Tamil it is

sometimes used for the month in which the sun enters
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Aries, or April-May, corruptly or vernacularly written,

Medom, Medhom.

MESTAK, Tel. C&&J?) A column, an item or head of

account. Mar. (<3*) A book of arithmetic, a table to

facilitate calculation.

MESARI, Guz. (>L^l3(L) A tribe of merchants and traders in

Guzerat, followers of a teacher termed Oosdl-ji Mahdrdj-

META, Mai. (6>(2S) A hill, a height, high ground.

META, or MET Mar. (*h?) A watchhouse or station in a vil-

lage usually occupied by Mhars : a military or police out-

station near a fort or walled village, or on the frontier of

a district.

META, Tel. (~o3b) Pasturage, forage.

METARANGAM, Tel. ( <>X>dSbXo) The office of a head man.

Metari, Tel. (~S}58) A head man amongst the lower castes,

as palankin-bearers, washermen, cowherds, &c. (this and the

preceding are probably from H. mehtar, orS. mahat, great).

METI, Tel. Karn. ( X>&$) The post in a threshing-floor ;

also, chief, principal, the head of a body of persons, espe-

cially of inferior cultivators : an association of villagers

who are partners in cultivation.

Mctiddru, Tel. ( cDJfcjTyoo) Head man of a company or

caste, a renter of a village.

Metigoda, Karn. (^>^'&S)&) A head farmer.

MM IwruprMetipdlu,. ("2t>#r*&,"Atf5>?a>)Tlie

landlord's share of the crop : an agreement made amongst

themselves by the cultivators with regard to what lands

are to be cultivated, in which way the government revenue

and other charges are to be apportioned, and how the sur-

plus i$ to be divided.

Metirayat, Mar. (ij^CTTT) The head cultivator of a village.

METI, Mai. (62>rtnl) Treading-out or threshing corn ; the

treadle of a loom.

METHAN, Mai. (6K2nOnrt>) A bishop (from the Syriac).

METTA, Tel. ( "^w) High and dry land, not capable of

irrigation, but depending on the rain, and therefore unfit

for rice.

Mettaguddalu, Tel. (~^>&Xb&eo) High lands, fields only

fit for dry cultivation.

Mettajdgd,Te\.( oJoUsJ^-TC11

) High ground, hills, hillocks.
vU

Mettavdri, Tel. ("SiUSS) The crop of the dry cultivation.

METTI, Mai. (6)/3!f)) An inferior domestic servant, a term

of common use in Malabar : a term of similar sound is

used at Madras to signify a menial, who is usually a

Pareyan, who cleans dishes, lamps, shoes, &c., commonly
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called a meti-boy ; it is supposed to be derived from the

nautical term mate, but it is perhaps the Tamil represen-

tative of the Malayalim word.

METTU, Tel. Karn. ( <OOpJ)
A custom-house : the stage of

a journey.

METTU, Tarn. (GLQll) A place where toll or custom is taken.

Meftukdran, Tarn. (GLQll.<srTrjOTT) A receiver of tolls,

one who examines persons entering or leaving a village.

METUVAHI, Mai. (6)Qn_l(fl) A path through a mountain,

a causeway.

MEVU, Karn. (^>?<^) Pasturage, grazing.

MEVVAFAROSH, H. &c. (^j^JU^x*) A fruit-seller, usually of

the Mali caste ;
but in the Maratha country Brahmans

and Kakiwants (singers) follow the business in towns : the

fruit-sellers in the villages are sometimes Mohammadan

gardeners.

MEWAS, Guz. ("^IHl^tt) A tribe of kol'w or freebooters in

Guzerat.

MEWATI, H. CJiljA , flTTift) A tribe of Rajputs inhabiting

the province of Merval, now known as Ulacheri, and for-

merly notorious for their turbulent and predatory character.

MEYARU, (?) plur. Karn. A class of slaves in Kanara, a

subdivision of the Dlicrs.

MEVKIRAVAN, Tarn. (G>LCLLJ<5>(ElnQ61J(X5T) A shepherd.

MEYSSAL, Tarn. (<oLQLU<S'<9'Qi) Pasturage, pasture.

MnAlsA-PATTf, Mar. (i^tmigl) A tax on buffaloes.

MHAO, written Mnow, and Mow (?) Mar. The village mes-

senger and watchman ; probably a dialectical modification

of Mahdr, or Mlidr, q. v.

Mhao-Mharhi, (?) Mar. A tax on the lands held by the

Mahdrs.

MIAAD, H. &c. (iiUx), MIYAD, Beng. (faTtf) Term, limit,

either of time or place.

Middcli, H. &c. (j.jjU.x*), Miyddi, Beng. (f^Tf^) Limited,

terminable, conditional, also subst., limitation.

Mi&ddi-ijdrd, H. (from >j^-\ , a farm) A farm or lease for

a specified term, a farm for a given number of years, a

terminable lease.

MIAN, H. &c. (P. y;^-*, *rfarn^)
A term of respectful address

to an old or respectable person, sir, master : also a mediator,

an umpire, a schoolmaster.

Midn-ddmi, H. (P.
l
f&}\ (j^o) A respectable man, a

gentleman.

MIANA, H. (<blx) A kind of palankin, that used generally

by Europeans.
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Miant, Guz. ( ! 1*.) The name of a tribe of Moham-

medan freebooters on the confines of Sindh and Guzerat.

MIARAJ, commonly, MIRAJ, H. (A.
^|/*) Ascent, whence

lailat-ul-midrdj, means the night of Mohammad's ascent

to heaven, observed as an anniversary festival by devout

Mohammadans on the 15th, 16th, or 27th of the month

of Rajdb,

MicHAV^RAur, corruptly, MJCHAROM, Tarn. (LQ<?Q-irTl7LQ,

from Micharam, superior, and varam, share), MICHCHA-

VARAM, Mai. (ol^jCXJOfDo) The landlord's share of the

crop : in Malabar, the proprietor's rent, after deducting the

interest of the money lent or advanced by the tenant : the

surplus amount or difference between the interest of money

lent on mortgage and the proceeds of the estate occupied

by the mortgagee, payable to the mortgager. See the next.

Michcham, Mai. (ol^jo) Remainder, residue, surplus.

MIDDE, MIDDIYA, Tel. (^. ^^O^b) A house with an

upper story, also one with a flat or terraced roof.

MIGJKE, MIGQTE, MIGTJVIKE, Kara. (SJ'AO, S>J&8
t

Sj/OoiO) Surplus, balance.

MIHMAX, less correctly, MEHMAN, H. &c. (P. ^,1*^*) A

stranger, a guest

Mihmam, H. &c. ( Jlky*) Hospitality, reception or charge

of a guest : under the Mohammadan government, a deduc-

tion from the revenue, allowed to Zamindars to defray the

cost of their entertaining travellers, pilgrims, and strangers

in general : also a cess levied in some places by the Za-

mindars under pretext of providing for similar purposes.

Mihmdn-tldi; H. (P. ^.xilt^o) A host, a person deputed

to receive and take, charge of a stranger, especially if of

consequence, as an envoy from a foreign court.

Mihmdn-hhdna, or sard, H. (from the P. <tili- or
\ju*)

A
house where a visitor is accommodated, a place for the recep-

tion of stiangers or visitors in general, sometimes found in

villages and towns.

Milimdn-vdram, Tarn. A share of the produce of the harvest

set apart for travellers and guests.

Mm.VAT, H. (A. oJs-*) Labour, trouble, care.

JM'thnatuna. H. (&Lx^s-*) Hire or wages of labour, payment

for work done, compensation for the management of any

affair or estate, excess over the legal rate of interest as a

remuneration for the lender's trouble.

Jfihnati, H. (LjJUsr<) Laborious, painstaking, one on whom

any trouble or labour devolves.

MIHKKATTI', (?) H. An account kept by the village accountant
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in Bengal, shewing the names of the cultivators, the extent

of their fields, their cultivation and crops, and the amount

of their assessment.

MtjHAnf, (?) Tax on the low caste, termed Doui. Kamaon.

MILAN, H. &c.
(,Jiv) Mixing, association; entering into a

contract or agreement with.

Milan, or Mileini, H. &c. (^jlo, ^yiU) Causing a mixture

orconcurrence, making parties agree, adjustment.arbitration :

a supplementary or subsidiary statement

Milan-jaindbandi, incorrectly, Melan-jumabundi, H. (jj^Lo

,_yi}JuU>- , fo^5Tf >HN<ff) An appendix or supple-

ment to the account of the revenues of a village, shew-

ing the varieties that occur in the extent of land in cul-

tivation.

MILK, MILKIAT, corruptly, MILK.EUT, and MILKYET, H. &c.

(A. liAJL, (Ji^J-kLo) Possession, property, mastership,

proprietary right; also real property, landed possessions: it

is sometimes applied to the possession of rent-free lands.

Milki, H. ( ,<*J-< ) Proprietary, relating to ownership, espe-

cially in land, a proprietor, a farmer.

Milki-ldkhirdj, H. (l^i-I^Xo) Proprietorship of lands

exempt from revenue puyment.

Mllk-hharidagi, H. ( ^J>Jo^i-LLXLc ) Ownership by purchase.

See Kharida.

Milk-kharidaddr, H.
(^bs^^i-CJJ-*) Owner of a pur-

chased estate (especially in Cuttack).

Milftiat-i$tamrdri,H. (from^l^iju.1, q. v.) Proprietary right

or possession in perpetuity.

MIM, H. &c. The letter of the Persian alphabet, m, , used,

under the Mogul government, as a countersign by the

Dimdn upon an imperial grant or assignment of revenue.

MIMANSA, S. &c. (ftaT?n) Judgment, investigation : one

of the Hindu schools of philosophy, the object of which

is to investigate the doctrine of the Veda, and the practices

enjoined.

Mimdnsaha, S. &c. (ffaunc) A judge, an umpire, a teacher

of the Mimansa philosophy.

MiNHi, or, MINHAI, corruptly, MINHYE, H. (A. lyi,, L/'-V^*'

literally, Min l̂ o, from, hd\St, that,) Deduction.subtraction:

as a revenue term it implies deduction from the assessed

revenue of an estate or village, as on account of uncultivable

tracts of wood or water, wilderness or waste, or for com-

pensation of the Kanungos (Ben. Reg. xiii. 1825.) or for

local charges : In Mohammadan law it means a usufruc-

tuary loan, or the loan of any thing which the borrower is

4s
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to return, using in the mean time the produce, as of a cow,

the milk of which the borrower may consume.

Minhdi-ddr, H. (P. j\ , who has) A holder of land exempted

from revenue payment, or subject to a diminished assessment.

Minhai-gi; H. (
(_^A^e) Deduction from the assessment

on some account, as special assignment, or exemption on

account of the land lying uncultivated, &c.

MINAK, or MINAKIA, Thug. A religious mendicant

MINJUMLA, H. &c. (A. <L*js^) Upon the whole, generally,

universally.

MJNUMULU, Tel. (^5rODcai36U) A kind of bean grown on dry

lands (Phaseolus mungo).

Min, MEEK, H. (A. _^x) A chief, a head or leader; under

the Mohammadans, the title of the head of a department : it

is also a title borne by Sayids, or those persons who claim

a descent from the family of Mohammad.

Mir-i-ddl, H. (A. J.X!y.x)
An officer of justice, a superin-

tendant of the courts who revised the decisions of the Kazis

and judges, passed sentence, and ordered punishment.

Mir-ahhor, H. (A. i*-]jA) Master of the horse.

Mir-i-dtisli , H. (A. P. ei, -*'"'
1^x) Master of the ordnance,

head of the artillery.

Mir-bahr, H. (A. P. ^^x*) Custom or harbour-master.

Mir-bahri, H. Ci^K^h*) Port duties, fees on vessels

entering or leaving port, also taxes on bout and ship-build-

ing : the term has been also applied to the fees levied from

pilgrims at Allahabad.

Mir-bakhshi, H.
(^^ii^*) Paymaster general.

Mirdaha, H.(,AO^),Beng. J/m/tt/<a (f^l^t^), Hindi, M'n-

dhd (ftnvr) The head peon, or messenger of a Zamindar :

the inspector or superintendant of a village : a native officer

employed to preserve the village boundaries from encroach-

ment : one employed to carry the measuring chain, or ap-

ply it to actual measurement in a survey: the head man

of a village : In Mar. also the captain or head of spear-

men, who precede great men in procession; also a head spy

or messenger : (from mir, chief, and deh, ten, or a small

company, or deh, or dth, a village, whence the different

meanings).

Mir-i-manzil, H.
(JjJUrJ-o) Quartermaster general.

Mir-mahaOah, H.
(.Klsr-y^) Head, or superintendant of a

quarter of the town, inspector of police.

Mir-munshi, H. (,-wjU^o) Chief secretary.

Mir-peshhdr, H. &c.
(jl^jLj^j^) Accountant-general.

Mir-sdmdn, H. (^UL^*) Head steward.
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Mir-skikdr, H. (^Ci^x*) Chief huntsman.

Mir-tuzak, H.
(CJ^xo) Chief marshal, an officer whose

duty is to maintain order in a march or procession.

Mirdn, H. (yj^X*) Proportion of the fees, or perquisites of

the inferior officers of a department payable to the chief.

MIHA-;, H. &c (A. Cjl^Xo ,from t^-ijj > to inherit). Mar.(ftnrra)

MIRASI, and MIRASU, Tam. (Lolcrn<#l, Loll7rr<5r) Mi-

RASU, Tel. (SX37yrcO) MIRASI, Kara. (SOTTSfo) Inheri-

tance, inherited property or right : the term, is used, espe-

cially in the south of India, to signify lands held by absolute

hereditary proprietorship under one ofthree contingencies :

1. either as a joint coparcenary tenure in the lands of a vil-

lage, and either cultivated in common, or allotted annually,

or at some other stated period,among the proprietors ; 2. As one

of several parcels or lots in which the lands of the village

are divided; or, 3. as a whole estate where all the lands of

the village are the property of one proprietor. In some

parts of the Madras provinces, especially north and soutli

Arcot and Chinglepat, known in the native records as Ton-

damandalmn, the term is also applied to certain hereditary

privileges enjoyed by the holders of Mirdx lands, consist-

ing sometimes of a right to hold portions of their estates

exempt from assessment, and, in almost all, the privilege

of receiving portions of the general produce, or money com-

pensation from the other members of the community. It

also applies to the fees and perquisites receivable by the

officers and servants ofthe community, who are not posseessed

of any share of the Mirds land, and to hereditary succes-

sion to various offices, privileges, and emoluments, as to the

post of musician to a temple or the like. Ellis on Mirdsi

right. In Sylhet it applies to Talukas settled
perpetually.

Mirdsi H. &c. (jjj^) Hereditary, any thing relating to

Mirds, also the same as Mirth, (and the most usual form in

the south) or hereditary lands or offices, also one holding land

or office in a village by hereditary descent. In the Konkan

it is applied especially to the resident Mhar, or sweeper,

holding his office by succession, and entitled to a share of

the crop.

Mirdxddr or Mirdsiddr H. &c.
(,ljjl^Xe farra^R) Mi-

rasiddrudu, Tel. (SX)Tr
o >5"D&>&>) Mirdsiddran, Tam.

(Lol rjrr<#l J rT IJOTT) The holder ofhereditary lands, or offices

in a village. In the Northein Sarkars, especially, a here-

ditary village officer or servant : In Sylhet, the holder of

an estate, usually of very small extent, assessed in perpe-

tuity ; a petty landholder or cultivator.
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Hirdsi-anubhogu-ddndchd, Karn.

ZJBivJclSFc)) Light tax or quit-rents on hereditary lands

and offices.

Mirasibdbu, Karn. (SX>"0~c$E3~3&X>) Of or belonging to

hereditary, or rent free land.

Mirdsi-rdiat, H. &c. (A. c^jj^) A hereditary cultivator,

one having a right to hold his land as long as he pays

the rent to the proprietor, and the government revenue.

Mirdsi-sutantaram, Tarn.
(La)crrTd#lcf3r^r5SCrLO,

from S.

srvatantram ^jTTRt, independent) A&solute hereditary right

to lands or offices.

Mirdspatti, Mar. (fff^mngl) A tax levied occasionally on

Mirasdars.

Mirds-vdram, Tarn, (from QJrTCTLQ, share) The part pro-

duce of hereditary land.

MIHDA, H.
Qjjjve) A caste of migratory shepherds in the

south of India, or an individual of it.

MIRZA, H. (P. }jj*)
When prefixed to a name, a secretary,

a civilian, as Jllirza-Ibrahim', when following it, a prince,

as Abbas Mirzd.

MISAN, H.
((j^jwo, frerT) A soil mixed of clay and sand,

sometimes considered as the first or best description of soil,

or soil rendered highly productive by diligent tillage and

plentiful manuring.

MISL, H. (A. (Jju) Similitude ; an assembly, a corporation,

an assemblage of persons of the same or like station and

occupations: a collection of like or similar documents form-

ing the body of public proceedings in judicial or in revenue

matters ; whence the instructions to the officers employed

to assess the lands in the north-west provinces are denomi-

nated the Settlement Mid : the term is also applied to a

suit or proceedings at law in general.

JMid-diivdni, H. A civil suit.

Mid-faujddri, H. A criminal suit.

Misl-karanam, Tel. The principal or officiating village

clerk or accountant.

Mid-reddi, Tel. The farmer who is considered the head

of the cultivators iu a village, and represents the community.

jMid-mutafaralfa ,H. (A.iti^flXe) Miscellaneous proceedings.

Jllixli, H. (A. ,J-*^) Like, equal : in Mohammadan law it

applies to an article which, being lent or sold, is to be re-

placed by another of a similar description.

Jtfisl-tirvai,
r
[-dm. (LolS'&^lrj<SE>61j) An assessment on a

field similar or analogous to that on the adjacent land.

MISKAL, H. (A . Jliuu) A measure of weight= 63g Tr. grains.
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MISKIN, H. (A. ^^Cw-*) Poor: in -law, one having no pro-

perty whatever.

MISMAR, H. (A. ^L*u>.) Lit., destruction: applied in some

places to mischief to crops committed by cattle.

MISR,MISHA, lesscorrectly,MiSHAH,H. (S.^a , fT9l) A name

given to a Brahman of the Kanaujya tribe, and especially

to the members of two of the subdivisions, Gots, or fami-

lies belonging to it, those of the Sandal, and Kdtydyana
or Viswdmitra Gots : the term Mixr was conjectured to

have been connected with the ancient name of Egypt,

JUixr, as if some of the Brahmans had come from that

country : it is more probably of affinity to Misra, mixed,

indicating some mixture of race or family, the tradition of

which has perished.

MIRRI, H. (A. j^-o*), MICHHRI, Beng. ('Bi ^ sft) Sugar-candy.

MISTRI, H. &c. ((jr/u**), MESTRI, Mar. (i?*finf0 An arti-

ficer, a mechanic, as, a mason, a carpenter, &c. : a head

artificer, a chief builder, a carpenter, and the like.

MITAT, less correctly, MATAT, and MUTAA, A. (xl) Tem-

porary cohabitation, a sort of left-handed marriage among
the Mohammadans, taking a wife for a specified time; al-

lowed by the Shias, but considered illegal by the Sunis :

also a present given to a woman, upon whom no portion

had been settled, on divorcing her.

Mamtua, H. (A. cyU*) A woman who has been tempo-

rarily a wife.

MITHA, H. &c. (lfix<i,S. ft?), MITHA, Beng. andMar.(fol,

fan) Sweet.

Mithdi, H. &c. (^IjJU-*) Sweetmeats, confectionery.

Mithdi-rvdld, H. (5SL|_jl^x^) A maker or vender of sweet-

meats, a confectioner.

Mithdnamalamchard, Beng. (fi<ii<^iF3l) Alluvial lands

become sweet and fit for tillage. Chittagong.

MITHA, and incomp., MITHA, Mar. (fftr) and Guz. C*{L^) Salt.

Mithdgar, Mar. (fHTTTT) A salt-pan, salt-works.

Mithdgari, Mar. and Guz. (foyPTT^) A caste, or an in-

dividual member of it, whose occupation is the manufac-

ture of sea-salt.

Mithamola, Mar. (irfoTtoS) A place where salt is manu-

factured.

Mittamola-upparike, Karn. (SiJ^oJo^' ,3;>6o) An

annual tax on each salt manufactory.

Mithalondri, Mar. Ofldcjl'llUKl) A caste, or an individual

of it, whose business it is to make salt, especially from

inland saline deposits or marshes.
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MITHHALA, Hindi (fire?T^n) A productive moisture inherent

in the soil. Puraniya.

MITHTHE, Karn. (^Q) Land tax, assessment, rent on land.

MITHYA, H. &c. (S. Lj^U, foaiT) False, falsely.

Mithydbddi, Beng. (f^HW^t, from S. ^T?ft, who speaks)

One making a false assertion or charge, a calumniator.

Milhyasahhl, Beng. (3fft<^, from S. TTtBTt) A false witness

Mithydsapath, Beng. (from S. 51V "I, an oath) Perjury.

MithydsukruttUriya (aaiH|qQO, fromS.
ttyfif) Perjury.

Mithyottara, Beng. (f^Ii^ljl^sJ, from S. T3T, answer) A

reply asserting the falsehood of the charge, denial of a

charge (in Hindu law).

Mm, H.&c.(S. ^^JU , fWTT) Measure,limit,bounds : date : interest.

Kaclichd-miii, corruptly, Cutchameetee, H. Interest charged

by money dealers on money advanced, dated from the day

before the transaction.

PahkA-miti, corruptly, PucJia meetee, H. Interest allowed

by bankers on money received, dating from the day after

the receipt.

MITTA, Tarn. (lolL-lIT) Subdivision of a district, an estate

forming such a division: a revenue estate created in the

Madras territories under the permanent settlement.

Mindd&r, Tarn. (P. j\&, who has) The holder or proprietor

of an estate forming the subdivision of a district.

MizAj SHARIF, H. (A.
-]j-, temperament, iftj^i.)

A very

respectful term of inquiry concerning a person's health, as

if it were asked, Is your noble temperament well ?

MIZAN, H. (A.
jj/j^-e)

A balance, a pair of scales: sum total.

MOBED, Guz. C*tPlO A priest of the Parsi's.

MOCHA, Hindi (?faT) Crops beat down by wind or rain.

MOCHAN, H. &c.
(..r^-yei

from S. >TR, stealing, also from S.

B^) Letting go, setting at liberty.

MOCHA HA, Hindi (ifl^tT) The crop of late-sown rice (May-

June) : a rate in a Patta for such crops when the only

ones raised in the year on the same land. Puraniya.

MocHCHAi,Tam.(GLorT<S'<50DS') Aleguminous plant cultivated

on dry ground : (Dolichos tetraspermus).

MOCHI, H. &c. ((_jy) A worker in leather, but commonly

applied to one who is by caste and occupation a shoemaker,

a harness maker, or saddler. MUCHCHE, Tel. (&X)"^)
The name of a caste in the south of India, or of a member

of it, who, like the Mochi (which word is no doubt the

same) of Hindustan, is a worker in leather and saddlery,

but is also a cabinet or furniture-maker and a portrait

painter : a Muchche-vddu, or Miiclii-man, as he is termed,
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is also employed in public offices, like a daftari in Upper

India, to make pens, ink, provide paper, seal letters, and

bind books, and the like.

Moi), or MOR, Mar. (jftj, from the v. jfcrJff, to break or sepa-

rate) TKe common business hand ; the broken or cursive

writing usad by the Marathas on ordinary occasions.

MODAL, or MORAL, Beng. (fSTt^3?) The head man of a vil-

lage, the Mandal. Bengal.

MODAEU, Tel. Karn. (&/eo), MUDAL, Tarn,
((ip^eb)

Origin, principal, capital : first, chief. See Mutal.

Modaldlu, Karn. (&J3>STd$3) A chief or head man.

Mudal-cudui, Tam. ((LpS&65J rr<55Dl_) A field first watered

from a tank.

Atodalavdru, Karn. (^U5>6e)53D&>) The first day of the

week, Sunday.

Vaddi-modalu, Tel. OSC|~2oJOeo) Principal and interest.

Mudaldli, Tam. ((Lp$60rT6Tfl) A president, a proprietor.

Mudali, Mudalvan, Tam. ((LpQSi51, (LpS&Qjdsr) A title

of the agricultural and some other respectable classes.

Mudal!ydr,Tam.((Lpe)6$\U-inU', plur.,but used to an indi-

vidual honorifically) A respectful title or address to natives

in the Tamil provinces, especially those of the Mudali

tribe, when of respectability, as Mr. or Sir : an official

designation in Ceylon.

MODAN, or MOTAN, corruptly MODDAM, Mai. (6>G)OSrrt>)

High land on which a particular kind of rice is cultivated.

MODI, H. &c. ((_?-> > 'faff) A shopkeeper, a steward : in

Bengal, MUDI, or MODI, C^^, ^It^), most usually

denotes the village shopkeeper, a sort of grocer or chandler

and grain dealer, who sells a variety of articles of necessity

to the villagers, and who are generally in his debt at a

usurious rate of interest.

Modikh&ta, H. &c.
(&J'-<_f4yo , *ffcfto3TTT) A chandler's or

grocer's shop : among the Marathas also, the commissarait

department, the supplies necessary for an army, the office

whence they are issued, the place where they are kept, &c.

MODI, Kr.rn. (S_X/5>(jQ) The victualling department, the esta-

blishment for providing public provisions.

Modikepu, Karn. (5A/a>e2>Oay) A herd of cattle with public

provisions.

MODAK, Beng, &c. (^Tf^) A confectioner, also a kind of

sweetmeat.

MOCIHAL, more correctly, MUGHAL, in common use, MOGHUL,
H. &c. (jj.*), MOOAL, Mar. (jftric?) The designation of

one of the great Tartar tribes, the Mongol, or of a member
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of it : as a title it was especially applied to the sovereigns

of Delhi of the house of Timur, although they were equally

at least of Turk descent, and presented in their appearance

entirely Turkish characteristics.

Moglildi, or Muglddi, vernacularly, Mogald'i, or Moglai,

corruptly, Moijulae, and Mogullaye, H. &c. (^k***, *fol-

cFT^) Relating or belonging to the Mughals, as the period

of their ascendancy in Hindustan, extended to that of the

Mohammadan kings of Bijapur, Golkonda, &c. in the

Dakhin ;
also fees paid to Moghul or Mohammadan officers :

also a branch of the revenues of the Nawab of Surat, distinct

from those of which the Marathas exacted the Chautli, q. v.

Mogali, Mar. (filial) Relating to the Mohammadan rule,

especially applied to such portion of the revenue payments

of a village as the Marathas did not at once appropriate.

Jft/yhal-bandi, H. (^Jo^JjUi), Moyal-bandi, Uriya (Gfl|-

OCl.Qgi ) The part of the territory of Cuttack which was

formerly subject to the government of Delhi, and is now

administered according to the Regulations of the British

government, paying the land revenue on the same plan as

that adopted in Bengal. Ben. Reg. xii. 1805.

MOGHAM, S. (tow) Vain, useless, unprofitable ; whence, in

Marathi, it signifies indefinite, undefined, not particularized.

Moyham-lab, Mar. Ofltjqiq
1

) A round sum given by a

village in advance, or pending the collection, a payment

on account, an instalment

JHogham-ldbt-i. Mar. (H)*JH=tl*i'Hl) An undefined cess, one

imposed without any specified rate, or to make up a certain

sum required, without giving the exaction any name.

Mogum-jdsti, Karn. (*A/3)XDO23^^ , fof p. ziddali,

increase) Outbidding, offering a higher rent for land than

is likely to be realized (fruitless enhancement).

MOGHAX, Mar. (ftM*U) A particular tube attached to a drill

plough for sowing a different grain.

MOHASALU,MOHAS-\LI, orMoHASSALU, Tel. (~~o^X)o3~Sr6eD,

"SOD^-S^S, ~2xx>rJ!6;6eu), MOHASALU, MOHASALI,

Kara. (^X/SSb&eo, &/3>Sb&)) Restraint placed upon

a person to prevent his escape, or to enforce payment of a

demand (derived from the A. mahsul, although no such

meaning is given to the latter in Hindustan).

MOHIL, Thug. A chief.

MOHTADTJ, Tel. (~~2oJaT~
D V CX>) A village messenger or

peon employed on all occasions.

MOJ, Mar. (*ftf) Measure, determinate quantity or measure,

the quantity determined by measure.
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Mojddt, Mar. (iYit^irf) Counting, numbering of articles,

as houses, &c.

Mojni, Mar. (jftiT^D^) Counting, numbering, a census.

Mojniddr, Mar. (il*io1^H/ A measurer, a numberer, a

surveyor.

MoKALCHiTHTHi,Mar. Ort cng5f%fir , from mokdla H)4dbT, free

from, from S.mohska) A deed of release, or of manumission.

MOKKA, Tel. (~2xX)S_) A young plant.

Mokkadugu, Tel. (
^>J S_cwXb) A second crop.

MOKSHA, S. &C. (*faj), MOKASH, Or MoCHH, H. (.$< ,

fU^-yo)
Liberation in general, but especially liberation

of the soul, and its exemption from further transmigration.

MOL, H. &c. (S. (Jpo, ifltj) Purchase, buying : price: hire,

fare, wages of labour.

Molkari, Mar. (fl<$<*'Cl) A labourer hired for a job.

Hfol-tol, H. (Jy (^y) Fixing a price, traffic, purchasing.

MOLA, Karn. (a-^y3^) A measure of length, a cubit from

the elbow to the tip of the little finger.

MOLE, Karn. ("X/Si^y) A bank, a rising ground: a leak: a

salt-heap.

MOM, H. (P.
.,^0)

Bees'-wax.

Momjdma, H. (P. iUW>^) Wax-cloth, coarse cloth steeped

in melted wax and used as an outer covering for parcels.

MOMANO, Guz. ("Hl^l^lO A Mohammadan weaver or cul-

tivator in Cutch.

MOMATI, Karn. ('O-'S^Oej) A sort of spade or hoe.

MONDEMU, Tel. (~2OJO <3xx>) A salt-heap, of which part

has been sold.

MOPHAHDU, Tel. ) from A. mvfrid, J.iu>. single,

simple) An abstract account.

MORA, Karn. (<*A/3O) A small fan for winnowing corn.

MORABHATTA, Kara (^.Xys&po n) Established fees of vil-

lage servants.

MORABU, Karn. (-X/OtX>) Gravelly and stony soil.

MOHADUKAHADU, Kara. (&/S&&JO&&) Coarse and blot-

ted, as a writing.

MoRAMU,Tel. (~2xx>&&>0) Gravel or chalk. See Muram.

MORANA, (?) Settlement on a wife at the time of marriage.

Chittagong.

MoRAPANELA,Tel.(~2^>^S3~3&)
) Gravelly, or calcareous soil.

MOHASA, Tel. (~2oJ^rC5) Gravelly, as soil.

MoRAVU,Karn.(*J-^0^) Surplus water running from a tank.

MOBE, MORAH, or MUDI, (?) Karn. A large measure of land:

it is said to consist of 45 Gun-las, each 33 feet square,

or about Ifjjth acre : it is also said to mean rent in kind.

4 T
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MoRHA, H. (l^i) A low stool or seat.

MORI, H. (P. (_? iy)
A water-course, a drain, a pipe under

the surface to convey water.

MORKA, Thug. Extra share given to the leader of a gang.

MoRKiiAi,Guz.('li.3.ytl?0 Areward for apprehending thieves

and robbers.
*v *"*>

Morkhdo, Guz. C*t 15."^t 1^*1 One who gives information

of thefts or robberies, king's evidence.
^

i

MOSAL, Guz. CHl^U5rt fr m A- J- a:'c) A summons, a

subpoena : a bailiff.

MOT, Mar. Oflte) MOTA, Moyu.Tel. fSMO, ~~2xX>uJ) The

large bucket of a draw well.

Motasthal, Mar. (ftiwg) Motustha1,Te\. (~2xX>ktope;)

Land watered from a draw-well.

MOT, Beng. (^Tti>) MOTTAM, Tarn. (Gl>rt &,&,&) Total, whole,

a consolidated sum : also, in Bengal, a load or burthen.

Motdmddni, Beng. (c^Ut^'rl'^) Total receipts, total income.

Motdmoti, Beng. (^Tt&tZ^rtT^)
In the lump, in the gross,

upon the whole.

Mot-hast-o-bud-jamd, Beng, (til5^c-3l<itt<(i ) Total de-
*^

mandable revenue.

Mothid,Motid,oTMutid,Il.&c. (U^J^c.ljJyo.Ux*) Motiyd,

Beng. (^triJl!) A porter, a labourer, a carrier of burthens.

MoTADi, MoTAnu, Tel. (1^
T>O

1 ~S>X>W&>) An in-

ferior revenue servant or peon, whose duty it is to look

after the crops.

MoTA LA, Mar. Oflrtldbf) A particular tribe of Brahmans in

Guzerat, or a member of it.

MoTHAtA, Hindi (ftrt^l<<n) Deficiency of moisture in soil,

not enough for the seed to germinate.

MOTHIA, Thug. A class of Thugs residing cheifly in Rang-

pur and Dainajpur,usually following the business ofweavers,

said to be so termed from giving their leaders a handful

(Muthe, or Mothi) of rupees from each man's share, in

addition to their own.

MO-ULA, Beng. (t^ilSt-i) An advance of money for rice in

the husk. Mymensing.

MowAT, or MAwAT, (?) Mar. A class of soils of a mixed

kind, and of light black colour.

MOYIX, Tarn. (LDrTLLJlror) Any payment or contribution

to a temple : any establishment See Mudin.

MRIGA, S., and in most dialects, but modified as Mnio, MRUG
or MIRG (Wl) A deer, also the asterism termed likewise

Mrigarsirsha, the deer's head.

Mrigsdl, Mar. ( Hirar^f) The Mohammadan year.
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Mirgmdl, Thug. A herd of deer, ominous of a meeting

with associates.

MRITA, S. &c. (*H) Dead.

Mritapatra, S. &c. (from VK, a leaf) A will, a testament.

Mritdscmcha, S. &c. (*<HI!yi*l) Impurity caused by the

death of a relative or connexion.

Mritasndna, S. &c. (flrlWR) Bathing performed by Brah-

mans officiating at the burning of a dead body.

MUAAFI, corruptly, MAAFEE, MAAFIE, MAHFY, MAFFEE,

MAAFFEE, MAUPHEE, H. (.J(**>), vernacularly, MAPHI,

Beng.(-sm^), Mar. (HTUrt), MAPHI, Tel. (^~T>

^), adj., For-

given, remitted : subst., forgiving, remission or exemption

from the demands of the state : a grant of land free of assess-

ment : the word is in common use to signify exempt or free

from duty or tax, as lands, goods, &c. : it also designated a

particular grant formerly made by Zamindars and the revenue

officers of the government, which became hereditary and

transferable, and was also applied to lauds which were held

free of revenue on condition of service. Ben. Reg. xi. 1795.

(The vowel u, following TO, in this and similar words, which

are mostly the past-participles of Arabic increased radicals,

is retained in Hindustani, although faintly, and almost in-

audibly sounded: in the more purely Indian dialects it is

either rejected or transmuted to a or o, and the Arabic ain c

is lost in the long a, as in the following examples)

Afdphdi, Mar. (THHTf) Remission or abatement of the go-

vernment claim for revenue.

Mu&dji, or Mdphi-chitthi, H. &c.
(,jfi'- ,5'>*-, Tlpft

fMiil) An order to pass free of toll or tax, a warrant of

remission : it was formerly applied especially to certain

classes of pilgrims, exempting them from payment of the

pilgrim tax.

Mu&dfi, or Mdphi-ddr, H. &c. (^J^U*, HUftl^lO One

holding any thing exempt from tax, the holder of rent-free

lauds.

Mudafi-istitvd, H. (from A. |yLJ, equal) A tenure by

which waste land is held for a time rent-free, and for a

further period at a quit-rent, until the given term expires.

Mdphi-jamin, Mar. (Hm!)Wlv Land revenue free: with

the prefix 071 (?), it is said to imply land entirely exempt,

and with apum (?), that which is partially so : such land is

also distinguished as chakria (?), or exempted under certain

conditions, or for certain purposes, and ghair-sharti (from

A.
j^c. , without, and

\3jli , condition), free from conditions;

the first, again, is distinguished as, Prapanchdrtha,
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(S. UUyivj) Land exempted for secular or civil objects, as

in requital of the duties of a Pdtil, or village servant, or

for keeping embankments in repair, &c. and

Dkarmdrtha, (S. V^lQ) Exempted in favour of religions

establishments (Devastkdna), or of individuals for perform-

ing religious {unctions (.Dharmadhan, ?).

Muddfi-mdmuli, H.
(^yoLo ^sljt*)

Established or cus-

tomary remissions : in Benares, customary deductions from

the government revenue made formerly to the native col-

lectors and farmers on account of similar remissions made

by them to their subordinates, or to the cultivators, or of

charitable allowances. Ben. Reg. ii. 1795.

JHudfi-mujrdi, corruptly, Maafy-mujray, H.
(,_j^3>r BJK)

Lands exempt from tax, assigned to various individuals.

See Mujrdi.

Muddfi-ndma, H. (P. <tli , a writing) A warrant or order

of exemption from duty or assessment.

Muuafi-rarvana, H. (from <k'v, a pass) An order or per-

mit for the transit of merchandise duty free
;
an order for

the free transit of salt for the Upper Provinces. Ben.

Reg. vi. 1804.

Mdphi-sdl, Mar. (HHjOWc?) A year of exemption from as-

sessment on some account, as bringing waste land into

cultivation, &c.

MUA-IN, commonly, MAYIN, corruptly, MOVEN, or MOYEN,

H. (A. ^^jw) Established, fixed.

Mu&in-zulita, H. &c. (A. <JajLo
(jt^e) Established rule,

fixed or legal charges, table or statement of wages or al-

lowance, list of the public servants of any establishment.

MUAJJAL, corruptly, MOAJIL, H. (A. (Js^*) Prompt, done

without delay : in law, prompt payment of a debt, or pay-

ment within a month after it is due : also a dower or

marriage settlement to be paid immediately.

MUALIM, H. (A. .A*^) MALIM, Mar. (Hl<?5l*0 A navigator, a

pilot

MUALLAK, less correctly, MUWALLAK, A. (j^o) Suspended,

literally: in law, any transaction not closed, as a sale in

which payment of the price is deferred.

MUAAMALAT, H. (A. C>J~oU*> , plur. MuAAMALAT, IJuLc!x-c,

from Muamal (J-vt<) MAMLA,MAMLAT, Beng. and Mar,

(Vl^lHl ,VlV !> , *UM<JJI,>THTcnO,MAMLAT, Uriya (fl|9R.)

Affair, business, negociation, jurisdiction, suit, management

or conduct of public affairs ; civil employment under the

government in the south of India, especially the collection

of the revenue, and management of a district
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Mdmledar,orMdm,lat-dar, Mar. Guz.

The head revenue and police native officer of a district,

invested as a revenue officer with the duties of realising

the collections, and remitting them to the treasury of the

superior collector, of generally superintending the conduct

and checking the accounts of the subordinate revenue of-

ficers, of investigating the payments and charges of the vil-

lages, and supervising the state of the cultivation : as civil

and police officer, he exercised, under the native govern-

ments, undefined and extensive powers, which are now limited

by Regulation : it sometimes denotes a farmer of the revenue.

Mdmlatddri, Mar. (fTHcJH^lO) The office or duty of a

Mdmlatddr, the collection or farm of the revenue, the

administration of a district.

Mdmldhdl, Uriya (fl|flCl|^)|R.) Circumstances of an affair,

particulars of a suit.

MUATABAR, H.
(A.^.UJK>), MATABARI', Hindi (HIH^O) Re-

spectable, worthy of confidence, a person of credit : one

who is responsible for the sufficiency of a surety, and who

is liable for the amount, should both principal and surety be

defaulters.

MUATAK, H. (A. J^v) An emancipated slave.

MUATTAL, corruptly, MATIL, H. (A. <Jij>n)) Idle, unoc-

cupied, applied especially to a public officer who has been

suspended or dismissed.

MUBADALA, H. (A. A!J'JUI) Mobadald, or Mobddald, Mar.

(*fl*(4cjl, *ft*f l<J<$l) Exchange, interchange, transfer, hence

applied, amongst the Marathas, to items which have

been transferred from one head of account to another,

and to balances charged to other individuals, villages, or

districts, than those by which they are due ; or balances

carried to a different year from that in which they have

occurred.

MUBAH, H. (A. ^Ax) Allowed, indifferent: any action which

incurs neither praise nor blame : any thing which may be

lawfully sold: common property, that which it is lawful

for any one to use.

MUBAIAT, A. (ojoU*c) Entering into a contract of purchase

and sale.

Mub'idi, corruptly, Mobai, H. (A. ^ytjj^) Acquired by

purchase or sale (any article) : manufacture of salt for go-

vernment by contract Orissa.

MUBAHAT, A.
(ii^lxo)

Dissolution of marriage by mutual con-

sent, putting away a wife, dissolving partnership.

Mubarrd, H. (A. j]?f) Released, cleared, exonerated.
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MUBASHIH, A. (yilxo)
A superintendant, an agent : in law,

the doer of any thing, a culprit, a criminal.

MUBID, H. (P. J^y) A priest of the Parsis or fire-worshippers.

MUBADADALTT, Karn. (&XreD<5<3eo, from the A. JjJU,

exchanged) A loan without interest : any thing lent to be

returned.

MUCHALKA, or MUCHALKA, MOOCHULKA, H. &C. (ijilx* , or

^isr*, *f <<$<*[) MUCHCHILIKA, incorrectly, MOOCHILKA,

Tel. (oXWg)~S~
l:>

) A written obligation or agreement,

a bond, a deed : it is commonly applied to a counterpart

covenant on the part of the proprietors or cultivators of land>

agreeing to the rates of assessment imposed by the go-

vernment; also to an engagement under a penalty to observe

the conditions of any deed or grant, or to one exacted from

thieves or suspected persons engaging to desist or refrain

from any illegal acts ; or to one from superior police and

other officers engaging to be responsible for the conduct of

the subordinates appointed by themselves, or to any penal

recognisance which may be required by a magistrate.

Muclialka in-ddrad, H. (from the P. in-ddrad, contains

this) A phrase applicable to any agreement, signifying
"

the covenant contains this," but said to have been espe-

cially applied to a document taken by the Amilx or pro-

vincial collectors from the Desmuhhs, or Detpdndyat,

stating that the collectors had exacted no more from them

than appeared in the public accounts, and than they were

entitled to demand.

MUDA, A.(eiy) A trustee, one to whom property is intrusted.

Mudia, A. (i>y) A depositor, one who leaves any thing

in trust with another.
w

MUDABBAH, or MUDABBIR, A.
(jJA-e) A slave to whom

emancipation has been promised, either with or without

conditions, on his owner's demise.

Mudabbir-i-tadbir, A.
(^.fjA^JA-e) One who makes a decla-

ration of the purposed emancipation of his slave or slaves

after his death.

MUDABBIR, A. (^>iX) A governor, a minister, a master.

MUDAI, Tarn. ((LpcTOSj) Ground cleared of wood and pre-

pared for tillage.

Mudaipunam, Tarn. ((Lp<5tDSUL^<53Tl>) Old cultivated

ground.

MUDAIN, H. (A. ^JiXo) A debtor, a creditor.

Muddinat, H. (A. ci-~w'iX) Selling on credit, giving credit

MUDAM, H. &c .(A. Jj*o), MUDAM, Tel. (Sboiyo), MUD-

DAM, Karn. (Sx>o3o), MUDDAM, Mar.
(g^TH)

Per-
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manent, lasting, fixed, continually : in Mar., Positively

absolutely : in Karn. also, Own, as Mudddm-dlu, (cXXD73c>O

C3?*"
1

) Own servant.

Mudddm begdri, Mar. (fl^IH^JIIT^) A hired porter or mes-

senger who goes the whole distance to which a letter or

parcel is to be carried, in opposition to one who is relieved

on the road, or the Hdjir began.

Muddm-sibandi, Tel. A militiaman or guard permanently

enlisted.

MUDAVA, Tel. (cXXOCiS) A place where platforms for stack-

ing salt are put up : a platform of earth for piling salt upon.

MUDDAA, H. &c. (A. lcJv) Object, intention : Mar. (vg\)

Evidence, argument, presumption, grounds of conviction.

Mudddd-bi-hd, H. (A. Lwlc^) A thing or object sued for.

the chose in action.

Mudddi, or Mudiid, II. &c. CyCjU, J^-SU) A plaintiff, a

prosecutor, an accuser. Mudddi, Mar. (*?^) An informer,

an accuser, one who traces out and furnishes grounds for pro-

ceeding against another. Tel. Mudddi, or Mudddiddr,

from A. ,<c't}> being used to signify plaintiff).

MudtlAi-ale-hi, II. &c. (A. <olc ^jU) A defendant, the

person accused, the respondent

MwHaiat, H. (A. L!-~*.cJiU>) A plaint, a charge, an accu-

sation : a female plaintiff.

Muddaim,oTMuddim, Mar. (n^l$*OAn informer, an accuser.

Mudddpatta, Mar.
(jJ^ITIiHl) Evidence, proof, clue, trace.

Muddd'ipand, Beng. (^{jl^'M) The office of an accuser or

prosecutor.

MUDDAL, or MUDAL, Mar. (33$ , 1^<5) Capital, principal,

stock, as distinguished from interest or profits : in Mai.

written Mutal, q. v.

Mudaldmudal, Mar. (J^TH^) With the capital only,

without interest or profit.
W

MUDDAT, H. &c. (A. u_JJ*c,
JJijfiT) Space or length of time,

interval.

Muddat-k/tila, Beng. (^^f^l) Land for some time out

of tillage, although not unfit for cultivation.

Muddat-patit, Beng. (^E^sff^s) Neglected or uncultivated

for some time (a field).

Muddalukuyam, Tel. (2x^)&i&Ja!>O) Land mortgaged

with option to the lender to consider it as his property if

the mortgage is not redeemed within a stipulated period.

Kdcki-mudat, Guz. (%Lafl,'*J^.<rt) Any time before a bill

falls due.
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Due date; date at which a

A coin of the value of

Pdhi-mudat,G\iz.

bill becomes payable.

MUD^KAMU, Tel.

ten kds.

MUDI,MUDA,MOHAH,MORAY,MURAH. See MORE, (?) Karn.

A measure of land, 45guntas of 33 square feet each, 49,005

square feet, or 1
5-55

of an acre: a certain quantity of seed-corn,

sufficient for a given quantity of land, so that a field is com-

puted by the number of moras or mudes which it requires.

It is also a weight or measure of grain or rice, sometimes

said to be equal to 40 pakka sers. (The term Mupi or

Muni, usually signifies, in Karn., Tarn., and Mai., a knot, a

bundle, or any thing made or tied up in a bunch or bundle:

its application to measurement either of length or capacity is

not given in either Dictionary, and the spelling and enun-

ciation, and possibly the proper meaning of the word, though

thus repeatedly given in manuscript lists, are doubftul).

Mudigade, (?) Karn. The measure of seed which a field

requires for sowing it

Nija-mi(di,Nijja-moodee,(?)K.arii. The estimated number

of mudis or moras of seed in distinction to the actual

number sown in a field : sometimes they correspond, but

for some lands the proportion is but half of the former to

one of the latter.

Mupi, Tarn., Mai., Karn.
((LpUj-)

A knot, a tie ; hair tied up

in a tuft ; a bundle of young rice or other plants tied in

small bundles for transplanting.

MudippM, Tarn. ((LpU^.LJLJlrfl) A receiver of rents or taxes,

or any proceeds of sale; a money-changer or banker (from

the cash being put up in bags).

Mudippli,Tam. ((Lplq.LJt_|), Mudippa, Mai.
(q>s1g_|), Mu-

duvu, Karn. (c^X>3o<y)) Money or valuables tied up in a

cloth or bag, especially when intended to be presented to

an idol, or to be paid in to the public treasury.

MUDHA, H. &c. (S.
J,JK>, ifJT), MUDRE, Karn. (&&&) A

seal, a signet, a stamp, a badge, a brand, a stamped coin.

Mudraballa, or -kola, Tel. (&X>^3e^ .g"
6
^) A wooden

stamp for sealing heaps of corn, &c.

Mudrelidra, Karn. (c&X)QO do) One who applies a stamp

or seal.

Mudra-kdran, Mai. (^l^cftffiOiOnt) Apeon bearinga badge.

Mudrayola, Mai. (3)^6KOJOfi_l) A stamped ola or palm

leaf, admitted as a voucher in the courts of the south.

Mudrddhdranam, Mai. (S. ^l^30CjOOro6v~Oo) Bearing an

indelible mark on some part of the body made with a hot
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iron, representing the insignia of some deity, as the shell

of Vishnu, or the like, as a sectarial indication.

MupuPAHAi, Tam.
(^gOLJITOCDJT))

The top of the tunnel

of a sluice.

MUFASSAL, corruptly, MOFUSSIL, H. &c. (A. (JJaiU) Properly

separate, distinct, particular : in Hindustan, a subordinate

or separate district ;
the country, the provinces, or the sta-

tions in the country, as opposed to the Sadar, or prin-

cipal station or town : any other place than the ordinary

place of office or residence; as a darogha, leaving a police

station to go to a village in his jurisdiction, is said to

have gone to the Mufassal, and the same is said of a

villager who has gone from his cottage into his fields :

its most usual application in Bengal, however, is to the

country in general, as distinct from Calcutta. Tam.

((tpLJ<56b) Detached accounts, account particulars.

Mufassal addlat, H. (A. c^J'X:) A provincial court of

justice.

Mufassal dimdni-Addlat, (ei*J'<J ci'^) A provincial

court of appeal whose decrees were final in certain cases

before 1793: these courts were then merged into the city

and Zila courts.

Mufassal jamd, H. (A. r**?-) The gross amount of revenue

payable to the Zamindar or Malguzar by the subordinate

cultivators, and, through him, to the government, which is

then the Sadar jamd, or state revenue.

Mufassal kharch, H. (A. -r*-) Charges of collection in

the provinces.

Mufassal kdnurtffo, H. (A. >}) A district or provincial

accountant and registrar.

Mufassal tadlult, H. (A. ^Ju) A subordinate or dependent

division of a district or estate.

MUFLIS, H. (A. ^JJU) Poor, indigent, a pauper, a bankrupt.

MUFTI, H. (A. <Jisu>) A Mohammadan law-officer, whose

duty it was to expound the law which the Kdzi was to

execute : the latter, in British India, usually discharges the

duties of the Mufti also.

MUOA, MOOGA, also written, MOONOA, but (?) Beng. Cgrf|)

A kind of moth from which an inferior silk, called by the

same name, is manufactured in Asam.

MUGANDUGA, Karn. (&xr~Xo&OA) A measure of capacity

= to about nine bushels.

MUHAB, A. O-jl^*) A gift, the thing given.

Muhib, A. (l_^J*) A donee, the person to whom any

thing is given.
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MuHABi, or MUHABAT, A. (UW, ejUW, from t-_~-, to

have affection for) Properly, respect, friendship, same as

M'uhallat : in law, an act by which a man wilfully incurs

an additional charge or loss, as by adding to a stipulated

dower, selling a thing under, or buying at an over valu-

ation ; sometimes done from motives of personal regard,

sometimes with a view to an ultimate advantage.

MUHAFA, H. (A. iXW) A sort of palankin, especially one

for women.

MUHAFI/, H. (A. iaJW) Keeping, guarding; a keeper, a

guard.

Muhafiz-irdaftar, (from P.jtiS) Keeper of the records,

the native officer of a court charged with the care of the

public papers.

MUHAKAT-AT, A. (ii'lar-) Sale of corn in the ear, payment

of revenue in kind : in law, an exchange of corn, for some

which has been reaped, considered illegal.

MUHALLAL, A. (<JLs") Lawful, made lawful, that which was

not so before ; as, in law, a woman who, having been di-

vorced, is married to another man that he may divorce her,

when she may be legally re-married to her first husband.

Muhallil, A. ((JLs*) One who makes lawful that which was

illegal ; a man who marries a divorced woman, that he may

put her away, and so enables her to be married again to

her first husband.

MUHANA, corruptly, MOHANA,H. (S. lil^c), MuHANA, Beng.

(i^Mi) The month of a river, an estuary, the conflux of

two rivers, the place where a branch separates from the

main stream.

MUHAR, or MUHR, corruptly, Monun, H.
(P.^fo) A seal,

a seal ring
1

,
a gold coin of the value, in account, of six-

teen rupees.

Muharkand, H. (P. jJl^f*) A seal engraver, a die-cutter.

MUHARRAM, corruptly, MOHURRUM, H. (A.
/*/s") Sacred,

unlawful, prohibited : the first month of the Mohammadan

year, in which it was held unlawful to make war. Among
the Shias this month is held in peculiar veneration, as

being the month in which Hasan, and Hasain, the sons of

Ali, were killed : their deaths are the subject of public

mourning during the first ten days, when fasting and self-

denial are also enjoined.

MUHARRIR, corruptly, MOHURRIE, MOHERRIE, MOHREH,

MOHIB, &c. H.
(A..jjS*)

A clerk, a writer, a scribe.

MUHASABAH, corruptly, MAHASEEBA, H. (A. <UA*lsr),

MOJABA, MOSABA, Mar. Ofl'aKr, ft*nn) Computation, cal-
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culation, settlement of an account ; an account, a state-

ment of expenses.

Muh&iib, H. (A. (^.^-awW*) An accountant, a calculator,

an auditor or examiner of accounts.

Mojabedar, or Mosabeddr, Mar. (HltNtJR) An accountant,

one who keeps or renders an account.

MUHAZARAT, H. (A. iyels" ) Appearing against : in law, suing

or arraigning any one in a court of law ; also, disposing

of expected property, or property in reversion, considered

illegal : a deed or document signed by all parties present.

Muhdzir-ndmct, incorrectly, Mahazer-namah, H. (P. <tli)

A document, certificate, or affidavit, signed by a number of

persons, all of whom are present.

Mm A/I it, H. (A. j^js*) Present, in attendance, in court.

Munf L, A. (J>jjs^) In law, one who transfers a claim made

upon him to another who has consented to be responsible.

MUHKI'M, corruptly, MOKEEM, H. (A. ^Cs"
8
, from *-) A

native officer formerly employed in the cloth factories, a

supervisor of the weavers.

MuHRisr, A.
(fyS

5"*) A prohibitor, an interdictor
; one who

lays himself under certain restraints, or upon whom the

season, as the month of Muharram, or his engagement

as a pilgrim, imposes them
;

a relative within the prohi-

bited degree of intermarriage.

MUIISAN, MUHSANAT, A. (
(̂ as^, from *Jur) Chaste,

continent, especially as a husband or wife : applied in law

to a person, male or female, whom certain qualifications,

as freedom, sanity, and mature age, entitle to exact or to

undergo the punishment inflicted on adultery.

MUHTAL, A. (JU=r-) A person who accepts the responsibility

of one person for his claim upon another.

Muhtal-alehi, A. Giylc JUss-*) The person who becomes

responsible for a claim made upon, or a debt due by, another.

MUHTARIF, A. (i^Jter*, from harafat 'iij-, an art, a pro-

fession) An artist.

MUHTARAFA, corruptly, MOHTEREFA, MOHTERFA, Mo-

TAHERFA, MoHTURPHA, MOHTURUPA, &C. H. (A.

<ty=^), MOTARAPHA, Tel. (llXX^S'cp- ), MOTARAP-

PA, Tain. (GLarTfjrjLJLJrr), MOHTARAPHA, MHOTA-

RAPHA, Mar. (jftflRlfiT, *^trRW) A tax or taxes levied

on trades and professions, on the artificers of a village or

their implements, as upon the weaver's loom, upon trades-

men and their shops and stalls, and sometimes upon houses :

in some places under the Madras presidency, it is properly

a poll-tax upon artificers, the taxes on shops being termed
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Pdndari, and those on the profits of trade Visabadi ; but

the term is used in a general way to designate the several

personal taxes above mentioned : the designation is in a

great measure peculiar to the provinces of the presidencies

of Madras and Bombay, the taxes of a similar nature for-

merly levied in Bengal being included in the general

denomination of Sair.

Mohtarapha-chi-kulrvdr, Mar.
(cg^MTC, general, universal)

An account kept by the village accountant of the mechanics

and tradespeople of a village, and the taxes leviable on each.

MUHTAMIM-I-BAND-0-BAST,H.(C>*^'^W {*****)
&. Settle-

. ment officer, an officer of government employed to make a

settlement of the revenue with the different villages and

divisions of a district.

MUHTASIB, corruptly, MOHTISSUB, H. (A. t_^M*Jisr) A

superintendant of markets and police, an officer appointed

to take cognisance of improper behaviour, as of indecency,

drunkenness, gambling ; also of the sale of intoxicating

drugs and liquors, and false weights and measures.

MuHtnrrA, S. &c. sometimes corrupted, as in Guz., to Mu-

RAT (l?%) A measure of time, one-thirtieth of a day and

night, or 48 minutes : it is used, though loosely, to sig-

nify a lucky hour or time for the celebration of any im-

portant or festive ceremonial.

MUJAPHAT-JAMA, Mar.
OprmhriiWI,

from A. culiL^e, ap-

pendages, annexations) Expenditure on account of presents

by the state to public officers or to foreign powers : expenses

incurred by one district on account of or to the debit of,

another.

MUJAWAR, H. (A. j^V*) A servant or sweeper of a Mo-

hammadan temple or shrine.

MUJIBAT, H. (A. pi. of (_^-yc, a motive) Grounds of

appeal as set forth in the pleadings of the appellant.

MUJIU, or MUJAHA, H. (A. 1,=^), Tel. (oTT>) Any

authorised deduction, a pension, an allowance.

Mujrdi, incorrectly, Mujray, H. (A. ^js^}, Mtijardi,

Kara. (&XD3dO dCXO) A pension, an allowance, any autho-

rised deduction : applied under the Mohammadan govern-

ment to an allowance to the Zamindars of Rangpur for

presents made by them to the chiefs of the hill tribes, to

prevent depredations : under the British government it im-

plies deductions from the revenue on account of allowances

to cultivators or contractors, as an encouragement, or of

assignments or remissions or grants of revenue for cha-

ritable purposes.
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Mujardi kharchu,Karn. (&X>fc5trS(XOsO#a?b) Deductions

from the public revenue for religious or charitable purposes.

Mi/jrdin, incorrectly, Mujura-een, Beng. (^slj^) Lands

assigned as an allowance, and not subject to revenue.

MUJRIM, H. (A.
fj?*)

A criminal, a malefactor.

MUJTAHID, H. (A. ^Xare) A jurist, a lawyer, a doctor in

law, the highest authority in Mohammadan jurisprudence :

a spiritual superior or director.

MUKABILA, H. (A. ixLUU), MoKiBiLA.Tei. ("Soo-g^eser )

Comparing, confronting, comparison or examination of

revenue accounts, or of judicial documents.

MUKADDAM, corruptly, MOKUDDUM, MOCUDDIM, MUGA-

DUM, H. &c. (A. f^),
Mar.

(goJHfH), MAKADAM, Uriya

(flQQfl) A chief, a leader, one who goes before : in India,

applied especially to the head man of a village or of a caste

or corporation : in the Maratha villages the head man was

usually charged with the realization of the revenue and its

payment to the district collector, with the superintendence

of the cultivation, the management of the affairs of the

village, and the disbursements of its expenses : he was

also intrusted, to a certain extent, with jurisdiction in dis-

putes among the cultivators, and with the police : in Hin-

dustan, the Mukaddam has, in some places, become solely

responsible for the public revenue, having been suffered

to assume the character of a petty proprietor, and being

designated as Mdlik-muhaddam ; under the former

system the title was not unfrequently given to the village

Zamindars. In some places the term is applied to the

hereditary occupant of an estate in a village, immovable

as long as paying a fixed rate to the Zamindar or the

Raja. The Muhaddam-lisrcaddr is usually a head man

who holds an entire share of a village, and sometimes an

entire village, but in some places he appears to have been

reduced to the state of hereditary cultivator from having been

part proprietor of the village, in consequence of the title

having been appropriated,through fraud or violence, by some

individual proprietor. In Cuttack, the Multaddains are re-

garded in a similar light, but are divided into two classes,

the Mazkuri-muJtaddam, who pays direct to govemment

(the term mazkuri, q. v., having here the reverse ofits usual

meaning),and iheZdti, or Jdti-mu!iaddam,who pays through

an intermediate revenue payer, or Mdl-guxur : the title is

sometimes applied to a farmer of several villages. Where the

Mukaddam only represents the village he is sometimes al-

lowed a portion of land, either rent-free or held at a quit-
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rent. Ben. Reg. ix. xii. 1805; vii. 1822. In Guz., a Mu-

Jtddam is commonly the name of a supervisor, especially

of one employed by a merchant to superintend the landing

or shipment of goods, &c.

Mukaddam-Jtarj, Mar. (<*M> from
ijoji)

A debt due by

a village through its head man or representative.

Muliaddami, Mooqudumee, corruptly, Mocudmy, Mocud-

dimy, H.
(.j^eiJjL*) Relating to the office, duties, or

rights of a MuJiaddam : dues paid to him by the culti-

vators, or, when the revenue is collected by the state, as

a money allowance to the MuJiaddam, it denotes, in the

upper provinces, a rate of from 5 to 10 per cent on the

collections : it sometimes appears as a deduction of from

3 to 4 per cent, on the gross collections. A Muliaddami

settlement is that made with the heads of villages as re-

presentatives of the village proprietors : a Muhaddami

tenure is recognised in some places as a proprietary tenure.

Mukaddama, H. &c. (A. <!UJJU), Beng. Mahaddama, or

Muhaddama (^JpTl, WfpTl), Mukadamd, Mar.
(jTC-

), Tel. (&X><3'O) Mukadamo, or Multardamo, Guz.

|iAt*tl) Business, affair, especially law

affairs, a law suit.

MUKANIYAN, Mai. (<$<6WS'rolCOnr6) \ Brahman of a par-

ticular tribe in Malabar, wearing the tuft of hair on the

fore-part of the head.

MUKALLAF, A. (t_2&c) A person legally responsible or ac-

countable for his actions.

MUKARAZ, A. (^^LiU) The person who, in a contract where

one supplies the stock and the other the labour, is the pro-

vider of the stock.

Muhdriz, A. ((_^j/JU) The agent or manager, the active

partner in the sort of contract last named.

MUKARRAR, Corruptly, MOCURHER, MOCUHHEY, H.
(A.jjJU)

Fixed, established, agreed upon ; exact, as a total stipulated

sum.

Muharrari, H. (A. <*fjjB-*) Relating to what is fixed : as

a revenue term it is applied to a tenure held at a fixed

and permanent rate of rent when payable to a proprietor,

or revenue when payable to the government. Ben. Reg.

viii. 1793 ;
i. 1815 ; ix. 1825

; Act i. 1845.

Muharrari-dar, H. (P. j\S) The occupant of a farm or

estate paying a fixed and permanent rate of rent or revenue.

Mukarrari-istimrdri, H. (A.^AJ , q. v.) Properly, a

tenure held at a fixed rate of assessment, but applied, in

the upper provinces of Bengal, to tenures of which the
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revenue rate is permanent only for the life of the holder.

Mukarrari-jamA, H. (A. *-) A fixed and permanent rate

of assessment.

Muharrari-pattd, H. (from trgT, a lease) A lease for a

definite extent of land at a fixed sum, not liable to any

extra charge.

Muharrari-tanhhah-raltmi, H. (A. from tanhhdh 8'ys^,

assignment, and rakm
*3j , a written order) The fixed

assessment of the revenue in Cuttack.

Dar-mukarrari, H.
(P.^J,

in) An estate held under a

holder of land^at a permanent rate.

MUKATTA,H.(A. kiU) Fixed rate ofassessment. SeeJfrt/^rf.

MUKASIMA, H. (A. <UwujUu)) Dividing : partition of the crop

between the proprietor or cultivator and the state, either

in kind or value.

MUKATABAT, A. (5jj) Ransom or emancipation of a slave,

effected by his own earnings with his owner's assent.

Muhatib, A. (t_--o, LulCc) In law, a male or female

slave who has been permitted to work out his or her

emancipation according to a kitdbaf, or written covenant.

MUKAYAD, A. (AjJU) Bound, fettered, in confinement

MUKHAONI, S. &c. (?^nf'
r^) Fire put into the mouth of

the dead body at the time of burning (from multha, the

mouth, and agni, fire).

MUKAVAN, Mai. (3)dOin_!<"r&) A particular tribe of fishermen

in Malabar.

MUKHASA, corruptly, MOCASSA, MOKASSA, MOCASAU, H.

(&a\=?*, irregularly derived from A. (Jas-, to have as one's

own: see .&7ms),MuKA?A, Tarn. ((LpSIT^rT), MUKHASA,

Mar. OftcfclMl) A village or land assigned to an individual

either rent-free or at a low quit-rent, on condition of ser-

vice ;
or a village held Jthds by the state, the revenue being

paid to the government direct ; or the share of the govern-

ment in a village, or in the revenue paid by it : the term,

as current among the Marathas especially, is somewhat dif-

ferently explained by different authorities : according to

one statement, it was applied to the remaining portion of

the chauthf or fourth of the revenue of tributary countries

after the fourth set apart for the Raja had been deducted
;

from this, again, a further portion, or six per cent, on the

chauth, being set apart for certain officers of the state, the

remainder, termed Ain Moh&sa, or simple assignment,

was distributed amongst the military chiefs in requital of

their services. According to a different account, the Mo-
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Jtasa was the remainder of the whole revenue after a fourth

had been set aside ; this remainder, or three-fourths of the

whole, was subject to the deduction of six per cent, upon

it, termed Sahotra, and to two per cent, termed Naryaud;

the former of which was appropriated to the Pant-suchiu,

the latter to the different subordinate functionaries : the

several designations were preserved after the lands or vil-

lages on which the chauth had been levied as a tribute

were incorporated with those of the Maratha principality :

(the term, although supposed to be of Hindustani derivation,

is not familiarly used in Upper India, and is chiefly cur-

rent, in its vernacular forms, in the south).

Mukhdsa-, Mokhasa-, or Mokdsa-ddr, Tel. &c. (from P.

j>4, who has) The holder of a village, or of lands, at a

quit-rent, or rent-free, on condition of service : under the

Maratha government the Mohdsa-dar had much the same

powers as the Jfdmlat-ddr.

Hfokdsi, or -si, Mar. (Mlchi^f) -?ft) The holder of an assign-

ment, the farmer of a certain portion of the revenue of a

village, either on the part of the state or an individual.

Kasar-moJidsa, Mar. (4$l <,, from A. Kasar, q. v.) An ad-

dition to the Mokdsa, an enhanced rate of it.

MUKHT^R, corruptly, MOOKTAR,MUKHTEEAR, MOOKTIYAR,

H.
(A.j\J*s*>), MUKHTYAR, Mar. (flWflH.) An agent, a re-

presentative, an attorney : in Hindustani, the Mukhtdr, as

employed in legal affairs, is not allowed in general to plead ;

that is the function of the Vakil : amongst the Marathas

the term is also applied to the person appointed by the co-

sharers of a hereditary office to discharge its duties.

Mukhtdr-, or AIuMttydr-nama, H. &c. (from P. Xli, a

document) A deed appointing a representative or agent, a

power of attorney : a deed executed by the co-sharers of

^a

hereditary office, delegating its duties to a representative.

Muhhtari, H., Mukhtydri, Mar. Agency, representation,

the office or character of a representative.

UKHTA sA R, corruptly, MooKTissu R,MuKHTESSU H, MOOK-

TESSOH, H. (A.^aisr*) An abridgement, an abstract: in

Mangalore the term is applied to a deputy, an agent or

commissioner, also to the head man of a caste entitled to

certain honours and privileges.

MUKHYA, S. &c. (JH9T, from H^, the face) Chief, principal,

the head cultivator of a village, the manager of an estate,

the leader or principal in any affair.

Mukhyasthan, corruptly, Mukiasten, Mai.

The head man of a village : a chief, a noble.
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MUKIM, erroneously, MOKIM, H. (A. *JJU), MUKHIMU, Tel.

(cA>oa>cAX>) A broker, an appraiser : an officer whose

duty it was to estimate the value of standing crops.

Mukimi, H.
(^AJJU) Brokerage, appraisement, valuation.

MUKIRR, A.
(JjLc) One who admits a claim, or confesses a

crime, one who pleads guilty.

Mukirr-bahi, A.
(^jfyLe)

The thing or claim which is

admitted, a crime confessed.

Mukirr-lahu, A. (^,iU) The person in whose favour a claim

is admitted.

MUKKA"L-PALISA, Mai. (3)c6WJa_ieJ1c/3) A rate of in-

terest = three-fourths of ten, or 75 per cent, per annum.

MUKKAMPALU, Tel. (^O^LOoD^eu) One-third share of the

gross produce of lands allowed to the cultivators.

MUKKAVAN, Mai. (3)oee)3n_ior6) A caste of fishermen, or a

member or it : in Malabar he is sometimes a slave.

MUKKUSA, Tel. (&X>to.r6) A measure of capacity, three-

fourths of a Turn.

MUKSA, Tel. (^->

;T) ) A measure of capacity, one-sixteenth

of a Khandi.

MUKTASIB, H. (A. l^**Ji) In law, one who makes profit,

a gainer, an acquirer.

MUKTI, S. &c. (flfifi) Liberation, setting free in general, final

liberation of the soul, and exemption from future trans-

migration.

MULA, vernacularly, MUL, S. &c.
(J^-c, *%$) Root, lit. or

fig., the root of a tree, the origin of a family : stock or

capital : the authority of a doctrine or faith.

Muladliana, or Muldhan, Kara. (&Xr)$rC$) Stock,

capital, original wealth or property.

JHulagann; orJfw//7a7m>,Mar.(*J35iTta)The original residence

of the founder of a family, the original village on an estate.

Mulagdr, or Mulgdr, Kara. (cXX3~> A c)O) An owner, an

original proprietor, one holding an estate originally through

a loan or mortgage : a lessee, a mortgagee : the original'

holder of a perpetual lease.

Mulagrantha, S. (from tfa, a book) A work of authority,

also a book of genealogies.

]Hulapatra,MaT. OR35T^) An original document, not a copy.

Mulasddhanam, Karn. (5jJ~OrJc)QrOO) An acknow-

ledgment given by the principal cultivator to the govern-

ment or the landlord : a grant or assignment to an original

occupant or assignee.

Mulgaini, corruptly, Moolr/ueny, Moolgkenny, Karn.

The tenure of an original occupant, either
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of new and previously uncultivated lands, with hereditary

succession, or of a hereditary farm or land at a fixed rate,

corresponding with the tenure of the hereditary non-pro-

prietary cultivator of the north-west provinces, and in-

defeasible as long as the stipulated rent is paid : a per-

petual lease. (In the Gl. 5th Rep., Shud-mulgveny is said

to be a tenant by simple purchase, which is no doubt

erroneous ;
but what is intended by Shud is not verifiable,

unless it be Suddh, pure, simple).

Mulgaini-chiti, Kara. (8??^, a document) A permanent

lease, the document conveying it.

Mulyaini-gdr, Kara. (&>J-
DO'/?N

)
fo~7rS>&) A hereditary

cultivator, a tenant .holding a perpetual lease, not re-

movable as long as he pays his rent.

Kraya-mulgaim, Mai. (from S. 'id. purchase) Tenure of

occupancy obtained originally by purchase at a public sale.

Mulpatia, more correctly, Pattayam, Mai. (@Jn-JCO)o)

A lease granted to the purchaser of an estate, constituting

him original or absolute proprietor, with right of trans-

mission to his heirs.

Mul-vargga, corruptly, Mooliwurg, Mai.
(^jfi-injc/o, from

S. "3%, a class) Original proprietary right to an estate.

Mulya, S, &c. ("3^) Price, value, wages, hire.

Mulid, Uriya (9Rg||) A hired labourer.

MULA, Mai. (3)i>_), MULAI, Tarn. ((LpoTOeTT) A shoot, a

sprout, a young plant first springing from the ground.

MULAHAZA, H. (A. <xla-Lc) lit., Looking at; but used as well

as Muhabila (<UjlL comparison), with the P. shud (J*i,

has been), as Mulahaza, or Mukeibila shud, Seen, examined,

a phrase written by the proper native officers on public

documents.

MULAKA, Mai. (<$|MS>) Black pepper, pepper in general.

Mulatto, Jioti, Mai. (^^<ft6l(ftOsl) The pepper vine.

Mu!a1iamatissila, Mai.
(^^oft>ds1^/|li)

The pepper de-

partment of the monopoly of the Raja of Travancore.

MULAM, or MUZHAM, Tam.((Lp LpLo), MuRAM, Mai. (3)tf>o) A
cubit measured from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger.

A rod or measure of one cubit

MULANA, MULANA, Mar. (H355TT, R^ST^T, from the A. Mau-

Idna) A Mohammadan lawyer, but usually applied to a

Mohammadan village schoolmaster.

MULAYAN, Mai. (<3g_QQjnr&) A servile tribe, or individual of

it, the same as the Palayan, or the son of a Palayan.

MULAZAHIAT, H. (A. e^v;JU) Assiduous service or atten-
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dance : in law, continued watch over an insolvent debtor

by his creditors, although he has been discharged by the

Kazi, to discover if he possess or acquire any property

that may be applied to the liquidation of his debts.

MULK, MOOLK, corruptly, MOOLUCK, H. (A.
jjLe), MULUK,

Beng. CjJJ*), MULUK, Mar. (*o5lrt A kingdom, a prin-

cipality, a country.

Mullti, H. (A.
(J&<) Relating to a kingdom or a country,

native, domestic, provincial : the name of an era current

in Puraniya, the same as the Fasli of Bengal, except that

it commences two months earlier, on the first of Srdvana,

instead of the first of Aswin.

Mulhirdddlat, H. (A. ei^Ac) A provincial court of justice.

Mullei-dimani-dddlat, Mulki-faujddri-dddlat, H. (from

Cl*J'J>c , justice) A civil and a criminal provincial court

established at Benares in 1786, for administering justice

to the province, exclusive of the city : these courts were

abolished by Ben. Reg. vii. 1795.

Mulki-Miazana, H. (P. (V|/>0 The royal or state treasury.

Mulkgiri, H. (P. ^jJ&, taking), Mar. Muluk-giri (?^^t-

frlO) Taking possession of a country or kingdom, exercising

sovereignty : periodical progress or incursion of a military

force for the collection of tribute or revenue by violence

or intimidation : occasional peregrination of migratory

dealers or adventurers.

MULLA, H. (A. il) A Mohammadan lawyer or learned man,

a judge, a magistrate, the deputy of a Kazi ; applied also,

in some parts of India, to the village Mohammadan school-

master, who also has the charge of the village mosque,

and sometimes acts as butcher for the Mohammadans of

the village: he is more usually styled Muldna.

Mulld-kurdni, H. (from ^1^', the Kuran) The law officer

of the courts employed to take the oaths of the Moham-

madan witnesses on the Kiiran.

MULLA, Mai. (3)gJ>_) A thorn.

Mullavallai, Mai. (^g^OJ^^l) Thorn money, i.e. the cost

of keeping up orchards or plantations.

MULTAKIT, A. (kwob) One who finds and brings up a

deserted child, one who finds a treasure.

MULTANIA, Thug. A class of Thugs who are all Moham-

madans, and assume the character of Banjaras, trading in

corn, and travelling with their families, but putting most

of their female children to death : they strangle travellers

with their bullock ropes : they are considered among the

ancient Thugs.
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MULTAVI, H. (A. i_jyl)
Crooked : fraudulent : postponed,

pending. MULTABI, Tel. (&^23
) Fraud, trick, delay.

Multaviat, H. (plur. of ^f^e) Suits undecided or pending
1

.

MULTAZIM, H. (A. fj^e)
A tenant or hirer ; a farmer or

collector of tolls or customs.

MULUMU, Tel. (&X3eOoXX3) Lands which are cultivated for

various kinds of millet chiefly.

MUMANI, H. (<jUn!) A husband's brother's wife, an aunt.

MUMIN, H. (A.
jj-cyo) Faithful, orthodox, a believer : in

Guzerat, a convert to Mohammadanism : in the Maratha and

Tamil countries a tribe of Mohammadan weavers is so styled.

Amir-ul-muminin, A. The commander of the faithful, a title

adopted by the Khalif Omar, and retained by his successors

in the Khalifat

MUNABAZAT, A. (SJolU) lit., Throwing ;
a particular custom

in buying and selling, by which a person to whom the

vendor threw his goods was obliged to become the pur-

chaser ;
considered illegal.

MUNADI, H. (A. i_yi}Lx) A public crier ; also the small

drum which he usually beats to call attention.

MUN^SIB, H. (A. <^~olx) Proper, right, expedient, dis-

cretionary.

Munasjb-jam.fi, H. (A. *?-) A reasonable assessment

MUNAFAT, H. (A. ci-^*ax) Gain, profit

Mundphd, Hindi (JHIVil) The profits of an estate, the nett

rent
H

MUNAJJIM, H. (A. si) An astrologer, an astronomer.

MUNAKID, H. (A. JJUx) Bound, engaged by a contract or

covenant of marriage, &c.

MUNASKHA, H. (A. ts^) A table of partition of inheri-

tance according to Mohammadan law.

MUNDA, or, vernacularly, MUND, H. &c. (jJL, nig) The

head : a head man. Chuta Nagpur.

MuynA, S. &c.
(3*5) Shaven, shorn, as an ascetic, or, fern.,

a widow.

MUNDA, Mai. (Q6<^3,) The cloth worn round the waist by

natives of both sexes in Malabar.

MUNDAKAN, Mai. (i$6~>gd&>rrt>) Wet or irrigated lands.

MUNDAKAM, Mai. (3)6v~"3(ja>o) A rice crop sown in August

and ripe in January.

MUNDAM, Tel. (oXXJOQO) A stump, a residue.

MUNDAN, H. &c.
(^iXxc, 5^T) Shaving the head, a cere-

mony performed on the children of both Mohammadans

and Hindus : the latter commonly, and sometimes the former,

leave a lock of hair on the crown of the head.
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MUNI?AN, Mai. (^6^>snf6) The stem of a cocoa-nut tree, from

which tdri is extracted.

Mundan-kolti, Mai. (Q6nnb6\<e>3\) A gatherer of the

juice of the cocoa and other palms, or tdri.

MuNpA-PHCmA, Guz. 0*3 SV ISO A Mohammadan mendicant

in the west of India, who, to extort charity, draws blood

from his own head or other parts of his body.

MUNDBANDI, Mar. fajB^fD In the Dakhin, the partition of

the lands of a village among the cultivators, whether pro-

prietors or permanent tenants, agreeably to certain pro-

portions, and subject to a collective rate of rent, at which

they may be let to cultivators: it corresponds apparently

with the village Zamindari tenure ofthe north-west provinces.

Mundpatti, Mar.
(iJJIiMgl)

An extra rate levied on the

lands of a coparcenary village (?) (it is probably the same

as the preceding).

MuNDHA, H.
(IfcJoyc, jjTT) Sugar-cane shooting from the

roots of canes cut down in the previous season.

MuNiMANAMAmi,Tel. (&X>t>t:Orv>^X>&)) Amale descendant

of the fourth degree, a great grandson.

Munimanamaralu, Tel. A great granddaughter.

MUNO, or MUG, H. &c.
(tL#y*, ?JT, *J*t, S. gjf) A kind

of pulse (Phaseolus mungo) much used by the natives of

India as an article of food.

MUNGUTTIGE, Karn. (&X>oX;>^? > from mun, former)

Rent or tax on land paid in advance.

MUNI, H. &c. (S. {
fLc , *rftr) A holy man, an inspired sage.

MUNIB, H. &c. (A. t_^-}x) A master, a principal, one who

employs an agent or representative, a constituent, the native

superintendent of a mercantile establishment.

Munib-gumdshta, H. (P. from <ult) A head clerk or

manager of a bank or mercantile establishment.

Munibdna, H. (<liUjJUc) Fee or perquisite of a manager : a

redemption fee paid to the owner of a female slave, for-

merly, in Sylhet, upon her marriage to a stranger.

Munim, Mar.
OjHlH, corruption of munib) A factor, an

agent, a deputy, a manager.

MUNIGUTTA, (?) Tel. (&X>S)Xbi|j Illegal collections or

exactions, forestalled rent, (if correct, it is a vernacular

corruption of the A. mana JU, forbidden).

MUNJ, or MUNJA, S. &c. (^, JJ^T)
A kind of grass (Sac-

charum munja) of the fibres of which the girdle of a Brah-

man should be made : it is also loosely and incorrectly

applied to the sacrificial thread worn by the Brahman over

one shoulder, and to the ceremony of putting it on, or
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Upandyan : the grass grows on sandy soil in the rains, and

is cut for making cord from its fibres.

MUNKAZI, H. (A.
^^aflA*)

Past, elapsed : arrears of payment.

Munkazi bdki, H. (A. ^'b)
The balance of revenue of pre-

vious or past years, exclusive of that of the current year.

MUVKIR, H. (A. ,Gt) One who denies: in law, the defen-

dant, the respondent.

MUNNAMAN, or MUNNAMAVAN, Mai. (^OTOOanft, ^STOO-

Qcuofc, from munna, three) A third or middle-man, a

surety, an arbitrator.

MUNNILAKARAN, Mai. (^O^o1eJ<feO(Oa6) The head man of

a hamlet or village, a petty officer over a village.

MUNNAMENINELLAM, Mai. ($OnO6iaPOl6K~Og^o) A field

of rice returning three or four-fold.

MUNNIRIPFA, Mai.
(^PnolfOln_j)

Former balance, what was

in hand,

MUNSHI', H. (A. ^.Uu) A writer, u secretary; applied by

Europeans usually to teachers or interpreters of Persian

and Hindustani.

MUNSHID, A. (iXiJt) A person who points to the place where

a thing has been lost ; applied either to the loser or the

finder. Mohammadan law.

MUNSIF, corruptly, MOONSIFF, H. (A. <_a-aL) Equitable,

just : a decider of what is just, an arbitrator, a judge :

applied, under the British government, to a native civil

judge of the first or lowest rank, the limit of whose juris-

diction in Bengal was gradually raised from suits of the

value of 50 rupees to that of 300. In Madras a similar

extension of the authority of district Mun&fs took place of

from 100 to 1000 rupees, the head men of the villages

acting as village Munsifs in suits of trifling amount At

Bombay the office of Munxif was replaced by that of junior

native commissioner, with a limit of jurisdiction of the value

of 5000 rupees ;
but the title of Mumif was again resumed

In some places the Munxif was an officer on the part ol

the Zamindar, employed to superintend the measurement

of the lands of a village in concert with the villagers

Ben. Reg. xxiii. 1814; ii. 1821 ; v. 1831. Act viii. 1836

vi. 1843; i. 1845. Mad. Reg. iv..vi. 1816 ;
iii. 1833

Bom. Reg. ii. 1827 ;
xxiv. 1836.

Munsif-ddr, H. (P. ^lj,
who has) A Munsjf or native

judge (the term is a provincial pleonasm).

Munsif-kachhari, H. (<^j<^) The Mumnf's court or office

Mun&f-ndma, H. (P. &L>) The decree of a native judge o

arbitrator, an arbitration bond.
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MUR

, Tel. (c&XDOfej) A grain measure containing three

sers and a half.

VlUNTAKHAB, H. (A. C^i****) A selection, a compendium,

an abstract in general ;
also an abstract of the village ac-

counts, shewing in one view the fields situated in different

parts of the village owned or cultivated by the same in-

dividual. In the north-west provinces it is the detailed

account of the village cultivation, and is synonymous with

katauni, q. v.

MUPAN, written, also, Moo PEN, (?) Mai. A class of agrestic

slaves in Malabar.

MUPPAN, Tarn. (LpLJUOTT),Mal. (3)a_jnrt>)
An elder, a senior,

the head man of a class or business, one who presides

over ploughmen and shepherds : a head man among the

Mohammadans.

Muppa-panam, Mai. (@g_|n 16<"Oo) A premium or present

made to an owner or landlord by the tenant

Muppukkalavu, Tam. (QpLJl_j(B<S6TT6L|) Dues payable to

the head man of a village : deduction from the revenue

on that account

MUPPARA, Mai.
(<%o_jo)

A measure of three paras : a cer-

tain amount of tax on land.

MURA, Tel. (clbyS) A cubit from the elbow to the tip of

the middle finger.

MuR^, orMupA, Mar.
OjTt)

A quantity of grain ; at Bombay,

twenty-five maunds
;
in other places, twenty eight.

M6RA, Mar. (wO A concealed vent through which water

oozes : looseness of soil.

MuHABAHAT, A. (ci^s^r*) Gaining, making a profit : in

law, legal profit on the sale of any article.

MuRABBi, H. (A.
(_5^r)

A patron, a guardian, a manager,

a director, an advocate.

MURAHIK, A.
(jfJfcl^)

A youth, an adolescent, one who is

nearly of years of maturity.

McRAii Tam.
((l^OTJjT)) Legality, lawfulness : turn, alter-

native, rotation.

Murai-rdr, Tam.
((lpJT[)!3o"Drjrj) Supply of water for irriga-

tion in settled order or rotation.

MURAMBU, Tam. ((LpfJLOI_|) A salt-pan, a creek of the sea :

a heap or hill of stones and gravel.

MURAN, Mar. (HTTO) Blighted corn
;
a field of such corn.

MURATIB, H. (A Lj^ol^, plur. of Martaba, V^r*) Digni-

ties, honours.

MURATTAB, A. ((^J^) Arranged, put in order ; settled, as

an account.
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Muratt'ib, A. (t^^ye)
An arranger, a director.

MUHDA. H. (P. t<)j*)
Dead : a dead body.

Murda-farasli, H. d^]/*J^o , from P.fardsli, a sweeper)

MurddapharaSi Beng. (^2<cfli*l)
A man of low caste,

who, amongst other unclean offices, is the remover of dead

bodies: (the word occurs also, Miirdafarosh,fromP.farosh,

who sells).

Mttrddr, H. (P. _;'>/),
Mar.

(Jt.$l3) Impure : a dead body :

in Mohammadan law, the carcase of an animal that has

died a natural death, or has not been killed in the lawful

manner, and is therefore unfit for food.

Murddrkas, (?) Mar. A cess upon the village Mahars for

the privilege af appropriating the skins of dead animals.

MURDDHABHISHIKTA, corruptly, MOORDAWUSIKHT, S. &C.

(<4^lf*4^^i) A mixed caste, or a member of it, sprung

from a Brahman father and Kshatriya mother, and follow-

ing the profession of arms.

MURHEN, Mar. (=ij) Mist : the hill country on the skirts of

the Sahyadri range, from its being commonly in a mist.

MURI, or Mupit Beng. (*F\) Parched rice.

Mum, corruptly, Moony, Tarn.
((tpjTjl),

Mai. (3)O~I) A leaf,

a written bond, a receipt, a bond given with the sale of

a slave; any written relinquishment of property.

Mwi-pampu, (?) Tel. Relinquishment of land or property

in favour of another.

Murippatlaiyam, Muri-sadanam, Tarn. ((\f>r\LJU\
-

<3S5l_UJLQ, (LpJ^l^rrsrjLc)
A promise or agreement in

writing : a bill of sale of a slave.

Muriyan, Tarn.
((Ipj^lLLJOT)

A slave.

MURI, Mai. (3)Ol) A division of a village.

Murikdran, Mai. (<$old9<nO<Onr6) A villager, one living in

a division of a village.

MURID, H. (A. &is<) A disciple, a scholar.

MURIS, (A. t^J'**) The person from whom an inheritance
v -''

is derived, whether in the descending or ascending line.

MUR AS, inheritance : an heir.

Muris-aaU, A. (^JUtl^e) A remote progenitor.

MURSHID, H. (A. Jwi^c)
A religious instructor^ spiritual guide.

MURTADD, A. (jo^) A renegade, an apostate, one who has

seceded from the Mohammadan religion, and is conse-

quently an outlaw.

MURTAHIN, A.
(^^f*)

One who takes any thing in pledge,

a pawnbroker, a mortgagee.

Mus, Hindi (Tfl) Land along the high banks of rivers.

Puraniya.
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MUSA, or MuwAssA, A. (^cye, ^*0y*>
Commanded or

devised by will.

Musd-bahi, A. (<0 ,
with respect to it, the thing) A legacy,

a bequest.

Musa-lahu,K. (<d ,
with respect to him, the person) A legatee.

Musr, or Mun-assr, A. (.-}-) A testator.

Musiat, A.
(fj^eye)

A testatrix.

MusAriR, H.
(jiLk-c)

A traveller.

Musdfir hhana, H. (P. <fcti-, a house) An inn, a sard!, a

place for the accommodation of travellers.

MUSAHIB, H. (A. C_^5-la) A companion, an associate,

an aide-de-camp.

MUSAJJAL, H. (A. Js"**) Proved, authenticated by a judge.

MUSAL, H. (S. J.*-j^c, g^RJS) A pestle, especially a large

wooden pestle used for beating grain in a mortar to free

it from the husk.

MUSALAHAT, H. (A. isrl^e) Compromise, reconciliation.

MUSALI, Mai. 03C/30e_II) A brazier, a caster or melter of

metals.

MUSAMMAT, MOOSUMMAT, COrrUptly,MuSSOMAT, MUSSUMAT,

H. (ci>Ui.ux< , from A. I.A*U*C musammd, the named) A
title prefixed in Hindustan to the names of respectable

women in public documents and judicial proceedings.

MUSANDA, MUS^NDA, Mar. (tf?T, Wtfter) A torrent ; fig.,

the rush of a crowd.

MUSAR, (?) H. A tribe in Bahar from whom bond-slaves are

derived.

Musdr-khor, Mar. (xtylUJlU) A hired servant.

MusHAA
1

, A. (l*i~c) Mixed as common property, so that the

shares cannot be distinguished.

MUSHAHARA, corruptly, MOOSHAIRA,MOSHAIRA,MUSHAIRA,

H. (A. X^ftli^e), MUSARA, MUSAHIRA, Mar. (fl^rnCT, *nflT-

fi5.i) Monthly or other periodical pay or allowance; settling

or hiring by the month. In Bengal, a monthly allowance

granted to revenue payers and Zamindars for collecting the

revenue
; also a monthly allowance paid to Zamindars from

the proceeds of their estates when deprived of the manage-

ment of them on their own behalf. Amongst the Marathas, a

money allowance from the state to the PdfilanA Chaughala.

Muskdfiara-kulkarnam, Tel. (?) An allowance granted to

the village accountant in the south of India.

MUSHAKHAS, Or MUSHAKHASI, H. &C. (A. ^.a^-Cj ^t^c)

MUSAKKAS, MUSAKKASI, Beng. (^pnpf, ^$tfVj Ascer-

tained, stipulated : applied to lands or districts for which

a settlement of the revenue has been made : it is also

4 y
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applied to subordinate tenures for which the holders engage

to pay a fixed rent annually upon the whole lot

Mushakhasi-jamd, H. (A. *) Stipulated revenue, net

amount of the revenue.

MUSHARIK, H. (A. iiJ;ti*>)
A partner, an associate.

Mushdrikat, H. (A. c^l^-c) Partnership.

MUSHHIF, H. (A. i

ij~d) An examiner, an inspector, an

officer of the treasury who authenticates accounts and do-

cuments.

MUSHRIK, H. (A. J/**) The east.

MUSHRIK, H. (A. LLJ^i-o) An idolater, a polytheist, one

who gives an associate to the one God, hence applied by

the Mohammadans to Christians.

MUSHT, or'MusHTii H. &c. (UI---T i jjXiM)),
also MUTH,

and MUTTHI, (^JU, .^e, J^, from the S. wffc) The fist

closed, a handful of any thing, a hand s breadth, a mea-

sure equal to four fingers.

JHushtigdr, Karn. (&X3\ A c)O) A man of a tribe in My-

sore calling themselves Kihatriyas, and following agricul-

ture, but in some respects resembling the Jettis or boxers.

Mutkliyd, Hindi ((U<$lilO Taking the first handful ofseed

to be sown.

JHuthi, H. (*t7\) A handful, a bunch.

MUSHTARI, H. (A. ^jjjLik*)
A buyer, a purchaser, a buyer

of land sold for arrears of revenue.

MUSLIM, H. &c. (A. AM.) A believer, applied especially to

a Mohammadan: one who believes in the true faith.

Musalmdn, H. (A. ^l !.*., from Juu-) A believer, a Mo-

hammadan.

MUSLIM, A. (Ju~o) Advanced, paid beforehand, as the price

of an article to be subsequently delivered.

Jlfuslim-Jihi, A. (<t, on it) The goods on which the ad-

vance is paid.

Mudim-alehi, A. (<XjJ^ , to him) The seller to whom the

advance is paid in the kind of sale called Salam, or Silhii-

MUSSAT, also written MUSSAD, and MUNSAD, Mai. (g^^^)
An inferior tribe of Brahmans, or a member of it, in

Malabar, said to be descended from those for whom Para-

surama recovered the province from the sea.

MUSTA, vernacularly, MUTHA, S. &c. (fl^T, H^n) A kind of

grass with bulbous roots growing abundantly on rich cul-

tivated lands, and hard to be extirpated (Cyperus rotundus).

MUSTABIN, A.
(^.j-AxL*^) Become evident; but used as a

technical term in Mohammadan law iu combination with

other words, as-
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MUSTADAI, H. (A.

MUSTAGHI?, H. (A.

MUSTAJIR, H. (

MUT

Mustdbin-marsum, (from A. /y^r) A regular deed or con-

tract, one executed in the proper legal forms.

Mustabin-ghair-marsum, (A. ty^j^-j^.)
A partially irre-

gular deed, one deficient in some formalities, and not ad-

mitted as legal evidence, but as intimation of the intention

of the executer.

Ohair-mustaUn, A contract or deed wholly irregular and

invalid.

A petitioner, a suitor.

A complainant, a plaintiff.

MUSTAJARI, MuSTAJARU, Tel.

A farmer, a renter, one who

holds lands under a proprietor at a stipulated rate ; also a

farmer of revenue appointed to make the collections on

the part of a Zamindar or proprietor, on condition of pay-

ing a fixed sum.

Mustdjiri, H. Q^a-'jL**) Renting, farming, holding in

farm, settlement in farm.

MUSTAKBAL, Tel. (A. SpO&J&O) Part of the public reve-

nue paid before it is due (the word, which ordinarily means

future, is peculiar, in this sense, to the Northern Sirkars

apparently) : it is said also to be used in the sense of

illegal exactions.

MUSTARAD, H. (A. ^jjM^,) lit., Returned, restored: as a law

term, it signifies reversing the decision of a lower court

upon an appeal.

MUSTAMIN, A.
(j.^J.iLfc*) lit., One who seeks protection :

applied, iu law, to a stranger and person of a different

religion residing in a Mohammadan state under the protec-

tion of the authorities.

MUSTAUFJ, corruptly, MUSTOFY, H. (A. ^^M^) Paying

or receiving in full (a debt) : an examiner or auditor of

accounts : the principal officer of the department in which,

under the Mohammadan government, the accounts of ex-

collectors or farmers of the revenue were examined.

Mustaufi-gari, H.
(^j^^y^JL^)

The duty of an accountant

or auditor.

MUSTAYIR, A.
^JjCiA^*)

The borrower of a thing which he

is to return. See Ariyat.

MUT, Beng. &c. C*J<, S. it^nir) A sort of grass (Cyperus ro-

tundus) : a wild leguminous plant (Phaseolus aconitifolius).

MUTABIK, H. (A. ^Ua-*) In conformity, or according to.

Mutabik-i-sanad, H. (A. Jo**) Agreeably to a grant or title.

Hfutdbik-i-tdi'ikh, H. (A. ^yt) According to the date or aera.

MUTABANNA, H. ( A. J^Mvc) Adopted (as a son).
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Mutdbannagi, H. (A. P. i^JJ.1*) Adoption.

MUTAFAHRIKAT, H. (A. plur. of
Jjj*i*>) Separate, scattered,

miscellaneous : the several items of an account : separate

and scattered portions of land included in a village or

estate.

MUTAFFIK, H. (A.
jjfojui)

An accomplice, an associate.

MUTAHID, corruptly, Mutahed, Muthaahed, H. (A. J>$*1)

A farmer, a contractor, one who enters into an engage-

ment for the revenue of a tract of land.
m

Mut&hud, H. (Jjii) An engagement or contract for the

revenue of a district.

Mutahud-ddr, H. (P.^lj) A contractor or farmer of revenue

MUTAH, H. (A A*JU) A temporary marriage, according to

SftiA law.

MUT^.HIL, A. ((J>ili) A married man, a man who has a wife.

MUTAKADDIM, H. (A. >JAl) Ancient, old : in Moham-

madan law, such an interval between the commission of

a crime and evidence in proof of it, as to bar the infliction

of punishment.
w

MUTAKAFFIL, corruptly, MOOTECOPHIL, H. (A. (Jix) Becom-

ing surety ; also the person, a bail, a surety: said also to

signify an auditor of the accounts of the subordinate offices

before sending them to the treasury.

MUTAKHAJIM, H. (A. .<s',^u) An opponent, an adversary, a

litigant. Mutakhdsimin (A. du.) Plaintiff and defendant.

MUTAL, incorrectly, MUTLA, Mai. (3)rtn<50) Principal, capital,

stock, money, property, original estate, ancestral or landed

property.

. Mutaldlan, Mai. (<%flne.l3^_nrf>) A proprietor of land or any

other property.

Mutaldli, Mai. (<$<wea3|n) A proprietor, a capitalist, a

principal merchant.

Mutalavakdsam, Mai. (<%rtne-iaJo8)OC/3o) Inheritance,

right to property.

Mutalavakdsi, Mal.(3)(WainJd96y)C/dl) An heir, an heiress.

Mutalchilava, Mai. (^(Wtot^iJleJnj) Receipts and dis-

bursements.

Mutale-duppa, Mai. ($f?n6)fi_lfo_p Revenue, income, profit.

MutaUtdryyam, Mai. (^(W(5fc<A.OCa)o) Property in money,

jewels, &c.

JUutalpalisa, Mai. (^iTOflifcn lailc/a) Principal and interest.

JUutalpatta, Mai. ('S'WgJOO) Office of head man of the

low caste termed Chagon.

Jtlutalpatta Aaron, Mai. (3)<me_lOO(jeeKonr6) The headman

of the Chagon tribe.
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Mutal pattika, Mai. ((%f5)g-j1<fl>) An account of property,

stock, or principal.

Mutalpera, Mai. (^fOTSiaJfO) The head subordinate officer

or peon at a police station.

Mutalpitti, Mai. (c&rai(5to_lll) The office of a treasurer.

Mutdlpitti kdran, Mai. (3)<W(Bfca_fllo8>0<onr6) A treasurer,

a cashkeeper.

MUTALIK, H.
(jJkXJLc) Dependent, connected with, depen-

dent upon : a dependant, a servant : in Marathi (rt I ("($*) it

was applied, under the Peshwa's government, to the deputy

of any person holding a hereditary office, acting for him

in his absence, and allowed to use his seal : the deputy or

agent of a Despdndya.

Mutdlakd, or Mutdlahi, Mar. (A. lrilc$4l -e|ft) Deputyship,

the office of a deputy.

Mutdlilidn, H. (plur. of
jfi^i*) Dependants, servants : in

the Northern Sirkars, daily allowances to the families of

public servants.

MUTASADDI, corruptly, MOOTSUDDY, MUTSEDDY, MUTTA-

SEDDEE, H. (A. ,_yiXax) A writer, a clerk.

MUTAWALLI, corruptly, MOOTWALLEE, MOTOOWULLEE, and

MUTWALLEE, H. (A. ,Jj2-)
A person appointed to the care

and management of a religious building and endowment.

MUTAYIN, H.
(^.jAjtio) Appointed ; a deputy, an agent.

Mut&yyana, coTmpily,Mottanieh, H. (A. AJU*X) A station,

a military or militia post, one of Sibandi or provincial

troops.

MUTHAN, Mar. (iTTO) A gang, a band.

MUTH-THA, also read MUTTHA, and, incorrectly, MUTAH, or

MooTAH,Tel.,Karn.(&^~|p) The subdivision of a district:

in the Northern Sirkars, a large estate, including several

villages, and corresponding with a Zamindari in Hindustan.

Muththaddr, commonly, Mootahddr, corruptly, JUotahddr,

Mutteeddr, Tel. (~&&, P.jb) The holder of a Mutkthd,

a landholder, a Zamindar : it is said to be sometimes ap-

plied to the Pdtil, or head man of a village.

Muththaddri, Muthaddri, or Mootahddri, Tel. The te-

nure or office of a Muthaddr.

Muththarvdri, Mutthan-dri, or Mootandri, Tel. Settle-

ment of revenue, or assessment by Muttiids, or subdivisions

of a district.

MUTLAK, H. (A. jjiia^i) Absolute, principal.

Mutlak-vakil, or, more correctly, VaMl-i-mutlalt, H. (A.

Jj/j) An agent furnished with full and absolute powers.

Mvtlak-mhdlat-ndma, H. (A. P. &JJt&J*) A full power :
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a document conveying absolute authority to an agent or

representative.

MUTRI, MOOTRY, MOOTEREE, (?) H. The designation of a

tenure in the Benares district by which a tenant held dif-

ferent kinds of land, and cultivated various crops at one

fixed rate of money rent to the Zamindar.

MUTTAIDE, Kain. (cXOB np)Q) A woman whose husband is

living
1

.

MUTTAJJA, Kara. (^^LolP A great grandfather.

Muttajji, Karn. A great grandmother.

MUTTIRACHAVADU, OrMuTTIRAJU,Tel.

A caste, or an individual belonging to it: one of the Te-

lugu subdivisions of the Sudrai.

MUTTASIL, H. (A. J-fli) Contiguous, adjacent, bounding

(as fields or villages).

MUTTTJWALI, Karn. (cXX>UoS^) Cost, expense.

MuTUMHAT,Beng. (W!TC>t>5) A short cubit, one measured with
<K*V

the fist closed.

MUWAJJAL, corruptly, MUWAZIL, H. (A. (J^-^x>) Deferred,

as payment, applied to a dower, payment of which is de-

ferred till after marriage : the opposite of Muajjil, q. v.

MUWAKKAL, H. (A. J^^<) A guardian, a trustee. MUWAK-

KIL, A constituent, one who appoints a deputy or repre-

sentative.

MUWAKKAT, A. (ci-*^j-)
Fixed to a stipulated or certain time.

MUWALLAD, H. (A. jJ^c) lit., Begotten : applied in Hin-

dustan to an Arab born in the country, whether of whole

or half blood.

MUWAZAT. A. (ui-*'^'v) A sale by which loss is incurred.

MUWAZZAF, H. (A. < &&>*) Fixed, limited, allowed : a fixed
j

pay or pension : as a revenue term it means the rent or

revenue assessed at a fixed rate on a certain quantity of land-

Mureazzafa-ratiba, H. (A. &J4\j , a salary) A fixed salary,

pension, or contribution ;
fixed imposts collected by the go-

vernment at stated periods.

MUYDHONDA, Mar. (JTOVfeO A stone fixed to mark the
.

' o

boundary of a village.

MUZABANAT, A.
(iwlj^c)

Sale of corn or fruit, &c. without

weight or measure, as it stands in the field or hangs on

the tree, or the like : considered illegal.

MUZAHARAT, A.
(sytilla*)

A formula of divorce, in which a

man declares his wife indifferent to him. See Zihar.

MUZAHIM, H. (A.,.sJ^c) Hindering, obstructing, a hindrance.

Muzahim-dar, H.
(P.^lii,

who has) One whose rights or

possessions are incidentally encroached upon.
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MUZAKKI, A.
(^j^j-o)

In law, a purgator of witnesses, one

who testifies the credibility or competency of a witness.

MUZARABAT, A. (LjLi) Aco-partnership of stock and labour,

where one party finds capital, the other management, and

the profits are divided between them.

Mvzdrib, A. (i^Lio) A factor, a manager, the partner that

conducts the business as his share of the principal.

MUZHIR, H. (A. j^v) A claimant, a prosecutor.

MiizMr-alehi, H. (A. tJ$\j$a*)
A defendant, one com-

plained against.

MvAL, Mai. (QJOOD) Land on which rice plants are sown

thickly for the purpose of transplanting : land watered

by rain.

N.

NABALIGH, H. (P. li, not; A.
jSU>

mature) An infant, a

minor.

NabaUrjhi, H.
(^ilbli) Minority, nonage.

NABD, H. (P. U, not, Jy, was) Non-existence: in Bengal,

a head of account under which remissions of revenue were

formerly registered.

NABI'RA, H. (P. x^JJ) A grandson, a son's son.

Nabiri, H. (P.
Ljfpf-w)

A granddaughter.

NACH, H.
(^'J,

from S. 'qTPOI natya, dancing) Dance, dancing,

acting.

NACHCHI-KOTTU, Tel. ( r "^~t

'i4-
>
) The drug Cocculus In-

dicus, also read Nanji-kottu.

NACHCHU, Tel. (roiA3) Waste land overrun with knot

NACHNA, or NACHNI, or, as commonly written, NACHENNY,

NATCHENNY,NATCHENNEE,NATCHENY,&C. Mar.(tfp^!n,

^TT^Sft), NACHCHlNi,Tam.(r5<'<#l(3nfl) A name
ordinarily

given by Europeans to the Eleusine corocana, or Cynosu-

rus corocanus, which is extensively cultivated for its grain,

in the south of India chiefly, although not unknown in

Bengal : the plant is not known in general by this name,

which seems to have originated with Rumphius, who, speak-

ing of the introduction of its seeds from Ceylon into Am-

boyna, calls it Naalsjoni, pronounced, he says, in India,

Naackani: the Hindustani name is Rdyi, vulgarly, Raggy.

it is called Chollu in Telugu, and, according to Van

Rheede, Jeltipuhigu in Tam.

NADA, vernacularly, NAD, or NUD, S. &c. (Jo, Tf^) A river,

one of which the personification is male, as the Sindhu,

or Indus.
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Nadam, Tarn., Mai. (S. IT^LQ,
C^&o) A river, one flowing'

from east to west.

Nadi, corruptly, Nuddy, S. &c. (i_?iX>, rf^t) A river, one

of which the personation is female, as Ganga, or the

Ganges : in the south of India it implies also a river run-

ning from west to east.

Nadi-mdtruka-polamu, IW,(fi5a^J-
D
^8sCr

8
oaix) A

field that is irrigated from a river adjacent.

NadanirvariiTam^r^&r^&QJrf}) A tax levied in the dry

districts of Trichinapali on lands watered by channels from

rivers or water-courses.

Nadabhdvi, Karn. (.-OQ?p dt>) A well with steps.

NADA, Beng. fatff) Dung of sheep or goats, a pellet of dung.

NADA, or NAISA, Mar. (Hli'l) A cord, a rope, especially the

rope of a draw-well, drag-rope of carts, &c. : a coloured

and twisted band worn at the Muharram, by Mohamma-

dans, round their wrists
;
the tie of trowsers or petticoats,

the rope or pole of rope-dancers, &c.

Nddebaliurupi, Mar. (Hli'^^Ml) A rope or pole-dancer.

NADALI, H. (oU) A stone inscribed with words from the

Kuran, and hung as a preserving amulet round children's

necks.

NADANI, or NADNI, Mar. (H3<{fi) Clearing a field of grass

or weeds.

NADAH, H. &c. (P.^b'J), Mar. On^TC), Tel. (KT"CP&)

Having nothing, indigent, bankrupt, insolvent.

Ndddri, H. &c. (^lo'J) Poverty, insolvency.

Ndddr-mundsib, Karn. (from A. t^*,li<> ,
fit or proper) An

item of remission of revenue in Mysore, on account of the

poverty of the cultivators.

NADAVAR, Karn. (?Jc)Q(O do) An agricultural hill tribe,

who pretend to be pure Sudras. Mysore.

NABAVARAVA, Mai. (POSOJfOcu , from nada, a temple) The

income of a religious establishment.

NADAVA-SANADU, Tel. (i^c>ft3oJ~
c

.

!

6.-6&>) A release, a dis-

charge in full, an acquittance from all demands (from A.
cjlJ).

NADAVU, Tarn. (r^lQ.]) Planting, transplanting.

Nadavttnafterdlai, Tam. (r^leLirjlSi OTT8&)) An ac-

count particulars of transplanting.

Nadavu-payir,Tam. (r^iQ^UUU-jIcr) Corn in the field

newly transplanted.

Nada-uluyu, corruptly, Nada-moolungor, Tam. (?) Annual

account of the cultivation.

NADDAF, H. (A. < slo>j) A cotton cleaner.

XADH, Thug. A village.
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NADI, or NARI', Beng. (snt) A caste, or individual of it,

who make ornaments of Idh for Mohammadan women.

NADICHIL, Mai. (POS).^JI<So) Transplanting, a young plant

to be transplanted.

Nadila, Mai. (ooslaj) Planting, transplanting.

NADIGA, Karn. (^SjX) A petty chief. .

NADIGE, Karn. (rO&"X) A leasehold tenure, under which

half the gross produce is the landlord's share.

NADU, commonly, NAD, corruptly, NAAD, NAUD, or NAUR,

Karn., Tel. (oJc)CSJ) A province, a district, a division of a

country ;
a country, a kingdom. (The word occurs also

in Tamil and Malayalam written with the ceberal t, though

pronounced vernacularly Ndd, and Nadu : in their deri-

vatives, however, the t, single or doubled, is retained. See,

therefore, Ndtu, Nat, &c.

Nddina, Karn. (STOOrO) Of or belonging to a country.

JV
r

rfina-mor7/arfe,Karn.('^
I c)S5^'^O'C~9Q) Custom of the

country.

Nddugauda, corruptly, Natgawd, Karn. ( r^S^O^Q) The

head man of a district, like the Desmttkh.

Nddu-sdndbkoga,Karii.(<^<:>&j3>>^Jc)'&
/
dX) The account-

ant of a district.

Nddu-talavdru, Karn. (^raajo53~36o) The assistant of

the head of a district

NAFA,H. (A. fli), NAPHA, Mar. (Tfisr) Gain, profit, advantage.

Nafu-nuhsdn, H. (A. ^LaAiJij) Profit and loss.

NAFAKA, or NAFKA, H. &c. (XMJ) Necessary means of sub-

sistence, supply of food, clothes, and lodging, which, in

law, is obligatory upon certain relations, or the support of a

wife by her husband, of a child by its parent, of a needy pa-

rent by its child, and of relatives and dependants in general.

NAFL, less correctly, NUFIL, H. (A. fjaj) Any voluntary

religious act, one not enjoined by the law.

NAFH, H.
(A.^aJ), NAPHARU, Tel. (r6qj&>), NAPAR, Tam.

(r^LJCr) A man, an individual, a person; also, in Mar. CqrjR)

A low menial servant, a groom ; and a term used in count-

ing camels, as, Unt naphar ddhd, ten head ofcamels: in the

west of Bengal, a slave who, and his offspring, are slaves

for ever, and are transferable and saleable. In Puraniya,

the Nafar is usually a domestic slave, but it also some-

times denotes an agricultural one.

Naphargatigd, Tel. (rO<v^oXS"A^) Individually,man by man.

Napharugati-phauald, Tel. (<<$>6oX&90OX>.
:

6er) Settle-

ment of the revenue with individual cultivators : a Ryotwari

assessment.

4z
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Napharjaminu, Tel., Napar-jdmin, Tarn, (from A. ^to)
A security for a person, bail or surety for appearance. See

Harirzamin.

NAFI, A. CJu) lit., Prohibiting', rejecting : in law, the for-

mal denial of his paternity to a child born of his wife by

a husband : rejection or abandonment of a child.

NAFS-UL-H.AL, H. (from the A. iwA> , the soul) The essence

or pith of an affair, the real merits of a case.

NAG, or Nuo, (?) Mar. A measure of weight for cotton= 8

maunds of 24 Ib. each, or two and a half to a Jthandi

of 480 Ib.

NAGA, vernacularly, NAG, S. &c. (S. i^jj , TPr) A snake, a

serpent deity, or a class of snake gods inhabiting Patala,

the regions under the earth.

NdgpancJiani'l, S. &c. The fifth lunar day of

the month Sravana (July-August), in which the Ndgas
or serpent deities are worshipped : in the south of India

offerings are made to snakes, milk, grain, and other articles

being taken to the holes in which they live.

NAGA, H. &c. (IMS) A class of Hindu mendicants who go

naked and carry arms, and who form sometimes mercenary

bands in the service of Indian princes : a name given to

various barbarous tribes inhabiting the hills along the

southern borders of Asam.

NAGAL.A, Karn. (r^cJAy) A measure of grain equal to four

maraltah, q. v.

NAQALi, Tel. (r3X9) A piough.

Ndgaliharru, TeL
(r5X!)ge|p)

A ploughshare.

NAGAN, (?) Mar. A contribution from the most opulent in-

habitants of a town or village to defray any heavy exaction

either of the state or an enemy.

NAGAR, NUOUH, corruptly, NUGGUB, H. &c. (,) , S.Nagara

rpK) A town, a city : in compounds it is also sometimes

changed barbarously to Nat/ore, as Vardha-nagar be-

comes Barnagore.

Ndgara, vernacularly, Ndgar, S. &c. (^iU , njTt) Relating

or belonging to, or originating with, a town ; hence a dis-

solute or knavish person, one town bred : it is the name,

also, of a tribe of Guzerati Brahmans.

Ndgari, H. &c. (fern, of Ndgara) Relating to a town or

city : applied especially to the alphabet of the Sanskrit

language, and its modifications in Hindi, Marathi, &c.,

sometimes with Deva-divine prefixed, as, Devandgari.

Ndgar,(?)H. A large heavy plough. Bundelkhand. (?Ndn-

gar, for Ld-ngal, S. a plough).
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Nagar-kaul, (?) Tel. Plough tenure, land held at an as-

sessment per plough, usually for three or four years, for dry

grain cultivation only- Northern Sirkars.

NAGARA, Karn. ((vJSAO) A snake, a cobra capella.

Ndgarachavuti, or chuuti, Karn. (?roX&&^35/8( .3?~c))

The fourth lunar day of the ninth Hindu month, when tie

king of the snake gods, Sesha, or Vdsuki, is worshipped.

Ndgavalli, corruptly, Nagole, Tel., Karn. (ivTSXSSj The

betel-vine, also the leaf, which, with the areka nut and

other things rolled up in it, is presented to guests on their

arrival and departure : hence it has come to mean beginning

and termination : it is also applied, in the south of India,

to the concluding ceremony of a marriage, which usually

takes place on the fifth day, when presents of betel and other

articles are interchanged between the new-married couple

and their relatives and friends, and the guests are dismissed.

NAGATJHA, H.
(Ij^lJ)

A large and handsome breed of horned

cattle, native in Guzerat.

NAGiioni, Guz. (lltll3(l) A tribe of Mohammadans in

Guzerat, usually employed in drivingcarts and keeping cattle.

NAGHU, Thug. A body of soldiers.

NAGSANT, II. &c. CqinaiO The head and hood of a snake,

the crest and signature of the Raja of Chota Nagpur.

South-west frontier.

NAGU, Tel. (cO
u

/o) Interest paid in grain on account of

grain lent.

NAHAK, H. (A. ,_*-() Improperly, unjustly, wrong, untrue.

NAHAK, Uriya (fllQIG
1

) A Nd'ih, see Ndyah : a schoolmaster.

NAHIA, H. (A. Xxs-li) A tract, a territory, a quarter, a coast.

NAHR, H. &c. (A. ^zJ)
A stream, a water-course, a river.

NAIB, H. &c. (A. L_-o^) A deputy, a representative, a lieu-

tenant, a viceroy, a sub- or deputy-collector.

Ndib-diredn, H. (A^jft))
The deputy treasurer or accountant.

Ndib-kdzi, H. (A. ^U) The deputy of the Kazi.

Ndib-hdnungo, H. &c. The deputy of the village or dis-

trict accountant and registrar.

Ndib-ndzim, H. (A. *lili U^oLi) A deputy governor and

administrator of justice : an officer nominally under the

Nawab of Bengal, but appointed by the British authority

to superintend the administration of criminal justice : the

plan was adopted in 1755, but the office was abolished, and

courts of circuit were substituted in 1790.

Ndil-subahddr, H. The deputy governor of the Subah or

province.

Nawdb, corruptly, Nunaub, and Nabob, H. &c. (A. t_jtjJ,
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plur. of Nail, but used honorifically in the singular) A

viceroy or governor of a province under the Moghul go-

vernment, whence it became a mere title of any man of

high rank, upon whom it was conferred without any office

being attached to it.

Nidbat, H. (A. t^i^Jiu) Deputyship, vicegerency : the office

of a Ndib, or Narvdb.

NAIKAN, (?) A class of slaves in Karnata.

NAJAI, H. (P. (_sls"-U) Deficiency in produce, a tax formerly

assessed in Bengal upon the cultivators present, to make up

for any deficiency arising from the death or disappearance

of their neighbours.

Ndjdi-1ddkud, H. (P. A. Jo-t^U-li) An extra cess or

Maktot, formerly levied from the Zamindars in Bengal

on the plea of providing against prospective deficiencies

in the revenue by some of them, or of the farmers failing

to fulfil their engagements.

Ndjdil /fla,Uriya(ff|&|QK5.QJfi|) Irrecoverable (as arrears).

NAJAIZ, H. (A. Jj>U-U) Illegal, informal, unauthentic, not

current.

NAJI'B, H. (A. _^sr>) Noble, either by birth or conduct,

bnt the term was applied to a body of irregular infantry

under the native government; some corps were retained

chiefly as a kind of militia, under the British government,

for a time, but the designation appears to have become

obsolete.
w

_

NAJJAR, H. A. (^WO A carpenter.

NAJKARI, Beng. (ds^fift) Grain crop or cultivation, as

distinguished from garden cultivation (probably a verna-

cular corruption of H. andj lil , grain).

NAJM, H. (A. *s?) A star, a constellation : astrology : a

horoscope.

Najumi, H. (A. ^ys
1
) An astrologer.

JAJSH, A. (^iar
5

) Bidding for articles on sale without in-

tending to purchase them, for the sake of enhancing their

price, held to be illegal.

JAKA, H. (U), NAKA, or NiKEN,Mar. (^ToRT, rfTw), NAKE,

Guz. (U%) The extremity of a road, also a point where

two roads meet ; hence the site of a toll or custom station,

where transit duties or customs are levied ; also, some-

times, the duties or customs so levied : it is sometimes

applied to a subordinate police-station.

Ndhdbandi, II. (,_jJJiJ&Ii) Collections on account of land

customs and transit duties ; also, shutting up a road.

Ndkebandi, Mar., Cqicfi^nf^) Shutting up a road or avenue.
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Ndheddr, Mar., Guz. (floji^R) A receiver of customs or

transit duties, a toll- gatherer.

NAKA, or NAKARI, Thug. Sneezing, a bad omen at setting

out.

NAKARA, H. (A. S;liu) A kettle-drum, the use of which was

restricted to persons of high rank, as a mark of state.

Nakdrahhand, corruptly, Ndkkarconnah, H. (P. &li-, a

house) The chamber where the state drums were struck

from time to time, usually an open alcove over the main

entrance or gateway.

NAKAR, Mar. (HcfcR) Refusing,disallowing: rejection ofa draft

or bill, or a writing on the face of it intimating its rejection.

Nahdrdi, Mar. (TcFTO^) The forfeit or money paid upon

a bill that has been dishonoured.

NAKARA, or NAKARI, H. &c. (s,l>, L^U.Trrgttxr, vrranrO

NAKARA, Kara. (c3dD~d8) Incompetent, unfit, disquali-

fied, useless, worthless.

NAKARI, NAKARIA, Guz. ("Ift^l, W&^il) Free from tax,

land, &c. (from the S. kara, tax).

NAKB, corruptly, NUCCUB, H. (A. <^. M) An excavation, a

breach : breaking or digging through a wall.

Nahbzan, H. (P. ^j , who strikes) A burglar.

Nahbzani, corruptly, Nucculzanie, H. (P.
^jj, striking)

Burglary, breaking, or rather digging through a wall,

the native houses being very generally constructed of

sun-dried clay or unburnt bricks, and therefore easily

perforated.

NAKD, NUQD, corruptly, NUCKD, H. &c. (A. <iiu), in the

dialects the ft is commonly changed to y, and a penultimate

vowel inserted, as NAGAD, or NUGUD, Beng. (ftlf), Mar.

, NAGADU,Tel. and Kara. (roXcX)^ NAGADA, Uriya

. In Mar. it also occurs, in composition at least,

as NAKTA, and NAKTI'. Cash, money, ready money : it

sometimes applies to all personal property except goods

and chattels : in Bengal it implies prompt, ready, as

money, &c.

Nakdi, Nagdi, Nakadi, or Nagadi, corruptly, Nucltdy,

Nurjdee, Nekdy,H. &c. (i_yAJ, ?P^,7fnTO Paid
>
or to be

paid, in cash or ready money; applied especially to the

land revenue which is paid in money, in contradistinction

to that which is paid in kind. In Bengal, Nayadi (JTtlft)

is applied also to cash, ready money ; and in Malayalim,

according to Mr. Graeme, Nigadi (POlC/Orml) denotes the

money revenue payable to the Mohammadan government

of Mysore.
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Nagadibdb, Mar. (^m^w) The heading under which

items of revenue payable in money were entered in the

Maratha accounts.

Nakdi-chhittUa, H. (IfrXjb^-)
Cash receipt.

Nigadi-chittu,Ma\. (POloOrtn).2_f)p A document given by

a collector to each payer of revenue, stating the amount

of cash dcmundable. Mysore.

Nakdi-faisalat, H. (A. AAW) Settlement of cash balances.

Nakdi-gumdshta, H. (<0&li) A cash-keeper.

Nakdi-jinsi, H. (A. ^*>-k>-, sort, kind) Money rent, cal-

culated on the value of the produce.

Nagadi-lekkd, Tel. (rC5X&~3^) A cash account.

.ATa/<rfi-mzM?Yz<,H.(A.L^liCi<> ,_iXsj) Miscellaneous items

in the revenue accounts allowed for and settled in money.

Nagad-mdl, Mar, (r|J|^*{!($) Ready property, money, or

effects easily convertible into cash, as jewels, &c.
; also,

the prime or chosen portion of any thing.

Nagad-vihri, Mar. (S. T<Tt^fanft, from S. fT3Pl, sale) Ready-

money sale.

Nagadu-risidi, Karn. (Eng., receipt) An account of receipts

in ready money.

Nagadi-sirastd, Mar. (Tn^ f?KWI. from P. &JJ*,*,) A

general term for various money cesses imposed by the

Maratha government.

Nigadi-shistam, Mai. (c/3leSQo, S. f$f?, left) A cash ba-

lance after payment of the government revenue, payable

to the proprietor by the tenant or oceupier, either under

lease or mortgage.

Nigadi-vittu, Mai. (ajlo^Tj, seed) Money assessment ac-

cording to the value of the seed required for a field or an

estate.

Nakd-o-jint, H. (^jJ^JJii) Money and goods.

Naktabdb, or Naktibdb, Mar. (rlWIW, 1?hTlK) Taxes in

money, not in kind.

NAKHKHAS, vernacularly, NAKAS, incorrectly, NIKAS, cor-

mptly,NuHKAS,NuKKAS,NECKAS,NEKKAS,orNEKAUSS,

H. (A. (^Js
1
) A daily fair or market for slaves and for

horses and cattle : the sale of living things : a tax for-

merly levied in Bengal, and still in some of the native

states, upon the sale of horses and cattle.

NAKHL-BAND, H. (from A. Jcs-
1

, a young tree) A gardener,

a maker of artificial flowers.

NAKHUDA, corruptly, NAKOUDA, NACODAH, H. (P. Ij^li)

The captain or commander of a ship.

NAKIB, H. (A. (^.^M) A servant who announces his master's
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approach, and repeats his titles ;
a kind of herald or

chamberlain.

NAKIRD, Mar. (P. ^nrit), NAKHIHUDU, Tel. (cS-336o&>)

Lying waste or fallow (land).

Ndkirdsdr, Mar. ('ifraftfWit) Land incapable of cultivation-

NAKIS, H. (A. j^ai'U), NAKAS, Hindi (HI4i*0 Defective,

deficient : as applied to land, it is said to signify either

land in which wells cannot be sunk without masonry, or

that which is fit for the cultivation of Bajra : it is also

applied to land that is unproductive and not worth cul-

tivating.

NAKKAPANDUGA,Tel. 0<5|>_>oOoX) A ceremony performed

at the salt-pans before the salt is brought from them.

Northern Sirkars.

NAKL, NUQL, vernacularly, NAKAL, or NUQUL, corruptly,

NACCAI,, H. &c. ((Jju, folK?) A copy, a transcript, any

recorded written document, a register.

Naffl-i-pattd, or -pattdjdt, H. (from LL , a lease) A record

or register of leases or revenue engagements : an account

kept by the village accountant, giving, under the name of

each cultivator, an abstract of his tenure, shewing the ex-

tent of his farm and amount of revenue, and the name,

measurement, assessment, and revenue, of each field.

Naltld,Nuqla, corruptly, Nugld, H. (A.'lSJ) A smaller village

dependent upon a larger, or upon an estate, forming a sub-

ordinate part of it : (included in the register, or JVaW).

Ndkil, H. (A. (JjLi) A reporter, a registrar.

NAKSHA, or NAKASHA, H. &c. (A. <CJu, Ht$n) A picture,

a plan, a map, a general description, an official report.

Nahsha-intikdli, H. (A. ^jlliiJu'l)
A deed of conveyance or

transfer of landed property.

Nahsha-i-hhewat, H. The draft or transcript of the village

register.

Naksha-juz-o-kul, H.
(JS'.^diJu) Detail of particulars,

small or great : a report drawn up by the native collector

or surveyor, furnishing details of cultivation, the condition

of the cultivators, the quality of the lands, the mode of

management, &c., so as to form a guide to the assessment.

Nahsha-tabdili, H. (A. (JjAjJ, change) Record of transfer

of shares in landed property.

Kisht-mdr-naksha, H. (A. ei~>^, a field) A settlement map,

a plan of fields according as they are assessed.

NAKSH-BANDIA, H. (L> JJUiJLJ) A Mohammadan religious men-

dicant, characterised by carrying a lighted lamp in one hand

and going about singing verses in honour of the Prophet,
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&c. : they derive their institution and name from Khdja

Sahd-ud-din, of Nakshband.

NAKSHATRA, S. (TT5f^) An asterism or collection of stars,

which are classed in twenty-eight divisions, and serve to

mark the moon's course through the ecliptic, hence called

a lunar mansion : any constellation.

NAL, NUL, or NALA, NULU, H. &c. (S. Jj, tT<y) A rod, a

bambu, a reed, a measuring rod : as a standard of measure

it consisted of three Ildhl-yaz or yards of Akbar, but the

length varied in practice from 7'J to 9 feet ;
a larger rod

was also in use varying from 26 to 33 feet ; and another

was known in Bengal of 400 cubits.

Naliyd, Beng. (rf^Tt) A bird-catcher : one who catches

birds with limed rods.

NAL, H. (A. Jj) A horse-shoe.

Ndlband, H. (juuLo) A farrier.

Ndlbandi, H. (^jJjJmi) Farriery : horse-shoe money : under

the Mohammadan government, a contribution exacted from

petty princes or the peasantry, on the plea of keeping up

the cavalry of the state, or as the price of preventing the

horsemen from devastating the country, but which was

converted into a small permanent tribute : among the Ma-

rathas, the equipment of cavalry for the field, or an ad-

vance to a troop when enlisted or sent on service.

Ndldabd, Mar. (fn<3'4'll) A set of horse-shoes (four) : a

claim of the state or public officers to a set of horse-shoes,

annually, from the village blacksmith, or the money-value

instead.

Nahdhib, H. (t^^vs-LoJjo) A man who runs as fast as he

can, carrying an artificial representation of a horse-shoe

as typical of the horse of Hasain at the festival of the

Muharram.

NAL, (?) Hindi. A gang or body of the freebooters in Bun-

delkhand known as Sanorias, or Uthdigirs.

NAL, H. &c.
(JLJ), NALA, Mar. (135) A tube, a pipe, a

hollow reed or cane.

NALA, S. &c. (Tc?) The 50th year of the Hindu cycle.

NALA, or NALA, corruptly, NULLAH, H. &c. (5IU , <rfU, TIT^ST)

NALU,NALUVE, Karn^^OO-), oyjotuD) A water-course,

a channel or gulley cut in the soil by rain, down which,

in the rainy season, rushes a considerable body of water :

a rivulet, a creek, a drain, a ravine.

Nuldkandi, Uriya (ft|fi5.|QQ) An aqueduct for salt water.

NALA, Mar. (I95) An aqueduct, a conduit pipe.

Nalapatti or Nalpatti, Mar. (flggMjl) A tax on the people
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of a town or district to defray the cost of keeping aqueducts

in repair.

NALAIK, H. (P. ^^U) Unfit, unworthy, improper : as applied

to land, barren, unproductive, incapable of cultivation.

NALGORU.NALKUKORU, Karn. (Ittfafte >sraa>^&),
from ndlku fv^P, four) Four shares ; land which, having

been untilled, is let to farmers on agreement that govern-

ment shall have one share of the produce and the cultiva-

tors three.

NALI, NAni, or NAZHI, Tarn. (rTrTLjal) A measure of capa-

city, a padi, or one-eighth of a marakdl, about 3 Ibs. 6 oz.

NALI, H. &c. (S. ^U , 'TRjft) A tube, a pipe, a hollow reed

or bambu, a drill pipe, a channel, a drain : in Kamaou,

a measure of space, half a bisi ; also a measure of grain,

twenty of which, of seed, are the contents of a sheep saddle-

bag, and should be sown in a bisi of land.

NALISH, H. (P.
(j2JW, NALIST, or NALISTI, Mar. (>TTfc3ref ,

-^Bft) Complaint, statement of wrong and prayer of redress,

plaint, accusation (in a court of law).

Ndlish-ghair-sarsari, or Ndlish-nwnberi, H. (from P.

^JMJM, summary, as a suit, or the Eng. word
'

number ')

A regular suit at law, one in which the plaint has been

duly preferred and recorded according to its number.

Ndlishi, H. (P.
(_5

^!'J) A complainant, a plaintiff.

Nalishi-drzi, H. (from A.
\j*>f)

A plaint, the represen-

tation of the complainant.

NALK.I, H.
Cj&lJ)

An open litter or palankin used by per-

sons of rank.

NALLABHUMI, TeL (r^&T^X)) Black soil.

NALUGU, Tel. (oTDXb) Staining- the hands and feet of the

bride and bridegroom yellow, part of the marriage cere-

mony in the Dakhin : rubbing the body with the flour of

certain grains to cleanse the skin.

NALVA, Earn., Mai. (<^>,$) A furlong, a distance measured

by 440 cubits.

NAMA, also, vernacularly, NAON, NANO, H. (^U , yU), and

NAO, or NAO, Mar. (TT^), vernacularly, NAM, H. &c.

0U, TW) Name, a name, reputation; also, in Karnataka,

a sectional mark of three perpendicular lines, of which the

centre is red, the other two white, made on the forehead

by the worshippers of Vishnu : also the white clay used

for the purpose.

Ndmddr, H. (P. .!iXU) Famous, renowned.

Ndmdvali, Beng. (S. <!>(!< ?l) A kind of cloth, or a scarf or

belt stamped with the names of a deity, worn by the Hindus.

5 A
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Ndmaddri, Tarn.
(rjrTLO^rrrfl)

A vaishnava, one wear-

ing the sectarial marks.

Ndmliaran, or Ndmakarana, H. &c. (S. ^
Giving a name to a new-born child with appropriate cere-

monies : one of the initiating rites or SansJtdras of the

Hindus.

ydmaMrttana, S. &c. (!W*1^bT) Repeating the names of

a divinity as an exercise of devotion : in Bengal, also, the

insertion of a name in a legal document or deed.

Nambarda, H. (P. St^feU) Named, mentioned, aforesaid.

Ndonisdn, Mar. (^TRftT^ITOr) Name and particulars (as

country, residence, occupation, &c.).

NdonM, Mar. (vn^fa^ft) A roll or list of names, also a

single name borne upon it

Ndonitirvdr, Mar. farefasfNl*) Name by name according

to the roll.

Ndoras, Mar. C^raTfO The name given to a child with

reference to its horoscope.

NAMA, NAMU, written, NAMAH, NAMKH, in the Hindu dia-

lects most usually NAMA, &c., H. &c. (P. <fct>, ?TWT) A

writing, a written document, a deed : its particular appro-

priation is indicated by the word with which it is con-

nected, and which usually precedes it ; as, Ikrdr-ndma,

a deed of agreement ; Rdzi-ndma, a deed of assent ; Tak-

sim-ndma, a deed of partition ; Taml'tk-ndma, acknow-

ledgement of ownership or property, &c. : or the terms may

be transposed with the sign of connexion
; as, Ndma-i-

ikrdr, Ndma-i-taltsim, but in Hindustani this is less usual.

NAMAK, or NiMAK,corruptly,NEMUK,NiMUCK,NEEMUCK,

H. &c. (P. tiUJ), in other dialects the form is NIMAK

only, as Beng. (ft
1

^), Mar. (faTOi) Salt.

NamaJf-, or Nimak-chasU, H. (P. ^j^s- , tasting) Feed-

ing a child for the first time when about six or seven

months old, on which occasion various ceremonies are ob-

served; also the interchange of trays of sweetmeats between.

the families of the bride and bridegroom at the time of-

betrothment.

Namah-, or Nimah-haldl, H. (J.!U-wLUJ) Faithful, loyal.

Namah-, or Nimak-hardm, H. (,lpXLLj) Faithless, dis-

loyal, treacherous.

NamaJii, or Nimalii, H.
(^jCkJ) Saline, salt: applied in

Orissa to land overflowed by the tide, and where salt is

manufactured.

Nimak-daldli, H. (P. J3ii , a broker) A tax formerly levied

in Bengal on salt-brokers or vendors.
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NamaJt-maldl, H. (Jlsri^LJ) The salt revenue as a

separate head of revenue.

Namak-, or Nimah-sdr, H. (^L*CJ ) Salt-revenue, a salt-

pit, saline.

Nimak-parrvarda, H. (P. *-j*j> t cherished) A favourite

and confidential servant.

NAMASKAH, S. &c. (ffitchiO Reverential salutation, espe-

cially to an idol or a Brahman.

NAMAz, H. (A.jLJ), vernacularly, NAiaAj (tTTHl) Prayer,

especially that prescribed by law to be recited five times

a day.

Namdz-rjali, H. (from P. so, a place) A place of prayer,

the part of a mosque where the prayers are read, or a

temporary building or platform for the same purpose.

Namdz-i-jandza, H. (A. 3 ilx- , a bier) Funeral service of

the Mohammadans.

NAMBi,NAMBiYAN,Tam. (mlilJI, rj&LJlLUrrOT), NAMBI,

or NAMBADI, Mai. (oooojl , pocrusl), NAMBIVAVA,

Karn. (iv>OC&>3) fhe title of a caste, or member of it,

an inferior class of Brahmans, said to be sprung from a

Kshatriya mother and Brahman father, and usually offici-

ating as priest in Vaishnava temples in the south of India.

NAMBUDIRI, commonly pronounced, and written, NAMBTJRI,

or NAMBOORI, Mai.
(mfY^jonlfffl), NAMBUIU, Tarn.

(PTIIILJ.rfl) A Brahman of the highest order in Malabar,

also the name of the caste or tribe.

NAMBU-VETUVAR, (?) A class of slaves in Karnata.

NAMBYARA, Mai. (nocryjoro)
A tribe ofNayars, or Nairs,

in Malabar, also a member of it.

NAMUCHIO, Guz. ( l'*l
5Hlat I) A man without mustaches,

a beardless man, a term of reviling.

NAMUDAR, H.
(P.yb^to , from namudan, to show) A sample,

a specimen.

Namuddr, or ddri, H.
(^^J>>j-**) Payment made by a cul-

tivator upon his being exempted from actual measurement,

settling his assessment by samples of the crop (?).

Namuder-besi, Beng. (JTOTfU^t) Increase of the rate

entered on the vouchers exhibited (from P. 0.-4J , showing).

Namuder-Jiami, Beng. (iTOTf^sfl) Deficiency, or diminu-

tion of the exhibit rate. See the preceding.

Namuna, Numoona, H. &c. (&AJ , T^Tl), Namvnd, or

Namond, Mar.
('T^'TT,

vriY?n) A sample, a specimen, a

pattern.

Namusudra, corruptly, Numoosoodr, (?) Beng. A low

caste, or an individual of it, a Cliandala.
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NAN!, H. (iJli) A maternal grandfather.

Ndni, H. (tjb') A maternal grandmother.

NANAD, NANAND!, NANADI, NANADINI, Beng. (JRlf, &c.

S.
^fT^")

A husband's sister.

NANAK, or NANE,Mar. (S. 'iH!l3, nw), NANU/GUZ. ("tll^)

Coin, a coin, any thing bearing an inscription, money.

Ndnevafi, or -vatti, Mar. Guz. (TTTO^rfr -^j't) A money-

changer.

Ndnevaftam, Mar. (TTO^j), Ndndvata, Guz. ("ILUllHi)

Money-changing, the business of a money-changer : the

money-market,the place where the money-changers' shops are.

Ndnaya, or Ndnya, Karn. (oJdKKXX^ oJd3^) Coin, money.

Ndnyagdr, Karn. (oTOrOg A OO) A money-changer.

Ndnyamubadulu, Karn.

coins.

Ndnyamurupadi,

for small money, giving change.

Ndnyaparhhdvani, Karn. (<v7c)>#a3"SS${b) Trying

coins, determining if they are full weight and value.

Ndnayavattam, Tarn. (njrTfiBBrLLJQJtllUi) Difference in

exchange of coins, premium or discount.

NANABI, Mai. (oooroojpl) A measure of quantity
= four

small measures.

Ndndrikandam^st}. (oOOOOOsplc6O6^So) Sown with four

measures of seed (a field).

NANAsAi, (?) Mar. A religious mendicant of a low order,

who, in the west of India, extorts alms from the shop-

keepers and others by importunities, abuse, and threats :

(? if intended for Nanahshdhi, vagrant mendicants pro-

fessing to be followers of Ndnak Shah, the founder of the

Sikh religion).

NANCHANEBARA.Uriya (S?|gGffQ|Q) Bribery and corruption

(the first term is more correctly Ldnch, q. v. ( the second

is probably Lewara, from H. Una, to take).

NAND, Mar. (S. fc*) A cant term amongst traders and shop-

keepers, for an undue profit.

NANDANA,S.&c. ('ftpl) A son; also the 26th year of the cycle.

NANDAVANAM, S. &c. (T^^) The grove of Indra, but used

in the south of India to designate a garden, the flowers

of which are appropriated to some temple.

NANDI, NUNDEE, S. &c. (^T^O The bull of Siva, a figure

of whom is usually placed in front of temples dedicated

to that deity.

NANDI', S. &c. ("rfp^t) A benedictory verse eulogising a king

or a deity.
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Ndndi-mukha, or Ndndi-srdddha, S. &c. (ffPr^src?; , -tllg;)

A commemorative sacrifice or offering to the manes of

deceased ancestors, as preliminary to a marriage or other

occasion of festivity : also, in Bengali, an ancestor.

NANDINI', H. (S. ^y'jJu)
A husband's or wife's sister.

NANDOI, NANDOSI, H. (S. ^SM, (
_tJuu) A husband's

sister's husband.

NANGAR, Mar. (?tfTO, NANGAL, Beng. W"t5f, S. ^ST^)
A plough.

Ndrtyarat, -rath, or -rod, Mar. (iOmw -tS -t?) Newly-

ploughed ground.

Ndnyarni, Mar. (Hl'IVrfO Ploughing.

Ndngaryd, Mar. (r|jj|J4l) Relating to a plough, a plough-

man, a bullock, &c.

NANJAI, or NANJEY, commonly pronounced NANJA, or

NuNJA,corruptly,NuNJAH,Tam. (r^^sms; r^OTG^LU,
from Nal neb, good, and shai 005<5 cultivation), NANJA,

Tel. (<-6o&0 Soil that is fit for the cultivation of rice,

admitting of artificial irrigation, and hence commonly

termed wet ground or soil,' in contradistinction to Punja,

or dry.

Nanjai mel punjai, or taram punjai, Tarn.
(njfeTjSBSS*-

GLQ& -SirjLa-L-ICnrCODiB
1

) The cultivation of grains not

usually requiring irrigation on irrigated soils, but where

the actual supply of water is inadequate for the growth of

rice : the revenue in such a case is assessed at a medium

rate between that customary on dry and on wet lands.

NANJI, Uriya ($1) A strip of alluvial land.

NA.NKAR, less correctly, NANCAR, H. &c. (^&1o, P. .Jj

bread, and j6 , business) In Bengal finance, a term ap-

plied to an assignment of a portion of the land or revenue

of an estate, made to the occupant or Zamindar as an al-

lowance for his subsistence, usually amounting to about

five, or sometimes ten per cent, on the assessment payable

to the state. If removed from the management of the estate,

the Ndnltdr was occasionally withdrawn, in contradis-

tinction to the Mdlihdna, which was always granted : the

terms, however, are not unfrequently confounded, or used

indiscriminately to signify the same thing. The term was

also applied to assignments of land or revenue made as

subsistence- money to fiscal and village officers. Ben. Reg.

viii. 1793; xxv. xxvii. 1803 ;
ix. 1805.

Ndnhdr-mujrdi, H. (P. g^iv^tCtU) Deductions from the

revenue, or assignments from it, on account of Ndnkdr,

or subsistence allowance.
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NdnJtdr mujrdi nid.nl bdlti, H. &c. (^
An account of the revenue deducted or assigned on account

of Ndnkdr : items in the general account of receipts and

balances kept by the village accountants, exhibiting such

deductions.

Ndnfcdr-zamin, H. &c. (P.
(jJ-*; > land) Land assigned rent-

free to Zamindars or public officers for their maintenance.

Ndnparrvarshi, Kara. (oJdrO<OOa)O oJ.) A pension, a grant,

a salary or allowance made to a person when incapable of

service.

NAP, H. (L_J'J, for Map i tc) Measuring, measure.

NAPAT, Mar. (rllMri) Want of credit or character (among

mercantile people.

NAPIT, H. &c. (S. Ci^olJ , HlfMiO, along with the original

term the dialects have various modifications of the word,

as NAi, H. (^U), NAIDA, NAiNDA. Kara. (?TCOSJ<$,

oTOoajocS^NAu, NAnu,NAHAwi,and NAiiAwi, NHAU,

and NHAwi, Mar. (fTra, 'U^, HI^Tt, ^T^l^t, ?!, '^Nl)

NAPIG, Kara. (oTOSo^A) A barber, a shaver, who usually

acts also as a surgeon : the village barber, and barber-

surgeon.

NAPTA, NAPTRf, S. &c. (TJIT, T'ft) A grandson, a grand-

daughter.

NAR, Sindhi. A large water-wheel.

NAR, Mai. (IMMO) Young corn or paddy fit for transplanting.

Narruhdla, Mai. (<MMOad&>OaA) A bed or piece of ground

from which young rice plants have been removed.

j^fdrrupat.fi,
Mai. (<WiOOClo_!^1) A bed or piece of ground

in which rice plants have been sown for transplanting.

NARA, Tel. 0^c)#), Mai. (PO3<0) The hempen fibres of

various plants, whether from the stem or the bark, as the

palm, the cocoa-nut, the aloe, the San, &c.

NApA, or NApA, Beng. (31^51) Stubble, the stubble of rice

or other grain after reaping.

NARAKA, S. &c. (tTCR) Hell, the place of torment for sinners :

various subdivisions are enumerated.

NARATTA, Kara. Tel. (^SU) Land broken by chasms and

creeks.

NAR-, or NAp-GiR, Mar. (qiS'fiO A revenue officer.

Ndr-, or Ndd-gaund, Mar. (vnsHlt) The head revenue and

police-officer of a district in some of the Maratha provinces,

corresponding to Desmukh in others.

Ndrgun, (?) Mar. The head of the shepherds, as holding
a rvatan or claim on the revenue of a village or district:

(it should be, probably, the same as the preceding).
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NARI, or NApi, S. &c. (^fi^, ^mft) Any tubular pipe or

vessel, a blood-vessel, the pulse.

Ndritepd, Beng. (Hl'^feS'fl) A physician.

NARI, or NARIKA, S. &c. (nTt, ufcc*)), NALIKAI, or

NAZHIKAI, NlDiKA, Tarn. (r^rTLploo^s, rjrTL^srr),

NARIKA, or NARIGA, Mai. (POO#l<ja>) A measure of time,

an hour of twenty-four minutes, or one-sixtieth of the day

and night ; also, in Tarn, an Indian mile, the distance

a person walks in a NdriJta,

NAHI, S. &c. OTIT!fr) A woman.

NARI, Mai. (OO3(fl) A measure of capacity, the fourth part

of an Edanyali, or sometimes the same as the Edangali.

NA RIAL, Thug. The head. Dakhini.

NARI HAH, Thug. Unsafe, as the place appointed for the

murder.

NARIKELA, S. &c. (TTft^ijj), sometimes modified in the dia-

lects, as NARYAL, H. (L)^), NARA;, NA.RALI, and NA-

HEL, Mar. (TTT35, 'TITSS^, ^K35) The cocoa-nut tree

(Cocos nucifera) ; a cocoa-nut.

Ndrali punav, or paitrnimd, Mar. ( 'TTtiJsfa'l^ , or 'Ulf'SHT)

Day of full moon in the month Srdvan, when a cocoa-nut

is thrown into the sea, and the monsoon is declared to be

broken up.

Ndrali utpanna, ? (from S. TfUW , produced) Amount pro-

duce of the cocoa-nut trees of the state, or of the impost on

private plantations.

Ndralmdr, Mar. (^Tgg^TS) A cocoa-nut tree kept for fruit,

in distinction to the Bandhdrmdr (hjTi;n^), one kept

for tdri.

Ndrikela-tail, Beng. (S. JTl'^t <?eiti>i) Cocoa-nut oil.

Ndrihelu-mdld, Beng. (from 'SltTl, the shell of the cocoa-

nut) The internal hard shell, a cup made of it.

Ndryali, H.
((_5^^) Tdri from the sap of the cocoa-

nut tree.

NARODA, Guz. ("ll^.l'cl) A tribe of half-caste Rajputs.

NARU, Kara. (oJciOO) The fibres of plants, whether from the

stem or the rind.

Undi-ndrv, Kara. (^oe^^JS&i) Common hemp.

Denyina-ndnt, Kara. (OO^vrOFJSOO) The fibres, or coir,

of the cocoa-nut.

Nulindru, Kara. (ixbOoJSOj) Any sort of hemp.

NiRUKARti, Mar. (TI^in') The inferior village servants,

those comprised under the designation ofAluta, q. v.

NARU, Tel., Tam. (eS^CSO, rjrt rpj) Young plants of corn

fit to be transplanted.
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NARRU, pronounced NATTU.Tam. (rjrrjf)^))
Plants thickly

sown, for the purpose of being transplanted.

NARHANKAL, pronounced NATTANGAL, Tam.
(rjrTjTjjp-

rU<5&rT^)) A bed, or part of a field, kept moist, in which

rice is sown for the purpose of being transplanted when

it grows up.

Ndrrunadavu, or Ndffunudavu, Tam. (n
)nrr)r)n)\.6L\)

The act of transplanting.

NAS, or NAS, Mar. (S. tH^I, TfW) Loss, injury, destruction.

Ndswani, Mar. C^l^rauft, from S. vnuft, water) Rain out

of season spoiling the crops.

NAIITA, Dakh. Thug. A soldier or policeman.

NARWA, incorrectly, NIRWA, Guz. (^l^Hl) An undivided

village held in coparcenary, and managed by a few of the

chief sharers : applied also to the assessment of the revenue

by agreement with the principal shareholders.

Narmdddr, Guz. ("13.Hit 1 3.) A coparcenary shareholder in

a village.

NASAB, NUSUB, H. (A. *-^j) Family, race, lineage.

Nasab-ndma, H. (P. &el> ,
a document) A pedigree, a genea-

logical table or tree.

Nisbat, H. (A. OJuJ) Relationship, affinity, connexion :

also used adverbially, ba-nisbat, with regard or respect to.

Nisbat, Mar. (fqw^il , the same word as the last, but differently

applied) Charge, care of, custody, control or direction of.

Nisbatddr, Mar. (fHtHd^TC) A person or officer having

charge or control of.

Nisbatn'dr, Mar. (ftlJIH^K) Belonging to, in charge or

under control of: in the order of the names of those to

whose keeping things or persons are committed (a

list, &c.)

NASAK, NUSUK, H. (A. JfwJ) Order, arrangement : valua-

tion of a crop by estimate (?)

Nasahchi, H. (P. e^
Mjl

) An officer better known in Persia

than in Hindustan, one attached to the king as chamber-

lain and orderly, and, on occasion, executioner.

Nasakchi bdshi, H. (P. .j^'j)
Chief chamberlain or orderly.

NASIIA, H. (A. UJ) Intoxication, the effects of intoxication,

a headache, &c. ; intoxicating liquor.

NASHTA, vernacularly, NASHT, or NUSHT, or, sometimes,

NATH, S. &c. (e^lJ , Tfjf) Lost, injured, destroyed : it

is often used as a substantive, as,

Nashtam, Tam. ([T6^l IA), Nashtamv, or Nashti, Tel.

Nashta, Kara. O^f}), Nashta, Nashti,
ej^ s ,

U
S>L) Loss, injury, damage, waste : applied
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especially to a deficient crop, either of corn or fruit, from

temporary or permanent injury, as bad soil, scarcity of

water, excess of rain, blight, tempest, lightning, &c., claim-

ing a proportionate diminution of the assessment.

Nashlachandra, S. &c. (fiB^sij:) The waning moon.

Nashtavdrtle, Kara.
(rOc^oJ c)9F~) Bad news.

Nashtika, S. &c. (tflfrsf) Who or what has suffered loss,

bereft of property, deprived of an owner.

NASHUJ, A. (j_^ylj)
In Mohammadan law, a woman who

is disobedient to her husband and provokes him to mal-

treat her ; one who abandons her husband's house in con-

sequence of a quarrel.

NASIA, H. (A. j.wj) Delay allowed for payment, credit

NASIB, H. (A. <_^jk*a>) Fortune, fate, destiny.

NASIHA, H. (^^, *ifa^T) A light plough for ploughing-

light soils.

NASIHAH, or NASIHAH-DAFTAH, corruptly, NASEHA, (?) An

office under the Mohammadan governments in which ac-

counts of the revenue and revenue alienations were pre-

pared for transmission to the supreme treasury (perhaps

from Nasihat, advice).

NASIHAT, H. (A. e^s^) Advice, counsel. NASIHAT, Mar.

(T*rt^(0, NASIYATTU, Karn. (<\5&>ofcj) Chastisement,

punishment.

NASL, H. (A. iJ** ) Lineage, race, descent.

Nadan ba naslan, H. (2LJ^j2L-j) In regular descent or

successon.

NASS, A. (aJ) Manifesting : in Mohammadan law, a clear

and express dictum of law which cannot be set aside.

NASTI, S. &c. (nftir) Non-existence, annihilation, what is not

(it is sometimes confounded vernacularly with Nashta,

and Nashti, q. v.

Ndstiha, or Ndstik, S. &c. (Tlf^nif ) An unbeliever, one

who denies the authority of the Vedas : an atheist

NATA, H. (tti), NATEN. Mar. (tnff,from the S. sfrfa) Kin-

dred, affinity, relationship (by blood or marriage).

Relations by the same father, joint heirs.

NATA, NUTA, Mai. (OOS) Entrance to a house : a temple.

Natahdvan, Mai. (POSd&>Oo_inr4) A sentinel, a guard.

NATA, NAT, or NUT, S. &c. (cLo, 7^:), NATWA, Guz.

("l^Hl) A dancer.an actor, a tumbler, a public performer;

applied also to a tribe of vagrants who live by feats of

dexterity, sleight of hand, fortune-telling, and the like, and

correspond in their habits with the gypsies of Europe.
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Nati, S. &c. fart) A dancing-girl, an actress.

Ndtaka, or Ndtak, S. &c. (vn?*f) Acting, dancing, public

performance : a play, a drama.

NATAI, Beng. (JTt&t^) A reel for winding cotton.

NATA, orNApA, Mai. (OOOS), NATU, Tarn.
(r^FT) Country,

as distinguished from town, a kingdom, a province or dis-

trict : commonly pronounced Nad, or Nadu, q. v. (in the

derivatives and compounds of these words the inflected

forms Ndtta, and Nattu, are substituted.

Ndtta, Mai. (OOO) Of or belonging to the country.

Ndltam, Tarn. (r^mlllL) The chiefship of a district.

Ndt.famkdran, corruptly, Nautumkar, Tarn.
(r^FTI I_LD<S-

SrrrjdOT) The head man of a village or a district, one

who directs and superintends the cultivation, and has chief

authority over the village servants : the Pdtil of the Ma-

ratha provinces ; also the head man of a tribe, trade, or

caste, in some places.

Ndttdn, corruptly, Nautwatt, Tam. (n^rrill-rrOT) The

chief civil officer of a district under the native administra-

tion, whose authority is now confined to questions of caste :

the post is filled by the tribe of original settlers and the

Mirdsiddrs : the Ndttdn, takes precedence in an assembly

of various tribes.

Ndttdnma, Mai. (o">006oa) Superiority of a village.

Ndt.tdnma-kdran, Mai. (O03oena<fe3(0nr6), Nditanmai-

kdran, Tam.
(^rrlll_rT<5?jbr<5S5li<5rrcr<5nT)

The chief or

head man of a village or district

Natfar, or Nddar, Tam. (r^mlurrrj, rjni-rj)
The

people of a district or a country : the chief persons among

the agriculturists.

Nattuhdran, Mai. (POOj<j8>0(ont>) A rustic, a countryman.

Ndttukaranam,'Fam. (r5rTL_<SSrT<3CBrii) The registrar

or accountant of a district, a village accountant.

Ndttuhuttam, Mai. (O00t^o) A general assembly of the

people of a country.

Ndttumnniyam, Tam. (rjITllSuirTCCCflUJlL) Land held

rent-free as the perquisite of the head man of a village.

Ndtunatappa, Mai. (roogOOSoj) Custom of the country.

Ndttusilavu, corruptly, Nautsellavoo, Tam. (ITn Ll<^606i-|)

Charges for village expenses and the pay and allowances

of village officers under the native government.

Ndttupuram, Tam.
(^rTLlSL^UlL) A country town.

Ndtuppu, Mai. (P00|o_l) Salt made in the country, in

distinction to foreign or imported salt.

Ndturedri, or Nadurvdri, commonly, Nadreali, corruptly
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Naurmdli, and Naurwai, Mai. (OOOgnJOifl) A governor,

a ruler of a district, subordinate only to the Raja, one who

had command of a hundred Nayars.

Nattalan, (?) The name of a class of slaves in Karnata.

NATTAM, NuiTUM.Tam. (rj^siL) A village, especially one

inhabited by Sudras, in opposition to an Agraharam, or

one inhabited by Drahmans ; that part of the village lands

on which the houses of the Jtfirdsiddrs are built, the site

of the dwellings of the villagers, as distinct from the lands

attached to the village. (This word is written with a dental

t, instead of the cerebral of all the preceding ; it should

come, therefore, from a different root, but is possibly only

a vernacular variation).

Nattamahan, pi. NattamahJtal, and Nattamdr, Tam.

(n^SLQSoTJ:, rjQSLarriT, plur.) A subdivision of

the Valala tribe, husbandmen, farmers.

Nattapal, Tam. (r^KKUGi)) A deserted village.

NiTA\fAN, H. (P. ^yk, incapable) As applied to land, un-

productive, yielding a scanty crop : to a person, one who

is insolvent.

NATHA, or NATH, corruptly, NAUTH, NAUT, and NAUTUM,

S. &c. (<$Jli, HUl), NATAN, Tam.
(r^rr^OTr)

A lord,

a master, a name borne by some classes of religious

mendicants.

N&thrvdr, corruptly, Nathtawar, (?) Having a lord or

master, said to denote certain villages superintended by

head men called Naut, or Nautum, probably some error

for Ndtttrvdri, q. v.

NATH i, NUTHEE, H.
GjSJJ, fft) Aggregate of papers and

proceedings relating to a law suit : a file or bundle of

official papers tied up together.

Natigdnthd, Beng. (irf^5Tft *ri) Fastening loose papers to-

gether by a string passed through one corner (from IT5,

a nose-ring, and ftt *T1, a knot : this seems to be the origi-

nal of the preceding, although it occurs as so modified in

Behar and Bengal).

NATI, H.
(.jJiU,

from S. ^, ^jt) A grandson, a grand-

daughter ; the latter is also Ndtin
(^Js 'o), and Natni

((_juu), or Mar. Ndtin (iltO<u).

Ndtu, Mar. (TliO A grandson.
^,

NATARU,Guz.(t 1^13) The second marriage of a woman whose

husband is dead or is long absent, or from whom she is

separated, practised by some inferior castes in the Dakhin :

it is also used for the marriage of a man to a second

wife.
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NATTU, corruptly, NUTH, Karn., Tel. (^f-P) A platform

of earth, a bank, a terrace : Bent grass (Agrestis linearis).

Naftuguttige, Karn. (^^P^-
3^,"^) Favourable assessment

on land where Sent grass abounds.

Nattukaul, Tel. (
r

^j^
>J S~~rtO Land granted on favourable

C*J

terms, on condition of eradicating the Bent grass on the

fields.

NATUPATTAM, Mai. (COpnJOgo) Land in dispute let out to

a third person.

NATUVAN, Mai. (rOfajnrfj) A mediator, an arbitrator: (this

and the preceding, are from the Mai. Natv, or Nadu,

the middle).

Natukur, Mai. (OO<fljO) Allowance made by an owner to

his tenant on his planting trees in the lands of the former-

NAU, H. &c. (y, S. H^) New, young, fresh. See Nava.

Nau-dbdd,corr\ipt\y,Noabad, JViowaftdrf, H. (Jbly) Recently

settled or cultivated, as land : in Chittagong, lands not

included in any survey or assessment, and considered to be

at the disposal of the government, who may rent them to

whom it pleases : one recently settled on a farm, or in a

village, as a cultivator or tenant, or one who cultivates

waste lands.

Nau-bardr, H.
(;|/y)

Land recently made subject to as-

sessment.

Naupatti,(?) Mahdjan, H. (from ^^-tf*) a merchant) A

banker of the highest caste.

Nau-levd, Hindi (^T^fat) Alluvial deposit left by floods.

Nauroz, H. (P-Jjyy) New-year's day, held on the sun's

entrance into Aries.

Naushihast, H. (P. eivuCl. , broken) Waste alluvial land

newly cultivated.

Nausirtdldo, H.
(yl'Jyuy)

A newly dug tank: (although H.,

the phrase Nau-sir, new head, for new, recent, is peculiar

to Madras).

Nausir-tdido-haul, H. (from Jy",
an agreement) A grant

of land on favourable terms to one who has dug a new

tank or well.

Naun-aria, Thug. A tyro.

NAU, H. &c. (S. y\J , ft) A boat, a vessel.

Ndvik, Mar. ('^rfaojf) A steersman, a pilot.

Ndwdri, Mar. (TT3'ITt) A boatman, a steersman.

Nare&ra, corruptly, Nowarrah, H. (P. sJy) A large boat,

a barge : under the Mohammadan government of Bengal

the term was applied to a flotilla stationed at Dacca to

protect the branches of the Ganges and Brahmaputra against
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pirates from Arakan : also to the assessments of revenue

set apart for its maintenance by the state, or similar as-

signments to Zamindars for keeping up a number of boats.

Nawdra-ftmla, H. (A. *Uc) The establishment of officers

for the superintendence of the flotilla : an item in the

general revenue accounts of the Mohammadan government
of Bengal, specifying the revenue assigned for the expenses

of the boat establishment.

Narcdrajdyir, H. (P.^U-, q. v.) Assignment ofrevenue

for the support of the flotilla, or of single boats forming

part of it.

Narvdra-mahdl, H. &c. (Jlar*) The boat department, the

establishment of public boats
; also the revenue assigned

for keeping them up.

NAUBAT, corruptly, NOBIT, H. (A. C^-oy) Turn, succession :

instruments of music or a band sounding at the gateway
of a great man at intervals.

Naubat hhdna, H. (P. <tiU-, a house) The chamber, usually

over the gateway, where a state band is stationed.

Naubat-talabi, H. (P. L_*JL , seeking) Applying to be

heard in turn in a court or suit at law.

NAUHA, H. (A. *=-y) Lamentation over the dead by hired

mourners.

NAUJI, Tel. (*Tli} A measure, the eighth of a marakdl.

NAUKAR, corruptly, NOWKER, H. (P.^y) A servant.

Naukardn, H. (plur. of the last) Servants : lands or re-

venues assigned for the maintenance of village and other

public servants.

Naukari, H. (P. i_f^y) Service.

Naukari-mdnyamu, Tel. (&$fe*P~t&&<$&>) Land or re-

venue assigned to public servants either as pay or pension.

NAVA, vernacularly, NAU, S. (*T3, y) New, also nine.

Navdnna, S. &c. (l^I^) New grain : a festival observed

by the Hindus in the month of Magh, upon first gather-

ing and eating the cold weather crop.

Navdchal, Guz. (lc
ll

:H 1Srl) Land newly brought into cul-

tivation, and therefore lightly taxed, or free from tax.

Navard, Mar. (iq<j) A bridegroom ; Navari (f^rt) A
bride.

Nava-, or Naurdtri, S. &c. (tfro^) The nine nights : a

great Hindu festival in honour of Durgd, occupying the

first nine days of the month of Aswin : the tenth day is

the Dasahard, q. v.

Nau-sdt, H. &c. (c^Ly, lit., nine and seven) A division

of the crop, in some districts of Bengal, between the Za-
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mindar and the cultivator, the former taking nine-sixteenths

and leaving- seven-sixteenths to the latter : also Nau-sal-

batdi (from Batai, q. v., division)

NAVA-, or NAU-TAKEV, Mar. (tT^7B) A measure of capacity,

one-eighth of a ser.

NAVA-, or NAU-TANK, or -TANKI, Mar., Guz. (14{J4i> also

Guz. al
ct^L97l) A measure of weight, one-eighth of a ser

in weight : it appears to be used also for the measure of

capacity of the like value
; see the preceding, both refer-

ring to the coin known as Tank, q. v.

NAVIS, or NAVISANDAH, incorrectly, NAVISHINDA, H. (P.

^jy, l&UjJy, from namishtan, to write) A writer, a

clerk, a secretary, a transcriber : it is similarly used in Ma-

rathi, often abbreviated to Nis. The first is generally used

in composition ;
the latter is used in some places to denote

a writer placed by the landlord to act as a check upon the

Patmdrl in keeping an account of the measurement of the

fields.

Khush-navis, A good writer, one who writes a good hand,

especially a professional transcriber.

Jarvdb-nuvis, A writer of answers to petitions.

Wdsll-bdhi-nav'u, Writer of accounts, of receipts, and ba.

lances.

NAVITE, Tel. (<Oi ) A measure of twelve sers. Northern

Sirkars.

NAWA-AE-THE, corruptly, NUWA-AY-TAY, H.
(^i^Tly) lit.,

Those who had newly come : an order of Mohammadans

said to have descended from some citizens of Madina who

attempted to carry off the corpse of Mohammad, and were

therefore exiled and driven from city to city : the designa-

tion is peculiar to the south of India : Kdnun-i-Isldm.

NAwAiB, corruptly, NAWAYEEB, H. (A.
t^-^jiljj) Accidents,

changes of fortune : all extraordinary aids beyond the esta-

blished contributions levied by the state upon the occur-

rence of any emergency.

NAWASA, NAWASA, H. (P. <cJy, LJjJ) A grandson, espe-

cially a daughter's son.

Nawdsi, H. (P. j-w'y) A granddaughter, especially by a

daughter.

NAYATH, corruptly, NAIADES, Mai. (OOOOQ)Osl) The name of

an outcaste tribe, or an individual of it : they are found

only in the northern parts of Cochin, and are the most

degraded of all the low tribes.

NAYAKA, S. &c. (^R^i), also, vernacularly, NAI'K, as. H.

(LLLU), Mar.
(Trrfoi;), orNAEK, Uriya (fl|4Q), NAYAKAN,
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or NAYKAN, Mai. (<T>OCBJae>nr6, oooogjnr&), N^YAKAN,

Tarn. (rrrTLLJiSOSl) A leader, a chief in general ; also

the head of a small body of soldiers : in the Anglo-Indian

army, a corporal : the head or overseer of a party of la-

bourers : a title borne by the chiefs among several hill

tribes, as the Bhils, Kolis, &c. : a military chief under the

Rajas of Vijayanagar, a Paligdr in the south of India.

In Cuttack, a subordinate military leader paying tribute

and service for lands held under a superior chief in the

Kilajdt : under the Marathas, an officer who assisted in

making the collections in a district, and who exercised also

judicial powers in trifling cases ; also an overseer ofgovern-

ment labourers, or the head of an establishment of horses,

carts, &c., a job-master. In Malabar, the chief police-officer

of a district, the head of the village watch; sometimes applied

to the head man of a village, sometimes (in Cuttack) to the

village astrologer. Amongst the Marathas, also, an affix

to the names of the Brahmans who follow the business of

money-changers, as Baloba-naih, &c. In Kamaon it is said

to imply an illegitimate child ;
in Sanskrit poetry and

the drama, the lover, the hero.

Ndyah-rvddi, or -rvdri, Naik-rvddi, or -rvdri, Tel., Kara.

(fS^OXJSaJ^ta) A peon stationed in a village by the

collector or the landholder especially to superintend the

villagers in their cultivation, and see that the produce

is not misappropriated or stolen : he performs also, on

occasion, the functions of village watchman and police-

officer.

Ndyahmadi, or -wari, Mar. (HmH4~!) A petty officer in

forts or police-stations having authority over some ten or

fifteen men.

Ndihndr, H. &c. (;1j^) Under a Ndilt, a village, a

corps, &c.

Ndihrcdri, H. &c.
(^l^jli) Any thing relating to a vil-

lage, &c. under a Ndik: (this and the preceding are es-

sentially the same as Ndikrcddi, &c.).

NAYAM, Tarn. (n^ULJUi) Profit

Nayanashtam, or Nayanattam, Tarn. (r^L

r5UJr5lll_lL) Profit and loss. See Nashta.

NAYAR. commonly, NAIR, or NAYR, Mai. (POOQQjro) The

name of the ruling caste in Malabar, professing to be

Sudras, but bearing arms and exercising sovereignty.

NAYILKAVALI, Tarn. (rjrruJebsrTGLJetfl) Guarding a

town, or expenses incurred for its protection or security.

NAYINAR, Mai. (cnOCQjlrODfo) A chief, a lord, a master.
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NAYINDA, or NAYIDA, Karn.

barber, the barber of the village.

NAYUDU, commonly written NAIDU, or NAIDOO, Tel.

(FJc)O&0&3) A title added to the names of respectable

persons among
1 the low or Sudra castes : also, sometimes,

the headman of a village.

NAZM, H. (A. i2J) Order, arrangement, administration.

Ndzim, H. (A. ^J) An arranger, an administrator, a

governor, a viceroy, the superior officer or governor of

a province charged with the administration of crimi-

nal law and the police, hence applied to the Natvdb of

Murshidabad.

Nizam, H. (A.
fllaJ)

Administration ; also, an administrator,

a viceroy: hence applied to the viceroy of the Dakhin, who,

although assuming independence, retained the title which

still distinguishes his successors, the rulers of Hyderabad.

Nizdmat, H. (A. c^Jlb>) The office of the Nizam, the
V

administration of police and criminal law : as a financial

designation it was applied, under the Mohammadan govern-

ment, to lands paying revenue to the Ndzim, not to the

Diwan, or financial minister of a province, termed also

Nizdmat-ma/itU.
V

Nizdmat-dddlat, (from e^~!lj>-, q. v.) The chief criminal

court, or court of the Nizam, applied at present to the

chief criminal court of the British provinces, established

originally at Murshidabad in 1772, but finally removed

to Calcutta in 1790. Ben. Reg. ix. 1793. A second Nizd-

mat-dddlat, for the north-west provinces was established by

Reg. vi. 1831.

Nizdm-ul-mulh, H. (A. tiXLkiLUai) Administrator of the

kingdom, the proper title of the ancestor of the rulers of

Hyderabad, commonly shortened to Nizam.

NAZR, vernacularly, NuJUR, H. &c.
(A.^lai) Sight, vision,

supervision.

Nazr-anddzi, H. (A. P. ^jljol^lo)) Casting one's sight over :

in revenue language, valuation of land, or estimate of the

value of a crop upon inspection.

Nazr-band, H. (from P. <xij, binding) Kept in view, or

under surveillance, a prisoner at large.

Nazr-bandi, Najar-bandi, H. (P. <_yJou , binding) Surveil-

lance, arrest, parole ; also, detention, confinement.

Nazr-did, Sindhi (P. ^Jo^ < to see^ Inspection of crops.

Najar-pdhani, Mar. (HHMI^*lfl) Valuation of land or of

crops by inspection.

Ndzir, Ndjir, H. (A. jtli , nfR), Ndjiri, Beng.
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An inspector, a supervisor : in ordinary use, the officer of

the court who is charged with the serving of process, or

who is sent to take depositions, and make inquiry into

any breach of law or the peace.

Ndzir-jamdddr, H. (^J^a-^U) An inspecting officer, a

head peon or police officer.

Ndzirlihdna, H. (P. &U-) The Ndzir, or sheriff's office.

Ndzdrat, H. (d^liili) Supervision, inspection, the office of

the Ndzir.
V

NAJI'H, H. (A.^xlaJ) Example, likeness, precedent.

NAZR, NAZAR, NAJAR, H. &c.
(jJJ), NAJARU, or NADAHU,

Karn. ((O&O^rOO^J) A present, an offering, especially one

from an inferior to a superior, to a holy man, or to a prince :

a present in general : a fine or fee paid to the state, or to

its representative, on succeeding to office or property : a

son succeeding to a father's property was not liable to this

fine among the Marathas unless he were a Jdgirddr or

other servant of government : in cases of adoption it was

levied from all persons.

Najardni,Najaru-bandi, Najarukdnike^aTn. (rOiSO dQ^

r6&i6oeOoQ, r36oa~c>sba) An extortionate tax, a forced

contribution on all the people of a village or district.

Najar-bhet, Mar. (T>HT?) A- present made to a public

officer on being first introduced to his presence, lit., the

present of interview : a small offering of about one rupee

made to the government through its officer by each Piitil

on settling the assessment.

Nazr-i-dargdh, H. (P. _jJ,
a shrine) An assignment of

revenue under the Mohammadan government to a sacred

shrine, or any religious establishment.

Nazr-i-idain, H. (A. AAC , a festival) Presents made at the

great Mohammadan Ids, or festivals : the fd-ul-jitr, and

Bakr-id : presents or offerings sent to the court of Dehli

on these occasions by the Subahdar of Bengal : a cess im-

posed to defray their cost

Nazr-i-Imdmdn, H. (A. *W , a sacred person) Presents to

the Imams, an assignment or grant made to an establish-

ment dedicated to the Imams Hasan and Husain, the sons

of All.

Nazar kat&i, corruptly, Nuzzur coodai, H.
(^^ala^,

jo) A

present made to the farmer or revenue officer by the cul-

tivators for permission to cut their corn.

Najar-najrdnd, Mar. (HiKiKTU) Presents to superiors,

or such as are interchanged amongst persons of rank.

Najarpatti, Mar. (tTST^ft) A tax levied on a village or

5c
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district to raise money for a present to a public officer newly

come into office, or to a prince on his accession.

Nazr-i-Ramzdn, Najar Ramjdni, H. &c. (A. J^y , the

month so named) Presents made at the fast of the Ramzdn

a tax or fee paid for permission to sell Arak during the

month of Ramzdn, when all indulgences are interdicted.

Nagpur.

Nazr-i-piran, H. (P. JJ , a religious man) Presents to saints :

an assignment of revenue for the support of a religious

person, or keeping up his tomb.

Nazr-putiya, H. (from S.
tpp?, holy) Pious offerings, but

applied to the presents exacted under the Mohammadan

government by its revenue officers at the annual settlements

of accounts, and carried in part to the credit of the state.

Nazr-survdri, H. (P. i^Sj^y > horsemen) Contributions levied

from the cultivators of a district as the price of the forbear-

ance of cavalry from riding over their corn.

NAZRANA, corruptly, NUZZEUANA, vernacularly, NAJARANA,

H. (A. P.
te\j)>,

tfSWTT) A gift, a present, especially from

an inferior to a superior; but the term was more particu-

larly applied to sums received as gratuities, although in fact

exacted by the state on various occasions, as fees or fines

upon an assignment of revenue to an individual, or on

appointment or succession to office, or to a Jagir or other

possession, although hereditary ; also an exaction of ad-

ditional tribute from a tributary dependant, or a contri-

bution in excess of the usual revenue payment levied upon

the people of the country in professed cases of emergency.

Nazrdna-i-hdl, H. (A. JU>-, present) An actual or recent

present, one recently exacted.

Nazrdnu-i-mansur-ganj, H. (from j~^fljL, a granary or

de"pot so named) A tax imposed by Alivardi Khan as a

gift to his grandson Suraj-ad-daula, to whom, at the same

time, he granted the tolls leviable at Mansur-ga,nj, a corn

depot and market near the latter's residence.

Nazrdna-multarrari, H. (A jj**>,
fixed) A permanent

present; a tax imposed by Shujaa Khan, governor of Bengal,

ostensibly to defray the expense of the presents made by the

Subahdar to the court of Dehli, but in reality the payment

of fixed presents by the Zamindars to screen themselves

from inquiries into their receiptsand other pleas forextortion.

Nazrdna-subahddrt, H. (A. teye , a province) Presents made

.
to the court by the Subahddrs or governors of provinces.

NAZUL, H. (A. (JjJJ) lit., Descent: in revenue language,

an escheat, escheated property in gardens and houses, any
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property that is considered to have lapsed to the state : an

office for investigating lapsed claims.

NEDI, Beng. (rfff) A cake of cow-dung dried for fuel.

NE"O, H. (clAw) A present to relations and dependants on

festive occasions : the fee of the Patwdri or village ac-

countant : any fee for service.

Negi, H.
(^^Lw)

A village servant, any public servant, or

one who claims a fee or present on particular occasions.

Nt'tji-jogi, H. (A. \^f?~\J-*?}
Tenants and dependants,

public servants, village officers.

NEGA, (?) Tibetan. A measure of weight about ten sililm

weight. Kamaon.

NEGILU, less correctly, NEGALU, Karn. (w^eo) A plough

with oxen and apparatus complete : a large kind of plough

used in stiff soils.

NEIGE, Karn. (<3?oa3f7?) Weaving.

NEKDARI, H. (P. from nek tLLw, good, and dan u^lo,

having) The general term for the sums or portions of the

crop, collected from the cultivators of a village for the vil-

lage expenses and payments to the village officers and ser-

vants, as essential to the well-doing of the community.

NEL, or NELLU, Tarn. (Grj&, 0r5&6j), NELLA, also read

NELLI, (but ?) Mai. (Simg^j, eimgjl), NELLU, Kara.

( co
1
) *^ce in the husk' Pad(ty> fifty-eight kinds of

which are grown in Malabar ; a fundamental measure,

eight grains being equal to the breadth of a finger.

Nellt-kandam, Mai. (6}OO^j!cft6"o) The space of a paddy

field between the ridges or banks.

Ner-hadir, Tarn. (GrjfTja^lrj) An ear of rice.

Ner-kalnnjiyam,Tam. (Gr^^TYJcE&erTjeTj^LLJlli)
A granary

for rice corn.

Nerkuttokcti, Tarn. (Grjjpgj^^oTOS) A grain rent.

Ner-kuli, Tam. (Gr^jfjg)^!) A grain or rice pit.

Nellar, Mai.
(6)POg_}O)

A rice store or granary.

Nellari, Mai.
(aoo^yrrjl) Rice unhusked.

Nenmani, Tam. (Gn^OTTLQflBfl) A grain of rice corn.

Nenmd, Tam. (GrjOTLQir) Rice flour.

Nelpalisa, Mai. (6>rog_jaTlC/3) Lending grain at interest.

Nelpura, Mai.
(6)OOe_j(0)

A store or granary for rice.

Nellipdtam, Mai. (ern^-po-iOEjo) Rent upon fields of

growing rice.

NELA, Karn. (<vO) Earth, ground, soil.

Kattdni nela, Karn. (oiJc)b^ej) A good soil.

Masubunela, Karn. (aSweAJeoe)) A soil between red and

black.
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Ken-, or Kenpunela, Karn. (CO., DO^Je>) A red soil.

Bili-nela, or Savulu-nela, Karn.

White soil, fullers' earth.

The

, &&8w,#XO$W) Black soil.
Ok*

NELLI, Tarn., Mai., and Karn.

emblic myrobalan (Phyllanthus emblica).

NEMI, Thug. A call to speak gently or walk slowly.

NEMIKHARCH, Mar. ('HSft^f) Fixed expenses, expenses

necessarily incurred, and remaining the same.

NEMNUK, Mar. (^HTHCR) Salary, stipend, allowance, pension,

or fixed payment in money or kind from a specified source,

granted for past or present services, or as an equivalent

for allowances formerly received ; also, appointment to an

office or duty (from S. fi<W, regulation, establishment)

NENOI, Karn. (<So7() Counterfeit coin.

NENTA, Karn. (<woU) A kinsman, a relation.

NEOTA, H. (S. UyJ) An invitation, also the presents sent

with the invitation, or those made by a guest.

NE'RA, Tel., Karn. (*>#), NEHAM, Tarn. OSr^rjlL) A crime,

a fault : fine, penalty.

Nerasta, Karn. (~?2i>) A criminal.

NERI, or NEDI', Beng. (CTSl) A female mendicant of a par-

ticular sect ; a female ballad-singer, or a woman who sings

at Hindu festivals.

NKnpATTAM,Mal.(61POa_lOo) A customary fixed rentonland.

Nerpdfta-chitta, Mai. (6lOOa!j3^1) A rent bond,

an agreement to pay a certain amount of rent, or rate of

interest.

jTerpatfd-yola, Mai. (6K-Oo_lO6>QQ;oa_J) A deed or bond

for rent or interest.

Nerpalim, Mai. (6lcr>olieJ1c/3) Ten per cent, interest.

NESAKULA, NESABIEARU, Karn. (SJ^rO&X), c\5ix>E3i5fio)

A particular class of bird-catchers, also employed as palan-

kin bearers, having a broad accent, and speaking a corrupt

dialect. K arnata.

NESATI, Guz. H^cfl.) A grocer.

NETUNXATI, Mai. (epn 6*30(391) A particular caste or tribe,

that of the Calicut Raja.

NETTURU-KATTU-INAMU, Tel.

Land granted as a compensation to one who has been

wounded in the public service (from Nettura, blood).

NEY, Tarn., Mai. (Grr,LU) Oiled butter, ghee.

NEYTAL, Tarn. (GrjLLJS}) A saltish or brackish soil, or

situation near the sea.
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NEYYAL,NEYTAL, Tarn. (Gr^LULUeb, GrjLLJ^eb) Weaving.

Neyyarhdran, Tarn. (GrjLJJLLJjTjsrTrjOOT) A weaver.

NIAMAT, H. (A. C1^-KJ) Favour, bounty : an exaction from

the Zamindars by the farmer of the revenue: a douceur,

a benevolence.

NIAMAT, Thug. A traveller in the hands of Thugs.

NIARA, H. &c. (S. IjLw, apart, separate) The sweep or

scoria and ashes left by the melting or refining of the

precious metals, from which particles of them are to be

recovered.

Nidi-id, H. (t^UJ) A sweep-washer, one who extracts pre-

cious metals from the dross and ashes.

NI'AT, NEEUT, H. (A. i^i^Jj) lit., Purpose, intention; a solemn

announcement at any religious ceremony of the intended

repetition of a certain number of prayers ; a vow or volun-

tary obligation to that effect.

NIAZ, H. (A. jLw) Petition, supplication, prayer: an offering.

Nidz-i^dargdh, H. (P. s'-,j) Grant of money or land to a

Mohammadan shrine or mosque.

Nidz-mand, H. (iXA^Lo) A petitioner, a suppliant.

Nidz-i-rasul, H. (A. ^y^j) Offerings of food or alms in

the name of Mohammad.

Nazr-o-nidz, H. (jbo^JJ) Vows and oblations, or the en-

gagement on a certain day to distribute food or alms in

the name and honour of God or the prophet, or some cele-

brated saints, and the fulfilment of the self-imposed obli-

gation.

NIBANDHA, S. (fa'^*y.) In law, fixed or immoveable pro-

perty ; also a corrody, or fixed allowance granted by the

Raja or person in authority, to be received from the proceeds

of a manufactory, mine, or estate.

NIBARTTAN, Beng. (S. ft<i;g0 A measure of land, the same

as a bighd : a field, each side of which is twenty poles of

ten cubits each.

NIBEDAN, H. &c. (S. ^.ijjj, fV^h^) A representation! a

petition. Nibedan, Beng. (S. fos<J'T0 Representation,

statement, giving information respectfully.

NICH, H. &c. (S. ^J , tffar) Low, base, outcaste : it is used^
in Marathi with names of castes to signify a more degraded

or inferior order, as,

Nich-nhdwi, An inferior description of barber, whose office

is to shave all parts of the body and apply leeches, and

cupping-horns.

Nich-sondr, Low jeweller ; said also to kill and eat wild

animals, whether clean or unclean.

.
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Nich-jdti, Beng. &c. (S. ^lowlPs) A low caste ; also of a

low or impure caste.

NIDAN, H., Mar
(^'jj, fi;M, from S. Niddna fa^Tf) Used

adverbially ; at the last, uttermost, as price or rate, &c.

Nidan-vriddhi, Mar. (S. f1<5lHftr) Exorbitant interest

NIDAN, or NIRAN, Beng. (fSTOT) Weeding a garden or field.

Niddni, Beng. (P-l^) A weeding instrument, a sort

of hoe.

NIDHI, S. &c. (ftrftl), NiDi, Tarn.
((T%4) A treasure in

general : a hoard, a hidden treasure : it is used in the

south of India in deeds of conveyance for treasure-trove
;

also Nidhdn (ftrVTT).

Nidhi-nihshep, Mar. (S. ftrfvfTSrn) A hoard or deposit of

treasure, &c. : used in deeds and grants to imply the right

of the donee to all hidden treasure on the estate. See

Nikthep.

NIQADI, corruptly, NIGOUDY, and NIGOODY, Kara. (&XQ)

Instalment: fixing a period for payment: periodical pay-

ment of the government assessment on an estate, or of a

tax on property, whence applied to the government demand

itself ; also, but corruptly, Neyatay, and Neyady, the net

surplus proceeds of an estate paid to the farmer or

owners by the occupant (the word is probably a corruption

of Nakdi, q. v.).

NIGAHBAN, orNiGAHDAR, H. &c. (P. ^IxiUo, jljJiUo , from

Nigah ilw, watching or taking care of) A keeper, one who

takes care of any thing, a guardian, a guard, a watchman,

a village watchman : under the Mohammadan government

of Bengal, an officer who inspected weights and measures

and affixed his seal to those which were correct : in the

south, Nigdvdnu, Tel. (X)~A
T>o3~B

rCx>) A petty revenue-

officer.

NIOHAL, Mar. (f1 V35) The grist which in grinding collects

in the hollow round the pin of the mill, and which, at the

close of the operation, is let through and ground.

NIHAL, H. (J^, fT?<?) Alluvial land recovered from water-

courses.

NIJ, H. (S. J, ffnr) Own, peculiar: used sometimes in the

sense of fiij-jot.

Nijcha, (?) Uriya, Land cultivated by the proprietors them-

selves: their own cultivation.

Nij-jot, corruptly, Nijote, Neej-joot, Neejoot, H. &c. (S.

<̂ >f-ji from nij and jot, cultivation) Lands cultivated

by the proprietors or revenue payers by themselves, and

for their own benefit
; also, land allowed to be set apart
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for the private maintenance of a Zamindar, on which,

before the decennial settlement in Bengal, no revenue was

assessed.

Nij-tdluk, H. (S. A.
Jfi*i

J) Own t&luh or estate : in

Bengal, a portion of land of which the proprietor or rent-

payer collects the rents from the cultivators direct, without

any intermediate agency ; also the private lands of a Za-

mindar, or those cultivated by himself for his own benefit.

Nij-tdlukddr, (jljJiixJ .j) An independent Talukdar.

NIJJA-MUDI, or -MORA, (?) Karn. The estimated number

of moras of seed for sowing a field with, in contradis-

tinction to the actual number.

NIKAH, H. (A. -), NIKA, Beng. (fll^l) Marriage, legal

marriage: in Bengal the term is applied to a sort of left -

handed marriage, as one contracted with a widow, or only

for a given time, considered disreputable.

Nikdh mitAt, H. (A. *x A marriage for a limited

time in consideration of a present.

Nikdh mutvakkat, H. (A. <*Z^yc _) A temporary mar-

riage, one for a season, but celebrated with certain forms :

it is void in law, but not unfrequent in practice, at least

in Bengal.

NIKAI, H. (^f) Weeding a field, the price paid for it.

NIKAL PATRA, (?) Mar. Periodical returns furnished by sub-

ordinate officers, showing what has been done in executing

orders or petitions referred to them : (the proper meaning

of Nikdl is putting out or forth, expulsion, &c.).

NIKARAMU, Tel. (3S&&X)) Net balance.

NiKAs, H. &c. ( l_y~oJ , from S. nishkdsa, ftjutltl, putting

or issuing forth) The skirts or suburbs of a town, or the

outer boundary of the land belonging to it : adjustment of

accounts, public or private : discharge of a debt : revenue

settlement

Nikds navis, H. (P.
^_/>~!y,

a writer) An accountant, a

revenue accountant, one who examines and adjusts the ac-

counts given in by the district officers.

Nikds patr, H. &c. (,JJH\J) A statement of adjusted accounts,

or of the gross produce of an estate, receivable from the

cultivator.

Nikds tahdl, H. (Jj-asJ^Jij) Statement of the gross pro-

duce of an estate, or the full amount receivable from the

cultivators by the Zamindar or farmer.

Nikdsi, H. &c.
(^te),

Nikdsu, Mar. (firerm) Account of

the revenue assessed upon an estate : transit duties, taxes

on exports, or duties levied on goods passing out of a town
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or district, or on goods brought from one place to another

and taken away again, not having been disposed of.

Nihdsi chithi, H.
(^iii^-^J^J)

A passport, a permit

NihM-kdgaj, Beng. (fTO*f
=
WfF$) Statement furnished

by a subordinate collector or revenue officer of his trans-

actions during the year. Jessore.

Nikdsi klidm, H. (As-^J^J) Gross produce of an estate or

village, receivable from the cultivators by the Zamindar,

according to the accounts of the Patwari or Gumashta.

NIKHAT, Beng. (S. faults) A ditch, especially one dug as

a boundary mark.

NIKIRI, Beng. (frfTsft) A class of Mohammadans in Bengal

who live by selling fish.

NiKSHEPA,or, vernacularly, NIKSHEP, pronounced sometimes

NIKHEP, S. &c. (i_-,~xikj, ftTTSpj) A pledge, a pawn, a

deposit ; especially one which is open, or which, if scaled,

is specified as to its contents, in opposition to the Upa-

nidhi, or sealed, or unknown deposit: hoarded or hidden

treasure ; used like Nidlu, or sometimes in combination

with it, as Nidhi-nikuhep, in the south of India, in deeds

of conveyance or in grants, to declare the right of the new

occupant to all treasures that may be found in the soil,

or to treasure-trove.

Nikshep-ftdraJt, or -kdri, Beng. (from S. cRTCcR -curtf, a

doer) One who makes a deposit, one who pledges an

article.

NILA, vernacularly, NIL, S. &c. (S. <Jjj) Indigo: blue.

Nil hotlti, H.
(^j^Jj/tJjJ)

An indigo-factory.

Nildri, Mar. (flfl<lO) An indigo-dyer.

Nil-wald, H. (Uljjoj)
An indigo-planter.

Nilgar, (?) H. A dyer.

Nilahdran, Tam. (rteOSSrrrjCOTr) A dyer of blue.

Nili, H. &c. (S.
{_^^) The indigo-plant, also indigo.

Niligutta, Karn. (.tOO^S^) A tax levied on contracts for

dyeing blue.

NILAIKUDI, Tam. (r!8&!<5>@Up A settled inhabitant.

NILAM, corruptly, NILLUM, Tam., Mai. (npflDLo) Soil, earth,

ground; when used in contradistinction to Bhumi, which

is the term usually employed in treating of the rights of

the sovereign, it is applicable especially to the rights of

the cultivator in the sail ; it also denotes a separate piece

of ground or a field.

Nilatlirvai, Tam. (rl6)e$<srj<5ct>6U) Land assessment.

yilavari, Tam. (nJlflOQJCfl)
Ground rent, land tax.

NILAM, H. &c. (JbJ, Port. Leilam) Public sale or auction.
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Nildmddr, H.
(P.^lt),

who has) Holder of an estate by

purchase at public sale.

NiUimkhAsta, H. (from P.
dtXwI^i-, desired) Balance of re-

venue short realized by the public sale of lands, deficit

on the sale.

|

NrLAVA,orNiLUVA,Tel. (S>e)3, Seu$) Surplus balance.

I

NI'LLU, Tel. (&!>) Water.

Nillubutta, Tel.
(^^2^>U)

A fee paid in grain at har-

vest time to the village potter.

NILUVU, Tel. (c&CU^) The unreaped portion of a field

partly reaped.

Niluvu-anchand, Tel. (<3eo<^e5Ot$?5~
D
) Estimate valu-

ation of standing crops.

NfM, H. &c. (S. P.
jjJ,

Tfta) Half.

Nim-dna, or Nim-dni, (U I *.xi or ^ I ) Half an ana : an

extra cess levied formerly in Jessore of half an ana, in the

rupee upon the previous assessment of the revenue.

Nim-dni patmdri, (t-^ly^ci'/*^) Half an ana on the rupee

given as a fee to the village accountant at the settlement

of the assessment.

Nimiii, or Nimkhdi, Mar. (ftwr^, ftri^t^) A half share

or concern in agricultural or commercial transactions, or

in other matters.

Nim-harvdla, H.
(<)j!^-.xi)

Half of the subdivision of an

estate termed Haicala, q. v.

Nim-chauthdl, Mar. (f5pT^W^) lit., Half of a fourth, but

applied to one-fourth of the Haiti, q. v.

Nimken, Mar. (ftl1S) Half a bullock or horse load ; used

especially in regard to toll or transit duties.

Nimldl, H. (J^*JJ) A class of pilgrims to Jagannath so

termed.

Nimsdli, H. (from JL., a year) Half-yearly.

Nimtdkd, Nimtanhd, less correctly, Nimtdhi, or -tanki,

Beng. (^twW , -"^1) Half a rupee : a fee of that amount

per cent, upon the assessment allowed in Bengal, under

the Mohammadan government, to the Kanunyo, and in-

cluded amongst the authorised deductions from the revenue

to be paid by the Zamindar.

Nimtdnd, Mar. (f^pfiTRT) Cutting a few handfuls of rice

from different parts of the field for the purpose- of estimating

the whole produce by the grains contained in them
; ap-

plied also, laxly, to testing the accuracy of any work done

in a field by others, as the measurement, classification of

soil, return of produce, amount of injury, &c.

Nimthal, Mar. (ftTH^I55, from S. ^!J^) Going shares in a
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field: division of produce between the owner and cultivator:

a half share of a field or its produce.

Nimthdnd, Mar. (("cW^Rl) Valuation of a crop after it is

cut, by counting the sheaves, and then selecting three from

among them, apparently the fullest, poorest, and middling,

and taking the average produce of the three as that of the

whole number of sheaves.

NIMANDAM, incorrectly, NIMINDUM, Tam. (npLQITSll))

Labour in general, especially laborious service in temples,

as carrying images, lights, &c.

NIMAB, Hindi (fV*K) Having lost its fertility, land.

NIMASHAM, H. (P. J-iUJ) Time of evening prayer, soon

after sunset.

NINA, (?) H. Low land capable of being flooded, and suited

to rice cultivation. Dinajpur.

NIPOTI, Mar. (fH<ftz1, from ff, not, and Tit?, the belly)

Service in which the person must maintain himself out of

his wages : in the Rajapur district, Nipoti Rupaye (fHMIil

^*j) implies that daily food is allowed in addition to wages.

NIPANJA, NiPANji, Mar. (famuli -fi') The grandfather or

grandmother of a grandfather.

NinA, Mai. (Polo) A weight of one hundred palams: a

weight in general ; adj. in composition, full.

Nirachalava, Mai. (oolo^j^oj) Full or heaped-up

measure.

Nirandri, Mai. (roloro3(pl) A small heaped-up measure.

Nirapara, Mai. (OOloo_lO) A full measure or para,

especially one of corn, presented to the proprietor of an

estate annually by the tenant.

NIRA, S. (fffc), adopted in all the dialects, as NIR, H.

Beng. (3te), Mar. Ofk), Turn. (
1^17, r^CTLo), Mai.

NIHU, Tel. and Kara. (>&>) Water.

Nirdniham, Tam. (r^rjrT<55oT(SSLQ) A village peon super-

intending the water-courses.O

Niranilai, Tam. (rjunj&SO) Marshy ground.

Nirdnambam, Tam. (r^crrTrjLQULo) Wet lands, lands ir-

rigated artificially for rice cultivation.

Nirattiper, Mai. (Oolrol6}o_J(o) The ceremony of giving

water at the time of transferring an estate, either upon

mortgage or sale, by which the bargain is ratified.

Niragante, or Nirugante, commonly pronounced Nirganti,

Kara. (t>e&Xo ej, Se&Xoij) A village officer who su-

perintends the distribution of water for irrigation.

Nirdvatipairu, Kara. (^?"O~S^5S"io>)6o) Corn grown by

irrigation.
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Nirodukdl, Tam. (r^0l7rTSb<5rT&) Low lands over

which the surplus waters of a village are discharged.

MrerwTOadWjTamXr^GrJjTj^pJLO) High lands that cannot

be irrigated.

Nirhdl, Tam. (rcr<5b<5rT&) A water-course, a channel for

irrigation.

Nirkdnam, Mai. (rolcfiSIOOOo) Ratification of a deed of

transfer of hereditary landed property by the proprietor's

pouring water into the hand of the purchaser or mortgagee.

Nirmutal, incorrectly, Neer Moodil, Mai. (ool^"^) A
further step in the total transfer of hereditary landed pro-

perty, in which, on consideration of an additional advance

from the tenant, the proprietor, with the consent of the

next heir, parts with as much more of his rights as makes

seven-eighths of the whole ; the
'

water
'
here is used ap-

parently typically, the property (rnutat) in it being made

over to the new master. See Kudima-mr.

Nirpdychumdniyam, Tam. (r^(jLJLJrrLLJ<Ef
lS(LQrTOTnfl-

LLJLO) Rent-free land watered from a public reservoir.

Nirsdvi, Tam. (rr^ljS-rTSLI ) Destruction of crops from

deficiency of water.

Nirugatri, Kara. (o^O^A^) An instrument placed at the

sluice of a reservoir, which cuts roots, grass, &c., that might

otherwise choke the passage.

Niruvati, Kara. ()Oo0) Wet cultivation, as that of rice.

Nillubutta, Tel. from &>, plur. of
fcj ^

basket for throwing up water from a well or pond for

irrigating a field.

Ara-nlr, Tam.
(5X|jT), without) Water allowed to flow for

irrigation in greater or less abundance, according to the

quantity in the reservoir, usually from the beginning of

June to the end of August.

Murai-nir,Ta.m.. ((IpcTOnQr^IJ, from, (LpcTOrp, turn) Water

allowed to flow in turn, for a fixed term, to the fields of

each cultivator, from about the beginning of April to

the end of May.

Peru-nir, Tam. (from 0LJ(nj, plentifully) Water allowed to

flow without limitation during the rainy season, or from the

beginning of September to the end of March, or thereabouts.

NiRAi,Tam.(rtl<5TOjT))Weightingeneral,a weight oflOQpalams.

NIRALI, (?) Mar. A low caste whose occupation is dyeing

cloths of dark colours, or manufacturing indigo.

NIRAN, or NIDAN, Beng. (fa^) Weeding a field or gardep.

NIRANJAN, Beng. (S. fira' ^0 Casting an image into the

water after a festival dedicated to its
worship.



NIR NIS

NIRAPARADHI, Beng. (S. f^'tTrt^t) Innocent, acquitted,

(from ftTT, not, and ^PTOV, fault).

NIRBADHA-BHOGA, (S. fMfTWfr[) In Hindu law, uninter-

rupted or undisputed possession, conferring
1 a title to

property.

NIBDHANA, S. &c. (fTt, not, and VT, wealth) Poor: in

law. a person not entitled to hold property, as a slave, an

idiot, &c.

NlRDOSH, S. &c. (from fTt, not, and <ffa, fault) Free from

blame, not guilty.

NIRGAT, Mar. (S. ftfT, out, and ifff, gone) Gone or taken

out, exported : duty or custom on exports.

NIRINDRIYA, S. (ftTt, not, and $T<I ,
an organ of sense)

One who has lost or was born deficient in some one of

his organs of sense, and is thereby, in law, disqualified

for inheritance.

Nirindriyd, S. (fern, of the preceding) A female, or the

female sex : deficient in organic vigour.

NIRJALAIKADASI, S. (fitt , not.iTc?, water, UcM<;$l1 , eleventh)

The eleventh lunar day of the dark half of Jyeshtha,

on which so strict a fast is observed that even water is

not to be sipped.

NIRKH, corruptly, NERCH, NERK, or NIRK, H. (P.
^-y),

NIRAKH, Mar. (fTOl), Tel. (35b) pr ice> rate? tariff)

price-current, market rate or price : district or pargana

rate of price, or of revenue payments, the standard rate at

which the lands of a village or district are assessed : rate

of exchange.

Nirkhbandi, H.
(^JJb^i) A document in which rates or

prices are recorded, a table of rates, a price-current.

Nirkhdarogha, H. (A.
Sc.jj\S)

A clerk of the market, an

officer who regulates the prices at which articles are sold

in a public market

Nirkhi, H.
(^g^-ji), Nirkhyd, Mar. (fiU<5<n) An officer

who fixes or records the prices of articles.

Nirkhndma, H. (P. li) A tariff, a price-current, a table

of prices or rates.

NIRU, Tarn, (rf)^) Lime slaked and reduced to powder.

NIRUTTARA, S. &c. (f1t;*lO Having no answer, making no

defence.

NIRVANSA, S. (fVr^j) Extinct, as a family ; being without

family or descendants ; unclaimed, as property to which

there are no heirs.

NIRVISHTA, S. &c. (f^fts) Profit, wages, interest; gain by

usury, agriculture, or service.
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NIRVEDHABHOGA, S. (fif^ftpfri;) Undisturbed possession, as

the ground of a title to property.

NISAB, H. (A. <_jLai) Capital, property : in law, such an

amount of property, whether in money, goods, or cattle, as

being capable of increase, is liable to the payment of

zihdt or legal alms.

NISAR, H. (iLu) Money thrown amongst the people at pro-

cessions or at festivals.

NISF, H. &c. (A. < a-aj) Half, a half, a moiety.

Nisf-jama, H. (A. r-*^--, rent) Half -revenue assessment,

latterly levied on the holders of resumed rent-free tenures.

Nisf-khirdj, H. (A.
<*]}*-,

tax) Half assessment, remission

of fifty per cent, on the revenue.

NisnADA, S. &c. (fsjHi^:) An outcaste, applied by Manu to

the son of a Brahman by a Sudra female, but generally

to any degraded caste, and especially to wild and barbarous

tribes inhabiting forests and mountains in various parts

of India.

NisniN, H. (P. (jUJ) A sign, a mark, an emblem, a signet,

an ensign, a flag.

Nishdnbarddr, H.
(P.^'jjj)

A flag-bearer.

Nishdn-i-Dirvdn, or Ditvdni, H.
(yj'y.J)

The official mark

or stamp of the Diwdn, or of his office : the official mark

and date endorsed on a royal grant made in the Dirvdn's

office upon its being registered in his records.

Nishdn-i-huzur-naws, H. (A. P.
\jH*jjye&-)

The official

mark with the date and attestation of registry made by

the Nd:tm, upon the back of a royal grant after the

Nishdn-i-Diwdni has been affixed

NISHKA, S. &c. (fate*) A weight of gold, of varying amount.

NISHKAR, Beng. (S.
f^J^T) Exempt from tax.

NISHKRAMAJJ, H. &c. (S. y^^Clo, f^tjSHIff) Going out,

taking an infant out of the house for the first time, in the

fourth month, when certain ceremonies are to be per-

formed.

NISHPATTI, Beng. (S. f*Rff^>) Accomplishment, settlement,

decision, award.

NISSAR, Thug. Safe, secure ; as a residence, a village, a

place to commit murder, &c.

NISTAR, H. &c.
(j'JuJ, fiTHIt) Release, acquittal ; rescue:

salvation.

, incorrectly, NISUDI, corruptly, NEESHOODY, Tel.

S.
ftT5jfir, purification) A mutual acquittance

or release ; settlement of an account ; relinquishment of a

right or claim.



NiTANTAoNYA, Beng. (S.

NIT

JTSlJfSil,
from frim-d, final, and

, order) Sentence, verdict, decree.

NITAR, Hindi (ftTT*) Poor, worn out by over culture land.

Niri, S. &c. (-ftfiT) Polity, ethics, justice.

NiTu-ASAHABHtJMi, Tel. (fcki>e7r>&W-SX3, ? for &>,

or the inflex. eOW) A field or land dependent for irri-

gation upon proximity to a tank or river. Northern Sarkars.

NituMluva, Tel. (&ki>~S-"O$) A water-course, a nalla

(see the last). Northern Sarkars.

NITYA, S. &c. (fTw), sometimes vernacularly, NIT, as H.

(ci^i), Mar. (faiT, but more correctly, ftfijj), NITTIYA,

Tam.
(rfl^^lLLJ) Constant, invariable, eternal: NITTI-

YAM (adverbially), always, eternally.

Nitya karma, or Nitya harm, or Nit-harm, S. &c.( fcTrT

^i*fO Fixed and constant duty : the observance of pre-

scribed rites and ceremonies, daily, or at defined periods,

in opposition to Naimittika harma, or ceremonies per-

formed occasionally, and at the pleasure of the parties.

Nityadattaha, or d.-putra, S. (frlfM33411 TK) A son adopted

in a regular and legal manner, who thereby becomes a

son for ever.

Nitliyapadi moyini, Tam.
(r\&if\UJLJ\q.QLDnuJ\atjf\)

Daily allowance in money for ceremonies in a temple.

Nityasruddlia, S. &c. (fqw^ns) The prescribed obsequial

sacrifices to deceased progenitors, and the manes in general.

NivApA, NivAnA, or NiwAnA, Mar. (ftprtrr) Settlement, !

adjustment, decision, especially on a disputed point Tel.

(~o~> Q") Settlement of revenue : revenue accounts : set-

tlement of accounts with the cultivators, or determination

of the proportions in which the growing crop is to be

divided.

Nivdra patra, Mar. (ftf<|ITq?) A written judgment or

award, or the document recording it.

NivAnA, S. &c. (tTtaTt) Rice or other grain growing with
!

or without cultivation ; also, Nivdra-dhdnyam (from !

dhdnyam, grain).

NIVARAN-PATHA, Mar. (fimtBT*, from S. fqqiUfl. pro-

hibiting) A prohibitory note to one employed to demand

payment of debts.

NIVARTTAN, Mar. (S. f^t^T, lit., turning back) A mea-

sure of land, 20 square Vansat, or 4000 square cubits.

Nivi, Karn. (S. $?>) Capital, stock.

NIVESANAMU, Tel. (S. 3~3&C5&X>) Ground to the extent of

2400 feet square.

NIYAMA, or NIYAM, also, vernacularly, NEM, H. (*M), Mar.
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NUK

,
S. &c. (f^nm) Fixed institute or observance : esta-

blished practice: a rule or regulation, a statute : an agree-

ment, a contract or engagement : also, Niydma, but less

usually.

Niyama, or Niydma harttd, S. (from Hi, maker) A law-

maker, a legislator : the legislature.

Niyamapatra, S. &c. (fi*iiMn) A deed of agreement or

assent, a contract, a written engagement.

Niyati, S &c. (fa*rfil) Rule, regulation, fixed or established

practice.

NIYOOA, S. &c. (ftflt^l) An appointment, a delegated duty

or office.

Niyoga dharma, S. (fipfrivwi) Official duty or occupation :

in one sense, the appointment of a kinsman to raise up

issue by the wife pf a childless husband, or one deceased

without leaving children.

Niyukta, S. &c. (fHJ*) Appointed, delegated ; a functionary,

an appointed or delegated representative.

Non, Beng-. (Wl\b) Alloy, adulteration, a debased coin.

Nopi, or NOT, Mai., Tam. (GrjlTLq.) A small measure of

time, about four seconds.

NOKICHABTTA, Mai. (6)OO9dO?).a_IO(3
1

'tt>) Statement of survey

or computation from inspection of the quantity of seed

required for sowing a field.

NONCHA, Hindi (<ftWT) Lands abounding with saline matter.

NONDHA, Guz. (*U e fcO A note-book, a memorandum, a bill-

book in which articles are entered in the order sold.

NOR, Mar. (flT) Passage-money for persons or goods, fare,

freight

NOTA, Kara. (<^a^), NOTTAM, Mai. (a<DOo) Seeing,

looking at, inspection, examination ; inspection and ex-

changing ofcoins, shroffage ; also, conjuring, fortune-telling,

or sorcery. In Tam. Nottam, from Nohka, sight, ap-

plies to the examination of coins.

Notagdra, Karn. (rdjsU'A <3O) An officer who keeps the

money accounts of a village ; also, a money-changer : a

conjuror, a fortune-teller.

Nottakarippa, Mai. (aPOO<e><plg_p Counterfeit coin.

Nottakdran, Mai. (6>OOOScfiff)0<OrY&)
A money-changer.

NUAPILA-CHARIBAR, Uriya (ffe||6RS|^Q|Q) Abandoning
&~

a new-born infant.

NUGAM, Tam. (rgJSLa) A yoke for oxen (vernacular cor-

ruption of S. Yugani).

NUKA, Tel. (rviu~
T>

s) Grain of any kind when half ground.

NuKsAif, incorrectly, NOKSA.V, H. (A. ^l-aiu) Loss, injury,
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deficiency : loss upon alienated lands, deficit in the revenue

returns.

Nuhadn-i-fdhuh, H. (A., from
(^s-l* , shameful) Gross in-

adequacy of price of an article sold, which, according to

some lawyers, if effected by an agent, annuls the sale.

N6L,Tam., Mai. (j3p6b),NuLU,Tel.) Karn.(rC$5~
D
eJJ) Yarn,

cotton-thread.

Nuldta, Nulhe, or NuKke, Karn. (r^T'ersU, 35~&,

r^J^Do) Spinning.

Nuluvardtne, Karn. (<xx3~~tuo d &) A cotton-spinning3

wheel.

Nuldke, Nuluvaht, Karn. (<3rT-S$, rdS^ew^^O) A

spinning-woman.

Nultuni, Mai. ((^(Sb 610"^) Cotton cloth, calico.

NULI, Karn. (rvXw) Any kind of hempen oreo?Vstring or rope.

NUMBERDAR, or, more commonly, LUMBERDAR, q. v., H.

(jJ^J , the English word
'

number,' with P. ddr, who

has) The title of the person or persons in a village who

represent the community in their financial dealings with the

government, and who are registered in the collectors' books

by a number as well as by name.

Number-karanam, used in Tarn. (r^LDLJCTSCTCOTLQ) A

village accountant in some of the Tamil districts, who was

paid by a salary, and was numbered and registered in the

collectors
1

books when the establishment of such account-

ants was first formed.

Numbern-Ar-Mtaradd,ot -khardd, Mar. (ifrMmsKil, from

khardd, a diary) A record kept by the village accountant

in the Dakhin of the fields of the village he is attached

to, their quality, cultivation, and other particulars of the

state of the village, according to a regular system of num-

bering.

NUN, or NON, H. (^y, from S. lavana) Salt.

Nuncltai, H. Cj^y' from S. ^T, a heap) A factitious

salt made of the ashes of burnt straw previously steeped

in brine, and used to adulterate culinary salt.

Nimiu, H. (U>y) A maker of, or dealer in, salt ; a salt-

petre maker.

Nuner, H. (^oy, prt) Saline, as soil.

NUNE, Tel. (rO3~~cS) Oil, as ready for use.

NIJRBAF, H. (P. i 9^y) A Mohammadan weaver, especially

of fine cloth like the Dacca muslin.

NURU, Tel. (oaj~OO) Threshing or treading out grain.

NUSAIHI,H. (A. ,_fjua)) A Mohammadan who believes in the

divinity of Alt.
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NUSKHA, H. GSs*"-
1

) A copy, an example, a specimen or

draught of a writing, &c.

NUZUL, NOOZOOL, H. (A. JjjJ)
Descent : property which

falls to the state from default of heirs, an escheat

NYASA, vernacularly, Nyis, S. &c. ('HTtw) A deposit, a pledge.

NYAT, or NYATI, Mar. (tUTTST, ^Tlfff, corruption of S. Jnati

sTTfiO Caste, kind, sort.

NYAYA, vernacularly, NIAO, NIAI, H.
(jLu, ^Ui), S. &c.

(amO Propriety, fitness, reasoning, logic : in common use

it frequently also denotes justice or judgment.

Nydyddhihdra, or adhipati, S. &c. (

Tel. (cvT
D CXXrDa>8) A judge, a magistrate.

Nydyddhisa, corruptly, Niad/tis, Nyaeedaish, Mar. (S. ^TT-

'1TV)3l) A magistrate, a judge.

Nydyddhisi, Mar. (S. sinivfcflft) Magistracy, the office or

function of a judge.

Nyamar, Hindi (unTS) A tree that has sprung up of itself

in a cultivated field, and which the cultivator may cut

down.

O.

OBBIDI, Tel. (<WpQ) Treading out corn, threshing byCu

means of cattle.

ODA, Kara. (&J&), O'DAM, Tarn.
(6pl_Lo)

A boat, a ferry-boat.

Odagdr, Karn. (co<3 A d>) A ferryman.

ODAI, Tarn. (Q6BDI ) A water-course, a tank, a ditch.

ODAN, or ORAN, or OND, Mar. (^fcnil, 'WtS) Deep, sunk

capable of holding water, as ground fit for rice cultivation.

ODANA, or ODAN, S. &c. (ssTl^n) Boiled rice.

ODAvARAM,morecorrectly,UDAVARAM,Tam.(6pl_6LirTI7Ui)

Actual gross produce.

ODE, or ORRE, Tel. (&> O) A rick of corn, or a small pile

just cut with the sickle.

ODEYA, ODEYAVA, or ODIYA, or, as used honorifically in the

plur., and as usually pronounced, WODEYAR, orWooiYA,

Karn. (taScJfc, 2o^oSb^
; ZoaoSb, Zo^O&&) A

lord, a chief, a ruler, a sovereign.

ODHAN, Mar. ("sft^ff) The balance of a closed account car-

ried forward and placed at the head of one newly opened :

descent (of a belief, practice, usages, &c.) through several

generations.

Odhanbdhi, incorrectly, Odambaki, Mar. (A. !i[j
, remain-

der) Balance of account carried forward from year to year,

especially in revenue matters, &c. : account with the cul-

tivators.

5 E



GDI

GDI, pronounced WODI, Karn. (WO) A division of a rice
j

field.

OiiiYA, Uriya (l3S>M, S. ^frj) The people, language, &c.,

of Orissa.

OGAL, (?) Hindi. Buck wheat. Kamaon.

OGARUVUMUTA, Tel. (cOAcx>^2>aO3~~'
>

cJ) An allowance of

grain given to the measurers of the crop.

OGAT, Guz. (
a
tltlLli) Remains of grass left by cattle on a

field.

OGGA, Karn. (CO /\ d) Seed for sowing.

OGHA, vernacularly, OGH, S. &c. (W\*i) A torrent, a strong

current or stream.

Ogkal, Mar. (^fftfi?) A small stream, a rill, a rivulet
; also,

a ravine.

OGUDU, Tel. (2oXo&>) The straw of the great millet

OHDAH, more correctly, UHDAH, q. v. II. (A. sJ^e), ODHO,

Guz. (^iHl) An office, whether civil or military.
A

Ohdahddr, incorrectly, Odaddr, correctly, Ululahddr, Guz.

Odheddr, H. (P. jli> , who has) An office, a functionary,

a public servant, whether civil or military.

OJAN, Beng. ('QTO, corruption of
^jj,

Kazan) Weight,

measure.

Ojanddr, Beng. (
1

S>!R
r
fftsl) A weighman.

OJHA, H.
(l#?-jl , ^Ttffij) The title of the head priest of the

temple of Vaidyandth, at Deogarh in Birlikwn. A con-

juror, a sorcerer. Beng. (Wl) A snake-catcher, one

who pretends to cure snake bites, and cast out evil spirits

by charms. Uriya (t3f?) A schoolmaster : the signature

of a certain caste.

OJJA, Tel. (^-y) A teacher, a priest.

OKATI, Mar. (ssTl<*ri1) An apparatus for drawing water from

a well, the transverse beam and stone weight ; also the

bucket

OKIL, Beng. and Uriya (^sf^f, corruption of Vakil) An

agent, an attorney.

Okdlat, Beng. and Uriya (^S^t^^, corruption of Wakdlat)

Agency, representative, acting as agent or attorney.

OKKALIGA, or OKKALU, pronounced WOKKALIGA and WOK-

KALU, VUCCALOO, Karn.
(<A>g)X, COgOJ) A culti-

vator, a farmer, a tenant of the soil, an inhabitant.

Okkalatana, orWokhalatana, Karn. (2o&>SrC$) Husbandry,

cultivation : residence, residing' D

Okhalihaniane, or Wokhalihamane, Karn. (WoO^'^OrS)

A farm-house, any occupied or inhabited house.

Ohkalu-jamad-dlv, corruptly, Vuccdloo-jummed-aloo, Karn
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OLA

A slave, especially a predial or agri-

cultural slave, a labourer (alii) attached to the revenue

(jama) lands. Coorg. Correctly speaking, there are two

chief classes of slaves recognised in the province Bhumi-

jamad-dlu, and Ohkala-jamad-dlu : the first are attached

to the land (bliumi), and only transferable with it ; the

second are the personal property of their possessors, and

may be sold or mortgaged at pleasure.

OKKANA, Tel. (^^S3), OKKANE, OKKANIKE, WOKKANK,

&c. Karn. (&^&, &>^&>O)
The honorific title placed

at the top of a letter or petition.

OKKULA, Karn. (^^p^) A measure of grain containing

71 Ib. 4 oz. avoirdupois.

OL, Mar. fafttj) Moisture, damp.

Old, Mar. (''STf^l) Moist, humid.

Oldchd, Mar. ('SflcSHl) Cultivated, produced, &c., without

irrigation or rain, from the inherent humidity of the soil.

Olddutial, or -kdl, Mar. (wicjjlc.cncjj , -KI^j) A famine, the

consequence of excessive rain.

OL, H., Mar. (^ft<, J^l) Personal bail or security, a hostage,

a surety.

Oli-dg, Mar. (^fl^^nn, lit, wet fire) Any calamity occa-

sioned by superabundant moisture, as a flood, &c.

OLA, corruptly, OOL, OLLY, Mai. (-i), OLAI, Tam.
(sp350),

OLE, Karn. (COG) The leaf of any kind of palm, espe-

cially, though not exclusively, applied to the leaf as used

for writing upon.

Olapura, Mai. (6ieJo_^ro) A house thatched with leaves.

OlapeHi, Mai. (6ifi_lS>n_l1) A box in which title deeds

or other documents written on olas, or palm leaves, are

preserved.

Olaitiudv, Tam. (^&>c5<!7n_) An umbrella or covering

of palm leaves to keep off rain.

Pattolai, Tam. (LJL_<3i_rr8oO) An edict or official order,

any thing written upon palm leaves from dictation.

OLAGA, Karn. (coOA) An assembly, a meeting, holding a

darbdr, or levee, a meeting in a kachhari, for public

business : in the latter sense it is also written Oddblaya

OLASE, OLASE, OLISE, Karn. (00, O, oQ->) Mi-

gration of the people of a district through fear of war, pes-

tilence, &c.

OLA-UTHA, Beng. ((3
5Tt*^l) Spasmodic cholera (from ola,

descent, and uthd, rising), upward and downward evacu-

ations.



OLE

OLEKARA, Karn. (cOOO do) A servant, an armed peon.

OLI, Tel. (2^) A marriage portion, what is given to a

wife at her marriage by her relations, and consequently

becomes her peculiar property.

OLTJ, Karn. (cotU) A pledge, a hostage, a ransom.

OLTJGU, Tarn. (o^Lg@) An account kept by the village

accountant of the measurement and extent of the fields com-

posing a village.

OM, S. &c. (^ft0 The mystic monosyllable to be uttered pre-

viously to any prayer, but so as not to be overheard by

ears profane ; supposed to consist of three letters, a, in, m,

combined, being types of the three Vedas, or of the three

great divinities, Brahma, V'ishnu, and Siva.

OMKARA, S. &c. (^ftiTC) The mystical syllable Om : see

the last.

OMBI, Mar. CwW) An ear of wheat.

ONDA, or WANDA, corruptly, WOONDA, Mar. (^ttt, 3*r) A

billet, a log of wood.

Onddpatti, corruptly, Woondaputty, Mar. 0*i\3iM$"l) A tax

imposed in commutation of the labour of cutting logs for

government use.

ONDU, Karn. (COo&j) Alluvial deposit, sediment, soil.

ONGALU, Kam. (COoXeu) An offering by farmers in a

field before harvest.

OPPA, Mai.
(6*g-p'

OppAM > Tarn. (SpULJlL) Signature,

subscription, a certificate.

Oppachdramftam., Kara. (^UUrT<&'rT(7lL) A contract,

an engagement, a bond.

Oppandam,T:am. (J)U
A compact, an agreement, a contract.

Oppitta, Karn. (WS^B^) Consent, agreement, signature,

subscription.

Oppittadalidgada,KtiTn. (2o|^8_o&5~aX5) A signed paper,

an executed deed or bond.

Oppumoli, or -mozhi, Tarn. (6pLJL_|GLorT^l)
A written

agreement between two parties.

Oppukdnam, also read Opahdnam, Mai. (6}o-Jrfb06<-Oo)

Fee or present given on execution and signature of docu-

ments relating to sale or mortgage of land.

Kaiyoppam, Tarn. (etnebGLUrTUULo) Signature, certifi-

cate, the act of authenticating a document by subscription,

or the document subscribed.

Oppadi-tugayedu, Tarn. (SUUl9_<g;<553SGlU) Abstract

statement shewing receipts, disbursements, and balance in

hand.
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OR, H. (jj) Boundary, limit, way, direction.

ORA, OHARA, Mar. (^fttT, 'wV^i) One of the portions of a

field which are ploughed separately by concentric turns of

the plough.

ORAPU, Karn. (3oOc^|)) Ebbing, going down: a ridge in a

paddy field : a channel.

ORAVI, ORAVTJ, GRAVE, Karn. (&;#t>, &>8<$, 2o6^) A

marsh or swamp ; surplus water running from a tank.

Oravinahola, Karn. (3ooS.OT/ee>) A swampy field.

ORRE, Tel. (3o &) A heap of unthreshed grain.

ORUKA, Mai. (&,&<&) An account of lands and gardens in

which the boundaries are specified.

ORUKAL, Mai. (Sig^cftrat) Flowing or running of water.

Orukka, Mai. (6}<fd96}) A current, a stream.

Os, Mar. (^ffaO Deserted, a village ; uncultivated, neglected,

land.

OSA, Mar. (^ftwi) A blank spot in a corn-field.

OSUL, Uriya ((31C5., corruption of wasut) Payment, collec-
o^~

tion
; realized as a debt or as revenue.

OswAL, Hindi (*)"!tHI<$) The name of a tribe of Jains, chiefly

merchants and bankers.

OTARJ, less correctly, WOTARI, Mar. Oefttfltf) A brazier, a

caster of vessels of bell-metal, also of brass idols.

OTBANDI', (?) Mar. Payment of a fixed amount for the uss

of each plough and pair of bullocks. Khandesh. Beng.

(*Sl>'3^t) Settlement of rent to be paid for cultivating

waste land. See Utlandi.

OTI, Mai. (fiisl) A piece of rice-ground.

OTTADAM, (?) Tam. A crop cultivated jointly with other crops

on the same land.

OTTAi,Tam.(oi_oTOL_) A span between the tipsof the thumb

and forefinger extended. .

OTTAM, Tam.
(fi^lli_Ui)

A conical pile of earth left by

tank diggers as a measure of the depth to which they

have dug.

Ottan, Tam.
(pL.l_<3Cl),

Karn. Odda, or Oddarava,

pronounced Wodda (^g <-^QO^) A ditch or tank dig-

ger, a stonecutter. See the next.

Ott'iyam, Tam. (<> iLl^-LUlL) The country to the north

of Madras, whence the tank diggers come, or, in fact,

Orissa : the Odhra of Sanskrit, the Uriya of the cur-

rent dialect, whence the people employed in this kind of

labour in the south of India are said to have originally

come.

OTTAM, Tam. (spL.l_Ul)
A contract, an agreement.
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Odambadike, Tel. (o3So8DG A) A contract, an agreement, \

a bond.

OTTI, corruptly, OOTTY, Tarn, (sp^^l, 6j>n)r\),
Mai.

(6iOOl), Karn. (3^8^) A pledge, a pawn, a mortgage:

in Malabar it especially designates a usufructuary mort-

gage, or one in which, for consideration of a sum ad-

vanced on loan, the borrower makes over the land of which

he is the hereditary proprietor to a temporary occupant,

who receives the rent or profits in lieu of interest on his

loan, paying the difference, if his receipts exceed the interest,

to the proprietor : the borrower or lender may transfer the

occupancy to a third party, under certain conditions, but

the latter is not at liberty to sell it, and is responsible for

any damage done to the trees on the estate. The term is

also sometimes used for the document of assignment or

mortgage-deed. (Although written Otti by all the best

authorities, it is also written in Tarn, and Mai. Orri, and

Orri (65 f^jrtjl 6iOOl), both, however, being always pro-

nounced Otti. In Mai. it also occurs, at least in compo-

sition, Atti, Otti, with the initial short vowel, or o, and

cerebral t. See Attiper: (in Tarn, and Karn. the t is

dental).

Ottidravyam, Mai. (^-fl^OJJo, from S. <^*l, wealth) The

money advanced on usufructuary mortgage.

Ott.ikamparam, corruptly, Ofty-hoomprom, Mai. (6il-

<fton_jroo) A subsequent transaction, in which, for a fur-

ther loan, the proprietor abandons finally to the mortgagee

two-thirds of his hereditary rights and authority over the

estate.

Ottikaranam, Mai. (6}laB5<Osmoo) The deed or instrument

conveying the property to the mortgagee.

Ottikurikdnam, less correctly, Kulikdnam, Mai. (6ilcT>-

Sfl<fl>06rr>o) A mortgage in which it is conditioned either

that the occupant shall be at liberty to relinquish the

estate without charge for dilapidations, ten per cent, of

the principal loan being deducted to cover all injuries, or

that the owner may reclaim it when he pleases ;
in which

case he is to pay for any additional plantations or other

improvements.

Ottikondavan, Mai. (6}l6><>36~3cunrt>) A mortgagee, lit.,

the purchaser of a freehold.

Ottiper, or Attiper, Mai. (6il6)n_lO, 05"S)6}a_lO) Free-

hold hereditary property : it is used laxly for the absolute

transfer of such property.

Ottiporai-nir, (Mai. OOlfO
, water) Ratification of an abso-
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lute and final transfer of hereditary property, by the pro-

prietor pouring a little water into the hand of the purchaser.

Ottiperrola, and Ottiperrola-karanam, Mai. (Ottiper, or

Attiper, as above, ola (6iJ), a palm leaf, and karanam

(<fl>r06V"Oo), a deed) The written and executed deed by which

a hereditary property is absolutely sold; hence, also, the

title-deeds of an estate.

OTTU, Kara. ("k^P) Whole, total, aggregate amount.

Ottuchekacheri,Kan>.(&>k5Jtt-$&ZS) The chief post office.

Ottuguttige, Karn. (2^~
>

'foj>~A) The entire assessment.

Ottujameyddahana, Karn. (2oi>&<&C&r3&SbO) The

total collection of the revenue of a district.

OVA, Tel. (2o) Cut corn, but unthreshed.

OVANDA, OWANBA, vulgarly, WowANDA, Mar. (^fHn) The

holding and cultivating of lands which lie beyond the lands

of the village in which the cultivator resides ; also the lands

so held and cultivated: hence the carrying on of any business

at a distance, or part in one place and part in another.

Owandekari, corruptly, Womand kurree, Mar. ("

A person living in one place and cultivating land in another.

P.

PA, H. &c. (I), abbreviation of Pdda, q. v.) A foot, a leg.

Pdydb, H. (P., from
(.^J>\iydftan,

to find) Fordable, a ford.

PACHAKA, S. &c. (lT^F) Causing to come to maturity ; also,

digestive, cooking, dressing ; subst., a cook.

PACHAR, (?) H. The designation of the lands and villages

lying farthest from the banks of the Jamuna in the district

of Etawa.

PACHBHEYA, Thug. A sect or division of the Thugs.

PACHCHADAMU, vulgarly, PATCH, Tel. (Sx^SoXX)) A par-

ticular kind of cotton cloth, generally twenty-four cubits

long and two broad : two cloths joined together.

PACHCHAKU, pron. PATSAKU, vulgarly, PUTCHUCK, or PUT-

SAK, Tel.
(^g"" ^) lit., A green leaf, but applied espe-

cially to an aromatic plant long cultivated in India, and

thence exported by the ancients under its Sanskrit appel-

lation, Kushtha (Costus indicus, or, as forming a new

genus, Aucklandia costus verus).

PACHH, H. Ca-lj) Inoculation, inoculating.

PACHHAL, Uriya (OG\R.) A place where saline earth is

prepared.

PACHKI, Mar. (n-l*l) A small copper coin equivalent to a

Damri, or fourth of a Paisa.
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PACHPACH, Hindi (M^IN) Soft or plashy, as soil : rotten

vegetable matter and mud.

PACHWAI, or PACHWI', corruptly, PUCHWYE, H. (Jj^i.

t^ysi)
An intoxicating drink prepared from the fermenta-

tion of rice or other grains steeped in water.

PAD, vulgarly, PAUD, (?) Mar. A measure of land equal

to twenty kdthis.

PAD, PADA, PADA, S., but occurring in all the dialects (TJ7,

^:, TI^J), the word also occurs, vernacularly modified

in various forms, as, Pi, PAI, PANW, pron. PAON, H.

(U, ^\*, yl), PA, Beng. (ft), PA, PAUL, Mar. (m,

'TT'3i^) A foot, a footstep. Pada, &c. have other mean-

ings also, among which Pdda, implies a fourth, a quarter,

the only sense properly attributable to its modifications, as

PAI', Beng., Mar. (tt% TH$, PAE, Uriya (D^), and PAO,

H. (lt), but these terms are used with great laxity, and

often, in their derivatives and compounds, imply also, a foot.

Pdda-hanihai, Tarn. (l_irTS<E&rT(5CCfl<5><30D<5) An offering

to the feet, applied to a contribution paid to the Guru, or

head of a religious establishment

Pdddryhya, vernacularly, Paddrgh, or Pdddrgli, corruptly,

Pudaruclt, Pudary, H. &c. (S. ^Jo, ^b'j, qi^iul)

A respectful offering of curds, honey, &c., to a guest or

Brahman ; lit. an arghya, or offering to his feet, whence

it has come to signify also an assignment of rent-free land

to a Brahman, a religious person, or a religious establish-

ment : in the north-west it is said to be a grant of rent-

free land to similar objects made by a Zamindar, and for

the revenue of which he continues responsible.

Paddta, Paddti, Paddtika, S. &c. (xi^TTT, 1<lfrf, V^lfrf*,

from pada, a foot) A footman, a foot-soldier, an armed

retainer or messenger, whence the vernacular Pidda, and

Pdik, and the English Peon, q. v.

Pdda-vandanikd, S. (TJ^ and 3?[T, salutation) Property

given by a husband to a wife at the time of marriage in

return for her humble salutation or marks of deference.

Pddodaka, S. &c. (TI^ and ~5^R , water) Water in which

the feet of a Brahman have been washed, and which it is

an act of merit to drink.

Pddya, S. &c. (xrrjr) Relating to the feet, water for wash-
*

ing them.

PADA, S. &c. (tnj) A head, title, or topic of legal or judicial

proceedings, of which eighteen are enumerated by Hindu

law-givers ; as, 1 . Rindddna, debt ; 2. Nikshepa, deposits ;

3. Asrcdmi-vikraya, sale without ownership; 4. Sambhuya-
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samutthdna, concerns among partners; 5. Dattdpakarma,

resumption of gifts ; 6. Vetandddnam, non-payment of

wages or hire
; 7. Samvid-vyatikrama, breach of engage-

ment; 8. Kraya-vihraydnusaya, rescission of purchase

and sale ; 9. Swdmipdla-vivdda, disputes between master

and servant ; 10. Simdvivdda, boundary disputes; 11. Dan-

dapdrushya, assault and battery ; 12. Vdhpdrushya, de-

famation and abuse ; 13. Steya, theft
; 14. Sdhasa, vio-

lence
; 15. Strisanyrahana, illicit intercourse with women ;

16. Stripundharma, obligations of husband and wife ;

17. Ddyavibhdga, partition of inheritance ; 18. Dyutam-

dhvayascha, gaming and animal-fighting.

Padasankirna, S. (T^HoR^!?) A mixed plaint in a suit at law.

PADA, S. &c. (TP^) A quarter, as before ; but as a term in

Hindu law it signifies one of the four steps or stages by

which a law-suit is directed to proceed, viz.

1. Bhdshdpdda, (from vrrei, speech) The declaration, the

charge or plaint.

2. Uttarapdda, (from'T^T, an answer) The reply or defence.

3. Kriydpada, (from fjpn, action) The essential matter,

the evidence or proofs, whether oral or documentary.

4. Sddhyasiddhi-pdda, (from ftTOt, what is to be established,

the fact, and fttfe, establishment) The judgment or decision.

PADA, S. &c. (^0 Place, station, rank.

Padastha, S. &c. fa^em) A person of rank or authority.

Padavi, vernacularly, Padabi, S. &c. (i|<J<4"l) A title, rank,

dignity.

PADA, or PARA, Mar. (is) Fallow land.

Padakara, or Parkara, Mar. (Hi<*0 Lying fallow, a field :

being deserted or desolate, a village.

Padasara, or Padasdra, Mar. (H4+K -5ETR) Uncultivated,

desolate, uninhabited.

Padit, Mar. (tRrtn) Fallow or uncultivated land.

Padiyd, Tel. (>ao&T") Fallow, uncultivated, waste.

PADA, or PARA, Mar. (TOl), PADAGAI, Tarn. (Ul_rr<55D<E&)

A cluster of cottages situated at some distance from the

village to which they belong, for the convenience of carry-

ing on agricultural operations. See Para.

PADA, or PARA, Uriya (Q^|) A village ; a ward of a town.

PADAKKAM, Tarn. (lISiEBSLo) A certain number of villages

held in farm in Tanjore under the native government.

Padahatdr, Tarn. (LJSSSSSrTCT) The renter or farmer

of a number of villages.

PADAKATHA, vulgarly, PAH-KATH, Mar. (H44"0 The lending

of cattle and labour by one cultivator to another.

5F
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Padakel, vulgarly, Parkel, Mar. (Hi4<$) A cultivator that

helps another with labour, cattle, and the like.

PADAKAL, or PADEKAL, (?) Mai. Land exempt from revenue.

PADANA, Mai. (o-ism) A salt pan, a salt-pit.

Padanayuppa, Mai.
(n_lSPOCg)o_j) Manufactured salt

PADAPPAM,Tam.(LJl_LJLJLQ) A town surrounded by villages.

Padappai, Tarn, (l IL.LJCB5I l) A yard or inclosure behind

a house.

PADAR, Guz. (Hl^.3.) Common land, land adjacent to a vil-

lage left uncultivated.

PADA RAM, (?) Mai. A fee paid to the Raja, or his repre-

sentative, on a transfer of landed property.

PADARTHA, S. &c. (l<^r, from pada, a name, and artha,

object) Thing, substance, a category or predicament, in

logic : in Karnata, personal property, money.

PADASAKSHA, or PARSAKSHA, Mar. (iRTrrer) Corroborative

evidence.

Padasdkshi, Parsdttshi, Mar. (HifUKjl) A witness giving

corroborative testimony.

PADATf, Uriya (a^Ol) Waste salt.

PADDU, Tel.
("^Q^)

An entry in an account, an item, a

memorandum.

PADE, Karn. (<O3) A servant, a messenger, a Peon.

PADI, corruptly, PUDDEE, Tarn.
(UUj.),

Karn. (>CJ) A
measure of capacity at Madras, one-eighth of a marakdl,

being the same with the ndli, or ndzhi, and containing

93.752 cubic inches, or about 3 Ib. 6 oz. : in the revised

scale of weights and measures it is identified with the En-

glish term measure,' the standard being a cylinder of

4 inches diameter and 8 inches deep, containing 100 cubic

inches, or 1 . 44 quart, or in weight of water about 3 Ib.

6 oz. avoirdupois : a Padi is also a measure of weight

equal to 100 palams, or 125 oz. avoirdupois. In Mysore

it is a measure of weight equal to half a ser.

Padihattu, Karn. (>GoMj) Weight, measure.

PADI, Tarn., Karn. (ui^.) fi/tata, additional or extra allow-

ance to servants, troops, public functionaries, or establish-

ments.

Padichdra, Karn. (3&SF~d$) A police-officer, an armed

footman.

Padihana, Karn. (OQ&O) Extra allowance in money.

Padijita, Karn. (&#) pay Or allowance in kind.

Padippanam, Tam. (ui^UUSSCril) Extra allowance.

Padimurai, Tam. (uu^Ctonr)) The fixed day or term

for which extra allowance is granted.
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Padittaram, Tam.
(l_IUj.^SljlL)

Allowance made to a

a temple.

Padiydl, Tam. (ui^-LLJirefr) A hired servant, especially

one paid with grain.

PADI, vulgarly,?A DDY, Malay (j^Ots) Rice in the husk, whether

growing or cut, before threshing or before the grain is

separated.

PADI, Beng. (*f^) Tonnage, measurement of boats or ships

for cargo.

PADI, Karn. (<0d&) Difference of exchange in money.

PADIKA, Uriya (d^iO|) A measuring rod.

PADKA, (?) H. A measure of land, a subdivision of a katthti.

PADMA, vernacularly, PADAM, PUDUM, S. &c. (TO) A lotus,

a large number, a thousand millions.

PADRI, (?) Hindi. A capitation tax on artificers and traders

in central India. Malcolm.

PADRf, H. &c. (1^!$, Port Padre) The common term

throughout India for a Missionary or a clergyman.

PADSHAH, H. &c. (P. xliJU) A king.

Pddshdhi,H. &c.
(^y&LJijU) Royal, imperial, made or given

by a sovereign, as a grant of land, &c.

PADU, Tel. (3~<5o) Waste, uncultivated, fallow ; also, subs.

a waste, a common, a barren or uncultivated tract.

,

, <3-*t>3-3v) A Spot of ground near a vil-

lage formerly inhabited, but now cultivated for tobacco.

Padunilam, Tam. (l_lr^1eC)lli) Barren ground.

PADU, Tam. (l_irT) Deficiency on remeasurement

PADUGAI, or PADUGAI-SATTURAM, Tam. (i_J<3B33-,

UOSDi3<&f|siCni) Land in the bed or on the banks of

a river, especially fit for rice cultivation.

Padugar, Tam. (U<3I7) Ground fit for moist cultivation,

rice-ground.

PADUGU, Tel. (>&;X;>) The lower part of a heap of corn,

or part left after the rest has been carried away. Karn.

A heap of ears of com piled in a threshing-floor, ready

to be trodden out.

Paduddral, Tam. (uSsrrjT)^)) Part of a crop decayed

while standing.

PADUNU, or PADANU, Tel. (&>rvb, ><5rCi>) Moisture : a

certain quantity of rain, sufficient to soften the earth and

render it fit for ploughing : soil well moistened, miry or

plashy ground.

Padunuvarshamu, Tel.

ficient to penetrate the soil and soften it for ploughing.
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Padupor,Tam. (UGurTcr) A heap of com which has

been cut, but remains unthreshed till the whole is reaped.

Paduvari, Tel. (<OiJJ<D5) A spontaneous crop, sprouts

that have sprung up from grain left by the reapers.

PAG, and PAGRI, or PUGHEE, H. (i^/U, u/>) A turban :

in the Delhi districts, a poll-tax formerly levied on all

males above twelve years of age in villages assessed under

a peculiar system. See Chaubachha.

PAG, PUG, H. (cL&), Mar. (im) A foot.

PagdanM, H. (^JJiXCj) A bye-way, a foot-path.

Pagi, H. (.<>) A caste, or individual of it, who are em-

ployed to track thieves or runaways by their footmarks.

Pagld, Mar. (unitjl) A village servant or officer in the west

of India, whose duty it was to track fugitives and thieves by

their footmarks from one village to another, which was then

to take up the search : wherever the footmarks ceased the

nearest village was made responsible for any property stolen.

PAGA, Mar. (WTT) A body of horse under one commander,

and in which the horses belong to the state : the stable

or building where the horses are kept.

Pdgdddr, Mar. (VTII^I^) A horseman, a trooper whose

horse is provided by the state.

Pdgdnavis, or Pdynis, Mar. (WIMM'ta, MI'Mlfl) The

writer and accountant attached to a body of horse.

PAGADI, corruptly, PUGDI, Karn. 1JAP), PAKUDI, or PA-

GUDI, Tarn.
(LJgj^l) Toll, tribute, tax : applied also in

Karnata to an extra assessment under the Mohammadan

government, or to any addition to the fixed rates.

Pagudikdran, Tarn.
(LJ(g)^l<9E>SrTI7<30r)

A collector, a

tax-gatherer.

PAGAI, corruptly, PUGGYE, (?) Mar. An advance made by

government or the collector to cultivators at the sowing

season, to be repaid at the harvest; (it is no doubt a blunder

for Tagai. See Tahdvi).

PAGAR, Mar. (Port. TTTT) Pay, wages : also a sort of canoe

carefully finished.

PAGAH, Beng. (TtltsT) A mound, a bank, a drain, a ditch, a

boundary.

PAGHAIA, H. (V.'>4&) A dealer in metals, cloth, &c.

PAGODA, (?). The European designation of a Hindu temple

in the south of India ; also the gold coin formerly coined at

Madras, from its having the device of a temple on one face,

but called by the natives Sun and Varahd : (the origin of

this term is doubtful ;
it is sometimes ascribed to the Por-

tuguese, sometimes to the Persian But-khada, an idol-
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temple, or to the name of the goddess Bhagavati, who is

represented on some of the coins ; but neither rests upon

sufficient authority).

PAGRI, (?) Land rent-free. Central India. Malcolm.

PAn, (?) Land which has been three years in cultivation (?).

Pdh-parti, (?) Fallow land.

PAHAL, Hindi (m^<$) The ceremony of initiation into the

Sikh religion and community.

PAHAN, Hindi (m?T) A village officer, the head man of a

village. South-west frontier.

PAHANI, corruptly, PAHNY, PAHYN Y, Mar. (qgHifl , from

T^N!}, to inspect, to see) Inspection or supervision : in

finance, a revenue survey, an inspection or numbering of

lands, houses, &c. : commonly applied also to an estimate

of the value of a growing crop by inspection only ; more

correctly termed Najar-pahdni (from Nazr, seeing).

Pahdna-, or Pahdni-ddr, Mar. ('M^UJ-, 't^U'fl^lO A re-

venue surveyor, an inspector and valuer of crops.

Pahdni-kdrkun, Mar. (cK|<41, an agent) A surveyor or

inspector of crops.

Pahdna khardd, Mar. (from <K3T, report) A revenue survey

report.

Pahdnyd, Mar. (tfifTTprt) A conjuror, especially one who

pretends to be able to discover lost or stolen articles.

PAHAH, H. &c. (S. ~^, Hfu), PAHAH, Beng. (ft^s) A

mountain, a hill.

Pahdrgutta, Tel. (from to^,, rent) A tax or rent for-

merly paid for the privilege of grazing cattle on the hills.

Pahdri, or Pdhdri, H. &c. (<_;^) A hill man, a moun-

taineer : hilly, mountainous, a tract

PAHAR, PUHUR, H. &c. (^j , S. JTft), PAHAH, Mar. OJ^K)

A division of time, a watch or period of three hours, or

an eighth of the day and night, four to each, whence Do-

pahar, two watches, is either mid-day or midnight.

Pahdrd, Mar. (M^Kl) A guard, a body of men keeping

watch or guard.

Pahdrekari, Mar. CT^H.nfl) A sentinel, a guard.

Pahari or Pahri, H.
(i^f/$j)

A watchman, a village ser-

vant and messenger, also employed to keep watch.

PAHI, H. (j^b; ^TT^), Uriya (0|Q) A non-resident cul-

tivator, a temporary occupant of village land, a tenant at

will: (the word is more commonly, but less correctly, written

Pdi, for it is derived from the Hindi pdh, for pds,
'

near

to,' he who resides permanently, not in the village in which

he cultivates, but in the vicinity or near to it.
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Pdhi-asdmi, H. (^U ^U) A non-resident cultivator, one

who cultivates lands in a village in which he is not a

permanent resident.

Pdhi-kdsht, H. (e^i.J6lj) Cultivation by non-resident

cultivators or tenants at will : it is rather laxly applied

also to such a cultivator.

Pdhi-malangi, Uriya (Q|91R.F) A salt-maker in a village

different from that of his permanent residence.

PAHON, (?) In the Ramgarh hills, the village priest who per-

forms the worship of the local deities, and keeps also a

record of the village boundaries, for which he receives

fees in kind from the villagers.

PAI, H. &c. d_jl), PAY, Mar. (tmi) A foot

Pdi-band, H. (P. JJU , binding) Fettered, bound : a fetter.

Pdi-bdki, H. (A. 15*^, remainder, quasi, balance at the

foot, i.e. in hand or in reserve). In Mohammadan finance, the

designation of such lands as were set apart for Jagir grants,

if required : also the revenue from lands so reserved not

yet alienated, and of lands which, having been alienated,

had been resumed and paid revenue until a fresh assign-

ment had been made.

Pdi-baki-klidlixa, H. (from JUalli., the royal treasury) The

revenue of resumed or lapsed but suspended alienations

receivable in the public treasury.

Pdidafthti, (?) A tax formerly imposed by the Zamindars

of Bengal upon the cultivators, to cover the expense of

presents to the revenue-officers.

Pdilt, or PdyUi, corruptly, Pyke, H. &c. (tlJj'o, from S.

il^l fifed), Pdik, or Pdyak, Mar. (m^<* , trniR) A foot-

man, an armed attendant or inferior police or revenue-

officer, a messenger, a courier, a village watchman : in

Cuttack the Pdihs formerly constituted a local militia, hold-

ing land of the Zamindars or Rajas by the tenure of

military service, an arrangement not unknown in other

parts of India. Ben. Reg. ii. 1797 ; xiii. 1805^ xiv. 1816.

Pdikdn, H. &c. (plur. of Pdik) Armed militia or watch-

men: assignments of land for their maintenance, made

formerly by the Zamindars, of which the revenue was an

admitted deduction from the total assessment.

Pdimdl, H. (P. JU i_jU) Trodden under foot, spoiled, ruined.

Pdimdli, H. (,JU _jb) Trampling under foot, laying waste,

especially as crops : compensation for damage done to stand-

ing crops by the passage of troops.

PAI, Beng. ("ft^), Mar. (HT$) A quarter, a fourth part ;
in

currency, the fourth part of an ana, but applied in Bengal
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to a smaller division, or one twelfth, which was formerly

a money of account, but, since 1835, has been struck of

copper, weighing 33^ grains.

PAI, H. (i_j(j , TT^) A non-resident cultivator : (the word is

given both singly and in composition by unquestionable

authority, but it is probably an error, or vernacular cor-

ruption of pdhi, q. v.).

Pdi-asdmi, H.
(^yeUJ i^U) A cultivator of lands in a vil-

lage in which he is not a permanent resident.

Pdihdri, or, more correctly, Payakdri,Te\. (^ofo-S^S) A

temporary tenant who usually receives a larger share of

the crop than a resident or permanent occupant.

Pdikdsht, corruptly, Pykaust, Pykausht, Paikashtee, Pay-

kasht, &c. H. (u^--^ t^tj) The term usually employed

in Hindustan for a migratory or non-resident cultivator,

one who cultivates lands in a village to which he does not

belong by birth or hereditary claim, and holds his lands

either for a stipulated term, or at pleasure of some member

or members of the proprietary body : in some districts, pro-

bably with more accuracy, the term occurs Pdhi-kdsht.

/'liikdnkt-rdiyaiiH, (A. OJ^;, a cultivator) A non-resident

or temporary cultivator.

Pdikdsht-zamin, H. (A.

of temporary occupancy

Pdi-noread, Hindi

j)
Land held on the tenure

vernacular corruption for nau-

dbdd) A non-resident cultivator who engages to cultivate

for the current year.

Pdi-rdiyat, H. (d-Otf; i^j) A non-resident cultivator.

Pdi-sdbeh, Hindi (TT^fn^li) A non-resident cultivator who

has held the lands he tills for more than a year : an item

of the village rent-roll shewing the rent paid by such cul-

tivators.

PAiuA, Uriya (i3|QQ|) A debt to be received, money due.

Paibdn-dld, Uriya (3|QQ|i3|P.|) A creditor, one who re-

ceives or expects payment.

PAIOASTI, Tel. (<OCXX)X(O^ 1 from ^J pat, over) A superin-

tendant, an overseer.

PAIJ, Mar. (tfo) A bargain, a compact, a wager.

PAIKA, Mar. (^T), PAIKAMU, Tel. <>OX>s'x>) Money :

in Tel. it also means a small coin of the value of five kds,

also a quarter of a dab.

PAIKAR, H. ('I^Jo) A dealer, a shopkeeper, an intermediate

dealer or agent, a broker ; also one who goes about with

goods for sale, a hawker, a pedlar.

PAIMAISH, vernacularly, PAYIMASI, corruptly, PYMAEESH,
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and PYMASH, H. (P. (^jtt>x>) Measurement, measuring,

survey.

Paimdish-ddr, H. (P. j\A ,
who has) A measurer, a surveyor.

Paimduh-i-hampds, H. (^U^, the English word
'

com-

pass ') Survey by European surveyors, a trigonometrical

survey.

Kol-jtayimdsi, Mai. (61<fljO(5i)n_lCQjlCl3C/3l) Regular survey,

measurement by the hoi, or rod.

Nok-payimdsi, Mal.(61POO<ft.a_lCOj]<2)Ool) Measurement or

survey by inspection and estimate, the most usual method

under the native government of Malaljar.

Paimdn-Jiash, Sindhi (P. jj^^,^*^)
A weighman, a mea-

surer.
$.

PAIN, H.
(^y-j)

A reservoir of water.

PAIN, Mar. (tflff, or xfa) A bundle of grass or hay : an im-

post formerly levied on cultivators in lieu of a portion of

hay previously exacted from them.

PAIN, Mar. (tlT^T) A small measure, a quarter of an inch:

a larger land measure equal to 30 bit/has.

PAINAM, H. (Jjuo) A denomination under the Mohammadan
(*

-V

government of the principal divisions of a Subah
;

for in-

stance, the Subah of Bengal was divided into two chief

Paindms,the ceded lands of 1760, and theDindni lands of

1765 ; the latter again was subdivided into 26 Paindms :

(the term, although given in the 5th Report, is of doubtful

accuracy, and is possibly a vernacular corruption, or an error

for Paimdn, P., a measurement, a measured or definite

tract of country).

PAINCHA, H. (Is^i) A loan : payment of a loan.

PAINTH, Hindi (tHf) A duplicate bill of exchange. See Peth.

PAIRA, Mar. (^Tt) A day labourer, one who works by the day.

Pairen, Mar. (^c) A day's job for a woman or a boy : a

woman or boy hired for the day.

PAIRA, or PAIDA, Mar. (Ml$i) A small measure, a quarter

of an inch.

PAIRI, Hindi C^sft) The slope or inclined plane up and down

which the oxen attached to the ordinary well used for ir-

rigation travel : in some places it seems to imply a ring

or subdivision of a well, and thence the well itself.

PAIRU, Tel. (><XO&)) Growing corn. See Payir.

PAIRUDAR, Karn. (<O^OOC5Bo) A person whose employment

is carrying corn, cotton, or other articles, or oxen, from

one district to another.

PAISA, corruptly, PYSA, PYCE, PICE, H. &c. (L^j), Mar.

A copper coin, which, under the native government,
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varied considerably in weight and value : the Company's

paisd is fixed at the weight of 100 grains, and is rated

at 4 to the ana, or 64 to the rupee : in common par-

lance it is sometimes used for money in general. In

Marathi, Paisd also signifies a land measure equal to

7j biyhds.

Paisotako, Guz. (H^51U%0 Money in general.

PAISACHA, S. &c. (%$tra, from Pudcha, an evil spirit) De-

moniac, diabolical : one kind of marriage recognised by

Hindu legislation, violation of a girl when unconscious or

intoxicated.

PAISALU, Kam. (o^^yO&U, forFaisala, q.v.) Decision, decree.

PAISAR, Karn. (>)<^c)O) Common ground, ground left

uncultivated to serve as a pasturage for the village cattle.

PAISHA, Uriya (S1QC1|) A grain measure, four of which are

equal to one chatdnk, or the sixteenth of a ser.

PAITA, vulgarly, POITA, Beng. (f^al , CTal) The thread

or string of cotton worn by the Brahmans (from the S.

pavitra).

PAITA, Mar. (mri) A patch of level ground along the skirts

of the hills sown with common grains (in the tract called

Dang, q. v.)

PAITHA, corruptly, PYTHA, Beng. (^TTl) A district revenue

account, in which the several fields of the villages, whether

paying revenue or exempt, are specified under the names

of their respective occupants, according to their extent,

quality, and produce.

PAITRIKA, vernacularly, PAITRIK, S. &c.
(7pFf,

from Pitri,

a father) Paternal, ancestral, patrimonial, hereditary.

PAIVILASAMU, Tel. (^-)
t>Or iO &X3) Superscription, direction

of a letter.

PAiWAST.or PAIBAST, Beng. (zTT3,from P.
<UMIJJJ, bound,

connected) Added to, or increased, as an alluvial deposit :

additional lands from any source to those held in farm.

Pairvasti, Mar. (P. tNwl) Endorsement of a letter specify-

ing the date of its receipt : also Beng., vernacularly Pai

basti, additional, as alluvial land.

PAIY.A, Hindi (t|*n) An allowance of half an ana on each

rupee of revenue set apart for the Patrvdrl.

PAJA, Hindi (^in) Share or quota of grain paid to the

head man and the village servants. South-west frontier.

PAJANI, Guz. (Hl/UU^ A brush with which a thin starch

is applied to the warp, to prepare it for the loom : the

warp so prepared.

Pdjani-garo, Guz. (Hls/UQ.3l.M) A man whose business

o
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is to prepare the warp for the loom by starching the

thread.

PAjAwA, H. (P. I^Wi)
A brick-kiln, a brick-field.

PAKANADINAVARU, Kara. (pi. ^**BaO$!S&) A class

of Sudras practising fortune-telling from the district of

Pdkndd.

PAKANG, (?) H. A cow, or she buffalo, or any herd of female

cattle on which a cess was levied in Cliaubdchha villages.

See Cliaubdchha.

PAKHAL, corruptly, PUCKALLY, H. &c. (J
1^) A large

leather bag for carrying water in, usually double, thrown

over a bullock : also a leather bag used for raising water

from wells, being attached to a rope passing through a

pulley and drawn up by oxen passing up and down an

inclined plane.

Pakhdli, corruptly, Pucltalee, Puckallee, Puchallic, II. &c.

( Jl$j) A water-carrier.

Pakhdlyd, Mar. (WlcMl) Carrying a water-bag : the bul-

lock or the driver.

PAKHELA, Thug. Paper, whether written upon or not.

PAKHI, incorrectly, PAKEE, Beng. (
9
ftf*0 A land measure

nearly equivalent to a bighd. East Bengal.

PAKI, Kara. (<3~3S) A small coin, the twelfth of a Dab.

See Dabbu.
W

PAKKA, PUKKA, corruptly, PUCKA, PUKHA, H. &c. (&,

yip, S. TJlf) Ripe, mature, cooked, dressed : metaph.,

correct, complete, as a statement : substantial, solid, as a I

building ; also, intellectually mature, intelligent, sharp,

knowing : the contrast in all respects of Kachchd, q. v.

Pakkd-ghar, H. &c. (^>&) A house built of baked bricks

or stone.
_ w

Pakkd-chitthd, H. &c. (l^Xs-ISj) A revised and authentic

account

Pakkd-hiseb, Mar. (l{Jilfig5i'*0 A correct and carefully re-

vised account.
W

Pakkd-ser, H. &c. (^uXj) A full or Pakkd-ser : a mea-

sure of weight varying in different parts of India, and for

different articles, but always the full or standard measure,

in distinction to a smaller or less authentic, or Kachcha-

ser : the standard, or Pakkd-ser of Bengal is fixed at 80

tolas, each of 180 grains troy, and is equivalent to 2.057 Ib.

avoirdupois, about 2 Ib. 15 drachms. In the Madras presi-

dency the Pakkd-ser of Arcot = 1 Ib. 13 ounces, of Ma-

sulipatam
= 2 Ib., and this is used in dealing with per-

sons from Hyderabad, Calcutta, &c. : the ordinary or
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Kachchd-ser of Madras was 11 .4 ounces, and of Bombay

11 .3j ounces.

PAKKA, Mai. (<i_i3d9e>) Planting seed thickly: a bed of

young plants for transplanting : betel-nut in a raw state.

Pdkkanilam, Mai. (a_10dB1OoleJo) Land on which rice is

sown for subsequent transplantation.

PAKKANAM, Tam. (lISSCCCTUi) The residence of low and

outcaste tribes.

PAKSHA, vernacularly, also, PAKH, or PACHH, S. &c. (TTT^),

H. (jL, ^sl\ PAKKAM, Tam. (LJSSLQ) The half of a

lunar month, or a fortnight of fifteen days : the half from

the new moon to the full is termed the Sukla-paksha, the

white or light fortnight, that from the full to the new moon

the hri&hna-pahsha, the black or dark fortnight.

PAKUTI, Mai. ((UdSiraTl) A share, a portion.

PAL, Hindi (TR?* Crown lands kept by the ruling family

in their own hands. Kamaon.

PAL. H. &c. (Jlj, iJTSj) A dike, a dam, especially the raised

earth bordering the beds in which rice is planted so as to

confine the water of irrigation: also a small tent, or a cloth

or blanket thrown over a transverse pole to serve as a tent.

PAL, corruptly, PAUL, Mar. (T35) Exempt (from tax), re-

mitted (as a duty or tax),

J'ulrniJi, Mar.
(Mlefe-J*) Exemption from tax, remission of

tax or duty.

Pdlpatti, Mar. (MldbMgl) A tax or quit-rent imposed upon

the holders of rent-free lands.

PALA, vernacularly, PAL, or PUL, corruptly, PULL, S. &c.

(T55), H. (ijj), Mar. (TJt5, trgg) A measure of time, the

sixtieth part of a dan/la, or hour of twenty-four minutes,

and consequently equivalent to twenty-four seconds. A

measure of weight of gold or silver, varying in value, being

equal to four suvarnas, to four or to eight tolas, or, in

common use, to three tolas two mdskas and eight kattis,

or about 585 grains troy. In Cuttack, a weight for brass,

&c., being the twentieth of a bisha, or equal to four ttar-

sJias, or about 520 grains. In the Dakhin, a weight of

twenty-eight dabbus, used in weighing ghee, butter, &c. :

in Kamaon it is a weight of about 520 troy grains. Pala

also occurs in Sanskrit writings as the first or lowest mea-

sure of capacity, four being equal to one kudaKa, a mea-

sure of 13<j cubic angulas, or fingers.

PALA, sometimes written, PALLA, Tel. (SCT", >er<>) A
measure of capacity equal to ten maralidh, or log' im-

perial gallons. See Palld.
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PALA, Uriya (d|R.) Land immediately in the vicinity, or on

the bank of a river.

PALABH6aAM,corruptly,PAULBHdaAM,Tam.(u60<oU[TSLa,

from Tarn, paid, many, and S. bhogam, enjoyment, posses-

sion) The tenure by which the inhabitants of a village

hold their lands in severally under an engagement among

the coparceners, each being responsible for the revenue of

his own holding, and receiving the surplus for his own

use : such land may be held by the same individual in

more than one village : also a village or lands so held :

the term is also explained to signify merely possession by

more than one individual, distinguished as, Samudayam
or where the lands are cultivated jointly and the produce

is divided, and Arudi-karai where the lands are divided

amongst the proprietors and cultivated severally : see Arudi-

harai and Samudayam.

PALAGANBA, Kara. (aX>Xoca) A bricklayer, a plasterer.

PALAGORHU, Tel. (^^HP) A kind of rake.

PALAI, Tarn. (UfTgbO) Barren soil.

PALAI, Beng. (1ti<>) A stack or rick of corn, a granary,

a magazine.

PALAiBA, Beng. (*M$1, from S. ^^JTTT) Running away,

flight, escape.

PALAKA, or PALAKA-PUTRA, S. &c. (m^4^0 An adopted

son : the vernacular equivalent Fellah-beta, is sometimes

applied to a boy who has been bought of his parents and

is considered a slave.

PALAKOSHAM, Tarn. (uSOGaiTS'lL) A register of land in

the occupancy of different individuals.

PALAKUNDA, Tel. (<ZT>V$3O&) A certain grain-fee given

to the cultivators before the grain is measured, or a

portion from each measure (lit., a pot, kunda, of

milk, pdlu).

PALAM, corruptly, PULLAM, Tarn. (LJeOUJ, from the S.pala)

A measure of weight at Madras, variously rated at 546.875

and 525.75 troy grains: according to the revised table

recognised by government 20th Oct 1846, the Palum is

equal to 1 ounce 3 . 75 drachms avoirdupois : it is also used

in Malabar, 100 Palams, or Palons, being equal to a

tulam, and 20 tulams to a khandi.

PALAN, H.
(j.;^)

A space of ground left for future disposal

between two occupied lots.

PALANCHERU.Tam^UeOiSTjGc^gjj) Ploughed land prepared

for transplanting.

PALAPATTAUAI, corruptly, PULLAPUTTADY, Tarn. (us>N -
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l_ll_l_<3BDl_) A place where people of different tribes and

castes reside together.

Palapattadaikudikal, Tam. (LJ60UU.l_(35Dl_@l^.S5fT)

The inhabitants of a town where the right and left-hand

castes live amicably together.

PiLSUTANTARAM, Tam. (l_Jn&>3'&t&) nj<S IJlL, from S.y rtd)

Allowance in grain to village artificers.

PA LASAVIDHI, corruptly, PALASHWEEDEE, Mar.

The vicarious cremation of a bundle of Palasa leaves, in

place of the body of a person who has died at a distance :

in some cases widows were allowed to burn themselves

with the substitute.

PALATAK, Beng. ('Wa^, from S. Mc$m*T) A fugitive, a run-

away, a cultivator who abandons his lands.

Paldtika, corruptly, Platika, Beng. ('fatHs^) Abandoned,

uncultivated, land formerly cultivated, but deserted by the

cultivators : a column of an account shewing the revenue

formerly derived from deserted lands.

PALATHI, PULATIIY, (?) Damaged produce.

PALAWAT, Guz. (HfHlH^) A tribe of Bhik so named.

PALE, PALEVU, PALEYA, Karn. (<^9"f , <^^"|^, ^3"fo53) )

PALEIYAM, corruptly, POLLIAM, POLLAM, POLLEM,POL-

LlM,Tam. (ua&LULa), PALEMU.Tel. (T*~$^X>) A tract

of country subject to a petty chieftain.

PALEGARA, corruptly, POLYGAH, POLLIGAR, &c. Karn.

), pALEGlpu, PALERU, Tel. (o3~M^&>,
PALEGAH, Mar. (vigs'llO, PALAIYAKARAN,

Tam. (urT3sOU_l(5<SnrrJOTr) A petty chieftain: in

the south of India, especially in Karnata, the Poligar, or

Polygar, of early writers, occupying chiefly tracts of hill

and forest, subject to pay tribute and service to the para-

mount state, but seldom paying either, and more or less

independent, subsisting in a great measure by plunder :

on the subjugation of the country most of the Palegars

were dispossessed, some were pensioned, and a few were

allowed to retain some of their villages at a quit-rent: these

have now subsided into peaceable landholders.

Palaiyapddu, corruptly, Paliaput, Paliput, Puliaput, Po-

lyaput, Pooliapwt, Tam. (uSBOUJUrT) Lands in the

possession of a Pdlegar, for which he now pays revenue

to the government.

PALERU, plur. PALERLU, PALELLU, Tel.

oT^g), eD~*~e5^)
A hired cultivator or labourer,

one working with implements belonging to his employer :

this is no doubt the same as the Palalu of the northern
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Cirkars, agricultural labourers considered as slaves to the

Ryots, being
1 attached hereditarily to the lands, and main-

tained by the cultivators during the greater part of the year;

during the rest of the time they support themselves : they

are transferable with the land, but are not sold separately :

they may be reclaimed if they quit their employer.

PALEV, or PA LEU, Hindi (if^) Land watered after ploughing.

PALI, Beng. ("Wt) Alluvial deposit, soil left by inundation.

PALI, incorrectly, PALLEE, Beng. ('ttfa) A measure of grain,

equal in some places to five, in others to eight sers.

PALIA, Gux. (HlMl^tl plur.) Stones marking the boundary

of a field.

PALIKAPU, Tel. (e^V"5"") An under-tenant, a cultivator.

PALJSA, Mai. (o-iaTlc/3) Interest, usury: the following rates

per 100 fanams per annum are specified as in practice in

Malabar by Mr. Graeme.

Ara-palisa, One-twentieth, or 5 per cent.

Arahdl-palisa, One-eightieth, or Ifanam 4 anas percent.

Kdl-palisa, One-fortieth, or 2 fanams 8 anas per cent.

Jtfaftani-palisa, One hundred and sixtieth, or lOwnasper cent.

MuJidl-palisa, One-thirtieth and a third, or 3 fanams 4

anas seven-tenths per cent.

Ner-palisa, Ten per cent, per annum.

Palisa-madaha-olaharanam, corruptly, Pelisha-madakom,

Mai. (n_iaTlC/3as<fr6}id&>ro6v~Oo) A deed of mortgage in

which the rent of the estate transferred to the mortgagee is

equal to the interest of the loan, and is so specified, which

is not the case in the usual Otti deed. Graeme.

PALISI, or PALES!, Guz. (Hl^M, Hl^M) \policyot

insurance.

PALIT, (?) Beng. Offerings not fit for Purohits, or family

priests, but for an inferior order of Brahmans. Sylhet.

PALKI, H. &c.
(^Jty,

PA I, LA K KI, K arn.&$$ A palankeen.

PallakM-boi,~KaTJi. (>O^&8CXX>) A palankeen bearer.

PALLA, Mar. OnWl) A measure of capacity of thirty Payalis

= 120 sers, the same as the Paid of Madras : a measure

of weight of a like amount, or 120 sers, for groceries,

betel-nuts, oil, &c. : also the bag or sack which holds a

palld of grain.

PALLAMU, or PALLAM, Tel. (^^)

^>) Low-lying ground.

Pallapunddii, Tel. (<OJ
J
<^)c3~

D
cao) Low ground capable of

being ploughed.

Pallapitpanla, Tel. (oJ^t^oOOej) A crop grown on low,

moist, or irrigable lands.

. PALLAN, plur. PALLAH, corruptly, PULLER, Tam.(U6fT6fTOTT,
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LJCTTCTTCr) The name of a low and servile caste, or

of an individual of that caste, most commonly the slave of

the Velldlan, or agricultural tribe : they are much upon

the same footing as the Pareyan, but hold themselves

superior to him, as they abstain from eating the flesh of

the cow.

Pallacheri, Tarn. (UGrrGTT&Q&rfO A village of the Pal-

lar tribe.

Pallarvari, Tarn. (uerrerrrjQJcf)) A tax upon the Pallar

in some of the Tamil districts.

PALLE, PALLI, or PALLIYA, Tel. (>"15, S^, Sg^oSb),

PALLI, Tarn. (l_l&65)) A village, a hamlet.

Pallehdsilu, Tel. (^l^T^eo) Inland or transit duty.

Pallevddu, Tel. (Sj^cvJ^&i) A villager, a fisherman.

PALLI, H.
(^jlj)

A small village. PALLI, PALL), Beng.

(fra, fpn) A hamlet, a detached portion of a village, a

district

Palligrdm, Beng. (ffalttsO A village, a country. Tain.

(l_lcfr6rfl<E)(jrTLQlii) A village belonging to a temple

PALLI, Tarn, (ucfrerfl), Mai. (n_%l) A small town, a

village : in Tarn., also, a temple, a school : it is no doubt

the same word as the H. and Beng. terms, but is in more

general use, especially in combination, when it is corruptly

written poly, as in Trichinopoly, properly Trisird-palli

(^Icfl^lCrCrnrUUfffTSTfl)
the city of the giant Trisini :

it is also the name of a servile tribe of Hindus in the south,

similar to the Pallar, but who are more especially the

bondsmen or slaves of the Brahman proprietors of land.

Palliyavanu, Karn. (>''O&O<\i)) A villager.

Pallivdsal-mdniyam, Tarn. (l_IOTTerf)6LirT<0'&LDrT<50Tl-

UJLQ) Rent-free land attached to a temple.

PALLI, Beng. (t?ft) Land of superior quality yielding crops

at every harvest

PAL_LINAYAL, Mai. (a-lg^Sx-OOQajrBb) A bed or piece of

ground on which rice plants are sown for transplantation.

Pallisddi, Tarn. (U6fT6rf|<^rT<El) A tribe of Hindus.

Palliyarkdran, Mai. (from n_l^^lCEJO, a bed-chamber)

A chamberlain.

Palliyarvilamban, MaL (a_l^|f!OQJOaJl^a"U<Bfj) Con-

fidential or private secretary of the Kotiote Raja.

PALLU, or PALHU, Thug. The handkerchief with which

people are strangled.

PALLU, Tel. (>^) Low ground.* w

PALLUDAR, H. (from ^j, a border of a dress) A fringe maker,

a worker of ornamental or gold or silver borders to dresses.
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PALLUT, (?) Yellow soil. Cachar.

PALU, Tel., Karn. (o3~U) A share, a portion, the culti-

vator's share of the crop, in opposition to the Amldramu

or government share : (in composition it also occurs, ver-

nacularly, Pal and Pali.

Pdlinavdlikalu, Karn. (<3^0i\$<O dgeu) A farmer who

shares his crop with the government.

Pdlugaranu, or Pdlgdranu, Karn. (<3~3U A cJOrOO,

<3~3&~dOrO3) A sharer, a coparcener.

Pdlugenichittu, (?) Karn. An agreement for a fixed term

for an equal division of the crop between the proprietor

and the cultivator or renter.

Paluku amarike, (?) Tel. ( TeuJe3^)0~) Allotment

of portions of land amongst the cultivators.

Pdlutirugulu,Te\. (.J^euS&XDW) Difference of shares :

it was the custom formerly, in order to deter the cultivators

from neglecting the public lands for the sake of the ad-

ditional portion which the holders of rent-free lands were ac-

customed to allow to those who worked for them, to carry

the difference between the two rates to the credit of the

government.

The cultivator's share of the crop.

Rdjapdlu, Karn. ( 02j<d~3U) The government share of

the crop.

PALUN, Guz. (H^) A dower, a marriage portion given to

the bride by the bridegroom or his father.

PALW^R, PULWAR, H. Beng. (J\->< ^i<ds) A boat of bur-

then, of from 15 to 20 tons, employed for carrying goods,

considered as originally of Dacca build.

PALWI, Thug. A ring for the finger, nose, or ear.

PAMPA, Mai. (o_lO~Lj) An agreement : a written order for

taking an oath.

PAMPAKAMU, Tel. (5-)o)ScXO) Sharing, dividing, share,

division.

Pampalu-jdbita, I'ampoola-zabita, (?) Tel. An agreement

for a division of shares amongst the contracting parties.

PAMPU, Tel. (o^O<*J)) _\ weight equal to five-eighths of a

ser : a tract of land containing two or three rice-fields (?).

PAX, PUN, H. (^\ PANA, S. (TO), Beng. CW) A sum of

eighty kauri shells, equal to twenty gandas, and of which

sixteen are equal to a kdkan ; whence a Pana is sometimes

used, as in Cuttack, for the sixteenth of any given unit, as of

the amount of rent or revenue. In Sylhet four Panas make

one raik : it is also a measure of land equal to a square
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of 3if cubits : the same word becoming Panam in Tarn,

and Mai. (LJCOTTLo) signifies money, also a small coin, both

of silver and gold, transformed, by European pronunciation,

to Fanam : the gold Panam was properly the sixteenth

of a Sun, but the proportion varied : the silver Panam

or Fanam of the Company's coinage at Madras was rated

at eighty copper kds, at twelve fanams sixty has to an

Arcot rupee, and forty-five to a star-pagoda.

Panbahd, H. (Ujuu) Valuation, estimate.

Pani, Uriya (dl1) A sixteenth of the revenue.

PA"N, corruptly, PAAN, or PAUN, H. &c. (^U, from S. parna

H3J, a leaf), Beng. (ffa), Mar. (UR) The aromatic leaf

of the Piper betel, or, in common use, a leaf of it rolled

round a few small pieces of the astringent Areka nut with

a little caustic lime, a few heads of spice, and sometimes a

little catechu, for the purpose of being chewed, acting as a

carminative and antacid tonic : it is presented to guests

and visitors, and sometimes sent to friends and relations,

especially at family festivals, inclosed in gold or silver

paper or leaf : it is also termed Pdn-supdri, from Supdri,

areka-nut, and Bird or Biri, S. Vitika, whence the Eu-

ropean word betel.

Pdnbatta,(?) H. Distribution ofpan on occasions of
festivity.

Pdnddn, H. &c. (P. y/^, holding) A box for containing

betel and its accompaniments.

Pdnguttd, Mar.
(xTRjjgi)

Rent or farm of betel gardens.

Pdnmahdl, H. (JUc^lj) Tax on betel leaves.

Pdnmald, Mar. (mi*ictoi) A plantation, a garden of the

betel-vine.

Pdnpatra, H. &c. (S.*T*, a leaf) The leaf of the Piper betel.

Pdnsupdri, H., Mar. (i^fj^^ MMHJltf) A pan, or the

areka-nut and spices rolled up in the leaf of the Piper

betel ; also, in Mar., a small douceur or bribe of a few

rupees to stir up or refresh the memory.

Pdnubdgu, Tel. (o3~
BrOD'5~ X3

, vernacular for the Hindu-

stani Pan Jtd bdgh) A betel-vine garden or plantation.

PANA, or PANNA, (?) H. A large division, as a quarter or a

half, of a coparcenary village and its lands under a separate

head man or Muhaddam : in some places the lands are

subject to periodical re-distribution among the members of

the community. North-west provinces.

PANA, vernacularly, PAN, S. &c. (iUff) Money in general :

(the same as above : see Pan), wages, hire, price : a bet,

a wager : business : an agreement, a stipulation or clause

in an agreement.
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Pana-yellata-kdran, Mai. (n_l6rr>o|^rtn<ftO<onrf>)
The

creditor of a landed proprietor, upon an agreement that if

the loan is not repaid by a stipulated period, the estate is

to be assigned to the money lender. Graeme.

Panya, S. &c. (l??l) Vendible, any saleable article.

Panyasdla, S. &c. (from $Hcl, a hall) A market, a mar-

ket place.

Panyavidhi, Tel. (^ragbO) A shop, a stall.

PANA, Tel. (><\5) A sheaf of corn.

PANA, Uriya (l|61) A man of a low caste employed in

menial offices out of the house : also the name of a wild

and predatory tribe on the frontier in the south of Orissa.

PANAD, PANAND, PANANDH, Mar. OTM^, Tn?T^, ^H^y) A

lane through a village, or between fields and inclosures.

PANAI, Tarn. (uSdCST) A palmyra tree (Borassus flabelli-

formis).

PANAYAM, Mai. (o_i 6*1000)0, from S. tpff pana, price) A

mortgage, a pawn, a pledge.

Panayakkachitfa, Mai. (n_l<Sv"OCQJs861.^jl) A document

given on a pledge or pawn.

Panayakdran, Mai. (n_16~oCQ)dfcO<oa6) A mortgagee, a

mortgager, one who borrows or lends on mortgage.

Panaya-ola-karanam, Mai. (o_is-r)ca;6ie_lae><06!roo) An

instrument or deed of mortgage written on an old or

palm leaf.

Panayappdta, Mai.
(a-lS^^OCOJaJOS)

An article pledged

or mortgaged.

Panayapdttam, Mai. (a_J6n~OCQjo_lOo) A mortgage lease,

or one in which a sum of money considered as the equiva-

lent of two-thirds of the estimated nett produce or rent, is

advanced to the proprietor in consideration of his relin-

quishing the estate to the lender for his usufruct, in lieu

of interest on his loan. See Pdttam.

Panayapdtta-kulikdnam, Mai. (from kulikdnam dhSPlcflffiO-

6~Oo: see kdnam) A mortgage lease, under which the
j

tenant, when it expires, has a title to compensation for

any improvements he may have made.

PANCHA, PANCH, or PUNCH, also, PANCH, H. &c. (^,
JU, from S. pancha Xf^) Five, the number five: it is

j

also used as an abbreviation for Panchd'it, q. v.

Panchagrdmadava, Kara.
(>oa^^Xje)/cX>QS)

A Brahman

of a tribe of Tuluva Brahmans in the north-west of Mysore.

Panchdtt,Panchdyat,\ess conect\y,Punchayet,}J.. (c^o

Panchdit, Mar. ONlf*), Panchdyati, Tel.

Panchdyattu, Tarn. (LJ(6T)STTLU<5SJ), or the persons j
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Panchdyattdr (U(65<ffrTLLJSSm:r) A native court of

arbitration, consisting of five or more members chosen by

the parties themselves, or appointed by the civil officers of

the government, for the determination of petty disputes

among the people, especially in matters affecting the usages

of caste or occupation : (however prized by the natives

when other means of obtaining justice were unavailable,

and when Panch-parameswara, the Pancha is the supreme

deity, was a proverbial phrase in the south of India at

least, there are now few occasions on which this sort of

assembly is spontaneously had recourse to, or in which its

judgments are regarded as decisive, and this notwithstand-

ing great pains have been taken by the British govern-

ment to render it effective. Ben. Reg. xxii. 1816 ; iii. 1821 ;

vi. 1832 ; ix. 1833. Madras Reg. Village Pancha'its, v.

1816 ; District Pancha'its, vii. 1816. Bombay Reg. iv.

xiii. 1827.) : the term also applies to the proceedings of

the native court, and to the matter in dispute : also to a

member of the court, an umpire, an arbitrator.

Panchditi, H. &c.
(^iAsr^)

A court of arbitration ; the

award of such a court.

Panchdit-jdti, H. (from S. ^V- , caste) An arbitration
by-

persons of the same caste as the litigant parties.

Panchdit-hhdnagi, H. (P. ^y&U-, domestic) Domestic ar-

bitration, a settlement of family quarrels by relations and

connexions.

Panchdit-ndma, H. (P. <U>LJ, a document) The written

award of a court of arbitration.

Panchdit-sarhdri, H. (fromjfc^, the state) A court of

arbitration appointed by the public authorities.

Panchaka, S. &c. (T3!?) Five, an aggregate of five, a

tax of a fifth, a tax or cess levied formerly by the Zamin-

dars in addition to the regular imposts.

Panchaki, S. &c. (fern, of Panchaha) Cesses imposed in

some of the Bengal districts formerly, in addition to the

revenue and other regular imposts : lands held free of such

additions were termed ghair-panchaki, and were considered

as lightly assessed : in some places the term appears to

denote lands originally rent-free, but subjected to a small

quit-rent, and thence termed Panchahi-ld-khirdj.

Panchdla, S. &c. (M=dl() An aggregate of five, thence for-

merly applied to the Punjab, or country of the five rivers:

in the south of India it denotes five castes collectively, or

those of the goldsmith, carpenter, blacksmith, brazier, and

mason, who, in Mysore, eat together and intermarry :
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among the Marathas they wear the Brahmanical thread :

in other places the five castes are of an inferior order, and

are the carpenter, weaver, barber, washerman, and shoemaker.

Panchama, S. &c. OroO Fifth. Panchami, (fern, of tRR)

The fifth lunar day of each half month.

Pancliaman, Tarn. (S. LJ(6TjStDC&T) An outcaste, a Pareya,

a fifth caste man, not being included among the four

regular castes.

Pancham-bandham, (?) Karn. Outcaste and servile tribes

in Karnata, four of whom are named, as, the Pareya, Bat-

man, Chaklar, and Toti, and who are the agrestic slaves

of Brahman cultivators. Buchanan.

Panchama-bdnajiga, Karn. (OO&r iOiOCDaSA) An OU{_

caste, a man of the fifth order : it denotes also the Pan-

cham-banijigaru, of Buchanan, traders and religious per-

sons of the Lingdit sect, and the heads of the right-hand

castes in Mysore.

Pancha-makdpdlaka, S. &c. (q^H^lllrtc)?) The five most

heinous sins of the Brahmanical code : killing a Brahman,

stealing gold, drinking spirits, intercourse with the wife

of a spiritual preceptor, and association with a person who

has perpetrated these sins : in the masc. gender, and ver-

nacularly, a great sinner, one who is guilty of the five

great sins.

Panchdnga, S. &c. (T^T^f) An almanac, a kalendar, so

named from its treating of five members (.anga) or topics ;

or, 1. the tlthi, or lunar day ; 2. the vdra, the solar day,

or day of the week ; 3. the nakshatra, or lunar asterism

for each day ; 4. the yoga, transits and conjunctions of the

planets, eclipses, &c., and 5. the karana, or subdivisions

of the lunar day : these are the five essential parts of the

kalendar ;
but it comprises other topics, as lucky and un-

lucky days for undertaking any business, festival days, and

the like.

Panchdnga, or Panchdngi, S. &c. (Ml^lj?-, TI^T^), Pan-

changan, pronounced Panjangam,'fam.(\-H6~f^S
i nrLiSlL)

The almanac maker, the village astronomer or astrologer,

who announces fit seasons for commencing to plough or

reap, for celebrating marriages or festivals, or engaging

in any business: in the south he is usually a Brahman,

who holds his office by descent, and is paid by rent-free

land, a certain portion of the crop, or other privileges

and fees.

Panchdnga-mdniyam, Tarn.
(l_J(65<0'rTr&J<SLarT<5SflUJLX})

Land held rent-free by the village astrologer.
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Panchdnga-mirdsu, Tarn. (l_l(6Tj<9'rTr5J<5LDlrjrT<a) The

hereditary fees and perquisites of the village astrologer.

Pancha-krosi, vernacularly, Panchhosi, S. &c. (i|y *t3l"t)

A circuit of five or six kos, especially that distance round

a sacred city, as Benares, traversing which, and worship-

ping at each temple on the way, constitutes one of the

principal ceremonies of the pilgrimage.

Pdnchardtra, Karn. (<3"3Oa^r3<6;) The officiating priest

in the temple of Vishnu in Mysore.

Panchati (?) Beng. A tax formerly levied in Dacca to

defray the salaries of officers employed in examining and

stamping weights and measures.

Panch-chhatdk, Beng. ("f<S?$;il3>) lit., Five chhatdlts, a

fee of that quantity ofgrain for every rupee's worth weighed.

Panch-do, corruptly, Puch-doo, II. (P. jJ, two) A settle-

ment in some places in the upper provinces, in which the

proprietor takes two-fifths of the produce and the cultivator

three-fifths.

Panch-kosi, Mar. (^MetTl^i*)) A cluster of five or six con-

tiguous villages. See also Pancha-krosi.

Panch-ottara, S. &c. (tRffai;) Five in excess or addition,

five per cent., and the like : (from pancha, five, and uttara,

over ; but it is variously modified and corrupted by ver-

nacular and European mis-spelling as follows) :

Panchatra, (?) H. A fee of five per cent, formerly levied

upon any amount in dispute from the successful litigant.

Panckattara, Beng. ('fiSP^I) A duty of five per cent, on

inland traffic.

Panchotara, or Pachotara, H.
(&ff^t, , *J>y*) A duty of

five per cent, on the value of goods in transit : a deduction

of five per cent from the estimated gross revenue of a vil-

lage : a custom or toll-house for inland traffic.

Panchotara, or Panchotari, Mar. (xj^lTtT -tf) Interest

at five per cent per mensem : a surplus of five thrown

in with a hundred (bundles of grass or the like) : a duty

of five per cent, on the value of goods.

Panchotara-haifiat, H. (c^oJuk iijJjs^})
Increase of re-

venue from reform of abuses in the inland customs : also,

inland duties.

Panchotrd, corruptly, Panchoutra, Tel. (>O3j \^J) A
custom-house for inland or transit duties : the chief custom-

station in a district

PAND, Mar. (ifra) A land measure, twenty square kdtliis or

rods, or the twentieth of a bighd ; the Biswa, or Visrva,

of Hindustan.
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PANDA, PUNDA, H. (IjJo), PANDA, Beng. (ft81) The pro-

prietary or presiding priest of a temple, usually, though

not invariably, a Brahman ; the office is hereditary, and

in some places, as at Benares, the Panda officiates only

on particular occasions, the duties of daily worship being

performed by inferior priests or Pujdris in his employ :

a priest who is stationary at any particular place or shrine.

PANDAL, or PANDAH, corruptly, PANDELL, Tarn, (LJr^&Gb,

unjarj), Mai. (a-ie^tofe), PANDIRI, or PANDILI, Tel.

(oJdQ&j tOoOQ) A temporary shed or booth, a struc-

ture of cloth or basket-work supported on posts, for giving

shelter to persons assembled on any festive occasion, as at

a marriage : also any shed.

Panda-kdval, Mai. (n_16"~>3a8610aJ<Bb) A fee of a portion of

the crop given to a slave or hired servant employed to watch

it (from pandal, the shed in which he keeps (kdvat) watch).

Pandakasdla, Mai. (o_l6~^cj91C/90aj) A warehouse, a

mag-azine, a store-room (vernacular for S. bhdnda, a vessel,

and sdld, a hall).

PANDALA, Mai. (n_i6ogoej) The name of a Sudra tribe

in Malabar, of which the Raja of Calicut is a member.

PANDAM, or BANDAM, Tarn. (LJOTbrilL , S. bhundam)

Vessels, utensils : grain : gold : any thing that should be

kept safe in a store or treasury.

Panddram, Tarn., Mai. (u<5cbn_rTrjll, S. >m5Tt) Go-

vernment : the revenue or financial department of the state :

the treasury: treasure: goods and chattels.

Panddra-vddai, Panddra-vddagai, corruptly, Pundarah-

LJSo
s

nTl_rTrj6Lirn_(5tn<E&) A village or lands of which

the revenue is paid direct into the public treasury, cor-

responding with the Khalsa or Khus collections of Mo-

hammadan and British rule : the Panddra-vddagai is

said also to be a name given to villages in the Paleyams

or Paleyagar districts of Madura and Tinnivelly, of which

the inhabitants are Sudras, and hold their lands by pro-

prietary right. 5th Rep. p. 826.

PANDORA, Karn. (SoZTStf), PANDARAM, Tarn, (ucsbr-

L-rTCTLo), PANDARI, Mai. (o_16->sor61) The designa-

tion of a class of Hindu mendicants in the south of India

of the Sudra or servile caste and Saiva sect, often officia-

ting as ministrant priests in the temples of Siva : many are

very respectable individuals, and excellent Tamil scholars :

(Brown (Glossary) calls them mendicant worshippers of

Vishnu, in which he differs from other authorities).
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Panddri, Tarn. (LJ<5OTTI_rTcfl) A titular name of a class

of agricultural labourers : a steward, a treasurer. See

Bhdnddri.

PANDAVABIBU, Tel. (o^O&SeSSo, frOm S. pdndava, re-

lating to Pdndu, or his descendants) Waste land from time

immemorial, or from the heroic age or days of the Pdn-

dava princes.

PANDE, H. (^JJlj , Tn&) A title of Hindustani Brahmans,

but properly applicable only to a certain tribe, a branch

of the Bharadmdja-gotra, one of the chief branches of

the Kanaujia Brahmans.

PANDHARA, orPlNDHARi, corruptly, PANDREE, Mar. (li^T,

MI<jO) The entire village community, whether actually as-

sembled or considered collectively : the whole extent or

lands of a village or township.

Pdndltara-patti, corruptly, Pandraputty, and Pandery-

puttce, Mar. (from lift, a contribution or tax) A tax on

shops, workshops, booths, stalls, &c., or upon artisans and

traders, and persons not engaged in agriculture, whether

levied on their persons, implements, or places of work or

traffic, the same as Muhtarafa, q. v.

Pdndhara-jyeska, corruptly, Panderpeyshe, Mar. (i4'l<KW9l>

from P. AiJo, practice) A term for classes considered

superior to the cultivator, as the Brahman, writer, gold-

smith, blacksmith, &c.

PANDI, Mai. (o_!06~>gl) A tribe of Christian fishermen in

Malabar.

PANDITA, vernacularly, PANDIT, or PUNDIT, S. &c. (t|fi|jri)

A learned Brahman, one who makes some branch of San-

scrit learning his special study, and teaches it.

PiNDRA, H. (l)JJb, 'MJiij) A kind of sugar-cane sown in

Mdgh, or Phdlgun, and before the rains : the sugar-cane

of the next or coming crop.

PANDRA-POLAMU, Tel. (SjO^SJ^o^X)) Garden ground.

Pandra-vddv, Tel. (^O^oX ^)) A seller of vegetables.

PANDU, TeL (o&>) Fruit.

PANDUMU, Tel. (>O<5o&X>) A measure of capacity equal

to ten Turns, or Maraltals.

PANDURI, corruptly, PANDREE, Mar. (pj'itf, from S. ^J4ji<,

pale) Whitish or chalky soil.

PiNDUVA, Hindi (ife^T, S. 1TO5, pale) A light-coloured

soil', a mixture of clay and sand.

PANDYA, Mar. (ijtSfl)
The writer or accountant of a village

or district : an officer employed in the customs : in Madras

it is sometimes applied to the head man of a district
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PANDYA, PANDI, S. &c. OltefT, inst) The ancient Tamil

kingdom, the capital of which was Madura : it was known

by the name of Pandion to the Romans in the time of

Augustus.

PANEJITA, S. (traftnr) A description of a slave, one who, by

his own agreement, has become a slave in consequence of

being overcome (jita) in any dispute or wager {.pana).

PANG, Hindi (trill) Mud left by inundations ; alluvial soil

deposited during floods.

PANGA, Uriya, (Df|) Salt prepared by boiling.

PANGU, corruptly, PUNG, Tarn. (I IFUg)), PANKA, or PANGA

Mai. (01863) A share, a part, a portion, a lot : a share

in a coparcenary village : the share of an individual Mi-

rdsiddr : any definite or proportionate share.

Pangdli, Tarn. (LJrBJSrTGTfl) A sharer, a coparcener, a

coheir.

Pangubhdgam, Tarn. (l_HT<g&LD , S. *n*T, a share) A share,

a portion in village land or other divisible property.

Pangubddi, Tarn. (l_jr&Jg)l_irT^) A share, a portion.

Pangupirindavargal, Tarn. (LJrKJgjLjlcflrjSQJrjS&efr)

Joint heirs, persons who have divided amongst them patri-

monial property.

Panguhdran, Mai. (n_J8e3d&>oronr6) A sharer, a partner, a

coheir.

Parif/umdlai, also, Pangumdlai-hanahku, Tarn. (l_irBJ@-

LcrT&JTT, from nidlai, a garland, or any regular series,

a list, a roll, an account ; also with kanaliitu added,

UrBJg)LarT3aj<!=5<E&<500rcg>@) A list or roll of shares in

a village shewing the amount of land cultivated by each

member of the community, the changes of property, the

original divisions, the quality of the lands, and whether

cultivated by the proprietors or by migratory cultivators.

Pangwcidam, Tarn. (l_lriLlg)6lIe$lii) Share and share alike ;

according to or per share.

Pantfuvikrayam, Tam. (urllgjaJle&cflrjLULo) Sale of a

coparcenary share.

Panyuvikraya-chiltu, Tam. (urBJ@6L51<5<EflrjLLJ<^l_)

A bill of sale ; also compounded with the Sanskrit terms

Patra and Sdsana in the same sense.

Panguvalj, or Panguvazhi, Tam. (LJrBJ@61J^l) A village

held in common by a certain number of coparceners, amongst

whom the lands are distributed at various times, according

to the votes of the majority of the sharers, and are held in

severally for a given time under such distribution.

PANGU, Thug. A river Thug of Bengal.
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PANGUL, (?) Mar. A class of mendicants in the Dakhin.

PANGUNI, Tam. (uril@OSfl) The first month of the Tamil

year (March-April).

PiNi, H. &c. (jU), Beng. (ftft), Mar. (tnnft), from PA-

NIYA, S. Cmffa, from IT, to drink, what is to be drunk,

drinkable) Water (in composition and derivation it becomes

Pan, Pan, Pdna, Pana).

Pdna, Mar. (THl) Spoiled by rain after being cut, as grain,

especially rice.

Pdnddi, Mar. (iTRTTt) A water-diviner, a man who pre-

tends to discover water beneath the soil, and directs where

to dig for it.

Pdnakya, Mar. (MHU-WI) A water-carrier.

Pdnbhar, written also, Panboor, (?) Mar. Land recently

irrigated by sinking a new well, or such as is watered by

the surplus drainage of wells or pools not situated in it :

land liable to be flooded, rent of such land.

Pdnbharyd, Mar. (MH!W-*ll) A water-carrier.

Pdnbudit, Mar. (M(4!frsln) Destroyed by excessive rain

crops, &c.

Pdnbur, (?) Mar. Rent of land liable to be flooded.

Panchaki, H. (
l
/=^i) A water-mill.

Pdndala, Mar. ( ma;'c?) A place that retains water some

time after the rains.

Pangachd, Hindi (^THI^T) Fields saturated with water and

having it some inches deep on the surface.

Panhala, Mar. (tj^55) A pipe for carrying off water, a drain,

an aqueduct.

Panhard, fern. Panharin, H.
(]/^J > cirlrV^

-^ man or

woman carrying water-pots on the head.

Panheri, Mar. (n^tf) A place by the road-side for

supplying travellers with water : the act of supplying

them.

Pdnikar, Uriya (0|JOQ) Rent for irrigation.

Paniydri. Hindi (irfV|*nO) Inundated.

Pdnlot, Mar. (ttH!T<$)) A slope that will carry off water :

a declivity, as opposed to level ground, constituting some-

times the boundary of a tank.

Panmdr, Hindi (MHHlO Soil submerged by floods so as

not to be capable of cultivation.

Pdnphol, Mar. (mtifillcj}) Ears of rice empty in consequence

of excessive rain.

Pdnpika, Pdnpikalen, Mar. (mninlcd, MHufi4<*^') Grains

that must be sown at the beginning of the rainy season,

such as require abundance of water.
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Pdnrahatji, Mar. (tlTOT^T^) A water-mill.

Pansdl, Pansdld, H. (Jl^, JlUJj) A place where water

is distributed to travellers.

Pdntaka, (?) Mar. A small tax on irrigated lands.

Pdnthal, Mar. (uNUVItf . from W^. soil) Watered by ir-

rigation, soil retaining water.

Pdnn-al, Mar. (qitlNdb) A place or soil retaining water

some time after the rains.

PANI, Tarn., Mai. (lISOTfl, S. TTO) Work, workmanship,

business, office, service.

Panihhan, Tam., Mai. (LJ<50of!s&<5<3OT) An artisan, a

workman, a head workman, a master builder, carpenter, &c.

Panihkal, Mai. (<i_15violc9CKBb) A name given to j-udras.

Panikdran, Mai. (n_IS^^oldEhOfOnrt)) An artisan, a work-

man, a servant ;
also an agent or officer on the part of a

superior chief, superintending his dependants and admini-

stering justice in a village or district.

Panippura,t\a\. (c_16
1

'^olra_^(0)
A workshop, a manufactory.

Panividaikdran, Tam. (l_)675Bfl6lJl<Sr>l_<5<5>rri76T5T) An

attendant or ministering priest in a temple.

PANI, S. &c. (infill) The hand.

Panigrahana, S. &c. (from TT^HT, taking) Marriage, part

of the ceremony consisting of the bridegroom's taking the

hand of the bride.

Pdnigriliitd, or -grihit-i,
S. &c. (MlfilNl^lHT, -'j^lrfl)

A

bride, a wife, one who has been taken by the hand and

legally married.

PANJ, H. (P. Ju) Five.

Panja, H. (iiSXi), Panjd, Mar. (tjn) The hand with the

fingers extended : a representation of the same mounted

on a staff and carried in procession at the Muharram, sup-

posed to represent the hand of All.

Panjdui, Sindhi (i_s4> J^l Two-fifths of the produce levied

as revenue.

Pdnj-tan, or Pdnj-tani-pdk, H. (P.
(j^^Ji ^^i^^^1

The five persons, or the five holy persons of the Shids

or Muhammad, AH, Fatima, Hasan, and Hasain.

Panj-tirthi, Uriya (from S. ?ft, a place of pilgrimage) A

pilgrim to Jagannath of an inferior class, and who is not

allowed to enter the temple.

PANJA, Mar. (H(Ufl) A paternal great grandfather. PANJI

(^<usi1) A paternal great grandmother.

PANJAITA, (?) Gaz. A large rake for thinning and weeding

corn, drawn by bullocks.

PANJAM-ULIGDAR, (?) Mar. Any one of the chief district or
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or village officers to whom presents or fees
(.ulig) are to

be paid, such as the Desdi, Patil, &c.

PANJAY-TARABA, (?) Mai. A class of slaves in Kurg.

PANJI, PANJIKA, Beng. (ft^, ttf^1) An almanac, a

kalendar. See Panchdnga.

PANJU, Tam.
(l_l(6Tjd3r) Cotton-cloth : cotton separated from

the seeds and prepared for spinning.

Panjinul, Tam. (U(6Tj<#)g^TT&1 ) Cotton thread.

PANJURI, Uriya (d@(|, from S. ij^) Five marks representing

a total of five maunds.

PANKTI, S. &c. (qf^O A row, a company, especially an as-

sembly of Brahmans or respectable persons at some religious

ceremony.

Sabhd-pankti, Karn. (S. &V ga3og^) A company or as-

sembly of persons of one caste, especially when assembled

for discussion.

PANNACHERI, (?) Sindhi. A tax on cattle grazing on public

lands.

PANNAI, Tam. (U3OTr3oCOT) A field, a rice-field: culti-

vated ground : tillage, husbandry.

Pannniltdran,Tam. (UOTbrSconT<5&<5rTCrc&r) A husband-

man, the foreman of agricultural labourers, especially of

the Pareya tribe, a superintendant of cultivation.

Pannaixsumai, Tam. (LJCtfbrScOTrS'lfSiSnLQ) A bundle of

corn in the straw given to the labourers at harvest time.

Pannai-ydl, Tam. (U<5nbrflOCTLLjrT6fr) A ploughman, an

agricultural labourer.

PANNIAH, PUNNA, PUNNAH, (?) Mai. (?) An estate or farm

the property of the Raja, and cultivated by his slaves.

Kurg. (it may be a corruption of the Tam. Pannai.

PANNIAR, (?) Mai. A class of agricultural slaves in Malabar.

PANNI-MALAYAN, (?) Mai. A servile caste in Malabar.

PANNtJ, Tam.. TeL (UOTT@JT) Tax, tribute, custom, rent.

PANOLA, Hindi (Mtft<$l) Land watered after ploughing.

PANSARA, Mar. (inTirem) An officer of customs, one espe-

cially employed to levy tolls or transit duties at mountain

passes.

PANSARI, H. (^Lijj) A druggist, a dealer in groceries,

spices, herbs, &c. See Pasdri.

Pansdrhatd, H. (Ufc^LJo) Dealing in groceries and drugs.

PANSERI, H. (^jj-wo , for pancha, five, and ser, the mea-

sure), Pattdri, Pasuri, Beng. (W#t, fT^) A weight
or measure of five srs, used especially for grain or rice.

PANSI, Hindi (li^ft) A net for carrying grass or straw.

PANSI, Beng. (t^), PANSOI', corruptly, PAUNCHWAY,
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PAUNSWAY, H.
(,_$yxiju)

A boat for passengers or goods,

varying in burthen, having a tilted roof of bambu, mats,

and thatch over the aft portion, usually rowed by two or

four men, but carrying a mast and two sails, the most

frequent boat in use on the Calcutta river.

PANT, PUNT, Mar. (TTK), abbreviation of Pandit) A prefix

to the titles of the eight great officers of state under the

old regime, as Pant-pratinidhi, Pant-amdtya, &c. : when

it follows a name it denotes a Brahman who is not a

Sanscrit scholar, but employs himself in accounts and

writing : in the northern Sarkars it denotes a Brahman

employed as a writer by the government, and is usually

addressed to him in the plural or Pantulu (Tel.)

Pantoji, Mar. (ijrfliO) The ordinary village schoolmaster-

PANTA, Tel. (>oU) Harvest, crop.

Panfacheruvu, Tel. (<OOcJ tJOJ<^)) A tank for watering

rice-fields.

Pantahailu, Tel. (>oU^|e) Measurement of the crop.

Pantanirasam, TeL (>oeJcOOrOO) Scantiness of the crops.

Pantasdla, Tel. (>oJcJ-*e>) A granary.

Pedda-panta, Tel. (~Sj>oU) The first or best crop,

either in time or quality : the rice or Jarvdri harvest.

PANTH, PUNTH, (?) H. The name of a class of Brahmans

in Kamaon.

PANTHI, H. ( jlL, xfat, from S. ifar, pantfid, lit., a road,

or, fig., a way of life, a doctrine) The follower of any par-

ticular sect or teacher, oTAghora-panthi,one of theAghora

sect
; Kabir-pantM, a follower of Kabir.

PANTHI, or PATHI, Mar. (Tri'vft, *mft), PANTI', Guz. (Hlf{l)

A share in any business or property.

Panthi-dar, Mar., Pdntiddr, Guz. (tiixil^it., Minikin) A

sharer, a partner.

Pantidro, Pantidlo, Guz. (M. <"d
aAU?l -SrTl) A sharer, a

partner, an associate.

PANWAR-SH ADI, less correctly,PuNWAH-SHADEE,H.(P.,_i>lli,

marriage : the first term, although printed Punwak, should

no doubt be Pa n-, Pun-warj lj>J ,
from vdr, or n-dr, in com-

position, according to, after the manner of, and pan, wages,

hire) A kind of marriage in some parts of Bengal of a

female slave to a nominal or vagrant husband, who, for a

small payment, agrees to wed any number of such women :

cohabitation rarelyfollows,andthe object of the arrangement

is to provide a putative father for any child the woman

may bear, by whomsoever begotten, and which then be-

comes the property of the owner of the female slave.
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PAD, H. &c.
(jU)

A quarter.

Pdon, or Pdun, H. (^^ ,
from Pd, for Pdo, and S. una

gpf, less, minus), Mar. (THRUST) A quarter less : used in

composition with numerals, as Paon-e-do, less correctly,

Paone-do, a quarter less two ; i.e. one and three-quarters

Paon-e-do-rupaiya, two rupees less a quarter ; i.e. one

rupee twelve anas, and so on.

Pdo-taki, barbarously, Porotaky, H. Cj^Jjb) A quarter of

a rupee : in Chittagong, an allowance of a quarter rupee

per cent., on the revenue paid to the hanungo.

PAONA, Beng. ('ItOTl ,
S. TJTW) Due : a debt : what is to

be received or recovered.

Pdoniyd, Beng. (TttQf*T*rl) One who has a right to re-

ceive, a creditor, an heir.

Paoti, H. Cyju) Income.

PAPA, vernacularly, PAP, H. &c. (i^-b , THl) Sin, crime,

wickedness.

PAPAR, H. (S. JjU, TUTS) A thin crisp cake made of the

flour of any kind of pulse.

PAPAR, Hindi (*W&) Fertile soil.

PAPATAMTJ, Tel. (o3~o>U&X>) A harrow.

PAH, Hindi (TR) Coarse rice stubble : lands sown with rice

when measured, and so entered in the register. Puraniya.

PARA, vernacularly, PAR, S. &c.
(jb, Tfx) The opposite bank

of a river, or of any piece of water.

Pdi-rvdr, properly, Pdrdvdra, H. (S. iLUi HKNI'O On

both sides of a piece of water or river.

PARA, or PAH, Mar. (TR) Rate, price-current.

PARA, Mar. (iTt) A bank or mound round the root of a

Pipal or liar tree (Ficus religiosa, or F. indica), where

the villagers are accustomed to assemble : hence, a village

council

PARA, Mar. (H3) Fallow land.

PARA, or PADA, Hindi (l^l) The boundary of a field.

PARA, Mai. (n_1O) A measure of capacity, commonly, though

incorrectly, written ParraJi, or Purrah, and consequently

confounded with a different measure : see Parra : the

Para is the common grain measure of Malabar, equal to

10 yedangallis, and containing 1264 cubic inches, rather

more than 4 imperial gallons or 40 Ib. avoirdupois : as

applied to seed corn it denotes the quantity required to sow

a certain extent of land so as to produce a given amount

of rent by the sale-price of the crop : the land varies in

extent according to its greater or lesser fertility, sometimes

yielding a return of thirty times the seed, sometimes only
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five times: the ordinary range of extent is from about 6400

to about 9600 square feet: according to Mr. Arbuthnot

(Malayalam selections), lands in Malabar are distinguished

under three classes, a field of the first yielding twenty-fold,

or about 40 Paras to two of seed, the second fifteen-fold,

or thirty paras, and the third ten-fold, or twenty paras.

PARA, S. &c. (l*) Other, different, inferior, strange, foreign,

&c. (it is used in composition, as is its modification Param,

in all the dialects, in a great variety of terms having refe-

rence to one or other of its significations).

Parabattiyam^&m. (LJ&LJ&fj^U-lud Money transactions,

money lent, dealings and accounts with another person.

Parabharla, Tel. (S^^) Referred to another person

for payment, assignment : placing an order for payment

in the hands of another.

Faradesa, S. &c. (^|, a country) Another, or a foreign

country.

Paradexi, vernacularly, Pardesi, S. &c. 0<rc5^ft) A foreigner,

a stranger, one from another or distant part of the same

country.

Paradesavdsi, Tarn. (LJIjSSS'6UrT<^l, from S. wft, a

dweller) A foreigner, a stranger.

Paradciiiya, Karn. (oJOOwA) A. foreigner, a stranger.

Paradrvdra, Mar. (S.'gTC. a door ; but this is no doubt either

an error or a vernacular corruption of ddra ?JTC, S. a wife)

Intercourse with a strange woman, especially with the wife

of another man : adultery.

Paragotra, S. &c. (*ifa, a family) Belonging to a different

family, whether of the same or of a different caste.

Paraja, S. &c. (lT5f) Born of another father : the son of

a wife appointed to raise issue to a deceased or impotent

husband.

Parakudi, corruptly, Paracoodw, Paracoody, Poorcoodie,

Purokoodee, Paragoody,Poodoogoody, Pirakudi, Pura-

hudi, having been sadly distorted, Tarn. (l_irjg)Uj_,fromS.

HT, and Tarn.
U^.,

an inhabitant) A migratory or non-re-

sident cultivator, one whose proper home is in another place,

one not a member of the village community and having no

proprietary rights, but holding and cultivating lands in the

village, either for a stipulated term or at pleasure : the

Pdhi-kdsht cultivator of Hindustan : see Kudi.

Parakudi-vdram, Tarn. (SUrTrjLQ. a share) The share of

the crop that is assigned to the cultivating tenant, the rest

being the right of the Mirdsddr, or landlord.

Ul-parakudi, corruptly, Parakudi-ul, more correctly, Ul-
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Itudi, q. v. Tarn. (SOTTUCTQUp A cultivator who, al-

though not a proprietor, has inherited the land he culti-

vates, and cannot be dispossessed as long as he pays the

stipulated rent : (the compound, though so used, is an obvious

contradiction, as the cultivator does not dwell in another

place : it is either an error, or is laxly used for Ullmdt).

Parampara, S. &c. Clt, repeated) One after another, in

succession, hereditary, traditional ; fem. Parampari, suc-

cessive arrangement, series, lineage.

Parampardgata, S. (sv*M<.i'iH) Come in succession, in-

herited, descended.

Parapurvd, vernacularly, Parapurbd, S. &c. (m.n|l) A
C-v

woman re-married : one who was formerly the wife of

another : seven cases of second marriage, or rather of co-

habitation, are acknowledged in Hindu law, but in practice

they are restricted to the Sudra castes : 1. when the first

marriage has not been consummated
; 2. when a girl has

been unchaste and is married to another than the gallant ;

3. when a widow is married to a kinsman to raise issue

for her deceased husband : in each of these the woman is

termed Punar-bhu, she who is (wedded) again : in the

other four cases she is termed Srvairini, independent, un-

controlled ; as, 4. when she cohabits with another man

during her husband's life ; 5. when she has deserted her

husband for another man, but has been taken back by the

former ; 6. when she cohabits with a stranger after her

husband's death, for her own pleasure ; and 7. when she

does so under the pressure of some urgent motive, as that

of poverty : among the Marathas, second marriages, termed

Pat, q. v., are not unfrequent amongst the inferior castes.

Pdraxava, S. &c. (TTTT^T^) The son of a man by another's

wife : the offspring of the three first classes by a Sudra

female.

Pdra-straineya, S. &c. (ilK^TlT, from para and stri, a

female) The son of another man's wife, either one born

of her during her husband's lifetime, when he is properly

termed hunda, or after the husband's death, when he is

termed goluha.

PARA, Beng. Ctt^Sl) A village, part of a village or town :

it is commonly used in composition to form the names of

villages in Bengal, as Gokul-pdrd, &c. Mar. (1JT5T) A
cluster of houses situated at a little distance from the

village to which they belong for the convenience of carry-

ing on cultivation.

Pdrdgdm, Beng. (*H*WI*l) A village, a hamlet
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PARAB, Guz. ("M.5.
s
'l> from S. TTH, from TT, to drink) A place

where water is given to passers by.

ParaUya, Guz. CH^.^tlfJl) A person stationed at a water-

shed to distribute water to passengers : one who sells water.

PARABHAVA, S. &c. (m,iH<r, from I^T, implying- reverse)

Defeat, disgrace, nonsuit : the name of the fortieth year of

the cycle, corresponding in the current cycle with A.D. 184(5.

PARAIYAN, commonly, but corruptly, PARIAH, or PARIAH,

the latter from the plur. PARAIYAR, also, PARAIYAUI-

KIRAVAN, Tam. (USCOPQLLJOT, U<5COnr;LUl^.<5cEfl-

nrjSLJOT), PARATAN, and PARA, Mai. (n_i<OCQ)nrt>, cuo) A

man of a low caste, an outcaste, performing the lowest

menial services : one of his duties is to beat the village

drum, Parai (LJoTOr^), whence, no doubt, the generic ap-

pellation of the caste : the Paraiyas, are not known in

India by that name, bnt they are numerous in the south,

where they are usually the serfs or slaves of the Sudra

agriculturists : they are also attached to the village com-

munities, performing the duties of scavengers, messengers,

and other low functions, for which they are paid by por-

tions of the crops, and some small privileges, but they are

not allowed to reside in the village, having a place outside

assigned to them : there are said to be thirteen subdivisions,

named Valluvapparai,Tddaparai, Tangaldnaparai, Dur-

chdliparai, KuKparai, Tipparai, Murasaparai, Ambu-

parai, Vadugaparai, Aliyaparai, Valiparai, Vettiydr-

parai, Koliyaparai.

Paraicheri, corruptly, Parchirry, and Pate/terry, Tam.

(l_l<5fD
<
rp<S'<S<S'Cfl) A Paraiya village, or the part out-

side of a village or town in which the lowest castes

reside.

PARAJAYA, S. &c. (>R1*I4> from TO, reverse) Defeat, over-

throw, losing a cause, nonsuit.

PARAMPA, or, as pronounced, PARAMBA, incorrectly, PA-

ROMBHA, Mai. (o-JOO"5_i) A garden, a plantation, espe-

cially of cocoa-nut and areka trees, but commonly used in

a wider sense, or for an estate in general ; such planta-

tions forming very often the most valuable part of the pro-

perty : also, high ground not admitting of irrigation ; also

land raised and drained.

Paramba-pattam, Mai. (a_lOCn_jo_lOo) Rent of planta-

tions or of dry lands.

Parambavdram, Mai. (n-JOCTLjOJOfOo) The share of the

proprietor in the produce of an estate which he has let

or mortgaged.
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PARAMBU, Tam. (LjQTLQl-l) Extension, spreading: a board

used for smoothing a ploughed field after the grain is sown.

Parambadikuradu, Tam. (urjli)U^l<5@rj) Levelling

a field before ploughing. Chtngleput.

PARAMBHATTAH, PARAMBHATTARAK, (?) Conditional sale

of a slave. Tirhut.

PARANCH, or PHANCH, Hindi (TCfa) A vindictive practice

in Central India, in which a person conceiving himself ag-

grieved by another attaches a notice to some outhouse or

property, as a barn, an orchard, or the like, belonging to

the offender, announcing that unless redress is granted, or

compliance with a certain requisition promised, the pro-

perty will sooner or later be demolished ; a threat inva-

riably accomplished.

PARANCHA, (?) A carrier, a conductor.

PARAPU, (?) Tam. A quit-rent, a cess or tax imposed by

a Zamindar, or by government, upon cultivators.

PARAS, or PARAS-PATHAR, H. &c.
(^j~/\> , ji^^j , S.

The philosopher's stone.

PARASA, PARASU, vulgarly, PARSA, PARSU, Mar.

An enclosure round a house, a yard, especially a back-yard.

PARASURAMA, S. &c. (iKsKTO, or Rama with the (parasu)

axe) An avatar of Vishnu, to whom the recovery fiom the

sea of Kerala, or Malabar, is ascribed, by casting his axe

from a point of the coast, Mount Dilli, or, more accurately

in Ptolemy, Purrhus-mons, or mountain of Parasu-rdma,

to the extreme south ; the sea retiring from the part

over which the axe flew : he gives name to a chronological

era used in Malabar, commencing 1176, B.C., and reckoned

in cycles of 1000 solar years : the third, or current cycle,

commenced A.D. 1825 with the sun's entrance into Virgo.

Parasurdma-srishti, S. (from wfif, creation) The creation

of Parasurdma, the Malabar coast from Gokarna to Cape

Comorin.

PARATANA, vulgarly, PARTAN, Mar. (TOlT, from <Hrfiif, to

return) The extent of land that may be annually ploughed

by the single going and returning of a plough, hence im-

plying a small field or strip of land, usually about four or

five bighds.

PARATANISA, Mar. (m,rtf15ll) Assurance of credit taken

respecting a person for whom another has elsewhere be-

come responsible.

PARATBHANDE, Mar. (iTCrW^) Return, hire.

PARAVA, Mai. (o-J9OOo_i) Confinement, imprisonment.

Pdrdhdran, Mai. (n_lOOO<j8WOrr6) A guard.

o K
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Parappura, Mai. (o_JDOOo_|(0)
A guard-room, a place of

confinement.

PARAVALKADU, Tarn. (i_JCT6LI&<asrT) Brushwood.

Paravalkddu-punjay, Tarn. (l_ll76LI6b 1EbSrTl_|C&:<3-LLj)

Dry cultivation amidst brushwood.

PARAVAN, Mai. (n_lfDajr6) A man of a low caste, or the

name of the caste.

PARAVARI, vulgarly, PARWARI, Mar. (m.414.1) The village

guide and watchman, the Mahdr who performs these duties,

in which capacity this is his more respectful denomination.

PARBHAHA-HAK, Mar. (HHKI^4 , from tTWTXT, interme-

diately, indirectly) An incidental or occasional claim or

privilege, as a share of the crop, &c., occasionally the right

of a village officer or servant.

PARBHU, PURBHOO, commonly, but corruptly, called PURVOE,

Mar. (TTH, ITJJ,
a chief) The name of the writer caste in

the west of the Peninsula, or of an individual of that

caste : the Parbhus pretend to be descended from Chan-

dra.tena, a Raja of Malabar, and consequently to be by

origin pure Kshatriyas ; claiming, therefore, right to the

purificatory ceremonies, or Sanshdras of the Brahminical

code, to read the Vedas, and to wear the cord and other

distingushing marks of the Kshatriya, QT primary military

caste ; their claims are with reason denied by the Brah-

mans, who regard them as of menial origin, and inferior,

therefore, to the pure Sudras : they are divided into three

classes, the Chandraseni Parbkus, who are principally at

Puna, the Patanya, at Bombay and Surat, and the Dha-

vani (?) at Goa.

PARCHA, H. (P. *-
x'^) Cloth, clothing, a piece of cloth.

Pdrchdi-jmx^el. from H. (=3^O-f^caD33o^6) cloth goods.

PARCH^NI, H. djj*-,}) Selling flour or meal.

Parchunid, H. (Lws- j) A seller of flour.
J 't ^ V

PARCHURAN, Mar. (xtr'TOH) Coin of various currencies as

distinguished from current coin.

PARDA, H. (P. Mj*) A veil, a screen, a curtain, especially

one which excludes the women of a family from the gaze

of men.

Parda-nisMn, Purdah-nisheen, H. (from P. ...JwiJ , sitting,

seated) lit, Seated behind a curtain, applied to a respectable

female who observes the rules of seclusion, and who is on

that account excused from personal appearance in a court

of justice.

PAREHA. Hindi ('HXf') Land watered after ploughing, or

flooded before the final ploughing and levelling of the ground.
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PAREMUDAL, (?) Confiscation of smuggled goods.

PARGANA, PUROUNU, corruptly, PEROUNNAH, H. &c. W^> ,

plur. Pargandt t^Jj^), PAROANA, Mar. (TJTTfnr), Tel.

(<OOAE3") A district, a province, a tract of country com-

prising many villages, but of which several go to con-

stitute a ChaMa or Zild : the actual extent varies, but the

distinction is permanent.

Pargana-fidnungo,H. (yoyls) The record keeper of a district.

Pargandt-i-jamd, H. (A. *<>-) The total amount of re-

venue assessed upon a province.

Pamjandt-i'Jtharch, H. (A. ^j^-)
The expenses and charges

of a district to be deducted from the gross revenue.

Pargandt-i-nirklt, H. (from
.J> , price current) The rates

of the valuation of the crops and the assessment of the re-

venue and other items of expense and receipt which or-

dinarily prevail or are established in a district.

Parganarrdr, H. (
,U<!06^.)) According to district : settle-

ment, assessment, &c.

PARI, S. &c. (lft) About, around, back, off, &c. : (used in

S. and its derivatives mostly as the first member of a com-

pound).

Parichha, corruptly, Purcha, Uriya (Q^S|) A head officer

or superintendant, one of the managers of the temple of

Jagannath.

Pariddnam, S. &c. ('jft^T'O Giving back, or in return,

exchange, barter. Karn. (<O0733r\5o) A bribe.

Paridhdvi, S. &c. (qfTVTTt) The forty-sixth of the cycle

corresponding in the current cycle with A.D. 1852.

Parigraha, S. &c. (ifXy^) Acceptance, taking a present :

adoption : a wife.

Parihhd, S. &c. (ilft^n), Parikd, Parihai,Tam. (ucflarr,

LjrflflODS) A ditch, a fosse.

Parihshd, S., Mar., Beng. (iflfh^T), sometimes modified, as

Parakh, Pdrahh, Parkhdi, H. (^, ^L>, u*^),
Paratihai, Tel. (^OaJ^COD) Inspection, investigation,

verification of measurement or assessment, assay of coins,

analysis, trial, ordeal.

Parikshaka, S. &c. (nrfaf^r), Parakh, corruptly, Parik,

Pdrkhi, corruptly, Purity, anA Pdrkhid, corruptly,Purkea,

H. (^, ^b, U^), Parikh, Guz. (\T&oi) An

examiner, an investigator, a money-changer, a banker ;

whence it is a common cognomen for persons of that class,

as in the case of Gokul-pdrakh, or -pdrik, treasurer and

finance-minister of Daulat Rao Sindhia ; also, in S. and

the Hindu dialects, a judge : in an inferior capacity, an
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assayer, a tester, a guager, as the Parkhia of an opium

factory employed to examine the quality of the opium.

Parkhdiini, corruptly, Purkavani, H. (^l^j) Examina-

tion, especially of coins, assaying.

Parkhera, H.
(JjJ^j)

A money-changer, an officer whose

duty it was to examine and value coins paid into the

public treasury.

Parindya, S. &c. (ilfpini) Marriage.

Parindya, Parindyya, S. (nftHTHT, Tfwiiui) Wealth re-

ceived at the time of marriage, marriage ornaments, or the

like, a woman's own property.

Paripdlana,S.&c. (TftTT<?T) Protecting, cherishing, ruling

over, government.

Parixhkara, S. (i|(\MilO Making entire or perfect. Tel.

(oJ8o^
U
0) Settlement of accounts in revenue matters.

Pari*ilane, Karn. (S. cO53t>?oO Inquiry, investigation.

Parivarttanam, S. (qft^'O, Tarn.
(ur/l6UCr^^<3CTll>)

Exchange, barter : in the south the term is applied to the

deed by which rent-free land is converted into land paying

revenue, and an equivalent portion of assessed land is

made exempt.

Parivitti, S. (*lf<j"<<fa) A man whose younger brother is

married before him.

Parwettd, S. (tft^Tl) A younger brother married before

his elder.

Parivedana, S. (Tft^l) The marriage of a younger bro

ther before that of the elder, which is considered to be an

improper act.

Parivrdja, S. &c. (nfLsMH) A Hindu wandering mendicant

Pariirdld, or Pariya, Hindi. A hired ploughman who is

bound, by an advance which he cannot repay, to labour

gratuitously during a portion of his time, for the benefit

of the lender. Gorakhpur.

Parydya, S. (tn>TR) Order, succession.

The succession of the eight Sivdmis, or spiritual heads of

the followers of Madhwdcharya, who preside over the

establishments of the sect in Karnata in succession, and

employ the intermediate period in travelling over the

country, and collecting contributions.

PAHI, or PADI, Uriya O>) Daily subsistence.

PARIA, or PADIA, Uriya (D>2||) Land out of cultivation,

waste or fallow land.

Parid-jamin, Uriya (from P.
{.^*j land) Waste or fallow

land.
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PAHIGE, Tel. (&OA) Gleanings of corn.

PARINA-DAFTAH, H. (P.yjJA-^U) Old records.

PARfr, Mar. (nOi) A washerman by caste and occupation,

the village washerman.

Paritvdrd, Mar. (TnfaTlTl) The washerman's quarter, the

part of the village or town where the washermen reside.

PAHNALA, H.
(<K!^J)

A drain, a conduit.

PAROSI, Hindi, &c. ('ilOHl, S. prati, near, vdsi, a dweller,

HfiNltfl) A neighbour.

PARPAITH, H. (^Xo^, H<^<j) The duplicate of a bill of

exchange.

PARRA, Tel. (JiS/) A measure of capacity, the fortieth part

of a Turn : it was also considered equal to five mara-

kdls, or 3735 . 413 cubic inches or one-eightieth of a

gdrisa,
= 13 . 836 imperial gallons : by other computations

it was made to contain 3681 .640, or 3744 cubic inches :

the present standard Parra is fixed at 4000 inches : it is

still rated as equal to five marakdls, but the maraJtdl is

somewhat larger : see Para.

PARRA, Tel. (&v, or ^^) A swamp or salt-marsh.

Parra-vuppu, or -uppu, Tel.
(^Qi<^)^i Swamp or spon-

taneous salt efflorescence.

Parre, Tel. (^^) A salt-measure (perhaps the same as

the Maratha phara, which, for salt, is a man of 64 sers).

PARptJ, or PADDU, Guz. CHS) Suburb or branch of a vil-

lage or town.

PARRUCHITTI, pron. PATTUCHI'TTI, Mai. (o_lOQ.oJl)) A
written receipt.

PARSAI, PURSAEE, (?) H. In Central India the village priest

and astrologer. Malcolm.

PARSI, Guz. (Hl-l^fl) A worshipper of fire : the name of

the race settled chiefly in western India, in the Bombay

presidency, who still observe the ancient Magian religion :

they are distinguished as enterprising merchants, ship-

builders, and traders : their ancestors fled from Persia to

India upon the conquest of the former by the Mohamma-

dans, and settled in the latter in the eighth century :

although especially applied to them as followers of a pe-

culiar faith, the term properly signifies nothing more than

a Persian (S. URtfte), H. (^jW.
PARTAL, PADTAL, PARTAL, Guz. CH$^l<H. HSflltl)

Waste or uncultivated land.

PAHTAL, Hindi, &c. (^TOTTc?), Uriya (GIQP|R.) Re-measure-

ment, as a test of the accuracy of a previous measure-

ment : revision of a former land measurement or survey :
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re-weighment: (perhaps from S. pra, intensitive, un

surface).

Partdl-jarib, H. (from P.
C_<j>j9-, a certain measure of

land) Re-measurement of land.

Partdl-ojan, Uriya (OQO|CX3S>) Re-weighment to de-

termine the accuracy of a previous weighment.

PARTI, H. (tj^},
S.

^fviql)
Waste or uncultivated land.

Parti-hadim, H. (A. *iJJ, old) Land which has long been

lying uncultivated.

PARTHIVA, S. (Tnffo) Earthen, relating to earth or land :

the name of the nineteenth year of the cycle.

PARUGU, Tel. (3&J*9) A measure of distance, a kos of

from two to three miles.

PARUKI-VABAHA, Kara. (&36<;3SS53>) A gold coin or

Hun coined by Tipu at Calicut, properly, Fdruhi.

PARUPATYA, corruptly, PARPATYA, Kara. (S. 3"3&3oiog)

Management, superintendence.

Pdrupatyagdr, 'Kara. (tO^OJabBg A fi&) A manager, a

superintendant, the manager of a temple under the superior,

a deputy or vice-chief.

P^RUSHYA, S. &c. On^l) Harshness, violence : in law, two

descriptions are specified ; as,

Danda-pdrushya, S. (from ^5, a stick) Personal injury,

assault, battery, manslaughter, homicide.

Vdk-pdrufhya, S. (from ^T^, speech) Verbal injury, abuse,

slander, calumny, defamation.

PARVA, PARVAN, S. &c. (if, *dhf), PARE, or PARAB, H.

(<T^X PARBBA, Beng. (t^) lit., A joint or point of

junction, but applied especially to certain junctures or

periods of time, as the days of the full and change of the

moon, the eighth, eleventh, and fourteenth days of the lunar

half-month, the solstices, the equinoxes, the entrance of

the sun into a zodiacal sign, of the moon into a lunar

asterism, and the like
; and as these are appropriate seasons

for religious observances the word has come to signify also

any sacred day, a holiday or festival.

Pdrvana, or Pdrvani, vernacularly, Pdrbana, or Pdrbani,

corruptly, Parbunny, Purbany, Purbony, S. (irfhff, fern.

^iSllft) Any thing relating to a certain Parva or holiday,

as a ceremony then observed, especially one description of

Srdddha, or obsequial rite; also the set of progenitors in

honour of whom it is celebrated : any fee exacted for the

performance of such ceremonies : an impost formerly levied

on the Ryots, by the Zamindars to defray the cost of the

religious ceremonies and festivities celebrated by the latter.
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Pdrvana-srdddha, S. &c. (Tlip!r<!ri5) A srdddha, or ob-

sequial ceremony to be observed monthly at the Amdvdsya,

or conjunction, or new moon : at this rite three balls or

cakes of rice, pindas, formerly of flesh, are presented to the

manes of the father and paternal grandfather, and great-

grandfather, and three to the maternal grandfather, his

father and grandfather, and the crumbs or fragments of

each set are presented to the remoter ancestors in each

line.

PARVA, Karn. (<J <*^>f~, probably from S.parva) A Brahman,

one who is connected with periodical rites.

Pdroiti, Karn. (*3~3>F~o) A Brahman woman.

PARVATA, S. &c., vernacularly, PARVAT, or PARBAT, (nihf)

A mountain.

Parvatiya, Parbatiya, S. &c. (tliffini) A hill-man, a moun-

taineer, the hill people of Nepal.

PARWA, (?) H. Light sandy soil of a yellowish tint, ca-

pable of irrigation. Bundelkhand.

PARWANA, H. &c. (P. A>^) An order, a written preceptor

command, a letter from a man in power to a dependant,

a custom-house permit or pass, an order for the possession

of an estate or an assignment of revenue ; a warrant, a

license, a writ
;

a paper of permission from a Zamindar

to a cultivator to take up lands, leaving the rent to be

subsequently settled.

Parrvdna-bdzu, H. (P. j\i,
the arm, ?) An order from the

Moghul government to the chief financial authority of a

district to relinquish the collection of an assigned amount

of revenue to the person to whom it has been granted with

the necessary jurisdiction.

Parrvdna-guzasht, or P.wd-guzasht, H. (P. from ui^ijo,

passed) An order of the Mohammadan government to re-

linquish to a person to whom the revenues of specified

lands have been assigned the right of collection, and all

authority therewith connected.

Parrvdna-i-istahld/, H. (JlaJud) An order declaratory of

the right of permanent possession.

Parwana-i-xubahddr, H. (P. j\Atoyo) An order issued by

the governor of a province for an assignment of revenue,

or any other right or privilege.

Parrvdnagi, H. &c. (^y^^X Mar. (U<(M'l1) Permission,

leave, license.

Parrvanagi-barddr, Mar. (mXH'l"lK(;TC) An officer sta-

tioned in the antechamber of a great man to announce

arrivals and obtain permission for them to enter.
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Parn-rinagi-chifhi,
Mar. (fadl , a note) A licence, a written

pass or warrant.

J3(tibdt-pam-dna, H. (jy^C^UjUJ, from A. -U, sale : see

Said) An order or notice of sale, especially on the non-

fulfilment of the conditions of a mortgage.

PARWAR, PURWUII, H.
(P.^^i, cherishing) A patron, a

protector.

Gharib-parn-ar, H. (t^-^c , poor) Protector of the poor,

a common complimentary designation addressed by an in-

ferior or dependant to a superior or master.

Parrvarda, H. (P. Mjtji) Cherished, protected : a domestic

slave.

Parmarish, H. (P. ^J^j'j>^ Cherishing, protecting, foster-

ing, bringing up.

Parmasti, H. (P. jJLuj^j) Cherishing, patronising : sup-

porting old servants or soldiers after they are past work.

PARWI', H.
(i_fj^ ,'TTTt) A sort of sugar-cane sown in autumn.

PAS, H. (P. \j~\j) Guarding, watching, a guard : a watch

of three hours.

Pdx-bdn, H.
(^Lu^U) A watchman, a sentinel, a village

watchman : also, a shepherd.

Past, H. (,<**'o) A watchman.

^A, PASA, PAsi, S. &c. (*1T5I, TT^TT, tn^ft) A noose, a

loop, a snare, a rope, any thing wherewith to catch or tie

a person or thing : in the sense of a cord or other means

of strangling it occurs also Phdis, or Plidnsa, q. v. Pdsa

also means dice for gambling with.

Pdsi, H.
(^^Ij)

A caste of people, or an individual of it,

whose occupation is extracting the juice of the Tdri palm,

so named from their using a rope loop in climbing, passed

round their bodies and round the tree : any one using a

noose, or rope, or snare : a birdcatcher : also, one who plays

with dice, a gambler.

PASAETUX, corruptly, PUSSAEETA, PuSSAITA,Guz. (H^ll^l-

fjo) Rent-free lands allotted to the different orders of village

servants in Guzerat ; also assignments of the same for

religious or charitable purposes.

Paxdetarvdld, Guz. (Hll*'t <'l U<ai) An inferior village-

servant.

Pasdelun, Guz. ("MAll^t^ ) I-"and exempt from taxation

in consideration of military service when required.

PASAMA, Mai. (oJO3Ci) Soil of the best quality ; also said

to be designated Pasama-kur, from Kur, or Kuri, a pit,

as it is said to be a test of this sort of soil that the hole

or pit from which any quantity has been dug up will not
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contain it again : Pasa is properly
'

paste
'

or
'

glue,'

referring to the adhesiveness or tenacity of the soil, which

must therefore be a kind of clay.

PAsANAM, Tarn. (US-n<S5r\A) A coarse sort of rice ripening

late.

PASAH, Thug. Place or direction appointed for an expedition.

PASAHA, PASARE, Kara. (>?3c>&, >?3c>$) A shop.

PASA.RJ, PANSARI', H. &c. (^Ljj, ,_,L*A/) A grocer, a drug-

gist, a vendor of drugs, herbs, spices, and groceries.

PASETHI, or PHASETHI, Uriya (CIGClO, OPGCIO) The head

cultivator of a village.

PASHANA, vernacularly, PASHAN, S. &c. (tirTTO) A stone,

a rock. Beng. (tfafa) A stone to weigh with. Tarn.

(LJITS'rTSOoT) A stone, but used in deeds of sale or grants

of land to convey a right to all precious stones, minerals, or

metallic ores that may be discovered in the land transferred.

Pdshdna-chaturdasi, S. &c. (from Mri^fl, the fourteenth

lunation) A festival on the fourteenth of the light half

of Mdrgasirsha, when Durga is to be worshipped, and

cakes in the shape of stones are to be eaten.

PASHM, PUSHM, H. &c. (P. +*j, tj^m) Wool, hair, fur.

Pashmina, Pashmind, H. &c. (xi-M-io , Iw^J , M$rn11!)

Woollen cloth.

PASI, Tarn. (urT<#!) Duck-weed.

Pdsitirvdi, Tarn.
(urT<^lf|f!>fr

<3ff>SU) A tax on fish

caught in ponds.

PASIKI, Tel. (&&>), PASIKE, or PASIGE, Kara.

tOcO"A) A small fee or bribe given to the government

collectors of the sair or miscellaneous taxes.

PASODI, Mar. (tjnftTf) Lit. A sort of shawl, applied to a small

assignment of rent-free land to the Pdtil of the village.

PASSEWA, (?) H. A semifluid sediment obtained from the

capsules of the poppy after the seeds are extracted : it

hardens by exposure, and is used in making up the shells

of the opium cakes for export : it contains a portion of

morphia.

PASU, corruptly, PaSHOO, S. &c.
(iT^j)

An animal, especially

a domesticated and useful animal.

Pampdla, S. &c, (l^jmci)
A cowherd, a shepherd, a farmer,

one keeping or tending cattle.

Pampdlana, S. &c.
(i)5|MlcJH)

Care of cattle, one of the

especial functions of the third or Vaisya caste : the duty

of cowherds, shepherds, &c.

PASUBEVALA, Karn. (>D>$<J) A merchant, a trader.

PASUOE, Karn. (<O&D~A) A share, a portion, a part.

fil
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PASUMAI, Tarn. ( i_!0r<5BDLO ) Greenness, the verdure of

thriving crops

Pasumpul, Tarn. (UO&Ljdb) Growing corn : green grass.

PASUNKARAI, incorrectly, PASUNGCARAY, Tarn. (l_iSirjS-

055 IT) lit. Equitable distribution, the joint proprietary of the

lands of a village by a number of coparceners, who may

either cultivate them in common or parcel them out from

time to time among the coparceners for their several cul-

tivation, the right of each being to a definite proportion

of the whole, but not to any one field or piece of land in

particular : it is not in his power, therefore, to sell any

actual piece of the village land, although he may, with

the consent of the other coparceners, sell his share.

PASUPU, (?) TeL A gift, a settlement or assignment of land

to a daughter.

PAT, or PATA, S. &c. (TO) Cloth, coarse cloth or canvas :

covered cloth or chintz : a chequered cloth on which chess

or Pachisi may be played.

PAT, Mar. (ff, S. x>j) A roll or register, a list of names, a

catalogue or written statement of particulars.

Patwdr, or Pain-art, corruptly, Putmarry, Hindi and Mar.

&c. (M24K, Mi^lO) A village accountant, whose duty it

is to keep and to produce, when required by the govern-

ment revenue officers, all accounts relating to lands, pro-

duce, cultivation, changes, and past assessment of a vil-

lage : (the term is probably derived from Pat, a register, al-

though the office is extinct, or superseded by the Chaugala

among the Marathas ; whilst, on the other hand, Pat, in

the sense of a register or record, is either obsolete or lost

in Hindi). The maintenance of the office of Patmdri

in efficiency is the subject of various Regulations in Bengal :

in some places he is appointed and paid by the Zaminddrs
;

in the north-western provinces most commonly by the vil-

lagers : in Kamaon he is a government ministerial officer

appointed to the charge of one or more Pattis or sub-

divisions of a district, and is paid by a small monthly

salary. Ben. Reg. vi. 1795 ;
xxvii. 1803 ; xii. xiii. 1817 ;

i.1818; i. 1819.

PAT, H. &c. (c^U , S. ire) A leaf of a plant ; whence it is

applied to a leaf of a book, or of paper, and thence to a

written paper, a bill, a draft on a banker, a promissory note

or engagement to pay a sum of money at a stipulated time.

Pdt-bandi, H. (,_jJjuJl>) A statement of the particulars of

the assets and debts of an estate as agreed upon between

the heirs and claimants.
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Pir, H. &c. (i2L>lj, TO, S. xrg) A plank, a seat, a stool, the

board on which a washerman beats clothes : a plant, of

which the fibres are used as flax, and from which a coarse

canvas and sackcloth are made (Corchorus olitorius and

capsularis) : a sack of coarse canvas, a sack of corn con-

sidered as a load : also, silk, a cocoon of silk.

Paired, H.
Oy*J> TOTy A silk- weaver, a maker of braid

and fringe, a stringer of beads.

Pir, Mar. (HT7) A name given to a second marriage among

the Marathas, whether of a girl whose betrothed husband

has died, or of a widow : the celebration is acknowledged

as legal among the lower castes.

Pdtddm, corruptly, Pautdauma, Mar. (w^TT) A tax for-

merly levied on second marriages.

Pdthari, Mar. (Mlisk'Ct) The husband of a twice-married

woman.

Patkarin, Mar. (MI44A.1<J)) A woman marrying a second

time.

PA.T, or PATA, Mar. (tnr) A small raised water-course for

irrigating fields and gardens.

Pdthuri, corruptly, Patcurry, Mar. (Uli<*T?D The village

officer in charge of the water-courses, whose duty it is to

see that they are kept in repair, and that the water is fairly

distributed.

Pdtasthal, Mar. (iTJWcS) Cultivated ground irrigated by

small channels turned off from brooks or rivulets.

Pdtrvar, Mar. (HTC^T) A channel to convey water for ir-

rigation.

PATA, H. (!AJ, ilTt) A wooden sword, a cudgel.

Patebaz, H.
(jbyJj)

A cudgel-player.

PATA, H. (lJo) A code or book of regulations for rent collectors.

PATA, Beng. (ftiM) A lease. See Patta.

Pdtdri, Beng. C'ftUtflT) An agent or factor employed by

a landlord to collect his rents.

PATA, Uriya (SI|O), PATAM, Mai. (o_lOSo) An open level

tract, an expanse of low land or of rice-fields.

PATAI, Hindi (*J7?) Straw or grass strewn over a field to pro-

tect the fresh- planted roots from the sun.

PATAK, Mar. (ifijoir) A body of horse, usually about a hundred.

Patahi, Patahyd, Mar. (ilUcift, iJTWr) The leader of a

troop of horse : a subordinate officer employed in the col-

lection of the customs.

PATAKA, vernacularly, PATAK, S. &c. (Hid*) Sin, crime.

See Mahdpdtaka.

Patahi, S. &c. (HTcTolft) A sinner, a criminal.
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Rent or farm of

A man of a low caste, an

PATAKALAGUTTA, Tel.

taxes on houses and trades.

PATTAKKAN.Tam. (L

outcaste.

PATAKWA, H. (S. \)>lj)
A messenger.

PATAM, Mai. (n_ira>o) The portion of the crop given to the

reapers in pay of their labour.

PATAMMA, PUTUMMA, (?) H. A deed of usufructuary mort-

gage. Gorakpur.

PATANI, Thug. A sneeze, considered ominous.

PATARA, Beng. C*ll\s*l) A ration of food : a waste book.

PATARA, Tel. (<J~5o) A pit for preserving grain.

PATAU, PATAVAX, or PATAU.V, Hindi Cj&> M?K , M<5N<!l)

Irrigation.

PATAVI-KUNWAR, Guz. (
xlU c

{l$
oCR) The eldest son of a

Thakur or Raja in Guzerat

PATELA, H. (lyj) A large flat-bottomed boat used for mer-

chandise on the Ganges.

PATH, H. &c. (,~J, *nT, from S. Mfif) A road, a way, a

path, fig., a doctrine, a sect

Pathika, vernacularly, Pathik, H. &c. (tLl$Ju , iftnirt A
traveller.

PATHA, vernacularly, PATH, Hindi, &c. (S. TO) Reading,

a reading, a lecture.

Pdthah, Hindi, &c. (S. Tiyli) A reader, a public reader,

a Brahman who reads the epic poems and Puranas in

public: the name of a class of Maratha Brahmans: inOrissa,

a designation of mixed impure castes : (but this must be

either a vernacular corruption or error for Pdtaka, a sin-

ner, one fallen or degraded).

Pdthsdld, Beng. (S. ff^*ftHl) A school, a college.

PATHA, (?) H. A measure of seed equal to about two sers,

whence it is applied to a measure of land or as much as

may be sown with that quantity of seed : it is rated at

about twenty yards by two, or 240 square feet. Kamaon.

'ATHAN, H. (^Li) The same as Afghan, but chiefly used in

Hindustan to designate adventurers of that nation or their

descendants, who have colonised and settled in India, espe-

cially in Rohilkhand.

PATHAR, or PATHAR, H. &c. (^L,^o'j,
S. 1TCJT) A stone.

Patharild, H.
(2u^x>) Stoney, as soil.

Pathariyd, Beng. (ttSffW), Pdtharmat, Mar. (1TO^7)

A stone-cutter or breaker by caste and occupation, a mason.

PATHORI, Thug. The chirping of a small owl.

PATI, H. &c. (S. (J-j, qfif) A husband, a protector, a master.
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Patni, H. &c. (& i_j, Tfisft) A wife.

Patnilhdga, (S. ilprflHMO Division of property amongst a

man's widows.

PATI, Mai. (o_lOf5Tl) A half, a moiety.

Pdtiha, incorrectly, Pateha, Mai. (n_)OrffTlc&>) A share, a

portion, especially of landed property, a half-portion.

Pdtikdran, Mai. (n_lO<?n)oe)Oronrt>) A partner, a sharer.

Pdtivdram, Mai. (n_10rtnloJ9fDo) A half-share, applied

especially to a lease or tenure of land by which half the

produce is to be given to the proprietor.

Pdtivdrachitta, Mai. (n_lOfsTlnJOro.^l) A written en-

gagement in a lease to pay or to receive half the produce.

PATI, also PATTI, Beng. (ttfc
8
*, fg^) A slip of cloth, a

narrow strip of land : also the part of a market appropri-

ated to dealers in similar articles: in some places, a vil-

lage or cluster of houses detached from, though dependent

on, the original village.

PATI', Beng. (*ttwt) A fine mat : a plant of which such

mats are made (Cyperus inundatus).

PATIA, H. (l^, S. Ttf^fj, a page) The written opinion of

a Pandit on a question of Hindu law.

PATIA R, Thug. The cry of the partridge.

PATIAKA, Uriya (d6s||Q) Trust, confidence.

PATICHOR, Beng. (*ttP5C5t5T, from pad, a little) A petty

thief.

PATIDAR, Guz. (H 1*1^.13. > probably vernacular corruption

of Pattiddr, q. v.) A hereditary cultivator.

PATIL, corruptly, POTEEI, Mar. (mTt^S), PATEL, corruptly,

POTAIL, POITAL, H. &c. (JjJb, ^1755), PATEL, Kara.

(XbeO^e)) The head man of a village, who has the

general control and management of the village affairs, is

head of the police, and exercises, to a limited extent, the

functions of a magistrate ; he is also the principal agent

in the realization of the revenue, and the chief medium of

communication with the officers of the government : in

the Maratha countries the office is frequently held under a

government grant, in many instances that of the govern-

ment of Delhi, and has certain emoluments and privileges

attached to it: it is hereditary, and saleable with the con-

sent of the government, and the actual occupant may admit

a partner : the term is principally current in the countries

inhabited by, or subject to, the Maiathas, and appears to

be an essential Marathi word, being used as a respectful

title in addressing one of that nation, or a Sudra in general :

it may be derived from Pat, a water-course, the supply of
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water being fitly
under the care of the chief person of the

village ; or from Pat, a register or roll (of the inhabitants,

&c.) of the village. Bombay Reg. xii. 1827.

Pdtili, Mar. (tnf<5c5"l) The assignment of land or perqui-

sites and allowances of the Pdtil.

PdHUii, Mar. (Mlfcgftl) The office of Pa/ 11.

Pdtil/iatTvdri, Mar. (m/lc$M<J<ilO) A comprehensive term

for the officers of a village implied by the designation of

the head man and the accountant.

PATITA, or, vernacularly, PATIT, S. &c. (^fini) Fallen : lit. or

metaph., fallen from rectitude, wicked, vile, outcaste : fallen

off, waste, neglected, uncultivated, fallow (as land) : in

Puraniya, a term for a reduced rent on lands which a Ryot

is allowed by his lease to retain without cultivating them.

Patitdbdd, Beng. ("ff-s^st 4 iff) The occupation or cultiva-

tion of fallow lands, or such land brought into cultivation :

a tenure under which waste lands were held on favourable

terms on condition of bringing them into cultivation.

Patitabadi-gird-hami, Beng. (from P. gird dj>, around,

and .** deficiency ; *lH* t> I <iirir*flflf *!")) Diminution

or deficit of rent on waste lands brought into cultivation,

in comparison with that levied on neighbouring lands.

Patit-kami, Beng. ('ff^sfnt) Deficiency or remission of

rent on account of fields left uncultivated.

PATIVA, Mai. (o_lflT>lo_l) A register, a lease, a written docu-

ment given to Ryots acknowleging their right to cultivate.

PATKA, H. (&o) A girdle, a sash.

Zari-patlia, H. (KL^j ) A gold sash or girdle granted by

the Peshwa to his chief officers : the national Maratha

standard. See Jari-pathd.

PATLA, Tel. (^)^T>

) Rice-land yielding an intermediate

crop between the first and second crops, being under water

during the wet season.

PATMAI, H. (^g^L, <J4H^) Sowing fresh sugarcane after

cutting the old.

PATORI, Thug. A small owl.

PATOTJ, (?) H. A lease or agreement between the proprietor

and cultivating occupant of land, limiting the amount of

rent demandable, and leaving the tenant in possession as

long as it is paid (perhaps for Pattavail, possession of a

Patta).

PATPAR, Hindi (i^dili) Newly-formed land so situated as to

receive an annual accession of alluvial deposit.

PATPARI, Hindi (tfiruiO Surface of soft land caked by sun-

shine after rain. Puraniya.
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PATRA, vernacularly, PATH, corruptly, PUTTER, &c. (tHl),

PATTIRAM, Tarn. (LJS^lrjLQ) A leaf of a plant or tree,

any leaf used for writing upon, as that of the birch or

palm, or a sheet of paper or metal on which grants or

edicts arc engraved : a written page or leaf, any written

document, as a grant, a deed, a bond, an almanack.

PatriM, S. (irf^cia), Patrike, Earn (>J,O) A written

paper, a letter, a deed, a document.

Patrudu, Tel. (><&>;&>) A steward, a cash-keeper, a

manager for another.

PATRA, vernacularly, PATH, S &c. (lint) A vessel
; whence,

fig., a fit person, a person of capacity.

PATRAVADU, Tel. (>\k3j<J-%3) A man of a tribe of hill

people.

PATTA, S. &c. (qj) Silk, a band or fillet of silk, especially

of old the mark of royalty ; as seen on the coins of the

Seleucida; and their Indo-Bactrian successors : in Karnata

a plate of brass with magic verses worn for some days on

the forehead of a Brahman to avert the conseqences of having

been born under an unlucky conjunction of the stars.

Pattardni, S. &c. (Hg^Uffl) Pdtrdm, H. (^yb) A queen,

one who has been crowned or has had the royal fillet on

her brow.

PATTA, PUTTA, corruptly, POTTAH, current in most dialects,

sometimes slightly modified, H. (U/), Mar. (tip), Tel.

(>fcJ^>), PATTE, Karn. (> P), PATTO, Sindhi, PATTA,
CO .. x CO

PATTA, Uriya (Dft, Qfc|): it is also read in Beng. and Uriya
c $

with a single t, and in the former with the first vowel

long, PATA, PATA (tt&1, Clfc|), PATTAYAM, PATTA, cor-

ruptly, PATTIAM, PATTIOM, Tarn. (uill_LUl!i, UL.l_rr)

PATTAYAM, Mai. (o_lCBJo) A deed of lease, a docu-

ment given by the collector to the Zamindar, or by some

other receiver of revenue, to the cultivator or under tenant,

specifying the condition on which the lands are held and

the value or proportion of the produce to be paid to the

authority or person from whom the lands are held : the

term is laxly applied to a variety of deeds securing rights

or property in land, also to a deed of gift in general : also,

in the south of India, to a title or appointment of office,

or to the office itself, as to that of manager of a temple :

Pattas have been the subjects of frequsnt legislation. Ben.

Reg. viii. 1793 ; iv. 1794 ; T. 1795 ; v. 1812 ; vii. 1822.

Madras Reg. xxx. 1802; v. 1822.

Pattd-amdni, (?) Designation of a village held under a lease

by cultivators from government direct. South of India.
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Pattiiddr, H. &c. (y^& , tlJT^TT:) One who holds a lease

or engagement for his lands.

Paffd-dahsdla, H.
(<jJUwXi)lIj) u

A lease for ten years.

Paftd-jandjdt, H. (ciA*-Lx-lJu , from S. ftT, a man, people)

Leases granted to tenants or cultivators individually.

Pattdkdran, Tarn. (uillITae&rrrjOT
1

) A leaseholder.

Pattdkattu, (?) Tarn. Agreement of cultivation. See Pat-

tukattu.

Patidmdnlyagdr, (?) Karn. The principal or managing

holder of land held by several persons under a Pattd

granted in the name of the principal.

Pattdmdniyahdran, Tarn. (UL.l_rrLarT<5ncfll_LJ&<BrT-

rjdsr) A principal inhabitant appointed for the collection

of the revenue and management of village affairs.

Patdtdlikd, Uriya (afclOlfS.QI) A list or register of leases.

Pattdt&lult, H. (
(jlulL)

A dependent taluk, or estate, held

on lease, or Patld, from a Zamindar : such a tenure is

generally heritable, but not transferable, and the land lapses

to the Zamindar on failure of male heirs.

Pattd-tMhd, more correctly, Thikd-pattd, barbarously, Pa<-

tah-tucka, 5 Rep. H. (&&.) A contract or farming lease,

a deed assigning lands in farm for stipulated conditions.

Pattdvirutti, Tarn. (Ulll_rT 6Lf\(nj&>E%\)
Rent-free land

held by Brahmans (from S. viruddhi, opposition, held

without a Patio).

Pattdwat, (?)- A Rajput chief who holds land from a su-

perior at a quit-rent, on condition of military service.

PATTA, Mar. (tj^) A belt.

Pattekari, or Pattewdld, Mar. (MgefcO, ^t^TTcST) A mes-

senger with a badge or belt, a Peon.

PATTA, (?) Hindi. A bale, a package.

PATTA, (?) Tel. A measure of land = 16 gaz. Northern

Sarkars.

PATTADAI, Tarn. (l_ILli_oTOI_) A corn-rick: a portion of the

crop given as a compensation to the ploughman : a workshop.

Pattadaihahuii, Tarn. (l_llll_<TOI_<EF.QLp<5nfl) A culti-

vated field artificially irrigated.

Pattadaiydr, Tarn. (LJI_l_<5ot>l_U_IITrj) Proprietor or su-

perintendent of a manufactory.

PATTADI, Kara. (^^^) A district.
b\

PATTAIKAL, Tarn. (LJLLoTOI_<9E>rr&) High land irrigated

by water thrown up from a lower level.

PATTAIYAM, Tarn. (UL-otDI LLJLD) A deed of gift either on

paper or copper : (see Pattayam, under Patta : it is no

doubt the same word with the Tamil nominal termination).
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PATTAKDAR, corruptly, PUTTUCKDAR, (?) An officer em-

ployed originally to collect the revenues of government in

Tanjore, and who, in many cases, appropriated the estates

and became identified with the Mirdsiddi Fifth Rep. 957-

(According to the Glossary, the term means lit. book-keeper,

accountant, from H. Patak (i^A^A but there is no such

word in Hindustani in that sense, nor in any other dialect,

as far as the dictionaries are authority).

PATTAM, commonly written, PATAM, and, corruptly, PATOM,

Mai. (o_)9o) Rent, hire, contract, lease (no doubt the

Pattd of other dialects, but applied to the thing rather than

to the document, as by the following): the Pdtam of an

estate in Malabar is a stipulated proportion of the produce,

paid in kind in the case of grain, in money in that of

plantations.

Pdtta-chittd, corruptly, Patom-chit, Putta-chit, Mai.

(n_10^l) A deed of lease, the written engagement given

by the landlord to the tenant, also by the tenant to the

landlord, agreeing to pay a certain amount of rent.

Pdtta-kdnam, Mai. ((i_10d6>06irr>o) Rent, tax : rent of a

property paid to a certain extent in advance. See Kdnam-

pdtam.

Pdtta-handam. Mai. (o_lOc6)6^n@o) Rented corn-fields.

Pdtta-kdran, or Pdttam-kdran, or, in current use, Pd-

tamkdr, (n_10d9O9(Dn(6) A tenant, one who holds land

by paying rent.

Pdttakudissiha, Mai. (
Q_lOd93SlC/|lde5)

Arrears of rent

Pdttdli, Mai. (n_lOo)) One who collects the rents of a

temple : a victualler at a temple.

Pdttanella, Mai. (n-JOg^POg^j) Rent paid in kind or in

rice-corn.

Pdttapara, Mai. (n_lOn_|O) A large measure, or para,

used in measuring seed-corn : the produce, and the propor-

tion as rent.

Pdttaparamla, Mai. (n_10g_JO PO_j) A garden or plan-

tation let on lease.

Pdtfapravritti, Mai. (o-JOSjl^ixj (3*5^) The office of rent-

gatherer to a temple : the office of a victualler.

Pdttayola, or Pdttola, or Pdttayolakaranam, Mai.

(a_JO6)OQJOe-V, Q-J06)0-1, o_1061Ca>3e-ld961(Omo
, from

ola, the palm leaf, and haranam, an instrument) A lease,

a deed of lease or of transfer of land upon mortgage.

Marupdttam, Mai. ((2Cio_JOo) Counterpart covenant of

lease kept by the proprietor.

Verum-pattam, corruptly, Veerom-pattom, Mai.

5 M
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o_10o) Rent without any advance or security, simple

rent : (from verum, empty).

PATTAM,Tam. (uill_Lfl,S.t^) Government, authority, king-

dom : a head ornament symbolical of authority : a crown.

Patfankat/i, Tarn. (l_llll_ rilSULj.) A chief: a village

headman of the Paravar, or fisherman caste.

Pattolai, Tam. (uilei_rrg&0), Pattola, Mai. (o_!6)0e_l)

lit, The crown olai, a royal edict : also government records,

monthly abstract of the account of public receipts and dis-

bursements.

PATTANA, S. (iVT), vernacularly, PATTAN, the tt sometimes

becomes ft, as PATTAN, or PUTTUN, or PATNA, H.
(^^Ju

UL), Mar. (xjpl or mnf), Kara. , ,

Tam. (LJllLCCCTLQ) A town, a city, whence Patna in

Behar, and Putlun in Sindh, &c., as being the city, or

one deserving the appellation : the term is said to have been

also applicable to a village granted rent-free by a viceroy

of a province to a Zamindar (?): in Orissa it is applied

to a village without lands or township, being confined to

the ground on which the houses are constructed, and pay-

ing no land revenue, though subject to Chandina, or mis-

cellaneous imposts for ground-rent, &c. In Bengali, Pattan

('ti|0 also means the first settling of a colony, a village

or town.

Pattan-kami, Beng. (P. ', less) Remission or diminution

of revenue in favour of new settlers on waste lands.

Pattana-setti, Karn. (S. Wo>'Z>3) The chief merchant
13 to

of a town, the head of the traders, exercising a kind of ar-

bitration in disputes respecting caste or usage : corruptly

Patna-chitty, which, with another corruption wholly un-

verifiable, Patna Dogami, is said to have formerly de-

noted a tax on the heads of the right and left-hand castes

in a town, in consideration of their being allowed to im-

pose cesses upon the castes: under the early financial

arrangements of the Madras Presidency the privilege was

withdrawn from the head men, and the imposts on the castes

were transferred to the government. 5th Rep. p. 766.

PattanasrvdmitTam. (LJlllCnOTSreurTLol, from S. ^TOt,

a master) A head man among some of the castes, who acts

as arbitrator in disputes among themselves or one another.

Pattanmdr, H.
(j\*JJn)

A division of the Kurmi caste

in the vicinity of Nandaur.
I

PATTAN, H. (^j) Act of ordering goods from a manufacturer.

Pattani, H.
(,<*&) Commissioned, manufactured to order.

PATTANI, or PATTANI, incorrectly, PUTTANY, more usually
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written PATNI, orPuTNEE, Beng. ('fg^, T?nft) A tenure

by which the occupant holds of a Zamindar a portion

of the Zamindari in perpetuity, with the right of here-

ditary succession, and of letting or selling the whole or

part as long as a stipulated amount of rent is paid to

the Zamindar, who retains the power of sale for arrears,

and is entitled to a regulated fee or fine upon any transfer :

the tenure created by an under-letting in the second degree

is termed Dar-patni (or lease within lease) ; and a third

under-letting is denominated Sch-patni (from the Persian

seh, three) : this description of sub-tenures originated in

Burdwan, being created by the Raja or Zamindar : it has

been extended and sanctioned by Regulation. The word

Pattani, or Patni, is not found in any dictionary, and

is differently explained by those who use it : Mr. Harington,

Analysis 3. 519, says it may be rendered settled or esta-

blished,' which is very questionable. In the Sudder Di-

wani Reports 2. 99, Puttun is said to have been incor-

rectly interpreted
'

dependant,' whilst it really signifies

constituting ;' but this is equally doubtful. As the term

originated in Burdwan it must be Bengali, but its omis-

sion from the dictionaries leaves it uncertain whether it

should be written with the cerebral or dental t : if with

the former, it probably bears a relation ioPatta, or Potta,

(tjjl)
a lease ; if with the latter, to Pattana (f^f),

colonising : the former seems the more likely.

Pattani-ddr, or Patni-ddr, Beng. &c. (f^fftftjO The

holder of an under tenure.

Pattani-ijdrd, H.
(ljU>-l,

a farm) A farm held as an under

tenure of the landholder or proprietor.

Pattani-t&luha, or tdluli, Beng. &c. (P. A.
,_yJjo,

a depen-

dency) An estate, or portion of it, underlet in perpetuity

by a Zamindar at an advance on the revenue he pays to

government ; as long as the stipulated amount is paid, the

estate is heritable and transferable, in the latter case with

the concurrence of the Zamindar, on payment of a regu-

lated fine. In the event of arrears it may be sold by public

auction at the hachchari of the collector.

PATTAN, PATTANAR, Tam. (urrili_OTT, LJrriLl_(<j5)i;r)

A grandfather.

Pdtti, Pdttiydr, Tam. (UrTlllq., urriluj-LUnTj) A

grandmother.

Koppdttan, or Kodpdttan, Tam. (<o<5rTUUmll_OTT,

<oSn"L_Ljrn_l_OTT) A forefather, an ancestor.

PATTANJAMA KHURD, (C>j=~ -**-(j^i)
A monthly treasury
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account under the Moghul government, specifying the

receipts and disbursements of each month.

PATTAR, or PATTARA, Mai. (o-l&, o_lro) The name given

in Malabar to foreign Brahmans who there are usually

traders and money-lenders.

PATTAHAI, Tarn. (uillflOMY}) Land irrigated from wells.

PATT^RI, Karn. (<O3J90) A village servant, an examiner of

tax money and measurer of public grain.

PATTEMAR, Mai. (oO6>(3TO<20(0), PHATEMARI, Guz.

"Hl^Q.) A vessel with one mast, used on the Malabar

coast, of from ten to eighty tons.

PATTI, PUTTEE, corruptly, PUTTY, H. &c.
OyJo, S. Vgf) A.

part or portion, a division of a village, a division of land

into separate portions or strips : in the north-west pro-

vinces, an original share in a joint or coparcenary village

or estate comprising many villages : it is sometimes defined

as the smaller subdivision of a mahdl or estate, the larger

being termed TlioJta : so in Guzerat it denotes the secondary

share or subdivision of a principal bhdg or share : in Bengal

it also implies the part of a market appropriated to one

description of dealers : in Kamaon it is the nominal divi-

sion of a Pargana.

Pattiddr, Putteeddr, corruptly, Puttyddr, H. &c. (,1 l)oi>)
>/ ** V

The holder of a share in a coparcenary village or estate.

Ben. Reg. i. 1795; xxvii. 1803. Act L 1841.

Pattiddri, Puttecdaree, H. &c. ((_f;'j^>) A tenure of a

coparcenary nature, but in which the lands are divided and

held in severally by the different proprietors, each person

managing his own lands, and paying his fixed share of the

government revenue, through an accredited representative of

the whole, being jointly responsible in the event of any

one sharer being unable to fulfil his engagements : this

is the perfect, or Mdkmilpa ttiddri: a modification of this

tenure also exists, known as Ndmakmil (J*l!), imperfect

Pattidari, in which part of the land is held in common and

part in severally; the profits from the land in common being

first appropriated to the payment of the government revenue

and the village expenses ; and the surplus being distributed,

or the deficit made up by a rate, or bdchh,on the several hold-

ings : the principle by which the distribution of the several

divisions or Pattis is regulated is very various, and not

always well defined : in some cases it has the character

of ancestral or of successive partition amongst joint heirs,

in others of usage only : the realisation of the government

revenue, although it might be effected from each Pattiddr,
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is more usually, as more conveniently, received from one of

their number, the Sadr-mdlguzdr, or Lumberddr, q. v.

Act i. 1841.

Pattin>dr,H. (/'j^-^) According to shares, assessment, &c.

PATTf, Mar. (if%) A share of a village, as above, but more

usually employed to denote a general collection or contri-

bution : it was applied especially to an addition made by

a former minister of the Peshwa to the fixed assessment,

thence called the Patti, but subsequently it came to sig-

nify any occasional or extra impost or cess, the Abrvdb

of the Mohammadans : the number and variety of these

Pattis under the Maratha administration were infinite and

most vexatious : in the Puna collectorate alone they ex-

ceeded forty : the following are a few of the number.

Ghar-patti, (from Tft, a house) House-tax.

Gosdvi-patti, (from Tfartil, a religious mendicant) Col-

lection for a band of religious mendicants on their visiting

a village.

Khusdl-patti, (^TR?, for S. <fc$|<$, prosperity) Tax on a

village by a Pdtil or other public officer on an occasion

of private or public rejoicing, as a birth of a son or the like.

Kulwdr-patti, Karn. (&>$oJ"c>5&3) An extra tax on the
CO

people in general; a contribution or subscription for any

public purpose.

Pdsodi-patti, (from TJIWl'sl , a shawl) A contribution for a

new shawl or a turban to the Pdtil.

San-dri-patti, (P. ^jjy* , a riding) Cess to defray the ex-

pense of a visit by some person of rank or in authority.

Pattihana, Karn. (-)^^33) A money cess or contribution.

PATTI, Karn. (?) A measure of land varing with different

qualities of soil : of dry lands it contains from two to twelve

hurgis ',
of moist lands from one and a half to eight.

PATTI, corruptly, PUTTY, Mai. (?) A statement of a case :

a petition filed in court : an account, such as that kept by

the village accountant, as

Patti-rcasuli, A statement of the revenue collected and re-

mitted from a village to the district treasury : a list of ac-

counts or vouchers.

PATTI, Tarn. (l_IL.Up A place: a cattle pen: a small

village.

Pattikddu, Tarn. (uiluj-SSrT) A scattered hamlet.

Pattinam, Tarn. (LJllu^COTLa) A small village, especially

one of fishermen on the sea shore.

Pattinavan, Tarn. (l_lt_Uj-<50T6UOTT)
A fisherman, one who

fishes at sea.
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PATTI, Tel., Karn. (^H) A specification of abuses or frauds

charged against a public servant : it is also used in the

same sense as the Marathi term for an extra cess or impost.

PATTI, Tarn. (LJITS^l) A small bed or area : a small corn-

field : a salt-pan : a part, a share.

Pdttiyam, Tarn. (l_irT3j<^lUJLQ) Affinity, connexion en-

titling to a share, inheritance : bail, security.

Pa///an,Tam.(l_irTLluj-lLJCCT) An heir, an administrator :

a surety.

PATTIGE, Karn. (-'S_ ~^>) Share, partnership.

Pattiyeydrambha, Karn. (S3a_D"AOoTc)OOp, fromS. dram-

bha, undertaking) A joint farming or trading concern.

PATTINA-RANUU, Mai. (from o_lrtJTO, ten, and <06~>3, two)

Two out of ten, twenty per cent, interest or profit.

PATTORA, (?) One of the village accounts, an account of

receipts and disbursements, made up for six or eight months,

formerly kept by the Patrvdri.

PATTU, H. &c. (yu TJJ) A kind of woollen cloth.

PATTU, Tel. (^l^) Silk.

PATTU, Karn. (>Uo) A sum received or credited in account.

PATTUKADU, corruptly, PUTTCUT, Tarn. (l_ISSl<5Srr)
A fixed assessment or rent on dry land.

PATTUKATTU, Tel.
(^jp^spj), corruptly, PUTKUT, some-

times PATTU-KAT-RAYAT, when applied to persons. A
term formerly in use for the hereditary proprietor or

cultivator of land in a village paying a fixed assessment

to the government, considered the same as the Mirdsiddr.

5th Rep. 832, 977 : lease of land held by an individual

cultivator on terms rated on each field severally, the fields

being so distributed as to give each occupant a fair pro-

portion of good and bad soil : (the term occurs in this sense

as Patkat or Putkut in some of the settlement reports

of the north-western provinces, but its origin and correct

spelling are doubtful : as well as the Telugu word, it is

probably a corruption of the Tamil Pattuhddu).
_.* ,

_G)

PATTUVALE, Karn. (^^Jd ty) Bribery, amount of frauds or

embezzlement charged to a public functionary.

PATU, Uriya (OS) Alluvial deposit left by inundation.

PATU, Tel., Karn. (3?fei>) Labour, work : cultivation.

Pdtunela, Tel. OO^iX)!>) High ground.

PATULI, Beng. ("ftjj^)
A large boat used on the Ganges

for carrying goods.

PATUNI, H.
(t^yta) A ferryman.

PATWA, H. Oyj) Irrigation.

Patwdzamin, H. (^J**;^) Land
artificially irrigated.
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PAU, or PAO, corruptly, Pom, Hindi (?) A natural Hood

from the drainage of high upon low land in the rainy

season. Bundelkhand .

PAU, Thug. An acquaintance and accomplice.

PAUDHA, PAUDHET.A, Hindi (iffa, iftvcjn) Ground on which

plants have been sown for transplantation.

PAULI, Guz. (HlH'Hb A silver coin, a quarter of a rupee.

PAUNARBHAVA, S. &c. (qfafo) The son of a twice married

woman : see Pnnarbhu.

PAUNI', Hindi (qi0) A collective name for the low castes

who furnish the village constables, the barber, washerman,

shoemaker, and Chanddla.

PAURA, Tel. (?) A good garden soil of clay and lime.

PAURNAMASA, S. &c. (^JsNuO Relating to the Purnamdsi,

or day of full moon, or any ceremony to be observed on

that day.

Paurnamdsi, S. &c. (qlii}iiWI) Day of full moon.

PAUSHA, vernacularly, PAUSH, or PAUS, or Pus, S. &c. (qfq)

The month Pausha (Dec.-Jan.) : it is applied to the winter

or cold-weather harvest.

Paushi, S. &c. (tfNt) Day of full moon in the month Pa tmha.

PAUTH, (?) Hindi. A tenure of land in coparcenary villages

under which the fields are subject to periodical re-distri-

bution among the sharers. Banda.

PAUTI, (?) Beng. A measure of grain.

PAUTI', Uriya (CI|G^S) An acknowledgment, a receipt.

PAUTI-JAMIN, (?) Tel. A garden soil containing lime.

PAUTRA, fern. PAUTRI, S. &c. OrN, iflTJ) A grandson, a

granddaughter, the son or daughter of a son.

PAVADA, Karn. (oJcO c)3) The practice of Jangama priests

and Vaishnava mendicants in Mysore of wounding or muti-

lating themselves to extort alms.

PAVERA, Hindi (T^CT) Sowing seed by hand.

PAVI, Hindi (^\) A dyke cut to let water either in or out.

PAVITRA, S. &c. (tlf^) Pure ; also sub., sacred grass : the

Brahmanical cord.

PAVU, or PAU, Tel., Karn. (<3~*'$, from the H. pdo) A

quarter : a weight of four sers.

Pakkapdvu, Karn. (>6cO"3<^) A quarter of a ser.

Pdvali, or -le, Karn. (<3~33S, -S), Pdvald, -li, or Pd-

rvald, -li, Mar. (HNc*l -<jfi) A quarter of a rupee.

PAVUNI, Tel. (3~<^i&) Division of any thing.

PAWARA, Hindi
(]jjj,

3Ndl) The vessel that receives the

juice of the sugar-cane as it is ground.

PAYAKARI, also read PAIKARI, and, corruptly, PAYCARRY
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PYACARRY, and PUCKAREE, Tel., Kara.

A temporary cultivator, one who cultivates the land of

another for a stipulated term and a given share of the crop :

(when little was known in India of the languages, except

a little Persian, this word was derived from pai /j, a

foot, and
^teft,

to labour (it should have been, to sow),

in which case the correct reading would be Paikdri, but

this is no doubt an error, and the word, although now dif-

ferently spelled, should be Payir-kdri, or -kdran, q. v.).

PAYA-KUDI, corruptly, PYAKOODIE, more correctly, PAYIR-

KUDI, q. v. A temporary cultivator.

PAYALI, corruptly, PYI.EE, PAHALEY, PUHELI, PUHEELEE,

Mar. (iim<$1) A measure of capacity containing four sirs ;

but the Maratha government, in receiving revenue payments

in kind, acknowledged a Payall of 3 3 sers ; in paying, it

considered 84 to be its equivalent : it is used also to denote

proportionate land measure, four Pdyalis being equal to

one Ruhd, the fourth part of a Man or Mun.

PAYARA, or PAIHA, Tel. (&O&tf, ~^J$), Mai. (<i_JOttJK>)

Pulse, any leguminous edible vegetable.

Payarapanta, Tel. (>O&S>oW) The last crop of

the year, consisting, as that usually does, of leguminous

plants.

Payattu-pdttam, Mai. (o_l<3L>OQo_!0o) A certain amount

of rent or tax levied on dry lands.

PAYCHAL, or PACHAL, Tam. (unUJ&&eb, LJn&&&')

Irrigation : share of the expense of irrigation defrayed by

the villagers in common.

PAYIR, Tam. (UliJlrj), PAIRU, Tel., Karn. (li~&>) Grow-

ing corn : the Tamil term applies also to vegetables of

any kind, sometimes to trees, and, by metonymy, to culti-

vation in general.

Payirhdran, and Payirkudi, corruptly, Payakdri, Paya-

Iwody, PyaltnoAy, Parakoodi, &c. Tam. (LJLLJlrjSSrT-

(7031, UUJIrjSgjLp A cultivator not holding any

right by inheritance to the lands he cultivates: he may

hold under an agreement with the Mirdsiddr or hereditary

proprietor, or with the government, being placed in pos-

session in default of the proprietor to pay his revenue, and,

like the non-proprietary cultivator in Hindustan, this class

of cultivator is twofold, viz.

Ulpayir-kudi, (HCTTLJU-jllJiE&gjiq-) A permanent culti-

vator, holding his land as long as he pays the stipulated

rent or revenue, and discharges all dues rendered by the

proprietor or cultivator, transmitting the land to his de-
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scendants, although not empowered to alienate it by mort-

gage, gift, or sale ; also Ul-kudi, q. v.

Parapayir-kudi, or simply Para-kudi, or Payir-kudi,

(l_lCTULLJlrT<3g)Uj-) A temporary tenant, one holding his

land of a proprietor, either for a stipulated term or from

year to year : this tenure may be converted into the pre-

ceding, or a permanent occupancy, by agreement with the

Mirdsiddr, or by possession undisturbed for several gene-

rations. Ellis, Mirdsi Rights, p. 37, Notes.

Payir-sheyhai-ltdran, Tam. (uilJlrj0<S1 LU(5B3<B<E&<5rT-

rjCCT) A husbandman, a cultivator, a ploughman.

Payirsheymurdimai, Tam. (l_IU-HcrG<S'LU(lp<TOrT)<3B}La)

The business or affairs of agriculture, husbandry.

Payir-tolil, Tam. (l_ILLJlr;rGsrTLpl&>) Husbandry, farming.

Payir-vali, Tam. (ULlJllTQJL^l) Cultivated fields.

Payir-veli, Tam. (uLjJlcrGQJffrfl) A corn-field.

Mungdru-pairu,Karn. (^X)O~/Ts6o"lo^)
&)The first crop.

Hingdru^airu,Kam.(&0~K~d&>~%J)&>) The second crop.

KUupaini, Karn. (Se*>~^&>) Com

Melupairu, Karn. (&>^^>~^)^>) Fruit.

PAYPOsm, Mar. (tmnft^fi', from the P.
.e'*'*^,

a slipper)

A tax levied as a complimentary gift to the head of the

state : slipper-money.

PECHCHU, Tel., Karn. (~^^) Surplus, excess : surplus of

a heap of grain or salt above the estimate : premium on

exchange of coins.

PEDDAKAPU, Tel. ("^"5^, from pedda, chief, elder)

The head man of a village.

Peddapanta, TeL
(~"5Jgo3oj)

The great or principal

crop, that which is gathered in the beginning of the year.

Peddapuri, Tel. (~S-
)Q <

*^)&) A superior sort of soft sugar,

from its being made originally at the village of Peddapur,

in the Rajamahendri district.

Peddareddi, Tel. ("*JQ"^) The chief or senior culti-

vator, the head of the Jteddis, or agricultural tribe of a

village, the head man of a village.

Peddatandri, Tel. (~ZJ&&oQ) A father's elder brother :

the husband of a mother's elder sister.

Peddatalli, Tel. C&Q&jl) A mother's elder sister: the

wife of a father's elder brother.

PEHEIU, -RI, Guz. ("H^^l -3Q.) A shop, a place of business,

a mercantile firm.

PEJEN, Mar. (^5J) One of the two products of a cow or

buffalo on calving, the milk, as distinguished from the calf.

Pcjen-jdiipen, Mar. (V^,as before, and TT^t, a calf) The

5 N
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practice of placing out to be brought up a young cow or

female buffalo until after her calving, when she is to be

returned to the owner, the calf or milk, or both, being

relinquished in requital of the cost of bringing her up.

PEN, Mai. (6)n_irr6) A female, a woman.

Penndl, Mai.
(6)o_l|^o6o)

A female slave.

PEN, written, but no doubt incorrectly, PANE, (?) H. A term

used in the Dehli district, according to printed papers, for

an original undivided share in a joint-tenancy village.

Penddr, H.
(P.^!t>,

who has) The holder of an original

share in a village.

PENpA, PENDHA, Mar. ("rfer, ^fet) Rice-straw : a bundle of

straw or grass.

Pendapattl, Mar. ( i}i|X|"l) A tax upon straw, either in

money or kind : a tax on the produce of fruit trees.

PENDAI-MARAKKAL, Tarn. (Gussbr<505L_Locr<3<5rr&) A

grain measure containing two and a ba\fpadis or measures.

PENDARA, PENDARI, Karn. (fjOlTdtf, ~ibo~&~dQ) A ma-

rauder, see the next : of or belonging to a marauder.

PENDHA'RA, Mar. OraTC) A body of marauders.

Pendhdi-i, corruptly, Pindhdri, or Finddri, Mar. ( ^ferrf)

A member of an organised association of mounted ma-

rauders and plunderers, who from time to time issued from

their villages, and made distant excursions to commit de-

predations and bring home plunder: they were extinguished

as a body by the measures of the Marquis of Hastings when

Governor-General. (As the word is properly Marathi, Pen-

dhdra is no doubt a more correct reading than the more

usual one of Pinddri : the term also admits of a more

plausible etymology than any conjectured for the latter, as

it most probably, is derived from Pendhd, a bundle of

grass, and hara or hart, who takes ; for the Pendhdris

were originally nothing more than a body of irregular

horse allowed to attach themselves to the Mohammadan

armies, employed especially in collecting forage, and per-

mitted, in lieu of pay, to plunder.

PENDI, (?) Mar. Spirituous liquor distilled from grain.

PENTA, Tel. (~2JoU) Manure.

PEON, (?) The term commonly used by Europeans for the

Hindustani Pidda, a footman, a foot-soldier, an inferior

officer of police or customs, or of courts of justice, usually

wearing a badge, and armed with a lance or sword and

shield : in some places the term denotes a kind of local

militia holding lands on condition of police or military ser-

vice : it is also commonly, though laxly, used as a synonym
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of Harhdra, to denote a running footman, a courier, a

messenger. Ben. Reg. iv.xiv. 1793; vi. 1795; xxvi.!814,&c.

PERA, Mar. (ifa) Corn strewed on the floor to be trodden

out by oxen.

PEHA, Mar. (TO) The sowing of seed.

PERADU, Tel. (~2jS&>) The back yard of a house.

PERAKUDI, Tarn. (0U rr)<3@l^-) A temporary or hired cul-

tivator (a different reading of Parakudi, from pera, to

have a price : the word also occurs, vulgarly written and

pronounced Porakudi (Gl_JrTrje&@Uj_).

PERI, H.
(^jjJu, ^T\) A kind of sugar-cane, that which

springs up from the roots of the previous year's cuttings.

PERU, Tel. &c. (~J<1>) A name.

Perumdtra-veppu, Mai.
(6ln_l(ffiQ3l^5y6)ajpL_l, homperu

a name, and S. mdtra, merely) A deed by which the pro-

prietor of an estate foregoes all claim to the lands or their

produce, although he refrains from giving water as the final

mark of ratification, retaining the bare title, therefore, of

Janmhdr, or hereditary owner.

PI'RU, Tam.
(<3l_J(nj)

A fee paid to a person who is autho-

rised to distribute the water of irrigation.

Pem-nir, Tam. (from GLJ(Tlj, great, and npCT, water)

Water allowed to flow from reservoirs without limitation

during the rainy months, and for some time afterwards.

PERUMBATTU, corruptly, PEROOMBUT, PERUMBUT, Tam.

(SUQLOLjej^a) Land, the proprietary right to which is

in the hands of the government.

PERUNARI, Mai. (&n_l(KOOOjp)) A measure of capacity, an

Edangali.

PERUNKAL-TAHJSU, Tam.
(GLJ(njr5J<g&rT6frs;r?l<gO Land

left waste more than fifteen years.

PERUNIGE, Karn. ( <O(j6or3'A
>

) A gold or silversmith.

PERUNKOLLAN, Mai.
(6^(i_KKo6)d950^_jnr6) A blacksmith.

PERYA, (?) H. A yellow soil in which sand predominates.

Agra.

PESALU, Tel. (plur. "SJ^ew) A kind of pulse called com-

monly green gram (Phaseolus radiatus).

PESHA, H. &c. (P. <Cjo) Trade, business, profession, prac-

tice, custom.

PESHANI, H. (P. tjllju) lit, The forehead
;
that part of a

royal grant which is left blank, and which, when the deed

is folded up, forms the outer fold.

PESHGI, H.
(,_/^JJ , from P. j^U; peak, before) Advance

(of money), payment before hand or on account, money

paid in deposit for rent.
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Peshgi-ddr, H. (P. j't),
who has) A lender of money to

enable a person to pay in advance.

PESHKAR, H. &c. (_,i*Jj) An agent, a deputy, a manager

in general for a superior or proprietor, or one exercising

in revenue and custom affairs a delegated authority : in

Bengal the native officer in a judge's or collector's office,

next in rank to the Sarrishtaddr. Tel., Kara. (~^*r)
A subordinate officer, who is employed to keep the accounts :

a subordinate revenue officer.

PESHKASH,PESHKUSH, or PESHCUSH, corruptly, PEISHCUSH,

PESHKIST, H. &c. (P.
{j^J^j) Tax, tribute ; lit, what

is first drawn : first-fruits : fine, quit-rent : a fine or present

to the ruling power on receiving an appointment or as-

signment of revenue, or on a renewal of a grant or the

like : in Bengal, the fine paid to the Mohammadan govern-

ment by a Zamindar on his investiture : in Jonpur, a quit-

rent formerly paid by Mohammadan holders of otherwise

rent-free grants : under the Madras presidency it was ap-

plied especially to contributions exacted from the great

Zamindars in the northern Sarkars, and from the Paligars

of the south, as a kind of quit-rent in lieu of a fixed re-

venue : revenue assessed upon lands once held free of re-

venue, or on the tenure of military service now dispensed

with : it is rather laxly applied also in some places to the

government demand upon the land or the land revenue.

Pesltkashi, H. (^**C.o) Relating to land held under a

tribute or quit-rent.

Peshkash-i-bdzdr, H. (from P-^'j'j,
a market) Taxes levied

on persons having stalls or shops in a public market

Peshliash-i-mahdjan, Sindhi (P. S.), A tax on Hindu mer-

chants and bankers in place of the tax on infidels.

^v *S
PETE, Guz. ( H**"!) In Part payment, on account of.

PETUN, Guz. (\ i) A number of items added together.

PETH, or PENTH, H. and Mar. (.fUo, .** fo,~fo), PENT,
**v *"">

PENTH, Guz. (Hii Hi) A market, a bazar, or part of

a town where shops are assembled, a trading or manufac-

turing town : market rate and fluctuations : a town at-

tached to, but distinct from, a fort, the suburb or Pettah :

a banker's letter of advice announcing his having drawn a

bill or hundi : a duplicate hundi, or one given in lieu of

another that has been lost

Penthpdr, Mar. Ofours) A market rate or price.

Pethid, H. (L*ix>) A market, a bazaar.

Parapenth, Mar. (>lOfo) A triplicate bill or hundi to

supply the loss of the first and second.
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FETISHARIK, H.
((Jj^i^^juu,

from pet, the belly) A co-

parcener in land (?) Tinnevelly (?)

PETTAI, commonly, PETTAH, Tam. (0l_ll <55DI_), PETE,

Karn. ( <O CJ) A suburb, a town contiguous to a fort,

but distinct from it, and usually separately fortified : a vil-

lage near a town in which a fair or market is held (it is

no doubt the same as the Mar. Peth, q. v.).

PETTENDAR, (?) Tel. A village officer. Rajamahendri.

PETYAL, Beng. (i'l&^ii) One included in another's office or

account, a deputy, an assistant.

PEU- or PEWABUD, Mar. (iH<4i) A fee in kind payable to

a village accountant, and to the Mahdrs of a village, by

corn-dealers on opening their grain stores, as a compen-

sation to the former for keeping an account of the deposit,

and to the latter for storing and removing it.

PHADYA, Mar. (uSTf) A small copper coin, a Paisa.

PHAG, H. &c. (^J\$>, U&n, S. upn), PHAGU, Beng. Wt)
PHAGU, Uriya (TS1) The red powder thrown over one

another by the Hindus at the Holi, whence it comes to

mean also the act of throwing, or the manner of observing

the festival, or the festival itself.

Phdg-patti, Mar. (lAI'lMgl) A cess or tax in some villages

for the expense of celebrating the Holi.

PHALA, vernacularly, PHAL or PHUL, S., and in most dialects,

(US?), H. (J,^), Beng. (*p5I), Mar. (1555), Tel. (w&X>),

Tam. (LJ^LQ) Fruit; lit, as fruit of any kind, including

cocoa-nuts, areka-nuts, &c., and fig., as result, consequence.

Phalabhoga, S. (from *Tt*I, enjoyment) Usufruct, receiving

the profit or produce of any thing.

Phalkar, Phulkur, H. &c. (/i^ ) Profits or produce of an

estate derivable from fruit-trees growing on it.

Phalagaini, or Phalaguttige, Karn. (qJOA^fb, &V-
/

_D"A) Holding a lease, or renting the produce of the

areka orchards of an estate in Mysore.

PHAL, or PHALI, H. &c. (Jl$j, TStrg, W^\) The blade or

share of a plough.

PHALA, Mar. (uiI35l) Land-tax, revenue assessed on land.

Phdlani, Mar. (micb^l) Settling the amount of land-tax.

PiiALGUNA, vernacularly, PnALGUN, or PHAGUN, corruptly,

PHAUGUN, S. &c.
(UiT^pT)

The eleventh month of the

Hindu year (Feb.-March).

Phalguni, (uiI5nTt) Day of full moon in the month P/uil-

yuna, on which the festival of the Holi is.

PHALIO, corruptly, Phalleeyo, Guz. (i(frU3) A cluster of

contiguous houses, a small part ofa town, a neighbourhood.
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, Uriya (OT).GI^e||) Cultivable ground allowed

to lie fallow for a year.

PH^ND, H. &c. (JoUj) A noose, a snare, a trap. See Phans-

PHANDI,H. &c. ((_fJol$>)
A bundleoffrom 50 to 100 sugar-canes.

PnlNDi, Beng. (*Fl
8
f^) A police-station subordinate to the

principal one, a Thanna : the district under a subordinate

station.

Phdndiddr, Beng. (SFtfi5T?t5T) A police officer in charge of

a subordinate or out-station.

PHANGOLA, Thug. Pearls: among the Dakhini Thugs, a cock.

PHANGOLI, Thug. Small gold coins : Dakhini, a bear.

PHANK, Thug. Any useless thing not worth keeping, espe-

cially a traveller without property.

PnANKAnA, Thug. Cry of the hare when travellers are in

company, an unlucky omen for the gang, as they must not

then commit murder.

PHANPH, Hindi (^AJwjjiStfi) Land that requires to be left fallow

for some time.

PHANS, PHANSA, or PnANsf, H. &c. (
(jj>{$>, LJl^, Lj*J^,

WfT, ifi'ml, S. TJT^I, VI 5(1), also sometimes PHAS, and

PnAsf, Uriya (Gf |Q , T|) A snare, a noose, a halter,

any thing for catching hold of a person and choking or

strangling him. Phdnsi also denotes strangulation, stran-

gling, hanging.

Phdnsi-gar, or -gar, H. &c. (^.^JLj , ^l/^wJljj), Phansio,

Guz. (yi^u3) A strangler, a robber and murderer who

strangles his victims by throwing a turban or cloth round

their necks when off their guard ;
the same as the Thag

or Thug.

Phdsidebdrvdld, Uriya (from debdivdld, GCQ|(3|5.|, the man

who gives or applies) An executioner, a hangman.

A gallows (from kdt, or kdth, timber).

from $19 , H. LM^, a post) A gallows.

Ptidsikhemagya, Uriya (from GSIfl, hltem, S. hshema 'SJfH,

forbearance, and e|||H|, S. djnd, WRJT, order) A reprieve.

PHANT, Mar. (tshf) An objection, a flaw, disagreement, dis-

crepancy.

PHANT, (?) Hindi. A village register, a list of occupants and

their liabilities either as sharers or cultivators.

PHANTEN, or PHATEN, Mar. (tRT?, lUfe) Fire-wood: an im-

post levied upon cultivators in lieu of provision of fuel.

PHAO, H.
(jU.)) A small quantity given in addition to a

quantity purchased.

PHAOKA, H.
(\j^i) A sort of mattock or spade.
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PHAR, Thug. Any place where the Thugs murder their victims

or divide their booty.

Pltarjharorva, Thug. A man left behind to clean a place

where a murder has been committed, and remove all vestiges.

PHAR, PHUH, H. (j$>\ Mar. (TSS) Any place of public resort

as a court of justice, an exchange, an auction, &c., a

gambling-house, a place where goods are exposed for sale,

or where any business is being carried on ; also, in Mar.,

a field, a plantation, a spot where sugar-canes and other

articles of agricultural produce are brought, that the quantity

of the crop may be ascertained and the assessment deter-

mined. Guz. (i($, yO A distillery.

Pharbdz, H. (itaj) A gambler.

Pharbdzi, H.
(.^f)^>j^> Gambling.

Phariu, H. &c. (^rfj) A keeper of a gaming-house : a

retailer of goods.

Phdridmt, Beng. (<HHi>ft) Retail dealing, pedlaring,

hawking.

Pharkari, Mar. (iM^fcO) One who presides over any place

of public resort : a pedlar, a retailer.

Pharnivaxi,Pharnww,Phurnivis, also, preferably,PAa7-wm,

or Pharnisi,orPhurnis, commonlyFurnees, and Furnavees,

MarXTRSftlf^^ft ,lR3frlfWt ,and HTfa^faf , also iSjftf^ft-^ft ,

and iftinfar, from TJJS, an office, and P. narvis JJMJJ,
a

writer) A public officer of the Maratha government, the

keeper of the public registers, &c., through whom all orders

and grants were issued, and to whom the accounts from

all the different departments of the state were transmitted :

(the title is familiarly known as the designation of a cele-

brated personage in the latter days of the Maratha power,

Nana Farnavis, who was many years the prime mover

of the policy of the court of Poona) : the term was also

applied to the head ltdrhun or clerk of a district collector,

who had charge of the accounts, and assisted and advised

the collector.

Pharpus, Mar. (WiiMU) Public or open inquiry.

Pharpharmds, or -mds, Mar. (VijMt^T^I, -TTCT, from P.

i^te^j, command) Fruit, vegetables, &c., furnished to

Rajas and high public officers upon their requisition by

the villagers : remission of revenue on this account may

or may not be subsequently granted by the collectors.

PHAHA, Mar. (*RO) A measure of capacity for grain or

salt, consisting of 10 or 16 pdyalis
= a man or mound :

in the latest returns the Pltard of salt is rated at lOq;

adhalis, that of grain at 17 payulis, and is the eighth of a
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IthamU ;
rice in the husk is reckoned by the mora of

25 Pharos.

Phari, Mar. (*&) A half Phard.

PHARCHA, or PHARCHHA, H.
(^f-f^, \$?-jt>) Decision, sen-

tence (of a judge), settlement of a business.

PHARD-PHANT, (?) H. The register or rent-roll of a village,

shewing the name of the Padkdn, or head man, the dis-

tribution of the rent-payers amongst the Padhdns where

more than one, the revenue payable by each shareholder,

the non-proprietary occupants, and names of liabilities and

temporary tenants. Kamaon.
N

PHARO, Guz. (V(3.l)
A measure of grain equal to 1G pdyalis,

or one-eighth of a hltandi.

PHAHSA, Mar. (ijijjlt) Settlement of an affair, liquidation

of a debt, and the like.

PHASKI, Mar. (tRHlft, from A. i>**J) A handful of grain

exacted from each load of grain brought to market by the

superintendant or the collector ; also a similar quantity

presented by schoolboys to their master, by women to

Siva, &c.

PHARSIB, Guz. (^3.^11^1, Eng. precept) A writ, a capias.

PHAT, H. (cuUj , IST?) The allotment or division of the

revenue assessment amoLg the sharers in a joint tenancy

village (from S. ^t&, to break or divide).

PHATAK, H. (CJoU, HiT3R), PHATAK, Beng. (TFTv?) A
watchman in charge of a gate : a gate, especially a gate

in a town separating it into different wards : a bar in a

court of justice, where the plaintiff and defendant stand.

Phdtakbandi, H. (S. ^ALCA^j , Beng. TB^Jr*) Im-

prisonment, custody.

PHATAKI, Thug. A gun.

PHATKJ, Thug. A shield.

PHATYA, Mar. (ifiim) A stick passed at night from guard to

guard, and thus kept constantly circulated: a means of

keeping the watch vigilant.

PHAUHA, H. &c. 0,^, "Rl^T) A mattock, a hoe, a spade

^from the A. J, opened).

PiiE.v, H. &c. (
(j^, *fi*0 Foam, froth, scum, the scum

which rises in boiling brine, upon the removal of which

depends the whiteness of the salt.

PHERA, Beng. (cpfll) A vessel of a square shape used for

measuring lime, sand, and other dry substances : in the

salt works a square box containing about a niaund of dry

salt and 50 to GO sers of moist salt, used to measure the

daily produce of each boiler.
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*ii fr m ^#> to wander) A vagrant,PHERIDAR, H.
(j

a vagabond.

PHERPHAH, Mar. (from flier, H. &c. JJ^Q , again, turn or

return, and phdr, reiterated sound : TJRTfiR) Difference,

more or less, something over or under ; (a weight or sum).

PHETANG, Tibet A packet of gold-dust current as coin in

the hills at the value of eight rupees. Kamaon.

PHOBYNG-GAUNTHi,(?)Burman. A purchased slave, whothereby

becomes the hereditary property of the purchaser's family.

PHUL, PHOOL, H. &c. (J^, "tfj&i
S. TK?f) A flower : amongst

the Mohammadans, offerings at the grave of a deceased

person on the third day after the burial.

Phulbdi, (?) Uriya. A slave girl, a concubine.

Phuli, H. &c. (^yQ) Flowered, having a flower, literally

or as a mark, as a coin stamped with one.

Phuli-hun, Tel. A star pagoda.

Phulkhdri, H. (^l^J^jj), or Phulkari, Mar.
(iJi^cHl)

A gardener, a florist : alkaline efflorescence used to adul-

terate culinary salt.

Phutdmal, Mar.
(ig^lHc?.

from TT, S. f*S, separated, broken

off, burst, and P. amal, office) A share of the assignments

made out of the Chauth appropriated by the person to

whom it was not originally assigned.

Phiitgdon, Mar. (TjflTlfa) A village of which the houses
Cs.

are scattered : also a detached village, one not included

amongst those of the district in which it is situated, or

the lands of an individual to whom the rest belong : such

detached portions of villages or lands are classed together

as the Phutgaon of the district or individual.

PHUL, Thug. Engagement to meet again when a gang is

suddenly dispersed.

PHULA, Thug. The person who takes home money for the

families of a party.

PHULKI, Thug. From sunrise to sunset.

Charti-phullti, From sunrise to midday.

Uttarti-phulhi, Thug. From noon till sunset.

PHUPHA, also PHUPHA, and PHUA, H. (^^, l^$j, }ju)

The husband of a maternal aunt.

Phuphi, H. Cji;^) A paternal aunt.

Phupherd-bkdi, H. (^^J , a brother) A cousin, the son of

a paternal aunt, so Phupkerd-laldn, (from laltin ..,$, a

sister) A female cousin, the daughter of a paternal aunt.

PIIURKANA, Thug. A horse. Plturhane, a mare.

PHUHUWA, Tibet. A measure of capacity for grain, equal to

eight handfuls.

00
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PHIJS, H. (^rj^)
Old and dry grass or straw.

PIADA, H. (P. soW), PEAD^, Hindi Ora^l) A footman, an

armed servant, police or militia-man serving on foot : the

same as Peon.

Peadd-mahasil, Hindi (M^^IM^f*)^) A peon placed over

defaulters to urge them to pay up arrears, and maintained

by them as long as so employed.

PICHALABAKI, Tel. (8oerE5
T1

> from H. Pickkld,lfs> ,

behind) An old balance.

PICOTAH, or PAKOTA, apparently Portuguese (?) A machine

used in the Peninsula for raising water for irrigation.

Fifth Rep. (no such word occurs in any of the dictionaries).

PICHCHE, Karn. (<^|?) Deficiency in measure or weight.

Pichche tuha, Karn. (8oar&3~
D
o) Deficient or light weight.

Pichche-yalate, Karn. (<O<!?Cxx)yo) Deficient measure.

fibres of certain plants, as that of the cocoa-nut, or coir.

PICHOH, Hindi (fa^O Ground in the rear of a tank.

PipARAN, Tarn. (LJllITrToTfor) A snake-catcher: in some

Tamil districts, one of the village servants.

PiDAR-MAjAzi, H. (P. A. ^W^, Jo) A representative father,

an adoptive father, or one who has adopted a son.

PIDHI', Mar. (fn<j1) A generation, a single succession in

genealogical descent

Pidhichd, Mar. (faffat) Inherited, inheriting, hereditary.

Pldki-dar-pidki, Mar. (fydl^ifMil) From generation to

generation.

Pidhipestar, Mar. (fMdlMW^, from P. .xljo , in advance)

e,

From generation to generation.

PlplTTAM,orPiplPPU,Tam. (iJllq-S^l
deduction from a payment

PIGHDAR, (?) Hindi. An under tenure of a charitable nature

in Ramgher.

PIH, PEEK, (?) H. Land in cultivation which has been cul-

tivated for three successive years : (the word also occurs

as Puh, but ?).

PIK, Mar. (iTfaf) The corn or produce of a field ripened

and gathered, the crop, the harvest.

Pik-nuhsdn, Mar. (v1hjhM P. A. ^low) Injury of

the crop.

Pik-pahdni, Mar. (tftoKH^Ujfl) Inspection of crops, espe-

cially with a view of ascertaining any deficiency.

PlLAR, or PIZHAR, Tarn. (LJluprTCr) A basket for throw-

ing up water out of a reservoir for irrigation.

PILHAU, Thug. The appearance or cry on the left of the
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animals, from which prognostics of good and evil fortune

are derived.

PIJJ, or PIZHI, Tarn.
(iJl^l) The fermented sap of the

palm, a kind of tan-

Piliyan, Tarn. (l_f! LpllLJOT) A vender of tdri.

Pil.lGE, Karn. (&X!V A) Lineage, descent.

Piliga, Karn. (&W*) A descendant

PJLLAI, commonly, PILLA, Tarn. (LJlffTT&rr) A child: a

respectable adjunct to Tamil names in some of the agri-

cultural tribes, as Muttusrvdml-pillai.

PlLMUKATTAYINAM, Tarn.
(l_J!&(Lp<&S^rTLLJl<5nCTub) Land

paying a light or quit-rent to the government.

PJLPAYA, Uriya (GICi.a|CI|) A pillar as a land mark.

PINATANDRI, Tel. (Sjr^do^) A father's younger brother,

the husband of a mother's younger sister.

Pinatalli, Tel. (^"^"J^) A mother's younger sister, the

wife of a father's younger brother.

PINDA, vernacularly, PIND, erroneously, PEEND, S.&c. (fn!3,

Xj, ffe, &c.) A lump, a heap : a ball of rice or meat,

especially that which is offered at obsequial ceremonies or

Srdddhas to deceased parents and progenitors or to the

manes in general.

Pinda-ddnam, S. (^nt, gift) Presentation of the funeral cake.

Pindddhikdri, S. (^ffV'cMO , who has a right or title) The

legal presenter of a funeral cake, usually the nearest relative

in the mule line.

Pinddnwahdrya, S. (fM<!iWTnJ) A monthly offering of

Cakes to deceased ancestors.

PINDAHA, or PiNDAai, H. (I^AJu, u;ljJ^) A plunderer.

See Pendhdra.

PINGALA, S. &c. (fifil^:) The fifty-first year of the cycle.

PINJARA, Karn.^O^Bjg), Guz. (^05/1^1), PINJIAHA, H.

(j/l^b), PiNJAHi, Mar. (ftmnrt) A cotton cleaner, one

who extracts the seeds and prepares it for spinning.

PINJHA", H. &c. (S. l^cu) A cage.

Pinjrdpor, or -pol, also read Pdnjrdpor, or -pul, Guz.

(Hi 6/^. I\ L^) An hospital for animals, kept up by the Jains

of Guzerat in various places, out of small fees levied at

marriages and on mercantile transactions.

Pin, PEER, H.
(P-^/^j)

An old man, a holy man : among

Mohammadans, a saint, a spiritual guide, the chief of a

body of monks or mendicants.

Pirdn, H. &c. ((j]^) An assignment of land for the sup-

port of a pious man, or for keeping up the tomb of one

reputed a saint.
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Piratrd, or Pirottar, blunderingly, Pir-burdr, H. &c.

ft*J4fjJjeJj)
Grant of land for a religious man, or for

his tomb.

Pirottar-sddir mdrid, H. (from t>;1jjjUe , incidental charge)

An assignment of rent-free land to defray the contingent ex-

penses of a mosque or Mohammadan religious establishment.

Pirpdl, H. &c. (Jl^> , from S. pal, cherishing) A grant

for the support of a Mohammadan saint, or for keeping

up his tomb : and attached to a Mohammadan mosque or

shrine.

Pirlapanduga, Tel. (b^&O&iX) A name given in the

south to the Moharram, when especial veneration is paid

to religious Mohammadans, and the places where they are

buried.

Pir-zdda, H. (P. *<^jj*) A priest attached to a mosque:

a Mohammadan mendicant, the son or disciple of a Fir.

Pi HI, (?) Tel. A measure of length, one-third of a yaz.

PIRAUTI, (?) H. Land allowed to lie fallow occasionally.

PISA, Beng. (f'W) A father's sister's husband.

Pisds, Beng. (f*fTtT, for fxTrfa^T) The name by which

a man call his wife's paternal aunt, and that by which

the wife calls the paternal aunt of her husband.

Pisi, Beng. (f*f^) A paternal aunt.

PISACHA, vernacularly, PISACH, S. (frj^iT^) Aa evil spirit,

one haunting the places where dead bodies are buried or

burnt, and occasionally animating them, or even possess-

ing living bodies : a devil, a ghost, a goblin.

PISAJ', H. d^L-j) Price paid for grinding.

Pisdn, H. (,.,U..>) Meal, flour.W V

PISHANAM, or PASHANAM, Tarn. (LJlS'lTOOTLQ, l-JSTToWLQ)

A coarse kind of rice ripening late : also applied to the

harvest or gathering of that sort of rice.

PISR, H. (P.^uj) A son, a boy, a child.

Pisr-dkkhiJ~!i H. (from A. ^lii-l, by the same mother) A

step-son, the son of a wife by a former husband.

Pisr-i-mutabannd, H. ( \ JuJU^j) An adopted or affiliated

son.

PITBHARI, H. ((jf^Ci-j , fi|<5iO) An allowance of grain

made by a Zamindar to the head of a village.

PITH, Mar. (S. iftt) Flour, meal of any grain.

PITH, Guz. (^fti) A row or set of shops, a market, the state

of a market.

PITHA, vernacularly, PITH, S. (^) A stool, a seat, the seat

of the head of a religious society, that is, his place of abode.

PlTlPATA, Mai. (n_Tlslo_10S) A document given to a person
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on being appointed to a public office : a lease or document

authorising the holding of land.

Pitipatam, Mai.
(<i-J)s)a-jra>o)

A portion of the crop given

to reapers.

PITHI, nom., PITA, S. &c. (ftfff, ftnft) A father, the desig-

nation also of forefathers deceased, the manes either of the

ancestors of an individual or of mankind generally, to both

classes of whom Srdddhas, or obsequial worship, is paid,

and food is presented : the Feralia of the Romans.

Pitribandku, S. (f^W^V) A cognate relation in the paternal

line.

Pitridatta, S. (from ^, given) lit., Given by a father :

one kind of woman's peculiar property.

Pitridroha, S. &c. (from 'jt^, who offers violence to) A

parricide.

Pitrighdta, S. &c. (from TTTiT, killed) A parricide.

Pitrihdrya, in Bengali pronounced Pitrikdrjo, whence,

corruptly, Pitry-kauje, S. (from kdrya Kn*J, to be done)

Rites to be offered to the manes or to ancestors ; also (from

kritya ^fW,
to be performed) Pitrikrityd.

Pitnpaksha,S. &c. (from T8f , a fortnight) The half month at

the end of Bhddra or the beginning of Aswin, according

as the month is reckoned, from the new or the full moon ;

so termed as peculiarly appointed for the celebration of

obsequial rites to the Pitris or manes : also (from palisha,

a side) related by the father's side.

Pitdmaha, S. &c. (fartlH?) A paternal grandfather : fern.

Pitdmahi, a paternal grandmother.

Pitrarjita,S. (from pitri, and arjita ^rfsftT, acquired) De-

rived from a father ; property originally acquired by him,

and therefore disposable by him at pleasure.

Pitriyajtia, S. (from ^T, a sacrifice) Obsequial offerings,

worship of the manes.

Pitrya, S. &c. (fTT^l) Paternal, ancestral, any thing relating

to a father or forefathers.

PLAVA, S. &c. (3nr) The 35th year of the cycle
= A. D. 1841.

PLAVANOA, S. &c. (3rtn) The 41st year of the cycle= A.D.1847.

POD, (?) H. A land measure, a division of a katta Mai-

mansinh.

PODDAR, H.
(^!i>t>jj)

A cashkeeper, a weighman, one whose

office it is to weigh and examine money : see Fota/t.

PODI, or PORI, also written, PAURI, Hindi (xft^, tftrt, *nrfr)

Stiff strong soil.

Popi, Tarn. (Gurruj.) Dust of the earth, pollen of a flower,

any thing very minute.
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Popu, plur. POLLU, Tel. (n>&>, 2Tn:i) Land or lands

recently cleared from thicket and prepared for cultivation.

PoDU,orPoTU,Tam.(Gi_irTgj])Commonness, common property:

adj., common.

Podunilam, Tarn. (GUFTSlrflsOlL) Common ground, a

common.

Podusilavu,Tam. (Gl_l ITSl<#lsC)SL|) General charges in kind

on the gross produce, or portions deducted from each heap

of grain for fees to village servants, charges on reaping

and watching, and allowances to temples, or for repairs of

tanks and the like.

POGADI, Karn. (~f2/3>Xa) Tribute.

POGANBA, S. &c. (xftrRp;) A boy, one between five and

fifteen.

POHA, Hindi
(tfejj

, ift^l) The cattle of a village that are per-

mitted to graze upon waste ground.

POHONCH, less correctly, PONCH, Mar. (iftjh^, ijfa, from H.

liar'ji:! ,
to arrive) The coming to hand of monies due : an

acknowledgment, a receipt.

PoiLA, Uriya (GQ|QCM) A slave.

POKT^N, POKTANI', Heng., Uriya (C'ttS'fa, d'HIa'l^) The

boiling of salt.

Pokhtdnibhayd, Uriya (GO|S1O|fi>iqa|) The writer or ac-

countant of an aurang or salt manufactory.

Pohhtdni-darogd, Uriya (Ga|tWIVGQ|F|) The head

officer of a salt manufactory. (Pohhtdni, like Poktdii, is

properly derived from the P. pukhtan ^/si, to mature,

to cook or boil).

POL, Guz. (Hl<Srl), Hindi (3r$) A court yard : a quarter or

ward of a town having its own gateway : a gate.

Polid, Hindi (iftficjvu) A gatekeeper, a porter.

POLA, Mar. (tftgg) A bull set at large, usually stamped with

a trident or discus, as dedicated to Siva or Vishnu.

, Mar. (iftc-sf) A festival held on the new moon of

Srdvana or Bhddra (July-Sept), in which bullocks are

exempt from labour, and are decorated and led in pro-

POLA, Karn. fi/SO) A field for dry cultivation.

POLA, Thug. A mark made at a place where cross roads

meet, to denote the direction which the foremost of a gang
have taken, as a guide to others left behind.

POLACH, spelled variously, POLICH, POLITCH, POLIST, PULICH,
and PULIJ, Hindi Oftc?"*) Land constantly in cultivation,

never requiring to be left fallow: [it is written as here

given in the useful Hindi tract termed Khet-liarm: the
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variations are from different English reports and Regula-

tions].

POLAMU, Tel. (sJ >JXO) A field, especially one in cultiva-

tion, or the crop standing on it.

Polimera, Tel. (r&~33#) A boundary, a limit.

Poli, Tarn. (Gunstfl) A heap of corn threshed, but not

winnowed.

Po!ikur>}>i>u,T'<jim. (GurT6)Slc5@nr5lLJl_|) A note or me-

morandum of the heap of corn that has been threshed.

PoLEYAN,or POLAYAN, also written POLIAN, andPooLHN,(?)

A caste of domestic or agrestic slaves, or a member of such

caste, in Malabar : the husband in this caste resides with

his wife, although she belong to a different master, and

their children inherit the rights of the mother.

POLICHCHELUTTU, Mai. (6^n_10eila^jfi_lfIJ^) A fine or fee

paid to the proprietor by the mortgagee on the periodical

renewal of the mortgage : a new deed or bond.

POLICHCHILA, Mai. (6in_10e_fl.ylaj) Increase, augmentation.

POLICHCHILAVA, Mai. (6)o_10e_Tl^leJOj) Particulars of

money expended.

POLIKATAM, Mai. (6)n_10aTlo&>So) Usury: money-lending.

Polihatahdran, Mai. (6>o_JOe_Jl<fi>ScftO<onr6) A usurer, a

money-lender.

POI.ISA, also PALISA, Mai. (6ta_10aI)C/d) Interest, usury.

POLLAI, Tel. (S^" ^" ^) Allowance' of grain given to the

village servants at the measuring floor.

POLLAH, Tarn. (GLJrT&eOlj) The caste of shoemakers, or

workers in leather, considered impure.

POLLU, Tel. Empty ears of corn : corn that has

not come to maturity : chaff.

Pollupavutam, Tel. Blighted corn.

Polutikdran, Mai. (?) (6ta_>oe_)wn<ftOfOnr&) The steward or

manager of an estate on behalf of the proprietor.

POMBAH ADA, Karn. ( e^/O20OO) \ money-changer, a sardf.

POMALO, Guz. (Hl'Hfrll) An itinerant blacksmith.
Q

PON, Karn. ( a2/O) Gold, money : a gold coin, perhaps

for Hun.

PONAM, Mai. (6)n_10OOo, corruption of S. vanam nj, a wood)

High land overrun with underwood, but which is capable

of cultivation after long intervals with particular kinds

of grain sown in holes dug with a spade.

Ponakandam, corruptly, Ponicando, Mai. (6>(i_lOOO<ft6^So)

A hill tract or fields cultivated amongst the hill jangal.

Ponamvdram, Mai. (6)o_lDOOoOJ9fOo) Rent or landlord's

share of the produce ofjangal cultivation.
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PONGAL, incorrectly, PONGOL, Tarn. (l_irrr&JS>&), from the

verb pongu-kirakti, to boil or bubble, to boil rice) A

boiling
1 or bubbling up, the boiling of rice, whence it be-

comes the name of a popular festival held by the Hindus in

the Madras provinces on the entrance of the sun into the

sign Capricorn, or on the 12th of Jan., the beginning of the

Tamil year, when rice is boiled and distributed : the fes-

tival lasts several days, but the chief celebration is confined

to the three first days, which are distinguished as follows :

1. Bhogi-pandihai, (<3l_irTaflUSOTrL9.<3tD<3)
The festival of

enjoyment, when good wishes and presents, new-year's com-

pliments and gifts, are interchanged, and Indra is wor-

shipped.

2. Perum-pongal, (GU(njLQ0urTrj<5&) The great fes-

tival, when the sun is to be worshipped, and quantities of
;

rice are boiled in milk in every family, of which a portion

is given to the deities and cows, and the remainder to the

guests and inmates.

3. Mdttu-pongol, (LorTllGuiTr5J<5>6b)TheeattMestival,

when Krishna, the cowherd, is worshipped, and the cattle,

painted and decorated with garlands, are led in procession and

treated with especial veneration, and exempted from labour.

Pongali, Tel. (SToXD) Boiled rice, with milk and sugar,

and other ingredients.

Pongati-pandaga, Tel. (SToXk3>0&X) The festival of

the Pongal, as above.

PoNDRAPERALLU,Tel. (n>O<2y;tfe) Dry land belong-

ing to dealers in vegetables. Northern Sarkars.

PONE, Karn. ( <*2/) Bail, security.

Ponegdr, Karn. ( o<2/E5 A do) A surety, a bondsman.

PONGRHANI, Burman, A bond-slave, one serving in discharge ;

of a debt until it is paid off, or the stipulated term expires.

PONKHALU, Tel. (ST'OaJ-^ from S. TO, mud) Stiff soil

or mud. Northern Sarkars.

POPADU, Guz.
("Hl'HJ) Neglected or uncultivated land.

POR, Tarn. OoLJirrir) A heap, a heap of grain or straw.

Por-kurlppu, Tarn. (GUrTCTgjrfjlUL^) Account of the

crops heaped but not threshed.

Jfadirpor,Tam. (<EJi^l I7<ol IfT rj) A heap of corn notthreshed.

Nerpor, Tarn. (GrjljGl /ITI7) A heap of rice-grain.

PORABATU, Tel. (Te
tfEF'fcb) A mistake.

PORAKULA, Karn. (~t2/3>&cbe)) An outcaste.

PORAPAD, PORPAAD,PORPAUD,(?) Mai. Net or surplus rent:

balance of rent after deducting interest of advances, and

the government revenue.
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PORAS, Hindi (tfft^j) Stiff or strong soil.

POROMBADOM, (?) Mai. Rent of an estate in lieu of interest

on mortgage (?).

POHUPU, written also, POOROOPA, and POROOPU, (?) Tarn.

(Gl_ll"T(njLJL_|)
A low or quit-rent levied from lands origi-

nally granted in Indm, or rent-free. Fifth Rep. 765.

PORWAL, Hindi (MlMT^s) The name of a trading or mer-

cantile caste in Malwa, being one of the 84 gachchas or

families of the Jains : there are also amongst the number,

families denominated Par, and Porrvdr.

POSEHOYYAVADU, Karn. (~f2/a>~^>'&>-'5>C&>S$&>) A cere-

mony among the cultivators in Mysore at the beginning

of tillage, putting some seed in a vessel filled with earth

placed on a plough, and letting it germinate.

POSHAK, H. &c. (P. CJlijj, lfl3n<*) Clothes, vestments : in

Marathi especially, fine clothes.

Poshdk-patti, Mar. (tft^lTcin^) A tax or cess on the vil-

lagers to defray the expense of a present of fine clothes to

any great man or public functionary visiting the district.

POSHYAPUTRA, S. &c.
(ifTnnp,

from poshya tffal, to be

cherished or fostered) An adopted son.

Poshyaputratwa, S. &c.
(ifFnnj^rt) Adoption, the relation-

ship of an adopted son.

POST, H. &c.
(C^AWJJ , iffta) A poppy head or capsule.

Posti, H. &c.
((J^wjj, xfttcTt) One addicted to opium, or

any dull sluggish person.

POST, Mar. (tffta
1

) Money given to dependants and servants

on particular occasions, as at the Soli festival, or for

extra labour, for the purpose especially of enabling them

to procure spirituous liquor : drink-money.

POT, Hindi (tfcO Assessment on cultivated fields.

POT, Mar. ), POTTA, Tel. (STW) The stomach, the

belly, any cavity or hollow analogous to the belly.

P0<<7,Mar. (xftzjft) Personal maintenance, allowance to vil-

lage officers when they proceed on duty, or to public officers

at a distance.

Potchak, Mar. (ll3-M<*) A field within a field constituting

a separate property, but included in the same registered

number as the larger portion.

Potkhardbd, Mar. (tflT^TT^T, P. khardb, bad) Bad and

unfilled land lying amidst cultivated fields.

Pothharcha, or -kharchi, Mar. (tfte*3't, -^t) Personal ex-

penses for support on a journey or a mission, forming an

item in the village charges, and sometimes including the

cost of public entertainments.

5p
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Potpadit, Mar. (ulSHild) A portion of cultivable land left

unsown amidst land under cultivation.

!?,from S. XTtrT, a boat,POTABANIK, Beng.

a trader) A merchant who trades by sea, a voyaging

merchant

POTADAR, commonly, PoTDAn, corruptly, PoDAR, and POTH-

DAH, Mar. &c. (iflri<JK: see Fotaddr) A money-changer,

a weigher and assayer of coins : he is also the village sil-

versmith : in Kara, it is written Pottaddr, Pottdr, and

Pottdri, and is said to mean an inferior sort of money-

changer, one in a hamlet.

Potchdl, corruptly, Potheychal, Mar. (MlriMltf) The cur-

rency in which the public revenue is received.

Potddri, Mar. &c. (Tffa^ltf) The business of a weigher or

assayer of coins : money-changing, banking.

Poten, Mar. (tftw, P. &>)>,fotah, q. v.) A bag, a money-

bag, the public treasury or treasury bags, the bag of re-

venue, the money made up by the village and forwarded

to the manager or collector.

Potnis, Mar. Oftrf -fl?!) An officer of the treasury, the cash-

keeper or accountant.

POTAMEL, Guz.(H l^tl"*!^) An abstract of monthly or annual

accounts.

POTAHA, Thug. A horse : Potari, a mare.

Potaraiat, Thug. A man on horseback.

Potaraiati, Thug. Pulling a man off his horse and stran-

gling him.

PoTHA. POTHI, H. &c.
(t^JjJ, ,_$*'#)

S- J4W4) A book: espe-

cially a manuscript book, or one formed of separate leaves

of paper or palmyra, connected sometimes by a string

through the centre.

POTHLA, Hindi (tfaTcn) A porter's load, especially of grain.

Mherwara.

PoTi,MaL(6^o_l9sl),Popi,Tel.(ST
T>

k)Dust,powder,afragment.

Pot.ivita, Mai. (6>o_10s)aJl<W) Sowing on dry land.

POTI, incorrectly, PODI, Mai. (6)n_AO(Wl) A bundle, a pack,

a load, a sack for loading bullocks : a measure of grain

= 30 EdangaUt, or 4 Paras.

Potipata, Mai. (6)oJ3(ffTla_JOS) An extent of land requiring

a Poti of seed to sow it.

POTIKALLALU, (?) Tel. Land recovered from jangal.

POTIPATTU, (?) Mai. A tenth of the seed corn formerly paid

to temples in some places, but merged in the general as-

sessment on the Company's survey without any compensa-

tion. Graeme.
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POTNI, Thug. A waistband.

POTTAL, Tarn. (GLJ!TL.I_&) Barren land.

POTTAHAJU, or, commonly, PoTRAz, Tel. (ZTb3~&*S2>) A

local deity worshipped by the agricultural classes in the

Telinga provinces.

POTTU, Tel. (STUb) chaff, husk.

POTUVANI Mai. (61o_lD(OJnr6) A barber: one who per-

forms funeral rites.

POTWAD, Mar. (TJtinrs) A term applied to the land situated

on slopes and declivities in the hill country, or Dang :

the third and last year of its being brought into cultivation

after lying fallow for some years.

POZHAKADAI, or POLAKATTAI, Tarn. (GLJirupasLlfloTil)

A small portion of ground, or a yard adjoining the dwell-

ing of the JUir&siddr, held rent-free, used as a kitchen-

garden, or one for vegetables requiring a richer soil, as

tobacco, sugari turmerick, &c. : it is not transferable ex-

cept with the entire Mirdsi property and rights.

PRABHAVA, S. &c. (W^) The first year of the cycle of sixty

years.

PRABHU,S.&C. (jpO A master,a lord, a leader, a military chief.

PRACHI, S. &c. (UT'tf) The east : the country east and south-

east of the Saraswati, the country from about Dehli to

Benares.

Prdchyd, S. &c. (uidjl) The eastern people : the inhabi-

tants of the Doab and adjacent provinces.

PRADHAN, vernacularly, PADHAN, PUDHAN, and PARDHAN,

PURDHAN, corruptly, PURDHAUN, S. &c. (uVTl) Chief,

principal, a chief or eminent person, a minister, a prime

minister : the common title of the eight chief civil and

military officers of the Maratha state, as established by
'

Sivaji : the term is also sometimes applied to the head man

of a village, or to a principal farmer or cultivator : in

Uriya, Padhdni (OUIff) is applied to respectable Sudra

cultivators or under proprietors and middlemen, differing

little from Mukaddams : in Garhwal the Padhan is the

person holding the revenue engagement (Patta) with the

government, either in his own right or by election of the

shareholders of the village lands : in communities divided

into clans each elects its own chief, and all the Padhans

are responsible, jointly and separately, for the whole re-

venue, unless their individual responsibility has been adr

mitted by authority.

Hak-padhdn, H. The privileges and rights of the head man,

either in land or fees. Kamaon.
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Padhdnchdri, H. The office and emoluments of the

Padhdn.

Patta-padhdnchdri, Padhdn-khdnagi,or Hak-padhdnchdri,

H. The deed from the government district officer held by

the Padhdn, setting forth his liabilities, duties, dues, &c.

Kamaon.

Ghar-padhdn, H. Privately appointed manager of a Za-

mindari village, or a village with absolute proprietors.

Kamaon.

Praddni, or, as written, Pirddni, Tarn. (LjlcrsrTOfjfl) A
minister, usually applied to the third in rank, or the trea-

surer.

PRADVIVAKA, S. (Ulif^<JI<*:) A judge, the chief justice, the

representative of the Raja in the royal court.

PRAGWAL, Hindi (HI'HI<$) A Brahman who conducts the

ceremonies of the pilgrimage at Allahabad : the ancient

Praydga, shortened vernacularly to Prdg.

PRAJA, sometimes pronounced PARJ^, corruptly, PURJAH,

S. &c. (l^J, JT>n) Progeny, offspring : subjects, people,

tenants, dependants : in Kuch Bahar, a cultivator at will,

who has half the produce of the land for himself, but is re-

movable at the pleasure of the proprietor, to whom he is

usually in debt for advances, and is more like a serf than

a free agent: in Cuttack the term is applied to various

low castes, as the barber, washerman, fisherman, weaver,

leather-worker, fan-gatherer, &c., who sometimes sell

themselves and families into slavery until they can repay

the purchase-money : the children born during this period

become the property of the purchaser, and, with their

parents, may be bought, sold, or let out for hire until re-

deemed : the Parjds do not forfeit their caste or forego

their occupations, living apart from their master, and retain-

ing a title to their hereditary possessions.

Prajdbhdg, Mar. (iHTPTPT) The share of the produce as-

signed to the cultivator.

Prajdli, Beng. (Steft^O An under-tenant. Rangpur.

Prajdpdla, or Prajdpat'i,S. &c. (from S. PToJ, a cherisher,

or "ffn, a lord) A king, a ruler: the fifth year of the

cycle, in this series A.D. 1811-12 : a name of the deity

Brahma.

Prdjdpatya, S. &c. (MIHIMw) Relating to Prajdpati, the

name of a form of marriage, the gift of a girl by her

father to the bridegroom : a particular sacrifice performed

by a man destitute of male issue before appointing a

daughter to raise issue for him : a festival on the 8th of
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the dark half of Pausha, in honour of the manes : ex-

piatory gift of cows to a Brahman.

Prajotpatti, S. &c. (JT*Tfrl%) Begetting children : off-

spring, descendants.

Prajdwat, vernacularly, Parjdnmt, or corruptly, Purjote,

and Purjosh, H. (dJjU^j) A quit-rent, a cess levied by

Zamindars upon the Ryots on festive occasions, as at mar-

riages : a house-tax levied by the Zamindars upon the in-

habitants of a village, not cultivators, for the ground on

which their houses stand : ground-rent

PRAKARAN, Mar. (VSftJS) A department, a province, a

separate business or office.

PRAKARSHIT, Beng. (S. SkPtivs, lit., drawn out) Surplus

produce of a thing pledged for usufruct above the interest

of the loan, which is to be repaid to the borrower.

PRAKA.SAVIKHAYA, S. (HItT$J, open, public, and f^*H, sale)

A public sale.

PRAKATANA, Tel. (S. <^Ur3) Publishing, making known,

proclamation, notification.

Prahatana-Mgidamu, Tel. (&3r3~5-^<3x>, from p.

l^/aio, paper) An advertisement.

PHAKIRNAKA, S. (Hofc1<UcR) A decision at law on a case not

provided for by the law-books.

PRAKRITA, S. &c. (TnF7l) Common, natural, vulgar : not

polished or refined ; said either of language or of people :

a man of a low caste.

PHAMADA, S. &c. (UTfi,) Carelessness, negligence, stupidity.

Pramddi, S. &c. (TWl^t) A careless or stupid fellow : the

47th year of the cycle.

PRAMANA, S. &c. (usrnu) Authority, proof, proof in law, by

ordeal or oath, by evidence oral or documentary, and by

possession : proof in philosophy, by perception, inference,

similarity, authoritative or scriptural assertion, presump-

tion, and non-existence : also measure in general : in the

dialects of South India, as Tel. (&5~D
r&), Tarn. (lJ)rj-

LorTOTCTLc), it usually implies an oath.

Pramdnika, or, more correctly, Prdmdniha, S. &c. (UHlfujcff,

HI1lft!I<*) Authoritative, of weight or authority established

by proof, true, just, right : a person whose opinion is to be

respected : a president, a principal, the chief or head of a

caste or trade. Pramdnikam,'Tam.(LJ\fJU^nss

Truth, faithfulness, honesty. Prctmdnikan, Tarn.,

LorT<5COfl<S><5<50T') A trusty or upright man. Mai.

Q06"nl<j8>nr6) Head of a caste or trade. In Beng. it is

modified also as Pardmdnik (*l flN Ifa*), in the sense of
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the head man of a tribe or trade, chief of an assembly,

head of a village, and the like. An order from the su-

preme authority, a precept or grant summarily issued.

Pramdni, S. (HTHlft) A period or thing of authority. Mai.

((o-JQOefio)) A person of weight in a village, an umpire

or arbitrator in petty disputes.

PRAMATAMAHA, or, f. MAIII, S. &c. (iTHIiflH^ -fifO A ma-

ternal great grandfather, or great grandmother.

PRAMATHI, S. (uU*ft) The 13th year of the cycle.

PRAMODA, S. &c. (n*ft<0 The 4th year of the cycle.

PRANAYAMA, S. &c. (llUlimiH, from prdna HTO, breath) A

religious exercise with the breath, in three operations :

1. JRechaka, exhaling by the right nostril, whilst the left

is closed by the fingers of the right hand ; 2. Puraka,

placing the thumb of the right hand on the right nostril,

raising the fingers from the left and inhaling through it
;

and 3. Kiimbhaka, closing both nostrils : different sects

vary the succession of the operations.

PHANAVA, S. (JTOT^) The mystic syllable of the Hindu ritual

or OM.

Prdnnydya, or Pragnyaya, also Purvanydya, S.

or Hi'M'MiM, and qgj'id'Jf, from prdk, or purva, prior, and

nydya, judgment) In Hindu law, one who revives a suit

formerly decided : also the plea of
'

formerly decided* by

the defendant when a charge is repeated.

PRANT, S. &c. (d*>^, TTPiT) Limit, boundary : amongst the

Marathas it is commonly applied to a large division of

country, a province, a Zila.

PRAPANCHARTHA, Mar. (S. HTC, the world, or worldly

business, and ^1^, for, or on account of) Land exempted

from revenue attached to some secular function, as that of

Pdtil, or any village officer, or for the purpose of keeping

up useful constructions, as reservoirs or embankments, &c.

PRAPITA, S. &c. ('HfTiTT) A paternal grandfather.

Prapitdmaha, S. &c. (TlftfiTW?) A paternal great grand-

father.

PrapitdmaM, S. &c. (TTflrTRl^) A paternal great grand-

mother.

PRAPAUTRA, vernacularly, also, PARPUTRA, PAHPOTA, &c.

S. &c. (JUTR) A great grandson.

Prapaulri, (mjNft) A great granddaughter.

PHAPTAVYAVAHARA, S. (inn, obtained, SR^R, affairs) A
young man come of age, one able to conduct his own

affairs and responsible for his conduct.

PRASADA, vernacularly, PRASAD, S. &c. (mn^) Favour,
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kindness : it is commonly applied to food or sweetmeats

which have been offered to an idol, and which are then

distributed amongst the worshippers present, or sent to the

houses of the friends of the establishment, and persons of

consideration, including Europeans ; for all castes may par-

take of the Prasdd of any image : hence the feeding in

common of the pilgrims at Jaganndth is a practice not

peculiar to that shrine, though exhibited there on a large

scale : the food there distributed is termed Mahdprasdd,

or, the great favour.

Prasddapatra, S. &c. (from i^1

,
a leaf) A deed of gift.

PRASETHI, Uriya (gJGCIO, from S. H, and ^rs^, chief) The

head man of a village.

PRASTHA, S. &c. (liw) A measure of capacity for grain,

equal to 4 kudavas or 48 handfuls ; considered by Capt.

Jervis the same as the ser.

PRASIDDHIPATRA, Mar. (S. Jjftff^T^, from prasiddhi, pub-

licity) A paper giving publicity to any matter, a hand-bill,

a notification, a proclamation.

PRAT, PRUT, Mar. (uw) A copy (in all its English signi-

fications) : the original which is to be copied, or the copy

made : a specimen : a set or class, an order or grade, a

lot or parcel, an assemblage of bodies of like merit, the

largest or richest of the parcels in which presents to guests

are distributed on festival occasions, intended for the most

distinguished persons. [In these senses it seems to be a pure

Maratha word ; in the sense of
'

to, towards, or reverse,' &c. :

it is an abbreviation of the Sanskrit prep, prati (Ufa)]-

Pratbandlii, Mar. (jfiWft) Classification : arranging by

classes or lots.

Pratrvdr, Mar. (nri4lO According to classes or lots.

PRATIBIIU, S. &c. (Tlfiw) A surety : in Hindu law, three

kinds of sureties are most usually specified, but a fourth

is sometimes added.

1. Pratyaya-pratibhu, A surety for confidence, one who

engages for the general honesty and responsibility ofanother.

2. Darsana-pratibhu, A surety for appearance.

3. Ddna-pratibhu, A surety for the repayment of a loan

or fulfilment of an engagement.

4. Dravydrpana-pratibM, One who engages to give up

property belonging to the debtor if he fails to pay the debt.

The two first sureties are liable for any loan or advance

made upon their credit if not paid by the borrower : the

responsibility of the two last, or the engagement to pay

or to deliver up property extends to their sons also.
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Prdtibhdvya, S. &c. (HlfiWl^l) Surety, security, the act of

becoming surety.

Pratibhugrahanam, S. (from ti^JU, taking) Acceptance of

security by the court.

PKATIDANA, S. &c. (irfifi^TT) Giving back, either as an equi-

valent or recompense, or as a refusal or repayment.

PRATIORAHA, S. &c. (jjfinr?) Acceptance of gifts, the privi-

lege of receiving gifts, one of the peculiar rights of the

Brahman : a ceremonial acceptance of a son for adoption

who is resigned by his parents.

PHATIJNA, commonly pronounced PRATIGYA, S. &c. (iffrfsn)

Promise, assent : a bet, a wager : in law, a plaint, more

especially after it has been recorded in writing by the

officers of the court.

PRATILOMA, S. &c. (nfiT<?ta) lit., Against the hair : con-

trary to the regular course or order, inverse, reverse.

Pratilomaja, S. (HfHcfWiO Born or begotten in the in-

verse order of the tribes, as the offspring of a Kshetriya

man and Brahman woman, of a Vaisya female and a Sudra

father, &c.

PRATINIDHI, S. (TTfirfjrfv) A deputy, a representative, a vice-

gerent : a title sometimes, but incorrectly, written Prili-

nidhi, borne by a distinguished Maratha family, the an-

cestor of which first received this title from Raja Ram

placing him above the eight Pradhdns.

PRATINYASA, S. (Tlfri^lW) Reciprocal deposit, interchange

of deposits.

PRATIPAD, or PRATIPAT, S. &c. (ufinR -f ) The first day

of a lunar fortnight, either the day of full or new moon.

PRATIPAKSHA, S. &c. (nfrtMUj) An adversary, an opponent,

a defendant

PRATIPATTI, S. (ufin?%) Acquirement, gain : in law, ad-

mission of a claim.

PRATISARA, S. (nfrtSK) A wreath, a bracelet, dyed strings

or threads tied round the wrists of the contracting parties

at a marriage, or round the wrist of a boy at the perform-

ance of other ceremonies.

PRATISHTHA, S. &c. (Tfinn) Consecration or setting up of

an image, or a temple : a ceremony performed on the com-

pletion of a house before it is inhabited ; also, purification

or re-consecration of an idoli house, or temple that has

been polluted.

PRATITI, S. &c. (inrtffr) Trust, confidence.

PRATIVADA, or vernacularly, -BADA, S. &c. (jrfir^R$ Reply,

rejoinder, defence.
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Prativddi, or -bddi, S. &c. (HfiHl^) A respondent, a re-

plicant, a defendant

PRATivAsi, S. &c. (nfff^mt) A neighbour (from JTfir, near

to, and ^TftlTi who abides).

PHATIVESI, S. &c. (nfif^ft) A neighbour (jrffT, near to, and

?{J, entering).

Prativesikatrvam, S. (nfir?f$nifr4) Neighbourship : in law,

pre-emption from vicinage, or the right of a neighbour or

coparcener to purchase any property in his vicinage which

is for sale, in preference to a stranger, on agreeing to give

the same price.

PRATYABHIYOGA, S. (HfJlfirrtn) A counter plaint or plea : a

counter action brought against the prosecutor.

PRATYAKALITA, S. (Hi^lctif^fO Interposed in a suit of law,

the deliberation of the court upon the pleading, and the

determination which party is to produce proof.

PRATYAKSHA, S. &c. (JUTO) Perceptible, what is before the

eyes : perception, the first proof of things.

Pratyaksha-darsi, S. &c. (<^ff, who sees) An eye-witness.

PHATYARTHI, S. (Hrtvff) A defendant, an opponent.

Pratyarthi-avedana, S. (from ssiN^H, information) The

verbal information of the defendant in a suit which is

written down by the officers of the court.

PRATYAVASKANDA, S. (HiJHHi
1

^:) Special plea at law, ad-

mission of a fact, but qualifying or explaining it so as to

make it no ground of accusation.

PRATYUTTAHA, S. &c. (Ur^rlO A reply in general : a re-

joinder or reply to a reply.

PRAU, or PRAHU, commonly, PROW, or PROA, Malay (yt/*,

t>j) A term for all vessels between a cacoe and a square-

rigged vessel.

PRAVARA, S. (jnTJ) Subdivision of a gotra or family, race,

lineage, descendants.

PHAVAHTTAKA, PRAVARTTIKA, PRAVARTTI, corruptly, PAR-

BUTTY, PARPATTI, PREVATAH, S. &c. (ireiNfi, TCffNir,

ireffr, from pro, over, and ^f, abiding, presiding over)

Any one who manages affairs, whether for himself or others :

a superintendant : a judge, an arbiter : it is used, modified

vernacularly, chiefly in the south, where it is applied to

the head man and manager of a village, especially one

held by Brahmans, also to a subordinate revenue officer :

the neuter noun Pravarttaham, or Pravarttikam, is used

also to signify the general or joint management of a vil-

lage by the principal proprietors, or one of their number.

Pdrvatyam, corruptly, Parpatya, Mai. (o-JOalirtnjo), Par-
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battiyam, Tarn. (urrrjU^^lJ-1^ A subordinate col-

lectorship, stewardship, superintendence.

Pdrvatyakdran, or Pravrittihdran, corruptly, Prowar-

battiyakdran, Tarn. (LjrTCTLJSaiLLJSiE&rTCroT!!) A

subordinate officer in the revenue department, a native col-

lector under the Tahsilddr, having charge of the collec-

tions of one or more villages : it is sometimes applied to

the head or manager of a village, or to a government

officer appointed to conduct the affairs of a village which

has no hereditary chief : also to a bailiff or manager of

an estate on behalf of the proprietor.

PHAVASA, S. &c. (im*r.) Residing abroad or away from

home.

Pravdsdsedha, S. 03TIW, restraint) In law, prohibition

against removal, ne exeat.'

PRAVRAJYA, S. (Hrii^l) Wandering about as a mendicant.

Pravrajydvasita, corrupted extraordinarily to Perberja-

besheet, S. ('S^ftliT, terminated) An apostate mendicant,

also one who adopts a life of mendicancy : in either case

the party forfeits his rights of inheritance.

PRAYASCHITTA, vernacularly, PRAYASCHIT, corruptly, PRAIS-

CHITTO, S. &c. (jTHrftSTS) Penance, expiation, punishment,

fine.

PRAYOGA, S. &c. (infol) Principal, as distinguished from

interest : a loan bearing interest.

Prayojyam, S. &c. (nrftrJT) Capital, principal : a loan.

PRETA, S. &c. (ifiT) Dead : a corpse : a ghost, an evil spirit.

Pretasrdddha, S. (JJrt'Hld) Obsequial ceremonies to be

offered to a relative during the year of his demise : fifteen

are required.

PRITIDATTA, S. (nftfir, affection, and ^f, given) Property

or valuables presented to a female by her relations and

friends at the time of her marriage, constituting part of

her peculiar property.

PUCHI, Tel. (<&~-&) Responsibility.

Hdtpuchi-lekhJialu, Tel. (oCT
lS

<$2r~ T&15aiex>) Accounts

necessary for current business.

PUDA, or PuRA, Beng. (^51)
A denomination of a land

measure in some parts of Bengal : the same as Bighd (?).

PUDI, or PURI, Beng. (^fift)
Straw-coloured variety of sugar-

cane.

PUGAIVARI, Tarn. (l_|<305S6Llcfl) A tax on houses.

PUGAM, S. &c. (xpi) The betel-nut tree : a multitude : an

assemblage of men of different trades.
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PUJA, S. &c. (inn) Worship, adoration : (it occurs verna-

cularly also with a short u, Pujd).

Pujaimichcham, Tarn. (t_l
)
cTO<E?Ldl<&<ffLa) Unexpended ba-

lance of pagoda allowances.

Pujdri, H. &c. ((_/?-.>> <MHfl) A priest in a temple, one

who conducts public worship and receives the offerings

either on his own account or that of the proprietors of the

temple : he is sometimes a man of low caste, and, when

a Brahman, is held in disrepute : the village officiating

priest.

PUJU, Tel. ("S^l" ^) The yoke of a plough.

PUKHTA, corruptly, POKIITA, H. (P. Aiii) Baked, burnt, as

bricks, whence it is applied to a brick wall or house.

PUKKACHITTA, Mai. (Q_4o6mJl) A receipt, a written en-

gagement.

Pukkamuri, or Puhkawdra, Mai. (n_i<fi1ao"l, n_^<ff>o_iOO)

A receipt

I
PUL, H. (P. (Jj) A bridge, an embankment, a causeway.

Pulbandi, H. (^jJOL) Keeping bridges or embankments

in repair : the public department having that duty : a tax

imposed for the purpose : in Cuttack the term is also ap-

plied to the bridge or dam.

Pulguzdr, H. (P. ji-&j) A bridge-toll.

PULA, Hindi (TTc?t) A small bundle of plants or sticks.

Puld, or Puli, H.
(51

,; , ^ft) A bundle of grass or straw.

PULAIMAKAN, Tarn. (l_|6C>l-Ci<E&o%r)
A man of very low

caste, a Paraiya or Pulaya.

! PULAKAM, Mai. (n_4eJOd81o) Shrivelled grain.

! PULAM, Tarn. (l_]60La) A field of corn.

PULAYAN, corruptly, POLAYAN, POLEYAN, POLIAN, POOL-

YAN, Mai. (n_ieJCPjnr&) The name of a low and servile

caste, or of an individual of such caste, in Malabar : in

this caste the husband resides with his wife though she

may belong to a different master, and their children in-

herit any rights the mother may possess.

Pulachchi, Pulakalli, or Pulayi, Mai. The female Pu-

layan, or the wife of a slave so termed.

Pulakottil, or Pulamddam, Mai. (n_^J6lfleff)0l(5b, n-4J-

QOSo) A slave's hut.

Pulappati, Mai.
(o-Jfi-lg-lsl)

A place where slaves place

stones in memory of deceased relatives.

j

PULAS, X?) H. Straw, fodder.

PULI, H. (^J, TT^) A small quantity of com given at

harvest to the village officers and servants.

PULI, Tarn. (?) A lease, a deed.
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PULICHI, (?) Mai. The name of an outcaste tribe in Malabar

residing in the woods, and not allowed to approach a re-

spectable individual, or enter a village : they announce

their wants by cries at a distance, when charitably disposed

persons place food for them at the foot of a tree and with-

draw : they then advance and receive the donation.

PULINAR, PULINAR, PULAINAR, Tam. (i_|6TflflOTf7, l_|erfl-

(6517, LJ
i cTOS1T(6Tjl7, plur.) An outcaste and barbarous

race, the same as the Vedar.

PCJLTNDA, S. (Tjf^) A barbarian, an outcaste, one inhabi-

ting forests and mountains.

PULINDA, H. &c. (IjJdj) A bundle, a parcel.

PULIVATTU, Karn. (<*J)eE5|i>)
A fund set apart for religious

purposes.

PULLAR, Tam. (l_j&6?>!7, plur.) A low and servile caste

employed in agriculture.

PULLASAN, Mai.
(a_Jg_p"Onr6)

A man of a low servile

tribe, a Paraiyan.

PULLIYAR, corruptly, PULIAH,POOLLEE, Tam. (l_|&6)SlUJI7,

plur.) A low outcaste tribe classed with the Paraiyar: \

(this and similar designations are perhaps from pulai, and

paluvu, flesh, the several outcaste tribes feeding upon

every kind of flesh, even carrion : the word is no doubt the

same as the Mai. Pulayan.

PULLU, Tel., Karn. (^"), PUL, Tam. (l_|&) Grass.

Pullari, Tel. (^^Q) A tax on pasturage.

Pulludinela, Tel. (*i)Uti~e36)) Land fit only for occa-

sional cultivation.

Pulvari, Tam. (l_|&6U[7~l) A tax on grass-land or pas-

turage : (the Glossary, fifth Report, gives Pillmany, from

Tam. pillu, as well as pullu ; pil is a common vulgarism

for pul, grass, and many is evidently a mistake for rvarf).

PULUDI, Tam.
(l_|(j-g^l) Dry earth turned up by the

plough : land prepared for dry planting.

Puludikddu, Tam. (L^.EflssrT) A ploughed field.

Puludinattu, Tam.
(l_|(^<^lrTL.)

Plants growing on dry

ground.

Pvludiviraippu, Tam.
(l_|(Lg^l5lJl5C5I7l

11
|) Sowing seed

on dry ground previously prepared.

PCLUKKAI, Tam.
(l_|(Lgei<ros)

A slave.

PUMBA, H. (P. <iud>) Cotton.
V

PUMSTAM, (?) Tam. The office of priest in a temple.

PUN, POON, Karn. A coin or measure of value : (possibly

an error or vernacular corruption of Hun, or perhaps Port).

PCNAK.ULAM, (?) Tam. Land fit for gardens or plantations.
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PuNAM,Tam.(l_|<5nTLQ) High ground not fit for rice cultivation.

PUNARBHU, S. (jT^>
from

^pT^, again, and
J,

who is) A

woman married a second time.

Punarvivdha.S.faifr, again, and fcHl^) A second marriage.

PUNASA, PUNAS, Tel. (S^c^iS) The first crop of the year,

which consists of the smaller grains cultivable on dry

soils, and

Pundsu-fasl, H. (A. J-a>, a season) The season of the

small grain crop: also the cotton harvest (?).

PUNCHA, pron. PUNJA, Mai. (<i-J62U) A crop sown in

Nov.-Dec. and reaped in April-May.

PUNCHAKRUSHI, Mai. (o_,i6''2Ljc6?cafl, for S. 'Sifa) Culti-

vation of wet land.

PUNCHANILAM, or PuNCHAPPATTAM, Mai. (a_)6iUOOlLlo,

o_
1J6

Y

2}_ln_JOSo)
Wet land, or land capable of irrigation

and bearing rice crops : (the analogy of Puncha or Punja

to the Tamil Punshey or Punjai would suggest the sense

of dry, not met, land ; but it is so explained in the

dictionary).

PUNDA, Mar. (ife) A freebooter, a marauder.

Pundapal, Mar. (j'S^TcS)
The chief of a gang of robbers.

PUNDA, Beng. (^>5l)
A storehouse, a granary : a seller of

vegetables.

PUNJA, S. &c. ('}>?), PUNJA, Mar. (gn) A heap, a quantity.

PUNJADA, Guz. (^/SL) A class of Mohammadans in Gu-

zerat, sellers of vegetables.

PUNJAM, commonly, but incorrectly, written and pronounced

PANJAM, PUNJUM, Tel. (o)O&;x>) A certain number

of threads, whence it has come to denote a class of cotton

cloths varying in quality according to the number of threads

in the woof : they were formerly very extensively exported

from the Madras coast to Europe.

PUNJI, H.
(^)>\ PUNJI, Beng. Mar.

(^^t, TJrft)
A heap,

a small heap, stock, capital, a fund of any thing.

PUNSAVANA, S. &c. (^Rf) A ceremony observed when the

first signs of conception are manifested ; the first of the

Sanskdras, or essential Hindu rites.

PUNSHEY, or PUNSEY, pronounced, PUNJAI, and written

PUNJA, POONJA, PUNJAB, PUNJEE, Tam.
(l_|OTrG<!?LLj,

from Pun L^OT for Pul I 1&, deficient, inferior, and

Shey GmL , cultivation) PUNJE, Karn. (<^yo8) D rv

land or cultivation, land not admitting of complete ir-

rigation, and therefore unfit for the growth of rice, bearing

dry grains of inferior value : the converse of Nanjai : it is

sometimes applied to a sterile soil.
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Punsheyhadu, Punjaikddu, Tam. (l_|<&rG<ffUJ<5<srr)

Cultivable dry ground.

Punsheytottam, Punjaitottam, Tam.

illill) Gardens or garden land on which any dry crop is

sown.

Punsheyvari, Punjaivari, Tam. (l_|<50TG<5'LLJ6Llcfl) Tax

on cultivable dry ground.

PUNYA, vernacularly, PUN, S. &c.
OjHPl) Virtue, moral merit,

holiness : also, adj., pure, holy.

Punyd, corruptly, Punea/t, vernacular corruption of Pun-

ydha, q. v. H. (L^), Beng. ('^tUTl)
In the lower provinces

the day on which the revenue for the ensuing year is set-

tled, or an annual meeting of the direct revenue payers at

the office of the chief collector, or of the cultivating tenants

at the court of the Zamindar, to determine the amount of

the assessment ;
the assemblage of the rent-payers forming

a kind of festival or holiday : the term is also applied to

the day on which the first instalment of the annual rent

or revenue is paid : in some parts of Bengal the Zamin-

dari accounts and receipts are ante-dated if the Punyd in-

stalment has not been discharged ;
i. e. if the rent for the

Bengal year 1249 had been paid before the Punyd of that

year it would be entered as paid in 1248.

Punyaha, Hindi, Mar. (S. ipni,
and W5^, a day) A holi-

day, a sacred day, or one on which religious observances

are enjoined ;
also the day on which the rent or revenue

for the ensuing year is first settled, or on which the first

instalment is paid.

Punydhachithi, Hindi, (^Qm^fcjl) The summons from the

Zamindar to his tenants fixing the day for the settlement

or payment of the rents.

Punydhaltharch, Hindi (THPHs-^*^)
A charge for sweet-

meats given to the Ryots on settling their rent.

Punydhapdtra, Beng. ('J^Tt^'ttSS)
The tenant who has the

privilege of being the first to settle for his rent at the

prescribed period.

Punydhavdchand, Mar. (Mipti^l^'t) A preparatory or pu-

rificatory ceremony performed at marriages, or on other fes-

tive occasions.

Punydhasuni, Beng. ('faTt^JI'ft.
from S. 5THI , empty) Non-

payment of rent at the customary day.

Punvdkshetra, S. &c. (^Unrei^, from T&^f, a field) A place
- / \a

of pilgrimage.

PUR, Hindi
(TJT;) Irrigation of fields by water drawn from

wells in a large leather bag.
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PURA, vernacularly, PUR, corruptly, POOR, and PORE, S. &c.

CjJTL)
A town, a city; it is used most frequently in com-

position as Sri-ram-pur, vulgarly, Serampore ; Pundra-

pur, vulgarly, Punderpore, and the like.

Puri, S. &c. (Tft) A city, a small city.

Purseth, or Pursethi, Beng., Uriya Cf'Srt^f,

from S.
1JT,

and ^T?t, chief) The head man of a town,

or of a ward of a town : in Cuttack, the elected head and

representative of the people of a village, who was admitted

to engage with government for the rent of the ground on

which the village was built, and was thence sometimes

considered as the Zamindar, having a title to any diffe-

rence between the sum he might receive from the villagers

and that which he paid to the government.

, (?) H. A local term for a measure of land, apparently

the same as a bighd. Maimansinh.

PuRi, Hindi (tltl) The grain of corn full formed in the ear.

PURAJA, pronounced PUHADZA, Tel. (^oa} t p.
sj^j,

an

account) Daily account of the receipts and disbursements

of a village : also sea-customs.

PURAJAHI, Mar. (TJtUtf , from S.
TJt, before, and A.

i^jl?-,

current) Restoration of an Indm, or grant of rent-free land

which had been resumed : allowing it to go on as before.

PURAKA, S. &c.
O'JJ^Ii) Filling, completing, any terminating

act, as the last presentation of the funeral cake to an in-

dividual deceased before the performance of the general

Srdddka to ancestors collectively.

PURAKALAM, Tarn. (L-inrjSSeTTLQ, from S. i, full) An

allowance of grain to the agricultural labourer after the

crop has been measured.

PURAM, Mai. (n^fOo) A large piece of water, a lake.

PURAMANAI, Tam.
(L-l^lQ&SST,

from puram, out, outside)

Land lying beyond or on the outskirts of an estate or district.

PURAMBOKU, or PURAMPOKU, corruptly, PoREMPOCO, PUR-

RAMBOKE, Tam. (L^jTJlLGurTQfg) , from l_|QUi, out, ex-

cluded, and Gurrsgj, a place) Such portions of an estate

or village lands liable to revenue as do not admit of cul-

tivation, and are therefore exempted from the assessment,

as sterile or waste land, rock, water, wilderness, site of

dwellings, and the like : also common land near a town :

any place situated out of or beyond certain limits. Pr-

RAMBOKKA, Mai. (n_JO6>m_lOceffO Extra expense.

PUHAMKADAM, PoRAMKADAM, (?) Mai. Final payment or

loan on which the proprietary right of the owner is trans-

ferred to the lender or mortgagee.
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PURANA, S. &c. (jTTO) lit., Old : the especial designation

of a class of works of which eighteen principal are enu-

merated in which the ancient traditions of the Hindus,

and legends and doctrines belonging to the chief sects,

as Saivas and Vaishnavas, are embodied.

PURANDATA, PUTIAVARAMBA, PURAVELI, Mai. (o-^Oe^S,

o_
1JOO-J<OrO_j ) o_JO6)nje_Jl) A large internal embankment

or bank.

PURANT, or PURANT-BAKI, Guz. (^3.lfl, ^3.l <"l
vJUwl)

Balance in hand, stock.

PURAT, Guz.
(^3.<T"t)

A bride's portion, a dowry.

PUHATANABI'DU, Tel. (^"t5
T>
drC5e5&>) Waste land, land

long left fallow.

PURATTASI, corruptly, PRETASI, PARATASI, Tam. (l_]rjL.-

L_rT<#D The seventh Tamil month (Sept.-Oct.).

PURAVAM, Tam.
(l_| rrjSUlL) Hilly ground, also a wood or

woodland country.

PURDARA, Hindi
(tjJ^Tt)

The highest average rate of the

rent of a village.

PURI, H. (S. vyj) A kind of cake fried in butter.

Puridn, H. (,j^J. plur. of Puri) The sending of fried

cakes by the bride's relatives to the bridegroom a few days

after the betrothment, one of the marriage customs of the

Mohammadans.

PURIALAM, (?) Tam. A class of Paraiyar.

PURKAYATH, Beng. ('la
<

*l<j?f, from S. *Tt, full, perfect, and

<*I^<?M) The Patrcdri, or village accountant ; also any

skilful scribe or accountant. Sylhet. It is applied also in

Bengal to the Brahman who performs the ceremonies at

the Punyd.

PURNABHISHEKA, S. (trjrjTfvnicI?:, from Purna, full) Full

consecration or initiation, the complete inauguration or

coronation of a Raja : it is now applied to complete initi-

ation into mysterious rites, especially those of the Vdmd-

chdris, or left-hand worshippers of Sakti, the female prin-

ciple, when flesh is eaten and spirits are drunk, and other

impure acts are practised.

Purndbhishikta, (S. tjT!f, full, and ^jfufn^i, inaugurated)

An adept, one fully initiated.

PURNAMASA, S. Cl!nn) A religious ceremony performed on

the day of full moon.

Purnamdsi, corruptly, Poorun Mashee, S. &c. (Mi11tf))

Day of full moon.

Purnlmd, S. &c.
(xjfijtrf) Day of full moon.

Purnapdtra, S. &c. ('QJOtrrg) A full measure or vessel : in
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Mai. (o_^o_lO(g)o) A vessel filled with clothes, orna-

ments, &c., to be scrambled for at a festival : a vessel full

of rice, properly equal to 256 handfuls.

PuRopAsA, S. (TJ^TT^l) Clarified butter offered in oblations

to fire, especially with cakes of ground rice which have

been baked or roasted and then well steeped in it.

PUROHITA, vernacularly, PUROHIT, corruptly, PROHIT, Up-

ROHIT, S. &c. (trrtf?ff:), in Tam. it is spelt PUROKITAN,

(t_|0Crn"(EflS(3DT) A family priest, one who conducts the

domestic ceremonies of a tribe, a household, or family : the

office is sometimes hereditary : in the south of India it is

also applied to the village priest and astrologer.

Paurohityam, corruptly, Pcmrohetum, S. &c. (MtClf^fl)

The office of family or village priest.

PURONI, Tel. (^)c5^&) A note, the chit of Bengal : a bill,

a note of hand.

PURSI'S, Mar. (H5jl or fR*fal , P. ^JU^j) A questioning

or interrogating as of parties or witnesses in a dispute.

PURTTA, S. &c. 0|ih)
An act of pious liberality, as digging

a well, planting trees, building a temple, &c.

PURUSHA, vernacularly, PURUSH, S. &c. (T?;^:) A man, a

male : embodied spirit : eternal spirit.

Purushdnuhrame, or Purushhrame, Beng. (from S. "gfR,

order, succession) By or in course of succession, in the

direct or male line.

Purushdhan, Beng. (S.
<

J3^5R) Property belonging to the

man or husband in contrast to Stridhan, or that peculiar

to the wife.

PtJRVA, vernacularly, P6RBA, and PTJRAB, or POORUB, S. &c.

(Trf) Before, prior, first : east, eastern, the east.

Purvaja, S. &c.
Ojfj,

and T, born) First-born, the eldest

son ; applied especially to the son of the first married

wife, although he may be born subsequently to the sons

of other wives : plur. Purvajdh (v5Ti:) Ancestors, pro-

genitors.

Pwrvi, Purviya, or Purliya, OjpTt, , Tlffa) Eastern, as a

native of the eastern countries, or those lying on the east

of the Ganges, beginning from Bahar : also the bhdshd,

or dialect of those districts.

PURVAJ, H.
(uJ^jjji i 3<

q
)'5} The completion of the sugar-cane

harvest

PURWA, (?) Hindi, Subdivision, or a dependency of a village :

a detached cluster of houses from the principal village, for

the convenience of agricultural operations. North-west

Provinces.

5R
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PURWANI, Mar. S.
(ijtwt) Fitting up or supplying a part

wanting : a supplement, an appendix.

Purrvani-band, Mar.
(iJT^nft.

and q%, a sheet of paper)

A supplementary sheet, the paper on which a supplement

is written.

PURWAH, Mar. (xrt^Tt) Substantiating by evidence.

PtJS, Poos, H.
(j_/~jj)

The name of a month (Dec.-Jan.) :

see Pausha.

PUSHKARINI', S. &c. (n Mi ft,!!)

1

!) A large pond or piece of water.

PUSHT, H. (P. c^*mj) The back : ancestry, progenitors.

Pusht ba pusht, or Pusht dar pusht, H. (c>^> & C^-^,

e^>kJyi> C^wlo), Pustdarpust, Mar. Oqw^uw) Gene-

ration, by or after or according to generation.

PUSHTA, H. (P. *xio), POSTA, Beng. ((Cttei) A bank, a

buttress, an embankment, a wall or building of masonry

on the bank of a river or a piece of water.

Pushtabandi, lesscoTTecily,Pushtibandi,H.&c. (^tXwxLio)

An embankment : repairing embankments : an extra cess

imposed formerly upon the revenue payers for the expense

of keeping embankments in repair.

PUSTAKA, vernacularly, PUSTAK, S. &c. (i|W*), PUTTAKAM,

Tam, (l_)5^<3LQ; A book, a manuscript.

Pustakpdnat, Mar. (gW*MM4) A general term for books

and papers.

Puttakddr, correct reading of Puttuckddr, (?) Tam. (l~|^-

^S^rrcr) A kind of collector or Zamindar in Tanjore

in charge of a district : lit, a bookkeeper. Fifth Rep.

PUTH, (?) H. Small sand hillocks commonly found at the

extremity of a village where the country ceases to be level:

sometimes the whole area of the village is of this descrip-

tion. Agra.

PUTRA, S., but universally adopted, or, vernacularly, PUT,

(j^: , Vff) A son : in the old Hindu law the term was ap-

plicable to twelve objects of affiliation : 1. Aurasa (from

uras 7T3T, the breast) A legitimate son, or one born of

a wife of the same class ; 2. Kshetraja (from sfa ,
a field,

i.e. a wife, and T, born) The son born of a wife duly
|

appointed to raise up issue to a husband who is incom-

petent, or has died childless ; 3. Datta or Dattaka (from

^, given) A son given by his parents for adoption, ac-

cording to prescribed rules : a son lawfully adopted : in

some cases the natural father retains a riarht in his son,

when he is termed Droydmushdyana, or the son of two

fathers, and is heir to both ; 4. Kritrima (from ^!S, made)

A son made : a boy of the same class as the person adopt-
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ing him, who is either an orphan, or has been deserted by

his parents ; 5. Gudhaja (from gudha iJ<S , secret) Son of

concealed birth : one born of the wife during the absence

of a husband, or under circumstances which leave the father

doubtful; 6. Apaviddha (^Rf^gf, lit., deserted) A found-

ling : one deserted by his natural parents and adopted by

a stranger ; 1. Kdnina (from hanya 4|1, a virgin) The

son of a girl, yet unmarried, or before consummation ;

8. Sahodha (from saha W, with, and udhd'ttt, a bride)

The son of a pregnant bride, who, being accepted with the

woman, becomes the son of the husband ; 9. Krita (^fhf)

The son bought, one purchased of his parents ; 10. Pau-

narbhava (see Punarbhu) Son of a twice married wo-

man ; 11. Smayamdatta (from sn-ayam W*I>, self, and

datta, given) A son self-given, one who, being without

natural parents, or being deserted by them, offers himself

for adoption ; l'2.Pdrasava (from para, 1TO, another, and

sava $R, a corpse) The son of a Sudra mother by a man

of the three first castes. Another description of son some-

times enumerated as one of the twelve, to the exclusion of

the last, is the Putrikdputra or son of a daughter

(ufcchl), who, by agreement or adoption, becomes the son

of her father : of these, in the .present age, besides the son

lawfully begotten, the son given, or adopted son, is univer-

sally recognised : the son made, or Kritrima, is acknow-

ledged in some places, as in Mithild : the admissibility of

the son bought is disputed : the rest are universally rejected.

Putrabhdga, S. &c. (jTWFt) Division of inheritance

amongst, or according to, sons.

Putrapratinidhi S. (nfrtfVlfv, a substitute) Any affiliated

son other than the son begotten: an illegitimate son, or

one who, without being legally adopted, is treated as a child.

Putreshti, S. CnifTr) A sacrifice performed in order to ob-

tain male children, one performed at the time of adoption.

Putri, or Putrikd, S. &c.
OjTt, jf^<*0 A daughter.

PuTTAN, Mai. (n-jCtT^nrt)) A coin current in Cochin.

PUTTI, POOTY, corruptly, POOTTIE, PODDIE, POODY, Tel.

(qJ)&3) A measure of capacity equal to twenty Turns,
CJ

and containing 14941 . 653 cubic inches : the same as the

khandi or candy: in the northern Sarkars the Putti is of

smaller dimensions, consisting of 3635.413 cubic inches.

Jervis : but there is also one larger termed Malka Putti,

It is sometimes applied to a measure of land of about

eight acres.

Puttidosillu, Tel. (^ST^ew) A fee of two handfuls
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from each putti of grain paid to the village servants, pro-

hibited at present, but frequently levied.

Puttimdnike, Tel.
(aJ)pSXJ~S)~s)

A. mdnike, or measure

so termed, or IGOth part per putti distributed in charity.

PUTUVAL, Mai. (aJ^OJrtit, from putu, new) Newly in-

closed or cultivated land.

Putuval-pdtam, Mai. (o_J^|)OJ(5bo_iOo) Rent of newly

cultivated land.

R.

RAB, corruptly, RAUB, Hindi, &c. (TR) Inspissated juice of

the sugar-cane : also, in Mar., ground prepared by the

burning of leaves, grass, sticks, &c., for sowing : also the

crop raised on the ground so prepared.

RABA, Thug. Any trick practised on travellers.

RABADI, or RABAHI, Guz. (^.^llsl) A caste of cowherds and

milkmen, or an individual of the caste, who attend on and

graze cattle, and sell the milk of both cows and camels,

and the ghee made from it

RABNI, or RABNIJK, Mar. (<lH!fl, 4j<|iuqi) Culture, tillage,

the operations of husbandry generally.

RABTA, incorrectly, RAPTEE, Mar. (lllril, from tTOtfr, to

labour) The practice of exacting labour on public service,

or for public functionaries, from the Mhdrs of a village :

a tax in commutation of such labour: it also occurs as

Rdbtd-mhdr.

Rdbtyd, Mar. (<lJfll) The village Mlidr compelled to give

his labour on public work, or pay a commutation tax.

RABB, RUBB, H. (A. iJj;) A lord, a master.

Rabb-ul-Arz, H. (A. i^)e^\^L)J)
A landholder, a proprietor

of land.

Rabb-ul-mdl, H. (A. JUjliJl^) An owner or possessor of

property or capital.

Rabb-us-salam, H. (JwJ!i_J() A purchaser who pays for an

article in advance or anticipation.

RABIA, pronounced, RABI, commonly, but incorrectly, RUB-

BEE, H. (A.
^J,), Hindi, Mar. (t^t, wt) The spring,

the months of March-April : the spring harvest or crop

sown after the rains and reaped in the first three or four

months of the year ensuing : a name common to the third

and fourth months of the Mohammadan year.

Rabid-ul-drval, H. (A. JjSI.;W,)
The first of the two months

termed Rabid, the third of the Mohammadan year.

Rabi&-us-sdni, H. (A.
jj'Jiil^w,)

The fourth month of the

Mohammadan year, the second Rabid.
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RACK, Asam (sftp) A loom.

RACHA, RACHAVADU, pronounced, RATSAWAR, corruptly,

RACHEWAR,RAiswAR,RowAR,Tel. (~5", TrDt5 (XTt

>&;)

probably from the S. XTSTl) The name of a military and

ruling tribe, or of an individual of it, claiming descent from

the pure Kshatriyas of the Hindus, established chiefly in

the northern Sarkars, and remarkable for their high sense

of honour, and the desperate acts by which they expiate a

real or imaginary insult.

RADD, or RUDD, less correctly, RAD, or Run, H. &c. (A. 3p
RADDU, Tel., Karn. (^) Rejection, repulsion, refu-

tation, reply : repeal, abrogation, making null and void ;

sometimes, erasure : in Mohammadan law it applies espe-

cially to the return or surplus of an inheritance which

remains after the legal portions have been distributed among

the sharers, and which, in default of a residuary heir, re-

turns, or is to be divided amongst the original sharers.

Rad-bdtel, Guz. (^.S^llflfrl) Null and void: in law, abro-

gated, repealed.

Radd-ul-jatvdb, or Radd-i-jawab, H. (A. t_Jj==*lj;)
Re-

joinder, reply to a reply, refutation of a defence.

Radd-ndma, H. (P. &U, a document) A deed of rescission,

one abrogating a former engagement

Raddu-mddida-kdgada, Karn. (tfba-9&a$D~S)X<3) A

paper or voucher on which the writing is erased.

RADH, pronounced RARH, Beng. (?Ttl) The part of Bengal

which lies on the west of the Hugli branch of the Ganges.

Rddhi, Rddhiya, or Rdrhi, Rdrhiya, Beng. (sTtfi?, "Stlffa)

Belonging to the country of Rdrh ; applied especially to

one of the two principal divisions of the Brahmans of

Gaur, or Bengal, subdivided into fifty-six branches or fami-

lies, of which six are considered as Kulinas, or Brahmans

of family : their designations are Mukhuti, vulgarly Muk-

harjia, Ganguli or Ganrjoli, Kanjelala, Ghoshdla, vul-

garly Gosaul, Bandhyagati, vulgarly Banerjia or Bon-

narji, and Chatati, vulgarly Chattarji, Chatoji, or Cha-

turjia : these, if correctly given, are proper names with-

out any peculiar signifiation : also an armed messenger

or attendant, a Peon, a Barkanddz ; also the name of a

low and servile caste in Cuttack.

RA FA, corruptly, RUFFAH, H. &c.
(fij, TM) Settlement of

an affair or dispute.

Rafdndma, H. (&*\ip><) A deed of compromise, one by which

a dispute is settled.

Rafd-dafd, H. (^^j\ Raphe-dapke, Mar. (t^ ^) Settle-
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ment of an affair, liquidation of a debt, deciding a dispute:

sometimes used adjectively, settled, decided.

RAFIA, H. (A. *j*j,
from

jjj , elevation) High, noble; used

commonly in forming titles, as, Rafid-ul-darjdt, the high

in degree ; Rqfid-us-shdn, the high in dignity, &c.

RAFIXI, or RAFzf, H. (&.'<*);, ^_g&j)
A heretic, com-

monly applied by the Suni Mohammadans to the Shias.

RAFUGAB, H. (A. ~P.J>f, fromjij, darning) A darner, one

whose business is to mend or darn cloth, silk, shawls, &c.

RAGADA, Tel. C^XS) Black clay soil.

RAoi, vulgarly, RAGGY, Karn. (S^), Mai. (fDOC/51),

RAGULU, Tel. (plur. "O^Xbeu) A kind of grain, a sort

of panic commonly termed also Nacheni : see Nachni.

RAGOX, Thug. An omen, good or bad.

RAGNAUTI, Thug. Taking the auspices.

RAH, RAn, H. &c. (P.
*j,

!

; , tf , *1?), also RAHA, Mar.

(^jrf) A road, a way : (in its compounds in Hindustani

it may be written with either the short or the long vowel,

although, as the latter is in general more used, it is here

given in that form only in the words of that language).

Rdhbar, H.
(P.^J&Jj)

A guide, a conductor; Rahbardn,

plur., an item of deduction formerly allowed to the Za-

mindars to cover the expense of providing guides for

the safe conduct of travellers and traders through their

estates.

Rdhddr, H. (
'.j\ JJ&l^

) A collector of tolls or transit duties.

Rdhddri, incorrectly, Rddarree, Rahdarry, and Rahdurry,

H. &c. (^oliXaK, from (_;'i>, having, keeping), Rahddri,

or Rahdddrl, Mar. (l^u!) , t^l^TTTt) A passport, a custom

pass or permit : transit duties, tolls and duties collected

at inland stations upon grain and other articles, levied for-

merly by the government, or sometimes by the Zamindars

on their own authority.

Rahddri-, or Rahdddri-jakdt,MzT. (t^Ttt -<.gl<KlHiliO

Transit duties : in Sindh, Black mail, a fee paid to escape

plunder.

Rahddri-chiti, Tel. (&rTy6-&&3) A custom pass spe-

cifying the duties to have been paid.

Rahddri-pullari, Tel. (&>&) A tax or fine levied for-

merly on cattle passing over fields.

Rdhgir, H. (^a>|;)
A traveller.

Rdhkharch, H. (P. -.jSftK)Way-expenses, travelling charges.

Rahnumd, H. (P. UJUb^,)
A guide.

Rdhzan, H. (P.
yjto'j)

A robber, a highwayman.

Rdhzani, H.
(t^j&>]j) Robbing on the road.
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Rdhzani-bd-hhun, H. (P. ^f*, blood) Highway robbery

with murder.

Rdhzani-bd-zakhm, H. (A. *s-j ,
a wound) Robbery on the

road with personal injury.

RAHAI', H. (P. i^Jdj) Liberation, escape.

RABAT, orRAHAT, also,vernacularly, ARHAT, and HARATH, q.v.

Hindi, Mar. (^?7, <i) A machine for drawing water

from wells, a beam connecting two wheels so employed,

or the Persian water-wheel.

Rahdtdgar, Mar. (-Ci-TTPTO A plantation irrigated by water-

wheels.

Rahdf-gddgen, Mar. (T^TTJITJH) A wheel with a wreath of

pots round it for drawing up water from a well, the

Persian water-wheel.

Rahdti, Mar. (^lil) A water-wheel worked by the feet.

Rahdtwani, Mar. (7^ |{ 441)1) Water supplied by a water-

wheel from a well.

RAHN, incorrectly, RAH IN, H. (A. ^j) A pledge, a pawn,

property given as security for a loan, but of which the

usufruct is not enjoyed by the lender, nor can it be trans-

ferred or sold.

Rahanndmd, incorrectly, Rahin-ndma, Uriya (Q^g1$|S)|)

A deed of mortgage, a deed of pledge.

Rahan-tamassuh, Uriya (from H. tLl-j) A mortgage-bond

Rdhin, H. (A.
jj*];)

A borrower on a pledge or pawn.

Ifahuii, H. (A.
jjjj*;)

The thing pawned or property mortgaged.

RAHNA, Thug, lit.,

'

To remain,' a temporary grave.

RAHITA, RAHITU, Karn. (8806, 6Soj) \ farmer, a cul-

tivator (a corruption of Raiat).

RAHwA, H.
(lyb;)

A slave, one not purchased.

RAHWAI, H.
((_j'y^,

from rahnd, to remain) House rent

Rahrvdid, H.
(Uyt;) An inhabitant, a householder.

RAi, corruptly, ROY, H.
(^\j), RAE, Hindi (TTC), RAY, Beng.

CsTlT) A prince, being a provincialism for Raja : under

the Mohammadan governments it was a title given to

Hindu civil officers of high rank, whence it became a

family designation, as, Rammohun Roy.

Rdi-rdydn, corruptly, Roy-royan, H. (^1; i^\j)
A prince :

lit, prince of princes, but applied as a title to Hindu civil

functionaries of high rank : it was the title borne by the

financial minister and treasurer of the Nawab of Bengal,

and was assigned by the British government to the chief

native revenue officer whom they appointed in 1772, on

abolishing the office of Naib Diwan.

RAI, or RAAI, corruptly, RYE, H. (A. .^J) Rate, the local rate
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of assessment, the standard rate at which the lands of a

village or district are asssesed, according to their several

qualities. Reg. ii. 1795.

Rdi-bandi, Rybundee, H.
(^SJj^zj) A statement or table

of rates, a document shewing the rates at which different

descriptions of land are usually assessed in any particular

district

Rdi-kankuti, H. (<JJAJ:,) Lands of which the assess-

ment was rated according to the value, or a fixed or cus-

tomary rate, of produce per biyhd.

RAIGAR, H.
(jtyj)

A caste or tribe of Rajputs : in Mherwara

it is applied to a low caste working in skins and leather,

or employed as labourers.

RAIJ, H. (A. gi\j) Customary, usual, current

KMj-ul-waJit, H. (A. c^J^I^J;)
The practice or custom

of the time.

RAIKAT, Beng. (?) A title given in some places to the pos-

sessor of a Zamindari, as the head of the family and right-

ful heir.

RAIYAT, vernacularly, RAYAT, and, corruptly, RYOT, H. (A.

^^Jfjt plur. Rddya, or Mdia, or Raya, lAc; , from .,.
,

to pasture, to feed, to protect), Hindi and Mar. (4JI|il),

RAIYAT, Beng.CiTt^), RAYUTU, Tel. (TT>O&0&)) A sub-

ject, but especially applied to the agricultural population,

a cultivator, a farmer, a peasant.

Rdyatdwd, Mar. (niTTRT) Subjects or peasants collectively,

people, peasantry.

Raiyat-azar, H. (P.
J\j\ , who torments) Tyrannous, op-

pressive, an oppressor.

Rdlyati, or Rayati, corruptly, Ryolee, H.
(,Vje; *3fifl),

Rdiyati, Beng. (Tt^Tst) Relating or belonging to a

Raiyat : applied also in Bengal to lands of which the

revenue is paid in money, in opposition to the Khamdr

lands, of which the revenue is paid in kind
; also to a

settlement direct with the cultivators
; also, subjection,

tenancy.

Rdiyat-ndma, H. (P. <JuU, a document) An engagement

given by the cultivators to the landlord or proprietor.

Rdiyati pattd, corruptly, Ryotee potfah, H. (IL

A lease given to a peasant or cultivator.

Rdiyat-parrvar, H. (P. j^, protecting) A benevolent

sovereign or landlord.

Rdiyatndr, corruptly, Ryotwar, H. (P. |}i*uep Accord-

ing to or with Rdiyats, familiarly applied to the revenue

settlement which is made by the government officers with
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each actual cultivator of the soil for a given term, usually

a twelvemonth, at a stipulated money rent, without the in-

tervention of a third party : it is the mode of assessment

which prevails chiefly, although not exclusively, in the

provinces of the Madras Presidency.

Rdiyattvdr-jamd-bandi, H. (from ,_JAAAXA-) Statement

of the revenue settlement made with each cultivator.

Raydni-muchchilika, Tel. (A. Soxrx>g)9-S^) An

engagement entered into by the villagers for the cultivation

of the lands.

RAJ, H. (_^j , S. Rqjyam TTSJ) A kingdom, a principality.

RAjA, H. (S. (o-\j)
A king, a prince, a title given by the

native governments, and in later times by the British go-

vernment, to Hindus of rank : it is also assumed by petty

chiefs in various parts of Hindustan, and is not uncom-

monly borne by Zamindars. (In Sanscrit compounds Raja

makes the final short, as Rdjadharma, the duty of a king :

and in the spoken languages this is vulgarly abridged

to Rdj, as Rdjdharm, Rdjdanda, &c. : it is, of course,

more correct in all cases to retain the short final vowel,

but in compliance with current use some of the following

terms are also given without it.

Rdjabhdgam,Te\. CO
7>
a*55

T>

Xo)>
or Rdjbhd<j,M*r. (tUWTn,

from S. bhdf/a >rm, a share) The government share of

the revenue or of the crop.

Rdjaki, Mar. (nf*T. from S. Tm^tl) Royal, relating to

royalty ; especially as vernacularly used in an evil sense,

oppressive, tyrannical.

Rdjakrdnti,or Rdjakrdnt.Mar. (TTraiific,from S. MH^lCil,

attack) Hostile invasion, depredation committed by an

enemy, alarm attending it
; also regal oppression, tyranny.

Rdjabansi, Rdjbansi, Beng. (fll<j'tft, from S. vansa, or

bansa 3^1, a race ; of royal-race) The name of a low egri-

cultural caste in Rangpur : in its literal sense it is ap-

plicable to any of the royal or martial tribes, as the

Rajputs, &c.

Rdjbahd, H. (S. from Li# , to flow) The principal or com-

mon branch of a canal.

Rdjabhent, H. (ci-l*# ,
a visit) A present to a great man

on waiting on him, or a fee paid to a public functionary

for permission to begin to reap.

Rdjdanda, Beng. CsTl^nFQ, S. ^55) A fine or penalty in-

flicted by the prince or ruler.

Rdjadhdni, or Rdjdhdni, H. &c.
(^jlajo-l^, S. OSlViq'l)

A capital city, the residence of the governing authority :
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in Rangpur Rdjdhdni designates the neighbouring pos-

sessions of the Raja of Kuch Bahar.

Rdjdhuti, Beng. CatRTst) A piece of cloth, such as is worn

round the loins, presented to a Zamindar by a tenant on

receiving permission to marry.

Rdjguru, or Rdjgur, Hindi (tTFT^) The spiritual adviser

of a prince or chief ; considered as belonging to a parti-

cular caste in the Dakhin : in Guzerat the Brahmans who

officiate as the domestic priests of the Jharejas.

Rdjih, Mar. &c. (tTHfar), Rdjikam, Mai. (fOOsSl<fi>o) Op-

pressive tyranny, any distress arising from bad government :

also the calamities of hostile invasion.

Rdjkar, Beng. (!*, S. ^ST., a tax) The government tax

or revenue.

Rdjahumdr, or Rdjkumdr, or Rdjahumdra, Hindi (TTT-

cBHTt, from S. '5HK, a youth, a prince) The son of a

Raja, a prince : the name of a numerous and opulent caste

in the north-west provinces, following agriculture, though

claiming to be of the military or regal tribe : the Raj-

kumars in the district of Benares were notorious for the

murder of their infant daughters.

Rdjaput, or Rajput, commonly, Rajpoot, H. &c. (ULJ^JAJ, ,

<H<MIT, from S. tTSTf, and putra XR, a son), in some

dialects, as in Guz.
}Rajput, orRujpootQe^Qf].) A prince,

the son of a Raja, the general designation of the races in

the north and west of India, who pretend to spring from

the ancient dynasties of the sun and moon, forming the

Suryavansi and Chandravami tribes, or from a sacred

fire kindled on Mount Abu, by the saint Agastya, and

who are thence termed Agni-kula, of the family of fire :

from these sources thirty-six primary royal races are sup-

posed to originate. The solar dynasties are, 1. the Grahi-

lote, or Gehlote, of which the Rana of Udayapur is a mem-

ber: it is subdivided into twenty-four Sdkhds, or branches,

of which the Sisodhia is the most distinguished, sometimes

giving a title to the whole race ; 2. Rahtore, said to be

descended from Rama, by Kusa, his second son ; but this

is sometimes disputed: it has twenty-four branches: the Raja

of Marrvar, or Jodhpur, belongs to this tribe ; 3. Kach-

rvdhd, also said to spring from Kusa, to which the Rajas

ofJaypur belong : it comprises twelve Kothris, or houses.

There is but one race said to spring from the moon, through

Krishna, or that of Yadu or Jadu, comprehending eight

branches, of which two are well known and powerful, the

Jhdreja, and Bhatti, of which the Rajas of Cutch and
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Jaisalmer are members. The Tudr tribe is of doubtful

origin, although boasting olVikramdditya as a member; it

is usually considered a branch of the Yadu race. The Agni-

kula races are originally four, the Pramdra, Parihdra,

Chdluhya, Chaulukya, orSolanki, and Chauhdn; the first

contains thirty-five Sdkkds, of which the best known are

the Mori, supposed to be the same as the Maurya, which

would include Chandragupta, or Sandrocoptus, the Soda,

Sankld, Khair, Umra, and Sumra (now Mohammadans),

Vehil, Maipawat, Balhdr, Kaba, Omata, Rehar,

Dhundha, Sortiah, and Harir : all these are in the west

of Malwa and the desert of the Indus ; 2. the Parihdra

has twelve divisions, but is little known ; 3. the Chd-

lukya race was once of great power in the west of India

and Guzerat, as still testified by numerous inscriptions,

dated in the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries: a

more ancient branch also was powerful in the Dakhin :

sixteen branches are specified, of which the Bharjel tribe is

the best known ; 4. the Chauhdn, or Chdhumdna, com-

prised twenty-four branches, of whom the Hdras, giving a

name to the district of Hdrdrvati, and numbering amongst

its ranks the Rajas ofKota and Bnndi, is the most eminent.

The Khichis of Raghugarh, Deoras of Sirohi, Sonayaras of

Jhalore, and Parvaichas of Pawagarh,arealso distinguished

branches. Besides these, the thirty-six royal races include

many whose origin even fiction has not ventured to ac-

count for, as the Chaura, or Chdrvara, the Tdlt or Tak-

shak, the Jit of the Punjab, and Jdt of the Jumna and

Ganges, who, nevertheless, is never styled a Rajput, the

Hun, the Kdtti, the Bdtta, the Jhalamakivahana, from

whom Jhdlawdr is named, the Gohil, Sarwaya, or Sari-

aspa, the Jetrva, or Kainari, Dali, Gor, Doda, Gerhrvdl,

Chandela, Bundela, Bir-gujar, Sengar, Sikharwdl, Bais,

Dahia, Johya, Mohil, Nihuinba, Rdjpati, Daliirya,

Dahima : the lists ofthese races, however, differ materially,

and some of the tribes pretend also to trace their descent

from the solar or lunar dynasties : of those best known

almost innumerable subdivisions are to be met with in

different parts of India, but especially in the Upper Pro-

vinces, extending from Bahar and Benares to the north and

west of the Punjab, in Malwa, and in the region to which

they give their name, Rdjasthdna, or Rdjputdna, spread-

ing to the Indus and Sindh westward, and southward into

Guzerat and Cutch.

Rdjasdsanam, Mai. (S. rooSSC/dOOrOrOo, from S.
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an order) A royal edict or command, regal government :

a royal grant, especially a grant by some prince or public

officer, inscribed on plates of copper.

Rdjaswa, Beng. (S. fll3, from S. ^, own) Tax or

revenue due to the government, royal or public revenue.

Rdjrvdr, Rdjwdrd, Beng. (S. fTt^'S'te, ?lt5i^St>5l) In

Rangpur, the territory of the Kuch Bahar Raja, as dis-

tinct from the Company's.

Rajwdro, Guz. (^.s/HLSD The country of the Rajputs,

Marwar, &c.

RAJA, Thug. The loud call of the large owl.

RAJAB, H. (A. t_^=-j) The seventh month of the Moham-

madan year, also called Rajab-ul-murajab, the sacred or

holy year, as hostilities amongst the Arab tribes were pro-

hibited during its continuance before Mohammadanism.

RAJIA, (?) H. A grain-measure. Gorakhpur.

RAJAKA, RAJAK, S. &c. (M*) A washerman.

RAJM, A.
()**-;) Stoning to death, by Mohammadan law the

punishment of adultery.

RAJAT, H. (A. e^*s>y) Return, return of the person di-

vorcing to the person divorced.

RAJI, H. A barbarous tribe in Kamaon. See Rarvat.

RAJIVANARU, RAjiYAVARU, Kara. ("D~9^cO c>r\$OO,

trSaS^CXX^Sco, plur.) A class of Sudras employed under

the former government of Mysore as armed peons: a class of

people in Kamaon speakingTelugu, and pretending to descend

from the Kshatriya caste, practising medicine and other arts.

RAKA, H. &c. (S. by) Full moon, also day of full moon.

RAKAM, RAKM, or RUKUM, H. &c. (A.
^>J)

A writing, a

handwriting ;
a mark ;

a peculiar method of notation with

the initials ofArabic names of numbers: kind, sort, manner:

an item of an account
; any fixed or stipulated sum

; a

fractional share of an undivided estate : rate of assessment :

in Kamaon, rent, revenue.

Raham sirodi, H. dJy*1

/**;* A. ly, except, besides) What

is over or in excess of the stipulated sum or revenue.

RakamifOT RakmifH. &c.
(^^iij) Written, noted, registered:

according to kind or sort; according to usage : estimated, com-

puted, not exactly determined; or sometimes it means settled,

fixed, permanent, especially as applied to the land tax.

Rakam-vdri, Tel. (OSO _Tt

>6) According to sort or kind,

especially as to coins of different currencies.

RdJeim, H. (A. *!;) A writer, the writer of any document.

RAKANA, Mar. (TTRI^T) A division or colomn made on a sheet

of paper by folding it longitudinally.
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RAKAT,H.(A. Ci~*$j) Repeating
or reading a number ofprayers

of the Kuran, accompanying it with various gesticulations*

as prostrations and genuflexions, which may be either com-

manded, or traditional, or voluntary ; the orthodox attitude

consists in bending the body forwards as horizontally from

the hips as possible, resting the palms of the hands on the

knees and fixing the eyes on the great toes. See Ruhua-

RAKBA, RUKBA, corruptly, RUCKBAH, H. &c. (A. (OJ^, icfcll)

Inclosure, area : the lands comprised within the boundaries

of a village or township, or constituting an estate or

farm paying a money-revenue : the measured or ascertained

extent of such lands : (the notion may have been bor-

rowed from the original radical Rakaba, meaning to put a

chain or collar round the neck, whence the substantive,

a collar, and thence an area) : thence also, in Mohammadan

law, a slave, a purchased slave.

Rakbabandi, corruptly, Ruckbabundee, H. (A. ^JjoiUij ,

Cfc(N^1) A statement of the area of any estate, village,

or township, one of the accounts that should be kept by

the village accountant, shewing the total quantity of land

belonging to the community, the portions that pay or are

exempt from revenue, and those which are cultivated or

uncultivated, or incapable of cultivation.

Rakbazamin, H. (from P.
^.^J-*;)

The ascertained whole

extent of the lands of a township paying revenue.

RAKH, H. &c. (^, TTO, S. tl^T) Ashes.

Rdkhrdngoli, Mar. (4J4N4.l j n<$l) Total devastation of a

field, country, &c., as if it was reduced to ashes.

RAKSHANA, S. (rEpn), in the dialects the s is rejected, and

the first vowel sometimes made long, as, RAKHAN, H.

(
(1jflj), RAKHAN, Beng. Mar. CaffcO Preserving, guard-

ing, protecting, keeping : tending, as cattle and the like
;

sometimes, also, the hire or pay of a guard or a present or

fee for protection.

Rdkknd, Mar. CCUsHUT) A guard, a watch, a person set to

tend cattle.

Rdkhanddr, Mar. fcWJ^TC) A watch or guard over a

house, field, &c.

Rakhanhdr, H.
(.jlsi^^j)

A watch, a guard.

Rdkhani, Beng. CsTt'StfR) Hire or pay of a guard or watch.

Rdkhdl, Beng. (!Tt
1

*t10 A shepherd, a cowherd, one who

tends cattle, &c.

Rdkhd, Guz. (^.l^tl) The purchaser of a bill of exchange,

one who pays a sum of money to a banker and receives

a bill of exchange for the amount.
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Rakhi, H. trf^;) Tribute paid for protection, a kind of

black mail ;
also a protector.

RdkM, Hindi, &c. (TOfli S. T^ft) A piece of thread or

silk, or tinsel, bound round the wrist on particular occa-

sions, especially on the full moon of Srdvan, either as

an amulet and preservative against misfortune, or as a

symbol of mutual dependence, or as a mark of respect :

amongst the Rajputs it is sometimes sent by a lady of rank

or family to a person of influence or power whose protec-

tion she is desirous of securing, and whom she thus adopts,

as it were, as a male relative or brother : in Puraniya,

Itdkhi implies the portion of the lands of the village as-

signed as the watch or charge of each Rakhwdld : in My-

sore the term is also applied to the actual cautery.

Rdkhipurntmd, Hindi, &c. UHsflufJIJHI, from S. ^fSn, day

of full moon) The day of full moon in the month Srdvan,

on which the Rdlihl is sent to, or brought by, friends, or

by Brahmans, and bound round the wrist with a suitable

mantra or prayer.

Rakhopa, Guz. (3.
VU'H) A tax paid for protection against

thieves.

Rahhopo, Guz. (3.*^ I'M. I) Money paid for watching or

guarding goods or houses, &c., a watchman, a guard.

Rakhwar, Rakhrcdl, or Rakhmdld, H. &c.
(j'j^h J'j^O'

ill^;)
A guard, a watch, a keeper of a field, one who has

charge of the standing crops to prevent their being injured

or plundered, a tender on cattle and the like : a protector,

a guardian : in some parts the term is also applied to one

who is supposed to be capable of counteracting the evil

designs or practices of malevolent beings, or witchcraft,

and the like.

Rakhrvdli, H. (,J^(;) The office of watching, guarding,

&c., the hire of a guard or watch : money paid for pro-

tection against depredators, or for refraining from depre-

dation, black mail.

Rakshdbhogam, Mai. (S. fOdftSiOeoOCOo) Tax or fee paid

by an inferior to a superior for the latter's protection.

RAKHAT, Hindi (traTTf) Lands set apart for grazing.

Puraniya.

RAKHLE, incorrectly RAKHILE, Mar. (<J*<cl) A word used to

denote the purchaser of a hundi or bill of exchange, he

by whom the money has been paid, and in whose favour

it is drawn.

RAKSHAS, S. vernacularly, RAKHAS (^pj , T^Tf) RACHHAS,

H. (*" 1 An evil spirit, a demon, a goblin.
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RuJishasa, S., vernacularly, Rdhhas, or Rdchlias,

<Cn3*0 Relating to a demon : one form of marriage an-

ciently recognised, where a maiden has been carried off

by force after her kinsmen have been subdued or slain,

a fiend-like marriage : the 49th year of the cycle.

Rdkhasi beld, or Rdltskas Itela, H. &c. (

Twilight, about an hour and a half before dark : time

when evil spirits are abroad.

Rdchhas-liah, H.
(slxj^.^s^) Violent seizure and abduc-

tion of a girl.

RAKHT, H. (P. c^o-^) Goods, chattels, effects.

Raliht o maldd, P. A. (clx^e^s-j) Personal property ex-

clusive of cash or bullion, or negociable stock ; more pro-

perly denominated Mdl, although Mdl, used in a com-

prehensive sense, includes all personal property.

RAKT, RUKT, H. &c. (S. o^,, t3i) Red, blood.

Itaktdkthi, S. &c. (^KTOt) The 58th year of the cycle t

lit., the red-eyed.

Raktakodige, Kara. (&D_oO-'3&~A ) Grant of land rent-free

to the family of a servant killed in battle.

Rahtamdnyam, Mar. (TUWP4) Free-rent lands granted for

wounds or for services in war : blood-money.

Raktrvdn, Mar. (t^raitT) A person whose occupation is

selling ink ; a servant whose duty it is to supply ink and

provide and place the leaves that are used as plates at a meal.

RAM.AA, A. C*U,) Usury.

RAMARAMI, Tel. (5&T"&t>:>) An average : or, adv., upon
or according to an average, more or less, according to guess.

RAMA, vernacularly, RAM, S. &c. (tm) A name given to

three of the ten avatars, or Parasurdma, Rdmachandra,
and Balardma (the latter being substituted for his brother,

Krishna) : the name by itself is, in current use, applied

especially to the second, the prince of Ayodhyd : in compo-

sition it sometimes intimates excellence or superiority, as

Rama-, or Rdm-sdli, a superior kind of rice.

Rdmalild, vernacularly, Rdmlild, H. OcHfijFt^T, from S.

cift<?T, sport) A dramatic epitome of the adventures of

Rama, performed publicly in the month of A.irvin
;

in

some places, as at Benares, with great splendour.

Rdmanavami, or Rdmnavami, H. (4.l<H4lft, S. ^qtft, the

ninth lunation) The ninth day of the light half of Chaitra,

the birth-day of Rama.

Rdmamat, Hindi ('<l*Hri') An ascetic of the Vaishnava sect,

following the doctrines of Rdmdnand, and thence termed

also Rdmdnandi, who taught the especial worship of Rama
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about the end of the 13th century : his followers are col-

lected in maths or monasteries, and are very numerous in

the district of Benares and adjacent provinces.

Rdm-bdn, Mar. (WflHlf, from S. vdna, an arrow) An

engagement or promise that will certainly be kept (sure

as the arrow of Mama).

Rdmbatdi, H. (i_W(*]P
Division of the crop between the

landlord and tenant.

jRdmdave, Guz. (^.L"H^H) A pilfering Brahman.

Rdmduhdi, H. (^IfeiVJ;)
An asseveration or oath by Rama.

Rdm-rdm, H.&c. (J/J;) An exclamation proper to be addressed

to a Vaishnava ascetic : it is also used as an exclamation

of astonishment or aversion : among the Marathas it is

the usual interchange of salutation between the common

classes : in a note it answers to respects, compliments, &c.

Rdmjani, H.
(<Ji**l;,

from S. *?TT> beautiful, and Pf> a

person) A dancing girl : it is applied also in Bengal,

under the corruption of Ramjohnny, to a prostitute.

RAMASI, Thug. The slang of the Thugs.

RAMIA, Guz. (plur. 5.l'*Ua>ll) Deep wells requiring large

buckets for drawing water.

RAMNAH, or RAMNA, H.
(nix*;, liup A park, a preserve

for game : used sometimes as the general name of grass

lands.

RAMOSI, or RAiaosi, incorrectly, RAMOOSEE, Mar. (tl>ft$f),

or -iff) The name given to individuals of a low and semi-

barbarous race, found chiefly in the Maratha country south
j

of Puna, who are thieves by profession and habit, but are
j

retained usually in the villages as watchmen : they speak

a dialect of Maratha, in which they differ from the Bhils,

whom, in other respects, they resemble : they are not found

farther south than Kolapur.

RAMP, Guz. (3.1H) A plough used for clearing weeds and

stubble.

Rdmpi-i, Guz. (3.1 Hil) A plough, smaller than the former,

for hoeing, worked between the furrows when the grain

is ripe.

RAMPI, H.
(.5*^^,

or
15^1^)

A knife for scraping and clean-

ing skins and leather.

RAMZAN, H. (A. jjt-i*,)
The ninth Mohammadan month,

during which eating, drinking, and any sensual gratifica-

tion is interdicted between dawn and the appearance of the

stars: the communication of the Kuran is fabled to have

begun on the 27th of the month, thence termed Lailat-

td-hadr, or night of power, and prayers on that night
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are sure to be complied with: prayers offered on the

19th, 21st, and 23d, are also supposed to possess peculiar

efficacy.

RAN, Mar. (TTt) A wood or forest, a waste, wild or uncul-

tivated land : also in compounds, wild, as,

I!anat, or Rdnrvat, Mar. (<H7> 4.H4J) Sterile, unfit for

cultivation : wild, growing spontaneously.

Rdnderod, blunderingly, Rdmdwd, Mar. (TTq^t) A fee

formerly paid for leave to cut wood in the public forests.

Rdnkela, Mar. A wild plantain, and the like.

Rdnmdrjdr, Mar. (S. TT3TTC, a cat) A wild cat.

Ranted, Mar. (<JH<0) Woody or waste ground, a tract left

to its spontaneous produce, especially in the vicinity of a

town or village.

RANA, H. (U^>, tPTI, probably a corruption of Raja) The

title of Hindu princes in Central India : it is borne espe-

cially by the sovereign of Udayapur.

Riini, H. (<jht
S. Rdjni TTsft) A princess, the wife of a

Raja.

RAND, also RANIJA, H. &c. (Si]j,\&j, TTC!5, T?!3T), RANDE,

Kara. (OOGV) A widow : in Maratha it is used con-

temptuously : also, a woman, a slave-girl, a courtesan.

RAndyd, and RdndchhandiiMar. (^tSTt, ^TTSRft) Addicted

to women, libertine.

Randd golaJi,
Mar. (t3TJ

ft<$<t) A widow's bastard ; also

Golaka, q. v. : the name of a caste among the Marathas,

in which the parents are both of the Brahmanical order.

Randemaga, Kara. (#OooX) A son of a widow, a term

of abuse.

RANUA, Beng. (TC&) A man who dies childless : a barren

tree, barren.

Rdndd, H.
(Ijol^)

Barren, applied especially to unproduc-

tive trees, as the male palm, &c.

Randkd, or Rdndkd, Mar. (ticPT , TJ3FT) A widower.

Rdndmund, Mar. (TJS^f, from S. s^R, shaven) A widow,

used contemptuously : a strumpet, used as a term of abuse.

Rdnd rdndelij Guz. (3.l$3.lSfrll) Devoid of ornaments,

as in widowhood.

Rdndrvadd, or Rdndmald, Mar. (jsq3T, ^T3^^5T, from S

^Mfcb, a row, a string) Pouring forth a torrent of abuse

upon a woman, calling her by all sorts of opprobrious

names, as, whore, strumpet, trull, &c.

Rdndyd, Mar. (ijgjl) Libertine, addicted to women.

RANDHANIYA, H.
(bJusjo!^)

A cook, a confectioner, a baker-

RANDI, H. (<^S^j)
A woman.

5T
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Randibdz, H. (j^t/i;).
or Rdndbdj, Mar. (<jsqin) A

wencher, a libertine.

dom, fornication.

RANG, RUNG, H. &c. (S. i^JJj , tt) Colour, dye, from,

kind, sport, diversion.

Rangdi, or Rangwdi, H. &c. dJ&j , t^fcj , 0'!$,, .*iii$)

Price paid for dyeing, colouring, or the like.

Rangdri, Karn. (OO A c)5) A dyer.

m Rangi, H. &c. (,&;) A dyer : chintz of which the colours

fly in washing.

Rangmahal, H. &c.
((Jst*~^>)

An apartment fitted up for

festive meetings.

Rangrez, H. (\i3jj) A dyer, a colourcr, a painter.

Rangrezi, H.
(t^fj>jMj) Dyeing, colouring, painting.

RANGAH, Hindi (tPT?) A name borne by the Rajputs in

the south and west of Malwa, and in Mewar : (according

to the Marathas the word is derived from ran, a wood,

and gari (TTfr), a man, implying a semi-barbarian, or man

of the woods : the Rajputs derive it from rait (^T!l) war,

and garh \TS), a fort, but in that case it should be Ran-

f/arh, not Rdngar) : in the north-west provinces the Rdn-

'jars are a class partly Hindu, partly Mohammadan, but

agreeing in disorderly and dishonest habits.

Rdnyart, Hindi (tPTTt) The dialect of the Hindi spoken

along the south and west of Malwa, and in Mewar : its

limits are the Indus on the west, Bundelkhand on the east,

the Satpura hills on the south, and Jaypur, Jodhpur, and

Jaisalmer on the north. Malcolm,
'

Central India,' 2. 191.

The name is also applied by the Marathas to all the

Brahmans of Central India, except those of the south.

Ibid. 123. In Cuttack, Rdngri is the name of a low ser-

vile caste.

RANGWA, Thug. A Sipahi, from his red coat.

RANKU, Tel. (&)&) Adultery, fornication.

RANKAH, less correctly, RAKAH, H. (~}j, TfafS) Stony

ground, or soil abounding with Kankar nodules.

RAO, H. &c.
\yj, f^) A Hindu title for a chief or prince:

(probably derived from Raja, through Rai): amongst the

Marathas it is given as a title to distinguished persons,

whether military or civil, and is assumed by a caste of

Sudras pretending to be descended from the primitive

kshatriya, or military caste.

Rao-krishah, Hindi (*r*M<*) The head man of a village :

lit., the chief cultivator.
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RANWATYA, (?) Mar. (4.JiHi<ll) A grant of land made to a

family whose progenitor has been killed in battle.

RAPAT, Hindi, &c. (TJ&, Eng., report) An official statement

or report, but commonly applied to a motion or petition

to a judge in court.

RAPHTANIBHAYA, Uriya (QCTC1|SiS}.1a
?

| , from the P. raftan

(JJjj ,
to go) An officer whose business it is to superintend

the despatch of salt.

RAHAIN, Thug. Noise of a pack of jackalls, a good omen

on the left at night, a bad one on the day of starting : on

the right it is bad any time between sunrise and sunset.

RAKI, Hindi (XIT^) A coarse hard grass infesting poor soils.

RAs, H. (A.
\j~\j)

Head : used technically in application to

cattle, as, Eh rax guo, one head of cows, i. e. a cow ;
do

rds asp, two head of horses, i. e. two horses.

Rds-ul-mdl, A. (JbJli^) In Mohammadan law, Princi-

pal, capital, fund or trading stock, the original price of an

article (from Rds, the head, caput, or capital).

RAS, H.
((j~]j) Adoption, the ceremony of adoption ; Rds

bithand, or lend, to adopt a son, or, rather, to hold a meet-

ing for the purpose of adopting a son.

Rds-nultin, H.
(^jXiJ^jJ,, from P. A.

j^J-iJ,
who sits)

An adopted son, because he sits in his adoptive father's seat.

HAS, Mar. (^TH, corrupt for Rdsi U^fl) A heap, a pile.

See Run!.

Rdxmdthdm, and Rdsmdthyds, Mar. OCI+IHIiji, 4JtWIU4l3l)

After harvest : after the gathering and piling of the grain.

RAS, ^((^^,13!) A kind of grass that overspreads fallow fields.

HAS, H.
((j~\}, rw) Corn after threshing, the grain separated

from the chaff.

RA.-, or RASH, (?) Beng. The name borne by an individual

when engaged in religious rites, it being the custom in

some parts of Bengal for an individual to have two names,

one his Ban name, as Tdrani-charan, when he is engaged

in religious acts, and the other his Dak name, as Kesav-

dds, on all other occasions.

RASA, vernacularly RAS, S. &c. (tTTT) A circular dance, per-

formed by cowherds and by the worshippers of Krishna,

in imitation of one he is said to have danced with the

Gopis : a dramatic representation, of which the subject is

commonly taken from the stories of Rdma and Krishna.

Rdsaydtrd, vernacularly, Rdydtrd, S. (U'*HU^T) A festival

held in Kdrtika (Oct.-Nov.) in honour of Krishna, when

dancing and dramatic representations take place.

RASAD, H. &c. (P. iX-y)
A store of grain provided for, or
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sent to, an army : in Bengal and Hindustan the word was

early applied to a progressive increase of revenue settle-

ment Reg. viii. 1793, sec. 71 ; but it also denotes a

progressive diminution, and likewise implies the amount of

increase or deduction : in Maratha it denoted money paid

into the public treasury by the native collectors as the

amount of their collections.

Rasad-beshi, H.
(^i-OiVwy)

An increase of revenue, a gra-

dual increase in the amount of assessment.

Rasadi, corruptly, Russuddee, H. (^<^j , T3I<^) Progres-

sively increasing or decreasing, as the annual amount of

revenue: Mar. (TST^t) Held on payment into the public

treasury of a sum supposed to be equivalent to its revenue,

a village, &c.

Rasadi-jama, H. (j^-^jj^) A progressively increasing

or diminishing total of assessment.

KASAVO, Hindi (^TTTt) Dressing a field, pulverising and

smoothing the soil, and leaving it exposed to the air some

days before sowing.

RASHAD, A. (iXi,) Rectitude, direction : in law, the judicious

and discreet management of property.

Ranhid, A.
(A.XWJ)

A director, a guide : in kw, a person

competent to the management of affairs.

RASI, S. (trf$l), so also Beng. Csrtf*t), Tel. ("S^), and Mar.

(nf^t), but the latter has also HAS (TTO), which is like-

wise H.
(^>Jj), corruptly, RASH, RASS. A heap, a pile, a

heap of grain, a heap of salt, intending thereby a defi-

nite measure in use at Bombay, and equal to 40 tons, or,

with allowances for waste in shipment, 30 tons : the esta-

blished rates are 10^ Adholis= 1 Pliara, 100 Phards= 1

Ana, 16 Anas = 1 Rds in the Konkan the proportions

are somewhat differently reckoned, or 4tNitmas= \ Adholi,

24 Adholis = 1 P'mrd, 20 Phards = 1 Ana, 16 Anas

= 1 Rds : as the Nitrvd = 33.553 cubic inches, or by

weight 1.08 Ib. avoirdupois, the Ana = 6220.8 Ib. and

the Rds to 44j tons : by another mode of reckoning, the

Rds is equal to only 10 tons. Jervis on weights and

measures, 48.

Rdsi-adugii, Tel. ("O^eSoXb, from W^jX;), the bot-

tom), also Talardsi, Karn. (Y d) A small quantity of

grain remaining after a heap has been measured, which

is given to the cultivators.

Akkirdsi, Karn. (^0"3&) A heap of rice.

Bhugara-rdsi, TeL (&5~^X8~&) A heap of grain before

it is winnowed mixed with dirt (bhuyara).
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Melurasi, Tel. ( (O^eoTya) A heap of winnowed grain

(from melu, good).

Ubhayardsi, Tel. (^^O&>~^>) A heap of grain com-

prising the shares of government and the cultivator (from

S. ubhaya, both).

RASI, Mai. (fD9C/al) Mixed soil consisting of sand and clay

(from S. Rdsi, a heap, the quality of the soil being tested

by its again filling or being heaped in a pit or hole from

which it has been dug : if light and poor it will not fill

it
;

if heavy and solid it will more than fill it.

Rdsi-hur, Mai. (fOOC/altgiO ) Poor light soil, consisting of

loose sand chiefly.

Rdsi-pasama-hur, Mai. ((03C/3ln_lO3l2c^O) Soil of an

equal or middling sort, a given quantity of which will

exactly fill a pit or hole from which it has been dug on

being replaced in it. See Panama.

RASI, S. &c. (TTf^j) A sign of the zodiac.

Rasi-chahra, S. &c. (<lf$H&) The zodiac.

RASI'D, H.
(JJ-~j, t*ty, RASIDU, Karn. (&&&>) The En-

glish word
'

receipt,

1

a receipt.

RASM, H. (A. fj) Custom, usage, law.

Rasmi, H. (A. ^*M*J) Usual, customary.

Rasum, or, more correctly, Rusum, Rusoom, or Roosoom,

corruptly, Russoom, and Rushum, H. (A. fy\, plur. of

.wwj),
Mar. (TWT), Tel. (O<\X>c&X3) Fees, perquisites, cus-

tomary payments and gratuities, commission or allowances

upon articles bought and sold made to the purchaser or

the servant or agent of the buyer or seller : in Kanara,

also, the allowances in a crop of grain falling to the vil-

lage corporation.

Rusum-i-chaudhari, H.
(^j&djs*-,

a head man) Fees and

perquisites of the head man of a trade or of a village.

Rustim-i-gathri, H.
(i_j_^AS,

a bundle) A fee levied under

the Mohammadan government on all bales and packages

passing through the custom-house of Murshedabad.

Rusum-hanungoi, H.
(y&yl), q. v.) A small fee on the

revenue collections allowed to the Kdnungo.

Rusum-i-khazana, H.
(<SJ|_p-

, a treasury) Fees charged at

the public treasury on all receipts and payments.

Rusum-i-khaednchitH. (
{_s*?\j*->

a treasurer) Fees or com-

mission payable to a cashier or treasurer.

Rusum-i-nazdrat, H.
(cijjLaJ)

Fees payable formerly to

the Nazir or head officer in charge of remittances from the

collectorates to the treasury ; now, the fees payable to the

Nazir of a court on serving a process.
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Rusum-sazdn-ali, H. C^]/") Charges formerly levied

in Bengal to defray, in the first instance, the expense of

Sazdrvals, or revenue officers employed on special and tem-

porary duty, as collecting the arrears from defaulters, but

afterwards converted into a permanent charge upon the

revenue-payers.

Rusum-tikdi, H.-(from the Hindi ,_jlf, a third) A fine or

quit-rent levied formerly on rent-free lands in Bundelkhand,

supposed to be a third of the usual assessment.

Rusum-zaminddri, H. (from iliXx*.*;, a landholder) The

fees or perquisites allowed to the Zamindar by the Mo-

hammadan government, or by a commission generally of

5 per cent, on the gross collections ;
or it sometimes desig-

nates his Mdlihdna, q. v. ; also fees levied by a Zamindar

on his tenants, either on particular occasions, or as a fine

or quit rent.

Rusumddr, H. (from Jii, who has) The holder of certain !

fees or perquisites.

RASHTI, H. (, <*<., TSTift) An addition or bonus paid by i

Sr *
the cultivator over his rent for permission to take into

cultivation any waste or uncultivated land which he may

find on the estate, and of which there is no claimant.

Puraniya.

RASSI, or RASI, RUSSEE, RUSEE, H.
(^"j, TSft), Beng.

CsT^t) A rope, a cord, a rope or line used in measuring,

usually about 80 cubits long.

RASTA, RASTA, H. &c. (P. &MJ , 11*^) A road, a way.

Rastabandi, H. ((_yJoo<KJi^) Making or repairing roads.

RASTIJ, Hindi (XTftcff) Provender furnished by the villagers

to troops passing through the country, and deducted from

their payments to the government or Zamindar. Puraniya. ;

RASTIKANTA, Uriya (Q^,Qgl) Exact weighment (from P.

rdsti, correctness, and Beng. kdnta, a balance).

RASUL, H. (A. <Jj*wj)
A messenger, an ambassador: the

messenger (of God), Mohammad.

Rasul-namd, Rasul-shdhi, H. (from P. L*j
, showing, or sli. ,

a king) Classes of Mohammadan fakirs

RATAN, RATAN, RATAL, RATIL, Kara. ( dfejo, TTBfcJ^Q,
O dW^ )

o cifcj^ corruptions, probably, of Rdhat) A
|

machine for raising water, a spinning-wheel, a round-

about.

Rdtdnadabdvi, Kara. ("O~feJc)orcO) A well from

which water is raised by a machine.

RATH, (?) H. Separate nominal division of a coparcenary pro-

prietary ; commonly, a clan. Kamaon.
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RATH, or RUTH, corruptly RUT, S. &c. (t^l) A chariot, a

a carriage : in common use applied to a covered carriage

used chiefly by women ; also to the car in which idols

are conveyed.

Rathaydtrd, or, vernacularly, Rathjdtrd, S. &c. (t,"WnJ

The festival of the procession of Krishna as Jagannatha,

held in the second lunation of the moon's increase in

Athdrh, July-August.

Rathahdra, S. &c. (<vjc|ilO A wheelwright, a coachmaker, .

a man of a mixed caste sprung from a Mahishya father

and Karan mother.

RATHOB, or RATHAUK, Hindi (^nftT:, treW The name of

one of the principal Rajput tribes, the origin of which is

doubtful : they trace their descent from Kum, the son of

Rdma, and should consequently be of the solar line, but

they are usually classed with the lunar families : they art-

found in considerable numbers in Hindustan, and, at the

time of the Mohammadan conquest, furnished sovereigns

to Kanoj at present the Raja of Mdrrcdr or Jodhpur,

and most of his feudatory chiefs, belong to this tribe.

(Colonel Tod writes the name Rahtore, which is derived,

he says, from raltt, the spine of Indra ; but the word is

usually written in the native characters as above : the same

authority specifies twenty-four Sdkhds, or branches, of the

tribe, which are, however, different clans of Mdrwdr, sprung

from the Rajas Chonda, Ranmdl, and Joda, of whom

severally three, twenty-three, and ten, are still extant : the

popular nomenclature of the subdivisions of the Ratkon

is probably different in many respects from both).

RATI, commonly, RUTTEE, (^, tfif , Tjft), S. (Tftrart) The

seed of the Abrus precatorius, used as the basis of weights

for gold, silver, and drugs : the seed varies, but from

various trials appears to average about 1 jgths of a grain :

the artificial weight has been found to average nearly 2^

grains, being one-eighth of a mdsha, rated at 17.708

grains. As the mdsha in use, however, averages but about

15^- grains, the eighth, or one Rati, will weigh rather

less than 2 grains, or 1.938. Jervis makes it 1.953.

The term is also applied sometimes, as in Midnapur, to

an estate or landed property.

RATIB, H. (A. C_^jK) Daily allowance of food to labourers

or to animals, as elephants, camels, &c.

Rdtiba, H. (A. &\j) Salary, pay, allowance, pension.

Rdtibakhor, H.
(j^s-<Uol^ ) A stipendiary, a pensioner.

Rawdtib, H. (A. (^o^, plur. of Rdtib) Necessaries of
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life, as clothes, food, and furniture : in Mohammadan law,

salaries, allowances, &c.

RATIKATTU-BHUMI, Tel.
(7r>$|k&r-ao) Stony ground

(from rdi, a stone).

RATL, H. (A. tjbj), RATAL, Mar. (l^O A weight, variously

rated at 12 to 16 ounces, a pound : at Bombay the Ratal

is said to be equal to thirty-six Surat rupees : in the Red

Sea the Rottolo, as it is corruptly called, varies from 10

to' 24 ounces avoirdupois.

RATTAM, Tel. (~^^) A spinning-wheel.

RAUHI, Thug. A policeman, a constable, or Chauki-ddr.

RAUKAH, Thug. A banker : quasi Sdhultdr, q. v.

RAUL, corruptly, RAOUL, Mar. (^T'3i35) The name of a low

tribe said to be descendants from a branch of the Yogi

mendicants, makers of coarse strips of cloth and of tape.

RAUL, Thug. The clamorous cry of a number of jackall's,

always a good omen.

RAUT, Mar. Cn^ilO A horse-soldier. Guz. Rdreat (^.IH*^.)

A horse-keeper : a title borne by some families of dis-

tinction in Katiwar who keep studs.

RATZA, H. (A. A*jj) A mausoleum, a shrine, the tomb of some

reputed saint at which prayers are recited and offerings

presented.

RAVANJO, Guz. (^.l
c
illll

a
'll) A village watchman or guard.

RAVISU, RAVESIT, Tel. (tf^i&D, 6~>Xx>) Customary fees

or perquisites (from P.
(_/*?;)

RAVI, vernacularly, RABI, corruptly, RUBBEE, S. &c. (ffo,

Tfa) The sun.

Ravivdra, vernacularly, Ravi-, or Rabircdr, or -bar, S. &c.

(ifaMlO Sunday.

Rabikhanda, Beng. (TlCk^Tf) A crop ripened by the sun

without rain, a cold-weather crop.

RAWA, H. (P, Ijj) Passing, going, allowable, lawful, cur-

rent.

Rarvdddri, H. (P. i_f/J, having) Approbation, sanction.

RAWAIAT, written also, REVAIET, H. (P. e^o!..) A writ-

ten legal opinion by a Mohammadan law officer, a treatise

on points of law, a dictum or opinion of the Dasturs or

priests of the Parsis, a narration, a history.

RAWAJ, H. (A. ~-|jj), RIWAJ, Mar. (1X^1*0 Usage, custom,

currency : also customary, current.

Rimij-jdsti, Tel. (Oo^SiS" ^ , from P. sjbj, more)

More than customary, more than the survey valuation.

Ramdj ul mulk, H. (A. t^JUl-.!^) Custom of the country,

usage, which, when clearly established, is held to be of
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force in the decision of law-suits, although contrary to the

written law.

Rawdj-ul-wakt, incorrectly, Ruyaj-ool-wuqt, H. (A. Ul~ij)

Current, customary, according to the time.

RAWAL, H.
\<jyj, ^T^(y) A title borne by some Rajput

princes and chiefs : a tribe of Brahmans in Central India:

in Kandesh it is said to designate a tribe of Rajputs : in

Kamaon, the title of the head priest of the temple of Ba-

darindth, who is invariably a Namburi Brahman from

Malabar.

RAWA LIYA, (?) A low caste of Hindus following the occu-

pation of horse-keepers and weavers, and sometimes agri-

culture ; they are said also to be mendicants : perhaps the

same as the Marathi Raul.

RAWANA, corruptly, Row A NAH,ROWANNAH, H. &c. (P. &!,.
4.4 Ml) A passport, a pass, a certificate from a collector

of customs authorising goods to pass without payment of

further duty.

Rawdnagl,}:{.(^J\^ Passing, proceeding, despatching ; the

purport of a permit or pass, or authority to proceed. Mar.

(*.1I1*A) A gift to a visitor on sending him away ; a hint

to depart : also, export.

Rarcdnagi-chithi, Mar. (wH'flf^sl) A pass, a passport,

a port clearance.

Saradndpatti, TeL (H. O e3~c5~')e3') A passport, a per-

mit, a port clearance.

JJdppurarcdnd, Tarn.
(LGrTLJL_|rJ61_irT(i5nn))

A pass or per-

mit for goods to pass duty free (from the A. Muaji).

Mdtturawdnd, Tam.
(LorTSS|IJ6LirT(BnO)) A pass for

goods on which the duty has been paid.

Rawand kahdr, H.
(J^\j]j)

A low caste of Hindus, espe-

cially from the province of Behar, where they pretend to

be descended from Jardsandha, king of Magadhd in the

Pauranik times
;
now best known as palankin-bearers :

also termed Rawdna-behdrd, either from H. bahdr, the

province, or Beng. (t<^lfll) a (palankin) bearer.

RAWAT, H. (?) The name of a tribe, considered to be the re-

mains of the aborigines in Kamaon, leading a wandering

and uncivilized life in the forests on the eastern borders

of the district : it occurs also as the name of a caste in

Gorakhpur.

RAYA, Karn. (
c:o-^)

), RAYADU, Tel, (o dO&Qj), RAYAN,

Tam. (rjrTLLJoT5r) A king, a prince : Rdya, in Mysore, is

also used as an honorific affix to the name of a Brahman.

Rdyalu, incorrectly Rayel, the pi. of Rdyadu, or Rdya
5u
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only, was also the title of the Hindu sovereigns of Vija-

yanagar or Bijnagar, the last Hindu principality of im-

portance in the south of India.

Rdyabdra,Rdyabhdra,oTRdyabhdrike,Kam.(
dCOOEO <3O,

TTSQ&Srcitf , ~C~50&3re6O) Regal government or

authority. Rdyabdramu, Tel. Negociation, embassy.

Rdyabhdti, Karn. ("0~5O&STc>k5) The king's high way,

a principal road.

Rdyasam, Tarn. &c. (rjrTLLJS'lL) The business of a secre-

tary, especially of a secretary of state (the word occurs in

all the dialects of the peninsula).

Rdyasakaran, or Rayasan, Tarn. (rjrTLU<?<EbcEE>rTrT<50T ,

rj/TUUiffOSl) A secretary, a secretary of state : also Mai.

Rdyasakaran ((OOCQJO3o9>0(Onr6).

Rdyasadava^ym. (o dCXxXOQS) A public or government

secretary.

Bdyasamuvdru, corruptly, Roysum, Roysam, Tel. ("O"o53_

rO<&X3o!J" Qj) A writer, a clerk, a secretary.

RAYUIW, Tel. (TT'C&O&j) A title adopted as a surname

by the Velma caste in the Northern Sarkars.

RAZ, vernacularly, RA j, H. &c. (P. j\j , or
\j

, TTTsO A

bricklayer.

RAZ, H.
(P-j]j)

A secret, a mystery.

Rdzddr, H. (P. j'Jj];)
A confidant : in law, an accessary

after the fact, one cognisant of a criminal transaction and

not making it known.

Rdzddri, H. (P. i_j''^[>) Privity to any criminal act, know-

ledge of it and not giving information.

Mdzddri-mdjard, H. (from A. J^-U, what had happened)

Cognisance of a criminal transaction, being accessory to a

crime.

Rdzddri-bdd-mdjard, H. (from A. l^-Ujoo, after the event)

Cognisance of a crime after perpetration, being accessory

after the fact.

Rdzddri-kabl-i-mdjard, H. (from the A. Ls-UJjJ, before

the event) Cognisance of an intended crime, being acces-

sory before the fact.

RAZAA, H. (A.
^toj,

from
^j, sucking, as an infant)

Fosterage, which, in Mohammadan law, constitutes a bond

of
affinity between persons nursed by the same female,

analogous to
consanguinity, so that whatever is illegal by

virtue of
consanguinity is equally so by that of fosterage.

Razid, H. (A. ^oj) A foster-brother.

RAZA, also
vernacularly, RAJA, H. &c. (A. le,, tm) Assent,

consent, permission, leave of absence, dissmisal from office.
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Rdzi, also vernacularly, Rdji, H. &c. (i^];> <.lfU Consent-

ing, agreeing to, contented or satisfied with: also Rdji,

Tel. ("O"8) Consent, agreement.

Razdmand, H. (P. iXloUe^) Willing, consenting, assenting.

Razdmandi, H. (P. ^iXLct^,) Assent, acquiescence, being

willing.

Rdzi ndma, H.
(JU\J^B\J\ in the dialects, Rdji-ndmd,

Hindi, &c. (tTSftsfRT) A written assent, a deed of agree-

ment or concurrence, a testimonial signed by a plaintiff'

at the end of a suit that he is satisfied with the decision :

a deed of compromise by which the plaintiff or prosecutor

acknowledges that he has been satisfied by the defendant,

or a written declaration that he will be satisfied with the

decision of a particular person or persons : the execution

of a Rd~i ndma usually implies an amicable adjustment.

Ttdjirajdrvantine, Mar. (u'M'U'Tt^irfa, from
^_*>\j

and

^JJuLffj) With or by the permission or assent of: used

in bonds and notes, &c., commonly in connexion with

AJtalhusltarine (w3Sc??srrt%X with sound mind, with free

will ; with full and unbiassed or unextorted consent.

REDAND/, or RAIBANDJ, (?) Hindi (T^ft, or T^7^) Mea-

suring a crop by weighing the produce and allotting the

government portion. (Mherwara).

REBAIU, Guz. (?) A shepherd, or a caste of shepherds, lead-

ing a partially nomadic life, rearing camels, sheep, and

goats, and subsisting chiefly by the sale of the milk and

wool, not of the animals themselves.

REDDJ, commonly REDDY, incorrectly RHEDDY, Tel. (~^^)Co

The name of the principal caste of Telinga cultivators : a

chief farmer or cultivator, especially the head man of a

village in the Telinga country, who is more properly desig-

nated as the Pedda-reddi, the senior or great Reddi or

villager.

Reddiselaga, Tel. ( OQ~^)eM) Fees or perquisites enjoyed

by the head farmer or principal cultivator and head man

of a village.

Reddivadti, plur. Reddivdru, vulgarly, Reddyrear, and,

erroneously, Rheddysar, Tel. ( OQoJ^Cio) A head man

of a village, a principal or respectable farmer, a man of

the Reddi caste.

REG, H. (P. cL^ij)
Sand.

Regada, or Regadi, vulgarly, Regur, Tel. (^X<$, ~Xa>

Regati, Karn. (O^AcJ) Rich black loam or mould, a

soil in which cotton is usually planted, and thence com-

monly termed cotton soil.
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REH, H.
(^>j, Tj?) Fossile alkali, impure carbonate of soda

used as soap, abounding in some soils, and rendering them

unproductive : even grass will not grow where it impreg-

nates the soil.

Rehar, H. (jQj) Barren (as land).

REK, Beng. (.<.$<*) A measure of a sir and a quarter ; also

a basket used to measure grain : in Sylhet, a land mea-

sure, a square of three cubits, four of which are equal to

one Jet.

RE KAN, Hindi ({,cSt*l) Land beyond the reach of river-water-

Puraniya.

REKHA, S. &c. (t^T), also, vernacularly, REKH, H. &c. C$6j,

), REGH, Mar. far), REKKE, andREKHE, Kara. (on
A line, a row, a furrow. IRE'KAI, Tarn. (gy<orj<355S)

Amount of assessment or tax.

REKHA, incorrectly, REKA, Kara. (S. o^ayB), aiso termed

Itdya-rekha, from Rdya, the title of theVijayanagar rulers :

the fixed standard assessment of the lands of Karnata ac-

cording to a survey measurement and classification of the

soils, and a register of the money rates of payment drawn

up by order of the government of Vijayanagar in the reign

ofKrishna-rdya: the account was so arranged that the as-

sessment of each spot of land was shewn on a separate line,

whence the term, Rehhd, a line or row : this assessment

is also termed the Rdya-rehhd-, or RekM-mdr, from Mar,

a measure of land, q. v.

Rehhd-jhatHti, corruptly, Reha-jurtee, Karn. (oaJcJ&p-

O) An account prepared in Fasli 1210 (A.D. 1802),

by order of Col. Munro, of the total of the land cultivated

in Kanara, shewing the assessment rated on each individual

in kind or money, the proportion due to government, and

the amount of rent-free land, omitting the waste : the ac-

count was apparently made up from the record of Hyder's

assessment, and not from inspection, nor was it brought

down to the time of the Company.

Rdja-rekhd, Kara. The standard fathom of the Vijaya-

nagar government, equal to four cubits and a half.

Rdja-rekhi-liyhd, Karn. A bigha, of which each side was

measured by the standard fathom, originally 90 hdths or

cubits in length, but subsequently extended to 112 hdths,

or about 181
v

feet.

Ainu-rehhd-sistu, commonly, A in-reka-shist, Kara. (escXXX

J^aJciarvX)) The total standard assessment or revenue.

REL, or RELA, H. &c. (Jjj, 5L,, T^T, T^n) Flood, inunda-

tion, a torrent, a stream.
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RENT, Guz. ( ^.oft) A monopoly, a contract : lease or rent

of a house, field, &c. (no doubt in this sense the English

word).

RENTi, Karn. The common plough used in Karnata.

RES, Guz. ( R.t^) The twenty-fifth part of an ana, or four

hundredths of a rupee.

RESHM, H. (P. ^j> Silk.

Reshamrvdlo, Guz. (*$.3.l>t,
cU<Hi) A dealer in silk, or silk

thread.

RET, H. S. (c^Oj, ^ff) Sand.

Retal, or Retar, corruptly Rettar, H. O>ij) Sand, sandy

soil, containing eight-tenths silex.

Retld, or Retli, or Retild-li, H.
(iU^j, ,J^j) Sandy, soil

of a light description, containing a considerable proportion

of sand.

Reti, H.
(.5*^) Sandy, sandy soil, sands.

REUA, Beng. (dsl^^i) The name of a tribe who live by for-

tune telling. (Rangpur).

REVU, Tel. ( O<^i) A ford, a beach : a division of salt-pans.

REZA, REZAOI, H. &c. (P. Sjjj, ,j.j), vernacularly, REJA,

and REJAGI, (^TT, <1'fl) A scrap, a fragment, a fractional

division of a coin, as a quarter or half rupee.

Rezagi, or, vernacularly, Rejki, Sindh. A tax on retail

dealers.

RIAYAT, corruptly, REYAYAT, H. (A. o^lc;, from ^.j, to

rule) Protecting, favouring, doing kindness to, whence it

is especially applied to a remission of revenue, or an abate-

ment of the government claim.

Ridyati, H. (A. ^>^j) A favoured tenant or cultivator,

one to whom remission or abatement has been granted.

Ridyati-beshi, H. (P.
(_5^J , excess) Surplusages remitted

to the cultivator.

RIASAT, incorrectly, RIYASAT, H. (A. e^**Lj) Government

rule, a term affected formerly by the opulent Zamindars

when speaking of their own authority.

RIBA, or RIBBA, also RIBAH, or RIBAH, A.
((>j, ->,, ,[>.)

Illegal excess in exchange between articles of a similar kind

which may be weighed or measured : this comprises in-

terest on money, or increase of the sum borrowed, which

is considered usurious and unlawful.

RICH, also RIK, or, in composition, Rio, S. (^^) A stanza,

especially of the Veda : the first and principal Veda, the

Rig-veda.

RIHA, also RAHA, H. (P.
\3>j) Released, set at

liberty, free.

Rihdi, or, sometimes, Rahdi, H.
((_flft;) Liberation, release.
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RIJAT, H. (A. C^-vx:*-,)
Restitution, return : in Mohammadan

law, the receiving back of a divorced wife, and restoring

to her her legal rights according to the circumstances of

her repudiation.

RTKABI, H. (.f&j) An inferior kind of rupee current at Luc-

now, but not the regular coinage : (it was probably struck

on some emergency, whence its name from Rihdb, a plate,

or a stirrup).

RIKA/, A. (yp6j) Treasure or precious metals or coins dug

up from the ground, whether deposits found in mines, or

buried treasures. Mohammadan law.

RIKBA, also RAKBA, A. (Lw;) Expecting : in Mohammadan

law, expectancy, as of a gift to take effect at the death of

a donor, or to revert to him, or to be annulled, in fact,

on the death of the donee : such a gift is considered invalid.

RIKTHA, S. (fr^l) Property, wealth.

Rihthagrdhi, Rikthahdri, or Rihthi, S. (from *Tff, or 5,

to take) An heir, one who has a claim to, or succeeds to,

property.

RINA, vernacularly RIK, S. &c. (^ff) Debt of any description.

Rindddnam, S. (from WT^R, taking) Recovery of debts by

process of law, one of the titles of judicial procedure.

Rinaddsa, S. (from ^TO, a slave) One who becomes a slave

to his creditor until his debt is paid.

Rim, and RiniJia, S. &c.
(-=<J <!)"), =yi!/l'cK') A debtor.

RINI,(?) H. A measure of land, the same as a Bisi. Kamaon.

RISALA, H. &c. (A.
<*]L*j), RESALA, Beng. (J^ffal), RA-

SALO, Guz. (3.3Hl<-rU) A troop of horse.

Risdladdr, corruptly, Rissaldar, H. &c.
(j)<M)L*j)

A native

officer commanding a troop of irregular horse.

RISHI, or, as pronounced in the south, RUSHI, S. &c. C^jfo)

An inspired sage, the author or teacher of those works

which are considered sacred : in ordinary use it is applied

to any Hindu ascetic of supposed superior sanctity. The

name of a low caste. Malda.

RISHTA, H. (P. <&,) Relationship, connexion.

Rishtaddr, H. (P. Jldl&j) A kinsman, a relation.

RISHWAT, also RASHWAT, H. (A. ci^yi.) A bribe.

Rishrvat-khor, H.
(jys-eu^i,) One who takes bribes.

RITAD, Mar. (fcrR, from fCHT, S. ft^i, empty) A body of

beasts of burthen, carts, or the like, returning empty : the

emptied pots on the descending side of a water-wheel.

RITI, vernacularly, RIT, S. &c. (TtfJT) Custom, usage : prac-

tice of a family, tribe, or community.

RITU, vernacularly RIT, S. &c.
(^jj) A season, a period of
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two months, dividing the year into the six seasons of Va-

santa, spring, Ghrishma, hot weather, Varsha, rains, Sarat,

autumn, Hemanta, cold, Sisira, dewy or foggy : also the

season of women, whence it is applied among the Mara-

thas to the time at which a. girl, having attained maturity,

is conducted to the house of her husband : any fit season,

as that at which the conductor of pilgrims to Gaya should

arrive at any town at which he proposes to collect them,

and which extends from the beginning of the Dasahara

festival to the full moon of Kartiha, an interval of 35

days ; the privileges he may claim on this occasion he has

no right to at any other time of the year, which is thence

termed by him Kuritu, the bad (Jin) season.

RIZK, H. (A.
Jf^;)

Food, wealth, subsistence : allowance dif-

ferent from pay, subistence-money, a pension.

ROA, ROAM, Beng. (3?3T, fstl^ltfa) Planted, applied espe-

cially to ground on which the young rice plants have been

planted, in opposition to that on which grain has been sown.

ROBIN, or ROBBIN, (?) A term used in Malabar for a mea-

sure of grain : according to Mr. Graeme, it is the same as

the Morah : a different, but anonymous authority makes

it a fourth of a Khandi, or Candy ; in that case it may

be a barbarism for the Arabic Rdba, OTArbd, four, a fourth.

ROGARA, Hindi (O'lKl) Crops having a healthy appearance.

Puraniya.

ROK, H. (<Jjj), Beng. (caW, ROKKAM, or ROKKAMU,

Tel. (^^-^^O, ROKKA, or ROKHKHA, Karn. (^g,
OJSai) Ready-money, cash, in contradistinction to goods :

prompt or cash payment.

Rokad, or Rohar, H. (^Jj),
Mar. (tf<#s) Money, cash,

specie, jewels, or valuables readily convertible into coin.

Beng. (Wl*>J).

Rokadd, Tel. (<5"SQ
T

') A purse, a bag of money.

Rohadyd, Mar. (Ttcfc^i) A person employed by bankers to

carry money from one place to another.

Rokariya, H. (^)j), Beng. ((^Tfaf^T) A cash-keeper, a

treasurer.

Roharbahi, H.
(^jgjfy)

A cash-book.

Rohddayam, incorrectly, Rokhadayatn, Tarn. (G(7rr<5-

SrTSrTLLJlli, from S. ^n^TT, taking) Ready money, col-

lections from other sources than land, as timber, orchards,

fisheries, bazar fees, and the like, some of which are now

abolished : although used in some of the Tamil districts

in this and similar compounds, Roha does not seem to be

a Tamil word : it is borrowed from Telugu or Marathi.
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Rokltahusagai, Tarn. (0OTT<S(E&ag)
<g

l
<EP<3B3<S) Ready-

money, cash.

Rokkamdniyam, Tarn. (Gcrn"<5SLorT(3SflLUll>) A grant or

allowance of ready-money.

Rokh, Mar. (^3) Consisting of money or cash (property),

ready, prompt (as payment).

Rokhd, Mar. (^n) A written acknowledgment for money

borrowed: /an order from the state issued to an individual,

to a village or district, to make a specified payment, or

furnish certain certain supplies.

Rokhdrokhi, Mar. (^IWlCllsfl) Ready-money transactions,

trade or business carried on on the principle of receiving

and paying ready-money : also doing any thing smartly,

promptly.

Rokhi, Mar. (^Wl) Ready-money dealing : also cash, or

coins as an article of traffic.

Rokhthok, Mar. (0*ljlfc) Prompt (as payment), told down

at once (money).

Rokhwkri, Mar. (Ttwf^uft) Ready-money-sale, either sell-

ing for cash, or receiving prompt payment.

ROLLDAR, H. (jbjj, , from English roll and P. j\) One

who is entered on the collector's roll or record as pro-

prietor.

Ror, Mar. (S. ifrj) A young stem, plant, or tree, intended

for transplanting.

Ropar, Hindi (Tfat) Transplanted rice : a rate in a lease

for crops of rice raised by transplanting.

RORA, RORI, H.
(jjj i^fJiJ)

The name of a caste of shop-

keepers and traders in the north-west provinces pretending

to be kfhatriyan and commonly using the designation of

Kskatri, or Rora-khatri, or Khatri^rora,

RORA, H. O^y) A fragment, a piece of broken brick, such as is

used in making the roofs of houses or Macadamising roads.

ROSAL, or ROSALI, or ROSLI, less correctly, RAUSLI, or

ROUSLEE, H.
(<JMJJ, ^M}J, Clc5, rrtnyfr) Light soil

of a good quality though mixed with a considerable portion

of sand : sometimes considered little inferior to the first

quality, or ddkar, and assessed at the same rate.

ROSHNAI, H. ( (_g\jJ*jj,
from P. ^jj, light) Lighting, il-

lumination ; the lamps kept burning at a Mohammadan

shrine or tomb.

Roshan-chaufti, H. (^j^-^jjt lit., light-station) A band

of musical instruments playing at the residence of the chief

Mohammadan authority, or, with his permission only, at

the houses of opulent individuals.
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ROT, (?) H. Grant of land on the field of battle for military

exploits. Kamaon.

ROUND-GASHTI', or, vernacularly, -OASTI, H. &c. (^jLI^jJ^ ,

from English round, and P. gashti, passing) Patroling,

going the rounds.

Roz, H. &c. (P. jy), in the Hindu dialects, ROJ, (Ttf), ROJA,

or RODZU, Tel. (cT ^) A day.

Roj, Mar. (^fl) Daily hire or wages, daily pay of a messenger

ofgovernment, or of a creditor sent to levy arrears, or a debt.

Roz-addlat, H. (A. i^JUc, day of justice) A court for-

merly held by the Nazim of Bengal every Sunday, for the

administration of criminal justice.

Rozana, H.
U^fj;) Daily wages or allowance.

Rojbandi, Beng. (tals^^t) A daily register or diary.

Roz-, or Rojgdr, H. &c.
(fijy, Ct^'llO Fortune, the

source of subsistence : service or employment as a means

of subsistence.

Rozi, H. &c.
(t^fjy , Cl'ifl) Daily food or subsistence : daily

allowance or expenses, hire or wages for a day, &c. Karn.

(<JQ^2S) Work.

Rozina, Rojind, H. &c. WuJ^ptfafbn, or (HFH'fi),Rojind,

Tel. (O SScS" ) What is allowed or granted as a daily main-

tenance, a daily pension, a daily allowance to poor or re-

ligious persons : a deduction formerly allowed in Bengal

to the Zamindars to cover the expense of daily charitable

allowances: pensions assigned by government in 1781 to

various persons in the province of Benares. Ben. Reg.

xxxiv. 1795 ; xxii. 1806.

Rozina-, or Rojina-ddr, corruptly, Rozenddr, H. &c. (P.

jli) , who holds) One receiving a daily allowance or pen-

sion: pi. Rozinaddrdn, inconeci\y,Rozinddran, lit., holders

of pensions, applied to the deduction formerly made in the

revenue levied from Zamindars in consideration of their

being burthened with pensions to poor or religious persons.

Rojkird, or Rojkhardd, Mar. (<lfoh1| , ClU<Hil) Daily

account of receipts and disbursements, a rough diary or day-

book : one of the accounts formerly kept by the village ac-

countant of money daily received from the Ryots and paid

to the government officers.

Rozmarra, incorrectly, Rozemera, H.
(*s*j)j , from A. 8.* ,

a turn), Hindi (Clnt<i), Rojmard, -mdrd, or -murd, Mar.

(OWRI -mtl
-gtl), Rojumarrd, Tel. (cT^^b^^T^)

Daily proceedings, an account of them, a diary, a journal,

a day-book: also, pay, wages, daily pay or allowances.

Rojmel, Guz. (iu/>l0 A cash-book.
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Rozndma, or ndmcha, Rojndmd, H. &c.

ftU^TOT), Rojundmd, Tel. CO
Ta*>ar>&r) A daily

account- book, a diary, a journal.

Rozndmakhdld, H.
Q\4$.i*\*J)j)

A ledger, an account made

up from the daily accounts.

Roju, Kara. (OJS^a^) A daily account-book.

Rojugdr, Karn. (OJS^ftJ A do) A servant, a workman.

ROZA, H.
(*jjy)

A fast, fasting, especially the fast observed

in the month Ramzan.

Rozaddr, H.
(j'^^ij i) One who observes a fast, one who

keeps Ramzan.

Ru, Roo, H. (P. Oy) The face.

Ru-ba-kdr, H.
(j&jjt

from rw, with, ia/<, to, or towards, and

Mr, business, lit., turning the face to the affair) Engaged

in, intent on, proceeding with, before the constituted au-

thorities, as in a court of justice : plur. RubaJtdrdt, causes

or matters brought into court.

Rubakdri, corruptly, Roobicaree, H. (P. (i^J/ji) The writ-

ten record of a case, stating the particulars and the grounds

of the decision drawn up and authenticated by the judge

in a Company's court, on passing sentence.

Ru-ba-ni, H. (P.
jj><^j)

Face to face, in presence.

Ru-ddd, or Ruiddd, corruptly, Roedad, Roidad, H.

^
S&J' Narrative or record of pro-

ceedings, statement of facts or occurrences : report of a

subordinate officer deputed to inquire into any affair: return

to an official inquiry.

Ruposh, H. ((^jJjy , from P. ^Jo/ijj , to conceal) One who

is in hiding, a person who has absconded.

Ruposhi, H.
(.j^jJj;) Hiding, absconding.

RuA, (?) Karn. A small copper coin, three equal to a Paisa.

Mysore.

RUARAN, Thug. Any call of the jackall.

RUBA, H. (A.
gj)

A fourth part ; the fourth part of the gross

produce of the lands declared by Akbar to be the propor-

tion due by the people as the right of the state ;
this was

commuted for a money payment.

RUDIRODGARI, S. &c. (gfoOtiKl) The 57th year of the cycle.

RUDRA, S. &c. (^-5) One of the names of Siva.

Raudra, S. &c. (^5) Relating to Rudra. Raudri, the

54th year of the cycle.

Rui, H.
(^y) Cotton, carded cotton.

Rujui, corruptly, RUJOO, H. (A. c^j) Return, recourse,

appeal, reference : bringing into court, as a suit : counter-

part statement or engagement
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Retractation

of evidence, which is allowed by the Mohammadan law

under certain restrictions, as before sentence ; or, if after,

the witnesses are liable to make good any injury done to

the party against whom a cause has been decided.

RuJU.Mar. (^[) Ready, willing, accepted, approved, admitted :

present, made or become present. RUJU, Tel., Karn. (ooa^)

Proved, established : also subst. proof, conviction, a signa-

ture : (there can be little doubt that these words are of A.

derivation, but there is an evident vernacular confounding

of two radicals, raja f-j, returning, or turning to, and

razu ye, , consenting, assenting to).

Rujugudasta, Mar.
({^Jj^M, from P.

<&tjS) Approved

and passed in the past year (an account).

Rujumuhdbald, or -mokdbald, Mar.
(tjM^'k're^yT -*ftc|rRc?rt)

Confronting or bringing together in order to investigate

or compare, &c.

Rujuvdta, Mar. ((varHIri) The state of being confronted,

compared, or collated, &c. (either with respect to persons,

articles, documents, or the like).

Rujuvddahana, Karn. (Ooaj
J
o3~c)QSbC3) Current coin.

Rujuvu, Tel. (OJ&^^i) Proof, conviction : also adj., proved,

established.

RUKA, Tel. (OJ~s) Money in general, a fanam, whether of

gold or silver.

RUKA, incorrectly, ROOKKA, Mar. (^il) The twelfth part of

an ana : a measure of land, varying in different places from

2i to 10 bighas.

RUKAA, H.
(&**j), ROKA, ROKHA, barbarously, ROGGEE,

Karn. (&&8, d^^aTS) A letter, a note, a draft, a bill.

RUKHSAT, H. (A. c^/i^) Permission to withdraw or de-

part, leave of absence.

RUKN, H. (A. ^j) A pillar, a prop : but in common use,

figuratively, to form titles of Mohammadan nobles, as,

Ruhn-ud-daula, Rukn-us-mltanat, the pillar or prop of

the state, &c.

Rukn-as-sarikat, A. (ijj^,-.!^^) The prop of stealing,

i.e. secresy in carrying off property, which, in Moham-

madan law, is essential to constitute an offence of larceny.

RUKUA, H. (A. fj>j)
The proper attitude of prayer, stooping

forwards and resting the hands on the knees.

RULLA, or RULL, Hindi (^w) Land that requires to be left

fallow for a year or two to recover its vigour.

RUPANIYA, Thug. The cry of the hare at night on the left,

a good omen.
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RUPAREL, Thug. The water wag-tail, as an omen.

RUPIYA, commonly, RUPEE, H.
(<Ojj)j,

from S. ^nj, rupya,

silver) A silver coin, the general denomination of the silver

currency of India, and the standard measure of value : the

coin was first struck by Shir Shah, and was adopted by

Akbar and his successors: it was of the weight of175 grains

troy, and was considered to be pure, but in the decline

of the Mohammadan empire every petty chief coined his

own rupee, varying in weight and value, though usually

bearing the name and titles of the reigning emperor : this

practice was observed to the last, and in the reign of Shah

Aalam a great variety of currencies bore his name, and the

years of his succession, until 1773, when they were sup-

pressed in the territories subject to the Company, and a rupee

was struck, entitled the Sicca rupee, with the following in-

scription on
it,_^J iSj

XMI id! (J-o <oU li^y"
jjjiJ ,<^-

lit>U Jlc sLi
,y^S e^Ju&, Hdmi din-i-Mohammed,

sayafazl Allah, sikka mad bar haft kishwar Shah Aalam

Padshah.
'

The king Shah Aalam, the defender of the faith

of Mohammad, the shadow of the grace of God, has struck

this coin, to be current through the seven climes. Rev.

n
^~jiU> c^A*J- (j^?- *j+"

jl$T^fcj* *T-tr^> struck

at Murshidabad in the 19th year of the auspicious acces-

sion. The unvarying date, the 19th year of the reign, re-

mained unaltered, in order to put a stop to a practice which

the money-changers had introduced of levying an arbitrary

rate of discount on rupees of previous dates, without re-

ference to any actual diminution of weight by wear
;

in

like manner the place of coinage remained always nomi-

nally the same, or the mint at Murshidabad, that of the

Nawab of Bengal, although the rupees were coined also

at Dacca, and finally only at Calcutta, for the same reason,

to guard against the depreciation of the money-changers,

according to the difference of place of coinage. Although

the actual medium of exchange, the Company's accounts,

were for a long time kept in a different valuation, or that

of the Chalani, or current rupee, the origin of which is

somewhat obscure, although it probably expressed the state

of the currency at the time of its adoption, 100 Sicca

rupees, supposed to be of the standard weight and value,

being reckoned as equivalent to 116 current rupees. The

Sicca rupee served also as the unit of weight, 80 Sicca

weight being equal to one Ser, and 40 Sers to one Man
or Maund. Beside the Sicca rupee there were current

under the Bengal Presidency two other coins, the Benares
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and Farakhabad rupee, from their being coined at those

cities respectively : the Benares rupee ceased to be struck

in 1819. At Madras the rupee of the Nawabs of the Car-

natic, struck originally at Arcot, was the currency of the

Company, and retained its name although coined at Madras

or at Dacca and Calcutta, being current also in Chittagong

and Dacca, between which places and the Northern Sar-

kars an active traffic subsisted : its value underwent some

slight modification in 1818. At Bombay the rupee of the

Nawabs of Surat became the Company's coinage, and for

a while it was coined concurrently with that of the Nawab ;

but irregularities occurring in the latter, the coinage in

1800 was restricted to Bombay, and the value of the coin

was fixed, which was slightly modified in 1829. The entire

inscription on the Arcot rupee was, on one face liJ^Lu <Cu

^.xiJlc
I^ASS*

(jJjJt jjj ,_jlc sslijlj, the auspicious

coin of the heroic monarch Aziz-ud-din Mohammad Aalam-

gir (the father of Shah Aalam), and on the other ^->,^

^j,jjlj
ei~x*xj (j~^>-

r. Ax ^1^1, struck at Arcot in

the 20th year of the auspicious accession : that of the Bom-

bay rupee was latterly on one face, JU *li, lii,bu> <s*i

irle i^lc xlijb, the auspicious coin of the heroic monarch

Shah Aalam (Hij) 1215, on the other, 1*1 <u^i <^J<^ ^>fC

^~yU> iJi.jM {j~^>- ',
struck at Surat in the 45th year

of his fortunate accession : but these coins, as long as they

were coined on the native plan, in common with the coins

of all native mints, bear but a portion of their legends, it

being the practice of the native mints in all cases to fabri-

cate the die of twice or thrice the diameter of the coin, in

striking which, consequently, only such portion of the letters

as its surface could contain were impressed upon it : as, also,

it was entirely accidental with which part of the die the

blank coin came into contact, the portion of the legend

which it received varied with every piece. In 1818 the

standard of the Sicca and Farakhabad rupees was altered,

but their intrinsic value was unaffected, as they continued

to have the same amount of fine silver. In 1824 a slight

change of the latter was made, and of the former in 1833;

but in 1835 the coinage of the Company was entirely re-

modelled, and a coin, thenceforth termed the Company's

rupee, with its proportionate subdivisions, was struck, to take

the place of all the former Presidency currencies, being of

the same weight and fineness throughout, and bearing in-

scriptions in English, or, on one face, the head and name

of the reigning sovereign of Great Britain, and, on the re-
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verse, the designation of the coin in English and Persian,

with the words East-India Company in English. The weight)

intrinsic purity, and value in shillings of the present British

currency of these several coins are as follows :

Weight. Pure content* I. d.

Sicca rupee, 1773, Tr. grs. 179.666 . 175.923= 2 2

Ditto, 1818, 191.916.175.923=22
Ditto, 1823, 192.000 . 176.000= 2 2

Benares, 1806, 174.760 . 167.000= 2 of

Farakhabad, 1803, 173.000 . 165.215= 2

Ditto, 1819. 180.234 . 165.215= 2 0|

Ditto, 1824, ,, 180.000 . 165.000= 2

Madras, 176.400 . 166.480= 2 Of

Ditto, 1818, 180.000 . 165.000=2

Bombay, 1800, 179.000 . 164.680= 2 Oi

Ditto, 1829, 180.000 . 165.000= 2

Company's, 1835, 180.000 . 165.000= 2

As, however, silver is subject in the London mint to a

seigniorage of nearly 6 per cent., the London mint produce

of the Company's rupee, if of full weight and standard value

(11 dwts. fine) should be 1*. lid.

Rupiyd-daskduri, Beng. (<r'rfartT*f^tP5) A cess so de-
dy

nominated, or an impost of ten kauris per rupee in ad-

dition to the original assessment levied in Jessore previous

to the perpetual settlement

RUPLA, (?) A tribe of slaves in Coorg so called.

Rirvu, Karn. (&T<^J) A coin of the value of five has.

S.

SAA, A. (ele) A measure of grain about seven or eight pounds.

SAAT, H. (A. o^cL.) A moment, an hour.

SABAKHIA, (?) The name of a class of gang robbers in Orissa.

SABALIA, Guz. (^tl'Jt.&{l.a'll) The name of a low caste, or a

man belonging to it, usually employed in tending cattle.

SABARASI JARIB, Uriya (gO|Q|C1CI0) Measurement of all

lands of whatever description (probably sabd, for sarva, all,

rdsi, a heap, and jarib, measurement).

SABAT, or SABT, H. (A. eulw , e^Oo) Firmness, stability, proof.

Kdbit, H. (A. d-oU) Firm, proved, substantiated.

Sabut, H. &c. (A. CU^Ju), Sdbud, Beng. ("Tft^S), Sdbut, or

Sdbud, Mar.
(^ITf*), Sdbuta, Uriya (Cl|Qp) Proof, evi-

dence, conviction.

SABAT-BHAI, Uriya (C1|9Ss^Q) A half-brother.

Sdbat-bhaiini, Uriya (Cl|QeiS).9e1) A half-sister.

SABHA, S., used in all the dialects, sometimes modified,
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SABHE, Karn. () An assembly, an assemblage of

persons of rank or respectability, or the place in which

they assemble, as a hall of audience, a court of justice ;

also, a gaming-room or assembly.

Rdja-sabhd, S. (TUPSMT) A royal court, the chief court of

justice, at which the king or his representative presided :

other courts under the ancient Hindu system were the

Aranya-sabhd, (from aranya, a forest) A court for deciding

disputes among foresters and hermits.

Sdrthika-sabhd, (from sdrtha, a company) A court for dis-

putes amongst travellers or kdjilas.

Sainika-sabhd, (from send, an army) A court-martial.

Grdmdpyubhayavdsi-sabhd, (from yrdma, a village, api,

conjunction, ubhaya, both, and east, a dweller) A court

for deciding boundary disputes.

Ubhaydnumata-sabhd, (from ubhaya, both, and anumata,

assented to) A court of arbitration elected by both the con-

tending parties.

Ordma-sabhd, (from grdma) A village court composed of

the principal inhabitants, with the head man presiding.

Paura-sabhd, (from pura, a city) A court composed of

citizens, a common-council court

Gana-sabhd, (from yana, a number) An assemblage of

families, tribes, or priests.

Sreni-sabhd, sreni, a corporation) A court of artisans and

traders.

Chaturvidyd-sabhd, (from cltatur, four, and vidyd, know-

ledge) A court of learned men versed in the four vedas,

or in the four sciences of law, ethics, logic, and religion.

Vart/a-sabhd, (from varya, a tribe) A court composed of

different classes of people.

Kula-sabhd, (from hula, a family) A court of the members

of a family.

Kuliha-sabhd, (from hula, as before) A court of the elders

of the same lineage as the litigants.

Niyukta-sabhd, (from niyukta, appointed) A court held by

a judge distinct from the king's court.

Nripati-sabkd, (from nripati, a king) A king's court held

informally in the presence of a king, but without that of

of the judges.

Another enumeration makes the public courts but four:

Rdja-sabhd, the kind's court, Puga-sabhd, an assembly of

persons inhabiting the same place, but of different tribes and

professions ; Sreni-sabkd, a corporate court, one formed by

persons of the same business, and Kulu-fabhd, a family court.
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Appeals might be made from either of these in succession,

but before it reached the king's court a Niyukta-sabhd,

or special court, was appointed to pass a judgment.

Sabhdhrayasdsanam, S. (TOI'sN^niR) A deed of corporate

sale, in which the Mirasidars of a village divest one of

their number, who may be a defaulter, of his share, and

divide it amongst themselves, having been made respon-

sible for the revenue due.

SalhandyaJi, or Sabhdpati, S. &c. (from n^ToR', a leader,

or Tjfir, a master) The president of an assembly, the master

of the ceremonies, the keeper of a gaming-house.

Sabhdsad, S. &c. (^MTO^) One who is present at an as-

sembly, a member: an assessor in a court ofjustice: amongst

the Marathas, a public officer whose duty it was to keep

a register of petty suits, and report them to the Mdmlatddr.

Sabftika, S. &c. GBfifStf:) One who presides at an assembly,

the keeper of a gaming-house or tables.

Sabhya, S. &c. fadlO Any member of an assembly : a mem-

ber of a court ofjustice, as the Prddvivdfia, or chiefjudge,

and the Dharmddhyahsha, the expounder of the law, or

a Brahman so qualified, and the Sabhdsadas, properly

so termed, or assessors, who may be three, five, or seven,

in number, a kind of jury ;
the Purohita, the king's family

priest ; a Leltlialta, a writer or scribe ; Sddhyapdla, the

bailiff or officer appointed to enforce the decree ; the Srva-

purusha, a messenger or officer who called the parties into

court ; and the Aniyuhtah, unappointed persons, spectators

and assistants : under the Maratha government the term

was applied to an officer who kept a register of petty suits,

and reported them to the Mdmlatddr.

SabJidtdmbiilam,S.,b\\t used especially inKarnata,(<O?P d-

9~9oE^T^t>o) Betel distributed at a public assembly.

SABI, plur. SIBIAN, H. (A.^^, ^Uxo) A youth, a minor.

SABIK, H. (A. (J^b) Former, prior, past, as time : an old

established rate of assessment.

Sdbihdn, H. (A. ^lajLi) Formerly, as formerly, agreeably

to former or past practice.

SABIL, H. (A. (JjjUu) A road : water or other drinks dis-

tributed along the streets or roads to the people at the fes-

tival of the Moharram : sheds in which such liquids are

placed for distribution.

SABNIS, SUBNEES, Mar. (TWtft^J. from sab, for subali, or

perhaps the H. sab, all, and the P. narvis, a writer) A

public officer whose duty it was to pay the local militia

and garrisons of forts, or the public servants of an esta-
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blishment or district, and keep the records : he was one

of the eight subordinate officers of districts or departments :

the clerk or registrar, also styled Daftarddr.

SABS, corruptly, SEBOOS, H. (P.
(j~J>*) Bran.

SABZI, vernacularly, SABJI, SUBZEE, or SUBJEE, H. &c. (P.

i_^x-, <mi1, fromjx*,, green) Greenness: vegetables,

greens : the larger leaves and capsules of the hemp plant

(Cannabis sativa), and more especially an intoxicating be-

verage prepared by washing them, afterwards drying and

reducing them to powder with black pepper, cardamoms,

and sometimes poppy, cucumber, and melon seeds and

sugar, and then infusing the mixture either in milk and

water, or cold water alone.

Sabzi-mahdlfi.t^ss^^fjiM,) Atax on the sellers of vegetables :

the sale of the hemp mixture was also an item of tlteAbkdn.

Seo-sabji, Mar. (^NrRWf) Tax in kind on vegetables, levied

on those brought to market.

SACH, or SACHKAR, Mar. (*r^, *H<*lO Earnest-money.

SACHAK, H. (^^-w) A ceremonial at a marriage, sending

the paraphernalia of the bride to her husband's house, also

the day on which this is done.

SACHIVA, vernacularly, SACHIO, or SACHIU, corruptly, SUCIIEO,

and SUCHEW, S. (ttf-em) A minister, a councillor : among
the Marathas, one of the eight Pradhdns, or chief officers of

state, originally designated Sarnis, the general record-keeper :

he was also styled Pant-sachio.

SAD, H. (i)Lo) The Arabic letter ^ J, the initial of the title

of Subahddr, affixed by him as a cypher to Zamindari

grants as their authentication.

SAD, H. (P. Ju?) A hundred.

Sad-n-dr, plur. Sadrcdridn, corruptly, Sadrvarain, Sadma-

nian, Sedwarrain, H. (j\.^s , ^Ji^^o) An aggregate, or

a company of a hundred : an item, individual, or indivi-

duals of a century : in the Northern Sarkars, pikemen, so

named from being formed in companies of a hundred, and

formerly employed by the Desmukhs in revenue affairs.

SADA, Hindi (^) A foreigner, a respectable man.

SADA, S. &c. (*T^t) Always, perpetual.

Saddchdra, S. &c. (TT^I^lO Fixed and perpetual obser-

vance, the daily and regular practices of the Hindus.

Saddvartt, or Saddvart, corruptly, Sadabirt, Hindi, &c.

(*^R1^, from S. 'SW, a vow, or ^fW, maintenance) Dis-

tribution of provisions daily to passers by, mendicants, and

paupers : in Kamaon, a grant of land to provide for the

distribution of food at certain fixed spots to pilgrims.
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SADA, or SARA, Hindi fa*T) Rotten, as the surface of land

long under water and covered with smooth decaying vege-

tation. Puraniya.

SAcA, Uriya (9|9|) Unstamped (perhaps from Beng. (HtTfl)

white, blank).

SADAIKAL, Tarn. (&SG5L-<3<&rT&) Land of an abandoned

betel-garden.

SADANGA, SARANGA, incorrectly, SARINGA, Beng. ("F5Tfl)

A canoe, a small flat-bottomed boat.

SADARO, Guz. (Cft^Ju) A shirt worn by the Parsis, the as-

sumption of which is part of the ceremony of their ad-

mission to the faith.

SADARU, pi. Karn. (rJdOQ}) A class of Sudra farmers.

SADD, H. (A. Jw*) Hindrance, obstruction.

Sadd-i-ddrvi, H. (A. ,_jjCt>J>)
Bar to a claim.

Sadd-i-jan-db, H. (A.L-jlj-iXiu) Reply to a reply, rejoinder:

(more usually Rad-i-jawab, but this form is allowable).

SADDE, Karn. A sowing machine with only one aper-

ture, used by the hand.

SADE, or SARE, Mar. (WTS) Certain ceremonies about the

fourth day after marriage, when, after worshipping various

objects, presents of clothes are made to the married couple,

and the bride is given over to her husband's relations.

SADHANA, vernacularly SADHAN, S. &c. (?nVT), SADANAM,

Tarn. (& IT^ODTLQ) Accomplishing, effecting, the means of

accomplishment, instrument, materials : in law, also, execu-

tion, enforcing the delivery of a thing, inflicting and levy-

ing a fine ; also, proving, substantiating ;
also means of

proof, a voucher, a document, a deed, a bond : also, in Tarn.,

a village exempt from taxation, a royal grant or patent, the

same as Sdsanam.

Sddhani, Mar. (S. ivi!) Means of effecting', or accom-

plishment, means of proof, a document, a bond, or the like.

Sddhanpatra, Mar. (S. WVT'R) A document, a written

voucher, or means of establishing any thing, a written

decree or decision.

Sddana-muri, Tarn. (fPrTSjOTTjtpn)!) A promise or voucher

in writing.

Sddana-patrihai, Tarn.
(<E?rTS<50TUf|^)cfl<TO<5)

A bond,

a deed, a will.

Sddandntaram, Tarn. (<0'rrS(6C)r\SCriL) An additional

document or voucher, a fresh or additional count in an

indictment.

Sddhansdri, incorrectly, Sddansaree, Beng. (S. Tt

The details of the rent-roll of a Zamindari. Sylhet.
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Sddhya, S. &c. (*m*l) The thing or object that is to be,

or may be, accomplished : in law, the matter to be proved

or substantiated.

Sddhyapdla,S.(tH(iHH\($\) The officer who executes a decree.

Sddhyasiddhi, S. (^rnflftrfe:) The accomplishment of what

was to be done : the determination of the merits of a suit.

Sadhyasiddhipdda, S. (^TOfftrfirm^O The decision, the

judgment in a suit at law.

SADHAflANA, S.' &c. (TnVTOT) That which is common, as a

common property, a specific or genuine character, posses-

sions in common : the 44th year of the cycle, A.D. 1850.

Sddhdranopdrjana, S. (WTVtWtTIl't) Joint earnings pro-

perly acquired by brethren living together as an undivided

family.

SADHU, vernacularly, SAnn, S. &c. OHTVI, *TTV) Pious, vir-

tuous, good, applied also to a person leading a pious or

religious life, a mendicant, an ascetic; also the designation

of a member of a sect of monotheistical Hindus who pro-

fess moral and personal purity : a respectable trader or

merchant : in Bengali, a usurer, a money-lender.

SADHAVA, S. &c. (?T\rWl) A married woman, one whose hus-

band (d/tava) is living.

SADHOWA,(?)H. Stipulation or deed forpaymentofa balancedue.

SADiA, Uriya (C1e||) Cultivable (as land).

SADIR, Tarn. Off^cr) Boundary, limits.

SADKA, or ADAKA, plur. SADAKAT, H. (A. <oJwe, cL_>Uj*e)

Alms, properly dedicated to pious uses, voluntary alms,

in distinction to those imposed by law : also, propitiatory

offerings to avert sickness from a friend or relative in-

disposed.

Sadkafarz, A. {^jOjifJ-^>) Ordained or obligatory alms.

Sadkafitr, H. (A. jJaiai"^) Alms bestowed upon the poor

by law, at the Id-ul-fitr, or festival which terminates the

fast of Ramzan : obligatory alms.

Sadkanafl,A.. (tJJJ&3A*o) Voluntary alms, not imposed bylaw.

SADR, SUDR, vernacularly, SADAR, SDDUR, corruptly, SUDDER,

and SUDDUH, H. &c. (^iW, W^) Eminence, superiority,

chief, supreme : the highest or foremost of any thing : the

chief seat of government, the presidency, as opposed to the

provinces or Mufassil ;
but the term is most usually ap-

plied in India to denote establishments or individuals em-

ployed in the judicial and revenue administration of the state.

See Addlat.

Sadr-, or Sadar-dddlat, corruptly, Sudder-adanilat, H. (A.

The chief court of justice, the Company's
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supreme court, and court of final appeal in India : the term

'

Sudder Court
'
has latterly been made applicable to the

courts of highest civil and criminal jurisdiction in all the
*i

Presidencies. Act viii. 1842. See Adalat.

Sadr-diwdni-dddlat, H. (c^Jl^jjI^^J^o) The chief civil

court.

Sadr-faujddri-, ornizdmat-dddlat,'H..

The chief criminal court.

Sadr,or SadarAmin, commou\

A chief commissioner or arbitrator, the title of a class of

native civil judges under the British government, distin-

guished as Sadr Amins and Principal Sadr Amins.

After various extensions of their jurisdiction, the Sadr

Amin in Bengal was empowered to pronounce judgment in

civil cases to the extent of 1000 rupees, and the Principal

Sadr Amin to that of 5000, which was afterwards extended

to an indefinite amount in suits referred to him by a city

or Zilla judge. A limited criminal jurisdiction was also

conferred upon both. Reg. xxiii. 1814 ; ii. iii. 1821 ;
v. 1831 ;

Act xxv. 1837. At Madras, Sadr Amins have civil jurisdic-

tion to the extent of 2500 rupees, and criminal jurisdiction

in referred cases : the designation of a superior class of officers

styled native judges was subsequently changed to that of

Principal Sadr Amins. Reg. iii. 1833; vii. viii. 1827; Act

xxiv. 1836. At Bombay, also, the designations of Native

and Principal Native Commissioner, were changed severally

to those of Principal Sadr Amin, and Sadr Amin, with

similar powers. Reg. xviii. 1831 ; Act. xxiv. 1836.

Sadrat-patra,H. (Jfc*j*e) An assignment or grant under the

authority of government, or recorded in the collector's office.

Sadarbdrgir, Mar. (v^llli.'llO A. trooper stationed on

guard at a court of justice.

Sadarbhet, Mar. foetus) Presents to government officers,

forming an item of charge to every village in addition to

the assessment

Sadr, or Sadar-jamd, corruptly, Sudder-jumma, H. (A.

f*-ji*o) The sum total of revenue payable to the go-

vernment direct, exclusive of the charges of collection.

Sadr, or Sadar-kachliari, corruptly, Sudder-cutcherry, H

i^Sj^j^fi)
The principal revenue office of a district or

estate, that of the collector or Zamindar.

Sadr, or Sadar-kharch, H.
(_j=yiXtf) Expenses of the prin-

cipal authority or establishment.

Sadr, or Sadar-kdnungo, H.
(jCiyt^Jus) The chief native

registrar or accountant of a district or collectorate.
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Sadr, or Sadar-kdzi, H.
(^jtkij&e)

The chief kazi or Mo-

hammadan judge.

Sadr, Sadar-kistlandi, H. (^iXbLuJijiVtf)
The engage-

ment for revenue instalments payable to government by the

principal revenue payer, as distinguished from those entered

into with him by his under payers.

Sadr,or Sadar-mdlguzdr,H. (^IJjSUjiins)
The chief revenue

payer, one who pays it either into the government treasury,

or to the collector of a district, immediately, and not through

any other agency : the head man or representative of a

joint-tenancy village, who engages for and pays the revenue

due from the community to the government.

Sadr, or Sadar Panchdyat, H. A supreme Panchdyat,

one appointed to superintend other similar bodies, where

there are many, and report their proceedings to the go-

vernment officer.

Sadr,or Sadar-sarruhta,H.(&L*jtMj&a) The chief revenue

office ;
in a district, that of the collector

;
on an estate, that

of the proprietor or chief manager.

Sadr, or Sadar-us-sadur, A. (j)<d\j<*e) The chief judge,

the chancellor: under the Mohammadan government he was

especially charged with the investigation of the cases of

all those who applied to the sovereign for grants of re-

venue: he had also charge of roaltf property or religious

endowments, and the appointment of kazis and other law

officers.

Saddrat, H. (A. cy^liXo) The office of chief judge or

chancellor.

Sadar, Mar. (^t) A chief court, &c., as above ;
but it is

also used as a term in papers of accounts to signify the

general heading or statement at the head of several columns

of detail : also, adverbially, in the general, on the whole.

Sadar-rakam, Mar. (5Hi{tXlW) The total amount, the head-

ing or sum of the several items of an account.

Sadara-hi, Tel. (r6oOo3~) Aforesaid (referring to a

previous specification).

Sadarahu, Mar. C*J^|) According to the head or specification.

SADIRWARID, corruptly, SADERWARED, SADURWAHID, H.

(A. J/jjjLs , from sddir, what goes, and mdrid, what

conies) A traveller, a guest : in the south of India where

it is in more general use, sometimes vernacularly modified,

it is differently applied, and means commonly various con-

tingent or incidental charges borne by a village or a com-

munity, as in the following.

Sddaravdradv, Tel. (<J^6^oJ^S5o) Charge made to the
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Ryots for supplying the public hacheri with ink, paper,

oil, and the like.

Sadaravar, Sadalavdri, or Sddalvdri-kharchu, Karn.

Contributions for a public entertainment : expenses of an

annual feast in honour of Ganesa : hacheri charges for

stationery, &c.

Sddirwdrid, Sddilwdrid, Mar.

Incidental village expenses, including periodical festivals,

occasional allowances to village officers, to religious esta-

blishments, to religious mendicants, or the like, all which

were defrayed by extra assessments,- restricted in some places

to six per cent, on the collections : in Marathi the word

is used in combination, as, Sddirmdrid-, or Sddiltvdr-

kharch, &c.

Sadilredrid-, or Sddilrvdr-patti, blunderingly, Sddit-puttee,

xtra assessment above

the public revenue levied formerly by the revenue offices

on the pretext of defraying local district charges, termed

also Mahdl-sddirwdnd, not provided for otherwise by the

Maratha government.

Sddar-kharchu, Tel. (oJ~6#SO#3b) Remission or allow-

ance by the native government of a certain per centage

of the revenue raised from a village for repairing tanks,

alms to mendicants, and other incidental charges. Northern

Sarkars.

SAFAT, SAFAT, SAFAHAT, A. (su, i&M > OfelcLi) Foolish-

ness, folly : conduct which, according to some authorities,

renders a person subject to restraint.

Safih, A. (<UJu.) A fool, a madman, one unfit to have the

management of his own affairs.

SAFAR, H. (A.^a-o)
The second month of the Mohammadan year.

SAFHA, H. (A. <t=**e ) A page.

Saphd, Hindi (WBt) A column or page of accounts.

SAFI-KHAT, corruptly, SUFFIE-KHUT, H. (A. lai-^) A

receipt, a deed of acquittance.

Sdfi-ndma, H. (A. J-eU^sLe) A deed of acquittance, a deed

of release or of acquiescence in the terms of a Rdzi-nama,

of which it is the counterpart ; the latter, or deed of consent,

being executed by the plaintiff, the Sdfi-ndma, or deed of

acquiescence, by the defendant.

SAFINA, H. (<U.uuu) A blank book, a common-place book.

(English), Subpoena.

SAFKA, A. (l&Le) Concluding a bargain, usually done by

shaking hands Cq/70.
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SAO, H. &c. (tfJlw) WT, from S. JftTcR) Greens, potherbs,

edible vegetables.

Sag-pat, H. (cJjLL/l*) Petty dues paid in kind, lit,,

greens and leaves, to village officials. Kamaon.

SAGA, H. (1C*, from S. sagotra), SAKKHA, Mar. (s<si)

Related by the same parents : a relative.

Sagdbhdi, H. (S. ^IgjlC*) Own brother, one by the same

father and mother.

Sagdi, Sagdirvat, H. (S. ^jUC*, CJjl&u) Affinity, especially

by the same parents : betrothment : second marriage of a

woman of low caste.

SAOAM, Tel. (*>Xo) A half.

SAGARA, vernacularly SAOAR, corruptly, SAUGUR, S. &c.

(WIT) The ocean, applied rather loosely to the low lands

forming the western portion of the Delta of the Ganges,

where the Hugli branch falls into the sea.

SAGATU, Tel. (<oXeJJ) ^.n average.

SAGNI, or SAGNIKA, S. &c. (wrP^T, *nPr nK) A Brahman

who preserves a perpetual household fire.

SAGOTRA, corruptly, SAGOTR, S. &c. (*nfta) A kinsman, one

allied by community of name and descent, a gentile relation-

Sagotra-dasdntara, S. (from ^, ten, and SNitHL. within),

also with the vernacular form Daxdntil, corruptly, Sityvtr-

dushantil, Mar. (jfN<{ 511 rile?) A kinsman of the same

descent within ten degrees: also such a degree of relationship.

Sagotramdtra, corruptly, Sugotrmatr, S. &c. (from wre,

merely) A kinsman by the same descent, but within what

degree is uncertain.

Soyatrasapinda, S. &c. (ujfHflfmii) A kinsman by com-

mon descent who is also connected by obsequial offerings-

SAOUBADI, Tel. (3*Xo2D&)j SAGUVALI, corruptly, SAGOO-

VELLY, SAGWALLY, and SAGNALLY, Karn. (f^ciXb^S
1

^)

SAGUBADI, Tarn. (<0TTg)ULj.), also read SAKUPADI.

Cultivation, tillage, farming.

Sdyubadi-dittam,
r

Tam.(s-n )̂\-H).^^\L.L.U^)
Statement

of lands settled to be cultivated in the course of the year if

the season permits : settlement of, or order for, cultivation.

Sdgubadi-kanaku, Tarn. (<E?rrg)LJL9-<Si&OTOT!S>g)) An ac-

count of the cultivation.

Sdgubadi-rdji-ndma, Tarn, (from the A. P.
<tlj^el^)

A

deed of lease of cultivable land.

Sdgusantu, Karn. (oTOAOiOOOJ)) Farming, cultivation.

SAH, H. (S. lw) A merchant, a banker, a tradesman.

SAHAGAMANA, vernacularly, SAHAGAMAN, S. &c. (^J|H,
from ^Tf, with, and 3TOT, going) The burning of a
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widow with her husband's corpse : accompanying him in

death.

SAHAJ, H. (**")> Beng. CT^St), Mar. (^T) Easily, naturally,

without effort. Uriya (9^d) Slight, petty : (from S. ?RT,

with, and f, born).

Sahajdghdt, Uriya (S. QQ32||CI|0 Slight wounding.

Sahaj-chori, Uriya (9JGQ|Q1) Petty larceny.

SAHAMARANA, S. &c. (*J^*H*U) The burning of a widow with

the corpse of her husband.

SAHAN, H. (A.
(jsf

a
) The area of a house, the ground on

which it stands : a court-yard.

SAHANAK, Mar. (A. i^JJee*3 , a dish) A grant of rent-free

land for subsistence.

SAHAR, H. (A. _/5"0
The morning, the dawn : the meal taken

by the Mohammadans just before day-break in the month

of Ramzan ; also Sahargdh and Sahargah.

SAHASAN, vernacularly, SAHAS, corruptly, SHAHESH, S. (^T??i)

Violence : in law, injury of three degrees ; slight, as de-

struction of fruit-trees, &c. ; middle, killing of animals ;

atrocious, as wounding and murder.

SAHHAT, or SIHHAT-NAMA, H. (from A.4s", being in health)

A certificate of a person's being alive at any given date.

SAHIB, H. (A. <*_^=-L?), SAHEB, Beng., Mar. (>ik^<, 51sH)

A master, a lord, a companion : in Hindustani, the usual

designation and address of a respectable European, like

Mister, Sir, &c : when European authorities are spoken of

collectively, they are sometimes termed Sdhibdn-ddiishdn,

most exalted gentlemen : an assistant judge or collector is

termed in native patois, Sahib-shistant.

Sdhiba, H. (A. <U-La) A lady, mistress, madam.

Sahdbat, plur. of Sdhib, Outs-*) Companions, especially the

companions of Mohammad, through whom his sayings have

been handed down, forming a body of traditional law in-

ferior in authority only to the Kuran.

Sdhib-i-murunat, A. (s/ I*. -s-te) The possessor of polite-

ness : in law, a gentleman.

Sdkib-nixdb, A. (i .i*o '-.-^ Lo) The possessor of so much

property as renders him liable to pay Zikat, or established

alms.

SAHI'FA, H. (A. tej^1
) A book, a leaf.

Sahhdf, H. (A. t-jLS^') A bookseller, a bookbinder, a

librarian.

SAHIB, H. (A. Right, proper. SA-J', Mar.
(*r|) A

word attached to written documents to signify acquiescence,

or uttered at the close of verbal statements with a similar
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import. Guz. (^1^) A term of assent
;
also a signature,

a written attestation.

SAHM, pi. SAHAM, incorrectly, SEHAM, SUHAM, (*$<, V^)
A lot, a portion, the share of a person entitled to a part

of the inheritance.

Sahm-batwdrd, H. (y y*J , sharing) Division of an estate

amongst the coparceners according to their several portions-

SAHOUHA, S. (*nrte) The son of a pregnant bride, one of the

twelve sons formerly recognised by Hindu law.

SAHODAKA, S. &c. (*Uft5p) Related by libations of water

to deceased kinsmen.

SAHODARA, S. &c. ('H^lt^) Uterine, a brother of whole blood.

Sahodari, a sister by the same mother.

SAHOTRA, erroneously, SAHOOTRA, Mar. (in^Nl, from ^n^r ,

for JT^T, six, and ^^T, above) Six per cent., whether by

the month or year : a fee or perquisite of six in a hundred

given to a public officer : an item of the Maratha chauth,

or six per cent, of the balance of the collections, after set-

ting aside one-fourth to the Peshwa, assigned to the Pant

Sachiva, or minister so termed, to whose representative

the Sdltotrd in certain cases is still granted.

SAHU, also SAHUKAH, H. &c.
(yblw, j&yblw, *rr?, ^TFcRfc)

SAV-, or SAUKAR, whence the vernacular forms, SOUCAR,

SOWKAR, SAUKAR, corruptly, SHOWKAR, Mar. (uiTeSTC,

as well as tU4ilO A banker, a dealer in money and ex-

changes, a merchant in general : [these words are no doubt

from the S. sddhu, good, respectable, but a facetious ety-

mology in Marathi refers SdvaJtdr to sd, six, and vaJtdra,

the letter v, that is, to the six words beginning with v

which characterise the opulent banker vastra, dress, vapu,

portly person, vidyd, knowledge, vinaya, decorous de-

meanour, vdni, fluency of speech, and vitta wealth : it may

be observed, that although the terms are known to most,

if not all, of the dialects, they are especially in use among

the Marathas].

Sduhdrd, or Sdhukdrd, Mar. (N<*KI, 'tlhJefci^) The body

or corporation of bankers or monied men in a principal

town : extensive money dealings.

Sdilkdri, or Sdhukdri, Mar. (*n=T3KTCf, ^rnpjrrrO Dealings

in money and exchange : adv., relating to a banker or bank-

ing : mercantile, as business, usage, interest, &c.

Sdhukdr-ki-tip, vulg., Sorvcar-teep, H. (L ^A)

A banker's bill of exchange.

SAI, Hindi C(rr^) Earnest-money. Chota Nagpur.

SAI, SAIA, Hindi (fr, I^T, from S. 5fi^) A hundred.

5z
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A hundred
Saikra, or Sainkra, H. (t*fT,

per cent.

SAIBAT, A. (iwl) A female slave or she camel set at liberty

under a vow : the word is used in the formula of manu-

mission, as Anti-saibat, thou art free.

SAfBA, or SAYIBA, A. (*->) A woman who has had in-
V v

tercourse with man, as opposed to a virgin, in Moham-

madan law.

SAID, written also SAYID, and SAIYID, H. (A. <\A~) A lord,

a chief: a designation assumed by a number of Moham-

madans who pretend to be descended from Husain, the

son of Alt, and grandson of Mohammad.

Said-zdda, H. (from A.
Siilj, born) The descendant of a

Said, or of Mohammed.

SAIKAL, H. (A. J*v)i SIKAL, Mar. (ty <*<#), SIKAL, Beng.

(f"f^) Polishing metals, cleaning arms or tools.

Baikal gar, H. (/jxo), Sikalgar, Beng. (H^^ffir), Si-

kalkdr, or -gar, Mar. (fsi<*c$*Tt, -ITT) An armourer, a

cleaner or polisher of arms or tools of metal.

SAIL, H. (A. (Jj^) A torrent or flood.

Saildb, H. (A. P. L_))UA) A flood or torrent, an inundation.

Saildbi, Sindhi(A.P. jiU) Land watered by inundations.

SAIL, H. (A. (JoL) A petitioner, one who asks or begs: one

who interrogates, an examiner.

SAIMA, pi., SAwAiM, H. (A. *<jL. , >'y0 Herds of camels,

oxen, goats, or other animals, subsisting chiefly on pasture.

SAIM, Thug. Signal for murder.

SAINDHI, (?) The fermented juice of the wild date-tree (Elate

sylvestris).

SAIP, Thug. Any trick practised upon travellers ;
also the

exerior, when respectable, of a Thug or traveller.

SAIR, corruptly, SAYB, SAYRE, H. (A.y.L,), SAVER, Beng.

(Tim), SAYAR, Mar. (*THt), SAYARU, Tel. (<3-0&)fo)

In its original purport the word signifies moving, walking,

or the whole, or the remainder : from the latter it came to

denote the remaining or all other sources of revenue ac-

cruing to the government, in addition to the land-tax, from

a variety of imposts, as customs, transit duties, licences,

fees, house-tax, market-tax, &c., in which sense the term

is current throughout India : the several imposts under

this name were abolished by the British government, with

the exception of government customs, duties on spirituous

liquors, and other minor specified items : the privilege of

imposing local taxes included in the Sdyar, was also taken

away from private individuals, but it still applies to various
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items of the income from landed property not comprised

in the produce of cultivation, as rent from fisheries, from

timber and fruit-trees, bees'-wax, &c. : it also designates

certain admitted manorial rights or prescriptive fees and

cesses levied from the residents in a village, or from the

cultivators by the proprietors, which have been long esta-

lished, and are upon record
;

the former of these additions

are usually taken into account, the latter not, in fixing the

rate of assessment. Reg. xxvii. 1793. In A. and H. Sdir

is also a tax on personal property, and in Marathi it also

signifies the place or stand where the customs are levied.

Sdir, or Sdyar bahhsh bandar, H. (yjJb ^jMjj\t*) Duties

on markets, and customs on goods, levied at Hugli (Bakhlh-

bandar), under the former government of Bengal.

Sdir-chalanta, H. (ijuia-^Lw) Transit duties formerly levied

by the Zamindars on goods passing through their estates.

Sdir chuna cahly, (?) The title formerly given to the duties

and taxes levied in and around Murshidabad : (the epithet,

which is obviously an error, perhaps for Ckuna-hhdli, lime-

creek or wharf, may have been taken from the site of the

custom-house).

Sdlr-jamfi, H. (f^-j>(ui) The total amount of the revenue

in addition to the land-tax.

Sd'ir-jahdt, erroneously, Sairjdt, H. (cLAg^Aw) A tax on

boats, an inland toll: the Sdir duties collectively.

Sdir-i-kharck, H. (~.jo-jh*) Expenses of the collection of

the Sdir duties.

Sdir-kkarch, H. Extra or miscellaneous expenses.

Sdir-panchotara, H.
(jJja^i^Li)

Five per cent, levied on

the transit of goods.

Sdirmdlo, Guz. (3tly 3.
c
ll<5rll) Collector of customs.

SAI'S, H. (A. j^oUw) A groom, a horsekeeper.

SAIT, Thug. Parole of rendezvous.

SAITHAWAR, Hindi (f)vn'4K) A division of the Kurmi or

agricultural tribes in Hindustan, located chiefly in Gorakh-

pur and Benares.

SAJA-JAMA, (?) Beng. Amount of rent in kind (?).

SAJAL-STHAL, S. &c. (?r, with, Sfisy, water, and W55, land)

A term used in deeds of transfer or sale of landed pro-

perty to denote the absolute alienation of the whole.

SAJALU, Tel. (plur.
c3~T

>aieo) Labourers in salt-works.

SAJAVALI, Karn. ('O23~3oS9 ) probably from the A. Sazd-

reali, q. v.) Restraint on a person to enforce payment of

a debt, or prevent his running away.

SAJGANI, SAJGANI, Mar. (ii*ift, WSnTHtft) A couple of
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Paisas, or copper coin so termed; also, a measure of land

= six Rukds.

SAJHA, H. (l$2-Li, ^UlrfT) Partnership, association.

Sdjhi, H.
(^^^a-Lu,

S. tt^ml) A partner, an associate, a

coparcener in landed property.

SAJJA, Mar. (*WT) A continuous tract of cultivated ground.

SAJJADA, less correctly, SIJJADA, H. (A. xJlsc"') A mat or

carpet on which Mohammadans kneel or sit whilst pray-

ing : see Sijda.

Sajjdda-nishin, H. (P.
(.jJ^J , sitting) The sitter on the

praying carpet, usually applied to the spiritual superior

of a mosque or religious endowment, as distinct from the

Mutamdlli, or secular superior and manager, although the

two offices are not unfrequently united in the same person ;

also any religious ascetic of the Mohammadan faith.

SAJJI, SAJJI-MATI, SAJJI-NUN, incorrectly, SOOJEE-MATEE, H.

(
(_5=="S LJ

Las>"
, ^jjux"' , 5Rpj3liT) An impure carbonate

of soda called Sajj i earth, or Sajji salt, extracted from the

soil in various parts of Hindustan, especially in the Doab.

SAKA, or SAKA, vulgarly, SHUK, or SHUKU, S. &c. (^IcR,

5TTlf) An sera in general, but the term is applied especially

to that which is reckoned from the reign of a prince of

the south of India named Sdlivdhana, commencing in the

79th year of the Christian aera, and to be identified with

the latter by adding 78|;: thus the current Saka year 1772

began towards the end of March 1850.

Sdkdbda, S. OtyT4 !.), Sagdttam, corruptly, Sagartham,

Tarn. ((ffSPTSiSLQ) Any year of the aera of Sdlivdhana.

SAKAK, H. (A. liJVU) A cutler.

SAKAM-BADH, Uriya (qQ|flQC,from S. Sa-kdma, with will,

and budliu, killing) Wilful murder.

Sakdm-samdn-badh, Uriya (qQ|flqS1|ffQO) Culpable homi-

cide.

SAKALATI, or SAKALATU, Tel., Kara. (6*CT
l

,<?5fe
>

^>,

apparently from the English
'

scarlet ') Woollen or broad-

cloth.

SAKALAYA, and SAKALAYA-RASI, Karn. (>O^~Sc&>Tr23 ?

from S. Sakala, all, and rdsi, a heap) The whole of the crop

before partition between the government and the cultivators.

SAKAR, Mar. (HifclO Acceptance of a bill, endorsement in

proof of acceptance.

Sakardi, Mar. (<*<jj) The charge made by the cashier of

a bill of exchange.

SAKARA, erroneously, SUKRA, H. (S. Tt, with, ^rt, tax) Sub-

ject to revenue payment, paying tax.
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SAKH, or SAKHI, Mar. (*TO. *rreft) Mercantile credit, a good

reputation in business.

SAKHA, S., and in all the dialects, sometimes expressed SAKH,

SHAKH, (511^1) lit., A branch : metaphor., a division or

branch of any tribe, sect, family, school, or caste, and the like

SdkhdvaJi,S. &c. (^IHNHc-ll, from Avdli, a row) A pedigree,

a family.

SAKHI' BHAVA,S. &c. ("|HN, from Sahhi, a female friend)

A sect of Hindus in Upper India who especially worship

Rddhd, the mistress of Krishna.

SAKIN, H. &c. (
ll/'*) An inhabitant, a permanent resident

in any place. u

SAKKA, H. (A. til*.) A water-bearer, sometimes one of the

village servants in Hindustan who supplies the villagers

and travellers with water, and is paid by an allowance of

grain at harvest.

SAKSHI', S. &c. teT^t), SAKHI, H. (
(_5 ^L),

it is also pro-

nounced in other dialects,although correctly written, SAKHI,

A witness, an eye-witness : it is also used, less corrrectly,

for witness or testimony in general, for Sdkkya, q. v. In

Mai. (C^OOdSiSal) it also means a fine or forfeit of ten per

cent, on the money advanced when a mortgagee wishes to

give up the land he holds before his term expires.

Sdkshiddr, Mar. (*nfl^lt) A witness.

Sdhshigdr,andSdkshiyava,Ka.rn. (ricjSj'A"^, o3c)d o53^5)

A witness.

Sdkshikkdnam, Mai. (O-Ocftafloeewsnoo) Pees paid to one

who witnesses the execution of title-deeds.

Sdkshya, S. &c. (*TN5?l), also, sometimes, Sdkhya, and Sdkshi.

Evidence, testimony, deposition.

Sdksha-d-sayaru, Uriya (?l|18||C1Cl^) Circumstantial evi-

dence (from l5yt, and the
A.^jLj, remainder).

SAKTI, S. &c. (5?%) Power, ability, the personified power of

a divinity, a goddess.

Sdkta, S. &c. (^rnfi) Relating to the female nature or prin-

ciple : the designation of a sect who worship the female

principle according to the ritual of the Tantras : there are

two chief divisions ofthem, the Dakshindchdri and Vdmd-

chari, or right and left-hand ritualists : the worship of the

former is public, and no otherwise noticeable than as ad-

dressed to the goddesses, especially forms of Durgd, as

Bhavdni, andPdrvati, also to Lakshmi or Mahdlakshmi,

and others, commonly objects of adoration. The left-hand

division worship, in preference, the Tdntrika impersona-

nations of Durgd, as Devi, Kali, Sydmd, &c., or a woman
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representing the Sdkti ;
their worship is private and un-

avowed, and is celebrated with impure practices : it is said

to be most numerously followed, and branches into various

subdivisions.

SAKHTU,Tel.(p^c)a3;?, P. c^-Lw) Manufacture, construction.

SAKULYA, S. &c. (<*<^) A kinsman, or, more usually, a dis-

tant kinsman, not nearer than five, seven, or ten degrees.

SAL, H. (P. JL), SALU, Tel. (3" ew), SALE, Kara. (i3d8)

A year.

Sdldbdd, Sdldbddi, Mar. (flltfNK?, Wciltl<1) Permanent

collections or charges : used generally with the substantives,

as Sdldbdd-jamd, the permanent or perennial revenue ; Sd-

Idbdd-kharch, the permanent or fixed charges, as of a vil-

lage, for establishment, charities, festivals, &c.

Sdldbddu, Tel. (cO-'CT'Wfio) Annually, year by year.

Sdl-dyinda, H. (P. OaiT, coming), Sdlu, or Sdle-aindd,

Tel. (e3-*eo, ~3eo3J>Oiy) Next or ensuing year.

Sdl-ba-sdl, H. (JLjJL), Sdl-dar-sdl, Mar. (ttT^tBT^)
Year by year, annually.

Sdl-bandi, Mar.
(*fT<$*i<{l) A settlement for a series of years,

or the papers detailing it, as affecting recurring engage-

ments, as contracts, leases, &c. : the arrangement made by

joint inheritors or proprietors for the successive enjoyment

of their property.

Sdlerdr-Jiharchu, Kara. (r3o>OcO c)#3Oa?OF~) Annual dis-

bursements.

Sdlgira,\{. (from 1,J>,
a knot) The anniversary of a person's

nativity, when a knot is tied on a string or thread kept

as a record of his age.

Sdl-guzashta, H. (from P. <&ij, past), Sdl-gudast, Mar.

(*T352<^)> Salugujastd, Tel., Kara. (cO^oXb^^)
Last year.

Salt, H. &c. (^Li, '41 1 <$1) Annual, relating to the year:

land taken up for the year : a rate in the cultivator's lease

when two or more crops are raised from the soil in the

same year, that is to say, when the ground is worked through-

out the year, not in one season only.

Sdl-i-hdl, H.(JU.JL),Safe-AoZw,TeL,Karn. (c3-~3-e)j)
The present or current year.

Sdlidna, H. &c. (*jU!L) Annual, yearly: an annuity, a

yearly salary or pension.

Sdlidnaddr, H. (P.jb, who has) A pensioner, an annuitant,

one who receives an annual allowance, stipend, or pension.

Salidnaddrdn, corruptly, Saliandarum, H. (pi. of the last)

Annuitants : an entry in the formers tatement of the re-
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, from A. >UJ,

venues of Bengal on account of annual allowances made

to the Zamindars in Sylhet.

Sdlidna-hdsil, or -tafml, H. (A. (J^oW, profit, (JjUM5
, col-

lections) Yearly collections from a district or estate.

Sdlind, Mar. (P. ^rnjyfcft) Annually, year by year.

Sdljharti-jamd-kharch, H. (ff/^Ufvj;f-JlM<) A yearly

account of receipts and disbursements, a debit and credit

account.

Sdlkari, Mar. CHTcTolfT^) The individual who, among a

number of joint proprietors, is in possession or has the

management of the common stock for a given year.

Sdltamdmi-kdgaja, Uriya (q|R.Qfl|5Q

entire, and iXc, paper) The yearly accounts.

Sdltvdr, H.
(;1j!L>) By or according to the year or years.

1

Sdlrvdt-rvasul-bdki, H. (A. JyCj , collection, and J'o , re-

mainder) Accounts of the annual collections and balances

for a series of years.

SALA, or SALASULA, Karn. (?33o, r^cJOr&^e)) Debt.

Sdlaydra, or Sdladdra, or Sdladava, Kara.

<33^, or -OS) A creditor.

Sdlafjdra,orSdladali-biddava, Kara.(r3dV~7\~

Bg6)
A debtor.

Patrasdla, Karn. (oO^rOBt)) A debt contracted upon a

bond or note.

JBaddisdla, Kara. (OQrJcJt)) A. debt bearing interest

Maisdla, or Sukhtudla, Kara. (^^j^Se), AiosoF^O) Bail

for a debt.

SALA, H. &c. (UL,, ^ncH, ?m<$) A wife's brother, a brother-

in-law : to call a stranger by such an appellation is one

of the most aggravated terms of abuse in Bengal.

Sdli, H. &c.
(^J>\*i

, SHc^) A wife's sister, especially a

younger sister.

Sdldpo, Beng. ("ttTfttl) A wife's brother's son.

SALAF, H. (A. < si*.) Ancestors, predecessors : money ad-

vanced for merchandise.

SALAGA, Karn. (XX)A) A chief or head man.

SALAGRAMA, or SALIGRAM, commonly SALORAM, S. &c.

(Ul<$ill>f, BlfsnTT'?) A stone found in the Gandhak river,

a sort of ammonite supposed to be a type of Vishnu, and

worshipped by his votaries (it is derived from sa, with,

ala for ara, a ring, and grama, a multitude).

SALAHIYAT, Hindi (Hcjlfigilrf, from the A. e^-**-Lc, fitness)

Information sent by the village accountant or collector to

the chief police authority of any criminal occurrence in

the village.
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SALAI, Mar. (?RE^, from S. saldhi, a pin, a stake) A sample,

as a bundle of grass, a single fruit, a log of wood set aside

from the mass in counting or weighing the whole, to mark

the completion of the tale at each pause, and then counted

to test the total : it is usually thrown into the bargain, or,

when it is the tale of the crop, the bundles become the

perquisite of the village accountant

SALAKA, Tel. (r&*>8) Ameasure of capacity equal to two Tarns.

SALAKE, Kara. (&>O) Delivering over, payment, paying.

SALAKH, H. (A. J*0 The last day of a month of thirty days :

day of new moon.

SALAKU, Tel. (&O~
B
&) A dent or mark on a coin denoting

its goodness.

SALAM, written also SILM, and SILLIM, A. (Ju*) A descrip-

tion of sale in which payment is immediate or in advance,

and the delivery of the purchased articles may be deferred.

See Muslim.

SALAM, H. (A. *Lu) Peace, safety: salutation (implying a

wish for a person's safety and health) used as a civil term

on meeting or parting, as Sdheb-saldm ; and more espe-

cially, in the Arabic exchange of compliments, Saldm-ali-

kum, peace be with you; Ali-kum-saldm, with you be peace.

Salami, H. (A.
(_^cl.) Relating to compliments, or a sa-

lutation, especially a complimentary present, a douceur,

the first receipts of an appointment tendered to the person

through whom it has been obtained : a present to a superior

upon being introduced to him : a gratuity or otfering on

receiving a lease or settling for the revenue, or on re-

ceiving any favour real or implied : a fee or fine levied

annually on the holders of rent-free tenures as a quit-rent :

applied adjectively to tenures so held.

Saldmi-i-hhdna-bdri,H. (^Ij&Jo-^JLw) A present made by

the Ituiat to a Zamindar in Bengal on his erecting a new

hut, originally a free-gift, subsequently converted into an

Abwdb, or regular impost.

SALAM, Hindi (I<H) Good fertile land. Puraniya.

SALAN, SALNA, H. (^^i U1L) Meat, fish, or vegetable curry.

SAL!T, H. (A. cuLc, or
JjLo) Prayer, the repetition of which

is directed five times a day, or, 1. at the Subh, between

daybreak and sunrise ; 2. Zahr, immediately after noon
;

A

3. Asr, in the afternoon, shortly before sunset ; 4. Maghrib,

evening, before dusk
;

and 5. Ishd, on retiring to bed :

these are the ordained seasons of prayer, but other prayers

and other seasons are also recognised and recommended.

SALAVAUI, Kara. ()<O <3Q) A kind of beadle or crier at-
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tached to the head of a corporation of merchants, carrying

as a badge a large ladle with chain and bell on his shoul-

ders, and whose duty it is to assemble the merchants on

public occasions, &c.

SALAVU, Tel. (%><$) Leave, dismissal, permission to depart.

Tel., Karn., Expense, expenditure (probably from A. i

SALEVADU.corruptly, SALWA,andSARLEE,Tel.

A weaver.

SALf, (?) Beng. A description of land, that paying rent in

kind (?)

SALI, Mar. (llldbl) A particular class of weavers in cotton

and silk, or an individual of it.

SALI, S. &c. ('^llfij) Rice in general.

SALI, pron. SHULEE, Beng. ("tfa) A measure for grain con-

taining 20 sers : eight Salis= a Map CrM).

SALIK, H. (A. CJJUw) A class of Mohammadan devotees who

observe the law, and lead a domestic life.

SALIKE, Karn. (&SO) Payment.

SALIS, corruptly SALLIS, H. (A. uiJu), Beng. (*llfa*i) An

umpire, an arbitrator (lit, a third, or one of three, from

Solas C^Jj, three).
**"

"
t

Sdlis-b'il-khaii; H. (.AscM <t C^JU) An impartial arbitrator.
v -/ ^

Sdlisi, corruptly, Sallisee, H. (.JiJiJ), Beng. ("UfatfO Ar-

bitration, award.

Sdlis-ndma, H. (<kcl> C^JU) A deed of arbitration, a written

award.

SAL-JAMI'N, (?) Mar. The best sort of copper-coloured or red

soil. J. Sel. 4. 556 : (it is no doubt a blunder for Ldl,

red-earth.

SALMAL, (?) Mar. An inferior caste of Hindus said to be the

descendants of a Brahman by a slave girl ; whose business

it is to prepare and sell Pan, or the betel-leaf and nut, &c.

for mastication.

SALONO, H. (5R<jftft) Day of full moon in Srdvan, when the

Rdkhi is tied on. See Rdkhi-purnimd.

SALOTAB, or SALOTARI, corruptly, SALISTRI, H. (^j!L, from

S. $lir<$^m) A farrier, a horse-doctor : also Sdlotari,

Farriery, veterinary practice.

SAM.ADASKAT, Guz. (3H"Hl^l$$<Tl) An account opened by

a person in his creditor's book; a promissory note, a receipt

SAMADHI, also, vernacularly, SAMADH, H. &c. (S. SRTfv,

*OTV, ^DJU**.) Religious abstraction in general; that per-

formed by Jogis, by which they pretend to be able to sus-

pend the connexion between soul and body : the self immo-

lation of a member of the Jogi order of mendicants, by

6A
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burning or burying himself alive : the ceremony of bury-

ing, or sinking in water, the corpse of a deceased Jogi ;

a smnll and low shrine or tomb erected over the grave of

a Jogi, commonly surmounted by a standing-place for a

Tulasi plant : also a reconciling of differences, settlement

of an affair.

SAMAGI, SAMAGE, Kara. (&&>^ , r6O"X) A person wear-

ing a trident sectarial mark, and sometimes acting as priest

to Sudras.

SAMAQRI, H. (S. t^JUL) Furniture, tools, apparatus.

SAMA-I'K, SAMAIK, Mar. H$*, Wil|4, S. Wlfil4, from

WHT, agreement) Held under compact or in conjunction,

as lands, tenements, &c. : cultivated in common by joint

proprietors or sharers, without actual division.

SAMAJIK, Mar. (Hl(\1*,from S. *RTf ,
a community) Held

in common : belonging to a society or community.

SAMAKHYA, Tel. (&&r-a3-*, wngm) A statement of

facts or opinions authenticated by a number of persons, an

agreement entered into by two or more individuals.

SAMAN, or SAMA, S. &c. (TT^) The Sanaa Veda.

SAMARA, vernacularly SAMAN, S. &c. (TWR, j./-*"') Equal,

like, same.

Samdnagotra, S. (from ifhf, family) Of the same lineage,

a gentile kinsman.

Samdni-vridd/ti, S. (fWMl^ftO Moderate interest.

Samdnodaka, S. (from *1HM, and f%5i, water) A kinsman

connected by offerings of water to deceased ancestors ; for

the first seven degrees the Samdnodaka is the same as

the Sapinda, offering cakes and water ; the former affinity

extends to seven degrees further, in which water only is

presented.

Samdnodarya, S. (from 3^, the belly or womb) A brother

of whole blood.

SAM^N, H. &c. (P. (jUlw) Furniture, goods, effects, apparatus.

SAMAN, SUMUN, incorrectly, SIMMIN, H. (A. ,j-j) Price,

value : in Shia law, gold and silver only are intended.

SAMANDASKAT, Guz. feU>U<c3i%<'t., H. Sdmne-dastkhat)

An account opened by a person in his creditor's book, also

a receipt, a promissory note or a writing passed by one

contracting party to another.

SAMANDAH, H. (?) A small land measure. Midnapur.

SAM ANTA, S. &c. (i(n) Bordering, neighbouring, a neigh-

bouring or adjacent village or town.

SAMANVAYA, Beng. (TfWS, S. ^, with, and ^n*ni, succes-

sion) Restoration of a person to his family or caste after
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expiation for the fault by which he had been degraded.

This, or Samanvayi, is probably the correct reading of

what appears in some lists of Sdmandyi, which has no

satisfactory etymology.

SAMAN, or SUMUN, H. Beng. Q.^, "fSR) The English

word
'

summons.'

SAMA it, Hindi (siic) Crop-ploughing.

SAMARAS, Mar. (*nrtFH, from TJ^ft, a heap) Produce of a

field collected and stacked, but not divided among the

sharers; undivided property in general.

SAMARPANA, vernacularly, SAMARPAN, S. &c. (wnfflu) De-

livering, entrusting to : delivery, transfer.

SAMASTA-DEH-JANA, corruptly, SUMVUST-DEHIJIN, and Su-

MUST-DEHIJIN, Mar. (from S. *TOcT, whole, f%%, a village,

and PT, people) The entire village proprietary, the vil-

lage community or corporation.

SAMASTANAM,Tam. (&LoenJsrTCOTlA S. &c. Sansthana, q. v.)

A metropolis, the residence of a prince or person of rank :

it is used in a collective sense in the south for a family

of rank and distinction, a noble house.

SAMASTHALA, S. &c. (*m*!U<$), SANTHAL, Mar. (F*R?) Level

ground, table-land.

SAMATU, vernacularly, SAMAT, Tel. (^O30) A division of

a district.

Samatuddrudu, or, vernacularly, Samatddr, also, Samud-

ddrudu orSamudddr, Tel. (^&>~G&>&>, ^Sbo-g".
Q^CX3,) A revenue-officer employed by the government

or by a Zamindar to superintend the tillage of a district, or

of a certain number of villages, to settle disputes among the

cultivators, and communicate with the district collector.

SAMAVARTTANA, S. &c. (wTR^fT) The ceremony which takes

place when the young Brahman has completed his course

of religious study, and returns home : amongst the Mara-

thas it is said to be a ceremony in which the munja, or

girdle of grass, is loosened, sixteen years after it has been

put on.

Samdvritta, S. &c.
OtWjrf:)

The religious student who has

returned home after completing his studies.

SAMAYA, S. &c. (wni) Compact, agreement, engagement.

SAMAYAHAYA, Kara. (.6&>C&>rr5a&) The high priest of

the Dasari caste.

SAMBA, or SAMBANELLU, also read SHAMBA, and CHAMBA,
Tarn, (a'liurr, S'lLurTGrja)^) A. superior kind of

rice with white and well-flavoured grains, it is sown in

July, transplanted in October, and reaped in February.
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SAMBA> or SHAMBA, Be-as;. (*fr) Second ploughing of a field.

SAMBALA, Karn. &c. (S. rOOS)^) Pay, hire, wages : provender

or stock for travelling
1

expenses, provisions for a journey.

Sambalagar, Karn. ((OoD^ A do) One who is retained or

hired.

Aramane-sambala, Karn. (esOcfoES^oSS^) A person in

the pay of the government.

Sambal-adl, Tarn. (<ffLQLJ6rTaL6rr) One who serves for

monthly wages.

SAMBANDHA, S. &c. (H**fq, from sam, together, and landha,

binding) : it occurs unchanged in most of the dialects, but

in Karn. becomes Sammandka (rOOcfooQ) Relationship,

affinity, connexion : although not exclusive of relationship

by descent, it is more correctly applicable to that by con-

nexion, as by marriage, &c.

Sambhandi,S. &(:.(&**&), Sammandhi, Karn.(o&>O$)
A relation, a connexion.

SAMBA RI, S. &c. ($|l*jO) A female juggler.

SAMBHAR, H. (_^XLM) Salt obtained from a lake of the same

name in Ajmir.

SAMBHAR, Thug. Treasure.

SAMBHIJYASAMUTTHANAM, S.
(TrWTOJr^Tti)

Joint perform-

ance of work, concerns among partners, partnership : a title

of Hindu law.

SAMDHI, also, SAMADHI, and less correctly, SAMDI, H. &c.

(jjfciX***)
A father-in-law, either the father of the bride-

groom or the bride, especially in regard of their mutual

affinity.

Samdhin, H. &c. (^iU*,), Samadhuni, Uriya (qfltlgTl) A
<^~

mother-in-law. See the last.

SA vi, Hindi (jHIHl) Arable land. Mherwara.

SAMI, S. &c. (^Pft) A sort of tree (Acacia suma).

Samipuja, S. &c.
(^IJft^n) Worship of the Sami tree at

the festival of the Dasahara.

SAMJHAISH, H. ((^lo^ae**") Making to understand, explain-

ing, warning, inducing the defendant to admit the justice

of a plaint.

SAMJUT-PATRA, Mar.
(&grii(4,

from S. Sanyukta ?hrai, con-

joined, and patra, a leaf) A paper declaratory of an ami-

cable agreement having been come to between the litigant

parties.

SAMLA, Hindi (H<$0 A crop that, after having been checked,

has recovered. Puraniya.

SAMMADAM, Tam.(<f?LaLorT<gjLo) A compact or commutation

made by merchants and traders with the customs and excise.
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SAMMAI, H.
(.yUo*,, H*H|) The pipe (a hollow bambu) of

a drill plough.

SAMMANAM, Tarn. (<f?lLLDrT<50TU}) Lands exempt from all

tax : (from S.
THT^

and HTT, respect, a mark of respect).

SAMMATAPATRA, vernacularly, SAMMADIPATRAM, corruptly,

SUMMADIBUTHREM, S. &c. (^WiT, assented, and *T=r, leaf)

A deed of acquiescence, permission, or agreement.

SAMOHT, (?) In Arcot, the designation given to the villages

or lands of a community held severally under periodical

distribution. See Samudayam.

SAMPA'DAK, Mar. (um^cfc, S. one who accomplishes or pro-

duces) The first person of a family who has obtained pos-

session of lands, privileges, &c.

SAMPRADAYAM, S. &c. (^HI^R) Custom, usage, traditional

doctrine.

SAMPRATI, corruptly, SUMPREDDY, SAMPATEE, SAMPARDY,

SlMPERTY.Tel. Karn.(o^;&, from the S. HlfiT, now,

but changed in sense, or rather derived from Wt, with, and

irfTT, against) An assistant to a village accountant, a per-

son employed to prepare copies of accounts, or to examine

and make out check accounts.

Sampratiddru, Tel. (&O^sc6;8T3
D
&>) One who keeps

counter or check accounts.

Sampratipatti, S. &c. (*)HJfriMf%) Assent, acknowledg-

ment : in law, admission by the defendant of the truth of

the plaint.

SAMTJDAYAM, incorrectly, SAMADAYAM,Tam.(<^(lpQrTUJlL ,

S. flH^tf) The tenure by which the members of a village

community, or Mirasidars hold the lands in common, each

occupying an assigned share, but having no permanently

exclusive right to it, and holding it only for a given period

until a fresh partition and distribution take place : it also

designates lands not allotted to individuals, but cultivated

in common : and again, it may mean a village, the produce

of which is equally divided between the proprietor and the

cultivators when they are distinct

Samuddya-grdmam, Tarn.
(^(Lp^nU-JasflrjITLaU}, for

grama, S.) A village held or cultivated in common : also

one in which the produce, as before, is equally divided be-

tween the proprietors and cultivators.

Samuddyanilam, Tarn. (^(LpSPTLUrfleOUi) Land held and

cultivated in common.

, S. &c. (l^) An assemblage, a multitude : an

assembly formed to take cognisance of offences against

caste.
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SAMUSARAM, Tarn. (S. &(\p&nt7ia , from S. TOHt) Married

state or condition.

Samusdrakdran, Tarn. (<S'(Lp<5
irTD'<5<5nT7OTl) A married

man, one who has children.

Samusdri, Tarn. (B-flpS'rrcfl) Father or mother of a family.

SAMVATSARA, vernacularly also SAMVAT, SUMVUT, or SAM-

BAT, SUMBUT, S. (fl^TSTC), Hindi, Mar. (*NiO, Beng.C5R0

A year; but it is especially applied to the luni-solar years of

the era of Vihramddilya, commencing with the year of the

Kali age 3045, or 57 years B.C., which latter number is

to be added to any year A.D. to find the Samvat; as,

A.D. 1850 + 57 = 1907 ; and conversely to be deducted

from the Samvat to find the A.D., as, 1907
- 57 = 1850:

the Samvat aera is chiefly used in Telingana and Hindustan,

occasionally in Bengal, rarely in the Peninsula.

SAMVID, or SAMVIT. S. (tffalT) Agreement.

Samvit-patra, S. (*rf^ifre) A deed of assent, an agreement,

a deed of gift, applied in the Anglo-Indian courts to a will,

a testament.

Samvid-vyatihrama, S. (from aifririiH departure) Non-per-

formance of agreements, a breach of contract, &c. : a title

of Hindu law.

SAN, SUN, H. &c. (A.^ , 5EHT) A year : like Samvat it

is also applied to the years of an aera, of which there are
|

I

two varieties in use, the Bengali and the Vilaili ; the

former current in Bengal, and very commonly quoted ; the

latter current more rarely in the Dakhin, but used and

known as the Amli-san of Orissa. To convert the former

into the years A.D., 593 must be added to any period

within the first nine months, 594 for the other three : to

convert the latter, 592 within the first four months, 593

for the other eight : thus, the Bengal San beginning on

the first Baisdkh 963 + 593 = A.D. 1556. The Vilaiti

San beginning on the first of Asrvin 963 + 592 = 1555.

These eeras were first established by the Emperor Akbar.

San is also used in speaking of the years of a king's

reign as chronicled by his coins : a rupee of the 19th San

is one coined in the 19th year of his reign.

San-i-jalus, H. (A. (^jL*-) The year of the king's accession.

San-palit, Hindi (from S. iffltJ, fallen) Land left uncul-

tivated or unowned for a year.

Sanwad-, or Samvdd-baki, Mar. (*rT^- ^^t^Telft) Arrears

of revenue due for several years.

Sanwad-, or Sanrvdd-padast, Mar.

Waste or uncultivated for years, land, &c.
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Sanredt, corruptly, Sunat, Sonant, Sunott, H. (ijl^x , pi.

of Sanat c^JUj, a year) Years, but applied in Bengal

to rupees in the third year of their currency, when their

value in comparison with the money of account, or current

rupee, was reduced from 16 per cent, to 11 per cent, above

the latter ;
that is, the rupee was rated in the first year of

its issue at 116 to 100 current rupees, in the second year

it circulated at 113 to 100 current rupees, and in the third

and ever after, at 111 to 100 current rupees, when it was

termed Sanrvdt.

SANA, vernacularly, SAN, or SUN, corruptly, SUNN, S. &c.

(^nj) A plant, the fibres of which are used for the ma-

nufacture of cordage, canvas, and the like : Indian hemp

(Crotolaria juncea), also the flax or fibres.

Sanappan, Slianappan, or Sanarpun,
r
fa.m. GEfcntSTLJLJOT!

1

,

<?<5nCTfY)LJ<5DT) A maker of hempen cloths, canvas, sacks, &c.

SANA, Mar. (TJnnr) A person, on the part of one of the share-

holders, set to watch over a joint concern to prevent frau-

dulent abstraction of the produce : also one set over a

tenant by his landlord, from the cutting of the corn until

its final disposal, that he may not be defrauded of his share

(probably for the H. Sltalma, q. v.).

SANABIII, S. (TRtfH) A uterine brother, a brother of whole

blood.

SANABHOGA, pron. SH.ANABHOG, corruptly, SHANABOGUE,

SHANBOGUE,SHAMBOOUE,alsoKui<KARANI-SANABHOGA,

Karn. (Se^d^X, fco&Slb^eJ^iS-^X) The village

clerk or accountant who keeps the accounts of the culti-

vation, and registers every thing connected with it : he is

paid by a grant of land and portions of the crop : a writer

or clerk in general.

Sdndya, Karn. (5o).^J3c&3) Allowance of grain to the vil-

lage accountant.

Hajuru-sdndbhog, Karn. (from A. jy&>- Huzur, q. v.) A

clerk of customs.

SANAD, SUNUD, incorrectly, or vernacularly, SUNNUD, H. &c.

(A. JJu*, WT^X SANNADU, Tel. (r6r6^&>) A grant, a

diploma, a charter, a patent : a document conveying to an

individual emoluments, titles, privileges, offices, or the go-

vernment rights to revenue from land, &c., under the seal

of the ruling authority. The Mohammadan government had

different forms of Sanads according to the nature of the

grant

Sanad-ba-dahand, H. (P. tXi&JoJO^) Lit., Let them give

a Sanad : the form of words inscribed by the superior
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authority, the Ndzim, or Suldh-ddr, upon the Diwdn's

petition or statement, representing the particulars of a

royal assignment of revenue in his district, and consti-

tuting his authority for issuing the Sanad-mutabik, the

local patent or order to make over possession to the grantee.

Sanad-bdzu, H. (P. ^jb, the arm) A general term for the

whole of the Sanads issued by the Emperor and his officers,

granting and giving possession of an assignment of revenue.

Sanad-debd-ndld, Uriya (SflQG9Q|(3|R.|) Tne grantor

of a patent or assignment ;
and Satiad-nebd-wdld (Gfl9|-

(3|Q.|) The receiver of such a grant, the grantee.

Sanad-dindni, H. (jj^jOJo*) A grant or assignment of

land, or rather of the government revenue assessed upon it.

Sanadi, corruptly, Sanedey, H. &c. (<_jJ.A,) Relating to

a Sanad.

Sanad-i-khun-bahd, H. (from ^="-1 blood, and (a, price)

A grant or deed conveying property from a person or family

implicated in a murder, as a retaliatory fine to the heirs

of the murdered person.

Sanad-i-milkiat-i-istimrdr, H. (from A. ei^li master-

ship, and .LJ.) , continual) The deed or document by which

the British government recognised the absolute ownership

of the Zamindars of Bengal, and in some parts of the south,

at a fixed assessment : the term is current chiefly in the

Northern Sarkars.

Sanad-i-zaminddr, H. (P.^ljox^a landholder) AZamindar

appointed under a royal patent, on default of heirs, to suc-

ceed to another Zamindar, or on the supercession of the latter.

Sanad-mdniyam, Tarn. (<?rT,LQrT<3nflLlJLQ) Rent-free land

held under government.

Sanad-mutabik, H. (A. ^lio*,
in conformity with) The

patent or grant issued by a subordinate local officer giving

effect to an assignment or grant of revenue made by his

superior to any individual, and recapitulating the parti-

culars of the original alienation.

Sanad-navisand, H. (P.
J^-Vwjjy , let them write) A form

of words inscribed by the chief authority upon the petition

or application to him for a grant of revenue, after the

necessary preliminaries had been completed.

Sannadi-indmu, Tel. (i6<\^&CvX>c3^5x>) A grant of rent-

free land held under a patent or order of the Mobammadan

government

SANAJA, Uriya (9|ffCI|) Husband's younger brother's wife.

SANAK, Mar. (M<*) Lit, A dish; fig.,
a patrimony, a grant

of land as subsistence, without service attached.
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SANAN, plur. SANAR, commonly, SANNAR, SHANAR, or CHA-

NAH, Tarn.
(s'lT^BCJOnT)

The name of a low caste in the

south of India, whose occupation is the extraction of juice

from the fruit-stalk of cocoa- palm, which, when fermented,

becomes tdri or toddy.

SAUCHA, Thug. A grave.

SANCHAITA, Karn. Cvioaf-goOjS) The management of an

estate by the collector or revenue officers of the government.

SANCHAKARA, Karn.(^>Oaj^O~"3o) Earnest-money: a pledge,

a deposit.

SANCHAYAM, Tarn.
(s-^^g-nUJia) Daily pay of a workman :

the portion of the produce ofa field assigned to the cultivator.

SANCHNI, Mar. (jfoiuft) The settlement of the leases and

ground-rents of a village or country.

SAND, pronounced, SANR, H. (5oL , *rir) A bull set at liberty

as an act of piety or on festival occasions, and privileged

to wander about at will.

SANDAI, Tarn. (d^rjSO^S)) A market, a fair, an annual fair.

SANDAITA, Karn. (&O(53CXO) Land,&c., not let, but farmed

by the proprietor or government : an estate, or the like, in

charge of the collector or government officer, in opposition

to what is farmed.

Sanddita-gdr, Kara. (?6oZ33CXX)S'7rs5) One who looks

after government land that has not been rented.

SANDAWA, or SANDAWA, Mar. tefesn) A vent, an outlet

for superfluous water from a reservoir, a sluice.

SANDAYA, Karn. (r6oc33QX>) Delivering over, making

payment.

SANDAYAM, Tarn. GEfrjsrTLLJLQ) Any thing held in common:

daily pay, &c. See Sanchdyam.

Sanddyanilam, Tarn. Gffr^SjrTlUnJleiLiLQ) Land held in

common.

SANDHI, S., Mar. (tffa), SENDH, H. (UJJy^), SINDH, Beng.

(fJTf) A hole or breach in a wall made for the purpose

of entering a house to steal : also, housebreaking, burglary.

(Sandhi properly means a holding together, union, a joint,

peace, alliance, and the like : its application to a hole in

a wall may have arisen from dropping in practice some such

term as bhedana, breaking, originally connected with it, as

Sandhi-bhedanam, & breaking of continuity).

Sandkichora, or -chaura, S.(from ^fft, ^T,a thief), Sendh-

chor, H. (J^J&^J^M), Sindhchor, Uriya (gQCS^Q) A

burglar, a housebreaker.

Sandhichaurya, S. (from 'Ifaj?, a theft), Sendhchori, H.

Housebreaking, burglary.

GB
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Sendh-kdntd,E. (li&JtJuU*.), Sindh-kdtl, Beng.

Sindh-hathi, Uriya (qOQ|6) An instrument for making

a hole in the wall, usually an iron pin about six or eight

inches long for picking out the clay or mortar in mud or

brick walls.

Sindhdl, Beng. (tViffa), Uriya (SIQ|RO Housebreaking.

Sindhudl, Uriya (q^SHR.) Burglary, housebreaking.

Sindhudli, Uriya (O2|I&.) A housebreaker, a burglar.

SANDHYA, S. &c. (^HIT, from tffo, a joint, a juncture), ver-

nacularly, also SANJHA, H. (1^==^) Either of the three

principal periods of the day, sunrise, noon, sunset ; also the

religious worship appropriately observed at those periods,

whether performed singly, as by bathing at those hours in

some sacred stream, accompanied by gesticulations and

prayers, or with others, either in domestic worship or in

temples, by communities of Brahmans : evening, twilight,

and especially the service then performed.

SANDiVALAM,Tel.,Karn. (oQ>J~*VO) Penalty, penal sum:

money lodged or deposited : per centage, commission.

SANOA, Hindi (S. *S*l) A bridge used in the Himalaya formed

of timbers projecting from the banks one above another

until they nearly meet, when the passage is completed by

a plank laid across.

SANGAMA, vernacularly, SANOAM, S. &c. (ww) Meeting,

place of meeting, the confluence of two rivers, the debouche

of a river in the sea.

Sangata, vernacularly, Sangat, S. &c. (?JTiO Met, united :

subst., a place of meeting, a meeting or assembly, a place

of worship, a temple, a monastery.

Sangati, S. &c. (?frrfiO Union, assemblage, meeting. Tel.

Kara. (<OOX8) Business, affair, circumstance, contents of

a writing : in one vernacular form, Sangai, corruptly Sen-

ghaie, it denotes a kind of informal, but legal marriage.

SANGOHU, Tel. (0^*60) Half of the whole produce of a

crop : the share of the crop assigned to the cultivator,

usually considered to be half the produce, but sometimes

valued at only 20 or 30 per cent.

Sangoru-pdln, Tel. (tioK^&^VJ) A half share.

SANGSAwAn, H. (,,\yM&M) A subdivision of the Kurmi tribe

in Bahar.

SANI, S. &c. (^ifff) The planet Satuin or its regent

Sanichar, H. (^**" , from S. ^T^Jt, the slow mover, or

Saturn) The planet Saturn, also Saturday.

Sanivdra, vernacularly, SanMr, S. &c. (^ftj^R) Saturn's

day, Saturday.
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SANI, H. (^Iw) Chaff or straw mixed with grain or seeds

from which oil has been expressed, as food for cattle.

SANI, Kara. (?J3<v>, probably from the A. ^J , a second)

A companion.

Sdni, Tel. and Karn. (c3~")) A term used to designate

a woman ; in some cases, especially as compounded, a woman

of respectability,
as Dora-sdm, a gentlewoman, a lady :

by itself it more commonly denotes a dancing-girl.

Sdni-daphtar, or Sdni-sarishta, Karn. (from the
A.Jiit),

an office, P, <&^*i) A colleague in a public department,

especially the revenue.

SANI-NILAM,H. &c. (JbJ^yU, from A.
^JU, second) Re-sale.

SANI-TAJWIZ, H. (j-ijs^U), SANITAJBIJ,
Hindi (srrfifinnfcr)

Review of judgment, second investigation.

SANjAiTA, Karn. (^OESIDCOOS) The immediate manage-

ment of any branch of revenue, by the officers of govern-

ment. See Sanchdita.

SANJAYATHI, (?) Hindi, Undivided land of a village, whether

common or held in shares. Kamaon.

Sanjayatlti-asdmi, Hindi (from -*>w, a cultivator) A here-

ditary non-proprietary cultivator, expected, when necessary,

to contribute to the payment of the government revenue.

SANKALPA, vernacularly, SANKALP, corruptly, SUNKULLOP,

SUNGKULUP, SHUNKULLUP, S. &c. (tfoirai) A solemn

purpose, a mental determination or a deliberate announce-

ment of an intention to perform some pious act, or make

a charitable donation, which has the force of a vow : in

law, the declared wish or will of a person deceased, made

known before his decease, with regard to the disposal of

property, adoption of a son, or the like, made before wit-

nesses : this is considered in some degree as equivalent to

a will or testament, an act which, strictly speaking, is not

recognised by Hindu law : the term is also used with con-

siderable laxity to designate lands held under a grant or

bequest.

Sanhalpaddr, H. (P. y t>, who has) A person holding land

rent-free or at a quit-rent under a solemn declaration or

vow of the grantor : one who holds lands as security for

a loan to the proprietors, which the borrower has solemnly

promised to repay.

Sankalpa-ndma, corruptly, Shunkullub-ndma, H. (P. <luU ,

a document) A deed of gift or assignment according to

a previous promise.

SANKARA, S. &c. (^cF^) Intermixture, confusion.

Sankarajdti, S. &c. (lJc|it>nfTl) A mixed caste or race
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springing from the intermarriages of different castes
;
also

Varna-sankara.

SANK.AHA, or SANKARACHARYA, S. &c. ($}'<*WM lj) The name

of a celebrated teacher and reformer who lived about the

eighth century, and founded a dominant sect of Saiva teachers,

especially in the south of India, where the heads of many

maths or monasteries, as at the great establishment of

Sringagiri, are still termed Sankardchdris, or Sankard-

chdryas : the designation Sanhardchdri is also laxly ap-

plied to one of the two divisions of Brahmans which pre-

vail in some parts of Telingana.

SANKHA, vernacularly, SANKH, or SHUNKH, S. &c. ($te) The

conch shell (Voluta pyrum) which, when hollowed out, is

used as a lamp before idols, or, when it has one end per-

forated, is blown as a horn at worship: it was also used

as the war-horn of the ancient Hindu heroes : it is also

cut into bracelets, called Sankhd, worn by women, and is

one of the articles always borne by Vishnu.

Sdnkhdri, Beng. (tt
0l

ttft) A shell cutter.

SANKHOL, Thug. A party of three travellers.

SANKHOT, (?) H. A share in the profits of a business.

Sanhhot-gumdshta, H. GtJLi>U) A factor or agent with a

share in the concern he acts for.

SANKRANTI', vernacularly, SANKRANT, and SANKRAT, S. &c.

(UsttPnf) The passage of the sun or other planetary body

from one sign of the zodiac to another.

SANKU, S. &c.
(^l^t)

The pin or gnomon of a dial : also

the cross used in land surveying.

SANNYASI, S. &c. (iiufl) The Hindu of the fourth order,

who has renounced the world and lives by mendicancy :

the term is now applied to a variety of religious mendi-

cants, some of whom wander singly about the country sub-

sisting on alms, or are occasionally collected in maths

under a spiritual head : the Sannydsi is most usually a

worshipper of Siva.

SANGRIA, (?) H. The name of a class of depredators in Bun-

delkhand, living together in villages, and making armed

excursions in gangs to rob and plunder, but they do not

kill : they are patronized by the several Rajas of the dis-

tricts in which they dwell, especially those ofTehri, Datt'ia,

and Hdnpur.

SANSARI, vulg., SUNGSAREE, S. &c. (^TTn5 from TOIR, the

world) Worldly, a man of the world, the member of a re-

ligious or mendicant order who has a wife and family.

SANSKARA, S. UifehlO Making, perfecting : an essential cere-
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mony of Hindu initiation, held indispensable to constitute

the perfect purification of a Hindu: these ceremonies, which

are principally oblations to fire, or customary offerings to

idols, are restricted to the three first castes, and are quite

inappropriate to the mixed castes, but in practice they are,

in part at least, observed by all castes above the lowest.

The number enjoined by authority is ten, or at most twelve,

but in different parts of India others are added, extending

them to seventeen : 1. Oarbhddhdna, worship on the first

sign of conception, sometimes on a woman's attaining

maturity ; 2. Punsavana, worship to secure the birth ofa

male child performed at the expiration of the third month of

pregnancy, or on signs of vitality in the embryo ; Ana-

valobhana, a ceremony performed among the Marathas on

the third month : it is much the same as the preceding, but,

as the term implies, is intended to obviate miscarriage (an,

not, avalobhana, disappointment) ; 4. Simantonnayana,

parting of the hair on the head of a pregnant female in

the 4th, Cth, or 8th month of a woman's first pregnancy ;

5. Vishnubali, & sacrifice to Vishnu on the 7th month of

pregnancy, apparently peculiar to the Marathas
; 6. Jdta-

karma, ceremonies at birth, comprising the putting some

ghee out of a golden spoon into the mouth of the infant

before cutting the navel-string ;
7. Ndmakaranam, naming

the child on the 10th, llth, 12th, or 101st day after birth ;

8. Nishkramanam, taking the child out of the house when

three months old, or to see the moon in the third light

fortnight ; 9. Surydvilokanam, taking the child out to see

the sun when four months old : this is much the same as

the preceding, and both are rarely observed; 10. Anna-

prdsana, feeding the child for the first time with rice,

usually in the sixth or eighth month
; 11. Karnavedha,

boring the ears, but this is not always practised; 12. Ckudd-

orCfiuld-karanam, or simply Ckaudd, vernacularly, Chaura,

or Chaula, the ceremony of tonsure, shaving the head all

but one lock, which is the Chudd or crest ; it should be

performed in the first or third year, and not delayed beyond

the fifth, although this is sometimes disregarded ; 13. Upa-

nayana, investiture with the sacrificial thread, which is

worn over the left shoulder and under the right arm, cross-

ing the body to the hip ; this is the most important cere-

mony of the whole, constituting the second or spiritual

birth of the three first castes, thence termed Dnija, twice-

born : for a Brahman it should be performed in the 8th

year from conception, and not be delayed after the 16th;
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for the Kshatriya in the llth year, and for the Vaigya in

the 12th, and is not to be later than the 22d and 24th

severally : in practice, however, the Brahman is the only

one of the three original castes remaining, and the only

one entitled to the characteristic thread, although it is as-

sumed without due warrant by some of the mixed castes ;

14. Sdvitm-mahdndmya, the ceremony of investiture ac-

companied by the repetition of the Odyatri which properly

it always should be, but in some places this is considered

as a different ceremonial, to be performed four days after

the Upanayana; 15. Samdcarttana, the ceremony per-

formed on the student's completion of his studies and return

home ; 16. Vivdha, marriage ; 17. Srvargdrohana, ascend-

ing to heaven, funeral ceremonies; of these, however, the

third, ninth, eleventh, fourteenth, and fifteenth, are either

local, or are mere modifications ofother ceremonies, leaving

them only twelve, and, by excluding the boring of the ears,

and the funeral obsequies, which can scarcely be looked

upon as purificatory, the number is reduced to the cor-

recter one of ten : women have only the Sanskdra of

marriage. Sudras perform most of them except the Upa-

nayana, Sdvitri, and Samdvarttanam, but with different

prayers and observances.

SANSRISHTA, S. &c. (IJWK) Re-united, as a family, or any

member of it who, after having been separated and had

his share of the property, brings it back again, and is once

more a joint parcener in the family stock.

Sansrisltti S. &c. (TtTTBt) A member of a re-united family,
. . e *

one who continues to reside with his coheirs after partition.

SANSTHANA, S. &c. (from *fi^, together, and VIIT, place,

abiding) A common abode, a place where many persons

dwell together, a palace, a monastery, a neighbourhood.

Mar. (fityjM), corruptly, Sanwasthan, Suvusthan, Sowu-

sthan, a town, a royal town or capital, also a place sup-

posed to be the scene of the manifestation of a deity, or

sanctified by the residence of celebrated teachers or saints :

a town or place made over for the especial maintenance

of some deity or religious community : the site of any event

considered deserving of religious commemoration. Beng.

(1'rt0 A collection of goods or money, stock, capital.

SANT, Mar. &c. (S. Hct) A holy man, a religious mendicant

SANTA, Tel. (&O&), SANTE, Kara. O^oD), SANTAI, Tarn.

G^-rjcTO^), SANT, Guz. (^U<Tl) A market, a fair, an as-

semblage for the sale of goods, also in Guz., land-tax as-

sessment.
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SANTA, Hindi term) Sugar-cane. Mherwara.

SANTA K, Uriya (QS)Q) A mark, a signature.

SANTAN, H. (A.
^iJuu*.)

Circumcision.

SANTANA.SANTATI, S. &c. (wnf, ^ctfit) Offspring, progeny,

descendants.

SANTH, Mar. Offfo) A collection, a store.

Sdnthwan, Mar. fojmm) A place or vessel in which any

thing is kept, a garner, a bin, a repository.

Sdntltrvani, Mar. (afaquft) A collection of still or stagnant

water.

SANTH, Thug. A sword.

SANTI, Guz. (y,l<Kl) A measure of land either 60 or 90

Wigas or Bighds ; each being 160 yards by 10.

SANTI, pron. vernacularly SaANTi, S. &c. (^nf^iT) Calm, quiet,

expiation, preliminary or supplementary sacrifice.

Sdnti-jal, Beng. (*ttrl) Water from a sacred stream

used in worship, holy water.

Sdntikarma, S. &c. (^JTf'tnif*^) Any purificatory or expia-

tory sacrifice intended to deprecate or avert calamity : a

supplementary sacrifice intended to atone for any defects

in the primary ceremony.

SANTOSHAPATTI', Mar. (wftll^t) A cess levied upon the

cultivators by a Raja or Zamindar, on an occasion of re-

joicing, as the birth of a son, &c.

SANWAK, corruptly, SAWUK, SAUNK, SAUNKIA, SUNKIA, and

SANKIA, Hindi Cflfali) A slave, m Chota Nagpur : there are

three classes ; the Sdnwak, who is hereditary ; the Bandha

Sdnrvak, a slave for life, but whose children are not slaves ;

and the Chuta Sdnrvak, a slave for debt under a written,

bond. In the districts bordering on Chota Rangpur, or

Ramgarh, Hazaribagh, &c., the Sdnwak is described as

one who becomes a slave for life on receiving a certain

sum of money, and who cannot redeem himself by repay-

ment of the original advance : according to other autho-

rities he may redeem himself, but is seldom able to do so.

The Sdnrvaks are generally from the low or outcaste hill

tribes.

Sdnrvah-nama corruptly, Saunk-ndmd, Hindi (*)M<*HIHl)

A written obligation by which a person borrowing money

bound himself, and sometimes his family, to be slaves for

life, or until the debt was repaid.

SANYERI, (?) Mar. Pure black soil, free from gravel.

SANYOof, vernacularly, SANJOGI, S. &c. (flifrft) A religious

man who leads the life of a householder, or has a wife

and family.
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SAPATN!, S. &c. (*mwl) A fellow-wife, the wife of a man

who has others, but especially any other than the one first

married.

SAPATHA, S. &c. G?nT*l) An oath, an imprecation.

Sapatha-patra, S. &c. Opmnnr) An affidavit.

SAPHAI, Uriya (CIEF|Q, from A. (_JLe, clean) Clean salt

boiled to a certain point.

SAPHARI, Guz. (^tySLl, from the A. safar, a journey, also

Guz. a voyage) A sailor ; a ship : maritime or foreign

trade from all countries beyond the Gulph of Cutch.

SAPI'KA, or sometimes SAFINA, H. &c. (Xxxxw, &AJJLO A

summons, a subpoena.

SAPINDA, S. &c. (ufiRU, from *T, together, fVB, a ball of

rice or meat) A kinsman connected by offerings of balls

of rice or of meat to common ancestors ; the affinity ex-

tends to three individuals only in descent from the common

ancestor : some authorities extend it to seven persons in

both the ascending and descending line.

SAPTAPADI,andSAPTAPADi-KRAMANA,Mar. (S. *IHM<{1, *m-

VifliWJff, from *n, seven, tr^, a foot, and gfljrf , walking)

An essential part of the marriage ceremony, the bride's being

led seven steps round the sacred fire.

SAH, SUR, H. &c. (P. f, Wt) The head, also, metaphorically,

chief, principal : (the word is used very extensively in most

of the dialects in forming compounds to intimate superiority
;

or comprehensiveness, and has been in general very corruptly

rendered by Ser, Sir, or even Cir, as will be seen below,

but SIR is also sometimes the correct reading in the Hindu

dialects, the word being derived from the S. Siras (fijTCW)

the head in general : however, the Persian derivation through

the Hindustani is to be preferred.

Saranjdm, Surunjam, corruptly, Sarunjam, Serin/am, Su-

rinjam, H. &c. (P. ,W|^ , *K*U*0 Apparatus, provisions,

furniture, materials, what is essential to any undertaking :

amongst the Marathas it was applied especially to a tem-

porary assignment of revenue from villages or lands for

the support of troops or for personal military service, usually
j

for the life of the grantee ; also to grants made to persons j

appointed to civil offices of the state to enable them to ;

maintain their dignity, and to grants for charitable pur-

poses : these were neither transferable nor hereditary, and

were held at the pleasure of the sovereign. They were dis-

tinguished as Jdt Saranjdm (from jdt, individual), when

personal, and Phavj Saranjdm (from phauj for fauj, an

army), when for keeping up troops.
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Saranjam-ddr, Mar. (P. j!t> , who has) The holder of an

assignment for purposes specified.

Sardnjami, corruptly, Serinjammy, H.
(j-^lsr*!)^) Relating

or belonging to apparatus, materials, means of support, &c.

In Bengal, under the Mohammadan government, the term

was applied to allowances sometimes granted or admitted

as deductions for the charges and expenses of collecting

the revenue, or other incidental expenses made to the Za-

mindars or farmers. Among the Marathas ; relating to as-

signments for public service, as Saranjdmi lands and the

like : a person holding such assignments.

Saranjdmi-jdhgir, Mar. (^1^'fK for
P.^.oU-)

An assign-

ment of revenue for keeping up troops, &c.

Sar-d-pd, H. djl/* , lit., head to foot) A complete khilat,

or honorary dress, especially given on appointment to office

by the Mogul government.

Sardsari,H.&c.( l.ss}j~\Tel(~&
>

6),Tam. (

A summary, a mean, an average, an estimate. Mar. (

Loosely, carelessly, roughly, as a rough statement or es-

timate. In Hindustani the more usual form is Sarsari, q. v-

Sardsari-kaniku, Tarn. (<9'ljrT<0'Cfl<E&<3<5EOT'<5g)) An ave-

rage or rough account.

Sardsari-merai, Tarn. (<^CTrT<?cfl0Lfl(SDrT) Average pro-

portion of the crop set apart for the village officers and

servants. See Merai.

Sar-ba-rdh, H. (P. xty^**, lit., head or means for the road,

*KiO) Supply, means of providing for charges or expenses.

Sarbardhkdr, corruptly, Sabracar, Serlarrakar, Surber-

akar, H. (P. ,l>, who does) A manager, a steward, a

factor, a trustee : the manager of an estate for minors,

females, idiots, or disqualified proprietors, an officer ap-

pointed to such duty by the Court of Wards under the

British government : the manager on behalf of unseparated

coparceners. In Cuttack the title was given to the village

accountant when he was the general director and manager

of the revenue affairs, being paid by a per centage on the

collections of his village ; in some cases the office had be-

come hereditary but without the right of alienation with-

out the permission of the Zamindar.

Sarbardhkdri, H. (P. ^J6, agency) Management of pro-

perty, stewardship, trust.

Sar-daftar, H. (P.^iij, record) Chief record office: chief

accountant and registrar.

Sar-daftar-dindni, H. (P. Jy.0, revenue minister) The

chief clerk of the office of the Diwan.

6c
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Sarbardhkdr palla, H. 0& ,
a deed) A deed appointing a

manager or steward.

Sarddr, commonly, but incorrectly, Sirdar, H. &c.
(yi^**)

A chief, a head man, a commander : the head of a set of

palankin bearers.

Sardar-i-fauj, H. (P. _y , an army) Commandant, the title

of the provincial governor or collector when charged with

the duties of Faujdar or commander of the troops : the title

of an Amildar under the Mohammadan government as head

of the police.

Sardar-dmil, H. (A. (Jlc) The he&AAmil or collector of

an extensive district, invested with magisterial and military

authority.

Sarddrni, H (,J,b^) A female head of an establishment,

commonly applied to a woman who brings up girls for

prostitution.

SardesmuJth, or Sardexhmukh, incorrectly, Sirdeshmuhli,
;

Mar. (<<5IH^) The head of the Maratha officers termed

Desmukhs in an extensive district, and standing between
'

them and the government : see Desmuhh : in some places

the title has become hereditary, and even a portion of

the fees attached to the office subsist without any authority

being exercised.

Sardesmukhi, or Sardesmukhi, incorrectly, Sirdesmukhi,

Mar. (TTC^tg^) The office of head Desmuhh. The pro-

portion of 10 per cent, exacted by the Marathas from the

revenues of the Mohammadan territories of the Dakhin,

in addition to the chaulh: it was originally claimed by

Sivaji as head Desmukh, whence the name, and was con-

firmed by Mohammad Shah. In some places it was an im-
|

post of 12u per cent, in addition to the fixed assessment. :

Sarhang, incorrectly, Serang, H. (P. t^Joa^) A com-

mander, but generally applied in India to the head man of a

native crew, whether on board a ship or a boat; also to the

head man of a gang of natives attached to artillery, dragging

guns, or to the army in general, as tent-pitchers, and the like,

or to the head of gangs of a superior order of labourers em-

ployed in public or private works, in docks, buildings, &c. i

Sardespdnde, or Sardespdndt/a, incorrectly, Sirdespandye,

Mar. (TO^^nwpqr) The head district registrar and ac-

countant See Despdnde.

Sarfardzi,l{.(P. cj?;],*^) Promotion, exaltation, notice or

favour of a superior.

Sarhad, Surhud, corruptly, Serhud, Sirhad, Surrtid, H. &c.

) Boundary, border, confines, limit.
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Sarhad-bandi, H. &c. (^&u ,
a binding) Fixing a boundary

by authority.

Sarhad-hdsil, (A. (J~a'>-) Frontier duties.

Sar-hdnungo, H. (P. j&y'j . a registrar) A chief Jidnungo,

the provincial or district registrar and accountant : in

Kandesh, a chargeof one per cent, in addition to the revenue

to defray the salary of a head hdnvngo.

Sarhdr, more commonly, but incorrectly, Sircar, or Sirftar,

H. &c.
(j6j>u> *U.*K, or *n|R, from P.^, the head,

andj, business), Sarakdru, Tel. Karn. (&8~S~&>) The

government, the state, the supreme authority or administra-

tion : the governing authority or administrator of affairs :

the ruler, the king ; now generally applied to the Company's

government, and to any of its civil or political officers: a

landlord, a proprietor, a superintendant, a chief, a manager :

in Bengal it commonly denotes a native servant who keeps

the household accounts and receives and disburses money

for his employer, a sort of house-steward ; also any writer

or accountant. The term likewise signified an extensive

division of country under the Mohammudan government, a

subdivision of a Subah, containing many parganas ; a dis-

trict, a province : (in this sense it has been usually, though

incorrectly, written Circar, as in the case of the Northern

Circars.)

Sarkdr-ddli, H.
(^jlle^K^)

The high court, the chief au-

thority, the government, the viceregal establishment of the

Nawab of Bengal : a Jagir or assignment to defray the

expenses of the Nawab household was so termed (incor-

rectly Circar Alt).

Sarakdrada-hdni, Karn. ($Q~S>8&5odb) Public money,

the money of the state.

Sarakarada-kacheri, Karn. (&6o~d##&zf 6) Any go-

vernment office.

Sarkdrdltdrd, Mar. (^raJTCVKT) Assessment or taxes imposed

by the state on real property.

Sarkdri, incorrectly, Sirf/dri, H. &c. (^J^u, tKcdlO)

Relating or belonging to the government, or to any superior

authority.

Sarkdri-patit, Hindi (TUcCRlnfiiiT, from S. patita, fallen)

Land left uncultivated for more than two years, and then

claimable by the landlord or the government : all lands

lying waste, and not included in the assessment.

Sarkdri-maxifa, H. (A. &sj!oj,
an allowance) Allowances

or assignments or pensions granted by government

Sarhdr-hharab, Mar. (H^oRTT^tT^
1

, from P. i_>l.i-, bad)
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Lying fallow or uncultivated in the hands of the govern-

ment, land, &c.

Sarkhaf, Surkhut, corruptly, Sirkut, H. (A. P. lai^.) A

written agreement, a receipt, a bill of sale, a deed of lease :

a note of acknowledgment from the government to payers

of the revenue, bearing upon it the successive instalments

paid into the treasury.

Mahajani-sarhhat, H. (from H^liH, a merchant) An ac-

knowledgment granted by a banker or merchant for money

deposited.

Sarkhel, Mar. (*Kc$) A title of rank amongst the Mara-

thas conferred by the Peshwa (from the P. Sar-lihail Jaiy-j ,

a general).

Sarhll, Tarn. (&V&>&&>\ SarUiiti, Tel. (^>89) A

minister, a chamberlain, a major-domo (no doubt the same

as Sarkhel, vernacularly modified).

Sarmukk, Mar. (^?JS) A head or principal chief, the title

of the Holkar family.

Sarnddu-ganda, corruptly, Sirna-gaur, Surnan-gour, Karn.

(^^.^raSoTT9^) The head farmer or principal person in

an agricultural district.

Sarnuma, H.
(n^jui) Direction, address, superscription,

heading.o

Sarnaubal, Mar. (wpffarT, from P. Ci-oy , a kettle-drum)

The highest military officer under the Peshwa : also the

governor of a fort, or of a part of it.

Sarnisbat, Mar. (<f.i*Nrf) An officer under the former

government, one under the Havildar also superintending

public works.

Sar-o-pd, corruptly, Sirpao, Serparv, H. ('o^- . lit, hand

and foot) A complete dress of honour.

Sarpanch, H.
^j^.j^) The president of a Panchdit.

Sar-pdtil, Mar. (WCTre%) The head man of a district, the

chief Putil: it applied also to a sort of petty Zamindar,

or an officer who superintended the assessment and collec-

tion of the rents of a district, and received a per centage

on their realisation.

Kar-parast, H. (P. C^^ , protecting) A patron, a pro-

tector, a guardian.

Sar-rishta, more commonly, but less correctly, Sarishta, or

Suruhtu, corruptly, Serishta, Sherista, and Sherishtah,

H.
(.Lvi^^, from P. jw and <&_,, a line or thread, also

&*>JM) A record, a register, office, employment : an office

of registry or record : it is sometimes, but inaccurately, used

for the officer. See Sarrishtaddr.
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Sirastd, Uriya (C1Q9,) Establishment.

Sirastd, or Siristd, Mar. (f^KWI . f^lf^wO Practice, custom

(it is of course the H. Sarrishta).

Sarrishtaddr, or Sarishtaddr, H.
(jifJM,jjtu t j<i3i<ij>*>)

Siraxte-, Siriste-ddr, Mar. (f$KW<K, f^rft^K) A regis-

trar, a record keeper, applied especially to the head native

officer of a court of justice or collector's office, who has

the general superintendence of the establishment and charge

of the public records and official documents and papers :

it formerly denoted the head provincial or district kdnungo

or a head officer of the Amil, exercising a superintending

and controlling power over the other district registrars and

accountants.

Sarrishtah-i-Amdnat, H. (A. u^oU' , trust) In Bengal, under

the Mohammadan and early British rule, an office for the

examination and adjustment of disputed and outstanding

accounts, particularly those of officers dismissed or charged

with embezzlement or undue exactions.

Sarrishtah-diwdni, H. (P. ^*>&) The office of Diwan, or

collector, also the expenses of his office, including his own

allowances.

Sirasta-battd, Mar. (from ^JI, exchange) A cess levied by

the Peshwa's collectors on the cultivators, to cover the risk

of loss on the exchange of different currencies at the trea-

sury at Punah.

Sarsdl, Mar. faMUc$, from P. JLu , a year) A whole year,

for or during a whole year, as Sar-sdl-jamd-kharch, the

year's account of collections and charges.

Sarsdld, or Sarsdli, Mar. (WC^n^yT , -'HTcy)) Belonging or

relating to a whole year, as receipts, charges, &c.

Sarsari or Sardsari, H. (P. tj^-yu, ^c^J^) Easy, loose,

transacted loosely or concisely, summary.

Sarsari-dpil, H. (Jj-j 1 , Eng.
'

appeal ') A summary appeal.

Sarsari-faisala, H. (A. <xLajJ) Summary decision, or

nonsuit.

Sarsari-mukaddama, H. (A. <Cc
1

4iU) A summary suit.

Sar-shikan, H. (P. ^jCi^w, lit, breaking of the head or

capital) A grant of revenue in charity, or to village officers,

made under the Mohammadan government by the Zamin-

dars or fiscal authorities : it was so termed because the

land so appropriated was taken in small lots from dif-

ferent holders : the tenure was peculiar to the province

of Bahar. In Tirhut it signifies a rent-free tenure : (ac-

cording to Buchanan's Eastern India,' vol. I. p. 311, it

derived its name from its being granted to the families of
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Zamindars who had lost their lives in the public service, but

this seems doubtful).

Sar-shiltan-mahdl, H. (A. JW-*) A rent-free estate. Tirhut

Sar-shumdri, H. (from P. ^U-i, a counting) A census,

a poll-tax.

Sarsubheddr, corruptly, Sirsoobeedar, Mar. (TTOWSTt) An
O

officer of the Maratha government superior to the Mdm-
latddr.

Sarzamin, corruptly, Sarjamin, H. (P.
(
.J^J, land) Boun-

dary, limit, tract of country.

Sarjamin-tahkikdt, Uriya (CtQCIflffCl^iQlQ|O) Local in-

vestigation.

SARA, corruptly, SARRA,Mar. (*ntl), also with DORA, pleonasm,

SARADORA, (mTfiffcr) A tax on fields and enclosures,

land-tax.

SARA, H.
(I^Ui , from $4I<$) A wife's brother, a brother in law.

SARAD, or SARAT, S. &c. (ty^s -W ) The season of Autumn,

the two months following the rains, or about Sept-Oct.

SARADAH, Uriya (CIQ^Q) Land of the first quality.

SAHAi, H. (P.
,_s\juj)

A palace, a large edifice, a building for

the shelter and accommodation of travellers, usually a quad- ,

rangle surrounded by low chambers opening internally,

and backed by a dead wall, the square, in the centre of

which are the heavy luggage and beasts of burden, being

entered by a gateway, the gate of which is closed at night :

an inn, a caravanserai.

Sardi-tvaJ/fi, H. (from A. .5^) An endowed sardi, the

maintenance of which is provided for by an endowment,

and accommodation in which is gratuitous.

SARAIO, corruptly, SURREIYO, Guz. (3l3.y ^tl) A druggist,

a perfumer.

SARAK, H. (cJ^.) A road.

Sarak-bandi, H. (j_cJjif^*)
A high road or common way,

as distinguished from a cross road or bye-way.

SARAK, or SARIK, SAHARA, or SARIKA, also read SARKA,

and, incorrectly, SERKA, H. (A. t*/*>, &>/") Larceny, theft,

defined, in Mohammadan law, as the taking away secretly

of the property of another at a time when it is, or sup-

posed to be, in security, or under charge.

Saraf/a, or Sarika, or Sarha-i-svghra, H. (A. S^ , small)

Petty larceny, theft without violence.

Saraka,Sariha,oTSarka-i-kubra, H. (A. &j*, great) Theft,

or robbery with violence.

SARAKU, Tarn, (e^cro), SARUKU, Tel. (>&>&) Goods,

commodities, merchandise.
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SAHALVYAJ, Mar.

SARAVA, S. &c.

Simple interest.

Asylum, refuge, shelter, protection.

Sarandgata, S. &c. ($|!JNIir.) A refugee, a suppliant, one

who comes for protection.

SARANA, Tel. (#"^"0") A fine levied upon persons stealing

ears of corn, also on cattle trespassing on corn-fields.

SARANI, Tel. (o3-S&) A sluice, a canal, a drain.

SARA.NS, blunderingly, SAROUCH, Mar. (TtTO^I, from S. OTt,

essence, and iS^I, a share) An abstract, an epitome, a short

statement of proceedings kept by the Panchdit, and, at the

close, signed by each member.

SAR^P, H. (S. i_jl^) A curse, an imprecation, an oath.

SARAPAT, Uriya (C1QD|8) Marshy land (ofa better description).

SARAS-NIRAS, H.
(^j* r

o'
l_/

~
;

, , from S. TU, flavour, and the

particles ^? with, and firt, without) Good and bad: ap-

plied sometimes to distinguish the quality of a soil, or to

its distribution: the good with the bad.

SARASWATA, vernacularly, SARASWAT, S. &c. (^KMif) The

country about the Sdraswati river to the north-west of

Dehli : the designation of a tribe of Brahmans subdivided

into ten classes, and supposed to have come originally from

the north-west of India : many of the Sdrasroat Brahmans

cultivateliterature,and they are in general a respectable body.

Sarasraati, S. &c. (w.yrtl) The goddess of letters and arts :

the name of a river, commonly Sarsuti or Sursootee.

Saraswati-pujd, S. &c. (from 'qn) The worship of the god-

dess Saraswati, observed on the 5th of the light half of

Attain (Aug.-Sept), on which occasion books and the im-

plements of writing are held sacred and are worshipped.

SARATHI, corruptly, SARTHEE, S. &c. (Kfl) The driver of

a car, a charioteer : the designation of a mixed caste said

to have sprung from a Kshatriya father and Brahman mother.

SARAWA, or SARWA, Mar. (*n/n) A piece of hill ground

cleared and cultivated for not longer than a year or two

past : ground recently reaped.

Saramebhdt, Mar. (^tWllf) Rice reared on recently cleared

hill ground.

Any kind of spirituous liquors.

Sdrdya-guttige, Karn. (rO^O go!x)Xbg
p"A) A tax levied

on spirituous liquors.

Sdrdyakdran, Tarn. (sTTCrrTUJcSKEbrnjOTr) A distiller.

SARBALAND KHAN, Thug. A proper name uttered to direct the

stranglers to be ready, also to denote the approach of danger.

AN, H. (P. ,jb;UO A camel driver.
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SARF, incorrectly, SERF, H. &c. (A. uJ^a) Expenditure, ex-

change : in Mohammadan law, a pure sale, a sale of price

for price, or one in which the articles exchanged are both

representatives of price, as silver for gold, an exchange of

representative values.

Sarf-i-sikha, H. GSx^uJ^) A charge or discount on the

different currencies receivable at the public treasury : an

impost or cess established at one time in Bengal to cover

the loss accruing on exchange of coins.

Sarraf, commonly, Saraf, vernacularly, Sardph, Sarape,,

Sardpu, Sardbu, corruptly, Saraff, Shardf, Shroff, H.

(>_l>e), Mar. (TTCTO), Tel. (&~&&), Karn. 0^1)^),
rOO dc*J), rO O d2JO) A money-changer, a banker, an officer

employed to ascertain the value of different currencies.

Sarrdfa, H. (A. t_Jl^e)
The place where money is ex-

changed, a banker's, a money-changer's shop.

Sarrafi, or Sardfi, H. (A. ,5']^)
The business of a money-

changer : also, discount on exchange of coins, and fees paid

for examining and valuing different currencies, commonly,

Shroffing, and Shroffage.

SARHU, H.
(ybjL), SADU, or SARtJ, Mar.

O&Tf) A wife's

sister's husband.
/a -4p <?

SA RE, SERE, Kara. (, o) Imprisonment, slavery, bondage,

captivity.

Sare-bandhdnaj Karn. ('oOSDO'c^rO) Confinement, imprison-

ment

Sare-mane, Karn. ($OcX>o5) A jail, a prison.

Sare-vididava, Karn. (flo^QQO) A captive, a prisoner

of war.

Sare-vidttgade, Kam. Cz>ot>aoAO) Liberation from prison.

SAREHA, Hindi (tK'^l) A narrow field, much longer than broad.

SARHE, H. &c. (^JL,, S. Sdrddha, from TT, with, and ^rf ,

a half), SADE, and SARE, Beng. (TlZ^), SADA, or SARA,

Mar. (wm, pi. TTre) A half of a unit in addition to any

given number above two, whether applied to number,

weight, or value ; as Sdrhe-tin, three and a half, Sdrhe-

panch-man, five mans and a half, Sdrhe-panch-rvpaiya,

five rupees and a half, or five rupees eight anas : the frac-

tion must have reference to the unit in a decimal ratio :

Sarhe-nau-rupaiya would be nine rupees eight anas, but

Sdrhe-das-rupaiya will be fifteen rupees ; so Sdrhe-tin-

tau, will be 350, Sdrhe-tin-hazdr, 3500, Sarhe-tin-lakh,

350,000, the half being that of the respective unit.

SAHHI, or SARI', corruptly, SARRIE, H. &c. O^L, i^L,
S. 31T^), SADI, or SARI, Mar. OHITt) A long cloth worn
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by Hindu women, wrapped round the body and passed over

the head, the only usual attire of the lower classes.

SARI, Tel., Karn. (&Q), Tarn, (s^ljl) Equal, right, just, even ;

also, subst., equality, fitness.

Sari-bhdgamu, Tel. (rOSl^XSx)) An equal share.

Sari-merai, Tarn. (^rjlGLQSJDrj) Established, proper or

just rights or privileges of individuals.

SARKARA, S. &c. (^l^l) Gravel, sand, gravelly or sandy soil :

clayed or candied sugar.

SARNA, Hindi te^l) A spot of land on which trees are not

to be cut (Chota Nagpur).

SARTHA, S. &c. (?n*?) A company of travellers or traders, a

kafila, a caravan.

Sdrthavdha, S. &c. (^Tt^^T^) A merchant, a trader : the

head of a corporation, the leader of a caravan.

Sdrthi, S. &c. C?ir*ff) A trader, a traveller, one of a com-

pany of traders, especially the head or leader of a caravan.

SARU, or SARHU, H. (jjL, y^L.) A wife's sister's husband.

SARUGUDU, Tel. (&OO/6Xo) A platform on which plants are

placed ready for conveyance to the fields in which they are

to be transplanted.

SARUKAI, Tarn. (& rg)G>G&>&>)
An outlet for the surplus

water of a reservoir, a sluice or flood-gate.

SARUKU, Tel., Karn. (&&)O) Goods, commodities, merchan-

dise. See Saraku.

SARUVA, Tel. (cJ^OOO) A small bridge over a water-course.

SARUVA, Tel. (cO^&oJ"11

) LOW ground cultivation.

Sdrucdpanta, Tel. (c3~
D 6b<J'T>

>oy) A crop in low wet

ground.

SARUVU, Tel. (c3^6o^J) A ridge or low bank.

SARVA, S., but adopted in all the dialects, sometimes modified,

as SARBA, Beng., SARVAMU, Tel., and abridged to SAB,

SUB, Hindi (*r|) All, entire, whole.

Sarvadhdri,S.&c. (^rfvK^, lit., all containing) The twenty-

second year of the cycle.

Sarvadumldld,
rrel.(&$&>0-&

r
&-) An allotment ofland

entirely rent-free.

Sarvdf/rdhdramu, Tel. (8~V*,'r&x>') A village

granted to Brahmans, entirely rent-free.

Sarva-inamu, Tel. (<OO
<^OCOSr

D
cX>0, from \.Jnam> q. v.)

Land held free of any charge or tax : a grant of the entire

revenues of a village or tract of land.

Sarvajit, S. &c. fafftTiT, lit., all-victorious) The twenty-

first year of the cycle, A.D. 1828 1888.

Sarvamdniyam, or Sarvamdnyum, Tarn. (<?lj6LILarT<30fl-

6D
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LLJlli) Land granted in free tenure, or exempt entirely from

payment of revenue or rent to the grantor, whether the

individual proprietor or the government.

8arvamokhdsd,Td. (^^"^O &~*^) Land free of all

revenue charges.

Sarvapanta, Tel. (Stf^S&oU) The first crop of wet land,

the entire crop.

SARVARI, S. &c. (^nlj
1

^) The thirty-fourth year of the cycle.

SARWAU, SARWAIU, Guz. teUHl. ^Hllf^) Monthly

or yearly balance : sum total : summing up of accounts.

SAs, or Sisu, H. &c. (^~L> , from S. ^f^) A mother in law.

SASA, pi., SASALU, Tel. (6tt>) Grains of rice mixed

with turmeric or other colouring ingredients, and used on

auspicious occasions, as at marriages, when a basket con-

taining the mixture is severally placed before the bride and

bridegroom, and each in succession casts some over the

head of the other : the ceremony of thus casting the rice.

SASANAM, S. &c. vernacularly, SASAN, or SHASAN, (^ira-r)

Ordering, directing, restraining, punishing, a royal order

or edict, a royal grant, a patent, especially such as is com-

monly engraved on copper plates : a written engagement

or contract, a written deed of any kind : in Cuttack, a vil-

lage held by Brahmans in joint tenancy, either rent-free or

at a quit-rent. Besides its usual imports, it implies in Tarn.

(S-nS'St^lLi) An oath ; punishment.

Sdsanavritti, S. &c. ( 5(1*1 *)<jf%)
Maintenance enjoyed under

a written deed or grant.

Sildsdsana, S. &c. (from P$l<$li a stone) A grant or edict

inscribed on stone.

Tamra-sdsana, S. &c. (from TTTO , copper) An edict or grant

inscribed on copper plates.

Dhdrdsdsana, Kara. (^3"3~9^e)6r3) A deed or gift of

land, &c.

Krayasasana, Karn. (S. 'a^J, sale) A deed of sale.

SASHTANGA, S. &c. (4)181$', from Tt, with, ^TTT, eight, and

!

?Jn, limb) Lit., with eight limbs: an adjunct to words

signifying salutation, as Namaskdra, Prandma, &c., re-

verential salutation, address, or prpstration, so as to touch

the ground with the eight parts of the body, the two hands,

two feet, two knees, the breast, and the forehead..

SASTHI, (?) Mar. Land paying to government the maximum

assessment (there is no doubt some blunder in the spelling

of this word).

SASTRA, vulgarly, SHASTHA, corruptly, SHASTEH.S. &c. (^IT^)

An order or command, a scripture, a work of authority,
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especially one attributed to an inspired writer : when used

with a word implying the subject treated of, it may denote

either a single work of the class, or the writings collec-

tively ; thus, a Dharma-sdstra may imply the code of

Manu, or any work of authority on the laws and the in-

stitutes of the Hindus, whilst the Dharma-sdstra, means

the whole science of law, and the body of the social in-

stitutions : the word is also used generally for any literary

or scientific composition, or for any branch of investigation.

Sdstri, vulgarly, Shastree, S. &c. ($(lfcfl) A man of learn-

ing, one who teaches any branch of Hindu learning, an

expounder of Hindu law.

SASUR, or SUSAR, H. (;), S.isARA, or SASUR, Mar. CtrraTCT,

*mj^), SWASUR, Beng. M"tsr), SWASURA, S. ($^r^) A
father in law, whether of the husband or wife.

Sdsre, Mar. (*nir) The house of a husband's father.

Sdsurvds, Mar. (wn^HT) The residence of a married girl

in the house of her husband's father : the annoyance she

suffers there.

Sdsundsi, or Sdsurvdsin, Mar. (timii^flJir) A young

married woman living in the house of her husband's pa-

rents, and proverbially treated with great harshness.

SASYA, S. &c. (^rer: , Tt^il) Grain or corn in general, as wheat,

barley, rice, &c. : also fruit.

Sasyahshetra, S. &c. ($f^ !jf *) A corn-field.

SASWATABERUU.Tel., Karn. (3'
B*

t$5"B6a>)
from S. ^ll^rf ,

perpetual, and P. ^J, an account) The perpetual assess-

ment of lands, an established village assessment

Saswatapatti, Karn. (?>Q>% &'>&) A. permanent grant.

SATA, SATI, Kara. (f^c)W, i>fe6S) adj. Like, similar : subst.

barter, exchange.

Sdtdberamu, Sdtdkotiberamu, Tel. (c3~"ir~
D!3&bo,

cJ-"&ro r~I>

3~&36&0) Barter.

Sdteqloteii, Mar. (^IT^ffe') Traffic by exchange, barter ;

whence intermarrying in two families.

Sdtibera, Karn. (S3a65g^ Bartered merchandise.

Sdtigdr,K&m. (ld$&~mfy Abarterer.a trader, a merchant.

Sdtivydpdra,Karri.(<3c>3zrdg><3~d>)BarieT(>dL merchandise.

SATANi.orSATALi, Tel., Karn. (c3^eFS))
cCJ-'eF ^) The name

of a caste, or an individual belonging to it : the Sdtanis

are Sudras exclusively worshipping Vishnu, and living

chiefly on alms, but practising music.

SATEN, Mar. (*n)> SATUN, Guz. (3U ) A whole invest-

ment, the whole quantity brought to market by one person :

buying up such an investment, or a bargain to purchase it.
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Sdtekhat, or Sdtepatra, Mar. (w^rf, ^TTJ^'t) The deed

or writing which is executed on the purchase of a whole

investment Sdtdkhdt, Guz. CH 12PM, '0 A written en-

gagement to purchase goods or lands within a specified

time : a written contract of sale, any written agreement

SATHA, Thug. The first seven days of an expedition.

SATH^NA, Tel. ('0^" srD) A fine inflicted on persons stealing

ears of corn.

SATHI, H. (^'Lu,
S. qfg, sixty) A kind of rice ripening in

the rains about sixty days after sowing.

SATHii, H. (U$L),SATHio, Guz. ttUlU>U) A figure made

by Hindu women in place of a signature to written deeds :

a kind of figured cross prefixed to account books, and also

formed with flour on the ground at marriages and other

festivals : a surgeon.

SATHNA, Thug. A Mohammadan.

SATHOT, Thug. The person whose office it is to strangle the

victims.

SATHZ!T, Thug. The seven original clans of the Thugs, who

were all Mohammadans.

SATI, corruptly, SUTTEE, S. &c. faift, fern. ofTTJf, good) A
virtuous wife, especially one who consummates a life of

duty by burning herself on the funeral pile of her husband,

either with the body, or separately if her husband have

died at a distance.

Satircdr, H.
(j\

*.&*,) The place where a widow has been

burned, sometimes marked by a peculiar monument.

SATIN, Beng. (*in0 A co-wife, expressing the relationship

of a man's different wives ; each is said to be Satin to the

other.

SATKAR, Beng. H\9<*si, from TJTiT, a hundred) Land yielding

a good return for seed sown.

SATKARI, H. (S. ^ICJLw) One who burns the dead.

SATMASA, H. (^.UJ/* , from S. *TJJ, seven, and JTPH, a month)

A feast given in the seventh month of pregnancy : a fee

paid at that period to the kazi : the word occurs also Sat-

rvdsd
(Lil^X*),

and Satrvdnsd
(Lujlyiui),

in the same sense,

as also in that of a seven-month's child.

SATMI', Guz. OM^d) A bill of lading.

SATO, Guz. (31^1) A time bargain, speculation in opium

and other articles, a gambling transaction.

SATPHIRI, H. (t^JWxLi)
Seven turns round the sacrificial

fire : the ceremonial of marriage, observed sometimes at the

season of betrothal, but not held to bar subsequent union

with another party.
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SATRA, Mar. (S. *R), Kara. (), SATTRAM, Tarn.

)l7l2>), SATRAMU, Tel. (^^^X)) Sacrifice, oblation :

liberality, giving alms, distribution of food to Brahmans

and mendicants ; the place or building where it is so

distributed : in Tel. and Tarn, also, a choltri for travellers :

in Kara., also, a house, an edifice, as Dharmasatra

(QS3F~fOvB^), a court-house.

SATRASALA, Mar. (-*3nc$i> from S. $n5T, a hall), SATRA-

SALE, Karn. (&\B/$e>O) A. building or apartment in which

food is distributed to Brahmans and mendicants : in some

places, a house erected by the high road, and endowed by

charitable persons for the gratuitous supply of food, and

sometimes lodging, to travellers : it is usually in charge

of, and managed by, a Brahman : (the building, as well

as the act of distributing the food, is also termed in Mar.

and Karn. Annachhatra, or Annasatra, from S. anna,

food).

SATSUDRA, Mar. (*IH^,
from S.

^fi^, good) A Sudra who

has gone through the purificatory ceremonies of the higher

castes : a common term for a cowherd or a barber, who

are considered to be of a better class of the servile tribes.

SATTA, or SATHA, (?) H. An engagement to supply articles

or grain, &c., on consideration of specified advances (it is

perhaps the same word as the next, with a local modifica-

tion of meaning).

SATTA, Mar. Cfljl) Mercantile traffic, exchange of money.

SATTATHAVAN, Tarn. OffrTSSirTQeiJOCr) A Vaishnava of a

particular order, in the south of India
; one who does not

wear a lock of hair on the crown of his head, nor the Brah-

manical cord : all distinctions of caste are said to be dis-

pensed with, and the sect is accused of holding their women

in common : the Sdttdthavar are to the Vaishnavas what

the Vira Saivas are to the Saivas; they follow chiefly the

occupations of flower-sellers and minstrels, or are vagrants

and mendicants.
W M

SATTU, SUTTOO, also SATUA, H. &c.
(yu-, lyuj, S. *T5)

Grain parched and ground to flour, sometimes mixed with

pease, and usually eaten made into a paste with water.

Satiid-sankrdnt, II. (i^J^GJy) The day of the sun's

entrance into Aries, when a meal of parched grain is pre-

sented to Brahmans.
w

SATTK, H. (A. CJjJu.) Base money, money much alloyed.

SATU, Karn. (iv^ilW) Change given to one person to pay

money for another.

SATWARI, Guz. (^rlHl^d) A caste of Hindus employed
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as gardeners and cultivators of garden produce : a man

of that caste.

SATYOTTARA, S. fawfat) A kind of answer in a suit, ad-

mission of the truth of the charge.

SAUBHAGYA, S. &c. OHWTHJ) Good fortune, prosperity, hap-

piness ; vernacularly, any ornament that may be worn by

a woman whose husband is living.

Saubhdgyavati, Mar. (S. ^tw'<|t|ifi) A prosperous woman,

that is, one whose husband is living.

Saubhdgyavdnd, and Saubhayyavdyana, Mar. (S. n*u'4|-

^njT -^Unr) An offering of articles of the toilette by mar-

ried women to Brahmans and their wives, for the sake of

procuring coutinued prosperity : an offering of cocoa-nuts

and other articles to a Brahman and his wife at a mar-

riage, to procure prosperity for the new-married couple.

SAUHAOIN, or SOHAGIN, H.
(^/l^**-

, for 'afarfrnft) A woman

whose husband is living.

SAUCHA, S. &c. Offfa) Purity, cleanness, ceremonial purifi-

cation after having been rendered unclean by any cause,

as personal defilement, the death ofa relative, and the like.

Sauchdchdra, S. &c. (^tHl^ltO Rules of purification.

SAUI>AGAR, H. &c.
(J^\iiyu,

from P.
lt>y*, trade) A mer-

chant, a trader.

Sauddgari, corruptly, Saudagree, H.
((.^ilOy-) Trading,

trafficking, the business of a merchant.

Sauddpatra, Beng. (l^\Tft'
9
t3!) A written agreement to

deliver goods to a purchaser on specified terms.

SAUDAYIKA, S. (w^rftTZB, from , good, and %m, portion)

Property derived from kindred as an affectionate gift: the

property which a man receives with his wife: the property,

given to a woman, by her kindred, or her husband at the

time of her marriage, becoming her exclusive right.

SAUDRA, S. &c. (^t^) Relating or belonging to a Sudra or

the Sudra caste, the son of a Sudra woman by a man of

either of the three superior castes.

SAUGAND, H.
(jJ^^-u,)

An oath.

SAUKAR, vernacular corruption of SAHUK!R, q. v. H. (ju)
A banker.

SAULU, Karn. (^^O) Fullers' earth: adj., brackish.

Sauluppu, Karn. (^c)^5^) Earth salt.

Saulumannu, Karn. (i^$>'&D?J) Earth used for making

salt, also by washermen for bleaching.

SAUR.Thug. One who escapes from the attempt to strangle him.

SAUT, H. (tUjw, ^ffif, from S. ?Jtfirt) A companion wife,

any one married subsequently to the first.
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Sauteld, H.
(Jbjj**) Sprung from a different wife, as Sau-

teld-bhdi, a brother by a different mother.

Sdvatra, Sautra, Mar. (UI<H) Sprung from, or relating to,

a rival wife : used only in composition, as Sdutra-di

(*TR^rr^X a half-mother, Sdutra-bhdu (OTTWT30, a half-

brother, that is, by the same father but different mother.

SAVA, S. &c. ($re) A dead body.

Savasddhana, S. &c. (from ^TVH, means) A magical rite

performed while seated on a dead body.

SAvADi, Tarn. (STTeiMj.) A building for the accommodation

of travellers, a chaultri, a sardi.

SAVARAMU, or SAvARAM, Tel. (e3"*3S&X3, from P.^U-,
a certain measure of land) An allotment of land, or of the

government revenue derivable from it, assigned by the Mo-

hamtnadan government to the Zamindars or other revenue

officers as their personal compensation : it is also explained

as that part of the Zamindari which the Zamindar re-

tained in his own hands.

SAVARNA, vernacularly, SABARNA, corruptly, SABUHN, S. &c.

(lER^) Of or belonging to the same caste or clan.

SAVASA, or SAwAsA, Mar. (tMI^'l) A tribe of Brahmans, or

an individual belonging to it.

SAvAsiN, Mar. (flqi^jltor, corruption of Savasini) A woman

whose husband is living.

SAVEDHABHOGAM, S. (?RWM) Possession or occupation

that is disputed.

SAvi, less correctly, SIIAVEE, or SHAWEE, Tarn. (<5lT6lJl)

Blighted corn, grain withered for want of moisture.

SAVISTAR, Hindi &c. (S. *lfawt) Circumstantial, detailed

an account, a statement, &c.

SAviTRi,S.&e. (if^) The same as theGayatri.or most holy

verse of the Veda, a short prayer addressed to Savita, or the

sun, whence its name, and the repetition of which is an es-

sential part of the ceremony of investiture with theBrahman-

ical thread ; hence it sometimes implies the rite of initiation.

SAVYAJ, Mar. (*im
r

n) Bearing, or united with, interest : what

includes the interest accumulated with the principal ; any

account, a total, what bears interest, a loan, &c.

SAwA, (?) H. A well. North-west provinces.

SAwA, H. &c.
(\yu, *RT, S. *r, withm^, a quarter), Beng.

(T'QTrt) A quarter more, with a quarter more, as Sarvd-

saw, a hundred and a quarter, or 125.

Saredi, Sarcdia, H. &c.
(^ly-, Uly*,, m|), Uriya (fl8||Q)

A quarter more, an excess of a fourth, that which is more

by a fourth : interest at a rate of 25 per cent.
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SAWANIH-NIGAH, or SAWANIHA-NIGAR, corruptly, SAVANA-

GAR, SAVANNAH-NEGAR, and SEWANAHNIGAR, H. (A. P.

j\jf?\yu,
from Sawdnih, events, and nigdr, who sees) A

news writer, an intelligencer, also a spy.

SAWAR,or SuwAR, H. &c.
(j\y*> *f^U!> JpTPC), Beng. (fS^srfjr)

A rider, a horseman or person mounted, one carried by

any conveyance.

Sarvdri, or Sumdri, corruptly, Sewarry, Sewaury, H. &c.

(,_fj\yu
, <*!<.!, W^TTv, also Swan, Mar. (wiO) A number

of persons mounted, especially on state occasions : equipage,

retinue, cavalcade, a troop of horsemen : what is fit for or

appropriated to riding on, as a riding-horse.

SAWANA, H.
(lily* , *mn) Lands lying farthest from the

village.

SAWATRA, Mar. (^T?ra) Sprung from, or relating to, a different

wife or mother (S. Sapatni), used only in composition, as

Sdrvatra-di, (^TR^n^) A half-mother, the wife of a father,

a stepmother.

Sdtvatra-bhdv, (tfTT^vrniO A half-brother, one by the same

father not the same mother.

SAYABANJAR, (?) (fromysu, waste lands) Uncultivated lands

divided into fields.

Inland sale.

SAYANAiKADAsf, S. &c. (5NH*l<5l"l) The eleventh of the

light half of the month Ashdrh, or the summer solstice,

when Vishnu is fabled to sleep upon the serpent Sesha.

SAZA, vernacularly, SAJA, H. &c. (P. jj, *tn) Punishment,

retribution, retaliation.

Sajd-dghdt, Uriya (1Cl|e||Q|e>) Slight wounding.

Sazdroal, Suzawul, Sajdrval, H. &c. (Jjj/", *MN$) A

native collector of revenue: an officer specially appointed

to take charge of and collect the revenue of an estate, from

the management of which the owner or farmer has been

removed : a land-steward, a bailiff, an agent appointed by

a landowner or lessor to compel payment of rent by

tenants or leaseholders. Ben. Reg. v. 1819.

Sazdwali, H. (^j/") The office or function of a Sazdrval,

the rights attached to it : an abwab, or cess, imposed under

the Mohammadan government upon Zamindars to defray

the cost of special native collectors of the revenue.

Sajurcalu, Tel. (<O3i <>eu) Restraint placed upon a person

to prevent his escape, or to enforce payment of a demand.

SAZISH, H. (P. ^i)Lw, from JU, making) Conspiracy, col-

lusion, confederacy.
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Sajttlu, Tel. (lOSjSX), from P. jLw, making) Labourers em-

ployed in the making of salt.

SEDHYA, or SHEDHYA, Karn. (*?Q) Agriculture, farming.

Sedhyagdr, Karn. ("^?Q A do) \ farmer, a cultivator.

Sedhyamu, corruptly, Shedow, Tel. ( 4QgoXX3) Land pre-

pared for ploughing.

SEDI, (?) Beng. Presents of provisions, formerly exacted in

Bengal by the Zamindar and his attendants, when travel-

ling, from the cultivators.

SEDIL, or CHEDIL, Tarn. (GS'Uj.^)) An apparatus used for

suspending men, and swinging them in the air in honour

of the goddess Mariamma. See Charaka.

SEGON, (?) Hindi. A soil of a reddish tint, and containing

gravel, in Bundelkhand.

SEJAH, SHEJAH, Mar. (^TiTTC) Neighbourhood.

Sejdri, Shejdri, Mar. ($Mltf) A neighbour.

SEK, SHEK, Mar. (%^f) Hire of, or remuneration for, the

use of draught cattle.

SEKA, H. (&~>, ItffX, from S. fim, to sprinkle) Wheat- fields

watered by wells: watering, irrigation in general.

SEKKUMUTTAI, Tarn. (0<ff<3@(LpLl<3C5l_, from seftku, an oil-

press, and muttai, an egg) An egg-shell filled with oil :

a contribution levied by the village proprietors from each

oil-press, and either distributed among them according to

their respective shares, or credited to the fund for village

expenses.

SELAGA, Tel. ( *OA) An allowance of grain and other per-

quisites allotted to the hereditary village Karanam, or ac-

countant, in the Northern Sarkars : a term used by mea-

surers of grain, who call out the numbers of the measures

up to one hundred, and then, exclaiming Selaga, begin a

fresh enumeration from one.

SELAKYA, Mar. (^j^+ll) A goat-herd.

SELAVALA NILAM, Tarn. (G<ff606LJ60rfl60Ui) Red soil.

SELOD, Guz. (^U&llO An armed agent : one who levies forced

contributions from the cultivators in the name of some

military chief.

SEMA, Karn. ( '*>?'&>) Hidden treasure.

SE*MAHJ, Uriya (G1SI|^>, from the P. sih, three, and mdh, a

month) Quarterly.

SEMBAKAL, Tarn. (0<S'U>U<5iBrT&) A betel-garden while

the vines are young.

SEN, Beng. (C*H) A family name borne in Bengal by persons

usually of the medical caste, as Ram-Komol Sen, the author

of the English and Bengali dictionary, and a gentleman
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highly esteemed by both the European and native society

of Calcutta for his private worth and public spirit : he died

in 1843.

SENA, S. &c. (*hn) An army.

Send-khds-hhel, Mar. (^farrarai^, from Send-khds, the

army of the state, and Sar-khel, a commander, dropping

the first syllable) A title conferred by the Peshrod upon

the Gaikrvdr.

Sendpati, corruptly, Senaputtee, S. &c. (^rftufcf) A general,

a commander-in-chief, one of the eight great officers of the

Maratha state, a title conferred by the Peshwa upon the

Raja of Berar.

SENA,H. (Lu) An officer who collects the revenue in a village-

SENDE, Mar. (IflS) A disease incidental to rice crops.

SENDI, SHENDI, Mar. (^bft> from S. f^j^Uff) The tuft or

lock of hair on the crown of the head left at tonsure.

SENDI, (?) Mar. The offspring of a Maratha Brahman by a

slave girl, who becomes a Brahman in the third generation

(perhaps an error for Senwi, q. v.)

SENDI, Tarn.
(S^IT^l)

The sap of the palm, tdri.

SENWA, SHENWA, Mar. (^JTIJ^I, from ^Hff, dung) A man of

low caste employed as the village scavenger.

SENWI, SHENWI, Mar. ($hn^) A class of Hindus in the

Maratha country who maintain that they are Brahmans,

and wear the characteristic cord, but who are not recog-

nised to be so by the other Brahmans, from whom they

differ chiefly in eating fish.

SKPATTANI, incorrectly, SEPATNi,SEPUTNEE,Beng. (Wf^ft,

from the P. seh, or sih, three) A sub- tenure or lease in

the third degree.

Sepattaniddr, Beng. (Wl^frnlfl, from P. j\3 , who has)

The holder of land in the third stage of underletting.

SER, commonly, but incorrectly, SEER, corruptly, SAER, H. &c.

(j^u,^,, Z"fa, from the S. 5T3"oR, Setaka) A measure

of weight, varying in different parts of India, and for dif-

ferent articles, but generally reckoned in Bengal at eighty

tolas, or Sicca weight, or as one-fortieth of a man or

maund : as the fortieth of the former Bazar maund the

standard Ser was= avoirdupois weight 2 Ib. Ooz. 13.863 dr.

and of the Factory maund lib. 13 oz. 13.860 dr. In 1833

a slight change was made in the value of the man, thence

known as the Angrezi or English maund, by which the

proportionate value of the Ser became, in avoirdupois

weight, 21b.0oz. 14.592dr.: the Tamil Ser ((SS'Cr) is

reckoned equal to eight paJams, while a larger or pakkd
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ser (usarrio^cr) is equal to 24 palams. See Palam.

On the west of India the Surat Ser is said to be equal

to avoirdupois weight lib. or 16 oz., and the Bombay Ser

to 13 oz. only.

Seri, H. &c. (t.fJ*" , ^nfO Relating to a Ser : a charge or

fee of one Ser per man : an allowance of one ser per

maund in the division of the crop : in Marathi, a per-

quisite of about two Sers per maund taken by the Ka-

mavisddr, or other government officer, from the grain

brought by the cultivators in payment of the public re-

venue when receivable in kind : also the grain which the

officer who supplies the public servants with their allow-

ances deducts as his perquisites from every maund.

Adxeri, Mar. (^i$)O) Monthly grain given to a servant

for his subsistence : a weight of two and a half sen : a

measure of capacity, or half a payali.

Serina, H. GLu^x*) Payment of a ser per man by an here-

ditary cultivator in a village to the proprietary community

of the village, or some individual of the community, in ac-

knowledgment of the proprietary right : also a perquisite

or deduction of a like proportion from the estimated pro-

duce of the lands claimed by the proprietors on settling for

the revenue.

SER, SHER, Mar. 0$rt) Daily food, or grain, or flour, given

to a messenger or labourer.

SEBAWETEB, Guz. OfofarM) A particular tenure of land,

pronounced SHERI, corruptly, SHAIREE, SHEYREE,Mar.

Arable land originally excluded from the village as-

sessment, either as fallen in consequence of neglect of cul-

tivation or forfeiture into the hands of the government,

and managed for its benefit, or such land separated under

some pretext by the great officers of the state, and managed

for their own advantage alone : when the Seri lands were

appropriated by the government they were sometimes rented

to the Mamlatdars at a favourable rate : latterly they were

made over to the Pdtils and assessed along with the other

lands of the village, from which they then ceased to differ,

except in retaining their original appellations. E. I. Se-

lections, iv. 652, 695. The same word in Telugu (~^& )

is explained in a similar manner to denote land cultivated

by the Ryots on account of the state, paying usually at the

rate of half the nett produce of ordinary cultivation, or one-

third of that of garden cultivation : Seri land was con-

sidered to be of two kinds, 1. land lying waste and un-

claimed, and 2. land respecting which disputes not admit-
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ting of decision had prevailed Ibid. iv. 740. Seri is else-

where explained to signify the same as Batdi, or the

partition of the produce between the state and the culti-

vator ;
and again to mean merely ploughed land, or culti-

vation in general.

Seri-bdk, Mar. ($04lh) The produce of lands cultivated

on account of government

Serigrdmam, Tel. C&&^y>0) A village, the lands of

which are considered to belong in proprietary right to the

government.

Seri-hissa, Tel. (from A. t~e*-, a share) A tenure in the

Nizam's country by which irrigated or rice lands, the cul-

tivator being the owner, pays eleven-twentieths of the pro-

duce to the government.

Serikari, Mar. (510*0) The cultivator of lands belonging

to the state.

Serijamin, Mar. (^farfanfta) Lands the property of the state.

SEHUVE, or SERVE, Kara. (*?&>i3, V^f) A company, a

department.

Seruvegdr, Kara. (&&> ij A o#) The head of a company

of artisans or workmen.

SESHA, S. &c. (5^:) The name of the great serpent sup-

posed to uphold the earth on one of his thousand heads,

and to serve as the couch on which Vishnu sleeps during

the rains : also leavings, residue, remainder.

SETH, H. &c. (^JUw), SET, SETI, SETH, SETHI', pron. SHET,

&c., and corruptly, SETTI, SHAITEE, SHUITEE, Mar. ($7,

5^, 17, $Tf)> SETI, or SETTI, Tarn. (Gallup, SETTI,

whence the common appellation of a trader from the Co-

romandel coast, CHITTY, Tel. ( *^), SATTI, or plur. ho-

norific, SATTIRU, also SETTI, Kara. (v& $&&>, t&)
t_J jj CO

A merchant, a banker, a trader, a chief merchant : often

used in connexion with the name as a respectful desig-

nation, as Jagat-sef.h. In some places the Setk, or Sethi,

is the head of the mercantile or trading body, exercising

authority over them in matters of caste and business, and,

as their representative, with the government : (the different

forms are all from the S. Sreshtha (iw), best, or chief,

^hft, the chief of a corporation; also a merchant or banker).

Seti-maltdjan, Mar. ($ITta^nR) The chief of the traders

of a town, who presides over the several heads of trades.

Komati-satti, Kara. (5^&>k3#k3) A Telugu merchant.

Beri-satti, Kara,
(^e^g) A Tamil merchant.

Setu, or Chetu, Tarn. (G^il) Trade, traffic.

SETYA, or SHETYA, Mar. ($2in) A particular officer in a
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mart or commercial town, having the superintendence and

regulation of the traffic ; in some places the head man of

each description of traders.

SET, pron. SHET, Mar. (^fiT, corruption of S. kshetra '8^,

Hindi khet iin() A field, a piece of cultivated ground, a

standing crop, agriculture, cultivation.

Setdr, Shetdr, Setmar, or Shetwar, Mar. (^IHIi, !(ltHi)

The arable land around and belonging to a village.

Set-, or Shetgana, Mar. (S. *Hff, a class) Arable lands or

fields collectively.

Set-, or Shet-bhdt, Mar. (^hwnr) A comprehensive term for

arable lands, also for the business of husbandry.

Seti-, or Sheti-bhdti, Mar. ($iiflHlifl) A husbandman : agri-

cultural operations : field business.

Set-, or Shet-jamin, Mar. ($lrfHlrf) Arable land.

Set-, or Shet-kari, corruptly, Shetkurrie, or Shetcurry, Mar.

($}rt<*0) The owner of a field, a farmer: a husbandman,

a cultivator, any agricultural labourer, whether working for

himself or another.

Set-, or Shet-sdrd, Mar. ($MHKl) Land-tax.

Set-, or Shet-sanadi, less correctly, Shetsunnudee, and, cor-

ruptly, Shetsundee, Shaitsundee, Mar. (^nrePT^t) One hold-

ing a sanad or grant of lands for military service, applied

especially to a local militia acting also as police and as

garrisons of forts : also an assignment or grant of revenue

of land for certain services ; the assignment, as well as the

office, may be hereditary.

SET, or SETU, H. &c. (S. OJ>, ihj)
A bridge, a cause-

way, a mound or ridge dividing fields and serving as a

path during their inundation.

SETWARI, (?) Hindi, A greenish-tinted sandy loam. Bun-

delkhand.

SEUTA, (U^x**/, ^>^7l) A description of soil, a mixture of clay

and sand fit for any crop except rice.

SEV, or SEU, or SHEV, or SHEU, Mar. (^fa) A portion de-

ducted from fruit, flowers, or vegetables brought to market,

as a toll or tax; also termed Seu-motki, from muthi, a

handful, and Seu-sabji (5!<<*l*((1). See Sabzi.

SEVA, or, vernacularly, SEWA, or SEBA, or SHEBA, S. &c.

(*Nr) Service, domestic service ; also attendance upon an

idol, worship, adoration.

Sevaka, vernacularly, Senak, Sebah, Seiik, S. &c. (*faojr.)

Sevakudu, Tel. ( B^swOO) A servant, a slave, a worship-

per : a slave of a particular class in Chota Nagpur. See

Sdntvak.
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Sevakapatra, or, vernacularly, Sewakpatra, S.&c.

A deed or bond by which a person binds himself to ser-

vitude either for a term or for life.

Sebdit, or Sebdit, corruptly, Sebaintndmd, Beng. (P. ITW)

A deed assigning an endowment or a share of ancestral

land by the owner on his demise.

Sebdti, or Servati, Sebdit, Sewdit, or, corruptly, Shebait,

Shewait, Shewayat, Beng. (ZfTfft, 4H<1^) A person

who has the management and superintendence of an en-

dowed temple, persons attached to and officiating in a

temple : the term also occurs as that of a person to whom

a share of an ancestral estate has been assigned by the

owner on his demise.

SEVAL,orSHEVAL,Tam.(<9'6LI&) A red soil ofthe second class.

SEVAL, or SHEVAL, Tam. ((o^QJa)) Watching corn in a field.

Sevaldl, Shevaldl, Tam. (SS'QJeOrrerr) A watcher in a

corn-field.

SEWARAM, Tam. (0<S'dj61JrTl7Lo) A just division of the

produce of a field between the owner and the cultivator.

SEVYAMU, incorrectly, SHEVIAM, Tel. ( <og&X3) Culti-

vation, ploughed land.

SEWALA, Thug. A fox.

SEY, or SHEY, also read CHEY, Tam.

rice-corn : a certain measure of land (?).

Seykdl, Sheykdl, corruptly, Shaigal,Tum.

Land which is cultivated, or capable of cultivation.

Seyhdl-karambu, corruptly, Shaigal-carumboo, Tam.

(0<0'lJU&<5rT&srjLQL-P Land lying waste though ca-

pable of cultivation.

Seykdl-tarisu, barbarously, Sey-kaul-turso, Tam. (Q&\JS>-

fl&IT&SjoFlsO Fallow or uncultivated land although for-

merly cultivated and capable of cultivation.

Punsey, or Punshey, Tam. (L_|o%rG<5?U_l) Dry ground, not

artificially watered. See Pun-shai.

SHAB, SHUB, H. (P. t_^) Night.

Shab-beddri, H. (P. ^liXu, waking) Nocturnal vigil:

keeping awake at night, especially as a religious exercise.

Shab-i-bardt, H. (P. A. eyl^l-_-wl) A festival observed

on the night of the 14th of the month Shdbdn in memory
of deceased ancestors

; it is termed the night of record (ba-

rdt), as an angel is supposed on this occasion to inspect

a register of the conduct of all living persons.

Shab-gasht, H. (P. c^, going) The night patrol.

Shab-gashti, H. (P. L$
li> , a going) Nocturnal procession,

especially of a marriage : keeping vigil : night-watch.
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Shab-Jthun, H. (P. ^^i- , blood) Nocturnal assault, or murder.

Shabnam, Shubnum, H. (P. J , moisture) Lit, Night-dew,

but applied to a very fine kind of muslin, which is not

discernible when immersed in water.

SHA BAN, H. (A. ^U*^) The eighth month of the Moham-

madan year.

SHABAT, (?) Beng. (perhaps some corruption of cuUj , q. v.)

A person in charge or temporary proprietorship of a temple (?).

SHABB, H. (A. _Ai) A young man, one under 34 years of age.

SnADi, H. (P. t^iilw) Gladness, rejoicing, nuptial festivity,

nuptials, marriage, especially legal and respectable, in op-

position to informal or temporary marriage.

Shddidt, H. (culoli) Fees paid at marriages.

Shddidna, H. (xiboli) Any thing relating to marriages,

music and other accompaniments, fees or presents made

sometimes to the Zamindar by the cultivators at marriages.

SHAFA, H. (A. li) Healing, curing, being cured.

Shafd-khdna, H. (P. &U-) An hospital.

SHAFAAT, H. (A. C^clfl--) Intercession, mediation.

ShdfA, H. (Jbi() An intercessor, a mediator, a patron.

S/ttifdi, H. (
(
jwl) The teacher or founder of one of the

four great schools of Mohammadan law : a follower of the

Shdfdi school.

SHAGHAL-KHOR, H. (P. jyo-JU<i) Lit., Ajackall eater, the

designation of a class of freebooters dwelling chiefly on the

Oudh frontier, but committing depredations often in the

Company's territories and at some considerable distances

from home : they are also found in Orissa.

SHAQIRD, H. (P. t^Sli)
A disciple, a scholar, an apprentice.

Shdyird-pesha, H. (P. &ioo, practice) A menial servant,

also retinue, attendance : a pensioner : expense of servants

and dependants.

SHAH, H. (P. xli) A king, a sovereign, a title borne by some

classes of Mohammadan ascetics or mendicants : also one

given to certain celebrated saints, as, Shah Maddr, Shdh-

nizam-ud-din Aulia, and others.

Shdh-bandar, H. (P. jjjjsli) A port or harbour-master,

a custom master, an officer who regulates the port duties

and charges : a royal harbour or maritime establishment.

In the revenue accounts of the Mohammadan government

of Bengal it designated especially Dacca, and the customs

levied there.

Slidhi, H. (P. (jfclli) Regal, relating to a king : in Chit-

tagong, a measure of land, or an epithet of any such mea-

sure, as perhaps having been fixed by the government :
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modified in Mar. as Sdi, or Shai
($TT^), and used laxly in

the sense of belonging
1 or appropriate to, as Puna-sdi, be-

longing to Puna; Sinde-sdi, belonging to Sindkia. Sdi-,or

Shdisirastd, Mar. (^TT^ f^KWl) Public usage or custom.

Shah-Mohammad, Thug. An exclamation to denote that

danger is near.

Shdh-nishin, H. (P. (iS
^J

, sitting) A royal seat : a miniature

throne or palace carried in procession at the Muharram

festival.

Shdh-raiat, (?) Beng. A temporary occupant or farmer, a

middleman.

Shdh-zdda, vernacularly, Shdh-jdda, H. &c. (xoljlili , ^n^-

*n^r) A prince, the son of a king : also the son of the

Mohammadan ascetic so termed.

SHAHAD, or SHAHD, H. &c. (P. J>^i>) Honey.

Shahad-guttd, Mar. (^Ti-^rai) Farm or contract for bee-hives.

Shdhad-mom-gutta, Karn. (*3Sb>&ySo&6j A tax

levied on bees'-wax and honey gathered in the forests of

Mysore.

SHAHADAT, H. (A. (jyol^i) Testimony, evidence, martyrdom,

as,roz-i-skahddat, the tenth of Muharram, the day on which
A

Ali was slain.

Shdhid, plur. Shahdd, H. (A. J*li, oLi.), Shdhid, Mar.

(STTirt^) A witness, an evidence, a martyr.

Shdhidi, H. (A. ^Jali), Mar. (^rtf^t) Evidence, testi-

mony, deposition.

Shdhidi-ddr, Mar. (^nfi^l^lO A witness, a deponent.

Shdhid-i-hdl, H. (P. JU-, present) A witness to facts.

SHAHAJOG, SHAHAJOG, Mar. (^I^Tlftn, 3IT?TftJT, for S.^ffal,

fit for) Creditable, trustworthy ; applied especially to a

Hundi, or bill of exchange marked with this word, imply-

ing that the bearer may be trusted with the money ; also

to coins which are manifestly good : in Guz. a promissory

note, a cheque on the bank, payable to bearer.

SHAHNA,COrrUptly,SHAENA,SHANA,SHENA,SHAINA,SHIEHNA,

H. (ijssf") A watchman, a village watchman, a person

employed to watch the crops and prevent any fraudulent

abstraction of the grain.

Shdhnagi, corruptly, Shaenagee, H. (
(̂ Jij.ssty

The duty,

pay, or perquisites of a village watchman.

SHAHF, H. (P.^i , 3RT) A town, a city.

Shahr-gasht, H. (P. c^ *"', a going) The procession of a

bridegroom through the city at a marriage festival : patrol-

ling the city, a patrol.

Shahr-pandh, H. (P. jslL^i,), Shaharpanhd, Mar.
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The walls or defences of a town or city : also, fig.

the police, guards, &c. appointed to protect a town.

Shahr-purd, H.
(J{jfw) The suburbs.

SHAHU, (?) H. Name of a caste, or an individual of it, in Sylhet.

SHAI, H. (A. ^jZ) A thing.

Shai-mubid, H. (A.
jJ-J^o)

A thing or article sold.

Shai-mutanazir, H. (A. jlaJuU) A thing or property in sus-

pense or dispute.

SHAIKH, H. (A.
iSs/**)

An old man, especially one who has

authority and respect: an elder, a chief: a title given to

various Mohammadan saints : the head of an Arab tribe :

the term is also used to designate the descendants of Mo-

hammad, of Abubakr, and Omar.

SHAJARA, or SHAJAK-NAMA, H. (s/s"
1

, (UU^*
1

) A list of

saints, his predecessors, given by a religious teacher to his

disciples after the manner of a genealogical tree.

SHAJJA, plur. SHAJJAJ, corruptly, SHADJA, A. (*, ^-'^"')

A wound, a personal injury short of destroying lite: wounds

of ten kinds are recognised by Mohammadan law as affect-

ing the head and face in particular.

1. Hdrisat, (k^l=>-)
A scratch not drawing blood.

2. Damdat, (5**j) A scratch which draws blood without

its running down.

3. Ddmiat, (<U*e't>) An abrasion of skin from which blood

flows.

4. Bdzaat, (*-olj) A cut through the skin.

5. Mutaldhimat, (lUo-iljU) A cut deep into the muscles.

6. Simhdk, (jfW**")
A wound on the head reaching to the

pericranium.

7. Muzihat, (kx-^yo)
A wound that lays the bone bare.

8. Hdshimat, (&*'&) A fracture of the skull.

9. Munahilaf, (diaJLe) A fracture of the skull requiring

the operation of the trepan.

10. Ammat, (1) A wound extending to the membranes of

of the brain.

Of these, if wilfully inflicted, the seventh may admit of retali-

ation, but they may be all punished by fine accordingly as

they are accidental or intentional.

SHAK, H. (A. tiXi) Doubt, uncertainty: in law, imperfect

evidence, leaving uncertainty as to the truth of the charge.

SHAK, H. (A.
Jf*i>)

A large division of a country.

SHAKAB, H.
(P.^Ci) Sugar.

Shakar-khuri, H. (P. (_/}=- eating) Lit., Eating of sugar,

part of the marriage ceremony among the Mohammadaus :

the same as the Shukrdna, q. v.

6F
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Shakiliyan, or Shakhili, also prone-meed Chakkili, and

written, corruptly, Chuchler and Sfiekliar, Tarn. (cff-ssl-

6i51lJOTr) A man of a low caste whose business is working

in hides and leather : a currier, a tanner, a shoemaker.

SHAL, H. (Jli>)
A shawl.

Shdl-bdf, H. (iJ'jJli) A shawl-weaver.

SMli, H. &c.
(,_j)^)

A weaver of shawls and similar articles.

SHAMBAH, H. (P. <UA) A day, a day of the Mohammadan

week : when used singly it also implies Saturday, and the

following days are designated by the numerals, as, Ek-

shamba, Sunday; Do-shambah, Monday ; Seh-shamba,

Tuesday; Chahdr-shamba, Wednesday; Panj-shamba,

Thursday; and Shash-shamba, Friday; but this last is

also named, from its being observed as the day of meeting

for prayer, Jumd.

SHAMIL, H. (A. J^cli) Extending to, including, comprehend-

ing: the term, less correctly written Shdmul, or used in

the plur. as Shamilat, was applied in Mysore to the whole

additional assessment on the land above the original stand-

ard rates made by the Mohammadan rulers Haidar and

Tipu.

Shamilat, H. (cuiUli , plur. of (J^cli.) Comprehensive or

coparcenary concern : lands which have never been divided,

but are part and parcel of an estate held in common or

in partnership by the whole proprietary body of a village :

the lands of such a village, which are not let out or severally

appropriated, but which are cultivated in common, and of

which the produce is divided amongst the proprietors ac-

cording to recorded portions.

Shdmildt-banjar, H. (from^arS) Portions of common land.

Kanara.

Skdmildt-beriz, H. (from P. ^j) The entire assessment, the

original, with all additions.

Shdmildt-deh, H. (i>, a village) Lands included in the

village lands.

Shdmili-taaluk, H. (
|ji*j (

.L<L) A subordinate proprietary

estate, one comprehended within a Zamindari, and paying

revenue through the Zamindar, but considered to be here-

ditary and independent property, and inalienable as long

as the dues to the superior holder and government are paid.

SHAMSI, H. (from the A. y*+ , the sun) Solar, as the solar

year : a perquisite of the officers of government, being the

difference of pay for a lunar and solar month.

SHAMSIA, Thug. The person who holds the hands and feet

of the victim.
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SHARA, corruptly, SHURRA, H. (A. p/i>), SERA, or SHERA,

Mar. (^fal) The law ; or the precepts of Mohammadanism

as derived from the Kuran, sometimes classed under five
A A

heads, Itikdddt, articles of faith ; Ibddat, religious wor-

ship ; Muamalat, social transactions, civil law ; Muzajir,
it

punishment, or criminal law ; and Adah, good manners,

moral conduct, propriety : amongst the Marathas it means

also an order, a warrant, especially that which is written

on the foot of a petition or representation.

Sharidt, H. (A.
&*>.j&)

Law, justice, the law of the Kuran.

Shardi, H. (A. ,^-f") Conformable to the law, lawful, right.

SHARARAT, H. (A. ci^i) Villainy, wickedness.

SHARB, H. (A. *->
rw) Drinking : in Mohammadan law, the

offence of drinking wine or other intoxicating liquor : also,

the right to water, or to use the draw-wells or channels

of irrigation, which is declared to be transferable inde-

pendently of the land which is irrigated.

SHARK, H. (A. ^j^>\ SERA, Mar. (^tTT) Explanation, a com-

mentary, a gloss ; also, pay, allowance ; also, rate, rate of

assessment, &c.

Sharh-bandi, H. (A. ^Jju^i) A table of rates.

Sharh-i-mauza, H. (A. t*eyc)
The rate of assessment on

village lands.

Sharh-i-pargana, H. (<l^) The rate of assessment of a

district.

Sharh-i-patta, H. (fcJo) The rate of rent fixed by lease.

,
or SHARREE, (?) Mar. Cultivated fields, or land en-

closed (a mistake, perhaps, for Sard, q. v.)

i, H. (A. cj\) A highway.

SHARIF, H. (A. i_flj^i) Noble, exalted, a person of rank.

Shardfat, H. (A. O-st^*') Nobility, rank, eminence.

SHARIK, H. (A. tiL^i) A partner.

Shardkat, Shirkat, H. (A. c^^/ , e^J^i), Sarkat, Mar.

(WTO*), Shardkhatu, Tel. (^T^goe^)) Partnership, co-

parcenary, joint occupancy : in Mohammadan law partner-

ship is distinguished as of two kinds, Shirhat-amldk,

(L^JIUI! C^f^i), partnership by right of property, where the

absolute right of property belongs equally to all associated,

and Shirkat-i-dkud (jyicj^i), partnership by contract

effected by mutual consent, and in which one partner may

act for the rest : partnerships of this kind are also classed

under four heads, 1. Mufdroiza (<u?jlLc),
When the con-

tracting parties agree that all their property shall be in

common : a partnership not admitted by the Shia lawgivers.

2. Indn (|Uc), When the contracting parties contribute
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a stipulated amount either of money or goods to a common

capital, to be employed for their common benefit : this is

also considered to be designated by the simple term Shirkat,

and may again be distinguished as I.Shirkat-al-amrvdKpl.

of (JU, wealth) Partnership in property, and 2. Shirkat-

ul-tijdrat (ci^W, trade) Partnership in trade or com-

merce $.Shirkat-ul-sandid(fJ\J(d Ici-o^Xotherwise termed

Shirkat-ul-abddn(p\*of^^ ,the body), Association or part-

nership in mechanical arts or bodily labour ; and 4. Shir-

kat-ul-wujuh (s^j!
I C^yl) Partnership of faces, when

persons not having any property agree to join and obtain

goods for sale upon their personal credit or assurance.

Sharik-ji-nafs-ul-mubdidt,]!. (A. u^^tj^l^wAJ^CJ^)
A partner in the matter of buying and selling.

Shardkat-ndma, H. (P. <ul , a document) A deed of part-

nership

Shardhat-barddari, H. (P. i_f;
t^ fraternity) The asso-

ciation of brothers, or members of the same family living

together on a common property.

Sardkati, corruptly, Shurakuttee, Mar. (tHI<*ifl) A term

applied to villages or estates, the revenues of which are

shared by government with others.

Sarkatddr, Mar. (K<M{lOi Sarikddr, Uriya (1Q1Q$|Q)

A partner, a coparcener.

Sarkati, or Sarhatyd, Mar. (tK4rt1, <H*rJl) A partner,

a coparcener.

SHART, pi. SHUHT, and SHARAIAT, H. (A. L^, pi. ky,
bjj^i) Contract, agreement, stipulated rule or regulation.

Sharti, H. (A. iJ^/*1 ) Conformable to rule or condition.

Be-, or Bild-shart, H. (A. P. b^iJb ,
-

(

j) Absolute, uncon-

ditional, as a grant, &c.

SHASHMAHI, H. (^l^li, from the P. shash, six, and mdh,

a month) Half-yearly, the half-yearly accounts of a village.

k Shash-bdb-i-haifiat, H. (P. ^JMM, six) A Bengal revenue

account arranged under six heads, also called Juz-o-kul,q.v.

Shashdasti, Mar. (^m^ttO) The designation of a rod used

in surveying, being a measure of six cubits, or nine feet.

SHASTAR, SHUSTER, (?) A religions temple and establishment

in Asam.

Shastaria, (?) The head of a religious establishment in Asam

termed a Shastar.

SHATIR, H. (P. ^Lli) A running footman.

SHATM, pL SHUTUM, H. (A. .JL&, /y^) Abuse, reviling not

amounting to slander, and subject to punishment at the

discretion of the magistrate.
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SHAWAL, H. (A. J'y*>)
The tenth month of the Mohammadan

year, the first of which, following the month of fasting and

abstinence, Ramzan, is held as a festival, on which presents

are made amongst friends and relatives.

SHEANQUEE, (?) A description of irregular exaction by the

native officers in Bengal. East-India Selections, i. 469.

SHIAH, or SHIAI, commonly, SHIA, corruptly, SHEEAH, SHYA,

H. (A. ,<J>^ , <*J-i) lit., A follower, but applied especially to
Sr

**

A

a follower of Ali, the son-in-law of Mohammad, and, in the

opinion of his followers, his lawful successor in the Khalifat;

the khalifs Abubakr, Omar, and Osrnan, being, in their

estimation, usurpers. The Persians generally, the sovereign

of Oudh, and the lower orders of Mohammadans in India,

are of this sect

SHIKAMI, H. C^^Ci, from *Ci, the belly) Subordinate, de-

pendent, included : as a revenue term it applies to a sub-

ordinate tenure in which the holder pays his revenue, or

his share of it, through some other person to the govern-

ment, not direct : it applies also to the individual cultiva-

ting land on such terms ;
he may be a joint proprietor with

the revenue payer, having equal rights, or he may be an here-

ditary tenant : in the former case, the superior cannot sell

or mortgage any of the land without the concurrence of the

Shikamis.

Shikami-dsdmi-, or -rdiat, H. ( _IMI! , or ci^C; ,
a cul-

tivator) A subordinate cultivator : one who pays the revenue

through a superior shareholder, and whose name is not

entered in the original assessment, though it is now usually

inserted in the Muntakhab.

Shikami-ijdrdddr, H.
(A.jbj;l-l , q. v.) A subordinate cul-

tivator holding lands in farm.

Shikami-kdshtkdr, H. (Jl&M, a cultivator) A holder of part

of the village lands as a subordinate or dependant occu-

pant cultivating his own share, and paying his proportion

of the government revenue through the representative of

the community.

Shikami-pattiddr, H. &c.
(jljOJb)

A coparcener in a joint-

tenancy village who cultivates his own lands, and pays his

proportion of the government revenue through one or more

of the community, whose names are recorded in the govern-

ment books as undertakers for the whole.

Shikami-sharik, or Sharik-shihami, H. (A. (JSJj^i , a partner)

A cosharer, a coparcener, whose revenue payments pass

through an intermediate representative.

Shikami-tadluka, H. (A. <XLw, a dependancy) An estate
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comprised within a Zamindari, and paying the revenue

through the Zamindar or other revenue contractor or Mal-

guzar.

Shikami-taraf, H. (<_>Ja, q. v.) A subordinate portion of

the division of land called a taraf.

SHIKAR, H. (P.^KLi) Hunting.

Skilldr-i-mdhi, Sindh (P.
^^ate,

a fish) Fishing: a tax on

fishermen.

SHIKAST, or SHIKASTA, H. (P. o-*Ci , <XJu*) Breaking,

fracture, deficiency : adj., broken, impaired, broken or

carried away by inundation (land or the like) : deficit in

the collections, loss on the rent or farm of an estate : a

broken or running handwriting.

Shikast-pairvast, H. (P. u^w^oc^w*^ , lit, broken and

joined) Separation and accession of alluvial lands by al-

terations in the course of rivers : land so detached and

deposited.

Shikasti-painasti, H. (
( JjJo i_s3u*.ii)

Detached (from one

estate) and attached (to another) lands.
w

SHIRK, H. (A.
|

ti , Shahk, a division, a fissure) A certain

tract of country forming a collectorate, or an aggregate of

land from which a certain revenue is collected.

Shikkddr, more usually Shihddr, H. (jlvXJi~i), Seh-, or Shek-

ddr, corruptly, Shaikddr, Mar. (ji*<lO, Karn.^^^^
A revenue officer or collector appointed either by the go-

vernment or a Zamindar to collect the revenue from a small

tract of country, or from an estate : under the Mogul go-

vernment it was sometimes applied to the chief financial

officer of a province, or to the viceroy in his financial ca-

pacity : under the Marathas, an officer in charge of a few

villages, collecting the revenue and superintending the cul-

tivation subordinate to the officer in charge of the larger

division, called Taraf.

Skihddri, H.
(g^ki&fi), Shekddri, Mar. (ifa^Ttf) The office

of the revenue collector termed Shikddr.

SHIRA, H. (A. \j) Purchase, sale, traffick : in law, pur-

chase only.

SniRiN, H. (P. ^yJ-i) Lit, Sweet, soft, .sweet as water of

irrigation, irrigated by soft water, land.

SHOLA, commonly SOLA, H. (Syi) A plant of which the wood

is light and spongy, and is used for making toys, artificial

flowers, &c. (./Eschynomene paludosa).

SHOR, H.
(jj-i)

Salt ; saline, brackish.

Shorzamin, H.
(jj^^yt) Saline soil.

Shora, H. (P. yt) Saltpetre, nitre.
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Shordbddi, H. d^UUyfc) Saline and unproductive, as soil.

Shorakdr, H. (P. A>, who makes) A manufacturer of saltpetre.

SHUBHA, H. (A. <^xi) Doubt, suspicion: in law, a legal

defect, a flaw ; what may be pleaded in bar of punishment :

also any thing which may appear lawful but is really un-

lawful.

Shtibha-i-dkd, H. (jjic, a compact) Error of marriage, error

of thinking that a right in the woman is conferred by an

illegal marriage.

Shubha-i-milh, A. (vi^Lo , possession) Erroneous appropri-

ation of property.

Shubha-ibdhat, A. (ei^-W) Doubt as to justification in

the commission of a crime sufficient to prevent the infliction

of the full measure of punishment.

Sluibha-i-kaivi, H. (A.
i_$y>

, strong) Strong presumption of

guilt.

Slmbha-i-shadid, H. (A. Jo^ , strong) Strong presumption

of guilt

Shubha-i-zA'ifa, H. (A. (>_SAM, weak) Uncertainty as to

the truth or falsehood of a charge.

SHUDAMAD, H. (P. jjJ-i, to be, ^iXcl, to come) Custom,

usage.

Shuddmadi-kadim, H. (from A. *J JJ> , old) Old established

custom or practice.

Shudkdr, H. (j6s ,
from P.

(J&%, to sow) Ground tilled

and sown : an estimate or valuation of a crop from inspec-

tion only : the designation of the temporary settlement of

the revenue of the north-west provinces made in 1830

under Reg. vii. 1822: an inspector and valuer of the crop.

SHUFAA, SHUFA, SHOOFA, H. (A. &) Any possession

coveted: in Mohammadan law, the right of pre-emption

vested in partners, coparceners, and neighbours, with re-

spect to land and real or immoveable property ;
the right of

claim is distinguished progressively, as,

1. Talab-i-mun-dxabat, (ci^-J^v<^_JJ3) Immediate claim,

a demand made as soon as the intended disposal of the

property is known to the claimant.

2. Talab-ishhdd, or Talab-ishhdd-wa-tahrir, (from i>Uil,

taking to witness, and in the second form^>yu , confirm-

ing) Demand upon the person proposing to sell, made in

the presence of witnesses with affirmation of the right, sub-

sequently to the first or immediate demand, and in the event

of its being inoperative.

3. Talab-i-khusumat, (from v^>voy-, enmity) The formal

institution of a suit at law.
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Sha/id, written Shaft or Skafee, H. (A. i<i) A person

having the right of pre-emption.

Shafid-i-jdr, incorrectly, Shafehjar, A.
(^U-^wui,)

A person

having right of pre-emption from occupying property in

the neighbourhood of that which is for sale.

Shafid-i-lthnlit, A.
(lajdi-^iiii)

A person having right of

pre-emption from occupying property in contact or inter-

mixed with that which is for sale.

SHUHDA, H. (jJo/i) A profligate fellow, a vagabond, a

blackguard.

SHUKKA, H. (A. &&) A royal letter or missive, a letter from

a superior.

SHUKR, H. (A. *.) Praise, thanks, acknowledgment.

Shukrdna, H. (A. AJ^^i) Praise, acknowledgment, thanks :

a complimentary or grateful present : a fee or present paid

by the party to a suit in whose favour it is decided : a

ceremony practised at the marriages of Mohammadans in

India, the sending of clothes, jewels, sweetmeats, sugar,

and spices, from the relations of the bridegroom to those

of the bride, of whom the nearest of kin is then required

to consent formally to the marriage.

SHUMAR, H. (P. ^Ui), Counting, reckoning. SUMAR, Mar.

(WHIT) Number, numerical amount : rough calculation,

conjectural estimate : (it has other peculiar applications in

Marathi foreign to this collection.)

Shumdri, H. (P. ^jfjU-i)
A reckoning, a counting or enu-

meration, a census : in Bengal, a revenue account shewing

the daily receipts of every kind, and a rough statement of

the day's transactions ;
a day-book : also a numbering with

a view to the imposition of a tax.

Shttmdri-kAgkat, H. (from j_/ii.^, paper) The papers or

accounts of an estate collectively.

Shumar-sarrishta, H. An office or record of the number

of any property, lands, fields, &c.

Gdo-shumdri,ll. (j, a cow) A census ofcattle, a tax upon them.

Khdna-shumari, H. (P. dAi-, a house) A numbering of

houses, a house-tax.

Sar-shumdri, H.
(P.jtu,

a head) A numbering of heads,

a census, a poll or capitation tax.

Shumdr-navis, H. (P.
\tj*Jj , a writer) An accountant, a

registrar.

Si, for Sin, or SEH, H. (P. &*) Three : it is also much used

in different Indian dialects to form the first member of

compound words, not always retaining any particular re-

ference to its primary meaning.
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Silandi, or Siband-i, H. (P. ^JJuA*), Mar.

Sibbandi, Tel. (&I20&), corruptly, Sebundee, Sebundy,
f\

8ibbendy,&c. (it also occurs in Guz. s&Sarbandi (^lR.
JlxU

but this is probably a vernacular 'corruption) Irregular

soldiery : a sort of militia or imperfectly disciplined troops

maintained for the garrisons of forts and guards in towns

and villages, and for revenue and police duties : charges

in the revenue accounts for the expense of such troops.

Sibandi-fasli, H. (A. (J-oi , a harvest) Troops employed in

revenue duties.

Muddm-sibbandi, Tel. (^XJ^O^goD, from A.
^Ix.)

Permanent establishment of militia.

Ilangdmd-sibbandi, Tel. (r>O-K&r*Z>&0&) Tempo-
wj

rary or occasional militia establishment.

SIA, Thug. Gold.

SIAH, or SIAHA, written also SIYAH, Si YAHA, SEEAH,

incorrectly, SEHA, H. (P. U , tftUw), SIA, Hindi

SIHA, Uriya (Cl^lj)
An account-book, an inventory, a list:

it is especially applied in Hindustan to the daily ledger

or account-book of the receipts and disbursements of a vil-

lage or estate, specifying all sums received, whether regular

or miscellaneous, and all items of disbursement, whether

customary or incidental : it begins with the day on which-

the Punya is performed, and closes with the current

year : the village account is kept by the village Pattouri,

but a similar account may be kept in the office of the col-

lector.

Sidh-i-dmdani, corruptly, Seeah-aum-danny, (P. .Jiiwel, in-

coming) A treasury account of the collections received from

the cultivators daily.

Sidh-bahi, H.
(^u, an account) The ledger or day-book

in which daily receipts and disbursements are entered : it

is sometimes applied to a journal or diary in which the

orders of a court of justice are recorded.

Sidh-liliazdna, H.
(fa\j-)

The day-book of the collector,

or any public treasury.

Sidh-i-maujuddt, H. (A. culjys-^ , effects, assets) Account

of daily receipts and disbursements, a cash-book, a ledger.

Sidh-nams, H. (P. ^r*y, An accountant, one who keeps

the rough daily accounts.

SIANA, SEEANA, H. (liU, S. JTSTR), SYANA, Beng. (TTTW)

Sagacious, intelligent, mature : in Hindustani it cotmnonry
denotes a conjuror : in it is Kamaon, the designation of here-

ditary superintendants of several villages, or persons of re-

spectability and authority. Uriya (gS)|l|) Puberty.

Go
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Sidnchdri, H. Dues levied with consent of the

people by the hereditary Sidna. Kamaon.

SIANAT, H. (A. ci-~>^) Protection : in law, the privilege of

being under the protection of. the law restricted to the

faithful, and withheld from aliens and infidels.

SIASAT, H. (A.
1 7^^-lj.) Government, administration of jus-

tice, punishment: discretional punishment, such as the law

has not provided for, but as may be inflicted by the judge.

SIAYAT, A. (L^%JJJ*.) Work, labour, the labour of a slave

who -is partly emancipated, by which he is to work out

his complete manumission.

SIDDE, Tel. (& O) A leather bottle for holding oil.

SIDDHA, S. (ftrg:) Effected, perfected ; hence applied to a

supposed magician or necromancer, an adept.

Siddhdnta, S. (ftrgTST:) Final or established conclusion or

demonstration.

Siddhdrtha, S. &c. (fad 1*1) The fifty-third year of the cycle.

Siddhdyd, Karn. (rOc59cxx5""3) Fixed assessment, especially

that recorded in the Rdyn-rehha, q. v. Mysore.

Siddhi,S. (fttfir;) Accomplishment, fulfilment, the acquire-

ment or possession of superhuman or magical powers ; such

superhuman faculty.

SIDDHI, H. (S. ^jLi, fdf^) The hemp plant (Cannabis :

sativa) : the name is also especially applied to the larger

leaves and capsules without the stalk, which are used for

smoking, and in the preparation of an intoxicating drink

and confection.

Si IHIA, Hindi faftvi) Land in <jood tilth.O

SIDHA, H. (S. IftJ^Aw), SHIDHA, Mar. (f$r*n) Uncooked

victuals, a charge made to travellers for supplies.

Sidori, or Sidhor-t, Mar. (f^l^Rt, f$p|W) Dressed pro-

visions carried on a journey.

SIDI, or, more correctly, SAIDI, commonly SEEDEE, and

SIDDHI, H. (^iXj**), SIDDHI, or SIDDHI, Mar. (f^rs^.ftrg^)

A name given to the descendants of natives of Africa in the

west of India, some of whom were distinguished officers of

the Mohammadan princes of the Dakhin, especially of

Bijapur : they furnished the Mogul empire also with the

chief naval officers on the coast of Guzerat

SIDI, Tel. Karn. ((O&) \ beam of wood traversing an up-

right post upon a pivot, to the ends of which persons are

fastened to be whirled round : the suspension or swinging

of a person : it is the Charak of Bengal, q. v.

Sidi-kamba, Karn. (&SDOSD) The upright post.

Sidi-ydta, Karn. (&>So!rc>W) The ceremony of swinging.
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Suladasidi, Karn. (re>b&), Odlapusidi, Tel.

<OQ) Swinging with hooks through the muscles of the back.

Gampasi(li,Te\. (^O^^^^udesidi, Karn. (AJ-<i!i;ba)

Being swung seated in a basket

SIFARISH, H. (P. (_^i)loi) Praise, commendation, recommen-

dation.

SIFTAJA, A. (<%*
a"J

) A transaction of exchange, depositing

money with on individual on receiving from him a bill or

letter of credit on another person at a place where the de-

positor requires assets : also a bill of exchange, a letter

of credit

SIGAUN, H.
(yjj&Uu , *fl'Tl) A kind of soil, a mixture of clay and

sand suited to any crop not requiring permanent irrigation.

SioHA, A. (<K*Jntf) Marriage, a form of words used at a mar-

riage ceremony.

SIOHR, A.
(j**o)

Junior.

Slt/hr-i-sinn, A. (
(.fu , years) Tender age, minority, a minor,

one who may be
;

Sufi!, A. ( _A*O) \ boy, a child, an infant.

Murdhili,\.(^V
l

js) A lad.one approaching the time ofpuberty.

I3nluf//i, A. (?$>) Adolescent, on the point of reaching

puberty: also adolescence, majority: this is placed variously

by the Mohammadun law at the beginning or end of the

sixteenth year, or later ; under the British government it

is extended to the eighteenth year. Reg. xxvi. 1793. The

Mohammadan law also recognised two modes of defining

majority, especially in regard to females, the Baligha-bil-

(ildmat, (from kiLc, a sign), adult by the usual signs of

puberty, and bdliyha-bil-s!nn, adult by age.

SlHAsAi, Guz. (3&tf Um.l/1) A particular silver coin current

at Baroda.

SIHR, A.
(jq?c)

A relation, one by afiinity within the prohi-

bited degrees.

Sij, H. &c. (S. A*W) The milky hedge-plant, or Euphorbia, of

which there are various kinds in Bengal, as Sanltii-fij

(E. tirucalli), Nara-sij (E. antiquorum), Manasd-.nj (E.

ligularum), &c.

SI.TDA, H. (A. SJos*") Adoration, prostration, an attitude in

prayer : kneeling and touching the ground with the forehead,

the eyes being directed to the tip of the nose.

Sijda-tahiat, H. (A. c^JusrsJ^*") Kneeling as before,

and bowing the forehead, but placing the hands closed

with the thumbs upwards on the ground, and touching

the thumbs with the forehead : the other attitudes of

prayer are
;

'
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Kicim, H. (A. ,lu) Standing erect with the hands hanging

down and joined in front.

Kaiid, H. (A. ii yw), or H. Do-zdnu-baithnd
(L^Jyjjijj'.i))

Sitting, or sitting on two knees, that is, kneeling with the

sole of the left foot nearly flat on the ground, that of the

right perpendicular.

jRukud, H. (A. P^;) Bowing, inclining the body forward

so as to place the palms of the hands on the knees.

SIJIL, H. (A. J=e"), SIJIL, Beng. (BlIVl) A register, a

record, the recorded and authenticated decision of a court

of law : an attestation before a notary.

SIKA, or SIKYA, H. &c. (f3nirT,f5W, from S. fyw), SIKEN,

Mar. (f$J3Ji) A sling, a loop, the cords suspended from

either end of a pole to support boxes, parcels, and the like.

SIKAR, Guz. (3{l$l3., S. Ta^eRTC, assent) Acceptance of a

bill, endorsement

SIKH, H. (<u*w, fijH3, from Sishya, S. tyu|) A scholar, a

disciple : the name of the people in the Panjab, as the dis-

ciples or followers of Nanak Shah.

SIKH A, S. &c. (f^rWl) A single lock of hair left on the crown
j

of the head at tonsure.

Sifthd-vriddfi!,S. (?fe, increase) Interest at a usurious rate,
C

calculated per day: hair-interest, growing like the lock of

hair on the head.

SIKI, Beng. (fafe) A quarter rupee.

SIKKA, Thug. The handkerchief used to strangle with (pro- I

bably for tfilid, as above).

SIKKA, in some dialects SIKA, commonly written, SICCA,

H. &c. (A. *C*), SIKKA, or SIKA, &c. Mar. (fjl&l, fycM,

ftrgjl), SIKA, or SIKKA, Tel. ($~S^, %~Tp) A coining

die, a stamp, a mark, a seal, a signet, a royal signet, a

stamped coin, especially the designation of the silver cur-

rency of the kings of Delhi, adopted by other Indian

princes, and eventually by the East-India Company.

Sikha-rupiya, H. &c. (&JJJJ&M) A Sicca rupee, a silver

coin, the standard of value in Bengal under the Company's

administration, until changed to the
'

Company's rupee,'

the silver coin now current : for the weight and value, see

Rttpiya.

Sihhd-sanad, H. (from A. Jo^) A grant from the Crown

under sign-manual, or bearing the Rajas seal.

Sikkamon, Hindi (ftl&'Jl'i) The difference of value between '

the Sikka and Sanwiit rupee.

Sikke-barddr, Mar. (%%^^K) An officer having charge

of the regalia.
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Sikke-daut, Mar. (f^nR^fa, P. c^jJ, an inkstand) The

vessel containing the ink for the official or royal stamp or

signet.

Sikke-hatdr, Mar. (f^'^jofciit, from S.
hg'l'<,

a dagger) A

comprehensive term for the insignia of royalty, the signet

and the dagger (of office).

SIKSHA, S. &c. (fifrerO Instruction, correction, punishment.

Si LA, H. (S. 2Lw, fijRJl) Gleanings of a corn-field.

Sildhdr, H. (J(M fijt^T?T^) A gleaner.

SILA, S. &c. (fijlcjl) A stone.

SILA, Mar. (^fldb) A stone, but especially when smooth and

flat, and fit for use, as a whet-stone, a rubbing-stone, one

on which to beat clothes, and the like
; also a gap left in

an embankment whilst in course of construction, for the

passage of a small stream until the whole is rilled up.

Silottarapdtil, Mar. (fJJIoAwt.tn'T^c?) A person appointed to

take charge of the gaps in embankments and keep them

stopped : a name given to stones used for that purpose.

SILAH, or SILAH, H. (A. 5L<, ^*") Arms, accoutrements:

in law, any sharp-edged weapon capable of inflicting muti-

lation and death.

Silnhbarddr, H. (P. j"5j>i
who bears) An armour-bearer.

Silahddr, H. (from^b , who has) A soldigr wearing armour,

vernacularly, Sileddr, corruptly, Silladdr, Mar. (f$T<J5^R)

A horse-soldier who provides his own horse and arms : the

term is applied also to the Marathas in general, who pro-

fess arms as their employment, although engaged in other

avocations, and affect to be of a higher order than the mere

kunbi, or cultivator.

Silahkhdna, H., Silekltdna, Mar. (from H. <KJU>-
, a house)

An armoury, an arsenal.

SILAK, Mar. <fsic$e|f, from the A. CJ1* , a series), SILUKU,

SILKU, Karn. ($O)&3, seu) Balance, remainder after

expenditure or consumption, of money, provisions, or the like.

Silahdwan, or Silakdwani, Mar. (f^r^ojrmu -?5ft) Harassing

a cultivator and exacting money from him by a govern-

ment messenger sent to dun him for his revenue : a fine

imposed upon subordinate officers for allowing work to fall

into arrear.

Balance of revenue outstanding for some time past, a re-

maining balance.

Silak-band, or -bandi, Mar. (fijR^cir^ -^t) A balance-

sheet, an account shewing the balance of receipts and dis-

bursements.
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Silahjhdrd, Mar. (fp^RfliJ^T) Balancing accounts, settle-

ment, clearance.

Silahsdnlthalt, corruptly, SUlilisanJilee, Mar. (f^cJSoR^l^^t,

from S. Snnhhald, a chain) A chain of balances, balances

carried on from time to time until a final adjustment :

proving the correctness of a balance by counting the cash

or taking stock.

Silaki, Mar. (fjllcj
1*!) Left or remaining, forming part of

the balance.

SilaM-ddgine, Mar. (f^n^ofcTsifJR) Reserved as the choicest

or best articles of a stock.

SI'LAK^S, Mai. (C/dlejd&OC/d) A small sum ofhas or fanams

paid as a fine or fee by the lessee of an estate to the pro-

prietor upon the renewal of the lease (perhaps from S. Sila,

civility).

SI'LAPPUTTI, Tarn.
(<^edrTUl_|lluj.) A leather bag or bucket

for baling water: a man so employed.

SILAT, or A. (<*Lfl) Affinity, connexion : a present, a gratuity.

8ilat-i-rahm, A.
(^a-jSLe)

Intercourse with kindred : rela-

tions within the prohibited degree.

Sii,i, H.
(^jL* , facyi) The grain and chaff on the thressing-

floor before winnowing.

Si LOT, Guz. (^uiilfl) A head man of Par/is, or detectors

of thieves.

SILSILA, H. (A. idiM-Lj) A continuous chain or series, a pedi-

gree, a genealogy.

SILPA, S. &c. (f$|M:) Any manual or mechanical art.

Silpi, S. &c. (fijTS'ft) A mechanic, an artisan.

Silpi-nydsa, S. Csjra, deposit) Deposit of materials with an

artisan to be worked up into shape.

SIMA, H. &c. (Ujvw, S. *rfon), also, sometimes modified ver-

nacularly as SIM, Guz. ttft>0, SIME, K*arn. (&>?<&),

SIMWA, or SI'MWA, written SEEW, Mar. C5fft, Tffe), SI-

MAI, Tam. ((^oTDLo) A boundary, border, limit: the Karn.

and Tam. term is also applied to a country, and, when with-

out any name preceding, especially to Europe or England :

Sim, in Guz., means also the lands or fields of a village.

Simdna, or Sitvdna, H. &c. (doUjwi, iu\^j^) Bordering,

bounding, relating to boundaries.

Simdna-, or Sitvdna-ddr, H. (from P. ili>, who has) A person

well acquainted with the boundaries of a village or estate ;

one who watches that they are not trespassed or encroached

upon.

Simdmul, Karn. (Sj?s5j^^J-e)) The head or root of go-

vernment.
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Simdnta-pujd, Mar. (S. fflHI'H, the end or limit of the

boundary, and ^T, worship) Honours paid at the village

boundary to a person coming on any particular occasion,

as of a bridegroom to take away his wife.

Simaipaftu, Tam. ((ggCT^LQLJLJm rni) Government jurisdie-

tion : territory.

Simdvivdda, S. (f^TtJ , dispute) Disputes about boundaries :

a frequent source of litigation and of strife in all parts of

India, where they have not been determined by authority.

Simollanghan, Mar. (?ffon. and S.
egiq-rf, crossing over)

Passage of the borders of a village in procession at the

festival of the Dasahard.

Sinwdr, or Siwar, Mar. (f$MK, f^i^ll) Fields and meadows

around and belonging to a village.

Sivdnt, Tel. (oeJ^Q^) A hamlet, a small village attached

to a town.

Sinmo-takrur, Mar. (P. _j|/&,
a quarrel) Boundary disputes.

Simwasejdri, Mar. ($ftSf, or wHr^SITCv A borderer, a

neighbour, one dwelling on the borders of a contiguous tract.

tfinte-amarl, or Shimi-usmuree, (?) Karn. ($(J<3Je5'o^6)

Charge for village expenses consolidated by Tipu with the

land revenue. Mysore.

SI'MAL, H. &c. ((J-owj, S. 51 1 -HJj1) The silk-cotton tree

(Bombax heptaphyllum).

SI'MANTA, or SIMANTONNAYANA, S. &c.

A ceremony performed during gestation: one of the Sun-

skdras, or essential rites of Hinduism : arranging the par-

tition of the hair (sitnanta fllHfl) as practised by women,

accompanied by religious ceremonies, in the fourth, sixth,

or eighth month of pregnancy : see Sanskdra. In Telugu,

according to a vulgar corruption current, the word occurs

Strimantam.

SiaiGA, Mar. (fjflHTrr) The Holi festival, the month in which

it is celebrated : see Holiha.

SIMPI, less correctly, Si M PA, incorrectly, SEM PEE, andSEEPEE,

Mar. (f^W, f^TTI, fthft) The name of a caste, or indi-

vidual of it, said to have sprung from a Sudra by a Dd.ii

or female slave : the chief occupation is sewing and making

clothes, and the Simpi is usually a tailor, in which ca-

pacity he is sometimes included amongst the village servants :

individuals of the caste are also dyers and dealers in dying

colours, also sellers of cloth, and they engage in other trades.

SI'NA-ZANA, H. (P. <IU^w, the breast, and
IUJ,

who strikes)

Hired mourners, women who beat their breasts at funerals,

or at the Muharram.
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Ju, , tfN) Watering fields,SINCH, or SICH, H. (S.

irrigation.

Sinchdi, H. (^IsTUMi) Irrigation, price paid for irrigation.

Sinchi, H. ( STUMI) Season of irrigation.

SINDA, or SHINDA, Mar. (f^T) A particular tribe, or in-

dividual of it, originally sprung from female slaves.

Sinddporagd, Mar. (fijj^nftTTTt) The son of one's female

slave, living in the house as a servant.

SING, H., Mar. (i^JJuu , f$tn, from the S. Sringa, SPl) A horn.

Singoti, and Singsingoti, (f$jjfl<jT , f^ir^i'hnr) A general

term for a horned beast, or cattle of that description, a tax

upon the sale of horned cattle.

Singatimahdl, Uriya (CtSfSlfl^lR.) A market for horned

cattle.

SINGH, H. GsJjL* , from Sink, or Sinha, S. &c. fin?) A lion :

the sign Leo : a name borne by men of the princely or

military caste and Rajaputs, and by Sikhs when fighting-men:

it also denotes, in composition, any thing chief or noble,

as Sinhdsana, a lion-seat, i.e. a throne ; Sinhadrcdr, lion-

gate, principal entrance of a fort or palace.

Sinhastha, S. Mar. (f'W) Being in the sign Leo : the

period of time during which the constellation Jupiter is in

the sign Leo : the revolution indicated by the planet's re-

turning to the sign, which is something less than twelve

years : festivals are held at both periods in various parts

of India, but among the Marathas the period of Jupiter's

conjunction with the sign is considered inauspicious, and in

some places marriages are prohibited in the year in which

it takes place.

Singplw, Asami, The name of a turbulent tribe in the east

of Asam, between the Lohit and the mountains to the east

and south-east.

SipAn, H. (P. sl*, also short <U,) An army, soldiers.

Sipdhi, corruptly, Seapoy, H. (P. -jftUw) A soldier.

Sipah-, or Sipdh-sdldr, H. (P. <Uw
,^ilL<)sU)

A general,

a commander, commander-in-chief.

SIPAI, H. (^Uw, from P. U, three, and ,_jlj, a foot) A

tripod : a trench.

SIPTJRD, or SUPURD, H.
(i>^*) Charge, trust, consignment-

Sipurd-ndma, H. (P. <ttt , a document) A deed of trust, a

deed of assignment, generally for an indefinite term.

Sipurdayi, H.
(^J^J*.) Delivery, charge : commitment by

a magistrate.

SIR, SEER, H.
(,.*, tfft, from the S. safa, a plough) A name

applied to the lands in a village which are cultivated by
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the hereditary proprietors or village Zamindars themselves

as their own especial share, either by their own labourers

and at their own cost, or by tenants at will, not being let

in lease or farm : these lands were sometimes allowed to

be held at a favourable assessment, or were unassessed so

as to provide Ndnkar, or subsistence for the proprietor :

the term is also sometimes applied to lands cultivated on

account of the state, or to those in which the revenue is

paid by the cultivators without any intermediate agent

Sirdb, Seerdb, (?) An item in the Tumar assessment of Sdir

grants. Gl. V. Rep.

Sirrvdr, H.^l^Jwuj) According to the proprietary or privileged

land, cultivated after the same manner, or on the same terms.

Sir-sdjM, H. C-sa-U^-u* , ^rNsn*^, from sdjhi, a partner)

The Zamindar's own land, cultivated by tenants at will

for a share of the produce.

Sir-i-saminddr, H. (j\SJ^c\jJ<tu) The Zamindar's own cul-

tivated land.

Sirimah, Sirinath, more probably, Sirinah, (?) H. The

allowance paid to a proprietor of Sir lands when he is

out of actual possession of them (some mistakes have oc-

curred in one or both of these words).

SiRA, H. (S. \j&>)
A channel of irrigation, a field flooded.

'

SIRAYAT, A. (e^o]^) Contagion : in law, an incidental or

additional result, as when a person intending to do one

thing does something more, as designing to wound one man

he unintentionally wounds another.

SIRF, H. (A. iSj^i) Purely, only, solely, merely.

SIRMA, Thug. The head.

SIRTHI', (?) H. Rent paid to the proprietor by a tenant cul-

tivator, usually in cash. Kamaon.

Sirtkan, (?) H. A tenant cultivator paying
1 a low money-

rent. Kamaon.

SIRWA, Thug. A tradesman, a shopkeeper.

SIRW.AN, or SHIRWAN, Hindi (f!(K=IH) A person appointed

by the owner of a village to superintend its affairs and

enforce cultivation. Puraniya.

Sinvdni, Hindi (f^Tt^H^) A cess upon the cultivators to

defray the salary of the superintendant appointed by the

Zamindar.

SISA, or SHISHA, Hindi (jjftp) An ear of corn. Puraniya.

SI-SHAMBA, H. (iUkiiiUw) The third day of the week, Tuesday.

SISHYA, S. &c. (f^PT, whence, vernacularly, Sikh) A scholar,

a disciple.

SISIRA, S. &c. (f$|fyT) The cold or dewy season, comprising

6H
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the months of Magha and Phalguna, or from the middle of

January to that of March.

SISKAR, Thug. A washerman.

SISTU, or SHISTU, commonly SIST, or SHIST, Tel. (^^),
Karn. (%&>, &&), S. (f^Tf, left, remainder) Land-tax,

assessment, especially revenue assessed in money : in Kar-

nata it designates the standard assessment without additions,

which was fixed originally by the Bidnur government, or

that which, under the Harihar administration, applied to

revenue in kind as well as money, but the word always

denoted the fixed or standard rate on the land, exclusive

of other imposts.

Sist-bdki, Karn. (from A. .J^, remainder) Balance or

arrears of revenue.

Sisu, S. &c. (%S}) The young of man or any other animal :

a child under eight years of age.

Saixava, S. (|j?N) Infancy, childhood.

Sisuhatya, S. (from ^WT, killing) Abortion, child-murder.

SITTA, Mai. (O1) A note, a bill (it is evidently only a

vernacular form of Chilthi, q. v.)

SITTUDAYAM, Tarn.
(^l^^J^rTLUUD) Fraud, embezzlement

SITUA, (?) H. An iron instrument for scraping off the exuded

juice of the poppy.

SIUNI, Beng. (IV*^)) A kind of basket used for throwing

up water from a reservoir or river for irrigation.

SIVA, vernacularly pronounced SHIVA, SHIB, SHEO, Smu, &c.

S. &c. (f^Pf) The third member of the Hindu triad, the

deity presiding over destruction and renovation, and ordi-

narily worshipped in the form of the Linga.

Siva-bhakta, S. &c. (from rgi, devoted to) A worshipper of

Siva in preference to any other divinity : in the south of

India a Lingait, q. v.

Sivdlaya, corruptly, Seivala, Shiwala, Shorvala, Sliewala,

S. &c. (from ^TtcTf , an abode) A temple of Siva : in

Bengal, a small temple or shrine having but one chamber,

in the centre of which stands a Linga, usually of white or

black stone ; occasionally twelve such temples are arranged

immediately adjoining, or separated into two divisions of

six each by a gateway or landing-place when on a river

bank, representing the twelve great Lingas that were wor-

shipped in different parts of India at the time of the first

Mohammadan invasion under Mahmud of Ghazni : occa-

sionally a larger number, or as many sometimes as 108 are

found in one group.

Sivdli, Karn. (%ZTd<$) A caste of Brahmans, or individual
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of it : originally from Tuluva t common in the north-west

of Mysore.

Sivaling{, S. &c. (f^Hfc-jJll) A worshipper of the Linga,

one who carries the type on his person.

Sivaprit, or Sivottar, Beng. &c. (f*ft2tH,, P-k^i^a, from

S. nlfri, pleasing, or jj^ft, result) Lands granted rent-free

for the maintenance of the worship of Siva.

Sivardi, Guz. (^UH^iy ) A copper coin current in the

Dakhin, coined originally by Sivaji.

Sivardtri, vernacularly, Shivardt, S. &c. (fi^N^Nl) The

night of Siva, a popular festival in honour of Siva on

the fourteenth of the moon's wane in Magha (January-

February) : a rigorous fast is observed during the day

and night, and Siva is worshipped in the form of the

Linga.

Saiva, S. &c. (^P[) A worshipper or votary of Siva.

Sivaskdhi-bigha, Mar. (fjfT^sn^fNfhn) The bighii, ofSivaji's

assessment containing 392fi- square yards.

Sivashdki-Jtdthi, corruptly, Sheoshaee-katty, Mar.

^1M3l) A rod used in surveyingi of five hdths, and five

mutltis, or nearly ten feet, named after the Maratha chief

Sicaji. See Kdthi.

Sivottara, corruptly, Sheotr, Shervutter, S. &c. (f$l=flH)

Land rent-free, as originally granted in honour of Siva.

SIVAR, Mar. (fifTWn;) The whole of the lands of a village.

SIWAI, corruptly, SWAEE, H. &c. (A. ^yu) Besides, except,

over and above : any addition to the standard or customary

revenue, whether as an increase of the amount or in the

shape of a new or additional cess or impost : profits from

land other than those of cultivation, as the rent of fisheries,

forest produce, and the like, some of which are included

in fixing the assessment : dues claimed by the proprietors

of a village from non-proprietary residents for houses, shops,

and temples, in some cases recognised and recorded officially.

Siwdi-jamd, H.
(jAs-^y'^w), Sircdy-jamd, blunderingly,

Srvaee, and Waee-jummd, Mar. (f$Mm'j<m) Extra revenue,

extra or miscellaneous collections: in the south the term

denotes the revenue derived from all taxes except those

raised from land, and exclusive of customs and transit dues,

comprising, under the native governments, a vast number

of petty and vexatious imposts : in Mysore it also applied

to escheats : the effects of a person dying without heirs,

which descended to the government.

SIWAI, or SEWAI, H.
(i_j!y*-, ftr^, &TT^) A kind of soil,

a mixture of clay and sand suited for any grain except rice.
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SIYAN, or SIYAR, Tam.(<^U_irTdnr, <^LUrTi;r) A great great-

grandfather.

SMRITI, S. &c. (^fin) The body of the recorded or re-

membered law, the ceremonial and legal institutes of the

Hindus.

Smdrtta, S. &c. (wHh) Relating to the Smriti or Hindu

law : applied especially in the south of India to a numerous

and influential sect of Brahmans founded by Sankard-

chdrya, whose expositions of the principle of unity, accord-

ing to the Vedanta doctrine, they professedly follow : Siva

is nevertheless held by them in especial honour : their chief

establishment is at Sringagiri, but they are found through-

out the Dakhin, and are treated with great veneration by

the people in general : they are distinguished by horizontal

lines on the forehead made with the ashes of burnt cowdung.

SMASANA, vernacularly, also, MASAN and SAMSHAN, S. &c.

($H$tlf) A place set apart in which the dead are burned,

a cemetery.

SNANA, S. &c. (<dH) Bathing, ablution, especially the bathing

in sacred waters, considered as a daily observance or as

an essential part of some particular ceremonial : the cere-

mony of bathing or washing an idol.

Sndnaydtrd, vernacularly, Sndnjdtrd, S. &c. (^fntnTTTr)

The bathing festival held on the day of full moon in Jyesh-

tha, when images of Krishna as Jagannatha are carried

out and bathed : this is, inOrissa, the same as the Rathaydtrd.

SOBHANA, S. &c. ($|\HH) Beautiful, auspicious : any festive

celebration, a festival held when a wife having come of

fit age is carried home to the house of her husband : the

thirty-seventh year of the cycle : also, Sobhakriti, or, in

the south, Sobhaltrutti.

SOD, SOD, or SOR, or SOR, Mar. (*fte, ^te, from H. ^^=-,

chhorna), SODI, Karn. ( <xX/@&) Letting go, remitting,

remission of a debt, abatement of a charge or demand: the

amount remitted or abated.

Sodchiti, or Sodchithi, Mar. (tflsfayt) A bill of release,

a deed of acquittance or relinquishment

SODAKA, S. &c. (tft^cfc, from *t, with, ^^K, water) A kins-

man connected by offerings of water to the manes of a

common ancestor.

SODARA, S. &c. Offt^;, from *I, with, 7^, belly) A brother

of whole blood, having the same mother as well as father.

SODHA, vernacularly SODH, S. &c. (,AJy, ^ftv) Correction,

purification, discharge of a debt, fulfilment of an agree-

ment, and the like.
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Sodhana, S. &c. (^fopf) Purifying, making pure, com-

pleting, settling.

Sodhana, also Sodhd, Thug. Money or property concealed,

search made for it.

Sodhanai, Tarn. (<3<S>rTS&5oT) Examination, search, cross

questioning in a court of justice.

SODWANI, Mar. (tsal) The water that runs through gar-

dens in small temporary channels for irrigation.

SonloiA, more correctly SAuaAaiA, H. (UCl^*,) A class of

Mohammadan fakirs who dress in female attire, and play

and dance for hire at religious festivals.

SoHALA, SOHALA, Mar. (*t?35T, ?ft?Tg5T) Any festive cere-

mony or occasion, as adoption, marriage, or the like.

SOHARWARDI, (?) H. The name of a class of Mohammadan

religious mendicants.

SOKHA, Hindi (*ffar) A conjuror, a wizard. Chota Nagpur.

SOLA, TeL (33^), SOLAGE, SOLIOE, Karn. (~^X/>~7?,
Q .- Q)

r\X/0"7\) The sixty-fourth part of the measure of capacity

called Turn, q. v.

Solage-gudde, Karn. C^X/QO'A'&O) The fees of the village

accountant.

SOLANKI, (?) The name of a Rajput tribe in the west of India

and Guzerat.

SOLULI, pronounced, commonly, SORULI, corruptly, SAROOLI,

SOOROOLLY, Mar. (^ftaB^, from 3^351, sixteen) A mea-

sure of grain containing 16 pdyalis : the term also desig-

nates the class of villages in which the measure of 16

pdyalis is used, in distinction from those villages which are

termed Sdruli, from their using a measure of 12 (bdra)

pdyalis.

SOMA, vernacularly, SOM, S. &c. Oafa) The moon, also a

climbing plant from which a juice is extracted by pressure,

which, when fermented, is offered in libation to the gods

or to fire (Sarcostema, or Asclepias viminalis).

Somavdra, vernacularly, Somvdr, Sombdr, S. &c. (Hln?R)

Monday, the day of the moon.

Somavdrydtett, Mar. (*flmi-i|lrf^) An oil-maker of a par-

ticular class, the members of which are worshippers of

Siva as Soma, and do no work on Monday.

Somaydga, S. &c. (*nn , a sacrifice) A sacrifice, a ceremony

in which the juice of the Soma plant is presented in obla-

tion, and drunk by the assistants when in a state of vinous

fermentation : it is a Vaidik ceremonial, and has much

fallen into disuse.

Somavati, S. (*Tli<jift) A ceremony observed by Maratha
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women ; circumambulating a Pipal tree, and placing offer-

ings on it when the new moon falls on a Monday.

SoMMALi.Tam. (GsTTiiinrrsrfl, from Gffrruj, for

An heir.

SOMMU, Tel. (cO^&^j) Money, property, including jewels.

SoNA, H. (Uj, fromS. ^), SONA, Beng. (OTftl),

Mar. (*ft) Gold.

Sonar, Hindi, Mar. (*ft>TTt, abridged from S.

Sundr, H. (,U), Sonagar, Kara. (~&$&X8), Soni,

Guz. (^UU[l) A goldsmith, a jeweller, a worker in the

precious metals and in jewellery : applied also as a name

of the caste which is said to have sprung from a Brahman

father and Sudra mother, being in that case the Parasava

of Mann : among the Marathas there are various subdi-

visions of the Sonar caste, some of whom disclaim this

origin, and pretend to be Upa-Brahmanas, minor Brahmans:

they wear the Brahmanical cord, and claim a right to have

the Vedas performed in their families by their own priests :

they are known as Kandri, Panchdla, and Kokanasth

Sonars : another tribe is designated Bathakdr Sonars :

other classes are of inferior pretensions, and are termed

Nich, or low Sonars : they eat animal food.

Sondr-dyati-dhuli-aya, Kara. C%ve>Zctt8<3C&>B&r.

^eso!x>) The name of the fees paid to the persons em-

ployed to measure the grain for the cultivators.

SONA, (?) Beng. Land producing dsu or ouse rice. See Asu.

Sonadanga. (?) Beng. High land that cannot be irrigated.

SONRKA, Thug. The first person murdered after setting out.

SONTA, H. (Uiyw)
A mace, a staff.

Sontebarddr, H.
(^li)^ ( Juj*)

A mace or staff-bearer, a

servant carrying a short thick stick, usually coated with

silver, attending on persons of rank.

SONTAM, Tarn. (G<SH"TrTSLa, from S. ^, own) Property,

own or peculiar property or possession.

Sontahdran, Tarn. (G^rrrjQSxE&nTJCOT) A proprietor,

an owner.

SONYAPHAGAN, (?) Hindi, Present or fee to government at

public festivals. Kamaon.

SOSE, Kara. ( <OJ9 <O) A daughter-in-law.

Scdara-sose, Kara. ( f\X/OO r\X/Q <O) A man's sister's

daughter, or a woman's brother's daughter.

SOSTI'JAMIN, (?) Mar. Land assessed at the customary or esta-

blished rate.

SOTA, incorrectly, SONTA, H. (y* , S. sftiPR) A channel, a

natural water-course or
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SOTAZAMIN, (?) Tel. A kind of soil, clay and lime, cultivated

in the rains for rice. Northern Sarkars.

SOTHA, Thug. The person employed to inveigle travellers.

SOTI, Hindi (Khft) A ravine which in the rains or floods

becomes a water-course.

SOWALA, or SONWALA, Mar. (tfN&l* *ffag5T) Pure, as a

Brahman, or as articles that are free from profane con-

tamination, that are fit for sacred offices or offerings, and

liable to be defiled by impure contact.

, vernacularly, SRADH, SHRA.DH, SHRADDHA, S. &c.

An obsequial ceremony in which food and water

are offered to the deceased ancestors of the sacrificer, or to

the Pitris or manes collectively: these ceremonies are ob-

served on occasions of rejoicing as well as of mourning,

and hence various Srdddhas are enumerated.

1. Dasapinda Srdddha, or Preta S. An offering of a

pinda or ball of rice to a person deceased by the next of

kin, increasing the number daily for ten successive days,

until they amount to ten.

2. Ekddasi S. Presentation of offerings to the deceased on

the eleventh day after his decease, on which occasion Brah-

mans are fed, and the period of uncleanness for a Brahman

terminates.

Mdsiha, or Anwahdrya S. Performed monthly for the first
r

year after a person's decease, on the day of his death, ac-

companied also by the feeding of Brahmans.

Sapindana, or Sapindi-karana S. Performed on the first

anniversary after a person's death, in which the deceased

is associated with his progenitors, and balls of food are

presented to him with his father and grandfather, and

water is given for four other ascending generations : some-

times the process is so far abridged that the Sapindana

is performed on the twelfth day after a person's death. Some

other supplementary Srdddhas within the twelvemonth are

occasionally practised, but they are of local observance.

These Srdddhas are also designated as Ekoddishta, designed

(.udd'lshta) for an individual (eka), being intended to secure

the admission of the one person deceased into the region

of thepitris or manes : as contrasted with the JSkoddisht.a

Srdddhas, are the Pdrvana Srdddhas, which are the ob-

sequial offerings to ancestors in both the paternal and ma-

ternal lines for three generations, at the junctures or periods

of the month, as the new moon : Srdddhas are also dis-

tinguished as,

1. Nitya, Constant, those enjoined by positive precept to
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be performed, such as daily offerings to the manes in

general, and those termed Ashtakas from their being offered

on the eighth lunation of certain months.

2. Naimittiha, Occasional, such as those for a relative

recently deceased, or such as are to be performed on

various domestic occurrences, as the birth of a son, &c.
; and

3. Kamya, Voluntary, performed for a special object, such

as the hope of religious merit and of heaven : besides these,

different authorities specify,

Vriddhi, or Abhyudayaha Srdddha, Performed on occa-

sions of increase or prosperity.

Goshthi S. A ceremony performed for the benefit of an as-

sembly of learned Brahmans.

Suddhi S. An expiatory or purificatory rite.

Karmdiiga S. Performed as the preparatory or subsidiary

part (ant/a) of any solemn rite (karma).

Daiva S. In honour of the deities collectively, or Viswadevas.

Ydtra S- Performed by a person going on a journey.

Pushti S. Performed to obtain health and prosperity.

Ndndi-muhha S. also performed for the sake of securing

prosperity on occasions of domestic rejoicing.

Darsa S., or Amdvdsya S. Performed at new moon before

the moon is visible : this is the season especially appro-

priate to all occasional Srdddhas.

JUahdlaya S. A Srdddha performed in the last half of

Bhadra, immediately before the Dasahard.

The proper seasons for the worship of the manes col-

lectively are the dark fortnight or period of the moon's

wane : the day of new moon : the days called Ashtahas,

or the eighth lunations of the dark fortnight of the four

months of the cold weather : the summer and winter sol-

stices, the vernal and autumnal equinoxes, the sun's en-

trance into a new sign, certain other astronomical periods,

and eclipses : the presentation of the Pinda to the deceased

and to his progenitors in both lines is the office of the

nearest male relative, and is the test and title of his claim

to the inheritance.

SRAMANA, S. &c. (WHVI) A religious mendicant, especially

one of the Buddhist religion.

SRAVAKA, vernacularly, SRAVAK, S. &c. fal^F) Lit, A

hearer, a lay-member of the Jain religion.

SRAVANA, vernacularly, SRAVAN, SAVAN, or SAWAN, cor-

ruptly, SAWN, S. &c. 0?TTW.) The fourth month of the

Hindu year, July-August.

Srdvani, S. &c. (tlimi/1), vernacularly, Savant,
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Day of full moon in the month Srdvana : the autumn

harvest

SRAVJTTA-SAKSHI, Kara. (l#e>^ r3t33 from the S. W-<M >

WHS??) Oral testimony, or rather hearsay evidence.

SRAYA, pron. SHRAYA, Karn. 0&^0 Depreciated land,

land let at a rate below its original value, to which it is

expected gradually to rise again.

Sraya-chtiu, or -patte, Karn. (&C&>z3-&> , <#,o3b> ej)
* fcj3

Lease of land let below its value.

Srayasdrjuvali, Karn. (^ofcrJBXDS^) Farming land on

a rent below its original value, and progressively rising

to it.

SRENI, S. &c. Wfrlft) A row, a line: a corporation or asso-

ciation of persons following the same trade or occupation :

a court of arbitration formed of persons in the same line

of business.

SRI', S., but used in all the dialects, vulgarly, SHRI or SHREE,

Csft) Prosperity, fortune, wealth, also their personification

as a goddess, the goddess of prosperity, and wife of Vishnu :

the term is used as an honorific prefix to the names of

persons or divinities, and also at the beginning of manu-

scripts, letters, and other documents, and, when intended to

be very complimentary, may be repeated, as, Sri Sri Ja-

yar&m, Sri Sri Sri Durgd, or the repetition is indi-

cated by a numeral, as Sri 5. C?ft M), means Sri five times

repeated.

Srimuliha, S. &c. 0?rfan5) The seventh year of the cycle.

Sripanchami, S. &c. (vfl M*dH"D A festival on the fifth of

the light half of Mdyka in honour of Sarasrvati, the god-

dess of learning, when books and the implements of writing

are worshipped.

Sri-Rama, or, vernacularly, Sri-Ram, S. &c. Osffaw;) The

demigod Rama, whose name in this form is also used as

a term of salutation between those who especially worship

Vishnu in this avatdra.

Sri-Rdma-navami,S. &c. (<9|l4JiH <w1) The ninth ofChaitra,

the anniversary of the birthday of Rama, held as a festival.

Sri-vaishnava, S. &c. (^I^UiR:) A member of the branch

of votaries ofVlshmi who follow the teaching olMdmdnuja.

SRINKHALA, S. &c. (^ji9<jSi), vernacularly, SANKHALA, Mar.

QlHcjH), SANKHOLI, Uriya (C16Sf|R.1) A chain, fetters, a

measuring chain, one measuring eleven yards (?).

Srinhhald-jdmini, corruptly, Sankala, or Sanhalijdmini,

Mar. (^i^cjSI'Ilf'T'l^) Joint security.

SROTRIYA, vernacularly, SHROTHIYA, S. &c. (^ftf^n) A Brah-
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man well read in the Vedas, who teaches and expounds

them.

SROTRIYAM, pron. SHROTRIAM, corruptly, SHOTRIUM, Tel.

^S &>),Tam.O0Crnf|^cf)UJLQ) Lands, or a village,

held at a favourable rate, properly an assignment of land or

revenue to a Brahman learned in the Vedas, but latterly ap-

plied generally to similar assignments to native servants of

the government, civil or military, and both Hindus and Mo-

hammadans, as a reward for past services: a Srotriyam grant

gives no right over the lands, and the grantee cannot interfere

with the occupants as long as they pay the established rents.

Srotriya-ddr, corruptly, Shotraddr, Shotrium-ddr, Shro-

triwn-ddr, Tel. &c. (from P.
^1t> , who has) The holder

of a village under a Srolriya grant

SRUTI, S. &c. CwfirO Hearing, applied especially to the Vedas

collectively, in contradistinction to the Smriti, or law.

Srauta, S. &c. (WB) Of or belonging to the Vedas, as a

text, a ceremony, &c.

Srautakarma, S. Osfbraiwl) A religious or ceremonial ob-

servance enjoined by or conformable to the Vedas.

STAMBHA-PUJA, S. &c. (ljWX|n, from 5W, a post, and

WT, worship) Worship of the posts of the temporary

pavilions erected for marriages or other festive occasions.

STEYA, S. &c. (isN) Theft, robbery.

STHALA,vernacular]y, SrHAL ( or STHUL, abbreviated toTnAL,

or THUL, corruptly, STUL, STULL, STULH, S. &c. (w^)

Spot, site, place, firm ground, whence, in some of the dia-

lects, a field, a portion of land comprising several fields,

a tract, a district, a piece of ground raised and drained :

in some places a measure ofland the same as the Kurgi, q. v.

also, figuratively, station, place, appointment

&Aa2a-JtaraMm,TeU&>'Or3O) The accountant ofa district.

Sthalalu-jdbita, Tel.
^OeUfiTTe^)

A list of fields, shew-

ing the number cultivated and the crops raised on each.

Sthala-mdnyam, corruptly, Stdla-maniyem, Kara. (&V-

&T3r60) Land held at a quit-rent

Sthala-mdrga, Mar. (^Hrtfi) A road or way by land, in

opposition to a Jala-mdrr/a, or route by water.

Sthal-bharit, Mar. tej^mcfcr) Duty on transport of articles

from a village, or on goods purchased and conveyed by

land, transit duty.

Sthalmdhih, corruptly, Stkuln-ayJt, Mar. (^^'fa) A
cultivator who has become a proprietor by hereditary oc-

cupation of a given piece of land for a considerable period.
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Sthaliear, H.
(;y^!i<) According to the land or place, by

or according to the fields, as an estimate of their produce,

&c., also, corruptly, Stulrvdr, a village watchman ;
in

Karnata (?).

STHANA, or STH^NAM, vernacularly, STHAN, or THAN, vul-

garly, STANOM, S. &c. (WIT) Place, site, station, an open

place in a town, also the residence of a religious mendi-

cant: also, a staying, the act or place of staying or abiding :

also, continuation, and, fig., rank, dignity.

Sthdnamdnam, Mai. (oruooroOOrOo, from S. TR, respect)

The rank and emoluments of a public employment.

Sthdnamhdr, corruptly, Stanomltdr, Mai. (C<~UDOpOofl8>0(T>)

The head man and manager of a temple.

/SWina/w^Mal.(rr\l>Oa">Oo_irari) An envoy, an ambassador.

Sthdnihan, corruptly, Staneeltum, Staneegam, Stanahul,

Mai. (cruflOOOlAn*, S. ^nfiro) One who holds or be-

longs to a place, one who holds an office, a placeman : a

governor or superintendant of a district : the director or

manager of a temple, sometimes held hereditarily : a person

who superintends the ceremonies or officiates in a temple,

an officiating priest or Brahman.

Sthandilasdyi, S. &c. (wf<}c$5infl) An ascetic who sleeps

on the bare ground.

STHAPATI, S. &c. (wrfif) A carpenter, a wheelwright, a

mason, a master carpenter or mason : a guard of the female

apartments : a chief.

STHAVARA, vernacularly, STHAVAR, STHABAR.S. &c. (WHO
Fixed, stationary, immoveable, applied to real property, also

to valuables which have long been in a family and ought

not to be parted with.

Stltdvara-dravya, S. ('^t, thing) Immoveable property.

STHULAMA"N, Mar. (WH55TPT, S. W^, gross, and TFT, mea-

sure) Gross measure, measuring any thing without much

regard to accuracy : a general and rough estimate or com-

putation.

STOBHAKA, (wlM<*) An informer, one who volunteers to give

secret information for the sake of profit.

STRI, S. &c. (^t) A woman, a wife, a female.

Stridhana, S. &c. (^3^VT) Woman's wealth : the peculiar

property of a woman or wife over which, under ordinary

circumstances, she has independent control, and which de-

scends to her daughter or next of kin
; her power to dis-

pose of it during her husband's life is subject to his will,

and he has a right to use it in cases of distress or neces-

sity : the rights of both husband and wife to this descrip-
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tion of property depend, hovever, very much upon the cus-

toms that prevail in different places. Woman's property is

variously distinguished according to the sources whence it

is derived, or circumstances under which it is acquired, as

follows.

Adhyagni, Adhyagnika, or Adln/agnyupagata, (TNUI(H,

jU|fjr|od, >yu|J^i||J|rt) What is given upon (adhi), or

in the presence of, a nuptial fire, by a member of either

family.

Adkyavdhaniha, (tHUJ4l^iV|4i) What is given at the nuptial

procession, or when the bride is conducted to her husband's

house.

Priti-datta, dftfri^) Given by her husband or his relations

at any time, in token of affection.

Bhrdtri-, Mdtri-, or Pitri-datta, tor*-, Jffir-, faiT-^ir) What

is given by her brother, mother, or father.

Ya.uta.ha, or Yautulta, Cqr?Tlf, ^flipF,
from

TJ,
to join) All

kinds of property acquired at or by marriage.

Ayautuka, (^nrfair) Property acquired on any other occa-

sion than marriage.

Anvddheya, (?MIV*l) Whatever is to be presented (ddheya)

to a woman after (anu) marriage by her husband's family.

Sauddyika, (I<^lfl<*) The gift (ddya) of affectionate (su)

kindred.

Adhivedanika, (^rrftr^fTli) A gift or settlement on a first

wife by her husband on his contracting a second marriage.

Pdrinaya, (Tnfwt) Paraphernalia, ornaments, or other

property acquired by marriage.

Sulka, (^I$) Fee, tax, perquisite : properly it is the sum paid

to the father of the bride as a consideration for his daughter:

as applied to female property it is explained as money given

to her to induce her to go to her husband's house, or pay

to a woman for work done, or as a bribe to her to do

something herself or induce her husband to do it.

Pddavandanika, (m^^fr!*) A present to a bride in re-

ward of her humbly saluting (vandana) her husband, or,

literally, his feet (pada) on entering his house."

Lavanydrjita, ('{^HWTfnhO Property acquired (arjita)

by a wife from her husband, given in affection or in ad-

miration of her beauty (Idvanya).

Stridharma, S. &c. (^ftv^t) The duty of a wife or of a

woman in general.

Strihatyd, S. (^tTrTT) Murder or injury of a woman.

Stripumdharmtt, S. (ylqvwh) Mutual duties of husband

and wife.
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Strisangrahana, S. (%flJJ^ur) Adultery, unlawful or adul-

terous intercourse with a woman.

Strisattdkaputra, S. (^gfawnRtni:) A son obtained through

the wife.

StriydcMtaputra, S. ferNrfrnn:) A son obtained through

a wife's solicitations.

SUAL, commonly, SUWAL, corruptly, SOWAL, H. (A.

Interrogatory questioning, a request, a petition.

Sudl-i-mukarrar, H.
(A.^iU) A petition or representa-

tion of the circumstances of a case, a representation to the

ruling authority of the proceedings in respect to a grant of

revenue.

StJBAH, SOOBAH, H. &c. (A. <0j-e), SUBHA, Mar.
(tprr)

A

province, a government : one of the larger subdivisions

of the Mogul dominions, such as Oudh, Bengal, Bahar,

&c. : among the Marathas it is sometimes applied to a

smaller division comprising from five to eight tarafs.

Subahddr, H. &c.
(^tj&yo), Subheddr, Mar. (w^TC) The

governor of a province, a viceroy under the Mogul go-

vernment : a native officer in the Company's army holding

a rank equivalent to that of captain under the European

officers.

Subakddri, H. &c. (^j\21jyo), Subkeddri, Mar. (flH^rtf)

The office of viceroy or governor.

Subatiddri-abrvdb, H. (i_>lji) Taxes imposed by the viceroy

in addition to the fixed assessment See Abrcdb.

Subahddri-parredna, H.
(*-'t.^j)

An order issued by a Su-

bahdar : a viceregal assignment of revenue.

SUBHKHEZ, H.
(^xi-^ya)

A morning thief, one who steals

before people are awake (from xubh, morning, and khez,

rising).

Subh-namdz,orSalat,H.(j(AJf*-& t t^e^a) Morning prayer,

the prayers at day-break enjoined on all Mohammadans.

SUBHA, vernacularly, SUBH, or SHUBH, S. &c.
(sp?) Good,

auspicious.

Subhdhriti, vernacularly, Shubhahruti, (^iHTWfrl) The 36th

year of the cycle, A.D. 1842.

SUCHAKA, S. &c. (^Mh) An informer, a spy : in law, a person

appointed to detect culprits, also one who volunteers to

give evidence in a court of law.

SUD, H. &c. (P. <Syu , F^), SUD, Beng. (5pf), SUD, or SUDH,

Uriya (99, qy) Interest, profit, usury: an extra tax
O o

exacted from the cultivators in Bengal under the native

government, and in the early period of British rule, on

pretext of defraying the interest due by the Zamindars on
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arrears of revenue : interest on loans subsequent to January

1793 limited to 12 per cent, per annum. Reg. xv. 1793.

Sud-al-muzaf, H. (A. t_Jli, added) The accumulation of

interest so as to double the original debt.

Sud-ehottar, H. (S. l*eR, one, and 7^, additional) Interest

at one per cent, per annum.

Sudhkhaibdr, Uriya (9yS1|QQ|Q) Usury, lending money

at interest.

Sudkhor, Beng. (^jiWttSr)
A money-lender, a usurer.

SUD, Mar. (*nj) Inquiry, investigation : an abstract village

account furnished by the village to the district revenue

officer at the end of the year (? the spelling of the word

in the second sense).

STJDDHA, vernacularly, SuDH, abbreviated Su, S. &c. (^rs)

Pure, clean, bright : the bright half of the lunar month, or

that of the moon's increase : the purificatory obsequial cere-

mony of a person deceased.

SUDI, H. &c. (t/J, f^) The bright half of a lunar month,

from new to full moon.

SUDRA, vulgarly, SOODEU, S. &c. (jrj) The designation of

the fourth or servile caste of the Hindus, or of a member

of it : the term is now vaguely and incorrectly applied to

all the mixed castes, to all who are not either Brahmans

or outcastes; to all the other castes engaged in agriculture,

trade, arts, and manufactures.

Sachchiidra, Beng. (f|"5,
from S. *C7T, good) A Sudra

*^
who has gone through the initiatory ceremonies of the Brah-

manical caste, a practice which, though illegal, is some-

times observed. See Satsudra.

SUDU, Tarn. ((Oj) A sheaf, a bundle of rice-corn cut in the

field, especially when given to the village servant : also a

burning or a brand.

Sudukol, Tarn. ((0jj<3<SsrT&) A branding iron.

Sudugddu, Karn. (r6o&! A
c)<Sj) A. place where dead bodies

are burned.

Siiduyddusidda, Karn. (r&>&nrS:$oR)&) The keeper of

a place where bodies are burned, who levies a fee from

the burners : one who farms a burning or burying-place

of the government.

SUFI, H. (A. ^52-0) Wise, a sage, the member ofa particular

sect of Mohammadans who have adopted a mystical pan-

theism and spiritual love in secret, although outwardly con-

forming to Mohammadanism.

SUGGI, corruptly, SOOGUY, Karn. (&A , from S. Witf) Spring

harvest, the second crop of rice.
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Suggihabba, Karn. (^^1^) Offering the first gather-

ings of the harvest to the village goddess.

Suggikdl, less correctly, Sukhihdl, Karn. (^O^D~3o) Har-

vest time : a season of plenty.

Stir, Suji, H. (^y~, ^y, from S.
3jfa,

a needle) A
tailor, the village tailor, sometimes included among the

village servants.

Suji, SOOJEE, H. (
(_5?-j')

The flour ground from the heart

of the wheat : the Simola of the Italians.

SUKAL, Guz. (^#<H) A priest of lay Brahmans.

SUKALIGARU, plur. Karn. (3D~d)X6o) A class of Hindus

in Karnuta leading a vagrant life, trading in wood, bambus,

grain, and salt, and acting as the chief inland carriers ;

they have a peculiar dialect, and are considered in many

respects analogous to gypsies : in other places the Sukdli

is an itinerant dealer in grain, and is considered, perhaps

incorrectly, the same as the Danjdra.

SUKAHISTI, (?) Mar. An occupant of lands of which there

are no proprietors, and which have become the property of

the community.

SUKHA, vernacularly, SUKH, S. &c. (TO) Happiness, ease,

pleasure.

Sukltasdla, Karn. (^OSOrUSO) Bail or surety for a debt.

Suhhavdsi, corruptly, Sookarvasee, Soohicoosee, Tarn. (Sr<E5-

61_l!T<gfl) One who lives at his ease, or where he pleases :

applied to a person who is not bound to any particular

spot by the possession of houses or land, but lives com-

fortably by trade or industry : in Kamaon, Sultham-bdsi.

Sukhavdsikudigan,Tam. (Sr<56LjrT<#lQg)L^.<5OT) Persons

who live by the produce of rented lands.

Sukliavdsitirvai,Tum. (StS>SUn<#ls^CT(3SD6U) Tribute or

tax which persons living by rented lands pay to the land-

lords or proprietors.

Sukhavdsivdram, Tarn. (eri35ljrr<#l61JrrrJlL) The share

of the produce accruing to the cultivator, as distinguished

from that which goes to the Zamindar or the government.

Suhhvasti, corruptly, Soolthwustie, Mar. (W^Wb Residence

at any place during pleasure or convenience, not being

tied to it by property or office.

Suhkvastu, corruptly, Suokmustoo, Mar. (mg'TOO A person

sojourning at any place for his own pleasure or convenience.

SUKH ADI, or SUKHAHI, corruptly, SOOKREE, and SUKHIDDEE,

Guz.
(^"^tsl)

A fee, a perquisite, a bonus or reward, a

douceur, a bribe.

Suhltadi-clidndlo,GviZ. (#^i^^^O A fee, a present, a
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douceur, a fee levied by the agents of the Maratha govern-

ment from the villagers, for the trouble of rating the as-

sessment.
H

SUK.KAN, H. (A. (j&")u
A helm, a rudder.

SuJikani, H. (A. ^J&M.) A steersman, a helmsman : cor-

rupted by Europeans commonly to Seacunny.

SUKKARAN, or SUKKARANKAL, Tarn. (<5><3<H>rJ<5OT,

rj<30Ti5>a)) Limestone or Itanhar.

Sukkaraniru, Tarn. ((SfQiSITCOT^tl)
Lime.

Sukkaranilam, Tarn. (dzJfexE&rjnpsOLo) Soil mixed with

limestone or nodules of Jtanhar.

SUKLA, vernacularly, Shukl, S. &c. (3Tp) White, bright : subs.,

the third year of the cycle, A.D. 1809 18G9.

Suklpachchh, H. 0saiC, for S. Suklapaksha 5Tpi^) The

white or light fortnight, the half of a lunar month from

new to full moon.

SUKHA, S. &c. ($TSi) The planet Venus.

Sukravdra, vernacularly, Sliukrbdr, S. &c. (srai^TO Friday,

dies veneris.

SUKRITA, Uriya (QQO , from the S. ^H, what is done well

or properly) An oath.

SUKRITI, S. &c. (<*'fri) Doing well, virtue, kindness.

Sukritibhanrja, Beng. (3Tjf\5
c>

?t, from S. >TT, a breaking)

A Brahman who has lost his character and his caste.

Sukriti-ndmd, or -patra, Beng. (>jjFad'rl,
or *t3!) A writ-

ten affidavit or affirmation, in which a Brahman pledges

his good actions for the truth of his assertions.

SUKSHMAMAN, Mar. (U*{MR, from S. W^l, subtle, minute)

Accurate or minute measurement.

SULA, vernacularly, SUL, or SuLi, S. &c.
(SIjS, 3Tc?ft> (Jj*",

(Jy) A pointed weapon, a pike or dart, a stake, a sharp

stake for impaling, whence it has come to be applied to

a cross, and to a gallows or gibbet.

Trisula, vernacularly, Tirsul, S. &c. (p43l<$, Jj*/) A

weapon with three points, a trident, a weapon borne by,

and a type of, Siva.

SULAIYA, Hindi
(^T%TTr)

Laid down, as corn by wind and

rain, or rice by currents.

SULB, H. (A. t__~Ls) The loins : metaph., offspring.

Sulbi, H. (A. ^.xLa) Descended, or sprung from, begotten by.

SULH, incorrectly, SOOLEII, corruptly, SOLA, H. (A. ^~]
Reconciliation, compact, treaty : in law, composition, or a

contract by which contention is put an end to or prevented,

whether the subject in dispute be bodily injury or a civil

engagement : a compromise, an agreement.
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Sulh-ikhtidr-i, A. (from jUJti-i , choice) A voluntary act of

composition.

Sulh-kahri, H.
(from^i', violence) Compulsory composition,

made by order of the judge or other authority.

Sulh-ndma, corruptly, Solanama, H. (P. "toll) A written

contract of peace or agreement, a deed of compromise.

SULKA, S. &c.
(3JR) . Tax, toll, duty, marriage fee or dower,

profits of domestic labour when considered the perquisite

of the wife : in the dialects of the south this may become

Sunka, or Chunlia. See Sunha.

SULS, H. (A. d-Jo) A third, a third part.

SULTAN, H. (A. ^Ual**) A sovereign prince, a king, an

emperor.

Sultdni, H. ((jQaLu) Relating to the sovereign, proceeding

from him or from the government

Saldfin, H. (A. ^kl*) Properly the plur. of Sultan, but

in India designating the younger members of a royal fa-

mily, especially of that of Delhi.

Sultanat, H. (A. ci^odaL*) Dominion, empire, sovereignty :

an empire, a kingdom.

SUMU, (?) A religious community resident in a religious

establishment, in Asam termed Shastar.

SUN, Thug. One of the clan by birth, but who has not at-

tained the rank of a strangler.

SUNA, Mar. (WTT, S. WTT, a daughter) A daughter-in-law,

also the wife of a brother's son, or of a husband's bro-

ther's son, that is, a niece-in-law.

Sunamukh, Mar. (wT*T^) A ceremony after the consum-

mation of a marriage, consisting of the inspection of her

daughter-in-law's face by the mother of the bridegroom.

SuNB[JRLi,SooNBOORLEE, Mar. (?) Black soil mixed with lime.

SUNDARI', corruptly, SOONDRIE, S. &c. (Wf^TTO A small timber

tree, used chiefly as fire-wood (Heritiera minor), growing

extensively in the delta of the Ganges, and giving the

whole tract the name of Sundarivana, or forest of Sundan

trees, corrupted into Sunderbunds.

SUNIA, Uriya (1e)|) New-year's day.

SUNIBA, Uriya (ClglQ|) Hearsay (from Sana, S., to hear).

SUNKAM, or SUNKA, Karn. TeL (^oSo, ,vOO$O), also

Karn. SULKA
(&^g), CIIUNKAM, Mai. (0^8830), Tarn.

GfJr&JSiLQ) Duty on goods, custom, toll : (from the S.

Sulka, q. v.).

Sunha-chauki, Tel. (oo&rs) Custom-house.

Sunkadachdiiadi,oj Sunkada-katte, Karn. (

A custom-house.

GK
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Sunkadaguttiye, o

Farm of, or contract for, government customs.

Sunkadakolkdr, Karn. (l63a&&*g98) A kind of excise

officer, a spy on persons passing with goods.

Sunkada-maniyacjar, Karn. (S5bO&5fiO&c8b'TO) A

chief collector of customs.

Sunkadava, Karn. (^XJOOQD) A custom-house officer.

Sunkadasdnabhoy, Karn. (&Doft$59*v$6*X) A clerk of

customs.

Gadisunka, Karn. (A&5&3CO) Out-station customs.

Darimnka, Karn. (c338?^OOD) By-way customs.

Uru-sunka, Karn. (tA/e>&>rCX>OD) Town duties.
? "

SUNN AT, or SUNNAH, H. &c. (A. e^ow, xiw) The tradi-

tional law of Mohammadans based upon the sayings and

doings of Mohammad, and of scarcely inferior authority

to the text of the Kuran in the estimation of the Sunnis,

although not recognised by the Shias; also any obligatory

religious ceremony, as circumcision.

Sunnat-i-rafidt, H. (A. \^*$j, q. v.) Ceremonial obser-

vances enjoined in prayer upon the authority of tradition :

they are distinguished as Muwakhad (J^o), lit., confirmed

or absolute, having been enjoined and practised by Mo-

hammad, and (rhair-miiroakkad (J^^j^c), not absolute,

practised by Mohammad, but not obligatory on his followers.

Sunnat-wa-jama&t, H. (ei-^^-jU:___Li) The followers of

the traditions and of the first four khalifs.

Sunni, Soonee, H. (A. ,Jo*>) A follower of the traditions :

the designation of one of the two great divisions of the

Mohammadans, characterized not only by the deference

which the members pay to tradition, but by their affirma-

tion of the lawful succession of the first four khalifs,
A

Abubattr, Omar, Othman, and Ali, in opposition to the

Shias, who denounce the three first as usurpers. The Sunnis

are thence sometimes termed also Chakdr-ydris. or votaries

of the four friends. The Persians, and the lower orders

of the people of India, are Shias ; all the other Moham-

madan nations Arabs, Turks, Afghans, and most of the

educated and respectable classes of Indians, are Sunnis.

SUNRI', H.C^i^w) A distiller 'and vender of spirituous liquors.

SUNTAN, H. (A. jjlUu) Circumcision.

SUNTI, or SUTI, Beng. (7T f, 3Tf) A channel between the
<K <K

bank of a river and a shoal or sand-bank.

Sui', Mar.
(JJTJ,

S. ^rSj) A basket for winnowing corn : a

wooden scoop suspended in a frame for throwing up water

for irrigation.
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SUPARI, or SupiAni, H. &c. (^U^, ^U-uw) Betel-nut,

the fruit of the Areca catechu.

SUPARIYA, Thug. A gang or clan of Thugs originally from

Supar in Sindhia's country.

SUPURD, or SIPURD, H. &c. (P. t^u) Delivering, giving

over : relinquishing, as part of an estate held on lease, from

being unable to cultivate the whole.

Supurdi, H. &c. (^t^x*) The article or land delivered up.

Supurdndma, H. &c. (P. <X,li, a document) A deed of

delivery.

SUR, SOOR, (?) A class of cultivators in Orissa.

SuRA, H. &c. (S. \jM, wn) Wine, spirituous liquor.

Surddhmaja, S. (from t^if, a flag) A flag hung out as the

sign of a place where liquor is sold : a brand on the fore-

head of a person convicted of intoxication.

SURA, or SURAT, H. (A. ^y^< ^->jy^)
A chapter of the

Kuran, of which there are 114.

SURAT-I-HAL, more commonly, SURAT-HAL, corruptly Soo-

ROOTHAL, SORETHAL, (ll. JU-Cl^e, from A. VDjyO ,

form, fashion, and Jl-, condition) A representation or

report of the facts and circumstances of a transaction,

whether made by an individual before witnesses, or by a

subordinate officer to a superior functionary : an inquest.

Surat-mahdl, H. (A. JW , an estate) A list or register of

estates.

Surat-ndma, H. (P. <Cli
, a document) A written detailed

account of an estate or a transaction.

SURHI, Hindi (<*!) A kind of grass growing on neglected

or uncultivated land.

SURKHA, Hindi (K<>ri) Tall lank plants, running up with-

out a due proportion of leaf.

SURMA, H.
(<S~ej>} Antimony or galena ground to a fine

powder and applied to the eyelids to improve the bright-

ness of the eyes.

SURNI'S, SOORNEES, Mar. (*KH*ltl) One of the eight chief

officers of the Maratha state as first organised : the general

record keeper, registrar, and superintendent of correspon-

dence, by whom all deeds and grants were examined and

authenticated : (according to Molesworth the word is a

corruption of the Arabic and Persian words Shurud, be-

ginning, and Shud, was, or finished, with the usual cor-

ruption of navis, writer).

SURSANNA, vulgarly, SURSAN, corruptly, SOORSUM, Mar.

(*im^, for the A. Shahur-san, ^.ytij^i, , a year of months)

An era, partially current in the western Maratha districts,
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adopted probably from the Mohammadans : it commences

with the Hijra year 745 = A.D. 1344: to find the equi-

valent of any year of this era add 599 : in numbering the

Sursanna year the Arabic numerals, vernacularly modified,

are employed: thus the year 1230 is expressed Saldsina-

maiatin-alif.

SURYA, used vernacularly, as well as SURJA, or, more usually>

SURAJ, or, sometimes, SURAJ, S. &c. (F^, *TT> ?TCf,

&ljyn , r:jy")
The sun.

Surajdaha, Guz.
(3jt3.s/ltf , from S. ^Tf , burning) Expo-

sure of dead bodies to the sun.

Surajyahan, H. &c.
(^pjyii). Suryagrahana, S. (w*JU^<!J,

from 41^*11, seizing
1

) An eclipse of the sun.

Suryavansa, vernacularly, sometimes, Surajbans, S. &c.

(*riH^I, from ^51, a race) The family or race of the Sun,

from whom many of the Rajput tribes pretend to derive

their descent, through Rama, the sovereign of Oudh, the

thirty-fourth in descent from Ikshwdku, the son of Vai-

vaswata Manu, the son of the Sun.

Suryavansi, or Surajbansi, S. &c. (?l3*j$l"l) A man of a

tribe professing to descend from the sun, a Rajput of the

solar race.

Suryavdra, or Surajbdr, S. &c. (*UHHl) Sunday.

SUSAL, Thug. A person whose head and neck are bare and

convenient for being strangled : one who is strangled with-

out resistance : a Thug who has cleansed himself from any

stain of murder.

SUSAR, Hindi (TOTTT) A dresser and seller of provisions, a

cook, a provisioner. Chota Nagpur.

SUSAR, Beng. (jj*ila, from S. w, good, and *nt, essence)

Property sufficient to discharge a claim or accomplish an

undertaking.

SuSAR, H. (^~u, from S.
TSRJt)

A father-in-law, the father

of either husband or wife.

Susrdl, or Susrdr, H. (S. J!,**., ^I/J*,)
A father-in law's

house or family.

SUSIA, Thug. A class of Thugs of a low Hindu caste for-

merly numerous in Malwa and Rajputana.

SUSHUSHA, S. &c. (srenn) Service, respectful or affectionate

service, not servitude or slavery ; such as the service of a

Sudra to a Brahman, a pupil to a teacher, a wife to a

husband, and the like.

SUSTI, SOOSTEE, also SWASTI, SwASTHf, SoASTEE, (?) Mar.

A tenure by which land is held of a proprietor by a tenant

paying the full government assessment (the first word is
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no doubt a blunder : Swasti, meaning properly
'

well-

being,' may be right. E. I. Selections, iv. 553, 580).

SUT, Mar. (?T7, from the H. chhuf cui=>-) Remission, abate-
Cv * J V

ment (of a debt or just claim), also the amount remitted :

release from bondage or slavery.

Sutyo, Mar. (
I

4J^BJ

!

|) Liquidation or discharge of a debt.

SuT,H.&c. (dJyw, from S. ^f) Thread, yarn : a thread, a line.

Sutdr, H. &c. (S. iU*i) A carpenter, the village carpenter

and wheelwright.

Sutario, Guz. (^H fttCL^tl) A dealer in yarn or thread.

SUTA, S. &c. (*ni) A son. SUTA (wm), a daughter.

Sutaka, S. (rt4'), vernacularly, Sutaka,
(*JH'*)

Unclean-

ness or impurity contracted by all the members of a family

on the birth of a child or a miscarriage : in current use

the term is laxly extended to impurity arising from the

death of a relative, the application being sometimes limited

by a conjunct term, as, Jdta-stitaka, impurity from one

born (jdta), Mritasutaka, from one dead (mrita) : the

period of uncleanness varies according to the propinquity

of the relationship and local usage.

SuTAHA, Hindi OBTHTT) A crop which, having been checked,

has recovered. Puraniya.

SUTRA, S. &c. (Wl) A thread, a line: a precept, an aphorism,

a brief rule of grammar, logic, philosophy, &c., in which

form the oldest Sanscrit writers usually express themselves.

SUTRAM, written, SUTTIRAM, Tarn. ((ifjSfflrjLa) A piece

of machinery : (it has also the senses of the preceding).

Chakkar-sutram, Tarn.
(<E?<S>QCrgj5<^)Olo)

A water-

wheel.

SUVALA, Mar. (aqigsO A kind of boat of from 100 to 170

Ithandis burthen.

SUVARNA, or SWARNA, S. &c. (*HJJ} ( ^Tj) Gold: a gold-

smith's weight, equal to sixteen mashas, which, at 5 rattis

to the mdsha, make the suvarna much the same as the

tola, or from 175 to 180 Troy grains, according to the

variations in the value of the ratti.

SUYURGHAL, corruptly, SEYURGHAT,, blunderingly, SYCUR-

GHAL, SYKURGUL, H. (P. A.
Jlc^juj)

An assignment

of land revenue for charitable purposes : a jdffir or grant

of land revenue without any stipulation of military service

or other condition.

SWA, S. &c. (*gr) Own, self : in the neuter, Srvam (^), Own

peculiar or independent right or property : property in

general : in some of the dialects, the conjunct letter not

being capable of being written although pronounced cor-
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rectly, Sroa, is represented by Su-va, sometimes abbreviated

to Su, as it is in Latin Su-us : in Tamil, accordingly, it

is written Su (0t\ Suva (StGLJ), and Swam is written

Su-vam, (<5r61Jm): it also occurs Som (GS'ITLD).

Sivachchhanda, S. (ydr<0 Independent, wilful, following

one's own inclination : adv., of one's own will or accord.

Swadastur, Mar. (^Tf3T) Signature or other authentication

of a letter : used also with such words as khat, a writing,

written with one's own hand.

Srva'i, Beng. (7R>) Own right or property.

Swan, Tam. (<0r6LirT<3OT) A proprietor, a possessor.

Snasthan, incorrectly, Sarvusthdn, Mar. (S. ^WR, from

jgr, own, WR, place) Estate, landed property.

Swatantra, S. (^TrN
1

, from ^, own, TN, will) One who

is independent, or acts for himself: one who is legally

entitled to act without control or guardianship.

Swatantram, S. ('^ifa) Own will or purpose : in Tamil,

in which it is in most common use with a modified ac-

ceptation, it is pronounced in the same manner, but is

variously written as Sutantaram, or Sutandaram, erro-

neously, Sivatantaram, Sotundrum, or Sotuntrum, (&i-

sn^ejtTil)), also Srvatantryam (cfSeiJsn^rflr/lLUU)),

Srvdtantryam, S. (^nfat) Own or independent property,

hereditary right, either to real or personal property, or to

privileges, perquisites, or fees : also any fee or perquisite

claimable by a proprietor from a hereditary or other culti-

vator of proprietary lands, either in his own right or in that

of a coparcenary body of proprietors.

Srvatantrahdran,Tam. (flVsn^ij&snTJOTT) An owner,

an heir, one who enjoys any property of his own right.

Swatantradittam, Tam.
(cSrSjr^fJ^llLL-LQ)

Certain fees

of corn in straw before threshing, received by the Mirusddrs

in the Tamil provinces : any fee or privilege claimable by

the village servants, musicians, or the like.

Smatwa, S. (Wr<() Ownership, proprietary or peculiar right.

Swattvatydyapatra, S. &c. (*<Jrii*ll
J l*H) A deed of con-

veyance or of gift ; any document conveying away pro-

prietary or peculiar property or rights.

SWADHA, S. &c. (^rvt) An exclamation used at the presen-

tation of oblations to fire or to the manes, or at the closing

term of a short prayer to them.

SWADHYAYA, S. &c. termini) The reading or study of the

Vedas.

SWAGATAM, S. &c. feTPTiT, from W, well, and^Tff, come)

Welcome.
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SWAMI', S. &c. (*jH*fl), SWAMI, or SAMI, from the latter of

which comes the common corruption in the south of India,

SAWMY, Tam. (<9r6LUTLDl , <E?rTLol) A master, an owner, a

husband, a lord : a title given to idols in the south of India,

and thence is often borne by individuals : it is also ap-

plied especially as a title to the head of a religious order

or establishment : used sometimes honorifically in the

Telugu plural Smdmulu (<J~"^c&X)CO).

Swdrni-, or Sdmi-bhogam, corruptly, Sawmy-boyum, Tam.

(aoJITLDl- ^rTuSlSurrSUl, S. ^rflft, and >Ttn, enjoy-

ment) The proprietor's or landlord's right : in the Tamil

country it means the share of the produce or the rent which

is paid to the Mirimdar or hereditary proprietor by the

tenant cultivator holding the land in farm for a fixed period.

In Malabar and Karnata it is the fee or acknowledgmentO

paid by the mortgagee or tenant, often no more than

a peppercorn rent, to the Janmkar or birthright pro-

prietor: it also signifies any grant or contribution for

an idol.

Smdmitmam, or Srvdmyam, S. &c. (t^ftM, Hiwj) Master-

ship, lordship, ownership : the rights, privileges, or autho-

rity of a superior or master : in Marathi, also the share

(of the products of a contract or farm) due to him who

holds it directly of the state from one who, under him,

holds or manages the concern.

SWANUBHOQAM, Tam. ((StQJrTguSurTSUi.S. ^, own,"?ra,

according to, and HPT, enjoyment) The occupation or en-

joyment of an estate by the proprietor himself, or, if leased

to another, an acknowledgment from the tenant that he

holds the land under the proprietor.

SWANVAYA, S. (^T^T) A person of the same lineage as the

proprietor or owner.

SWARAJ, erroneously, SEWRAJ, Mar. (^TTTIT, from S. ^, own,

^f3^,
a ruler) The share of the revenue claimed by the

Marathas from any conquered country, the same as the

Ckauth, q. v.

SvvARNAM, S. &c. (l^ii), Tam. (0f6LKJCCT<3OTlii), also SOR-

NAM, Tam. (GS'irCTSOTOTlL) Gold, money.

Swarndddyam, or Sorndddyam, corruptly, Surnadayum,

Sonardyem, Saunardyem, Sournaydyem, Sournydiam,
Tam. (<5t6U Cr<5OT(6?5)-, or G<5rriJ<5ar(5n)SrTUJLb) Rent

or revenue receivable in money, not in kind.

SWARUPAM, S. &c. (y<bM) Natural form, inherent property

or nature : it is sometimes used in the dialects for pro-

perty in land or money, an estate.
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SWA 1ST, S. (^ftct) A term of address or benediction often

commencing a document or inscription (from W, well, and

^rfigr, it is).

SWASTHA, S. &c. (ytVJ, from ?T, well, and HH , who stays

or is) Well in body and mind, healthy, prosperous, happy.

Sndsthyam, S. &c. (yRZfl) The condition of being well in

all respects : in Maratha, also, having a comfortable subsis-

tence, as a pension or the like. Smdstyam, corruptly, Siva-

Wealth, property, especially Mirasi or hereditary land and

privileges possessed by Brahmans.

Sivastiyamddr, corruptly, Smastriumdar, Tarn.
(P.^lj,

who

has) The holder of hereditary property and privileges.

SWAYAM, S. &c. fen* ) Of one's self, by one's self

Sreayamdatta, S. (from ^W, given) Self-given, applied to

a son by one form of adoption.

Srvayamkrita, S. (from WJt , made) Self-made, the same as

the son self-given.

Sroayamupdyata, S. (TTl^TiT, arrived) Self-come, a son in

one form of adoption: see the preceding. See also Putra.

Swayamvaru, S. C^T*^) The public selection of a hus-

band by a princess or lady of rank from among a number

of assembled suitors, a practice that prevailed in the heroic

ages of the Hindus.

SWECHCHHA, or SWAICHCHA, S. ^T33, ;&5, from *5, own,

and ^^T, wish, putra, understood, or Smcchhaputra,&c.)

A son adopted by a woman of her own accord and autho-

rity, without permission from her husband.

SWETAMBAKA, S. &c. (vjrilHcfO A religious mendicant wear-

ing white garments, especially applicable to one of the

two great divisions of the Jains.

SWOPARJITA, corruptly, SHOPARJIT, S. &c. (^, self, TTJlfihr.

acquired) Acquired by a person's own exertions, property,&c.

SYAMA, S. &c. (^TWI, fern, of ^T?, black) A goddess, a

form of Kali.

Sydmdpiijd, S. ($m*4|ih>{l) Worship of Sydmd, celebrated

on the last day of Aswin, or in the month Kartik.

SYAMAKA, vernacularly, SHAMA, and SHYAMAK, (311114 4-,

H. ll , Mar. 3HIlch) A kind of grain in general use

among the poorer classes (Panicum colonum) : the stalk

forms good fodder for cattle.

SYAWAKH, Hindi (wraf) A name given to five handfuls or

small heaps of grain set apart by Mohammadan cultivators

in the north-west provinces for the poor in the name of

their saints or Pirs.
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TAAHUD, TAHUD, TAHOOD, corruptly, TOAHIDY, H. (A.

from i\$c dhd, to promise) Promise, agreement : lease,

contract : a revenue lease, a farm of the revenue, an en-

gagement with the government or its representative for the

payment of the public revenue, which may be made sepa-

rately, even by the coparceners in a joint estate, each be-

coming responsible for his own proportion.

Taahud-ddr, H.
(P.^lt),

who has) One who has entered

into an engagement for the public revenue due on his own

share : the holder of a farm or lease.
>

TAAYYUL, TAYOOL, corruptly, TYOOL, TYYOOL, H. (A. <J>X*j ,

from (Ja, to support) Land held in Jdgir by a member

of a royal family, an appanage : it is now applied espe-

cially to certain lands held by the king of Delhi, or mem-

bers of his family in the neighbourhood of Dehli, or to some

held by the king of Oudh : it formerly designated lands

granted in Jagir burthened with special services, or some-

times paying a quit-rent : (this is stated with respect to,

what is no doubt a typographical error, Tycul. 5th Rep. 639).

Tdayyul-shdhi, H. (P. xlw , a king) The royal domain ; land

in Delhi and the neighbourhood, the occupants of houses

on which pay ground-rent to the king.

TAALLUK,TAALLUKAH, orTAALLUKAT, commonly TALUK,

TALOOK, corruptly, TUALLOOQ, TUALLOOOA, H.(A. ^jlw,

<)JiLj ,from J^c , to suspend from or depend upon), TALUKA,

Mar. (TfnjoRT), Tel. (" X)~5") Connexion, dependence:

possession, property : a dependency, a district, a division of

a province: an estate, applied to a tract of proprietary land

usually smaller than a Zamindari, although sometimes in-

cluding several villages, and not unfrequently confounded

with a Zamindari, held, in Bengal at least, at a fixed amount

of revenue, hereditary and transferable as long as the re-

venue is paid : a Taluk was sometimes granted by the

Mogul government at a favourable assessment as a mark

of favour, or on condition of clearing and cultivating waste

lands : in the Regulations fixing the permanent settlement

Taluks were considered of two kinds; 1. Huzuri (from

jy&>- , the state), of which the revenue was paid direct to

the government or its officers : these were called also in-

dependent Tdlvks, and the holders were classed with Za-

mindars, or proprietary landholders; and 2. Mazhuri (from

j^Jm, specified), of which the holders paid their revenue

through the intervention of a superior, as a Zamindar or

other proprietor : these were termed
'

dependant Tdluhs ;'

GL
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they were hereditary and transferable as long as the revenue

was paid, but lapsed to the superior on failure of heirs :

they were also termed Mufassil, or Shdmili Taluks. In the

north-west provinces a Taluk presents various peculiarities,

but it is defined an estate, the profits of which are divided

between different proprietors, or classes of proprietors, the

one superior, the other inferior
;

the former being usually

an individual who, either by a grant from the sovereign,

by favour of local functionaries, or by voluntary acts of the

people, has become the intermediate agent for the revenue,

collecting it from the people, and paying it to the govern-

ment after making such deductions to cover his risk and

assure his profits as he may be entitled to by the stipula-

tions of the grant, or by local custom : the holder of such

a Taluk exercises legally no right of interference with the

proprietary and hereditary rights of the cultivators, except

in some cases, where, from peculiar circumstances, the in-

ferior claimants have been absorbed in the person of a

single Tdlukddr : many modifications of rights, many more

or less obscure, are said to exist between the individual

Tdlukddr and the inferior proprietor. Ben. Reg. i. ii. iii.

viii. xliv. 1793
;

ii. iii. 1803; ix. xii.1805; xix. 1814; vii.

xi. 1822; v. 1831. Act viii. 1805.

Tadllukddr, Tdlukddr, H. (P.jb, who has) The holder of

a Taluk : in some places a government officer
; a collector

of revenue from the cultivators, either on behalf of the

state or of the farmer of the revenue, whose undue exac-

tions it is his duty to prevent.

Tadllukddri, Tdlukddri, corruptly, Talookdarry, II. (P.

c^'b, having) The tenure, office, or estate of a Tdlukddr.

Taallukddri-hak, H. (A.
I

X-
,
a right) The dues or allow-

ances payable to the Tdlukddr in addition to his stipu-

lated proportion of the assessment.

Tadllukah-jadid, H. (from A. JoJ^, new) Lit., New de-

pendencies, a term applied to tracts annexed to the Za-

mindars of Vijayanagara (.Vizianagram), being acquired

by encroachments on the bordering estates.

Taalluhah-kadim, H. &c. (A, *JjJ, old) Old possessions ;

applied especially to the portions of the Vijayanagara

estate held originally by the Zamindar.

Tadllukah-mdlzdmini, corruptly, Talookek-mahlzaminee, H.

A. JU , and ^j^j , surety) Dependencies on Vijayanagara

in consequence of its Zamindar being responsible for the

realisation of their revenue to the government

Taallukah-zabardasti, H. (P. ^UJ/y, violence) Estates
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seized by the Zamindar of Vijayanagara from his neigh-

bours by violence.

Ausat Taluk, (?) Beng. A minor or dependent Tdluk :

one included within another (?).

TAATI, A. (^1*1,
from

^lac , to deliver) Giving recipro-

cally: in law, mutual surrender, when the vendor of an

article hands it to the purchaser and he returns the price

of it without either party speaking : such sale is valid

according to the Sunni lawyers ; invalid according to the

Shias.

TABA, also, TABI, H. &c. (A.
jjJ, jj'J) Following, depen-

dent, obedient, a follower, a dependant.

Tdbiddr, H. (^liWJ), Tdbeddr, Mar. Cffl^R) Dependent,

a dependant, a follower, a subject.

Tdbiddr!, A.
(i^'j^olj), Tdbeddri, Mar. (HT^^TCt) De-

pendence, allegiance, subjection.

Tdbiun, or Tdbdin, A. y)*^ , j.^*^ > plurals of oil) Fol-

lowers, especially designating the successors of the com-

panions of Mohammad, or the contemporaries of the com-

panions whose relations of the sayings and doings of the

prophet, as they received them from the companions, form

part of the Sunna, or traditional law.

Tabd-i-tdbiun, A. (^yot.-jj) The followers of the followers,

the successors of the Tdbiun, from whom they received

traditions respecting Mohammad, which they repeated, and

which, although of inferior weight, are of authority in the

body of the traditional law of the Mohammadans.

TABARRAK, H. (A.
(^JJf>)

A benediction: sacred relics: a

portion of presents, or of what is left of food presented to

great men, given to their attendants : commutation for an

offering incumbent upon a religious mendicant holding

some endowment.

TABARRU, A. (syJj) Doing any thing voluntarily, giving

gratuitously.

TABASHIR, H. (A.^iUls) Bambu manna, a siliceous deposit

in the joints of the bambu.

TABDIL, H. (A. (JJiXjJ) Change, alteration, substitution.

TABI, (?) The hot- weather crop, sown in the cold and reaped

in the hot-weather season. Northern Sarkars.

TABKATIA, (?) H. A class of Mohammadan religious men-

dicants, followers of S/tdh Maddr : they dress in black,

wear a chain round their ankles, and carry a small drum :

they sometimes lead about monkeys and bears, and are a

low and offensive race.

TABLAK, H. (A. jbJ) A bundle or file of papers.
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TABUT, H. (A. cujj'o)
A coffin, a bier : the representation or

model of the mausoleum of Hosain carried in procession

in the Moharram : under the Marathas, a tax levied on

the Mohammadans for permission to carry the Tdbut.

TACIT, TANCH, Mar. (71^, tfa ,
from the English 'attach

Seizure of a person's property under a decree of court
;

also the writ or warrant

TACHCHAN, Mai. (f5)^jnf6) A carpenter, a stonemason,

from the S. Tahshaka, q. v.

TACHAN, TANCHAN, Mar. (TTOff, ?falj) A memorandum,

a matter noted down, the paper on which it is written.

TAD, or TAR, Hindi (WT3) The palmyra tree. See Tal.

TADA, TADU, vulgarly, TODA, TODU, Beng. (\5Tf, \sF)

South : north : terms used in the village register or chitta

to designate the relative bearings of the farms or fields of

cultivating occupants.

TADAD, H. (A. dljjo), TAIDAD, Beng. Oat^f) Number,

numbering, computation, estimate : a list, a specification

or enumeration: registry of an estate in the collector's

office : annual calculation or requisition of the produce of

an estate.

TADAKHAL, H. (A. Jo-ljo) Mutual entry : a mode of ap-

portioning inheritance. See Tamdsul.

TADANA, or TARANA. S. &c. (iTTTST) Corporal punishment,

whipping, beating.

Taddrak, H. (A. cJ;ljj) Reparation, redress : means of

obtaining legal redress, as writings, witnesses, and the like :

punishment, chastisement, infliction of fines or punishment.

TADBIR, H. (A.^jJjJ) Council, deliberation, government:

in law, the post-obit manumission of a slave, a promise

to him that he shall be free on his owner's demise.

TADIB, H. (A. <_^.>i)l!) Correction, chastisement : admonition.

In law, the admonition to be given by the judge to parties

convicted of venial offences.

TAFRIK, H. (A. ^jjiu) Separation, division : separate or

individual interest or responsibility : in law, a judicial

divorce, one pronounced by the Kdzi, as distinguished from

one executed by the husband himself on his own authority.

TAPHIRIKU, Tel. (S^>6SJ>) Allotment or apportionment

of the contribution or assessment levied on a village: it

is said to have been applied also to an extra assessment

or tax imposed upon cultivators holding an undue pro-

portion of rent-free lands, in addition to those assessed and

under cultivation.

Tafrik-ndma, H. (P. <uU, a document) A document or
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deed settling the shares and proportions claimed by different

parties.

TAFSIL, H. (A. Jxaw), TAPHSILU, Tel. (^>&> P
O3) Detail

particulars of an account, and the like.

Tafsilmdr, H.
(^l^b-aflj) Specifically, particularly, in detail.

TAGA, TUGGA, (?) H. A class of cultivators in the Delhi

district.

TAGADDAMA,Tel. (&X&&T*, from the A. S^^u) Business,

affair, matter.

TAGAPPAN, Tarn. tesuUOT) A father.

TAGAR, (?) H. A wide tin vessel in which opium is weighed.

TAGAVU, Kara. (OAe^J) Peremptory demand of payment

of money: a dispute, a law-suit: presents given to a

daughter by her parents on her marriage.

Tagavari, Taguvari, Tel. (&X35, &fo+)Q) A judge, an

umpire, an arbitrator.

TAGHAIR, H. (A. ^J^o) Alteration, change; adj., changed,

dismissed.

Taghiri, H. (A.
t^ij*->) Dismission, disgrace.

TAGHRIB, H. (A. l^^^ij) In law, banishment, transportation :

according to some it means only imprisonment, which is

a sort of banishment or separation from family and friends.

TAGULUBADI, Tel. (^XbeoSTSQ) Charges, cost.

TAHAJJUD, A. (J>s^) Prayers repeated at midnight by devout

Mohammadans, also Tahajjud-namdz, and Tahajjud-saldt.

TAHALUF, A. (<_Jt!W, from i M-<- , to take an oath) Con-

spiring, leaguing : in law, swearing both plaintiff and de-

fendant, which is practised in some cases.

Tahlif, A. (i_jylrs?) Exacting an oath.

TAHA^, H., Mar. (,jl, TT?t) There, at that place ; but in

Mar. it is used only in official papers, and before official

designations, as, Tahdn-Pdtil, the Patil of that place ;

Tahdn-Kamavisddr, the agent of such a district (the

nasal final is very slightly sounded, but the word is incor-

rectly written Tahd).

Tahdn-haydt or -haydd, Mar. (wft^Tfif -3, tahdn, for P.

U, until, and A. euUa-, life) Until death, as long as

life lasts, a phrase confined to official documents.

TAHARAT, TUHH, H. (A. (JUj(^o , j^s) Purity, period of

purity, ceremonial purification, washing either entirely or

partially, as by Ghasl ((J*<*i), bathing, or Wazu or Wuzu

(j^j), partial ablution, washing the face, mouth, hands,

arms, and feet, in a particular order : when water cannot

be procured for this purpose sand may be substituted, which

ceremony is fermed Tayamim, but ablution with water
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must be performed as soon as possible after the dry puri-

fication, or the latter is nullified.

TAHAHI-O-PHALI, Hindi (TTirf'sft^) A phrase in a lease

of a mango orchard implying transfer of the ground, as

well as of the fruit Puraniya.

TAH-BAZARI, H.
(tjf;!jU$j,

from P. *>, place on which any

thing is situated, and^jU), TABAJARI, Tel. (<r
o
Er83~r

6)

A tax or charge levied on the sellers of articles in a bazar,

either in money or kind, as the rent of the ground on

which their shops or stalls are placed : this was abolished

by Bengal Reg. xxvii. 1793.

TAH-KHANA, or TAHI-KHANA, corruptly, TYE-KHANA, H.

(P. <, underneath, and djli-, a house) An apartment

under ground, or so situated as to be impervious to the sun.

TAHKI'K, H. (A. JfJ&sr', from
,Jr>-,

truth) Inquiry, inves-

tigation, searching for, ascertaining the truth of a matter

(the plur. Tahkihdt, is similarly used).

TAHKIM, H. (A. *J^sr, from **-) Placing a person in

authority : in law, arbitration ; also, investing a person

with authority to decide a dispute.

TAHLI'L, (A. Jjl^) Making any thing or act lawful (haldl)

which was not so before : dispensation under certain con-

ditions from observance of the law. (With a different A)

Tahlil (Jd^) Repetition of the Mohammadan creed,

'

There is no God but God: Mohammad istheprophetof God.'

TAHNAMA, blunderingly, THANAMAR, Mar. (rt^HIHI, from

the P. <tol)^j) A treaty of peace : a bill of articles or

items agreed upon by two parties.

TAHHI'R, corruptly.TuHEREER, TEREER, H. (A-^sc) Writ-

ing, writing correctly : a written statement : a fee for

writing the manumission of a slave.

Tahrir, corruptly, Thureer, Mar. (dig00 Fees paid from

the money levied or set aside for village expenses paid to

the Despdndyd, for his establishment : under the Maratha

government these were also payable to the Pharnis, and

Muzamddr.

Tahariru, Karn. (SSb&^OO) A fee or per centage allowed

to superintendants of public works.

TAHSIL, TUHSEEL, less correctly, TEHSIL, TEHSEEL, H., but

adopted in all the dialects, (A. (Jju:s: , from J-ol-), Mar.

CBIW^XTEHESIL, Guz. (flt^^U<H) Collection, especially

of the public revenue derived from the land : the revenue

collected: in the Dakhin a statement prepared and kept

by the village accountant of the persons from whom the

revenue is receivable, and the amount due by each.
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Tafisilddr, H. (^ojj-flac
1

) A native collector of revenue,

a native officer collecting the revenue from a given tract

under a Zamindar, or the European collector : in the

Madras territories he acts also as an officer of police. Ben.

Reg. ii. 1793 ; iii. 1794 ; viii. 1797 ;
xxvii. 1803. Mad.

Reg. xxvii. 1802; ii. 1803 ; xi. 1816.

Tahxilddri, H. (^liilxasr) The office, duty, or jurisdiction

of a native collector; the district of which he collects the

revenue usually consisting of one or more Parganas, and

yielding revenue to the extent of two or three Lakhs of

rupees : a tax levied under the Moghul government to pay

the allowances of the Tahxildars.

Tahylddr-nishdnddr, H. (P. ^jttJ,
a mark or emblem of

office) A duly appointed and responsible native collector.

Tahsil-dirvdni, H. (P.
c,i|jJ>>)

Collections of revenue pay-

able into the public treasury.

Tahsil-jdbitd,Tel. (&T<4ewSZ^'S5"3"'
>

) Daily account of

payments made by the cultivators to the collector.

Tahsil-muharrir, H.
(jj=s*>

a writer) A clerk or accountant

in the revenue department.

Tahsll-puraja, Tel. (c^OSJ, q. v.) A daily cash account

kept by the village accountant under the collector, of the

revenue payments of the cultivators, and of the village

disbursements.

Tahsil-saranjdmi, H. (J>rsr^ , effects) Charges of collection :

an additional charge formerly levied to defray the expense

of collection.

Tahsil-rvasilat, H.
(iLusjl-XorS

1

) The amount realised by

the collector of a district, whether on behalf of a Zamindar

or the government.

Tahsil-i-ydd, Mar. (P. Ob, remembrance) A memorandum

of daily payments of revenue by the cultivators.

Khds-tahsil, H. (A. ^ls>-, especial) The collection of the

revenue by the government or its officers direct from the

cultivators.

TAHUT, or TAHUD, corruptly, TAOOD, Beng. (\5t?*M ^\f*i>
. <^ *.

from the A. iXjc; Agreement, settlement, stipulated rent,

a lease, or deed of lease.

Tdhud-ddr, corruptly, Taooddr, Beng. (valp^iflfl) One
<\

holding a lease of land, &c., at a stipulated rent.

TAHVI'L, TAHWIL, corruptly, TEVEEI,,H.&C. (Jjj=r , enr^ft^)

Change, transfer : charge, trust, especially cash in the keep-

ing of a person appointed to take care of it ; hence some-

times a treasury, the collector's treasury: also, funds,

capital.
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Tahvilddr, corruptly, Toliroeeldar, H. (P. j\3 , who has) A

cashier, a treasurer : in Sindh, a collector of revenue.

Tahvilddri, H. (<_;liJ, having) The office or duty of a

cash-keeper, charge of cash or collections.

Tahvil-tasarruf, H. (A. (J^-cj , q. v.) Embezzlement.

TAi, H. (^U) A paternal uncle's wife : a father's elder bro-

ther's wife.

Tdid, H. (WJ) A father's elder brother.

Tdird-bhdi, H. d^l^U) A father's elder brother's son :

f. Tdird-bahin, (^Q, a sister) A father's elder brother's

daughter.

TAI, commonly, TYE, Tarn, (coos) The tenth Tamil month

(January-February.)

TAI, commonly, TYE, Mai. (6>6>flJ>) A young plant in general.

TAI, Kara. (^OSO) A mother.

TAID, plur. TAIDAT, H. &c. (A. JoU , i^JjoU) Aid, assis-

tance : corroboration : an extract from a public register

or other document of authority in confirmation of a

claim.

Tdul-navis, H. (^kjJjau) An assistant clerk or accountant :

an apprentice.

TAIFA, H. (A. tou^a) Nocturnal patrol or watch: a troop,

a company, especially of dancing girls and musicians
;

applied commonly, as well as its plur. Tarcaif, to any in-

dividual of the troop, especially to a female : in the Dakhin

it is also applied to any class or set of persons following

the same occupation, or, originally, from the same place,

and taxed collectively.

TAIHJUR, Hindi (ihrsrt) Weighing. Chota Nagpur.

TAIL, Thug. A company or individual who have escaped

sharing the fate of a murdered party by having been left

behind.

TAIN, plur. TAI'NAT, corruptly, TYNAUT, H. (A. ^jju, dJU*-")

Appointment, deputation, engagement, business. Mar. TAI-

NAT (rtitn) A military charge or command : general con-

trol or management : stipend, salary.

Talndt't, H. (^U-Mo) Object or duty of an appointment,

attendance, tour of duty. Taindti, Mar. (ffanft), adj. Sti-

pendiary : made over to, as a body of troops from one

commander to another : assigned, as a town or district :

in Hindustan it also sometimes designates an inferior

functionary, or Peon, appointed by the proprietor of an

estate to assist in collecting the rent or revenue from the

cultivators.

Taindt-jdbtd, Mar. (fNlfHWrfl, from A. dlajle, an official
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document) A muster-roll of pay or salaries, or of those to

whom they are paid.

TAlRKHANA, H. (A. ^jlls, a bird) An aviary: a charge on

the revenue, or a special tax, for the expenses of the im-

perial aviary at Delhi.

TAJA-KALAM, Mar. CiTMIoh$H ,
from P. gjU, fresh, and A.

jjj, apen),TAJA-KALAMU,Tel. (<T
>

83~
T
5e>&X>) A post-

script, an appendix, a new paragraph.

TAJIR, H. (A. .=-lJ) A merchant, a trader.

Tajdrat, H. (A. ci^W) Trade, traffic, the business of a

merchant or dealer.

TAJKAHA, Mar. (flafoHl, from A. S^&,a writing) A frau-

dulent entry or appropriation, an item of peculation.

Tajhar-nis, Mar. (iHToirOTfa) An officer of the Maratha

government whose office it was to detect peculation.

Tajkar-navisi, or -nifi, Mar. (rTTliT!fVsft, -f^fl
1

) The

duty of checking or detecting peculation.

TAjvfz, or TAJWIZ, vernacularly,T Ajwij, H. (A.^f^K" , fTSf^far)

Investigation, inquiry, examining : judgment, sentence.

Tajtiiz-ndma, H. (P. <uL>, a document) A written decree,

judgment, or resolution.

TAK, H. (P.
Ji'U=)

An arch, a cupola ; applied also to a

mount or pillar set up as a boundary mark : hence any

mark or determination of boundaries.

Tdh-bast, corruptly, Thak-bust, H. (P. yji -;, a binding)

Laying down a boundary, fixing the limits of estates by

a native surveyor, preparatory to a professional survey by

a European officer.

TAKA, H. (S. &), Mar. (TORT), TAKA, Beng. (W) A coin,

the value of which appears to vary in different parts of

India : in Hindustan it is said to be a copper coin equal

to two paisas ;
in the Dakhin it is called an aggregate of

four paisas, or one ana, or an aggregate of sixteen paisas,

or in Guzerat of three : in Bengal it is synonymous with

a rupee : in all the dialects it is laxly used for money in

general.

TAKA, also, but ? if correctly, TAK, corruptly, TUKKA, Mar.

(TORT) A land measure, varying in different places : it is

sometimes considered equal to a Chdrcar= 24 Rukas, or

120 square biffhds : according to a different statement it

is a seventy-second part of a Chdrcar. and to another it

is any division of a Chdrvar into equal parts, as a half,

a fourth, a twentieth, &c. : others make it 4 bighds, others

again 48 bighds : in Kamaon it is half a bisi.

TaJtdbdndi, Mar. (ZcfiHrfO Fixing the land-tax at so much
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per Takd : settled or estimated according to the Takds it

contains (land) : keeping an account in Tahds (the copper

coin so named).

TAKABBAZ, A. (/.flisJ) Mutual surrender or silent exchange

of an article and its cost. See Taati.

TAKADUM, A. (,jlflJ, from A^', going before) Being ancient

or prior : in law, such an interval between the commission

of a crime and the giving of evidence respecting it, as

operates in bar of punishment.

TAKAFFAL, A. (tJAXJ) Taking security: becoming security

for another : bail.

TAKATTU, Tel, Kara. (eT'&i', from the A. e^o'lis, power)

Charge : pawn, pledge, mortgage.

TAKAVI, corruptly, TUCKAVY, TUCCAVY.TUCKAY, TUCKAIR,

TAGAKEY, H.
(^jljij,

from t/y, giving strength to, or

assisting), Tel., Karn. (5"S^b), TAGAI, TAGAYI, Mar.

(d'llj, ri'MVl) Advances of money made by the govern-

ment to the cultivators at the time of sowing, especially

in the south of India, where the Ryotwari settlement pre-

vails, to be repaid when the crop is gathered : similar ad-

vances are made in bad seasons, and the like, or sometimes

made to the cultivators to enable them to extend their cul-

tivation. Ben. Reg. ii. xiv. 1793. Mad. Reg. xxvii. 1802;

i. 1803.

Takdvi-kaikdgada, Kara. (oO~c)t>a^5~c)XQ) A bond

or note of hand given by the cultivators in acknowledge-

ment of advances received.

Takdvi-patratmi, Tel. (from S. xnr) A written acknowledge-

ment for advances given by the cultivators to the collector.

TAGADI, TAGADE, Kara. (~7^3&, ~fi~S<), also TA-

GAvu, q. v. Importunity in urging the settlement of a claim

or payment of a debt, dunning : in the south of India, for-

merly, enforcing payment by various modes of annoyance,

as by stationing persons at the house of a debtor from morn-

ing to night at his expense for their daily hire ; obstructing

the conveyance of water into the debtor's dwelling, or cook-

ing in it : the creditor sometimes took his station himself

at his debtor's door, threatening to do himself personal

injury (this process is the same as the S. Dkarana (v^Tff)

and H. Dharnd
(Li/bO), or Dharnd-baithnd (UuJLwljy&j)

to sit in dharnd for the sake of extorting compliance with

any demand, a practice now prohibited) : also suing a creditor

m a court of law, whence it comes to signify any suit at

law, or the prosecution of any claim by legal means.
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Tagddd-ddr,or Tagddd-gir,Mar. (H'lldl^K. -*fto An officer

under the Maratha government appointed to enforce the

demands of the state against defaulting cultivators : in

Hindustan a Takdzd-, or Takdz-yir, implies a person

appointed by a capitalist to collect debts due to him.

Tagdd-ddr,Tagddi-kh6r,Kani. (3~7rsg36, ^-J^Q^Q^)
A dun, a creditor who is urgent for payment.

TAKBIR, H.
(A.^-wSo) Repetition of the Mohammadan belief

in God, or Allah-u-alibar, God most great : in Hindustan

it is multiplied by various repetitions to the same effect :

it is also considered as the especial war-cry of the Moham-

madans.

TAKDIMA, H. (A. Ai\sJ) Final adjustment or audit of an

account.
w

TAKHALLUF-I-YAUMIA, H. (A. <Kx<
JJM

!= ) Fraud in pay-

ment of a pension (?).

TAKHAHUJ, (A.
j-j'-sS')

In law, a composition entered into

by joint heirs to property, by which some relinquish their

shares for a specific payment : partition of an estate amongst

themselves by the lawful heirs.

TAKHFIF-I JAMA, H. (A. < ftAAsf , abatement) Abatement or

remission of revenue.

TAKHLIA, A. Gulrsr) Vacating: in law, extinguishment, tacit

or declared, of all right by the seller in an article which

he has sold : manumission of a slave : divorce of a wife.

TAKHMINAN, H. (A. ^U-M^c) By estimate, conjecture, or ap-

praisement, about, more or less.

Tagmina, orTakmini, (? a vernacular form of the preceding)

H. A general survey statement of village lands, the same

as the Kkasra, q. v.

TAKHsis, corruptly,TUCKSEES,T[;KKSHEESH,H. (A. (^^uuisr)

Appropriation, appropriating, particularizing.

Takhnft, H. (A. ^-u /re1

) Special, appropriate, not liable

to division.

Talihsisi-tddluk, H.
(,ji*i ^^flJUaic

1

) An undivided taluk,

one held entire by an individual.

Takhsis-jama-bandi, H. d_sjJo o- ^i^j') A particular

statement of the assessment concluded with the revenue-

payers under the Mohammadan governments : also the

standard assessment of Toral Mai, as corrected by Jafir-

ali-hhan in 1772 : see Tashkhix.

TAKHT, H. (P. u^ir) A throne, a chair of state: also, as

an abbreviation of Takhta, a plank, a platform.

Takht-nithin, H.
(^JviJ c^isr) The reigning sovereign.

Taliht-posh, H. (^^J osc-') A covered stage or platform.
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Tahht-rawdn, H. (from P.
^ly, going) A litter, especially

for females or persons of rank.

TAKHTA, H. (AJisr), TAKTA, Mar. (jtm) A plank, a plat-

form : also, in Mar., a tabular statement, the heading of

such a statement

Takhta-, or Tahht-rawdn, H.
(^I^Alsr), Takt-rdnrva, Mar.

(TT^far) A plank or platform on which public performers,

singers, and dancers, are carried on men's heads in festival

and religious processions : (this seems to be erroneously

identified with the compounds of Tah/it.),

TAKHT-TARAJ, H. (P. iji and
^ , both meaning de-

vastating) Depredation, laying waste (a country) : havoc.

TAKHYIR, A. (^Ai-U) In law, giving an option or choice.

TAKI, (?) Beng. (apparently an error or local corruption of

Tdhd, q. v.) A rupee : a fee, a perquisite of one rupee :

interest on sight at the rate of one rupee "per cent.

TAKIA, H. (P. &&) A pillow : the stand or seat of a Fakir:

the spot where he usually abides, whether it be open or

enclosed.

Takid-ddr, H. (P. M, who has) A Mohammadan religious !

mendicant, a Fakir.

TAKI'D, H. (A. .uft), Mar. (rfl4l$), Tel., Karn. (*

Injunction, warning, direction, an order from a superior.

Tdkid-chit/it, Mar. (KTofi^f^yV) A letter of injunction, a

written mandate or direction.

Tahidddr, Mar. (rilohli^U.) A person sent to give injunc-

tion or warning : a sentinel stationed to keep back strag-

glers or camp-followers from a field or village.

Tdkidi-kdgada, Karn. (3~96?aO~SX) A written order

or injunction.

TAKI'NA, (?) H. A cess paid in lieu of proportion of fodder,

or the fodder itself : rents of a number of houses collected

by an agent

TAKIT, H. (A. i*^j>) A monied man in a village appointed

to collect the shares of the assessment from the villagers

and pay them to the principal revenue-payer, or Mdlguzdr.

TAKO, Guz. (2%l) Interest of one per cent, per mensem:

a copper coin varying in value from two to four Paisas.

See Tahd.

TAKKAT,, Mar. (ri<fc4J&, from the
A.jl^o; see the next)

Discrepancy', inconsistency (in a narration), a fabrication,

a story invented to deceive.

TAKRAR, H. (A. t^j).
Mar. (riH,ir) Dispute, contention,

quarrel, a quarrel or dispute : in Mar. also, a statement

in disproof or disallowal (as by litigants).
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Takrdr-khafif, H. (A. L_SJA=-, petty) A petty quarrel or

disturbance.

TAKRI, (?) Tel. A weight for metals equal to five kachchd

sers. Northern Sarkars.

TAKSHAKA, vernacularly, TAKSHAK, and TAKHKAK, S. &c.

(iT'EJcS) A carpenter, a stonemason.

TAKSIM, TUKSEEM, corruptly, TUCKSEEM, H. (A. *J**j)

Division, dividing, partition, sharing, distribution of the

assessment of the revenue upon the several subdivisions of

an estate or district, the same as Talisim-jama, Mar. (wR-

$ffa) A portion, a share. Takkisamu, Tel. (_ &O)
Contributions raised amongst the inhabitants of a village

to defray the village expenses.

Tak.nm-ddr, Mar. di^ni^iO A sharer, the holder of a

share, either of land perquisites or privileges : one who

receives a portion at a division of property.

Taksimi, H.
(^>>JuJu) Divisible, portionable, liable to par-

tition, according to allotment, &c.

Taksim-jamd, H. (A. *&-+*>JM) In Mohammadan finance,

the distribution of the whole standard assessment among

the different territorial subdivisions, whether large or small,

a province, a Zamindari or a village : also, the apportion-

ments of the revenue payable by a village or estate amongst

joint proprietors.

Taksim-ndma, H. (P. </Jj, a document) A deed of parti-

tion amongst joint proprietors when ceasing to hold their

estate in common.

Takslm-pargana-ndr, H.
(j\^HJ^j> , according to pargana)

Subdivision of the whole assessment under the Moghul

government, according to the district divisions termed

part/anas: accounts of the standard assessment of each

pargana, extracted from the general rent-roll of the empire.
Ht

Tahsim-i-tadttuk, or Tahsim-bandi-tadlluh, H. (see
'jjlxi)

A Tdluk which was separately registered in the original

rent-roll, or Tumdr-jamd, of the land revenue of Hindustan,

and of which, under the British administration of Bengal,

the lands and assessment are unalterable : also a Tdluk

held in shares.

TAKSIB, H. (A. jJ^j) Fault, offence, crime.

TAK.UB, Mar.
(if^5^,

from A. tawakkvf, <

w^:, delaying,

stopping) Suspension, stoppage : in a state of suspension,

as a public work, collection of revenue, &c. : the head under

which outstanding balances of revenue are entered pending

the decision of the superior authorities as to their realization

or remission.
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TaUubchitM, Mar. (cTSB^f^t) An order of suspension of
9,

revenue collections granted by the government, exempting'

persons for a time from the demands of the collector.

TAKUBADI, Karn. (8^&>>&) Extra expense.

TAKWET-KAUL,Or TAKWET-CHITHJ, Mar. (rra^TTcKTc-S -fayf,

from the A. Takviat
ci^-JjftJ,

confirmation) A temporary

deed of assurance : a paper or token granted by the state

to a payer of revenue, or a contractor, to be held until a

formal and regular agreement can be prepared

TAL, H. (JU) A pond, a pool, a piece of water.

TALA, vernacularly, TAL, TAB, TAu, S. &c.

Tn^5t),TA I,I,TA LJPPA Jf
Al,Tam.(^rTer

The palm tree, especially the Corypha (Corypha talliera) :

it is also very generally applied to the Palmyra (Borassus

flabelliformis), and laxly to many other trees of the same

class, as the cocoa-nut, date, and others.

Tdlipatra, vernacularly, Tdlpatra, or Tdlpdt, corruptly,

T&lipot, and Tdllipot, S. &c. (rif^m, rirgVlif) The leaf

of the Corypha palm tree, especially when dried and used

to form umbrellas or parasols, or when split into oblong

pieces and used for writing upon : also the tree itself.

TALA, or TAL, S. &c. (HT^S) Time in music, beating time,

tune : also, in Mar., a mound or bank raised in a field

to detain or turn off water.

TAL, Tarn, (sncrr) Stubble or stem of corn, of flowers,

and the like.

Taladi, Tarn. (srTsnUj.) A second cultivation on the same

ground.

Tdladippor, Tarn. (sneTTL^uSurrrj) A stack of grain

that has been winnowed by hand, but not yet trodden out

by cattle.

TALA, vernacularly, TAL, S. &c. (1^5), TALA, TALA, Mar.,

(Hc5, 7135) Surface, bottom, level or low ground.

Tal, plur. Taldon, H. (Jj'.^lt) Low grounds: in Mar.,

also the site of an encampment, a camp.

Talclmd, Hindi
(flc^reO Light land above clay, which

soon becomes soft and spongy in wet weather. Puraniya.

Taljhdrd, Mar. Ca^S, the bottom, and VRJ3T, a sweeping)

A thorough clearing or sweeping out:
fig., a thorough

search or investigation.

Talpat, Mar. (TraBtrj) Rain, desolation, devastation of a

country. Hindi (H$*K) Destruction of crops by the tram-

pling of cattle.

TALA, Mar. (S. TnggT) Agreement, correspondence, conformity

as of different accounts, statements, measures, &c.
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Tdleband, commonly, Tdlaband, corruptly, Tulldbund, Tal-

liblmd, Mar. (fTIdbi<) A treasury account shewing the

correspondence between the balance in hand and that which

should be left on a comparison of receipts and disburse-

ments : an abstract of the ledger or general account-book :

as a financial account, the monthly Tdleband forwarded

by the district revenue officers to the government exhibits

the receipts and disbursements of the preceding month, and

the balance at its close : the similar account furnished at

the end of the year contains a complete detail of the actual

receipts and disbursements of the year, as well as of the

outstanding balances at its beginning and at its close.

Tdleband-bdlrt, Mar. (A. ^JiU,
remainder) The balance of

revenue as shewn in the account at the end of the year.

Tdleband-goshwdra, Mar, (from the H. ijoshwdra, q. v.)

An abstract of the Tdleband account.

Tdleband-jama, Mar. (pn, from the A. >?-) The heading

under which the items of revenue are entered, which are

realised subsequently and in addition to the assessment

derived from concealed cultivation detected, or from land

taken into cultivation after the settlement of the assess-

ment.

TALA, Hindi (ZT^Tt) Quagmire, decayed vegetable matter or

stagnant water. Puraniya.

TALAB, TULUB, corruptly, TULLUB, H. &c. (t__Jis) Pay,

wages, salary : request, demand, petition : calling or send-

ing for, summons : demand of arrears of revenue.

Talabdna, corruptly, Tallubana, Tulbanna, H. (A. X'Uils)

Daily pay or fees to a subordinate officer of the court

charged with serving process, issuing summonses or writs,

payable by the parties on whom they are served. Ben.

Reg. xxvi. 1814. See xiv.

Talab-bdki, H. (.Jta) An account shewing the amount

due from each payer of the revenue, the sums realised and

balance due.

Talab-chhittli'i, H.
(^^4*-,

a note) A warrant, a summons,

a writ, a written demand for arrears of revenue.

Talab-dastak, H. (P. tLUuA a note) A summons, a writ,

a demand for payment of revenue.

Talab-ishhdd, H. (O^il, testimony) Claim made in the

presence of witnesses, especially by a claimant of the right

of pre-emption. See Shafa.

Talab-ndma, H. (P. &li, a document) A warrant, a writ,

a notice or summons.

TALAI, Tarn. (<3sO), TALA, Mai. (Bi) The head.
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Talachchennaval, Mai. (fmA6)^.)ffo-)CUtb) The principal

native collector of the revenue.

Talai-kattu-vari,Tam. (SefeOS<5LL6U 1^1)A tax on houses.

Talai-kdval, Tarn. (S)g00<5SrT61J&), Tala-ltdval, Mai.

(rtne_lc8jO(U(5D) The main or principal guard : the town

or village watch.

Talaimuttai-kdran, Tarn.
(^asOf^lLcTTit-SSrrrjCCT)

A

porter, one who carries a load on his head.

Talappanam, Mai.
(flne_la_J5v~Oo) Head-money, poll-tax.

Talappdtfam, Mai. (<3>e-lo_lOSo) Poll-tax, head-money.

Talaivan, Tarn. (s3s06U<X5T), Talavan, Mai. (W>aicuat>)

A head person, prefect, governor, director, a king, a priest,

an elder, an elder brother.

Talaivari, Tarn. (s3s06LJ r/1), Talavari, Mai. (WieanjfOl)

Poll-tax.

Talaivetli, Tam. (sa^GSLJlll^.) An executioner : a villain.

Talavila, Mai. (rtneaojlej) Fi rst selling price of grain or

other produce after harvest

Talah/adi, Tam. (sgeOLLJl^.) The first corn reaped and

threshed.

Talaiydna, Tam.
(^!feCUjrT(3OT) Principal, chief.

Talaiydna-attdtchi,Tam. feg60u_inr<50r=n4 rri^-<^) The

principal evidence.

Talaydri, corruptly, Taliar, Mai. (rtne-lCOJOOl) A head man,

a chief.

TAI.AI, Tam. (s&TT) A division in rice-fields, or a rice-

field divided into many beds.

TALAK, H. (A. JfB;) Divorce, dissolution of marriage,

whether reversible or irreversible, besides a divorce justified

by bodily or mental diseases or defects : various kinds are

recognised by Mohammadan law, as the following :

Taldk-i-ahsdn, A.
(^lwjs-1, most excellent), also Taldh-i-

bdin, A. (^b, separated) The most reputable kind of

divorce, in which the husband pronounces,
'

I have divorced

you
'
once before the Iddat or time of the woman's pro-

bation has expired : this is reversible.

Taldk-i-rajdi, (from
ja-y,

return) The form of divorce in

which the declaration of the husband to that effect is twice

repeated : also reversible.

Taldk-i-hum (
(.JM-, goodness), or Taldh-i-mutallaka (from

^a.lb,< , a divorced woman, perhaps from ^iia, absolute)

The form in which the husband pronounces three different

sentences of divorcement in as many months : this is irre-

versible, and the wife cannot be taken back until she has

been married and divorced by another man : (some strange
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perversion has changed this in Cuttack to Taldk-tuha) :

these three forms are classified as,

Taldk-i-sunna, Divorce, legal according to traditional law,

as opposed to the next;

Taldk-i-liddt, (c^JJ, innovation, heresy) Heterodox di-

vorce, in which the husband makes the usual declaration

three times in one month : this is deemed irreversible :

other modifications are

Taldk-kindiat, (&U/, metaphor) A divorce in which the

terms used, although not expressly declaring a divorce, are

legally sufficient.

Taldh-muajjal, ((JJjLjo) Divorce which is to take place at

a specified time
; also applicable to divorces under various

specified conditions.

Taldk-sarih, (^/*, clear) Divorce in which the declara-

tion is explicit: the following terms are also applied to

divorces :

Aila, q. v. Divorce consequent upon abstinence from co-

habitation for a given period.

Istixnd, (liiljul, excepting) Divorce declared with a re-

servation which may render the declaration null.

Khalu, (fii-, drawing out) Dissolution of marriage at the

suit of the wife, in which she agrees to make her husband

compensation for her loss by relinquishing to him an

adequate portion of her peculiar property, and by foregoing-

claim of dower.

Ldn,(^ , imprecation) Divorce upon accusation of adultery

by the husband, to be confirmed by him by his imprecating

upon her the curse of God, whereupon separation takes place.

Mubdrdt, (ei^lx*) Separation by mutual consent.

Yamin, (^J^j , a vow) A conditional divorce contingent

upon some future possible occurrence.

Zihdr, (j\$>, assisting) Divorce consequent upon a man's

comparing his wife to some female relative with whom

marriage is prohibited : a separation must take place until

proper expiation has been made.

Tafmiz-ul-taldh, (j^yu , referring to another) Divorce by

delegation : giving to a wife the option or liberty of being-

separated, or to a third person authority to pronounce a

separation between husband and wife.

TALAKI, A. (^^, a meeting) In law, forestalling the market

by meeting a Kafila and buying up the goods.

TALAM, Tam.
(^6DlL,

for the S. W^) A place, a site: a

town, a village : a temple : also, in the sense of place, TALAI,

Talam-kdval, corruptly, Talam-cavel, Tallvm-cawell, Tam.
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A guard, the main guard, village or

town guard or watch (it is more correctly Talai-kdval, q. v.)

Talari, corruptly, Tallary, Tullary, Tel. Karn. (&T),

Talaiyari, corruptly, Talliar, Tolli, Tolliar, Tarn.

(sSsOLUrrcfl) The village watchman, one of the subor-

dinate officers of a village.

Talattdr,Tam. (pi. SSOSSITCr) The principal town's-people.

TALAMBRALU, Tel. (^OOl^F^ew) Throwing rice over the

head of the bride und bridegroom at a marriage, for luck :

the rice so thrown.

TALAsH, H. &c. (A. ^illj) Search, inquiry.

Taldshi, H. &c.
(^-iili')

An inquirer, a searcher : an officer

who examines goods at a custom-house: also search, seek-

ing : fees formerly levied at Benares on persons leaving

the town, and liable to be searched.

TALATI, corruptly, TALLATY, Guz. (<"l<Hl<il) The village ac-

countant, usually in the employ of the government.

TALATI, TALATHI, Mar. Cff3517t, A&>\t\) Collection of re-

venue from the cultivators : the officer collecting it.

Taldtddr, Taldthddr, Mar. (iT^TT^K, 'KgjIJ^lO An officer

whose dnty it is to collect the sums due by the cultivators

to the government.

TALAVARA, Karn. (o^io c)0) A village watchman paid for

his services by a grant of land at a quit-rent.

TALI, (?) H. A fee paid to the Patrvdri out of the govern-

ment share on his taking an account of the crop.

TALI, corruptly, THULLKE, Mar. (TTgg^) A term for plunder,

arson, and murder, publicly perpetrated by the people of

one village upon those of another in satisfaction of the

exactions of a government officer, or of the claims of the

perpetrators : it has various other meanings, as, a platter

in which contributions are collected for presentation to an

idol, the slab of a hand mill, articles sent by a newly-

married boy to his young bride at her mother's house, &c.

TALI, corruptly, TALLY, Tarn. felTeiS]) A piece of gold, form-

ing either the centre or the sole ornament of a necklace,

which is tied on the neck of the bride by the bridegroom

at the time of marriage : the term and practice are common

to all the people of the peninsula.

Tdli-bottu, Tel.
(sPt)^^) The piece of gold which is

tied round the neck at marriage.

TALIKA, TALIKA, H. (A. iAJ^J , <XJbJjJ) An inventory, a

list of articles.

TALIMUNDA, Uriya (OIR.1^,) Land for sowing rice in seed

upon.
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TALJIAT, A. Gu=s") Forcing the will: in law, the inter-

pretation of a contract or engagement in a different sense

from that which the terms properly denote.

BaiA-i-taljiah, (jyjs"^)
A nominal sale, one in which

no sale has been effected, although by a belief in its reality

some object is attained by the seller : in law such sale is

of no effect, although the purchaser may declare it to have

been a bona-fide transaction.

TALKIN, H. (A.
(jJ&ij) Informing, instructing: the ceremony

of admitting a person into any order or society and initi-

ating him in its institutions.

TALLA, Mai. (^a.^.), TALLI, Tel. (5^) A mother.

Tallakura, Mat (fSi^^aaO) Inheritance, by the mother's

side : the mother's inheritance or portion.

Tallavari, Mai. (rai^^oJfOl) The mother's line.

TALLUPADIPATRAM, Tarn.
(^6fr(6Ti)Uuj.uu^fli7LQ)

An

invalid or rejected bond or voucher.

TALLUTAL, Tarn. (ssfr(6rTjS&) Putting away or divorcing

a wife.

Tallutalin-cltittu, Tarn. (>ffiT(5fT,s;6i51<3OT<^LL) A bill

or writing of divorce.

TALMADANGAL, Tarn. (e;rT6fni>l_lij<S&&) Close of the wet-

crop harvest.

TALPAT, (?) Guz. Land paying full rent or assessment, or

a half or other proportion of produce to the government,

as distinguished from lands held as private property, or at

a quit-rent, or rent-free.

TAMADI, H. (A. t_?J^ fr m t^*? what has lasted) A

long time, limitation of time, rules of limitation which

bar a civil prosecution.

TAMAKU.TAMAKHU, H. (jltJ , y(*5 , imr^, rUTO) Tobacco,

the plant or leaf : three kinds are distinguished, Tamdhu-

hdbuli, Tamahu-lohrd, and Tamdhu-mdhu : the last is

considered the best.

TAMALI, Beng. (U^1) An inferior caste of Hindus in Ben-

gal, usually petty retail dealers and shopkeepers.

TAMASH A, H. &c. (A. lUJ) Show, spectacle, a show, any

thing attracting and amusing spectators.

; TAMASUL, H. (A. (JoUJ) Equality : in Mohammadan law,

the division of an inheritance among the legal sharers when

their number and that of the shares is the same ; as for

instance, where there are four sharers having equal rights

severally to four shares, such numbers are termed Muta-

mdsul: other terms describe various modifications of the

principle of allotment as follow :
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Taddkhul, ((Ji-ljo) Concordance, when the number of shares

may be divided without remainder by the number of sharers,

as where there are nine shares and three sharers : the num-

bers are termed Mutaddhhul.

Tarvdfuk (^ly) Commensurability, the division of the

shares and sharers by a common divisor, as where there

are eight sharers and twenty shares, both divisible by four,

termed Mutarvafuk.

Tabdyun, (^^j) Incommensurability, when no third num-

ber will equally divide the numbers of shares and sharers,

as when they are severally nine and ten : the numbers

are termed Mutabdyun.

TAMASSUK, corruptly, TCJMMASOOK, TUMUSSOOK, TUMSOOK,

TOMSOOK, H. &c. (v^JJu.*J) A bond, a note of hand, a

written acknowledgment or engagement.

Tamassu)i-i-hd~ir-zdmini, H. (see Hazir-zdmini) A bond

or recognisance as a security for personal appearance : a

bond formerly given by Zamindars to the revenue officers

of the government on receiving the grant of a Zamindan

as a surety for their personal appearance whenever required

by the government or its officers.

Tamassuk-jdidddi, H. (P. jljoU-, q. v.) A bond hypothe-

cating property.

TAMB, TAMBARA, TAMBARA, Mar. (rlfa, Iffcm, rri^Rr)

Blight attacking a field of wheat.

TAMBALAVADti.Tel. ($CV$J^) A man of a mixed caste,

the offspring of a female Brahman by adulterous intercourse

with a Brahman : he is commonly a priest in a temple

of Siva.

TAM BAN, Mai. (<mPO_jOnrt>) A prince, a member of a royal

family.

Tambdfti, Mai. (rtncruOSjl) A princess, a female of royal

descent.

Tamil, Mai. (flDPTul) A younger brother : the title of the

Raja of Travankur.

TAMBIH, H. (A. ")LUJJ) Correction, admonition: in law, ad-

monition to be given by the judge to parties guilty of venial

offences.

TAMBULA.TAMBUU, S., but adopted in all the dialects, some-

times slightly modified, as TAMUU, TAMBOLI, TAMBLI,

&c.
(iri|^r -cjft) Piper betel ; also the pungent leaf of it

rolled up for mastication with small pieces of areka-nut

and spices, with sometimes a small quantity of catechu and

caustic lime. See Pan.

Tambolt, H. (S. Jy.JuJ). TdmMi, Mar. (rThftsU Tamoli,
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Guz. (ft>tt&U) A caste, or member of it, whose occupation

is selling betel leaves.

Tambolin, H. (S. Jy^'), Tdmbolin, Mar. (rTWt^far), Ta-

molin, Guz. (<"l^tlfrUljp A woman who makes up and

sells the leaf of the Piper betel prepared for mastication.

Tdmbul-srdvani, Mar.
(rli<|c?^INQf1)

A present made by a

man newly married to the member of the village com-

munity who is charged with the superintendence of public

ceremonies in honour of the tutelary deity of the village.

TAMBURAN, Mai. (f5)OO_jfDOnr6) A prince, a Raja, a lord,

a master, the title of the Cochin Raja.

Tamburatfi, Mai. (fWPO_j(00l) A queen, a princess, a

lady, a mistress.

TAMGIIA, H. (T. UAJ) A royal seal or stamp, a royal grant.

See Altamghd.

TAMIL, or TAMIZH, Tarn.
(^Lol^b)

The Tamil language,

that of the people subject to the Madras Presidency, from

Madras to Cape Komorin.

TAMIR, H. (A. j**>) Restoring, repairing : in law, render-

ing a house habitable by putting it in repair, or a field

productive by judicious cultivation.

TAMLIK, H. (A. diJij!xo, from (JLJJu) Possessorship, property.

Tamlik-ndma, H. (P. <Celi
, a document) A deed of transfer,

whether of gift or conveyance.

Tamlik-na-tauliat-ndma, H. (A. P. <uUiu!J^CJoUj) A
deed of gift and trusteeship which assigns property in trust

to a particular person, with the proceeds of which he is

to defray the expenses of a religious establishment, and, if

there be any surplus, he may apply it to his private use.

TAMHA, vernacularly, TAMA, TAMBA, TAMBEX, S. &c. TTP3T,

U'J, txi'j: TffaT, rTT^T') Copper.

Tdmbat, Mar. (?Tfa?) A brazier, a coppersmith by caste and

occupation.

Tdmbri, Mar. (rri^ft) Copper-coloured, a sort of soil of a

reddish or coppery hue : it is a stiff clay mixed with sand

in various proportions, and not in general very productive.

Tdmrapatra, S. (rliym), Tdmi-apat, Mar. (rlTdfq^) A copper

plate, especially one on which grants to temples or indivi-

duals are inscribed, such plates are found in all parts of

India, but are especially numerous in the south of India.

TANA, H. &c. (S. UU, TTT^T), Mar. (rTTCn) The warp, the

threads lengthwise on the loom.

Tdni, H. &c. (<j'o , HT^rT
1

) The warp of cloth : the price paid

for weaving.

TANAB, incorrectly, TENAB, H. (ujlils) A tent rope : a mea-
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sure for measuring: land : it was originally of rope, but

in the time ofAkbar it was ordered to be made of bambus

joined by iron rings.

TANAKAZ, A. (i_>i3lw) -Contradiction : in law, bringing for-

ward two opposing and incompatible claims to the same

property which are considered to invalidate each other.

TANAKHORI, Mar. (TnTH^W) Embezzlement, fraudulent ap-

propriation of money or of goods received for expenditure,

or in trust.

TANAKIHJ, Mai. (fff)OOOcftl(61) A small bag of money as an

offering to an idol.

TAND, H. (jjlji, <IT3) A scaffold in a field of corn on which

a man or boy keeps watch to drive away beasts and birds

when the grain is about to ripen.

TAND, Hindi (z'rs) High and poor soil. Chota Nagpur.

TANDA, Mai. ((W6<>g) An open palankin, used in Malabar,

commonly called Manjil.

TANDA, Tel., Kara. (do"5) A troop of travelling traders,

Lambad is or Banjaras : any assemblage of people, a crowd,

a mob.

TAN-DAFTAR, H. (P. ^, the body, or an individual, ^JiJJ ,

record) An office, under the Mohammadan government, in

which assignments of revenue to individuals were registered.

TANDAI, (?) Tel. An inferior native revenue-officer or col-

lector under the head farmer.

TANDAL, Tam. (S'<5obri_&) Collection, demand.

TANDAL, Thug. One of the seven primitive clans.

TANDE, Kara. (So^) A father.

TANDELU, vulgarly, TINDAL, Tel. $O<eu), TANDEL, Mar.

(rfRijy) The head or commander of a body of men : in

ordinary use, a petty native officer employed on board ship,

or in the ordinance and tent departments on shore : also

in buildings and public works : the head of a gang of

labourers.

TANDRI, Tel. (&C@,) A father.

Tandrisaidodu, Tel. (d'oyj^ cT
4
&o) A father's brother

or sister.

TANGA, Hindi (JTTI) A large reedy kind of grass, growing

on high ground (Saccharum procerum).

TANIKI, Tel., Earn. ($dl, from the A.
gfiJu)

Ascertain-

ment : used as a revenue term to signify the examination

or comparison of a statement or account
; ascertaining its

correctness.

Tanihidar, Tel. (^llFtf) An inspector, an auditor, an

examiner, an overseer.
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TANIO, Guz. (<rt 1*0.^1) A wire.

TANJALT, Tel. (^ceS^O) A seller of betel leaves.

TANKA, S. (&3g) A weight of silver equal to four mdshas :

among the Marathas the Tank, or Tank (oR, ^icR) is

variously rated at four or nine mdshas, or as the same

with a tola, or the seventy-second part of a pakka ser : a

coin, a stamped coin in general ; whence it came to be

applied, sometimes slightly modified, to specific coins in

different metals.

Tanhd, TanJ/d, Beng. (i^1, *5^1) Money in general: a

rupee : see TaJta. Uriya (8G|) A measure of money

value = ten Italians of kauris.

Tanfiam, Tel. (Uob) A coin formerly current, but now

used only in account, = to four silver single fanams : there

was also a gold Tanham, and a copper coin similarly

named, both obsolete : the latter, however, may be preserved

at Goa, in the copper coin there called, vulgarly, Tung,

= to 16 Goa paisas, or one-twelfth of a Goa rupee, being

a large and clumsy piece of copper.

Tanham, Mai. (rtn89>o), Tangam, Tam. (sr&JSiL) Fine

gold.

Tanhaltdsa, Mai. (rai88;c830O3) A gold ducat.

Tanhasdld, \ernac-a\ar\y,Tuhsdl, or Tdftsdl, corruptly, Tack-

sal, Tanhasarlee, Tunltisal, TanJisall, S. (i<*$llc?l) H.

(JL*>), Mar. (<TcR3n35, ZTSS^ngB) A mint.

TaJisdli, Taksdlid, H. (^J* , bJLiJ), Tank-, or Tahsdhjd,

Mar. (zioB^nc'n) An officer or master of the mint : a caste,

or member of it, whose occupation is coining.

TanJtavdalidran, Mai. (rtn88j6)OjeJae613ronrt)) A goldsmith.

TANKA, TANKAN, TANKANJ, Beng. (&t^1, 1^T, i>t
0;*fa)

Appraising goods, fixing a value or price.

TANKEN, or TAKEN, Mar. (TW, m^fc), TANKH, C^&U, said

to be Guzerathi) A reservoir of water, an artificial pond,

commonly known to Europeans in India as a Tank.

Tdnki, Guz. (^l%l) A reservoir of water : a small well.

Tdnf/al,T-dm. tenT5J<5&) A small natural pond or reservoir.

TANKACHCHI, pron. TANGACHI, Mai. (n865^jl) The wife

of the Uaja of Travankur : a female of the same family

or class.

Tangai, or Tangaichi, Tam. (erLl<5ro<5, SPBJ<303iS<#l)

A younger sister : (it is no doubt the same word as the

preceding).

TANKAR, (?) A tax on looms. Kamaon.

TANKARA, Guz. (i$l3.l), TANKARI, or TAKAHI', Mar. (S.

A stonecutter, a quarrier, a miner.
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TANKHWA H, pronounced TANKHA, corruptly,TANK A, TUNKA,

TUNKWAH, TUNCAW, H. &C.
(iil^ku), TANKHA, Mar.

(if^fT) An order or draft for money, a bill of exchange,

an assignment by the ruling authority upon the revenue of

any particular locality in payment of wages, pay, gratuity,

or pension, or in repayment of advances, or any specified

head of charge : in the Dakhin, the standard rent-roll of

a village or district ; also the oldest revenue assessment,

or that fixed by the Adil-Shdhi princes of Bijapur, and

re-settled by Toral-Mal, in the reign of Akbar, for the same

tract of country : also, under the Moghul government, an

assignment of revenue to maintain vessels of war at Surat

to convoy pilgrims going to Mekka by sea.

TanTihwah-dahand, H. (P. JjAJ, let them give) The form

of words inscribed by the Vazir upon a written application

for an assignment of revenue when complied with : if the

sum exceeded 90,000 dams the emperor's signature was

necessary.

Tanlthd-raltami, Uriya (S1|QQJ)1) The title given in Cut-

tack to the assessment of the land revenue by Toral-jMal

TANKIH, H. (A.
g*Ju),

TANIKI, Tel. (9&S) Investigation,

search, inquiry, especially examination and verification of

accounts or revenue payments.

TANKI, (?) Uriya. A light or quit- rent.

Tanki-ddr, (?) Uriya. The holder of land at a quit-rent.

Tanki-jamin, (?) Uriya. Land held at a low or quit-rent.

TANKstiKU, Karn. (oOD^XT^OO) An extorted assessment.

TANXIRKAL, Tarn. (s<5OTr<50OTI7<5i<5>rT&) A water-course.

Tannlr-pandal, Tarn. (scnnrcnCTCTLJUr^S&i) A shed

where water is distributed to passers by.

TANSIF, H. (A. _ft^ij) Dividing in half: settling a disputed

claim by taking the medium of the value in litigation.

TANT, H. &c. (S. tj^oll, HTW, ihr), Beng. 0*1*,) A loom,

a weaving apparatus : also thread, fibre, sinew, the string

or wire of a musical instrument.

Tdntabaya, Beng. 03tva<i1i, S. ihrani) A weaver.

Tdnt-gdrd, Beng. (tc
Tftet) A hole sunk in the floor in

which the treddles of a loom play.

Tdnti, H. &c. (S. jjiAJ , TTTrft) A weaver by caste and occu-

pation : in Cuttack the weaver caste is considered one of the

impure and servile castes : in Guzerat the word, modified

as Tdi, is applied to a low caste of Mohammadan weavers.

Tdntikallaru, corruptly, Culleroo, (?), see Kalla, Thug.,

Said to be applied to a clan of Thugs in Karnata who

employ a noose of wire or gut for strangulation.
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Tdntichipa, Uriya ()|$JQ1CI|) Strangulation.

Tdnt-kar, vernacularly, Tandhar, H. (from S. e)f^, a tax)

A tax on looms in Kamaon.

TANTA, Mai. (rtnors)) A father.

Tantakura,Ma\.(<rrV)<!eQ,o') Inheritance by the father's side.

Tantavari, Mai. (rtnpf(3)OJ(Pl) The father's line, or inheri-

tance through the father.

TANTA,TANTE, Karn. (SofeJo), So"|>) DeDt, deceit, knavery :

slander : dispute, quarrel : any unpleasant matter, or one

of difficult adjustment.

Tanlekkor, Karn. (SO ejSXo) A knave, a cheat, one

in debt, a troublesome person.

TANTAN, vulgarly, TOM-TOM, Beng. (l^il) A small drum,

especially one beaten to bespeak notice to a public procla-

mation : it is laxly applied to any kind of drum.

TANTRIKA, vernacularly, TANTRIK, S. &c. (UTf=Ilf) A fol-

lower of the doctrines of the Tantras, a set of works in-

culcating mystical and impure rites in honour of different

forms of Siva and Durr/d, constituting the principal au-

thority for the worship practised in many places, and in-

fluencing Hindu opinions and observances in the present

day more than either the Vedas or Purdnas.

TAP, Thug. Bread.

TAPA, TAPU, vulgarly, TOPO, TOPU, Beng. (t, \st ) West,

east ; technical terms so used in the village register to in-

dicate the relative position of different fields or properties.

TAPA, Hindi (<m) An island in a river.

TAPAKCHI, H. (P.
(_5=^

J
) A head accountant under the

Mohummadan administration, a chief revenue accountant
4

attached to the Amil, or provincial collector's establishment.

TAPARIHAU, Hindi (^la^S, Trqft?T3i) Land cultivated in

small patches, interspersed amongst the uncultivated por-

tions of an estate.

TAP AS, S. &c. (inis) Penance, ascetic, devotion, the inflic-

tion of personal self-denial or torture.

Tapasmi, vernacularly, Tapasi, or Tapassi, S. &c. (rfm*A,

^jwUJi)
A devotee, an ascetic a penitent. Tapasrvini, or

Tapasini, a female ascetic.

Tapasyd, S. &c. (rlM^l) Austere or ascetic devotion.

Tapodkana, S. &c. (WWT, and VT, wealth) Rich in devotion,

an ascetic, one who leads a life of penance : in Guz. the

servant and minister of a temple.

TAPASKIS, corruptly, TAPPOSNUVEES, TUPUSNEESE, Mar.

hjt, from Tapds THITO, inquiry), TAPASNA n, Guz.

An officer under the Maratha government

Go
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whose duty it was to inquire into, and report upon, rob-

beries and other crimes committed in his district : he was

also authorised to apprehend offenders, or to compel the

village authorities to apprehend them, and, upon their failure,

to impose upon the village a fine in proportion to the

value of any property stolen : a sort of inspector of police.

TAPP-i, TUPPA, H. &c. (G, Trait) A small tract or division

of country, smaller than a pargana, but comprising one or

more villages: a division of country for the revenue of

which only one engagement is entered into with the go-

vernment : a small estate: in some parts of the north-west

provinces a Tappd denotes a tract in which there is one

principal town, or a large village, with lands and villages

dependent upon them ;
or a cluster of villages acknowledging

the supremacy of one amongst them, and forming a sort

of corporate body, although not otherwise identical.

Tappdddri-mavza, H. (Aejw^MjJ) The principal village

of a Tappd, usually giving its name to the whole Tappd.

TAPPA, Tel. (yg~), Mar. tour),TAPPA, TAPPALU.TAPPE,

Karn. (&<3~d, WcO^eo, W~?0), TAPO, pronounced
<J _ oJ oj

TAPPO, Guz. (^Hl) A stage, a halting place, a place

where relays of letter-carriers or palankin bearers are

posted, also the relay itself ; also, in Tel. and Karn., the

post : more usually Tappdl, see the next.

Tappdlv, Tel. Karn. (W^eW), Tappdl, Mar. (S^lTcS).

Tapdl, Guz. (^Hl"0 The post: the carriage and delivery

of letters, &c.

Tappdhdf/ada, Karn. (UpD~dX6) A letter sent by post.

Tappdlu-hhane, Karn. (U^3Wa3~Sc) Post-office.

Tappdlu-vddv, Tel. (tigr<MJ-&j) A postman.

Tappi, Tel. (^^) An express.

TAPPA L, TAPPOWAL, Thug. A bye-path, one out of the high-

way into which travellers are decoyed.

TAPPALU, Tel. (pi. &>ew) Corn of which the ears are
eO

empty from blight or dearth.

TAPTI, (?) Tel. A wooden stamp for marking patches of earth

put upon piles or stacks of corn.

TAPU, H.
(jjlJ, TtT^)

An island.

TAPU, Beng. Oa^, abbreviation of S. TTff , that, and ^, be-

fore) A term used in accounts, especially in measurement

or land surveying, equivalent to aforesaid, as before, already.

TAB, Hindi CiR, for S.TT^S) Bottom, underneath, under- surface.

Tarsiddha, Hindi (iHfH^) The under-surface (of land or

of a field) broken up and prepared for sowing, although

the upper surface is covered with grass. Puraniya.
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Tar-upar, Hindi (S. Ttjft;, upper) Breaking up the upper

surface of land slightly so as to remove the grass and

weeds. Puraniya.

TAH, H. (P.y) Moist, wet, fresh, green, &c.

Tcira, H. (P. ^J) Garden herbs, vegetables, greens.

Tardi, H.
(i^J/) Marsh, meadow, marshy ground : it is

applied especially to the moist and jangli tract running

along the foot of the first range of the Himalaya for several

hundred miles, varying in breadth from two to fifteen :

low, moist land lying along the banks of rivers.

Tari, corruptly, Turree, H. O^jy) Moisture. Mar. (iPCt)

Wet or rice-lands. Uriya (OQ) Alluvial deposit.

Tarsua, Hindi
((R$J<H)

Water or moisture exuding from

underneath the soil.

TAR, H. &c. (S.jt, TTHt) A palm tree: it is applied to both

the Palmyra or Borassus flabelliformis, and the Corypha

talliera, and loosely to various other kinds of palms : it

is most appropriate to the Palmyra, from the stem of

which the juice is extracted which becomes tdri, or, vul-

garly, toddy : the Corypha docs not yield the same, but

its leaves are used for writing upon : the letters are cut

with an iron style, and then smeared over with a prepa-

ration of lamp-black serving as ink, which is wiped off

from the surface of the leaf.

Tar-ban, erroneously, Tarbund, H. (from S. bnna, or vana

*f, a wood) A plantation of palm trees.

Tdri, Tddi, vulgarly, Toddy, H. (^U , (TTTU The juice

or sap of the Palmyra tree and of the cocoa-nut, which is

drawn off by incisions made in the bark, and the exudation

is received by small earthen vessels fastened over the

wounds in the bark : when first drawn the juice is sweet,

somewhat insipid, and harmless, but when allowed to stand

for a day or more it undergoes spontaneous fermentation,

and becomes a fiery and highly intoxicating spirit

Tdnpatra, S. &c. (*nr, a leaf) The leaf of the Corypha

palm, especially when used for writing upon : any docu-

ment written on palm leaves. See Tdlapatra.

Turin-did, H. &c. ^i_f,^, (TTThncjST) A man who climbs

the palm trees and extracts the sap for the making of tdri.

Tarrvaro, Guz. (<^5.ll^.l) A man who extracts tdri from

palm trees.

TAR, H.
(P.^lj) A wire, a thread, the string of a musical

instrument.

Tdrkash, H. (P. j^A^lJ)
A drawer of gold or silver wire.

TARA, Mai. (flno) A town, a village, a district.
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TARADDUD, H. (A. OJ/), TARADDUDU, Tel.

Active exertion, especially labour in agriculture, whence

it conies to signify cultivation in general.

Taraddudi-jamin, less correctly, Taruddudi-zamin, H.

((j*}<^^j* nf&^i or iT^a^t Ii1*t) Cultivated land,

especially land that is always in cultivation, never requiring

to lie fallow.

Taraddudu-jdbitd, Tel. (&8&r"&>&^&!r), Taraddu-

dina-natti. Kara. (doOj~~&rO<O6j) An account shew-
ed fj

ing the species and quantity of seed sown, the extent of

land under cultivation, and the portion left fallow.

TARAF, TURUF, vernacularly, TARAPH, corruptly, TEREF,

TURRUF, blunderingly, TURNEFF, H. &c. (uJ^s, TOTJi)

Lit. Side, part : also a tract of country, a subdivision of

a part/ana, including several villages : in some places it

merely designates the lands or estate belonging to an in-

dividual which is named after him, as, Taraf Jayndrdyan

Ghosdl: in Mar. it signifies also a portion of village lands.

Taraph-bandi, Turuph-bundee, Mar. (iHH4^) A system

of assessment and tenure in which the lands of a village

are divided into large parcels, each of which is held of

government by an entire family, not a branch of it, the

individual members of the family making an arrangement

amongst themselves for the cultivation of the several por-

tions, but being answerable collectively for the whole as-

sessment.

Taraf-bdnt, H. (e^JUi_j^>) The holding of several sepa-

rate divisions of village lands by different branches of the

community, the coparceners of one Taraf having no interest

in another, although included under the same village : the

division may sometimes originate in difference of caste or

religion, so that a village may have a Mohammadan and

a Hindu Taraf.

Taraf-ddr, H. &c. (P. j\3, who has) An officer of govern-

ment in charge of a Taraf, collecting the revenue and

exercising chief revenue and police authority in his district:

the holder of a Taraf, or portion of village lands : also,

generally, one who takes a side or part, an assistant, an

ally, a partisan.

Tarafain, H. &c. (A. du, (jJJ^s)
Both sides, both parties

in a law-suit.

Taraphaian, Guz. (fU^^H^O A drill-plough (having a

drill tube on each side of the handle).

Tarnf-sdni, H. (A. jjU, second) An adversary, an oppo-

nent, the defendant in a suit
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TARAGU, Tarn. (^rj@),TARAGA,orTARAKA,
Mai.

TARAGU, TAHUGU, Tel. (&eXb, feoXb) Brokerage,

commission, a small deduction from the price of the articles

purchased claimed by the agent of the purchaser, the das-

turi of Hindustan, q. v. : a balance, a measure : a grant

of laud, or the like ; also, in Tel., wastage, deficiency.

Tarakan, pronounceable,jiPara<7an,Mal. (ra>(o6>nr6) A broker,

an agent : the name of a caste of Siidras, or of an indi-

vidual of the caste.

TARAL, Mar. (rHIJJs) A man of a low caste attached some-

times to the village establishment, who acts as a porter, car-

rying burthens for government or travellers as far as the

nearest village ; he officiates also as a sort of beadle : the

term is derived from the office, as the duty is discharged

and the fees are received for a given time by each of the

village Mahars in rotation.

TARAM, corruptly, TERRIM, Tarn. &c. (sjCTLQ, fr' the A.

^s, sort), TARAMU, Tel. (^&x>) Sort, kind, class:

it is especially applied in the south of India to designate

the different classes of village lands, and the heads under

which they are arranged in the village accounts.

Taram-chiththd, corruptly, Turm-chitta, Tel. (w#O-t2~|
T1

)

A rough valuation or classification of land.

Tnrcimddrudu, or Taramddr, corruptly, Terrimddr, Tel.

(3OO"O
T>

OJCO) An assessor, a surveyor and classifier of

land : in Mar. Taram, incorrectly, Turrum (7JTT ), is used

also, but rather laxly, in this sense, being the appellation

of any officer who, in former revenue surveys, determined

the classification and assessment of the lands, but who, in

the present day, has only to class them according to selected

specimens of the different sorts of soil.

Taram-mutasaddi, corruptly, Terrim-mutaseddi, Tarn (from

the A. ,_jjLaiL) An assessor of land.

Tarajipurattu, Tam.(siJLJl_|CTLl) Fraud in classifying

the lands of a village.

Tarappadi, Tarn. (SO"LJI_JUJ_) Statement of the extent of

a village as arranged in different classes.

Tarappadi-kanahku, Tarn. (<3<5nOT<5>@ , an account) The

portion of the village register which records the extent and

description of the several sorts of the village lands.

Tarappadi-mdnyam, Tarn. (larTCCnflLLJLQ, a free grant)

Those portions of the village lands which are particularised

in the village register as held rent-free
hereditarily, either by

ownership or by office.

TARANA, S. &c. (HTOff) The 18th year of the cycle.
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TARATAKA, (?) Mar. A fee on marriages, or rather on the

awnings erected in front of the houses at the celebration

of a marriage.

TAIJAWATA, or TAHAWADA, vulgarly, TARWAD, TARWAUD,

Mai. (fWOOJOS) A house, a family, especially a united

family whose affairs are managed by one or more of the

chief members ; the union may be broken up altogether

or subdivided by mutual consent
;
the family are bound by

the acts of the recognised manager: the institution appears

to be in some respects peculiar to Malabar, and to present

some singular provisions, as where the property is con-

sidered as restricted to the females of the Tarrvad, and

the males have no power of alienating it. Madras Deci-

sions, Calicut, May 1852.

Tararvdtta-janma, Mai. (mooJOSO2i) Family hereditary

property.

TaramdftuJidran, Mai. (rtnooJOSjdeeioronrt)) A householder,

a man of family, the managing member of a united family :

formerly these heads of families were looked upon as au-

thorities and arbitrators in disputes amongst the people of

a district, especially in regard to matters concerning caste,

marriages, obsequial rites, and religious ceremonies.

Tarawatlu-mutal, Mai. (fOTiBOJOg^rairofc) Family property.

TARAWI, H. (A. c^j]^)
Certain prayers to be read by an

Imam or Hafiz in the presence of a congregation daily

after evening prayer during the fast ofRamzdn for twenty

or thirty days : also a daily supererogatory prayer which

may be read at eight A.M.

TARAZU, H. (P. }j\^)
A balance, a pair of scales : in Sindh,

a money tax on all articles of food sold in the bazar.

TARI, Tam.
(SjTQl)

A weaver's loom.

Tarihadamai,sn&Tarivari,Twm. (SjTQlSQL-oTOLQ, Sjrrjl-

6Lir/l) A duty or tax levied upon weavers, especially on

those settled in villages, payable in money to the proprietors

of land, and carried to the credit of the general fund for

village expenses.

TARIA, Thug. A gold mohur.

TARIF, H. &c. (A. i-Ju^o, from i_j^, to know), TARIPH,

Hindi (mta), TARIPHU, Tel. (^5$) Determination,

ascertainment, a table of rates of export and import duties,

in which sense the word has been adopted in English and

other European languages : (probably through the Spanish

from the Arabic).

TAHIKA, or TARAKAH, incorrectly, TAHKA,H. (A. a^I, S^,
from CJy , to be left) Property of every description left
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by a person deceased : inheritance of such property, whe-

ther by succession or bequest.

TARIKH, H. &c. (A. >j^>) Date, era, epoch.

Tdrikh-rvdr, H. &c.
(^'jjcjli') According to the date.

TAHIPAR, Guz. (S. ft^LLH 13. . from tari, a crossing over, and

para, the opposite bank) Transportation beyond sea.

TARisu,corruptly,TEHSEE,TEERSEY, TERSEY, Tam.
(^rfl<9>)

Waste or uncultivated land, whether so from time imme-

morial or only for a season, fallow : any uncultivated field :

the boundaries of a village.

Tarisa, Mai. (rtnrolc/d) adj., Fallow, uncultivated.

Tarisunilam, Mai. (rtn<olc/3po)e_lo) Waste or fallow land,

TARIZ, vernacularly, TARIJ, H. &c. (A. ^c^xi , exchange)

Statement of particulars of landed property deposited in the

collector's office.

Tarij, Guz. (A. fllsCls/) Abstract recapitulation, a number

of items set down without detailed specification, for the

purpose of adding them together and getting a total.

TARJAMA, TARJAMA, H. &c. (A. &*s-ji t l*.s^>), TAHJAMA,

TARJUMA, Mar. (dMHI, 1HJHl) Translation, interpre-

tation : in Mar., also, an abstract statement, a report of

proceedings ;
an abstract framed from the eh-berji papers

of the total receipts, expenses, and balances of the govern-

ment on all accounts for the year : in Bengal it is also

applied to the English abstract which accompanies native

documents transmitted to the superior authorities.

Tarjamdn, Tarjumdn, H. &c. (A. ^Lkay, riMHM, HT-

'*IHH) A translator, an interpreter, whence the European

corruption, Dragoman.

TARKAIU, H. &c.
(<^fiji, tK<*Kl) Esculent vegetables : a

tax imposed on gardens or ground on which vegetables

are grown, especially those of most value, as ginger, tur-

meric, tobacco, and the like, on which a higher rate of

assessment is usually levied.

TARPANA, vernacularly, TARPAN, S. &c. (rnhff) Lit. Satis-

fying, but applied especially to the daily presentation of

water from the palm of the hand to the manes at the time

of bathing.

TARRAR, H. (A. j[)) A cheat, an impostor, a swindler, a

pickpocket.

TARU, Tam. (S. SS(H))
A tree, as in Sanskrit, but it is a

term inserted in deeds of sale or gift of land, to indicate

the conveyance of all the vegetable products of the lands

transferred.

TARUoiRA, (?) Karn. A village officer in Karnata whose
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business it is to keep the cultivators to their work, and

watch that they do not remove any of the crop before the

government share has been taken (perhaps a mistake for

Talavdra, q. v.)-

TARUMBU,Tam. (ttrgJUZU) A dam to stop a stream and turn

it into a different direction.

TAS, Thug. The blue jay : on the right, or crossing from left

to right, a good omen : the contrary indicates neither good

nor ill.

TASADAK, H. (A.
^j'l^aj)

Alms, giving alms.

Tasadiku, or Tastiku, Earn. ($*&&, S&.SW) Al-

lowance by the government to a temple or religious esta-

blishment.

TASAR, less correctly, TussUK, H. (j^, S. ^Ht) An inferior

sort of silk, the produce of a worm found wild in many

parts of India (Bombyx paphia).

TASAH, Mar. (irar) A sum compounded for with the culti-

vators by the government in lieu of payment in kind.

TASARRUF, H. &c. (A. <_^aj) Possession, property, owner-

ship, holding any thing at one's own disposal : in law,

any act of ownership, the rights of a proprietor over his

property, as sale, lease, mortgage, &c.

Tasarruf-zdmin, H. (A. jj^A-?,
a surety) A surety for pos-

session : see the next.

Tagarrvf-~tiinini,tl. (A. JuL*, security) Security for pos-

session : security given by the party in the possession of

litigated property that no loss shall be sustained by the

opposite party or claimant in the event of its being

decreed to him.

TASBIH, H. (A. A-WJi) Praying to God : also a rosary, which

should consist of a hundred beads of different seeds, woods,

or precious stones, which are turned over as the prayers

are repeated : the term is commonly prefixed to writings,

and is used frequently in speech.

TASDI'K, H. (A. jfjiX^J) Verifying, attestation: a counter-

mark attached to documents passing through the hands of

government officers or clerks, especially on petitions to the

Mohammadan government for assignment of revenue : spe-

cification of establishment and expenses: fixed amount or

scale of expenditure for any special purpose.

TAS-HIHA, corruptly, TESHIHA, H. (A. t&bs*3
) Muster, espe-

cially under the Mohammadan government, of the horses

belonging to the state, for the purpose of being stamped.

See Ddgh-i-fashiha.

Tax-hiha Ddroghai, H. (P. *c,yb) The office of the Da-
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rogha or superintendant of the examining and stamping of

the horses of the state : assignment of revenue or allow-

ances to the officers in charge of the department.

TASHHIR, H.(A. J^>U) In Mohammadan law, public exposure,

as by carrying the delinquent through the town on an ass

with his face blackened, formerly the especial punishment of

perjury. Ben. Reg. ii. 1807. abolished by Act ii. 1849.

TASHKHJ'S, strangely corrupted as TESHKEES, TESKEES,

TUCKSEES, H. (A. j^^aAs*" ) Distinguishing, ascertain-

ment, valuation, assessment : corrected assessment : net

standard revenue, or the actual or absolute amount of

realisable revenue : particular account of such revenue, or

the available funds which it constitutes : (the terra is used

with some laxity, but it always implies a determinate or

determinable amount of revenue assessment) ' Ben. Reg.

ii. 1795.

Tas/ikhis-jamd-bandi, corruptly, Teshhees-, Teshees-, or

Tucksees-jumma-bundy, H. (<_$&*>*&-, annual assess-

ment) The net amount of revenue engaged for at the per-

petual settlement in Bengal ; the total amount of revenue

to be collected under the terms of that settlement : an ac-

count shewing these particulars : a statemeut of the net

annual settlement previously concluded with Zamindars,

Talukdars, and others.

Tashkhix-multarruri,'R. (A.^iU, fixed) A fixed assessment:

assessment of the lands in Cuttack made by the Subahddrs

of Bengal when Orissa was also under their authority.

Taslihhis-i-Bhunsla, (?) The assessment of the lands in

Cuttack made by the government of Nagpur when the

province was subject to the Bhunsla or Raja of Nagpur.

Tashhix-i-taaluka, H. (A. <uiJ) A dependent or subordinate

property held of a superior upon payment of the revenue

according to the current rate of the district

Tash/this-i-fumdr-jamd, H. (A. +s-j[+b , account of the

revenue) The revised assessment of the revenue of Bengal

by Jaffir Ali Khan in 1722, in modification of that origi-

nally fixed by Todar Mai.

Tasijim, Tel. (9rO^i%X>, vernacular corruption ofTashhhis)

Account of the government share of the crop, valued ac-

cording to the current rates.

TASHHIF, H. (A. i__cJyJ), TASIUPH, Mar. (iMlOifi) Honour-

ing, conferring honour upon any one, as by paying him a

visit, presenting a dress of honour, or any complimentary

donation : the present or honorarium so paid : in the south

of India, complimentary presents made by the cultivators

GP
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to the native revenue officers at the time of fixing the

annual assessment.

TASIVAM, Tel. (5&3o) Balance of revenue due by the native

collectors.

TASLIM, H. (A. *^**J) Salutation, the performance of Salam.

Tel. (but ?) Peculation, collections withheld.

TASMA-BAZI, H. (,_yjb<UJ' , p. JuJ, a strap, and i_?}^,

playing) A low gambling game played with a leather

strap and a stick : (a favourite game with the lower orders

of natives in the north-west provinces, for a knowledge of

which they are indebted to a European soldier.

TASU, TASUN, Mar. TTW, fni) A measure of length, the 20th

or 24th part of a gaz, q. v. : it is known in the north-west

provinces as the subdivision of a gira,

TATA, Tel. (W$) A grandfather.

Tdtamma, Tel. ($ f_p -A- grandmother, a paternal

grandmother.

TAT, H. &c. (cL>U, 7T7>, TAT, Mar. (*TZ) Canvas, sackcloth.
*

vt

Tdt'it more usually, Tat.fi, H. &c. (^^ i_S^' ZTTt, f$\
Tdti, Mar. (TTTTt) A matted screen, a frame of wicker-work

filled with the roots of the fragrant Andropogon grass and

placed before the open doors and windows of a house,

where it is kept constantly sprinkled with water, by the

evaporation of which the air that passes through into the

interior of the house is kept much below the temperature

of the external air : also, from its being inclosed with mats,

a privy.

TATIL, H. (A. Joo*:) Holiday, vacation.

TATIMMA, H. (A. &*>) Appendix, supplement: a supple-

mental pleading or petition.

Tatimma-drzi, Tatimma-sarvdl, H. (from .</, a repre-

sentation, or
Jlyjj , a request) A supplemental or amended

plaint or petition.

Tatimma-tafrik, H. (A. ^jiii , separation) A supplementary

record of separate interests or shares.

TATPARYAM, vernacularly, TATPARJ, H. &c. (S. xiwff) Pur-

port, object, intention, meaning.

TATTU, H. &c.
(j,3|),

TATTU, Tel. (&&>) A pony:

the undersized horse that is the prevailing breed in Bengal

and most parts of India proper.

TATTUDARI, corruptly, TATOODAHRY, (?) A land tenure in

the Northern Sarkars held at a low unalterable rent.

Gl. 5th Rep.

TAU, Thug. A party, either of travellers or Thugs.

TAUFIR, vulgarly TOWFEER, H. (A-^y) Increase: applied
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in revenue language to an augmentation of the revenue,

either from extended cultivation or the lapse or resumption

of alienated assignments : excess above an intended amount

of assignment, which, when realised in a Jagir, was con-

sidered to be the right of the state, although rarely acknow-

ledged or paid. Kasim All Khan, in order to cover the

loss arising from concealment of surplus, assumed its

realisation universally, and imposed an Abrvdb, or cess,

upon assigned lands in its stead, which was thence also

called Taufir: the term is applied also to the surplus on

a Jagir or an assignment of rent-free land which is dis-

covered on either being resumed.

Taufir-i-Jdgirddrdn, H. (P. j^^s~ , q. v.) Increase or sur-

plus revenue on the resumed assignments of the holders

of Jdyirs.

Taufir-hdmil, or Taufir-kamdl, H. (cX^i or iJt*^, com-

plete) The highest rate of assessment imposed : the stand-

ard revenue assessment : (it is current in this sense espe-

cially in the Dakhin).

Taujlr-mauzA, H. (A. f^>y, a village) A village not origi-

nally included in the assessment : a village in excess.

Taiiftr-zamin, H. (P.
(̂ *j, land) Lands in addition to,

or excess of, an original grant or measurement.

TAUHAD, Hindi (ifi?^) Renting. South-west provinces.

TAUJIH, incorrectly, TOUZEH, TOUZIH, H. (A. &~f) Ex-

plaining : adjustment of accounts : assessment : a revenue

account shewing, under the name of each payer of revenue,

the total amount as it falls due by monthly instalments,

the portion actually paid, and the balance outstanding : it

is usually a village account, and is kept by the village ac-

countant : also a register of the estates of a collectorate

kept in the collector's office. Act i. 1845.

Taujih-mahdl, H. (A. Jls^.an estate) An estate that pays

an assessed revenue.

Taujih-nateis, H. (P. j_/*Jy,
who writes) An accountant who

keeps the account termed Taujih.

TAULA, H.
(If, nicjsr) An intoxicating liquor made from

the flowers of the Mahwa tree steeped in water until fer-

mentation takes place. Oudh.

TAULIAT, H. (t^jJy , from
(_J!^) Trusteeship or superin-

tendence of a religious foundation : the management of the

funds appropriated to its support : appointing a person to

such an office, transferring property to him for such a trust :

the term is principally used in these senses in India : in

Mohammadan law, it also signifies a sale in which the
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owner disposes of the article sold at the price which he

originally paid for it

Tauliat-ndma, H. (P. <tel> , a document) Deed of trustee-

ship, one appointing a person to the management of a

religious endowment.

Tauliat-md-al-ma^tat, H. (A. ci^tOjiif'O.
with a will) A

deed of endowment or trusteeship, executed as a bequest

or will to take effect only after the death of the devisor.

TAuNARi, Thug. A pretext or trick to beguile travellers.

TAUT-DAR, (?) Beng. Manager or factor of an estate : a col-

lector of rents, retaining a portion as his compensation: (an

error for Tdhudddr : see Tahut).

Dar-tdiit-ddr, Beng. A sub-collector or contractor for the

rents of an estate : (see the lasty.

TAVANAI, Tarn. (SQjSoBOT) A term, a fixed term, as for pay-

ment, &c.

Tavanai-kraya-patram, Tarn. teSLjSoOOTSfSlcrLUI IS^l-

fJLo) A deed of sale, after a term ; by which land is trans-

ferred on mortgage liable to redemption within a stipu-

lated term, but becoming the absolute property of the

mortagee if not redeemed within the time.

Tavanakha-chitta, Mai. (rtnous'nocfiei.ajlg) An agree-

ment to pay a loan by instalments.

Tavanamudaltham, Mai. ((TOOJ6*~Oi^S<flio) Lapse of term

fixed for an instalment ; failure to pay at the stipulated time.

Tavanappanam, Mai.
(rtr>njS~On_j6rno)

An instalment,

a stipulated periodical money payment.

TAWAFUK, H. (A. ^'y , from
^jij) Divisibility by a com-

mon number, as in the case of an inheritance where the

number of shares and sharers is so divisible, as where there

are twenty shares and eight sharers, either is divisible by

four or by two.

TAWAHAM, A. (p&y , from flat, imagination) Doubt, sus-

picion : in law, a doubt expressed by a witness that he

may not have given full or accurate testimony through

forgetfulness or embarassment, which doubt does not in-

validate his testimony if he be a person of good repute.

TAWAJJE, corruptly, TAWAJEE, Karn. (<23, from the A.
GO

"? i attention to) An allowance made to landholders.

TAWAN, H. (A. Jju) Fine, retaliation, compensation, damages:

in law, the fine for diat, or bloodshed, as opposed to kisds,

or retaliation : among the Marathas Tdwan (riNlff), im-

plying fine, is understood to signifyone especially imposed on

unfounded suspicion of peculation, or on any unjust grounds.

TAWIZ, H. (A.
ti>Jyo), TABU, Beng. (tftsO An amulet, a
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charm, especially a verse of the Kuran engraved on a

stone or a piece of metal, inclosed in a case and strung

on a thread worn round the neck : a platform or slab of

stone placed over a grave.

TAYAMMUM, H. (A. *3>JJi) Purifying the hands, face, or other

parts of the body, by rubbing them with sand or dust

where water is not to be had for the purpose of purifica-

tory ablution.

TAYAVAYKKAL, Tam. (srTLU6UrTLLJ<5<5rT&) A large

water-course.

TAZI, H. (P. tjrjt) Arab, Arabian : an Arab horse.

Tdzi-Jthdna, H. (P. <ltjl-, a house) A dog-kennel.

TAZIA, H. (A. &J*J) A representation or model of the tomb

of Hasan and Hasain, at Karbala, carried in procession at

the Muharram by the Indian Shias : it is usually made

of a light framework of bambu slips covered with paper,

painted and ornamented with mica and glass, and artificial

flowers, and illuminated within and without
;

it is some-

times of considerable size and elaborate execution, and,

according to the wealth and piety of the owner, may be

constructed of more costly materials, as glass, ivory, sandal-

wood, or silver : the common ones are usually thrown

away or destroyed at the end of the solemnization, the

more valuable ones are preserved.

Tdzia-ddr, H. (P.
jlt>,

who has) A person who sets up a

Tazia at the Muharram.

Taz'ia-lthdna , H. (P. &Jli- , a house) The place where the

model tombs of All and his sons are kept when too costly

to be thrown away : this is usually the Imdm-bdra, q. v.

or a place adjoining it.

TAZIANA, H.
(<XJbj'J)

A whip, a scourge, an instrument for-

merly used in the Company's courts for the punishment

of delinquents, but the use of which has been abolished.

Tdzidna-barddr, H.
(P.^lj^,

bearer) The functionary who

was formerly charged with the duty of flogging culprits

c6ndemned to be whipped.

TAZIL, H. (A. Jjjju) Removing or dismissing from office.

TAZIH, H. (A.^jo) Punishment, correction : in law, punish-

ment inflicted at the discretion of the judge with a view

to public justice ;
that is, in cases where, from some im-

pediment or collusion, the legal penalties might be escaped

or evaded, these discretional penalties are to be imposed :

they may extend from simple reproof to mutilation, and

even to death.

Tdzir-dn-if, Tdzir-shadid, H. (i__fl.XAc, or Jo^-i, severe)
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Severe or rigorous punishment inflicted at the discretion

of the judge.

TAZKIAT, H. (A. OJ^) Sanctifying, purifying : that part

of a man's wealth which is dedicated to pious uses : in

law, the evidence given by a number of persons in favour

of the credibility or competence of other persons to give

their testimony : expurgation of evidence : the purgators

are termed Muzakhi
(^j*>).

TAZVVIJ, H. (A. *?.?p) Joining, association : in law, marriage,

contracting in marriage.

TADAL-PUNJAI, corruptly, TEDDUL-POONJA,(?) Tam.(ss&-

l_|<S3T0<Ef'LLJ) High land incapable of irrigation.

Tadal-punja-tirvai, Tarn.
(ssoiL_|OTT<9'^rjcTO6Ll) Assess-

ment of high unirrigated land.

TEDI, Tel. ( WQ) A day of the solar month (? a corruption

of Tithi, q. v.).

TEDVATI, (?) Mai. Designation of a bond in which, for money

advanced, land is assigned to the lender until the loan is

paid (perhaps it should be Tadvati, S. the like of, such as).

TEGUBADI, Tel. (Hxb&DQ) Ploughing.

TEGULA, Kara. (8&$f) The general designation of the

people who speak Tamil.

TEHHA, H. 0#") A village.

TEKAp, Mar. (oRT3) A mound, a hillock.

TEKKA, Mai. (6>rzn<fi0, TE"KKU, Tarn. (Sssg)) The Teak

tree (Tectona grandis).

TEKHO, Guz. (~4%l) A mound, a hillock.

TEL, H. &c. (JjJ, ffc-y, from S. t<J5, tail, derivative of til

fif^J, sesamum) Oil in general, especially oil extracted

from sesamum seeds.

Telcharhdnd, H. (Ula^iJxi) Smearing the head, shoulders,

hands, and feet of the bride and bridegroom with oil taken

from the jar provided for the occasion.

Teldiwali, (?) A contribution levied in kind upon the oil-

men of a village by the Pdtil.

Telghard, H. (Ij^JjJ) A jar or pitcher of oil painted and

used at marriage ceremonies.

Telyhdna, Mar. (if<$l|1'<Ul) An oil-mill : certain ceremonies

performed at the marriage of a Sudra.

Teli,H. &c. (Jou, K^U 2Wo,Guz. (afed^O An oilman,

one whose caste and occupation is expressing oil by mills

from different sorts of seeds, and selling it, considered as

a low and impure caste.

Telid, Teliyd, H. (ULJ, Tf^rhn) Oily, applied in the north-

west to a sort of water of an unctuous appearance, and the
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use of which cakes and hardens the soil and is unfavour-

able to cultivation.

Teligutta, Tel. (HSX^) A tax on oil mills.

Teli-hhurt, (?) A tax imposed on oilmen at so much per mill.

Telitamboli, Mar. (ifctf rf^lcSl) An oilman and betel seller,

a comprehensive term for persons of these and other low

castes.

Telphal, Mar. (TT<!niR?) Marriage presents, consisting of

cocoa-nuts, oil, &c., sent by the bridegroom to the bride

shortly before his own coming to celebrate the marriage.

TELINGA, TILANQ, or, more correctly, TELINGANA, H. &c.

WjJjo, cL&lj, LiOjJ) TELANGAN, Mar. (K^jinff) The

country so named by the Mohammadans, the modern Car-

natic : according to Campbell (Introd. Telugu Gr.) the

word is derived from Trilingam, three celebrated Lingas

constituting the boundaries of the province : the proper

Sanscrit name is Andhra.

Tilangd, H. (LOJj), Telangd, Mar. (Kcim) A native of Ti-

lang, from whom the first native soldiers, dressed and dis-

ciplined after the European fashion, having been raised, it

came to denote a soldier, a Sipdlii.

Telugu, or Tenugu, Tel. (~3eX3) The language of Te-

linga (from which word Campbell derives it).

TENDA, Tel. ("3o"C*
D
) A Pakota,& lever for raising water.

TENIJAL, Mai. (^roiergrafc) Begging.

Tendalhdran, Mai. (raienscBtaft.ororrb) A beggar: a col-

lector of taxes.

TENNA, Mai. (6KS>W), TENGU, Tarn.
(0^rLJ@) A cocoa-

nut-tree (Cocos nucifera).

Tentjanltdy, Tenkdy, Tarn. (Ge;r5J<5&rjabrTLLJ, G^ril-
<SrrLU) The cocoa-nut.

Tengu, Kara. (ooXb) The cocoa-nut.

Tentjinamara, Tenginayida, Karn. (QO^rOcX)Oj
SoTvrO-

^*) A cocoa-nut tree.

Teniny'mandru, Kara. (8o^rO/\J3oj)? Tengdyndr, Tarn.

(e^rLJSrTLLJrjnrcr)
The fibres of the cocoa-nut shell

and of the stem of the tree used to make rope, mats, &c.,

commonly termed Coir.

TENGALAY, (?) The name of a religious sect in the south of

India. Kombakonam.

TENPI, Tel. (Ho&j) A widow.

TENTARI, Beng. (i>it^t) A brazier.

TEP, Mar. (^tt) A mound or hillock.

TEP, Guz. ( i\) Sentence of imprisonment or transportation

for a given term, civil or military decision of a judge.
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TEPPA, Tel. (
<&3) A float or raft of timber on which the

oj

natives go out to fish at sea
; also the float attending the

embarkment boats at Madras, commonly called Katta-

TERAH-TEZI, H.
(^_f)j3*jj3,

from H.
JSjjJ, thirteen, and P.

tf^Jj, sharpness, applied in India to a lunar day in the

month Safar) The first thirteen days of the month Safar,

which are considered very unlucky, as Mohammad was

seriously unwell on those days : on the 13th tezi (or day

of the lunar month), which, according to one reckoning

may be the 12th, or to another the 13th day of the month;

good Mohammadans are to bathe and distribute food and

alms.

TERAVU, Karn. (SOc^)) Price paid to the friends of a fe-

male child about to be betrothed.

TERBULIOE, (?) Karn. Giving back.

TERGADE, and TERUGADE, Karn. (&&?-'&, 3&>XQ) Set-

tlement of an account, acquittance.

TERIKE, TERIGE,TENGE, Karn.(&5, 887?, 3O"7?) Taxes.

Terifjekagada, Karn. (S8"AU~c)XO) A written lease, or

a paper containing an account of the periods when instal-

ments of the taxes are to be paid.

Terige-kula, Terige-yoKhalu, Karn.

Gi>eoX)) One who pays taxes, a tenant of the soil.

TEXTA, Karn. (oo^) Paid, as taxes.

Tetta-kdw,Tetta-gdnike,Kani. (

Tax money.

Tettuhula, &c. Karn. (oS^^3?) A person who pays taxes, a

tenant of the soil.

THAG, THUG, H. &c. (ii^, zn), THAK, THAG, Mar. to*,

3*T) A cheat, a knave, an impostor; latterly applied to a

robber and assassin of a peculiar class, who, sallying forth

in a gang of smaller or larger numbers, and in the character

of wayfarers, either on business or pilgrimage, fall in with

other travellers on the road, and, having gained their con-

fidence, take a favourable opportunity of strangling them

by throwing their turbans or handkerchiefs round their

necks, and then plundering them and burying their bodies :

it has also been applied to child-stealing and robbery not

amounting to Dakaiti. Act iii. 1848 : the more correct

appellation is Phdnsigdr, q. v.).

Tkagi, Tltufji, corruptly, Tuggee, Thuggee, H. &c.
(^^J ,

Sift) The practice of strangling and robbing, the practice

of child-stealing. Actxviii. 1837 ;
xviii. 1839 ;

iii. 1848.

THAKUR, THAKOOR, H. &c. (/V, 7n*T> S.
Tjp:), Beng.
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, Thdkur, Mar. An idol, a deity: any indi-

vidual entitled to reverence or respect, whence it is generally

applied to persons of rank and authority in different parts

of India, as a lord, a chief, a master, a spiritual guide, the

Bhdt or genealogist, the head of a tribe, the head of a

village, and the like : in the west it is commonly given

to the great feudal nobles of Rdjptitdna, as Shim Sing

Thdkur, &c., and is the usual title of a Pdjput or Grdsia

chieftain elsewhere : in the Dakhin it is borne by the head

men of the Bhils and other wild races, and is there said

to signify also a particular tribe inhabiting the forests :

in Upper India it frequently denotes the individual members

of village communities of Brahmanical or Rajput descent,

who are notorious for irregular and turbulent conduct : it

also means a barber. In Bengal it is equivalent, as a term

of address, to Sir, Master, Your worship; and is a family

name indicating respectable and Brahmanical origin: the

Thdkurs, of whom Drodrahdndth Tlidkur deserves espe-

cial notice as a man of liberal opinions and enterprising

character, who died in London in 1846, constitute a

family of Brahmans well-known and much respected in

Calcutta.

Thdhurdi, H. (i_s]/^V , 31*^1 1) The rank or office of a chief

or Thdkur.

Thdkurdni, or Thakurdin, H. &c. (t^$V ,^j&V . 7T*<,U!l1)

A goddess, a lady, a mistress, the wife of a spiritual pre-

ceptor, the wife of a Rajput chief, and the like : in ad-

dressing a female it is equivalent to Madam, Your ladyship.

Thdkuralt, H. (e>j]/^) The holding, or tenure, or rank

of a Thdkur.

Thdkur-bdp, Beng. (ii*s<lf) A grandfather ; lit., a vene-

rable father, &c.

Thdkur-md, A grandmother, &c.

Thdkur-bdti, or -bdri, Beng. (^IfsTTtift, -Ttvt) A temple,

an idol-house.

Thdkur-drvdrd, H. &c. (S. 5TC. a door) A temple, a build-

ing in which the village idols are kept

Thakuriyd, Asam (iijfll*Il) The title of a subordinate re-

venue officer charged with the collections of a subdivision

of a pargana comprising two or three villages.

Thdkurjhi, Beng. (iijst^t, from ^ift, a daughter) A wife's

sister, a, husband's sister ; that is to say, the husband calls

his wife's sisters by the name : the daughter of a spiritual

preceptor.

Thdkur-khurd, Beng. (from "^Sl,
an uncle) A paternal uncle

6Q
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T/tdkur-sevd, H. (S. &iT, service) lit., The service of an

idol, applied to a grant of revenue for maintaining the

worship of an idol.

THAKUB, Thug. The loud cry of the large owl.

THAL, THUL, H. &c. (J$J, T5, from the S. ^1^) Firm

ground, place, spot, site, a sand-hill, a sand-bank, the sandy

tract interposed between the west of Rajputana and the

Indus : in Marathi, the share (of the lessor or lessee) in

the produce of a field ; also, a portion of land consisting

of several fields ; also, inspection and estimate of the crop

at harvest : with the peculiar /, THAL (*J35), the word

has the general import of place, spot, in a restricted sense :

it also means a sugar-cane plantation.

Thalbarit, Thulbureet, Mar. (?) Customs levied on articles

despatched from the village or town in which they are

.produced.

Thalkari, Mar. (^JoRT^) A landed proprietor, the owner

of the land, whether he cultivate or let it ; the reverse of

the Upari, or tenant cultivator.

Thaljhdrd, Mar. (^TSRJTl) The record of the fields belong-

ing to a village.

Thalmod, Mar. (*T35ff3) Customs levied on articles brought

into a town or village for sale.

Thalmdih, also written Thalmdhilt, Mar. (vj^^T^aF, ^fiJTT-

A landed proprietor, the owner of a piece of land.

ar.(^t^^f^K) The possessor ofsugar plantations.

THAL, Tibet. Tax, duty. Kamaon.

THALA, (?) H. A sort of soil, the same, in some parts of the

north-west provinces, as Bhur, q. v.

THALY./LT, Beng. CWTfe, from *fn^, a bag) A receiver of

stolen goods.

THAMDT, (?) Tel. The name of an agricultural and proprie-

tary caste in the Nizam's country.

THAMUKADU, (?) A proclamation, a public notice. Kum-

bakonam.

THAMUNI, Thug. Bribery.

THAN, H.
(^1^,8. Wl0 A piece of cloth, or of coin, as,

ek-thdn-ashrafi, a gold mohar.

THANA, or THANAH, corruptly, TANNAH, H. &c. (Ul^I, *lp,

*1T?U, from S. WH, a place), THANE, Mar. (tfnir) A sta-

tion, a military post, a police-station : under the native

governments it was a military post or garrison, a place,

sometimes with a small fort, where a petty officer, with a

small irregular force, was posted to protect the country,

preserve the peace, and to aid in making the collections :
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under the present system it properly applies, in Bengal,

to the police jurisdictions into which the Zilas were

divided, each Tkdnd averaging about twenty miles square,

under a ddrogha and establishment : in the Upper Pro-

vinces the site of a Thdnd is regulated by considerations

of area and population, and generally corresponds with the

divisions of a Pargana (Ben. Reg. 1792, No. xlix., and

Reg. xxii. 1793) : its common use denotes any police-

station, whether under a ddrogha or a subordinate officer ;

also, a village or station assigned to invalid Sipalris. Ben.

Reg. xliii. 1793. Tel. Thdnd, (&*&*) The head station

of a district.

Thdndddr, H. &c.
(jblil^i), Tftdneddr, Mar. and Guz. (3TO-

^n:) An officer in charge of a T/tdnd, formerly, an officer

under the Faujdar, employed, with a small irregular force,

in protecting the country and enforcing payment of the

revenue: a petty police-officer subordinate to a ddrogha.

Ben. Reg. vii. 1799 ; xxviii. 1803.

Thdndddri, H. (i_f;b , having) The office or jurisdiction of

a Thdndddr.

Thdndddri-abrodb, H.
(t ->|}*1 , q. v.) A cess for the purpose

of paying the establishment of the Thdndddr.

Thdnajdt, or Thdnahdt, H. (cutsE'lgJ, cyl^JUl, plur. of

&l$>) Police-stations : a cess for defraying the expense of

their establishment.

THANA, Tibet. A grain measure, a skin = equal 60 kalis.

Kamaon.

THANI, H.
(t^lfi) Stationary, resident : a permanent culti-

vator, a proprietor.

Thdni-malangi, Uriya (3|S>?tR.p) A salt manufacturer

working at his own village.

Thdni-rdyet,Ur\ysi (2J|SjiQ|GClO) A resident cultivator, one

who has a proprietary interest in the soil.

THAND!, Hindi (J3l) Lit., Cool, cold: free from weeds, soil.

THA NO, H. (tf^Jl^J) A den of thieves.

Thdngi, or Thdngiddr, H.
(.Jj^i.jlduJo^?)

A receiver

of stolen goods.

Thdngiddri, H. ((_fj'ii^Xit^) Receiving stolen goods.

THANKHANJA, Uriya (ai|ffgi|) A detailed list or muster-

roll of the Malangis or other workmen.

TnAp, or THipA,Thug. Place ofencampment where the gang

pass the night, usually outside the village : hence, also, a

river, the banks being a frequent halting-place.

THAPA, H. (U, Tqrnrr) Gleanings, corn left on the field after

harvest.
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THAPA, H. (Uf>, TtJt) A stamp, a die.

Tkdpati, Mar. CvrTTZt) A cake of dried cow-dung: a stamp

or mark set by authority upon an article, prohibiting its

being used or removed : the prohibition so indicated.

THAPKA, Mar. (jTcRr) A stigma, a slur, imputation of crime.

THAPTIA, Thug. A potter.

THARAO, H. Mar.
(jl^Ji

, T(.w) Settlement, determination, fix-

ing or determining.

Thardo-band, Mar. (ilJcH^) A paper of instructions fur-

nished to a native revenue officer on his going to take

charge of a district : a document specifying the terms of a

settlement or decree, or conveying instructions for their

being carried into effect.

Thardo-berij, corruptly, Tharow-beriz, (3tr<HOT) Fixed

rent or rate of assessment.

THARU, (?) H. The designation of the people occupying vil-

lages in the Tardi on the borders of Rohilkhand.

THAT, (?) H. Property in the soil derived from royal grant,

immemorial occupation, or purchase. Kamaon.

Thatndn, (?) H. A proprietor of the soil. Ibid.

TH^THA, (?) H. Channel for carrying off surplus rain-

water.

THATHERA, H.
0,-X^x^j, <J4<j) A brazier, a worker in tin and

copper.

THATTHAR, (?) H. An account kept in the upper parts of

Bengal,shewing, under each name, the quantity of land held,

the amount of revenue payable, and charges, payments, re-

missions, and balances.

THATTI, Mar. (^TjfD The cattle department, the public esta-

blishment of draft bullocks, their drivers and attendants.

THEK, H. (lila^I , TCR) A portable granary : a dispute, dis-

puted lands or boundaries.

THEKI, corruptly, THECKEE, (?) Mar. A land measure in use

in some parts of the Dakbin, of an indefinite value ; it may

be one or twenty bighds.

THEKYI, (?) H. A lot or parcel of land in a coparcenary vil-

lage, divided into 37 such shares, assessed severally.

Dehli.

THENGA, Thug. A swoid.

THENGA, Uriya (GOQO Rising ground.

THEP, Mar. (TT) Limit, boundary, an appointed or assigned

term or time.

THEY, or THRO, THEVA, THEVANI, Mar. (7^, T^T, jcHi.il)

A hoard or hidden treasure, a deposit : also Theoani.

THEVANATI, corruptly, TEVANTEE, Kara. Deposit of money
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as security, especially by contractors or renters of taxes,

instead of personal surety : putting money in a treasury

or bank : advance of cash.

TIIIBAO, Thug. An omen on the right hand.

THIK, THEEK, H. &c. (viA^', <rfa) Exact, exactness, sum.

Thihd, corruptly, Ticca, Tucka, Teecka, H. &c. (&>J , <fNn)

Hire, fare, fixed price, contract for work ; a farm of revenue,

a contract by which a person engages to pay a fixed amount

of revenue on an estate or district, on being allowed to

collect the revenue payable to the proprietor or the state ;

a farm of cultivation, a lease, the contractor paying a money
rent for the lands he cultivates : a farm of salt works, pay-

ing either in money or a given return of salt : the revenue

accruing from such leases or farms : also a mortgage in

which the person who advances money on landed security

occupies the land, and sets off the produce against the

amount of interest.

Thikdbandi, corruptly, Teekabundee, H. &c. (<_*^&>j) A
settlement by farm or contract, a farm or lease, the farm

held on lease : in the Dakbin, a stipulated rent on each

field, without reference to its extent.

T/iika-bhet, H. (c^j^j&Xzi ) Extra imposts, personal service,

presents or gratuities of money. Kamaou.

Thika-ddr, corruptly, Teechadar, Tuckadar, H. &c. (P.

jlj, who has) A farmer, a leaseholder, a middleman, one

who receives the rents from the cultivators and pays a sti-

pulated amount to the proprietor : one who farms a licence

for the sale of spirituous liquors, or the like.

Thikd-otbandi, Beng. OQ&<H^ , q. v.) Lease of land at a

low or estimated rate.

Thikd-pattd, corruptly, Teekapottah, Tikaputtah, Tucha-

pottah, H. U>
, 1JT, q. v.) A document conveying a lease

or farm.

Tkikd-peshgi, H. (P. ^j&jj) Lease or farm of which the

rent is paid in advance.

THIKAN, THIKANA, corruptly, TIKAN, Mar. (focjfTO, facRTHIT)

A residence : a definite spot or plot of land belonging to

a given individual.

THIKANA, H. (UKfi, fscmfu) Determining, concluding, cer-

tainty : boundary, limit : residence, place of dwelling or

abiding.

THIKAH, or THIKHA, H. (/^ , from l/o$i', a potsherd) The

duty of keeping the village watch, taken in succession by

the villagers in the Rohtak district : the order is determined

by lot, the names being inscribed on bits of broken pots
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or tiles, and put into a vessel, from which they are drawn

daily to the extent required, by the Patredri.

THIKE, incorrectly, TIKA, Mar. (fs^K) A. parcel or lot of

ground.

Thihebandi, Mar. (Fi**!^) Assessment of a field or piece

of ground.

Thikewdr, Mar. (fijiji^TC) By lots or parcels, assessments.

THIKI, Mar. (firaft) A stack, a rick (restricted to corn) : a

quantity of any kind of grain piled up in store.

THOB, (?) H. Revenue payments suspended.

THOK, incorrectly, THOKE, and TORE, H. (cJ^u, *ffaf) A

share, a portion, a secondary or inferior share of the lands

of a coparcenary village : authorities differ as to its relative

value, and it probably varies in different places : according

to some it is smaller than a Pat/i, which contains, it is

said, a variable number of Thokf, and each Thok a varying

number of Behris. East-India Selection, iii. 167 : on

the other hand the directions for settlement officers makes

the 77*0/4 the larger division of the village lands, some-

times containing a number of Pattis ; again, a Thok is

sometimes said to denote a class of villages ; and at others

to be the same as the Pafti: in Kamaon, it is defined

the local division of a village specified in the measurement

books.

Thok-bandi, H. (P. efAJb, a binding) A written engage-

ment specifying the distribution of the shares of a copar-

cenary village.

Thok-bast, H. (P. C^J, bound) A classification of Pa ttis

or other subdivisions of a village into Thoks.

Thok-ddr, H. (P. jb, who has) The holder of a Thok, or

sometimes the principal of the holders amongst whom the

lands or fields of a Thok may be shared, and their repre-

sentative in settling and realizing the assessment : the Thok-

ddr and Pattiddr are sometimes confounded in this ca-

pacity of Lumberdar or Malguzar or payer of the revenue :

the term sometimes, also, is said to imply a wholesale

dealer : in Kamaon, the Thohddr is a ministerial officer,

usually by inheritance, confirmed, or sometimes appointed

by the ruling authority to exercise a general superinten-

dence over the villagers, and to conduct police and purvey-
ance duties in a varying number of villages, of one or more

of which he is ordinarily, though not necessarily, the Pa-
dhdn (q. v.).

Thok-ddri, H. (P. b, having) Property, office, or duty
of a Thokddr.
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Thok-ddri-pattd, H. (from Uu , a lease or grant) The official

title-deed given to the Thokddr in Kamaon by the govern-

ment, specifying the villages under his authority, and the

fees he is entitled to.

Hah-, or Dastur-Thokddri, H. (from A. ,-> right, or

jjimd , custom) Fees payable to the Thohddr by the other

Padhdns. Kamaon.

Thok-patti, H. (from .Jb , a share) A division of a T/uJi

into Pattis, with the rate of assessment on each : a share-

record, or register.

THOK, Mar. (Tfaf) Lump, mass, whole : in or by the lump.

Thohtdld, Mar. (<JY<Jfi<U3bl) A rough estimate or valuation,

a valuation in the gross or lump.

Thokebandi, Mar. (Ttan^t) Assessment or agreement by

the lump.

THOKA, Mar. (JVWT) Letting out fields for a portion of the

produce.

THOKA, (?) H. A point where three or more boundary lines

meet North-west Provinces.

THOKA, or TDK A, (?) Beng. (perhaps from ZTfa, a lot, a

heap) A term applied to documents shewing a title to a

certain amount of land (?).

THOKT, Thug. Ejection of saliva by the leader, a hint to sus-

pend operations.

THOLA, corruptly, TOLEH, (?) H. A secondary subdivision of

village lands : in the Delhi district, a variable fractional

part of a Pana or Pan, and itself divisible into smaller

portions.

Tholaddr, H. (P. jlj , who has) The holder or occupant of

a Thola.

THOLA, Thug. A police-station or guard.

THORA, (?) Mai. The unit of land measure: in Malabar the

breadth of the seed of a Yevam, which is said to be a

species of opium or aniseed ; (but ? if it is not the S.

yavam, or barleycorn): it is called ^th of a veral, or 1'th

of an inch (Walker, Report on Malabar ; but according to

Bailey, Mai. Diet., there is no word in Malayalam begin-

ning with th).

TH, (?) Tibet. A cloth measure, a cubit.

THUMBA, H. (U^Ji, ^jtar)
A lump of earth put on the loose

end of the lever used for raising water from wells to ba-

lance the bucket suspended to the end that is over the well.

i, THOONI, (?) Mai. A weight of grain or dry measure

= 86,400 grains of rice: (see remark on Thora).

, Hindi (sl*nf) A charge of a small per centage on
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the revenue, made by the proprietor to Ryots cultivating

on Jot-jaribi tenure.

TIDAL, Tarn. (^ll_Q>) High ground surrounded by water or

rice fields.

TIDAH, Tarn. (fll_oO A low hill or rising ground : an open

barren space.

Tidar-paraiyar,Tam. (LJ<S35jT)UJrT) TheParaiya or Pariah

slaves, who do not reside in the suburb set apart for them,

but are scattered over the barren spots of the village lands :

in deeds conveying Mirdsi right this phrase is inserted to

imply conveyance of a right to a participation in the labour

of all the agrestic slaves of the village, in proportion to

the share of proprietary right conveyed to the land.

TIGALARA-JATI, Kara. (X$5a3~o>) A class of people of

Karnata, speaking a corrupt Kanarese, cultivating land and

dealing in greengrocery, lime, &c.

TIGHANI, Thug. The eye.

TIHAI, Uriya (6IQ) Collection of rent thrice a year (S. fa

and HH, a year).

TillA i AT, H. (c^laJj) An aggregate or assemblage of three:

a court of arbitration of three or more persons : a third

person, an umpire.

TIHOTRA, Mar. (firifhn) Interest at the rate of three per cent.

per mensem.

Tfj, H. (* , irfaT, S. ffiflqO The third day of a lunar fortnight.

Tijd, H. ((ss) The third day after a Mohammadan's decease,

when offerings are made : the offerings made on the

occasion.

TIKA, H. &c. (&o, j"l4 1, S. fff^f) A round painted spot,

or a patch of gold or metal placed on the centre of the

forehead as an ornament, a sectarial distinction, or a mark

of high rank : conferring the tikd upon a subordinate or

feudatory chief is the privilege and indication of supremacy :

it is exercised especially by Rajput princes, as by the Rana

of Udayapur, and Raja of Jaypur ;
also by the hill chiefs,

as the Raja of Bildspur ; some chiefs retain the privilege

from their ancestral dignity rather than any political pre-

eminence, as the Raja of JBaddrvar, near Agra.

TIKALA, Thug. Any suspicious article taken fro a victim

which it is dangerous to have about the person as likely

to lead to detection.

TI'KAB, H. &c. (,.0 , TtaiT) High lands of indifferent quality.

TIKAR, Hindi (S. fJToJTTO Three ploughings.

TIKARI, Hindi (<*)cfcO) A small field of inferior land. South-

west Provinces.
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TIKARI, or TIKRI', H. (t,^, f<J<*0) Soil which is irreten-

tive of moisture, and that soon dries.

TIKARIBASTI, Beng. (f&^fiTTJrf^i, from FijTsT, rounded) A
site fit for a village or a dwelling, being raised above the

inundations.

TIKKA, (?) Mar. (perhaps an error for THIKA) A division

of a district : a village named separately, and particularized

by its contents in bighds, portions held by proprietors or

unoccupied, cultivated and waste lands, rate of assessment

per bighd, total assessment and description of cultivators.

TIKURHA, Uriya ()1QQ|) A division of produce into three
<r

parts, two of which go to the cultivating occupant and one

to the landlord or proprietor.

TIL, corruptly, TEEL, H. &c. (S. Jj, fir^) The seed of the

Sesamum, extensively used in the making of oil, and as an

ingredient in offerings to idols : the term is also applied

in Bengal to a small division of land measure, one-twelfth

of a krdnt, or, in account, to one-eightieth of a kauri :

see Tel.

TIL, Thug. A person found watching the gang.

TI'LA, TI'LHA, H. &c. ObJ, l$Lw, T^JI, 7b=&) A low hill,

a rising ground.

TILAKA, vernacularly, TILAK, S. &c. (fff^ycB, CJJJ) A co-

loured spot on the forehead worn as an ornament, a sec-

tarial mark, or mark of distinction : see Tikd : it occurs

also in Mar. Tild, Tilali, (ft^T, fcc5R), as well as Tilah

(frlc?*), and designates any coloured sectarial spots or lines

on the face or person. In some places, as in Bahar, the

term is applied to certain presents or dues in money or

goods at the time of a betrothal made to the intended bride-

groom by the father of the bride.

TIMASHI, H. A silver coin of the value of two to three anas.

Kamaon.

TINGOTI, (?) Mar. A tax on the sale of cattle in some parts

of the Maratha territories.

TINNA, TINMUA, Thug. A boy.

TINNAL-PANAM, Mai. (0^65*360o_lCOo , from rtnlOT^iio, a
tv

month) General monthly levy of contributions from all

classes by the Rajas of Malabar.

Tinnalkkoppa,Ma\.((G?\QSQb6)<8&3r.\) Monthly provisions

for a temple or victualling house.

Tip, H. &c. ((^.^JJ, ?fa) A note of hand, a promissory note

or bill, a bond, a cheque ; besides these meanings, which

are common to all the dialects, it has special applications

in some, as in Mar. (Tfa), taking a list of the number of

OH
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houses, trees, cattle, &c., preparatory to a tax upon them.

Guz. (<^,H), A list, an inventory, a catalogue, a roll or

register. Tipu, Tel. ($<*$) A grant or assignment of

revenue to a capitalist who has advanced money to the go.

vernment.

Tipkdr, Tip-, or Tipnis, Mar. (tfq*K, fal- 1<Ji*l^i) The

officer who numbers the houses, &c., of a village, in order

to tax them.

Tipd-moharir, Uriya (SlCI|G9|}Q) A clerk who notes

the amount of the weighment of salt at the salt-office.

Tipan, Mar. (fir^Wj) A note, a memorandum : also a memo-

randum paper.

Tip, Thug. A fire kindled for evil purposes.

TiPARi, Guz. (^.H^L, <2lM.l) A grain measure = half a ser.

TlPPARl, Mai.
(raTlo-Jtfl)

A grain measure, the same as a

ndla, or one-fourth of an Edangali, q. v.

Tin, H.
(P.^xi)

An arrow.

Tirkarandr, (?) Mar. A low caste, formerly extant, whose

occupation was making arrows.

TI'RA, vernacularly, Tin, S. &c. (^J, irk) A bank, the bank

of a river, a shore, a belt of sand along a river's bank,

sometimes admitting of a scanty cultivation, alluvial soil

along a river.

Tir, or Tirmadhya, Beng. (\fte, vftjnWT) The space or

land included within 150 cubits beyond the highest reach

of the inundations of a river on the 14th of the moon's

wane in Dhddra (Aug.-Sept).

TJRA, commonly TIH, TEED, Mai. (rtiSlfO) A written receipt

or acknowledgment : a deed of assignment of land for

value received.

Tirmma, Mai. (rtnlCCl) Discharge, acquittal, settlement

Tirmmuri, corruptly, Teermoorie, Mai. (rsTlcizol) A writ-

ten receipt.

TIRA, Mai. (<5>lo) Tribute, tax.

TiHAiT, TIHHAIT, corruptly, TiRAYUT.Mal. (fiKlfo , frT=?rtTO

An umpire, an arbitrator, any third person, a stranger, a

panchayat collectively.

TIHANAISUVAB, Tarn.
(^ll7CCOT<5f6iJi:r) Parapet wall of a

sluice.

TIRDHAL, Mar. (ftRVSS) A third of the produce of a field,

especially as payable by the occupant tenant to the landlord.

Tirdhali, Mar. (fiHV^) A cultivating tenant who pays a

third of the produce of his fields to the proprietor.

TiRGtiL, Mar. (rfaTrgg) A particular tribe of Brahmans, or

an individual of it, whose occupation is cultivating the
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Piper betel : the name of a low caste, formerly extant,

employed in making arrows.

TIIIHIA, Thug. A bag or knapsack.

TIRIJ, or TI'RAJ, corruptly, TIRJ, TURJ, TAREJE, TARIJ,

TAREEJ, TERTT>GE, TEYRIJ, H.&c.( jJo ,7^*0, TERIJU,

Tel., Earn. (~3 &&*>), TERIJ, Mar. (ibfct) An abstract

account completed from other detailed accounts : an item

in a number of items to be added together, a paper or list

of items to be added together.

Tirij asdmirvdr, H. (.Lj-cU, according to cultivators)

One of the village accounts under the former system, and

recognised in the settlement of the north-west provinces as

one of the documents constituting the settlement Misl : it

is the abstract of the Khateoni Asdmindr, specifying the

number of each Thok or subdivision of the village lands,

the name of its occupant, the number of bighas occupied,

without particularising the fields, and the amount assessed

upon the whole land. Directions for settlement officers,

App. si.

Tirij-goshwdra-jinswdr-asdmiivdr, H. (see Goshndra, &c.)

A tabular abstract statement of each kind of produce (jinx)

of the fields of a village, with the name of the occupant.

Tirij-jinsiedr-asdmimdr, H. (A. ,iJi., genus, thing) A

specification of the fields in the occupation of each person

cultivating on his own account.

Tirij-jamabcmdl, H. (^jjJu-*^, rent-roll) Account, par-

ticulars of the annual revenue and charges of an estate.
'

Tirij-jama-Jtharch, H. (A. *?-> income, j^-, expense)

A summary account of the receipts and disbursements of

a village, made up at the end of the year.

TIHKIA, Thug. A goldsmith.

TiHPPU, Tarn.
(^rjlJUj),

Tel. (&;&), TIRPP A, Mai.
(rtSlglj)

A decree, an award, a decision: an agreement, a settle-

ment, a final arrangement.

TIRTHA, vernacularly, TIRTH, and TIRATH, S. &c. OjNj) A

holy place, especially one that derives its sanctity from the

confluence of two rivers held sacred, as the Ganges and

Jamna, also various places along the banks of rivers

esteemed holy, and, more laxly, any holy place or place of

pilgrimage : water brought from a sacred stream, or that

has been consecrated by pouring over an idol : also, fig.,

any venerable person, as a father or a spiritual preceptor :

in the south of India it is also applied to a hereditary

office in a temple. >

Tirtliakdra, S. (u'HNin:) A holy personage, one privileged
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to drink the sacred water and partake of the food that has

been offered to idols : Tirthakdra, or Tirtkanhara, is also

the generic title of the persons held sacred by the Jains.

TIRU, Tarn. (l(TTj), Mai. (<s9lKS), Kara. (&>) A word

used chiefly as a prefix in the sense of the Sanscrit Sri,

implying auspicious, venerable, sacred, and the like; it

enters into the names of many places in the south of India,

corrupted by English mispronunciation to Tri, as Triva-

toor, for Tiru-vatur ; Tripetty, for Tiru-pati, &c.

Tiruka, Kara. (ooo o) A mendicant, a beggar, a vagrant.

Tintkkulam,Tam. (^l(r^Sg)6fTLQ) A tank with stone steps.

Tiruman,Ta.m.($\(TF)in6l5Gr), Tirumam, Kara. (OOOcWS))

Sacred earth, a kind of white clay with which the Vaish-

navas especially draw perpendicular lines on their foreheads

or on other parts of the face or body : the marks or streaks

so made.

Tirumul-kurya, Mai.
(<ffTl(S}i3&oeeS)Oj^)

A complementary

present to superiors on visiting them : an annual acknow-

ledgment paid to the prince for a grant of rent-free land.

Tirundl, Tarn.
(^(njr^rTOTr)

A holy day, a festival.

Timpani, Tarn. (^(TRLJUSOBfl) A fund for the repairs

of temples, created by a trifling deduction from each heap

of grain at the time of harvest.

Tirupati, corruptly, Tripety, Tam. (^!(njLJI_ll) A temple

dedicated to some form of Vishnu, and hence the name of

a town famous for the temples dedicated to various per-

sonations of Vishnu.

Tirupe, Kara. (o&> <O) Alms: begging.

Tiruwna, Mai. (f5?!(3iOJ06TO) An oath, swearing : a cita-

tion on the part of the Raja, or any public functionary.

Tiruvdsal, Tam. (^(TT^LHTS'}) The gateway of a

temple : a building for the accommodation of travellers.

TIRUKA, Mar. (fn<t<*i) A piece of money, the fourth of an ana.

TIRUMALA, Karn. (oOJcMCJ) A name common to Sudras.

TIRUMURU, Kara. (&J&>0&>) Exchange.

TIRUVA, Tel. (&&>$) Duty, customs.

TIRUVE, Karn. (Q&JJ3) Settlement, adjustment, of duties

and the like.

TIRVAI, orTiRWAi, corruptly, TEERVA.TEERWA, TEERWAH,
Tam.

(^CT6TO6LI , probably from the S. sthira (fwt), what

is fixed or determined), TIRVA, Mai. (rtnloli) Tax, duty,

custom, a cess or impost, a money assessment of revenue

on land, or on its produce : rate of assessment according

to the quality of land : money-rent : also a decision, a

sentence.
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Tin-ai-dittam,1'am. (^rjoTO6U ^ltll_Ui)Rate
ofassessment.

Tirvai-jdstlt (?) Tam. An additional assessment on inferior

land when made to produce crops, usually limited to land

of superior quality, as garden crops, or those raised from

wet or irrigated land.

Tirvaipat, or Tirvaipaitv, corruptly, Teervapelt, also with

Nilam, land, added, Tirvaipatlanilam, Tam. (^CT0036U
LJ-

Ull,
^CT(3o06LIUUlll_r^60U3)

Land paying a fixed

money assessment.

TIRVE, TIRVIKE, Kara, (eie&F-, B^>f-D) Settlement, ad-

justment. See Tiruve.

TIHVILA, Mai. (fznloulai) A bargain.

Tirvilayola, MaL (rrnlaJlej^OOOaa) A bill of sale.

TiSALi, Mar. (firai^ST, from S. fa, three, and A. JLi, a

year) Of or for three successive years, as an account, &c.

TISWANSI, H.
CjAuJ^uJ) A smaller division of a big/id, the

twentieth of a bisrvdnsi.

TITTA, Mai. (rtnl) A shoal, a bank, an island of alluvial

formation, or one from which the water has recently retired.

Tivu, (8"^) Money deposited as security.

TfwARi, Hindi (frHlO, corruption of Trivedf) The name of

a caste or tribe of Brahmans, originally men learned in

the three Vedas, but now agriculturists, soldiers, and cudgel

players or boxers.

TIYAN, plur. TIYAH, Mai. (aft\<3#)nb) A caste, or a member

of it, in Malabar, whose occupations are agriculture and

<<m-drawing : they are numerous, and enjoy some consi-

deration.

2%tff^MaL(fltaM4MA) A woman of theTiyan caste: they

are distinguished by wearing no covering above the waist.

TODA, or TORA, Mar. (ifts), Gnz. (<"ll$, <113.) Compromise,

composition, adjustment, settlement of conflicting claims.

Todagrdt, or Toragrds, Guz. (<rU$ORl3l, eTROUl^)
Cash composition levied by the Grasiyas from villages in

lieu of other claims, or of plunder.

TODA,TODAWAR, written also TODAR,THODA,THODAWUR,(?)

The name ofa pastoral people inhabiting theNilgiri moun-

tains, and claiming to be the original occupants and pro-

prietors of the whole of the hilly country.

TODAI, Tam. (GsjlToTOI ) A term in the Ceylon pearl-fishery:

a dive, that is, the produce of a diving, two of which are

given daily to the owner of the boat.

TopAR.Tam. (0$rTI_rj) A chain, a fetter: pursuit,lit. or fig.

Todarmuri, Tam.
(GsiTIrjjlpjTrJ))

A deed or promise in

writing not to pursue a person further at law.
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Topu, Tarn. (GsrT) A garden, ground fit for rice culti-

vation. See Tottam.

TODUPPU, Tarn. (GsrTUl_j) Implements of ploughing,

plough gear.

TODUVALAKKU, Tarn. (GSITSIJ^<5@) A continuous

quarrel or law- suit.

TOGHT, Thug. A turban.

TOKA, Mar. (jl4il) A sort of weevil infesting grain : rice in

the husk, paddy.

TOKA, (?) Beng. A receipt. Sylhet.

TOKA-PATTA, Hindi
(<jlc4il<4gl) A permanent patfa or lease.

Puraniya.

TOKKAM, Tam. (GsiTSSLa) A law-suit.

TOKRA, TOKRI, corruptly, TOGHRA, H. &c. (]//, i^y) A

basket, large or small: in the Dakhin Tokrd also means

a sort of ferry-boat, or one made of basket-work, covered

with leather : in Puraniya it is said to mean also extir-

pated weeds.

TOL, TOLA, H. &c. (Jy , tftgs) Weight, weighing, a weight.

Tola, H. &c. CJy, ifl<l) A certain weight, especially of

silver, containing, under the old want of system, a varying

number of Mdshas, but usually regarded as equivalent to

the weight of the Sikka rupee, or 179.666 troy grains.

By Beng. Reg. vii. 1833, the weight of the Tola, taken as

the unit of the new system of weights, was fixed at 180

troy grains : the scale is, 4 Dhdns = 1 Rati ; 8 Ratis

= lMdsha; 12Mds/ias= I Told; 5 Tolds= l Cliitdnk;

IQChitdnks l Ser ; 40 Sers= 1 Man or Maund, which

is thus exactly equal to 100 troy pounds.

Toldddr, H. (P.^lii , who has) A weighman, one who weighs

coins or goods in a market.

Tolah, (?) Beng. A money payment or fee for goods, for-

merly paid by the retailers of wares in the Calcutta markets

to the government.

TOL, Tam. ((oejrreb), Mai. (QrtMrafc) Skin, bark, leather.

Tol-hollcm, Mai.
(6KBwd>6)a>OEynr6) A worker in leather

or skins, a currier, a shoemaker.

Tottunnar, Tam. (@$rr^nryOTCOTcr, plur.) Workers in

leather and skins, shoemakers, curriers.

TOL, Beng. (&fa) A school, a college, an establishment for

instruction, especially in Sanskrit and some branch of

Sanskrit
learning, as grammar, law, logic, &c., kept by

a Pandit or Brahman teacher, at which lodging and in-

struction are
gratuitously provided for the students by the

teacher, the former gaining their subsistince by alms from
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the neighbouring shopkeepers, the latter deriving his com-

pensation from the repute he enjoys and presents made to

him at Hindu festivals by opulent Zamindars.

TOLA, TOLI, Beng. (iitft, flhf^) The suburb of a town

or village, the part of a town by persons of any par-

ticular occupation, as Kami-tola, butchers' town : a sup-

plementary hamlet, or huts outlying from the chief village :

it is said to mean also uncultivated ground.

TOLIL, Tam. (GSfT^Jl^) Work, occupation, business.

Tolildlan, Tam.
(G^rTL^lsOfTcrrOTr)

A workman, an

artisan, a labourer.

Tohivan, Tam. (GsilT^SLIOT) A workman, an artisan, a

cultivator, a husbandman.

Tolildli nuinyam, Tam.
(G^rTLplsDrTsrflLQrronflUJUi)

Rent-free land assigned to the village servants in requital of

their labour.

ToLLiK, Tel. (siTVS) A sort of hoe.

TOLUKARI, Tel. (3~"eu$b) The first rainy season.

TOLUMBU, Tam.
(GsrT^LgiLi_|) Slavery.

Tolumban, Tam. (G^rr^lLuOTT) A slave.

Toluttai, Tam.
(G^rT^Lg^OTiS) A female slave, a dancing

girl.

TOM, Thug. Any peculiarly valuable article of booty, such as

may be set apart to be presented to the patron of the gang.

TOMNI, Mar. (fmuft) lit., A very small dish :
fig. a small

grant of land to the village Mahdr.

TONA, H. &c. (Uy , Ttqr) Witchcraft, magic. Thug. A trick,

a deception.

TONDAI MANDALAM, sometimes readToNDUMANpALAM,Tam.

(G^rT6dtST<3tT51_La<5cbri_60lL,fromS.>n^^,a tract, a coun-

try) An ancient division of the Peninsula comprehending

the modem districts of north and south Arcot and Chinglipat.

Mr. Ellis supposes it to have derived its appellation from

Tondamdn, a prince so named, who conquered the country

probably before the era of Christianity, and granted peculiar

privileges to the first settlers: Tondamdn meaning, properly,

a chief, a lord, in general ; became, latterly, the designation

of a petty chief in the vicinity of Trichinapali, whose coun-

try is known to early English writers as Tondiman's land.

TONDIVARAM, Tam.
(GsrTrT^l6LirTO"lL) The share of the

cultivators in the division of the crop : (perhaps an error

for Tunduvdram, q. v.).

ToNpu,ToTTU,Tam.(G^rT(5OTT, G^rTQS])A slave.slavery.

TONGAR, Thug. A Maratha.

TONI, vulgarly, DHONEY, Mai. (6)M6mo|) A long boat or
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coasting sloop : also applied to a smaller vessel used for

crossing rivers : a ferry-boat.

TONKAL, Thug. A party of travellers too strong to be attacked.

To-o, incorrectly, TOYO, Guz. ((il^tl) A person stationed

to watch the crop and scare the birds.

TOP, H.&c. (Turk. L_Jy ) A gun, a cannon, a piece of ordnance.

Topchi, H. (T.
|_5??iy)

A conductor of ordnance, an artillery

officer.

Topkhdna, H. (T. A>U-i__>y)
An arsenal, an artillery park,

a foundry for cannon, a place where military stores are kept

TOPI', H. &c. (^y , ? from Port. Topo), TOPI, TUPI, Beng.

(fljlff , Iff), TOPPI, Mai.
(6>rtn3o_j))

A hat, a cap, a

skull-cap.

Topas, (Port. Topaz, perhaps from the H. Topi, a hat) A

native Christian sprung from a Portuguese father and Indian

mother in the south of India : in the early history of the

Company these people were extensively enlisted as soldiers;

hence the term came to be applied to the Company's native

soldiery generally in the Peninsula : it is now obsolete.

Topirvdld, H.
Oilj^jy)

A hat-wearer, a European.

Toppi-Ttuda, Mai.
(6)J)On.jl<3S)

A hat-umbrella, a hat

with a projecting brim on the crown, worn by fishermen

and other castes in Malabar : the term seems to be of old,

and to precede the Portuguese.

TOPKA, Thug. Cloth of any kind.

TOPPALU, Karn. (CW'jJtO) Tobacco.

TO'PU, Tel., Karn. (& S&, Q*Cfc), Tarn.
o^rTUL_|)

A

grove of trees, properly of those that bear fruit, as mango, i

tamarind, cocoa-nut, &c. ; commonly termed Top or Tope :

in Tarn, it is also extended to woodlands of every descrip-

tion (the term seems to have been introduced from the south

to Hindustan, where it is in common use, although not

found in Shakespear or Carey.

TOR, H. (7y ,
from LTy , to break) Irrigation effected by break-

ing down the ridges of water-courses, and letting the water

flood the garden or field.

TOHA, H. Ojy) A purse, a bag of money, when sealed sup-

posed to contain 1000 rupees.

TOIIANA, vernacularly, TORAN, S. &c. (cftfU) An ornamental

doorway or arch, a temporary arch hung with drapery or

festoons of flowers and leaves.

TORMI, Thug. A thief, a robber, a Thug.

TORO, Guz. (<"ll^.l) A chief, a man of rank and dignity.

TORTANKAR, Thug. Search after, or apprehension of, Thugs.

TORU, TORUVU, Tarn. (GsrT^J, Gsjrr^pJSLj) Slavery.
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TOSHA, H. (P.
<li.y

) Provisions, especially for a journey ; also

food carried at funerals as provision for the deceased's

journey to the next world : any article of curiosity or value

kept in store.

Toshahhdna, H. &c. (P. <GU-<Cji) A storeroom, a wardrobe:

chambers in which objects of curiosity or value, not in

daily request, are kept: less correctly Tosltak-khdna.

TOSSA, (?) Tel. A cultivator, a Ryot.

TOTI, Karn. (^3) A tax.

Totiyakdlu, Karn. (^3&3c&>a~c)<>) Taxed corn.

Totiyarohhka, Karn. (3^^o5i6jS|J) Tax-money.

ToTTAM,Tam., Mal.(<S^rTL.l_lL),ToTA,Tel.,
Karn. (Tto)

Uriya (GO|g|) A garden, an orchard.

Tottakdl, corruptly, Totacul, Totical, Tottyhal, Totycaul,

Tarn. (<3s;rTI_l_c3<E&rTQ5) Land appropriated to the cul-

tivation of garden produce, as various kinds of fruit, betel,

edible vegetables, and other articles of value, and therefore

subject to a higher rate of assessment.
^_r _r

Totavddu, Totldu, Tel.( baT^&j, Tw 3j) A gardener,

a grower of garden produce.

Tottamdniyam, Tel. ((SsmllLnrTOCflUJUi) A garden, or

garden ground, free of assessment.

TOTTI, Tarn.
(S^rTLll^.), TOTI, and TO'TIQA, Karn. (o^&S,

a^fiJA) A village servant, a man of a low caste who

waits upon the villagers generally, discharges the offices of

police, is set to watch the crops, and assists in measuring

them, &c. : he appears, however, to be different from the

menial domestic servant who bears the same name, or Totti,

and does the dirtiest work of the house.

TOTTIYAR, plur. Tarn. (Gsmluj-LUij) People originally

from the north, settled in Coimbatur.

TOYYIL, Tarn. (GsjrrLLJllJleb) Cultivated moist land.

TRAGA, (?) The shedding of blood, either his own or of a

connexion, by a J3/tdt, in order to enforce the fulfilment

of an engagement for which he has pledged his personal

surety ; punishable by law. Bombay Reg. xiv. 1827.

TRETA, S. &c. C^iTt) The second of the four ages.

TRETAGNI, S. &c. (^mfrq) The three sacred fires of the

Hindus.

TRIBHAQAMU, Tel. (^^""X&X}, from 3. f=r, three, and TT,

a share) A third of the annual crop payable to the go-

vernment.

Tribhdgainu-mukhdsd,Te\.(x>3y~<3-
e
) A village held on

condition of paying a third of the crop to government.

THIDANDI, S. &c. (fa^ljjft) A Saiva mendicant carrying three

Gs
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slender staves (danda) as typical of his command over his

thoughts, words, and actions.

TRIKA, Tel. (3. vX) A triangular frame or bar over the mouth

of a well, over which the rope of the bucket travels : a

frame at the top or bottom of a well to support the sides.

TRlPU^rtnA, S. &c. (f^Hf) The three horizontal lines made

on the forehead with ashes of burnt cowdung or sandal

paste, &c., by the worshippers of Siva especially.

TniVEDi, S. &c. (fsra<ft) A Brahman who professes to have

read the three Vedas, or to have descended from such a

Brahman, whose title has thence become a family desig-

nation.

TRISULA, S. &c., but usually, in the dialects, Tirsul (f^JcS)

A trident, a three-pronged lance, the weapon peculiarly

of Siva.

TUDAGADANA, Karn. (J&Xr6) Stray cattle.

TuGHRA, H. (A.l^li)The imperial signature, the sign-manual

on a royal grant of revenue : the royal titles usually pre-

fixed to a public document, written in an ornamental cha-

racter also called Tugliru.

TUK, H. (S. (ulAJ, TOR) A little, a small piece, a fragment.

Mar.
(TJcfi)

A weight= 2j muskets.

TUKA, Mul. (g)c&) An amount, sum total.

TUKHM, H. &c. (P. fis:)
Seed.

Tulthm-rezi, H. (P. from
<^j).j, scattering) Sowing seed;

an account of the seed sown kept by the village accountant.

TuJihm-soJtht,U. (from P. c^=>-j*, burnt) Land in which

seed has been sown, but, from want of rain or other cause,

has not germinated.

Tuhtim, Tel. (&>&Jb) An advance of seed.

TUKI, Karn. (fcXJ"*o) A guess, a conjecture: abstract of the

contents of a letter.

TuMkJihJiha, Karn. (tT^O^eJai) A guess account, a calcu-

lation by the head.

TUKKADI, Tarn. (S1<5SU^-) A district, a division.

TuKKAitAN, Mai. (<3)d6)0ronr6) A man who swings at the

swing festival ; see Charalt : a hangman, an executioner : a

weigher.

TUKKIRI, Tarn. (STl <S<E1 rf\) A head watchman or overseer

of a village.

TuJiMri-merai,Tam. (STI<HE<EElcf)<aLC<382rj) The quantity of

corn given from the threshing-floor to the watchman.

TUKRA, TuKRi, H. &c.
(I/T, l^ ) ^rj _tf ,

or pnn-Tt)
A piece, a fragment: in Mysote, a troop of soldiers, a

division of an army.
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Tukridtir, Dakh.
(;li>u?/j) An officer commanding a de-

tachment of the Mysore Silahdar horse.

TUL, Hindi
(jgs)

The breadth of a field. Puraniya.

TULA, S. &c. (Jo, H^l) A balance, a pair of scales, the sign

Libra, the month when the sun enters Libra, measure by

weight : a various reading of Tola, q. v. : in the south of

India, the balance-lever used for raising water.

Tuldbkdram, Mai. (^aaosorOo) An equal weight of gold

or other articles intended for distribution with the weight

of the donor.

Tuldddna, S. &c. (TT^5TfnO Gift to Brahmans of gold, silver,

rice, or other articles, equal in weight to the person of the

donor, who is weighed against them.

Tulam, Mul. (<S)-lo) The month when the sun enters Libra,

Sept.-Oct.

Tuldm, corruptly, Toulom, Tarn., Mai. (sisOrriL, <ge_l3o)

A measure by weight of 100, or sometimes 200 palas=
145 or 190 ounces troy : the lever of the apparatus used

for drawing water.

Tulamu, Tel. (WOcXXD) The weight of one rupee, or thirty

Kdntirui fanams.

Tuldpariltshd, S. &c. (mfajT , trial) Ordeal by the balance
;

the accused person having
1 been accurately weighed in a

pair of scales, is removed, and, after the performance of cer-

tain ceremonies, is again weighed ; if he is lighter than

he was at first he is innocent; if equal, or heavier, guilty :

he is also guilty if, without obvious cause, any part of the

balance be damaged.

TULA, Tel. (^>^, from the A.
Jjjb, length) The measured

length of a heap of grain, or the measurement round it:

the length of any thing.

Tularjulu, Tel. (&>er*#a*>eu, from the A. J^L and (jof,
width) Measurement of the length and breadth of the heaps

of grain prepared to be measured on the threshing-floor.

TULASI, S. &c. (n<$*i^) The Ocymum sanctum, or sacred

Basil, venerated by the Hindus as a type of Vishnu, said,

in modern legend, to have been a nymph beloved by him

in the character of Krishna : it was used in the administra-

tion of oaths to Hindus, a few leaves with some holy water

being held in the hollow of the hand of the deponent while

the oath was repeated, and afterwards swallowed by him.

TULU, Mai., TULUVAM, Tarn. (SjJ(5rT)QJLa) The northern-

most division of the Malayalam country, or, in more modern

times, the country of Viziapur between Kanara and the

Konkan : the language of the province.
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TUMAR, H. (A.^Ujb) A roll, a. record, a register, an ac-

count : also same as the next.

Tumdr-jamA, H. (A. **- , total) The sum total of the land

revenue according to register : the recorded standard as-

sessment of the land revenue of the provinces of the Mogul

empire in the reign of Akbar, as settled by his minister,

Toral Mai, and subsequently revised at different periods

down to the time of the grant of the Diwani to the East-

India Company.

Tumdr-jamd-nalidi, H. (A. >^SJ
, ready money) The standard

assessment as settled in money.

TUMARAM, Mai. (g)GKOo) A measure of timber, one-fourth

of a khandi, or 144 square inches.

TUMBAMARI, Mai. (@OO_Ji2Ol) Certificate given by a pro-

prietor to the holder of his land on lease or mortgage, that

he has sold his right to another, or one which the holder

gives to the owner, if he transfers his occupancy to another

tenant. See Yenulta.

TUMIA, H. (Ixcy) Thread made of carded cotton.

Tu MUjTel. (&J~"cfoj) A sluice, a flood-gate, a drain, a water-

course : a measure of capacity, a Turn or Toom, varying

in value, but always the twentieth of a hhandi.

TUNDAM, or TUNDU, Tarn., Mai. (fittfabJA, SlCTOT) A

piece, a fragment, a piece cut off, a little.

Tund/iyam, Tarn. (SJ5OTTL_ rTUJLo) A gold fanam.

Tundirsal, Tam. (SlOTBTdJ-rj^rT}) A small remittance,

one made frequently.

Tunducltittti, Tam. (S1<5COT<^U.) A small note.

Tundvpilli,Tam. (S]6OTTUlJ
>

OTT6T
i

T) The estimate of the

grain produce of a small part of the village.

Tunduvdram, corruptly, Tondoorcarum, Tam. (Sl<5obr-

QjrTCTU}) The share of the landlord from all lands cul-

tivated by temporary cultivators.

TUP, Mar. (in*), TUPPA, Karn. (&o3) Ghee, or clarified
c- <xy

butter ; a certain quantity paid as a cess or fee by vendors

of milk and butter.

Tvppatli, Mar. (iiMMg'l) A tax on ghee, or a quantity set

apart for the village officers.

TupsisJtl, Mar. (inrf^r?) A contribution to government, or

to the village functionaries, of a certain amount of ghee

from each village, or a money payment in lieu.

TUPHANE, Karn. (oJ<pdoo) A calumny, a false accusation.

TUPPADATI, Karn. (dO<xX33fij) A contract of marriage : an

entertainment given by the father of the bride to the bride-

groom's friends on signing the contract.
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TURAVU, Tam. (sirTQ-O A large well, but one that is not

considered public property, and is specified in deeds of

transfer as belonging to an individual.

TURHADI, Karn. (?) A species of mortgage in Kanara in

which the mortgagee only receives a quantity of rice equal

in value to the interest due on his loan : (the word is from

the 5th Rep., but is not found elsewhere, and there is pro-

bably some blunder in the spelling).
-A if

TURIKA, Karn. (aT^dO) Winnowing.

Turpdra-pattadam, Tel. (?) The act of winnowing grain.

TURUMBU, Tam. (ajQlLq) A straw, a rush, a straw given

to a wife as a token of divorce.

Turumbudan-ambdram, Tam. (See Amb&ram) A heap of

corn not cleansed, not freed from the straw.

TURWATHEN, Mar.
CiJWd) A terraced and cultivated patch

of ground on a hill side or rocky elevation.

Tus, (?) The fundamental long measure in the Northern Sar-

kars, varying from 1^ to 2;j inches.

TUSAL, Mar. (ri^db) Chaff remaining in husked rice : rice

with chaff remaining in it after cleaning.

TusAn, corruptly, TEESUR, TOOSORR, Mar. (?) Crops that

ripen after the rains are over, or in the cold season, having

been sown at the commencement of the rains : the early

crop, on the near ripening of which an estimate of the

value was loosely made, and an equal portion of the re-

venue collected : (in general, Tt/shdr, or Tusdr, in Mar.,

as well as in S., means Dew, mist, thin rain ; but the fol-

lowing confirms the meanings given in the Selections, 4. 744).

Tusdrpatti, Mar. (rt*u<Mg^) The land-tax, of which pay-

ment was required from the cultivators immediately on the

appearance of the grain in the ear.

TUSHA, S. &c., vernacularly, TUSH, CiTO) Husk, chaff, the in-

tegument of rice or other grain.

Tushdgni, Tushdnala, S. &c. (from ^tfrtf, or ^fTT^j, fire)

Capital punishment by twisting straw round the limbs

of a criminal and covering him with chaff and setting

it on fire.

Tusi, pronounced TUSHI, Mai. (g)C/al) The iron style

used in writing: the fee paid to the writer who draws

up the mortgage-deed ; also, in this sense, more correctly

T'u.n-kdnam.

Tusi, (?) Harvest reaped in the rainy season.

TUT, Mar. (wj) Deficiency, loss: difference in the quantity

of grain by the beards being rubbed off in the carriage (same

as the H. i=jy, y , from S.
^ffc, fracture, diminution).
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Ttit, H. (?) Loss or deficiency to landholders in payment

of revenue. Kamaon.

TUT, H. &c.
(ciJji',

Tilt) The mulberry tree (Morus indica).

TUTAM, Mai. (<3)So) A liquid measure containing about

one-tenth of an Edanga.lt.

TUVABI, Tel. &c. (&>>8) A kind of pea, commonly Dhal,

the seed of the Cytisus cajan.

TUVATA, Mai. (gDOJf) A measure of timber, one-sixth of

a Tumaram, or 24 square inches.

TVACUT, (?) Land, in the Dindigal district, 5th Rep. (some

mistake, perhaps, for Tyakta, q. v.).

TrAGA, S. &c., vernacularly, TvAO, (WTH:) Leaving-, relin-

quishing: parting with, as money, whence it comes to

signify liberality, munificence.

Tydgi, S. &c. (wi'A) One who has abandoned the world, a

mendicant, a liberal man.

Tydgpatra, Beng. (vsjlTNtfl) A bill of abandonment, or of

divorce.

Tyakta, S. &c., vernacularly, Tijaht, (7&d Left, deserted :

given away, bestowed.

TVARGAIN, (?) H. A temporary cultivator. Kamaon.

U.

UBAH, Mar. (TTTC) In papers of account, applied to the ba-

lance in hand brought forward from the last account closed,

and placed at the head of the new account opened ; also,

surplus, supernumerary.

UBHA, Mar. C3Ht) Erect, standing, not cut down (as crops).

UBHAHA, vulgarly, UBHRA, Hindi (w^j) Unladen, as a cart

or boat.

Ubharan, Beng. (Sfl0 Unloading a boat or cart.

UBHAYA, S. &c. (TOT) Both.

Ubhayamdrga, Mar. (7411, both, and *TPt, a road) Transit

duties.

Ubhaydnumata sdkshi, S. Gum, with, *Rinr, assented to,

and TTreft, a witness) A witness consented to by both

parties (the term is known colloquially in Mysore).

Ubhayardn, Karn. (UV$O&>1TT:>^ S . 7>nj, and T^ft, a

heap), Ubhirds, corruptly, Ooberas, Mar. (Ttfkljr) The

heap of corn gathered and stacked, but not yet apportioned
between the sharers, especially when they are the govern-
ment and the cultivators : in Mar. it hence comes to have

the sense of unportioned or undivided property in general,
the enjoyment of which is suspended.
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UBHAYAM, Mai. (^'SCQJo) Interest on money given in mort-

gage : land : fruit, or produce of trees.

UBLAK, Mar. C^ggclO Not brought finally to account: not

finally concluded (as an agreement) : not settled or de-

termined (as price)

Ublalth, Mar. (jf<jS'S) Unspecified ;
in the gross, in the lump

(this and the preceding are evidently corruptions of the

A. Mabla/jli, q. v.).

CCHA, or UTSA, Tel. (C&5) Stalk of the great millet.

Uckabeyyam,Tel. (& QO&goXX)) Unripe grains of the

great millet.

UCHALAN, Beng. (5[?10 Winnowing, tossing corn or other

light things in a sieve to get rid of the lighter particles.

UCHA*PAT, H., Mar. (i^ola-l, T^m) Taking up goods on

credit, the articles so taken, money borrowed, &c.

UcHAKA.Mar. Cs^Jin) Swindling, shoplifting, pocket-picking,

getting money or property by fraudulent means or dis-

honest practices.

Uchahyii, Ucltalyd, Mar. (3^*n, 7^cn) A cheat, a

swindler, a pickpocket

UCHA L, Mur. (7^5) A portion of land given at the partition of an

estate in exchange for some other portion to a different sharer.

UCHCHA, S. &c. ("S^S), also, in most dialects, UNCII, UWCIIA,

H.
(Isrjl, g'jl),

Mar. CJ^) High, lofty, lit. or fig.

/ < licluipada, Beng. (Ffff) A high oflice.

Unchdn, Unchdi, H. (^'jCjl, ^1^"^) Height, eminence.

Unckdd, Unchan-atd, Mar. (<j-(]3, '^^71) High ground, a

mound, an eminence.

Unchat, Unchawat, Mar. (ttz, T^T7) Rising, ascend-

ing (as ground).

UCHCHA"PATI, Karn.
(t/U|Fo>) Taking and giving goods

on credit.

Uchchdpati lekhhha, Karn. (tftJ^SSjS^SO)

account, a shop bill.

UCHCHHISHTA, vernacularly, UCHCHISHT, S. &c.

Rejected, left, the leavings of a meal.

Uchchishtab/wjana, S. (^feSCWfiPT) An inferior, a menial,

Borrowed,

running

one who eats another's leavings : an attendant on an idol,

eating the food offered to it.

UCHHIKUN, UCHHINUN, Guz.
(^$g

received on loan or on credit.

UCHITA, vernacularly, UCHIT, S. &c. ("gf^rf) Fit, right, ap-

propriate, suited to.

UDAIKULAM, Tarn. (<3tDi_g>eiTU3) A tank or reservoir

which has burst its bank.



UDA

I~flaippti,T
<

am.(i>.G&>\lJL-\) A channel formed by the burst-

ing' of a dam or tank.

Udaippu hattu, Tarn. (<5B}l_UL-|<5.<5ll) Repair of a

breach in a dam or the bank of a reservoir.

UDAI'VARAM, Tarn. (IL<5tni_61JrTrjLn) The whole produce.

UpAlYAE,commonly writtenWoDElYAR,Tam.(l><Snl_LLJ mj)
A title borne by some Hindu tribes : it is that of the Rajas

of Kunr.

UDAIYAVAN, UD.UTTANAVAN, Tarn. (cTOI LLJQJOOT,

C551_SSrTC3nr6UOTr, from OCD1_, of or belonging to),

UUAYAKARAN-, Mai. (^SCEJc91oronf6) A possessor, an

owner, a proprietor.

UDY

Altiyudaiyavan, Tam.
(a(,snJ^lu_|cTCl_LLJ6LJOT)

A pro-

prietor. See Axfi.

UDAKAKRIYA, S. C3^K, water, and fa^n.rite) The ceremony

of offering libations of water to deceased ancestors as far

as the fourteenth in affinity.

UDA MI, Mar. C^cCtf) A trader, a dealer.

UDANPADIKAI, UDANPADUOAI, UDANPADU, incorrectly,

ODUMBADIOAI,UTTANBADIK AI.UTTAPADI, Tam. (1_COT-

i
, U.l_<JBTU<5c73<E&, 2.l_OTTLJrT ,

from

, together with), UDAMBADI, Mai. (6^SPO_jsl) A

contract, a covenant, an agreement, a settlement, a lease.

I 'ilnn ]7fitt/iran,
r
Tam. (HL-COTLJLLlQJOT) A person bound

by a stipulation or agreement.

7',/(inpanlt(UI, Tam. (l>l_OTTLJrj<5rT6rfl) The right of a

brother's sons to share in the family property.

UdmtpirappU, Tam. (I>1_<5OTI_J] rr)LJI_j) Children of the same

father and mother.

rdappiranavan, Mai. (6^SaJlO6v~On_inr6) A brother.

Udappiranaval, (gDSr^jlo6
inoo_i6o) A sister.

UDAS, H. (S. 3f^iw) Indifferent, stoical : as applied to agri-

culture, a sickly crop. Puraniya.

Uddsi, S. &c. ('3<;iW)) A religious mendicant, one affecting
1

indifference to worldly feelings and interests : a religious

order among the Sikhs.

I 'i/iixtna, vernacularly, Uddtin, S. &c. ( j<;i1T) An indif-

ferent person, one neither a friend nor a foe : an umpire,

an arbiter : it is sometimes confounded with the preceding.

UDAVARAM, Tam. (l_6LHTrjlL) The whole of the divisible

produce of the land, or the entire crop before partition.

UDAYA, S. &c. ('3TTl) The rising of a planet, especially of

the sun.

Udayahdla, S. &c. (j^c^;) Time of sunrise.
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UDDARUVU, Tel. (GJQQOnS)) -phe pawning or mortgaging

of grain or similar perishable articles.

UDDARI', UDDARE, Karn. (W&Q , tAJ^O) Credit.
.

UDHAN, Guz. (HL^l) The name of a private number used

by Hindu brokers : the number three.

UDHAR, OODHUR, Mar. (TVS) In the gross, in the lump.

Udharjamdbandi, Mar. (T*RtHIi?n) Assessment in the lump :

assessing the total revenue of a village upon the chief pro-

prietor, and leaving it to him to distribute the proportions.

Udhar-saldmi, Mar. (?) Rent collected in the gross on pri-

vate land, without reference to any details.

UDDHARA, vernacularly, UDDHAH, or, less correctly, UDHAH,

S. &c. (TgTT, properly, extracting-, lifting up or out) A

deduction, a portion deducted: the first division of an estate:

portion of the paternal estate assigned to the eldest son

in excess over the shares of the others : a debt, a loan,

especially one not bearing interest. Guz. subs. Buying

or selling upon trust : adv. on trust or credit

UDDI, Tel. (Q) A low ridge in a field for retaining the

water of irrigation : a bank raised above the level of a

reservoir, with a channel in it into which the water of

the reservoir is thrown for conveyance to fields of a

higher level.

UDICHI, S. (3<K1) The north.

UDIOAMU, Tel. (G feAoXX)) Slavery, domestic service.

Udlgavuvddu, Tel. (&> QA,^5;T"
t>

ao) A slave : a domestic

servant

UDIM, OODEEM, Mar. &c. (T^H, S. 7?TR, industry), UDIMA,

UDUMU, UDUME, Karn. (wQ&>, trvbx>,LAJ&><&)

Traffic, dealing, shopkeeping.

J 'tlhni, incorrectly, Udmi, Mar. (T^tjft), Uddami, &c., Karn.

(^Q^) A shopkeeper, a dealer.

Udimpafti, Mar. (dt{]HMjjl) A cess or tax on shopkeepers

and traders.

UUKIDAI, Tam. (|5LL<pliTOL_) A hamlet, an associated or

subordinate village or market : also Ulkadai, q. v.

tipu, Karn. (C/V9&3) The pole or shaft of a plough.

UDUPU, Tel. (^&^) Transplanting.

Udupumadi, Tel. (&>&&&>&) A plot or field in which

grain has been transplanted.

Upuvu, Tel. (GciOi^) Clothes belonging to another person

borrowed for wear from the washerman.

UDVAHA, S. &c. (TsTT^) Marriage.

UDYAPANA,.vernacularly, UDYAPAN, S. &c. (jflim) Closing

ceremonies, the observance that winds up and completes

6 T
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any religious rite, or the dedication of a temple, tank, &c.

to religious or benevolent purposes.

UDYOGA, vernacularly, UDYOG, or UDJOG, S. &c.

Exertion, business, occupation. Udyogamu,Te\.

oXX5) Situation, employment

UGADI, Tel. Kara. (& 7C&) The first day of the Telugu

sol-lunar year.

UGA"L, Thug-. Old clothes.

UGALA, H.(5tojl, d'llc$l) Land always saturated with moisture.

UGHADI, Mar. (dVil) A flood-gate, a sluice.

UGHAI, Hindi ( J&l^Sjl , T*IT^) Revenue payable by the cultivator

to thegovernment (Khet Karm,30),less correctly, Aogdhi,q.v.

UGHRAT, Guz. (@H3.l<rl) Collection of revenue.

Ughrdtdur, Guz. (H^Ul^l^) A collector, a tax gatherer.

UGRA, S. (T*), [JGRUpu.Tel. (^V^^O) A man of a mixed

caste, sprung from a Kshatriya father and Sudra mother :

their business is killing animals living in holes : some are

bards, and some have charge of treasure or hill forts.

UORANAMU, Tel. &c. ((S'k^C^^ ), UGRANA, Karn.

(&^A^3) UGRANAM, Mai. (^(^c/JOSvDo) A storehouse,

a treasury, a pantry.

Uyrdni, or UgrdnapuvAdu, Tel. (&(^2/

Ugrdnlk, Ugrdnadava, Karn.

QD) A storekeeper, a steward, a butler, a trea-

surer, a collector of revenue.

UGWANI, UGWI'L, UGAWA, UGRANI', Mar. (sjn^ift, d'Nl<Jj,

TiTTCT, ^TtTOft), UGHRANI, Guz. (^UlUH) The gather-

ing in or realising of money due : the collection of the

revenue : the amount collected.

UHDAH, commonly pronounced, OHDA, or AHDAH, q. v.,

corruptly, HUDDA, and WOODA, H. (A. SiX$c) An agree-

ment, an engagement, a contract, an obligation : a com-

mission, a trust, an office or function, civil or military.

Uhdahbandi, H. (^fiXMS^e) Fixing a period for discharge

of a debt, wholly or in part : an instalment bond.
*

/ \

Uhdahbardi, H. (^I^isJ^) Fulfilment of an engagement,

discharge of a debt, &c.
A

Uhdahddr, commonly, Olidahddr,q.v., corruptly, Woodeddr,

&c. H.
(jlOSJ^c)

An officer, a servant of the government,

filling either a civil or military appointment: under the Mo-

hammadan government the name was also applied to the

farmer or contractor of revenue ; also to a salt-contractor.

UJAN, Beng. (^rfa) The upper country, the part from which

the rivers flow.

UJAR, UJAU, H. &c. (JU^, Jl^l, TTR) Desolate, desert,
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UKT

uninhabited, uncultivated, waste : the reverse ofAbdd. Beng.

(3il) A wilderness, a deserted place.

Ujuhdt, Beng. (5T^t\9, ? from A.
8js-j , reasons) Pleadings

on the different points of a case in writing, objections urged

in writing. See Wujuhdt.

UJA R, Hindi (dJK) Grazing down a standing crop. Puraniya.

UJURI-JAMA, Hindi (T3R
<

hnn, from the A.
jjC.)

An entry in the

annual account shewing remissions of the rents of the Ryots.

Ujuri-jamin, Hindi (^mOi^ili) Account of land struck

off from the previous year's assessment as overcharged.

UiiApA, or UKARA, Mar. (7oBT5T) The practice of taking in

regularly a certain quantity or articles, as milk, &c., and

making periodical payment ; running up a score ; also such

quantity regularly taken.

UKALI'T, Mar. (aondtstil) Gathering in of sums due, collecting

alms or contributions : collections of their dues, especially

in kind, by village officers and servants, from the cultiva-

tors direct : fees in kind collected by the village officers

as their dues from persons exposing articles for sale in the

village bazars.

UKH, H. &c.
Oji-jl,

'3W, S.
^Rj) Sugar-cane (Saccharum

officinarum).

J'/.-htirl, II. (^1^1, T^ITft) Sugar-cane: in the eastern

districts Ulthdri ('aSHUrt) A field of sugar-cane.

(lKHAL,H.((J^'j) ,'9TO<$) Land recently brought into cultivation.

UKHAL, UKHALI, or UKHLI, Hindi, &c. (TUc^, 7W<#1, S.

C"5s) A mortar of wood or stone, large or small, for

pounding rice in or freeing grain of its husk, by bruising

with a wooden pestle.

UKHAL, Mar. (7^35) The first ploughing of a field : the

turning up of the ground ;
also a mortar : see H. Uhhal.

UKHAH, Guz. ("^tO Fallow land ploughed and prepared

for cultivation next year : uncultivated land.

UKHAR, Mar. (<}'*) Shallow, capable of containing little

depth of water (used of rice-grounds on a slope or with

low banks).

UKKI, UKKE, Kara. (tA/, tAJg) Ploughing.

Uhhehola, Karn.
(eAJg-&wQe>)

A ploughed field.

UKR, A. (,&) A woman's dower, or the money paid as her

portion ; also a sum of money which is paid by a man to

a woman, with whom he has had illicit intercourse, by

way of dower.

UKTA, S. &c. ('3^0 Said, spoken: it is used in documents,

sometimes for, aforesaid.

UKTA, or UKTE, incorrectly, UKTI, OOKTEE, Mar.
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In the gross, in the lump, in the mass, said of goods pur-

chased, land assessed, &c.

Uktejamin, Mar. (d^MHlT) Land assessed in the gross at

a round sum, instead of certain rates per bighd or plough :

also lands assessed at reduced rates, which have, for a

temporary purpose, been fixed in a rough manner, and

which are less than the land can bear.

Ukti, Mar. (^fa) The sum total of the assessment imposed

upon a village, and at which it is leased for a given term

of years, with the assent of the cultivators.

UKUBAT, H. (A. C^OjSr) Punishment, chastisement : in law,

punishment inflicted by the magistrate at his discretion.

Ukubat-shadid, H. (A. JOiXi , severe) Severe punishment, ex-

tending to death, inflicted at the discretion of the magistrate.

UKUNBARI, Beng. C^rarfPs
1

) A pole ofbambu used by the
**

cultivators in Bengal for separating short straws and other

refuse from the corn after threshing.

ULAI', Hindi Lands on a lower level easily irrigated and

therefore more productive. Kuch Bahar.

ULANGTJ, more correctly, O;.UNGU,Tam. (Q(j.oriJ, arrange.

ment) A standard rate for assessment, or for the price of

grain, &c. : a detailed account of the lands of a village.

ULAVU.ULAVUTTOLIL, Tarn. (2. LpQ_|, 2.Lp5J_|^G^rTLplei>),

URAVA, Mai. (6^SPO_l) Ploughing, agriculture, tillage.

Ulupadai, Tam. (a^L-XTOl) A plough.

Ulada, Karn. (W$&) Unploughed, waste.

UludaMdu, Tam. (^^<srr) Ploughed high land.

Uludal, Tam. (a^LgseO) Ploughing.

Uludanilam, Tam. (2.^55 r^leOlL) Ploughed land.

Ulukai, Tam. (2.^Lg<XD<Eb) Agriculture.

Uluke,Ulike,Ulaviha>&c. Karn. (UV^O.OU^D.eAJ^tiS)

Ploughing.

Ulunar, Tam.
(H^igrjrj, plur.) Husbandmen, ploughmen.

Uravukdran, Mai. (6^SPO4d&>orDnr&) A ploughman,a cultivator.

Ulavdr, Ulavor, Tam. (iLLpajrTIT, LpSSLHTrj) Plough-

men, cultivators.

UlavadaijTam. (g.Lp65J<3531_) The act or right of ploughing,

the right to cultivate the lands : as this right is originally

inherent in the holders of Kdnidtchi tenures, it is some-

times used in the same sense.

Utovadai-kdnidtchi-sdsanam, Tam.

LLJ rTI_<^l& IT<f?<5CTla)A deed by which a proprietor transfers

his right of cultivation to a Payirhdran, or tenant, as far

as allowable by the custom of the villages, after which he

cannot remove him, or substitute another in his place.
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Ulavadai-ulkudi, Tam. (aup6U<35DL_^efT<S@l^.) A culti-

vator who, although not an original sharer in the village

lands, has acquired the right of hereditary succession and

continuous occupation. See Ulkudi.

Ulavudai-vdram, Tam. (2.LpSL|<S3Dl_6UrT IJli) The culti-

vator's share of the crop.

ULAVAN, Tam. (61T6U(75r) A spy, a scout

ULGIDA, Mar. (?) Public servants, those of a village.

ULIQA, Karn. (CA/S^X) Service, work.

Uli(jadavanu.Ui;</anu,KaTn. (<LO/SVX&Sr&, trx/S^Xr^)

A servant, a police peon.

tlLlOA, Karn. (t/VS^X) Items of different accounts put down

indiscriminately, not under their proper heads.

Uiigavarga, Karn. (t/VcJ^A&AF") Items of account under

their proper heads.

ULKADAI, Tam. (ILerTSCnDl) A hamlet, an associated or

incorporated village or market : same as Udkidai.

ULKUDI, OOLKOODY, Tam. (2.srrl^-, from H6TT, in,

within (the village), and
L^-,

an inhabitant), also UL-

KUDI-PAYIRKARAN, corruptly, OOLCOODY-PAYACAHNY,

also, UL-PAYIRKUDI, and UL-PARAKUDI, corruptly, OOL-

PYAKOOBY, OOL-PARACOODY, see Pa7/?V-/m<#,Tam.(<3.6TT-

I ICTSQUp A permanent cultivating tenant, one who, by

himself or his forefathers, has been settled in a village and

carried on cultivation in it for a considerable time, although

not one of the original coparceners: he cannot be dispossessed

as long as he pays the stipulated rent to the proprietor or

proprietors, usually a quit-rent, and his proportion of the

government assessment: he has the right of hereditary suc-

cession and independent cultivation, but cannot mortgage

or sell the land, and is not entitled to the emoluments

and privileges considered as the right of the Mirdsiddrs :

he corresponds in all respects with the Khud-hdsht of

Hindustan.

ULLAKU, Tel. (^^^) A written memorandum left with

goods or grain, specifying the quantity and the owner.

ULLANA, Karn. (^-)e^3) A grass-cutter, a grass-carrier.

ULLAVAN, Tam. (HsrreTT6UOT) A proprietor, a rich man.

ULLITTAH, also occurring ULLUTAR, or OOLLOOTAR, cor-

ruptly, OOLLOOTORE, Tam. (g.6fTffTfllll_m:r) Partners,

all concerned in the same bargain or business, coparceners

in land : it is sometimes restricted to descendants of the

original holder or grantee, but this seems questionable : it

is also sometimes extended to heirs generally
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ULLIYA, orULpYAMANiYAM, corruptly, WOOLIAH, Woo LIJA,

and WOOLIGA, Tarn. (efrerflLLJ, aOTTerflUJLorTC&fl-

LL-ILa) Rent-free lands granted for services, especially as

militia or police.

ULMANAI, Tarn. (HefTLncTOCBr) An inhabited house.

ULPATTI, Mai. (|)6oo_!)) Rice-lands.

ULTA-, or ULTHAJAMIN, Mar. (3^41-, <3<miHlfi, from

gfl'tn, turning over) Land left to rest for a certain period,

either by being; uncultivated, or sown with crops of a less

exhausting nature than those previously raised upon it

ULU, Beng. (S. ^^) A coarse kind of grass used in thatching

(Saccharum cylindricum).

UI.UKTJ, Tarn. (<g.(L@) An account kept by the village ac-

countant of the lands of the village, their extent and ca-

pability.

ULUME, Karn. (/VJ$><S>) Salary paid in kind to govern-

ment servants.

ULUPHA, corruptly, WULFA, Tel. (^eWcp" ), ULUPHI,

Karn. (t/Veu>) ULUPPAI, Tarn. (a^uaSDu) Supplies

furnished gratuitously to great persons on a journey by the

villages on their route (from the A. Alf, Alufa cJuc,

Jjjjlc, subsistence, &c.).

ULUVA, Tel. (WeuS) A crop of a coarse kind of pulse or

grain (Glycine tomentosa).

ULVAKAM, Tam. (g.5fT6LirrrJlL) The owner's share of the

produce of his land.

ULVATTAM, Tam. (g.CTT61JLll_lL) Premium or difference

in favour of a coin exchanged for one of less value.

ULvAYKAL, Tam. (<3.6TT61JrTQj<5(5&rT&>) Water-course or

channel within a village.

UMBALI, vulgarly, UMBLI, Karn. (tAJoW^) Subsistence, a

grant to an individual for his subsistence. See the next.

UMBALIGE, UMMALI, UMMALIOE, UMMULI, UMMULIOE,

), UMBILIKAI, Tam.

Land granted by government rent-free, as a reward for, or

in consideration of, public services.

Ummaligrdma, Karn^tfUC^)^*^;^)), Umbali-grdmam,

Tam. (aiLuLJlerflsSblrjITLOLa) A village granted rent-

free in reward for, or on condition of, public services.

Ummaligdr, or -ddr, Karn. (tAJO&J^TTc)^ -Z33c5) The

holder of lands, or a village, rent-free.

Umbali-uttdr, Karn. (UVC&<$U\j&d8) Grant of rent-free

land for subsistence. See Vmlali and Uttdr.

UMBARA, Mar. (^Tl) A quantitity of dwellings.
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ouse-tax.

UMED, H. (A. iXxl) Hope, expectation.

Umedrvdr, H. (^AxJ) An expectant, a candidate for em-

ployment, one who awaits a favourable answer to some

representation or request.

, from A.Umed-usul, Uriya (5>GflS>^9CX, from A. Jy^j) Recover-

able revenue.

J, Hindi ('3irt) An ear of corn half ripe.

UMI, Mai. (6)^21) The husk of rice or other grain, chaff, bran_

UMM, H. (A. It) A mother.

Umm-al-rvalad, A.
(jJ^S'/tl)

In Mohammadan law, a female

slave who has borne a child to her master, and is conse-

quently free at his death.

Umumat, A. (>ycl) Being a mother, maternity.

UMRA, H. (A. S/AC) Visiting a wife while in the house of

her parents.

U MUDA IN, A. (du. of J^*e, a pillar) In Mohammadan law,

the pillars or supporters of a family, designation of the

children of a kinsman, however distant, and whether in

the ascending or descending line: ancestors or descendants

in the direct line.

UMUKA, Tel. (&&X>S) The husk of rice.

(IN, H.
(^yt,

S. ^Rti) Wool, coarse hair that maybe woven.

UNA, S. &c. CgR), UNA, Mar. ("SUrf) Less, deficient; used

chiefly in composition, shortened to Un, with numerals to

denote one less, as Un-hattar,one less seventy, i.e. sixty-nine.

UNALO, Guz. (@Ull, S. ^W, heat) The hot season.

UNCHKO, Guz. (@ *H%0 A contract or stipulation to do

any thing at a fixed rate by a given time, the profit or loss

to be borne by the contractor : different articles sold in

the lump ; the bargain for them collectively.

UNDARATI, or UNDARITI, or UNJ>ARA PATTAM, Mai. (?)

Walker has Undardi, from Undoir, to eat, Ariti, clear :

A form of mortgage in which the mortgagee occupies the

estate at a fixed stipulated rent, out of which he pays him-

self the amount of the interest on his loan, and such pro-

portion of the principal as shall liquidate the principal in

a specified number of years : if the holder throws up the

property before the stipulated time expires, he has to allow

to the proprietor a further deduction from the principal of

20 per cent, as SaJtflii, and 3 per cent, for Tuxhi, or draw-

ing up the deeds : it is a disputed question whether in such

case the mortgagee is entitled to claim any allowance on

the profits of cultivation : Mr. Walker says not, Mr. Gra?me

states that he is, entitled to them.
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UNDI, UNDIKAI, Tarn.
(<D<5nnrLq_ , g.COTTUj.CcDS), UNDJKU-

KULASAM, Mai. (<5)6~>3lo8>-Ge3aiC/3o) A treasury-box in

which duty or custom-money is deposited, a money-box, an

alms-box.

Undikappanam, Mai. (6^6"
|Slc&>a_J6<'"Oo) Money or treasure

received at custom-houses, &c : money deposited as alms

in the treasury of a temple.

Undige, Undi</i,Karu.(WQ>~% , t/UOQ^) A custom-house

stamp.

Undige-cMt'u, Karn. (tA;oaT?ai>) A custom-house

permit : a formal written dismissal of an officer for bad

conduct.

UNDIKA, Mai. (<6~>glc6>) A bill of exchange, a cheque, a

draft, a stamp, a passport (the Hind. Hundi, q. v.).

Undichchiltu, or Undihaichittu, Tarn. (SCOTTL^.S'^Ll ,

HSCOT
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SIS'<pl_) A bill of exchange, a cheque, a

draft, a Ilundi.

UNGIDI, Tel. (&O'AQ) A disease of cattle from their grazing

on sprouts of millet, or leaves of the castor-oil plant.

UNDURKHAD, Mar. (S. -Ji^WI^) Damage done by rats devour-

ing the grain.

UNHALA, Mar. ("?-^ldbl> from the S. TBH, hot, and ^KT^S,

time) The hot season, the dry season, or the eight months

as distinguished from the four monsoon months.

Unjari, H.
d_^ysrj! , ^snr)

1

) A small heap of corn set apart at

harvest time bytheMohammadans in the name of some saint.

UNKUVA, Tel. (CaOsJj) A marriage portion properly given j

to a woman at her marriage by her relatives : an item of

woman's wealth.

nPOR, Tarn. (96TT(WQJ1 m(gL-imV) Sellers of fle?h.

UPABHOGA, corruptly, OOP-BHOG, S. &c. (3TWfrt) Usufruct,

temporary occupation or enjoyment.

UPADHI, S. &c. (7mfa) Fraud, artifice : lawful deceit, as

recovery of a debt by some deception or device.

UPADHYAYA, corruptly, OOPADHYAYA, S. &c. C^muim) A

teacher, an instructor ; originally, a teacher of the Veda,

but now used in a general sense.

Upddhyd, Mar. (TTTSTI, vernacular corruption of the pre-

ceding) A priest who conducts the ceremonies of a family

in a village.

UPAGRAMA, S. &c. (T<nnH) A secondary or subordinate vil-

lage : in the south, a tract of cultivated and inhabited land

of specified extent, but wanting some of the incidents of a

village, as a separate municipal body, &c.

UPAJ, H. (#jl, S. 'SI and *[, born) Produce.
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Upjao, H.
(S.jlsf.)) Fertile, productive.

UPAJI'VIKA, S. &c. (7TJrtfacFT) Livelihood, means of liveli-

hood, trade, business, &c.

UPAL, Mar. COTES') The state of ground, saturated, as after

heavy rains, and emitting rills of water in different parts.

Upal, or Upali, Mar. (^T35, ^TT3^) A rill, a streamlet

trickling down hills or breaking from the ground after rain.

UPALAGA, Guz. (@H (H3l) Supernumerary, not entered in

accounts : balance in hand, surplus.

UPALANA, Guz. (^HtK) High land in villages.

Upaldn-nichdn, Guz.
(^M-'HlUHNlUP The high and

low lands of a village in relation to each other.

UPANAM, Beng. (S. ^>*WtsO A surname.

UPANCHAKI, Beng. O^f (3ft) Land held in perpetuity at fixed

rents ; it is the same as an Istimrdri tenure, but the term

is in general use only in Rangpur and Kuch Bahar, and

is probably a vernacular corruption of Panchaki, q. v.

Upamchahiddr, Beng. (P. Tffa) A holder of land in per-

petuity, paying a fixed rate to the Zamindar or government.

UPANDAM, Dakh. (,*J>.Jol ?) An obligation, written or verbal,

entered into by the cultivator for a sum of ready money,

while the crop is on the ground, to sell it, when cut, to

the person making the advance at a price below the actual

market rate : (it should be a Telugu word, but is not given

in the dictionary).

UPANAYA,UPANAYANA, corruptly, UPINIANY, S. &c.
(^TjrpT,

^H<H) The solemn investiture of youths of the three first

tribes, Brahman, Kshatriya, and Vaisya, with a peculiar

thread or cord worn over the left shoulder, by which they

are considered as regenerated and admitted to all the pri-

vileges of their original birth : as the Brahman is the only

one of the three original tribes remaining, the ceremony

is properly confined to the youth of that caste, and should

be performed not earlier than eight, nor later than sixteen

years of age : in various parts of India, however, different

Sudra and mixed castes assume the right of wearing the

Brahmanical cord.

UPANIDHI, S. &c. (Tijfafvt) A pledge, a deposit : in law,

one that is sealed or covered, so that the contents are un-

known : hidden treasure.

UPANIKSHEPA, S. &c. C^iTfVrapl) A sealed or inclosed de-

posit or pledge.

UPAPATAKA, S. &c. (TtTTTlTR) A heinous offence, as killing

a cow, selling a daughter, atheism, or any crime only less

atrocious than the Mahdpdtaka, q. v.

6u
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Upapdtaki, S. (^Mmrf<*"l) A sinner in the second degree.

UPAR, OOPUK, H. (^jl,
S. suft), UPAHI, Hindi, Mar.,

Beng. (TTfc) Over, upper, on, upon, above.

Upard, Upardhdr, H.
(]^)'> j*]j*fi Upper or high land

not admitting of artificial irrigation.

UPARALA, Mar. (fiKldbl) Surplus stock, goods in reserve,

excess of weight : calumnious or false accusation.

UPARI, vulgarly UPRI, H. (S. i_/ij') Upper, over ; stranger,

exotic, foreign : also, extra, surplus, in excess, over and above.

Upari, vulgarly, Upri, Oopuree, Oopree, Mar. (S. T<JT^) A

cultivator not belonging originally to a village, but residing

and occupying land in it, either upon a lease for a stipu-

lated term of years, or at the pleasure of the proprietor :

a tenant, a temporary occupant, a tenant at will : it may

be also applied, as in distinction to the Thalhari or pro-

prietor, to tenants whose ancestors have held the lands for

many generations, but who are not considered to have a pro-

prietary right in the soil : also an officer employed to super-

vise the crops when brought to the threshing-floor when

the government dues are not paid in kind : an overseer,

a superintendent.

Upari-kharch, Beng. O^tfJT^taF) Extra expenses.

Uparrvdr, H.
(;ljjJj') Over, upper (as land, relatively to

lower).

Uparwdrid,Guz. (pl.@H3.
e

t, lU>l I) Cultivators not belong-

ing to the village the lands of which they cultivate.

UPASALYA, Kara. (S. t/v>'fo) Space near a village,

suburbs of a village where the outcastes reside.

UPATYA, Mar. C?q4g| l) A sharper, a thief, a swindler.

UPAVARTANA, Kara. (S. CA><&6oF~<\5) A country, a district.

UPAVASA, S. &c. (7144141), also, vernacularly, Upis, H.

(j^ljjl, ^W) Fasting, a fast.

UPAVASATHA, Karn. (S. eA;3$) A village.

UPAVITA, S. &c. (<m<4lrt) The cord properly worn by the

three pure castes only, though assumed by some others : for

the Brahman it should be of cotton, of flax for a Kshatriya,

and of wool for the Vaisya : it is worn ordinarily over the

left shoulder, hanging diagonally across the body down to

the right hip.

UPEKSHA, S. &c. (Tq^t) Neglect, disregard : in law, laches,

silent neglect of a right, which is held to constitute or

amount to its forfeiture.

, Hindi (^iBrfl) The low part of the banks of a river

over which the water flows upon the fields when the river

rises. Puraniya.
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UPPARI, UPPARAVADU, Tel.
(<*<9

e
, g#oO-'>&:>) A man

of the caste of tank diggers, whose business is to dig tanks

and wells, repair water-channels, and raise embankments ;

they are said to be descended from a Sudra father and

mother, the latter having been forcibly violated : the woman

of the caste is termed Upparadhi.

UPPU, Tel., Kara., Tarn. (^^, UU|), UPPA, Mai.

(6).n_|)
Sal'- (ln derivatives and compounds Uppu often

becomes Uppa and the Malayalim Uppa appears as

Uppu.

Uppudibbe, or Uppukatte, Karn.

A square lump or block of salt.

Uppaguni, Kara. (t/V^Xb&>) A salt-pan.

Uppalam, Mai.
(^o_j(fo)

A salt marsh. Tam.(|>.UUcrnL)

A salt-pan. Tel. (&^&X>) Ground fit for the manufac-

ture of salt by solar evaporation, same as Uppunela : also,

in Tel., Utttt
(&ffi).

Uppalavan, Tarn. (gLUUerrQJoTJr), Uppalavuvddu, Tel.

(dge^oD-o&i) A salt manufacturer.

Uppulent, Tel. (&^~3&>) A salt-water river.

Uppumadi,Tel. (6^&>Q) A salt-pan.

Uppalam, Tarn. (HLJLJffTTLo) A salt-pan, a salt-marsh.

Vppamaippor, Tarn. (2.LJUcTOLQLJ<oLJrTrj) A salt manu-

facturer.

Uppunela, Tel., Karn. (6^~e3e>), Uppunilam, Mai.

(^o_jrolAo) Salt-ground, soil impregnated with salt, earth

on which salt is manufactured, water having been let in

from the sea upon soil previously prepared or adapted for

the purpose is suffered to evaporate, and the salt left is

collected in crystals.

Uppinahuni, Karn.
(LTuS^r6&)fe))

A salt-pan.

Uppinarevu, Kara-CtAJ^rS^^), Uppurevuhi, Tel. (&<&-

O<^jew) The bank of a back water communicating with

the sea, from which salt-pans are supplied.

Uppuparra, Tel. (^^)^Q/) A salt-marsh.

Uppupatanna, Mai. (eja-Jo-JSiyno) A salt-marsh, a bed
^i

in which salt is made by solar evaporation.

Uppdramdnyam, Karn. (U\J3~3&&J"3rC5go) Taxes levied

from the second class of salt-makers in Mysore.

Uppdranw, Uppdraravanu, Karn. (e/Uc3"3Sr\i>, t/U<3~3-

OOarvO) A salt-maker ; also, a tank digger, a bricklayer

or plasterer.

Upparavole, Uppdravoli, Uppiravole,Karn. (t/U^&g/sy t

CrVoJptf.^/sV, eAJJS<d/Q-fi) A salt-marsh, the soil that

is prepared to produce salt by evaporation.
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Upputanta, pron. Uppudanda, Mai.
(g_<y ra>0f3)) A cake or

block of salt.

Upputtarai, Tarn. (HUUjSSCCDCr) Soil impregnated with

salt.

n.(2.LJL^6U FTUj-)A platform for piling saltupon.

URD

Uppuvdnikar, Tarn. (|>.Lllt_J6)JrT<500fl<E&0') Salt merchants ;

also Umanar (iLLQCSOrQ").

Uppuvittidu magalir, Tarn. (|LLJI_|61J1 ffjjTQlOLQasrrrj)

Women who sell salt.

Gajuppu, Karn. (
A

d&J-'S^)) A mineral, a medicinal salt.

Kalluppu, Karn. (oW&>) Sea or rock salt.

Karuttavuppit, Tarn. (<5^JSS6L|Ul_l) Black salt pro-

duced from the ashes of certain plants.

Kariyuppu, Tarn. (srrjlU-jUL-l) Kitchen-salt.

Petlupu,Te\., Karn. C^QQ), Vettiyuppu, Tarn. (06SJL.-

Uj.U_lUL_|) Saltpetre.

Parravuppu, Tel. (oJ^O,
1^^) Swamp or spontaneous salt.

UH, OOR, Tarn. (6fTr!r)T URTT, Tel. f Karn. (&&>, e/Ve>&>)

UHA, Mai. (e>rait>) A village, a town, a country: (this

word has undergone the same change which the bad ear

and articulation of our countrymen have inflicted upon the

Sanscrit Pur in Hindustan, and has been universally

changed to ore in the numerous names in which it occurs

in the Peninsula, as Vellore for Vellur, Nellore for Nellur,

Coimbatore for Kayambatur, Tanjore for Tanja-ur, &c.

Uraiyul, Tarn.
(g.6TT5^T)U_(e?T)

A village, a town.

?7raw,Tam.(|lr[rjrT<5OT) The head person in a town or village.

Urdr, Tarn. (ggrrrrmT) Townsmen, citizens.

Urdalavara, Kam. (tA/5)OF~y <O 6)O) A village servant ;

also Uradalavdra.

Urganiha, Karn. (tA/sXp-feo) A village astrologer.

Urkaraniga, Karn. (tA/SOF~ofi>X) A village accountant.

Urkdvaliga, Karn. (tA/SD~3f^^S>X) A town or village

watchman : also Uruhdyuva, &c.

Urkelasiga, Karn. (tA/5>OF-e>&>X) A village barber.

Urkola, Karn. (Crvs^QF-^) A public tank.

Urmdniyam, Tarn. (g)SrrrTLDrrgBflLLJLQ) Village free lands,

generally used to signify lands exempted from revenue as-

signed by government for the performance of village duties,

as distinguished from Kdnidtchi Mdnyam.

Urralam, Tarn. (2ST[(J61J60La) A procession, state,

marriage, or religious, through a town, &c., when the party

begins to move to the right.

Urubeli, Karn. (tA/B&C^S) A hedge round a village,

a defence.

.
as

A village reservoir, a

The head

Urulhd)ri,orUrabhdvi,'K.iun.

A public tank.

Urucheruvv, Tel.

public tank.

tlrugavuda, or -gauda, Karn.

man of a village.

Uruguttige, Karn. (UVBQJAOp n~A) Assessment of a village.

Uruholabu, Karn. (eA^)&'&vaeJ2^)) The limits or boun-

dary of a village.

Uruhatte, Karn. (tTVS&J&lj) A village tank or pond : a

raised seat round a tree in front of a village where the

villagers are accustomed to assemble.

tfruhayuva, &c. Karn. (eA/S&CfDo&oS) A town or

village watchman.

Urumbali, Urummali, &c. Karn. (tA/B&OSO'tf, eA/e>&>O-

^V) A village granted free of assessment.

Urumeravani,K&m. (?A/S$X)^x)O^5Q) Procession of a town

or village with idols, or at marriages, and the like.

Uruni, Tarn.
(gffTT^sncfl)

A public tank.

Urupdlu, Karn. (tA/c>&>id~3ex>) Portion of the crop which

falls to the share of the cultivators of a village.

Urupallelu, Tel. (^foS^eD) Villages, great and small.

Uratalavdra, Karn. (tA/So8OcO <3O) A village servant

Uruterige, Karn. (t/Vs6oo6~X) Assessment of a village.

URA, Mai. (^O) A measure of quantity = 20 Paras.

URA, (?) H. A land or boundary mark.

URADI, URATI, UHATU, (?) Mai. A class of predial slaves

in Malabar (probably errors for the next).

lT, Mai. (6V"3<oOgTl) A man of a low or servile caste,

a Sudra : a low outcaste tribe inhabiting chiefly the forests.

, Mai. (6M9(OOOZO Proprietorship of a temple or

place of worship.

Urdnmakdran, Mai. (<ira<oOZ)a8>Oronr&) The proprietor of a

temple.

t/ra/a7z,Mal. (^t)fOOg_nr6) Guardian or manager of a temple,

whether singly or in partnership with others.

tlrdydma-sthdnam, (?) Mai. The management of the affairs

of a temple (the first is perhaps an error for Urdnma).

URITIYA, Beng. (C5\iri><il) Land unfit for cultivation.

URAVAM.iTf,Hindi(<JiMIHI<!l)A free loose mould. Puraniya.

UHAVU, Tarn. (H^SL)) Relationship, consanguinity.

Uravan, Tarn.
(S.^eLIOTl)

A relation, a kinsman.

tlRDDHABAnu, S. &c.
Caiij^l^)

An ascetic who holds up one

or both of his arms until they become rigid and remain

fixed in that position (from Urddha, up, and bdliu, the arm).
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URDDHAPUNDRA, S. &c. (grfh^f)
A perpendicular line,

usually red, but also white or yellow, down the centre of

the forehead, indicating a worshipper of Vishnu.

URDU, H.
(_ji>it)

A camp, a royal encampment : applied more

commonly to the Hindustani language as spoken at the

Courts of Dehli and Lucknow, and by the Mohammadans

of India generally, being formed by a copious though not

preponderating influx of Arabic, Persian, and Turkish words

upon a basis of Hindi and Sanscrit, and following the

grammatical inflexion of the former occasionally slightly

modified.

URF, OORF, H. &c. (i_J/:,
1

3nS) Known (by the name of),

commonly so called: it corresponds in use with 'alias.'

URI, URE, Kara. (C/U&, tA/6) A loop or sling fastened to

the end of a pole for carrying burthens : a net or knotted

strings for suspending articles in a house.

Uiu, Beng. 03^l) Wild, applied especially to wild rice grow-

ing sometimes abundantly on borders of lakes or swamps.

Uridkdn, Beng. (^3ftTt<l) Wild rice.

URI, Tam. (I>cfl) The half of a measure commonly termed

Arai-paddl.

UHIMAI, Tam. (ILcflcTOLo) Property, possession.

rrittdnavan, Tam.
(ncfl^l^n'cTSTeijdnT)

A proprietor, a

possessor : an heir.

T
r

riydrt Uriyor, Tam. (anflLLHTOTT, gcflSUJITar) Re-

lations, connexions, ancestors, forefathers.

Uriyavan, Tam. (HcflUJQjdOT) A proprietor, an heir.

URLU, Karn. (UVieUf ) A noose, a snare, a halter.

I'rluyambha, Karn. (e/UeUf-Xo>) A gibbet, a gallows

URS, H. (A. (j~jz) Offerings of food, incense, or lamps, made by

Mohammadans on various occasions at the shrines of reputed

saints, and especially on the 12th of Pabi-ul amal, the

anniversary of the death of Mohammad : also nuptials,

marriage, a marriage feast

URTU, H. (^0 Crimping or plaiting of linen.

Urtuydr, H.
(J&fJ) A plaiter or crimper of linen.

URU, corruptly, OOROO, Mai. (|jKB}) A part, a piece, a por-

tion of a field.

URVARA, Mai. (exiLjfo) Fertile soil yielding every kind of

crop : land in general.

Us, UNS, Mar. ("are, ^c) Sugar-cane.

Uschadh, or Uscharh, Mar. (j>mg) A progressively in-

creasing tax on sugar-cane plantations.

UsANA.Mar. (^*nn) Borrowed, lent, as money without interest,

or articles to be returned or repaid in kind.
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Usanavat, Usanavdri, Mar. (iJtH^l, ^w(^Kl) Loan, the

state of being borrowed or lent.

USHARA, vernacularly, USJIAR, or, in some dialects, USAR,

S. &c. Ogwt) Saline, as soil : land impregnated with alka-

line particles, and unfit for cultivation.

Usara-bhumi, Tel. (6
4

1

!6&&r^^) gaU^ soil .

USHR, H. (A.^Iki) A tenth part, a tithe. See Ashr.

Ushr-ut-tijdrat, A.
(^i^ls^Sl^^ij:) Duty on merchandise,

customs, a tenth of the value.

USHTA, Mar. (TFT, abbrev. of S. ^fon?) Left, of a meal,

leavings.

I */itd>val,Mar. ($KN<$) Fragments, scraps, leavings ofa meal.

UsiR, S. &c. (4^(10 The root of a fragrant grass (Andro-

pagon muricatum) which is woven into screens placed

before doors and windows, and kept constantly wet to cool

the air admitted through them into the house.

UsTAn, H. (A. iiU*ul), WAST!D, Mar. (^jn^) A master, a

teacher, one skilled in any art or science.

UsTAwARi, Mar. (dW*rO, P.
i^'yUwl, strong) Repairing,

restoring, re-peopling (ruined houses, villages, &c.).

USUL, Beng. (o^, from
Jly^j, q- v.) Collections, revenue.

UT, or AUT, H.
(ciJjl , abbrev. of S. Wpl) One who dies

without issue, an unmarried man.

UTAKKARA, Beng. (5 \> <v<t\ fll) Foreign, unknown, vagrant.

UTAMA, Mai. (^SQ) Wages, payment.

UTAJJA, UTANA, Beng. ('^&H, S^rt) Taking goods on credit.

UTANGALA, Mar. (j^JIcfo) A hillock, a mound : uneven, as

ground.

UTAH, H. &c.
(j\j\,

3TTTC) Descent, decline, lit. or fig.: deduc-

tion, abatement, remission of revenue, scale of decrease in

the rate of revenue levied from different qualities of soil :

also a ford or ferry, charge for ferrying : ebb tide, low water.

Ltaran, [/torwan,Mar. (4'ri4.4!r,VifOrar) A declivity, a slope.

Utdri, Utdru, Mar. (TifTCt, d'riic) A passenger, a traveller,

especially by ship or boat.

Utdrpenth, Mar. (TCTTifo) A commercial city, a mart, an

emporium.

Utdrta, Utarrvat, Mar. (TrTtrTT , iJrfV*!^) Declivious, sloping.

.Utdi-yd, Mar (ddHJl) A ferryman.

UrAvALl, (?) Mai. Surplus profit or rent of an estate held

on mortgage, after defraying the government demand and

interest of the loan : (an error, or local corruption for Hut-

turvali, q. v.).

UTBANDJ, also written OTBUNDEE, OUTHBUNDEE, (?) Beng.

A settlement of revenue with reference to the quality of
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the land, the description of produce, and customary rate of

assessment (perhaps connected with Aut-bandi, q. v.).

T'lbandi-jama, (?) Beng. A settlement in some parts of

Bengal where the cultivator pays rent only for the land

actually cultivated in each year.

UTF.V, Mar. ('3TT) Rice raised from seed on land that has not

been previously prepared by burning-.

UrnAN, Mar. &c. (TTTtT) An area in the interior of a house,

a court, a yard : also lifting
1

up, raising
1

: (but this is more

.

correctly, Utthdn.

VtMnghdl, Beng. OSii-^li*) A landing-place, a wharf, a

quay : (wrong spelling for Utthdn),

UTKOCHA, vernacularly, UTKOCH, S. &c. (<Jp*N) A bribe,

any thing given as an illegal or unavowed consideration :

a reward for the detection of crime.

UTKSHEPA, S. &c. (Tf^l) A throwing away : also for UtJmhe-

palia (jrHJUct), a thrower away) A pilferer, a pickpocket,

one who robs a person by craft or sleight of hand so that

he is not aware of it.

UTOTI, (?) Mar. Sloping land close to a Dang village in which

young rice-plants intended for transplanting are raised

from seed ; they are then steeped in water and sweated by

the aid of blankets until the rootlets are thrown out, when

they are transferred to the field prepared for their reception.

UTPANNA, Mar. (S. "ZTft) Produced, born
; also, subst., Pro-

duce, profit, proceeds, realised rent of a village, produce

of the harvest.

UTSARGA, UTSABJANA, S. &c. (^Tftn, tffljshr) Letting go,

abandoning : gift, donation : turning a bull loose and leav-

ing him to wander about at will, on the occasion of some

festive or religious celebration.

UTSAVA,S.&C. (^7?ra) A festival, a holiday, a religious festival.

I'tsava-moyini, Tarn. (HS^eLKoLarTuJlsCCfl) Money al-

lowed for the expense of public festivals.

UTTAMARNA, S. &c. (3^*nir) A creditor.

UTTAMASAHASA, S. ('3W*ren^O Severe or capital punishment,

of which five kinds are reckoned, mutilation, branding, con-

fiscation, exile, and death.

UTTARA, vernacularly. UTTAR, corruptly, OTTAB, S.&c. (TWt)

An answer, a reply, rejoinder, defence : also, north : and

adj. subsequent, posterior: it is in general use also as the

second member of a compound, implying lands granted or

belonging to; as, Devottar, granted to a god; Braltmottar,

granted to a Brahman.

I Itardbhdsa, S. &c. (from ^WRT, what seems like) An
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evasive or prevaricating reply, the semblance, not the

soundness, of an answer.

Uttarddhilidra, S. &c. (^^TjfVliTC) Succession, inheritance.

UttarddhiJtdri, S. &c. ('a^TTfVoKnfO A successor, an heir.

Uttaraharttd, S. &c. ('3'WTH)T) An answerer, a respondent,

one who makes a reply.

Tj ttarahriyd, S. &c. (T^fanj) Funeral ceremonies.

Uttaralakshana, S. &c. (from cJS^T, a mark or sign) The

characteristics of a reply, namely, that it be applicable to

the whole charge, that it be maintainable by law, that it

be not equivocal or evasive, that it be consistent with itself,

and that it be perspicuously expressed.

Uttardntar, Beng. (S. 5^jt| fr) A reply which is irrele-

vant to the charge, an evasive reply.

Uttara-pddn, S. (g^tm^) The defence or reply in judicial

proceedings.

L'ttara-phiryddu-ddrudu, Tel. (&< &^>~tf
T>

gb~C3
D
&>3b)

An appellant : lit. a defendant who complains.

l/ttarattdk/thi, S. (g^TWSft) A witness for the defendant.

Uttaraeddi, S. &c. (TUT^n*^
1

) A defendant, a respondent :

in Karn. also, a bondsman, a security.

Uttaraydna, S. &c. (T^f^nuir) The sun's northern declina-

tion, or his passage from the southern to the northern limit

of the ecliptic, the winter solstice.

Uttarottara, S. &c. C3^t, repeated) Rejoinder, reply to a reply.

Uttar-pratyuttar, Beng. (S.^^ST^J^), Uttara-pratyu/-

tara, S. (TlTJTMWt) Defence and rejoinder, or, generally,

pleadings in a suit at law.

UTTARA, corruptly, OOTHUB, Karn. (LnjgTc'5) i s. UDDHARA.

(aai<) Deduction, remission : land given by government

to an individual as a reward for services at a quk-rent

or rent-free : land given to a temple.

Jotliyuttdra, Karn. (8jQ&oXx>!fc>tf) Assignment or grant

of land at a favourable rent.

Purvaduttdra, Karn. (
<6l~D

SSF-beT3i5) A grant of land

rent free.

UTTHANA.S. &c. (arfii) Rising, getting up : raising, lifting up.

Uttftdnaifiddas-i, S. &c. ('3'r^n%eBT^ft) The eleventh lunar

day, which sometimes falls in Kdrtik, sometimes in Agra-

hdyana, when Vishnu is supposed toarise from four months'

sleep, being the close of the rainy season.

Utthit-patit, Beng. (S. ^fK, risen, tfe*,, fallen) Land

that cannot bear a crop every year, and is therefore left

fallow occasionally.

UTTU, Tel. (^i-P) Ground fit for the preparation of salt
Cv

6x
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whose brackish water is let in from the sea upon a soil

charged with saline particles, the evaporation of which

leaves the surface coated with salt.

IJrru, written URRU, Tam. (genvfijftj)
A spring.

UWAR, Hindi ('-i'=JlO Ploughing up a standing crop. Puraniya.

UzRjH.&c.tAyJ^OExcuse.apology
: claim, pretension : objection.

Uzrddr, H. (JiXika) A claimant, an objector.
**

I

Uzrddri, H.
(<^fj\<Sj&-) Claiming, petitioning, submitting an

objection to a claim or statement.

V.

VACH, nom. VAK, S. &c. tet^, ^TCR) Speech.

Vdf/ddna, S. &c. (^T^TT) A gift in words, a promise :

betrothment

Vdgdatta, S. &c. (*n'<^) Promised : affianced, betrothed.

Vdrjnischaya, or Vdnnischaya, S. &c. (^ifM'SJi

Assurance, averment : betrothment, affiance.

VAI

from S. 5TT^ and
Hjjjfl,

root) A declaration, a deposition.

Vdhddna, more correctly, Vdgddna, as above, S. &c. ([T?i-

^Trf) A verbal or promised gift : affiance, betrothal, pro-

mise to give a boy in adoption or a daughter in marriage.

Vdhku-mulam, Tarn. (6UrT<S@^LpeC)LCi) A deposition before

a judge or Panchayat.

Vdltpdrushya, S. &c. (^T^f and ^l^u|, harshness) Abuse,

defamation, scandal, calumny punishable by law.

VACHANA, S. &c., vernacularly, VACHAN, or BACHAN, (<<H)

A sentence, a dictum in law, a text from a work of authority.

VAD, VADI, Guz. (HI, H^l) The dark half of a lunar month.

See Budl

VADA, vernacularly, VAD, WAD, BAD, S. &c. (^T<j) Speech,

discourse : argument, dispute : pleading in court, a law suit.

Vddaprativdda, vernacularly, Vddprativdd,S. &c. (^T^Mfy-

^t^) Charge and defence, plaint and reply, pleadings in a suit.

Vddi, Budl, Wddi, S. &c. tel^D A speaker a disputant,

a complainant, a plaintiff in a suit.

VADA, vernacularly, VAD, VAR, BAR, S. &c. (^T5) An in-

closure, a fence, an inclosed space.

Vddd, Ward, Mar. Oim), Vddo, Vdro, Guz. (HI SI) A

quarter of a town, a ward, a part inhabited by persons of

the same caste or occupation, as, Brdhmnna-ndrd, the

Brahman's quarter ; Kasdi-wdro, the butcher's quarter :

also, in Mar., a public building, as Rdjrvdrd, a palace

Sarhdr-?vdrd, any government building.
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Vddi, Wddi, Wan, Mar. (^TTt) An inclosed piece of ground,

especially of meadow or arable ground : a cluster of huts

at a little distance from the main village, a hamlet or de-

pendent village : a separate quarter of a village : in Guz.

also, a garden, an orchard, a plantation : in Tel. a street.

Vddhar, Wddkar, Mar. (=nToRt) The proprietor of an in-

closed piece of ground.

VADAGAI, Tain. (6UrTI_6TO<5) Hire, rent.

VADAGALY, (?) Tam. A sect of Hindus.

VADAI, Tam.
(SLlcTO^,

S. ^v) Murder.

Vadaikdran, Tam. (QJoTOSjcE&SrrrjOTT) A murderer.

VADAI, Tam. (6LirT<SJ2l_) A village, a small village or street,

especially of herdsmen, shepherds, or foresters.

VADAlVAYAKAL,Tam.(6UrTCTOl_6UrTUJ(5<5>rT&) A channel

for carrying off surplus water from a village.

VADAVATTU, (?) Tel. A village held free from assessment.

Vaddevddu, see Ottan, Tel. (^"S^T^ A caste, or in-

dividual of it, whose occupation is working in quarries,

tank digging, and the like.

VADHKAPIO, VADHKUTIO, Guz. (Hl^ftl^^l, =11^-
<il
a
tl.) A surgeon, one who dresses wounds and performs

operations (from HlH. a wound).

VADIKE, Karn. (tO 6)GO) Customary, usual; also, subst.,

custom ,

'

usage : experience.

VADIO, VADHIO, Guz.fXl&^ni, HlKl=nl, S. gfurt) A

carpenter, a builder, a shipwright.

VADUKAN, plur. VADUKAH, Tam. (6Ue&OTl) A native of

Telinga.

VAGA, WAGA, Tel. (3X) A minor division of a village :

it is used in Guzerati for a subdivision of the lands of a

village.

VAGAIRAGUTTA, Tel. (2_X) Rent of a village engaged

for by several persons (from the A. and H. Wa-ghaira,

and others).

VAGHARI, WAGHRI, corruptly VAGREE, WAGREE, Mar. Guz.

(^T^t, from gmti S. ^mn, a net) A caste, or an in-

dividual of it, whose occupation is snaring and catching-

wild beasts.

VAHANNAVATI, or VAHANNATI, Guz. (
CU^U! C

1^1. from S.

^l^tT, a vessel) A sailor, a shipowner

VAI'DA, WAIDA, Tel. (SJ^XO'C , A.
sJtfj)

A fixed term for

payment of money, an instalment.

VAIDEHA, VAIDEHAKA, Karn. (S^^eb, ^>^>^b) A
trader by caste and occupation, said to have sprung from

a Vai.sya father and Brahman mother : in S. the latter
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origin and the same name are applied to an individual

whose business it was to attend on the female apartments.

VAIDIKA, vernacularly, VAIDIK, S. (%fi{lf) Relating to the

V&das : a Brahman conversant with the text of the Vedai.

VAIDYA, VAID , or RAID, S. &c. (t?r) A physician, a man

of the medical caste and profession.

VAIKASI, corruptly, VYAUSEE, VYASSAI, Tarn. (<38D61JsrT<#))

The second month of the Tamil year (May-June).

VAIKUNTHA, S. &c. (^<*d) Vishnu's heaven : applied ironi-

cally by the Mohammadans of Bengal to pits filled with

all sorts of impurities, in which, under the government of

Jdfar-kltan, farmers of revenue, Zamindars, and others,

who were defaulters were plunged, in order to compel pay-

ment or a revelation of their resources : it is said to have

been devised by Jafar-khan himself, but to have been

rather held out in terrorem than to have been carried into

execution. See Bailtunth.

VAIPPUMANIYAM, Tarn. (<TOaJUL_|LQfT<3BflLULa) A grant

of a portion of the government revenue claimable from the

estate of an individual.

VAIBAOA, S. (^un) Suppression of worldly passions, whether

of affection or aversion.

Vairdgi, or Bairdgi, q. v. S. &c. (%tT*fO A religious men-

dicant professing to have subdued all worldly emotions,

leading a vagrant life and subsisting upon alms ; properly

a worshipper of Vishnu, especially in the form of Rama,

and, in relation to him, of Sitd and Hanumdn : there

are various distinctions and orders, some of whom are col-

lected in maths, conventual establishments under, a superior:

the greater number profess a life of continence, and, if

becoming Vairdgis after being householders, separate from

their families : some of those who have been excluded from

their order marry and engage in trade, and are said to be

known in the Dakhin as Bhat (?) Vairdgis.

VAISAKIIA, S. &c., vernacularly, VAISAKH, or BAISAKII,

(v^TTl?) The first month of the Hindu solar year (April-

May), the second of the luni-solar.

Vaisdkham, (?), corruptly, Wysaghum. Crops reaped in the

month of Vaisdkh.

VAISHNAVA, S. &c. (%0jig) A worshipper of Vishnu in especial,

under one or other of his forms : in Hindustan it also

designates a respectable body of Hindus who are bankers

and merchants, and are followers of Vishnu.

VAISYA, S. &c., vernacularly, VAIS, or BAIS (%3*l) The name

of the third primitive caste of the Hindus, whose means
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of subsistence, according to Manu, are agriculture, trade,

and the keeping of cattle.

VAITA, (?) Guz. Land of a superior quality and most highly

assessed.

VAJA. Tel. (SS3"" , from the A.
ij) Deduction, subtraction.

VAKA, or WAKA, Mai. (OJo9>) A part, a portion : capital,

stock : goods, estate.

Vaha- or Waka-Mran, Mai. (n_l<fl>a9S(Onr&) A kinsman,

a co-heir : a partner.

Vaka- or Waka-chil, Mai. (OJA^Itcb) The Raja's share

of the produce of lands, or one-fifth in kind in the northern

districts of Malabar, prior to the establishment of a money

rate by Haidar after his conquest.

VAKANAI, Tarn. (ajfTsSsor) An embankment for carrying

off water.

VAKARO, or WAKARO, Guz. (
c
t%3.D Money collected from

the sale of goods : the proceeds of sales of merchandise :

the sale of goods : stock, cash : the cash-box.

VAKKA,VAKKANARA,or WAKKA,WAKKANARA,Mal.(O_l<fi>,

OJo9OOOO(D) Hemp.

VALADHARMA, Karn. (<&y ^t^f~~) Produce of lands assigned

to a temple.

VALAGANIO, Guz. (
c
t<5rlOUUQ.:uU) A man of a low caste,

a worker in skins and leather, the mdng of the Marathas.

VALAIYAN, Tarn. (6Ll3aiLLJOT) A fisherman by caste and

occupation.

VAI.AKKU, or VAZHAK.KU, Tarn. (SLI^Sg)) A quarrel, a

law-suit

Vatohkan, Tarn. (QJ LpS&OTr) A plaintiff, a complainant.

Valahhdliyal, Tarn.
(6LJJ)(g><:rT6rfi<f56fr)

The parties in

a law-suit.

Edirvalahhan, Tarn. (6Tc^cr61JLp<3<5<30r) A defendant.

Orudalai-calatitian, Tarn. (Q(TRS3sOoLIUi(5(3OTT) An ex.

parte statement

VALAX-KAI, Tarn. (eusdrijCSDcS), BALAGAIYYI, Karn.

()eJ A^oSJg) The right hand : applied also to those mixed

castes which constitute what are termed the right-hand castes

in the south ofIndia, incontrast to those constituting the left-

hand castes, with whom there are frequent disputes, and

sometimes affrays, regarding claims and privileges usually

of a trifling character: for the left-hand castes, as known in

Karnata, see Edagai ; according to the same authority the

right-hand castes are eighteen : 1. the Bdnijaga, or trader ;

2. the Okkaliga, cultivator ; 3. Jotiphana, (?) oil-maker

employing but one bullock in the mill
;

4. Ranyajica,
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calico printer and dyer ; 5. Ladarii, Mohammadan traders
'

and artificers (?) ; 6. Gvjerati, merchant of Guzerat ; 7.

Komati, trader and merchant; 8. Jaina, a follower of the

Jain religion ;
9. Kurula, a class of shepherds and workers

in wool ; 10. Kumbara, a potter ; 11. Afjasa, a washer-

man ;
12. Besta, a fisherman, also employed as a palankin

bearer ;
13. Padma shalaysa, (?) a kind of weaver ;

14.' Ndlndu, a barber ; 15. Uppdranii, a tank digger ;

16. Chitragara, a painter; 17. Golla, a cowherd; 18. Wal-

lia (?), or Pdreyan, commonly, Paria, who, like the

Madiyar or Saltali of the left-hand caste, is the especial

champion of the whole. The principal members of both

the right and left-hand castes are the same throughout the

Peninsula, but there are variations both of caste and of

nomenclature in several of the subordinate divisions ; and

some of those specified in the above list are too general to

be included with propriety, such as Gtizerat! merchants

and Jains : some few of the names also are not verifiable,

as indicated by the mark of interrogation attached.

VALANGAIYAN,plur. -YiR,Tam.(6U60rid(TOSUJ(30r,-LLjrTrr)

One of the right-hand tribe, or the right-hand men or

tribes.

VALARA, Guz. (
<

Hl^i(.l) Land on which the weeds have been

burnt previous to ploughing.

VALARTTAL, Tarn. (QJGrrcrssrrefr) A foster-mother.

rdlarttapiUai,Tam. (QJcrrrje^ULfldT&rT) A foster-

child.

VALASA, vulgarly, WULSA, Tel. &\ VALASE, Karn.

fevt)) Flight of people in a body from a village or town

through fear of some public calamity or exaction.

VALAT'-DANJA, or -DHAHANIA, corruptly, VULLET-DANF.EA,

VULT-DAN, Guz. (
cUrKt (

tUlfl
a>U -k^llfl^l) A par-

ticular kind of mortgage ; money borrowed by mortgaging

the produce of land or other property : any fund pledged

to repay the amount of a loan.

VALE, Karn. (3 <Je5) Leaf of the palm, as used for writing on.

VdleJtdr, Karn.(^ <3GO do) A messenger, a courier, a peon.

VAI.I, (?) Tarn. A measure of land in Tanjore : probablv the

same as Veli, q. v.

VALI, VAZHI, Tarn. (aJL^l), VARJ, or VALI, Mai. (njjpl)

A road, a way.

VarUtdran, Mai. (oJiflceoorOn*) A traveller, a wayfarer.

Valippari, Tarn. (QJU^luu PQ!) Robbery on the highway.

Valiselavu, Tarn. (QJ Lpls-G^GCQ-l) A journey : money for

the expenses of a journey.
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Vai-'iyutta, Mai. (o_J!P!CQJ) Food given to travelling

Brahmans.

VALLA,S.(^),VALA,Mar. fal^) A weightequal tothreesecds

ofthe Abrus precatorius.or, popularly, toone-fortieth ofa/old.

VALLAM, Mai.
(o_lg^o) A large basket for storing grain : a

dam : a place for watering fields or letting out water.

VALLAM, Tarn. (S-lfffTcniQ) A grain measure containing

four padix, or about a peck.

VALLAVA, (?) Mai. One of the three divisions of the servile

caste, the Palayar.

VALLAVAN, Tarn. (6Uo)606LI<5OT) A herdsman.

V A
LLl,Mal.(OJg^l)Wages paid to the servile classes, orPalayars.

Valliydl, Mai. (OJgJlcCJO^o) A Palayar slave.

VALLIKANAM, Mai. (rugndSHTiOffnOo) Earnest money

o
&

VALLIYAM, Tarn. (eu&6>51UJLa) A village of shepherds or

herdsmen.

VALLUVA, VAI.LUVADU, Tel. (^^^, S^SD^iSj), VAL-

LUVAN, Tain.
(QJ5fr(5fT)6U(3OT) A nian of a class of

Parias, considered to be of a somewhat superior description,

and held by the caste in the light of a family priest.

VANA, vernacularly, VAN, WAN, and BAN, q. v., S. &c. (^)
A wood, a grove, a forest.

I ('iiinprastha, S. (^TTTJlw) The man ofthe three first castes

who, after the term of his householdership has expired, has
r

entered the third Asrama or order, and has proceeded

(prastha) to a life in the woods (vdna), the Jli/lloliinn

of the Greek writers.

Vanchardi, or Wanchardi, Mar. (^H^Jt.1^) Price paid for

the grazing of cattle in forests or on waste lands.

Vanegdvili, Karn. (3f5~7Tc)t)S) parm Of wood and timber:

a tax upon them levied by the former government of Mysore.

VANA, Guz. (HUl) The cotton-plant.

Vanhdr, Guz. (HMi^R) A weaver.

Vdnvald, Wann-ala, or, vulgarly, Wanola, Mar. (^M^SbT,

from TIT and Wt^ ola, green) A cess levied upon various

kinds of grain, vegetables, and fruits, when they first come

to maturity : a similar claim or fee on behalf of the vil-

lage servants.

VANCHIDHRAMI, VANCHIKSHJTA, Mai. (oj6*2u^|<2l) The

country of Travancore (from vatichi, a boat, boat-land).

Vanrhi-virutti, Mai. (oJGfaJlajlfKflTOTl) Land granted

rent-free in Malabar, on condition of providing boats for

the state when required.

VANDIIO, Guz. ("=11.041) An unsettled transaction, an affair

involved in dispute (in trade).
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VA.VDIGRAHA,S. ff^n^ A thief, a housebreaker, especially

one who breaks into a place where something precious or

sacred is kept, as into an armoury or temple, or chamber

where the sacred fire is burning.

VANDIL, or VANDI, vulgarly, BANDY, Tarn.
(6LJ<55briq.&,

QJOTOrUj.),
Mai. (oJ6n~>Sl) A two-wheeled chaise, the

ordinary European vehicle in Madras and the other pre-

sidencies ; also a cart, a wain, or waggon.* OO

VANDRA, Tel. (3) Land granted at an easy rate of as-

sessment.

VANGALAMAR, Tam. (plur. QJ<3cbr<56fTLQcr) Men of the

servile tribe, agriculturists, originally landholders, now fol-

lowing other avocations.

VANNAN, Tam.
(6LJ6OTT(5BO)<50T)

A washerman.

VAXNIO, Guz. (
<HlULl:ylO The name of a caste, or of an

individual of it, who are numerous in Guzerat; the Banya
or Banian of other dialects, and of European writers : in

Guzerat they are distinguished into two great classes, as

Vaishnavas, or Jains, both of whom follow various lines

of business, as shopkeepers, retailers, merchants, and bankers,

see Banya : in Mar. the term is modified as Vdni or Wdni

(^UlA): it is no doubt derived from the S. Vanij or Vanilt.

VANSA, WANSA, BANSA, S. &c. (4^l) A race, a family, also

a bambu: see Bansa.

Van,*avail, S. &c. (^^11^5^) A genealogy, a list of persons

of one family or race.

T'ans7?/ioro,Guz.(
c
ll 3ii(l^l) A caste, or member ofit,'who

works in bambus, making mats, baskets, &c.: seeBansphor.

YAXTA, VuNTA,or WU.XTA, Mar. (^f), VANTU, Tel. (3oao)
A share, a part, a portion (of an estate, of a contribution,

of a mercantile concern, &c.)

Vanta- or Wanta-ddr, Mar. (^ri^lO The bolder or con-

tributor of a share.

Vantni, or Wantni-patra, Mar. (?) A document specifying

the proportions in which any property is to be divided.

YARA, or, vernacularly, VAR, WAR, or BAR, S. &c. (^K) A

day, used in composition as Soma-vdra, day of the moon,

Monday ; Mangala-vdra, day of Mars, Tuesday; Buddha-

vdra, day of Mercury, Wednesday ; Vrihaspati-vdra, day

of Jupiter, Thursday ; Suhra-vdra, day of Venus, Friday ;

Sani-vdra, day of Saturn, Saturday ; Rabi-, or Aditya-

vdra, day of the Sun, Sunday : see Bar.

\'ARA,Karn. (<O oO),VARAM,orWAHAM, corruptly,WAREM,

Tam., Mai. (SUrTCTLQ, OJOfDo) A share of the crop or
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of the produce of a field : in Kanara, whether it be that

of the cultivator or of the government as landlord ; in

Malabar it usually designates the rent or landlord's share

of the produce, and in some districts is limited to the land-

lord's share of the produce of fields bearing hill-paddy and

sesamum only, or to fields of the wet cultivation : in Tamil

it is distinguished as

Udai-vdram, (ll<5B3l_6LirTrTLi) The whole produce of all

the cultivated lands of a village subject to partition between

the cultivator and landlord, or the state.

Kudi-vdram, ((gjUj-QjrTrJLo) The share of the produce

assigned to the cultivator.

Melvdram, (<oLQ606LJrTCTLQ) The share of the produce due

to the landlord or the state.

Vdradiffam, Tarn.
(6LJrTIJS^llll_lli) Adjustment of the

shares of the produce belonging to each party interested :

a register kept by the village accountant of the respective

shares of the produce assignable to the cultivator and pro-

prietor, or the state.

Vdrada-davasa, Karn ( cx3 oOOOOiO) The crops divided

between the tenant and landlord.

Vdrana-lhumi, 'Karn. (SJol5jd5^JT!SCi3 Land of which

the rent or assessment is paid by a portion of the crop.

Vdradai-olai, Tarn.
(Q-irrrTCo^l-^SsO)

A deed of lease.

Vdrapattv, vulgarly, Vdrapat, Tam. (6LHTIJULJrr) rpj)

Subject to share, held in shares, an estate, &c. : it is applied

also to lands, a share of the produce of which is receivable

by the government in kind, as distinguished from Tirvai-

pattu lands, or those paying a money assessment, and

JUdnyam, those held rent-free: Vdrapat lands may be

either in wet or dry cultivation.

Vdrapattu-nilam, Tam. (rflsOLo) Land, the produce of

which is divided in shares.

Vdrapirivu, Tam. (65JrT(JUI-jlcflSL() Division of shares.

Vdrasattam, Tam. (6LJrTIJ<5
1

<g-l_l_La) A table or register

of the cultivator's share of the crop.

Vdratundu, Tam. (6umjSS.6OTl) A deduction from the

share of the cultivator added to the government share.

Vdrdvdri, Karn. (oJ do c<O 06) Settlement, assessment,

adjustment of shares.

VARA, vernacularly', BAR, BUR, S. &c. (^t) A bridegroom.

Varadahsliine, Karn. (S. SoO^S) Present made by the

bride's father to the bridegroom on the consummation of

the marriage.

Varadhdi-d, Vardhdvd, Mar. (wiraT, ^l^t) The brother

GY
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of the bride, or some person representing him, going in

procession to bring the bridegroom.

Varaghodd, Mar. (^TT*fl3T) The marriage procession of a

bride and bridegroom ; also of a boy on his way to be

invested with the characteristic cord.

Varana, Mar. (S. ^TJff) Choosing or accepting in marriage,

betrothal.

Vardta, or Vardt, in H. Bardt, Mar. CTO1T) A marriage

procession, the friends and attendants escorting the married

pair to their home.

VARApA, Karn. (3 O d Q c>) A subscription among the vil-

lagers to defray the village expenses.

VARADA CHATURTHI, S. &c. fa^rsiriff) A festival in honour

of Durga as the giver (da) of blessings (vara) on the

fourth of Mdijha.

VARADI, Karn. (oQ) News, report.

Ukkadadavaradi,K-dTii. (AloO<3$J)&) \ patrol or police

report.

VAHAGU, Tarn. (QJI7g)) A kind of grain (Paspalum fru-

mentaceum) : it is also applied to other kinds of millet,

as Pulvaragu (L-l&SLICTg)) (Panicmn colonum).

VARAHA, Tel. (Stf^r8), VARAHAN, Tarn. (QJrjrTSOTT)

A gold coin, so named from its originally bearing the

figure of a boar (vardha), or of Vishnu in the boar

avatar, the signet of the Rajas of Vijayanagar : it was

subsequently more usually termed by the Mohammadaus

Hun, or by Europeans Pagoda, the latter from its having

on one face a Hindu temple.

VARAKAMU, less correctly, WARAKUM, Tel. (<D~6s<2bG)

VARAKKAM, Tarn. (6LirTrj<3<3La) Advance made to cul-

tivators to enable them to carry on cultivation ; more

usually designated Takdvi, q. v.

VARAKKA, or WARAKKA, Mai. (oJSfd9ffi) A plaint, a claim,

a lawsuit

Varakhu-kdran, Mai. (o_lfPcS6>,d&>OrOC!5fc) A plaintiff, a

complainant.

VARANILAM, Mai. (fUO(OOOOle_lo) Barren or waste land.

VARAPU, VAHUPU, Tel. (8<$ , $&),^0 Drought, dry

weather.

VAHAPPU, VARAMBU. Tarn. (6UCTUi_|, 6U(7LQI_|) A limit,

a border, a boundary, a low ridge or bank to retain water

in fields for irrigation.

VARASI VAHI BAKI, Tel. (>&3sr5ZJT

'|) Total balance

VARATA, Karn. (S"O~5) An assignment on the revenue,

an order for payment : see Bardt.
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Jom-vardta, Karn. (2JQ?QJDO dS) A compulsory de-

mand of payments.

VARATAKA, S. &c. (^TTHfoir) The small haunri shell used

as money.

VARATHA, VARTHA, vulgarly, WARTHA, Mar. (qfTTT) A

washerman.

VARAVA, Tel. (3OS) A channel for conveying water to a

reservoir.

VARAVU, Tel. &&<$) Income, profit.

VARAVUDU, Tel. (^S^^iXo) A servant.

VARDDHUSHIKA, S. &c. (grtfirfi) A money-lender, a usurer,

one lending money at interest

VAUKNDRA, S. (^1^5) A native of Varendra, part of Bengal

north of the Ganges, designating especially one great

division of the Brahmans of Bengal.

VARGA, vernacularly VARO, vulgarly, WURG, S. &c. fan) A

class, a tribe, a multitude of similar persons or things :

in Karnata, an ancestral hereditary estate.

Vargaddr, vulgarly, Wunjtldr, Karn. (^6XF~OS5) The

proprietor of a hereditary estate, and in that capacity some-

times the representative of a whole village, collecting and

paying the assessment of the whole, although others may

have portions of the village lands as separate property :

the title is also, though laxly, assigned to lessees under

the original proprietor, who are known as Sub-wurg-durx.

Mulai-arrja, corruptly, Mooly-murg, and Wurg-mooly, Karn.

(S. w^5, root) Original proprietary right in land.

.M iilaeargaddr, corruptly, Moolwurgddr, Karn. (P. ilj,

who has) The proprietor of an ancestral hereditary estate.

Vargan'dr, Karn. (JAF~53~c)O) According to estates, as-

sessments, &c.

VAHI, Tarn. (QJCfl), Karn. (36) Tax in general, toll, tri-

bute, cess, impost, assessment.

Manaivari, Tarn. (LoSscrsucfl) House-tax.

Pulvari, Tarn. (l_|Q)GLJrfl)
A tax on pasturage.

Talaivari, Tarn. (s33C6Lirfl) Poll-tax.

Variltdran, Tarn. (QJCflsiGirTrjOT
1

), Varigdra, Karn.

(o55 A c)O) A tax-gatherer, a collector of duties or taxes.

Varisai, Tarn. (QJIjIcTOSO Fixed rate of assessment.

VARI, Mai. (OJOffl) A ruler, a governor.

VARI, vulgarly, WUREE, Tel. (^9) Rice in the stalk, paddy.

VARI, Mai. (o-iifl), VALI, VAZHI, Tam. (QJLpl) A road,

a way.

Varikdran, Mai. (oJ(flo&fflorDnf6) A traveller, a wayfarer.

Varihari, Mai. (cusplo61f51) Provender for a journey.
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Variyufta, Mai. (cu(Plccu) Food given to travelling

Brahmans by the state.

VARI, S. &c. (Trft) Water.

Varipuram, Mai. (n_l(Ola-4(Do) A flood, an inundation.

VAHI, also, VAHINAMA, (?) Mai. An agreement, a contract,

a written engagement.

VAHIYAN, Mai. (cuD<6lQa>nr&) A man of a particular class,

a servant in a temple.

VARNA, vernacularly, VARAN, BAHNA, or BARAN, S. &c.

(^) A tribe, a class, a caste.

Varnasanhara, barbarously, Burrunshunhur, S. &c. (cfl!}-

*O A mixture of castes : a mixed caste, or one of a

mixed caste, one sprung originally from parents of different

castes, either in successive or inverted order, as from a

Brahman father and Siidra mother, or from a Sudra father

and Brahman mother, constituting in the present day the

entire body of the Hindus exclusive of the Brahmans; the

pretensions of some of these castes to represent the genuine

unmixed Kshatriya, Vaisya, or Sudra, being in the highest

degree questionable.

VARO, Guz. (H13.1) A small spot of land assigned to each

of the principal inhabitants of a Koli village.

VARSHA, also, vernacularly, VARAS, and VARKHA, S. &c.

fa*}) Rain, the rainy season : also a year.

Vdrsha, S. &c. (*[Tq) Annual, celebrated annually, relating

to a year : also relating or belonging to the rainy season.

Vdrsliagdnlh, Mar. (^Q'lii) A birthday, or the ceremonies

observed upon it
; lit. the year knot, the age being recorded

by a knot tied annually on a string kept for the purpose.

Vardiala, Mar. (^^5) The year of possession by one of

a number of proprietors of an estate who occupy it for a

year in turn.

Varshdsan, vulgarly, WursJtasvn, Mar. (g^r^nr), Varklid-

san, Varhhdsun, Varsdn, Guz. (H^l^Ul, H^^il^ ,

H^^lUji) An annual allowance, a salary, a pension paid

either by the public treasury or by assignment on the re-

venues of a village or district, and entered upon the village !

.

expenses : also an assignment or a charge on an estate made

by the proprietor in favour of another person.

Varslidsandar, Mar. (^MUH^U.) The holder of an annual
;

allowance, either in pay or in assignments.

Vdrshika, S. &c. (^rf'HlO Relating to the rainy season,
\

produced in it, &c. : annual, occuring or celebrated yearly,
i

VARTTANA, vernacularly, VARTAN, S. &c. fafhf) Means

of subsistence, occupation, income, profit. In Tel. and
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Karn. Vartana, Vartane, (5Sf~rO ) SofcS) Vartanai,

Tarn.
(SLJjTJS&JoT) Fees, perquisites, especially of grain,

paid to the public servants of a village, or town for their

support.

Varttaha, S. &c. ftKNf), Tel. Karn. (&!*) One who

possesses or earns a maintenance, a trader, a merchant.

Vartakamv, Vartaka, Tel., Karn. (S^f-S'&X), $&-)
Varttakam, Tarn. (QJrjs;e;<3Lo) Trade, traffic : also,

Karn. a trader, a merchant.

Vartakudu, Tel. (3^F-&>&0), A merchant: also, Var-

taha, or Wartalta, Mar. fa^olf) A particular officer of a

town or village, a sort of bailiff.

VARTTALA, or WARTTALA, Mar. (^rfiggT) Surplusage or

gain on exchanging coins of different currency, excess of

grain as measured in a particular way : balance over or

in hand (in squaring accounts).

VARTANIO, or VARATANIO, or BARTA NIO, corruptly, BHUR-

TUNEEA, Guz. (H(. <rt <y
lL
a>tL) A village guard or watchman,

the village Chaultidar of Hindustan : he is commonly a

man of low caste, or a Bldl, and is paid by an allowance

of land rent-free.

VARTTAXUKA, WARTTANUKA, or WARTTANUK, Mar.

(t^Ulcli) Conduct, behaviour
;
subsistence.

Varttanuha-jdmini, or Wurtunoolt-zdmin, Mar. fa^jiy'th'-

3TlfHl) Security given by friends of the parties litigating

before a Panchayat that they will respectfully obey the

award.

VARUNI, S. &c. (cJI$<!j"l) A festival on the thirteenth of the

latter half of Chaitra, in honour of Varuna, the deity of

the waters ; if it fall on a Saturday it is of especial sanc-

tity, and is termed Malid-vdruni.

VASA, Mai. (OJC/9) A husband's sister ; a wife.

VASA,S. &c.(^ni) A dwelling, a habitation : dwelling, abiding.

Vdsi, S. &c. (qiWl) A dweller, a native.

VAS!, or WASA, corruptly, WUSSA, Guz. (t-d D A square

measure of land, twenty of which are equal to one Myhd :

2

in Guzerat it contains 142j square yards.

Vis-vasd, corruptly, Wis-rvussa, Guz. ("^ft^iH^l D The

twentieth part of a Vasd.

VASA-BANTRAVUTU, or pron. -BANTRATO, Tel. (J~*c3^&O-

^jyn5j9J) A watchman or guard appointed to superintend

cultivation.

VASANTA, vernacularly, VASANT, or BASANT, S. &c. (^fPiT)

Spring, the season of spring, the two months Phalgun

and Chaitra.
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Vasanta, Vdsanti, also Vasantotsava, S. &c. fanrrT: -ift,

^TffftW^) A festival, or series of festivals, celebrated in
|

spring-.

VASATI, Tel. (S. 8) A dwelling: an allowance, sub-

sistence money, or land granted rent-free for that purpose :

also, Guz. Population, inhabitants.

Vasati-ddra, Tel. (SfOSiyo) A holder of an allowance,

or rent-free land, for his support.

Vasati-palrah,Guz.(
c
i'%in!i\{{\3,

t
/>) Acensus, a statistical

return of population.

VASAVAIA, incorrectly, WASWAYA, WUSWAIEEA, Guz. (H-fcl-
'

eUo ^tl) The village establishment of artisans and

servants : the land assigned them for their services.

Vasavdid kamdl, Wusrvaya kumal, Guz. (A. JL*^, total)

The whole amount or value of fees paid to the village

servants.

VASELA, Guz. (H^liiL) Fallow (as land left for a year un-

cultivated).

VASTU, S. &c.
fa*j) Thing, substance.

Vustuvaha, Mai. (QJPrOOJdfc) Property, real or personal :

estate, goods, chattels.

Vdstavilta, vernacularly, Vdstavih, S. &c. (MUrffVcft) Sub-

stantial, real, actual, genuine, correct.

Vdstaviha-vriddki, S. (from ^f%, increase) Just or legal

interest of money.

VASTU, S. &c. C^TCr) The site or foundation of a house :

also a house.

Vdstupujd, S. &c. (rrcnpn) Ceremonies observed on laying

the foundations of a dwelling.

VASUDEVA, corruptly, WASOODEO, Mar. fanj^n) A class of

mendicants in the Dakhin who beg early in the morning

to wake up the residents, so named from Vdsudeva, a

name of Krishna, the son of Vasudeva.

VATA, vernacularly, VAT, or WAT, S. &c. (w) A road, a

path, a way.

Vdt-mdryd, Mar. falZTRTT) A footpad, a highwayman.

VATATJ, Guz. (
c
l<2l

c
l) Exchange, balance of different cur-

rencies : discount or premium : see Batta.

VATTAM, or WATTAM, corruptly, WUTHUM, Tarn. (ajL.L.LQ,

S. ^) A circle, or any thing of a circular form, as a

well, a pond, &c.: applied also, in Tanjore, to a small tract

or district comprising three or four villages under one

head man.

VaUamdniyahdran, corruptly, Wuthum monif/dr, Tarn.

(6UL.L_LDrT<3OTflLU<S<srTCrOT:) The head man of a dis-
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trict exercising undefined authority in revenue and judicial

matters, under the order of an officer of government in

charge of a district

Vattahainilam, Tam. (6LIL.l_<3tD<5 RESOLD) An enclosed field.

VATTA, Karn. (&&>, VATTAMU, Tel. (3W&X>), VATTAM,

Tam. (QJLLl_La) The rate of exchange between currencies

of different values, either premium or discount : the Batta

of Upper India.

Vattachchitfv, conupt\yt Vattachit, Tam. (a-llLt-S^L.)

A bond with premium granted for goods exchanged or

money lent on interest.

Vattasochcham, Tam. (6U\L-?Qf}-n&&[) Interest,
*

balance, or premium.

Vattakkdran,1aan. (aUL.l_Gi<E6rTCrOTr) A money-changer.

VATTI, Tam.
(6UL.UJ-,

S. gf|f) Interest on money.

Anydya-vatti, Tam.
(=L|rflLUrTUJ6LIL.L^., from S.'STanTl,

improper) Usury, unlawful interest.

Darma-vatti, Tam. (sijLCSLILluj., from S. VWJ, law) Law-

ful interest.

VATUKAN, Mai. (OLJa6>nr6) A bondsman, a servant, a man

of a certain tribe considered as originally from Telingana.

VAV, or VAU, Gu. (HIH, S. wnrt) A large oblong well

with steps to the water's edge.

Vdvadi, or Vdeari, the H. Baori, or Baoli, q. v. Guz.

(HlHiL c
ll

cl-CU A small well into which people descend

to get water.

VAVANI, Guz. (HlHUfl,) The act of sowing seed.

Vnvanio, Guz. (
c
ll

c
lUU

a
'lL) A drill-plough, a sowing

machine.

VAVAR, or WAWAR, Mar. (^reO The cultivated or cultivable

land in a village.

VAVVA, Guz. (
clllc

ll) Planting, as trees: sowing seeds.

VAYAL, Tam., Mai. (6LJLLJ&) A rice-field : ground fit for

rice cultivation : any open field or plain.

Vayalkkarai, Tam. (SLJU_l&ei<5<5tDI7) A rice-corn field.

Vayalpdltam, Mai. (oJCQ)fbo_10o) Rent of rice-fields.

VAYIPPA, Mai.
(fUOCQjIgi)

A loan, a debt

VAYKAL, Tam. (ojrTLUasrrd)) A water-channel.

VAYOLA, Mai. (o_i9G)CEJOej) A written agreement on palm-

leaf, making over land, &c. to another : a deed of transfer

or conveyance : a written voucher deposited in a heap of

grain specifying its quantity.

VECHALA, (?) Karn. A small additional contribution or fee

in grain from the Maniyam or privilege land claimed from

the holders by the original proprietor.
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VECH!N,GUZ. (S.'H^LUl) Sale, the act of selling (H.J3echna,

to sell).

Vechdnid, Guz. (HHlllftatl) Saleable, applied to lands

properly belonging to the state, but which have been sold

by the Patch and have been excluded from the assessment.

Bom. Reg. x. 1831.

Vechdnkhat,Guz.(HH I llj^irt)A deed of sale, a conveyance.

Vechdn nakarid, Guz (H !lUUltftj(LatlJI Lands exempt

from tax or rent.

Vechdnsdbkdmid, Guz. (H5UUl:tt (Hl>Q.:ytl) !**& sub-

ject to a quit-rent.

VEDA, S. &c. (^[) The general name of the chief scriptural

authorities of the Hindus : it is most correctly applied to

the four canonical works entitled severally the Riy-Veda,

Yajur-Veda, Sdma-Veda, and Atharva-Veda, but it is

extended to other works of supposed inspired origin, in

the sense of science or system, as Ayur-Veda, the science

of life, i.e. medicine; Dhanur-Veda, the science of the

bow, or military science; Gdndharla-Veda, the science

of music, so named from the heavenly musicians or

Gdndharlas,

Veda-kriyd, or -Itarma, S. &c. (^faTOT -R^) Any cere-

monial regulated by the texts of the Vedas, as are all the

essential observances or Sanskaras of the Hindus.

VEDANTA, S. &c. (^<*Tir) A system of pantheistic philosophy

or psychology inferred from scattered texts of the Vedas,

and thence named their
'

end
'

or substance.

VEDA, Tel. ("3>) Sowing seed.

VE"DAN, plur. VEDAF, corruptly, VAIDUN, VEDDAH, also

BEUAN.or WEDEN, Tarn. (66UL-OTT, plur. <o6LJl_ rj), Mai.

(61OJSnr6) A hunter, a fowler, a name given to a wild

tribe, or to an individual of it, inhabiting the hills and

forests in the south of India, almost in a state of nature,

and gaining a wretched subsistence by killing birds and

beasts with bows and arrows ; possibly the aboriginal race

of the peninsula : in Malabar they are included amongst
the praedial slaves, and are employed in cutting timber,

constructing fences, and watching crops, but are not per-

mitted to take any part in agricultural labour : they are

described as very wild and miserable, but timid, and flying

from the approach of other tribes to the woods : the name
is also written Vedu and Veduvan, but

incorrectly : the

first meaning hunting, and the second being properly Vet-

tuvan, q. v.

VEDENPI'K, or WEDEPEEK, Mar. (^rfaf, from %sr, mad)
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A mad crop, one that is excessively exuberant or that

wholly fails.

VEL A i, Tarn. (<SQJ3ai) Work, labour.

Velaikdran, Velaiydn, Tarn. (<o61J830<3<SrTCroTJr, (S6LI930-

LUITOTr) A servant, a workman.

VELAMA DOHA, Tel. (from So, a master, a chief) A name

given to a military tribe, formerly retained by government

for service in the northern Sarkars.

VELAMA, incorrectly, VELMA, Tel. (~3&>) The name of

a principal tribe of Telugu Sudras, or of a member of it
;

they claim descent from the Rajas of WuranJtal.

VELl,erroneously,VELLAi,Tam.(G61Jsrfi)An open place or field.

JUanadai-velijTam. (LQ n^cTOSGojerfl) A public place for

cattle outside a village.

Meyssalaveii,T-dm.(QlslU0'&6bQ6U6rf\) A pasture ground.

Vayalveli, Tarn. (QJLLJ6bG61J6rfl) A rice-corn field.

VELJ, corruptly VALEE, VALIE, VALY, VAILY, WELI, Tarn.

(S6LI6l51) A measure of land containing five kdnis or six

acres and six-tenths : a field of that extent.

VELIVADA, Tel. (~^>S53T&) The outer part of the village

tenanted by Pareyar.

VELLAM, Tarn. (GOJefrsmi}) Flood, inundation, irrigation.

Vellaliddu, Tarn. (06LJerT61T<5&rr) Total inundation

of a place or field.

Vellapdlj Tarn. (GajefrsTTUUrT^b) Corn destroyed by

inundation.

Vellavdri, Tarn. (GQjefTffTTQJrTcfO A channel for supply-

ing water to a tank.

VELLAMAI, Tarn. (G61J6?T6TTrT<3BDLo) Agriculture, husbandry,

as depending especially upon irrigation.

Vellulan, orVelldzhan, or FeWaten,Tam.'(G6LI6frenTT LpoTJT,

G6LJ6fT6rrn6rTot5r) A man of the agricultural caste, which

constitutes a numerous body of the cultivators of southern

India : during the native Tamil government no other classes

were permitted to hold landed property in Tondamandalam.

Velldnhudi,Taim. (GGLldrsfTrr rBJ@Uj.)A village offarmers.

Velldnsetti, Tarn. (GQJfffrerTrr^GS'Lll^.) A merchant of

the tribe of agriculturists.

Vellavarsi, (perhaps for G6UCTT5fT6Lirj(3CD<EF', which last

word is used for order, rank) Tarn. (?) A class of cultiva-

tors in Dindigal and Coimbatur, resident in the villages, and

cultivating the lands for themselves, but not having a here-

ditary or proprietary right to them : (there is some mistake

most probably in the name: 5th Rep. p. 832, and in another

place, p. 977, the Vclldlar are substituted for them).

6 z
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VENATI, (?) Mar. House-tax, or tax on trades ; apparently

the same as Muhtarafa, q. v.

VENNILAI, Tarn. (GeUOTSTCCcflSai) Any thing given with-

out a pledge or mortgage.

Vennilal-patram. Tarn. (GQJ<5OTT<5SBfl8a}UScflrjLa) A

note of hand, or bond, without a mortgage.

VENNU, Tel. ( ^^o^) An ear of corn.

VEPPA, or VEPPU, (?) Mai. Mortgage-bond (?).

Vi5ni, Tarn. (<o61Jljfl) The unfermented sap of the palm tree.

VERO, incorrectly, VEERA, VEYRAH, Guz. (
C
l5.l) Tax, im-

post, duty, any tax or cess levied in addition to that ou

land, as upon trades, professions, goods, and the like : a

particular tax levied upon the land, or upon ploughs, in

addition to the standard assessment ; also a tax levied on

the Grasia tenures paying no other revenue to the state.

VERTJ, Tel. ( <J*S>) Separation, division, especially of families

which had been previously living together in common.

VEIUJMFATTAM, corruptly, VEEROMPATTOM, Mai. (GiOJQo-

o_10go) Rent of land or gardens without any advance or

loan. See Pattam.

I '< nmipattachitta, Mai. (6>OJQo<i_jO.:yl) Lease of

lands or gardens, agreement to pay a stipulated rent.

VES, or WES, Mar. (^f) The gate of a village, hence the

payment of the government revenue which was formerly

enforced by shutting the gates of the village and allowing

no one to leave it until all demands had been realised.

Veskar, WesJicu; Mar. (^RRt) The porter or gatekeeper

of a village, usually a Manij, and employed in other menial

offices for the village.

VESANGIPANTA, Tel. (~36o^,>JoU) A crop that is cut in

the hot season.

VETA, (?) Mar. Excess of rate of assessment upon one por-

tion of an estate in consideration of another being under

assessed. Bom. Reg. xvii. 1827.

VETAN, pronounced commonly, VEDA N, or WEDAN, q. v. Tarn.

Mai. (06UL_OTr) The name of a wild forest tribe

Vetuvan, Mai. (6)ojn_inr6) One of a tribe of wild people.

VETANA, vernacularly, VETAN, or WETAN,S.&C. ($ffT) Wages,

hire : in Marathi it especially applies to the stipends of

public officers.

Vetanddunam, S. (^fTT^m) Non-payment of wages, a

branch of judicial proceedings.

Vetani, or Wetanec, Mar. (tintf) Stipendiary, receiving pay
or wages, given in lieu of wages (land, &c.) : relating to

pay or wages in any respect.
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VETH, or WETH, Mar. Guz. (^3) Labour or service exacted

by government, or a person in power, without paying for

it : a load carried by a person or animal impressed : also,

but superfluously, Yetli-be(jar. See Begar.

Vethio, Guz. (
e
L<^La'i A person pressed to carry wood, or

to perform any labour without recompense.

VET-KANAM, (?) Mai. A mortgage-lease engaging to reim-

burse the mortgagee for any improvements he may make

on the lands he holds, in lieu of interest

VETTA i, VETTAM, Tarn. (CaJllflWl , (S6Lllll_lL) Hunting,

the chase.

Vettuvan, Tam. (<o6LILL61J(50T) A hunter, especially a man

of a wild and forest tribe whose chief subsistence is from

the chase. See Vedan: they are considered as prsediul

slaves in Malabar.

VETTAN, Tam. (GsUlll ITOT) A married woman.

VETTI, Tam. (EaJllup A road, a way. Tel. ( ^) Per-

formance of the lowest offices in a village, as those of a

labourer or porter, grain watcher, scavenger, &c.

Vettimai, Tain. (GQJL.U^.CTOLCi)
The office of an inferior

village servant ; see the next.

Veftiydn, Tain. (GQJLLuj-UjrTOTT) A village servant who

discharges the lowest offices, sweeping the chaultri, keep-

ing the threshing-floor clean, measuring the grain, and,

according to some authorities, employed to burn dead

bodies: he is also the messenger of the Pdlil, and acts as a

guide to public officers and travellers (from Velti, a way,

which is from Ve(ta-Mmdu,io cut or dig, as a road or way).

Vettivddv, Tel. (~3k353T&o) ^ Fe/rf-man, a village
V_*J

servant who acts as messenger, scavenger, &c.

Vettubadi, Tel. ( oi^iiSDCS)
An advance on goods or mer-

\jj

chandise.

VEVA, VEHAVA, Guz. (=i
c
ll, HtfHU from the S. f^Hf)

Marriage.

VEVILIPOLAMU, Tel. ( isSSsT^O^O) A field ploughed

last year but left fallow this year.

VIBAKARAM, and VIVAHARAM, Tam. (aJlusncriA 61J1-

6U<5rrrjLQ) Law-suit, legal proceedings. See Vyavahdra.

VIBHAGA, S. &c., vernacularly, VIBHAG, and BIBHAG (ftwi)

Part, portion, division, especially portion of inheritance or

partition of property : according to law, either the simple

apportionment of the property of a deceased person amongst

his heirs, who may nevertheless hold the whole in common,

or, as more usually employed, the several distribution of

the shares amongst the sharers, and their mutual separation.
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Jivad-vibhdga, S. (from rNr^, living
1

) Partition made

during the life of a father.

Ajlvad-mbhdga, S. (^nrteiT, not living) Partition after a

father's decease.

Prakdsa-vibhdya, S. (from JTcjn^T, manifest) A public par-

tition made in the presence of witnesses.

Rahasya-vibhdya, S. (from ^E*T, secret) Partition made

privately in the presence of a few friends only.

Anyonya-vibhdga, S. (from VSNlft.ll, one with another)

Mutual partition made by the sharers without the presence

of any other persons.

Sama-'oibhdga , S. (WH, equal) Division of the property

amongst the sons in equal shares.

Vibhdga-bhdlt, S. (>TTcp, who shares) One who shares in

property already distributed, as a son born subsequently to

the partition of the paternal inheritance.

Vibhdya-patriht't, S. CqfVciiT, u leaf) A deed of partition,

the deed drawn up at the time of partition which should

specify whether the property is ancestral or acquired,, the

particulars of its acquisition, the names of the sharers with

their respective shares : it should be signed by the parties,

witnessed and dated.

VibhaJtta, S. &c. (fwii, past part, of ftT5T, to divide)

Divided, separated ; either the property, or, as applied to

persons, the sharer who has separated from his coheirs and

holds his portion in severally.

Vishama-vibhdya, S. (f^*?, unequal) Division of the pro-

perty by the father in his lifetime amongst his sons in

different proportions, which may take place with property

self-acquired, not with ancestral property : after the father's

death the sons divide equally, although under the ancient

law the eldest son was entitled to a larger portion, or to

a preferential choice of certain articles, and the practice

prevails in some places, or in some families, especially in

the Dakhin, where also various modifications of the law

of partition are admitted in different castes and with refe-

rence to different hereditary rights and possessions.

VIBHAVA, S. (f%VT5f) The second year of the Hindu cycle,

A.D. 1808 in the current cycle.

VICHARA, S. &c. vernacularly, VICHAR (ftf^lt) Investiga-

tion, judgment.

Vichdranc, erroneously, Vecharanai, Karn. (oi3cFc)>E3)

Superintendence, management.

Vicharanekarta, Karn. (><3
r
~3Of3o8F~) A superintendent,

a manager.
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Vijdrippu, Tarn, (6lJlsrTrjlLJI_|) Management, superin-

tendence : a district or village, &c. under any one's charge.

Vijdrippukdran, Tarn. (6lJlS'n'cf)llil_|i3<5
r
TrjOTT) An

administrator, a manager.

VIDAI, Tarn. (aJlcsss) Seed of plants : also Virai, q. v.

Vidaittal, Tain. (GlJlccnSSS^)) Sowing.

Vidaippunam,Tam. (6Lfl<TOQLJl_]<5OTLQ) A spot of ground

newly cullivated.

VIDESA, S. &c. (fa^^l) A foreign country.

Videxastha, S. &c. (f^^TW) One living abroad.

Videsi, S. &c. (f^^^ft) Foreign, foreigner.

VIDHA, Tel. (S. >$) Hire, wages.

ViDHAvA, S. &c., vernacularly VIDHWA (f^J^T) A widow

(.vi, without, dhava, a husband).

VIDHI, S. &c. (fafv) A rule, a precept, especially one enjoin-

ing some particular act or observance in law or religion,

any act, or rite, or ceremony, so enjoined.

VIDU, Tarn. (6L1 ) A house.

Vittukkudaiyavan, Tarn. (ajL-e>(Jtt>l_IJU6UOTr) The

master or owner of a house, a landlord.

l'ittMppadiydn,Tam.(L}L-\llLJ\q.LUrr<XX) A field or out-

door servant who receives his daily hire in rice-corn.

VIDYA, S. &c. (f^Tt) Knowledge of any kind, learning,

science, art, &c.

Vidyddhana,S. &c .(VT , wealth) Money acquired by leaching.

ViDYAiaANA, S. &c., vernacularly, VIDYAMAN, corruptly,

ViDYMAx, WEEDYMAN, Mar. (failHM) Being present :

applied in Mar. to the presence of a third person as a

witness in money transactions.

VIJA, S. &c. vernacularly, Vfj, or Bij (^3T) Seed, lit. or fig.

Viji, S. (cftaft) A sower: a progenitor: the kinsman appointed

by a childless man to raise up issue by his wife : the

father of a son legally begotten on another's wife.

VIJAYA, S. &c. (foiHl) Victory : the twenty-seventh year of

the cycle.

ViJAYA, S. &c. (fanrt) Hemp : also a name given to the

3d, 8th, and 12th days of the lunar fortnight : see also

the next.

Vijayddasami, (f^jfUT^rfft) The tenth lunation of the light

half of Asmin (Sept.-Oct.) on which the image of Durga,

on the termination of the festival in her honour, is cast

into the water.

ViKARi, S. &c. (faoRTTt) The twenty-third year of the cycle

= A.D. 1839-40.

VIKRAMA, S. &c. (f^aw) The fourteenth year of the cycle.
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Sale, selling.

Rescission of sale.

VIKRAYA, S. &c.

Vikrayanusaya, S.

Vikrayi, S. (faawft) A vendor, a seller.

Vikrita, S. &c. (fraftir) Sold.

Vikritaputra, S. &c. (fa^ftiTO^) A son sold by his natural

parents and bought to be adopted as a son.

Vikriydsampraddnam. S. (f^afta, having sold, ^riu^R,

non-delivery) Non-delivery of an article sold, recission

of sale.

VIKRITA, S. &c. (fVaRTT) The twenty-fourth year of the cycle.

ViLA,orWiLA,Mal. (o_ile_l),VILAI, Tam. (aJleteO) Price, value.

Vilacharahka, Mai. (ajl-J^fOd91) Goods exposed for

sale, merchandise, a valuable article.

Vilatirva, Mai. (ojle_l(TOlaj) A bill of sale transferring

property without any reservation of future claim.

Vilattaram, Mai. (nJTla_l(trTri(Oo) Price or value of corn

levied as tax or rent.

Villangamu, Tel. (t^OA&X)) A claim or dispute.

Sarvavillangasuddhigd, Tel. (S
p$t>ej

oX&>a-7r'>) With-

out any reservation or claim, a phrase used in bills of

sale and transfer.

VILAI, Tarn. (SlJlasO) Price, value.

Vilaidundu, Tam. (QJ13903jJ6trar) A charge on the

gross produce of a village, deducted from the share of the

villagers and added to that of the government, on account

of the difference between the price at which the cultiva-

tors had sold their grain and the exported retail prices

at the place of sale.

VILAI, Tarn. (sulekfT) High ground not supplied with water.

ViLAICHCHAL, Tarn. (aJlSsnS'.B'Si) Ripe corn in the field

ready for reaping.

Vilfiiyar, Tam. (6lHSkrT(6^rT) Husbandmen, ploughmen.

Vilai-nilam, Tam. (6Lfl3?TTrl60U>) A field, fertile or arable

ground.

Vilaivu, Tam. (62JlebrT6L|) Growing of corn in a field.

Vilaivupalan, Tam. (oJl&rTEL|LJ60(5OT) The corn or crop in

a field.

VlLAIYUL, Tam. (SLSl&TTLqSfT) A field.

VILAMBIN, S. &c. (f^rf^rf, lit. delaying) The thirty-second

year of the cycle= A.D. 1838.

VILTJ, Tel. (SCO) Estimated revenue of a village or district,

an arrangement or settlement

Vilujdbitd, Tel. (bcU33~^es~5P) An account according to

estimate.

VIMARSA, S. &c. Cfawfi) Investigation, trial.
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VIMO, Guz. (
c
ll'*l\) Insurance, a contract of idemiiity, by

which one party engages for a stipulated payment to make

good to another any loss that may arise from accidents :

the premium paid to the insurer (this is a corruption of

the H. Bima, q. v.).

Vimdni-chithi, Guz. (
e
il'*ll <I

U.
:
Hl<sl) A policy of insurance.

VlMUKKADU, Tam. (6lJI(Lpc5<5>n) Rate.

VINAI, Tam. (allSsoT) Work, action.

Vinaiseyvor, Tain. (QJlSsorGSLUGeuirTcr) Servants, la-

bourers.

Vinainar, Tam. (aJl&WiSTjij) Artificers, ploughmen, men

of the servile or labouring classes.

VINA"YA KUDU, Tel. (t>TQ&&&>) The vernacular form

of VINAYAKA, S., a name of Ganesa, but as a revenue

term it signifies a certain quantity of grain offered to that

deity at the time of measuring.

VINNAPAM, Tel. (.>^, S fasn'R) Respectful repre-

sentation, petition.

VIPALA, vernacularly, WIPAL, or BIPAL, S. &c. (f*ni<j) An

instant, the sixteenth part of a pal. See Palu.

VIRA, (?) Mar. A local tax or cess on persons possessing

rent-free lands. Bom. Reg. xvii. 1827.

Virasaivar, Tam. (6LHJ<S3:<?61JI7) A name given to the

followers ofSasara, or the Jangamas, the worshippers and

wearers of the L'mga, a type of Siva.

VIRAI, Tam. (ajloTOU) Seed of plants.

Viraifjal, Tam. (6lJlc5DDCr<5>rT&) Land fit for sowing.

Viraippadu, Tam. (GLJllJUUfT) Sowing a field.

Viraippv, Tam. (oJ!<TOrjllll |)
Land on which seed is sown.

VIRALAMU, Tel. (tTO^^X)) A tax or impost.

VIHATTAM, pron. VRATTAM, Tam.
(oJlrjrTS^Ui) Collection

of tribute or rent.

Virdttalihdran, Tam. (6LjlrjrTf|)(3<S>n'
rJOTr) A collector,

a tax gatherer.

VIRODHAKHIT, S. &c. (ft^Vcir^, making obstruction) The

forty-fifth year of the cycle, A.D. 1851

Virodki, S. &c. (f^lflvft, obstructing) The twenty-third year

of the cycle.

VIRUDDHASAMBANDIIA,S. (f=P$U, opposed, ^^V, connexion)

Degree of consanguinity or relationship, within which

marriage is prohibited, extending to seven degrees, or all

connected by offerings of the funeral cake or Sapindas.

VIRUTTI, Mai. (aJlCffifOTjil) Land, &c. granted by the govern-

ment free of tax or assessment on condition of performing

any public service when required without pay.
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ViruHikdran, Mai. (ojl(K(!n7ri1flS^OfDnr&) A person hold-

ing- land free of rent or tax on condition of public

VISA, Karn. (><O), VI'SAMU, or VISAM, corruptly, VISSUM,

VEESUM, Tel. (b^>^X>), VISAM, Tarn. (6L?<PLCi) The

sixteenth part or fraction of any thing : a weight of gold

equal to one grain of rice-corn : a measure of land equal

nearly to two acres : a share, a portion.

Visabadi, or Vi&tbaili, corruptly, Veesabuddy, Vissabady,

Veexpaddi, Tel. (b^Uk, b^oeOG) In the ceded dis-

tricts, and Telingana, under the Madras Presidency, a co-

parcenary village, of which the lands or profits are allotted

by sixteenths and fractions of sixteenths, among the here-

ditary proprietors : the revenues of such a village being

engaged for by some of the principal sharers, the propor-

tions are allotted in the same way as the lands, so that a

distinct portion of the gross revenue is fixed upon every

field or lot of land : a Visabadi, settlement is therefore

identified with the settlement by fields or their individual

cultivators, and is the same as a Ryotwar settlement : also

a tax on the profits of trade levied in periodically settled

proportions upon the merchants, traders, shopkeepers, retail

dealers, mercantile agents, and all the inhabitants of a

village or town engaged in trade. Madras Reg. iv. 1818.

VISAI, Tarn. (61_ICTO<BO, VISE, Tel., Karn. (oi~ft>) A weight

in use at Madras, commonly called Visa, one-eighth of a

Madras miiuntl, or 31b. 2oz. avoirdupois.

VISALU, Tel. (bc^ew) An elementary weight,^equal to one

grain of rice.

VISAHA, or VISARA, WiSARA, &c. Mar. (fawn., f^nn)

Earnest money.

VISAHJANA, S. &c. ('farHhl) Gift, donation, dismissal : set-

ting a bull at liberty on particular occasions : throwing

images of divinities into the water at the close of festivals

in their honour.

VISHA, S. &c., vernacularly, VISH, or BISH, (f^l) Poison,

any poisonous substance, animal, vegetable, or mineral :

in Hindustan it especially indicates the root or juice of

the Aconitum ferox.

Vishpaddrtli, Mar. (S. MdlQ, a substance) Poisonous sub-

stances and drugs collectively, especially those specified in

Bombay Reg. xiv. xxi. 1827.

VISHNU, S. &c. (f^SJt) The second of the three principal

deities of the Hindus, the preserving power personified.

Vishnubhakta, S. (f^HnH^O A worshipper of Vishnu in one
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or other of his manifestations, especially as Ramachandra

or as Krishna.

Vishnupriti, S.
(fo^niftfif) Land granted rent-free to Brah-

mans in honour of Vishnu, or to maintain his worship.

Vishnuttara, S. &c. (f<J!l?TC) A grant of rent-free land for

the worship of Vishnu.

VISHTI, S. &c. (faffc) Labour, especially enforced and un-

paid labour : also, wages, hire.

VISHU, Mar. &c.
(f^J,

S. equal) The equinox, either vernal

or autumnal ; also the fifteenth year of the cycle.

Vishuva, S. (ftJMtj) The sun's entrance into Aries and
sf

Libra : the vernal or autumnal equinox.

VISVASI, corruptly, WISWUSSA, Guz. (
c
{L^lcll^Q.) A land-

measure, one-twentieth of a Vasd, q. v., ^th of a bighd :

a nominal coin of the lowest value, -^ th of a rupee.

VISWAVASU, S. &c. (fasjHw) The thirty-ninth year of the

cycle.

VIT, WEET, Mar. (*rfe) Blight, mildew.

VITAM, Tarn. (QJSLIi) A share, a portion ; a rate.

VITASTI, S. &c. (f^Tlfttf) A long span measured by the thumb

and little finger extended, considered equal to 12 fingers.

VITIKA, S. &c. (TffeeRT) A preparation of pieces of Areka nut

with spices and a small quantity of caustic lime, rolled up in

a leafof the Piper Betel and used for mastication. See Pan.

VITTA, S.&c. vernacularly, VIT, or WiT,(f^^) Wealth,substance.

Vittavishaya, or Vittvishay, barbarously, Weetweesaye,

Mar. (fo cffo^ii) Riches, possessions.

VITTAL, Tarn.
(oJljrjrrjeb) Selling, sale.

VITTU, Tam. Tel.
(QJl^Sl, >*>), VITTA, Mai. (OJlfBTO),

VITTANAMU, Tel. (t) prO&>J) Seed of plants.

Vittara, Mai. (oJlflWifO) A certain rent paid by a culti-

vator or renter to the proprietor, or as a tax to the govern-

ment, amounting to half the quantity of seed sown.

Vittanalu-jdbitd, Tel. (from A. <KJuLe) A statement of the

description and quantity of seed sown by each Ryot.

Vittuhdl, Mai. (O-I)<WDd;M<3b) Rent or tax equal to a

fourth of the seed sown.

Vittumdttam, Mai. (ojlrt^QOOOo) Harrowing, after

sowing.

FrtlMpftla,Mal.(Q-JflS)n-10S) The quantity of ground sown.

Vittupdti, Mai. (Oj1fi^n_l3r59l) An agreement between

the cultivator and proprietor, by which the latter allows

the former half the seed, and receives half the produce.

Vittupdttam, Mai. (O-JlflTgj)a_l3o) Rent or tax equal to

the whole amount of the seed sown.

A
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Vittuvali, incorrectly, Vettoovally, Mai. (

Seed and labour.

VITTUMUDAL, Tam.
(oJljT) <

QJ(lp$&) Proceeds of sale.

VIVADA, S. &c. (ft^T^) Dispute, discussion, a legal dispute.

a law-suit.

VIVAHA, S. &c. (ft^Tf), VEVA, VEV!HA, VEHEVA, Guz.

(
C
1
CU, c

l
c
llt^> Ht^ c

ll) Marriage, of which eight forms

are enumerated by Manu : 1. Brahma, the gift of a

daughter to a Brahman bridegroom learned in the Vedas,

voluntarily invited : Tam. Aranilai. 2. Daiva, the gift of
u f

a_daughter to the officiating priest at a sacrifice. 3. Arsha

or that of the Rishis, in which the father of the bride

receives from the bridegroom one or two pair of kine :

Tam. Porul-kol and Aridam. 4. Prdjapatya, that of the

Prajdpatis, or patriarchs, in which the father gives away

his daughter with due reverence : Tam. Oppu, meaning

consent. 5. Asura, that of the Asuras, in which the bride-

groom makes valuable gifts to the father and relations of

the bride : Tam. Arumponi-vinai. G. Gdndharba, that

of the Gandharbas, in which the mutual agreement or in-

clination of the parties is alone necessary : this is considered

to comprehend the Sreayambara, in which a princess

chose her husband publicly from a number of suitors as-

sembled for the occasion : Tam. Yalor-Mttam. 7. Rdlt-

shasa, that of the R.akshasas, or evil spirits, the violent

abduction of a maiden after defeating or slaying her rela-

tions : Tam. Irdkkadam (the i being prefixed for euphony).

8. Paisdcha, that of the Pisdchas or goblins, the viola-

tion of a girl when asleep or in liquor, or of weak intellect :

Tam. Pey-nilai. Some of these forms are considered to be

illegal, and the one more commonly in use is the Asura,

in which presents are made to the father.

Vivdhaswdmi, S. (from *Wt, a lord, a husband) A hus-

band, but especially a first husband, second marriages

being allowed amongst some of the inferior castes in the

Dakhin.

VIVASA, S. (ft, separate, ^TH, dwelling) Banishment, expul-

sion from house and home.

VIYOGI', vernacularly, BIJOGI, corruptly, BEYJOGEE, S. &c.

(ftlfrft) One who is separated from society, applied espe-

cially to a religious mendicant who is unmarried and has

no family : the reverse of Sanyot/i.

ViYYAMU.Tel.po&gSx)) Connexion by affinity or marriage.

Viyyankudu, Tel. (t>O&go>!$o) The mutual connexion

of fathers-in-law.
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Viyyapurdlu, Tel. (S>O&s3)-?r>eo) The mutual affinity

of mothers-in-law.

VONDRA, or ONDHA, Tel. (ST^OiQ,) A favourable assess-

ment. Kondavir.

VOIIORO, or WOHORO, also, OHORO, Guz. everywhere else

called BOHRA (Hll?lCi, ^Itf iCl) An individual of a

a class of Mohammadan Indians found chiefly in Western

India, following various occupations and trades, as pedlars,

packers, glaziers, lantern makers, haberdashers, &c. : the

more respectable are bankers and merchants : they are

divided into two principal tribes denominated Sulimdni

and Ddiidi.

Vows, Mar. (?) Race, lineage, family (it is either some cor-

ruption of, or some blunder for, Vans or Wans, q. v.)

VRATA, S. &c. ("Snt) Any devout or ceremonial observance,

as fasting, offering sacrifice, or the like, voluntarily im-

posed upon one's self: gifts under a self-imposed obliga-

tion to Brahmans.

VR^TYA, S. &c. (ww) A man of either of the three first castes

for whom the ceremony of investiture with the characteristic

cord had not been performed within the prescribed ages, and

who therefore becomes an outcaste : in Turn. Vrdtyan,

(6lJlrjrTe;elLLJOTT) is said to mean a man who is born

of a father of low rank by a mother of a higher caste : also

one who has relinquished the duty of his tribe.

Vrdtyastoma, S. (aimtcttr) A sacrifice performed by persons

who have lost their caste through not receiving investiture,

for the purpose of being again allowed to receive it.

VKIDDHA, S. &c. (^s) Old, ancient, an old man, one above

seventy.

Vrudd/iapadiyd, Tel. (3)g>Daxr) Land uncultivated

from time immemorial.

VRIDDHI,S. &c.
C^fg),inthe

dialects of the south, VRUDDHI (ri

being pronounced ru), it also occurs as VADDI, and VADDI,

Tel. (3g, 3a), VRUDDHI, and BADDI, Karn.

&3g),
and VAppi, and VIRUTTI, Tam.

VADDI, or VATTI, Mai. (OJ1) Increase, especially the in-

crease of money, interest : various kinds of interest are

recognised by Hindu lawyers, as, 1. Kdyik-vriddhi (from

S. Kdya, body) Bodily interest, explained as either the

advantage arising from the body of an animal pledged as

security for a loan, or as interest paid repeatedly without

reducing the body or principal : Karn., interest on money

paid at stated periods ; 2. Kdlikd-vnddhi, (from Kdla,

time) Periodical, payable weekly, monthly, annually, &c. :
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it is most usual in practice to compute interest by the

month : in Karnata this term is explained, the usual in-

terest on money left to accumulate (apparently the mean-

ings of this and the preceding being interchanged) ;

3. Chahra-vriddhi, (from Cliakra, a wheel) Compound in-

terest, interest upon interest; 4. Kdritd, or Kdrikd vriddhi

(from Kara, act) Stipulated interest, interest at a stipu-

lated rate higher than the usual rate, or without regard to

the legal rate ; 5. Sikhd-vridd/ti (from Silt/id, a lock of
'

hair, as growing continually), Interest at a usurious rate,

payable daily ; 6. Bhof/aldbha, (from bhoya, use, and

Idbha, getting), Advantage accruing to a creditor from the

use of any article handed over to him as security, as the

usufruct of land, gardens, beasts, &c. : other terms occur

more or less adopted in the dialects, as, Dharma-vriddhi,

Lawful interest ; Anydya-vriddhi, Improper or usurious

interest ; Niddna-vriddhi, Moderate interest ; Parama-

vriddhi, or Pard-vriddhi, Interest at the highest legal rate;

Samdni-vriddlti, Interest at the usual or a moderate rate ;

Vdstavd, or Vdstavikd-vriddk'l, Established, just, or cus-

tomary interest.

Vriddhi-srdddha, S.
C^fs'sdg) An offering to the manes

celebrated on any joyful occasion, as at the birth of a son.

or the like.

VRIHASPATI, S. (^wfri) The planet Jupiter and its regent,

the preceptor of the gods.

Vrihaspati-vdra,S. &c.(from^Tt,a day) Thursday, dlesJovis.

VRINDA, S. (^l) The Tulasi plant, the holy Basil (Ocymum

sanctum), personified also us a nymph beloved by Krishna:

a creation of very modern times.

Vrinddvana, vernacularly, Vrindavan, and, vulgarly, J3in-

draban, S.
(<JtJI=H)

A town near Mathura, fabulously

the site of a forest in which Krishna, as Gopdla, or the

cowherd, passed his youth, associating with the cowboys

and milkmaids attached to the cattle grazing in the forest :

at present there are but few trees and no pasturage, and

probably they never were there : a raised platform or altar

of earth in a house in which the followers of Krishna plant

and preserve the Tulasi or Vrindd.

VHISHOTSARGA, S. &c. (^, a bull, and "3Wr(, letting go)

Letting a bull go loose at certain ceremonies, as at mar-

riages, obsequies, &c. : the bull is considered sacred, and

wanders about unmolested and unappropriated.

VRITHADANA, S. &c. (=pn^R) An improper gift, and one

that may be annulled, or, if only promised, not performed,
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as gifts to courtesans, wrestlers, panegyrists, or money lost

at play, &c.

VRITTI, S. &c., in the south, VRUTTI, in Hindustan changed

to BIRT, q. v. tef%) Maintenance, means of livelihood

profession: the proper means of subsistence for a Brahman

are 1. Rita (true), Lawful gleaning ; 2. Amrita (im-

mortal), Unsolicited alms ; 3. Mrita (deadly), Solicited

alms, begging : in time of distress he may have recourse

to 4. Pramnta (very deadly) Agriculture ; 5. Satydnrita

(true and false), Trade, traffic ; the last kind, 6. Srvavritti,

or dog-maintenance, that is, servitude, should never be en-

gaged in : the term means, also, a customary allowance,

fee, or perquisite, a grant of revenue from a small tract of

land made by Zamindars to indigent Brahmans : lands

assigned to Zamindars, or appropriated by them for their

personal support : a particular tenure in Gorakhpur and

Benares of the nature of a dependent tddltiJt, granted by

a great revenue proprietor to the head man of a village :

in the Tamil countries it is applied to the portion of land

held in joint proprietary or Mirdsi right by Brahmans.

Vrittichhed, Mar. (^f^RS, from S. %^, cutting off) Con-

fiscation of a patrimony, deprivation of a hereditary office,

any taking away of the means of subsistence.

Vritti-ijdrd, or Sirt-ydrd, Beng. (P. !!;UJ)
A grant ofland

in perpetual farm made by a Zamindar to some person for

his maintenance at a stipulated amount of revenue payment.

Vritti, or Bri-tti-mahdbrdhmani, Hindi, &c. (^firn^THTllTSft)

Fees and presents received by a Brahman who conducts

funeral obsequies : fees received as of hereditary right by

a body of Brahmans at Gaya, where the performance of

the Srdddha, or obsequial rites is of especial efficacy.

VURTTI, VOORTY, (?) Tel. A measure of land.

VYABHICHARA, S. &c. (^ffa'srn;) Going astray, doing wrong,

profligacy, adultery.

Vyabhichdrini, S. &c. (srfW^TlTJJrt) A loose, woman, an

adultress.

VYAHI, Mar. (<HIl) The father-in-law of one's son or

daughter : the two fathers are so termed respectively to

one another, and to their child's mother-in-law (S. vivdhi,

connected by marriage).

VYAJA, vernacularly, VYAJ, BIAJ, or VIAJ, S. &c. (snf) In-

terest, usury.

Vyajdu, Vydju, Vyajt, Mar. (MRra, ^TRT, ^liO) Bear-

ing interest, a loan, a debt.

Vydjkatdmani, or Vydjphalldwani, Mar.
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Making out an interest account, calculating

the interest at different periods on sums on either side of

the account, and drawing out the balance.

Vydjbald, or -battd, Mar. (^MMVil -T) A general term

for the items of the business of a banker or money-

lender.

Vydjbhari, Mar. (si!J*Trt) One deeply in debt, whose

whole resources are absorbed in the payment of interest.

Viuju, Guz. (HL^tL-Q) Lent or borrowed at interest.

Vidjhhor, Guz. (
&
ll
wll/v1.l3.) -^ usurer> a money lender.

VYAJYAMU, Tel. (oU"g&!gcaX>) A dispute, a law-suit.

Vydjyarthadu, Tel. (~> "g&<gOCXJ) A suitor, a litigant.

VYAPARA, vernacularly BYAPARA, S. &c. (HlimO Business,

oiTairs, trade, occupation, profession.

Vydpdri, vernacularly, Bydpdri, &c. S. (dJIMltf) A trader,

a dealer, a man of business.

VYASA, S. &c. (s(TF) A celebrated sage, the reputed arranger

of the Vedas in their present form.

Vydsanthole, (?) The model of a hand said to be carried

in procession by the Lingaits, in commemoration of the

alleged amputation of the hand of Vyiisa.

Vydsohta, S. (ujlti, and T?R, said) A class of Bruhmans

in Bengal said to have been constituted Brahmans by the

appointment of Vyasa.

VYASANA, S. &c. Osm^) Vice, dissipation, profligacy.

VYAVAHAHA, vernacularly, BYOHAR, BVOUHAH, H. q. v.,

S. &c. (rcgrO. VEVEHAR, WEWEHAR, Guz. (=RtfR)

Affairs, business, worldly occupation, as trade, profession,

&c. : but especially judicial procedure, practice of the courts

of law, administration of justice, both civil and criminal :

law-suit.

Vyavalidra-vixhaya, S. (^T^TTf^T'l) Object or title of

legal procedure : according to Manu the titles or subjects

are 18 : 1. Rindddna, Contraction of debt
;

2. Nikshepa,

Deposit, bailment; 'd.Aitvdmirikraya, Sale without owner-

ship or authority ; 4. Sambhuya samutthdna, Concerns

amongst partners ; 5. Dattdpraddnika, Resumption of

gift ; 6. Vetanddana, Non-payment of wages ; 7. Samvid

vyatikrama. Breach of agreement ; 8. Krayavihruyd

nusaya, Rescission of sale and purchase ; 9. Smumipii-

layor vivdda, Disputes between master and dependant ;

10. Simd vivdda, Boundary disputes ;
11. VdhpdrusU-

ya, Defamation, abuse ; 12. Danda pdrushyu, Assault ;

13. Steya, Theft ; 14. Sdhasa, Violent seizure of property,

robbery; 15. Strisantjraha, Adultery ; 1C. Stripumdharma,
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Duties of man and wife ; 17. Ddyabhdga, Partition of

inheritance ; 18. Dyuta, Gambling : these titles are some-

times differently classed, and a few are added, as Vyava-

hdra mdtrilta, Legal process in general ; Sdkshya, Oral

evidence ; Lehhya, Written testimony ; Divya, Ordeal ;

Abhyupetya susrushd, Contracted service ; and Prakir-

naka, Miscellaneous.

Vyavahdri, Vyavahdrika, S. &c. ('ar^^TT^, ^^^if^od) Re-

lating to law or judicial procedure : a suitor, a litigant :

an adult, one who is of age to manage his own affairs,

one who is engaged in the active occupations of life.

I '/jdi-altdri Jyotishi, barbarously, Wymharee josee, Mar.

(S. ^R^TT^ 3*flfrm'D A Brahman who, besides the duties of

daily worship, conducts the ceremonies of initiation, mar-

riages, and, in some places, funerals, and keeps the kalendar ;

he is entitled to certain fees and perquisites which he may

dispose of to others : in some cases he also discharges the

duties of the Dha.rmddhihdri, having authority to inves-

tigate alleged infractions of caste, to prescribe penance,

impose fines, and sentence loss of caste.

VYAVASAYA, S. &c. (Hm) Labour, effort, active occupa-

tion. VEVASAYA, or WEWASAY, Mar. (T49I1T) Buying

and selling, trade, traffic. VYAVASAYAMU, Tel. (Sg.
cCJ^Q-OoXX)) Agriculture, cultivation.

VYAVASTHA, corruptly, BYWUSTAH, BYWUSTKK, barbarously,

WYWAUST, S. &c. (^RWT), VIVASTHA, or VEVASTHA, or

WIWASTHA, &c. Mar. (f^fWt) Separating, setting apart :

settlement, arrangement: a written opinion on points of law,

with citation of the original texts on which it is based, given

by Hindu law Pandits.

Vyavasthd patra, S, (1^, a leaf) The written dictum or

opinion of a Hindu lawyer.

VYAYA, S. fani) Expense, outgoing : the twentieth year of

the cycle = A.D. 1826.

W.

WABASTAH, H. (P.
<xx*<j^)

Bound to, connected with, de-

pendant upon : a dependant, a relation, an adherent.

Wdbastagi, H. (^twjL) Dependence, connexion, adherence.

WADA, H. (A.
JiCj), WAYADA, Mar. (^Pd^T) A promise, an

agreement, an engagement, especially with a fixed term,

a farm, a contract.

Wddabandi, H. (^JouiiJiCj)
An agreement, especially for

the payment of money at a stipulated period.
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W&daddr, H. (jloiiiXcp
One who is bound by an engage-

ment, a contractor, a government officer responsible for the

collections of a Zamindari, a farmer of the revenue.

Wudaddri, H.
(,_^l<J3iXcj)

Farm of the revenue of a dis-

trict, making a contract or engagement

Wadahhilafi, H. (A. <_S2U-, contrary to) Breach of pro-

mise or engagement

Wdyade-chitthi, or ->-ohhd, Mar. (^m^f^zt, -Tt^O A writ-

ten engagement, especially with a specified term for its

fulfilment

WADA, or WIDA, H. (A. cJj) Depositing or entrusting any

thing to another.

Wad'idt, H. (A. ci-^oJj) A deposit, a trust, any article or

property given in charge or trust to another.

WABARA, WADARI, Mar. (^TTT, ^iU.1) A low caste, or a

member of it, whose chief occupation is killing rats and

vermin.

iL, Mar. (^TftjS) An ancestor.

M'adlopdrjita,'M.aT. ('W<N\fsti( ,
from S. TTlf^TI, acquired)

Amassed or acquired by one's ancestors, property, &c.

Wadlo, Wadlin,Mar. (<Ti<jft, ^jTT') By or through ancestors.

WA FA, H. (A. Uj) Faith, fidelity, keeping a promise or en-

gagement, a conditional or security sale : see Baia-bil-wafd.

WAGUZASHTA, H. (P. <C,1
>ilj) Released from attachment or

distraint, relieved from assessment, remitted.

WAHABI, H. (A. jj'^j) A follower of the doctrines of an

Arabian reformer of Mohartmadanism, Shaikh-ul-Wahdb,

who attempted to reform many of the abuses that had crept

into the religion, especially the practices of the Shias : in

India it has become a term of abuse equivalent to infidel

or unbeliever

WAIU, corruptly, WVIIEE, Mar. (=r^) A stitched book for

accounts, of which several are kept by bankers and mer-

chants, as the Kaclicha-walti, rough cash or day-book;

Pakfta-ivahi, daily cash-book or journal, shewing receipts

and disbursements ; Nakl-rvahi, a register of hundis or

bills drawn, accepted, and paid ; Jarigar-wahi, in which

an account is kept of goods given to a broker for sale ;

Cliiththa-rvahi, a letter-book; Vydj, or Wajuh-mahi,

interest account-book, &c. : it is the Bahi of Bengal, q. v.

WAniB, H. (A. Lj^sfclj) A giver, a donor: in law, one who

executes a deed of gift

WAHIL, WAHEL, Mar. (Ml^cS, ^1^$) Tillage, cultivation.

Wdhil, Mar. faT^tc?) Cultivated, not waste.

WAHIWAT, Mar. faf^TC) Administration, management
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Wahiwdtddr, Mar. An officer entrusted with

the conduct of any important business, as the government

of a province or collection of the revenue : the represen-

tative or manager of the affairs of an individual, especially

in his absence.

WAHM, H. (A. +&>)) Opinion, imagination: in law, suspicion,

doubt, notion of the improbability of a charge, or doubt

of the evidence.

WAIRAN, WIRAN, H. (A. ^j]^) Desolate, depopulated, waste :

a village under the head man of a different village.

Wairdna, H.
(&J\j)j)

A deserted or desolate place.

Wairdn-kherd, H. (^$ from S. ^IZ) Deserted site of a

village.

WAJA, (?) Name of a military and agricultural tribe in

Kattirvar,

WAJAB, H. (P. L_-~-j) A space of nine inches.

WAJH, H. (A. &*-j) Cause, motive : face, appearance : also

P. and H., wages, hire, salary.

Wajdhat, Wajuh, H. (A. vj>J&U-j , j*-j)
In law, personal

respectability, credit.

Wajhd, H.
(l$*-j) Salary, pension.

Wajh-i-hdl, H. (JU-<!c-j) Mode of living, state of cir-

cumstances.

-)) Ground-rent, charges for lodging.

Wujuh tWujuhdt, corruptly, Ojoohat, H. (jj^-jtCylftj^-j, pi.)

Salaries, allowances, wages: extra collections by Zammdars

for personal expenses : in law, pleas, reasons, or grounds of

appeal ; also the summing up of the judge, with the grounds

of his decision.

Wvjuhdt-i-kkdx-navisi,ll. (,pdj>yjl--| government writer)

A former cess on account of the salaries of government clerks.

WAJIB, H.
(l^_~3-)j) Right, proper, necessary.

Wdjib-ul-drz, H. (A. (jaj>^\^r^s~^) Lit. Fit for, or worthy

of representation : a petition, a written statement or repre-

sentation, a written agreement : in the north-west pro-

vinces it designates what is considered to be the most

important of the documents relating to the village admini-

stration, describing the established mode of paying the

government revenue, the actual shares or holdings, whether

held in severally or in common, and how separation or

re-allotment takes place, the powers and privileges of the

Lambardars, and how elected, what extra items of collec-

tion are recognised, the rules regarding fruit and timber

trees on the estate, and how irrigation is maintained ; the

appropriation of waste lands, the village servants and their

7 B
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fees, and the pay of the village watchmen : it should be,

in fact, a complete view of the organization of the village,

and is to be attested by the signatures of all the Lambar-

dars and as many of the shareholders as choose to sign,

and by the signatures of the Patwari and Kanungo : it

should be read aloud in open court in the hearing of the

subscribing parties and the settlement officer, and be ap-

proved and signed also by him : the term seems to have

been superseded of late years by Khewat.

Wdjib-ul-katl,H.(h.. Jla!k__^>.!j) Deserving death, capital,

as an offence.

Wdjab-mili, Mar. C^TSRfalft) The true time : the actual

date of an occurrence set down in a bond or other docu-

ment, either before or after its happening.

WAJJHA, Mar. (=T*l*l) A man following the double occupa-

tion of blacksmith and carpenter.

WAKF, H. (<_*j) A bequest for religious or charitable pur-

poses, an endowment, an appropriation of property by will

or by gift to the service of God in such a way that it may

be beneficial to men, the donor or testator having the

power of designating the persons to be so benefited.

Wahf-ndma, H. (P. <ul>, a document) A written deed of

endowment

WAKIIAR, Mar. toOTt) A warehouse, a store-room.

Wakhdrdar, Mar. (^STT^T^) A store-keeper.

WAKI H. (A. >\)) Happening, occurring.

WdMa, H. (A. &Jily) Event, occurrence : news, intelligence.

Wakdid, H. (A. v^j. plur. of Wak&a <*Oj) Events, oc-

currences, news.

Wakdid-navis, or-nigdr, corruptly, Waheh-negar, Walte-

negar, H. (jli- \j~>Jt*jt
from P. navit, a writer, or

niqdr, an inspector) A remembrancer, a recorder of events :

an officer on the royal establishment under the Moguls,

who kept a record of the various orders issued by, and

transactions connected with, the sovereign, in the revenue

department : an officer of this denomination was also at-

tached to the Ndzim or provincial governor, who reported

to the principal remembrancer at the court the particular

revenue transactions of the province : any communicator

of official intelligence.

Wdkanivis, or -nis, vernacular form of the preceding, Mar.

teraiftTTte -qfa) An officer on a great man's establish-

ment, the manager of the household and chief caterer, a

sort of major-domo : under Sivaji the Wdkanis was one

of the eight principal ministers whose duty it was to keep
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the private journal, records, and letters, and to superintend

the household troops and establishment : any news-writer

or intelligencer (but little known in this sense).

Fil-wdhla, II. (A.
.luiljll^)

In fact, truly, actually.

WAKIL, WUKEEL, often read VAKfr,, VUKEEL, VAOIL, cor-

ruptly, VAQUEEL, H. &c. (A.
(J-J-^j)

A person invested

with authority to act for another, an ambassador, a repre-

sentative, an agent, an attorney : in India, an authorised

public pleader in a court of justice. Ben. Reg. xxvii. 1814.

Act xiii. 1838. Mad. Act vii. 1843 : amongst the Marathas

also the hereditary assistant of the Desmuhh : a cess im-

posed to meet the expense of entertaining a Wahil.

Wakalat, or Valtdlat, corruptly, Vaqualut, H. (A. c^Jl^j)

Representation, agency, attorneyship, the office of a Wahil.

WaMlat-mtifriddt, H. (A. from J/Lc, single, simple)

Special agency limited to some particular transaction.

Wahdlat-ndma, Vahdlat-ndma, H. (P, <)ul!, a document)

Credentials, letter of authority, power of attorney.

WaMl-mutlah, H. (
1jiia (Ajfj)

A plenipotentiary, a repre-

sentative with absolute powers.

WAKLA, WUKLA, (?) Mar. A bullock-load of grain.

WAL, or WALA, H. (A. Jlj, Xl_j)
Used only in composition it

denotes a person who does any act, is possessed of any pro-

perty, is charged with any duty, &c., as, rahh-wdld, a

guard or guardian ; gdo-rvdld, or gwdld, a cowkeeper ;

ghar-n-dld, the master of the house ; Dillt-rvdld, a man

or inhabitant of Dehli, &c.*: (its origin is uncertain, but it

is probably from the S. adjunct van, in the sense of having,

possessing, as dhana-vdn, having wealth, wealthy : in Te-

lugu it becomes vddu, or rvddu.

WALA, also WILA, A.
(Sj,

lit., proximity, kin, friendship)

In Mohammadan law, a peculiar relation voluntarily esta-

blished, and conferring a right of inheritance on one or

both of the parties so connected : it is of two kinds.

Wald-dtdkat, or -niamat, (from iilic
, manumission, or

IU^^AJ. favour) Relationship between a master and a

manumitted slave in which the former inherits any pro-

perty the latter may acquire after emancipation.

Wald-murvdldt, A. (from Luil^o, related persons) The con-

nexion arising out of mutual friendship, especially between

a Mohammadan and a convert. See Mauld.

WALAJAH, or WALASHAN, (*\o1\3 , J^>N} ,
from P.

Slj, su-

perior) High in rank, noble, of great dignity.

WALA, (?) A Rajput tribe forming the ruling tribe in Katiwar.

WALAD, WULUD, H. (A. jJj)
A son.
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Walad-maghrur, A.
(j^ixcJJj)

In law, the son of a person

who has mistaken the condition of the mother, as begotten

on a female within the. prohibited degrees of relationship

without his being aware of it, or on a female slave sup-

posing her to be a free woman : in the latter, the child is

the property of the master of the slave, but the father may

redeem it.

Wdlid, H. (A.
JJ!j)

A father. Wdlida, (*jJ!j)
A mother.

WALAOBETH, (?) Dues claimed by the Padhdn, or head

man of a village. Kamaon.

WALAND, Guz. (
c
LL5rl<^) A barber, a village barber.

WALI, H. (A.
^gSj)

A master, a friend, a prince, a saint:

in law the term indicates the relation, natural or legal, in

which one person stands to another, as a guardian, a trustee,

protector, or the like ; also, the person entitled to exact

retaliation for personal injury or murder committed upon

a kinsman or connexion.

Walidhad, H.(A.iJ>$e -Jp
An heir, especially to a sovereignty,

the heir apparent, a vicegerent, a deputy.

Wali-baid, H. (A. *>~uo, remote) A legal guardian of a

more remote degree than father, brother, or uncle.

Wali-jabir, or -majbir, A.
(.j-^sr -,^^.^^) An authori-

tative guardian recognised by the law.

Wali-jindyat, A. (LU*-^.) The next of kin, or other person

entitled to exact retaliation for offences against the person

of a relative, or of one under his charge.

Waliniamat, H. (A. C^wMJ/J^) A title of respect desig-

nating a father, a patron, a benefactor.

Wali-ud-dam, A. (*^^)) A person entitled to exact re-

taliation, or the price of blood.

WALIT, Mar. (t) Ijfcl rf) Ejected or turned out of a caste: out-

caste ; also, sub., the expulsion of one from his caste.

WALRAS, (?) Guz. A spot of land in a jangal prepared for

tillage by burning the bushes and brushwood and leaving

the ashes as manure.

WALSARI, (?) Mar. A sandy soil, a variety of the Tamri,

copper or red soil.

WAI.UVAN, (?) Mai. A class of agrestic slaves in Malabar.

WAM, H. (P. Jj) Debt, either lending or borrowing, a loan.

Wdmddr, H.
(^liX*^)

A debtor, a creditor.

Wdmkhrvdh, H (P. s^.i-A) A creditor.

WANGI, Mar. (^1^1^) A sample, a specimen, a portion of

grain or goods exacted by the hereditary officers of a vil-

lage, portion of produce presented by the lessee to the lessor

of a garden, plantation, &c., a portion of an article given
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to the officers of the customs, over and above the duty, as

a perquisite : a tax on grain, &c., brought to a market,

originally granted to the person opening it, but reverting

to government.

WANI, Mar. tewt, S. ^ftiJT) A particular caste, or member

of it, usually a retail dealer : a grocer or corn-chandler, the

Banya of Bengal.

WANJARA, or WANJAHI, Mar. Guz. (<j*1KI -T^) A parti-

cular caste, or a member of it, carriers of grain : see

Banjdra : the same caste, but following a different occu-

pation, makers of coarse hempen cloths and bags.

Wanjdr, Mar. (4TTC) A camp or company of Banjdras.

WANTA, or WArA, corruptly, WAUNTA, Mar. falTT, 31ZT,

the H. Bat, Batdi, S. Fate, Vanta) Share, part, portion,

division : also Vanta, q. v. : in Guzerat it denotes lands

either exempt from assessment or held at a quit-rent, chiefly

by Rajputs, although sometimes by Kolis and Mohamma-

dans : the tenure is prescription of remote antiquity without

any deeds or grants.

Wdnteddr, Wdntehari, TFowfe/z.&c.Mar. (^T^^PC, ^izliTt,

^TStjrl, &c-) A. sharer, a divider, a partaker.

Wdntani, or Wdntni, Mar. (^ITJjft) Distributing, apportion-

ing : -a share, a portion.

Wdntni-bdb, Mar. (from ^TO, an item) Items of shares of

assessment to be divided among the cultivators.

Wdntnipatra, Mar. (S. T^, a leaf) A writing or document

exhibiting the proportions in which patrimonial or other

property is to be distributed.

WAR,WARI, also VATI,and BATi,orBARi,(H.j1j,,_j?Jj,
from S.

^\Z\) An inclosure, a garden, a house, a dwelling : seeVdda.

Wdrkure, Mar. (TlT^s) A yard round a house.

WARA, (?) Guz. A portion of land assigned to each member

of a Koli village at a quit-rent.

WARAN, or VARAN, Guz. OHlll!l, from the English 'warrant')

A writ, an order for the apprehension of a criminal.

WAHAT, Mar. (mJii) A marriage procession, an assignment

on the revenues. See Bardt.

WARHI, or WADHI, Mar. (^Tg^) Surplus (of grain, &c.) given

by way of compensation in returning a quantity borrowed.

Wdrhi-dirhi, Mar. (iielf^(s"l) The practice of borrowing

or lending grain, &c., on condition of receiving back half

as much again, more or less.

WAHID, H. (A. ^y Coming, approaching.

Wdriddt, H. (ei;!^, plur. of
0,1^) Events, occurrences,

circumstances.
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Wdrid-sddir, H. (A.jjUo/lj)
A guest, a traveller.

WARI'L, or WAD! L, Mar. (^'ilitf) One from whom a person

descends, an ancestor, an elder, a superior, the head of a

family.

Warilpana, Mar. (^rtcSW, from^hj, best, and TO, affix,

implying the abstract, as 'hood,'&c. in English) The rights

and privileges of the eldest member or head of a family ;

also those of the eldest son, primogeniture (the first word is

only a various reading of the preceding, substituting rfor r).

Warilparampard, Mar. (c|i1cSMi.M*.l) Line or succession of

ancestors.

WARis, H: &c. (A. CJ,1p, VAHASU, Tel. (Stf&O) An heir

any one having right of heritage.

War.ia, or Wira, H. &c. (A. <0y), Wdrasd, Mar. (<IIMU)

Vdrasu, Tel., Kara. (oJ~OisX>) Heritage, an inheritance,

a property acquired by inheritance or bequest, any claim

or title to property.

Wama, or Wirsa-ddr, H.
(;1j<O^), Wdrisddr,or Wdrseddr,

Mar. CsnfCtiqR, ^TtH^Tt), Vdrasuddr, Tel. Karn.

XxTZFo) An heir, a proprietor by hereditary right

Warsandma, or Wdrisndmd, H. &c.

A document setting forth a claim to inheritance.

Wardsat-ndma, or Vardsat-tidma, incorrectly, Verasut-

nama, H. (P. <CoU) A deed or document, either in proof

of the distribution of an inherited property, or of being

legal heir of the deceased.

Wirdsat, H. (A.c^Jyj) Heritage, hereditary right, receiving

by inheritance, the condition of being heir.

WAHKAH, (?) Mar. A sort of money-lender amongst the

Marathas, frequenting the weekly markets and lending

small sums of money for short periods at a high rate of

interest (from n-dra, or rdra, a day).

Wdrkari, (?) Mar. A cess or tax levied on the preceding

class or money-lenders.

WARKAS, Mar. (m<$3t) Common denomination for the inferior

grains, for all except rice and the kinds of pulse : it is

also applied to the dry cultivation, and to the lands on

which it is carried on.

Warkas-jamin, Mar. (from P.
ll^-*j)

Land suited to the

cultivation alone of the inferior grains.

WARRU, (?) The name of a tribe in Katiwar.

WAS, Mar. OTO, also Os ^frtt, q. v.) Desolate, forsaken, as

a village : uncultivated, as land.

WAS, Guz. (
c
l^l) Division of a Koll village under its own

head man.
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WASI, corruptly, WUSSEE, H. (A. ^5) A testator, one

who commands, recommends, or bequeaths any thing : an

executor, an administrator, a guardian, meaning one ap-

pointed by will, in distinction from the Wall, or natural

guardian.

Wasaia, Waxiat, H. (A. <t>La.
, ,)u/0j)

A precept, a com-

mand : in law, a will or testament defined to be the en-

dowment of any thing or person with his property by an

individual, after his demise : a will can convey away only

one-third of the testator's property, except with the consent

of the lawful heirs, and in the order of discharge, legacies

come after liquidation ofdebts, before the claims ofinheritance.

Wasiat-ndma, corruptly, Wa*ayou1-nAma, H. (P. <Clj a

document) A written will or testament: the will.

WAsfKAT, A.
(<KaJJj)

A compact, an agreement, a bond, a

written obligation.

WASIL, H. &c ((J^'j, from
(J-tfj) Joined, connected, attached,

realized : as a revenue term it implies the amount of re-

venue collected : it formerly denoted, in Bengal, the amount

of all collections from additional sources, as from the an-

nexation of territory, assessment of lands previously rent-

free, or resumption of assignment : in Bombay, the total

amount of revenue received in the last or a recent year

from any portion of land.

Wdsildt, H. &c. (cuJLalj, plur. of
(J~e^), Wdsaldt, Mar.

(<TRf<:5TiO Collections of revenue from every head of receipt,

the proceeds of an estate, mesne profits of land : in Mar.,

also, the line having part of the letter w at the head, drawn

across the paper containing revenue accounts, as the de-

signation of papers on that subject.

Wdsildt-palra, Uriya ((3Hl1C).IS)D^)
Account of revenues

collected.

Wdxil-bdki, H. &c.
(-jJU (J-^'j)

Collections and balance,

an account shewing the amount of revenue realized, and

the remainder outstanding.

Wdsil-bdhi-kharch, H. (A. -J>-
, expense) An account for-

merly kept shewing the amount of revenue assessed, the

portion realized, the balance outstanding, with the deduc-

tions for charges of collection: it was drawn up at the

close of the year at the settlement of the revenue accounts.

WuKul, H. &c.
(Jj^j), Wasul, Mar. (^55) Collections,

revenue, rent, &c. : money annually realized by govern-

ment, proprietors, or bankers.

Wasulbdki, Mar. (*IB^"fl*1) Collection and application or

administration of the revenues.
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Wasulddr, Mar. (gj(J^R) A collector of revenue.

Wasuli, Mar. (^c5l) Yielding a good revenue ; also an

inferior officer employed in the collection of the revenue,

likewise Wasulya fa^5*n).

Wasulrvasul, Mar.
(^'JcSTTHejs) Revenue, rent (compre-

hensively), the collection, appropriation, and management

of it

WASI'LA, H. (A. ^>MIJ) Prop, support, means, mediation,

intervention.

Wasiladdr, H. (yJiLkwj) A client, a dependant

WASI'L-BIL-NIKAH, (?) H. (s& Jl <O (J^"j) An agent or

negociator in effecting a marriage (? if the first term should

not be Wahil, or Wdxif).

WASITA, incorrectly, WASTA, WASTAH, H. &c. (A. .tkJj)

Any thing or person intervening, as an agent, a broker, a

middle-man, one who contracts with a dealer to supply

him with goods manufactured by others, also Wasitagdr,

and Wastdni, and Wasitaddr, corruptly, Wastahddr.

Wdxitatdluk, H. (A. ^jJjJaSxtflj)
A dependent tadluk, one

subordinate, not to a Zamindar, but to a superior Tadluftddr.

WASK, A. (L5*
JJ
j)

A load of corn, a horse or camel load.

WAT, Mar. (^T?) A road, a way. See Sat, and Vat.

WdtdiU, Wdtdtlyd, Mar. (^TCl^t -SJl) A guide, one who

accompanies to shew the road.

W&tmdrrji, Mar. (<ll<!Wfr) A traveller, a wayfarer.

Wdlmdryd, Mar. (<IIIH1*<H) A robber, a highwayman ; also

Wafpddu, and Wdtpddyd (n<nns, JI<JHT5p). See Bdfpdr.

WATAN, WUTUN, incorrectly, WUTTUN, H. &c. (^j, ^!R)

Country, native country, place of residence, home : amongst

the Marathas it has come to import any hereditary estate,

office, privilege, property,or means ofsubsistence, a patrimony.

Wataiibandhu, or Watanbhdu, Mar. (^(fWV, ^H^THT3i) A

co-heir, a joint inheritor, also a fellow hereditary officer,

one who holds an office jointly with another, a brother

Desmukh, a fellow Pdtil, &c. ; many of the district and

village offices, with their emoluments, being held conjointly

by more than one individual.

Watanddr, Mar. (qni^iO The holder of a hereditary right,

property, or office, with the privileges and emoluments at-

tached to it.

Watanjapti, Mar. (^riHifHl, from A. sabli ^Jo^o , seizure)

Produce of rent-free lands or other emoluments of here-

ditary officers sequestrated by the government

Watanpatra, Mar. (S. ire, a leaf) Title-deed of hereditary

property.
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Watani, Mar. (^iffO Pertaining to a property or Watan,

privileges, emoluments, deeds, &c., obtained by inheritance

or purchase, held in one's own right.

Watanrodri, Mar. falfarst) A patrimonial estate, patri-

monial lands and tenements.

WAVEYLEY, (?) Guz. The privilege lands granted to village

servants and officers.

Waveyleekdra, (?) Guz. Village servants and artisans hold-

ing rent-free lands.

WAZI'A, WAZIAT, (A. *a
} , &*jk^j) Trust, deposit : a deposit:

a deduction: in the revenue accounts of the Mohammadan

government it designated the authorised deductions from

the gross revenue on account of dismembered territory and

legal allowances to the Zamindars. See Multhdrij and

Mazkurdt.

WAZIFA, H. (A. *a^, plur. Wazdif i_wUj) A pension

a stipend, a grant of land rent-free, or at a quit-rent, to

pious persons, or for past services : revenue collected at a

stipulated or fixed rate for a certain quantity of land.

Wazifa-ddr, H.
(j\AS&j(!0} ) The holder of a pension, or of

a rent-free grant of land.

WAZN, or WAZAN, H. &c., in the Hindu dialects, WAJAN,
or OJAN, (A. ^jj, ^PT, or, Beng. Ojan *&53) Weight,

weighing.

Waznddr, H. &c.
(^Jojp A weighman.

Waznkash, H.
(^L>\^> A weighman, one who weighs the

grain of the village : it appears to be used sometimes

laxly for cash-keeper or money-weigher.

TheWaznhashi, corruptly, Wozunhushee, H. (

office dues or perquisites of the village weighman.

WAZIR, WUZEER, sometimes VAZI'R, incorrectly, Vizm,

VIZIER, H. &c. (A.jjjj, ^sfh;) The principal minister

in a Mohammadan sovereignty.

Wazurat, H. &c. (A. d^ljj) The office of prime minister.

WIGU, or WIGHU, less correctly, WIOA, or VIGA, Guz. ("^^i,
e
il^ ,

no doubt a vernacular corruption of Bighd) A land

measure in Katiwar, the sixtieth part of a Santi, said to

measure 160 yards by 10 : the Gujarathi Bighd, is equal
2

to 284 \ square yards.

WILAYAT, H. &c.
(tiwly, fKtjmTf) An inhabited country,

a foreign country ; applied by the natives of India to

England especially, sometimes to Europe generally, and

to Persia and Turkey.

Wildyati, or Vildyati, H.
(<Jv/fj) Foreign, European : the

name of an aera current in Orissa commencing A.D. 592<.

7c
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WINDARI, or ViNDjLRi, Mar. (f^lOi from S. fa^TOT, split-

ting) The name of a caste, or a member of it, said to be

sprung from a Kshatriya mother and Vaisya father, whose

occupation is drilling beads and pearls, and polishing

shells, &c.

WODALA, WUDDALA, (?) A class of Mohammadans on the

coasts of Gujarat and Kach, manning either trading or

pirate boats.

WOLLA-DHARMA, (?) Mai. A private gift to a temple or

religious establishment.

WORABAT, (?) H. Inheritance. Shahabad.

WORRAH, (?) Tel. A well lined with cylinders of coarse

earthenware. Northern Sarkars.

WOSAON, Hindi (tfl^ll'jfH) The winnowing of grain.

WOUSH, (?) Mar. Race, family, generation (a blunder, no

doubt, for Vans or Wans).

WOWANDKARI, or OWANDKARI, Mar. (^4ietitf , ^ft^JTtf)

A person cultivating land in a village, but residing in, and

belonging to, another.

WUDIAWAR, WOODEEAWAR, (?) probably for UDIYA, or

URIYA-VADU, Tel. A man of IherUdia or Orissa country,

considered as of a low caste, and employed especially in cut-

ting stones and digging wells and tanks in the Northern

Sarkars.

Y.

YA, pron. JA, Beng. C*Ti) A husband's brother's wife.

YAD, H. &c. (P. J'j) Remembrance. Mar. (T[T^) A memo-

randum, a scrap, a little account, a note addressed to an

equal on official subjects.

Yad-ddsht, H. &c. (t^bob, from P. J&-&, to have)

Ydddstv, Tel. (COJ~
t

-'^
D
f\Xi) A note, a memorandum, a

memorial, a petition, a certificate.

YACHITA, S. (*nfnr, lit. asked) A particular form of deposit,

in Hindu law, in which the holder of the deposit may

have the use of it.

Ydcldtaha, S. (*rrfnr5F) An article deposited or lent

for use.

YADRICHCHHIKA-PUTRA, S. (^fatcR -tR:, from
TrfxStT,

of

one's own accord or will) A son who offers himself for

adoption.

YADU, S. &c. (*re) An ancient Hindu sovereign, eldest son

of Yayati, and founder of the race of Yadus or Yddavas

Yadumnsa, S. &c. (TR-t^r) The race of Yadu, a name
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borne by several Rajput tribes who pretend to trace their

descent from this prince.

YAFT, H. &c. (c^JU, from P. ^sb, to find) Profit, gain

fees, perquisites, as,

Ydft-i-Subahddr, the income or revenue of a Subahddr, or

Narvdb.

Ydft-i-lihidmat, corruptly, Ydft-kedmat, H. (from c^~^- ,

service) Attainment of office or employment, fees or pre-

sents paid on the grant of an office or jurisdiction, as of

a Zamindari.

YAGA, S. &c. (*TTT) A sacrifice, an offering, an oblation.

YAINIR, or AINIR, Karn. (CO)S)O) Rice used for the first

crop : the first crop of rice.

YAJAMANA, S., and in most dialects modified as YAJMAN, ver-

nacularly, AJMAN, IJMAN, corruptly, YIJMAN, EEJIMAK,

EJHAMAN, or YEJAMAN, (JHHM) A person who employs

a priest or priests to perform for him either fixed or occa-

sional religious ceremonies : as he is usually a householder,

it has come to signify also the head of a family or household,

a chief, a head man, a master, the head of a caste, tribe,

or trade: it is sometimes applied to one of several asso-

ciated in the employment and payment of priests for a

sacrifice; the office of family priest is sometimes hereditary,

and the Yajamdna has no power to change him as long

as he performs his functions efficiently: in some parts of

the Tamil countries the Yajainun, or Ijaman, as head of

the community, has peculiar powers and rights : he dis-

tributes the lands when held in common according to fixed

rules among the cultivators, and holds a parcel of land

rent-free, as well as appropriates the Mirdsiddrs' grain

fees ; no sales can be made, nor strangers allowed to settle,

without his sanction, sometimes singly, sometimes in con-

junction with other head villagers ;
his land and emoluments

are hereditary privileges, not grants from the state, and are

transferable by sale, gift, and the like.

Yajamdn, or Ejamdn-yrdmam, Tarn. (U_J<?LGrT<5OT,

(EflrjrTLQLQ) A village where the lands are cultivated in

common, but under a distribution made by the head man :

also a village which is the property of a single individual.

See Ekdbhogam.

Yajamdn-mdniyam, Tarn. A grant of rent-free land to a

respectable householder.

Yajamdna-krityd, S. &c. Cqi*IM*i)l) What is to be done

in the family of the patron or master of a
ministeringjiriest,

astrologer, or the like.
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YajamdniMar. (S. JHHMl) The principal or presiding person

at a marriage feast or other entertainment amongst Sudras.

Yajana, S. &c. (*T>T*T) Sacrificing, offering sacrifices, either

personally or by competent ministers, on one's own account :

the duty of the three first classes.

Yajana, S. &c. (^mt) Conducting sacrifices or ministering

for others : the exclusive office of the Brahman.

Yajna, S. &c. (1st) A sacrifice, performance of a sacrifice,

offering of libations of Soma juice, or oblations of butter.

Yajna pasii, S. &c. (if^Vft) A victim, an animal offered

in sacrifice.

Yajnopavita, S. fasftl^iT) The cord originally worn by

the three first classes, but now of right only by Brahmans :

the ceremony of investiture.

YAJUSH, S. &c. (TST^i
in composition Yajur, as Yajur-veda)

The second of the four scriptural authorities of the Hindus.

YAK, (?) The chaunrt-taileA ox of Tibet (Bos or Poephagus,

grunniens).

YAK, H. (P. t^Aj) One : more usually EK, q. v.

YAKSHA, S. &c. (*n!f) A sort of demigod, especially attendant

on Kuvera, the god of riches.

Yakshini, S. &c. dfBJIll) A female YaJtsha, attendant on

Kuvera and Durga, but often holding intercourse with

mortals.

YALAJI, or YALAM, incorrectly, YAI.IUM, (?) Public sale,

auction, a lottery (a corruption, apparently, of Nildm).

YAI.AVALLOU-KUTTAM, Tarn.
dJL-irrLjp61J6>3G60rTIJc3g)L.-

L_Lo) The Gdndharba form of marriage, union by mutual

consent.

YAMA, S. &c (*J0 The Hindu ruler and judge of the dead.

Yamadanshtra, Mar. (S. *W^1?T:, lit. Yama's teeth) The

last eight days of the month Asroin, and the whole of

Kdrtih, considered as a period of general sickness.

Yamadmitiyd, S. (*W, and fgTTtar, second) The second

of the light half of Kdrtika, when brothers and sisters

exchange gifts and honours (in allusion to the attachment

of Yama and his sister Yami).

YAMA, corruptly, JAMAM, and ZAMUM, S. &c. (iJT*t) A

watch, an eighth part of the day, or period of three hours.

YAM ix, H. &c. (A. li^V.) An oath, avow, an adjuration by

the name of God, or by such of the divine attributes or

other terms ordinarily employed for the purpose.

Yamin-yhamujt, A. (fjo^i, perjury) A false oath, wilful

perjury concerning an affair past.

Yamin lagho, (*) , inconsiderate) A rash or inconsiderate
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oath relating to past events, one the swearer hastily believes

to be true although in fact false.

Yamin munukid, or mdkud, A. (from ^JJL*!*, or
i)yix*>,

bound, from JJic) An oath or vow concerning some future

matter which should be kept unless sinful, in which case

it may be broken, subject to expiation.

Yamin-faur, or Yamin-fur, A. (fromj^, haste) A sudden

oath or vow, one made upon an emergency.

YANTRA, S., in all the dialects, sometimes pronounced JANTRA

(ifa) A machine, an instrument, an engine, any mechanical

contrivance.

Yantrakaran, Yantrikan. Mai. (oQJ(!22?cfie<Oor&, C

c66irr6) An engineer, an artificer, a mechanic.

YAR, H.
(A.jLj)

A friend.

Charydri, H. (P. ^l^U-, fromjl#-, four) A sect of

Mohammadans who venerate equally the four successors

of Mohammad : a silver coin or rupee having the names

of the first four khalifs on the margin.

YARA, H. (P. *,lj) Toll, tax, revenue.

YARA, Karn. (o&#) A loan.

YARAKALAPA, Tel. (oay^OSOSi)) Implements of husbandry.

YA RAPU, also ERA PU, Karn. (oo3O3^) A loan without interest.

YARDI, Mar. (*TK<^) The hereditary assistant of the Des-

pdndyd in general Ydrlta, and Ydrdd, are applied to

men and animals of little value or estimation.

YARGHAMAL, corruptly, ERUGMAL, H.(P. JUi^.) Ahostage

YARLAN, read also YERLUN, YERLINALOO, (?) Mai. The

name of a class of agrestic slaves in Malabar.

YASAWAL, H. (P. (Jj^) An officer of parade, one carrying

a gold or silver staff, a state messenger.

YATA,YATAMU,Karn.Tel.(o&^,r^&0)An engine on

the principle of a lever for raising water for fields or gardens.

jSTflM/rtta.KarD. (D^O-Sj do) An irrigating machine worked

by hand.

Kdfjadaydta, Karn. (O~9X6o^Tc)S) A paper-mill.

YATHARTHA, S. &c. (tRT^) Truly, rightly, correctly, accord-

ing to the sense or object.

YATHAYOGYAM, S. &c. (ti^i^'i) Suitably, fitly, as it is

proper or right.

Yutheshtha, S. &c. (l^?) According to desire, as it is wished

or commanded.

YATI, or also, vernacularly, JATI, S. &c. (ifif) An ascetic,

the member of the fourth order of the Hindus : in common

use applied especially to a religious teacher of the Jains.

YATIM, H. (A. *Jou) An orphan, a ward : it is applied in
*" "
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Mohammadan law to a child whose father dies before he

or she arrives at maturity, although the mother be living.

YATRA, S. &c., also, vernacularly, JATRA (*ITOT) Going about,

travelling, but especially travelling to places of reputed

holiness, pilgrimage: a periodical festival in honour of some

idol to which its worshippers resort : a company of pil-

grims : in Bengal, a dramatic representation.

Ydtradabi, Mar. (tJWfl) Proceeds of the votive offerings

by pilgrims in a temple.

Ydtrakaru, Ydtreftari, or Ydtrekaru, Mar. (<u*<*, Trr$-

irrJ, IT^nins) A pilgrim.

Ydtri, or Jdtri, S. &c. (UTTt) A pilgrim.

Yatrotpanna, corruptly,Yatra ootptm,S.(H[-*\tHj) Fees paid

for the privilege of erecting stalls at places of pilgrimage.

YAUTAKA, or YAUTUKA, S. (^rtR, TlhpR), YATUKA, Beng.

(TI^P) A nuptial gift, presents made to a woman at her

marriage, becoming her property; a marriage dower or por-

tion ; also, a gift to a youth or child at any of the

initiatory ceremonies or Sanskdras.

YAUM, H. &c. (A. *$) A day.

Yaum-al-jitr, H. (A. Jas^\^)
The day of breaking fast,

after the fast of Ramaz&n.

Yaum-al-inkitda, A. (clkJuHL^O The day of cessation, the

day on which any thing terminates : in law, the last day

on which any one who has become possessed of property

illegally may restore it, or make compensation to the owner.

Yaum-itl-karr, H. (A. js&\*) The day of rest, the day

after the sacrifice of the tenth of Zilltijjah, when people

repose from their labours.

Yaum-un-nahr, H. (A. j^yi*^i)
The day of sacrifice, that

is, the tenth of the month Zilhijjah, or the festival of the

Sakr-id-

Yaumid, corruptly, Yeomiah, Yeomea, H. &c. 0>) A

daily allowance to pensioners of any kind.

Yaumiaddr, H. &c. (P.,)j, who has) A daily pensioner

or grantee.

YAVA, S. &c., vernacularly, YAU, or JAU, Ora) Barley, a

barley-corn, especially as a rudimental measure of length.

HAVANA, S. &c., vernacularly, YAVAN, or JABAN, (*H<{) A

foreigner, applied originally by the Hindus to the lonians

or Greeks, but in later times to Arabs and Europeans : in

Tarn, the plur. Yavanar (LLJQJeOTCr) implies all kinds

of artificers, also the lowest class of Mohammadans.

YAVANNA, or YAWANNA, (?) Tarn. A fee in money paid to

the collector or manager of the revenue. Tinnivelly.
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YEUARU-CHITU, corruptly, YEDROONOODY-CHJT, Karn.

(CXjOOOO&r^t^) A counterpart agreement, an engage-

ment given by the tenant of an estate held under lease or

montgage to pay a consideration annually for its occupancy :

also a writing given by the purchaser of land to the pro-

prietor, engaging to give it back on receiving his money

again within a stipulated period. See Edaru-cMtu.

YEDURU-GATTU, Tel. (Cxb&>&>X^b) Throwing a dam
CO

across a canal or river : also Eduru-gattu.

Yeduru-badisanadu, Tel. (5i&>&>eO&^&>) A sanad

or agreement passed by one to another in discharge of the

original sanad or grant : more properly, Eduru, &c., q. v.

YELLAV^DU, more correctly, ELLAVADU, corruptly, YELLA-

WAR, Tel. (ciy o~ "&)) lit The boundary man, a village

servant, usually of a low caste, who looks after the village

boundaries, distributes water, and acts as guide to travellers.

YELMI, (?) Tel. A class of cultivators in the northern Sarkars,

who are often soldiers, and affect to be regarded as Rajputs.

YENUKA, also, YENUKA-CHIT, more correctly, ENUKA, cor-

ruptly, YEN MUCK, YENNEK, YENKE, YENNUCK-CIIIT,

ENNACK, (?) Mai. A document of various application, but

connected with the transfer of landed property ; as, a cer-

tificate or acknowledgment from the owner to a lessee or

mortgagee that he has let or mortgaged his estate
; autho-

rity to such lessee or mortgagee to transfer his interest to

another
;
or in the event of sale or mortgage to a third

party by the owner, a deed of notice or apprisal of the sale,

and directions to the occupant to receive the amount of

his claims from the purchaser : also, a counter document

given by the occupant to the proprietor announcing his

having transferred his interests in the property.

YERI', (?) Mar. Black soil.

YERKULLEVAH, (?) Tel., probably for ERUKUVADU, plur.

ERUKUVANDLU.andthesameas those corruptly termed YER-

KELWANLOO, YERA-KEDI.YERAKELLOO ( <ue09OoJ "&?)

The designation of a wild migratory tribe who subsist on

game and all sorts of flesh: they make and sell baskets and

mats, and are considered as outcastes : both men and women

pretend to be fortune-tellers and conjurors : they are also

said to be called Koorshe-wanloo, Yerkel-wanloo (wdnlu,

or, more correctly, vdndlu, being only the plur. of vddu),

Yera-hedi, and Yerakelloo, but to be known amongst them-

selves as Kurru : they are possibly the same who appear

among the praedial slaves in Kurg under the name of

Yerrrvanroo, i. e. Erra-vdndlu, ? red men, or Ycvaru, q. v.
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or Yerlan, or EreJilen, (?) also specified amongst the ser

vile races of Kurg.

from ^^, red) A red sort of soil containing a small

quantity of lime.

YERRAH-WALLEROO, (?) Tel. A division of the shepherd or

Dhangar tribe in the northern Sarkars.

YERWADDY, (?) A Ryot who cultivates land in a village in

which he does not reside. 5th Rep. 832 : (corruption of
/ /

some derivative of Er, (Tarn.) a plough, as Erdlar,

ploughmen.

YES, IVTar. (iw) The gate of a village (preferably Wes, or

Vet, fcr).

Yeskar, Mar. (tm<*0 A village servant, the porter or gate-

keeper, who performs also other duties, and is usually a

Mhar (preferably Vexfiar).

YETUBATTE, Tel. (OX&Sip) A canal cut from a river :

fcj

(from Erv, q. v).

YEVARU, or more correctly, EVARU, (?) Mai. The designa-

tion of a tribe of predial slaves in Kurg, of whom several

subdivisions are specified, as Panay-Yercarv, Punjay-

Yemaru. &c.

YOGA, S. &c. (*fPr) Abstract devotion, by means of which

superhuman faculties are supposed to be acquired : it is

one of the schools of Hindu philosophy, but, in common

use, is the practice of magic or supposed magical rites :

in law, collusion, fraud : wealth, or its acquisition : an as-

sembly or court of Brahmans, which took cognisance of

religious matters.

Yogi, S. &c., in various dialects Jogi (*itaft) A follower

of the Yoga philosophy, a practiser of ascetic devotion,

in common use, a religious mendicant, and reputed conjuror

or magician : there are various orders or sects of Yogis :

the name of a Hindu caste, usually weavers.

Yogattsfiema, S. &c. (*ft*T15JH, from *f|7T> gaining, and T5|W,

preserving) Property, possessions : having property, being-

well off: in law, especially property assigned for the per-

formance of religious ceremonies and accomplishment of

benevolent objects, as constructing temples, reservoirs, &c. :

also, transport or custody of goods, and charges on that

account.

Yogini, S. &c. (TftfJTfft) A female devotee : a female fiend

or divinity of an inferior order, often associating with

human beings, and usually working mischief.

YUDDHAPRAPTA-DASA, S.
Opf, war, JTTTT, obtained, and
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f, a slave) A slave by reason of having been taken in

battle.

YUGA, S. &c.
(3*1:)

An age, especially a subdivision of a

great age, or aggregate of four Yugas, which are severally

the Krita, or Satya-yuga, the Drvdpara-yuga, the

Treta-yuga, and the Kali-yuga, the duration of which

is severally computed at years 1,728,000, 1,296,000,

864,000, and 432,000, making a Mahd-yuga of 4,320,000

years : the world is now (1854) in the year of the Kali

age 4955.

YUK.TI, S. (if^i) Union, connexion, fitness : in law, the reason

of a thing or argument, consistency given to a passage of

law by the determination of its sense or purpose : also

usage, custom.

YUVARAJA, corruptly, JOB-RAJ, S. &c. (JH4.I*U) The young

Raja, properly the eldest son of a Raja who succeeds to the

Raj by the right of primogeniture ; but it is also applied

to a young prince associated with his father in the govern-

ment before his death.

Z.

ZABARDASTI, H. (P. c_9M"^ l

j) Violence, force, oppression.

ZABITA, in the Indian dialects, JABITA, or JABATA, H. &c.

(jdajLo, n frill > TTOWl) A rule, a statute, a law : esta-

blished practice, usage. Tel. (SiT^U) A list, a roll.

ZABH, H. (A. ^j) Killing an animal, either for sacrifice or

food, according to the prescribed manner, by cutting the

vessels of the throat so as to exhaust the blood, and in-

voking the name of God : where circumstances render this

impossible, as in killing wild animals or game by shooting,

the eating may be allowed.

Zabih, H. (A. ^yJ) Sacrificed, a sacrifice.

Zdbih, H. (A. ft^) A sacrificer, a butcher.

ZABT, ZUBT, also ZABTI, ZUBTEE, vernacularly, JUBT,

JUBTEE, JUPTEE, JUPHT, H. &C. (loX<5 ,
JbXtf

, sT^Trl,

TJrt) Occupation, seizure: in law, attachment, distraint,

sequestration, taking lands under the management of the

government officers : land which had been held free but

has been subjected to a money-assessment.

Zabti, vernacularly, Zapti, Zafti, Jdbti, Jafti, Japti, cor-

ruptly, Zebty, H.
(^Ja^e, vmal, nft) Sequestrated, at-

tached, applied to lands taken possession of by the govern-

ment officers, or to rent-free lands which have been sub-

jected to assessment : in Bengal lands were so designated
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which had been resumed from Jdyir grants by Jajfar

Khan : in the north-west provinces the term is applied to

the assessment in money on lands in which the more valu-

able products are raised, as sugar-cane, tobacco, cotton,

esculent vegetables, and the like.

Zaft, or Japht-aminu, Tel. (a&^estjJ.xb) An officer sent

to sequestrate estates.

Zafti, or Japhti-patta, Kara, (from H. lit) A document

conveying a title to land or houses sold under distraint

to the purchaser ; and Watan-zabti, or -japti, Mar. (see I

Watan) Produce of lands sequestrated by the state, an

item of revenue : in Guz. the lands once exempt, now sub-

ject to assessment.

Japtiddr, Mar. (UHl^Tt) A bailiff, an officer employed to

execute an attachment.

ZAD, H.
(Jjj) Food, provisions, especially such as are taken

with him by a traveller setting out on a journey.

ZADAH, H. (P. BOlj) Born, a child, used chiefly in compo-

sition as Shdh-zddah, a prince, a king's son
; Shdh-zddi,

a princess : Haram-zddah, of illegitimate birth : used as a

term of abuse, rascal, scoundrel.

ZAHR, H. (A._^) Mid-day.

Zahr-namdz, H. (A. jU , prayer) Mid-day prayer.

ZAIA, H. (A. ^U) Lost, destroyed. JAYA, Tel. (~*O&r*)

Loss, damage.

ZAIF, A. (i suj) Light or clipt money, current but not re-

ceivable at the public treasuries.

ZAIL, H. (A. <Jji>) Appendix, supplement to a letter or book,

the margin of a book with annotations : the lower margin
of a Zamindari grant, in which the names of the lands

granted are recapitulated : any supplementary detail of par-

ticulars.

ZAKAT, vernacularly, JAKAT, H. (A. ii,'K}) Alms, contribu-

tions of a portion of property, obligatory on every Moham-

madan possessed of capital: it is received by the Imam and

is payable by him to the poor and needy : the proportion

is properly a tenth, but it may be increased to any amount,

according to the piety of the individual : the term literally

signifying purification, is applied to the Zahdt ; because

the alms, &c. given, sanctify the use of the remainder.

ZAMAN, or ZAUN, A. (^Uo, (̂ e) Surety, bail, security

m general, answering or being surety for another, either

for person or property: according to the Shias the term

is restricted to
security for property, whilst Kafdlat is that

applied to personal bail.
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Zamdnat-ndma, H. (P. <U\j , a document) A deed of surety

by which a person makes himself answerable for the debts

of another.

Zamdn-ba-uhdat-us-samani,A..(t^*!d} cuJ^t lO^lfc-o)
Se-

curity for the fulfilment of a bargain of sales on the part

of the vendor.

Zamdn-b'il-dark, A.
(ti^jJb ^U^c) Bail for accidents, for

any contingency, or for any undefined amount.

Zdmin, vernacularly, Jdmin, H. &c. (^Uo), Jdmin, Mar.

(WI*ftT) A surety, a security.

Zdmini, vernacularly, Jdmini, or Jamini, H. &c (A. ^J-^La)

Suretyship, becoming responsible for another, eitbfer for

person or property, distinguished as

Fil-zdmini, II. (A. iJ>*i act) Security for good conduct, or

for a person's refraining from any proscribed offence or

misdemeanor.

Ildzir-zdmini, H. (from -*al>- , present) Being surety for

a person's appearance.

Mdl-zdmini, H. (from JU> , wealth) Being surety for pro-

perty, as for the payment of any pecuniary obligation.

Zar-zdmini, H. (P-jj , gold) Surety for money payment.

Zanjir-zdmini, II. (from P.jJtfj, a chain), Jdmin-sdn-

hhali, Mar. (from ^Itlslctf, S. TTfeJT, a chain) Chain se-

curity, a number of persons binding themselves severally

or jointly for each other, joint responsibility of the culti-

vators of a village or district for the whole revenue, or for

money borrowed of a banker.

Janjarbandi-jdminu,K*Tn. (SiO&jSeOoa^aS^citU.^) Bond

or bail for a prisoner : (Reeve, but quere if not the same

meaning as the preceding).

Varttanuh-zdmin, Mar. (from ^T!rar, conduct) A surety

for a person's submitting to the decision of a Panchdyat,

though it should be against him.

Jdmin-katabd, or -hadabd, Mar. CSTHflifolfir^T -R[^T, from

A. tj'.iS', a book) A security bond.

Jdminhi, Mar. (nrilo*')) Suretyship, security.

Jdminddr, Mar. CillHl'T^K) A surety.

ZAMIN, ZUMEEN, vernacularly, JAMIN, JAMI, H. &c. (P.

ij^cj , 31*r)\ T*ft) Earth, the earth, land, ground, soil, &c.

Zamin-bdb, H. (A. *jlj, an item) Relating to land.

Zaminddr, Zumeenddr, vernacularly, Jaminddr, Jamiddr,

Jamiddr, corruptly, Zeminddr,H. &c. (
(jJ^j , land, and^l

J
,

who has or possesses, TftT<fR, iHl^K, &j<^JZ33O) An oc-

cupant of land, a landholder : the rights of the Zaminddr

have been the subject of much controversy with reference
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to his character as hereditary owner of the land he occupies,

or as the responsible collector only of the revenues on

behalf of the government. Under the Mohammadan ad-

ministration the latter was the capacity in which the Za-

mindar was ordinarily considered, and the chief authorities

never hesitated to exercise the power, when they possessed

it, of turning out a Zamindar and placing
1 another in the

Zamindari, whence the one in possession was termed Sanadi,

or Ahknmi, the Zamindar by patent or command. Whilst
j

managing the lands and realising the revenue the Zamin-

dar was allowed a fee or commission of ten per cent, upon

the total collections, and a portion of the land was exempted

from the revenue assessment to the extent of five per cent,

on the collections, under the denomination of Ndnkdr,

being intended for the personal support of the Zamindar

and his family : further deductions from the stipulated

amount of revenue, termed Mathaut, were also allowed, to

cover various charges borne by the Zamindar : on the other

hand, he was empowered to levy internal duties and cus-

toms on articles of trade passing through his district, and

to impose petty taxes, or Abivdbs, on the cultivators, in

addition to the portion of the public revenue demandable

from them individually : on his relinquishing the manage-

ment of the Zamindari, or being removed from it without

cause of grave offence, it was customary to assign him, as

Mdlikana, ten per cent, on the Sadr collections, or the

same rate on the nett collections when held khds, or

managed by the government officers direct. But although

in these respects the Zamindar appears to be a represen-

tative of the state, employed to realise and transfer to the

public treasure nine-tenths of the revenue, and to be nomi-

nated or removed at pleasure ; yet the practice of hereditary

succession, and the right to mortgage and sell, partook

more of the tenure of ownership, and extensive tracts came

to be held by successive generations of the same family,

through more or less protracted periods, in some instances

apparently from a date anterior to the fiscal regulations of

the Mohammadan governments : in the decline of the latter,

also, many Zamindaris which were held originally under

a special grant were converted into hereditary proprietaries, .

and the Zammdars, appropriating by fraud or force very

extensive districts, assumed the state of chiefs and princes,

and were sometimes powerful enough to resist the authority

and withhold the revenues of the state. The question of

right was, however, set at rest in Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa,
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in 1793, by the terms of the perpetual settlement, which

recognised Zamindars and independent Talukdars as actual

proprietors," enjoying their estates in absolute ownership

as long as they paid the government revenue, or nine-tenths

of the fixed nett proceeds of the lands, and liable to dis-

possession in case of failure, by the sale of their lands at

public auction. Ben. Reg. viii. 1793 ;
iii. 1794; v. 1795 ;

ii. xxvii. 1803. The same measure was subsequently

adopted at Madras, and Zamindars were designated as

proprietors of land, along with other classes with whose

rights and recognition, as was afterwards explained, it was

not intended to interfere. Mad. Reg. xxv. 1802; ii. 1806 ;

iv. 1822. In the Upper Provinces, Zamindaris sometimes

occur which are held by an individual in absolute pro-

prietary right, the most common instances of such tenure

being where the right has been acquired by purchase, and

especially where this has been effected at public sale for

arrears of revenue ; but the more usual form of Zamin-

dari tenure is where the lands are held by a number of

coparceners, thence termed Mufassal or village Zamindars,

who hold and manage the village lands in common : the

rents paid by the cultivators, whether those cultivators be

the proprietors themselves or tenants holding under them,

together with all other profits from the estate, are thrown

into a common stock, and, after deduction of the govern-

ment demand, and other expenses, the balance is divided

amongst the proprietors according to a fixed law. Ben.

Reg. ii. 1795, &c. From the circumstance of one of the

number of such coparceners representing the whole, as

responsible for the government revenue, the designation has

been given to him especially of Zamindar, or Mdlik-za-

minddr, but he is a Zamindar only by virtue of the share

or shares he holds in the joint proprietary : the designation

of Sadr or Pargana-saminddr, denotes merely a Zamin-

dar, or Talukddr, in the sense of an individual proprietor.

In the Maratha provinces the term Zamindar was applied

indiscriminately to the local hereditary revenue officers,

whether of the districts, as Desmukh, Despande, and others,

or of the villages, as thePatil, Chauijhala, and Kulkarani.

Zamin-ddrdn, H. (plur. of Zamindar) Feudal tenures of the

nature of conditional Jagirs conferred on certain of the

frontier Zamindars of Bengal by the Mohammadan go-

vernment.

Zaminddrdna, II.
(SJ^AJ^cj) The pay of a Zamindar, the

allowance made to him when set aside.
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Zamindari, vernacularly, Jaminddri, core\i<[>tly,Zemindarry,

H.
(^IjJy^cj) The office and rights of a Zamindar : the

tenure ofa Zamindari, whether individual or coparcenary; the

tract of land constituting the possessions of a Zamindar or of

coparcenary Zamindars : it more usually designates the former.

Zaminddr-hazur-tahsil, H. (A.jy3-,the state, and (Jj.-^s
1

,

collections) A Zamindar in the ceded Provinces formerly

paying his revenue instalments to the collector of the Zila,

and charged with the superintendence of the police in his

Zamindari. Ben. Reg. xxv. 1803.

Zaminddri-hiwaddri, H. (A. <L-ss>-
, a share, P.

(_^/t> , having)

A Zamindari held in shares, described as a village or estate

in which the sharers cultivate separately, and raise the go-

vernment revenue by a bdchh : the lands are not divided

amongst the sharers in proportion to their shares and in-

terests in the village, and no sharer can have his share

separated except by decree in a civil suit : the term is

regarded, however, as somewhat ambiguous.

Zaminddri-patta, H. (&M , a lease) A document granted by

government in recognition of the possessions of a Zamindar.

Zaminddri-sanad, H. (A. t\JW Deed or patent granting

a Zamindari.
t

Zaminddri-rasum, H. (A. yuj , fees) Cesses or fees levied

by a Zamindar.

Zaminddri-jamd, H. (A. f-**-)
The amount of revenue

which the holder of a Zamindari engages to pay to the

government.

Zaminddri-chauki, H. (^f*- > a station) A post at which

the officers of the Zamindar formerly collected tolls and

customs on goods passing through his estate.

Zaminddri-daftar, H. (^Xij , a record) An office established

by the British government in Bengal in 1772, in which

all grants of Zamindaris, Taluks, &c., were prepared and

registered, as were mortgages and transfers of the same :

the record and accounts of a Zamindari.

Zaminddri-mvchalha, H. (A. t&s* , an agreement) An

obligation entered into by a Zamindar on receiving the

grant of a Zamindari, engaging for the due observance of

its conditions.

Zaminddr-jamdddr, H.(j!iX**- .IjJUvcj)
An officercharged

with the preservation of the peace and administration of

justice in the town of Chandranagar, upon its capture from

the French.

Zamin-kdbil-zardiat, H. (A. Jjls, fit, e>J*y , cultivation)

Cultivable land.
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Zamin-Jthirdji, H. (A.
-]/*- , tribute) Land paying tribute.

Zamin-mazrud, H. (A.
fy'r*>

cultivated) Tilled land.

Zamin-navisi, H. (P. ^wjjy, writing) An office for the

registry of estates and transfers and mortgages of land.

Zamin-uftdda, H. (P. Xiiljki! , fallen) Waste land, land left

uncultivated.

Jamin-jumid, Mar. (Tftr|HH<$l, from A. <*L*>-) Lands and

tenements, a whole estate.

Jamhijhdrd, blunderingly, Zumeen-ihara, Mar. (*

A descriptive paper or roll of towns, villages, lands, &c. :

one of the village accounts shewing the extent and distri-

bution of the lands.

Jamin-mojani, Mar. (J*fl ffHTSTlft) Survey of land.

Jamin-navis, or -nis, Mar. (*nrta^fa -?ifat) The officer

that inspects the soil, crops, &c., and fixes the assessment.

Jamin-sirastd, Mar. (Sprfaf^TT'sn) Rate of land, the rate

of assessment established after survey.

Jaminujhaditi, Jaminujhddi, Karn. (ajSj^t^&ptsS,

&iX):\XXxp~c>&) A particular account of the produce of

a Zamindari or of the qualities of lands belonging to a

village.

Zamin-sang-jamd-rvdsil-bdhi, H. (S. tLX** , together with)

An account of the lands of a village, of the revenue as-

sessed, and the state of its realization ; one of the village

accounts.

ZAN^NA, vernacularly, JANANA, incorrectly, ZENANA, H.

(<oUj , from P.
^jj , a woman) The female apartments, used

sometimes for their inhabitants : the females of a family.

Zandni-zubdn, H. (P. y;^j>
the tongue, speech) The style

or language of the women, differing in some terms and

phrases from ordinary Hindustani, and considered improper

for men to use.

ZANJIR-ZAMINI', less correctly, ZANJIRA, vernacularly, JAN-

JIR-JAMINI, or JANJIRA, H. (P. ^j^jjifj) lit., Chain-

security, persons becoming mutually sureties for each other :

in some provinces it applies especially to the different

payers ofrevenue in a village ;
if one is in default the others

are expected to make the deficit good.

ZANN, A. (^^ Opinion, suspicion : in law, presumption

that a charge is well founded although the evidence is

inconclusive.

Zann-i-ghdlib, or Ghdlib-oos-zana, A. (t_Jlc, strong)

Strong presumption of the truth ofa charge, although the

evidence does not amount to conviction.

ZANNAR, vernacularly, JANAR, incorrectly, ZENNAR, H. (A.
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i
,

A belt, a zone : the thread worn by the Brah-

mans, and sometimes assumed by other castes.

Zannar-din; H. (P. j\&, who has) The wearer of the

characteristic thread or cord, especially a Brahman.

ZAR, ZUR, incorrectly, ZER, H. (P.jj) Gold, money, a

money-payment, the land revenue in money.

Zar-andud, H. (P. i>jJJ!, smeared) Gilt.

Zar-baft, H. (P. c^Jb , woven) Brocade, cloth of gold.

Zar-do~, H. (P.
ijt)

, sewing) Embroidered with gold : an

embroiderer.

Zar-gar, H. (P-^j) A goldsmith.

Zui-hharid-Ta&lluk, H. (P. ^J>-jj , bought with cash) In

Bengal, a purchased Taluk, one bought of a Zamindar :

it implies generally a dependent Taluk held hereditarily

under a Zamindar, and reverting to him on failure of heirs.

Zar-mathaut, H. (e^jajUj) A series of cesses imposed by

the Mohammadan government of Bengal, consisting of four

items : 1. Nazr-i-punya, Presents exacted from the Za-

mindars, at the time of the Punya or annual settlement ;

2. Bahdi-i-khildt, A charge to defray the expense of hono-

rary dresses presented to individuals by the government ;

3. Pushta-bandi, Charge for keeping in repair the banks

of the Bhagirathi, in the vicinity of MursKidabad

4. P,asum-i-Nazdrat, A fee paid to the Nazir or officer

commanding the escort of the collections from the interior

to the public treasury. In the first fiscal arrangements of

the British government through native functionaries these

charges were added to the standard collections, and carried

to the credit of the government, amounting to about one

and a half per cent on the total assessment, and realizing

a lac and a half of rupees : (the word is written Zer-

mathote, (c^^JU^j), and, corruptly, Zyr-mathote, in the

fifth Report, and is explained in the Glossary as derived

from the P. Zer (/j), under, below, but it is called in

the text, p. 278, a money-contribution, which makes it

most probable that Zer is intended for Zar or Zur,

money).

Zar-parjoiiti, (?) H. Revenue, principal and interest

Zar-i-peshgi, or Zarpeshgi, H. (P. ^^Cijj , advance) Pay-

ment in advance, a deposit or engagement to advance

money, a bonus or premium on a lease, an advance of

money upon the farm of the revenue : money lent upon a

usufructuary mortgage.

Zar-i-peshgi-ddr, H.
(P.^'ii,

who has) One who has ad-

vanced money.
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Zar-i-surkh, H. (P. ~-JM , red) Red, i. e. pure gold, gold

in general.

Zar-i-samdn, H. (S. ^Uo*, like, equal to) Purchase-money

of an estate bought at public auction.

Zar-i-taufir-nildm, H. (A.-wJ, increase, and .!lj3 , auction)

Surplus of sale proceeds, balance realised over the amount

of defalcation, for which the lands are sold, payable to the

defaulter.

ZARB, H. (A. i ys) A blow, striking: a stamp, an impres-

sion, stamping coin : stamped, struck, as coin ; as Zarb-

i-Murshidabad, Zarb-i'Arltdt, struck at those cities, part

of the inscription on the Sikka and Arcot rupees.

ZARURIAT, H. (P. cu'j^j^o, P.
j^ff>, necessary) Neces-

saries, requisites.

ZAT, H. (A. cylj) Possessed of, master, owner : person ;

essence : (S. *nftl) Sort, kind, tribe, caste, race, lineage,

family, birth. See Jdt, Jdti, &c.

Zdti, H. (A. <j!j) Essential, natural, personal.

Jdt- (for Zdti) jdgir, or Saranjdm, incorrectly, Zal-suran-

zam. Mar. (5( lit4 1' ill, IM*rfn'0 A grant of the revenues

of lands alienated from the government revenue in favour

of individuals, either as a personal favour, or on the con-

dition of personal service ; a personal grant.

Jdtkd, Mar. (tUrdil) Personal, as a grant of revenue, either

as a personal favour or for personal service.

itwtf) Grant of lands,

or their revenue, on condition of personal service.

Zdti-, vernacularly, Jdti-muhaddam, H.
(^J-iU (j'i>) In

Cuttack, a class of head men who, although collecting the

government revenue from the villagers, act in this respect

either as the agents of the Mdlguzdr or person who is

responsible for the payment to the officers of the govern-
*

ment, or as the representatives of the inhabitants of the

village, having no substantive right of their own to pay

the whole revenue.

ZATMIRA?, (?) Fees in grain allowed by the cultivators out

of the gross produce to the servile class.

ZAWAJIR, H. (A.^s-ljj , plur. of
j*-j)

Prohibitions, forbidden

things. Zamdjir-i-shardi, Prohibited by law.

ZAWI-IJL-ARHAM, A. (..U^W^. from j3, possessed of, and

p-j , the womb) Uterine relations, kindred between whose

affinity a female intervenes ; they are considered as distant

kindred in Mohammadan law, because under the rules of

inheritance a share rarely comes to them.

ZER-ZAMINI, H. ((^wj^j) A subterraneous chamber, one

"*7E
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under (zer) ground (zamin), intended as a retreat in the

hot weather.

ZEVETUM, Karn. (?) corruption for JIVITAM, S. (WKVit),

Means of living
1

,
subsistence.

ZiAn, ZIADA, ZiADAT, commonly, ZivAu, ZIYADA, &c. H.

(A. A\jj, X^Vj' *^Vj) Increase, surplus, more.

ZIAN, H. (A. ^.lyX Loss, damage.

Zidn-rea-tiafd, H. (A.
jjjj ijVj^

Loss and profit.

ZiAFAT,H.(A.oiU"fl) A feast, an entertainment, an invitation.

ZIARAT, H. (A. (Ji^j) Pilgrimage, going on pilgrimage

to any holy shrine among the Mohammadans : in Hindu-

stan, also, repairing to the grave of a deceased person on

the third day after the burial, when the Kuran is read and

prayers are recited, and offerings made in expiation of the

sins of the defunct ; also called Tija (S. tritiya) Third,

the third (day), and Phul-charhdnd, Scattering flowers,

flowers being the chief offerings.

Zidratgdli, H. (P. so, a place) A place of pilgrimage, a

holy spot or shrine.

ZI-HAIAT, H. (A. C^Uft-^j) Living, possessed of life: during

life, a life-tenure.

ZI-HAK, H. (3-tB?
t5 ) lit- Possessed of right : applied to a

class of pensions payable under treaty through the Nanab

cf Farakhabad.

ZiiiAR, H. (A. jl^>)
A. formula of divorce, such us saying to

a wife
"
You are my mother," i.e. our marriage is within

the prohibited degrees, and is therefore dissolved.

ZI-HIJJA, or ZI-L-HIJJA, H. (A. As
5"

i^J, Asr^l^J) The last

month of the Mohammadan year.

ZILA, corruptly, ZILLAH, ZELAH, plur. ZILAJAT, H. (A.

fi-o , plur. culs-*) Side, part, a division, a district :

under the British administration, a province, a tract of

country constituting the jurisdiction of a commissioner or

circuit Judge, and the extent of a chief collectorate. The

Zila Courts in Bengal and Bahar were established by

Reg. iii. 1793 ; those of Benares, &c. by Reg. vii. 1795 ;

those of the ceded provinces by Reg. viii. 1805 ; but various

modifications have been since made from time to time, some

having been abolished, some created, and the limits of others

having been altered. Act xxi. 1826. Mad. Act vii. 1843.

The Zila Courts are at present as follows, according to

their usual but corrupt designations, and to those which

are probably more correct

I. BENGAL. 1. Backergunge (jBaMzV^awy ) ; 2. Beerbhoom

(Birbhuni); 3. Behar (Bahar} ; 4. Bhaugulpoor (Bhd-
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galpur) ; 5. & 6. East and West Burdwan (Bardmdii) ;

7. Chittagong (S/tatydon); 8. Cuttack (Kata/t); 9. Dac-

ca (Dhaka); 10. Dinagepore (Dindjpur); 11. Hooghly

(Hugli); 12. Jessore (Jaisur); 13. Midnapore (Medi-

nipur); 14. Mymensing (Maimansinfi); 15. Moorshed-

abad (Murshiddbdd) ; 1G. Nuddea (Nadiya); 17. Patna

(Pattana) ; 18. Purneah (Puraniya) ; 19. Twenty-four

Parganas ; 20. Rajashahye (Rdjashdh-l) ; 21. Rungpore

(Rangpur) ; 22. Sarun (Sdran) ; 23. Shahabad (Shdlt-

dbdd) , 24. Sylhet (Silhat') ; 25. Tipperah (Tripara) ;

26. Tirhoot ( Tirhut). Recently the Commissionerships of

Asam, Arakan, Kachar, Huzaribagh, and Tenaserim, have

been included among- the Zilas of the Lower Provinces.

II. NORTH-WEST PROVINCES. 1. Agra ; 2. Allahabad
;

3. AHyghur (Aliyhar); 4. Azimgurh (Azimghar); 5. Ee-

nares (Bandras) ', G. Bareilly (Bdrelt) ; 7. Bundlecund

(Bundelkliand) ; 8. Cavvnpore (Kkdnpur) ; 9. Delhi ;

10. Furruckabad (Faralihdbdd) ; 11. Futtepoor (Fatilt-

pur); 12. Ghazeepoor (Ghdzipur); 13. Goruckpoor (Go-

raJthpur); 14. Jounpoor(t7on^r): 15. Mynpoor (Mayin-

pur}\ 16. Meerut (Merutli) ; 17. Mirzapoor (Mirza-

pur) ; 18. Moradabad ; 19. Saharunpore (Sahdranpur).

To which are to be added the Courts of the Commissioners

of the Narmada. districts and Kamaon.

III. MADRAS. 1. Bellary (J5e/ri); 2. Calicut (Kdllkat);

3. Chikakol (Sriltdhol) ; 4. Chingleput (?) ; 5. Chittoor

(Cltitur) ; 6. Combaconum \Kumbliultonain) ; 7. Coim-

batore (Koyimbatur) ; 8. Cuddalore (?) ; 9. Cuddapah

(Kadapah); 10. Gantoor (Gantur); 11. Honore (Ho-

ndmar); 12. Madura (Madhurd) ; 13. Mangalore (Man-

galur) ; 14. Masulipatam (Machlipattan) ; 15. Nellore

(Nelur); 16. Rajamundry (Rdjamakendri) ; 17. Salem(?);

18. Tellicherry (Tdicheri) ; 19. Tinnavelly (Tinavalli);

20. Trichinopoly (Trisirapallf). There are also Agency

Courts at Ganjam and Vizagapatam.

IV. BOMBAY. 1. Thana, comprising Ratnagiri ; 2. Surat,

including Baroch ;
3. Ahmadabad ; 4. Ahmadnagar ;

5. Candeish (Khandes ?) ; 6. Dharwar ; 7. Poonah (Pu-

na); 8. Sholapore (Solapur).

Zild-tahsil, H. ((Jjuassr, collection) Collection of the revenue

by an officer in charge of a Zila or district, in opposition

to the collections received by the chief European officer,

the JIazur-taftxil.

Zild-dddlat, H. (A. kJ-Jljc) The chief civil and criminal

court of a Zila.
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Zildddr, H.
(P.^lii,

who has) The officer in charge of a Zila,

a provincial governor, sometimes applied to the European

collector or judge, whose authority extends over the Zila :

in the Delhi territory the title was also given to the head of

a village, who was chosen to superintend the revenue affairs

of several adjacent villages, united under him for the con-

venience of revenue arrangement : in the Maratha country,

a petty revenue officer, having jurisdiction over several vil-

lages, comprising a taraf, or other small division of coun-

try subordinate to the officer in charge of a Parr/ana.

Zildddri, H. (P. ^Ijjtlj-c) The office or jurisdiction of a

Zildddr.

Zild-kharch, H. District expenses, said, in Tirhut, to include
j

the cost of weeding indigo fields, and other incidental ex-

penses of the factory.

ZIMAN, A. (^Uw^J) Recompence, compensation.

Zimdn-i-dtdk, A. ( JflXc, manumission) Extra labour per-

formed by a slave as a compensation for his manumission.

Zimdn-i-fasdd, or Ziman-ul-ifsad, A. (t>LJ , injury) Com-

pensation for personal injury or damage.

Zimdn-i-jandiat, A. (>li-, a wound) Compensation for any

act of violence against the person, as for wounds and the like.

M
Zimdn-i-tamallult, A. (l^J>L*i', taking possession of) Com-

pensation for appropriation of property : the indemnification

which a man who possesses only a share in a slave pays

to his partners on setting the slave at liberty.

ZIMAH, A.
(jL*bo)

In law, any thing uncertain, as disputed

debts, treasure-trove, fugitive slaves, and the like : any pro-

perty of which the possession or recovery is doubtful.

ZIMMA, or ZIMMAT, H. (A. iJ) A deed of protection, an

authorised assurance of immunity in life and property, such

as may be granted to infidels under a Mohammadan go-

vernment : also the corresponding obligation of subjection,

fidelity, obedience ; also, trust, charge, custody : a tenure

in trust, but which, by possession, came to signify a tenure

in right in some places, in others an under tenure or a

subdivision of an estate, in which the holder is entitled to

levy the revenue due by the cultivators, and pay it either

to the Zamindar, or sometimes direct to the government :

a sub-tenure, part of a Hamdla.

Zimmaddr, H (ja)<^j) A trustee, a person in charge ; in

Eastern Bengal it is applied especially to the holder of an

under tenure or portion of a Zamindari, paying revenue

either to government direct, or to a Zamindar : it also applies

to a Zamindar who is authorised to collect, on behalf of go-

vernment, the payments of properties in the vicinity of his

own : these dependent Tdluhs, or estates, are designated his

Zimma, in distinction from his own, or Nij.

Zimma-ndma, H. (<CU<lii) A deed of trust, authority to

have charge and make the collections of an estate.

Zimmatvdr, H.
(jlj<C?j)

A person placed by government in

charge of an estate in arrear of revenue until it is sold.

Zimma-ndma, H.
(<Colix^j)

A deed of trust, authority to

have charge and make the collections of an estate.

Zimmi, H. (A. ,J S) One living under protection, a client, a

dependant, especially applied to a subject of a Mohammadan

government of a different religion, as a Christian, a Jew, &c.,

who is allowed to live without molestation on paying tribute.

ZIMN, corruptly, ZIMIN, ZIMMUM, ZYMN, H. (A. \jAxo)
The

endorsement of a grant, giving an abstract of its contents :

an abstract statement or account, a cover, an envelope, a

clause in a legal regulation : also, suretyship, obligation.

See Zaman.

Ziimn-namsand, H. (P. JJu>*> J
, let them write) A form of

words,
'

let them write the abstract/ formerly inscribed upon

a sanad granting an assignment of revenue or Zamindari,

which served as authority for the subordinate officers to

make out the particulars of the assignment or grant.

ZuiNO'l'A, (?) Consideration usually received by a surety.

ZIN, H. (P. ^j) A saddle, a horse's trappings.

Zingar, H.
(P.jJooj)

A saddler.

ZINA, H. (A. up Fornication, adultery, any illicit intercourse

of the sexes, whether the parties be married or single.

Zdni, H. (A. jj jj)
A whoremonger, a fornicator, an adulterer.

ZINDAOI, orZiNDAGA\i, vernacularly, JiNDAoi, JiNDAQANJ,

H. (P.
(^jlStXij, (Ji^Jj) Life, means of living or subsistence.

Jinduyi, Jindufjdiu, Karn. (a30#X , aSOuT/TcS)) Trea-

sure, money.

Jindiye, Karn. (83oQ A) An estate, a domain.

ZINDA.V, H. (P. y'j^j) A prison, a gaol.

ZIRAA, also pronounced, DIRAA, corruptly, DIRRAH, DIREH,

H. (A. cl^0) A measure of length, a cubit, a yard : in the

Regulations it is considered synonymous with Craz, q. v.

ZIRAAT, H. &c. (A. O^|^j), vernacularly also JIRAIT, and

JiRAYAT,q.v., corruptly, ZARAYET.ZEROYET. Agriculture,

cultivation, farming : a cultivated farm or field : sometimes

lands not artificially irrigated ; also, Karn., a pension.

Zirduti, vernacularly, Jiraiti, corruptly, Zeroytee, H. &c.

(jj^j) Cultivable arable lands
; also, sometimes, assess-

able lands, subject to assessment.
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ZOR-TALAB, H. (P-j)j, force, and A. L_^lia, seeking) A

compulsory exaction, enforced augmentation of amount of

revenue.

Zu, H. (A. ii) A lord, a master, used chiefly in composition

to imply possessed of, as Zu-al-karnin, Possessed of two

horns, i.e. of the east and west, a sovereign : applied espe-

cially to Alexander the Great.

Zu-al-yad, A. (Joll.ii, having in hand) The actual occupant

or possessor of property.

Zudt-ul-2msdl, A. (Jlx.cJIlki.'I.J) Things possessed of equi-

valency, in respect of weight or measure, receivable as the

price of an article sold, as grain and the like.

Zudt-al-Mm, A. (pj>!' dAt>) Things possessed of price,

AIN

i. e. of money value, as the equivalents of an article sold,

goods, chattels, &c.

ZUBAN-BANDI, H. (P. ^b; , the tongue, and <_jiX^ , binding)

Deposition, affidavit, a written record of the questions put

to a witness, and his answers.

Zubdni, H. (<J\!j), Jabdni,
Mar. (^reTtft) A deposition, a decla-

ration, a written as well as a viva voce statement of a claim.

ZULFAKAKI, H. (A. (^liiflJijii)
The current silver coin of

Hyderabad (from its bearing the impression of a sword, that

of Mohammad, and afterwards of AH, named Zu-al-faltdr).

ZULM, H. (A. Jilo) Tyranny, oppression, extortion, a heavier

assessment than the people can bear.

Zdliin, H. (A. JUs) An oppressor, an extortioner.

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

A.

AbckaJi, H. (tilf^T) A water-way, a drain.

Abdd'i, H. ((_fiiU) The part of the village lands on which

the dwellings are erected.

Abdd-kdri, H. (u^&iljT) Right derived from first clearing

away and occupying land : also, adj., improving, as an

estate, increasing, as rent.

ABHIMANA-PUTRA, S. &c. (wfT*rRTnj) A foster son.
if

ACHANDRARKAM, corruptly, AUCHEXDRARKUM.

ADAM, Tarn. Og^lLl) A measure used for oil=20 padls.

ApEpApE, Mar. (^ntirry) Portion of grain taken by the

Pdtil from each cultivator's heap as his due.

Adhidr, corruptly, Adyar, H. A cultivator who assists in

cultivating land on condition of receiving half the crop.

Adhihdr, vernacularly, Adhidr, corruptly, Adyar.

Adhiliari, corruptly a\soAdigary, Odhecaree: in Bengal the

term is sometimes used as a family name or title, as Jabal-

kisrvar Adhiltdri: it usually implies a Brahman descent.

A ' t ' t
ADHAK, ARHAK, also ARHA, ARHI, corruptly AHA, ARHA,

AREE, ARHEE, Ben. (<3rflFP, "STflJl , <3Tt&V). In Bengal the

Arhi is a grain measure containing two maunds : in some

places it also denotes a measure of land, apparently much

the same as a Bighd subdivided into Katthds.

ADHOLI, corruptly, ADOLEE, ADOLY, Mar. (^nftc^) A mea-

sure of capacity, properly equal to half a Pdhali, or two

Sen, but varying in different places.
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The fourth month of theApr, corruptly, AUDV, Tarn,

Tamil year (July-August).

Adima-janm. The mortgage so designated is said sometimes

to imply perpetual immunity from servitude when granted

to a person of a servile caste.

Ao, corruptly, Auo, Hindi (^TPl) Rate levied as a share of

government revenue on the cattle of a coparcenary village ;

rate of grazing charge for cattle, that on a buffalo being

called an Ay, that on a cow half an Ag, and that on a

calf a quarter Ay. Delhi.

Agario, Gu. (aniOl^Q.^) A salt-maker.

AGHADANA, corruptly, UGURDANEE: the same Brahman is

also termed Ayrasrdddhi, corruptly, Ugursradee.

AHAR ; also any piece of water. Ahari, vulgarly, Ahri, a

small reservoir.

AHITAGNI, corruptly, AUHAETAGEE.

Ahl-i-kdr, in the sing., less correctly Ahil-kdr, is also the

title of the chief native judge, whether criminal or civil,

in Kuch Bahar.

AIL BATER,(?) A narrow pathway sufficient for cattle, especially

on the top of a boundary ridge or mound, whence it denotes a

boundary of such a description : a cow-road (perhaps from

A. Ailijd, a goat or stag, and H. ci;b, bdf, a road).

AIMA, erroneously, IMA.

Aima-Jthardj, H. A grant of land bearing a quit-rent.

AIN, corruptly, IYEN.
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Ainat, or Ainath (?) H. Rate of assessment.

AIYAV, corruptly, IEAYER : also the head of a religious

community.

Ajnd-patra, corruptly, Agian-putr.

AL, incorrectly, AIL, ALL : also a boundary mark. See Ail-bater

Alavagulu, also read Alavoloogoo and Oolagoo.

ALAVI : also, an instalment.

Alavi-patra,coTTU.plly, Alvyputra,~K.am. An instalment bond.

ALI is sometimes said to be a measure of 25 Bisis. Kamaon.

Aliya sanldna, corruptly, Alyasantan-

AMADA, (?) Tel. A distance of eight or ten miles.

Amddni, Guz. (
a
t'*l^.l'*u) also, duty on imports.

AM, H. (A. *c) An uncle, a father's brother.

Am zdda, H. (so!j*) An uncle's son, a cousin.

Anamat-patti, (?) Tel. A separate account.

ANGAN: in the S. more usually ANKANAH, corruptly,

ANKAUNUM.

ANI, more correctly, ANI
(^OBfl)

The third month of the

Tamil year (June-July).

ANKANAM, corruptly, ANCUNNA, Tel. (esoSKJO) \ mea_

sure of land, a definite quantity of ground : a division of

a house, which is commonly described as consisting of so

many Anltanams, from three or four to between thirty and

forty : it also applies to ground unoccupied adjacent to the

house : according to Brown, it means an apartment, or the

space between two beams or pillars, which latter is also

Campbell's interpretation : the former appears to be its

ordinary meaning.

ANKHRA, AKKRA, (?) Guz. The total assessment of an estate,

without reference to the items of which it consists : (no

doubt from AnhJiu ^tl "^, whole)-

ANS, also a land measure= 1 Bisl. Kamaon.

ANSAM, corruptly, AMSIIOM, Mai. (S. <S*aoC/9o) A part, a

share, a subdivision of a province, a territorial division.

ANUBHAVAM, corruptly, ANUBHOM.

AXUM ATI, corruptly, ANOOMATY,S. (^Rjrfft) Assent, consent,

permission.

Anumati-patra, corruptly, Oonamuttee-putter, Unamuttee-

potta/i, Unamuttee-puttur.

APAS-NAMA, H. ((^jl. self, selves) A voluntary deed of ad-

justment between parties.

ARAVAR, vulgarly, ARWAR: it is said also to designate a

usufructuary mortgage for a stipulated period.

Ariyat-ndma, H. An engagement to return any article or

property which has been given on loan or in trust.
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ARKATI', H.
(^"1^0

A pilot.

ARKATIA, URKUTTEEA, (?) H. A difference of 2g- Biswas

per Biyltd between local and government measurement.

Ghazipur.

ARPAN-NAMA, H. (from S. wSKff, delivering) A deed of gift,

especially to a temple or idol.

ARPASI, corruptly, ALPESEE, Tam. (l\cr)LJ{f\) The seventh

month of the Tamil year (Oct.-Nov.).

ARRA, ARRAR, (?) Ben^. A fishery, a hole in the bed of a

river in which fish are caught.

ARTHI, corruptly, ARUTEAH.

Arzi musannd, H.
(J-ix ^J^c) A petition or plaint in

duplicate.

ASBIAT, H. (A. e^xx-ac) Affinity entitling to a share of

inheritance: according to some authorities, to a sixth.

ASIN, sometimes ASWAJA.

ASTACHI, (?) Tam. A writing, a deed, an agreement.

ATVETH, (?) Mar. Personal service exacted from the culti-

vators by the revenue contractor or government officers.

Auhat guzdri, (,_f;l
<i> cuUjl , plur. of Waltt, time) Subsis-

tence, allowance, means of passing one's life.

AUSAT, corruptly, OSUT, OSHUT, OSIT, USIT, (? perhaps from

A.
lau/j wast, middle, included) Beng. Subordinate, under,

dependent, as a tenure of land, or part of an estate held

of a superior : the term is peculiar to East Bengal, and

is much the same as the Pattani, or Patni of the west.

Ausat-han-dla, Beng. A subordinate holding termed Hu-

rcdla, q. v.

Ausat-tdluJt, Beng. A portion of a Taluk held in subordina-

tion to the entire Talult.

Nim-ausat-tdluh, Beng. (P. *x> , a half) A subdivision of

the preceding.

Autki, Mar, (^rraiTcRt) A portion of grain per plough levied

at harvest as the perquisite of the Pdtil.

AVANJ, vulgarly, AUVANY, AUNY, Tam.
(jgjjQJCOTfl)

The

fifth Tamil month (Aug.-Sept).

AVIRA, barbarously, OBEERA.

AWAN : it is also elsewhere called the field into which the

rice has been transplanted.

AyaJtattu-alavogulu, (?) Karn. An account of the lands of

a village, and of their distribution amongst the cultivators

and proprietors.

Ayamera, corruptly, Ayameera, Karn. Portions of the

crop assigned at harvest-time to the village servants and

officers.

?F
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AZMAISH, vernacularly, AJMAISH, corruptly, AJMASH.

Ajmaishi-patti, or -patta, corruptly, Ajmauhy-putty, (?)

Survey statement.

B.

BABRIA, (?) Guz. The name of a tribe of Hindu cultivators

inKattiwar, after whom the district of Babriawar is named :

seventy-two divisions of them are enumerated, of whom

the Kotila, Dhdnkra, and Wara clans are the principal.

BADARRO, corruptly.BuDUROW, H. (P.jjj&i) A drain, a sewer.

BAoiGA, incorrectly, BADEGA.

BADIKARI, (?) Mar. A non-resident cultivator in a Khot vil-

lage engaging for a share of the crop.

BAGALO, commonly,BuaGALAH,Guz. O-t.0161 I) A trading vessel

navigating along the Malabar coast and in the Persian Gulf.

BAHA, erroneously, BHAUA.

BAHADUR, H. &c. (P. jiiljj)
A hero, a warrior: under the

Mohammadan government, a title of honour given to the

nobles of the Court, usually associated with some others, as

Khdn-bahddur, Jtaja-bahddur : in more recent times it

is given to persons of inferior, although respectable station,

and to some of the government native officers.

BAHI, corruptly, BHAI, BIIYE.

Bahi-ddn, H. (P. .^
w

,
who knows) An auditor, an account-

ant, a person appointed to examine an account-book or books.

Bahi-sultdni, H. (from ^jUaL*! , a prince) A public or go-

vernment register.

Bahi-ydd-ddsht, H. (P. c^uit^U) A memorandum or

note-book: a diary of proceedings kept by an Amiti, or

Sadr-amin.

BAHLI , H. (.^ , ^555^) A two-wheeled carriage for riding in.

Bai-baiddna, corruptly, Bye-beanah, H. (&lxJJ ?>) A con-

tract of sale, with acknowledgment of advance on account

of the purchase-money.

Bai-Jidmil, II. (ij*c^ , perfect) Final or absolute sale.

Bai-muddmla, H. (<Lelib, affair) A fictitious sale.

Bai-mukdsa : add ; or sale of property in favour of a wife

in lieu of her relinquishment of dower : in some cases

it is a fraudulent transfer of property to a wife as an equiva-

lent for a dower, but which she sells : it is also laxly used

for a deed of sale for a settlement, and for a deed of sale

to a widow by the heirs of her husband.

Bai-ndma, corruptly, Bayana-ndma,

BAILU, corruptly, BHYLE.
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BAIRAK, BAIRAKH, H. 0-l^JJ, ^j>) A flag, especially one

set up on taking possession of new or unoccupied land,

whence it has come to signify the act of taking possession

of such land, or official authority to do so : this, however,

is more correctly expressed by Bairah-dbddi, corruptly,

ByrucJc-aoadee.

BAISHNAV, very corruptly, BUSTUM and BOSHTOJI, which

seem to be, however, vernacular corruptions.

Baishnavottar, corruptly, Bttsktomoottur, Boshtomoottur.

BAITHAN, corruptly, BYTAN, H.
(yjlfLw) A homestead, a farm,

the residence of the farmer, and ground adjacent.

BAJANTARI, corruptly, BIHJUNTHY.

Bdjrid, Guz. (^lls/id.3^) Producing millet or other in-

ferior grains : a village or class of villages.

BAKA, Tib. A cloth measure= 2 breadths. Kamaon.

BAKHAR, incorrectly, BUKKAR.

|

BAKHRA, incorrectly, BUKHA.

BAKI, barbarously, BUCKOY.

BAKI-JAI : add, or any balance.

BAKLA, (?) Beng. A small square of timber used in ship or

boat-building.

I BAKRA, (?) Uriya. A measure of land, apparently the same

as a Bighd. Cuttack.

BALAL, BALLAL, (?) Karn. A title in some parts of Karnata

(perhaps the same as VuUdlan, q. v.).

BAND : this is sometimes employed, though laxly, to designate

the piece of water confined by an embankment.

BANDAR : when not a sea-port it especially applies to a mart

on the banks of a river like Kalna or Patna.

Bandara, (?) A stone dam or dyke, an embankment of

masonry.

Bandhalt, corruptly, Bandok : the word is also laxly used

for a piece of water confined by a dyke or embankment.

Ghair-band-o-basti, H.
(j.ji, other) Unsettled, as an estate

unassessed or with the revenue not determined.

Band-phdnta, blunderingly, Bund-phatuk.

Bandliivdra, H.
(x.lytijju) Specification of boundaries.

BANiKARJ,Beng. (Sl'fWsfD Anabetterand aider in an offence:

(but, properly, the term denotes only one who joins in dis-

seminating language (bdni) which may be calumnious or

libellous).

BANS: also the standard measuring-rod in Guzerat, equal in

some parganas to 20 feet 5^ inches, in others to no more

than 7 feet 5 j^ inches.

Banto :

i, (?) H. Coparcenary proprietor. Kamaon.
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Bhdi-bdnf, H. (c^otj<-^#) Hereditary family share, appli-

cable only occasionally to all the shares of a coparcenary

village.

Anbdnf, H. (Cl^oLwl) Undivided, unseparated : paying
1 the

revenue collectively through a representative, a village, &c.

BANYA, corruptly also BUNNEEA.

BAR ; add, a piece of forest land.

BAR, (?) Guz. Weight by which cotton is weighed, equal to

20 Dharis of 48 Scrs each, or to 960 Sen.

BARAK, incorrectly, BERAR.

BARDASHT : add, Furnishing porters and provisions to go-

vernment officers and troops, and European travellers.

Kamaon.

BAROUM, (?) Asam. Police tax.

BARHI, (?) H. Garden lands belonging to the government.

Kamaon.

Barhti-lafla, H.
(<Uj,Jifc^) Commission, charge for agency.

BARI, Asam. Village lands.

BAROTHA, Hindi fatfar) A washerman: a vestibule, a portico.

Bas-o-bds, (?) H. A local rate or cess payable by resident

cultivators in addition to the land revenue, calculated at

one rupee eight anas per plough : held to be illegal.

BASTU, vernacularly, BAST.

BATER, BATUR, (?) H. Raised boundary of a field : see

Ail-later, it occurs also Gur-batur ? for Ghar-bater.

BAT : also a small land measure. Ghazipur.

Bativdra, is now most generally in use to imply a separa-

tion of coparcenary holdings at the desire of some or of

all the coparceners, or the detachment of the share of an

individual so as to constitute his share an entirely distinct

property, made with the sanction of the revenue authorities :

it is also, though laxly, applied to the deed or document

under which the partition is made.

Sambatwdrd, H. (from S. WT, all) The entire division into

severaHies of a coparcenary estate.

BATELA, corruptly, BOTILLA : it is a single-masted vessel of

the burthen of from 30 to 85 tons, employed in the coasting

trade of the Malabar coast

BATI, corruptly, BATTEE, page 67, 2d col. 38th line.

AULI, more correctly, BHAULI, q. v., should be BHAOLI, q. v.

BAURI : add, A land measure. Bahar.

Baydna-patra, Beng. (S. tR , a leaf) Acknowledgement of

an advance.

BAYENGI, (?) H. The wool of the hill or Tibetan sheep.

IBdz-ddTvd-ndma,H.

(&Uj#*Ct>jij) A deed of relinquishment.
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Be-wdris : also, used laxly, without an owner.

BEHRI : also a large division of a village including many
Pattis. Bundelkhand.

Berij-patfa, Mai. A grant of land by the government at a

stipulated rent.

BESAR, BESARI, (?) Guz. A mixed sort of soil partaking of

the properties of black and light soil.

BETH, (?) H. Occasional personal services of the villagers

to the head man or proprietor, especially in cultivation (it

is most probably an error for B/iet, q. v.) Kamaon.

BETT : also, waste land.

BEWARTTA, (?) Uriya. An officer or agent under a Raja or

Zammdar of the hilajdt estates, who manages the affairs

of a district more or less extensive.

Bhadonni, also, corruptly, Bhudmee, Bhiidduee, Bkuddyc,

Bhodace.

Bhdga-vivaram,con\ift\y,Vibaram^am. (LJrT<S6lJl6U rjlL)

Separation or separate account of shares.

Bhdgzdt, (?) Beng. An agreement to divide a property

under specified conditions.

Dori-bhdff, (?) Guz. A principal share.

Bhaihar, (?) H. Petty rent in kind paid to the owner, a

quit-rent. Kamaon.

BHAINS, H. (^Ju^j) A buffalo. See Blnjns.

Bhainslet, H. (from UuS, to roll) A puddle, a pool (where

buffaloes might roll).

BHARA, (?) H. A land measure = 2j Bisis. Kamaon.

BHARANA, corruptly, BHURRUN, BURHA.

BHARARI, (?) Alluvial land.

BHARAT : also Responsibility of an individual as Lumberdar.

BHAHATI', corruptly, BHARTHEE, Hindi (TTCft) Name of one

of the ten orders of Das-ndmi ascetics.

BHARI, corruptly also BHERREE, it also denoted a rupee, the

Company's Arcot rupee coined in Calcutta, in value 3?j- per

cent less than the Sikka rupee.

BHARNA, corruptly, BURMA, BUIJHNA : also, a pledge : a ter-

minable mortgage, or one redeemable by the application

of the surplus proceeds of an estate held as
security.

Bharndddr, H. (P.jlj, who has) A mortgagee, one who

has occupation of an estate, the rent of which is retained

until it liquidate the principal and interest of the debt.

Tamassult-bharnd, H. (tLL**i' , a bond) A bond with pro-

perty pledged or land transferred, the proceeds of which

are to be set off against the principal and interest of

the loan.
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BHARTE, H. (^5^) lit. A filling: an accretion of land from

alluvial deposit

BHATA, (?) Guz. Light sandy soil, but productive : also a

tract in which such soil prevails. Guzerat.

BnATi, (?) H. A grant of land made originally for the sup-

port of the grantee.

Bhdtijamd, H. Revenue derived from Bhdti land.

BHATU, also read BH^TA, Guz. Wl^) Land subject to inun-

dation, or deposited by returning floods : alluvial soil.

BHAUNHIA, corruptly, BHOUREAH, BHOWREAH.

BHAVANTI : also a tiled house.

BHAWAR, (?) H. Another name for the Tardi or low lands

along the foot of the Himalaya.

BHED-BAHI, (?) Beng. A waste-book.
^^

BHEJA, Guz. (<H/) Moisture oozing from the surface of the

soil, also damp exuding from walls, &c.

BHELI, corruptly, BHAII.EE.

Bhent-ndma, H. (<luU c^Jy^j) A deed of gift.

BHEHA, (?) H. Cess on wild-bees' nests. Kamaon.

BHET, also, in Kamaon, personal service exacted by the Zamin-

dar or Padhdn from the cultivators.

Bliitar-bdri, corra^i\y,Beetur-bdree, H.
(^SH>, inner, ^g/o ,

a house) The ground on which a house stands, and the

land immediately adjacent or inclosed round it

Bhiti-bdri, H.
((_sjlj ^J*& A homestead, the site of a house

and the land adjoining to and dependent upon it.

Bhogyddhi, corruptly, Bogueady.

BHOLAN, Guz. (<Hl<Hll!P Flood, inundation : adj. swampy,

marshy.

Bhundari, also corruptly, Boondah.

BHURA, (?) Beng. A given quantity of sand ; a boat load.

Es, BEE, (?) H. A measure of grain, a subdivision of a Pauti.

Dinajpur.

BID, (?) Karn. A temple.

BIGHA, also, corruptly, BlGOAH.

Bijdrvari, also, corruptly, Bejamary, Becjevary.

BILKA, (?) H. A sheaf of corn, used in Kamaon as a means

ofmeasuring land, the number otBilkds being computed as

corresponding with that of the nalis of seed sown in a Bisi.

BIMBATI, (?) Asam. Wet land.

.Bmto, Mar. (S. P. fo?^0 Exempt from revenue, land,&c.

Biral, Birral, Beral, (?) A kind of hook for holding

_planks together in ship building. Chittagong.

Binwdnsi, H.
(.^wi^if)

A subdivision of a Tisrvdnsi. See

Bisn&nsi.
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BIHADAR, H.
(S.jttiji)

A brother.

Birddar-dm-zdda, H. A first cousin, an uncle's son.

BIRT, also of various kinds
; as,

Birt-jajmdn, or -jajmdni, H. (from S. ^TSTRT^) The right

to the performance of the domestic ceremonies of a house-

holder, and the fees payable thereupon.

Birt-khairdt, H. (A. ciJ^J-i-jalms) A small gratuity to

religious persons on various occasions.

Birt-patra, H. (S. JL , a leaf) A title-deed, or rather a

voucher for any holding of land or property as Birt, or

subsistence.

Birt-purohiti,corm$i\y,Birt-prohitai, H. (S. TCrffn) Dues

claimed by the hereditary family priest.

Bekh-birt, (?) H. A kind of tenure, land held on a quit-

rent. Saran.

Kus-birt, (?) The hereditary right of certain Brahmans to

perform the domestic ceremonies of the better orders of the

Kurmi class of cultivators. Bahar.

Mitiya-birt, (?)H. The hereditary right of certain Brahmans

to perform the domestic ceremonies of the lower orders of

the Kurmi class of cultivators. Bahar.

Nakdi-birt, H. (A. JJli, ready money) A money allowance

or pension.

Bis, Beng. Cftal) A large measure of grain= 40 mans.

EISA, (?) H. A measure of land equal to four Bists.

Kamaon.

BISAYA, (?) Asam. A native officer who collects the revenue

from the cultivators (perhaps the Bisoi of Orissa).

BISHNI, (?) H. A denomination of lands held under a peculiar

local tenure. Shahabad.

Bisi : the measure of land in Kamaon is also said to be as

much as should be sown with twenty ndlis of seed.

Bisrcdnsi : the subdivisions of this are differently enume-

rated, and the proportions nowhere defined, although they

are possibly twentieths: one statement makes them Tis-

ivdnsi, Kachwdnsi, Anrvdnsi ; another Kachrcdnsi, Nan-

rvdnsi, Tisrvdnsi ; and a third, Tiswdnsi, Hachndnsi, An-

mdnsi, Nanwdnsi.

BOGSA, Name of a tribe inhabiting the low Tardi adjoining-

Rohilkhand.

BOHUDA, (?) H. Rent-free land granted by village commu-

nities to religious societies. Doab.

BOHRA, in Guzerat a considerable portion of the Bohras are

agriculturists.

Boldddr, less correctly, Bolehdar, H.
(jbSjj)

A tenant
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under a verbal agreement : in some parts of the north-

west provinces there are two descriptions of such cultiva-

tors, viz.

Boldddr-band-sltara, the cultivator of land, amount not

specified, at a fixed rate during- the term of the present

settlement of the district.

Boldddr-lil-muhta, the cultivator of a specified amount of

land during the same term at a quit-rent : both tenures

are hereditary during the stipulated term.

BORA, also H.
(]_/^)

: also a canvas sack for holding grain or

salt, and sometimes considered as a measure of a definite

quantity of two or three mounds.

Host, (?) Sindh. Cultivation depending on river inundation.

Brahmottara : other corruptions are Burmeiter, Burmit-

ter, Burmutteear, Bilmootter.

BRITA, (?) H. Tenure of land held by Brahmans (probably

corruption of Birt or Brit). Kamaon.

Kusa-brita, H. (S. ^!, sacred grass) Absolute grant of land

to a Brahman at an eclipse, or on some other solemn oc-

casion, the grant being affirmed by the presentation of a

tuft of kusa grass. Kamaon.

BUDDALI, BUDDILI, Karn. A leather vessel for holding oil,

opium, &c. (? from the English
'

bottle ').

BUKKA, (?) Karn. A hollow bambu tube attached to the

plough of cotton-fields, serving as a drill. Karnata.

BURHA, H.
(Ifc^yj)

lit. An old man : in Kamaon, the senior

or head man of a village.

Burhdli, H.
(.^Is^)

Land or privileges attached to the

headship of a village: the sameasPadhdnchdri. Kamaon.

C.

Chak-basta, H. (P. AJUJ, bound) A definite portion of land.

Chak-1)asta-ddr, H.
(P.jlj,

who has) A renter of a definite

portion of an estate.

Chak-ndma : A register or specification, &c.

Chakrdnham, S. &c. O^sRfaf) The mark of the discus of

Vishnu, stamped with a hot iron on the persons of his

worshippers.

CliaJtrdnhadam, Tel. (from S. ^, who or what gives) Stamp-

ing the followers of Vishnu with his chahra or discus.

Chaldn, also, Chelan, Chillun : also, a memorandum of

money received and invested.

CHALT^GuzX^iH^lO Entire, perfect,as a share in a village.

CHAMAR, corruptly, CHUMHAR, CHUMBAR.
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Chamdrin, H.
C^L**-)

The wife of a Ckamur or female of

the caste, who commonly officiates as the village midwife.

Chdndni-rayat, Beng. A shopkeeper or artificer owning

the ground on which his shop or dwelling stands in a bazar.

CHANDLA : also a present sent to a man in whose family a

marriage is about to take place.

CHARA, (?) Beng. Land on which plants are reared for trans-

planting. Sylhet

Chard'i: also a tax on pasturage levied in the Tarai.

Kamaon.

CHARANDAS, Hindi Omffl , the foot, 5^rat, the slave) The

name of a founder of a sect of Vaishnavas in the middle

of the eighteenth century.

Charanddsi, Hindi (4M!l<l4l')) A follower of the sect of Cha-

randds : the peculiar observances and doctrines of the sect.

CHARKH, CHARKHA, Sindh (P. ^/=-)
A water-wheel : cul-

tivation dependent on water supplied by a wheel.

Charhhdbi, Sindh (P. from t-jl, water) Irrigated by means

of water-wheels, land, &c.

Charlthshumdri, Sindh (P. (_fjL-i , a numbering) Tax on

water-wheels.

CHAS, also a ploughed furrow. Guzerat.

Cltdtio, Guz. (all3{la'U) Grown in furrows, applied espe-

cially to the best sort of wheat.

CHATTIRAM, inaccurately, CHUTRUM, also a temple.

Chaubdchha : in some villages the specification is Kurt,

Pay, Ag, cattle, and Dhart't, land.

Chaudhari : also, in Asam, the hereditary native collector.

Chauhadda : also a boundary statement, a boundary map

or plan.

Chautheli, Mar. (^nirgrfr) The fourth part of the produce of

a farm or field.

CHAWAL: this share is said to be equal to a sixteenth of

an ana, or subdivision of a bhdg or share : it should pro-

perly be a sixteenth, but this is not always the case ; six

bhriys of a certain village being reported as containing

ninety anas : (but this may be an error for ninety-six.)

CHAWAR, (?) Guz. A drill plough.

CHERUKANAM, (?) Mai. A sub-mortgage lease.

CHHAH, also CHHAR-CHITTHT, incorrectly, CHAR, H. (j^-=-

-alrj-jl^^-)
A deed of remission of rent or revenue granted

by the proprietor or by the collector on the part of government.

Chhdr sanad, incorrectly, Char sunnud, H. A revised and

confirmed sanad or grant

Chihnit, corruptly Chinnut : also a division of an estate.

7o
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CHILLA : also a place or house in which a temporary shrine

of a Mohammadan saint may be set tip.

CHINKA, (?) H. (S. Itshaniha, temporary) An apparatus for

crossing rivers in the Himalaya, a cable fastened across a

stream to trees or posts, along which a basket in which

the passenger places himself travels, suspended by a wooden

ring and drawn across by ropes.

CHIRAGHI : also, in Eastern Bengal, a tenure of land appa-

rently rent-free.

Chitpatta, H. (<KJO Cl^-) A memorandum of a lease.

CniTTARAi, Tam. (^leiScTOD
1

,
S. ^N) The first month of

the Tamil year (April-May).

CHITTHA, also, corruptly, CHITTA: also a banker's acknow-

ledgment of accountability for money deposited.

CHOK, (?) A subdivision of an estate.

CHOPRI, also CHOPRA, Guz.: also a field-book containing

a specification of the lands of a village.

Chorakharch, Guz. (aU3.Mt3.:H) Private expenses, secret

service money, the contingent expenses of a village for en-

tertaining travellers, &c.,not entered in the regular accounts

of disbursements.

CHOTELA, (?) H. A measure of land, a Bisi and a quarter.

Kamaon.

CHUKANI : also, in Asam, land cultivated by tenants on the

tenure of an equal division of the crop with the landlord.

Cliuhti : also annual rent.
*^ ^v

Chulavero, Guz. (
c
l^l, a tax) A tax on hearths or cooking

places.

Churu, (?) Asam. Hearth tax.

D.

DAB, also DuAB.

DABA, also DAB : also an abstract of a list or register, a

statement of shares.

DABAR : also a hollow.

DADA, DUDAH, (?) A list of the cultivators of a village.

DAF, H. (P. < fii) A small flat drum or tambourine.

Dafdli, H. (J JS) A drummer, a player on the Duf, one

whose especial business it is to play on the instrument.

Dam-mahr, corruptly, Deyn-mohur, Dirte-mohur, Den-

meher, H.
(^-e^ii) A dower, the amount due as a dower.

See Mahr.

Da'in-mahr-muajil, corruptly, Den-meher-moujjul, H. (A.

Dower paid at the time of marriage. See Mahr.
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DAKA, Sindh. A water-wheel for irrigation, the cultivation

depending on it.

Ddhhil-hdr, corruptly, DuJtl-har.

Ddkhild, corruptly, Dahhilla, Dhakhilla.

DAL, DUL, Beng. OfST) A sort of aquatic grass (Panicum

stagninum).

Dalbekera, corruptly, Dulbera.

DAL, (?) Determination of the value of a crop by selecting

and threshing portions from different parts of a field.

DALADOK, (?) H. Village dues, usually in kind.

DALAN, H. (^^0) An apartment: a vaulted building: used

laxly for any building.

DA I.HI, (?) Mar. Arable land on acclivities inaccessible to

the plough.

DAM : also, in Kamaon, the maximum weight of metals. &c.

equal to about 100 Farakhabad rupees weight.

DAMDATT, ? DANDATT, H. Gift upon gift of land. Kamaon.

DAMOLA, (?) Half a Jtdnc/i or tola of gold dust. Kamaon.

Ddnpatti, H. (^J^) A deed of gift.

Ddnsdgar, H. (S. WK. the ocean) A ceremony, as a

Srdddha or the like, at which the full amount of usual

gifts is distributed.

Dandakavila (?) Tel. Specification of the shares of a divided

property.

DANGA : also used laxly for land in general or any parti-

cular
s_pot, as,

Kalai-ddnr/d, inferior land ; Gochar-ddnyd, pasture land

or common. Birbhum.

Dar-ijdra-ddr, H. (

lease or farm.

Dar-o-bast-hahuli, H. (A.

title whatever.

DARAIL, DARYLE, (?) H. A ridge of land forming a boundary.

Daridbddi, H. (from Up, the sea, ?) Land recovered from

the Sunderbans in Eastern Bengal.

DARlcm-:,(?)Mar. Land prepared for sowing by previous burning.

DAnKHAST, corruptly, also, DURGAST, and DIRGAST : it is

also sometimes applied to the document issued by the re-

venue officer acceding to the terms offered for land.

Darkdst-ddr, Mar. (^tBTH^K) The offerer of a tender of

,
who has) The holder of a sub-

-, a right) All right and

rent or purchase of land.

Dar-shikami, H. (from *, the belly) Subordinate, as a

tenure or sharer under a shikami holding or holder.

Dasabandam, incorrectly, Dusabundum : also, land held

at a reduced rent.
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Dasabhagam, S. &c. (T^tHpf) A tenth part, tithe : the tenth

of the produce of a field irrigated from a reservoir, applied

to keeping it in repair.

Ddsanu, vulgarly, Dasen, Karn. (^rOrOO, S. <*nO A slave:

a hereditary mendicant.

Dastdwez, also, corruptly, Dustavees, Dustimvj.

Dastairvaj-yddi, Mar. (^WJH^ 4!!^) A bond, an acknow-

ledgment of a loan.

Dastbandha}t,ctm\ipt\y,DusfttbunducJi,l3.A simple mortgage.

Dast-yarddn, Dast-garda, H. (? the latter) : also, a loan

on verbal acknowledgment : any purchase or loan on a

verbal promise to pay : it is also applied laxly to a note

of hand promising payment of a settled sum or value.

Tirhut.

Dastur-i-khdnddn, H. (P. ^I^U-) Family usage.

PAUL : also a counterpart lease. Tirhut.

I)aul-darsani, corruptly, Dool-dursanee, (?) II. A roll or

register of landed proprietors kept in the north-west pro-

vinces under the native government.

DAURA, (?) Beng. A canal, a water-course.

Ddydda, corruptly, Diadee, Diadi, DiaduL

Ddyard, corruptly, Daierafi, Hindi (<^*TO) Inheritance,

hereditary property.

DE, Tibet. A measure of capacity, one-twelfth of a Dobu.

Kamaon.

DEAKE, (?) Asam. The deputy or vice-president of a religious

conference or assembly.

DEBBA, (?) Marshy land. Chittagong.

Debseba, Beng. (S. C^wil) lit. Service of a deity : any

religious purpose or endowment.

DEGREE-JARI, Beng. (TfTt3V3ft^, from the English 'degree')

Proceeding or recovering, as a loan, gradually, or by de-

grees ; a sentence of court to that effect.

DEORHI : it is also applied to an inclosure containing a lesser

or greater number of buildings.

Devaset, Mar. (^, and 3TJT, afield) Land granted free to

a person who has been successful in an appeal to divine

agency, as in an ordeal on behalf of the village community.

Devasevd, vulgarly, Debsheva, II. (S. *fat, service) Doing

the duty or managing the affairs of a temple ; also a

religious grant or endowment.

Devasom, (?) Mai. A temple (perhaps an error or corrup-

tion of Devastkdn, or Devasrcam.

DEVALA, H. (S. i^c?) A bankrupt.

Devottara, also corruptly, Dercutter, Daooier, Debater.

DHALBOL, also DHALI-BOLI : also, foreclosure of a mortgage-

DHALKAZAMI'N, Sindh. Land paying money-rent, as growing

articles more valuable than grain, as cotton, tobacco, &c.

Dhdna-bandi,: also, in Sindh, settlement of division of the

crop between the cultivator and the government according

to previous agreement.

Dkdn-madi, corruptly, Danmoodie.

DHANGAIUA, DANGUREEA, (?) Guz. Villages or lands pro-

ducing rice crops.

Dhanu, Mai. (S. UJfYo) The fourth Malabar month, De-

cember, the sun being in Sagittarius.

DHARA, (?) H. A subdivision of a village. Kamaon.

DHARA: a right to a portion of a village, varying in extent

and value from many fields to a single tree, held at a fixed

rate of assessment.

DHARO, incorrectly, DARA, Guz. (Hl^l) Rule for govern-

ment dues and collections.

Dhdrekart, incorrectly, Darekuree, Mar. (vftcjnff) The

holder of land lightly assessed : laxly, the land so held.

DHARI, corruptly, DURREE : in Guzerat it is also applied to

a measure of cotton = to 48 sers.

Dharmdsanam, vulgarly, Durmasanom, Tarn. (S. Vh?R)
Land or villages granted to Brahmans either rent-free or

at a quit-rent.

Dhdrmasddhana, S. &c. (from W>lT, a means) A deed

of gift.

DHARTA, corruptly, DURTA : also, bonus, premium.

DHARTI : also, proportion of government revenue in some of

the villages of the north-west provinces payable by each

coparcener according to the extent of his share.

DHEKURI', (?) Guz. An apparatus for raising water from a

river by bullocks, similar to that used for wells, practi-

cable only when the river runs under a nearly perpen-

dicular bank.

DHON, (?) H. A grain measure = 16 Pathas, or one-twentieth

of a Khdri (l if it should not be Dron. See Khdri).

Garhwal.

DHOTAH, (?) Karn. A coarse cotton-cloth manufacture in

Dharwar.

DHUNGRA, (?) Guz. Name of people who gather the cotton

pods from the field. ,

DIARA, also corruptly, DEARAH, DEEHAHA.

Diyri-jdrt, Beng. (fff^rStSfTslf) The written sentence or

decree of a court.

Delibandi, incorrectly, Dehabundee.
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Dihtvdri-muntalthab, H. (A. An abstract account

of an estate, according to the villages in it

DlKAHl, Asam. The head of a religious assembly or con-

ference (probably an abbreviation of Adhikdri).

DJKSHA, corruptly, THEETCHA.

DINAR : also, a (jold coin variously valued at 2<> or 5 rupees,

being said to be of the weight of 20 Kirdts, each Kirdt

being equal to 5 Jaus (seed of barley or millet) : a Dinar,

therefore, is equal to 100 Jaus, or 10 Chinams, which,

at 15 rupees per tola, is equal to 5 rupees. Masulipatam.

Dinan-bo, (?) H. Revenue from newly-cultivated wasteland.

Kuch-Bahar.

POBA, incorrectly, DHOBA, a pond.

DOBHAL, (?) H. The name of one of the principal Brahman

tribes in Garhwal.

DOBU (?) Tibet. A measure of capacity equal to a Kachchd

man of 20 Sera : in some places it is said to be equal to

18 De, in others to 12.

Doha, (?) Beng. A fishery in marshy land.

DOJA,(?) Tibet. An ingot of silver stamped at Lhassa, current

in the hills for something less than 20 Farakhabud rupees.

Dokattlii, corruptly, Docittty, H. (P. jJ, two) A feudal

claim by the lord paramount of the produce of two Kutthas

per Difjhd, now obsolete Bhagalpur.

DON, (?) Beng. Partly dry bed of a river.

Drishtaband/talt, vernacularly, DishtbandhaJr, corruptly,

Distbundttk.

DRONA, commonly, DROON, sometimes Doox, A land mea-

sure in Sylhet, &c.

DRU-PAYIR, Tarn, (from S. ~^, a tree) Produce of trees, as
s>

cocoa-nuts and the like.

DUGALAMU, DuouLAMtJ, Tel. (&>Xe>x>, &>XbeJ&0) The

sixteenth part of a pagoda.

DULHA, Hindi (d<^l) A bridegroom.

Dulhan, Dulhin, corruptly, Dholohn, H. (^s^T, <*f;-^)o ^
A bride.

Dumdld-jhdrd, Mar. (from KRKJJJ, a sweeping away) An

official scrutiny of titles to alienated lands.

Durah-jdr, (?) H. A comprehensive term for lands within

the limits of a known portion of an estate (some blunder

perhaps for Dar-ijdrd).

DWAR, or DOAH, Asam. A frontier district (perhaps from

Dtvar, a door).
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E.

EDDANGALI, corruptly, DUNGALIE, DUNGALLY: sometimes

said to be equivalent to a Madras Ser.

EDDAVAM, less correctly, EDAVAM, Mai. (^ffigOJo) The ninth

(? the eighth) month of the Malayalam year (May-June).

Edurunudi, or Yedurunudi, Karn. (o}o$OrOO&) A coun-

terpart agreement.

EKJAI, H. (from P. U-, place) In one lump, in one total:

in the same place.

ELEBALE, (?) Leaf of the Piper betel.

ELANGAL-TOTTAKAL, (?) Tarn. Land lately prepared for

garden cultivation.

ERRAYAT-NAMA, (?) Tarn. A document issued by a collector

confirming and authenticating a compromise between parties

in a litigation concerning land. Tiniveli.

F.

FAISALA, corruptly, FYSALLA.

Faisal>i<i>iiii-*(<lixi,ll. (A.i^-IU, third) An arbitration award.

FARD : also, a statement or account.

Fard-pattiddri, H.
(,_,! Joyujjj)

A list or schedule of the

shares of a joint estate.

Do-fardt, II.
(^>, two) A double account, shewing the

amount of land held, and rent paid by each Ryot.

Hisdb-i-fard, H.
(i^j^jlw*-) A detailed account, an account

particulars.

Fdriyh-khatti, also, corruptly, FarfjltuUee, Farhuttce,

Parekut.

FABINGATJ, (?) Asam. Dry or unirrigated land.

Farmdish : also, a requisition on a village for small articles

of consumption, as grass, firewood, &c. ; formerly levied

for the use of the district officers.

Fasl-chdr, H. (jl-(J*a) An acquittance granted by the

collector for the harvest produce of land exempted from

revenue.

Fad-jdsti, barbarously, Fuzzh-jaste : also used laxly for

any enhanced assessment on land.

Fud-ndma, corruptly, Fusul-namah, H. (P. <iuli
,
a docu-

ment) An agreement entered into by a number of the

members of a village community (perhaps it should be

Fa-isal-ndma.

FORAS, (Port./ora, without) A term applied in Bombay to

waste land adjacent to cultivated land, and granted to the

cultivators of the latter at a quit-rent : it occurs in old
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grants of the local government especially in the phrase

foras and pertenyas, the latter also Port., dependencies,

appurtenances.

G.

GABHAN : also, Guz., land on which to erect a house, or that

on which the houses of a village are erected.

Gadi, also, in Bengal, often denotes a house of business, a

banking-house ; also, the headship of a religious esta-

blishment.

GADI', or GADDI, (?) H. A class of cultivators in the Delhi

district.

Gaini-eduruvali, (?) Karn. A written agreement to pay a

stipulated rent, given by the renter to the proprietor.

Chal-gaini, (?) Mai. (8. ^55 , to go) The tenure of a tem-

porary occupant, a terminable lease.

Kraya-gaini, (?) Karn. (S. ^TH, purchase) Purchase of the

property and rights of an original proprietor.

Mul-gaini, (?) Karn. (S. W^5, root) Original and unvary-

ing rent, a perpetual lease.

GAIRAN, Mar. (JKM, from the A.
j-te, other) Lands in a

village other than those regularly assessed.

GAMETI, (?) Guz. Designation of proprietary villages held by

Rajputs paying revenue. Guzerat.

GANDA : it is also in constant use to denote a proportionate

quantity of land.

Gdndharba : the practice still exists among the hill Rajas,

and gives to the woman a station above that ofa concubine,

although below that of a wife married according to the

Vaidik ritual.

GANOT, less correctly, GUNWUT : also, any lease of land.

Ganotid, incorrectly, Gvnn;uteea,Guz. (Oimtcftat l) Paying

rent or revenue per biglid, according to agreement with

each cultivator separately a village or estate.

Chdlu-f/anot, Guz.
('HltJ, inactive) A permanent rent

Phirta-ganot, Guz. (from H. Ij^j , to go about) Varying rent

GANTHA : or rather 7 feet 5 53 inches : in some places the

Ganthd is the same as the Bans or standard rod= 20

feet 55 inches.

Dar-gdntM-ddr, H.
(P.jO , prefixed) A sub-tenant holding

of the Gdnthi-ddr.

Gdnthi-jama, corruptly, Gatee-jumma.

Gdnwin, corruptly, Gaecn, Hindi (nW) Village expenses.

Gdonkar, sometimes Gdmkar: also, the head man of a

village.
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Gdonkari, Mar. (irr4BT^) A villager, but especially one

having a right to share in the village lands or crops.

Gaon-kd-goti, (?) Asam. A village accountant under the

native collector.

Gdon-ki-tvatan, Mar. (see rvatan) Hereditary and inde-

feasible right to a share in the lands of a village not

effaced by even long absence.

Gdonkhdtd-zamin, (?) Guz. Land let on account of the

village community ; such as they may be able to dispose

of, from a lapsed bhdg or share, through want of heirs.

Gdon-nisbat-mirds, Mar. (ftTCTO , hereditary property) Land

of which the proprietary right resides in the community col-

lectively.

Gdonsdri-chaldn, or -ddk, H. Passing on letters, goods,

prisoners, treasure, &c., on public service, from village

to village without charge. Kamaon.

GARASI, or GARSI, (?) TeL A frame-work of sticks lining a

temporary shallow well dug in a loose soil.

Garasi-bdvi, Tel. A shallow well in a loose soil.

GARBHOTTAR, corruptly, GARBUTTER, Beng. (*tdl$sO A
ravine forming in the rains a water-course leading to a Nala.

GiRH, H. (j&;lS) A weaver's seat, the place in which his

loom is erected.

Garjan-kkoln, (?) A plantation of Garjan trees (Diptero-

carpus).

GAUDA, (?) Karn. A large granary or grain store.

GAUL, (?) H. A water-course. Kamaon.

GAUN, (?) Beng. A land measure larger than a Dun.

Gatvik, (?) Mar. The fourth part of the lands of a village

held by a Khot, and managed by himself.

GAYAL, corruptly, GYALLEE.

GAZ : in Guzerat the yaz is 27;j inches.

Reshmi-gaz, (?) Mar. A measure under the former govern-

ment= 18 or 19 tasus.

GEHUN, incorrectly, GHOON.

Gehun-chdsia, Guz. (from HL^l, a furrow) Wheat grown

without irrigation.

Ghardhan, H. (TTWf) lit, house-wealth : in Asam, poll-tax.

Gharenia, also, corruptly, Girrania, Gurranea : also, lands

alienated on mortgage by village communities, and on that

account withdrawn from assessment, an unauthorised aliena-

tion of public revenue.

Ghariddr, H. (P. jb , who has) The clock or bell striker.

Ghar-padhdn : also, the oldest Asdmi appointed in a co-

parcenary Zamindari to manage the estate. See Pradhdn.

7 ii
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Ghas-ddna : it was originally imposed for the use of the

cavalry employed in the Mulkgiri collection of the revenue,

but was continued after the practice had ceased.

Ghdti, H. (^y^) An out-station of police.

Ghatnar, (?) H. An open space between the houses of a

village and the land where cultivation commences : it is

also termed the homestead or land in which a house stands,

with the ground adjacent.

,Ghul-kar, H. (from S.
_^,

a tax) Pasturage tax formerly

levied : a small present of milk, curds, and one pie per

head, given to the village shareholders by other persons per-

mitted to pasture their cattle on the village grass lands.

Kamaon.

GiRA, H.
(xj>)

A division of a Gaz, three ringer breadths.

Gird, Mar. (fiTO) A fourteenth or sixteenth of a Gas, a

tasu and a half.

GoLA-DfP, H. (from S. dirya) A kind of ordeal, carrying a

red hot ball or bar of iron, not long since in use in Kamaon.

Gona, Tel. (A >>) A sack, considered also as a measure

= 10 mans.

GORADU,GORARU, Guz. (0113.1 S) A light coloured soil ; one

of the principal soils of Guzerat, varying from almost mere

sand to a soil of the richest quality, a mixture of sand

and clay.

Gordru-kttrvetar, Guz. (uH<*l3.i watered from wells) The

soil called Gordru when irrigated by water supplied espe-

cially by wells.

Gordru-ulharid, Guz. (@<*tlatl, dry land) Gordru soil

not irrigated.

Goraru-pundhar, (?) Guz. Gordru soil unirrigated and of

the poorest sort.

Gordt : this contains more mould than Gordru.

GORMA, Tib. A silver coin current in Kamaon, rated at four

Jyus, five of which are exchangeable for a Farakhabad

rupee.

GOSHA, H. (P. &ijS)
A corner, a secluded spot, a detached

field or piece of ground.

Gum-ndma, H. (P. *S, lost) A written declaration of the

loss of vouchers or documents.

GUNJAISH, corruptly, GONZEASH.

GUNT, (?) H. The hill or Tartar pony.

Gunth : it is the twenty-fifth part of a mana or btf/hd .

in Guzerat it is a measure of five hdlhs. or cubits, or eight

feet, and is one-twentieth of the side of a bif/hd.

GUR, Mar. (TTS) Corn in the sheaf, especially in the portion
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of the crop assigned to the village servants before removal

from the field.

Guriyhar, (?) A cottage, a'bangala.

Gusdsht : it also denotes in some places land rented of pro-

prietors and sub-let or passed on to cultivators : it may
i

apparently be held hereditarily by both parties. Shahabad.

GuzdsJita-jamii, corruptly, Goozeeshta-jumma, H.
(j^>- ,

revenue or rent) Past rent, or rent in arrear.

GwAL, or GwALA, H. (J1/, }}) A cowherd.

Grvdlin, corruptly, Gymallin, H.
(,j!y ) A woman of the

cowherd caste, the wife of a cowherd.

H.

Had-bandi, also plur. Hudud-bandi.

HA FTAGANA, commonly, HAFTGANA.H. (<*Jli<SJiafe) A register

or diary of revenue claims and payments kept in the col-

lector's office.

Jltiftnalihsha, (?) H. A set of papers of village accounts

kept by the Patmdri.

Halt-djiri, (?) H. Proprietor's right, or rather the claim

of the proprietor to the hire or rent of property let by him

on lease. Bahar.

Hak-mwdfik, H. (A. Jfi]^,
a companion) Actual or asso-

ciated rights.

Ifaliim, H. In the Jangal Mahals a title sometimes given

to the second son of a Raja.

HAL : a plough ; also, a measure of land in Sylhet : it is also

used in the Mirath Zilu as a nominal division of village

lands equivalent to the division by biswas,

Hal-dbddi: also, the assessment imposed on newly-culti-

vated land.

Hdl-i-dahhl, H. (Ji-ii, entry) Actual possession.

Bahdl-i-dahltl, H. (Jlrf , upheld) Upheld or confirmed in

possession.

Ildl-sdkin, H. (P. ^'w*, dwelling) Personal residence.

Ildl-shana, (?) H. (perhaps from Ilal-sidna, plough-elder)

A village officer or servant. Birbhum.

Halfan, barbarously, Hul Fun, H. (A.

ing to oath.

Hali;gddde,conuplly,Hulli(/aday, Kara.

wet or rice-lands of a village.

HAMTAAM, corruptly, HUMTAUJT, H. (A. *Uis, food) One

who eats or messes with another or with a family.

HANK, corruptly, HUNNAY.

By or accord-

The
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Harsdla, H. (JL* , a year) Perennial, perpetual, as a lease.

HARAJ : also, a nuisance.

Haraj-dyanda, corruptly, Hureejaindeh, H. (P. *&M\,

coming) Prospective injury or loss.

HARIA, corruptly, HURREEA, Guz.

Hasldna, corruptly, Husubana, H. (tJ\A*s*-) According

to custom, customary : applied to fees and perquisites

claimed by village officers.

HASARNAMA, (?) H. An agreement to abide by the award

of an arbitrator.

Hathchita, incorrectly, Haut-chitta, Beng. (^HffeSl) A

note of hand, any acknowledgment in a person's own hand-

writing, or bearing his signature.

Hath-khdtd, corruptly, Hat-ltattur, Beng. C^tf''ttv5l) A

banker's book or account Rajshahi.

HATA, incorrectly, HATHA, HATTA.

HAWAI, (?) Salvage on goods recovered from a wreck. Sindh-

HAWALA: a farm at a fixed rent, unless otherwise stipulated :

also, the deed by which such farm or holding is leased.

Hawdlat, Beng.: also, a place of security, a temporary prison.

Jfarvdlat-patra, Beng. A note of hand ; acknowledgment

of a temporary loan or obligation.

Hcmili-gramamulu : and subsequently by the British go-

vernment, being cultivated for its benefit, and constituting

what were termed the Home-farms.'

HEGOADE, corruptly, HEGADAY.

HiiiA, corruptly, HUBATI.

Hiba-mntlaJifll. (A.
(jflio)

An absolute and unconditional

gift.

Jliba-ndma, corruptly, Kbak-ndina.

Hiba-tamlih, incorrectly, Hibbeh-tumleeJi, H. (A. CJoUJ ,

property) A deed of gift, a gift of property.

Hilt, (?) H. A piece of water. Birbhum.

Hissa-i-hdhim, incorrectly, Hissa-hukeem, The share or

right of the proprietor.

HOSAGAMA, corruptly, HOSSOGAMY.

HoTHA,(?)H. Aland measure = IGOOsquare paces. Kamaon.

HuDA,(?)Beng. An estate,one comprising anumber of villages.

UJJAT, H. (A. c^?*") Proof, argument, a written voucher

or acknowledgment.

URDA, Mar. (ftf) A portion of Jarvdri or holcus in the

ear or sheaf, the perquisite of the village servants at the

harvest.

Illurmat-bahd,

H. (P. 1^, price) Damages, compensation

for calumny or libel.

Huno, Tib. Transit duty.

Huttumali, corruptly, Hootwaly, Hootoovully.

Ifajir-hutturvali, Karn. Actual or present produce.

Rawdj-huttuwali, corruptly, Rivaz-hootvully, Karn. (from

H.
..-'j', current) Customary or average produce.

Idumupairu : also the crop which is raised towards the end
1

of the revenue year, the tax on which is brought to account

before it is stacked.

Ihtimami, corruptly, Itmamee, H.
(^UIjs!) Held in trust,

held as an under tenure or part of a taluk, land, &c.

j

IJAZAT, vernacularly, IJAJAT.

Ijdzat-ndma : also, a deed of authorisation.

Ijmdli-f/umdshta, H. (P. <tiiUi, a factor) An agent or

factor for persons holding property conjointly, or the manager

of property so held.

Ijmdyali, corruptly, Ijmuilee.

IKBAL : also, acquiescence, assent.

Ikbdli, H. In the way of or according to, assent or agreement.

llibal-darod, also, corruptly, Ihbal-dawvee.

Ikrdr-ndma-sdlasi : also, an agreement to abide by an award

of arbitration.

Ikrdr-ndma-sipurdagi, H. (P.
j-it^x*! , giving up, or over)

A deed of hypothecation, by which property is assigned

over as security for a loan.

Iladdrarcdra, corruptly, Illadarmar, Illdarnar.

Illaltwr, less correctly, Illumltoora.

ILLAM, vulgarly, ILLOM, Mai. (f9 g^o) A house, a dwelling :

but it is also used for a household, or the members of a

family collectively.

ILLAM-NAMA, (?) H. A summons. Midnapur.

IMLA, (?) Mar. A house, a building.

Indm-mdniyam, corruptly, Enam-moneyem, Karn. Land

granted in endowment rent-free : (a superfluous repetition of

synonyms, one Arabic, one Sanskrit).

INDI : also written ENDI.

IRA, Mai. (690) Feehold tenure of land.

ITANA, (?) Guz. Light but fertile soil.

Itlda-ndma, corruptly, Itila-namah : also, a notice served

on cultivators, announcing an enhancement of rent, as a

condition of continued occupancy : it has been ruled that

this is the only legal form or purpose of an Itldd-ndma

under Ben. Reg. v. 1812, cl. 9, 10.
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Itldd-ydbi, corruptly, Itilah-yabee, H. (P. ^U, a finding)

Return to a summons or citation, the finding of the person

to whom it is addressed, serving a writ.

IWAZ, also, corruptly, EOSIE, Euz, Ewuz.

IZN: it is also laxly used for bequest or distribution of property.

Izn-ndina, H. (P. <t^>
,
a document) A will, a distribution

of property by a testator, whether Mohammadan or Hindu.

J.

Jdd-bandhaki-ijdrd, (?) Deng. A mortgage in which the

usufruct or rent of land is transferred to the mortgagee

in lieu of interest.

Jdgir-pdlhdn, H. (see Pdik) Land granted to military

retainers and militia in Cuttack on the tenure of military

service.

Jagiil'i, (?) H. A small money-rent paid by an occupant

cultivator to the proprietor. Kamaon.

JAHIZ, corruptly, JAIHEZ.

JAi, corruptly, JA IEE, also KK-JAI, (?) H. An agreement.

Bahar.

Jdibandi, (?) H. An agreement, a written engagement or

undertaking.

JAIDAD : also, an acknowledgment of revenue payable : a

specification of land held, given by the holder and depo-

sited with the collector : a receipt: a final acknowledgment

of the transfer of landed property.

JAJAN-JAJAN, JUJUN-JAJUN, vernacular forms of YAJANA-

YAjANA, S. &c. (ni't( <UH) Offering sacrifices or reciting

the appointed mantras or prayers on one's own account

or on behalf of others, the office of a religious Brahman.

JALKAR : also used laxly for a fishery or right of fishing.

Jaind-parti,(?) H. A favourable and fixed rate of assessment.

Jamd-jmuti, (?) Uriya. An acknowledgment of money

received for the purpose of paying it over on account of

the person first transferring it.

Jamd-raiyati, H. Rent paid by a tenant cultivator.

JAMLOGI, JUMLOGEE, (?) H. A class of Brahmans in Kamaon.

JAMOG, incorrectly, JUMOK.

Jamog-ndma, H.
(dultoj**-)

A deed of transfer of liabilities,

as in the case of a loan contracted by a landholder, for

which he transfers to the lender the rents of his tenants.

Janma-koshthi, barbarously, Joonmoo-hoostee, Beng.

C<?l<Jl) A horoscope, a nativity.

Janma-Tioru, (?) Karn. A permanent hereditary lease.
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Janmi, frequently, but absurdly, Jemmy.

JAIU'B : there were under the former system two kinds in use.
4

the Aalam-yiri and the Bddshdhi-jaiib, of which the

former was a trifle the larger.

Jarib-bltaunria, Uriya (see Bhaunria) Statement of the

measurement or survey of the lands of a village.

Jarib-chitthd, H.
(IgLs-t^o^s-) A paper or record of the

measurement of land.

Jarib-khardd, corruptly, Jereef-khurda, Mar. (ilO^tU^l)

Record of annual field measurement.

JASA, or JANSA, Guz. (/l^U) A threat or commission of

violence against an individual by one who considers him-

self aggrieved, prohibited by law. Bom. Reg. 1827.

JAU : in some places it also denotes a small land measure,

as ana, pie, hrant, jdii. Fatihpur.

Jawdb-ddwd, H. ((J^J, a plaint) An answer to a complaint.

JAWAH, (?) Beng. A subdivision of a taluk.

Jethdns, corruptly, Jutunsee.

Jethundd, corruptly, Jetoonda : it also denotes the land

held by a hereditary Padhdn. Kamaon.

.1 IIA DA, also JHARA.

JnuLA : also, a measure of land. Garhwal.

Jirditi : in some places in the northern Sarkars if Jirditi

land is left waste the title of the occupant is considered to

have lapsed, and it may be leased by the government to

another person.

Jivd'i : also, land assigned as subsistence to relations and

dependants.

Jivikd, also, corruptly, Jebeka, and Jeebhu.

Jivatam corruptly, Jeevatam.

JNATI, commonly pronounced GYATI, and corruptly written

GNATI, GATI, GUYATEE, S. &c. (^rrfif) A kinsman, a

relation, especially a distant kinsman, one who does not

participate in offerings of food or water to common ancestors.

Jodi-, or Jodiye-mdnyam, Karn. A grant of land at an

easy or quit-rent.

Jodt-rdzi-ndma, (?) Karn. An engagement to give up a

lease of land.

Mahdl-jodi, (?) Tel. A quit-rent paid by district officers

for their own estates.

JOHAR : also, any reservoir or pond.

JOT, also, corruptly, JHOTE : also, land held of a superior on

the terms of a tenant cultivator, enjoying no proprietary

rights, although sometimes holding at a fixed rate and some-

times hereditarily.
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Jot-jama : it is sometimes rent derived from land leased

to a cultivator.

JOTA", (?) H. A partition wall.

JUMI, (?) Land that may be cultivated by the hoe without

needing a plough, and which is therefore occupied by a

class of Mugh cultivators, thence termed Jumias. Chit-

tagong.

JUN, JOON, (?) Land cultivated by the mountaineers of Tipra.

Jyeshthdnsa, also, Jyeshthottara, corruptly, Jeshtootter.

JYU, Tibet A coin or weight of silver= 3 mdshas, fabri-

cated at Ladakh : five are equal to one Farakhabad rupee.

K.

KABILA, also, corruptly, COBOLA, KUWALLA, KOALA, Ko-

BALA, KOOBALA, KAWALLA.

Kabdla-nildmi, H. (,lLo , sale) Deed of sale.
r

Kat-kabala-be-miadi, H. A conditional agreement as to

terms, but not as to time.

Kdbin-nama, incorrectly, Kavin-nama.

Kabuliyat, also, corruptly, Quobooleut, Coobooleat, Kuboo-

leeat, Caboolyat, Kaboolet.

Kabul-jamd, H. Stipulated rent or revenue, that which is

assented to or agreed upon.

Kabul-khat, corruptly, Kirbool-khut : a written assent or

agreement.

Kdbiz-hal, H. (A. JU- , now) A person in actual possession.

Kabzrvdr, H. (A. ^l^ajJ)
In the way of seizure or distraint

Kabzwdrpaimdish, H. (P. ^jU.j) Measurement of an

estate to determine the extent of sequestration.

Kachchat (?), incorrectly, Cuchut, and Kutchat, Mai. A bill

of sale or note of goods delivered, and payment received :

a palmyra leaf stamped; with the collector's acknowledg-

ment of the instalments received from the cultivator, and

a note of the lands he holds : also, any rough account of

money received.

KADA, or KAN DA, (?) Guz. Bed to detain water for rice cul-

tivation, whence it is applied to rice soil in general

Kafal-kdr, erroneously, Kafeel-kdr, H. A responsible agent.

KAG, (?) Beng. A small division of money of account less

than a ganda of Kauris.

KAHAN : also, a measure of grain or straw. Burdwan.

tKAHRAKAT,

(?) Guz. Grass land, pasture ground (?).

Kaichittu, commonly, Kaichit : also, any note, any written

memorandum.
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Kaikdnam-puttam, also, laxly, Kaikdnam, corruptly, Kay-

kanom, Koyeekanom.

Kainiwala, H., as applied to land, land cultivated by Kaini

or vassal tenants. Kamaon.

Kaippanam, corruptly, Kaypanum : also, a portion brought

by a wife.

Kaipattit, vulgarly, Kyput.

KAJIAR, (?) H. A sub-tenant, an actual cultivator (perhaps

for Karyakdr).

Kdla-banjar, H. (from J, time,
and^isrij, barren) Land

left fallow for a considerable time after cultivation.

KALAI, corruptly, KJJLLYE, H. &c. (S. i_jl, *K&lfy The

name of various kinds of pulse generally cultivated.

KALA, KALAM, also, corruptly, KALLOM.

Kalasandi-kattali, (?) Tarn. A particular ceremonial in the

temple ofKumbhisruara,atKumbhakonam,for which lands

are assigned.

Kalasi-vero, Guz. (
c
l(l, a tax) A tax on grain at so much

the Kalasi measure.

KALATRI, or KALLATRI, Sindh. The head man of a caste

or trade, who collects the duties levied on the rest.

KALAR, corruptly, KULLUR: also, barren soil.

Kdli-bdri, Beng. (Tfift , a house) A temple ofthe goddess Kali.

KALINGAL : also, a stone facing or embankment for keeping

the water of a reservoir at a uniform level.

KALLAPURA, (?) Mai. A small cottage.

KALTAR, Guz. ($rl<"13,) Estimated produce of a crop.

Kanehan-haltar, Guz. (from S. oRTSU a particle) Exaction

of the revenue on the full estimated amount of the crop.

Ubhd-kaltar, Guz. (Q'fHl, standing) Estimate of a stand-

ing crop.

Doltora-kallar, incorrectly, Dhora, Guz. (<tll?l$# (Hf13.)

Allowance in favour of the cultivator of one half of the

estimated amount of the crop.

Sarcd-kaltar, Guz. (^Hltt'H^) Allowance of a fourth of

the estimate of the crop to the cultivator.

KALwAR,H.(y!jK) A distiller and vender of spirituous liquors.

KAMIN : also, a landholder to whom the office of collecting

the government revenue of a village or estate is delegated.

KAMUL, (?) Mai. Head of a family (?).

KAN, KUN, Mar. (S. ^HU) A particle : a share, a part : a

definite portion of an inheritance.

garibaldi, incorrectly, Kftunbuttai, H. (,_ylJLw^) Apportion-

ment of the crops amongst the coparceners of a village :

equal division of the crop.
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Kanakkappillai, also, corruptly, Conocopilly : also, any

clerk or accountant.

Kanakkurubam : also, a promissory acknowledgment of a

balance with collateral security for its liquidation : also, a

settlement of accounts.

KANAHA, (?) A class of herdsmen and cattle dealers Khandesh.

Kdnch, (?) H. A weight of gold dust= to a told. Kamaon.

KAND, Guz. ($O An oblong unburnt brick used in con-

structing wells : a well made of such bricks.

KANDAVARAM, (?) Mai. Future rent by estimate.

KANDAYA : money-rent.

KANDEGAH, (?) A separate division of village lands.

Chinglepat.

KANDUR, (?) H. A ravine.

KANI : also, a land measure in Chittagong, being one-tenth

of a drun
; but there are two kinds according to Shdhi or

to Maghi measurement, the Shdhi-kdni being, accord-

ing to some, four times, and to others, eight times the

extent of the Maghi, the latter of which is ordinarily

measured by a rod of eight hdths, and consisting of 24 such

rods long by 20 broad ; sometimes it is of half that extent,

or 12 rods by 10 : it is also used in Chittagong for a rice

measure.

KANKAHA, (?) Guz. Salt in crystallized lumps.

KANKOTRI, Guz. (^'ftl/tld) A note of invitation from an

individual, or from one village to another, to a wedding.

KANNI, corruptly, KANI, KHANI, KANY, Mai. (<ft6v~ol, from

S. B*4i, a virgin) The Malayalam month in which the

sun is in Virgo (Aug.-Sept.) : the crop sown at that time

gathered in the spring.

KANS, Guz. ($1J>1) A canal for drainage or irrigation.

Kantki-mahantdi, H. A necklace put on the neck of a

newly-elected Mahani, or head of a religious establish-

ment, as a mark of his election.

KANTI, (?) Beng. Indigo stubble.

KANWA : also, an outlet in a dam to let off any excess of

water.

KANYA, less correctly, KAMA, Mai. (<fl>CO), S. cRTirr) A gold

coin of the value of about five rupees, the Venetian sequin,

from having the figure of the virgin on one face.

Kanydddnam, corruptly, Cunnikadkunum, Kunnitcadanum.

Kanydpdtrl, Hindi (S. cifTiiTtn^ft) A girl married by the

Gdndharba form, or simple mutual consent.

Kanydsulkam, corruptly, Cunnihasoolhum, Cunniasolaften,

Karn. (S. ^R, a dower) Money paid by the bride-
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groom, to the father of the bride, intended as a dower for

her benefit.

KARA : tax.

Akara, incorrectly, Ultra, H. (S. ^ neg.,^ , tax) Exempt

from tax, revenue-free.

Sahara, incorrectly, Sukra, H. (*J with, RX, tax) Bearing

tax, subject to revenue payment.

Akaria-mafiddr, H. A holder of land not paying tax or

revenue.

KARA, corruptly, KORRAH, (?) Beng. A money of account,

a subdivision of a ganda.

Kdrkun-daftar, Mar. The office of a revenue accountant.

Kdrnavati, fern, of Kdrnavan : a female manager or re-

presentative.

Kdrparddz, H.
(P.jlt^j,

who transacts) An agent, a re-

presentative, a manager.

Kdrsdsi : also, a forgery, a fabrication.

Kdriyakdran: also, Kariyagdr, corruptly, Cdriayar, Karn.

Kdrya rdyaham, vulgarly, Karayom rayagom, (?) Mai.

Permanent service in a temple.

Kdryasthan, corruptly, Karyustun, Karisten, Mai. (cfcOCQJ-

(TUflnrt)) An agent, a manager, a man of business, an

attorney, an advocate.

KARAHi.also, corruptly, KURHAEE, KURHAO: also, a cauldron,

a large iron sugar-boiler.

Kardhi, also, Kardhi-divya, vernacularly, Kardhi-dip.

Karai-olai, or Karaiyolai, less correctly, Karai-ola, Tarn.

(<EBSfT>rj'<oLLin'3ai) A written specification of the limits

of an estate: a deed transferring a share of a village.

Karaiyidu, corruptly, Coryeedoo, Karayeed.

KARAL, KARRAL, (?) Tel. Hard, compact, black soil on the

plains of the Krishna, requiring copious rains to be worked.

Karamkdr, for Ka.rmmahdr, Beng. (n?a'v|T>tsr) An agent,

a broker.

Karamvcro, Guz. : rather, a tax on trades.

Kdranavan also, the head of a united family, authorised

to manage all its affairs, although not invariably so doing.

Kardri, H.
((_?;]/)

What is firm: as applied to land it

means that of which the title is unquestionable : also, that

which was the original extent.

Kardu: also, it is sometimes maintained that among the

Jats the connection entitles the woman to the rights of a wife.

Karat-mar'dt, coTrvcpt]y,Kurrat-murrat, H. (A.cui^ CLJ!^)

Repeatedly, over and over.
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Karayma-Mnam, (?) Mai. A tenure of the nature of a

mortgage, but perpetual (?).

KAHB, (?) Guz. A small plough for cleansing the ground

before sowing.

KARBA, otherwise KADBA, KADBI.

KARBARI, (?) Guz. A kind of hoe for clearing away the

weeds between rows of corn or cotton.

KARBICH, (?) Tib. A sheep's saddle-bag as a measure of

capacity for grain, salt, &c., varying from four to sixty ndlis.

KARDA, (?) Guz. A detailed register of the lands in each of

the government villages.

KARDE, (?) Mar. A cultivator holding land under a Khot,q. v.,

and paying him a varying rate of assessment.

KAHGAH, H. (P. <*>/)
A weaver's loom.

Kargahl, incorrectly, Khartjeha, H. (^) A tax upon

looms.

KARHOR, (?) H. Thatching grass.

Kariltatana, (?) Asam. House tax.

KARIRAPATRA, (?) Uriya. A running receipt.

Kapdsid, Guz. (ft'Hl3{l.
a'U) Cotton seed.

KARSA (perhaps for Karsha) A farm, an estate (?), a kind

of tenure (?).

Kartd-putra, or -putri, H.
(^JutJi^, i_$>*J-) Any son or

daughter who performs a father's obsequies, and is there-

fore considered entitled to the inheritance : (although the

claim is sometimes set up it is of doubtful validity).

KARU, Mar. CSRT^) An artificer.

Kdrundru, Mar. (<*|^HI^) The artisans of a village, as

the carpenter, blacksmith, potter, &c.

KARWA-KUNBI: a division of the Runbi tribe. Guzerat.

KAS, Mar. (cjra) An estate, the lands belonging to a village

or an association of villages.

Kdsbandi, Mar. (<*i*ir<-)) Assessment of a village in por-

tions, according to the quality of the land, as determined

by the Pdtils.

Kasbdti, Guz. (S^-fcl^llCil) An inhabitant of a Kasba, or

town, usually a Mohammadan convert : also, a designation

of a class of villages in Guzerat held by Mohammadans

of the principal Kasba or town.

Kasbl, Kasbin, H.( _wS) A woman of the town, a prostitute.

Kdsa-eargam,Kasavarga'inddr,\?)'Ya.m. Traders and makers

of canvas sacks, residing in a village and claiming certain

fees and perquisites, having a proprietary right to their

houses, but not to the ground on which they stand.

LASHT : also, a tract of cultivated land, a farm.
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KAT : sometimes used for Kat-kabdla, but laxly, also in the

sense of a mortgage.

Katala-nimak, (?) H. Rock salt.

KdtM-jangal, H. Thicket reserved for firewood.

KATAH, KUTTUH, (?) (perhaps for Khata) A. book or shop

account.

KATBA : also, an application to arrest a sale of property-

Bombay Reg. iv. 1827, cl. 67.

KATHOR, (?) Guz. General term for all kinds of pulse.

KATHWO, less correctly, KUNTWA, Guz. (ftiHl) A wooden

frame for supporting the sides of unbuilt wells.

KatM-ijdrdddr, (?) H. An under-renter or farmer : (the

first is perhaps an error for Kalkina).

KatMnaddr, corruptly, Kothinadar: also, in some places,

an under-renter in the third degree.

Katnamu : also, a fee paid to musicians, and the like.

Kattalai : also, expenses of an idol or temple : an endow-

ment : worship, service.

KATTI, (?)Beng. An excavation in a rice-field, for catching fish.

Kattuguttigai, also, blunderingly, Cuttoocolegay, Cutf/uddy.

Kaul-ndma : also, written rules on the subject of rent.

Kaul-patram, Mar. (Tt, a leaf) A deed of agreement.

KAURTJA, (?)Guz. Rice-land, land suited for rice cultivation:

also, a salt-pan at the works on the borders of the Pan.

KEORI, (?) H. The name of a caste, or of an individual

belonging to it, in the north-west provinces, whose chief

occupation is garden cultivation, and that of the poppy,

sugar-cane, and other valuable products.

KETU, Mai. (6)dft>) A term, a condition, a stipulated term

for payments.

KetuhoMam, Kerkanom, (?) Mai. Foreclosure of a mortgage.

Khabar-rasdn, H. (P. ^^j < causing to arrive) A courier,

a messenger : in Bundelkhand the village messenger.

KHAEKAR, Hindi (<<IUi<*T) Old occupant, non-proprietary

cultivator, not unfrequently the descendant of a Thdtredn,

or proprietor, who had been superseded by a new grantee

(from Khdna, to eat, and Kar, the revenue
, probably the

more correct form of Khdehdr). Kamaon.

KHAIR, (?) Beng. Land of an inferior quality.

Khairat, also, corruptly, Kherat.

RHAJA, (?) H. Quit-rent paid in kind. Kamaon.

KHAK, or KHAGAM, (?) Tibet. Measure of cloth ; the breadth.

KHALA, also, corruptly, KULLY.

Khalian, also, corruptly, Kullean.

Khalifa also, the superintendant of a mosque.
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KHAM : also, the revenue of a village before any deductions

are made for cost of cultivation, charges of collection, vil-

lage disbursements, &c. : also, in the north-west provinces,

it is used sometimes in the sense of Kachcha, as a Khdin

bighd, and the like.

KHAMAR, also, incorrectly, KAMAB: also, a farm, a farm-yard.

Khangi-khdmar, Beng. Land held by an individual under

Khdmdr tenure.

Khds, or Khdka-hhdmdr, barbarously, Koss-komar, Beng.

Private land, land uncultivated by the proprietor. Birbhum.

Mdl-khdmdr, Beng. Paying the revenue to government in

money, but realising the amount in kind from the culti-

vators by the landlord.

KHAN, (?) Mar. A part : a division of a house (perhaps an

error for Ka ).

Khdna-hirdya, H. (&)j$, rent) House-rent : ground-rent.

Khdnagi-dahhl, H. (P. Ji-J. entrance) Occupation or

possession of a village : taking up a residence in it.

Khandhdr, or Kandhar, (?) H. Included, as a portion of

an estate, land, fields, &c.

Khand-sdl, H. (JL< ^JU., from S. ^TTiJT) A sugar-boiling

house.

Khand-sdri, H. ( l^> Ja0 A sugar-boiler or manufacturer.

KHANDAGA, corruptly, CUNDAOUST.

KHANDELA, (?) H. Rent-free land granted to servile cultiva-

tors, termed Hdlis, by their masters. Kamaon.

KHANDI, (?) Beng. A portion of the lands of an estate, as

Upar-khandi, upper-land ; Nich-kkundi, low-land (it is

probably only a modification of hhand, a part or portion

in general).

KHANDURI, (?) H. The name of a principal tribe of Brah-

mans in Garhwal.

KHAR: also, the name of a plant the ashes of which yield

soda (Coronylon Griffkhii).

KHARAR, Sindh. A grain measure, usually rated at 60 Kdsas

of two daris, each dart= to 7 Patois, and 1 PatcA=
4 Chuntdis.

Khdrdj'i: hence also considered equivalent to being had or

possessed, land, an estate.

Khariji-jamA, also sometimes read Kharij-jama-aima^q. v.

KhArij-patta, corruptly, Kharjee-pottah, H. (from 4i>, a

lease) A lease of a detached or separated portion of an estate.

Kharid-hhat, Mar. dart<rO A deed of sale : a fee to the

village accountant for drawing it up.

KHAS, (?) H. A granary, a place where grain is stored.
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Khds-ddhhl, H. (P. (Jo-t> , entrance) Taking actual possession.

Khds-patit, H. (c^w^I*-, S. 'qfrnt, fallen) Government

land left uncultivated.

Khds-patti-char, Beng. (from Fit , a sand-bank) An alluvial

accession to an estate taken possession of by the government.

JChasra-tahsim, H. (A. **&> , division) A register of shares

or divisions, a register of persons in a village subject to

ground-rent for the sites of their houses.

KHAT, Asam. Land recovered from the wilderness and the

hereditary property of the clearer.

Khdtd-bahi, corruptly, Khatboe, Khatabye.

KHATA, Guz., also applied to the holding of a Pdtiddr, or

to any estate of definite extent : it is sometimes calculated

by the number of ploughs required for its cultivation.

Khatdiini, also Goshwdra-khatauni, H. An account of the

total village lands and particulars of their distribution.

Khewat-hhataiini, H. An account of the village manage-

ment, the distribution of the lands, and names and rights

of the occupants.

KHATELI', (?) Mar. A cultivator paying revenue direct to the

government.

Khatpatr, Beng. (S. in, a leaf) A written promise or en-

gagement.

KHATTA, KHATTI, Hindi O^WT, ^Wt) A grain pit, a hollow

in which grain is preserved.

KHEL, (?) Asam. A tribe, a clan.

KHELA,(?) Beng. Waste land (perhaps a mistake for 2t7i7,q.v.)

Kheibat, also, corruptly, Khitbut.

KHETTAN, (?) Beng. Land held at a fixed rate

KHEWAT, corruptly, KHEEWUT, H. (ci^j^) also, a record of

the particulars of the administration of a village, specifying

the names of the occupants and all circumstances connected

with their occupancy : the term is of comparatively recent

introduction in the north-west provinces, being much the

same as the Wdjib-ul-arz, q. v. : it also occurs in the

sense of rent, of settlement or assessment, and of a share

in a coparcenary village : it seems to be very laxly used,

and is nowhere precisely defined.

Khewat-ddr, H. (P.jb, who has) The holder of a share

in a coparcenary village.

Khichn, corruptly, Keecheree : also, miscellaneous charges

or taxes.

KHIDMAT, also, corruptly, KISMUT, KHIZMUT.

Khadim also, one who has charge of a religious bequest

or endowment.
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Khadima, H. A concubine.

KHOJ, H.
(jr}^) Tracking

1

any thing lost or escaped.

KHON, (?) Hindi. A grain pit

KHOND, (?) The name of the barbarous people occupying
1 the

hilly and jangli country on the west and north-west of

Orissa : their more correct appellation is Kul*

K.HOR, (H) Guz. An allowance in favour of the cultivator of

ten or twenty per cent, upon the estimated crop.

KHOHJAM : also, a grain measure. Malabar.

KHOTA, or KHOT: also, in the Konkan, the Khot by virtue

of an original grant from the state or by employment, as

hereditary revenue officer, has come to hold the position

of a Zamindar, and to claim hereditary and proprietary

right in the land, exacting from the cultivators annually

as large a proportion of the crop as he can enforce.

Khotpatra, Mar. (Jsftifil-*) A deed of contract for the

sale of a crop, a fee to the village accountant for drawing

it up.

Khotrvdr, Mar. (stfRTt) Settlement of a village through

a farmer or Khot.

Khunlaiti, corruptly, Khootaitee,

KIt,ur-o-posh : also, allowances for personal expenses.

Khurish-poshish, H. (,.!>
jj {J~J^") Allowance for personal

expenses.

Khush-bash, also, corruptly, Koosh-bash, Khoos-bas : also,

in Tippera, especially if the occupant be a relative or

dependant of the Zamindar: in the Haiderabad country, it

usually denotes the inhabitant of a village who is lightly

assessed, or wholly exempt, on account of his character or

services, as a Brahman, a schoolmaster, a dancing girl, a

Jangam, or a servant of the community.

Khusli-bdshi-jamd, H. An easy or quit-rent.

Kikdnam, Keekanom, (?) Mai. (perhaps for Kaikdnam) A

sub-mortgage.

Ki r.AMAi. KIZHAMAI, Tam.
(<Efl^>6TOLa)

A day of the week,

I

the names of the Tamil days are, with two exceptions,

peculiar ; although, as in the rest of the Hindu kalendars,

they are named after the planets, as Ndyiru (r^lTUjl rnj)

the sun ; Tingal (Sblr&JSfffr), the moon
; Secvdy (0<E?6U-

QJrTLLj), Mars; Buden (l_|S;OTT), Mercury; Viydlam

(aJllUlTLpLo), Jupiter; FetaXGOJefrerfl); Sani (ffcsfl),

Saturn.

Kirdya-ndma, H. (P. & l> , a document) A document en-

gaging to pay certain hire or rent, and endorsed with the

periodical payments.
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Kirdi-nagdi, Mar. (cli'faff tTT^ft) Cash account, account of

money received.

Kisdn-kadim, H. An ancient cultivator : in some places the

same as the Maurusi, or hereditary cultivator, and having

the right of sale and mortgage of their lands, and many

of the privileges of proprietorship except those of electing

the Lambarddr.

KIST, also, corruptly, ClST.

KITA, also, corruptly, KITTEH : also, a parcel of land, a por-

tion of village lands.

KODAMBAN,(?) Kurn. Head ofa village of Pallar,OT outcastes.

KOL : also, a carpenter's rod, =2 feet 4 inches,

KOLHU, incorrectly, KOLOO.

KOLLUKANAM, (?) Mai. Fine on renewal' of a lease.

KORADU, (?) Kurn. A raised flooring of brick work.

KOSHTHI, corruptly, KOOSHTEE, Beng. (i^l^t) A horoscope.

Koihi-bdns, II. (^jb) A grove or clump of bambus.

Kothd : also, a house or hut in general.

Kothd-khdm, H. (,Ls-, unbaked) A house of clay or un-

burnt bricks.

KOTHARU : or more correctly the platform on which salt is

heaped and stored after it is brought from the pans.

KOTTARAM, Mai. (6)o9>00(Do) A palace, a temple, a place

where the property of a temple is kept, and its affairs

managed : a branch or subdivision of a Kovilaham or

section of a Raja's family in Malabar.

Kovilaham, also, corruptly, Kolgum : also, a political sub-

division of Malabar governed by a separate Raja.

KOYAMA, (?) MaL Principal of a temple (perhaps for Ko-

yimma, authority).

Kranti, also, corruptly, Kuranth : also, in Cuttack, a division

of a pie, one-twentieth, (?).

Kraya-ndma, H. (P. <iuU , a voucher) A bill of sale.

Avadhi-kraya, corruptly, Avidy-hraya, Karn. (S. TO^fv,

a limit) A sale for a term, a conditional sale, becoming

absolute if the purchase-money is not repaid before the

term expires.

Kruhndrpan, corruptly, Kishnarpun, Kisnarpun.

KUDALI, Tel. (><5)) The contiguity or meeting of boun-

daries : a boundary : a boundary mark.

Kudihattu, (?) Mai. A union of several villages.

Kudima, also, corruptly, Kodima.

Kudima-janmain, Mai. Holding land on a quit-rent.

Kuditara, (?) Tam. Village accounts, shewing the quantity

and description of land belonging to each proprietor.
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Kudiyirippu, (?) Tarn. Land in a village on which houses

are or may be built

Kudiyulavu, (?) Tarn. Right of cultivation.

KUDUMBAM, KUDTJMBU, Tam. (@LOULO , @LOI_|, S.

Kutwmba, q. v.) A family, a race.

Kudumbu-hdniydtchifTam. (see Kdniydtchf) Family here-

ditary property.

Kuldchdra : also, corruptly, Kolachar,

Kulbdb-hul-Ttdnim, Mar. (oFcfTO'^5 <*IJ0 A phrase

used in grants or sanads to imply the unreservedness and

absoluteness of the grant, with all rights and privileges

attaching to the land.

Kuldrg : add, who are sometimes considered the same as

Dhdrdharis, q. v. : the term is also applied to cultivators

paying a fixed rent, either to government direct or through

the head man, which rent cannot be increased except upon

a new survey and assessment

Kuldrffi, Mar. (eBdbKJfl) A tenure by individuals or fami-

lies holding land at fixed rates, alterable only upon a new

survey and assessment.

KULBA : its subdivisions are termed Jiidr,pdo,jet, neg, pan,

ganda. kauri.

KULI, or KUZHI, also, corruptly, COOTIE.

Kuli-guddm, (?) H. Furnishing supplies of fodder and food

to government officers, troops, and travellers. K annum.

JKuli-Jtdnam, corruptly, JCooyeekanom, Kooylianom.

Kuribi : the caste in Guzerat is divided into two principal

classes termed Karwa-kunbi, and Letva-kunbi : in some

places there is a third distinction, that of Anjra-Jiunbi,

which partakes more of the Rajput character.

KUNCHAMU : also, a measure of land.

KuNixi, H. (Ijoi) A shallow pan, a small earthen dish, an

earthen vessel in which molasses and the like are carried.

KUNKUMA, or KUNUMA, (?) Tel. Gift of land or property

to a daughter or sister.

KURA, (?) Mai. Right, property.

Illam-kura, (?) Mai. Private property.

Srearupa-kura, (?) Mai. Rank or dignity.

KURA, KOORHAH, (?) H. Apportionment of different shares

in an estate (perhaps for the A. Kur&h, casting lots).

Kura-taksim, (?) H. A specification of the apportionment

or distribution of the shares of an estate.

KURAN, Mar.
(^^urr) Grass land.

KURFA, KURPHA, KooRFAH, (?) Beng. A sub-tenure in

western Bengal, in which the occupant holds of a KMd-
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hdsht cultivator, and is not recognised by the Zamindar :

the lease sometimes makes over the whole of the rights of

the lessor, but it is more usually for a specified term, or

at pleasure.

Kurfaddr: A sub-tenant

KUHHAL, (?) Mar. Low underlying land in Khandes, of a

reddish tint, capable of bearing spring crops.

KURI : it is larger than a Man, smaller than an Arha.

KURPHA is probably wrongly explained: see Kurfa.

KURHU, COOHROO, (?) Tel. The name of a migratory race

in the ceded districts.

KURUKAM, vulgarly, KURKAM, (?) Tam. A land measure.

Kir : also, a cess, a tax, a rate.

Kuyuvarkam-panayam,(?)Ma\. A lease on mortgage tenure.

KUYIKUR, corruptly, KOOYKOOR.

,
H. (P. LI)JJ&)

Personal expenses.

LAG, LAGAT, (?) H. Expenses incurred in cultivation, irri-

gation, &c., whether on account of any one cultivator or

of the village : an account of them in either case kept by

the Patrvdri.

Laydm-jama, H.
(^As-tjlfl)

A rate of rent fixed in per-

petuity. Maimansinh.

LAGI : also, a measuring rod or pole.

LAOIT, incorrectly, LUGGIT, H. (ei-~&) Account of rent for

the year, including balances of former years kept by the

Patrvdri.

Lagit-kdsht, H. (e^e^~fl) Rent of land according to

a stipulated rate : an account kept of such rent.

LAGUJARI, Earn. (&~$fo&~Q)Q) Rent-free land.

LAKHIRAJ, also, corruptly, LACKERAGE, LACKERAJ, LEE-

AKEERAZEE.

Ldhhirdj-abredb-jama, H. (see Abwab and Jama) Land

held at a quit-rent

Ldkhirdj-bdst, H. (c^b, S. ^rep Ground on which a

house is built held rent-free.

Lakota, Tibet. A silver ingot stamped at Lhasa, current in

the hills.

LANKA, Tel. (fO^, from s. $cn, the island of Ceylon)

An islet in a river yielding grass, timber, &c. : land left

dry by the recession of a river, whilst the water remains

round it, forming a small island.

LATTA, also, incorrectly, LOTTA.



LAW

Ltmad-ndma,MaT.,Guz. Deed of arbitration, written award.

Laredzima : also, village papers especially.

LEWA, Hindi (^T) Paste used in forming the shells of opium

cakes.

LIKSU, Asam. A pdift or armed peasant assigned as a labourer

or slave to a great officer of state.

Likhan : also, a note of acknowldgement.

LOBHA, vernacularly, LOBH, S. &c. (cfr?) Covetousness,

greedy desire, and, by inference, corruptibility, venality.

Lobfii, S. &c. (ssWft Covetous, greedy ; whence, venal, cor-

rupt : also, subst, bribery, corruption.

LODIKHANA, or LUDIKHANA, (?) H. A sort of measurement

formerly in use in Bahar.

Lot-bandi : also, notice or advertisement of the sale of an

estate.

LUBHI, more correctly, LOBHI, H. (^.^ S. Tgbfi) Covetous,

greedy, insatiable ; whence, by inference> it has been ruled

rather laxly to signify venal, corrupt, open to bribery.

M.

Mdblatjh-bandi : also, sum total.

MAFKUD, also occurs as Mafltud-ul-Jthabar.

MAGAR, (?) Kara. A gift promised to a bride at marriage.

Maghrali: also, a small gold coin current on the Malabar

coast, a Venetian sequin or Dutch ducat.

Mahattrdn, also, corruptly, Mokoteran, Mokatramn, Mo-

huthran.

Mahdl-milani, H. (from U)L, to cause to find) A record

kept in the collector's office of the several shares of an estate.

MAHR : muajil, corruptly, movjjul : immajil, corruptly,

movjjul.

Malirdna, corruptly, Mohurranna also, a present made

or promised to the bride by the bridegroom at the time

of marriage, by way of dower.

Majmu&ddr : also, in Asam, a registrar or secretary, espe-

cially of a religious conference.

M AJMUN,Guz.('H/'^
IJl > fromA../l/a;OTWOT *^-i>, additional)

Additional land not included in the shared lands of a Narrea

village, sometimes cultivated by the shareholders, sometimes

let to strangers.

MAKAHAM, vulgarly, MAGAROM, Mai. (S. JRoRt) The sign

Icapricornus

: the month in which the sun enters it (Nov.-

Dec.) : the crop sown in the cold-weather season.

MAKHAL, (?) Guz. Division of the government and culti-

j

MAN

vator's share of the crop by weight, taken on the thresh-

ing-floor. ^

MAKK.ATTAYAM, Mai. (ddBQfJT'iriOCCJo) Inheritance by the

male line.

Mdl-japti, for Mdl-zabti, Guz. An officer appointed by the

state, but paid by the village to prevent the removal of any

of the crop from the threshing-floor till authorised by the

collector.

MA LAI, Mar. (H35^) Rich or alluvial ground along the banks

of rivers : a field of garden or meadow land.

MALHAK, H. (A.
(Jh=r-) Joining, contiguous, adjacent.

MALIK, also, corruptly, MALLEK : also, a Mohammadan cul-

tivator in Guzerat.

Mdlik-mukarrariddr, H. A possessor of an estate or farm

on a perpetual fixed rate of rent or revenue, apparently

not the original proprietor, but one who by long possession

claims to be considered as Malik or proprietor.

Mdlihdna : it is also applied in some places, as in Tirhut,

to land occupied rent-free, instead of rent for the whole

estate : also to an annual allowance levied from the cul-

tivators in the character of a Malik or original proprietor

or under his authority, or as purchased from him : in the

north-west provinces the Mdlikdna is sometimes rated

higher than the regulation rate.

MAMTUA, H. (A. Py*-*-*)
A concubine, a temporary wife.

MAML, MAMULI, Beng. WT, ^tt, A. J^w) Esta-

blished, customary, usual.

Mdmuli-bdttd, Beng. (^Ivit 3ljjl) Customary premium or

discount ;
usual difference of exchange. See Bdttd.

Manaikattu, corruptly, Manicut.

MANDAPA, corruptly, MUNDUB.

MANDHAN,(?) Guz. Assessment on each cultivator, agreeably

to a stipulated rate for a certain number of ploughs,

whether actually used or not.

MANDI, MANDOOY, also, MUNDWEE.

MANI, (?) H. A grain measure. Gorakhpur.

MANK.UHA, H. (A. <fcs-jx) Married, a legally married wife.

See Nikdh.

MANNEvipu : also, a title assumed by the great Zamindars

in the northern Sarkars.

Mannevdda-kdvali, Tel. (~S^S9) The duty of preserving

the public peace entrusted to the Zamindars : revenue of

certain lands set apart for the maintenance of a police, and

expenses of preserving the public peace.

MANNIPAM, MANNI'PU, incorrectly, MANIPAM, Tam.



MAN

OoTLJLQ, LO(5oT<55n_|) Exemption from revenue, remission

of
government demand, rent-free tenure.

, (?) Tarn. A "rain measure, subdivision of a Turn.

Manzur : it is sometimes written across a paper or bond

to authenticate it, and confirm its acceptance.

MAP : also, a measure of grain in the husk.

Mdpd, Guz. (>llHl) A fee of two per cent, on the sale

of grain paid to the village Banya.

Mdpdrki, Mar. (>TTVK*1) A portion of grain out of each

measure of the crop, the perquisite of the Pdtil, also of

the Mhdr.

MARAKKAL: the term is also applied in Madura to a mea-

sure of land : perhaps as much as requires such a quantity

of seed.

MARAMMAT, also, corruptly, MURHUMMUT: it is also applied

in law language to an amended plaint or plea : also, Ma-

rammat-sarvdl.

Maravarttana, (?) Tel. Fees and perquisites of the here-

ditary village accountant (?).

MARHALA, H. (A. <d>-^e) A stage, a station, a police-station

on the great roads at certain distances.

MARKA, (?) H. Platform in a field for watching crops.

MARWAL, (?) H. Rent-free land granted to the heirs of a

person deceased.

MARYADA, corruptly, MUHIADV : also, any customary com-

pliment or privilege, as the right of being the first invited,

the first presented with betel, and the like.

MASALIA-BAND-O-BAST, (?) A voluntary settlement or assess-

ment. Chittagong.

MATHA, also, MATHAM, corruptly, MADUM.

Mathddhi-pati, corruptly, Madathi-pulty, Karn. (S. Hfif-

TfiT, chief) Head of a religious establishment.
w

MATTIAL, H. (JboU>) A hollow, a pit.

MAULA, Guz. A measuring rod of the length of 20 feet

5^ inches.

Maurusi : G/iair-maurusi, other than hereditary : it is

sometimes used, though laxly, to signify a tenant at will.

Maurufii-aima, H. Hereditary rent-free tenure. See Aima.

Mauzina, corruptly, Mauzzina, Moaznah, Morvazna.

MAWAJIB, corruptly, MOWAJIB, H. (A. C__^a-lj) Salaries,

pensions : applied in Cuttack to a grant of rent-free land

for services, and held by actual cultivators.

MAWAR, (?) Guz. Light sandy soil.

MAZI : in marriage contracts it is sometimes considered es-

sential to their validity that this word mazi, done, or past
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and gone, should be pronounced by the contracting parties

before witnesses.

MEHER-GIL-ANDAZI, (?) H. The enclosure of an embankment.

Mel-sddhanam, Karn. A conditional deed of mortgage, the

pledge being forfeited if the loan is not repaid by a given

term.

JHelvdra-ijdrd-Jiaul, corruptly, Melicarem-ezara-comle,

Tarn, (from the A. ijdrd, farm, and haul, assent) A deed

of lease of the proprietor's share of the produce.

Melvdram : it is used sometimes, rather laxly, for the share

claimed by a proprietor or landlord from a tenant, especially

in the case of rent-free land where there is no government

claim.

JHelvdram-tirrvdi : also, the claim of the landlord upon

his tenant

Melvaippu, corruptly, Mehappu.

Melvdyippa, corruptly, Melveppu.

Mend, also, Mendh, Cte).

MEO : the word is an abbreviation of Metvdti.

Mettuhdran : also, a revenue peon.

MEwAsi, corruptly, MEHEWASSEE, Guz. CHcU^tl) Held by

the Mends tribe, a village, &c., paying tribute to the go-

vernment in lieu of assessment.

MIGIKE, also, corruptly, MIOTE : also, nett produce.

Mihnatana, corruptly, Mihuntanu.

MINAR, H. (A. jU.Ce)
A turret, the tower of a mosque or

minaret : a post as a boundary mark or measure of dis-

tance, a mile-stone.

MiNHA, also, corruptly, MENAH : it is also laxly used for

rent-free in general.

MIRAS-PATTA, Beng. (fttsrtffgl) A lease with right of suc-

cession.

MISL, corruptly, MISSIL.

Misl-haranam : or when the office is held by several indi-

viduals jointly.

Misl-reddi : or rather one who represents several farmers

or proprietors and is responsible for the revenue.

Mist-tirmdi : add, not having been fixed at the time of the

survey.

Mm, (?) H. A piece of water, a pond.

Modafat, (?) Late, lately deceased. See Muzafat.

Mudalt, corruptly, Moodelly.

MopAN : also, dry cultivation.

MOHAMAI, (?) Tarn. A cess, a fee.

MOKA, (?) Sindh. Cultivation dependent on irrigation by canals.



MOL MUZ

MOL-ISLAM,(?) Guz. A Rajput converted to Mohammadanism.

Morana local corruption of Mahrdna, q. v.

MOT, corruptly, MOHOT.

Mrigsal, corruptly, Murgsal, or Mirgsal : as a revenue

term it is used for the commencement of the revenue

year: it is also the cultivator's or husbandman's year,

commencing with the end of Vaisdhh or beginning of

Jyeshth (May-June), when the grain is sown : hence it

is applied to both the Surssan and Fa.tli years of the

Marathas.

Muddfi-nazrdnaddr, H. (from Nazrdna, q. v.) A property

exempt from revenue, but paying a fine or quit-rent.

Aji-mdphi, (?) Mar. Absolute and entire exemption from

revenue payment.

Apurn-mdphi, Mar. (S. wrilj, incomplete) Partial exemption

from revenue payments.

MUALEM, corruptly, MALOOM.

MUCHALKA, corruptly, MUTCHELKA.

Muhafiz also, a registrar, a record-keeper.

MUHARRIR, corruptly, MOHORER.

Sthita-muharrir, Beng. (S. fWiT> stayed) A permanent or

regular clerk.

Utpanna-muharrir, Beng. (S. <rrmi, produced) An occa-

sional or extra clerk.

MUHASIL. H. (A. (j*cjs*) Produce, profit, proceeds of an

estate, interest of money, &c.

JHuhassil, corruptly, Mutsullee, H. (A. (J,^r) A bailiff,

a collector, a tax-gatherer.

Muhassili, H. (A. ^csr*) The office of a collector of rent

or taxes.

Muhdzir-khdna , corruptly, Mazir-khanu, H. (P. <xjl-, a

house) A station-house, a place in a village where persons

apprehended are first secured.

Muhtarafa, also, incorrectly, Muhtarifa.

Mujibdt, corruptly, Mojibat.

MUJMAL, H. (A. i^Ucs") An abstract, a compendium.

Mujmalan, incorrectly, Mujmilan, H. (A. ^L^) Com-

pendiously, summarily.

MUKHBIR, H.
(A.^Jtfsr*)

An attesting witness to a deed.

Mukhtydr-ndmajdt-i-ddm, H. (A. Jr, people) General or

universal power of attorney.

Mulasasanam, S. &c. OjgtylUH) Primary deeds or docu-

ments, original title-deeds.

Mula-vigraha, S. &c. (f^TT?, body) The chief idol of a

temple.
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Mulazim, H. (A.
|j2U>)

A servant, an attendant, a person

employed to watch a debtor.

MUMIN, incorrectly, MOMUN.

MunafA, corruptly, Monafah : also, the surplus proceeds

or nett profits of an estate.

MundrodhiTi, Mar.
(j^^rf^cif)

A cultivator of a parcel of

village land at a stipulated rent.

MUNI'S, corruptly, MONEEB.

Munim, corruptly, Moneem.

MDRAFAA, H. (A. S\f) A law-suit, an action.

Murdfi, H. (A.
jil^)

A plaintiff.

MUHI : also, relinquishment of rent or profit in favour of

another party.

Murifddli, corruptly, Moorisullah.

MUSAEDAT, (?) H. An embankment, a reservoir (?).

MUSAVI, corruptly, MOSA vi, H. An embankment, a reservoir(?).

Mushakhas
;; corruptly, Moshuttsy. Mushahhasijot,^. A

farm or lands held at a stipulated rent.

Mufhakhasiddr, H. (P. Jj, who has) A landholder with

whom a settlement has been made.

Musht : Ek-musht, Hindi. Ready-money payment, prompt

payment

MUSHTAHAKA, or MuSHTARIKA, H. (A. tSj&M,)
Held in

common or partnership, land, &c.

MUSI'BAT, H. (A. c^Xf^c) Any urgent necessity or misfor-

tune, such as might justify alienation of trust property :

any unavoidable expense.

MUSTAUFI, corruptly, MUSTAPHI : also, an officer deputed

to get information on the spot where any transaction has

occured.

MUTANAZA, H. (A. cjlix) Disputed, contested: in law,

under dispute or litigation.

MUTAWALLI, also, corruptly, MUTOWOLEE.

MUWAHO, Guz. C^Hl^-l) A dependent, an outlying village,

a hamlet

MuzAFAT,plur.MuzAFAT,corruptly, MODAFAT, H.(A.iLi,

LuliLfl-e) Annexed, added, resumed, as lands : recent, late,

as a person deceased : subst, annexations, additions,

exemptions.

MUZAHIM, corruptly, MOZAHIM : also, one who brings a

cross action, or interferes in a suit, especially in order to

obstruct proceedings.

Muzdhwri, H. (^a^j^) Action in bar of proceeding, a

cross suit.

Muzahimi-t>athi, cotrv^\^,Mozhahimee-mithee, (see Nuthi)



MUZ OTT

Papers relating to a cross suit, or suit in hindrance of
j

proceedings.

MuzziN, corruptly, MUZIN, H. (A. ^J-o)
The crier of a

mosque, who summons the people to prayer.

N.

NAGAURA : it is also applied to a superior breed of buffaloes

from Narvanagar.

Namuna, also, erroneously, Mumoona : also, in Guz., go-

vernment register of assessment rates.

NANKAR : also, a rent-free grant of land for service in lieu

of pay. Kamaon.

Ndrukdru : or rather the artisans of the village, as the car-

penter, &c.

NARWA : also, a share of a coparcenary village.

Narmd-santhela, (?) Guz. (said to be from sant, an annuity)

An allowance payable to an original shareholder in a co-

parcenary village, whose share has from some cause been

taken from him or transferred to another, an allowance

equivalent to Mdlikdna or Ndnhdr in other parts of

India.

NASHIB, H. (A. L_^.<iJ) A declivity, uneven and low ground.

Nisi, (?) Beng. A drain.

Ndttam-kdran, also, corruptly, Natamagdr, Ndtamaigar.

NATHI', corruptly, NUTTEE.

Jdri-nathi, H. (A.
i^fjl*-, current) Papers or written orders

issued by a Court.

Nattangal, (?) Tarn. Land in which young plants of rice

are grown before transplanting : see Nadavu.

Navisht,Nan>isht,ll. (P.e^y) What is written, a writing.

Navishl-o-khwdn, H. (P. ^l^i-ji^viy) A writing and read-

ing, the execution of a legal deed or document, signing

and delivering or accepting.

NAVUTU, (?) Tel. A measure of grain = 4 kunchams.

Nizdmat : it is still applied in some places to land paying

a fixed revenue in perpetuity to the state.

Nazardt, Nazurat, (?) H. Subject to a fine : held under

such a fine, but otherwise rent-free : also, land granted

to a Mohammadan tomb or religious establishment.

NERRA, (?) H. A reservoir of water.

NIOAR, (?) H. A water-course.

Nigar-baftd, (?) H. A sluice, a cut from a reservoir that

may be opened and shut : or the terms may be used sepa-

rately, Nigar being a channel or drain for carrying off
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the waste water of a village ; bahd, one carrying off the

surplus water of a reservoir or river.

NIJARI, (?) H. Land bearing grain.

NIKAS : also, an account current.

Nikdsi, also termed Nikdsi-jamd-bandi : also, an account

shewing the value of the produce of an estate, the revenue

payment, and the nett profit : also, an account of the vil-

lage lands kept by the Patwdri.

NILAM : as opposed to Pdramba it means land fit for any

other cultivation than that of garden or orchard.

NIMBUR, Mar. (fsniO Portion of corn, especially of Ddjra,

in the ear or sheaf, assigned to the village servants.

Nisltast-jamd, corruptly, Nisliisht-jumma, H. (P. ci^w*/^ ,

a sitting or occupancy) Adjustment of rent with a tenaut.

Nivesanamu, Niveshanam : also, such an extent as is fit

for a house : hence, also, building ground.

Nulachdram, (?) Mai. A divorce granted to a wife.

O.

ODHA, Mar. (W5T) A perquisite of the village scribe, as

much corn from each heap as he can grasp with both arms.

OGLA, (?) Guz. Made up into sheaves or bundles corn.
*s *x

OL, or Wot, Guz. (^liH, CU<H) Payment made to preda-

tory chiefs to induce them to abstain from pillage : black

mail.

OL, Mar. (^35) A row, a line : a class.

OLA, it is also laxly used for any deed or document written

on the palm leaf.

OLIA. (?) Guz. A land measure in the northern part of the

Ahmadabad collectorate, 50 double paces in length by 100

in breadth, or 125,000 square feet

OMBYA, Mar. ^an) A portion of wheat in the ear or sheaf,

the perquisite of the village servants.

Oppandam, also sometimes defined a verbal contract.

OSHA, (?) H. Keeping watch in a village by turns, each in-

habitant taking the duty in succession.

OTBANDI : also, an estimate of the probable outturn at some

future period.

Odambadihe,also, Udanbadikai,T>im. (^.lODTUl^-SCWS).

OTAPADI, corruptly, OTHAPUDY, (?) Kara. A final account,

settlement of accounts.

Otti-anubhoyam, Mai. A mortgage with usufruct.

Otti~miras, Tarn. Occupation under mortgage tenure but

comprising Mlrusi rights and privileges.



PAD PER

p.

PADAVI, PA DON, (?) Mar. A verandah.

PAIK : also, a subordinate collector of rents.

PAIDA, H. (P. tajy) Born, produced, created.

Paiddwdr, Paiddrvdri, H. Produce of a field or an estate.

Jama-paiddrcdr, H. The total amount of the produce of

an estate.

PAIOAR, (?) H. A ditch, a boundary.

PAIYAD, PYUD, (?) A sluice, an embankment : a channel

for carrying off the surplus water of a reservoir : a channel

for letting in water on a large scale.

PAKHAR, H. (;^) A canvas covering or tarpaulin.

PAKLI, (?) H. A net for holding straw for cattle to feed upon.

PALLA, H. (Jb) A bag used as a definite measure, especially

for sugar.

Pdn-bahd, (?) H. Distribution of betel to persons present

at an assembly as a mark of respect : money expected as

an equivalent of such compliment

PANA : it is sometimes considered synonymous with Patti.

Panaya-pdtta-ttu/i-kdnam: it occurs apparently, though

very corruptly, as Kooyavarakam-ponium, Kooynarhom-

paunayom.

Panchaki-jamd, Beng. ('tiJP^ST^I) Rent payable on land

otherwise rent-free, a sort of quit-rent

Panchaki-mahattrdn, Beng. C^Jjl'O Land granted at a

quit-rent to religious persons or Brahmans.

Panchaki-mavjd, Beng. (fSJVSil) A village held at a quit-rent.

Kardri-panchahi-jamd, Beng. (A. <*fllsft) A perpetual

quit-rent.

Panddra-Iiatlai, (?) Tarn. A parcel of land in a village

paying revenue direct to the government.

Paiin-ser, corruptly, Paosher, H. &c. A ser, minus a

quarter : the term is applied also to any definite measure

of land minus one- fourth.

Parakudi, also, corruptly, Pooracoody.

PARA : also, an outlying village or hamlet.

PARAJUWA, (?) Guz. A land measure equal to three Olias, q. v.

PARASAM, (?) Tarn. A nuptial gift.

Parbharu-bdbti, less correctly, Purbaree-babtee, Guz. ("M.3.-

<

HIJ,
vJUs7

l.<~ll) A cess formerly levied on the villagers,

by the Talukdars on various pretexts.

PARCHIT, (?) Beng. A walled inclosure.

PARELA, (?) Guz. Lapsed, abandoned, as a share of a village.

Parichdrak, H. (S. if^r^cR) Superintendant of a temple.
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Pdrina-daftar : or rather the office where they are kept :

Purina papers appear in some places to be memoranda

from which the Pargana register is framed, to be filed

by the Kanungo.

PARTA, (?) H. A favourable or quit-rent

PARTAL, less correctly, PARTAR: also, land now waste, but

formerly cultivated.

PAHTAN, Mar. (HrH) lit. Turning: fig., a field, one in which

a plough may conveniently turn. e

Parti-jadid, H. (A. >^,^-, new) Land recently left waste.

PAT, incorrectly, PATH.

PATGHERI, (?) Asam. A native collector of revenue.

PATAWAT, (?) Guz. A feudal chief.

PATi,PANTl, Guz. ("Hl^ll, "Hl 6<"tl) A share in some common

property or business.

Pdntiddr, Guz. ("M.l<%L lcl-l) A partner, a shareholder.

Path-ail, Beng. (^SMfa) A bank with a pathway above

it, especially when raised as a boundary.

Pdtidar,a\so read Pdtidar, but (?) Guz. (Hl<"H?AO also,

a coparcener, the holder of a proprietary share of village

lands.
W

Pattdduri, H. ((_j,btL) Leasehold tenure: it is also applied

to a particular settlement made with the Ryots of the

twenty-four Parganas in 1783.

PaHasaldmi, Cyl*lL) A fine, fee, or complimentary pre-

sent of money on receiving a lease.

PATTAKAN, (?) H. A bank serving as a boundary. Kamaon.

PATTALi, (?) Mai. Head or manager of the affairs of a temple.

PATTAKDAR : or the term designated Mirdsiddrs who had

got the management of the whole country into their own

hands, and who, when their illegal authority was sup-

pressed became again mere Mira&iddrs.

PATTANA : it also applies in Orissa to a tract of land or

estate of cultivable ground comprising two or more C/iaks,

formerly held rent-free, but latterly subject to a quit-rent.

PATTI, Mai. : also, any written voucher or document, and

especially one not strictly legal or formal.

PATTI, Kara. : it also designated an addition of as much

again to the amount of the assessment.

Pdttiyam : also the right of village proprietors to all de-

scriptions of land within the limits of their villages.

PATTUKATTU, or PUTKUT: also, the usual holding of a Ryot

PENMUL,less correctly, PENEMOOI,, Mai. (6>a_i6"^2ej) Settle-

ment or assignment of property to a female.

PER, H.
(j.u)

A tree.
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Peri, H.
(L^JJ.) Relating to trees : a cess or tax on trees

Peshgiddr : also, a person who has paid in advance.

PETTAI : in some places in the south, it also denotes a Sardi

or inclosed space, and buildings for the accommodation of

travelling traders of the caste of the owner.

PHALA : also, inGuzerat, the proportion or quota of the assess-

ment paid by each shareholder of village lands.

Phdntaddr, (?) H. A cultivator originally a member of the

village and .enjoying certain privileges.

PHAR,(?) Uriya A fishing ground (perhaps for Phdnd,a snare).

Phat-landi, H. An agreement to pay a demand in sepa-

rate proportions.

PHATECHAS, incorrectly, FATACHAS, Guz. (V^-Hl^) Assess-

ment levied on the lands of a village, without any distinc-

tion of the class of soil.

PHAUHI, (?) A land measure.

Phut-f/don, corruptly, Foot-goon : also, a village assessed

and managed separately.

PHtJxA, H. (S. U^j) Broken, divided, levied on the culti-

vators severally, as rent or revenue.

PIAL, PYAL, (?) Tel. The verandah or portico of a house.

PIB, (?) Uriya. A village or district occupied by the Larka-

kol tribes bordering on the north-west of Orissa.

PIRU, (?) Tel. Money of account, one-sixteenth of an ana.

PITALGOLA,(?) Beng. Small and divided patches: lands of

an estate so scattered.

PODIPAD, (?) Tarn. A portion of land.

PON : a coin of less value, 1 Pan being equal to 1 rupee

8 anas 10 pie.

POROMKADOM : also, an additional loan or advance to that

made upon landed property held in usufruct : a deed fixing

he amount of surplus profit to be set off against the interest

of a loan, and the balance to be paid (?).

PowALA,(?)Guz. A grain measure= five-eighths of anAhma-

dabad ser : 4 Porvalas = 1 Pali, 4 Palis = 1 Marni,

4 Manus= 1 Man or 40 Sers.

Poxi, (?) H. A measure of grain.

Prajdnat , also sometimes termed Bhuprajdrvat, incor-

rectly, Bho-purjote.

Pramdnika, also, corruptly, Paramanich.

PRASADA : also, in some cases, the distribution to certain

religious mendicants was made daily, and had become a pre-

scriptive right, until it was commuted to a money payment.

PUCHHAVERO, Guz.
(J^ypjJU, from s- 3^> a **$) A tax

on milch buffaloes.
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Puli-tirvdi, (?) Tarn. Account of assessments paid on a

leasehold estate (?).

PURA, Guz. (}3.) A dependent or outlying village subordi-

nate to the principal.

PURA : it is also used in Asam, where it is about 1
;]-,
statute acre.

PCJHI, (?) Kara. A small granary or grain store.

PUROHITA, also, corruptly, PROITH.

Kritapurohita, corruptly, KirtuproUit, H. (S. WrT, done)

A priest who performs or conducts certain ceremonies.

Kulapurohita, corruptly, fCool-uprohit, H. (S. 3ff<$,a family)

A hereditary family priest

PUSHKARINI, vernacularly, PoKHARf, corruptly, POKREE.

Putraputrddi, more correctly, perhaps Pulrapautrddi, H.

(S. M^Mi^if^) lit. Son, grandson, &c. : when used in a

deed of conveyance it restricts the succession to the direct

heirs of the person to whom the transfer is made.

Putreshti, incorrectly, in Bengali, Putroishto-jdg.

R.

The holder of a mortgage, a

Holding a mortgage : the rights

Rahan-ddr, H.

mortgagee.

Rahanddri, H. (P.

it conveys.

RAf, H. (A. Lf\j) Opinion, judgment, decision of a native

judicial officer.

RAfs, corruptly, REIZ, A.
(^j*jj)

A prince, a chief: used

in some parts of Bengal for the manager or occupant of

a religious endowment.

Ridsat, corruptly, Iteazut, H. (A. c^v^lj;) Headship,

clerkship, authority.

Raiyati-baitha-bdri, Beng. (Tft^, a house) A homestead

in a village.

Rdkhd-jdngal, Beng. (*rt<ltRl'>W) Forest land preserved

uncleared for the sake of the timber.

RASTI, Guz. (^.l^lcu, P. c^]/, Tightness) Held immediately

and entirely by government, an estate, a village.

RAULIA, (?) H. Head man of a village. Kamaon.

RAWAJA, or RAWOZA, (?) The head man of a Magh village.

Chittagong.

Ranaliya : in Guzerat they are thread and tape makers.

Rcmdnagi : also, export duties.

Razindma it is sometimes said that this differs from a

Sulh-ndma, inasmuch as it imports a determination to be

satisfied with the decree that is still to be passed, the latter
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implies the entire cessation of proceedings : in the Dakhin

it also denotes a petition from a cultivating occupant of

land to be permitted to give up his holding, to be drawn

up by the Kulharani and duly signed and witnessed.

Reddivddu, also, plur. Reddivdndlu, whence, corruptly,

Reddlawar also a title given to the great Zammdars of

the northern Sarkars.

Regada: several varieties are enumerated though not defined,

as AcJicha-regar, Katta-regar, Ckauha-regar, &c.

RISHWAT, corruptly. ROOSHWUTH.

Ritimote, Beng. CSu^sCTtZlj) According to custom.

ROKBA, (?) H. An engagement dependent for fulfilment on

an uncertain contingency.

Ru, Rui, Guz. (8, Bjo) Cotton.

RudrabJiumi, S. (^5pjft) A place where dead bodies are

burned. Kumbhakonam.

Rujud-navis, vulgarly, Roojoo-nvtvees, H. (,>~jJc.^-.) A

clerk appointed to keep a check or counterpart account.

Ruhaa : also, a note or acknowledgment of money borrowed

at interest : a receipt : a summons, a notice to pay.

RUPIT, Asam. Lands assigned rent-free to a local militia.

S.

SADHOWA : also, a deed of assignment of land in usufruct,

the rent being set off against the principal and interest of

a loan until paid off. Saran.

SAGCHIT, (?) Kara, (perhaps from sdgu, to cultivate) A deed

under which land is held : a lease, especially one for a

stipulated term, and conditioning relinquishment at the

end of it

SAHAJOG, or SAIIAYOG, Beng. (ii^6rt <r
t) Joint execution of a

deed or engagement.

Sdil-siiim, H. (P. *jj** , third) A third party to a suit

Sd'ir-mahdl, H. (Jlsr^L) An extra head of impost, espe-

cially one still allowed in some places, such as rents of

stalls or standings in a bazar, imposed by the owner of

the ground.

SAJJI : also, the alkaline produce of a plant (Coroxylon Grif-

fithii) obtained from its ashes when burnt : three qualities

are distinguished, Choa-sajji, the purest; Hdtha-sajji,

the next ; and Khdra-sajji, the most impure : all three

are varieties of the barilla or soda of commerce.

Sdkhd-ki-sdhhd, H. Branch after branch, a genealogical

descent of a family conveying hereditary claims.
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Saluh'iyat-bahi, corruptly, Sulahut-buhee, H. (A. C^-As-i/a

(_yjj)
A memorandum-book or diary kept by a native

officer of police or revenue.

Sdl-mahdjani, H. (from j^s-l^o,
a merchant) The mercan-

tile year : a mode of reckoning peculiar to merchants and

traders in Bengal, concurrent with the Samvat year, but

commencing seven months earlier.

SAMBA should be SAMBA, incorrectly, SUMBAH : it is also

applied to any rice-crop reaped between January and July.

Samudayam : also occurs to mean the office of superin-

tendent of a temple.

SANGALI, (?) Tarn. A land measure.

SANGIRAV, vulgarly, SANGIRO, Guz. (3AOll3.cO A pledge

for a loan, which may be left in the hands of the borrower

and is only surrendered in case of his failure to pay the

principal and interest of the loan.

SAuT, incorrectly, SATHEE, Guz. (3H.oCl) A plough.

SANTAL, vulgarly, SANTAL, SONTHAL, (?) H. The name of

a race of semi-barbarous people, settled as cultivators on

the skirts of the Rajmahal hills.

SANTHELA, (?) Guz. Land resumed, but on which an allow-

ance is charged in favour of the dispossessed holder.

Saranjdm-pat, Mar. (17, a register) A general account of

all Saranjdm grants under the Peshwa's government.

SARINGA, (?) Deng. A canoe made out of a single block of

wood.

SASANAM : Mula-sdsanam, Karn. (S. *t<55, root) Primary or

principal deeds : title deeds.

Sdsrvata sagubadi, corruptly, Sasrvitha sagoopudee, Tel.

(o3-#J^ cC^XD&Ci) Right of perpetual cultivation,

with exemption from the landlord's rent but liability to the

government revenue.

SATHI, A coarse kind of rice.

SATTA : also, a contract or engagement to grow and supply

indigo.

Satta-lahi, (?) H. A deed of transfer.

Sauddpatra, corruptly, Soudaputro, Sorvdaputtur : also,

a bill of sale.

SAWADIU, (?) Guz. A tax levied upon irregularly alienated

lands equivalent to one-third of the full assessment.

Sazdrval, also, corruptly, Suzawool, Suzaool, Suzrval.

SEGA, (?) Beng. Resumed rent-free land. Sylhet.

SEJA, SENJA,GUZ. (516/, 3^ff/) Held in common, not in

shares, land or a village.

SERA, SEERA, (?) H. Low land capable of being irrigated.

7M
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SETH : also, corruptly, Shetee : also, sometimes, the head man

of a particular trade.

Sebdtt : also, an assignment for religious purposes especially.

Sebdti : also, management of the lands attached to a temple

or assigned in trust for religious purposes.

Shdhi : also termed Khara-shdhi, one hdni of which is

said to equal eight ordinary hdnis. Chittagong.

Shdhi-nal, Beng. The royal rod or measure, four or eight

times the length of the ordinary measure. Chittagong.

Shdmildt-banjar : also, portions of a field within its area

left uncultivated, chiefly where the field is very large.

Shdmildt-dasdbandham, Kara. A tenure in which a portion

of the assessment on irrigated land is remitted in favour

of the person by whom the reservoir whence the water is

drawn was constructed.

Shara-barida, (?) H. Customary or stipulated rate.

Sharh-ndma, H. (P. <CcU) A statement of rates at whicli

the cultivators agree to hold their lands.

Sharti-rukda,H. (A. <u5j)
A paper ofagreement or acquittance.

SHEMERAYA, (?) Mai. Agent or representative of the religious

teacher of the lower orders.

Shikami, Dar-shikami, H. Subordinate, as a tenure, or as

a sharer under a Shikami tenure or sharer.

Shikami-sharik, H. (A. CLJJ/t , a partner) A partner who

does not take an active share in the conduct of a joint

concern, a sleeping partner.

Shikddr, Sikddr, Beng. (fHfTftlO In Bengal the term has

become a family designation, as Itddhd-ndth-Sikddr.

SlSTU, corruptly, CIST.

Sodhapatra, corruptly, Sodahputtroh, (*tt*fti| , from S.

^Tg)
A written agreement or acknowledgment, a receipt,

a deed of acquittance.

SONA : or SuNA, SoONA.

SniDDHA, also, corruptly, ASRAD, SHR^D.

STHALA, also, STALUM, STTJLLA.

Sthdnika, Sthdnikn, Sthdnigdr, corruptly, Stanegar, Karn.

(iCraSo, r^BXXJO, gteSTTrstf) The head manormanager

of a temple or other public establishment.

Stltdniham, corruptly, Stanegum, Karn.

office of superintendant or manager of a temple.

STHITA, vernacularly, STHIT, vulgarly, STEETH, H. (S.

lit. stood, stayed) An account of the regular receipts and

disbursements of an estate.

Sthita-chauhaddi, H. Permanent or fixed boundary.

Stridhana, vulgarly, Streedliun.
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Sukhavdsi, also, corruptly, Succawashee, Soogavasi, Suk-

kahavasi.

Sukhlambari, corruptly, Sookhlumbree, H. (from Sukh, and

EDJJ. lambar for number) Granted rent-free to invalid

native soldiers by the government land, a village.

SUKSAM-BANJAR, Tel: (for S. W!I sukshma, small) A spot

of inferior ground in a large field, left purposely unculti-

vated in order to obtain an abatement of rent or assess-

ment of the field.

Swatantram : also, the share of each individual proprietor

in the rent paid by tenant cultivators.

Swarndddyam : also, in some places applied especially to

the rent of garden or orchard land.

Smdsthyam : also, the share in a village of which the go-

vernment revenue has been made over, either wholly or

in part, to Brahmans.

T.

T'AHUT, see Tdahud : also, a subdivision of a village.

Tdhud-jamd, Beng. Admitted or stipulated amount of rent

or revenue.

TAL, H. (JU, <Tto5) A stack of straw : a store or quantity

of straw collected for sale.

Tdladi also, sometimes land, the crop of which has been

reaped.

Talab-brahmottara, corruptly, Tullub-birmooter, H. Land

granted at a quit-rent for religious or charitable purposes.

TANGAL, Mai. (flnS36o) A Mohammadan or Mapilla

priest.

TnmV-A<m,Tam.(S<5OTr<5OTl7<!&<5rrr/l) A water-carrier,

a female who brings water.

Tari-bdghdyat, H. Garden or orchard ground irrigated from

tanks, as opposed to JZhushki-bdghdyat, or similar land

watered from wells.

Taramddr, also sometimes styled Sar-taramddr.

Turappadi, corruptly, Tarapaddy, Turrubuddy : it is also

supposed to be the original account of the village lands,

distinguishing the varieties of soil, produce, and tenure, and

the ancient dues and perquisites of the village officers and

servants.

TARiKA-TAHsiL, H. (from A.
&J.JB,

a way) Statement of

arrangements for the collection of the revenue in a village

or estate, and its general financial result.

TARKIB-DIHI, H. (^ t^o/>, from tarkib, fashion, and
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dihi, giving) A cunning or knowing trick, an artful con-

trivance or evasion.

A, (?) H. A small drain.

Tasarruf: it sometimes implies unlawful appropriation, as,

Tahwil-tasarruf, embezzlement of cash balances.

Tasarrufdt, corruptly, Tusrufat, H. (culj^J) Mesne profits.

Tasrih-pattiddri, H.
(i^'^^j-aj) A record or statement

of the shares of a village and the rights of the sharers.

Taufir : also, to any addition to the originally recorded lands

of an estate.

Taujih-ndma, H. A deed of record or registry of occupation

of land granted either by the collector or by the Zamin-

dar to the occupants.

TADAL-PUNJAI : or a patch of land above the level of the

surrounding rice fields, but capable of bearing a similar crop.

TEN, Tarn.
(G^OTr) Southerly.

Terku, Tarn.
(G0)jf)@) The south.

Terkattiydn, Tarn.
(G^^ass^liurTOTr) A native of the

south.

Tengalai, Tam. (QSjrL&Stti) A branch of the Vaish-

navas, the southern, as distinct from the northern branch,

or Vadagalai : the two are irreconcileably hostile, although

separated by no material difference of worship or doctrine.

Thikd : also, an assignment, an order upon a renter or

farmer to pay his rent, wholly or in part, to a third person.

Thikd-peshgi : or rather, a lease or farm upon which a sum

of money has been paid in advance to be afterwards set

off against the rent.

THEVANATI, or THEVANI, (^5^8, ^S&).

TI'A, TEEAH, (?) H. A boundary mark.

Tid-bandi, H. Settling a boundary.

TIRIJ, also TEHIJ : also, a register of official documents in

the collector's office.

TIRTHA : and laxly extended to the person performing the

office : an officiating prieet ; one receiving the
offerings

made to the idol.

Tirtham, corruptly, Teerthum, Karn. An officiating priest

in a temple, under the head man or manager.

Tirthaprdsdda, S. Food or water from a holy stream offered

to an idol.

Tolak : also, a petty tax on articles exposed for sale in a lidth.

or temporary market, levied by the proprietor of the ground.

TOND, (?) H. A measure of land, less than a Jdii.

TRIKUT, corruptly, TIKUT, TEEKOOT, Hindi (f^p) A third

share of the crop.
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Tuldrjulu: also, survey, measurement

TUNTA, (?) Tel. An apartment, a division of a house : the

same as Ankanam.

U.

UDAVARAM, corruptly, WOODAWARUM : it also applies to a

fixed, estimated, or average amount of gross grain produce.

UDIKI, vulgarly, WUDIKI, (?) Karn. Marrying a widow,

as allowed in some of the inferior castes.

Uluku, also, Ulugu, vulgarly, Ooloogoo.

UPANAYANA, also, barbarously, OOBONOYANUM.

UfllNMi : it occurs most frequently URAIMA, or OORAIMAH.

UYI-MURI, (?) Mai. A deed of relinquishment: see Muri-

V.

VADA, Tam. (6UI_) North, northern.

Vadakhu, Tam.
(6Lll_<Sg)) The north, the north country.

Vadakkattiydn, Tam. (SLUSSe^U-incOT) An inhabi-

tant of the north.

Vadagaly, properly, Vadagalai, Tam. The northern Vaish-

navas, a sect opposed to the Tengalai, or Vaishnavas of

the south, q. v.

Vdratundu : or the deduction may be added to the share

of the proprietor.

Vellavdsi, (?) Tam. Rate of assessment according to the

market price of grain.

VET-KANAM, more correctly, VETTU-KANAM : also, a lease

on favourable terms on condition of
clearing and bringing

waste land into cultivation.

Vishu-sankramanam, or Vishu-sankrdnti, S. &c. (WskHW,

^aiiHw, arriving at) The sun's entrance into either of

the equinoctial signs.

W.

WOLI, Tel. A marriage present, a dower: see OH.

Wujuhdt-parrvdna, H. (<t^, an order) An order or autho-

rity from a Zammdar to his Ryots to pay their rents, or

other collections, to his agent or representative.

Z.

ZAIL, corruptly, ZEYL : it was
especially applied to a spe-

cification of the different rates in which the rent was to be

paid, whether in money or in kind, by the Ryot, annexed

to the Patta granted by the Zammdar.

Zamin-harsa, (?) Beng. Land held under a particular tenure.

Bakhargang.
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Aid .

Ai'dene .

Ai'galu
Ail . .

AVI .

Ail . .

Aila .

Ailan .

13
213
13
13
13

17

568
13

216

1 3
1 5

2 42
2 19

1 6

1 7

1 9

1 13
1 14
2 32

1 20
1 22
1 24
1 26
1 28
1 29
1 31

2 35
1 34
2 13

2 16

2 18

2 22
2 19

2 24
2 31

2 30
2 33
2 35
2 37
2 40
2 44

2 28

i n
1 13

2 32
1 15

1 20
1 23
1 30
1QQmv
1 32
1 32

3
6

9

1 13

14

9

9

1 36
1 39
1 9

2 1

1 43
2 7

2 42
2 41

2 3

2 7

Ailbater. . 568 2 38

AKA
Page

Aima 13

bazyaft 13
bazi-zamm . . . . 13

dar 13

kharaj 568
mauza 13

Ain 13
Am 13
Ain 13

Ainan ....... 24
Ainat 14
Ainat 569
Ainath 569
Ainati 14
Ainbabati 14

Ainberij 14

Ai'ndan 13
Aindasta 14

Ain-i-sharkat 13

Ainjama 14

Ainjamabandi 14

Ainjinnas 14

Ainkamavis-jama .... 14

Ainmokasa. 14

Ainmulki 14

Ainrekashist 443
Ain sibandi 14

Aintankha 14

Aintaram 14

Ainurekbasistu 443
Ainwartan 13

Ainwurtun 13

Aish-mahal 14

Aivaj-akaram 14

Aivaju 14

Aiwara 14

Aiyan 14

Aiyangar 14

Aja
"

14

Aja 14

Ajalu 14

Ajaman 14

Ajan 14

Ajiira 14

Ajiita-putra 14

Ajauli 14

Ajauri 14

Ajil 14

Ajina 14

Ajir 14

Ajir-mushtarik .... 15

Ajir-wahid 15

Ajmaish 570

Ajmaishi patta 570

Ajmash 570

Ajna 15

Ajna-patra 15

Ajnagdi 15

Ajr 15

Ajura 15

Ajuradar 15

Ajuradari 15

Ajya 15

Ajyabhaga 15

Ajyabhasa 15

Ak 15

Aka ... 15

col. line

2 9

2 17

2 19

2 21

2 44
2 24

2 26
2 29

2 40
2 31

2 1

1 1

1 1

1 31

1 4

1 7

2 32
1 9

2 39
1 11

1 16

1 18

1 20
1 23
1 33
1 42
1 35
1 43
1 37
1 42
2 36
2 36
2 3
2 9

2 6

2 10
2 11

2 12

2 15

2 18

2 21

2 23
2 27
2 28
2 30
2 36
2 33
2 40
2 42
2 45

a

7

1

2

1

9

12

1 14

1 15

1 16
1 21

1 22
1 23
1 26
1 26
1 28
1 30



AKA
/ ragi

Akabati-tokri 15

Akal
Akala 15

Akali

Akal-vrishti 15

Akam-nama ....
Akan
Akar
Akaran 15

Akarana-vyajya . . .

Akaraya 15

Akar-band 15

Akar-bund 15

Akar-mahi ....
Akar-patra 15

Akar-patrak 15

Aka?

Akasaliga 15

Akas-birt 15

Aka?-dia 15

Akas-mukhi 15

Akbar-ar-raL ....
Akbari-rai 15

Akd
Akdana 15

Akd-kitabat ....
Akd-nama 15

Akha
Akha
Akhada 16

Akhada 16

Akhar
Akhara ....... 16

Akharwar ....
Akharjat 16

Akhat
Akhbdr 16

Akhbar-navis . . .

Akhen 15

Akher

Akhersalpattf 16

Akhir
Akhiri 16

Akhiri-hisab-kharch .

Akhiri-jama-wail-baki .

Akhir-i-nikas . . .

Akhir-i-sal ....
Akhir-jama-Jumari

Akhir-patraka 16

Akhtij

Akhy-ka-bhao 16

Akhty
Akhu 16
Akhuda
Akhun 16
Akhund
Akkadi 16

Akkadi-pairu . . .

Akkar 16
Akkasari

Akkasari-gramamu . .

Akki
Akkirasi 439
Akkusai
Aklif 16
Akor
Akori 17

IJOO

AKR AMA
Page col. line

15 1 31



AAL

A
r *K "

Amal-sanad 21

Amamasi
Aman 21

Aman
Aman 21

Amanat
Amanat-daftar . . .

Amanat-dar ....
Amilnat-dari 21

Amiinat-jari 21

Amanat-mahal . . .

Amanat-nama . . .

Amanat-nashta . . .

Amam
Amani-bazi-bab . . .

Amiini-taiao 21

Amaniya 21

Amanji
Ami1ntagad.il . . .

Amarakar 21

Amaram
Amari 21

Amasi

Amatya 21

Amauny 21

Amaubasee 22

Amauvasy 22

Amavalujinda<;i . . .

A '1 JAmavaludana . . .

Amavase 22

Amavasi
Amavasi 22

Amawus
Amb
Amb
Amba 22

Amba-diihale . . .

Ambadi-kovilakam . .

Ambala-karan . . .

Ambalagar 22

Ambalam

Ambalamanyam . . .

Ambala pati 22

Ambala viisi 22

Ambar
Ambarai 22

Ambarai-gfuttige . .

Ambara-khana . . .

Ambara-khane . . .

Ambarakkadai . . .

Ambara-rasi 22

Ambari ...'.... 22

Ambanpatti 22

Ambarsari 22

Ambashtha ....
Ambiitaka 22

Ambattan
Ambitaka 22
Ambuvachi ....
Ambuvachiprada . . .

Ambuvachi-tyaga . .

Amd ....'...
Amdani
Amdani 22

Amdauny 22
Amda-wala 20

Amdehny 22
601

AMD ANG
Page col. line

21 1 9
22 1 9

21 1 20
21 1 20
21 2 23
21 1 24
21 1 31

21 1 35
21 1 37
21 1 39
21 1 42
21 1 43
21 1 45
21 2 4

21 2 15

21 2 18

21 2 26
21 2 28
21 2 34

21 2 38
21 2 35
21 2 40

22 1 8

21 2 12

21 2 4

22 1 4
22 1 10

21 2 44

22 1 3
22 1 8

22 1 5

22 1 8
22 1 10

22 1 11

22 1 13

22 2 13

22 1 15

22 1 25
22 1 30
22 1 30
22 1 27
22 1 35
22 1 38
22 1 43
22 2 1

22 1 18

22 1 21

22 2 8

22 2 8
22 2 6

22 2 10

22 2 17

22 2 20
22 2 12

22 2 22
22 1 23
22 2 25

22 1 23
22 2 27
22 2 31

22 2 33
22 2 35

22 2 37
22 2 41

22 2 37
20 1 42

22 2 38



ANG ANN ARA

An<r*akala



ARA ARH ASA

Aramai'shi-paramai'shi
Araniane



ASA

Asarii 35

Asara . 35

Asara-sistu 35

Asarh
'

35

Asarhee 35

Asarhi 35

Asari 35

A5a 5
35

Asas-ul-bait 35

Asauch 35

Asaucha 35

Asbab 35

Asbiat
"

569

Asedha 35

Ashiidh 35

Asham 13

Ashar 36
As-har 36
Ashara 36
Ashari 36
Ashhad 35
Ashir 36
Ashrilbat 36
Ashriif 36
Ashrafi 36
Ashrof 36
Ashta 36

Ashtabhagamanyam ... 36

Ashtabhagam 36

Ashtakii 36
Ashtami 36

Ashta-pradhana .... 36
Ashur-khiina 36

Asichii ....... 36
Asil

Asil

Asin

Asir

col. line

2 24
2 27
2 29
2 13

2 18

2 18

2 30
2 31
2 32
2 33
2 33
2 36
2 14
2 38
2 13

15

1

18

7

5

34
35
36
36

Asfrbad 36

Asi's 36

Asiya 36

Asiyiina 36

Ash' 34

AsKgaon 34

Agli-mauza. 34

Asli-zamin 34

Asmani-farmani .... 36
Asniin 36

Asokashtami 36
Ason 36

Asoobat 34

Asool 34
Ar 36
Asr 36
Asra 35
Asrama 36
Asrita 37
Asrnamaz 36
Assamee 35
Assamie 35 1 7

Assaumy 35 1 7
Assil 34 1 45
Assin 36 2 10
Ast 37 1 8
Astiichal 37 1 10
Asian 37 1 17

Aste 37 1 28
604

2 44
1 6
1 14
1 20
1 44
1 20
1 37
1 38
1 41
2 3
2 5
2 C
1 11

2 8
1 45
1 3
2 10
2 14
2 15
2 14
2 18
2 19

2 31
2 41
2 44
2 45
2 20
2 27
2 30
2 29
1 34
1 45
2 36
2 39
2 27
2 42
1 6

2 37
1 7

AST

Page
Asthal 37
Asthan 37
Asthanakaran 37
Asthi sinchana 37
Asti 37
Asti 37

Astigar 37

Astigevadeya 37
Astikar 37
Astikiiran 37

Astipasti 37

Astiviparam 37
Astivivaram 37
Asu 39
Asubat 34

Asulu 34
Asur 37
Asura 37
Asuri 37

Aswadhyaya 37
Aswamedha 37
Aswami-biibat 37
Aswami-bikri 37
Aswami-vikri 37
Aswiinsi 37

Aswapati 37
Aswari 37
Aswattha 37

AUS

Aswatthodyapana .

Aswatthapralishtha,
Aswin
Ata
Atii

Ata
Ata

. . 37
. 37

. . 36
. 8

. . 37
. 37

. . 37

Atagorra 37
Atai 37
Atak 37
Atakat 37
Atal 37

Ajar 38
Atamanam 37
Atari 37

Atarpal 37
Atash-behram 38
Atash-kada 38
Ataslikhiina 28

Atatayi 38
Atchi 38
Athal 38
Athavane 38
Athavaneilakhe .... 38

Athavaneyalekha .... 38
Athavani 38
Athavani kacheri .... 38

Athaye 38
Athmana . 38
Athmas 38

Athpahari 38

Athpuhuree 38
Aththavane 38
Athwara 38

Athvyara 38

Ati 38

Atipatak 38
Atit 38
Atith .... 38

Col.



AUS AYA BAD



BAD BAH BAJ



BAJ BAR BAL

Baje



BAN BAN BAR

Ban . . .



BAR BAR BAS

Bar



BAS BAT BEE

Basavanua



BEE BEL BAA

Beesh



BHA
Page

Bhaibat 74

Bhaibau 74

Bhai dwitiya 75

Bhaihisgi 75

Bhaijama 75

Bhaijhi 75

Bhaint 80

Bhaipansi .... .75
Bhaikar 571

Bhailee 572

Bhaiphot 75

Bhaipua 75

Bhaimi 75

Bhains 571

Bhainslet 571

Bhais 75

Bhaita 75

Bhaiwad 74

Bhaiya 74

Bhaiyiibant 74

Bhaiyachara 74

Bhaiyachari 74

Bhaiyajama 75

Bhaiyapansi 75

Bhaj 78

Bhajanappura 75

Bhcajawal 75

Bhaji'dast 75

Bhakar 75

Bhakat 75

Bhakshya 75

Bhaksi 75

Bhakt 75

Bhakta 75

Bhakta 75

Bhakti 75

Bhal 75

Bhalagashti 51

Bhalawan 75

Bhal-sultan 75

Bhale 75

Bhalu 75

Bhamatya 75

Bhand 75

Bhand 75

Bhandar 75

Bhandar 75

Bhandara 75

Bhandara 76

Bhandarkhana . . . . 75

Bhandari 76

Bhandari 76

Bhandarmar 76

Bhang 76

Bhang 76

Bhanga 76

Bhanga 76

Bhangamoharrir .... 76

Bhangela 76

Bhangera, 76

Bhangi 76

Bhangi 76

Bhangra 76

Bhanguni 76

Bhanguria 76

Bhanja 76

Bhanj- 75
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BHA BHA
col. line

2 36



BHA BHI BHU



BHU BHU BIN

Page
Bhuihari 83
Bhu-in 82

Bhuin-dagdha 83
Bhuinhar 83
Bhummali ...... 83

Bhujari 77

Bhuksa 83

Bhuktan 83
Bhiim 82
Bhumak 82
Bhiimi 82

Bhumi 82
Bhumia 82
Bhumiawat 83
Bhumiawati 83
Bhumidaha 83
Bhumidanam 82
Bhumidar 83

Bhumij 83
Bhumika 83
Bhiimka 83

Bhumya ..'.... 82
Bhiin 82
Bhun-bhai 83
Bhundari 83
Bhundia 84

Bhungai 83
Bhunhar 83

Bhunsajins 84
Bhunsar 84

Bhiiniya 83

Bhunja 84

Bhunjari 77

Bhunjari 83
Bhur 84
Bhura 84
Bhura 572
Bhurari 84
Bhurbhuri 84
Bhurdand. 84
Bhuri 84
Bhuri 84
Bhur{ 84
Bhus 84
Bhus 84
Bhusa 84

Bhusajins 84
Bhusar 84
Bhusari 84
Bhusauta 84
Bhtisauri 84
Bhusawan 84
Bhusehra 84
Bhusra 84

Bhut 84
Bhut 84
Bhut 84
Bhuta 84
Bhutabali 84
Bhutachaturdasi .... 84
Bhiitadevata 84

Bhutayajna 84
Bhutbali 84
Bhutechor 84
Bbuthunda 84
Bhutkhat 84
Bhutta 84
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col.



BIN BIS BOR

'



BOR BUD BUR

Borah



BUR

Buree

Burgun 64

Burgundass 65

Burha 64
Burhaee
Burhawun 64
Burhee

Burhiya 64
Burhna 571
Burhnee 64
Burha
Burkendoss 65
Burkhast

Burkondoss 65
Burkulu
Burkundaz 65

Burkuyan 65
Burkhwast 65
Burmetter 573
Burmhotur 93
Burmitter 573
Burmuter 93
Burmutteor 573
Burna 571
Burnee
Buroee 66
Burooa
Burra 62
Burra
Burra 65
Burra 571
Burrawurd 63
Burree

Burroh 65
Burrud
Burrun 63
Burrun shunkur . .

Burry
Bursat

Bursaut

Burseet . . . .

Burt

Burtun . . . . ^

Bur-turuf 66
Burtoosh ....
Burud 62
Burun
Burus 63
Bus
Buseekut 66
Buseet

Bushtomoottur . . .

Busioia

Busta 66
Bustee

Bustum 570
Busunt
Busutee 66
But
But
Butaee

Butehappanee 67

Butchuppaee . . .

Butchhupee 67
Buteea
Butes

Butkhura . .

Butkuru 67
617

BUT BHl

Page col. line

64 2 40



CHA CHA CHA

Chadar



CHA CHA CHA

Chandni-chauk



CHA

Chauki



CHH CHI CHI

Chhatank . . .



CHI

Pa(?

Chittpawan 113

Chittu 114

Chilly 114

Chitu 114

Chivati 114

Chivuka 114

Chiwana 114

Choar 114

Chob 114

Chobdar 114

Choha 114

Chohar 114
Choil 114

Choiya 114

Chok 574
Choka 114

Chokabag 114

Chokee 106
Chokeedar 106

Choky 106

Ch6jju 114

Choltry 108

Chonda 114

Chonda 114

Chondha 114
Chonta 114

ChouU 114

Choogaee 115

Chookara 115

Choolee 99
Chookree 115
Choollee 115
Choolloo 115
Choon 115
ChooDee ....... 115

Choongal 116
Choontroo 116

Chop 109

Chopdi 114

Chopeddee 114

Choppa 114

Chopper 110

Chopra 574

Chopri 114

Chopri 574

Chopsanad ,.'..... 114
Chor 114
Chorakharch 574
Chor-ank 114
Chor-ank 114
Choranimak 114
Choranna lutle . . . .114
Chordarwaza 114

Chorgali 114

Chorgast 114
Chori 114
Chorimari 114
Chori-sarakula pharamu . 115
Chorsirhi 114
Choru<rasti 114
Chorwada 114
Chorzumin 114
Chot 106
Chot 115
Chota 115
Chotana 115
Chotanakaran 115
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CHO CHU
col. line

2 44
1 26
1 29

1 27
1 33
1 35
1 37
1 43
1 38

I 40
1 42
1 43
1 45
2 1

1 15

2 3

2 4

1 25
1 30
1 25
2 6
1 4

2 8

2 9

2 11

2 13

2 15

1 29
1 45
1 27
2 8

2 26
2 28
2 37
2 37
1 1

1 17

2 41

2 20
2 20
2 22
1 25
1 16

2 20
1 16

2 23
1 24
1 18

2 25
2 25
2 38
2 40
2 29
2 31

2 32
2 42
2 44
1 1

2 34
2 35
2 36
2 37
2 45
1 3
1 6

1 7

1 9



1 26

1 24

2 42

1 8

1 8

1 20

2 28

CAB

Pape col. line

Cabooleat 244 2 15

Caboolyat 581 1 22
Cachhee 245 2 43

Cadjan 247 1 37
Cahan 248 1 19
Cainatchi 258 1 27

Cajnna 284 1 28

Caljogne 251 2 24

Callary 274 2 36
Callum 251 1 5

Calyyoogum 251 2 24
Camar 275 2 43
Canachi 258
Candrika 278

Candy 277

Canoongo 2fiO

Canoongoe 260

Canoongoey 260

Canoujia 256

Cantaroy 259 2 29
Caoun 248 1 19

Caranajius 289 2 44

Caray 262 2 20
Carbarree 261 1 25
Carcoon 261 1 42

Cariagar 582 2 18
Carram 261 2 45

Caryeedoo 582 2 31
Cash 267 1 41

Casht 206 2 45
Cattie 209 2 19

Catty 268 2 7

Catty 269 2 19
Cauzee ul Cauzat .... 272 2 23

Cauzy 272 2 6

Cawel 271 1 39

Cawelly 271 1 39
Cawn 248 1 19

Cawney 237 2 44
Cavvzee 272 2

Cazi 272 2
Chiaus 284 1

CibiJeh 244 1

Cist 585 2

Classie 275 1

Coballa 244

Cochejla 298
Coir 272
Cole 292
Collerie 274
Colleries 252
Collurie 274

Comar 275

Comaveesdar 253

Combly
' 254

Comlie
'

254

Compte 293

Compile 254

Comptiebania 254

Comptum 254

Conje 258

Conjee 258 2

Conkar 258 2

Conocopilly 582 1 1

Consamman 278 1 45

623

6

6

17

10

8
1

1 11

2 1

1 23
2 5

2 36
1 32
2 36
2 43
2 18

2 28
2 28
2 19

2 10

2 10

1 35
2 13

13

28

CON
Patre col. line

Consummah 278 1 45
Coobooleat 581 1 21

Coochala 298 2 1

Coodumbon 298 2 23

Coolaruggee 300 1 42
Coolee 301 1 43

Coolkurny 300 2 32

Cooly 301 1 45
Coombee 302 1 23

Coonby 302 1 23
Coond 302 2 17
Coorchela 298 2 1

Coour 301 2 28

Copas 264 2 43

Copdar 294 1 5

Copedar 296 1 27
Cora 294 1 17
Corah 294 1 10
Coran 303 2 23

Corge 286 2 17
Coss 281 1 37
Coss 294 2 33
Cossid 267 1 34
Cote 295 1 30
Cottah . .

'

269 2 12

Cottam 296 1 5

Cowl 270 2 5

Cowle 270 2 5

Cowrie 271 I 11

Cowry 271 1 11

Crambo 263 1 6

Crook 304 2 5

Croory 298 1 1

Crore 297 2 42
Crori 297 2 45
Crorie 298 1 1

Cubalot 248 2 15
Cubbur 244 2 10
Cuchat 581 1 31

Cuchwaha 246 1 21
Cullum 251 1 5

Cullum 251 1 24
Cullum 301 1 16

Cumblv . 258 2 28
Cumtnee 253 1 1

Cummurkeshay .... 254 1 20

Cundagum 584 1 24
Cunnia solaken

Cunnikadhanuin .

Cunnikasoolkum

. . 582 1 44
. 582 1 41

. . 582 1 44
Curao 263 2 43
Curnum 263 1 27

Curry 217 1 15
Cutcha 245 1 24

Cutcherry 245 1 1

Cuteean
"

283 1 42

Cutguddy 583 2 20
Cuttean 283 1 42

Cuttoocolegay 583 2 20

Cuttoogootaga 270 1 31

Cutty 268 1 36
Cutwal 296 1 15

Cuy 248 1 28

DAP

D
Page col. line

Da 116 1 39
Daaf 116 1 42
Daaia 116 2
Dab . ...
Dab
Dab 574 1

Daba

Daba
574 1

Dabak 116

Dabaliya 116

Dabar
) J

16
I 574

1

. 116 2 3

. 116 2 24
34

116 2 11

116 2 13

34
2 14

2 15
2 17

574 1 36
Dabaro 116 2 22
Pabbi 116 2 19
Dabbu 116 2 24
Dabehra 116 2 27
Dabehri 116 2 29
Dabi 116 2 31
Dabia 116 2 33
Dabir 116 2 37
Dabolen 116 2 42
Dabra 116 2 38
Dabri 116 2 40
Dabulen 116 2 42
Dabulken 116 2 42
Diieh 116 2 44
Dachhin 120 2 1

Dachhina 120 2 13
Dachhna 120 2 14
Dad 116 2 45
Dad 117 1 12
Dada 574 1 37
Dada 117 1 23
Dadai 117 1 15
Dadani 117 1 17

Dadam-malangian . . .117 1 20

Dadeya 117 1 33
Dadh 117 1 27
Dadh 117 1 32
Dadi 117 1 4
DadJ
Dadi-fariadi 117 1

Dad-khwah 117 1

Dad-kwhahi 117 1

Dadni 117 1

Dad-o-sitad 117
Dadri 117

117 1 25
5

8

10

17

13

351

Dadupanthi 117 1 38

Dadu-phiriadu 117 1 5

Daee 117 1 8
Daen 117 1 42
Daen 120 2 5
Daer 117 1 45
Daerd 117 2 1

Daf 574 1 38
Dafa-dar 117 2 3
Dafali 574 1 39
Dafat 124 2 8
Daftar 117 2 9
Daftar-band 117 2 15
Dattar-dar 117 2 17
Daftar-dari 117 2 29
Daftari 117 2 31
Daftar-khana 117 2 35



DAF
Pafje

Daftar-kharch 117

Daftar-nisi 117

Daftar-saranjami . . . . 117

Dag 117

Dag 118

Dag 118

Daga 118

Dagar 118

Dagabaj 118

Dagabajire chalaibar . .118

Dagbhaura 117

Dagdha 118

Dagdoji 118

Dagdug 118

Dagdugi 118

Dagduji 118

D%h 118

Dagha 118

Daghabaz 118

Dagh-i-taghiha . . . .118
Dah 118

Dab 118

Daha 118

Daha 118

Daha 118
Daha 118

Daha 118

Dahabulan 118
Daha karana 118
Daha karmma . . . .118

Dahakpatti 118

Dahakriya 118

Dahal 118

Dahan 118

Dahand 118

Dahar 118

DaMa 118

Dahia 118

Dahlan 118
Dahliz-khandalna . . .119
Dahmarda 118

Dahna 120

Dahnii 120

Dahmmi 118

Dahotara 118

Dahotara 118

Dahotra 118

Dahr 119

Dahn 119

Dahsala 118

Dahsani 118

Dahwara 130

Dahyek 118
Dai 119
Dai 119

Daiba 119

Daierah 575

Day 119

Daija 119
Daimi 119

Daim-ul-habs 119

Dain . . 119

Dam 119

Dain 119

Dain 119

Dai'ndar 119

Dainmahr 571
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DAI DAN
col line

2 37



DAN DAN DAR

Danadliarma . . .



DAR

Diir-us-shafa 125

Daru-sisa 127

Dar-us-gultanat 125

Daruvu 127

Darvesh 127

Darwada 127

Darwesh 127

Daryaft 127

Darzi 127

Das '127

Das 128

Dasa 127

Dasa 128

Dasa 128

Dasa 128

Dasabandam 574

Dasabhagam 575
Dasabhandamu . . . .127
Dasaha 127
Dasahara 127

Dasami 127

Dasanu 575
Dasari 127
Dasari 128
Dasatra 127

Pasayya 128
Pasehra 127
Daserru 127
Dashara 127
Dashara-bakra . . . .127
Dashara-kharch 127

Dashara-jhanda-patti . .127
Dashara pattf 127
Dasi 128

Dasiputra 128
Diisira 128
Daskhat 129

Dasnami 127
Dasotara 127
Pasotra 127

Dasrat-panchriit .... 127
Dassa 128
Das-?ala 127
Dastiana 128

Dast-aiwaj yadi 575
Dastak 128
Dastakiina 128
Dastak-i-talb-i-zar . . .128
Dastan 129

Dastaveju 128

Dastawej 128
Dastawez 128
Dastawez-i-hibba .... 128
Dastawez- i-higsa . . . .128
Dast-ba-dast 128
Dast-baki 128
Dast-bandhak 575
Dast-bardari 128
Dast-farosh 128

Dast-garda 575

Dast-gardan . . . .

[ JJ8
Dasti 128
Dastibad 128

Dastjama-kharch .... 128
Dast-kardan-i-daftar . . . 128
Dastkhat 129
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I 38
1 27
1 40
1 29

34
32
34
40
43
45
5

45
5

33
38

2 44

2 23
1 4
2 6

1 33
2 45
1 33
2 7

2 7

2 6

2 25
2 28
2 30
2 32

6

36
1

1

1 37

2 36
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Dhana bandi

DHA
Page 1

Dhana 135
Dhana 135

Dhana ..'.... 135

J
135

'

( 575

Dhanak 135

Dhanbandi 135

Dhandero 135

Dhandhoee 135

Dhandhoi 135

Dhandhoi 135

bhandhora 135

Dhandhoria 135

Dhanga 135

Dhangar 135

Dhangar 135

Dhangaria 575

Dhangar-mag 136

Dhangar-maniyam . . .136

Dhangi 136
Dhanha 135
Dhani 135

Dhani 135

Dhanijog 135

Dhanik 135

Dhankar 135

Dhankati 135

Dhanmadi 135

Dhantera 136

Dhanteras 135

Dhanthia 135

Dhanu 136

Dhanu 575

Dhanuk 136

Dhanuk 136

Dhanur-vidyii 136

Dhanu rsastram . . . .136
Dhanus 136

Dhanush 136

Dhanu-veda 136

Dhanwaiya 135

Dhanya 136

Dhanyadayam . . . .136

Dhanyadulu 136

Dhanyasaramu 136

Dhanyavarddhanam . . .136

Dhanyavriddhi 136

Dhap 136

Dhapia 136

Dhar 136

Dhar 136

Dhar 136

Dhar 136
Dhar 136

Dhar 136
Dhar 134
Dhara 134

Dhara 136
Dhara 136
Dhara 136
Dhara 136
Dhara 137
Dhara 575
Dhara 575
Dhara-chadao 136

Dharai 137
Dharakari 136
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Page

Dhoat 139

Dhoba 576
Dhobi 139

Dhobi-hardi 139
Dhoi 139
Dhoka 139

Dhoka 139
Dhokar 140
Dhokha 140
Dholai 140

Dholan 140
Dhoha 140
Dhon 575
Dhoncha 140
Dhonda 140
Dhondal 140
Dhonclh 140
Dhondi 140
Dhonk'i 140
Dhova 140
Dhooh 140
Dhooha 140
Dhooklee. : 140
Dhoondee 140
Dhoor 140
Dhoora 140
Dhoos 140

Dhopa 140
Dhor 140
Dhora 140
Dhorwero 140
Dhotar 140
Dhotar 575
Dhruva 140
Dhruvakavulu 140

Dhruvapairu 140

DFIU DIV

Dhubboo 134
Dhudda 134
Dhuddee 134

Dhuja 134
Dhuk 134
Dhun 135
Dhundhoee 135
Dhundhora 135

Dhungra 575

Dhungur 135
Dhunha 135
Dhunia 140
Dhunkur 135
Dhuntea 135

Dhupea 136
Dhur 136
Dhura 136
Dhuree 137
Dhurm 137
Dhurmadow 137
Dhuroukee 136
Dhurum 137
Dhusan 138

Dhua 140
Dhuansa 140
Dhuh 140
Dhuha 140
Dhuha . 140
Jhukli 140
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145
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145
145
145
145

D1V

Page

Divige 143

Diviti-inam 143

Divya 143

Diwali 144

Diwalen 144

Diwali' 143

Diwali 144

Diwali 144

Diwalige'ichcha . . . .144

Diwaliya 144

Diwalun 144

Diwan 144

Diwan-bo 576

Diwandene 145

Diwandhara 145

Diwani 145

Diwan-i-aala . . .

Diwan-i-aam . .

Diwani-adalat . . .

Diwan-i-daftar . . .

Diwan-i-khas . . .

Diwan-i-khalsa . . .

Diwani sanad 145

Diwan-i-tan 145

Diwanjuz 145

Diwan-khiina 145

Diwankhasji 145

Diwan kul 145

Diwan-patti 145

Diwanu 145

Diwar 145

Diyat 145

Diyat mughalaza . . . . 145

Do . .' 145

Do-ab 145

Doansa 145

Doar 576

Doha 146

Doba 146

Doba-jami 116

Dobajamin 146

Doba mar 146

Doban 146

Dobara 146

Dobhal 576

Dobhashi 149

Dobi 146

Dobiswi 146

Dobu 576

Docha 146

Docutty 576

Dcddadore 146

Doddappa 146

Doddatande 146

Doddi 146

Doenbee 150

Dofardi 576

Dofasla ..'.... 146

Dofasli 146

Dogur 146

Dogga 146

Doh 146

Doha! 146

Dohai-tihai-karna .... 146

Dohali 146

Dohao 146
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DUF DUR DWi

Duftur 117
Dufturee . . . . . . 117

Dugha 1]8

Dugra 118

Dugur 118
Duh 118
Duha 118
Duhia 118
Duhlan 118

Duhmurda 118
Duhneemee 118
Duhotura 118
Duhr 119
Duhree 119
Duhsunee 118
Duhul 118
Duhun 118

Duhund 118
Duhur 118

Dukhilee 120
Dukhin 120

Dukhul 119

Duklkar 574
Dukout 120
Dul 120
Dul 120
Dul 120

Dul 574

Dulaee 120

Dulbera 574

Duldul 121

Duldulee 121

Dulkur 121

Dullal 121

Dullur 121

Dumaee 121

Dumka 121

Dumnmdar 121

Dumree 122
Dumwust 122

Dund 122

Dunda 122

Dunda 123

Dunda 123

Dundee 123

Dung 123

Dungalie 576

Dungally 576

Dungur 124

Dungust 124

Dungwara 124
Dunthla 124

Dunthul 124
Dunu 122

Dur 124

Dur 125

Dur 125

Dura 126
Dura 126

Duramud 124

Durbar 125
Durbundee 125

Durbust 124

Durgah 125

Durgast 574

Durjee 127
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Page col. line

Dwar devata 151 1 24

Dwija 151 1 27

Dwijati 151 1 27

Dwipa 151 1 34

Dwipadi vyavahara . . . 151 1 38

Dwipadyam 151 1 43

Dwyamushayana . . . .151 1 44

Dyokaran 151 2 19

Dyiita 151 2 20

Dyuta pratipad 151 2 23

Dyutapurnima, . . . .151 2 23

E
Eahtimadar 214 1 19

Eahtimam 214 1 7

Eahtimambundy .... 214 1 16

Eahtimamdar 214
Eahtiman 214
Ebahnama 579
Echchil 153

Edagai 151

Edagaihisab-varu . . . .152
Edagaikula 151

Edaruchitu 152
Edavam 576

Eddagai 151

Eddangali 576

Eddangalli 152
Eddavam 576
Eddu 152
Edduvadu 152
Edikola 152

Edirvajakkan 539
Edit 213
Eduru-chitu 152
Edurunudi 576
Bed 213
Bed 113
Eedee 213

Eedigu 213

Eejab 214
Bench 218

Egani 152

Egumati 152

Egumati-digumati . . . 152
Bid 213 1 9

Eidein 213 1 12

Ejar 214 2 1

Ejara 214 2 1

Ejarahdiir 214 2 11

Ekabogam 152 1 25

Ekabhogam 152 1 25

Ekachhaya 152 1 32
Ekadasi 152 1 33
Ekadasivrata 152 1 35
Ekaha 152 1 37

Ekajata 152 1 38

Ekajati 152 1 40

Ekamati-ekajati . . . .152 1 41
Ekanhath 152 2 1

Ekapikf 152 2 4

Ekaputra 152 2 6
Ekariba 152 2 7
Ekarnab 152 2 9
Ekatra 152 2 12
Ekbachhf 152 2 16
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1 19

1 7

1 30
2 28
2 31

1 3
2 31

2 5

2 4
2 31

2 2

1 8
2 4
1 16

1 17

1 18

2 32
2 12

19

6

9

9

38
2 16

1 37
2 42
1 21

1 22
1 23

EK

Ek-ba-digari 152

Ekbal 152

Ekbal 215
Ekbaldawee 215
Ekbarda 152

Ekberji 152

Ekberjidaphtar . . . .152

Ekchetiya 152

Ekchetiya byabasay . . .152*

Ekchhayasrita 152
Ekdhan 152
Ekdarra 152
Ekdarra kapatta. . . .152
Eke-ane patta 153
Ekeri karkiin 153
Ekfardi 153
Ekfasli 153

Ekhiila 153

Ekjai 576

Ekjiii-jarib 153
Ekkan 153
Ekkaru 153

Ekoddishta 153

Ekottara 152

Ekpachcha 153

Ekpadia 153

Ekphasla 153
Ekra 153
Ekrahoum 215
Ekrakm 153

Ekrojo 153
Eksala 153
Ekshamba 478

Ekjarfa 153
Ektarfa-mukaddama . . .153
Eku 153
Ekun 153
Ekunbeshi 153

Ekunjama 153

Ekunjamin 153
Ekunkami 153
Ekwal 153
Elakeh 216
Elakola 153
Elam 153

Elangal-totakal 576
Ele 153
Ele 153
Elebale 576

Elegar 153
Ella 153
Ellai 153

Ellaikal 153

Ellaitakrar 153

Ellaivyajyam 153
Ellaak 216
Ellarai 153
Elle . -. 153

Ellekajtu 153
Elu 153
Emaum 216

Emaumbarry 217
Enatimamul 153
Enam 217
Enaum 217
Endh . .153
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Gandharbba

GAN
Page

i 164
Gan <*a * 577
Ganda 164
Ganda 164
Ganda 164
Ganda 164
Ganda 164
Ganda 164

Gandagram 164

Gandadapommu .... 164

Gandakiya 164
Gandal 164
Gandam 164

Gandapendara 164
Gandar 164
Gandarwala 164
Gandasa 164

Gandasi 164

Ganderi 164

Gandha 164

Gandha 164

Gandha 164
Gandhabanik 164
Gandhabiroza 164
Gandharbba 164

S 164
I 577

Gandhasarinellu .... 164
Gandhel 164
Gandhila 164
Gandholtama 164
Gandhu 164
Gandi 164

Gandrupin . . ... 165
Ganesa . 164
Ganesachaturthi . . . .164

Ganga 164

Gangajal 164

Gangajali 165

Gangajaliya 175

Gangala 165

Gangalabh 165

Gangana 165

Gangaputra 165

Ganga-ram 165

Gangasagara 165

Gangatir 165

Gangayamuna . . . .165

Gangbarar 165

Gangbaramad 165

Gangodaka 165

Gangshikast 165

Gangthari 165

Gangutiabandi 165

Ganigar 165

Ganige 165
Ganika 164
Ganime 165

Ganit 166
Ganita 165

Ganj 165

Ganja 165

Ganjiikhor 165

Ganjar 166

Ganjawala 165

Ganjeli 166

Giinjha 165

Ganji 165
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1 25
1 21

1 30
1 31

1 32
1 34
2 15

1 38
1 40
1 29
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2 1

2 2

1 43
2 4

2 6

2 6

2 11

2 12
2 34
2 15

2 17

2 19

2 35
2 38
1 27
2 22
2 24
2 27
2 31

2 42
2 43
1 1

1 6

1 12

1 3

1 9

1 15

1 17

I 7

1 20
2 10
1 25
1 34
1 36
2 7

1 39
1 45
1 45
2 3

2 5

2 7

2 13

2 16
2 15

1 14

2 17
1 44
2 18

2 21

2 32
2 42
1 1

2 44
1 2

2 32
2 29 ;



GAR
Page

Gariwan 168

Garjabd 172

Garjankhola 577

Garjantail 168

Garjat 168

Garkabul 172

Garkha 168

Garmattu 168

Garri 168

Garsi 577
Gartha 168

Garusu 168

Garusunela 168

Garuvu 168

Garwa 168
Gasa 168
Gasht 168

Gashti 168
Gashtmahal 168
Gashtsalami 168
Gast 168

Gasti 168
Gata 168

Gata-awajf 168
Gatabandi 168
Gatabundee 168
Gatakhamar 169

Gateejumma 577
Gatewar 168
Gatha 169

Gathaund 169

Gathbandhan 169
Gathi 169
Gathia 169
Gathoni 169
Gathri 169

GathwaDSi 169
Gatkul 169
Gatkiil 169
Gatkull 169
Gattu 169
Gattu 169
Gattu ti'imu 169
Gatwara 169
Gaii 169
Gauchana 169
Gaucharai 169
Gaud 169
Gaud 170
Gauda 169
Gauda 170
Gauda 170
Gauda 577
Gaudalu 170

Gaudamanyam . . . .170
Gaudamiras 170

Gaudaterige 170

Gaudaya 170

Gaudivya 169
Gauhan 170
Gauhani 170
Gaukhana 169
Gaukos 169
Gaul 577
Gauli 169

Gauliga 170
Gaum 163
Gaum 185
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GHU GIR

Ghura 178
Ghurab 178
Ghurat 178

Ghurbarar 178

Ghurrah
'

. . 178

Ghurree 174

Ghurrat 178

Ghurrat 178

Ghus 178
Ghush 178

Ghusl 178

Ghusrand 178
Giarwaii 178
Giarwin 178
Gichuvali 178
Gida 178

Gidagawal 178
Gidarmar 178
Gidda 178
Giddana 178

Giddangi 178
Giddam 178
Gidde 178
Gidia 178
Gidna 178
Gila 178
Gilandazi 178
Gilla 178

Gim 178

Gimhwa 178
Gimwa 178
Gimwas 178
Gindar 178

Ginduri 178
Ginna 178

Ginnagadde 178

Gintadabatte 178

Gintadavalli 178

Ginti 178
Ginti 178
Gira 178

Girakalu 178
Giriin 178

Girani 178
Girasi 178
Girasi 178
Girau 177
Giravu 179

Girbi 169
Gird 178
Girda 179
Girdana 179

Girdasaga 179
Girdawar 178
Girdawari 179

Girdinawaya 179
Girdwar 178
Girhaik 179
Girhast 188
Girhist 188
Girift 179
Giriftar 179
Giriftari 179
Girike 179
Giristh 188
Giro 179
Girrania 577
Giruke 179
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GRI

Page

Grihajata 187

Grihapati 187

Gr.ihapravesa 187

Grihastha 188

Grihuyajna 188

Grih{ 188

Grihita 188

Grihini 188

GUD

Gubur 160

Gubhan 160

Gu^ 160

Gud 160

Gudum 160
Guddad 161

Gnddee 161

Guddey 161

Guddur 161

Gudeechut 161

Guenie 162

Gueniechalie 162

Gueniethally 162

Gueny 162

Guenychit 162

Guhun 162

Guhurwar 162

Guj 162

Guj 171

Gujjur 162

Gulla 163
Gullee 163
Gunda 164
Gundurwala 164

Gnndasa 164
Gundasee 164

Gunga 165

Gungajul 165

Gunga-jumma .... 165

Gungapootr 165

GUD] 165

Gunje 165

Gunna 166

Gunny 166
Gunwut 577
Gunwuleea 577

Gupsa 167
Gura 167

Guranee 167
Gurh 168

Gurheebund 168

Guree 168

Gurphant 175
Gurranea 577
Gurree . 168
Gurzee 172
Guthree 169
Gutwara 169
Guz . . 171

. 188

188

Gua
Guda

,

Gudagaval-gutta .... 188
Gudaku 188
Gudalu 188
Gudam 188
Gudar 188

Gudarghata 188 1 28
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GUR
Pag*.

Gurukul 191

Gurukkul 191

Gurumata 191

Gurumukhi 191

Gurun 191

Gurupadasraya 191

Gurupuja 191

Guruputra 191

Gurutalpaga 191

Gurutu 191

Gurzmar 191

Guta 191

Gutgipatti .191
Guti 191

Guti 192

Gutipoka 191

Gutka 191

Gutta 191

Gutta 191

Guttagadu 191

Gutte 192

Guttige 191

Guttigedar 191

Guttigehola 191

Guttinae 191

Gutto-sharab 191

Guttu 192

Guya 188

Guzar 192

Guzar 192

Guzar 192

Guzara 192

Guzarban 192

Gu/argah 192

Guzarish 192

Guzarat 192

Guzasht .

' l92

578

Guzashtajama .... 578

Guzran 192

Guzri 192
Gwal 578

Gwala 578

Gwalin 578

Gyallee 577

Cyan 192

Gyan-krita-bodh .... 192

Gywallin 578
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col. line

26
28
30
33
4

1 37
39

42
2 1

2 12

2 17

2 22
2 26
2 27
2 27
2 28

2 22
2 22

2 29
2 32

1 1

2 33
2 34
2 37
2 42

44
3

18

4
4

12

4

9

11

19

1 26
20
4

1 32
1 4
2 9

2 9

2 10

2 31
1 36
1 37
2 10

192 1 41

Habb 192 1 43
Habs 192 2 8

Habshi 192 2 11

Habub 192 1 44
Habubat 192 1 44

Hackery 195 2 17

Hackikut 195 1 15

Had 192 2 14

Hada 192 2 40
Hadana 192 2 40

Hadap 193 1 1

Hadapa 193 1 3

Hadaph 193 1 1

Hadapiga 193 1 4
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HAD
Pafje

Hadavadamare 192

,, ,. ^ 192
Hadbandl

* 578
Hadbast 192

Hadd 192

Haddad 192

Haddaka 200

Haddupatrika 192
Hadia 193

Had-i-jawab 192

Hadika 200
Hadis 193

Hadiya 193

Hadki 193

Hadmahadad 192

Hadola 193

Hadr 193
Hafiz 193
Hafiz-i daftar 193
Hafta 193

Haftagana 578

Haftgana 578
Haftnaksha 578

Hiiga 193

Hagadaduddu 193

Hage 193

Hagevu 193

Hageya 193
Haiat 193

Haihaya 204
Hainu 193

Hainugadde 193

Hainu-pairu 193

Haj 193

Haja 193

Hajam 193

Hajamat 193

Hajam-ayajodi 193

Hujam hadapa 193

Hajam-hasab-vari . . . . 193

Hajar 193

Hajari 205

Hajat 193

Hajat- i-naksha 193

Hajat-i-siaha 193

Hajat-i-tajwiz 193

Haji 193

Hajibnuksan 193

Hajir 205

Hajir 205

Hajirbegari 205

Hajiri 205

Hajiribahi 205

Hajiri nauabad 205

Hajiri siibek 205

Hajir jamm 205

Hajir jamin 205

Hiijir-jainindar 205
Hajir jamini 205

Hajir-m's 205

Hajir-huttuwali .... 579

Hjj 193

Hajjam 193

Hajjul-farz 193

Hajkul 193

Hajr 193
Hak 194
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2 41
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2 16
2 16
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1 37

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

2
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41

36
44
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1

3
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2 11

2 16
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2 40
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2 24
2 27
2 29
2 31
2 8
2 33

2
2

17

21
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40
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1
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3

3
2 11

2 5

2 38
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1 1

HAL
Page

Hak-ajiri 578
Hak-al-wakiah 195

Hakam 195

Hakbhent 194

Hakchauthai 194

Hakdar 194

Hakdari 194

Hakeri 195
Hakiat 194

Hak-i-hawaladar . . . .194
Hak-i-intifa 194

Hakikat 195
Hakikat 195

Hakikat-i-jama .... 195

Hakikat-i-jama tumari . . 195
Hakikat nama 195
Hakikat rozina dari . . . 195

Hakikat tahsil 195
Hakikat zamindari . . . 195
Hakim 195
Hakim 195

Hak-
{ 5?8

Hakimi 195

Hak-i-milkiat 194
Hak-i-mushahara .... 194

Hak-i-raaiya 194

Hak-i-sarbarah .... 194
Hak-i-sarkar 194
Hiik-i-shufah 194

Hak-i-tahsil 194

Hak-i-zamindar .... 195

Hakk 194

Hakkalu 195

Hakk-halal 194

Hakkaminchari .... 194

Hakkmal 194

Hakknahakk 194

Hakknahakk 194

Hakkrishani 194

Hakktak 195

Hakkul-abd 194

Hakkullah 194

Hakkunnas 194

Hakmatikana 194

Hakmurafik 578
Haknahak 194

Haknak 194

Hakpadhanchari . . . . 423

Hakpatwari 194

Haksai 195

Haksianchari 194

Hakthokdari 194
Hakuk 195
Hakumat 195
Hakumat-al-adl .... 195

Hakumat-i-adl 195

Hak-us-saai 195

Hak-ut-tahsil 194

Hak-zamindari .... 195
Hal 195

196
> 578

Hal 196
Hal 196
Hala 195
Hala . . 197
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2 17
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1 31

1 33
1 37
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1 40
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2 14

2 17
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2 37
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2 40
2 43
1 11

1 1

2 21

2 6

1 45
2 27
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1 14

1 21

2 10

2 24
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1 3
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1 1
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2 1

1 3

2 11
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2 12

1 4

2 43
1 11

2 24

1 41

2 28

1 41
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Hdl-abddj
. . .' '.

i J5
Hal-abddi-zamin .... 195
Halaita .196
Haldk 197
Halakar 195

Halakat 197
Halal 197

Halal 197
Haldlkhor 197

Halap 197
Halas 196

Halat 195

Halat 195

Halbakaia 195
Halbaki 195
Halbandi 196
Halbarar 196

Hal bhiinjan 195

Halbunjin 195
Halchalani 196
Halda 197
Haldar 196
Haldar 196

Halddri 196

Haldari-jama 196
Haldi 197

Halee 196

Halepaik 197
Half 197
Halfan 578

Half-dar%hi 197
Half-ndma 197

Halgard 196

Halhakikat 196

Hdlbdgilj 196

Halhasili 196
Hali 196

Hali 196

Haliag 196

Hal-i-dahkal 578

Haliddkhal 196

Halif 197

Hdlimdji 197

Hdlimawali 197

Hdljama 196

Halka 197
Halla 197

Halji 197

Haliigadde 578

Halligddu 197

Halli<;adinavaru .... 197

Hallikar 197

Haimajhi 196

Halpajia 196

Hdlpuchhi-hisab . . . . 196

Halsdhana 196

Halsahna 196

Halsakin 578

Halsdl 196

Halsan 196

Halshahna 196

Halshana 578

Haltd 197

Haltaddi 196

Haltaujih 196

Halube 197
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HER
Pafje

Her 206
Her 206

Heree 206
Hen 206

Herya 206

Heta 206

Hetkan 206

Hetu 206

Hew 206

Hewala 206

Hewatjamm 207

Hiba 207
Hiba ba sharat ul awaji . . 207

Hiba-bil-awaj* 207
Hibadar 207
Hibamushaa 207

Hibamujlak 579

Hibanama 207

Hibat 207

Hibatamlik 579

Hibba 207

Hibbeh tumleek .... 579

Hidad 207
Hiddir 193

Hifa?at 207

Hif? 207

Hijr 193

Hijra 207

Hijra 208

Hijri 208
Hikmat 195

Hikri 208
Hila ........ 208
Hi'lah 208
Hilla 208
HiMharkat 208
Hillaharkattu 208
Himaddhan 208
Himaiat 208

Himalaya 208
Hin 208
Hina 208

Hinajati 208

Hinapaksha 208

Hinapatra 208
Hinavadi 208
Hinbadi 208

Hingaru 209

Hinoarumale 209

Hing-arupairu 209

Hinjara 209

Hfnjati 209
Hinkas 208
Hinkaul 209
Hinki 193
Hinkkalu 209
Hinrasi 208
Hinsa 209
Hionte 209

Hippali 209
Hir 579
Hira 209
Hirana 209
Hirankhuri 209

Hiranyagarbham .... 209
Hin-hal 209

Hirekottige kandayam . . 209
Hirun-khooree 209
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Hirwa 209 1 30

Hirwen 209 1 32

Hirz ." 209 1 33

HirzbiMfij* 209 1 35

Hirz-bil-makam .... 209 1 37
Hisa 209 2 5

Hisab 209 1 41

Hisab-i-kharch 209 1 45
Hisab-navis 209 2 3

Hiseb 209 1 41

Hisedar 209 2 7

Hisera?i 209 2 33
Hiserasi 209 2 33

Higga 209 2 5

Higgadar 209 2 7

Higgadari 209 2 10

Higgahakimi 209 2 13

Higgahali 209 2 23

Higga-i-bakim 579 1 34

Higgait 209 2 26

Higga-i-miUik 209 2 29

Higgakashi 209 2 27

Higgakushee 209 2 27

Higgaraiti 209 2 36

Higara;?ad 209 2 35
Hissarat 209 2 38
Hissaub 209 1 41

Hissawari 209 2 42

Hissawb 209 1 41

Hissawb-korcha . . . . 209 1 45
Hissebu 209 1 42

Ilitlia 210 1 1

Hittulakanddyum . . .210 1 4

Hittalu 210 1 3

HiUu 210 1 6

HittubiUi 210 1 8

Hiyal 210 1 12

HKazat 210 I 13

Hobaji 210 1 16

Hobajidar 210 1 22

Hobajishanabhog . . . .210 1 21

Hobli 210 1 16

Hoda 211 2 6

Hodadaru 211 2 8

Hofre 210 1 23

Hogemanasu 210 1 24

Hofje soppina pomrau . . 210 1 27

Hoge soppu 210 1 26

Hopetoppu 210 1 29

Hojat 210 1 30

Hoi 211 1 20

Hola 210 1 32

Holabu 210 1 34
Holadabele 210 1 36

Holadasara 210 1 38

Holagaddivyajya . . . . 210 1 38

Holar 210 1 43

Holayur 210 2 40

Hoje 210 1 45

Hojegekattu 210 2 1

Holehola 210 1 40

Holeyanu 219 2 24

Holeyanu 210 2 32

Holeyaroo 210 2 44

Holeyaru 210 2 26

Holeyaru 210 2 32

Holeyer 210 2 27

Holi . . 210 2 2
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Holi-che-holkar . . . .210 2 22

Holi-chi-poji 210 2 18

HoliKeri 210 2 30
Holika 210 2 2

Holiya 210 2 25

Holiya 210 2 32
Holleeroo 210 2 26

Hollieroo 210 2 40
Homa 211 1 11

Honda 211 1 15

Hone 211 1 16

Honegar 211 1 17
Honnu 211 1 18

Hooly 210 2 2

Hoon 211 2 37
Hoondee 212 1 20

Hoondy 212 1 20

Hootoovully 579 2 2

Hootwaly 579 2 2

Hoozoor 265 2 6
Hor 211 1 20
Hor 211 1 21

Horasat-kal 211

Horaswasti 211

Hore 211

Horehullu 211

Hosagama 211

Hosahali pat la 211

Hosahukatn 211

Hossogamy 579

Hota 211

Hotha 579

Hotri 211

Hottehore 211

Hottu 211

Hoftuhana 211

Houn 211
Howalla 203
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Hubs 192
Hud 192

Hudbundee 192
Hudbust 192
Hudd 192

Hudjam 193
Hudolee 193

Hug 194

Hugdar 194

Huj 193

Hujam 193
Huk 194 1

Hukeem 195 1

Hul 196 1 41

Hulaeta 196 1 43
Hulbundee 196 2 5

Hulburar 196 2 12
Hulda 197 1 19
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Page
Ishraknamaz 220
Ishtadevata 220
Ishtihar 220
Ishtirak 220
Ishtiyara 220

Ishtiyaranama .... 220
Islam 220
Ism 220
Ismat 220
Ism-farzi 220
Ism-i-farzi 220
Ism nawisi 220
Ismwar . . . . . . . 220

Issumfurzy 220
Istad 220
Istahar 220
Istakbal 221

Istakbil-ta-gayat .... 220
Istamriir 221
Istamrari 221

Istapha 221
Istawa 220
Istawa- ehi patti .... 220
Istawa kaul 220
Istemerar 221

Istemerary 221

Isteyafah 221
Istibra 220
Istidaa 220
Istidanat

'

. . 221
Istifa 221

Istita-i-as.1 zamin . . . . 221
Istifsar 221
Istifsari 221
Istifta 221

Istighasa 221
Istih'ar 220
Istiharu 220
Istiharu niima 220
Istihkak 221
Istihlaf 221
Istihlal 221
Istihlal 221
Istihsan 221
Istikala 221
Istikbal 221
Istiklal 221
Istiklali 221
Istikrar 221
Istila 221
Istilad 221
Istimaa 221
Istimirarkiramam . . .221
Istimira.ru 221
Istimrar 221
Istimrardar 221
Istimrari 221
Istimrari-dihat 221

Istimrari-jama . . . .221
Istimrari-jot 221
Istimrari malgu/ar . . . 221
Istimrari patta 221
Istimrari pattadar . . .221
Istirdad 222
Istirdiid-i-nilam .... 222
Istishhad 222
Istisna 505
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Jhil ........ 238

Jhil ....... 238

Jhinjar ....... 238

Jhiree ...... 238
Jhiri ........ 238

Jhojha ....... 238
Jhokand ...... 238

Jhokchitthi ..... 239
Jhokia ....... 239

Jholi ........ 239

Jholiband ...... 239

Jhompra ....... 239

Jhompri ...... 239
Jhonaia ....... 239
Jhonk-chitthi ..... 239
Jhonkia ....... 239

Jhonpa ....... 239

Jhooha ....... 239

Jhoondee ...... 239

Jhoonga ....... 239

Jhoonthur ...... 239

Jhoot ........ 239

Jhooth ...... 239

Jhopa ........ 239

Jhopra ....... 239

Jhor ........ 241

Jhora........ 239

Jhote ........ 580

Jhowa ...... 238

Jhudtee 237 2 21

Jhukwa 239

Jhunker puttey .... 238 1

Jhurberee ...... 238

Jhut 234
Jhutiana . .... 238

Jhulil

Jhuha 239
239
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Jhulan 239

Jhulanyatra 239

Jhiili 239

Jhund 239

Jhundi 239

Jhundi-bachh 239

Jhunga 239

Jhunjar 239

Jhunt 239

Jhunthar 239

Jhunti 239

Jhupa 239
Jhiir ........ 239

Jhut 239

Jhuta 239

Jhutasanak 239

Jhuth 239

Jhutha 239

Jhutha gawa:i 239

Jhutha-half 239

Jhuthan 239

Jhuthiail . . . . . .239

Jhuthodastawej 239

Jhutri 239

Jhutu 239

Jhuthusogan 239

Ji 239
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Kabul 244
Kabula 244
Kabulat 244

Kabulayat 244

Kabuh'yat 244

Kabul-jaw ab 244
Kabiil-karar 244
Kabul-kataba 244
Kabul katapa 244
Kabul kutba 244
Kabz 244

Kab;>:-ul-wasul 244

Kabij! 244
Kacha 244
Kacha 245
Kachahri 245
Kachani 245
Kachar 245
Kacharai 245
Kachcha 245
Kachcha 245
Kachcha amdani . . . . 24 D

Kachcha ami 245
Kachcha asami 245
Kachchabalani . . . .245

Kachchabalanny .... 245

Kachchaballunny .... 245

Kachchabekenny . . . . 245
Kachcha daulu . . . .245

Kachchajamabandi . . . 245
Kachcha khardu .... 245
Kachchakkanaka .... 245
Kachchali 245
Kachchalika 245
Kachchamiti 245
Kachclmseru 245
Kachchat 581

Kachchatahgil 245

Kachcha-upaj 245
Kachchavatam 245
Kachchavatakaran . . . 245
Kachchera 245
Kachchi kamavisi . . . 245
Kachchi katte 2-15

Kachchiji 245
Kachchha 245
Kacheri 254
Kacheli 245
Kachhahari 245
Kachhari 245
Kachbar 245
Kachhaura 245
Kachlii 245
Kachhiar 246
Kachhwa 246
Kachhwala 246
Kachhwar 246
Kachhwilra 246
Kachi 245
Kachimudat 245
Kachisa 246
Kacho 245
Kachwansi 246
Kada 246
Kada . .246
Kada 246
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Kaim 249

Kaimal 249
Kai-matal 248

Kaimapenkuru .... 249
Kaimkan 249
Kaimmakam 249
Kaini 249

Kaini 249
Kainiwala 581

Kai-ole 248

Kai-pada 248

Kaipadaru 248

Kaippadu 248

Kaippanam ( 531

Kaippattu nilam . . . 248

Kaipporul 248
Kairi 249
Kaissilttu 249
Kait 272
Kait 272

Kai-tappu 249
Kai vada 249
Kai vaji 249

Kai-vapya 249
Kaivart 249
Karvartta 249

Kai-vasya 249
Kai-vidu 249
Kai-vidu-otti 249

Kai-vidu-ottf karanam . . 249

Kaiyadai 249

Kaiyata 559

Kaiyerpu 249

Kaj 249

Kiij 261

Kajari 249

Kaji 249

Kaji 272

Kajiar 581

Kajja 272

Kajju 250
Kaka 250
Kakambi 250

Kakapuri 250
Kakhiali 250
Kaki 250
Kakim 250
Kakitamu 248
Kakka 250
Kakkachchi 250

Kakpad 250
Kakwi 250
Kai 250
Kai 250
Kai 252
Kala 250
Kala 250
Kala 250
Kala 250
Kala 250
Kala 289
Kala banjar 581
Kaladiha 250
Kalai 250
Kalai 250
Kalai 581
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Kalaigar ....... 250

Kalakkar ...... 250

Kalakrayam ..... 250

Kalakriyapatra .... 250
Kalai ........ 250
Kalali ....... 250

Kalaljama ...... 250
Kalalkhana ..... 251

Kajam ....... 250
Kalam ....... 251
Kalam ....... 251

Kalama ....... 251

Kalama ....... 251

Kajamadi ...... 250
Kalambandi ...... 251
Kalamdan ...... 251

Kajame ....... 251

Kalami ....... 251

Kalamifje ....... 251

Kalamkari ..... 251

Kalamkucharai . . . . 251

Kalanadai ...... 250

KaJangam ...... 251

Kalantar ...... 251

Kalapam ....... 250

Kalapati ...... 251

KalapiJi; ....... 250

Kajappadi ...... 250

Kalappai ....... 251

Kajappat ...... 250

Kajappichchai ..... 250

Kalappu ...... 251

Kalar ........ 250
Kalar ....... 251

Kalar ........ 251

Kalilri ....... 250

Kalari ....... 251

Kalari ....... 251

Kajarmedu ...... 251

Kajarnilam...... 251

Kalasandi kattali .... 581

Kalasi ....... 251
Kalasi ....... 251

Kalaipuja ...... 251

Kalasisthapana ..... 251

Kala?ivero ...... 581

Kalasutri ....... 250
Kalatri ....... 581

Kalattumedu ..... 250
Killavadi ..... 250
Kalavadi ....... 250

Kalavaya ...... 251
Kalavarakaran ..... 251

Kalavasam ...... 250
Kalavasam ...... 250
Kalavi ....... 251

Kajavu ....... 251

Kalawant ...... 250
Kalawantin ...... 250

Kalay ....... 251

Kalaya ....... 250

Kalaya ....... 251

Kalayukti ...... 250
Kali ........ 251
Kali ........ 251
Kali ........ 251
Kali . 251
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Kalpa 275

Kalpalisa 392
Kalsi 251
Kaltar 581

Kalii 252
Kalubu 252
Kalwa 252
Kalwar 250

Kalyamu 252
Kam 252
Kam 253
Kam 253
Kam

;
264

Kamai 253
Kaniiiishi 253
Kamaishu 253
Kamaii 253
Kamal 253
Kamalakar 254

Kamalberij 254
Kamaldhara 254

Kamaljama 254

Kamamdauny 275
Kaman 252
Kamar 264
Kamardai 254
Kamarkhulai 254
Kamarkushai 254
Kamarthi 254
Kamat 254
Kamata 254

Kamatugadu 254
Kamatam 254
Kamatamu 254
Kamatee 254
Kamathi 254
Kamati 254

Kamaliganu 254
Kamavis 253
Kamavishi 253
Kaimivisi 253
Kamiivisi 253
Kamfmsdar 253

Kamavisjamu 253
Kambakht 252
Kambal 254
Kambala 254
Kambalai 254
Kambali 254
Kambar 254
Kambari 254
Kambarlu 254
Kambatta khudam . . . 254
Kambattam 254
Kambu 254
Kamdar 252
Kamdar 252
Kamdar 253
Kamdari 253
Kamdast 252
Kamera 255

Kamgar 253

Kamgari 253
Kami 253
Kamia 255
Kami beshi dar fardi . . . 253
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Kanduri 257

Kandy 257
Kane 257
Kanekan kaltar 581

Kangal 257

Kangalam 257

Kangan 258

Kangarivero 257

Kangi 257

Kangni 257

Kangoni 257
Kanha 255
Kanhai 255
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257
Kft*1

\ 582
Kani 258
Kani 258
Kani 582
Kania 582
Kani bhagoa 258
Kani karan 258
Kanike-kane 258

Kanike-kappa 258
Kfinili 258
Kanimerai 258
Kanina 258

Kani-peru 258
Kani-sutantaram . . . 258

Kaniyajan 258

Kaniyatchi 258

Kaniyatchi kiiran .... 258

Kaniyatchi maniyam . . 258

Kanjar 258

Kanjari 259

Kanjariyu 258

Kanji 258

Kankalat 258
Kankan 258
Kankana 258
Kankanam 258
Kankani 258
Kankar 258
Kiinkar 2.i8

Kankara 582
Kankari 258
Kankotri 582
Kankrela 258
Kankrili 258
Kanki 258
Kankut 255
Kankuri 255
Kanna 258
Kannabavulu 259

Kannadakali 258

Kannagar 258
Kannam 258
Kannar 259
Kannarru 259
Kannavittimane .... 259
Kanni 259
Kanni 5S2

Kannivayakkal .... 259
Kanom 255
Kanoo 259
Kanoon ....... 259

Kanoongo 260

Kanphata-jogi 259
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Kattubadi inamu . .

Kattubadi jana . .

Kattubadi khandrika .

Kattubadi mukasa .

Kattubadiyinam . .

Kattudale 270

Kattuguttagai 270
Kattukalive 270
Kattukidai 270
Kattukuli 270
Kattumara 270
Kattutara 270
Kattuttara 270

Kattuttogai 270

Kat.uban 270

Katuppattan 270
Kaul .

"
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Kaul 271
Kaula, 271
Kaulachara 270
Kaulawan 270
Kaul-bira 270
Kauli 270
Kaulia 271

Kaulkarar 270
Kaulki 271
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583
Raulnama ....
Kaulpatrak 270

Kaulpatram 583

Kaulige 271
Kaulu 270
Raum 271
Raum 275
Kaumil 253

Kaurga 271

Kaurda 583
Kauri .

'

271

Kauribhagia 271
Kausik 271
Kuviidam .... . 271
Kavadi 271

Kavadikaran 271
Kaval 271
Ki'ivui 271

Kavalaithalam 271

Ravalali 271

Kavalan 271

Kavalanaj 271

Kavali 271

Kiivalikara 271

Kavali rasum 271
Kavali vadu 271

aval-des 271

avalijar 271

avalgramam .... 271
avalkar 271
avalkiiran 271

aval-merai 271

aval-pulam 271

aval-talam 271

Kaval-thalam 271

avara 271

avile 271

vilekattu 271

avul 270

avulu 270
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Kawaghaz-arba .... 248
Kawaid 249

Kay 248

Kay 272

Kaya 272

Kayadhanyamu .... 272

Kayal 272

Kayal 272

Kayal 272

Kayali 272

Kayalpatam 272

Kayalu 249

Kayam 249

Kayamgutta 272

Kayanga 249

Kayaru 272

Kayasth 272

Kayastha 272

Kayat 272

Kayat 272

Kayath 272

Kayatiruva 272

Kayda 249

Kayi 248

Kayika 272

Kayikavriddhi 272

Kayiru 272

Kayittalavu 272

Kaykanom 581

Kaypanum 581

Kayyala 272

Kayyara 272

Kayyirippa 272
Kazii 272
Kaxak 272
Knzdar 281

Kazf 272

Kazi 272
Kazia 272

Kfm-askar 272
Kazif 272
Kazi-ul-kuzat 272
Kazzak 272

Kebra 272
Keddah 284
Kedu 272

Keduvalam 272
Keemut 289

Keeray 290
Keeta 291

Keffayat 288

Keffayet 288

Keffyet sayer 289

Kehdah 284
Kela 272
Kelise'rava 272
Kenda 272

Kelasa . . 272
Kembutta 272
Kene 273
Keori 583
Ker 273
Kera 273
Keram 273

Keraya 290
Kere' 273
Kerebandi 273
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Khatna 284
Khatnat 284
Khatowa 283

Khatpaura 284

Khatpatra 584

Khatrf 284

Khatry 284

Khatt 282

Khatta 584

Khatti 584

Khatu ....... 283
Khatua 284

Khatwar 282
Khaum 275
Khaur 284
Khawand 284

Khawag 284
Khawind 284
Khazana 284
Khazanchi 284
Khed 284
Kheda 284

Kheda-i-afiyal 284
Khedan 284
Khede 284
Khedut 284
Kheewut 584

Khel 584
Khela 584
Khelaut 285
Khem 298
Khemkusal 284

Khep 284

Khepia 284

Khepni 286

Kher 284
Khera 284

Kheraj 279
Khereeda 280
Khereef 281

Kherij 280

Khenj-jama 280

Kherij-makta 280

Kherij-musahira .... 280

Kheryat 274

Khesari 284
Khet 284
Khet 298
Khetbat 284
Khetbant 284

Khetchittha 284
Khetdar 284

Khetery 284
Kheti 284
Khetibari 284
Khetihar 284

Khetipatari 284
Khet jharti 285

Khetkhau
{ f

Khetkhola 298
Khetra 298
Khetree 284
Khettan 584
Khetwar 285

Khetwarjamabandi . . . 285
Khewa 285
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Kota ........ 295
Kotak ........ 295
Kotal ....... 295
Kotar ........ 295
Kote ........ 295
Kote ........ 295
Kote ........ 295
Kotebitti ....... 295
Kotee ....... 295
Koth ........ 295
Koth ........ 295
Kotha ........ 295

KOV

Kothadar ....... 295
Kothakham ..... 585
Kothakhamar ..... 295
Kothakaran ..... 295

Kothar ....... 295
Kothara ....... 296

Koihari ....... 295

585
Kothasal ....... 295
Kothdar....... 295
Kothi ........ 295
Kothibans ...... 585
Kothia........ 295
Kothi-ilaka...... 295
Kothiwal ....... 295
Kothiwala ...... 295
Kothkaran ...... 295
Kothkhamar ..... 295
Kothkharida ...... 295
Kothnis ....... 295
Kothri ....... 295
Koti ........ 295
Koti ........ 295

Kotiga ....... 295

Kotigar ....... 295
Kotila ....... 295
Kotkarki ....... 295
Kotkinadar ...... 583

Kotli ........ 295

Kotja ....... 295

Kottagar ....... 295

Kottai ....... 295
Kottai ........ 296

Kottala kovara .... 296

Kottam ....... 296

KoUara ....... 296

KoUaram ....... 585
Kottawalachavadi . . .108
Kottewokal ...... 296
Kottina ....... 296

VKottu
........ 296

Kotwal ....... 296
Kotwali ....... 296
Kotwar ....... 296

Kotya ........ 296
Koul ....... 270
Kouree ....... 271
Kovido ....... 296
Kovil ........ 296
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...... 286
296

tovllakam
I 585
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Kur 261
Kur 261
Kura 262
Kuranth 585
Kurnik 263
Kuroh 297
Kusbhura 259
Kusm 266
Kusum 266
Kusur 266
Kutcha 245
Kutchat 581

Kutcoballa 267

Kutgoot 270

Kutgootta 268
Kutkabala 265
Kutha 268
Kutkinna 268

Kutpuddee Peon .... 270
Kutra 269

Kuttgoota 270

Kuttgootee 270
Kuttha ... .269

Kiiar 301
Kuuhchela 298
Kuchchha 298
Kuchchhabadi 298
Kuda 298
Kuda 298

Kudabigha 298
Kudai 298
Kudal 298
Kudali 585
Kudaman 298
Kudamar 298
Kudan 298

Kudanvarippa 298

Kudava 298
Kudavan 298
Kiidbi 298
Kudi 298
Kudi 298
Kudia 298
Kudian 298

Kudiayakattu 298

Kuijicheri 299
Kudichillar 298

Kudi-irippa 299
Kudikattu 585
Kudikkadu 299

Kudikalyanam .... 299
Kudiketta 299
Kudima 299

Kudimagan 299

Kudimajanmam .... 585
Kudima-nir-karanam . . . 299
Kudima-ola-karanam . . 299
Kudimarammattu .... 299
Kudimirasi 299

Kudippadai 299

Kudipati 299

Kudippaka 299

Kudippatta 299
Kudissika 299
Kuditara 585
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Lag 306

Lag 306

Laga 306

Lagai 307

Lagaiwala 307

Lagan 306

Lagan 306

Lagan 307

Laganchithi 307

Laganchiti 307

Lagan-taka 307

Lagata 307

Lagatlakhota, 307

Lagga 306

Laggi 306

Lagha 307

Laghai 307

Laghanta 307

Lagi 306

Lagit 307

Lagiti 307

LaglagwaiJ 307

Lagna 307

Lagnachithi 307

Lagnachiti 307

Lagnaghajika 307

Lagnaka 307

Lagnakagrahan .... 307

Lagnapatra 307

Lagnapatrika 307

Lagna-taka 307

Lagta 307

Lagta 307

Lagtajab 307

Lagtalakhota 307

Lagti 307

Lagtiwar 307

Laguligadu 307

Lagwad 307

Lagwan 307
Lahad .' 307
Lahadbharna 307
Lahana 307
Lahanabaki 307
Lahanne 307
Lahanihundi 307
Lahari 307

Lahariya 307
Lahi 307
Lahlhi 308
Lahna 307
Lahori nimak 308
Lahtar 308
Laik 308
Laikabad 308

Laikbanjar 308

Laikparia 308

Laikpatit 308
Laik zamm 308
Lailat ul kadir .... 308
Lailat ul miraj 308

Laja 308
Lajim 310
Lak 308
Lak 308
Lakab 308
Lakalam baki 308
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Lekha 311
Lekha 311
Lekhabahi 311
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Lekhak 311
Lekhanikan 311

Lekhaparha 311

Lekhapatra 311

Lekhapramana 311
Lekha upare 311
Lekhka 311
Lekhkha 311

Lekhya 311

Lekhyalakshana . . . .311
Lekka 311
Lenden 311
Lenadena 311
Lendkia 311
Lene 311

Lep 311

Lepaka 311
Lewa 311
Lewali 311
Lewedewe 311
Lezam 311

Lia 311
Lifafa 311

Ligadu 311

Ligira . . 311
Lihaindi 311
Likchhau 311
Likha 311
Likhan . 311
Likhita 311
Likhita 311

Likhitasakshi 311
Likkha 311
Lilam 311
Lilaii 311

Linga 311

Lingabanajigar 312

Lingadhari 311

Lmga-it 311

Lingakaya 312

Lingavant 311

Lingi 312

Linguinut 311

Li'p 312

Lipi 312

Lipra 312
Lima 312

Litya 312
Loazima 310
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Lod 312
Lodh 312
Lodha 312
Lodha 312
Lodhi 312

Log 312
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Loha 312
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Lohamahal ...... 312
Lohar 312
Lohar barheya 312
Lohar khana 312
Lohori 312
Lok 312
Loka 312

Lokalaya 313
Lokan 313

Lokaranya 313

Lokayata 313

Lokayita 313
Lol 313
Loli 313
Lomballie 308
Lombardie 308
Lon 313
Lona 313

Lonamatf 313
Lonar 313
Lonari 313
Londitedu 313
Loni 313
Lonia 313
Loon 313
Loot 313

Lopa 313

Lo-paikari 313

Lopi-khan 313

Lopikhan 313

Lopisingh 313

Lopna 313

Loprahna 313

Lot 313
Lotbandi 313

Lotti 313
Lotu 313

Loiu 313
Lowne 310
Lownee 310

Lubbee 306
Lubee 306

Lugee 306

Luggee 306

Lugun 306

Lugun 307
Lukub 308
Lukhee 308
Lukmi 308
Lumburdar 309
Lummur 308
Lumun 308

Lungot 309

Lungur 309

Lungurkhurch .... 309
Lur 309
Lushkur 310
Luttie 310
Lutteeal 310
Luttha 310
Luximee 308

Luchcba 313

Lugada 313

Lugara 313

Lugaren 313
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Madadgar 314
Madad kharch 314
Madad maash 314

Madagada 314

Madagadadapatra . . . 314

Madagu 314
Madai 313
Madak 314
Madaka 314
Madaka 314
Madakhal 314
Madakhil 314

Madakhilonakharij . . . 315
Madakhor 314
Madanotsava 315
Madar 315
Madari 315
Madarkar 315
Madaru 315
Miidarukasabuvari .... 315
Madar-ul-maham . . .315
Madd . . '. 314
Maddichakka ijara . . . 315

Maddiyam 315
Made 315

Madegaru 315
Madehola 315

Madekattu 315

Madepalu 315
Madesthum 315

Madhaghari 315
Madhavi 315
Madhu 315
Madhunda 315

Madhuparka 315

Madhuprasana 315
Madhur 315
Madhura 315
Madhuri 315

Madhwa-acharya . . . . 315
Madhwi 315

Madhya 315

Madhyade? 315

Madhyaprasanga . . . . 315

Madhyastha 315

Madhyasthaimir .... 315

Madhyasthyam .... 315

Madhyavartti 315

Madhye 315
Madi 315
Madi 316
Madi 316

Madiga 316

Madigavadu 316

Madige 316
Madiki 316

Madipu 316
Madiri 316
Madivala 316
Madive 316
Madoria 316
Madrasa 316
Madressah 316
Madri 316
Madrissah 316
Madum 588
Madumu 316
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Mangalavara 328

Mangalbar 338

Mangali 328

Mangali 328

Mangalia 328

Mangalicha 328

Mangan 328

Mangat 329

Mangatar 329

Mangi 328

Mangna 328

Mangni 328

Mangta 329
Manna 329
Mani 587
Maniar 329
Manicut 587

Maniga 329
Manihar 329
Manihamu ...... 329
Manik 329
Manikaran 329
Manikaveli 329
Manike 326
Maniko 326

Manipam 587
Manivar 329
Manivi 329

Maniya 329

Maniyagadu 329

Maniyagiira 329

Mauiyakaran 329

Maniyakaran 330

Maniyam 329

Maniyam 330

Maniyamu 329

Maniyani 329

Manj 329

Manja 329

Manjadi 329

Manjali 329

Manjanir 329

Manjanir chittu .... 329

Manjanirppillai .... 329

Maijjh 329

Manjha 329

Manjhi 329

Manjil 330

Manjiir 331

Manjwar 329
Mankani 329
Mankari 326
Mankhela 329
Manki 329
Mankuha 587
Mankiila 329
Manmakkal 326
Manna 329
Mannam 329

annattan 329
Mannavedu 329
Mannevada kavali . . . 587

i 330
Mannevadu .... .__
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lanni 330

lannippam 587

lannippu 587
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Marwafi ...... 332

Mas ........ 332
Masa ........ 332
Masa ....... 333
Masa ........ 333

Maagat....... 333

Ma?agat{ ....... 333

Masahara ...... 333
Masahat ....... 333

Masak ....... 333
Masala ....... 333
Masalah....... 333
Masalia band o bast . . . 588
Masan ....... 333
Masani hura ..... 333
Masantikain ..... 332
Masiiri ....... 333

Masavriddhi ..... 333
Mash ........ 333
Masha ....... 333
Mashaikh ...... 333
Mashak ....... 333
Mashakatu ...... 333
Mashakkat ...... 333
Mashal

'

....... 333

Mashalchi ...... 333

Mashata ....... 333
Mashhiir ....... 333
Mashiat ....... 333
Mashikaran ..... 333
Mashk ........ 333

Mashkalay ...... 333
Mashrik ....... 333
Mashriia ...... 333
Mashrut ....... 333

Mashruldiwani .... 333

MashnU-faujdari . . . . 333

MashruH-thanajat . . . 333
Masi ........ 333
Masi ........ 333
Masina ....... 334
Maskabar ...... 333
Maskhabar ...... 333
Maskhawar...... 333
Masla ........ 334
Masnun ....... 334

Mastakavaghrana .... 334
Mastan ....... 334
Mastisa ....... 334
Masuda ...... 334
Masula ....... 334
Masur ....... 334
Maswada ....... 334

Maawadi ...... 334
Maswari .... . . 331
Mat ........ 334
Mata ........ 334
Mala ........ 334
Mataa ........ 334
Matabari ...... 347
Matakola ....... 334
Matakolakaran .... 334
Matam ....... 334
Matamdar ...... 334

Matampursi ...... 334
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Mazra 337
Mazul 337
Maziili 337
Mazuli daftar 337
Mazuli daftar 337
Maziin 337
Mazun 337
Mechchil 338

Mechhuya 338
Meda 338
Me'da 338
Medara 338
Medaravan 338
Mede 338
Medh 338
Medha 338
Medhedai 338
Medhedaik 338
Medhi 338
Medhom 340
Medi 338
Medom 340
Meer 342

Meg6Ju 338

Mehajin 317

Megpanna .'.... 338
Mehaul 318

Meher-gilundazi .... 588
Meheto 338
Mehewassee 588
Mehman 338
Mehtar 338
Mehtar 338
Mehto 338
Mehtree 338
Mehuna 338
Mehuni 338
Mei 338
Mei'khunti 338

Mej 338

Mejdad 338

Mejdast 338

Mejdat 338
Mekhi 338
Meki 338
Mel 338
Mel 339
Mela 339
Meladhikaram 338
Meladika 339

Me'lal 338

Melanjumabundee . . .341
Melati 338
Meldar 339
Mele 338
Me'le'ralai 338
Melerutta 338
Meleruttu kachcheri . . . 338
Melkanakka 338
Melkanam 338
Melkaram 338

Melkoyimma 338

Melkoyimma sthanam . . 338

Melmadai 314

Melmaniyam 338
Melnoki 338

Melsadhanam 588
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Mihrkatti 341
Mihtar 338
Mihuntana 588

Mijhari 341

Milan 341
Milan 341
Milan! 341

Milanjamabandi . . . . 341
Milk 341

Milkeut 341
Milki 341
Milkiat 341
Milkiat-istamrari .... 341
Milki lakhiraj 341
Milk-kharidadar . . . .341
Milk kharidagi 341

Milkyet 341
Mim 341
Mimansa 341
Mimansaka 341
Minak 342
Minakia 342
Minar 588

Minimi 341
Minhaidar 342

Minhaigi 342

Minhye 341

Minjumla 342
Minumulu 342
Mir 342
Mirakkor ....... 342
Miran 342
Miras. 342

Mirafdar 342
Mirasi 342
Mirasi 342

Mirasi-anubhoga danacha . 343
Mirasibabu 343
Mirasidar 342
Mirasi-daran 342
Mirasi-darudu 342
Mirasi raiat 343
Mirasi sutantaram .... 343
Miras patta 588
Miras paUi 343
Mirasu 342
Mirasukudi 299
Miras varam 343
Mirbahr 342
Mirbahri 342
Mirbakhshi 342
Mirch 332
Mirda 343
Mirdaha 342
Mirdaha 342
Mirdha 342

Mirg 346

Mirgmal 346
Mirgsal 539
Mir-i-adl 343
Mir-i-atish ...... 343
Mir-i-manzil 343
Mir-mahallah 343
Mir munshi 343
Mir peshkar 343
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Mir saman 342
Mir shikar 342
Mir tuzak 342
Mirza 343
Misan 343
Mishar 343

Mis.kal 343
Miskin 343
Misl 343
Misl diwani 343

Mifl faujdari 343
Misli 343
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Misr 343
Misra 343
Misri 343
Missil 588

Mistri 343
Mitfit 343

Mitha 353

Mitha 343

Mitha 343

Mitha 343

Mithagar 343

Mithagari 343

Mithai 343

Mithai wala 343

Mitha loniiri 343

Mithamola 343
Mithanamalamchara . . 343

Mithhala 344

Miththe 344

Mithya 344

Mithyabadi 344

Mithyasaklii ... . 344

Mithyasapath 344

Mithyasukrut 344

Mithyottara 344
Miti 344
Miti 588
Mitla 344
Mittadar 344
Mittamola upparike . . 343

Mizaj sharif 344
Mizan 344

Moajil 347
Moaznah 588
Mobadala 347

Mobadala 347
Mobai 347
Mobed 344
Mocassa 352

Mocasau 352
Mocha 344
Mochan 344

Mochara 344

Mochchai 344

Mochh 345

Mochi 344

Mocuddim 351
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Mohurrum 350
Mohuteran 318 1

Mohuturan 318

Moj 345

Mojaba 350

Mojabedar 350

Mqjdat 345

Mojibat 589

Mqjni 345

Mojmdar 345
Moka 588

Mokabila 351

MokaJchHhthi 345
Mokasa 352
Mokasadar 353 1

Mokash 345
Mokasi 353
Mokasi 353
Mokassa 352
Mokeem 350
Mokhasa 352
Mokhasadar 353

Mokim 353
Mokka 345

Mokkadugu 345
Moksha 345
Mokta 322
Mokuddum . . . 351

Mol 345
Mola 345

Moje 345
Mol-islam 589

Molkari 345

Molly 324 1

Moltol 345

Molungee 324
Mom 345
Momano 345
Momati 345

Momjama 345
Momun 589

Monafah 589
Mondemu 345
Moneeb 589

Moneem 589

Mongum khandity .... 316

Moniagar 329

Monigar 329
Moochilka 348
Moochulka 348

Moodelly 588

Mooga 349
Mooktar 353
Mooktesor . 353
Mooktissur 353

Mooktiyar 353

Moolghenny 353

Moolgueny 353 2

Mooliwurg 354
Moolk 354

Mooluck 354

Moolwurgdar 542

Moolywurg 542

Moonga 349

Moonsiff 356

Moopen 356
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Musee 333
Mushal 333
Mushkoree 337
Muskoree 337
Mussalah 333
Mussaut 333
Mussoola 334
Mut 334
Mutchelka 589
Muth 334
Muthout 334

Mutiyar 335

Mutiyari 335
Mutlub 335
Mutowolee 589
Mutt 334
Muvilan 336
Muzin 590
Muzrah . . . 337

Muaafi ....... 346
Muaafichhthi ..... 346
Muaafular ...... 346
Mufiafi-istiwa ..... 346
Muaafi-mamuli . . . .347

Muaafi-mujrai ..... 347
Muaiifi-nama ..... 347
Muaafi-nazarana dar . . . 589
Muaiifi ravvana . . . .3-17

Muaamalat ...... 347
Muaamalat ..... 347
MufiVn ....... 347

Mufijjal ....... 347
Mualim ....... 347
Muallak ....... 347
Muatabar ...... 347
Muatak ....... 347

Muatjal ....... 347
Muazzin ....... 590
Mubadala ...... 347
Mubadadalu ...... 348
Mubah ....... 347
Mubaiat ....... 347

Mubarra ...... 347
Mubashir ...... 348
Mubiai ....... 347
Mubid ........ 348
Muchalka ...... 348
Muchalka ...... 348
Muchalka-in darad . . . 348
Muchche ...... 344
Muchchevadu ..... 344
Muchchilika ...... 348
Muda........ 348
Muda ........ 349
Muda ....... 356
Mudabbar ...... 348
Mudabbir ...... 348
Mudabbir....... 348
Mndabbir-i-tadbir . . . 348
Mudai ....... 348
Mudaim ...... 348
Mudain ....... 348
Mudainat ...... 348
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Musa-bahi 357 2 3
Musaedat 589 2 15

Musafir 357 2 8

Musafir khana 357 2 9

Musahib 357 2 11

Musahira 357 2 32

Musajjal 357 2 13

Musakkas 357 2 43
Musakkasi 357 2 43
Musal 357 2 14

Musalahat 357 2 17

Mugalahu 357 2 5

Musali
'

357 2 48
Musammat 357 2 20
Musanda, 357 2 24
Musanda 357 2 24
Musar 357 2 26
Musara 357 2 32
Musarkhor 357 2 28
Musavi 587 2 16

MushSa 357 2 29
Mushahara 357 2 31

Mushahara kulkarnam . . 357 2 40
Mushaira 357 2 31

Mushakhas 357 2 42

Mushakhagi 357 2 42
Mushakkasidar .... 589 2 19

Mushakkasi jama .... 358 1 3
Mushakhasi jot .... 589 2 11

Musharik 358 1

Musharikat . . . . . .358 1

Mushrif . . . 358
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Mushtarika ...... 589 2 23

Mushtf ....... 358 1 14

Mushtigar ...... 358 1 18

Mugibat ....... 589 2 29
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Mushrik 358 1

Musbrik 358 1
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Mushtari 358 1

Muslim ....... 358 1

Muslim 358
Muslim alehi 358 1 34
Muslim filii 358 1 32
Mussad 358 1 36
Miissat 358 1 36
Musta 358 1

Mustabin 358 1

Mustabin ghair marsum . . 358 2

Mustabin marsum . . . 358 2
Mustadai 358 2

Mustaghis. 358 2

Mustajari 358

Mustajaru 358

Mustajir 358

Mustajiri 358
Mustakbal 358
Mustamm 358

Mustaphi 589
Mustarad . . 358
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Mustaufigari 358 2 36

Mustayir 358 2 38
Mut 358 2 40
Mutaa 343 2 19
Mutabanna 358 2 45
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Mutabik 358

Multabik-i-sanad .... 358

Muiabik-i-tarikh .... 358
Mutafarrikat 359
Mutaffik .' 359
Mutah 359
Mutah 359
Mutahed 359
Mutahid 359
Mutahil 359
Mutahud 359
Mutahuddar 359
Mutakaddim 359
Mutakaffil 359

Mutakkilsim 359
Mutakhasimm 359
Mutal 359
Mutalaka 359
Mutalalan 359
Mutalali 359
Mutalavakasam .... 359
Mutalavakasi 359
Mutalchilava 359

Mutaleduppa 359
Mutalik 359
Mutalikan 359
Mutaliki 359

Mutalkiiryyam 359

Mutalpalisa 359

Mutalpatta, 359

MutalpaHa karan . . . 359

Mutalpaltika 359

Mutalpera 359

Mutalpitti 359

MutalpitU karan .... 359
Mutanaza 589

Mutagaddi 359
Mutawalli 359

Mutayin 359

Mutayyana 359
Muth 358
Muthadari 359

Muthan 359
Muthi 358

Muthtfia 359
Muththadar 359

Muththadari 359

Muththawari 359

Muthh'ya 358
Mutlak 359
Mutlakvakalat nama . . 359
Mutlakvakil 359
Mutri 360

Mutseddy 359
Muttaide 360

Muttajja 360

Muttajji 360
Muttaseddee 359

Muttagil 360
Mutteedar ...... 359
Muttha 359

Mutthawari 359
Mutthi 358
Muttirachavadu 360

Muttiraju 360

MuttuwaU 360
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1 38
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Nadavarava 361

Nadavasanadu 361
Nadavu 361
Nadavunatter alai . . . . 361

Nadavupayir 361

Nadawoolungor . . . . 361 1 42
Naddaf 361 1 44

Nadebahurupi 361 1 19

Nadgaund 368 1 40

Nadgir 368 1 39
Nadh 361 1 45
Nadi 361 1 3

Nadi 361 2 1

Nadi 368 2 1

Nadika 368 2 5

Nadichil 361 2 3

Nadiga 361 2 6

Nadige 361 2 7

Nadila 361 2 5

Nadi-matruka-polamu . . 361 1 7

Nadina . . . . . . 361 2 Ifi

Nadina maryade . . . . 361 2 17

Nadu 361 2 9

Nadugauda '361 2 19

Nadusanabhoga .... 361 2 21

Nadutalavaru 361 2 23
Naduwari 370 1 45
Nadwali 370
Naek 372
Nafa 361
Nafaka 361
Nafa nuksan 361
Naff 362
Nafka 361
Nafl 361
Nafr 361
Nafsulhal 362

Nag 362

Nig 362

Niga 362

Niga 362

Nagad 363

Nagada 363

Nagadi 363

Nagadibab 364

Nagadilekka 364

Nagadi-sirasta
r 364

Nagad mil 364

Nagadu 363

Nagadu risidi 364 1

Nagad vikri 364 1

Nagala 362 1 25

Kigali 362 1 27

Nagalikarru 362 1 28

Nagan 362 1 29

Nagar 362 1 32

Nagar 362 1 36

Nigar 362 1 44

Nagara 362 1 32

Nagara 362 1 36

Nagara ....... 362 2 4

Nagarachauti 362 2 5

Nigarachavuti .... 362 2 5

Nagari 362 1 40

"Jajrarkaul 362 2 1

i 362 2 17
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Nagavalli 362

Nagdi 363

Naghori 362

Naghu 362

Nagole 362

Nagore 362

Nagpanchami 362

Nagsant 362

Nagu 362
Nahak 362

Nahak 362
Nahawi 369
Nabawi 368
Nahia 362
Nahr 362
Nah'u 368
Na'i 368

Naiades 372
Naib 362

Naib-diwan 362
Naib kajd 362

Naib kanungo .... 362
Naib na/im 362
Naib subahdar .... 362
Naida 368
Naidoo 373
Naidu 373
Naik 372
Naikan 363
Niikwadi 372
Naikwar 372

NaYkwari 372
Naikwari 372
Nainda 368
Nair 372

Najai 363

Najaitahud 363

Najiiil hana 363

Najaiz 363

Najar 373

Najarana 374

Najarim 373

Najarbandi 373

Najarbhet 373

Najar najra.na 373

Najar pahani 373

Najar patti 373

Najar ramjani 374

Najaru 373

Najaru bandi 373

Najaru kinike 373

Najib 363

Najir 373

Najiri 373

Najjar 363

Najkiri 363

Najm 363

Najsh 363

Najumi 363
Naka 363
Naka 363
Nakabandi 363
Nakadi 363
Nakal 364
Nakar 363
Nakara 363
Nakara 363
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Pago

Nashua 369
Nasi 590
Nasia 369
Nasib 369
Nasiha 369
Nasihah 369
Nasihahdaftar 369
Nasihat 369

Nasiyattu 369
Nasl 309
Naslan ba naslan .... 369

Nasg 369
Nasti 369
Nastik 369
Nastika 369

Nat 369
Nata 369
Nata 369
Nata 369
Nata 370
Natai 370
Natak 370
Nataka 370
Natakavan 369

Natamagar 590

Natamaigar 590
Natan 370
Nataru 370
Natawan 370
Natchannee 360

Natchenny 360

Natcheny 360
Naten 369

Natgawd 361
Nath 369
Nath 370
Natha 370
Nathi 370
Nathtawar 370
Nathwar 370
Nati 369

Nati ... ', .... 370
Nati 370

Natigantha 370

Natigal 369

Natin 370
Natin 370

Natiyar 369

Natm 370
Natta 370
Nattalan 370
Nattam 370
Nattam 370
Nattamakan 370
Nattamakkal 370
Nattamar 370
Nattamkaran 370
Nattan 370

Nattapgal. .

..{ JJ
Nattanma 370
Nattanmaikaran . . . . 370
Nattanmakaran .... 370

Nattapal 370
Nattar 370

Nattu 369
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NED NHA. NIM

Nedi



NIM

Page
Nimthana 378
Nina . . 378

Nipanja 378

Nipunji 378

Nipoti 378
Nir 378
Nira 378
Nira 378
Nirachalava 378

Niragante 378
Nirai 378
Nirakh 379
Nirali 378
Niran 378
Niranambam 378
Niranari 378
Niramkam 378
Niramlai 378

Niranjan 378

Nirapara 378

Niraparadhi 379

Nirattiper 378
Niravati pairu 378
Nirbadha bhoga .... 379
Nirdhana 379
Nirdosh 379
Nirerumadu 378

Nirganti 378

Nirpt 379

Kirindriya 379

Nirindriya 379

Nirjalaikadasi 379
Nirkal 378
Nirkanam 378
Nirk 379
Nirkh 379
Nirkhbandi 379

Nirkhdarogha 379
Nirkhi 379
Nirkhnama 379

Nirkhyii 379
Nirmutal 378
Nirodukal 378

Nirpaychumaniyam . . . 378
Nirsavi 371
Niru 379

Nirugante 378

Nirugatri 378
Niruttara 379
Niruvati 378
Nirvansa 379

Nirvedabhoga . ... 379
Nirvishta 379
Nirwa 369
Nigjib 379
Nisar 379
Nisbat 369
Nisbat 369
Nisbatdar 369
Nisbatwar 369
Nisf 379

Nisfjama 379

Nifkhiraj 379
Nishada 379
Nishan 379
Nishunbardar 379
Nishan diwam 379
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col. line

1 3
1 14

1 20



NUN
Pup*

Nuner 381
Nunia 381
Niirbaf 381
Nuru 381

Nugairi 381
Nuskha 381
Nuzul 381

Nyaeedaish 381

Nyamar 381

Nyas ! 381

Nyiisa 381

Nyat 381

Nyati 381

Nyaya 381

Nyayadhikara 381

Nyiiyadhipati 381

Nyayadhisa 381

Nyaydhisi 381

O.

Obbidi 381
Obeera 569
Oda 381
Odadar 382

Odagar 381
Odai 381
Odam 381
Odambadike 384
Odambaki 381
Odan 381
Odan 381
Odana 381
Odavaram 381

Oddolaga 382
Ode 381

Odeya 381

Odeyava 381
Odha 590
Odhan 381
Odhanbaki 381
Odho 382
Odi 382

Odiya 381

Odiya 382

Odumbadigai 529

Ogal . ! . . . . . 382

Ogaravurmita 382
Ogat 382

Ogga 382

Ogh 382

Ogha 382

Oghal 382
Ogudu 382
Ohara 383

Ohdah \
382

'

( 530

Ohdahdar. .

382
'( 530

Oddedar 382
Ohoro 550
Ojan .

f
382

Ojandar 382
Ojha 382
Ojja 382
Okillat 382
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OTT

Ottiporainir 384 1 45
Ottu 384
Ottuche kacheri .... 384

Ottuguttige 384

Ottujameyadahana .... 384

Ottykoomprom .... 384
Outhbundee 536
Ova 384
Ovanda 384
Ovvanda 384
Owandekari 384

P.

Pa 384
Pa 385
Paan 393
Pachaka 384
Pachal 413
Pachar 384

Pachbheya 384
Pachchadamu 384
Pachchaku 384
Paehh 384
Pachh 390
Pachhal 384
Pachki 384
Pachotara 395

Pachpach 385
Pachwai 385
Pachwi 385
Pad 385
Pad 385
Pada 385
Pada 385
Pada 385
Pada 385
Pada 385
Pada 385
Pada 385
Padabi 385

Padagai 385
Padakal 386
Padakanikai 385
Padakara 385
Padakatar 385
Padakatha 385
Padakel 386
Padakkam 385
Padam 386
Padana 386

Padanayuppa 386
Padanu 386

Padappai 386

Padappam 386
Padar 386
Padaram 386

Padargh 385
Padanrh 385

Padarghya 385
Padartha 386
Padasaksha . . . . . . 386
Padasakshi 386
Padasankirna 385
Padasara 385
Padasara 385
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pAi

Page col.

Paikasht zanun .... 388 2

Paimaish 388 2
Paimaishdar 389 1

Paimaish-i-kampas . . . 389 1

Pai'mal 388 1

Paimali 388 1

Paimankash 389 1

Pain 389 1

Pain . ... 389 1

PAR

Pain . 389 1

Painam 389 1

Paincha 389 1

Painowad 388 2
Painth 389 1

Paira 389 1

Paira 389 1

Paira 413 1

Pairaiyat 388 2
Pairen 389 1

Pairi 389 1

Pairu 389 1

Pairu 413 1

Pairudar 389 1

Paisa 389 1

Pai-sabek 388 2
Paisacha 389 2
Paisalu 389 2
Paisilr 389 2
PaVsha 389 2
Paisotako 389 2
Paita 389 2
Plata 389 2
Pait-ha 389 2
Paitrik 389 2
Paitrika 389 2
Paivilasamu 389 2
Paiwast 389 2
Paiwasti 389 2

Paiya 389 2

Paiyad 591 1

Pajii 389 2

Pajaui 389 2

Piijanigaro 389 2

Pajawa 390 1

PakaDadinavaru .... 390 1

Pakang 390 1

Pakee 390 1

Pakh 390 2
Pakbal 390 1

Pakhali 390 1

Pakhalyii 390 1

Pakhar 591 1

Pakhela 390 1

Pakhi 390 1

Paki 390 1

Pakka 390 I

Pakka 390 2

Pakkagbar 390 1

PakkachHtha 390 1

Pakkahiseb 390 1

Pakkam 390 2
Pakkanam 390 2
Pakkanilam 390 2

Pakkapavu 412 2
Pakkaser 390 1

Pakli 591 1

Pakota 416 1
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23
45
3
4

40
41

12

14

15

18

20
29

25
30
31

34
19

28
32
36
40
29
41

44
29
8

i

12

13

15
7

17

20
23
28
23
30
32
35
38
10

40
42
45
3
4
7

21
9

10

16

18

13

20
21

23
25

3
30
32
34
10
7

5

39
36
14

10

Paksha 390
Pakudi .387
Pakuti 390
Pal 390
Pal 390

Pal 390
Pal 390
Pala 390
Pala 390
Pala 391

Palabhogam 391

Palaganda 391

Palagorru 391

Palai 391
Palai 391
Paliuba 391

Palaiyakaran 391

I'alaiyapadu 391

Pukka 391

Palakaputra 391

Palakbeta 391

Palukosham 391

Palakunda 391
Palam 391

Falun 391
Palancheru 391

PalapaUadai 391

Palapatta^ai kudikaj . .391
IVili'isavidhi 391

Palashweedee 391

Paliitak 391

Palathi 391

Paliltika 391

Paluwat 391

Pale 391

Piiiejradu 391

P&legir 391

Paiesiira 391

Paieiyam 391

Palellu 391

Pulemu 391

Palerlu 391

Pale'rn 391

Piileru 391

Palesi 392

Paleu 392
Palev 392

Pajevu 391

Paleya 391

Ptig&rura 393
Palhu 392

Pali, 392
Pali 392
Palia 392

Paliaput 391

Palikapu 392
Palinavakkalu 393
Palisa 392
Palisamadaka olakaranam . 392
Palisi 392
Palit 392
Palki 392

Palla 390
Palla 392
Palla 591

Pallacheri 392

Pallakki 392

Page col. line(11.

2



PAN
Page

Panayellata-karan .... 394
Panbaha 393
Panbaha 591
Panbatta 393
Panbhar 397

Panbharya 397
Panbudft 397
Panboor 397
Panbuy 397
Panch 394
Panch 394
Pancba 394

Panchagramadava . . . 394
Panchait '. 394
Panchait 394
Panchaiti 394
Panchait jati 394
Panchait khanagi .... 394
Panchait nama .... 394
Panchait sarkari . . . . 394
Panehaka 394
Panchaki 394
Panchaki 397
Panchaki jama 591
Panchaki mahattran . . . 591
Panchaki miuja .... 591
Pancha krosi 395
Panchala 394
Panchama 395

Panchamabanajiga. . . . 395

Panchamahapataka . . . 395
Panchambandham .... 395
Panehami 395

Panchanga 395

Panchanga 395

1'anchanga maniyam . . . 395

Panchanga mirasu . . . 395

Panchangan 395

Panchiingi 395
Paneharatra 395
Panchuti ... .... 395
Panchatra 395
Panchattara 395

Pan-hayat 394

Panchayati 394

Panchayattu 394

Panchclihalak 395
Panch do 395
Panch kosi 395
Panch kosi 395
Panchotara 395
Panchotara 395
Panchotara kaifiat .... 395
Panchotari 395
Panchotra 395
Panchottara ... . 395
Panchoutra 395
Pand 395
Panda 396
Panda 396
Pandakasala 396
Pandakaval 396
Panda! 396
Pandala ........ 397
Pandala 396
Pandam 396
Pandan .... . 393

col. line

1 1

2 9

1 17

2 23
2 14

2 18

2 19
2 14

2 21

1 38
1 38
1 38
1 41

1 43
1 44

2 20
2 22
2 24

2 27
2 29
2 31

2 34
2 22
1 24

1 26
2 28
2 3

2 41
4

13

18

9

4

25
35

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1 44
2 1

1 35
1 35
1 8
2 10

2 25

2 27

1 43
1 44
1 45
2 13

2 15

2 3

2 19

2 29
2 33
2 37
2 33
2 40
2 21

2 40
2 43
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1 17

1 14

1 8

2 23
1 20

1 22
2 24

PAN
Page col. line

Pandar 396 1 8

Pandara . .

' 396 1 38
Pandara katlai .... 591 1 31

Pandaram 396 1 25
Pandaram 396 1 38

Pandaravadagai .... 396 1 28
Pandaravaciai 396 1 23

Pandari 396 1 39
Pandan 396 2 1

Pandavabfdu 396 2 4

Pande 396 2 8

Pand'ell 396 1 8

Pander peyshe .... 396 2 22

Pandery puttee 396 2 16

Pandhara 396 2 12

Pcandharapattf 396 2 16

Pandharapesha .... 396 2 22

Pandi 396 2 26
Pandi 397 1 1

Pandili 396 1 9

Pandiri 396 1 9

Pandit 396 2 28
Pandita 396 2 28
Pandra 396 2 31

Pandrapolamu 396 2 34

Pandraputty 396 2 16

Pandravadu 396 2 35
Pandree 396 2 12

Pandree 396 2 39
Pandu 396 1 36
Pandumu 396 2 37
Panduri 396 2 39
Panduva 396 2 41

Pandya 396 2 43

Pandya 397 1 1

Pane 414 1 7

Panejita 397 1 5

Pang 397 1 8

Panga 397 1 10

Panga 397 1 11

Pangacha 397 2 25

Pangali 397 1 15

Pangu 397 1 11

Pangu 397 1 45

Panijubadi 397 1 19

Pangubhagam .... 397 1 17
Pann-ukaran 397 1 23

Pangul 397 2 1

Pangumalai 397 1 25

Panguma]ai kanakku . . 397 2 25

Papguni 397 2 2

Pansrupirindavargal . . . 397 1 20

Pangutta 393 2 26

Panguvali 397 1 40

Panguvazhi 397 1 40

Panguvidam 397 1 33

Panguvikrayam .... 397 1 35

Panyuvikrayachittu . . . 397 1 37
Panhala 397 2 27
Panhara 397 2 29
Panharin 397 2 29
Panheri 397 2 31
Pani 397 2 3
Pani 398 1 9

Pani 398 1 21

PamVahana 398 1 22

Panigrihita 398 1 25
8N

PAN
Pane col. Une

1 25
2 34

14

13

1

1

1 11

1

1

18

19
2 35

28
29

29

Panigrihfti 398
Panikar 397
Panikaran 398
Panikkal 398
Panikkan 398

Panippura 398
Panividaikaran 398

Paniyari 397

Panj 398 1

Panja 398 1

Panja 398 1

Panja 398 1 41

Panjaita 398 1 43

Panjam 427 2 28

Panjamuligdar 398 1 45

Panjangam 395 1 36

Panjay taraba 398 2 3

Panjdui 398 1 33

Panji 398 2 4

Panjika 398 2 4

Panjinul 398 2 8

Panjrapol 418 2 36

Panjrapor 418 2 36

Panjtan 398 I 35

Panjtanipak 398 1 35

Panjtirthi 398 1 38

Panju 398 2 6

Panjuri 398 2 9

Pankti 398 2 13

Panlot 397 2 36
Panmahal 393 2 27

Panmaja 393 2 28

Panmar 397 2 39
Panna 393 2 37
Pannacheri 398 2 17

Pannai 398 2 19

Pannaikaran 398 2 21

Pannaissumai 397 2 24

Pannaiyal 398 2 26

Panniah 398 2 28
Panniar 398 2 31

Pannimalayan 398 2 32
Pannu 398 2 33
Panola 398 2 34

Panpatra 393 2 30

Panphol 397 2 41

Panpika 397 2 43

Panpikalen 397 2 43

Panrahath 398 1

Pansal 398 1

Pansala 398 1

Pansara 398 2

Pansarhata 398 2 40
Pansari 398 2 38

Panseri 398 2 41

Pansi 398 2 44

Pansi 398 2 45
Pansoi 398 2 45

Pansupari 393 2 31
Pant 399 1

Panta 399 1

Panta cheruvu . . . .

| _gp

Pantaka 398
Pantakailu 399

Pantanirasam 399

Pantasala 399

1

2

2

35

6

15

31
16
4

18

19

20



PAN



PAR pAs

Parpatti ....... 425

* 404
Parpatya .....

j 423

Parpata ....... 424

Parputra ...... 424
Parra ........ 403
Parra........ 403

Parra-uppu ...... 403

$ 403
Parravuppu J 535
Parre .

-...... 403
Parru........ 403
Parruchitti ...... 403
Parsa ....... 401
Parsai ........ 403
Parsaksha ...... 386
Parsakshi ...... 386
Parsi ....... 403
Parsu ........ 401
Parta........ 591

Partal ........ 403

T> ,'i ^ 403
Pa*al ......

{ 591

Partal ........ 403

Partaljarib ...... 404

Partal-ojan ..... 404
Parian ....... 591

Partar ....... 591

Parthiva ....... 404
Parti ........ 404

Partijadid ...... 591
Partikadim ...... 404

Parugu ....... 404
Parukivaraha ..... 404

Pdrupatya ...... 404

Parupatyagar ..... 404

Parushya ....... 401
Parva ....... 404
Parva ........ 404
Parvan ....... 404
Parvana ...... 404
Parvana sraddha .... 404
Parvani ....... 404
Parvata ....... 404

Parvatiya ....... 404

Parvatyakaran .... 426

lYuvatyam ...... 425
Parwa ....... 404
Parwana ....... 404
Purvvana bazu .... 404

Parwanagi ...... 404

Pa<re col. line

2 35

Parwanagi bardar

Parwanai>i chithi .

Parwana-guzasht ..
Parwana-i-istaklal .

Parwana-i-subahdiir

Parwana-waguzasbt

. 404

. 405

. 404

. 404

. 404

. 404
399

Parwar ....... 405
Parwarda ...... 405
Parwari ....... 402
Parwarish ...... 405
Parwasti ....... 405

Parwi ....... 405

Parjaya ....... 403

Paryaya ....... 403
Pas ....... 405
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1 16

2 45
1 39

39
12

20

21

2 21

1 17

2 23
2 25
2 27
2 20
2 29
1 16

1 18

2 31
2 20
2 5

2 41

2 41

2 6

2 43
3

5

8

6

10

7

10

8

12

14

16

18

21

27
10

27
1 37
2 1

1 37
2 13

2 15

1 3

2 45
2 17

2 19

2 26
2 41

2 43
1 1

2 31
2 36
2 38
2 31

26
6

11

8

13

15

17

2

1

I

1

1

1

1

1 34
1 35
1 18

Page
Pasa 405
Pasa 405
Pasaelun 405
Pasaetawala 405
Pasaetun 405
Pasama 405
Pasamakur 405
Pasanam 405
Pasar 405
Pasara. . 405
Pasare 405
Pasari . . 398
Pasari 405
Pasban 405
Pasethi 405
Pashan 405
Pashana 405
Pashana chaturdasi . . . 405
Pashanam 419
Pashm 405
Pashmina 405
Pashmina 405
Pasi 405
Pasi 405
Pasi 405
Pasi 405

Pasige 405
Pasike 405
Pasiki 405
Pasodi 405
Passewa 405
Pasu 405
Pasubevala .... 405

Pasuge 405
Pasumai 406

Pasumpul 406
Pasunkarai ...... 406

Pasupala 405

Pasupalana 405

Pasupu 406
Pasuri 398
Pat 406
Pat 406
Pat 406
Pat 406

Pat 406
Piita 406
Pata 406
Pata 406
Pata 406
Pata 406
Pata 406
Pata 408
Pata 408
Patai 406
Patak 406
Pdtak 406
Pataka 406

Pihakalagutta 407
Pataki 406
Pataki ....... 406
Patakwa 407

Patukya .406
Patam 407
Patam 409
Patamkar 409
Patamma . 407

col. line

1



PAT PAT PAY

Patkat



PAY PER PHU

Payarapanta . . .



PHU PIN PON

Phulkar ....



PON POT PRA



PRA PUR PUN
Patfe col. line

Pravarttaka 425 2 34
Pravarttakam 425 2 42
Pravartti 425 2 34
Pravarttika 425 2 34
Pravarttikam 425 2 42
Pravasa 426 1 13

'

Pravasasedha 426 1 1:

Pravrajya 426

Pravrajyavasita 426
Pravrittikaran 426

Prayasehit 426

Prayaschitta 426

Prayoga 426

Prayojyam 426
Preta 426
Pretasi 429
Pretasraddha 426
Prevatah 425
Pritidatta 426
Prohit 429
Proith 592
Prowartikar ..... 426 1 3
Prut 424 2 20

17

18

3
22
22
25
27
28
14

29
2 35
1 32
2 7

2 7

Puchwye 385
Pucka 390
Puekalee. 390
Puckallee 390
Puckallie 390

Puckally 390

Pudarg 385
Pudaruck 385
Puddee 386
Pudhan 422
Pudum 386

Pug 387

Pugdi 387

Puggye 387

Pugree 387
Puheelee 413
Puheli 413
Puhur 387
Pukka 390
Pul 390
Pull 390
Pullam 391

Pullaputtady 391

-I 23
Pun 393
Punch 394
Punda 396
Pundit 396

Pung 397

Punjum 427
Punna 398
Punnah 398
Punt 399
Punth 399
Punwarshadee 399
Purakudi 400
Purbareebabtee . . . .591

Purbany 404

Purbony 404
Purcha 402
Purdahnisheen .... 402
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1 3
1 25
1 16

1 16
1 16

1 16

1 23
1 23
1 24
2 27

13
9

31
5

12

12

2 31
1 25
2 28
2 28
1 34
1 45
1 45
2 1

1 40
1 38
1 1

2 28
1 11

2 28
2 28
2 28
1 C

1 23
1 35
1 34
1 40
1 38
1 38
2 22
2 39

Paee

Purdhan ....... 422
Purdhaun ...... 422

Purgunu ....... 402

Purjah ....... 423

Purjosh ....... 423

Purjote ....... 423
Purkavani ...... 403
Purkea ....... 402

Purky ........ 402
Purokoodee ..... 400
Purrah ....... 399

Purramboke ..... 428

Purvoe ....... 402
Purwar ....... 405
Pushm ....... 405
Pushoo ....... 405
Pussaeeta ...... 405
Pussaita ....... 405
Putchuck ....... 384

j
Putkut

Putkut ....... 412
Putnee ....... 410
Putsak ....... 384
Putta ........ 408
Puttuckdar ...... 430

Puttany ....... 410
Puttcutt ....... 412
Puttee ....... 411
Putteedar ....... 411

Putteedaree ..... 411

Putter ........ 408
Puttun ....... 410

Putty ........ 411

Putty ....... 411

Puttydar ....... 411

Putwarry ...... 406

Puchchavero 592

Puchi . . 426

Puda 426
Pudi 426

Pugaivari 426

Pugam 426

Piigasabha 448

Puja 426

Pujaimichcham 426

Pujari 426

Puju 426
Pukhta 426
Pukkachitta 426

Pukkamuji 426
Pukkawara 426
Pul 426
Pul 427
Pula 426
Piila 426
Pulachchi ..'..... 426
Pulaimakan 426
Pulainar 427

Pulakalli 426
Pulakam 426

Pulakottil 426
Pulam 426
Pulamadam 426

Pulappati 426

col. line

2 28



PUN PUR RAH



RAH

Rahbaran 432
Rahdar 432
Rahdari 432

Rahdanchiti 432

Rahdarijakat 432

Rahdari pullari 432

Rahdarry 432

Rahdurry 432

Rahgir 432

Raliin . . . . . . . . 432

Rahin 432
Rahinnama 432

Rahita 432
Ralritu 432
Rahkharch 432
Rahna 432
Rahnuma 432
Rabin . . 432
Rahwa 432
Rahwai 432

Rahwaia 432
Rahzan 432
Rahzani 432

Rahzani-ba-khun .... 432
Rahzam-ba-zakhm . . . 432

Ra{ 432

RQi 432
Rfiia 433

Raibandi 433
Raibandi 442

Raigar 433

Rafj 433

Raijulwakt 433
Raikat 433

Rfiikankutf 433
Rai rayan 432

Rais 592

Raiswar 431

Raitarapalu 393

Raiyat 433

Raiyat 433

Raiyat azar 433

Raiyati 433

Raiyati . . . . . . . 433

Raiyati-baithabari . . . 592

Raiyatipatla 433

Raiyatnama 433

Raiyatparwar 433

Raiyatwar 433

Raiyatwilrjamabandi . . . 433

Raj 433

Raj 442

Raja 433

Raja 435

Raja 442

Rajab 435

Riijabansi 433

Rajabhagam 433

Rajabhent 433

Rajadham 433

Rajak 435

Rajaka 435

Rajaki 433

Rajakrant 433

Rajakranti 433

Rajakumar 434

Rajakumara . ... 434
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Pape col. line

1 21
1 26
1 27
1 37
1 34
1 39
1 27
1 27
1 41
2 18

2 25
2 22
2 28
2 28
1 42
2 27
1 43
1 26
2 30
2 31

2 32
1 44
1 45
2 1

2 3

2 33
2 45
1 21

1 4

2 21

11

14

15

1 17

1 8

2 38
2 27
2 3

22
20

1 23
1 28
1 30
1 31

2 32
1 39
1 37
1 41

1 43
2 6

2 11

1 21

2 12

1 11

1 44
1 12

2 32
2 23
2 39
2 44
1 17

1 17

2 26
2 29

2 29
1 15
1 15

RAJ

foge

Rajaput . . . . . . . 434

Rajarekha 443

Rajarekhibigha .... 443

Rajasabha 448

Rajasasanam 434

Rajaswa 435

Rajat 435

Rajbaha 433

Rajbansi 433

Rajbhagam 433

Rajdanda 433

Rajdham 433

Rajdhuti 434

Rajgur 434

Rajguru 424

Raji 435

Raji 442

Rajia 435

Rajik 434

Rajikam 434

Raji'rajawantine .... 442

Rajiviinaru 435

Rajiyavaru 435

Rajkar 434

Rajkumar 434

Rajin 435

Rajpoot 434

Rajput 434

Rajwar 435

Rajwara 435

H;i|waro 435
Ruka 435
Rakam 435
Rakami 435
Rakamsiwai 435
Rakamvari 435
Rakana 435

Rakar 438
Rakat 435
Rakba 435
Rakba 435
Rakba 444
Rakbabandi 435
Rakbazamm 435
Rakh 435
Rakha 435

Rakbajangal 592

Rakhal 435
Rakhan 435
Rakhandar 435

Rakhanhar 435
Rakhani 435
Rakhas 436
Rakhasibela 436
Rakhat 436
Rakhi 436
Rakhi 436
Rakhile 436

Rakhipurnima 436
Rakhle 436
Rakhna 435

Rakhopa 436

Rakhopo 436

Rakhrangoli 435
Rakht 436
Rakht-o-mataa 436

Rakhwal .... 436

col.



RAN
Page

Rang: 433

Rangai 438

Rangar 438

Rangari 438

Rangari 438

Rangi 438

Rangmahal 438

Rangrez 438

Rangrezi 438

Rangri 438

Rangwa 438

Rangwai 438
Rani 437
Rankar 438
Rankela 437
Ranku 438

Ranmarjar 437
Ranwa 437

Ranwatya 438
Rao 438
Rao krishak 438
Raoul 441

Rapat 438

Raphe-daphe 431

Raphtanibhaya .... 438
Rarain 438
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Rel 443
Rela 443
Rent 443
Renti 443
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Ribba 443
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Rig 443
Riha 443
Rihai 443

Rijat 444
Rik 443
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Rikaz 444
Rikba 444
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Rin 444
Rina 444
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Rini 444
Rini 444
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Risala 444
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Rishi 444
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Rudra 446
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Rujoo 446

Rujii 446
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Ruka 446
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Rukhgat -446
Rukn 446
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Rukn-ad-daula 446
Rukn-us-sultanat .... 446
Rukua 446
Rull 446
Rulla 446
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Ruparel 447

Rupee 447

Rupit 593

Rupiya 447

Rupiyadaskauri .... 448

Rupla 448

Ruposh 446

Ruposhi 446
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Rusum 439
Rusumdar 440
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Rusum-i-gathri .... 439
Rusum-i-khazana . . . . 439

Rusum-i-khazanchi . . . 439

Rusum-i-nazarat .... 439
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Rye 432
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Sahodha 453
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Sai 453
Saia 453
Saiba 454
Saibat 454
Said 454
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Sai'dzada 454
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Saikalgar 454
Saikra 454
Sail 454
Sail 454
Sailab 454
Sailabi 454
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Salam 457
Salam 457
Salam 457
Salami . . .... 457
Salami-i-khanabari . . . 457
Salan 457

Salapo 456
Salasula 456
Salat 457

Salajin 493
Salavadi 457
Salavu 437

Salayindu 456
Salbandi 456
Sal-ba sal 456
Salehalu 456
Salevarkharchu 456
Salevad.u 457

Salgira 456

Salguzashta 456
Sali 456
Sail 456
Sali 457
Sali 457
Sali 457
Sali 457
Saliana 456
Salianadar 456
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Shubhai-shadid 480 2

Shubhai-zaifa 480 2

Shubhakruli 491 2

Shudamad 480 2
Shudamadi kadfm .... 480 2

Shudkar 480 2
Shufa 480 2

Shufaa 480 2

Shuhda 481 1

Shuk'ka 481 1

Shukl 493 1

Shukr 481 1

Shukrana 481 1

Shukrbar 493 1

Shumar 481 1

Shumari .481 1

Shumari kaghaz . . . . 481 1

Shumar navis . . 481 1
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5

10

35
41

44
44
26
26

10

33
40
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32
43
44
1

2

44
13

3

13

24
10

10

5

17

17

11

3

13

45

Shyamak 497
Si 481
Sia 481
Siah 481
Siaha 481
Siah bahi 481
Siah-i-amdani 481
Siilh i maujudat .... 481

Page col. line

Siah khazana 481
Siah-navis 481
Siana 481
Sianat 482
Sianchari 482
Siasal 482

Siayal 482
Sibandi 480
Sibandi 480
Sibandi fagli 480
Sibbandi 480

Sibbendy 480
. Sibian 489
Sicca 483
Sich 485
Sidde 482
Siddha 482
Siddhanta 382
Siddhartha 482

Siddhaya 482
Siddhi 482
Siddhi 482
Siddhi 482
Sidha 482
Sidha 482
Sidhori 482

35 Sidi 482
27 Sidi 482
20 Sidi kamba 482
20 Sidiyala 482
12 Sifarish 482
41 Siftaja 482
24 Sigaun 482

S%ha 482

34 i?hr 482
3 Sighr-i-sinn 482
7 S'ih 481

12 SM 481

15 Sihasahi 482
10 Sihhatnama 453
17 Sihr 482
19 Sij 482
36 Sijda 482
21 Sijda tahial 482
23 Sijil 483
25 Sijjada 455
30 Sika 483
30 Sika 483
9 Sika 483

11 Sikar 483
12 Siken 483
13 Sikh 483
14 Sikha 483

Shumar sarrishta . . 481 1

18

22
26

31
40
33

Sikhavriddhi 483

Siki 483
Sikka 483

Sikka 483
Sikka . . .

'

483

Sikkariipiya 483

38

1 42
2 15
2 16

2 16

2 31

2 28
2 37
2 35
2 39
2 41
1 3

1

6

9

1

1

9

2

3

1 33
1 28

1

12

13

15

1

1

1

1

1 17

1 18

1 20
1 23
1 34
1 28
1 29

1 31

1 33
1 40
1 44
1 45
2 5

2 7

2 12

2 14

2 16

2 17

1 42
2 18

2 30
1 21
2 32
2 34
2 38

41
9

7

12

28
29

15

12

17
1 20
1 22
1 25
1 26
1 28
1 29

1 35



SIR

Sikkasanad 483

Sikkawon 483
Sikke bardar 483
Sikkedaul 483
ikkekatar 483

Siksha 483

Sikya 483
Sila . . . . . . . .483
Sila 483

Si'Ja 483
Silah 483
Silah 483
Silahar 483
Silahbardar 483
Silahdar 483
Silahkhana 483
Silak 483
Silakas 484
Silakawan 483
ilakawan 483
ilakbaki 483

Silakband 483
Silakbandi 483
Silaki 484
Silaki dagine 484

Silakjhara 484
Silaksanithali 487

Silapputti 484
Silasasana 470

gilat 484
ilat-i-rahm 484

S.iledar 483
Silekhana 483
Sili 484
Silku 483
Silladar 483
Sillim 457
Sillihsanklee 484
Silm 457
Silot 484
Silottara patf! 483

Silpa 484

Silpf 484

Silpinyasa 484
Silsila 484
Siluku 483
Siluku baki 483
Sim 484
Sima 484
Simai 484

Simaipattu 484
Simal 484
Simamul 484
Simana 484
Simanadar 484
Simanta 484

Simantapuja 484

Simantonnayana .... 484
Simavivada 484
Sime 484
Simeaswari 484

Simga 484
Simhak 477

Simollanghan 484

Simpa 484

Simpi 484
Sirnvva 484
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40
1 42
1 44
2 1

2 4

2 7

1 12

2 8

2 10

2 11

2 19

2 19

2 9

2 22

2 23
2 30
2 32
1 12

2 35
2 35
2 40
2 43
2 43

8

10

1

3
1 16

1 28
1 18

1 19

2 24
2 30
1 21

2 33
2 24
1 14

1 3
1 14

1 23
1 16

27
28
29
25

2 32
2 40

32
31

33
5

23

1

1

1

2

2

1 44
1 38
1 40
2 25

25
7

32
20
33

2 23
2 10
2 35
2 35
1 33

SlM

Page coL line

Simwa 484 1 33

Simwasejari 484 2 18

Sinazana 484 2 43
Si'nch 485 1 1

Sinchai 485 1 3

Sinchi 485 1 4

Sinda 485 1 5

Sindaporaga 485 1 7

Sindh 461 2 33

Sindbll 462 1 6

Sindhchor 461 2 42

Sindhchori 461 2 44

Sindhkathi 462 1 1

Sindhkati 462 1 1

Sindhual 462 1 7

Sindhuali 462 1 8

Sing 485 1 9

Singatimahal 485 1 13

Singh 485 1 15

Singotl 485 1 10

Singpho 485 1 30

Singsingoti 485 1 10

Sinhastha 485 1 21

Sipah 485 1 33

Sipahi 485 1 34

Sipahsalar 485 1 35

Sipai 485 1 37

Sipurd 485

Sipurdagi 485

Sipurdnama 485
Sir 465
Sir

'

485
Sira 485
Sirab 485
Sirasta 467
Sirasta 467

Sirastedar 467

Sirayat 485
Sircar 466
Sirdar 466
Sirdeshmukh 466
Sirdesmukhi 466

Sirdespandye 466
Sirf 475
Sirhad 466
Sirista 467
Siristedar 467 2 5

Sirkar 466 2 8

Sirkut 467 1 3
Sirma 485 2 29

Sirnagaur 467 1 19

Sirpao 467 1 30
Sirsoobeedar 468 1 6

Sirthan 485 2 32
Sirthi 485 2 30
Sirwa 485 2 34
Sirwan 485 2 35
Sirwani 485 2 38
Sisa 485 2 41

Sishamba 485 2 42

Sishya 485 2 43
Sisira 475 2 45
Siskar 486 1 3

Sist 486 1 3

Sistbaki 486 1 13

Sistu 486 1 3

Sjsu 486 1 15

8 s

SOL

1 39

1 42
1 4

1 28
1 44
2 23
2 10

2 1

2 2
2 5

2 24
8

3
17

24
39

2 28
1 44
2 2

2

Sisuhatya 486
itta 486

Sittudayatn 486
Situa 486
Smni 486
Siva 486
Siva bhakta 486

Sivalaya 486
Sivali 486

Sivalingi 486

Sivaprit 486
Sivar 486
Sivarai 486
Sivaratri 486
Sivashahi bigha . . -. . 486
Sivashahi kathi .... 486
Sivottar 486
Sivottara 486
Siwai 486
Siwai 486

***** i486
Siwana 484
Siwanadar 484
Siwar 484

Siway jutnma 486

Siyah 481

Siyaha 481

Sfyan^ 487

Siyar
"

487
Smartta 487
Smaana 487
Smriti 487
Snana 487
Snana yatra 487

Snanjatra 487
Soastee 495
Sobhana 487
Sobhakriti 487
Sobhakrutti 487
Sod 487
Sod 487

Sodahputtro . . . . . 594
Sodaka 487
Sodara 487
Sodchithi 487
Sodchiti 487
Sodh 487
Sodha 487
Sodha 487
Sodhana 487
Sodhana 487
Sodhanai 487

Sodhapatra 594
Sodwani 487

Sohagia 487

Sohagin 472
Sohala 487
Sohala 487
Soharwardi 487
Sokha 487
Sola 480
Sola 487
Sola 493

Solage 487

Solage gudije 487
Solanama ... . 493

Pape col. line
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SOL

Pap?
Solanki 487

Solige 487
Soluli 487
Som 487
Som 496
Soma 487
Somavara 487

Somavaryateli . . . .
' 487

Somavati 487

Somayaga 487
Sombar 487
Sommali 488
Sommu . 488
Sona 488
Sona 488

Sonadanga 488

S6nagar 488
Sonar 488
Sonar ayati-dhuli-aya . . 488

Sonardyem 496
Sonant 460
Sonen 488
Som'

'

488
Sonrka 488
Sonta 488
Sonta 488
Sontakaran 488
Sontam 488

Sontebardar 488
Sonthal 593
Sonwala 488

Sonyaphagan 488
Soobah 491
Sooder 492

Sooguy 492

Soogavasi 594

Soojee 492

Soojee matee 455
Sookawasee 492
Sookh lumbree 594
Sookhwustie 492
Sookree 492
Sookwoosee 492
Sookwustoo 492
Sooleh 493
Soona 594
Soonboorlee 493
Soondrie 493
Soonee 494
Soor 494
Soornees 494

Sooroolly 487
Sooroothal 494
Soorsum 494
Soostee 495
Sor 487
Sor 487
Sorethal 494

Sornadayam 496
Soruli 487
Sose 488

Sostijamin 488
Sota 488
Sotazamm 488
Sotha 488
Soli 488
Sotundrum 496
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SUR



Swarnadayatn

SUT

Page
Sutra 495
Siitram 495
Suttiram 495

Sutyo 495
Suva 496

Suvala 495
Suvam 496
SuTarna 495

Suyurghal 495
Swa 495
Swachchhanda 496
Swadastiir 496
Swadha 496

Swadhyaya 496
Swaee 486

Swaeejumma 486

Swagatam 496
Swa'i 496
Swaichchha 497
Swam 495
Swami 496
Swami bhogam .... 496
Swamitwam 496

Swamyam 496
Swan 496

Swanubhogam .... 496

Swanvaya 496

Swaraj 496
Swari 473
Swarna 495

C 496
' '

) 594
Swarnam 496

Swarupam 496
Swastha 497
Swasthan 496
Swasthi 495

Swasthyam
j JJJ

Swasti .495
Swasti 497

Swastiyamdar ... .497
Swastrium 497
Swastriumdar 497
Swastrum 497

Swastyam 497

Swastwam) 497
Swatantaram 496
Swatantra 496

SwatantradHtam .... 496
Swatantrakaran .... 496

(496
' '

} 544

Swatantryam 496

Swatantryam 496
Swatwa 496

Swatwatyagapatra .... 496

Swayam 497

Swayamdatta 497

Swayamkrita 497

Swayamupagata .... 497

Swayamvara 497
Swechchba 497
Swetambara 497

Swoparjita 497

Syama 497

Syamaka 497
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TAI TAK TAL

Tai



TAl/

Talimunda 506 1

Talipatra 504 1

Talipot 504

Talippanai 504

Taljhara 504

Taljiat 506

Talkm 506

Talja 506

Taljakura 506

Tallary 506

TaJlavari 506

Talli 506
Talliar 506
Tallibund 504

Tallipot 604

Tallupadipatram .... 506

Tajjutal 506

Tajjutalin cbittu . . . . 506

Tally 506 1

Talmadgal 506
Talook 497

Talookdarry 498 1

Talookeh mahl zaminee . . 498 1

Talpat 504

Tajpat 504

Talpat 506

Talpatra 501 1

Taluk 497
Taluka -497

Talukrfar. 498
Talukdari 498
Tama 507
Tamadi 506
Tamakhti 506
Tamaku 506
Tamaku-kabuli . . . . 506
Tamaku-lohra 506
Taniaku-maku 506
Tamali 506 2

Tamiisha 506
Tamassuk 507
Tamassuk-i-hazir zamini . 507 1

Tamassuk-juidadi . . . 507 1

Tanmsul 506
Tamb 507
Tamba 507

Tambalavacju 507
Tamban 507
Tambara 507 1

Tambara 507
Tambat 507

Tambatti 507
Tamben 507
Tambi 507
Tambih 507
Tambli 507
Tamboli . .507
Tambolf 507
Tamboli 507
Tambolin 507
Tumbolin 507
Tambri 507
Tambula 507
Tambuli 507

Tambvil-sravaiji .... 507
Tamburan 507

Tamburattf 507
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TEE TER THO

Teekapottah . .

Teekoot



Thoda . . .



TOL
Page

manyam .... 524

Tolilalan 524
Tolli 506
Tolliar 506

TolJik 524
Tolukari 524

Tojumban 524

Tolumbu 524

Toluttai 524

Tojuvan 524
Tom 524
Tomni 524
Tomsook 507
Tomtom 509
Tona 524
fond 595
Tondai mandalam . . . 524
Tondiviiram 524
Tondu 524
Tondumandalam .... 524
Tondoowarum .... 527

Tongar 524
Ton{ 524
Tonkal 525
To-o 525
Toolom 526
Toom 527
Toosorr 527

Top 525

T6p 525

Topas 525

Topchi 525

Tope 525

Topi 525

Topiwala 525

Topka 525

Topkhana 525

Topo 509

Toppalu 525

Toppi 525

Toppikuda 525

Topu 525

Topu 509
Tor 525

Tora 525
Tora 523

Toragras 523
Toran 525
Torana 625
Tormi 525
Toro 525
Tortankar 525
Toru 525
Toruvu 525
Tosha 525
Toshakhana 525
Tossa 525
To^a 525
Totacul 525
Totavadu 525
T6ti 525
Toti 525
Totical 525
Totidu 525

Totiga 525
Totimanya 330
Totiyakalu 525
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TUS UGN UBH

Tusar . .



UBH UDI



UMB
Page

Umbarpatti 532
Umbarsara 532

Umbijikai 532
Umbli 532
Umed 532
Umedusul 532
Umedwar 532

Und 532
Umi 532
Umm 532

Ummali 532
Ummalidar 532

Ummaligar 532

Ummalige 532

Ummaligrama .... 532
Umm-al-walad 532

UmmuU 532

Ummulige 532
Umra 532
Umudain 532
Umuka 532
Umumat 532
Un 532
tin 532
Una 532
Una 532
Unalo 532
Unch 523
Uncha 528
Unchad 528
Unchai' 528
Unchan 528
Unchat 528

Unchawat 528

Unchawata 528
Unchko 532

Undarapattam .... 532
Undarati 532
Undariti 532
Undi 533
Undichcbittu 533

Undige 533

Undige chiju 533

Undigi 533
Undika 533
Undikai 533

Undikaichittu 533

Undikappanam .... 533
Undikukulasam .... 533
Undurkhad 533

Ungidi 533
Unhaia 533

Unjati 533
Unkuva 533
tins 536

Unvirpor 533

Upabhoga 533

Upadhi 533

Upadh>a 533

Upadhyiiya 533

Upagrama 533

Upaj 533

Upajivika 533

Upal 533

Upal 533

Upalaga 533

Upalana 533
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2 1

2 1

1 35
1 31
2 2

2 6

2 3
2 8

2 9

3 10

1 33
1 41
1 41

33
38
11

33
33

2 15

2 17

2 22

2 14

2 23
2 25
2 24
2 24
2 27
2 23
2 23
2 27
2 26
2 26

2 29

2 29

2 27
2 38
2 32
2 32
2 32

1 1

1 15

8

10

13

1

1 15

1 5

1

20

IS

22

2:,

87
11

30
31

33
38

35
-11

4S
2

4
6

8

10

UFA
Pafje

Upalan nichan 533

Upali 533

Upanam 533

Upanaya 533

Upanayana 533

Upanchaki 533

Upanchakidar 533

Upandam 533

Upanidhi 533

Upanikshepa 533

Upapataka 533

Upapataki 534

Upar 534

Upara 534

Uparahar 534

Uparala 534

Upari 534

Upari 534

Uparikharch 534

Uparwar 534

Uparwaria 534

Upasalya 534

Upatya 534

Upavartana 534

Upavasa 534

Upavasatha 534

Upavita 534

Upeksha 534

Uphta 534

Upiniany 533

Upjao .533

Uppa 534

Uppaguni 534

Uppalam 534

Uppajam 534

Uppajavan 534

Uppaluvavadu 534

Uppamaippor 534

Upparadhi 534

Upparamanyam .... 534

Upparanu 534

Uppararavanu .... 534

Upparavadu 534

Upparavoje 534

Upparavoji 534

Uppari 534

Uppinakuni 534

Uppinarevu 534

Uppiravoje 534

Uppu 534

Uppudanda 535

Uppudibbe 534

Uppukatte 534

Uppuleru 534

Uppumadi 534

Uppunela 534

Uppunilam 534

Uppuparra 534

Uppupatanna 534

Upputanta 535

Upputtarai 535

Uppuvadi 535

Uppuvanikar 535

Uppuvittidu magalir . . 535

Upri 534

Upri 534
Ur 535
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2 11

2 6

2 13

2 26
2 26
2 14

2 18

2 20
2 38
2 41

2 43
1

2

4

4

6

8

10
1 22
1 23
1 25
1 27
1

1

29

30
1 31

1 33
1 34
1 40
1 43
2 26
2 1

2 7

2 13

2 14

2 22

2 18
2 18

2 23
2 6

2 38
2 40
2 40
2 1

2 43
2 43
2 1

2 31

2 32
2 43
2 7

1 1

2 11

2 11

2 20
2 21

2 25
2 25
2 35

36
1

3
5

6

8

8

10

18

tRU
/ Page col. line

Ura 535 1 19

Uja 535 2 25
Ura 535 2 26
Urabhavi 535 2 1

Uradi 535 2 27
Uraima . . . . . . . 595 2 12

Uraiyul 535 1 26
Uralan 535 2 35

tlraji 535 2 29
Uran 535 1 27
Uranma 535 2 31
Uranmakaran 535 2 33
Urar 535 1 28
Uratalavara 535 2 23
Urati 535 2 27

Uratiya 535 2 39
Uratu 535 2 27

Uravamati 525 2 40
Uravan 525 2 42
Uravu 525 2 41

Urdyama sthanam . . . 525 2 37
Urdalavara 535 1 29
Urddhabahu 535 2 43

Urddhapundra .... 536 1 1

Urdu 536 1 4
Ure 536 1 14
Tlrf 536 1

Urganika .

"

535 1

Uri 536 1

Urf 536 1

Uri 536 1

Uridhan 536 1

Urimai 536 1

Urittanavan 536 1

Uriyar 536 1

Uriyavan 536 1

Uriy6r 536 1

Urkaraniga 535 1

Urkavaliga 535 1

Urkelasiga 535 1

Urkoja 535 1 36
Urlu 536

Urlugambha 536

Urmaniyam 329

Urmaniyam 535
Urru 538
Urs 536 1

Urtu 536 1

Urtugar 536 1

Uru 536 1 37
Urubeli 535 1 44

trubhapi 535 2 1

Urubhavi 535 2 1

Urucheruvu 535 2 3

Uragauda 535 2 5

Urugavuda 535 2 5

Uruguttige 535 2 7

Uruholabu 535 2 8

Urukatte 535 2 10

Urukayava 535 1 34

Urukayuva 535 2 13

Urumbali 535 2 15
tirumeravani 535 2 17

Urummaji 535 2 15

tfruni 535 2 19

Urupalu 535 2 20

Urupallelu 535 2 22

12

31
14

17
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27
15

32
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35

1 28
1 29

1 28
1 37
1 4

30
35
36



tRU
Page

Uruterige 535
Urvalam 535

Urvara 536
tig 536

Usana 536

Usanavari 536

Usanavat 536

Usar 536

Usarabhumi 536

Uschadh 536

tlschaj-h 536

Ushar 536

Ushara 536

Vshr 536

Ushr-ut-tijarat 536

Ushta 536

Ushtawal 536
U5ir 536
Ustad 536
Ustawari 536
U?ul 536
tit 536

Utakkara 536

Utaina 536
Ulana 536

Utana 536

U^angala 536
Utar 536

Utara? 536
Utari 536

Utarpenth 536
Utarta 536
Utaru 536

Utarwaij 536

Utarwat 536

Utarya 536
Utavali 536
Utbandi 536

Utbandijama 537

Uteij 537

Utfian 537

Ut.hangb.at 537
Utkoch 537
Utkocha 537

Utkshepa 537

Utkshepaka 537
Utoti 537

Utpanna 537

Utpannamuharrir . . . 589
Utsa 528

Utsarga 537

Utsarjana 537
Utsava 537

Utsavamoyini 537
Uttamarna 537
Uttamasahasa 537
Uttanbadikai 529

Uttapadi 529
Uttar 537
Uttara 537
Uttara 537
Uttarabhasa 537
Uttaradhikara .... 537
Uttaradhikari 537
Uttarakartta 537

Uttarakriya. 537
Uttaralakshana .... 537
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VAL VAR

Valla



vAv VET VIS

Vaykal



VIS

Page

Vishusankramana . . . . 595

Vishusankranti . . . .595
Vishuva 549

Vissabady 549

Vissum 599

Vfsubadi 549

Visvasi 549

Viswavasu 549
Vft 549
Vit . 549
Vitam 549
Vitasti 549
Vitika 549
Vitta 549
Vitta 549
Vittal 549

Vittanalujabita .... 549
Vittanarau 549
Vittara 549

Vittavishaya 549
Vittu 549
Vittukal 549

VittumatJam 549
Vittumudal 550

Vittupata 549

Vittupati 549

Vittupattam 549
Vittuvali 550

Vittvishay 549
Vivada 550
Viviiba 550
Vivaharam 546
Vivaha swami .... 550
Vivasa 550
Vivastha 552

Viyogi 550

Viyyamu 550

Viyyankudu 550

Viyyapuralu 550
Vizier 557
Vizir 557
Vohoro 550
Vondra 550

Voorty 551
Vows 550
Vrata 550

Vratya 550

Vratyastoma 550
Vri'ddha 550
Vriddhi 550
Vriddhi sraddha .... 551

Vrihaspati 551

Vrihaspativara . . . .551
Vrinda 551

Vrindavan 551

Vrindavana 551

Vrishotsarga 531
Vrithadana 551
Vritti . . 551
Vrittichhed 551
Vritti ijara 551
Vritti mahabrahmani . . 551

Vruddhapadiya. .... 550
Vruddhi 550
Vrutti 551
Vuccaloo 382
Vuccaloo jummed aloo . . 382

I
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WAL
Page

Walimajbir 555
Walimamat 555
Walit . 555

Wali-ud-dam 555
Walras 555

Walsari 555

Waluvan 555

Warn 555

Wamdar 555

Wamkhwah 555
Wan. . 540
Wancharai 540
Wanda 383

Wangi 555
Wiini 555

Wanjar 555

Wanjara. 555

Wanjari 555

Wanta 555

Wantadar 541

Wantanf 555

Wantedar 555

Wantekari 555

Wanteli 555
Wantiu 555
Wantnibab 555

Wantmpatra . . . .
j ..,.

War 541

War 555
Wara 555
Warakka 542
Warakum 542
Waram 541
Waran 555
Warasa . . . . . . 556
Warat 555
VVarera 541
Warlu 555

Warhididhi 555

Wai-i 538
Wari 555
Warid 555
Waridat 555
Warid gadir 556
Waril 556
Waril pana 556
Waril parampara . . . 556
Waris 556
Warisdar 556
Warisnama 556
Warkar 556
Warkari 556
Warkas 556
Warkas jamin 556
Warru 556
Warsa 555
Warsadar 556
Warsanama 556
Warsedar 556
Wartha 542
Wartaka 543
Warttala 543
Warttanuk 543
Warttanuka 543
Was 556
Was 556
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ZAM
Page

Zamindaran 563
Zamindarana 563
Zamindar hazur tahij . . 564

Zamindari 564
Zamindari chauki . . . 564
Zamindari daftar .... 564
Zamindari higsadari . 564
Zamindari jama . . . 564
Zamindari muchalka . . . 564
Zamindari patta .... 564
Zamindari rusum .... 564
Zamindari sanad . . . 564
Zamindar jamadar . . . 564
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